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How TO HEAR MUSIC
Philip Hale
How can
and spiritual
anyone not educated as a
i"

music was

first

performed

in

this

country

musician train himself to

many professionals ridiculed it, but the
common people heard it gladly. Nor was

intelligent, discriminative

this

what the French

call

snnhisme

in

music.

appreciation? Or should
one be content with the
familiar expression, "I

don't

about music, but I
what 1 like"? The one saying this, though
he be ridiculed at the time, is not necessarily a Philistine. He may like the music of
Debussy; he may prefer a waltz by Johann
Strauss! In either case his taste is sound.
is not necessary for one to be a trained
ITmusician
to appreciate good music. There

1>K \WIN(,
\1.

.

BKKOi:

are only two kinds of music, good and bad.
A jazz tune may be good from a technical as
well as an esthetic standpoint. Sir Thomas
Browne wrote long ago: "Even that vul-
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THE

way

to hear nlu^ic

At the present time

is
it

to hear
is

it.

ahiiost

to avoid hearing it.
Concerts and recitals in public halls;
music in hotels and restaurants;
music at private houses to take the place of
;onversation after a formal dinner; music
through the radio where and how can one
escape it? Perhaps the music of the spheres
will soon be heard on earth. The radio has

impossible

—

infinite possibilities.
1

Some have been, and are. tone deaf, takng no pleasure in music of any sort. Among
hem have been men famous in various
valks of life. But the great majority of men
and women enjoy music whether it be in a
and primitive form or in a highly
leveloped >tate. Should this enjoyment be
or should it be also intellectual
)n'- rcr.
•ude

.

December

31,

gar and ta^'ern music which makes one man
merry, another mad, strikes in nie a deep
fit of devotion and a profound contemplation of the first composer." So a hand-organ
tune played in the street while some one
within a house lies on a deathbed will afterwards to the surviving inmates have tragic
significance and sacred associations.
The taste and judgment of the technically
trained, even when they are celebrated
composers, are not always impeccable.
Many instances of expressed opinions that
now seem to us absurd might be given. The
uneducated in music have often a curious
instinct for detecting greatness where others,
learned in the art, pass it by or openly flout
it. There are good listeners, whose taste i?
natural or cultivated, not by closest studv,

but simply by hearing.

When Wagner's

applause. Pianists of mature years and great
reputation are slow in putting the names of
contemporaneous composers on their programme. They are satisfied with the pieces
they mastered years ago pieces that are
orthodox, pieces that the hearers already
know and like. If a hearer has studied diligently the piano, he may be able to admire
a pianist's technical proficiency, to compare
it with the proficiency of others before the
public, even to find just fault with it; but
the spirit of the composition and the soul of
the interpreter may wholly escape him. A
singing teacher may condemn the voice and
even the technic of a singer and miss the
mood inspired by this singer's understanding
of the text and the composer's translation
of it, as interpreted by the singer, in spite
of evident faults. Technic is only a means,
eminently desirable, indispensable in airs
of a purely brilliant ornamental nature; a
great aid to interpretation, it is not in itself
the soul of interpretation. And so, while
a teacher shudders at Ludwig Wuellner's
voice and his faulty vocal method, the
unskilled but sensitive hearer was deeply
moved hearing him interpret Schubert's
Doppelgaenger, Sinding's Ein Weib or
Richard Strauss's Fruehlingsfeir.

—

know anything
know

w

own mdividuality or music by which
they confidently expect to win uproarious

their

an affectation in taste shown today by those
with a mere smattering of knowledge who
are rapturous in speech over futile works of
certain ultra-modern composers whose apparent purpose in writing is to provoke
amazement,^ to make the honest bourgeois
sit

up.

necessary
NOR
appreciate musicof

anyone wishing to
a pleasingorof a high
order to play any instrument. Professional
instrumentalists are often poor judges of
music. They play what is most suitable to
for

is it

ENJOYMENT

ultra-modern

I

are

more helpful

for

music than books expressly devoted to

in

cultivating a fine taste

the art.

one should realize that music
an expression of the period in
which it was written. There have been a
few composers ahead of their time; there
have been a few innovations; but it is safe
jto say that a man composes as he and his
First of

as a rule

all,

is

[contemporaries feel. You may not find
Mozart's music emotional as we understand
iemotion today. In his time music was not
expected to "be passionate or even sensuously
emotional, for these qualities were not
[dominant in the prevailing general artistic
[expression. Nationality does not play so
important a r61e as some would have it.
""HE best and the enduring music makes
a universal appeal. Beethoven is not great
inply because lie was a German; his music
great, not because it was written "in the
Ijerman manner "; it is great because it
contains grand, noble, deeply emotional
thoughts expressed in the grand manner,
recognizable as such throughout the musical
f
world. American music is not necessarih
iiood because it is composed by an American.
Rimski-Korsakov is a fascinating composer,
is as warmly appreciated "in
IIIU =
h'll.ii
1113 mutic
r.d his
I

European

composers

various excellent articles of a general nat
but its coist is prohibitive to many. For those
familiar with the German language Hugo
Riemann's Musik Lexikon is invaluable.
There are nianyhistories of music. The o;ie
by Yilliers Stanford and Cecil Forsyth is
sane and readable.
Reading indiscriminately may bring confusion. Some read only to confirm their
suspicions. One is tempted to follow blindly
the opinion of this or that "authority," to
Cjuote it with a knowing air. What is needed
is independence of thought. Hearing music
intelligently is not difficult. Years ago at a
prayer meeting in a little Vermont village
a young man fresh from a divinity school
made at a prayer meeting a long and swollen
speech on the nature of Christianity. When
he sat down ai; old villager arose and said:
"Christianity, my friends, is a plain and
simple thing, in which the wise man has
no advantage over the ignorant, nor the
learned over the fool."
Although Walter Pater believed that all
the arts tended towards music, his theory
has been vigorously combatted of late,
there are others who, though they are
pleased by sweet or stirring sounds, maintain that it is the lowest of the arts. It is not
necessary to discuss this question. One
must answer it according to one's own
nature. If a man is satisfied with light music,
obviously tuneful, strongly rhythmed, so
that it appeals to his heels and not his ears,
he should not be scorned or pitied. Let him
venture into a concert hall and he will tiiic[
possibly to his amazement that a s>iii
l

able lines:
"All music is what awakes from you
when you are reminded by the instruments.
It is not the \ iolins and the cornets, it is not
the oboe, nor the beating drums, nor the
score of the baritone singer singing his sweet
omanza, nor that of the men's chorus, nor
that of the women's chorus. It is nearer and
farther than they."
The composer cannot give you more than
you yourself contain; the performer cannot
move you more than you yourself feel.
But one may say: "I do not play any

•

of all a

9471

the drawing room exist only because we
think them. Walt Whitman summed up the
matter as regards music in a few but memor-

,

is first
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instrument; I do not sing; I know nothing
about the science of music. I have no time
to take lessons. I am fond of music. How
jean I prepare myself for listening more
[intelligently, for the ability to talk about it,
[to discuss what I have heard without displaying ignorance?"
More than a century' ago a German, not
1 a musician, said that next to hearing music
most disagreeable thing was to hear talk
I the
ji about it. One might say that there are many
^ books about nuisic that cloud wisdom and
nipt one to avoid concerts. There are
i)ks frankly entitled "How to I.isten to
Uisic"; they may have been of assistance
the anxious. Perhaps it would be paraMjxical to say that there are essays and
bearing on music in any way that
vik poems not

hearing

in

matter of receptivity. The composer, the
interpreter, must be met halfway, perhaps
more than halfway. It has been said that
the landscape is in the eye of the beholder
There are some who maintain that the outward world, the mountain, the forest, the
brick block across the street, the piano in

Chicago and Boston as in Moscow and
Leningrad, whereas some Russians, striving

the

too deliberately to be strictly national, are
not known beyond the boundaries of Russia,
though in their way they may have talent.
Hearing music, one should remember the
period in which it was w ritten, for the period
shapes largely the individual comjioser's
idiom, his manner, his form of expression.
Music is a shifting, not a fixed art. There are
men who now try to write in the manner of
Bach. Would Bach j)ersist in his manner if
he were composing today? With the best
will in the world we cannot hear today as
audiences heard in the time of Bach or in the
time of Mozart and Haydn or even as late
as the period of Chopin and Schumann.
Their music still lives and makes a profound
impression, because it contains c-sential
qualities that are for all time and make a
universal appeal to men and women.
Nor should one be afraid of great names
and try to enjoy compositions signed by a
great name. No composer has been Ijlessed
with plenary inspiration. Go through the
list of the great; nearly all of the famous men
from Bach to Brahms, from Haydn to Cesar
Franck, have written music of mediocre
value or of no worth mere "potVjoilers."
As in literature, the "complete works" are
nol to be treasured. Nor should one be discouraged because the word "highbrow" is
often applied by the lazy, the indifferent and
the ignorant to music rhythmically interesting and shot through with beauty.

circumstances attending the birth of the
compositions, the character of the composer,
the taste of the period in which he worked.
The French are easily masters in the field
of musical biographies, but there are in
English some excellent lives.
More important perhaps are books of a
general nature. Dr. Charles Burney's records
of his travels on the European continent are
indispensable to anyone who wishes to know
about the conditions of music in his time and
the character of composers whom he met.
All of H. F. Chorley's books will be enjoyed.
Vernon Blackburn's Fringe of an Art; J. F.
Runciman's Old Scores and New Readings;
William Wallace's Threshold of Music;
Krehbiel's Music and Mamiers; Michael
Kelly's memoirs he knew Mozart; the
books about music by James Huneker
(besides his life of Chopin); Ernest Newman's A Musician's Holiday; Jean-Aubry's
French Music of Today; E. B. Hill's Modern
French Music; Rolland's Some Musicians
of Former Days and Music of Today; the
books by W. F. Apthorp and Paul Rosenfield
these, and this is only an imperfect
are
entertaining,
stimulating and
list,

—

may
"Can't improve my
ONE
my judgment, by reading any books
ask,

1

taste,

per-

taining to music?" The lives of composers
will be helpful if one does not follow blindly

critical

opinions

These biographies

contained

will give

therein.

an idea of the

—

—

informing.

There

arc

musical

clopaedias, galore.

dictionaries,

ency-

The most comprehensive

English is Grove's, which sins through
lack of proportion and is in need of the
revision now making. For practical everyday
use the New Enclyclopxdia of Music and
Musicians, edited by Waldo Selden Pratt, is
now probably the best. It was published in
1924. A dictionary edited by Dr. Eaglefield
Hyll contains a mass of information about
in

.

—

phony may be

excitingly

out from

rhythmed and

He would

not find this
books; he must find it out by

irresistibly tuneful.

hearing.
Orchestral concerts for the mass of people,
concerts for which moderate prices are asked,
should be encouraged and maintained. Not
that they will turn rhe hearers into musicians,
an undesirable result, but the
audiences hearing good nmsic of a popular
nature, and there is plenty of it, would little
by little wish to hear the best. Already
there is a demand by "listeners-in" at the
radio for music of a quality superior to that
broadcast af first; and this demand does not
come from those accustomed to symphony

—

—

concerts.

No one should be afraid of "good" and
"highbrow" music. No one should be afraid
to express his own opinion. Without discussions and disputes art becomes stagnant.
There will always be reactionaries; there
will always be "futurists." It is not necessarj'
for anyone to join either party. A catholic
taste is more to be desired than per fervid
partisanship.
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ilftKen

til

sent for a coiyipany of marines to stop
this riot and they sent me one man."
"Got all muddy!" sez the marine.
"There's only one riot, ain't there?"

.uai .... "•uslc can
recognise the fa.
gazing
reproduce the emotion of one
of the Jungfrnu
071 the awful majesty
Dlablerets; nor
or the wlldness of the
suncan one paint ;n tones sunrise and
whether he employs ingeniously
i

ITRAUSS'ALPINE'I
By PHILIP

HALE

set

an 'ascending or descending

concert of the Boston
SSymphony orchestra, Mr, Kouseevltzky,
conductor, took place yesterday aiterThe program
loon In Symphony hall.
comprised Bach's Suite, D major. No.
"Alplna"
I,
and Richard Strauss's
,

The

Symphony.
This symphony was
Berlin ten years ago.

produced at
Although It has

first

!)een performtd In several cities of the
United States (in three In 1916), it was
heard in Boston yesterday for the first

time.

Reuben Petttngill, the> hero of the
Artemus Ward's story "Pyrotechny,"
was an extraordinarily skilful youne
Dian in the use of a common claspknife, with which he could make from
"H«
soft wood, horses, dogs, cats, etc.

,

i

1

carved excellent soldiers also."
"I remember his masterpiece," says
Artemus; "It was 'Napoleon crossing- the
Alps.' Looking at it critically, I should
say It was rather short of Alps. An
Alp or two more would have Improved
It; but, as a whole it was a wonderful
piece of work, and what a wonderful
piece of work Is a wooden man,^ when

There were several "Jokes" at Will
Rogers's night In Boston. The first was
the Press Agent's Program sold at 25
cents per in the lobby ot Symphony hall
with the barker's well remembered
"None sold inside the tent." The second

'^^The'^^erformance, with a slight exnoticed,
ception which probably few
was eloquent and brilliant.
delightfullyplayed
Bach's Suite was
times
The overture is stinin? and at
not
grand music. Mr. Koussevitzky did
familiar
and
lovely
sentimentalize the
Gigue,
Air The Gavottes, Bourree and
In tho
except for those who believe
are
composer
a
of
rlenary Insplr.itlon
hearhardly worth playing, much less

was the De Reszke

quartet, which had
"eight legs with but a single voice"
(Rogers's own testimony).
The third
was (same testimony) Will Rogers in
Symphony hall! The fourth was "$2.50,
plus tax" (on me), and the fifth, half a
house (on Rogers).
O Pollieora! O
Rogers! Rogers needs the Follies for a
contrast; the eight-legged quartet was
not enough.
He Khould better come
alone, leaving the "boys" who gave the
concert in the tent in which they rightfully belong. Come again, Will Rogers,
hire a smaller hall, and if you must give
us a "concert," sing yourself; It couldn't
be worse than the efforts of the "native
born American singers" who made your
return to the platform no Joke.
Boston.
MBTCALF RUSSELL.

will be on
''^The concerts next week
and
Thursday (not Friday) afternoon

trumSaturday evening. Purcell-Wood,
Concerto Grosso
pet voluntary; Block.
obligator; Wagfor strings and piano

and arms are all right."
extraordinarily skilful
is an
man In tiie use of an orchestra;

Saint-Saens.
ner prelude to "Parsifal";
Symphony. C minor, w ith organ

his legs

Shows Wild Life in Africa
and on Amazon

"Alplno" Symphony short of
Alps?
In other words did he attempt to accomplish the Impossible?
He has composed a panoramlo, mualThe
CBl moving picture of the Alps.
audience Is supposed to climb, personally conducted by gooA Kr. Straxias as
not
guide though the audience Is
securely roped to him. It starts In time
woods
to see the sunrise, enters the
yesterday It seemed as If the guide and
of
his followers would never come out
them—wanders by the brookside, enjoys
admires
waterfall,
pretty
a
of
the sight
pasture
the scenery, enters the mountain
and hears the cow bells, plunges through
glorious
a
high
on
from
sees
underbrush,
view. Is alarmed by the hush of nature
descends,
before a terriflo thunderstorm,
the
arriving safely below in time for
sun,
evening meal, looking at the setting
the
of
voices
the
and, later, hearing

—

to
"'l^niuss neglected, unfortunately,
EdeliiUude musically to the celebrated
point
nor did he, like Baedeker,

weiss,
refreshment on
out places of rest and
recommended,
the way that are "well

with moderate prices.
reminds one
In a way this sj-mphony
by
Symphonie,
of "The Plains: Ode
Jabes Tarbox, which ^'^J^^^i^^^^l
He
Phoenix.
lenrth by the late John
"T»'«
beg?n his masterly article: and
boundphonle opens upon the wide
degrees
115
less plains in longitude
minutes. .01 seclatitude 85 degrees, 21
the west
onds and about 60 miles from are beauda^
These
bank of Pitt river.
expressed by a long
tifullv and clearly
from aa
(topographically) dra^-n note
on the
clarinet ... A few notes

W

As

when they were

first

shown here by

be repeated this

The

lines of Catuiius Inspired

by Sap-

B

"Hie ml par esse deo vldetur,
dlv6i.*
llle. si fas est, superare
qui sedens adversua Identidem te
audit
poectat et
dulce rldentem . .
Are familiar to many. If only by Imita-

sions on

tions in English.

See how tbey

afieotsd Mr. A. P. Her-

bert;

"AVhen laughing Ann trips down

the

street.

The sun comes out as well.
The town is at her twInkUng feet.
The crier rings his bell.
The young men leap like little flsh,
Policemen stand and purr.
While husbands look behind and wish
That they had married her."
"And It is Mr. Herbert who wrote "He

As American
i

the name of an American lawyer, for
instance, as Is the case of the English
lawyer? If Esq. is to be barred, no
pun intended, should not "Mr." also be
eliminated. In early colonial days this
expression was used in the case of
those born (only) In the "upper" class.
By consensus of opinion the "Dark"
Lady of Shakespeare's sonnets, she appears to have been Lady Mary Fltton.
That she was at all "dark" is a question. That is, in her complexion. Shakespeare states regarding this lady: "Only
In
thy deeds thou'rt dark." Was It
not the custom of sonneteers of that
day to speak in this way to mystify the
reader?
Is not Scott the author of
"Stone walls do not a prison make."

ELAH.

few strings?
Mr FInck thinks that Strauss may
have caught the Idea of his "Waterfall"
music from hearing "the Cascade ol didn't oughter":
Jewels" in the opera "Arlane and Blue "Well, he didn't oughter to strike me,
Straus^
not at meals,
Bea.-d." We have no proof that
Isi
ever saw the opera or the score. He
I told him of It only yesterday;
any
for
music
whollv competent to find
It's little things like that a woman feels;
(It la strange that he has
waterfall.
Why can't he wait tilf dinner's cleared
never wrMten music for Niagara or for
away?" .
,
the wonderful African falls.) His thunif one cares
impressive,
Is
Ftorm
der
one to
hardly
Is
Douglas
Alfred
Lord
for that sort of thing; It Is thunderously
amuslne, and one likes to see the man be suspected of writing nonsense verses,
turning the crank of the wind machine;
but from "Tails with a Twist," a section
but the ominous hush before the tempot his "The Duke of Berwick and Other
frightened,
of
suggestion
the
with
est,
Rhymes," we take these verses:
(jueptloning birds, is, indeed, poetic and
Nor
should
musical.
at the same time
"It would be wrong for me to write
the fanfare of horns announcing "the
The sort of things he does at night.
entrance into the forest" be forgotten,
Nor dare I in plain language say
thout'h this fanfare might be for any
The sort of things he does by day.
chafe, forest or no forest.
His acts recall, they are so serious,
Straus for orice wrote his own proThose of the Emperor Tiberius."
'gram What dots he think of an earnest commentatot, the writer of a guidepointed
who
book to the amphony,
DUSTING OFF THE OLD ONES
!

I

•

,

As the World Wags:
My uncle what was a marine, told me
this: One time a bunch of sailors on
shore leave got drunk and began rioting.
The officer in charge sent word back to

the battleship to send the marines. A
boat put out from the ship and landed
one lone Leatherneck. The officer was
frantic. "Got ram for sell." he yelled. "1

treason to the natural rights of man.
may be. Upon this subject I confess myself fit only to be a
learner; but I have yet to discover what

whatever they

a man means when he addresses a letter to John Dash, Esq. (who Is no manfrom

distinguished
or
distinguishable
other Dashes) except that Mr.
shall think he means to be polite."

an interesting letter to
Washington Irving In which he related
an anecdote of the general, toM him
by Gen. Cobb of Attleborough. who was
Washington's aide. Cobb said he never
saw Washington laugh heartily but
twice while he was with him. Once he
was playing whist with Cobb, a Virginia
doctor and a clergyman. Th-e two latter
were partners.
The clergyman

away

YOUTHFUL LATINISTS

"George

i

have been accustomed from early Colonial days to put the boys to their
Latin In their tender years. Even my
grandfather, not a New Englander, but
a poor parson of Virginian ancestry
serving a congregation in a tiny middle
village,

prepared

all

The breakfast
came in the

Washington

In

Love

and

Otherwise," by Eugene E. Prusslng, is
a book of 180 pages (large print), which
is published by Pascal Covici of Chicago.
"The Captain of Industry" and
"The Bank of England Stock" stories,
showing Washington as a business man
land legislator before the revolution, and
as a business man in the presidency,

were

his boys for

published in Scrlbner's MagaThe chapter "In
Love" is Mr. Prussing's adaptation of
facts as written by Washington himself.
"The story is Washington's; he

entering the Junior year of college at
They, or at least some of them,
16.
had read the whole Latin course before
entering college, and they still read
I^atln and Greek with ease as grown
men. My father was never a scholar
in either tongue In the sense that modern professors of the dead languages are
scholars, but every winter he read the

Latin and Greek classics without a dictionary.
Young wouien of my family
taught me the Greek article when I was
a lisping babe, but unfortunately I never
got much beyond those early lessons.
My father set me at Latin when I was
His rule was to put a fellow
8 or 9.
through the Latin grammar seven
times. He never knew that I improved
upon his teaching by silently going over
declensions, conjugations and thj rules
of syntax during the long prayer and the

the underpinning.
rang.
Washington

room. "The only trace of the storm was
a certain nei-vous twitching of his ruffles or wristbands as he adjusted them
while taking his seat at table."

As the World Wags:

western

temper? Did

historian, wrote

bell

Considerable proficiency In Latin at
7 is not so unusual,
or once was
not, as to Justify a record of it in a
particular instance by the Associated
Press or, even in a special dispatch. All
over New England hundreds of clerical
families, and not a few other families,

lost his

In the same letter is an instance of
Washington's violent temper, which he
usually kept In control.
Col. Preston
was visiting him. As he was walking
one morning along the veranda, he
heard loud and angry tones. He saw
his host scolding, with gestures, a man
doing stucco work on some cornices.
He was standing on a scaffolding laid
across barrels. Preston saw this scaffolding give way, and "the man of
.stucco disappear amidst a cloud of
dust and lime." Washington had kicked

for "esquire"

us quote Richard Grant White: "An
attempt to deprive any citizen of this
democratic republic of his right to be
called an esquire by his friends and all
his correspondents, would be an outrage
upon our free institutions, and perhaps

ner

which he

played so wretchedly that the doctor
swore like, a pirate.
The clergyman
threw down his cards, saying he would
not play with the profane man.
The
doctor said he would refrain, and the
game went on, but the clergyman played
even worse than before.
Whan the
rubber was lost, the doctor ran to the
empty chimney, thrust his head up and
poured forth a volley ot oaths. "Washington," concluded Cobb, "threw himself
back in his chair, and laughed until the
tears ran down his eyes."

No, Richard Lovelace, not Scott, wrote
the memorable lines: "Stone walls do
not a prison make." It is by no means
the "consensus of opinion" that the
" 'Dark' Lady" of Shakespeare's son-

Dash
—Ed.

W.

he think it worth while to say why
he laughed, when he did laugh?
Eighty odd years ago, Prescott, the

is

As

A.

We have not had the courage to read
the diary of Gen. George Washington.
There are thre^e volumes of it, formidable volumes.
Did he note the occa-

Reference has been made to the use

Fltton.

crib barricading the

door!

ESQUIRE, ETC.

was Mary

shut, but

With Bethlehem's

As the World Wags:

nets

welcome a vision that grants us to

floor.

MARGUERITE.

etc.?

'

how easily sundered,
Passion or Jealousy knocks.
How often Ambition has thundered
With fierce, irresistible shock!
Oh. Shatlow of Christmas, steal over the

pass by, say-

based on English law is there not
some reason in using the "Esq." after

|

When

THE ONE.

law

|

All nations so eager In turning the key!

and she didn't say

of "esquire" as snobbish.

\

see.

let

pho:

the foreground."
curious
The "Alpine" symphony Is arealistic;
mixture of the Ideal and the
of
commonplace;
the
and
of the lofty
gorgeous
Platitudes thinly hidden by
conspicupassages
orchestral dress; of
pages that
ous for genuine beauty; of
As Is not uncomare mere padding.
mathematic
the
mon with Strauss,
or vulgar, U
terial is often common,
^ ^
one prefers that word.
Tet what composer living but Strauss
pages of
superb
the
written
have
could
hearer looks
the "vision" by which the
quarfour
the
towards
summit
from the
Or the exquisite
ters of the earth?
to a
given
measures,
measures, simple

Miss

sacrilege acto become a

just;

How

did not get up and announce, "Mr. Joseph Peck is wanted in the checkroom,
as his overcoat is leaking."

Mr. Newman Is always welcome*
here by large audiences, say rather a
host of friends and admirers. And
His pictures ar«
with good reason.
works of photographic art; his talk Is
instructive without being pedagoglo;
entertaining without a too evident attempt to amuse; modest, even when he
has been adventurous In savage lands.
His audiences know that he is honest;
that he Is a shrewd observer; that he
has had peculiar advantages In obtaining pictures and Interviews, but these
advantages are to be Inferred, for he tS
not a boastful, self-glorifying man. His
series fcr ne^t season will be one of
great Interest, for he has made plane
P. H.
out of the ordinary.

a solitary
beans In
kntelope picking up mescal

let
first,"

"Age before beauty."

afternoon.

E-flat
to
piccolo calls the attention

out that "the clld air of the glacier Is
Indicated by a transformation of the
'waterfall' theml with new material?"
The "Alpine"! symphony Is not a
"masterpiece." is a work of art it la
not to be compaled with "TiUe Eulan" "Salonil" or "Rosenkavalfer."
<.Spiegel,
Some of the pates of the symphony
imlfrht take the llaco of a lecturer in
ia "Tiavel Talk ]t tho dories of the

"You

Newman

will

;

World Wags:

paused to

and

The Travel Talk

;

As the World Wags:
At a banquet last night the chairman

excited great attention
Many o^
enthusiastic comment.
the animals. In fact the majority ot
them, were known only by name even
to students of natural history and ther»
were animals shown on the screen. In
their habitat, free, not hunted, except
by the camera, whose names even were
unfamiliar except to pursuers of great
game In the regions named. Nor were
they marshalled on the screen only "two
by two." They were seen In plenty.

Mr.

the

I

ing,

Sunday morniiiK

this
failure

BARRING THE DOOR

Hard

Mr. Newman. In answer to many requests, gave an extra Travel Talk last
night In Symphony Hall. (The subscription series closed last week.) The subject of this extra Travel Talk with Its
remarkable motion pictures was "Wild
Animals and Savage Life in Africa and
These pictures
Along the Amazon."

my

("The gates of war are olosed," M. Briand
has said.)
Great door ot the Temple of Janus.
Whose hinges are creaking with rUst,
Long, long may your veto restrain us
When blood would our quarrels ad-

FROM THE ANANIAS CLUB

Strauss
elderly
his
Is

for

scholar In Latin. However, I find that
the wreck of my Latin after more than
a half-century Is a somewhat more
valuable possession than the scraps
retained by many younger men whom 1
meet when they are less than five years
out of college.
The old method was
effective for fixing the language in the
pupil's memory, though 1 fancy the best
teachers of Latin today are better
scholars and more thorough In their
leaching than many of two generations
ago.
But youth today is preoccupied
with a vast number of thiiigs that distract the tnlnd from langu& ^ea, dead or
Uvlns.
Ii>Ii:vdCTUS.

As the World Wags:
,

at

Perhaps

counts

A JOCOSE OCCASION

No

hymns

singing of
service.

HOOSIEK SCOTT.

scale-

Strauss, lake Reuben Pettinsill
extraordinarily
with' his Jack-knife, Is
orchestra; but
skilful in thd use of an
Is
a little short
symphony
his "Alpine"

ninth

',

first

zine four years ago.

wrote It. It is to my mind the finest
love story in the world. I wish I could
claim some credit for it. T wish still
I could tell the name of my friend,
first printed it. I wish most I were
artist enough to have refrained frgm
pointing out its moral."
This chapter will disappoini thos)
who go about nosing for garbage. We

more

who

have heard stories about Washington's last jvars, stories of a malicious
character.
"None of them can stand
the test of historic examination, and we
all

.

are happily sure that our Washington

s

i

I

2

tomorrow
will be produced at the Wilbur Theatre
out
brought
was
which
Brieux,
Eugene
"L'Avocat,"
by
^tifis the play
Louis Gauthier
1922.
tuj. Theatre aw v'audeville, Paris, in September,
accused.

Then took the

"

vbioh

pan

^vas

t«ken by

.hen

w»rmlv

it.

wonl-moageri;, i);-\sters of the truth; one is always guilty when one
and never has there been such need of proclaiming it as today." Is
not this AS true of the United States today as it may be in France ?
Ho-* does the advocate defend the wife? What is the verdict? What
becomes of the woman and her defender? These questions will be answered
in the j^erformance tomorrow night.
kills

at the lawyer defending; the part of the

discu ta«d,

Th«

woman

indicted

play, "comedie en trois actes,"
critics praised it; the public went to see

Jll.e. Fflconetti.

The

was
it.

version of
George Middleton tfinslated the play, or made an English
1925.
His adaptation was seen at the Belasco Theatre on Sept. 29,

Mr. Belasco staged the pl«y.
We see no good rca.yn fo?: changing the title. Some one has said
have given a false
that if the original \itle tad b^en retained it might
means a barrister,
"Avocat"
hero.
the
of
impression of the chaiact«.r
who pleads
pleader, advi.catc lawyer. "Advocate" m^ans one

counsellor,

In fact, the
a professional pleader in courts of justice.
is to plead the
profession
whose
one
is
"advocate"
of
original meaning
"advocate" was
cause of anyone in a court of f istice. It is true that while
in countries
today
is
and
courts,
law
the technical title in the Eon.an
understand it is
retaining the Roman law, as Scotland and France (we
for another;

special tribunals),
also the title in English admiralty courts, and in certain
represents a^
Disraeli
courts.
law
English
ordinary
in

not the title
advocate, I must
character in "Vivian Grey" as saying: "To succeed as an
my chance of
give
up
must
I
lawyer,
be a great lawyer; and to be a great
curiously into
inquire
would
audience
if
an
doubt
We
being a great man."
.interested in
character of an "advocate" at the bar, or would be

it is

the^precise

splitting hairs if the original title

had been retained.

this country of
Brieux has been accused in his own Paris as in
social probputting
of
the
habit
in
"obstinate didacticism." He has been
sincerity, his
his
doubted
has
one
No
sermonizing.
lems on the stage, of
desire to correct admitted evils.
magistrate, wishing to
In "The Red Robe" he wished to show how a
is tempted to convict at once
smartness,
for
and
zeal
for
reputation
?ain a
might give proof of
an accused; to take no heed of all the evidence that

the prisoner's innocence.
In "Accused" he discusses this question:

careful Anthony Trollope did not escape. The trial in "Orley Farm" was
held up for good-natured ridicule. Charles Reade, who should have been
well versed in the law, was another whose mistakes, especially in "Griffith
Gaunt," were exposed.
prominent member of the Boston bar, who went to New York for
the purpose of seeing "Accused," writes:
"To me, as a lawyer, the theme of 'Accused' is of absorbing interest.
The psychological analysis of the advocate in action is wonderful. His
progress from one step to another, till he knows nothing but to compel the
jury to think as he directs and to see as he, in his art, would have them
see the rapidly accumulating incidents, persons, places, things he sets
before them is a tour de force and true to the life of an advocate. What
ne. use auvocaie, r«?aily tninKs has no more at the moment to do with him
than the virtue or vice of a carpenter he employs has to do with the excellence of the work he has done. At the moment of action the advocate is
two in one a dual unity as distinct as if he were two entirely different
persons."

A

—

—

Or as the dramatic critic of the Commonweal puts it: "Some criticism has been directed against the -play on the grounds that a problem of
this sort has no universal application; that, to be sufficiently absorbed in
it, the audience must first admit a genuine interest in the ethics of the
legal profession. I feel, however, that this is distinctly a surface criticism.
The real interest, as in "Hamlet," for example, lies in the struggle created,
not in the particular circumstances creating it. What holds the breathless
attention of the audience at the Belasco Theatre is not the superficial plot,
but the theme of human will power under terrific stress, and the all too
humsn conflict between emotion, cold reason and idealism."
Mr. Belasco has given his reason for the production:
"My reason for selection of 'Accused' is that it is purely classic in its
tragedy, essentially dramatic and lively in interest, profoundly human yet
strong, powerful and serious in thought. It is a work of high inspiration
containing a plot which reveals itself only step by step during the action
of the play. Such a play could be written only by such a master-dramatist
as M. Brieux, one of the Forty Immortals of the Academie-Franeaise."

Should an honest French
from a charge of

I

1

IT

guilty,

lawyer defend a woman, ^ho, he knows,
murder, especially when he is in love with her?
is

Not long ago an amusing article concerning the blunders of novelists
in theij- description of trials in court was published in England. Even the

In the play he decides

that he should defend her.
present a categorical
It has been said that Brieux for once does not
he presents both
"Strife"
in
and
"Justice"
in
Galsworthy
conclusion. Like
stepping m,
The question of legal ethics is discussed without his
sides.
Edmond
whether
say
not
does
He
judgment.
and pronouncing

Paul Whiteman's
Ancient Music to Be Played by the Flute
Players' Club

summing up

his scruples to his
de Verron (Martigny in the original) should sacrifice
inexorable truth.
of
sake
duty as an advocate, or sacrifice his client for the
her is his love
defending
for
reasons
the
of
one
In his heart he knows that
the murder of this
attending
circumstances
the
of
aware
fully
but
jor her;
acquittal ? He
woman's husband, ought he to argue with all his skill for an
advocate had
The
man.
brutal
and
base
was
a
knows that the husband
their childhood. This love had
from
lover
honorable
her
friend,
her
been
had ceased visiting her,
not been confessed by either one, but the advocate
He learns from conjealousy.
husband's
the
of
aware
because he became
she had been watched by
versation with the murdered man's father that
This father begs the advoher servants; that her guilt was beyond doubthonor of the family; he
the
preserve
to
order
in
her,
cate to defend
entreats him not to expose his son's character.

help

She will not
The wife will not answer her defender's questions.
bearing on the
documents
certain
up
sealed
him in any way. She has

the trial; they are to be destroyed
case; they are not to be opened before
But the advocate's grandfather, a stern old
in the event of her death.
assume her innocence. Here is the point
should
magistrate, insists that he
time and time again a lawyer has
Yet
discussion.
excited
that has
in his innocence or even gave
defended a man, not because he believed
felt compelled as a lawyer to
he
because
but
doubt,
him the benefit of the
of his client. There have been
behalf
in
eloquence
and
skill
his
exercise
to defend a man or a woman
cases when a scrupulous lawyer has refused
the play by the
is argued
question
This
guilty.
who, he believed, was
advocate and his grandfather.

m

..,

;

Post declared that
Middleton in a letter to the' New York Evening
The well known
ethics.
"Accused" is not primarily "a debate on legal
subjects invites that critical predilecinclination of Brieux towards social
involved since the play revolves about a
tion and, of course, ethics are
Verron (which Mr. Sothem mterprets),
De
If
...
User's conduct.
and grandfather, 'has only taken
'ollowing the tradition of his father
be right,' he has thus built up for himcases which he himself believes to
as Brieux says, 'The mere fact
Llt Buch a reputation for probity that,
of innocence for the accused
presumption
a
itself
in
is
case
a
takes
that he
arresting, made special and
dramatically
is
problem
emotional
The
the submerged sex conflict.
with
fired
are
emanations
personal; the ethical
in telling a dramatic story,
Brieux adds Mr. Middleton, is "concerned
He has presented the
questionings.
surging ^ith thought and spiritual
compromise or cheap tricks; the
problems of conduct involved without
in my judgment, completely realized.
high integrity of his intention is,
adaptat ion.
the
made
who
Middleton,
Mr

Mr

Thus

the advocate

grandfather and
Aa we have said, the debate between the
that regrets
dmply the ethical question. It is the grandfather
-ncerns
'"
sell themselves for or aeamst. who are
c-istt^nce of I93 ^ers who "will

The Herald some days ago published an entertaining letter by Mr.
Lansing R. Robinson about his coming across the parents of Paul Whiteman in Leverett street. We have received the following letter from Mrj
H. 0. Osgood of New York:
"I was very interested to read that little bit about Leverstt street
and Symphony hall. The biography of Paul Whiteman supplied you in al
letter from Mr. Lansing R. Robinson is anything but what Paul himseli
tells. According to him— and I don't believe he'd dare to say it if it weren't
true, especially as his father and mother are still alive and living on i
farm (ranch, as they call it there) outside of the city—he was bom i
Denver, Colorado, where his father was superintendent of music in tb
public schools for many, many years, retiring only a few years ago. Pat
first began to play in the professional-amateur orchestra which his fath<
got together in Denver, to accompany choral performances that he cot

ducted.

Later, before turning to jazz, Paul played the viola in the Sa.

Francisco orchestra under Hertz.
"The Whiteman name is Welsh, he claims, and certainly there is absd
lutely nothing Jewish in his appearance. I am afraid the furniture persons in Leverett street are hollering

down the wrong rain

barrel."

Mr. James F. Gillespie, the personal representative of Mr. Whiteman,
writes in answer to Mr. Robinson's letter: "The mother and father of Paul
Whtiteman are living in Denver, Colorado, and have lived there the greater'
part of their lives. Mr. Whiteman's father has been director of municipal
music in the city of Denver for the past 40 years. While Paul, his parents
and his grandparents, were born in America, his great grandfather came

from Holland, and

his great

grandmother was an English

girl

by

birth."

We have received the following letter from Mr. Frank E. Hatch in
answer to question recently asked In The Herald:
"The 'Ham Tree' was the earliest of the Mclntyre and Heath sketches
elaborated into a music comedy from the 'Georgia Minstrels.' The sketch
its
itself is rather elastic and permits of innumerable lines and variations,
theme as you know being the discovery by Henry, the sleek and well-fed
promoter, that the lean and shabby Alexander is hungry. Alexander might
'Mom' Fisher, 'God help me from now on,' for that's all
Henry talks about: something to eat.
"Tom Heath told me that the sketch was written by them during their
early partnership, in the hall bedroom of a theatrical boarding house,

well say with

that

under circumstances not unlike those of the sketch, the only difference
being that they were back.
"It may interest you to know, if you do not already, that Mclntyre

—

"

ji

llcaj.h started

.1

.

u:

th

the Ace,' under the manaj,

Ant

/'With a musical show called 'TrumpTnjf
Dan Quinlan. They lasted three weeks.

Fairfax.

[

Tom Heath is now in Miami in rather poor health, and Jira Mclntyre is In
Havana. They are exp cting to go out on the 'big time' again in January
with. 'Waiting at the

at the vaudeville thea re in the spring of 1874.

Merely Harold contributes this "Story" of a Playwright":

He

exceedingly well, the old, old story of the love of a strong
lan and a beautiful, virtuous maid. And a young maiden deeply in love
id the fellow who was in love with her, read it, and both treasured its
wonderful theme. But the general public passed it by, and the author had
to send his wife back to work.
He added the war, with its majestic battles, to enhance the heroism
of the strong man, and makes him deservant of the pure, unsullied love of
the maid. And children read it, skipped the love scenes, and gloried in the
exciting battles pictured. And the author's wife continued to work.
He transformed the strong man into a former yegg, who had joined
the army to escape the police, made him swear as a yegg would if a yegg
could swear so intensely; changed the pure, sweet heroine to a French
madame with a shady past and a redhot future; and their love was something that no doting mother should wake a five-month-old babe to tell
about. And the public gulped it down in eager mouthfuls, and begged for
more. The stage featured it, flappers flapped, grandmothers throbbed, and
people were crushed in the rush for desirable seats in which to be shocked.
And the author's wife quit working, sued the author for a husky alimony,
and everybody lived happily ever afterward.

;

told,

The concert of the Boston Flute Players' Club this afternoon at the
Boston Art Club should be of peculiar interest. Jean Lefranc, the first
viola of the Boston Symphony orchestra, is an accomplished player
of the
Viola d'amore, while Alfred Zighera, a violoncellist, who joined the
orchestra this season, plays the viola da gamba as well. Music has been
chosen
to display their proficiency—music of old days. The other
artists who will
take part are Messrs. Laurent, flute; Thillois and Mayer, violins,
and
Sanroma, harpsichord and piano. Conperin will be represented by "Concerts Royaux" for flute, viola da gamba and harpsichord.
An Adagio by
Ariosti, a Musette by De Caix d'Hervelois, and Variations
on an old French
air by Carl Stamrtz for viola d'amore and harpsichord
will be heard. An
Adagio, with Allegro by Handel for viola da gamba and harpsichord
will
be played. The only modern composer named is Gabriel
Faure with hia
piano quintet No. 2.
Attilio Ariosti was a Dominican, who by
papal dispensation was
exempted from his duties and allowed to write for the theatre
He was
born at Bologna in 1666. His first opera was "Dafne"
(Venice 1686) He
was known as "Brother Ottavio." He was in turn court composer
to Queen
Sophie Charlotte
Berlin; next at the court of the Duke of
Anjou and
he met with the favor of the Emperor Joseph. Living
for a time in south
Germany, he visited Paris and London. He died, probably
in Spain, about
1740. A fertile composer he wrote for the opera house
and the churchalso cantatas and a collection of "Lessons" for
the viola d'amore, which
he played well, also the violoncello. He is described
as having an amiable
disposition. As a virtuoso he excited enthusiasm,
especially in London
where the viola d'amore was little known. Piatti, the
famous 'cellist!
found by chance a set of these "Lessons" which were
published in London
by subscription for the purpose of taking an opera company
back to Italy
for Handel s star was then in the ascendant.
Piatti arranged the lessons
tor the violoncello and piano, and performed
movements from two of
them in London in 1888 and 1889.
Little is known about De Caix d'Hervelois.
He was born about 1670
took lessons of Sainte-Colombe on the bass viol,
and became a distinguished

m

virtuoso. He served as valet de chambre to
the Duke of Orleans; whose
estate pensioned him. Two books of "Pieces
for the bass viol and basso
continuo' were published as Paris, later at

lorgot

n;\>ai

the

disap-

the book

Is

entitled

"Personally,"

will

we

Of another book,

is

Schelling

2olh

Jordan Hall
this season's concerts for children,

mary way of symphony, sonata and
concerto, for It was an introductory
concert for many of the children there
And for his program he chose the
Magic Flute overture; the andante of
Beethoven's first symphony, the first
theme of which he enlisted the children
to sing; Kreisler's arrangement of the

Symphony

''-'^

STftl^t^tifeS.'ted f?a!JJdv

tWf l^'''

true, is

'-'^'^^ ^«

ar"ar.

^^'-t

music from Schubert's "Rostimonde"
for which Mr. Theodorowicz played the
solo violin; the scherzo of Tschaikowsky's fourth sj'mphony to "show what
the violins sound like when they aren't
'pla yed with a bow, but plucked with

«

fascinating and irritating "Note Book,"
admit"^ligations to Handel, Purcell

''T,^''^^''
and Beelhovif
Beethoven. '-u
"Handel,
even m Z""'
his own lifetime, was more or less
or a •
survival and protest; he saw the rocks on
to which music was drifting and
Adesta Fideles, which
s eez-ed his good ship wide of them;
as for his musical parentage, he gjew the fingers;"
children and a few of their elders
out of the early Italians and out of Purcell
.
.
.
As writers or as
somewhat uncertainly; Godard's
;

«TT

Ha^S^and

'^^^^'^

AX/sumV^a?''"'"

Articrcs as the
.Tr^
st Rossini's
player; ''"^
overture to "William Telt

s!r l-Ko-^ancTT^fh
viola

'

iu,
Hogarth
s character
1

is ivritten upon his work
so plainlv that hf> whn
may read it, so is Handel's
,,-1
"ci"ut.i s upon
unon nis,
bis so
<!o is
i« Purcell
Pn^^liv.s, so is Corelli's,
so,
ir,A^^A
fu^
«i,
t
indeed, are the characters of most men; but
often where only little work
has been left or where a work is by a new hand,
it is exceedingly dilFicult
'sentir la mediocrite' and it might be added,

runs

'ou

meme

,.tme of tlaellty and purity
rest on
strong foundations."
Not that Washington, as Sir Thomas Browne
said of
himself was "Averse from
that sweet
""^^

was

fascin-

ated by young Mrs. Fairfax, who
taught
him to read Shakespeare, Atldison
and
1 ope, to become an amateur
actor "Sh-^
was a handsome, tall brunette,
and in«"1"ftp'-" One letter shows
Tutl
that he depended on her, as a
bachelor

mi.srlit,

to see to

made good work

This first conce..
.... reason augurs
both in attendance and In the

^ell

senthr du tout."
1^

t
'

tlir'if

We have often wondered
Knglishman, whether he be
piss"

into the
thrift is

how an
a

"silly

a polished diplomatist, keeps
j'lis monocle
glued to his eye. Amerlans who endeavor to sport
the glas.';
" Ill be glad to learn that a monocle
is
now worn in dear old Lunnun that
does
K.t screw into the
eye.
It has on one
'-'f>a ::mn]\ clip,
"bowed to the nose
'iid

or

ftle-liko,

wliich

iuo
of

grips the eyeglass

pcsition and keeps it there—
a kind
one-eyed pince-nez."

FARNHAM AND BUNKER HILL
.

A.s

World Wags:

the

•Ob.-^erver" expresses a doubt
as to
vhether or not Ralph Farnham,
reputed
be the last survivor of the
battle of

.unker Hill, actually took part
in the
^'""P*' Farnham's grandson,

I

,T-,>V
n
illiam

P.

Farnham,

now

living

P-

that her seamstress
of an order for a fine

it

ruffled shirt. For 10 years he lived
n-sar
and about this fiame; then he suddenly
married a widow, Mrs. Martha
Custls
young, wealthy. lively, handsome.
He
wrote to Jlrs. Fairfax that his
marriage
would put them out of danger. He
told
nor that he loved her, though
he had
no right to love the wife of his
friend
Lnrfv vear.<! afterward he
wrote to Sally

inci-easeii
the much
of
Anc
audience, for those to follow.
there Is no one who Is quite so ga.
and easy to follow as Mr. Schelling h.
Perhaps,
these concerts for children.
another season there will be a decreast
in their price so that they may circulate more wldelja

enthusiasm

SECRET
One ^Irl kept a secret.
Through many a rain-blown day;

A

secret hidden in rose leaves.
In a che.~t of gold and gray.

I
'

ii'

the midnight march from
Camthe hasty throwing up of
the
uiious breastworks, his own
part in
mg a rifle at the advancing redcoats
p.d the night of the
British down the
lope after the deadly
volleys of the

had mowed them down.

Ralph

E.

PBMBER.

the World Wags:
The practical Germans know how

i

to

aeal with the treacherous
suspender
button.
They sew extra buttons on
•very pair of trousers, two
in the rear
and two more for each of the port and
tai board
braces.
These extra holdVasts form a part yjf the
prescribed
'luipment of soldiers' trousers.
The
;;ermans realize that a bayonet charge
IS seriously embarrassed
if a trousers
button gives way just as the wearer is
joins "over the top," with no replaceiient in sight.
Did lack of foretboiight
in this respect on the part
of the allies
Iirotract the war?
REBJIEP.

"HIGH-PIPING PEHLEVI"

'

As the World Wags:
The news that Reza Khan Pehlevi
formerly prime minister and comman-^

der-in-chief of the army, has just been
raised to the throne of Persia
in the
place of the exiled Shah Ahmad,
and
that the Kadjar dynasty, which

was

^^taMl.«hr-d in 1795, is to be
succeeded
th<
I'ehlevi family, is of interest in

Ly

view o-f the fact that the new monarch
been described as very, friendly
toward "The American Task in Persia,"
by Dr. A. C. Millspaugh, admmfstratorseneial of the finances of Persia, whose
book under the above title was pubTshed this year. It may also be of inlias

terest in some circles that the
sixth
Quatrain of Edw.^.rd FitzGerald's "Uubaiyat of Omar Khayyam" reads:
"And David's Jips are lockt; but in
divine
High-piping Pehlevi, with Wine! Wine!

'

Wine!

.

Red Wine!— the Nightingale
the Rose
That sallow cheek

cries to

I

I

of hers to incarna-

dine."

'

1

yiin,

certs

compS.T

it is

message and inquired
'^^'^'^^^ *® cheese and

i.honic
j

SUSPENDER BUTTONS

In

good to hear the music of the earlier
centuries, if only as a
symphonic poems and swollen symphonies o?

The name of Purcell will appear on the
program of the
concerts this week. Purcell is still the
greatest of English
though he died in 1695. The "Trumpet Voluntary,"

I

-\s

His

conthat are wise and generous and
also witty, and as before, with the aid
of the Boston Symphony orchestra.
Yestfrday he talked in rather a sum-

Se

I

JOHN

^

He too
served dukes and pnnces in France and
Germany. For several years he
hved at Leningrad, as the Russians are now
pleased to call Peter tha
Greats city, ixe wrote an opera there for the
empress, and at J'raokfort
a httle opera comique; also symphonies
and a mass of chamber
It is

1.

I

-May 1| of this year.

.

Jordan hall yesterday morning
Ernest Schelling gave the first of his

It

publicity

W

limited.

Gives

have

The

Lincoln.
William P. Farnham tells the
whole story in the course of an interview
published in The Sunday Herald
on

CHILDREN ENJOY
BOSTON SYMPHONY
Ernest

day.s.

recovered and sent
that followed
Mobably did not please him. yet national economy is being urged
In Engnd as in the United States. If he
had
Iropptd the cheese ,-it any station
beLween Boston and Washington, D
C
u e arc sure that President
Cooiidge
v.ould have praised him for
the tele-

-lonials

by Mr
Covici, "The Toi) o' the Column," verses
by Keith Preston, we shall speak at an,

to

him.

published

other UmCj^

.

^ aniham lived to be 104, and when he
visited Bo.ston only a few
months before
nis death was given a fine
reception by
Gov. N. P. Banks and Mayor
F

ma-

Ts a

A

phoned

lo

j

There are reproductions of portraits
and other illustrations; not all of them
edition

.

rug.

irlge,

acter.

The

.

gypsy

iict,

Americans, Washington Is and
remain almost a legendary char-

satisfactory.

ways

says that he has many times
M-ard his grandfather
describe the con-

interest-

believe to the great

her secret.
€|uostiPg In tired
lies warm on the

COLORADO PETE.

r

'This js what Washington meant to be
and was.' " Mr. Prussing's book is an
attempt In that direction. The attempt
ing; yet
jority of

hand.-;

Talking about, thrift. We read that
man who dropped an ounce of cheese
U om a train at- Chorley, England, tele-

have attempted
put his finger on the thing, and said,

Is

white

a

to

was praisworthy; the "book

sun

;

Mr. Prusslng was led to write this
book from the belief that no one, not
"even Paul Leicester Fonl, had depicted
Washington's character "harmoniousto

.,iow

,

soft,

Through quiet summer

—

Amsterdam

at Mannheim.
violinist, he went to Paris, where
his skill
player of the viola and the viola d'amore
excited admiration.

Went
Tlio

—

"None seems

rue,
„

Thl.« girl left

Prussing answers some statements in
aiacMaster's "History of the American
People," made by that writer "because
of the hero worship which beclouded
Washington's fame"; statements about
his oaths and terrible outbursts of passion; hi6« exacting a shilling due him
from the family of a poor mason; that
he was of a cold and forbidding character.
Mr. Prusslng admits that the
General had a lively temper; "every
healthy, true, full-blooded man has
even women are said to be no exception
but Washington had his under almost
perfect control." He could swear, "but
he swore only occasionally and only
then under great provocation, as when
his mind had received a vicious blow
from a traitor." He hated tobacco, "It
made him sick, and he deplored the
planting of it, because it impoverished
the soil and in the end ruined the planter. Yet to make a treaty of peace with
savage Indians, he smoked the calumet." Mr. Prusslng cites three historical occasions when Washington used violent language.
For his swearing at
General Charles Lee at the battle of
Monmouth "Bless him, I say for
swearing like that." Then there is the
story of the Quaker who accused Washington when he was sitting for Stuart
of having overreached him in a bargain.
As he raged, Stuart cried out: "For
God's sake. General, hold that pose."
The story of the mason's family and
the shilling is not true, nor was he "cold
and forbidding." No man ever had more
devoted, firm and affectionate friends."
He was a favorite In social life, He
danced till he was 67.

ly."

tlip

Wov.'n ii.
This girl ki.
And prayed with

Mr.

First Concert of Season at

Carl Stamitz (1746-1801) studied with his
celebrated father, also with
Cannabich

rBe<;i(Io

The four chapters that follow consider
Washington as an engineer, and as the
captain of industry. The last chapter In

.hurch.'

Mclntyre was bo. n in Kenosha, Wis., Aug. 8, 1857; Heath in Philadelphia on Aug. 11, V 53. They first came together in San Antonio, Texas,

iii;

pointment.
"Ii is- cK^ar that she was
never sorry for herself."

of

I13 Ills notes, tiie translator
expjalned
"Pehrevi" as "the old Heroic Sanskrit
of Persia.
Hafi-z also f^peaks of the
Aiehtingale's Pehlevi which
did
no.'
change with the people's." That deM-ni,tion is not accurate nor complete
relilevi or Pahlavi (Partbawa) was riot
Sanskrit, the classic language of India,
but a corrupt form of old Persian
spoken and written In Iran during the
Parthian and Sassanian periods (B C
24S— A. D. 641). The inference is that
lieza, the new Sh:Ui of Persia, is or
claims to be a "Parthian" by descent,
-

.
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with a brighter twig about fovgot^n
de
ub,.nde and a Jij by the
he played veal music,
r. rvelols,
allegro
an
and
,.io bv Handel
recom.ore than lleetness to
s
quick ^^"t^V high splrl
music
It,
,T,ena
great
and fun. How those
nd to.
u"bend when thev had a
without making fools of '>^t^''«»T'''sec^
s
Faure
with
"The concert closed and strings, that
ond quintet for piano
last
s
Faure
work of
extraordinary
though
frp«h in invention as
.

The Mayor

:;!..

uer send spooia!
uu-h the liv.iievhii
send an uUimatmv.
uding lh;it he r.-s^tonwith
.ui sallow cheeks
prasent scandalous
tli.
'
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natloniil

our

'of

ii"-"

Shah
even possible that the

Is

snatch avi;aors to drop
"

bombs

cities.
raz upon our thirsty

'Itubaiyaf sounds
the CUP. and in the
fill

"ll.

..,

way
ilutter

— and « the

HiD Gin

little

wu:-.

today

P^^^

^

the

SnowBhoc Al )
tha bruther uv Confu-

Assist

Soloists

he
^^^leld some
husband and is silent to
or If
man loved by her. prompted
f''.her
^J."*.love,
^hoot to kill, she
the
till the end o
to do the deed. Kot

Haydn

wuz also
leather predictor. He
mflooence
iJn »y Hip Plask,-Jnooz
prostasgermg
reeched
ver "ha peeple
launHip Gin owned tha first w.urtions
his
on
painted
III- had a sine
keep tha s.ty
dow wot sed, "Help

At Symphony
Handel and Haydn Society, with
the
Mr. Mollenhauer as conductor, and

the

.

'

;

rdebates

He didn t
clones tub bild tha Wall.
on his
they accumulaited
-em
estabHi^ shirt-merduriug
''**.,,,,es
bundles
tha
onrwuz always gittin' mornm
wen
munday
up. so every
tun uv stones
„
nened un he picked a
order
then put in a
I; off tha floor anHe
',\

,

the

,

.

-

'

new

^

wmdow.

glass

plate

tuh wash a Pair "V
tha slant-eyes kwit
n,.,^^ thnt
so he is also kredUed
'
cause uv this
.;^"heiu- thk indirect
^Vnn mornm
re/orm woovement.
!
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gxait
wun uv his
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so

,

much

Hip stuinbled an
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I
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(ell' inter
te

,

j^,^

cakes uv soap a
uv sox wot be:.inth an- a pair
died 2 days later.
:a ter\ tailor. He tha soap an' tha
Lltm, sed that
^°

^.^^.^'dw^ered

l^ith
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florltura
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In the
his best effects
that
pieces and also In those

marked
strongly
quality most loudly
an
were
pieces
These next
a

/led for.
t n bv Oriusti. a musette

riu

the
taste ••
in the
and the
in

ence

filled

mensely

the concert hall .and
applHustve.

d-Her?elois,'

by one de

was Im-

MM

The

First performin

t

,

.

is

not

:r:verr"th:%To"
Lunged m^re
"

in

occasions,

.amore

ai^

has

romanaccord With the

.riiShera made

his viola

wn

da «aniba
prose

a name o£
more
.l"'^'^ w.";;e-so«.d lar
.

American

Mme.

Falcon etti.

Mme.

The English

Martigny, Emilie Lacroix.
Hr^cted hy
version is presented and
Marversion
David Belasco. In this
P. obVe.-ron
dgny" is changed to "de
""e^'t be
tblv because the irreverent
cocktail. We
rer^inded of the Martini
change.
the
for
can see no other reason
VMTOOad

.10

Vorron

:,Ime. ...ds VerroM
.rudfte de \ciri>ii

1:

.(J.;^*^'!^
Herbert

Uomx
i

osIit" I-iMierKiin

'Sm^cr':.:•.:•.:.X• :^^?«H

Joims,.,,,

.

seompany has been admirably
thought-

Mr. Lonergan gave a
vivid portrayal of
fully considered and
a perhaps
^ udrais; Mr. Johnston, in
lessthankful part was -h°llf
acteo.
1- .^
The servants were capital^play so
to see a
U was a pleasure
powerful, acted In a

!

'n

Louise,

way and was

of

.,,ted

.f;™"

^^rosslng

.Inner
Brieux.

and so

that

surely

would

please

who has

As for Miss Davis, accused
little to do, as the
of the
is really the centre
she
V oman,
emphasis, witij
Ploy and without undue
put
she
reserv^.
flne but compelling
'tortured
Louise before us, suffering,
she
as
doomed to lasting unhapplness.

H

,

old

as

his

i

'

'

was a
out the notes of the fiddle. It
audi- |;.of a disappointment. The
well ast
ence wanted to hear Mellie as
chance.r
a
to see him, and it didn t have
freep
A so'o by the Maine champion,
round,
would
distractions,
from noisy
out the performance perfectly.
acts
There were a lot of other good
The Australian Waites
on the bill.
skimmed boomerangs around the theawhips a la Don
tre and cracked stock
Q"- DeMar and Lester danced and san-'
showeu
viv'aclousiv; Bert Errol's return
inipersonahim at his best, his female hit. Jack
a
making
tions and songs
gave a
Princeton and Lilian Watson
the
"Too Late
nice little comedy bit
with
Mandells had the house roaring
Ada Reeve s
their grotesque acrobatics;

bit

'

'

i

;

tvpicallv English songs

went over

well,

nonsense turn
Al and Fannie Stedman's
Monte
"a scream" and

literally

=

diminutive athletes
of their act
despite tT^ ^ear-duplication
received.
preceding team, were well

ra

CormT'the

>

by ^

REPERTORY

THEATRE -Matlne.
the
"Snow White and

performance.
seven Dwarfs,"
,!

children In

White.

,1-si.-

play for
a fairy tale

by Jessie Braham

-ices.
ict«

The.:ast:

.viUlam Ma«.n

Tiom\,!if>
Sir Pandiprat

.

.1

Boston of "Accused," a play
n
Middl.
three acts, adapted by George
In tr
from "L- Avocat," a "comedie"Was
which
RCts, by Eugene Brieux,
Vaudev.u.
duced at the Theatre du
^ouis
Parts on Sept. 22, 1022: M^^f^^;ArGauthier; Le President Martigny
Berthie.,
nrnnd Hour; M. Du Coudrais,
ArLemercer
Andre;
GourviUe, Marcel
vel-

dancers

waiting

musician himself was a
arm swept rhythmically
in time
to and fro and his fcxit tapped
he could
to the music. Truth to tell,
orchestra
The
well.
very
\ not
be heard
land the feet of the dancers drowned

The

treat

oratprical in
"1^
ner in the great scene r^/^^ Heibert,
Mr. J^if.Kflt in

^'J-

mUSED' GIVEN
HALE
By PHILIP
WTT.BL'R THEATRE:

the

tions.

drama, comedy

and some variations

fither

suit

"to

AVhat happiness could there be
union of the remorseful client

Here he and
father'
"grand man
their passion, acted in the
France,
J-^'^
er" traditional In
and Intrigue
manners
of

air by Carl Stamltz
on an old French
oi^ the
^aved by Mr. Jean Lefrance

or he
u.oius disposal,

adaptatioji.

lawyer, who after the rhetoi-ical
conduct
excitement suspects that his
traditions of
has been unworthy of the
keenthe
with
his forebears, all lawyers
est sense of honor.
The play was acted as If the company
stage. This was
ha,l been on a French
s k" "pldue, no doubt, to Mr, Belasco
theatres
edge and love of the French and the
lightnes.s
Mr. Sothern by the
scenes
grace of his acting in the earlier shone
reminded us of the days when hebecome
he
Did
brniiantly- in comedy.
more or less tragic rnan-

lome

when
n^wrs^t^^

v^.vld
.

this

made

moeri^
;

\

feel ng
and lovely tones. With far more
than ony of the other solo'^^^^^^l^^^
her
after
Van der Veer, the alto, sang
with full, warm
limoothly,
fashion,
were adetones; the other two soloists
sang h s
quate, although Mr. Millar
The aud uneasily.
somewhat

,

on

fixed

if

"

lost her first

by

all

Youth had the right

i;

soloist and
^"cfalre Maentz, the soprano
she had
new to this assembly, after with c ear
shrillness, sang

"Concerts Royaux"
rd in certain
music Is pretty.
.ncols Couperin. The
of real tenderness.
ra an "air tendre"
of charm, and gay,
lively musette full
,
very well^
r^HghtMSadoon. It -unded
Sanroma. a pianist long
ti^nnrrh Mr
on the harp"ore he was a performer
the bright tone
;°^rd could no? secure
which lies in
=m'ii Is '.wet, a tone
more practised play-

eves

i

m

intended.

men and

elderly

greater Boston had

whom

i

bourgeois honesty not unmixed
with pffde, as exemplified by Lemercler,
There are
the father of the accused.
the two servants, who will not betray
on
mistress
of
their
the whereabouts
There is the
the night of the murder.
All these characters
i pompous
mayor.
so typically French are drawn to the life.
The play is well constructed, more
firmly knit than is the case with many
though
of this dramatist's dramas. And
there is a constant stream of talk
fvom the opening to the end, this talk,
even when it is sheer argument, has
dramatic interest. It is a relief to add
ending.'
-that we are spared a "happy

^^''^iV'J'
t^^ry
hett«r than
concerts, although much
last ^Pf^"^,
that of the Verdi Requiem stronger
a good voluble performance, nj^sslng o
shier body of tone and the
of nu
choirs than In the refinements

Laurent and
de gamba, joined Mr.
harpsland Mr. Sanroma at the

of

of

for

the
been combed, and who remembered
dozen
their youth, and by a
.steps of
Berthe
young folks, pupils of the Misses
and Francesca Braggiotti.
Virginia
a
be
will
"The first dance
poised,
Ireel"' announced Mellie, bow

and

of

^The'performanc'e of It y^^^^'.f^LZT
unit was "^'ther
,n between vie two
""^ ^f-^.,
duly Intimate and Jocund. It was
like
duU and rigorously -«<="lar.

many another

women,

Then there is the conflict between
aristocratic pride, typified by Coudrais,

Idyll

decoration,
pictures by Lei,
and cold statues and

J

dances started at
formed by a party

faithful to the
of the law.

the
continued that
a
Holland. "Handel became
of Louis XV
mu^lan after the style columns,
noble
pompous

insUnce. a
Mr Alfred Zighera. for
well on the viola
violoncellist who plays

Ui;rpower

words

1

His grandson has been un-j
majesty and the justice

not moved.

Ron^in

the presence
they took advantage of
performers
various
of
to%vn
in
^'f the inmanagement
skilled in th^

'e

j

l
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members
Yesterday afternoon the
Club were all
of the Flute Players'
have it right
for ancient music. To

was

lovely

.

figures
presently careering through the
as they wer<
lof the contra dance,
th.
Ir;
abandon.
Joyous
rawdered
•called oft," with
proofs that a.
'succession followed the stately Varsofather finally «h°^\the
tht
Should
a
Ford;
vienne," beloved of Henry
wife slew the husband'.
address to tae
and a
quadrille, the "Boston Fancy"
jawyer in the heat of his
Turkey
implied promise to
strains of
iury forget his
Jig to the familiar
of the dead?
They were all dono
the Straw."
in
ipare the base charafter
de
in4
lawyer
this
precision
acquittal
a
with
with a will and
After the
that he be
i
dicative of Industrious practice.
sends himself by saying
man
the
fell
t<*
The honors of the occasion
,ame a double personality: ly'n&
rlght|
even
the
exactly
the old folks, who put
pleading, exaggerating,
of.
the ita;
trace
neces.sary
plus the
--Iiirit,
persuade the jury, was not
as
intoxicated
solemnity, into their dancing, exactly
inan but a rhetorician
Mr.
gives
were
This
they
they did In the days when
the power of words.
give a long acThe youngsters were
in their 'teens.
eo-thern opportunity to
They
as he stood Wfeelings
his
of
inclined to romp over much.
count
thej
in
exultation
made a tremendous game of It all.
jore the Jury, his
U
grandfather
Mellle
the
while
but
personified,
speech;
They were 1925
J."wer of
and the rest went back two genera-

What wonder

one?

the

.

.

the tomb
olate the sanctity of
the dead man
eicpose the character of
.he nfl'c ed
V/hat injury would there
ho
sister of
on the mother and the

Calabrlan peasant air; and the Joyous
choruses that defy pompous and chasYet for so many years
If ned singing.
music
the tradition of Its be ing rellg oua

:

it

of

g^are

V

utterly unsacerdotal,
on a
of the Pastoral symphony based

Club Artists
Flute
Revive Couperin and Ariosti

struments for which

and tidy ensenjble

the

Players'

I

genial

"Gram," arm

i

Dublin concerts for which he wrote the
oratorio, an ensemble that included a
mere SO musicians and 23 singers, the
performers, like musical Alices, have
stretched and stretched until at one
time they reached a bald 4000.
But that was some time ago, and
since then there has been a slow return to the norm, and something of
the Immense gaiety and Intimacy of
the Handel who did not write religious,
but out-and-out theatre music, has
slipped back into "The Messiah" with
the falling off in numbers.
There is the Luily-like overture,

-

It.

Claire

soloists,

lastly when
into the
in arm, emerged
was a
of the -P-tHsht, there
filted the
that
racket of handclapping
theatre.
fanvi
The old musician, wearing his
white u.n
homespun clothes, with his
in the light
and moustache gleaming
the stage, and the
s ood at one end of
were pel
They
once.

and,

noor

,

Maentz, Nevada Van
Der Veer, Arthur Kraft and Frederick
anMillar, gave their annual or almost
"The
nual performance of HJindei's
The performance win be
Messiah."
repeated this «vening.
was not so very long after the
It
death of Handel that the performances
the
of "Tha Messiah" began to assume
vast and tome-like proportions ih.%t disfrom
And
today.
even
them
tinguish

Furthermore, he wuz respo,.-.
t^Zn
the Chinese wal
we ter tha bildin.^ituvwuz
erected as
reeole wot think
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nmtecketive measure
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^
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be

to
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It

_of__the ethnot on one side or the other apart
He stands
seal (tuestion.
a lawyer and
^he gi-andfather, himself
case; heais
-he mother present their
Then he
.he lawyer define his duty. n.urdered
the
.ntroduc'es the father of
Should
u-band, a beast of a man.
client
i^rfawyer in order to free his
and

hall yesterday afternoon

Z

,

learn the trutn
play does the lawyer
left by
When the mysterious envelope
or to be deher
her to be returned to imprisonment o.
stroyed in case of
aeath is opened, and serves -^ ^^1'
life
lession and a reason: a
^^''f.
is
observed that Bileux
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entertainers strug^""other competent
received their meed
eltd manfullv and
hous^l
^i1p?aUe. but What the packed
tne ubth
waited for was evidently
prothe
on
"I"
letter
designated by the
^"'^'^S'
.^^.^"'.^
gram and the simpleMaine
Fiddler.
DiVnham, champion
did rise on a
When The curtain finally
'"terior of a co"'It representing the
appearing,
fields
(rv barn with snowy
a laugh.nd
hrough ih^open door, when upon the,
of merrymakers Poure'd

.

Handel and

approbation
not«d

popular'

the

to

.•Kplanation,
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^^ViiHii
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as Ver. on
aled when the lawyer,
though he has
:ove with the client,
still more com:
ever dlolared his love;
re icence. alher
;,llcated when, from
to g ve any
inost sullen unwillingness
believes she killed ner

served best,
"^^vlTere ^ne^gy'o? rhythm
the quintet
n the flna movement,
and
delicacy
tone,
of
t ent w el? Beauty conspicuously In evlIntlment were not
made
indeed the andante
rnct thougheffect.
«• «•
much of Us

wisecracke.
tha eran Mongolian
u

uVui

guOt^^

The
'ustice.
^^ould use every deCaft hat a lawyer
acquittal, even when
vice to secure an
The ^^se is compl
is in doubt.
is in

could
i:r^^eawUir;:iorrmaterial than he

MEN WOT HISTERY HAVE OVERLOOKED
(By

is

client

t;ie

.

E. G.

wing."

%"lnnaole'of

i.=rnl2ht at Keith's, whten the
of '•flallln
J
e^po^int of the ancient art
played foappeared on the stage ^d
dance.
Jshloned
f
old
haff t dozen of the
to
whLh Henrv Ford is Endeavoring
season wedded
7estorem a time and
of
cacophony
one-step and

^Lr^nterri^g^^r?:^—
grandfather will not ad-
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that
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fun-

the
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a
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^^^^

in
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pretty

mtle
be
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rep

put on the stage,
afternoons
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3

at

o'clock and on

rrently

was

In life.
w.r.-

Thi'Tf

many

curtain

12:30
till

o'clock
3:15.

the
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The play oased
;vlth variations
countries
in many

call'..
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lidding,

kn^

,

noi
tale

that

'^'VL^ed down
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did
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enter
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first ne
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There
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In the flippant, snappy, wise-cracklikable
ing, sentlmenUl, and altogether
comedy which came to town last night,
sale
the
that
If It was true, as reported,

I

!

,iH

thf<

ly

plA:

symbolism. Therea fairy story and

of bananas was Increased by the popularity of a recent song about them,

the better foi It.
Mis.s Kntirhlstle not long ago gnve\
an
N. t-Ileit portrayal
of the young
'Uumlii r Si "The Wild Duck,'" a por-

She was not
II masquerading as a
young girl
raying now and then her mashe was a girl in speech and

onilkrkablo In this:

ii

and
till

;

ir

No wonder

11.

;

a

,^

little

an

illustration for

;

t

'

ought Florlmond was smitten by
Miss Scott was a delightauty.
ful V. toh If a witch can be delightful;
deli"
tul In her scene with the queen
who;
she cajoled and threatened. Mr.
Mas.
pleased the children greatly by
his
wing and scraping. The eight
maids of h.onor were attractive in their
girllshneffl and by the spontaneity of
their dialcvue and movements.
There were dances arranged by Lilla
music
Vil.s W>-man, the Incidental
coiiM scd by Edmond Rlckott (additionDaniel
by
selected
al
r.'.dMc happily
Kuiiiz, the orchestral leader) added to
sho
hor

1

,

i

I

living room set and Ma and Paw
staging, a la Briggs, one scene of their
Comic strip
lifelong nagging party.
stuff, most of It, but when you get used
"farcing it
are
to the fact that they
up" instead of playing "straight," It
It
doesn't seem nearly as unpleasant.
seems that young daughter Hazel has
cool,
careful,
a
to
engaged
become
just
collected, and self-confident young man
named Rollo, who is the kind of a fel-

onjoyment.

Partridge Presents."

CuPLEY THEATRE — "Poblnson
a

Crusoe,"

extravaganza

musical

in

Hook

1]

(

I

nuhnrd Whorf
Aliin Mowbray

lUrk

i

I'ete
-iisop

o.l

<

'

Elspetii

b.

Mklns
jolii

Pcrliins

Queen

Imtiireon

Wordle.v

C.

Knlrv

'

Hiilsi'

E.

Cllve

May

EdlKs

E.

Jessamine Kewcotnbe
MorrU Carnovsky
C. Wordlcy Hulse

Flul.ilub

I'okC7

Tandy
Richard Whorf
Victor

-r.key

entertainment Is In verse. It Is
not the "Robinson Crusoe" of our childbond, yet the last act for a moment
the children of DeFoe.
;ve and his colleague have delved
They
"to the realm of flcjion.
aid heavy hands on Davy Jones.
r still on Capt. Hook.
For Davy
ipollzes three scenes all to hlmseli', and mixes with the common crowd
for one britf moment.
He preaicts,
he promise.!, he threatens, he does.
But he goes down in the final counr
before the Insinuatingly sweet Fairy

so.

•ht

!

forth

:

The

The piece

lines are often funny.

adequately staged.
Crusoe Is a ne'er do well. His mother
keeps an inn.
He would adventure.
Here we meet our old friends of melodrama, the bill collector, the fellow with
lien.
For the mother Is behind in her
nts and she Is intimidated in the
Id melodramatic way.
Capt. Hook
sly glances at the widow.
He Is
in possession of a chart Indicating untold treasures.
Crusoe sails to a lusty
line from "Pinafore." Will Atkins, a"
"Id, bad man, listens to the planning
n Capt. Hook.
They will sail on the
Nancy Lee, the widow and he, with his
colleagues, Dicky Dirk and One-Eyed
'•f. Will Atkins, the bad man, as^
a disguise as the widow.
The

ie

'

_

safely put out of the way by
locked in the chest.
The ruse
In a moment of tipple, tete-aWitl Atkins draws the chart from
Jerkin of Capt. Hook.
The Nancy
•

is

T^ce Is wrecked, and
r.Kire like a bea.>itiful

Robinson Crusoe,
Follies girl than
stranded sailor boy, wanders about

:i

Island.
Not long before the arrival
Capt. Hook and party.
There is a
onciliation between mother and son,
ai-.d Polly Perkins finds a place In the
arms of Crusoe.
111.:

of
r>

(

And what an
Miss

unforgettable

made
Nor was she

Standing

taupe.
her interpretation.
Mr. Cllve was the

of

out,
last

bad Will Atkins,

cast gave good accounts of themselves.
-A.
holiday show that should pack this
theatre.
T. A. R.

—

Niccodemi's

drama, starring
Nance O'Neil. Last week.
Shubert.
."The Student Prince"
Musical version of "Old Heidelberg," with a cast headed by
De Wolf Hopper. Last four
weeks.
.

.n^ppiesauce,"

a
omedy In three acts, by Harry
Conners
•vith
Allan Dinehart.
Presented by
^^^'^

I

1

following
j

n

.

W "llani

Jennie Baldwin

.

Tremont
Holden

Ziegfeld's

i

starring

"Louie the 14th"
musical production,
Leon Errol.
Third

week.

A

little

while

before

"

"applesauce"

^'^""^

expresM^n

? worn and
t^e
take ThT"'n,"
the place of
over
irked ones like "banana
oil,"
"bo
•boloiVnv
and the mld-Vlctorlan
toj
to

V.

'BOft

I

Castle Square, "Abie's Irish Rose"
Anne Nichols's famous comedy,
in its eleventh week.

;

version of the story b>

film

The film opens with a sequence of the
younp
nineties, in the home of
and ambitious lawyer whose lovely ant.
xtravagant wife insists on buying Ming
arfs at auction and paying for them
vith the rent money.
Her husband voices his objections,
taunts hor with allowing a half-witted

in
it

f

;

I

J

,

'

,

^

1

,

.

,

in!;

b>

her teacher knew would answer
knowBerlin, but he ought to
America. That
that It would not suit
Pr^au
the
of
Albert arrangement
i;t

,1,

,11

V.

fugue

Is

quite

Nobody
taste.
„ini variations

opposed to

|
<

American
the Paga-

here likes
unless a virtuoso

am:.zinK power plays them.

'

j

in

d'

of

The little
™"Sic to

nurse to take care of the baby. And the
nurse, holding only one Idea In her|
crazy brain, decides that the child is',
not loved, and while the parents separate for a few days, each thinking that
the other has the child, Annie runs
away with It.
So, under the name of "Orchid Sargossa," the child Is brought up on the
lEast Side by the slovenly and drugaddicted Annie, while her father and;
mother grow wealthy on the West Side.
At length, as the loveliest of Delcote's
mannequins. Orchid is interviewed by
a reporter from one of the "yellow" papers, who promptly falls in lovo with
her, and at her suggestion writes a series of articles on "Sexless Justice," to
convince his undo who owns the paper,
that he is worthy of a desk Job.
Then, by accident, an obstreperous
young man, who forces his way into Orchid's room, Is killed, and she finds
herself the victim of the "sexless Justice" she had advocated. There arises
one of those "what would you do" situations, when the young reporter, now
a desk man. Is obliged to denounce his
own articles in the court, to defend
j

,

,

<

Jonas pieces arc not fitting
.program. All this
ai.iiear on a recital
Cortez
voung performer like Miss studied
she
,,,iahL not know. The people
it.
known
ilh ought to have
disadvantage.
-^he placed herself at a
musiWithout question of a genuinely
unusual tecliquite
al nature and with
Brahms vanuicil talent— she played
apparent ea<=e
lions with sureness and
would seem,
It
—she aspires to dazzle.
has not
s^ilh a technlcque which she
It
point.
,ct brought to the dazzling
out
speed
and
^he would put bigness
turn
and
moment,
the
fcr
of her mind
strong,
her attention to coloring her
her p irases,
fine tone—to beautifying
song,
bhe
her.
to
warmth
and to adding
Would show herself judicious.
leave
The grandiose she might wisely
off her programs; the American public

Orchid.

After a harrowing courtrootn scene,
is released, and with the ar-

the girl

rival of

Ming

of Annie's, who
scarf which she had

her

when she went. Or-

an old friend

brings the

taken with
chid

discovers

that

Judge

the

is

her

father, and that the lady who had
became interested in her at a garden

.

own

;

So everything
party Is her mother.
ends brightly.
very ftiuch
who
looks
Dolores Costello,
Ferguson when younger,
Elsie
like
does Orchid with a lightness and grace
that are rare among the ingenues of
the screen. And it was chiefly because of her loveliness and the good
work of both Alice Joyce, as the mother, and Zazu Pitts, as the nurse, that

not partial to it, except at the han
grand.
public, though, would surely lik
those charming little sonatas of Durantt
Sofie Menter arranged, especially as
jviiss Cortez played them last night, delightfuly Indeed.
In the Chopin nocturne, she showed again fine musical
qualities, including the rare power of
establishing a mood.
Why should she
waste her time on distortions by d'Al"
" K.
" G.
bert?
K.
is

of the

The

NEW ST. JAMES HAS
FINE OPENING BIU
m
"Compromise," with Irene Rich
the leading role, is the feature picture
for the opening week of the new KeithAlbee

!
'

"Lady Be Good"
Musical comedy with the Astaires, Fred and Adele, and
Walter Catlett. Last week.
New Park..."Stronger Than Love"
Colonial

and a very bad man was he. Miss
Dudgeon made a kittenish widow. Mr.

Mrs.

,

really shouldn t
of candy.
that—everybody laughed at

CONTINUING PLAYS

in

(Mowbray made a formidable On?-Eyed
,"ete.
And so down the line, all the

falsf"*
Ma Robinson...

j

picture

In
fleshings
less pleasing

,

lalft

!

^"rhls comedy ought to erase with efworrying
flcacv all wrinkles caused by
about the nebular hypothesis or orconfiand
ganic evolution. Frankly
of
dentially. It Is funny. It has Its sop
And If
sentiment, bui not too much.
philosoone must have an underlying
phy In a play made to laugh at. It
can be found In Hazel's remark that
she knows he Is lying when he tells
her she Is the best and the sweetest
little girl In all America, but dammltall,
she loves It.
And the cast. It would take a lot
of work to write a notice that would
do them Justice, so why try. All are
good; Dinehart as the knight of the
Baldwin leading all the rest. Walter
Connolly as the Jilted swain ascends to
dizzy priggish heights In the kind of
role that gives you an Itch In your
pitching arm. As for Vivian Tobln, she
Is delightful, and that's no applesauce,
H. F. M.
either.

i

(

lello, Warner Baxter, Alice Joyce, Zazu Pitts and Walter Pigeon.

'

with the
act wound to a rat-a-tat finish,
everybride burning the biscuits 'n'
And, oh, yes, he got the Job,
thing.

•1

cii

Fannio Hurst, directed by James Cruze
with a cast that includes Dolores Cos-

debatable question of teachers
Is
one
there are better than those here,
of ten
feature of the work of nine out
underof them Is clear: they have no
musical
standing at all of American
^
taste.
J
Here,
Singers of note In Italy sail over
or
year
only to sail home again in a
with
two unless they are endowed
in adand,
superb
than
less
voices no
ways.
our
dition, a disposition to learn
If they
So it runs with pianists.
what
play
can
they
enough,
are great
audiences
they please, or what German
take
public
the
let
are pleased to like;
But younger players can
it or leave It.
Cavalier.
scarcely afford to be so
night,
Thpre was Miss Cortez last
'.'
with her a program which no

a

He

The newly-wed stuff was dragged
and amid salvos of applause the

.

-

Advantages there undoubtedly are
btudving music in Europe. Though

they
but the audience stayed because
wanted to hear some more applesauce.
the
Their Judgment was Justified, for
In It.
last act was nearly drowned

Queen.

any

METROPOLITAN T^EATRB^-'Man

j

jiuquin,"

D

Liszt.

15,

reckless
**'young Bill McAllister, the
twinkbounder, was on the Job In the
distributing a
ling of an eye, and after
slips
applesauce
few more gallons of
lady's lily
the fatal circle about the
then,
The play was really over
finger.

.

]

mian

He

box
have done
his

isn't

A balanced bill la rounded off by an
animated cartoon and a very funny Hal
Roach •omedy, "His Wooden Wedding."
A news reel and the newest "Topics cf
the Day" finish the program.

minor, Etudes, op. 10. No. 4, Op. 10,
ImNo. 2, Ballade In F minor, Chopin;
promptu In B major, Arensky; BoheDance, Smetana: Rhapsodie No.

gets back his
who loves him
departs,
ring and his .self-respect and
after crossing the st?ge to

.!<:

it

original capers.

mad'Albert; two sonatas, G
theme by
jor. Durante; variations on a
Paganini, Brahms; Romance, Concert
Bb
Etude, Alberto Jonas; Nocturne In
minor,

provident and Irresponsible young rake,
who, as luck would have It, Is no other
than our hero of the applesauce.
Her Paw and Ma are glad that she
provider, and scorn
Is to wed a good
the colthe eloquent blandishments of
Ensues thereupon a batlege bounder.
and
security
smug
between
tle of wits
It comes to a
overflowing applesauce.
which
climax In a triangular scene,
his
ends when Rollo Indignantly breaks
to
engagement, although he dreads
girl
poor
think what will happen to the

Katherine StandltiR

Crusoe

r.

,Nt

;

ing,

Charles Vane
Terence Nell

.Tones

I

Leonora Cortez, pianist, played this
program last night In^ Stelnert Hall:
Prelude and Fugue in'D major, Bach-

low who accepts a compliment without
laughing It off. If you know what I
mean. She has turned down, In so doa reckless, happy-go-lucky. Im-

four act?, by Roger Wheeler and E. E.
Olive,
first performance In Boston of
The cast:
thi!5 version.
I>;ivv

Imisscortez"

town

"Enter Madame" with Miss Turka as
Lisa Is performed at night. Next week
she will be seen as Mrs. Partridge In
'

i

'ound his getting one.
The show opens with a familiar small

I

".M-.

I

show

ami

few affair. Prank Work is a clevoi
robat and pantomlmlst with a lot

I

j

good their golf is, and falls Into ecstasies over the originality of his young
wife's Idea of potting geraniums In tomato cans. But we are getting ahead
of the story—he didn't have a wife
when the play started. In fact, most
of the play, strangeley enough, hinges

111

thf

j

Ui6 Alorniiig,"

i'l

Sec-

j

Allan Dinehart rode through the evening on a vast, gooey tidal wave o
the well-known scrambled Baldwins. Hr
Is
the young man who believes thai
It s
good dope to hand everyone an
agreeable line of patter. He pinches
all the old ladles' cheeks and remark;
upon the freshness of their peach bloom
complexions, tells all the men how

j

or Perrault. Miss Chippend. io was not a too stately but a
suffl
ntly vindictive queen; she had
th.>
"sjal air. yet was womanly wtLen

in the title role.

ond week.

j

Florida.

i

Grimm

iiv

I

that yesterday
princess who might'

t-pped out of

1.

t;ih s

this

Yurka

,

then It is a safe bet that
stays in town as long as it ought to,
the apple-a-aday habit will become so
common that all the M. D.'s will go to
if

.

tr.i:

Repertory

It

i

I

about
is

ie

folklorlsts concern-'
he story, of talklne

th

iiiK

iti-ii,

,

"E"ter Madame"
ol
Evening performances only
play virith Blanche
Varesi's

.^uap," there .va.s sllli another expressive phrase, "It's the oil what does It."
does
Oil, applesauce, or what you will,

'

St.

James.

the film rose something above the level
of "moderate." Walter Pigeon, as the;
aspiring and well-connected reporter,
did not make a caricature of his role, a,
thing so often done.
For the rest of the program, there

I

was a John Murray Anderson epi.sode
of "Noel," at Kat Knaps fantasy, and
one of the most amusing of the advenE. G.
tures of Krazy Kat.

Joined at Birth Are
Capable Musicians

Sistej-s

Tho
Daisy

San Antonio Siamese Twins,
and Violet Hilton, two young

joined together, are feaL\en
tured at Loew's State this week.
starring
the photoplay, "Old Clothes,''
Jackie Coogan, was overshadowed
twins.
the personality of the famous

women born

That which impressed the spectator,
utter
most about these girls, was the usual
the
lack of anything savoring of
museum "freak," and that they seemed
physicanable of every normal effort,
would excally and mentally, that one
They sing, pla;
pect from any girl.
and eve.i
the saxophone and piano
partner. In a
boy
dance, each with a
it
manner which gave evidence that

Always a charming

pprson, Miss Ri'-h shows ability as an
emotional actress in this new picture.
The theme is of the triangie' order,
but with new twists and a literally cyMiss Rich plays the
clonic untagllng.
role of lovely Joan Trevor, who is
deeply in love with her husband, Alan
Thayer, very admirably played by Clive
They begin an ideally happy
p.rook.
existence that is somewhat mixed up by
a pretty and selfish little half-sister of
Joan's, who has designs on Alan.' The
corners on the triangle are levelled by

the wind storm and Joan and Alan find
happiness again v> ith each other.
Five splendid acts of vaudeville are
headed by a colorful, peppy song and
dance act by the Shelvey and Adams
Revue Company. Shelvey and Adams
are the pacemakers taut the girls manage to keep up without any apparent
Harry Cooper and Matt Kenneeffort.
dy have a real funny one called "I/augh!
Laugh! Laugh!" in which they keep
things humming in a mirthful fashion.
Permaine and Shelley have a secret,
so It would hardly be fair to reveal the
It is a musical act, however,
trick.
with a very unusual Idea of presentaDolan and Eleanor Gale have
Phil
tion.
as lovely a collection of fongs
ever lietn Ka^-hered Into a musi

I

done with

is

full

enjoyment.

ns
SHOWN AT TEMPLE
i

in
iMrs. Wallace Reid Stars
Story
John's
Adela St.
!

TREMONT "tEMPLK-

'

mono,"
Rogers

lace Ueld. with a cast
Priscilla Bonner, ?Tary

tbn

Carr,

oeigmann, Theodore von
Pearson,
Miller, Virginia
I
'

I

Tjaker

Red Ki-

'The

film from the slory
St. John, directed b>

and

others.

no w

There is probably
Movies who is quite ssader as Mrs. Wallace
,i:<Tt"li1fv

with her

fib,

J'.rl-

^

*•

s

,

roiulliu;. nor
would be nmuslnK
iMnnell
1 eniiell
„,yt contain them.
J^,

was
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Illustrated.
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Archaeologof the Kings; an
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Bloch "Concerto Grosso"
for Strings and Piano

BY j'mLIP HALE
The 10th concert of the Boston

Symphony Orchestra, Mr. Koussevitzky, conductor, took place yesterday afternoon in Symphony Mall. The

program was as follows: PurcellWood. Trumoet Voluntary for trum-

operettas).
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Only In the Dirge of this concerto do
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a rather labored Imitation of old masters. The Finale. In fugue form, has
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camel. Is It possible that Mr. Bloch no
longer recalls the ghetto and the pogroms, the glory of Solomon's court and
That he no
the waters of Babylon?
longer Is interested In Jezebel as the
heroine of an opera? Much of his music, perhaps the best of It, has been
At
charged with the Hebraic spirit.
times he has been as eloquent and Impassioned as any wild and shaggy
prophet denouncing the cities of Israel's
foes; or crying "Woe," as he saw the
hAughty daughters of Zion walking with
stretched forth necks and wanton eyes,

point.
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press,

notably a
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Benvenuto CelUcrlioz, Overture to
lini"; Haydn. Concerto, D major, for
violoncello (Pablo Casals); Strauss An
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'Tou win find such a boy a great
deal of trouble,' said his mother.
" 'True,' replied his father; 'I expect
"

rain.

But we

Christ

the

for

ride,

come

Is

again;

that.'

But we must meet Him, as once of old.
With gifts of frankincense, myrrh, and

the expense will be consider-

able,' she added.
" 'Yes,' said Mr.

gold.

Holiday, 'there will
be some additional expense. They gen-

^

2

boy.' "

charge half price for a
There Is Mr.
the Illustrations!
Holiday In a plug hat with Rollo wearing the traditional cap, standing on the
deck of a steamboat while Mr. Holiday,
pointing to the walking-beam, explains
how the boat goes proudly through the
There Is a picture of Rollo
water.
letting John's little boat sail away. We
are glad to say he suffered from reerally

How

place.

there of the day's true
Where is there in 1925

is

significance?

was going to take a
journey and he was considering whether

" 'And

were not given a second

much thought

peace and good- will towards men?
When Alexander Smith wrote his
essay "Christmas," our Civil War was
"Despots are plotting, ships
raging.
are building, man's ingenuity is bent as
it never waS bent before on the invention and improvement of instruments of
death; Europe is bristling with five millions of bayonets; and this is the condition of a world for which the Son of
God died eighteen hundred and sixty>te the author-two years ago!". Thus
of "breamthorp."
But a truce to gloomy thoughts. Let
us sing the last verse of the carol that
Nora Hopper put in the mouths of the
three Kings:
We are dead and dust, and our realms

on our desk, given to us In 1862; the
cloth binding Is blue; the publishers
were Phillips, Sampson & Co., of Boston.
Good Jacob Abbott says In his
preface:
"The parent, who may In a
leisure moment take up this volume, will
find that In this, as In its predecessors,
there are many pages in which there
Is no direct effort made to convey moral
Instruction.
It does not follow from
this, however, that the perusal of the
pages may not exert a considerable Influence of a salutary character, upon
the mind of the child."

to

The letter-carrier had an
presents.
Business leteasier life in December.
ters

i

—

would not be a good plan

in those

intolerable

fond delusion: that young Eugene
would thus be Interested In geography.
Skates, sleds, books were common gifts.
The Rollo books, the Franconla stories
were favorites. "Rollo's Travels" Is now

It

but the game of authors was
"Mary, you
to he instructive.
me 'the Mill on the Floss.' Loul.
take 'Bug Jargal' from you," and
we learned of George Eliot and Vic
Hugo. Some one would set the mus
box a-tlnkllng. There were stercscopt
views.
The family photograph album
was looked over for the 555th time.
Every now and then a chli'<J. would
howl. Little Tommy had cut Jl(} «,'""er
with the new jack-knife; elsteJOfl^^® //j,',
sucked off the red paint fronVW^ *
Johnny had the ll'g
doll's cheeks.
It ci (/,^ °o/r^
ache. Merry Christmas
once a year, thought the pari'/; "eht fn
^^ys j
a sigh of relief,
I

itectural Instinct. The boys a little older sometimes received a puzzle map
of Europe or the United States, small sections to be put together. Parents thought

Note the beginning of

Is

.

|

dwelling houses and thus show an arch-

"Rollo's

games.

lotto played'?
In
Hies playing cards were the DevtW

RTegatlonallsts. greatly In the majority,
the Bdptlsts. Methodists and Unltarlao*

—O

''

was stormy, there wot
Are there tlvoll t

it

day?

We

David was so fascinated by
^witness his "Desert" and
Rook" that as he persisted
In this vein. Auber wished that the
worthy David would dismount from his

Magdacomposer and organist, '^om
from the huge
lena's narration, than
work Of the lear'ned Dr. P.h"'PP
8P'"fh
will henceforth
and to the reader Bach
blood 'lot
and
flesh
of
creature
bo a
of countei merely an mgenious weaver

village

children believed, or pretended to
that Santa Claus came down
the chimney, leaving his reindeer and
sleigh on the roof. Stockings were hung.
The presents that would not go Into
them were put on a chair near the soapstorte stove In the bedroom. Little girls
of course, received dolls, sometimes a
doll house, not one like the Queen's and
no author wrote a book expressly for it.
Small boys rejoiced In boxes of blocks.
with which they could build churches and

It Is

tury.
Fellolen

little

believe,

described as written in
18th century form, but "modernized."
Is It possible that this composer is
harking back to the old form of CorelU,
Handel Bach, just as Stravinsky has of
late forsaken Russia and Its folk tunes,
foresworn the paganism that* Inspired
"Sacre du Printemps" and Is adapting
himself, or trying to adapt himself, to
formulas and the idiom of the 18th cen-

her
Magdalena never grew old, When
silver, he would
ha.r was patched with
sunlight
be
to
rw>lark: "Thy hair used

our

Druids or of some pagan celebration.

crowned, a warrior returning triumphant and exulting in his chariot; a royal
banqueting hall, as when "Belshazzar
the King made a great feast to a thousand of his Lords, and drank wine beThe solo trumpet
fore the thousand."
passages were brilliantly played by Mr.
Mager.
Bloch's Concerto was composed In
1924-5, and first performed In Cleveland

""t ".^^j^"
oen>8 an organ." He was
He
l<now—"unless you loved htm. baby
hHt.d unpunctuallty. If a crying ask
would
he
him at night,
i. w.Hk.-ned
heavenly
Mai-dalena to sing a song of
would be
ihinps so that the lullaby

is

'

the opera as a whole: "Holy water In
a German beer-barrel."
would be Interesting to know
It
where Sir Henry Wood found the theme
Purcell's
Voluntary or Prelude, or Inof

when

kisses from me."

it

|

swer of George Moore, who was asked
at Bayreuth years ago how he liked

of this pipe affl

smoke

eald to her

i

—

she safllSf th's
plpe Besong "L.et me never see a
no more
tween thy lips, or thou wilt get

He

I

i

associated with the Passion of our Lord
rather than with the Divine Birth and
the rejoicing of the heavenly host. The
music Itself seemed very old. If not
stale.
Hearing it yesterday the performance was not an Impressive one
one could not help recalling the an-

•

That

for

!

Some were

family even

his

In

Chrtstmaa was not a church festival
except for the few Episcopalians and
the few Roman Catholics.
The Con-

Bloch, Concerto Gro.sso for strings
and piano obligate; Wagner, Prelude
Saint-Saens, Symto "Parsifal";

.

—

'

drums and organ;

pets, trombones,

her

1

And

hellish conduct.

morse for his

"It

QUeSTIONINQ THE CLASSICS
have my doubts, good Abelard,
If you had pressed your suit so hard,
Had Heloise but hove abeam
Her visage sticky with cold cream.
I

And Marc, who for dark Cleo fell,
Would you have warbled "Love

was

a long time before he could go to sleep;
and then he had frightful dreams."
Would that we possessed a complete
set of the Rollo books and the FranAs for the Marco Paul
conla tales.
series we read one or two of them every

turned

And seen her

by chance,

we'll

In

her beauty clay?

Ah, Samson of the love-shorn hair,*
Would you have thought Delilah fair
flad you observed her on the mat
In exercises aimed at fat?

.

Great Juptter, would you have raved
O'er Leda permanently waved?

An
,'

act that by the Gods above
Once witnessed is the death of

tor*.

GORDON SEAGROVB.

It.)

There was a good deal of grumbling,
dissatisfaction, when the presents were
The day often ended with
distributed.
tears and fits of temper. Children were
even then ungrateful. Perhaps a reckless consumption of candy though in
some houses candy w-as taboo upset
angelic dispositions. The boy next door
had a better sled, or his skates were
of the new kind made in Springfield,
Toys
while ours were old-fashioned.
were quickly broken. The book was
Parents were grieved
uninteresting.
or In despair. What was the use, they
said, one to the other, of trying to

—

—

'

please their offspring.

Then there was the Christmas gorge,
though It was not so Gargantuan as the
Still there
one on Thanksgiving day.
was turkey, often with chicken pie,
vegetables galore, various Jellies, and
a variety of pies and puddings, winding
up with nuts and raisins.
the Mill river was frozen, there was
skating; If there was trodden snow on
the roads there was sliding down Round
Hill and Hospital Hill.
We did not
"coast," we "slid down hill." No overcoats, but a tippet wound round the
neck. Thick red flannels next the skin,
and there were chest protectors, supposed to ward off "lung fever."
went down hill "belly-gut," not "belly
If

We

bump," and we dragged our sweethearts
smiling on their sleds of the swan necks
up the hill.
A boy would sometimes
wash his rival's face with snow to prove
his superiority, in the hope of securing
forever Mary Jane's affection.
Merry
Christmas!

In,

say
:

summer, delighting especially In the
volume devoted to Boston, where
Marco saw fireworks on the Common
and hid a flahlng pole vhlch he had no
business to purchase, behind a fence In

(We think it was
p;raaklin street.
Franklin, but we lent tho book to Mr.
Herkimer Jphnson, who has not re-

Is

swell!"

Had you dropped

"Yes,

life

a

Is

difficult

art

There

moments which deserve to be lived
correctly, and that is much more important than to be punctual for an enare

gagement."

—From

the Russian.

A JOYOUS LIFE
As the World Wags:
Having read of the perfectly lovely
time

that Mr. Birgfeld, general, proagent,
had In Washington
while posing as a big steel man in the
interests of the proper enforcement of
the Volstead act, the thought occurs
to me that the pleasantest and probably
the best way of enforcing this act
would be to have all of us appointed
prohibition agents with a reasonable
expense account like that allowed Mr.
Birgfeld.
The diary of his activities
is not without Its appeal:
May 3 "Purchased one pint of gin
from bell boy, $3."
May 11 "One pint of red liquor purhibition

—
—

from

chased

Duke

Marmaduke,

bell

boy, $6."

May 16— "Drinks

and liquor) $8
Duke Marmaduke. (More evidence to
b(a
secured before an arrest will be
made.)

(g)n

—

June 4 "In morning played golf on
Rock creek links (this to live up to my
role as big steel man)."
June

5-— "Entertained

lady at hotel

for appearances."
June 10 "In afternoon took a lady
to tea to keep up appearances."
June 13 "Had lady for dance guest

—

—

during

ances,"

evening;

keeping

up

appear
',

('

I

I

I

5

Juna

I

16

— "Had

lady to keep

1

me

dance

with

mind as

real

supper
In their

FOOTBALL
As the World Wags!

A college Is a cluster of Inconspicuous buildings grouped apologetically
around a footbnll stadium.
The

I

of

presiac:it

a college

was simultaneously felt at No-.y
Boston. Philadelphia, Baltimore
and Washington; and so alarming ajipears to be the extent and power of
conflagration that the effects about ii -5
same data were experienced in tlm
British provinces, particularly at To ';,
Montreal and Quebec.

retained as nn official to furnish ready
proof that It Is an Institution of learning so that the state cannot withdraw
is pecuniary support.
A full fledged college professor is a
teacher who after years and years of
effort achieves as high a salary as the
A ohapel Is
janitor of a dormitory.
an empty building In which young
clergymen are accustomed to test their
voices.

WHY

College widows are ladles unofficial-

connected with a college who can
grandtell students what sports their
fathers were, when they knew them

DID HE GO SOUTH?

(The Highlander, Lake 'Wnlci, Fla.

personally.

The head-coach Is the real president
a college. Between football seasons

jhis duty

Is

to

divert as

much

of

the

income from endowments as he can, to
football.

A

iVer

restaurant

college

is

Fort Whipple, Presoott, Arliona. is
one of the largest hospitals for tuberWard 1
cular world war veterans.
Is occupied by the colored men, one of
whom was the author of the enclosed
clipping from the Whipple Echo.
E. H. C.
Skull Valley, Arizona.

f.!h'

P.
Ill

-WARD Mposition: Just a few lines to let
the gentlemen of ward 1 know that
I, Pedro Sanchez, reporter for ward 16,
will not fight back the vicious attack

which I was the victim In last week's
news from ward 1. The attack is tlie
product of a mind not used to logic. I

of

Darwinism and fundamentalism.
A class day spread is an ocoa^lon
but
where there Is nothing to eat and
they being cheaper
obtainmore QlUng than anything else
season.
that
able at

strawberries,

JAMES

SID,

L.

opponent (or opponents) choose a
very low and filthy ground In which to
stage a decent fight becoming to the
high ideals by which the gentlemen of
ward 1 apparently are Inspired. The
phraseology of the attack and the
gentility of the writer (or writers)
shows a remarkable contrast not beconi..
If you
Ing to persons of good breeding.
don't like my criticisms (which are
Just and Ingenuous) please do not descend to grounds in which I will ba
ashamed to meet a dog. Go as high aa
your wings will permit you to ascend,
and, at whatever altitude you may

my

EDWARDS.

happen

there like

THE X-RAYER

As the World Wags:

in

a

I

this brief description of

him by

got

Btudjr-

ing his retreating form."

We spoke, apropos of Mr. Samuel L.
of remPowers's entertaining volume
bridge across
iniscences, of the covered
which one
the Connecticut river by
Windsor, Vt., arrives at Cor'

ofl
foi
thi
in'
3k'

vi.

dc

given a perfonnance

The Moscow Russians now^in~~N^'ork have
libretto as they threw overboard
of "La Perichole," with changes in the
^izet s music.
of things
sorts
all
did
and
"Carmen"
the libretto of
the gag introprison
the
m
count)
(or
marquis
The old wheeze of the
heard m this country^ will
duced 'n the English version of "La Perichole"
food and clothes
tasted
not
have
be missed: "For ten long years I
to Boston we shall not
Let us hope that when these Russians come
be preunrecognizable. The title will certainly
find OffenbaS-s operetta
by
title is not a word invented
The
it.
about
story
a
is
There
served
Perichole,
a
was
^There
Hbrettists.
he Frenlh
a theatre
and she acted m "a'Thert"
Micaela Villegas. Her home was in Peru
Headto his P^l^^e
come
to
her
ordered
viceroy
Onf day the

•

^

of

Girls reveled in
Optic's.
fairy tales, for they were
not then disagreeably sophisticated, or

volumes

Hampsh re
states of Vermont and New
Various commisto free the bridge.
but these
sions have been appointed,
traders have never been able

of

Yankee

which each

to agree as to the amount
so the ownstate should contribute, and
to draw
ers of the toll bridge continue
each year
larger and larger dividends
from the traveling public,"

You wound him up and he would
away even on a carpet. There

From

the small-

"Ch"

THE BOLSH
cussing

the

has been disappearance of

of artists

respective

bob and shingle.)
tingle,
0 painters, your cerebral
inspired by the "P-t""^*^^, ^'^l^iVle
shingle.
May lead you to slaughter tl^

the cosmopolitan liberties of New
The revolt
York's "Intimate" revues.
toward license Is stronger In Amertca
than elsewhere, because there the background was narrower. One Is Impressed
animal
in America by an excess of
spirits which the very toll of the war
seems to have made Impossible with us.
to

'

wra.ngle
care not if artists should
curls.
O'er earpads and marcelise.d
mangle
the
and
Or veto the shob

1

of Irony rankles
In me, as my fancy disputes
ankles
The sight of Her Ladyship's —A- ^v.
In marcel-waved boots.

of fundamentalism Is still
there, the thin voice of America's parIt comes
ticular form of Puritanism.

the leading comedian asks the
presidents of radio companies and railroad presidents to say their show la
quite a nice show. For If they approve
who Is to gainsay? Is It not written
that railroad presidents have an exofflclo entry Into the kingdom nt heavVNS.
B. IFOR
en?

DOES ANY ONH OF OUR READERS
RECALL THIS SMOKE7
(The Obeerfer, Ko».

20.

1828)

The American papers received yester-

ay give frightful reports of the flra In
provinces ofl
le woods of the northern
the neighboring
>ie United States and

"THE HALL YOU SAY"
i

(From the Tech. Hellelujah Chorus"—

For the full contralto utters
The Letter of Perichole.
But the critics, clever people.
They laugh. You're light, so
(And so's the rain on the steeple

Handel)

Christmas
There has been stealing of
diswreaths off street doors in certain
These thieves would
tricts of Boston.
dead womloyfully Bwlpe coppers off a
their way
in's eyes, or rob children on
boxes.
luncheon
.0 school of the

,

the leaves that loft at night).
Chopin, Wagner, Handel
(Outgrown the Southern crow).
Are stars. Your fame's a candle
Death quenched in snuffing you.

And

|

within 10 years
speak
This led the London Observer to
about the mistletoe:
j j
be pleaded
"Its social influences may
which, thoupH
in extenuation— Influences
extent daiistimulating, and to son*
as pe."*serous, can hardly be described
Eveit the pOPPy and the hemtilential.

light

And

of agriculture, we
to exterminate mistletoe;
as a "dangerous pest."

The department
read, expects

soft as in the Spanish "Sancho.'^

ditt thattd; wSi "II grandira. car
husbanc^. Ma"^
tith famous prosody of the recalcitrant
J^J^g
Then theie is tnat genu>
" "Mans ci— ." and "Maris trants."
o^}
Letter song whicli moved
the
music,
lovely
i'chole's
patretic fi oi Per
Offenbach's death this In MemAndrew e! Watrous to vvTite apropos of
oriam:
The fan no longer flutters,
And the whisper knows control,

girls.

The poison

Yet the voice

when

'

Or censor the beb.

For modernist

is

"Carmen" wished, they said
The Muscovites by their '^revision"^of
based^
story. /Now Prosper Mermiee
Merimee's
nearer
approach
to
gave it the title
He
Villegas.
Michaela
of
adventure
the
little play on
published it as 047**^^^^i'Le Cairosse du Saint Sacrement" and
/;;,^
was a
works of "Clara Gazul," who, he pretended,
fP^f/.^^^^^^J^^^f;
.su^^ss
no
with
Comedie-Francaise
the
This play was brought out at
public could not '^PP«'='f ^e the
Th?re were only five performances. The
on the stage of
Not till 1920 when the play was put
fronic Treatment.
Lord
success it deserved.
it meet with the
did
Vieux-Colombier
Jhe
his
finds delight in irony, witness
who
musician
English
an
Berners
inherits, has turned Merione
whom
from
aunt
dead
a
funeral march for
mee's play into an opera-comique.
.<t - ^rande
tt,,,„„„
Grandp
Belle He ene,
Witty as Meilhac and Halevy were in "La
operettas m
other
and
"Barbe-Bleue,"
Duchesse" "La Vie Parisienne,"
Witness tne
"1^ Perichole " the composer bore off the honors for esprit.
witness the rond
il est E.pagnol";

_

dancing

town fundamentalism
and smoking were considered sins much
its way
of American youth has taken

out

heard

race

-vev^

carpets then,
dust-collecting
down, not hardwood polished, slippery
floors with rugs from places with OMtlandish names.

(A symposium

A

X^J,

tacked

VAUDEVILLE FUNDAMENTALISM

Sma.

unpleasantly to him.
strong, proud, capricious, she spoke
wor^
after her: ''P^xra ^hola
leaving the palace. he was heard to call
character,
that reflected contemptuously on her
°f/^^^/^..^j^^^^^^^
Meilhac.
vians dubbed her "La Perichole."
^ayt always
So ^^e j^f^'
in 'Echo
as
pronounced
be
to
word
the
in
the "Ch"
to Spaniards this
accordmg
that
insisted
Sarcey
"Uncle"
it; but

Oliver

of

correspondent writes:
nish N H.
to a Dotty Dimple, or Prudy book.
Toyy
"The advertisements (in the bridge)
same in 'were of a comparatively humble nature.
which you refer are about the
the 60s^ There were ducks to be put In a washnumber and character as 1" has
been bowl and moved by a magnet. There
For the past 10 years there
of the
part
was a jockey with horse and sulky.
a strenuous effort on the

where

If

nTno

the

Old Grimes's cellar door."

A

country in the world.

th

who wrote

Parents thought that "Dick and his
friend Fldus" would teach th»lr children valuable lessons, but the boys preferred the "Boys' Own Book," th© "Adventures of Alexander Selkirk." "The
Arabian Nights" (expurgated), "Gulliver's Travels" (expurgated), and later
a book by Mayne Reid, still later one

America has changed her standards
than any
since the war more perhaps

•

tell

%

J^^^
no ^vrithgesture,
Here is no waste of ^^^^f
snite of subtlety makes itself felt.
was there ever a more
contortion, no spasmodic outburst; but
and, at last, of resignation
mf^ing picture of anguish, utter hopelessness,
to the inevitable ?

"Yes,

leading

I

Our actresses who assume^tharthey

of Miss Davis,
are emotional, should study the art

I would give all my greenbacks
For those bright days of yore.
When Billy Brown and I slid down

Sidney Sutherland, O Sidney Suthbum you
erland, what a clairvoyant
man
must be! I quote you: "A slender and
light gray hat and overcoat

O

wearing thick-lensed glasses.

played so well. Nor is
Truly a play worth seeing even if it were not
admires l«gjcal conthat
one
every
for
is
it
only;
it a play for lawyers
sti^ggl^ of mmds
a
hy
excitad
moved,
structio^; that is entertained,
women rather than a niere
a drama played within the breasts of men and
once Bneux is not a parshow oi spectacular exterior action. Here for
indirection,
If he preaches it is by
tisan, not a Boanerges in the pulpit.
creeds.
opposite
of
pulpits
two
from
preaches
and he
have "personality," that they

—

us
song with this chorus:

Can any one

I

official.

meet and fight you
a gentleman. Amen."

to be, I will

;

;

decline the fighting gloves, not because
of my inability to throw vicious projectiles at the enemy, but simply because

An "old-grad" is a man who
Test."
argue about
falls asleep when people

'

,

~My

wherebv students acquire fluency in
conversational Greek, a sort of every
dav aid to the classics. A glee club is
sing,
a bunch of nice boys who still
the
and always will sing "The Owl and in
Pussy Cat" and "There is a Tavern
edusuch
the Town." thereby slighting
"Grandcating and tuneful melodies as
to Get
Try
You
Just
But
Petter
is
a
ma "
Schick
the
ner and "Mv Sweetie Took

iL'e<

'

As the World Wags:

mealum

the

scene with Coudrais;
till he is passionate in the great
the complex
quietly pathetic at the end. How well Mr. Lonergan showed
lively days and
of
recollection
his
pride,
his
Coudrais,
this
character of
his wish to spare
nights, his grief over his murdered scalawag of a son,
No finer portrayal
his family disgrace, his final abandonment of revenge.
year. Excellent was
of a complex nature has been seen here for many a
a man of
Mr. Johnston's impersonation of a more common character,
loving his daughter,
middle class, with no ideas beyond that class, but
she is accused ot
though not understanding her strange behavior after
represented by Coudrais.
man
of
type
the
hostile
to
nature
murder; by
broke down and wept, there
It is a tribute to his acting, that when he
was not a titter in the audience.
.
-i
of family
Those who have lived in France and know the loyalty
Kenmore
Miss
of
Pauline
the
servants were the more able to appreciate
of loyalty, unv/iliand the Armand of Mr. Lovel. Their representation
in their mind, is worthy
ingness to betray by word or gesture what was
mmor the
Or take another part that might be called
of all praise.
little brief authority, as
in
a
dressed
man
the
Nancre,
of
pompous mayor
type, not confined, unimpersonated by Mr. Cochrane. This mayor is a
known this order of
has
evidently
Cochrane
fortunately, to France. Mr.

more perturbed

i

"CLEVELAND GIRL WILL
WED A FROSTPROOF MAN

ly

cf

After all, a good tkt of a play's worth is whether the characters
spectator
and their words and actions live vividly in the mind of the
the
a week after the performance. This test is fully, triumphantly met in
Even now the arguments
case of "Accused," at tha Wilbur Theatre.
the law
prq and con are ringing in our ears: the grandfather's eulogy of
s theory
grandson
the
practitioners;
honorable
on
imposed
ajid the duties
carried away by
of the dual consciousness of a man pleading when he is
displaying
his own rhetoric. How well the play is acted! Mr. Sothern,
evidence m a
the requisite ease in the earlier scenes, examining the
more and
matter-of-fact manner until he grows suspicious, then waxing

top,

York,

still

Is

dense

rivers,

DYER NEEDHAM.

sport."

A

TOttlements.

British

which seriously affected the lungs and
eyes and prevented navigation on the

But for

all

the fan ne'er flutters,

And the whisper knows control
When the full contralto utters
The Letter of Perichole.

,

iSaml-Si

with

t>yi»plK'iiy

.i^'s

oi-t;a;i

wa;; pert'urn.ed
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Mr. George W. Stewart, who had charge of
iu;
music at the San Francisco Exposition of 1915, ha.s written to ut=\
an amusing story apropos of the pcrfoiniance of this symphony at the
11th concert (May 28d) of the series given at the Exposition by the Boston
'

.»-lon

Symphony

ji

orchestra.

pulsated

-easy

:-nt."
rumed

i

orcnesira;
Symphony
'mpnony orchestra:
"Saint-Saens arrived in San Francisco Saturday, May 22, 1915, two
Recalling, the
da .Vb before the Boston Symphony finished their scries.
bitterness with which he talked to newspaper men upon his arrival in
New York a few days before, I was doubtful as to whether or not he and
Dr. Muck could be brought together without a scene being enacted which
might cause an international scandal. Mr. Ellis made me promise not
to have him stay at the Fairmount Hotel, where Dr. Muck was staying,
and Dr. Muck made me promise not to bring Saint-Saens where he would
have to meet him. I took him to the Palace Hotel, which took c^are of
my promise to Mr. Ellis, and I told Dr. Muck that unless Saint-Saens
himself expressed the desire to meet him, I would guarantee that no
Meantime I lauded
colli.'^ion between him and Saint-Saens should occur.
Dr. Muck to the skies, in talking with Saint-Saens, telling him that the
told
of nis
his programs,
programs. Ii toici
war had not influenced Dr. Muck in the make-up ot
how very fond the Boston Symphony was of his compositions, never
mentioning that in the very first concert after his arrival they were to
~
~~ show some little
symphony; finally after he began
a—- to
G minor symphony,
play his C
interest I asked him flatly if he would like to go to the concert the next
afternoon; he said he would; I then showed him the program, and the first
tiling he Saw was 'Symphony, No. 3, in C minor for Orchestra and Organ,;

At

musique'; then immediately afterward, 'Je veux
voir Dr. Muck.' They met, with all the reporters watching, like two
gentlemen. Thus a row was averted, whole pages were written in the
papers, and the Saint-Saens concerts practically sold out before we had
to advertise them."
iiiiM to advertiae them."
f^H.
^^..^imjm^^u^k^ .
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one for research
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professors, another f
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for students, the fir
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remarkabfe
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gence. as they are in our
day " T^e TaflJ
facts; the fairfussers
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One little professor vSth'
'"7/'^""
'ereyeJ\St"p\icT
aPP/'ed V
his m-nd for 15
years in proving that there
was no .n,ii ti
merely a habit, like scrakhine
^^^^^^ was
All
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did not go so fai- as Kom^ nf
„
out.
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Jsubscnbers
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"A Paris on n'aimc pas

there

if

78, Saint-Saens.'

"I took him to the concert and we sat in a first balcony box not far
from and in full view of the stage. The symphony was splendidly played
(excepting the organ part, which, played by an organist I had furnished,
was too loud) and was received with thunderous applause, for our Departnicnt of Music, in view of the Saint-Saens' concerts coming so soon, had
fed up the public with marvellous tales of the great Master. After acKnowiedging the applause two or three times, Dr. Muck, like a good sport
came to the front of the stage and pointed to the box where Saint-Saens
\\a.s sitting; I said, as the applause continued, 'Maitre, c'est pour vousi'
He stood up and bowed; then the applause increased; it grew and grew
When finally everybody
until it became the wildest scene imaginable.
realized that it was the Master everybody stood, ladies waved their
handkerchiefs, men stood on the seats Kctd shouted. It was the greatest
ovation I have ever seen. As we left the hall Saint-Saens said to me
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pOBREE'S '^TIMOTHEUS"
,

A

Satirical

View of the Stage

in the

Year
1

2100 A. D.
flute
)f

player of Thebes,

who by

the great Alexander.

his masterly performance ravished the ears
Timotheus, "who cou'd swell the Soul to Rage,

Kindle Soft Desire."
Mr. Bonamy DobrBC, lecturer In Dramatic Technique and History of
the Drama at the University of London, the author of "Restoration Com3r

idy,

1660-1720," "Histriophone" and other books, gives the title "Timo-

heus" to his

satirical little

published by E. P. Dutton

volume in the To-Day and To-Morrow series
Co.
The sub-title is "The Future of the

&

Theatre,"

This volume is
Her ikmer Johnson's

really the 23d chapter of a treatise, which, like
colossal work,

"Man

Mr.

as a Political and Social Beast"

(elephant folio; sold only by subscription),

but of which very

little will

is "ah-eady largely in being,
be published in the reader's lifetime." The

writer in 1915 acquired H. C. Wells's Time Machine,
so that he was able
to arrive at the year 2100 "with no further
damage than a slight bruise
on his knee caused by the shovel of an archaeologist
in search of human
remains thought to be of the same period
as the Cro-Magnon man." He
returned in 1920, and settled down to
write his great work. Mr. Dobree
obtained permission to publish this
chapter on the theatre, "which can
break no bones, or even abrade the
most delicate skin."

The author landed by air-taxi at
the 19th floor and walked into a
huge Jiyperboloid pit, the walls of
which were tiers of seats accommodatmg some 20,000 people. There was apparently no
stage. His guide pointed
to the saucer-hke dome. The
seats were slanted back and
provided with
rests for the head like a
dentist's chair, so that the
spectator's
apparatus lent

emotional

itself easily to suggestion.

When the guide was asked if
the performance would be a
good one he answered: "The clutch
was of^^^^'^ *° ^ ^'"^"^^ -bout to take place.
!
Evervthinit
Everything
was under the
direction of one man, the
"fairfusser," who de
^^^^''"^^
^^^^
etc Throbit
:r; dram\":::"r'

"d

otce the fairfus

"T"

''^'^

^^-^^

^o^Z:t:^S:Z^
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"f complex,

fo.

it

was

his business

nZ TroLtt

.motions.
The description and the
Msitor are given at length.

to

herl

^^

was no biologicTvaiuT."
less

agreeabirof

hi

/

k ndn sTt

"

""^^

"

There was another investigator who had made a
diverting play simplv
with scenery and a few mutes who now and then
varied their place The
sm-roundings, not people, make the drama.
"For who, given the choice
of seeing Brown eat his dinner, or a
thunderstorm on Mount Everest
would not prefer to look at Mount Everest?" A
handsome staircase, or a
rickety ladder if it were tall enough, had
more significance than a t;!e of
hopeless love; "and he was about to design
a series of scenes in a logical
order of forms and colors, green following
pink, which would make a spectator sadder than even a play by Sophocles."

The visitor saw a fairfusser rehearsin^^n
old-fasliioned play> One
young actor told how experience, had shown that
one could not take fi^.
gi-anted the least intelligence in an audience.
"Words conveyed nothiS
unless accompanied with appropriate action;
and this ho ascribed to tS
fact that an audience was a crowd, and
therefore followed the normal law
of mass psychology m being much stupider
and more primitive than a
single person." And so plays with few words
were better than plays with

many

words, as ,n the latter cases the number of
gestures tired
eyes
the audience and the muscles of the actor.
"He had a noble, yet reasoned
scorn for any player who stood still and with

tL

hardly a movement

aUowcd
sentences merely to trundle out of his mouth,
and he considered
-siuerea his
nis place
could very well be taken by a gramophone."

Z^e

Other theatres were visited: the^cl^h^^^ic,
where people went to be
cured of the passion of love; the Hurry
Theatre, for broWs and such
who could step
and gain a modicum of organized
emotion There were
a few booths for errand boys, journalists
and taxi-drivers-booths marked
"Two Mmutes " "Thirty Seconds." The spectators
looked through a Tan.era

m

back to 1925 can ha^ly endure^t- Ta^e"
hVlmlT^^^^^^^^^
my friends that make me go to a play once'^Itt^only'
or twice in a ycLi so asl o?
to seem unsociable. If the choice is
left to me, we go to the FnVli.h ,
sionot^a French farce, for these are
usually 'f:.eci f om any n finw'It'
and
if one expects nothing, one
411;
cannot be disappointed."
f! h1
o.

have their use.s;' and so the mi.sletoe's parasitic ways may be excused
5n the ground of the cohesive habits
ivhich it Induces In others."

"'^^

\. stage became lum
mmous,
nouJ vague
^Le" figures
T °" began''''to take

except

shape; the air

author of "Titus
Andronlcus'^Shakespeare or another—characterized
It a-baleful."
to be

The

''l
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\Min \]m

come between the actor and the audience."

lock

^--^ ^--^^^^

-hecL?rs::i:rt:vruM\'v^

l"^°tessoi

f

The fairftisser had much to s^^^about the
a.-tor's desire to communiale with his fellow-creatures. "Any
ideas introduced by an author
were
to be deprecated for his business was
strictly to provide fhc raw
n aterial
and so the teacher's main efl'orts were to
be directed toward traSh
g his
I^upils to rid the author's words of any
meaning they might co ftah?
s.mply by the manner of speaking them. In
this wfy nothin™ was al owed

As Macaulay's "every schoolboy" knows, Timotheus was a famous

^

oached a ..tage from which anything
could be learnt."
invented a machine to test the
movements annronr!«t.

liad

mistletoe

among

has had a bad name

the amorous young.

The

Were the ber.-les supposed
poisonous, or was It too-clo3el^
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Magnus—an
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man.

Albertus
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ercd ajid

to
In his masterly treaiio^
Of Virtues of Herbs" (155J): •'Mlstle-i
with red lily opens all locks. If the!
lesald be huns on a tree with the

quite

within

the birds
all
miles, and this last
niy time."

sute

a pleasure to learn that Mr
Percy Morningstar will entertain frlendt
at the Alcazar tea room at Coral Gable
The choir will now sing the good old
It

flve,

In

has been tried

I

The ki.ssinK under the mistletoe at
Christmas tioes not go further back
than the nth century, In England at
In old days the rule was: "As
least.
the young man kisses a giil under the
mistletoe he should pluck a berry, and
when the last berry is gone there should
be no more kissing."
The amazing Godfrey HIgglns
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in particulars.

be on the road to
recovery, but while both lungs were Involved in this attack of pneumonia the
King's physician was summoned to his
Reference has been made to
bedside.

He now appears

U'.ee

to

his previous illness of the same disease
in New York, where his life hung by a
thread several days.
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Second week.
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waiter

comedy, which Mi
nothing to do with
has
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a book by him, a book

his
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which
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a
Vnseen,
by Lee
MilWilson Dodd, produced by Robert
ton First performance. The cast:

HOLLIS STREET— "The

"The

modern melodrama,
Drake Maynard
Audrey

weeks.

TREMONT—"Louie

years ago.
was written several
for Uie
polished
and
was taken out
give
read,

Mande, that It might
on
him an opportunity
new
movements in a ^^w
cical quips and
benefit of Mr.

nTe'play

Is

of discharging

one of eP-f-Xr^cter':

them

,

Nichols'
its

was

mark
the utter lack of edginess that
each of his ventures.
The "mother play" seems to be bursting Into a renascence of late, although
rarely with the subtlety and the intelligence with which Mr, Dodd has seen his
"The Unseen," which he himself labels
a "modern melodrama." He wrote a|
good play In "The Changelings." but
with his last act, he slipped into the
pathetic fallacy of believing with all
the movies and the magazine stories,
that after all when it is touched, the
younger generation is really very nice

I

famous

I

fourteenth

I

,

I

!

week.

I

THEATRE— First
NEW TARK
Boston of

fo^mance in
a comedy in three
Presenting
man.

'

per^

j
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acts,

by Aaron Hoff
The
Mann.
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Louis

--'^
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--^y^?he-^«Sofj
r^cc^?ur^;i;£^^^,-^
purposes to eloP^

Marlon Knigcr
Jack Bauer
Albert Kruiter

newspaper,
Th s
J'
man.
her husband's right-hand
naught in tne
elopement comes to
mode n>
m?d act Pamela, a decidedly
Capt. \\ intm
voung girl, is courted by

^Vni'tnms
R^b«t
""h^,
„ nail
j
LouU Mann

Bauer

.Tntm

Panlel
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(jeoree Farren
Giles
rofllss
'

Drum

Thomas Craig

'^^"^

Parliament, a
*°

man

of diess

ana

„.j,,

and delightfully sensible.
But in his new play he seems td have
pricked a little deeper and more surely,
and although there are aWKward places,

.•

r/rfarc'fonhe'Vroad^sTktl^d.

r
.

business man
ltr.n\Zlk^e. the "'"h
the fac
same
Mr. Hall does the
foreman, so likewise is th^
iory forem.an
tory
^^^^^^^
yi
i
shylock of Mr. *'arren,
,
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-obviousness
an undeniable
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final curtain.
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pl'ay^ a P-t t^ai^f-3^-",red°y? o^e'
walked
re^c^uUa^Tdrpt^d^rhim He

.rc^:^^'\b.rskeTnd^ tLt
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was

gentlemanlike manner; he
there was a
J?ehteously vexed when
protesting
paid,
Jiundry bill-to be
"It Is not a launaga"?st the amount:

most

.h.

of the

Mr. Honma
In his development
ne
been more '"teresting.^et
" erely
draw any definite
"
answered no 'l^esUons.
the w
fall

theories of
gives voice to the
fr.'He puts the -P'^'^is answexswe
fenslvd, and
^ rapid
capltal^t as »
Finally we see tbe
democracy, ^
advocate of industrial
the wherefore Is not P"J^"^«^,;„,t eanis a
shpping
Business has been
shows a «
vear
current

john Bauer

ner.

the

$75,000.
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commencement

theorlzer

worklne m the ^,^';^°;^',„'^us?.
of inausi. ial del
with the fundamentals

i

.

;

and

i

bitterly

there is little of the superficial
"type" characterization.
Gilda Wayne, a successful and much
imposed upon writer of popular fiction,
married to an artist who uses her
merely as a screen and a source of income, has discovered the existence of
her daughter of a former marriage an^i
has engaged her as her secretary. No
ont but the doctor who loves the girl,
and knew her father In his last disintegrating days before he died, knows
Yet neither he nor
of her parentage.
her mother dare tell her, because she
has been so embittered by her fathor
that she knows of her mother onl>
as the woman who deserted her n:
birth, and who cut Into her father

and

them would be auaa

^--^.^.fLTn^^^Ch^^

]

poignant piece.
polgnan
And what is more Mr. Dodd has seen
his people full face, and in the round,

treri-.hant

interpret.Mlon

^uf and thus dr^w audiences: as when
;^i^^::^r^"^ipes'oi^
s;^^:^
the one
seventh commandment

the opening exposition of the first
In the marking of time at the
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it
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the
of
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act.
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performance of a new play, there
the fine feeling for ensemble and
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comedy now in

styled,

With "The Unseen," that too Infreagain
quent producer, Robert Milton, has
and
slipped back into seasonal activity,
a
again last evening, although It was

WILBUR—

"Accused," Brieux's
play with E. H. Sothern in the
Second and last
leading role.
week.
CASTLE SQUARE "Abie's
Irish Rose,"

self

the Four-

production,
Ziegfeld's
Leon Errol. Fourth

teenth,"
starring
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who wai a personal
7^ii;'^Vonland and who had a
with Kipling^
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'.;t"aking
speaking acuS^^^tance"
New
Herald Ind
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Student
Prince," musical version of "Old
Heidelberg," with De Wolf HopLast three
per and others.
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He repUed, expressinf
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family name of
been of an exclusive nature,
the
ment
Excellent were Mr. Drayton as
has added
„
Mr.
_ Mann
7",another and one
bullet-headed publisher, Mr. Marshal
co-respondent.
'of
the best to his already imposing gala
be
to
who was "born
As we have
it; and Miery of characterizations.
but was a fine fellow in spite of
roman- said, he burlesqued the business man;
there was Miss Tell, charmingly
now vacillating, now resolved, in ^ut let us not think of another in this
tic
and intensities eminently <, part—a performance brimful of nuall' moods
Ncr should Mr. Millar be J ances. of eloquent facial play, of subdesirable.
Mr. Hall, well
tleties of "business."
(orsrotten.
^
one known hereabouts for his excellent
Yet the chief recollection that
the
of
name
work at the St. James Theatre, played
will have, even when the
in
comedy is forgotten, will be the joy her a hard part well. The direct antithesis
with
Bauer— slow, vacuous, an industrial
seeing and hearing Miss Best,
pror.ounced individuality, iind hnr quiet democrat by memory only—he lolled
_1 and blubbered and squealed to the de
art.
?j| light of the audience.
The Daniel Drum of George Farren
1
was another excellent burlesque of a
"Sweetheart
welshing Shylock. He, too, played convincingly, and gave us something newl
Time," musical version of "Never
physical makeup a stage picture
in
Say Die," with Eddie Buzzell,
that at once denoted his Inherent char-,
Mary Milburn and others. Secacterlstlc. The minor roles were taken
care of perfunctorlry. Let those whc
ond week.
admire the talents of this distinguished
"Applesauce,"
character actor fail not in witnessing
with
comedy by Barry Conners
one of his most noted characteriza4
T. A. R,
tions.
Allan Dinehart and Vivian Tobin.
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threat of assault
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brother-in-law resulted in a
d.sposlh^rd round the world.". After
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the
court,
in
Uwi of the case
have neve,
went to England, and they
Brattleboro oi
visited either in

a

village Shylock, who prefers}
be known as a banker, presses the
Icanner for money; 160 of the employes
(This Is the singld
offer $150 each.
piece of constructive co-operation on thd
This means a
ipart of the employes.)
run on the bank. Drum is beside hlmj
fruit cropal
the
after
Bauer goes
self.
and contracts after listening to the mil-"
Cralg.j
democrat,
industrial
lionalre
Bauer returns with a load of contract*;
to learn that Craig is crazy. It develops!
that Craig, who was "peculiar," was
given a clean bill of health by the court
It Is
and Insists on going through.
here that Bauer shouts for industrial
final
a
bring
To
Why?
democracy.
curtain to end an evening's entertain-

Drum, the

to

'always

—

in

experiences
publishers that the trying
^ork. The
narrated took place In New
in Dumhome
Kiplings abandoned their
c ash with
unfortunate
merston after an
still a
Mrs Kipling's brother, who Is alleged
town^ The

V.-1

I

'

Michael Aden. Staged
.^'^''^f^
Settings de.signed by Jame^
Smith.
Presented by Charles DilRevnolds.
lingham and A. H. Woods.

in col-

KlpUng by

notice.

formance

While Kipling was lying unconscious
York hotel his
In one room of the New
a room
eldest child. Josephine, died in
until I^iPl'"^
near by, and it was not
of his
learned
was convalescent that he
The Kiplings had left
bereavement.
it w^s
America previous to 1899, and
American
white he was on a visit to

fh

i

I

By PHILIP HALE
perCOLONIAL THEATRK— First
Charming

Mrs. Kipling and others congave Dr.
versant with the case always
exConland rather than the so-called life
s
Rudyard
perts the credit of saving

on

]

j

from
'^'Mr^'^Maude was well supported,
soph.stlcated
;the delightfully pert and
Mr
by
played
outler
the
Mi.ss Best to
proud of
Vivian, the butler who was so

PLYMOUTH

specialists It wa^ Mrs. Kipling
New
called the country doctor to

fes!dent^f%hat

I

|

at that time.

of

i

j

laboration with his brother-in-law, Wolnote
cott Balestier, a young author of
vho died in Dresden years ago. Dr.
the
at
Kipling
Mrs.
Conland attended
when
birth of her two daughters, and
authorthe condition of the noted
husband seemed hopeless to the New

iwho
York
I

title

and West," which he wrote

mocracy. sharing his views is Albert
Kruger, foreman of the factory, and an
'employe for 40 years. They present
'their demands of sharing the business
with the employes in a high-handed
manner. (Just here if Jack and Kruger had made this proposition to anyone else but Bauer, they would have
been kicked out of the office. Had this
been the case, however, there would
have been no play.)
A tvave of a handkerchief and the
machinery stops. Bauer is intimidated,
Daniel
and he signs over the plant.
I

^

i

Hall,
Saturday
Symphony
Repetition of Friday's
8 :15 P. M.
.symphony concert.

physician of
the part of savior at the crucial time,
but a country doctor of the old school
the late Dr. James Conland of Brattleboro. Dr. Conland had been the family
physician of the Kipling family at their
homes in Brattleboro, Vt., In a humble
cottage on what was then known as f.ie
elaboBliss farm, and later in the more
which Killing built
residence
rate
of
town
across the line in the adjoinmg

"The

—

Jordan Hall 8:15
M. William Murdoch, pianist.

cial
j

It

Dummerston and named

"Che

lu.,-ged

—

was not a renowned
the royal court who played

At that time

debt.'''

true they would have been
of Mr.
by the heels, but f^o wore many
Intended to
Arlen's cracks and wheezes
dramatist
show the brilliance of the
of
rather than to aid in the drawing

Bach-Busoni, Wachet auf; Bach,
Chromatic Fantaisie and Fugue.
Franck Prelude, Chorale and Fugue. Debussy, Poisson's d'or, La
Cathedrale engloutie, Les Collines
d'Anacapre.
Ravel, Jeux
d'eau
and Alborada del Gracioso. Chopin, Berceuse, Barcarolle, Valse
F major, op. 84, No. 1, Prelude,
B flat major, op. 28, No. 21, Ballade, G minor.
Friday Symphony Hall, 2:30
P. M.
Eleventh concert of the
Boston Symphony Orchestra, Mr.
Koussevitzky, conductor. See spe-

Rudyard Kipling

writers of his life In

,iry,

Pe

The

has been productive of

8t«r."

— Symphony

tice.

Wags:

As the World

i

>ver

1

of

KIPLINQ AND DR. CONLAND

HU
shius

a morning

lik«

Hall 3:30
P. M. Mr. Paderewski will play
in aid of the American Legion
endowment fund. Sec special no-

am
Pruids or Chaldeans
first person who has held this
the
held
by
was
it
believe
1
opinion.
great Rcsrer Bacon, but being too prolike
found for his ignorant compeers,
the circular orbits of Pythagoras, it
was turned into ridicule."

I

ttl

CONCERTS OF WEEK

not the

I

.lioMal

,u

1.

1

Homeric. So
behind, the laughter was
high Olyni.night the immortal gods on
sefvlng them
Vulcan
at
roared
•us have
IS cup-bearer.
ant
This is Mr. Maude's farewell tour
imperiously called
it was natural that,
make a
before the curtain, he should
and
speech and after the customary
Ugence
conventional tributes to the inte
a fe^v
and courtesy of the audience tell
wish that he
stories which led one to
It is
had introduceO them in the play.

I feel, I feel, I feel,

I

hlsj

into the order
I
or Culdties.

Is

song:

"Anncalvpsis" connects Virgil (Book
and
III) with the Celtic Sibyl of Cuma
"1 think I could prove
the mistletoe.
that
by strong circumstantial evidence
initiated

l>c

If

of a swallow, thither will congre-

i\s

.

1

audience foUtf.vcd lii.s every motion and
word approvingly, and halv-trlgBer
laughter was incessant. His good nature
was contagious. And when he appeared
on the stage without coat and waistooat and his suspenders hanging down

perished will probably]
always remain a mystery. Die only son
jf Dr. Conland, Henry H. l^onland. ia
widely known to newspapermen as business manager of the Hartford Courant
Gardner.
H.

Uoelt— wrote
•

how

i

,

she learns that Ollda Wayno
mother, she turns bitterb
crazUy away from her, and determin>s
htto avenge her father by allowing
mother's husband to make love to her,

When

is

really her

to

win him away from Ollda. who knows
infidelities and loves hnv

nothing of his
passionately.

Aubrey goes to Drake's studio, allows
him to make love to her, realizes that
he has been playing with her mo'^er
nd It Is only when later she

—

her
the rull extent of his Idling with
mother, and when 8ho sees her taunted
by the woman she had thought her
frlpnd, a torn and disillusioned woman,
that she believes In her Innocence.

i

performance was an excellent
weU rounded, smooth In each detail,
so
nUhough at flrst every one 'talkedtheir

COPLET THEATRE— "The Mask

I

even In the front rows
the
words were Indistinguishable, ^ut
outstanding performance was that
shrewd,
a
Lucille Watson as the mother,
piece of acting. Intense and

of the Company,
intelligent and well-paced
direction.
Milton's
Mr.

ensemb

And

Ma,

1.

smart

:..!u:m
ri^se

,,,,,',„.i)

comedy In three acts,
hy Mary Kennedy and Ruth Hawthorne.
The cast:

ridge Presents,"

Agues Scott
Ross Alexander

Kllen
IMilllp

sicphun Avplegate
.Maisio

Blanche Yurka

Svdnev Armstaad

Carlatta Irwin
3awt.t H. Boll

Partridge
Kiithirini.. Kverett

i

!

Jojn Thorn
Helen Wallace

Charl.'S I.udlow

Hamilton
ficmpntluo

j.^gues
I

l,u

I

—

i

I'eg Entwistle
Dallas Andcrnon

DellKht

Elizabeth

Lcavltt

Ethelyne Holzman

Kleur

marriage, fo further the careers of her
son and daughter, a hopelessly Phllistine pair with not so much as an lot*
of artistic taste between them.
Tht play straggles and sprawls, a
play slim In plot, with what little plot
there is by no means deftly constructed,
dddly enough, howtSver, considering Its
fauity planning, It Is a play that holds
the attention from beginning to end,
for its authors are blessed with a sense

Much
because

i

|

1

killed

TlM
1

urious

York

Her

limitations.

dressmaker

of

last

night

|

i

weeks

tame
i

f

inflections,

speech,

She

ago.
the

the

same

bearing that does
•Jnction unless It
liiigulshed person

Hut,

if

not

ciulle

be

;

r
i

;

'

the
same casualness
extreme ease of

a

Now comes

aisd!sin It.
lighter

we now

known

Like Miss Yurka, Miss Entwhistle
played serious scenes best. Sh"* played
ihem admirably, indeed, with emotional
Nforf?, but always with a girlish emotion that never became mature,
l-'or
lightness of touch it was Miss Irwin
who won the crown with her delightful photograpl, of a flapper with much
If only she would moderate a
to' ."?ay.
verv little the well devised play of her
h.mds in the flrst act her performances

Famous Fiddler Begins
His Second Week

Ford's

Old-time fiddling and old-time dancare agal;i the featured attraction

;nff

at

Keith's

this

week where

Mellle

from Norwfly. Me., begin.s
second week of his professional
Around him he has the same
career.
group of girls and boys from the Brugglottl-Denishawn school and, of course.
"Gram," who does a few steps herself
in the old ba'-'i dancs setting.
An Albertina '^lasch ballet is always
assurance of a well-staged and
r.n

Dunham,
•he

act
Ballet,"

-arefully-trained

•Pompadour

and

this

one,

was even more

call

a

'cocktail'

Is

a

drink

for centuin the Bordelals region
Figaro cries out in
-coquetel.' "

les as
"Why
passionate tones:
And we
word as our fathers wrote it? we drink
cannot
"Why
may well shout:
fathers drank It
the cocktail as our
gin that 's
Italian vermouth and

all

side of Mrs. Partridge, Miss Yurka
iilayjd movingly in the two scenes when
!ier son and her daughter .showed their
mother their real natures. There itlss
Vurka was at her best; her bisi is
extremely good.

Academy

thesis crowned by the French
Boulanger In
of Medicine, supports M.
cites the pase
his demand. Dr. Tardleu
himself by drll^'"6
of a man who killed
What
veronal cocktails, and remarks:

a

j

escaped
petition
guess Is that he renotice, but
ferred to the attack by three companies
men
of English. In which were several
of
of Wells, Me., on the Indian village
Pr.
Norrldgewock In August, 1724.

my

Sebastian

Rale,

the

French

famous

priest of that region, was tilled and
scalped. Capt. Johnson Hammond, th«
leader of the expedition, laid before the
Massachusetts council 25 Indian scalps
and the scalp of Rale, and received a
bounty of 405 pounds for the former and
100 pounds for that of the priest, to be
divided among his officers and men.

A.

Boston.

M

SPEAKING OF CAROLS
Lelghton Buzzard police court.
England, the chairman said early In
December: "Complaints had been re-

At

ceived that carol stnglnK had already
started, and the poUoe had been Instructed by the magistrates to take proceedings forthwith." This led the Observer to say: "I suppose if small bov"
will resurrect Good King Wenceslas before his time, they must do as he did
'look out.'
But one cannot forget Mr.
Chesterton's ferocious little poem on

an

edict,

with

with
undue appUcatlon
not synthetic, even If
world of harm to
to this drink did a
poor Uncle Thomas?"
otrlotlv
a strictly
But waa not "coquetel
It Is not to be found
p,¥>vlnctal word?
French-English
Randle Cotgrave's
in
17th cenDictionary published In the
contains curious
tury, a dictionary that
and cusinformation about manners
phrases
toms, colloquial and slang
the book
some of them not too decent,
for his
used by Sir Thomas Urquhart
nor
wonderful translation of Rabelais;
French slang
do we find the word In the
ZOth
dictionaries of the 18th. 19th
centuries.

and

"1
There are Bome good stories In
Like to Remember," by W. Pett Ridge.
He stood by at the close of a street
Catholic
football game In which Roman

whose
boys lost to Protestant boys,
captain said with great satisfaction:
"Chaps, there'll be sore 'earts In the
Vatican tonight."

|
'

Its parallel of

Herod's massacre:

"And when the sound of children
And Herod was obeyed.

ooaaed.

In his high hall Corinthian,

With purple and with peacock
Rested that merry gentleman.
And he was not dismayed."

fan.

It was supposed In old times that
on the night of the Nativity the tongues

brings up the

of
that the old French spelling
restored.
cocktail, "coquetel," should be
Dr. Tardleu, who. In a

highly

who Indulges
happy In the

food

and as
occurred.

Is

there

Wanno

other birds and beasts made comments
In Latin:
"Cock:
Chrlstus natus est! Crow:
Ox
Quando?
Raven:
Hac nocte;
tJbi?
Sheep: Bethlehem; Ass: Eamus;
Cow: Adoremus remarks which requlro
the pre-Reformation or revived pronunciation of Latin to give them their
best value In approximating to the normal vocal efforts of their makers."

In print

his wife.
piece has

characters
Btageful of
whose terrific sophistication demanded
feet on
with
being
human
at least one
the ground. Alan Mowbray playe\3 the
Count as hurnorless, self-conscious and
egotistic, while Clive, as the seer Pier,
presided over all and dropped his epigrams with Jovian contempt. C. Wordley Hulse did an excellent Job as the
mayor-elect, and other parts were well
H. F. M.
taken.
In

of

"battle"
Isaac

of beasts and birds were loosed In
honor of the birth. There was a French
carol In which the proclamation of the
Nativity was made by the Cock while

Includes
thought of drink, a word that
from
both sllppery-elm water and rum,
Last
whatever blessed country It comes.
summer M. Marcel Boulanger demanded

been
Twice before this
given by the Copley Players on aft.^rsmooth
with
went
noons, and last night
and well-paced precision. Jessamine
tuition

employed

away with

The mention

where the place

call

Mad wags,

Newcomb made Savlna, the Countess,
a woman of substance, passion and in-

'

she

kill

In

in exuberant moments,
vexed
this last a "bill of lading," and are
because you do not laugh uproariously,
because
as the Demon cursed Poe's man
told
he could not laugh at the story
about the curse of silence Inflicted on
some poor wretch.

further praise for modesty.
authorities, for bribes received,

makes her \iramatIo entrance, and
Mario is withered with scorn and rudely thrown from his heroic pedestal be-

l>iayed in much the same manner, extornais of course allowed for, that she
;ipplled to her Italian opera singer of

iwo

was

wife

New

sniari

and In the plural,
the English language for six
centuries, as late as In Beaumont and
Does Mr,
Fletcher's "Scornful Lady."
Pennell prefer "menu" to "bill of fare"?
"eat," In the singular

kissed,

Nor-

to

correct as

far as the place Is conthink that his memory Is

of

Just such

Mt. Joseph Pennell, In his amusing
diatribe against Jl things In the world
of 1925, scorns the word "eats" and
speaks of It as recently coined. Perhaps
he would prefer the good old phrase,
"a meal of victuals"; but the noun

length. In the course of her funeral, the

For Miss Yuika, a triumphant actress in a tragic role, apijears to be shut
In
in
comedy by

.

i

l-'arls.

—

mind.

In

O'Hara.
Mr. Franck, a grandnephew of Ccsa
Franck, was educated musically

idolized
to have killed

waive thhe usual examination of the
bovly, and he prepares for the funeral,
having placed a statue In the coffin.
Everything would have gone well had
pot his wIfVa desired to attend her own
burial rites the least favor he could
grant her, she says. With due mourn-

cause he did not

PAUL FRANCK WILL
GIVE CONCERT TONIGHT

"

Is

Is

./

'

John Mil"The Playboy

He

'

suite, Guilmant's Capriccio and Cesar
Franck's Piece Heroicfue. Mr. Marcoux
will sing arias by Handel, Massonet
Verdi and songs by Brogi, Gr-tchani
nov, Rachmanlnov, Tchaikovsky aif

and solemnity the services proceed,
while the husband paces frantically and
tho wife hides behind the door. At

!

Perhap.g Aftss Yurka failed to Indicate
lalnly the complexities the authors

liad

j
'

ing

of

ihr-re.

supposed

another woman.

receive

;

of

or as often a man, can be a
contradictions; both clearheaded and 'a fool, warm-hearted and
hard, V. oil-bred on the whole with hints
none the less at vulgarity here and

I

j

WAR

Wags:

my

give a concert in Jordan hall tonight for the benefit of St. Vincent de
Paul Society, Church of Notre Dame
He will play selections
des Vlctolres.
Iron, composers of the 16th, 17th and
Gothic
centuries, Boellmann's
ISt'n

|

KING PHILIP'S

doubtless

Is

The

the

by
The surrounding bill was enlivened
aimed
some trick animals, an act thatand the
variety
sLsters
at the Duncan
s fables.
"sual news weekly and Aesop

IN

rldgewock. so
cerned; but 1
at fault as to
to when the

will

and boutiueted, and the mayor
and the town band come forth In Sunday best to do him honor. He writhes
beneath his unearned laurel, only to

couree,

mass

Is

h-a

on

individual

week."

Your noted correspondent. Abel Ad-

ams.

Organist to Be Assisted by Henri,
Marcoux, Baritone
Paul Franck, organist and composer,
assisted by Henri Marcoux, 1 aritone,
and William Ellis Weston, accompanist,

fv'ted

—

A woman

I

world, he Is acquitted and hailed ewrywhero as the champion of a new code.
He BUdvienly becomes the Red Grange
He Is a national
of crlm-a, as it were.
character. The movies want him, womhappy, as
letters,
adoring
him
en write
some cynic remarks, because he has

,

—

clear.

1

his father, Mario becomes a hero overnight. After a long and sensational
trial, which attracts the attention of the

character.
They boy who tried to
paint pictures when he longed to learn
how bridges are built they drew him
well.
A telling portrait at nearer full
length they made of the girl who. all
for love and marriage, held the stage
well lost a talkative young friend of
old-fashioned
hers,
her
respectable
lover, her mother's cook, her mother's
lawyer and admirer, clearly the authors
sketched these people in. To listen to
them on the stage was interesting, even
as it is interesting to observers of human kind to study chance passengers
ill
an omnibus or a parlor car.
Mrs. Partridge herself the authors

make

i

of

ton Synge's Irish boy In
of the Western World," who

of

to

manner

NOT

the World

As

Mr

looking

last

When the conductor called. "AU
aboard!" not one of the passengers
countered with, "If you can't get a
S. D. E.
board, get a plank!"

of

line

you

FROM THE ANANIAS CLUB

vaudeville stage.

—

after the

this

of

As the World Wags:

Crj',''
if

meat

hlB

became popular.

discouraged

killed her.

The play, as everybody knows, was
produced flrst by Miss Blanche Bates.
No doubt most people also know Its
tlieine, the determination of one Mrs.
Cartridge, whose artistic aspirations
were thwarted by an early conventional

failed

An abundance
for it.
of Shavian savor, dealmg

present, and Impending,
other members of the party
He suspects the sculptor who
is doing a head of his wife, but comments fatalistically that she would be
anyway.
later
sooner or
unfaithful
Whereat Count Mario declares before
the group that If his wife were unfaithSoon the fact
ful he would kill her.
confronts him he Is convinced that she
has fallen he dashes madly from the
"This can't go on,"
iroom to kill her.
declares Pier with mild deprecation, and
with others stays the wild deed. Mario,
.stung because ho has not lived up to
his promise, sends his wife to England
In secret, and tells everyone that he has

REPERTORT THEATRE— "Mrs. Part-

this

which pleased the audience.
act,
Crawford and Broderlck, in a new
custo
go through their business with seems
still
Broderlck
mary finesse. Miss
the most
to hold the crown for being

past,

trigues,
of the
outside.

Mnry Christian
Edna Hagen

.'

(gV™

JurotcheD

»'«"''"

Ju'let

of
of

contrived to make a piece entertaining
and greatly to the liking of last night's
audience.
Pier ZanottI, the banker, stands In the
balcony overlooking an Italian lake
with a friend as the play starts, cynically commenting upon the amorous in-

Marilyn Mcl.«ln
Vattle CoMey

(French)

^

with women, love, marriage and codes
of honor, thrown generously where best
they will stick into an unusual plot,

Dorotliy Walters

.

..gain

of

lines

He kept repeat ng
question until the exasperated^
Wot
butcher was so foolish as to ask
wldder?" The answer was a quencher:
"The wldder of that man wot bought

marry the wldder?"

eiuertainment
Their act is fa
!nore complicated Uian the oW-f^^^^
Imitation
loned type, and Miss Walters's
realistic.
cf a baby crying was
assistof
group
Ernest R. Ball and a
sang many
ing musicians, played and
new, all
Ball's balads, old and

prising
'

Fambrl

make room

Kiss for Ctn-

""

nm^r

Baby's

Elspeth Dudgeon

Katherlne Standing
Mav Edm.
MorolU
Jessamine Newcombt
Savlna Orazia
you lose
If
soul
your
"Of what use Is
your digestion?" Is a line typical of
this flippantly Ironical comedy, as much
as extravaganza in its way as the
afternoon tutti-frutti cleared away to
nolla

1

anc-

Wanda

there

.•.v."v;.^'V?m"=

.;;

Charles \

Nina ZanottI

Us film verdfrolla," Barrle-s play In
Brenon. with
sion directed by Herbert
the following cast:

'

Wordley Hulsc
Richard Whcrf
Ruth Kcr:

Teresa.V.V.".'.'

I

METROPOLITAN— "A

ulgfBunghl

l

\n,i,pa
Tltl

mention
should be more than a passing
sets o^JoJJf"of the unusually artistic
artists
scenic
zinger, one of the younger
conwhose settings have hitherto been
^•
nned to Broadway.

>i

Terence N?il
C.

to
Battersea when a butcher shouted
don t you
his neighboring rival, "Why

Ventriloquists have been graduaaiy
fading from the ^•au<l«^;L"«., "t'^B® ..^"^
Emily Waltets
last night ..Walter and
int
showed sudfi unusual skill in
that it would not be sur-

Morns Carn^^^ 5
V <;tor Tanrty

11

on the pavement In

Mr Ridge was

,

Pompadour dress.
„„fi„„
nj,
syncopal
With shuffUne steps,
smile
melodies and a broad gleaming
most
the
through
goes
Bill Robinson
steps, with a
intricate buck and wing
the
rhythmical precision that leaves
for more.
audience gasping and calling

.

Franro Spina
Veo Praga
Oeorges Almnlre

of

e

and

Cllyi^

E.

Pier ZanottI

fitted "^to the

member

,

comedy:
Alan Mowbray

Count Mario Orazla

almost frenetic energy
someadmirably, although her voice was
GaU
what high pitched and gusty.
who
malevoleiit
Kane, as the perennial
truth
the
tellmg
help
just couldn't
othe
as a matter of 'act each

and

••
...
.uose
.„.,
,
...
an c>i.o.;c i"
lemarkable
"Slave Danco" was really a
enthe
finale,
the
For
pvmnastlc feat.
did the Charleston, ci
t!ro company
Madame
the
;ather°ncongruous sight In

rep,

of the

,

demanded a constant

that

The cast

attraction.

,
„,„
girl, in a role
t<'"slty. and
off
it
carried
,

preteii

the Face," a satirical comedy by Lulgl
Chiartlli, adapted by C. B. Fernald,
plaving evenings only, while "Robinson
extravaganza
musical
the
Cru.soe,"
given last week, continues as a matinee

lEfontly that

Marlon Coakley as the

perf'.-ct.

—

!

The

Inteingent
eloqutnt.

i»o

But
did very well.
with eo
I.
y nearly all speak
folk
uroouth an accent? Is li so smart
R- R- Ospeak in New York?
all

one,

I

to

i

•

—

IMMIGRATION AND THE HOME
As the World Wags;
I
was talking with a neighbor tho

,

j

other day.
She expressed herself as
pleased at the restriction of Immigratlon.
I said. "But It keeps out women
who would like to enter domestic service and we need them badly, for the
servant problem with the present ertravagantly high wages, encouraged by
the agencies. Is driving many into lodgings with meals at restaurants and hotels."
She replied that many women
"do not like domestic work," that it Is
«>te.
This
"undesirable,
degrading,"
Domestic
reasoning is only specious.
work is far more desirable than harder
work with longer hours in shops or factories, for household servants have plenty of time for rest and recreation. They
have comfortable homes and good food,
and no expenses for the same; wherea.>:
shop and factory girls unless they can
live in parents' homes must pay high
prices for poor lodgings and worse food.
The former can save nearly all they
earn and In these days of high wages
this means a pretty good sum each
year, whereas the others can save very
little.

Domestic work must be done.
life

Is

to exist In this country.

If

home
'Wives

and mothers cannot do all the household
work, bear children and take care of
them decently. The homes are going,
and this may be one cause for the great
Increase in crime

among

thi:

youth.« of

(

[

j

j

'

1B" n»ior, Op. R4. NoBallada O
Prelude B nat njajor, Op. 28,
minor, Chopin.
Ivn
Whether or.e tlke» or dlsllkw
cannot fall
Murdoch's performance, one
of Tehat piano
to Bdmlre his conception
not mean, to
does
It
means.
playing
thundering
^»lth
roof
the
him. raising
keys so fast
tone. Racing over the
with It all
that rhythm euffers. and
"°
'1,'
niceness of execution. P>^-»,
Mr. Murdoch's scheme.
show pieces and old, suio
'

The homrt«8a slnKle
country.
of northern European countries,
for
a pittance, would be
now working
glad to I'ome here Into our comfortable

v

;tils

\

women

work

to

•

good wages.

for

MRS.

Boston.

B.

I.

A3 the World Wags:
The pastor of former days seems to
havs been piled with the same kind of
quesUons that are an everyday occurrence with Dr. Cadman.
Spurgeon was once asked if the man
who learned to play a cirnet on Sunday
would go to heaven. The great preachaccording to the London
er's" reply,
Weekly, was characteristic. Sai4 he:

'J

program

To

(The Observer, Dec.

4.

means

of

1S25.)

who has

suffered sethe liberality of his disposiIV] verely by
a carperfected
invented and
luuf tlon has
rate oi
riage which will move at the
without
from 10 to 12 miles an hour
as
horses or steam. It is so constructed
and to
persons
six
carry
to
to be able
and expeascend steep hills with ease

whole design. If it
sometimes came about that Mr. Mu.-it
doch's playing seemed too calculated,

not
does not follow that his method Is
It brought to his performjust right.
phrase,
of
ance at all events shapeliness
sound rhythm, firmness of design,
Mr. Murdoch played also like a pianist
for
•who seemed to harbor no lU-wlU
cudgel
the Instrument; not once did he
So he produced good tone that was
it
passage
strong and full, brilliant In
Ha
work and by no -means uncolorful. adto respect and
is Indeed a player
last
most
admired
What one
mire.
His
taste
night Is only a matter of
dart and float
goldfish, he surely made
bowl.
In
a
do
they
Ind wheel quite as
Bach fugue
TO the opening pages of the

,

l

;

I
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PADEREWSKl AT
SYMPHONY HAIL

HOUND OF HEAVEN'
recent

*THE

Hound

iettlng

of
ioi

thi

,

in

42.

Aid

Uio fourth and

la^t of the

St^^i^^i^^'it tht-;^"^
which

aU-rWn
and
menced with the Fantasia
program,

.^n

he

a

Heaven,

poem

of

But the world will i>ot go near them.
Snobs of a sort shall we call these people, as the contributor would
make no bones of doing, or shall we more softly put it that they are
swayed by a kind of genteel mob spirit? Whatever the case they are
concert or operagoers,
little to blame, for, not -so much music lovers as
they go where fashion points the way. How else would they know the
way? Among even genuine lovers of music, though, a snobbish type or
well worth a hearing.

»^
com-

sing the chorus, "Come then,
chil'dran, Nature's."
Preceding the work the solo quartet
excerpts from Cadraan's cycle.
sing
will
"The Morning of the Year," with Mr.
Gideon acting as accompanist. Betwean
the two halves of the oratorio, Rupert
Slrcom will play the Gothic suite for
argan, by l>oellman.
will

two

|

:

*or".ally

'can be found.

the person, for example, who is all for the most modem^ood of its kind or bad; Milhaud, Stravinsky, Bliss, all they
thick and thin, shows
write he swears is grand. So to swear, through
is getting on in years it also shows
If
he
opines.
he
knowingness,
musical
along with
_a point well worth the making—that he is marching bravely
progressives. How we swore by
the times, arm in arm with the young
years ago, when the French
the new we young musical snobs, some 25
mattered ;iot to us.
composers of the day were coming to be known. It
note they wr^te, and proevery
swallowed
we
Franck,
d'Indy,
Debussy,
orchestral piece wbuld
nounced it good. Not even one especially bitter
"See what So and So says tomorrow,
ai»y one of us admit to be a dose.
time even as it is
we threw at the scoffers, using a name of weight at that
and appreciation
of a critic renowned for his knowledge

There

is

Tnnsic, be it

•

\

o*er

well.

sk
stj

,

<iftemoon of a pianas prelude to the
audl^ce
there wa. a streaming
ist,
Incorrigible standing
that included the
for

of

oratorio form of the

j

Pader.wsW ^a*.
only a month ago
Symphony hall, yet
another concert in
"^P""
came
yesterday, when he
stage guarded by
down the alsleB
which had been borne

room devotees as

m

first
Francis Thompson, will have its
jjwijrmance In N-ew _Bngland
vuhi.ta
at S
^xt Thursday night (Jan. 7),Church,
o'clock, at the Centre Methodist
Humphrey J. Stewart, comMaiden.
official
poser of the music, now the
yearl
organist of San Diego, was for one
Trinity
of
the organist and choirmaster
latei
the
succeeding
C2;arch, Boston,
Horatio Parker.
byj
performed
The entire work will be
Philhar-,
the newly-organized Maiden
monic Society, under the direction of
Henry Gideon, assisted by Maria Conde,
Suzzane Wayland Chick, Joseph Laut-I
ner and Frederic Huddy, soloists; -RuJane Rouse,
pert Slrcom, organist;
i-|
pianist, and the Harvard Double Qn
tli.
tel. A chorus of 50 children from
n.
Gidei
Mr.
Maiden schools, trained by

F-sharp

V

—

tx.

—

He played the
ceeds were over $6000.
all-Chopln one:
an
program,
following
preludes, Ncs.
Fantasia. Op. 49; four
two Nocturnes, Op. 15!
15 IS 21 and 24;
F minor; three
sonata. Op. 35; Ballade,
Op. 10; SSheretudes, Nos. 12, 7 and 1,
Op. 39: Mazurka.
minor.
C-sharp
.0,
A
minor. Op B9; Polonaise.
Oo.

—

—

$6000

afterAt S^•mphony hall yesterday
concert for
noon Paderewskl gave a
American I*glon enthe benefit of the
n«t Prodowment fund, for which the

Vals..,

n. u.

he lent particular charm.

The

Op. «;

,

to Its place In the
'

|

dition.

>r.

'

obvious.

—

.

It,

.

—

maj

I

excellent
This musio he played as an
no
musician would play It: as feelingly, au
above
doubt, as in him lies, but
that
Indication
every
thoughtfuUv, with
conevery bar had been long pondered,
and as
sidered exhaustively as to itself

IT?

Concert Nets More Than
for Legion Fund

—

1

'

to play

Novel Carriage We understand that
Cocks
a young gentleman, William
a
Johnson, Esq., who is nearly allied to
noble family, but

,

very much
muslo which he must like
have elected
himself, or he never would
since its appeal Is by no

why he

WHAT BECAME OF

cost her a struggle to admit to certain imposing luncheon guests
that she did not use her ancestral Lowestoft china every day.
Since this adbte observer admits the existence of no exceptions whatever, it follows that she would lay her fingers on not a little snobbishness
among our musical public if she were to turn her attention that way. So,
what kind of a snob are you, sir or ifiaybe ma'am you on whom, and
on your like, our musical life depends?
Perhaps you are of the variety who like music very much provided
•only you can hear it in good company; preferably, if it is orchestral, of a
Friday afternoon. Many people, of course, find afternoon concerts more
convenient than those of the evening. But it is not convenience alone, it
is safe to guess, that for years has made the Symphony "rehearsals" more
sought than the Saturday evening concerts. Ask the Atlantic contributor
her opinion. She would tell you why you would rather never hear a Symphony concert in all your life than hear It Saturday night, or Monday, or
Tuesday afternoon. And she would give the why a name.
She would also have her explanation ready of this curious phenomenon: some people would not lend their presence to a Sunday afternoon
concert, though St. Cecilia herself and Apollo in person undertook the
program. Does the objection lie in the crowds who do like Sunday concert.s, Qr in their national make-up at "times, or in their wild, often misplaced, enthusiasm? These people miss much in the way of good singing
and playing, since business reasons limit the appearance of some very
great artists to Sunday afternoon.
But a good perfDrmance,~Nfor these same people, weighs little in comparison witli good company. Else why should the folk whom the contributor had in mind all but break their necks in the scuffle for tickets
when one opera company appears, and stay snugly at home when another
troupe, to say the least, is quite as good, comes to town? Why, by the
same token, should these curious folk one year rush in droves to hear
an insignificant opera without, by the way, Miss Mary Garden to grace
the cast loudly sing its praises and then the following year refuse outWhy? For the same reason that keeps a disright to hear it again?
tinguished singer of songs from the concert platform: she lost her vogue
to an inferior singer who, in her turn, is losing it, though she sings as
well as ever she did, perhaps a little better.
Opera «ompanies, singers, pianists only One of a kind, for snobs,
will do at a time. So it stands with string quartets; one hunts the other
off the field. The victor holds full sway for many a year, though quartets
come that play as well, and others there are, though not so good, still

kind— it

favorites meet his views.
chosa
Mr. Murdoch, on the contrary,
heard too
a program of musio not
grout-,
Chopin
often-except for the
end—
which he wisely placed at the

should not. but"—
the
after a pause— "I doubt whether
W. G.
man next door will."
"1 don't see

-

"What kind of a sAoh are you?" asked a shrewd woman a year or
80 ago In the Atlantic's "Contributors' Club." "Because," said she, "some
sort of a snob you are; you can depend upon it." She herself was this

Barcarolle, ^ alse

12

homes

|

,:

;

j

1

j

today, the name
of the newest work in France.
The scoffers waited. So did we snobs. "The composer at hre weakhis formulas, nothing
est," pronounced the critic, "uninspired,, refieating
lesmore." What could we say then? Some of us, anyway, learned the
either knowlindication
of
no
(s
wholesale
condemn
or
admire
to
tfikt
son

j
I

,

DAI BUELL OPENS

edge or taste.

NEW

RECITALS IN

with
half of his progi-aro,

ttee gleaming

-^l^^^'

Dal Buell, who has just recentreturned from another brilliant
concert season abroad, is continu"Recitals
ing her annual series of
Interpreof Pianoforte Music with
Remarks" at the Copley
tative
Plaza in the state suite on the
in Janufirst Tuesday afternoons
ary, February and March. To these

melancholy In the
with a poignant

\'%tn

made

\t
•Annlause,
first

aea n

little

Ma

dWe«"<^«;„

'

'^t'l;

h^

and
-f':rh,r%^a?n
nun '^^
demanoad
of
was delighted at a basket

m

>

to

"Etude
1

th.

spirations,"

iWILUAMMURDO^
Ea«=—
ft pUnlst from
program last night In

Wllltem Murdoch,
land, played this

Jordan

fcaH:

|

'

•

J'"'-

iinf^

u:.5;

March

2-

*5'<^

5,

at

New

Mendelssohn,
remains none the

"Nature In-

at

3:15.

The first program, promised for
next Tuesday afternoon, has the Intrlgueing title "Etude des Etudes,"
and it is literally a poetic "Study of
Studies." As one visits a salon of
painting and finds limitless fancy
expressed under the simple, free
"Etude"—so one may regard
title

I

I
,

Chromatic
Wachet Auf. Bach-Busonl;

Prelude.
Fantasle and Fugue, Bach;
Franck; Polssons
Chorale and Fugue,
engloutle, I^es Cold'or. La Cathedrale
—i d'Anacaprl, Debussy; Balgneuses
Jeux d'eau, Alilell, de Severat;
Gracloso, Ravel; Beroeuse.

piograms:

'

d(

|

tonal tuceF

.

.

bringing new music, fresh
Is
and the stimuli of interesting
oertain to lend
contacts which

315- "New O!
Music," Feb. 2 at

should

tributor wrote.
,
,
,
The people, though, who admire less wisely than widely are not so
self-satisfaction} th^ir
bad; even if not too genuine, and of an irritating
Worse snobs than they
attitude suggests a certain generosity of nature.
their superior taste, run able
are the persons who, vain as you j)lease of
composers down and all their works.
his day
Look at Mendelssohn. Because the world over-rated him
Wagner, why should a
no
Schumann,
no
Berlioz,
no
was
he
because
and
inability to recognize that
young person think Veil of himself for his
who never tried to be a Beriioz, a Schumann, or a Wagner,

ideas,

color

Why

you like, is not to bring one blame. But" to see a body proud as Punch,
what in essence is lack of discrimination—one thinks of what the con-

she

poetry.

excellent.

be ?

themselves.

ly

1

Even all the music of the 18th century is not
Yet there are music lovers who sit rapt

at the mere, names of
their judgment alone,
Corelii or Durante—which rapture, reflecting on
it gives them of
conceit
fine
the
for
not
it»were
if
harm
lio
would do
To like everything Bach wrote, or Handel, Mozart or anybody
it

his way with work
less Mendelssohn, a man of genius in
the day he ^xTote it down? ^So, anyway
to his credit as fresh today as
the final judge. Poor Mendelssohn!
the public thinks; and the public is
he hked his linen clean?
because
abused
so
composer
Was ever
Saint-Saens has been abused; because he wrote with skill, the idea
seeYns to be he had nothing to write. He wrote too much, nobody can deny,
and in too many fortHrs. But, because of his quantity, it has a snobbish
tinge, and narrow, too, to deny the man- the qualities of charm and grace,
elegance, and here and there a sentiment very true. Exquisite workmanship, for the matter of that, is not so common an attribute that people

can afford to

So
jent'

-

iff

at

it.

h Massenet.
;he erotic.

He wrote much

trash; he liked sweets and

"

delicious
bis

worst

certain songs of
'"Le Jongleii?' and
his best along with
a*ay
toss
To
finish-

aon"

But
.^"i.^

i.

is

'

'

of

;

^^a^j merits

award.

first

.

so

could be
The
snobbishness somewhere about
s of
a^
we have ^I'^ti^
that ^''^^"^^f
i^ud much £ood music,
to admit at once
great
along the
prevail,
to
ns. It does no
bad
is
that
^^^"'"Jytk
(hat does no
vagaries,
and
and in the long ''^n
airs
"^^J ie-ghbors'
list
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llustratlons.

Ively

Beauty

-

the

Actress
caused to be published Th«
Mrs Langtri> has recently written and
knew and
more largely deals with the nights she
1 Knew," which
jocose individextent with the knights, to which some

avs

a considerable

verv likely add: "of the Garter."
„
,
,
immoderately at the alleged humor
Befogs the reader laughs too
that during some_ years
above I wish to introduce my deposition,
r the
her
woman when
beautiful
this
with
association
close busWess
it has rarely been my
woman
exemplary
or
a more discreet
irile
Her nights were largely ^jiose of professioruU
cod fortune to meet.
note, who admired the bnlliancf
ctivity and her knights were men of
beauty of her features.
f her mind, as well as the
the pleasure of
N P Willis, when in London in 1833, describedand
other notable
Lytton
Bulwer
with
Blessington's
Lady
at
evening
n
knights at the reception
and
night
that
against
but
present;
Uiters
I would like to present in parallel
•iven by Mrs. Langtry's predecessor,
Feb^niary, 1890, when
olumn, the opening night at the St. James's in
Prince and
do her honor.
he cream of titled London assembled to
commoners of
dukes and duchesses, knights and ladys; noted
will

.1

m

How

m

;he

"

was m<Jdf«t oty:'
Always, so far as my knowledge of her goes, she
than legitimate
demeanor and in the exploitation of herself in other
me the origin oi
channels; and here is where her memoirs has taught
in never denying through
a principle she held to strictly, and that was,
of the press, or otherwise, any misrepresentation.
but her
This custom I supposed to be one of her own originating,
implanted the
who
Gladstone
was
It
it.
of
genesis
us
the
gives
book
He told her
principle so firmly in her mind that it become inviolable..
never to deny
she would be abused, misrepresented and maligned, but
them, and
slurs, or to fly to the newspapers with her refutation of
'

i

and indefatigable perseverance, she rose in artistry until she became an
\ctres3 of accepted eminence never great, but far in advance of mediocrity, as her Lady Macbeth, Mary Stuart, Rosalind, Galatea and other

—

critics.
characters dem.onstrated to the satisfaction of distinguished
She has a rich 'appreciation of humor as well as of ability and
favored ones
fidelity; giving her fullest confidence and trust to those
%vhom she believes. There are no reservations when once she feels
in

assured that her faith is not misplaced.
The fact that she is still a vigorous and physically attractive womaj^
love, for athletics and
is due to her custom of exercise in the opeiL.air, her
her abstemious and moderate habits of living.
Naturally the future historian will rank her first with the celebrated beauties of the* world, for in tha^ class she holds undisputed preeminence; while the chronicler of the drama of the 19th century will minimize her histrionic ability in the glare and dazzling resplendence of her
b-auty, the same as a singer on the stage, in the brilliancy of the

would say, that so far as her knowledge was conc-erned,
there was no audience, and yet it may have bean a large and cultured
oi\e; or as one might see a Rolls-Royce on a dark night, with the blinding light of two lamps full in his eyes, but be just as conscious oi the
light, and that alone, had it been a flivver.
It is not always that two assets blend in harmony, for the one most
spectacular is liable to dwarf the other, whereas if there were only one,
it might meet with the fullest approval and commendation,
How could a son of Shakespeare, or of Napoleon, or Washington, or
Lincoln ever hope to distract the attention of the world from his illusOne thing at a time, and so the surpassing beauty of
trious father?
the Jersey Lily will submerge the ri al ability of Mrs. Langtry the actress,
for all time.

FRANK CARLOS

GRIFFITH.

I

M,llton.

I

ADVANTAGES OF PROHIBITION

I

As the World Wags:
During my undergraduate days
necessary for a young gentleman

J.

Filipino

!

Why

Fine speaking

a sign of

Is

fine think-

The man who utters his words
and distinctly Is not thinking In a
slovenly way. The vice of mumbling Is
one of the commonest of our time. When
we add affected pronunciation to mumbling, what do wa get?
Something
which is utterly alien to the English
tongue and the English spirit.
Our
language is a manly language, and we
must take care to keep It in a manly
ing.

well

state.
This genteel, womanis'sd stuff
will not serve our race, and we
are entilled to demand of our managers
that
they shall insist on young actors

and

actresses
their

Led him

first teaming how to speak
lan^uare before they attempt to

Interpret

Many

character.

school

teachers reaM this column. I ask you,
ladies and gentlemen, are you proud
of
the fact that most of your pupils cannot
•peak their language?— St John Brvlne.

Blister on right foot.

i

Wednesday, 11th— Was offered post of
ambassador to Great Britain, but de-

clined as my golf game Is Improving
jand I wish to devote time to new

A correspondent quotes a paragraph
recently published In The
Herald: "Can
It be Uiat the
most enduring reminder
of Roosevelt's
greatness will be the

•

method

of "approach."

Afternoon

In perfecting my
Iiarachute Jumping from Custom House
On third trip broke right leg,
but after prompt treatment was able to
run around block and proceeded to
(carry on to my 19th drop without fur[ther mishap. Tea and supper at Emerjgency Hospital.
The cream curdled.
[Shall report this.

passed

jtower.

—

Saturday, 14th Bitterly cold mornBefore sunrise 1 walked barefoot
(Just for a stunt) across the frozen
Charles river basin to Tech.
Breakfasted with President Stratton, who
loaned me socks and boots. Saw Police
Commissioner Wilson as I popped over
1)111 and arranged to have all traffic on
Tremont and Washington streets taken
oft between 11 and 12:30 today while
my wife Is shopping. Very civil of
him! So on thro' eventless day to a
pleasant evening at the "Why Go
Naughty Club," with Mayor Curlcy.
Others Invited had prior engagement,
but Mellle Dunham played soothingly
and I danced only the Portland Fancy
with Harold Lloyd and the Duncan
ing.

listers.

Then

to bed.

•Sunday, 15th
^^sing,

—Feeling

but

not overstrong
attended luncheon at

^""'^^

itory"^

°^

What is there left of him but
a
name ?
Of him Who shared In Napoleon's
glory
And dreamed that his sword had

him his fame.
Ah! the fate of a man

won

past discern-

is

ing!

Little did Jacqueminot
suppose.
At Austerlltz's or at Moscow's
burn-

—

Did myself well at dinner,
opened up a couple of quarts of "Cllquot
sent
U»15"
me by Wayne B. Wheeler
from Washington.

--'««^

JACQUEMINOT

ing"

office.

^'"^

Jomm'en^^^-"

I

Thursday. 12th—Active forenoon on
stock exchange. Lost two millions, becaught short of Bunks Dry Goods
common; only to find later that I had
been made president of the new combine with a gift of $4,000,000 stock as
a bonus. Close call, nevertheless! Must
continue conservative.
Friday, 13th
On way down town
found Hovey-Marsh's building In flames;
arrived In time to direct disposition of
fire apparatus and succeeded In bringing
down a dozen or more frantic young
women. Hurried away before identity
discovered for fear of being late at

'

"ANTONIO."

of the pubnot
as the followInK,

away, but not without struggle; slight
scratch cn right thumb. Avoided meat
at luncheon. Jogged with Miss E. Sears
to Providence for tea In 2 hours 9%
minutes.

a. D. L.
"Dear sir: I am lay off today for my
great matter of sore head.
"Respectfully yours, 4508,

many

Italian children.

'

sence from worJi.

I

some

THROCKMORTON CUSH.

As the World Wags:
The following note was written by a
in Hawaii to explain his ab-

'

I

.stalking

was

desir-

served this change In manners during
the past few years. Will he not dignify
our controversy with an opinion?

IN DIARIES

men.

It

ing to dance with a girl In her cups to
go to some Institution where such partners were a commodity. Now I find that
there are plenty of comely damsels from
slightly squiffy to well-mulled at almost
any dance that is a dance. As a loyal
Prohibitionist, I maintain that this is a
distinct social gain, in that it allows a
young gentleman to enjoy a tipsy partner without forcing him into contact
with social Inferiors.
My neighbor, a
brazen wet, disagrees and Inveighs horribly against liquor at dances, even
among our best families, but I accuse
him of personal bias because his daughter ceases to be a perfect lady at approximately her third drink. How difficult it is to retain Impartiality even In
discussions of so Impersonal a thing
as prohibition.
Surely, Mr. Herkimer Johnson has ob-

something "snappy,"
taken from my "mental diary"?
Monday, 9th—Found President CoolIdge awaiting my arrival at office.
Asked him to return later as I had not
opened my mall.
Ran over In my new plane to Cincinnati for luncheon.
Only 11 cylinders
working, so was 10 minutes late.
At
•-45 P. M. bought the I. NO. railway
jtor $n.25n,007.S!».
Wife's birthday soon.
Missed tea as my kids had run to New
(York for dinner with Rolls-Royce.
Tuesday, 10th— Saw Hon In Frog pond
on my way over the hill this morning

medium

these
she never did.
That she is modest in the matter of personal exploitation the
at the St.
fact that in her memoirs she skips over that opening night
James's with a mere mention,, as if it were but an every-day occurrence,
reference to her beauty,
is evidence. She, however, does not fail to make
and how it assisted her all through her life; and I fail to see any impropriety in that, for if a merchant or a manufacturer has a really
superior article to present for the favor of the world, he stresses that
fact, and at the outset, the Jersey Lily had pnly beauty as her .=;ummum
bonum; but possessing intelligence of a high order, an indomitable will

i

tiresome are bo

lished diaries of great

.

jpot-light,

,

j

.

PUTTING "PEPS"

who was anybody
he legal literary, art and financial world—everybolly
this famous theatre in King
ind could crowd within the capacity of
England, and Victoria had
treet, was there, save alone the Queen of
d
Lot the habit of theatre going.
,
to advance the interThese were not people who lent their presence
advancement
and
dignity
the
to
add
•sts and fame of one who did not
their recognition of talent and amb'tion
)f the drama, or who withheld
was somewhat
From her book we learn many things; in youth she
after life, while
was suppressed
if a romp and hoiden, much of which
her pent up energy,
propensity for sports grew, and gave vent to

the

i

As the World Waga:

Irincessfes,

.

|

Is

gainst the churches and clericals that
were worldly, corrupt, enemies of Individual thought and action. While Voltaire can hardly be characterized as a
fundamentalist, he was certainly not an
atheist, not an agnostic.
Suppose that he was Satan's first
lieutenant, does that make "Candlde"
or the adventures of the Ingenuous Huron In France less Joyous reading?
Tennyson had been reading "Cymbellne"
when he fell asleep not to wake In this
world.
Should we be careful In the
choice of bedroom books?
Should we
prefer Jeremy Taylor's "Holy Dying"
to the adventures of Pantagruel, Panurge and Friar John, or Alleln's "Call to
the Unconverted" to the memoirs of
Casanova? If a man's character Is not
to be Judged by a shabby coat, trousers
at half-mast, or a shocking bad hat,
so It should not be Judged by the book
found on his night stand and read by
bim for the last time. The fiercest prohibitionist may delight In the "Barkeeper's Guide" and smack his Hps over
recipes for milk punch and mint Julep
Just before he turns out the electric
light, or blows out a candle.

_

Her

City
ClUD 01 conclave of eni lont
divines of all denominations here. Sau
sages only were served; did not eat, nml
later Rabbi Snltz and 1 partook of fond
at Parkers!
In afternoon addressed
Ladles' Home League on
"Woman's
Place In the World."
Suggestion that
it might be In a one-piece
suit not enthusiastically received.
However, was
mightily cheered on return home to find
that the coal merchant had deducted
$200 from his bill. How often we misjudge our fellowmanl
B. N. H.

SiriKer,

amous saying that once seemed horrlylng and blasphemous was directed

^
LILY LANGTRY AGAIN
»

when John

now regarded by comparasane persons as a deist.
The

Voltaire

enough.

Stibmerg-e

that

many years ago the strait-laced would
have moaned dismally at the news, and
Bsked If Sargent was a member In good
Bnd regular standing of any ehlii«h.
perhaps he Jiud fcoev. >-eadlng "VijiOIJIu"
br "Zadlg." Perhaps, to go the quicker
|to sleep, he had turned to one of Vol*
talre's tragedies. We happen to know
that he bought an early edition of Voltalre's works of a Boston bookseller, for
he was fascinated by the charming

j^^e^

it

Bald

wag found dead a volume of
Voltaire was on his night stand. Not

V^^^^'^^l^liTt^ey^ote. A pity it is we all find
Brahms, if we may if^,^^JZr t&2s\ot to feel superior,
were not simpler:
hard, while
'f the contributor's way
standards in a

was

Sarftent

But of all r^^i'tZ^te^ lSSio^^^^
'l"^^*^*^ ^"
their
I""''»
They have every right to
the eyebrows when a
jj^^g jjft
useis
piano
they
a
iBut have
tl^«"^,Vthe
suggestion that the tone of
tne -ugg.^^^
humble neighbor ventures
quartet saw no lowering of
monotony
^
^id Beethoven, Mozart or
fu! at relieving

Will

It

»

no wise Pr<«:ce(lmg.

fz r

i

'

ing.

That

his fame
of a rose!

:

would rest

In

the heart

It Is the fashion
for some— perhaps
Anatole Prance led the
way-to disparage Chateaubriand as an
author, but

l^ll^T'^.^^^
.-.ppeals
to many.

name

'''s

Who remembers

still

any

alp.omatic triumph of Ncsselrode?
Put
pudding.
Who knows but
In^IL
in
2001 n
Gen. Washington will be known
.vcept to antiquarians,
only
named after him, as to theby the pie
younger
>

'-^''"^
Cla/ ls n"
'fne"'wenH
tne friend of Greece and
the believer

^'"'^

recommender
ways of
As Collev

r^i^^".""^^?
'Jf
a cigar.
There are many
.going down to posterity.
,',"f

'^'l^rard'-iri^f^
"The aspiring youth
ii.phesian

Outlives In
raised

that

dome

fame the pious

flired

<ool

th.-

that

It."

""^^ *°
fn^^K
orth by '"tr"''"'^
the actor, but If

thundered

the name of
.aspiring youth,
Herostratus. Is in
dictionaries, so Is that of
th^
the architect, the "pious
fool"
U.e

'

1

'

phron let Herostratus, wishing Chersi
to immorta Ize himself succeeded,
though th
Kphesians

solemnly

condemned

r-

i

»»

14
.line

WHAT SORT OF
(Bo.ton

forsetfulness

to

for

Another instance of the

Junglingr

The

thn In-

of prohibition.)
Yes, aa our old
Sir Thomas Browne remarked,
rte
"Iniquity of oblivion blindly scatreth her poppy." To be remembered
ny children to come as a Teddy Bear
15 not so bad.

disposition of on«
Finder please retura to

illlty

black

cat

.

"lend

'

MEDICAL ETHICS

From an

•

FROM THE ANANIAS CLUB
A man
ask

called to see the blp boss toWhv.»n I snld he was out he didn't

me how much.

the Journal of

'^-•^''ociatlon?

Dec

^

i

""nols-TI.e committee
appo
" nted

nf".*;°'"'f.*'""'*
Of
the city council of Mollne,
to investigate the City

Hospital
"an
reported that the
physician
of the hospital
charged
with using violent and
profane language in the operating room,
adding croton oil to a bottleand with
of nort

has

dal,

brown.

i:thai> r.

In

contends that the nhvslcian who is no, a total
absUIner can'
not enforce .«uch abslinenc,
on the pa, 'I

of his patients.

As the World Wags:
day.

editorial

•^
Forfl

2"
l9oo'
2., 1900:

|

and director

-Vs the World W:»gs:
At a vlance Saturday night I stepped
on a girl's number 9's. She did not say:
"Oh! So you're a toe dancer!"
UIACOMO KL, ROSSO.

'

read the following desuriptlon of
paintings by some baroness exhibiting
in Boston:
"H"er compositions are of an ideal. Imaginative world, but she descends from
time to time to the earthly and real,
and becomes dominated by mysticism.
In general, hei" works are austere and
Cluiet, bespeaking a love for the change-

JOHN COATES

I

I

John Oolites, tenor, admirably accompanied by Gerald Moore, sang this
(Program last night at the Copley
Theatre:

Welcome Yule (15th century carol);
Once as I Remember, arranged by
Charles Wood; Grene growith ye holy,
King Henry VIII; Balulalow, Tyrley
Tyrlow, "Warlock; Maulte's come down,
Byrd, arranged by H. S. Ryan; The
Oxen, Dent; Void Noel, Weckerlin;

less art of the classics."

What in the deuce Is this fellow tryto say"?
If I nv<s a hundred years
longer I shall never learn to Interpret
or translate some writers who try to
tell me what a painting means.
I guess
I'm a hopeless cas^s.
L. R. R.
iiig

1925

(For Ag the World Wags.)
O world, has been yotir gesture,
This quarter century past,
And I am intrigued to give you
My reactions while they last.

!

listen in.

Millionaires
To a story

As

Commuters,
and Labor, too,
most arresting,

what we Nordics

to

With the psychic twist

do,
ot-

living

Freudian tangle curled.
Where no man is himself, but only
A ghost from the sub-conscious world.
In

the

10

Now

thing

is

relativity's

hear

jongg, too, we'll not Inhibit,
Fascism must have its say;
With a whoop from the hi-jacker.
Loitering on the highway.

p.sychology we study.
Analysis and Psycho new.
.\nd the thjxoid we'll abollsli
less to rue.

So, Old World, these are our technics,
Pon't think we re all bolshevlst.

man you

created,

futurist.

GERTRUDE DARLING.
Plymouth, N. H.

FOR OUR HALL OP FAME

it.

singers

WORLD

THE AMERICAN SHAKESPEARE
MOST PROLIFIC AND A'ERSATILE

Coates's,

i

:

News and Obserrer)

fair.

Every

festival

chart, with Its regular entries
at two-hour Intervals, read:
Temperature
10: Patient put to bed.

The
made

—

normal.
"Rock of Ages."
j„/.2: Patient i-lnglng
Patient still singing— "Abide With

^

singing

— "Nearer

*

~**

Patient .ceased singing. Calling for
and children. Thinks swarm of
In
">.

bed with him.

baritone;

pianRalph Leopold, Percy GraingerMason,

Tsts-Ralph Leopold, Stuart
Bessie
Percy Grainger. Harmonium;
Ralph
Harlow, Anna Stovall-Lothian.
guitai"ists.
Leopold. Percy Grainger.
Hov^e,
Male voice quartet, Arthur
Morns
George Renwick, tenors;
baritones.
XBrown, Cedric Hastings,

The program:
English Dance

i

!

)

1

j

j

I

Is

miracle
rare

•

•

•'Iho

'

in for his share.

"My Robin

the

^'"^"^["of.Sget
music

"room

,

audience.
over the rest of the
size, was
The orchestra, reduced in
the left
"Touped with the strings to
to the right,
It the conductor, reeds
haimonium.
with thw^fwo pianos,
center
,xvlophone and harps in the
interestand back. The effect was

search
^Mr Grainger, tireless in his well
as
as
for old Enslish folk tunes,
filled his prothose of other nations,
He
gram with this genre of music.
lovely
also included a particularly
tho
ot Grieg, "Lost in

composition
rendered
Hills." with the vocal part
simple airs.
bv Erik Bve, and two
by
"Love Song" and "Solemn Chant."
Herman Sandby. a Dane who now
lives in New York.
Three Danish folk songs from
Grainger,
Jutland, arran,?ed by Mr.
also included,
guitars figured, the

were
•

Husband and

AVife,"

which the

in

-ivhicn,

of

first

humorously de-

by
picted bv the singers, in Danish,
Anita Atwater and Mr. Bye. had to be
-n-ith
repeated. The Hill Song, No. 1.
spots«)f
its erratic tempo, had many
beauty, but was somewhat long.
re.M
In the Scottish strathspey and
Mr Grainser's love for a "joyous
a
conceives
noise" had full sway. He
roomful of Scottish and Irish fiddlers
and pipers, wlaying various melodies
A sea chanty helped to
together.
swell the tunes in the reel, four male
voices forming the quartet.
for two pianos
"English "Dance
and three players is not built on any
particular dance form, but is said to
depict a tonal expression of Mr.
Grainger s conception of English
The volume of
n-.usic in general.
.•^ound which came from the three

!

i

Mr. Grainger not only conducted, but
he also wrote the program notes,
played the piano, the guitar and the
harmonium. The program foHows:
English Dance (composed 1899-1909),
Grainger; Love Song (composed 1899),

,

"

Herman Sandby; Solemn Chant (com-

posed 1900), Sandby; "Husband and
Wife" (Manden og Konen) set (1923)
by Grainger; "The Power of I..ove"
(Kaerlighedens Styrke) set (1922) by
Grainger; "Lord Peter's Stable-Boy"

hands was amazing.
Altogether assisting artists an!
conductor caught the energy of the
-nest conductor, and joyously gave
of their best to an appreciative audience

pairs of

Peders Stalddreng) set (lii221925) bv Grainger; "Lost in the Hills"
(Den Bergtekne) Op. 32, Grainger:
"Hill-Song No. 1 (composed 1901-1902),
Grainger; "Willow Willow," old English
jsong set (1902-1911) by Grainger; "The
Twa Corbies," Scotch barde(r ballad
(composed 1903) by Grainger; "Died for
Love," English folksong, set (19061907) by Grainger; "ShHllow Brown."
(irii^i
b
s. i
sea chanty,
sailor's
(Herr

'

is 'to

chosen for yesterday's concert
somemusic" a term he uses to imply
than the conthing ot ^Nider range
and it v^as
ventional chamber music
not a better audia pity that he had
Those sitting
toriuin at his disposal.
advantage
''near the stage had an

I

I

Corbiei:'' scotch Border^.^^^^^

Reel,
Scotch Siraihspey 'and
set by
Mr Grainger styles the

,

'

Twa'

Sea-Chant>^^^
.•lhaliow Brown,"- Saiiir's

I

I

.

i

At the Hollia Street Theatre, yes-\
terday afternoon, the People's Sym-i
phony orchestra gave its ninth con-|
Percy
cert of the season, with
Grainger as guest conductor, alternating -with Stuart Mason, and
soloists that included Anita Atwater, soprano; Erik Bye, bari'tone;
Anna Stoval-Lothian and
Ralph
Ralph Leopold, pianists;
Leopold and Stuart Mason, players
Ion the harmonium; Bessie Harlow,!
Anna Stoval-Lothian and Ralph
Leopold guitarists, and a male quar-|
from the University Double
tet
quarteb of Mr. Lautner.

I

.

••i:^:,^5;-tb«,Hii.s:'^-op.-32....^M^

,

GRAINGER PROGRAi

I

,

Sandby

WitV,;;set by ...Orainger
.Grainier
The Power of Love," set b>
Stable-Boy.
Lord Peter's

!

I

;

"\

^^?^^X»

He had
"It was a lover and his lass."
hardly begun his aria when the left
hand began to reach out, the fingers to
spread, the thumb to come up, and the
arm to express his feeling. Several
times, tlie spirit of a song almost carried him away. He caught himself except when doing the aria.
A remarkable singer, with a remarkable record of achievement and many
of
years of fine performance ahead
him. It was quite appropriate that he
sang for the benefit of the Robert Gould
Shaw settlement house in the South
End, and that the program carried a
very well told story of what that excellent center is trying to do.

:

//lierman^SaiX

Love

j

:

I

^

I

'

"The Sport of Kings" Keeps
Audience in Roar

"My Robin Is to the Greenwood Gone" (compo-sed 1912) by GralnScotch Strathspey and Reel, set
Grainger;

srer;

lOUND HAYES
including half a dozen
spirituals and several extras at
Symphony hall, yesterday afterinoon, to an audience that filled all
the seats and the side aisles and
His
overflowef! to the platform.
3f

songs,

!

follows:
Bononclnl (1672-1748),

"Per

by Grainger.
For a second time, the first being b
season ago, Percy Grainger gave a
Grainger afternoon with the People's
symphony, and although there were
others included,
Grieg and Herman
Sandby In brief, they were In an emphatic and lonely minority.
Next week the soloist will be Harry
Rarbraann,- and the program will be as
follows:
Schubert, Symphony In B
Minor (unfinished); Converse, "The
Mystlo Trumpeter"
(orchestral fantasy); Salnt-Saens, concerto for violin
in B Minor, Op. 61; Varese, HjTjerprism
(for orchestra and percussion), first
time in Boston;
Sowerby,
"Money
JIusk" (country dancs tune), first time
'n Boston.
e. G.

COPLEY THEATRE!— "The Sport c:
Kings," comedy In three acts by lar.

(1901-1911)

Roland Hayes sang four groups

My program

Choi to Thee."
J.J,-

a

U. R. C.

crowd

ouota of such, and someproduces
thing has to be done with them.

still

If not.

Is.

Its

its

Fan Patient

quite distinctly

a patient's

place at the desk
The patient,
of the supervising nurse.
was
one of the temgather,
one would
porarily Incapacitated celebrnnts at the

Cape Fear

who

he could not have worked
Art such as his
last night.

A NORTH CAROLINA RECORD

I

'

j

Granting, however, these musical and
intellectual gifts to those singers who,
depend upon it, are about to try what
they can do with Mr. Coates's songs,
how many o{ them are endowed with
the tenderness to sing both touchingly
and simply the Virgin's cradle song:
with the high good spirits to rouse by
a drinking song; with the archness "hat
okl
is not out of place but makes an
French ditty winning; the power of nat*Untale?
rative needful for telling a
less they are so richly endowed, they
most of Mr.
leave
will be wise to

ARTIST-PAINTERS
MOST ORIGINAL MUSIC-COMPOSER

at

who

of the verse.

KING OF AMERICAN

Tho doctor was peering

I

.

between the musical phrase and that

Herald has received a copy of
thel Three Arts Friend, "a monthly of
Trulth, Education, Ecstasy," by Louis M.
Ells^hemius, "Marvel-Light of U. S. A
.Mr. Eilshemiu.'i enclosed his card which
reaas as follow."?:
LOUIS M. EILSHEMIUS

(tlfport In the Ralelgli

,

,

Nor will ".liese
easily audible.
Mr.
vocalists necessarily possess eithei
lare
his
or
musicianship
Coates's
balance
facultv for striking a perfect

"The

chart, hanging in

,

color,

publisher in Boston writes:
"We have received a letter from a
teacher
in Albemarle, N. C, by
music
th? name of Mrs. Key-Scales, surely r.
m<i)st appropriate name."

A music

GRTpATEST POET IN THE

Modern

to listen to.

are rushing this
morning to buy those songs at the
bemusic stores have a rude awakening
For not many singers have
fore thorn.
who can
the personality of Mr. Coates,
engrossed
hold a thealreful of people
those
that,
at
while he sings. In German
Nor are
six dull songs by Cornelius.
with Mr.
there many vocalists blessed
the
Coates's sympathetic insight Into
poem
very heart of every line of every
he sings^say rather every word.
And even if they are so blessed, it does
acquired
not follow that they >vill have
can make
so perfect a diction that they
in tonal
varied
their every word widely
'^"rhe

rrowd

first

trial

audience
held the attention of, a larse
no
from this first note 'till his last,
and
new,
or
old
matter what he sang,
any songs he had to sing a second

He, you'd think, would have a flivver,
But his complex you don't know,
Vor it has not j'ct been broadcast
IMainly on the radio.

Adam, was a

Hollis

yesterday afternoon in the
ninth conStreet Theater gave the
Mason and
cert of the season. Stuart
conPercy Grainger alternated as
artists were:
ductor. The assisting
Enk B>e,
\nita Atwater, soprano;
StovaU-Lothian,
Anna

No one can sing the spirituals as
Mr. Hayes sings them, and few can
do the other songs as he does them.
Like most good artists, he works with
ease and assurance. He sheds music.
He catches the moods of the piece, knd
he sings to people who are almost painHe himself seemed to
fully attentive.
enjoy the Handel aria of the first group
more than anything else, except possibly the extra number of group two,

.

ot

But it was no such thing last night.
\nd that is the miracle. For Mr. Coates

Mah

For the

a

came

often
too
texts
ancient
sound far-fetched and false. And most
respect
people, however much they may
get
a program strictly unified, as a rule
to
come
they
when
out of patience

And cross-word

That we may have

find it

settings

for what we took it
the word;
puzzles, bootleg bottles
Rule, with help from the vamp bird.

And no

Pavane, Tambourin en rondeau, Entendez-vous le carillon du verre. Old
French; Christmas Songs, Cornelius; A
Newe Year, Houghton; The Knight of
Bethlehem, Thomson; New Year's Wassailing Song, A. Mallinson; Carol of the
Skiddaw yowes, Ivor Gurney; Carol for
the New Year, arranged by J. F. Bridge.
There was a miracle, or something
only a little less, to be seen last night
at the Copley theatre. Mr. Coates, a
linger whose voice no longer rejoices
unusual
in
or
In its first freshness
of
program
beauty, put forward a
and
old
sings,
Christmas and festive
modern. The old songs, many of them,
were so old they might well be termed
archaic, the kind nine people out of

Great,

So

Orchestra
The People's Symphony

I

World Wags:

the

"Schwanen-I
Prlere"; Rober

;uoll«,*'

-

WORDS! WORDSI WORDSl
As

a:i

gesang"; Fauro, "En
QuiUer, Shakespeare songs, "Pair HoiiBe|
of Joy," "O Mistress Mine"; Rachman-'
"As All Things Fade"; negro
Inoff,
"Mbunt Zion," arranged
spirituals,
by I'Mward Boatner; "It's Me," ar"When
ranged liy Gustav Klemm;
I'm Gone," arranged by H. T. Burleigh; "Joshua tit de Battle of Jerico,",
arranged by rLaivrence Brown.
If one may judge by the applause,
.some persons came to hear Mr. Hayes
sing negro spirituals but most came to
hear a spiritual negro sing. When he
had finished his last request number,
clapped hands,
the people stood up,
tapped canes on the floor, lingered long
could do so
they
as
plainly
and, as
without voicing their desires, asked himi
He came forwardto say something.
half a dozen times, bowed, smiled, made
gestures of deprecation and gratitude
and went back through the tapering
protruding
of
rows
:usle, and the
banana silk stockings, with the applause still sounding loud. He has always had a warm reception In Boston,
many
concert,
barring that maiden
years ago, when he lost $600 or $700,
received
ever
he
doubtful
if
but It is
more plaudits than yesterday. His acLawrence, who
William
companist,
played sympathetically and well, also

Kv£M^^Trauicrlpt)

time

all

follj',

Peoples Symphony
A DISPOSITION?

Glo-

la

"Sento
ria": A. Scarlatti
Aria
nel Core"; Handel (1685-1759),
(from "Florldante"), "Alma Mia," arranged by Dr. Felix Gunther; SchuPer
bert "Hoflnunsr." "Das Sehnen,"
(1659-1725),

'

;

•

The

Hay.

'

cast:

Barmaid

Mattel Cochrar

Alffcnion Sprlgge
Sir Reginald Toothlll.

Dulolf Primrosa
Mra. Turdla

Amos

Purdle, J.

Bates
Katie Purdle
Joe IHirdlc

Cook
Jane

Tweeny
Albert

Panama Pete
Police Sergeant
I

,

Alan MowhrnTerencf Ni-i'
K»th»rlue Sia:Jaaaamtne New

Btrt

!

P

C. AVordley

E

'

i:

Mb>
Richard
Elapetb P'l
Eunice
Elliabeth
Victor
Charles ^ am
Morris Carnovsk.i
.

Let us call it
This ts no comedy.
rather by its true name, a farce, of the
kind that 50 years ago used to be termed

—

—

somethlhg laTsr,
and.
delight of the audience
-ist
night Justlfled the use of both
crms; the people screamed with laugher; they roared.
The play seta forth downfall of one
^citamlng,"

a

Purdle,

•Ir.

Kollowlng

ci'usty

old

111

trend

c<i

—

year, "Hay

tl in'

Plymouth " Applesauce," Barry Conners's comedy -with Alan
Dinehart and Vivian Tobin. Third

runs slightly toward operetta,
Iliiih"
witli conversational singing, and actors
th.
stii king close to their parts even in

The

roaring."

;

'

•Ids (if the entertainment program preen ted at the garden party. There are
mitatlons of Cantor and JoLson by How
o
ird (he former more successful, and
.Mary Ellis of "Rose Marie" by Ann Mil

curmudgeon

Shubert—"The Student

friendly fun at a neighbor.
Anyone who likes Willie

good dancing

musical
starring Leon Errol.

—

from grace.
Mr. Hay's talents

LOEW'S .STATE— "A Woman

lection

of

his

If

early

nicliara

"MelUe" and "Gram" Dunham start
on a third week of undiminished
popularity at Keith's and the old-time
by
exemplified
dances, contrastingly
hilarious youth and sedate middle age,
win the same enthuslaetlo plaudits.
There Is an Innovation this week, prize
dancing for the oldsters, with the waltz
and schottische as vehicles for the display, of the contestants' skill. Mr. and

I

Mrs. Carter, the oldest couple on the
stage, won a popular verdict laat night,
but the contest runs through the week
and the ultimate winners will not be
known until Saturday.

Meanwhile, all the way from "A" to
"L" on the programme, the current bill

AT WILBUR!

in

is,

|

[

,

He and

and

side

of

I'ennet
Is

^Inns with

more

—so

vi-.-w^y,"

distinctly that
utters
is
audible.
elephants are easily the
si.e

,

—

his entire allotment of space to a detailed description of a Paul Terry
animated cartoon one of the Aesop's
Fables series and he will fall, utterly,

—

—

because the thing Is literally too funny
for words.
Late comers don't know
what they are mlsslntr.
The n'^'-ire
Is a miracle of englnulty, Irresistibly
comic.

J.

t;.

P.

CONTINUING PLAYS

—

i
'

his

;

'

Charming
"These
Colonial
People," Michael Arlen's comedy
in which Cyril Maude is starring.

i

:

,

one equipped with a dozen manij^).,gp
their stuff in a lively
1i lire girls who do
song and dance, "Trim Them All." Ai
kicked them oiii-^
nian_who
the
length
for a shave, and no matter
con.es
soapsuds have
how many barrels of mouths
In otiier
n"e„ splashed in men's

cUedy
1^

scenes,
,,^^;"„7"i^,
nis
^''^^^"fstrapping
his revenge, after
securely in the barber's chair.

victim

Last week.
HoUis "The Unseen," play by
Lee Wilson Dodd with Lucile
Watson, Gail Kane, Marian Coakiey and others.
Last week.

—

—

Majestic
"Sweetheart Time,"
musical version of Willie Collier's
\'ehicle, "Never
Say Die," with
Eddie Buzzell, Mary Milburn and
others. Third week.

New
comedy

men

that

ever

i

|

of

lived."

Then there was John Lord Hervey,
immortalized by the bitter lines of Pope,
that thing of silk, that mere white
This bug with
curd of ass's milk.
This painted child of
glided wings.
dirt,

And he was a

jester, as

when

;

I

I

at the

Bernard he posed as a Bishop
the Roman Catholic Church, gave

of

St.

the good, hospitable monks his blessing and wrote indecorously in their
album. His tastes in food and drink
were simple though It was said of him
that In company "he would drink a
bottle of Madeira like a gentleman."
He could write with singular perspicacity on the subject of education, yet
crack a joke about Nancy Parsons, the
notorious courtesan who became the
wife of the second Viscount Maynard.
Lady Hamilton would not receive her.
The Bishop wrote of Nancy: "But that
she has secur'd a resource for her old
age, I think she was better as she was.
A Mrs. Parsons was ye delight of ye
society she lived in, whilst that coveted
by Lady Maynard flies from her." Vesuvius fascinated him. he was forever
looking at the crater. In a portrait of
the Bishop, Vesuvius is seen In the
background. He visited Paoli in Cor-

But the most extraordinary Hervey of
them all was Frederick Hervey, bishop
of Derry, Earl of Bristol, whose life by
William S. Childe-Pemberton Is published In two stout volumes, with 45
illustrations and a good Index. by E. P
Dutton & Co. of New York He was
bishop for a "Bab Ballad, or an operabouffe. Rich, he was generous to maJiy,
as to the poor artists In Rome, extra va.gant in building monstrous mansions
and in purchasing works of art, but
miserly towards his wife, whom he left
In 1782, after 30 years of marriage,

never to see her again, though he did
not die until 1803. A bishop of the
Church of England, his conversa**rjn

loose and so blasphemous
shocked those not easily put

was often so

philanderer for many
An Infjorrlgible
If not a rake.
all subjects, he adon
writer
letter
dressed all women of high and low deHe was a close
irree as "Dearest."
out.

of

Great

that stinks and stings."

that he

Queen

He was a

years.

and was impressed by him.

sica

There are entertaining glimpses of
rumor the
friend of Lady Hamilton, and
freedom in manners and morals
besaid he was too Intimate with her
in English .'life, even In the Bishop's
probfore her marriage, but this was
family, as ttie story of Lord Brisown
ablv a slander. He was often In politi- tol's connection with Mrs. Nesbitt, the
change this lady, according t6 the Town and Councal intrigues with plans to
French revo- try magazine, "whose origin may be
or that government. The
was b t- traced to a wheelbarrow." Or read the
lution so appalled him that he
the people;
ter against the republic and
the singular menage at Dev"Dear- story of
Hamilton,
Lady
vet he wrote to
To Lady Erne he wrote
were a onshire House.
e^t Emma," that the Bourbons
that he attributed the unItaly
from
of
despicable, odious family, the head
happiness of a friend to "that cursed
where
which is now (1795) at Verona,
tea which unstrings ye all & unfits you
we left him eating two capons a day
for every enjoyment but the flutter for
not
are
family
('tis a pity that whole
the moment; pray tell dearest Lou I
dressing
more,
is
what
capons); and
she wd try a glass of fresh spring
the wish
them himself in a superb kitchen—
water at going into bed. I have never
true chapel of a "Bourbon Prince.
known any Remedy calm the frame so
completely as that, & produce so hapHe could be the very mirror of cour- py an insensible perspiration."
Goethe as
tesy, yet he was so rude to
He would entertain the clergy on a
great man,
to be called down by that
large scale and then contrive ingenious
Prince
young
the
when
Naples
and at
Homlltnn'as the methods of humiliating them by pracAugustus sang at» Lady Hamilton
'"«!^;^^, j^^gg
Nor were his Jokes conBishop said to him after many an f^^^^ {q them. Suspecting the fid«llty of
have
a lady, his guest, he strewed flour across
audible 'Pish!'*: "Pray cease, you
said so
the ears of an ass"; and later
the threshold of her l'«<'^°°X Tnt
very
of
reminds one oi
that all could hear: "This may be
traced a liaison. (This
'sings "Two
Hardy
fine braying, but it is intolerable
Incident in Thomas
an
exsome
"
been
Siena
^t
Here may have
ing
on a Tower.") Did the Bishop frotn his
openly vain
refuse
cuse, for the prince was so
as it was said, throw
said of
What
Pa3s«d?
It
as
that it appeared frankness. He
room upon the Host
"1 have the most wonderful
the extra
himself:
was his true relationship to
^

•

i

-r

W ir's baby
most -accomplished and fascinating proboscidians In vaudeville so good that
everyone who sees them march on remains in his seat to the finish.
Some day a rash critic will devot*

The three outcasts hnddk
t finale.
logether in the garden in the pouring
vain and Howard sings his throat-catchsmile-through-your-tears song of;
"ill!?,
the' type he does so well, "Let It Rain."
i>ater we see them back in the barber

I

—what

wid

:

l

hither

Frank Wilson In his bicycle riding
displays marvelous feats of equllibrl-

he;-

Aggie
vmpathlze with the dethroned hero
civing cause for a very (rfCective second
valet.

the

was "one

also said that he

all sorts of schemes In his
One was with the aid of the

[

the footlights.

—

lord's

from

laughter

of

<

Charlotte Greenwood legs do unusual
ti-lngs, the Spanish Piquer with Spanish
.jasslon and castanets, and others al!
entertaining dancers and easy to watch.
Business In the first act of a theatre
Inbby and a Lord Brancaster who is to
I.eep a clandestine appointment with
ih.: beautiful daughter of a pair of dotThe signals arc
social climbers.
mixed and our hero is taken by mistake
member of nobility. A
fc,;- the coveted
l^nrber, he goes to the second act garden
liarty as Lord Brancaster, and is williiigly betrothed to the girl, then deSamm:
Minced and ordered away.
livers, the theatre doorman, played bhas engaged himself as the
i toward,
f;iko

a merry interval.

with Alex Cross and Jos. Mach, Jr.,
who give another varied turn In which
dancing, posing and piano and violin
music blend In happy proportions.
Dennie O'Nell and "Cy" Plunkett havp
a black-face act that elicited gales

•

ard imitating Eddie Cantor— those are
high points; next comes the feast of;
There Is Dorothy McNulty,
dancing.
iquettlsh with a brand of sophisticam both piquant ahd naive, and
artllng with her supple acrobatics;

Whitney, who can make

fill

Price and Newton, In the dlltlcuU position of following the Dunhams, establish their position with a perfect hall
of gags, puns and brand new Jokes.
Then there are Mile. Rhea and Santoro,

Rain,"

his enemy
scene of grotesque slapstick, How-

Take,

and Charles
instance, Joe Smith
Comedy Four.
Dale, with the Avon
Their act Is a broadside of lively stuff.
Bits of farce In a shyster lawyer's office, a flrehouse and a Bronx apartment (featured by a quadrangular love
affair), make-believe acrobatics, a male
quartet and burlesque grand opera that
Is better than the real thing sometimes
for

Ho-vvard

"Sky High," musical p:ay by Harold
Atterbrldge and Capt. Harry graham.
Presented by the Messrs. Shubert In
iatlon wltK Eugene Howard.
From a long run in New York at the
Winter Garden and Casino Theatres this
well-constructed and conventionally produced musical play comes to town with
Howard, its ace-card, supported by a
group of popular and able performers.
Ann Mllburn, Dorothy McNulty, MarPiquer, and
.jorie Whitney, Conchita
.John Qulnlan all do good work in n
piece In which Individual performance
IS stressed more than ensemble effect.

entertainment.

packed with

is

.Mnrjorie

at

Skill

He

genteelest

the

in

HOWARD AND 'SKY

.

Show

there

beings,

him."

Wolbert

World"

Waltz and Schottische

I

a

Woman

Old-Timers

^

n

I*"'

Dorothea
of the

Vechten salt, and something of Its
barbed satire. Despite Its changes. It
still one of the most sophisticated
i.s
and amusing films that a rather prolific season has as yet^jent forth..

has hit the taste of many people.
Of the people on the stage Mr. Hulse
had most to do, for he had the curOnly once or twice,
inudgcoii to play.
when really he could scarcely help himself, did he fall out of character, so
his humor It was that proved most
teinng, though Miss Newcombe played
the
extravagance
well and without
moralist's downtrodden wife. Mr. Cllve,
Peckas
a
.amused
mood
in exuberant
With real gusto Mr.
snifflan butler.
Mowbray presented a few aspects of
For the rest; they all played
himself.
well, with spirits that never flagged—
and the audience, very large, roared.
R. R. G.

It

Oliver
Farley
Foster

is a somewhat altered version of Van
Vechten's delectable tale of the tattooed countess. It has much of the Van

one would have expected something different, there Is no doubt that Mr. Hay

Howard In the song, "Let
Howard as a barber shaving

Ward

Gnj
^lay

Annie

Although "A

MflCk

head.

marshes.
|

'Nefrrl

In

Naples to drain the Pontine
In 1797 he propounded the
partition of France through the Intervention of England and Prtissla: one
part northwards from the Loire was to
be a republic; the other, southwards, a
monarchy under Louis XVIII, with TouIon for its capital; In this way France
was to be rendered innocuous to her
neighbors, "the martial craving for conqtfest of her republican generals was to
be stemmed, while the southern portion
was to sink to the position of a secondrate kingdom." He approved the outrageous partition of Poland, for he had
been made to believe that that land
was a hotbed of Jacobinism.

^

were three kinds of
man, woman and the
Herveys, for the mot Is attributed to
the four named In turn. The Herveys
were all called "a little mad." Yet Dr.
Johnson said of Henry Hervey: "He
was a vicious dog, but very kind to me.
If you call a dog Hervey, I shall love

human

Herbert

Lucille

Lady Mary Wortley MonUgu,
Lady Townsend or Vol-

said

talre

Blanche Mehaffe.v
Chester Conklin

„

Um

there was not a soul in the house who
did not laugh much In the course of the
play— Just how much being all a matter of one's personal theatrical taste.
Though of a wlter of Mr. Hay s taste

THEATRE—Willie

Tola

Emmett

Holmes

(franuer

Porter
roore
Poore
Porter
.Tiidge
Mrs. .Maerbauer
Mrs. Fox
I,pniilp

Sam

One droll situation
to point It with.
He made
after another he devised.
liberal use of noise and bustle.
So there was plenty of roaring, both
on the stage and In the house. Surely

WITvBUR

Natatorlnl
Chnrles

Countess Eliiorn
Johns

(3arctli

In

There were

Chesterfield,

•

would appear to lie less in the
line of farce than In that of sentimental comedy.
Since a farce, however, he
willed to write, he went at his task
with might and main. How the man did
work. For three full acts by no means
short, he kept his talk smart and pithy;
^metlmes he could draw on real wit

and hungry republi-

the course of a
Ireland Is uncultivated." He regretted that his own
brethren had not laid the foundation of
an extensive cultivation of the Island.
He deplored the non-resldeni^e of the
clergy, who left populous parishes In
"the care of an Indigent curate, an
ignorant priest and a factious dissenting
minister."

Castle
Square "Abie's Irish
Rose," Anne Nichols's comedy,
now in its fourth month.

Either

the

World," screen play by Carl Van Vech"The Tatooed
novel
his
en, from
Countess,' directed by Malcolm St.
Clair, and with the following cast:

a •vague recolbooks can be

trusted,

HIGH'

of

fanatical

few years; the land

production
Last week.

—

3.1,000

cans from Ireland

—

Ziegleld's

I;^'5h'"

Pola Negri Is Seen in Film]
Play by Van Vechten

,:f:U

ly

weeks of the musical
version of "Old Heidelberg," with
De Wolf Hopper and others.
Tremont
"Louie the 14th,"

Howard and

"Sky

will like

Prince,"

two

last

ljurn,

he frround.
For, to raise money lie
Ud not need to pay his income tax,
boarders— paying
advertised
for
ruests he more delicately called (hem.
For the sake of snug quarters during
ho Newstead races, a pair of spright.V
young gentlemen took up their quarers under the moralist's roof. Evil
"nimunlcatlon everybody, moralist or
10, knows the rest; Mr. Hay'-s moralist

In Presbyterian orders, to raise funds
for an Indian school In America, but in
1775 he ascribed the rebellious spirit In
the colonies to "the exportation of near-

week.

who sings the "Indian Love Call.'
Howard also comes In with a littK
poking
of
Heidelberg stuff, by way

a moralist with every virtue to his
Tedit, not forgetting economy. A pity
t was
for him he ran his virtues
lot forgetting again his thrlftlness— Into

\t

from New Engl.nnd "wKo went all over
the kingdom with an American Indian

Park

—"Give

starring

Second week.

and Take,"
Mann.

Louis

'

,

ocvoice that ever was heard, three
I
music.
taves and I do understand
Italy.
practised eight hours a day In

One may

boast of a voice, as

It

is

I

ordinary

Mme.

alias
Rltz,
he, as Morritt

wrote

LIchtenau? Was
niade and
"the strangest being ever
drunkard

a

a

with all the viles of J'°"th.
Bishop, con
land an atheist, though a
n^ecency
stantly talking blasphemy,
courtesan
LIchtenau
time very
Countess
The
at least, and at the same
in short a
ennobled by her royal lover, said of the clever, and with infinite wit,
Hervey"?
Bishop, with whom she was Intimate: true
illustrated.
well
The volumes are
affect
"Bristol in his Jokes was wont to
Some of the pictures show the Bishops
^^^^^^
Gallic
architecture of his
j^'j^g'tn
J^^^g^^g'
English coarseness rather than
|
A fascinating b'^syaphy,
was not the only one on, mansions.
I

gift of nature."

;

I

She
:he^B.shopl list. The biographer names
but;
fact that
those with whom the Bishop flirted,
^^ ^^^^ preserved by the
no harm came ^^^^ ^^^^^
European hotel is .still
is careful to say that
hlg
(.ajie^ Hotel Bristol,
from these amorous episodes in
said!,
credibly busy life. Yet Charlemont
intrigue
of
fond
was
he
that
of him
nii-etv"

In gallantry

hand,

other

tl^J^.^^^:^^^^. =1

as well as politics.
the saintly John

found him "exemplary

in

all

On

the

Wesley

I

i

parts of

good
In
plenteous
worship,
Living In Ireland, he was
Protestants
and
Catholics
idolized by
'He thought the former meanly
alike.
did bis
treated by the government and
He was
best to give them their rights.
Presequally sympathetic towards the

public

works."

He gave money
Independent preachers

byterians in Ireland.
fo

American

\

SYMPHONY PUYS
ROMANTIC MUSIC

The second symphony concert of <entiTuesday series took place yeaterda ,p,.iety
Mr. Koussevltzky had itli so
ternoon.
ranged a program of what Is is Mis-',
"romantic" music, which ranged ;r audi-

—

(

Tul

.r.jci

overture iJirouRh
.'"'"ny, V
r
7.y mni.-h
thf Kc.U
,'
Fausi
Ml
f
-chn's "MidX
music,
boUiuimmi s "Carnlvnl,"
(roin
by Jeeus Sanronia, to IJsrt's
honic poem, "L*8 Preludes." The
inuUence was very Tnrge.
Kofore the concert Mr. Walter R.
s .1'.,^
for 10 minutes they
Spr.liltr:?

I

•h>'fl
\

i

<

>

..own to concert propoi ;u.i;s
Yet, despite the sensual loveliness of
her voice, she did not sing too artlculately, nor did she distinguish at all between Brahms am! Lully or ajiy of th.j

Eliv\anthi>

pr'»

uncontain

and she did n

.ill,

•

others in style, and there

imagination in

all of

was very

llttU^

g

k.

li.

:

|

!

r

>

L

lonff

•

—about

—

Ernest Bloch's Conijerto Orosoo for
orchestra and piano pleased the audiences of the Boston Symphony concerts, especially those who feared when
they saw the announcement of the performance that the concerto would be as

"romantio"

ypt-ikitig right to the point, he
(1
the atmosphere for those In th>
nc© who, their heads confus. rt
havlnff perused Mr. Cecil Gray s
spirited book, had lost such ideas as
they once mlpht have had as to the
meaning of the term. Mr. Spalding
r-i.=ide evcrj'tlilngr clear once more.
But was Mr. Spalding slvlng voice to
'

'

I

•

!

-,

"wildly" modern as his musio for viola
and orchestra played at the concert that

his own views or to those of Mr. Kouss.>vitzky when he intimated that Schiir -inn, because of his Inok of skiU at
ng for orchestra, might better be

preceded.

The Herald has received an Interesting letter from Mr. Bloch, now living
at San Francisco, about the origin of

:

resented by a piano piece? Schumann, If you like, was not past master
at orchestral writing though (indeed
he did contrive, for a man bo clumsy
as good Judges will have him, to turn
out some very tolerable music.
fit
If nothing he wrote, however, was
to keep company yestei-day with. Bay
"T es Preludes" by I.,iszt, it might have
wiser to leave his name off the
m. To play at an orchestral conthose scraps of the Carnival did
neither composer nor performer Justice.
quesIf justice, though, comes into
tion, was it Just to any one of yoster-j
day's composers to r'-^oe them all in
a row? The worth of a historical conIt
cis of course another matter.
;

;

I

'

"Though the work was written last
year and I gave ai:curate Information
about it, so many inaccuracies and even
charming extravagances have already
been published about it that I feel the
need 'de mettre les choses au point.'
There were en-en articles where the
writer discovered 'Jewish motifs of the
'My sad mood'
Synagogue' in it
'My hopelessness' even In the
'Dance Rustiques." And there are people to pretend that the Americans lack
imagination!
"Well, here is the simple truth. Once
upon a time (Cleveland, 1923, I think),
coming home in my Ford car, rush
hours, bad traffic, unbearable Irish

:

.

.

have been their very romanticism,
lessed in terms of the picturesque,
o/ gorgeous color and of emotionalism,;
that made them. In each other's com.

lose lustre,
cnlv, for instance, the lovely

V.

V

sym-

had followed, nut Weber, but
or any of those early masters;

Koussevitzky deals with so hap-.

Brahms

If

at his ruggedest, not]

had paved the way for those
on 'svlphs, they would have danced
Mendelssohn
more enchantingly
11.
and his clowns and fairies would have
than
felt more at home with Beethoven
yesterday.
a any of his companions
sound
the c. ueiLy of making Liszt
prt,

;

j
,

j
i

|
^
•

•

nolsv march after Berlioz (and
with
Koussevitzky) had roused a furore
-

I

his!

could not be helped; the concert
But the concert
chronological.
"roved once more the futility of a "peitriod" program. Too much romance
overdose of
self can clog, let alone an
late
of
two
page or
romanticism.
can never have tounded so
It all

was

,

'

!

A

Stravinsky

as it would have sounded
terday afternoon, a dash of bitter or
sweetto do away with too much
R. R. G.
^

well in its

life

|M,MADORMAGEN
At Steinert hall last evening,
Alma Dormagen, soprano, gave a rewhich included the following
songs and arias:

cital

bel foco, B. Marcello; Lasclatem! morlrs, C. Honceverde: O del mio

n mlo

ben,

jjnato

R.

Dciaudy;

(from Amadls), Lully;
<=chubert; Botschaft,

H.

and,

W'iir;

Du
.T.

ArU_

Epals
bist die Kuh,
Bole

Brf^hms; Der
T>}^\

"Tannhaeuser,"'' "v^'a*:^;

le,

Theure
Claire

Thomas:
Faure; Ve Hoir.
Mascagni: Ora»^ Aria, "Un
Pleading,
.!o
en Maschera," Verdi;
Elgar; Time of Parting, H. Hadley;
Star, Mrs. H. H. A. Beach; Vleille
^nson Espagnole, Jj. Aubert; La Mana, F. M. Alvarez.
•Mthovigh she did not choose a parcularly Interesting program, and she
did Include two operatic arias. Miss Dormagen sang so well at times that one
noBt forgave her. For she baa one
those voluminous and wide ranging
pranos of operatic proportions and Ininatlons, one that Is full and sensua'
texture in Its lower registers, anf"
L,un«, O.
"nata, P.

ten of
ciches.
„f

a

fine l.vrlo

quaUty

In Its uppei

he has a good technique, a smooth

on^llena, skill In dynamics, an adm.lrporibreath control, although the lattei
less in evidence during tht

"am'nuch

program than it was at
her third group her upper
Thevere often pinched and' raucous,
all o!
made' -'as too often the case in
and ellmacf' passages,
10- 1
singing
her
exception
h tills
norma
,,

,

of

od

liing

/2-

And

1

."p

In

warm and
lovely,
quite
specially in the two operatic
song.<-.
Italian
.nd some of the

T

aria from "The
i-tti,^ Amelia's
Choi to Th'" with Immense, full tones,
j.Q- Pattern of drama.
and Cist ringing momsjnts were
"**
unyielding echo that
in bed e
t
1.
hall.
It was a voice

ran

'

from a Boston newspaper
dated Dec. 28, 1913, shows us that while
she prophesied the transformation
of
national life in Germany, she was badly
advised by her familiar demon when
she said that Inundations would work
Havoc in London.

We

are Informed that for a scene In
play when the newly-wed wifr
slams her chamber door In the face of
her
husband,
the
orchestra
plavs
•Every Morn I Bring Thee Violets.''

I

.

This recalls Mark Twain's story of
the
Biblical
panorama with appropriate

music.
In the case of an English woman
charged with sending poisoned chocolates to another, the Jury found
that

he

sent the poison "With intent tr
grieve and annoy."
The Oberver found this a beautiful example or
the figure of speech known as melosis—
hardly rivalled by Mr. Belloc's lines:

nger,

"C stands

.

An

the inventions of John

policemen, I had an obstinate rhythm
I stopped, noted it; the
In my head.
Prelude was born. It had a clear cut,
I got the idea to use it
classic form.
for a little work for strings that our
Students Orchestra could play, and to
add three or four numbers in good,
clear, classic form, to serve as antidote
for my 'advanced' pupils, who were
writing Jewish music, or cosmic phantasmagorias in ultra-modern idiom
though very tame, repressed, New
England natures, with old, regular repressed families, many of them minThese boys were going too
isters.
fast, and, before knowing, mastering
the principles of form, tonality, etc.,
were inclined to 'make modern' undiL'ested Schoenberg, Stravinsky, and so
on; many of them were unable to write
a correct, well built song-form. 'I'll
show them!' And further, I wanted to
stimulate them to write for our string
orchestra, so they could hear, compare.
Judge, experiment.
"Thus I wrote the Dirge, then started
the Pastorale (there Is always a pasThe
torale somewhere In my music).
Rustic dances. Old Swiss and French
folksongs came back to my memory.
Then a Fugue. Not one of my advanced pupils could write a real, good,
living, free Fugue. The motif 'gave me
I finished
hell'!
I interrupted the work.
it at Santa Fe, New Mexico, In December of 1924. I spent seven weeks there
to rest (with the fine motto of Orlando
1 wrote
'For rest, work.').
di Lasso
eight compositions: four Jewish pieces
for violoncello; a new violin sonata;
'Poems Mystique' on Gregorian motifs,
'Credo' and 'Gloria'; 'Nuit Exotique,'
for violin and piano; 'In the Mountains'
(two quartet pieces), and the Concerto
Grosso. When 1 came back people asked
me whether I had written an Indian
symphony or an Indian opera (as Americans do, to perpetuate the 'tradition of
the race,' as said John Powell a week
ago apropos of hl.s Negro Rhapsody!)
"No, I did not. I wrote a Fugue, a

"It

may come some

time.

in spite of myself.

But It
One does

not create life that way. Music cannot
be made. It makes Itself, In ourselves.
"Well, here's the story. A little work,
simple, constructed for our (Cleveland's)
.
students' orchestra
Nothing
"This work is very gay.
Jewish in it; nor anything romantic;
Why should I be bottled,
it Is classic.
lahplled. compelled to eat kosher all

my

.

I have more personalities than
have not said my last word. I
wrote this Concerto Grosso as a relaxaI

tion."

The Boston Symphony Orchestra is
out of town this week. The concerts of
next week will be conducted by Michael
guest. The orchestral pieces
Pless as
will be the overture, to "The Flying
Dutchman" f.nd the first symphony of
Sibelius.

That

Jacques

'fhibaud,

admirable

violinist,

play

Brahms's

will

Concerto.

For some undlscoverablo

At

night,

J.

Obsairve

Mr.

C.

Deane
makes

releeglous truths I teach,
ma richt gude Scots!"

tme first snow
(By Wilfrid Gibson)
the pit's mouth men pour, a
st.'eam of black.
Into a world remade since they last
night
Dropped down the shaft, a world arrayed in white.
Bewildering and bright
As for a child's delight

From

In Paris this season, It Is not
There Is his "Veil of Happiness," a bitter comedy, which has been
turned into an opera,
Maurice Ravel Is writing an operetta.
Honegger's latest work Is of a sj-m"L'lmperatrloe
eu
nature,
phonlo
Rocher," text by St. Georges de Bouhelier, to be produced this month at the

his first.

worM apparelfed In white light.
of black
the dark smoke-coil of the chimney stack;
And shoulders, drooping stack
Over the aching back,
Into a

Tnsmlrched as yet by any smut

From

Paris Opera.

is

Anthony

It is not the censor that forms public
opinion; it is public opinion that constitutes the censor.— M. Brieux.

Clemenceau has written a play to be

Edward MaoDowell,"

Worcester Cathedral,

And when

produced

"Memories

clerical

verse.

of

talks In a wunnerful dialect
That vew can hunderstand.
Yorkshlre-Zummerzet, I expect
With a dash o' the Oirlsh brand;
Sometimes a bloomin' flower of speech
I picks from Cockney spots;

Rosamond Johnson and

Sinclair's article,

English

In

canon

"I

three years ago, but It didn't seem so
funnv. Whose fault was It, my fault or
the 'Ham Tree'8'7 I don't know."

Upton

another

Is

Jester

'Tis

L. R. R. writes concerning "The Ham
Tree" as McIntjTe and Heath's vaudeville act before they "starred" In it as
"I saw It at Hammerstein's
a play:
Olympia, New York (two theatres and
a roof garden), in 1897, and laughed
I saw It again two or
myself sick.

Are braced as each
back

of

A balm

l>ubllshed In the

once

memory

In

more,

with

skips

eyes

that

kindle bright

Sackbut (London).

At the

first

waking from the

sleep of

night

A New

To the dazzle and delight
Of a new world of white.

York journalist mourns the

cirdisappearance of the old-fashioned
lha
cus handbill. He mlssei espeeully
descriptions—
fiorid adjectives of the
most
as of the bareback riders: "the
stupendous aggregation of equestrienne

,

which have gained a small vogue since

the onset of the great drought. They
are the glasses upon which are gradualed scales for drinks: the two-finger
line has a marking, "ladies"; three fingers, "gentlemen's," and at four fingers
there is an etching of a rather stout
pig. In the latest edition, the bootlegger's telephone number Is etched upon
the glassware.— The New Yorker.

This reminds us of the story about
a
the circus manager who went to
friend begging him to write a hand-bill
tent.
that would draw crowds to the
The friend compiled with the request
and began with this sentence: "The
the
in
monohippic show
greatest
world."

,

his EngIt Cobbett who wrote In
grammar, "When a man comes to

j

Was

I

i

lish

tremble for him'".''
I
Klnglake was writing his pompous history of the Crimean War, he
would leave blank spaces In his morning's work for the adjectives. Then he
would go out on horseback and during

his
I

"The happy

Young Mr.

adjectives,

When

the ride think of the adjectives to be inthe
serted. Adjectives often weaken
be
force of a sentence. They should
Cobbett
Foe,
De
Swift,
used sparingly.

knew

New liquor in old glasses; an enterprising bootlegger, we learn. Is furnishing, complimentarily, to selected
patrons, half-dozen lots of whiskey glasses

talent In the universe," etc.

this.

The successor of the famous Mme. de
Thebes has prophesied concerning the
events of 1326. Will she be as successThe earlier
ful as the former oracle?
prophetess was singularly fortunate.
She predicted the fall of Khartoum, the
assassination of Said Carnot, the death
of Queen Victoria (a year before It occurred), the death of Felix Faure (then
apparently In the best of health). In
December, 1913, she foretold war: that
the

re., !;nn

the

is

novel:

life.

one.

this

fun of the rustic of the play and
the

Taylor Gordon will give a concert of
negro spirituals at the Copley Theatre,

i

.

Hays Hammond,

in the afternoon.

too

country fNew Mexico) for my chemistry, my musical chemistry to be ready.

For

question.

"That human nature stays the same
However Puritans may blame
And pedagogues may rue It;
And this remains profoundly true,
When anything's forbidden, you
Begin to want to do it!"

Here

"2.
I have enough of my own ideas,
and need not steal them.
"3.
I have not yet been Impregnated
enough by the soul of this extraordinary

must come

Frohibltlon
moral:

There will be several concerts next
The People's Symphony orSunday.
chestra will be conducted by Stuart
Mason. The program will Include some
Frieda Hempel, sounfamiliar pieces.
prano, will give the Symphony Hall SunJulius Bledsoe,
concert.
afternoon
day
negro baritone, said to be an excellent
artist, will give a recital In Jordan Hall

classic Fugue.
is

hoy, a blameless gir'
and a blessed baby all went wrong
through repression, that bears on the

evening.

—

—

how a blameless

Jeannetto 'Vreeland, soprano, will give
a recital in Jordan Hall on .Saturday

—

"1 The music of the Indians
beautiful as it is, to retouch It.

There Is a verse in Dr. C. A. Allng"Song of Education," which tells

ton's

Jr.
^

the Cobra

Indian Judge, the Judge has restless
nights."

singers will hold forth tonight.

Symphony Hall. Maria Kurenko, the
Russian soprano, whose reputation as
an artist is well established; Marjorie
Meyer, soprano, in Jordan Hail.
MIeczslau Muenz ,wlll play the piano
In Jordan Hall tomorrow night.
On Saturday afternoon Lester Donahue, In Jordan Hall, will play a piano
improved as regards tone and pedal by

.

When

for Cobra:

bites

In

.

.i

film

—

Two

!

clipping

Knussevltiky, chose to repeat Strauss'
"Alpine Symphony," which he gave
here for the first time two weeks ago.
He has played other fioveltles here this
season which were much more worthy
of repetition; music, as that of Tansmuch
containing
man's SInfonletta,
which i:ould not be wholly seized and
comprehended at a first hearing; music,
Rs Loeffler'a "Memories of Jly Childhood," which is so inherently charming that a second hearing could hardly
And
fail of giving renewed pleasure.
then there is so much new musio, as
yet unheard here, crying for performance, that the time spent on this repetition of Strauss' dreary Alpine impressions seems little better than wasted.
This second hearing then served little
good purpose. It merely confirmed the
impression of two weeks ago that this
symphony is perhaps the weakest of the
composer's productions, that it shows
more of his defects than of his good
qualities and that although It Is orchestrated with his customary mastery, the
musical thought to be conveyed Is
Stuart Mason in the Christian
trivial.
Science Monitor of Jan. 2.

the Concerto.

—

—

—

I

:

homes

Clarence

of

England."

Hornsby

was

chu.ged with assaulting his wife. She
swore that he had blackened her eyes,
bruised her face, knocked her down, out
her nose and hands, and lorn her coat
and shoes. When she took refuge in
her master's flat he hammered at the
glass panels cf the door and broke
them. The magistrate blandly observed
that here was a quarrelsome pair.
He
ordered Hornsby to pay 3 pounds for
the

damage

— to

To go back

to

the door.

Mme. Deux Thebes,

for
prophesies of 1326 In the United
States: She has a vision of brightly lit
rafes In New York and glasses bubbling with champagne. This leads her
to think that prohibition will come to
an end this year. She also sees a terrible disaster at sea In which "one of the
best known persons In America" will
lose his life.

she

Austro-Hungarian dynasty would
One of the up-north medical men,
A I'omlng
In grave peril.
down to the medical convention

be sorely tried and

:

;

:

j!

said
'.>!fo,
Dallas last w e.
s lenilndTexafl barbcii
in
ciotnoB.
b
mou
him
of
the
jj
Illow is that?" his wlio ubked. "They
rotpct the crops but do not obscur*
nything," ho replied. Celina (Texaa)
i,

'

'!at

f

'

Summer

These

Ah, there woa one (whose
oharina I
might have fled)
With dusky hair and shadows In her
eyes
And lips as bright as where the Caesars

Nifjhts

Kaohmanlnow; O Rooca

j/

^

Canto Di Mare, Recli; "widmung,
•-rhumann; Rings ist der Wald
so
ijclla;

—

|

.ocord.

Abloaung Im
Sommer, Das Irdlsche Laben (from
"Des
Knaber.
Wunderhorn"),
Der
Schmled, Brahm.";; April, Walter Golde;
The Beo (a melody of revolutionary
times), harmonized by Endlcott; Legend
of the Waterfall (from the American Indian Song Cycle, "Sons of Manitou,"
E. Aldrlch Dobson (flute obligato by the
composer);
Shadows, Arthur Foote;
Song of the Open, La Forge.
Once In a very great while, a singer
gives a recital which does not commence

HU Stephen, N, B.)
O horse, you are a wonderful thing;
o buttons to push, no horns to honk,
oil start yourself, no clutch to slip;
o spark to miss, no rears to strip;
every year with
license-buying
o
lates to screw on front and rear; no
ras bills climbinB up each day, stealng the joy of life away; no speed
ops chugging In your rear, yelling
ummons in your ear. Your inner
ubes are all O. K. and, thank the
jovi, they stay that way; your spark
fuss; your moti'.uETS never miss and
or never makes us cuss. Your frame Is
rood for many a mile; your body never
hanges style; your wants are few
.nd easy met; you've something on the
fSaInt Croll

lUto

Courier,

yet.

Maria KurenKo,

Symphony

night in

J

sang

soprano,

last

This was the

hall.

program
Mio caro bene, Handel; Sancta Maria,
GordlglanI; Wlegenlled. Entfuhrun- ans
deni

Mozart;

Serail,

Roundelay"

"Sylvan

air:

r-negourotchk!" K iria song, Tschaikowsky;
Life of the Czar, Glinka;

frorr.

Rondo from
"Shadow Dance" from Dinorah, Meyer-

smooth and well turned, especially
I

i

'

I

,

,

beor; Maria s Wiegenlled, Max Reger;
Serenavle Frnncaiso. I,eoncava!lo: "Regrets de Manon" from Manon, Masseret; Berceuse, Gounod; "Mad Scene"
from Lucia di lammermoor, Donizetti.
It was a remarkable singer who came
last night to a hearing.
Let us record,
to clear the air, and in justice to lesser
singers, that she has a fault or two.
Her Intonation is not always strictly
true; her tones, when sho sing.s with
force very high, lack body and quality;
her enunciation In Italian Is not ao
distinct as might be wished.
And, a
coloratura, not a dramatic soprano,
she could do no sort of justice to the
first great air
ffom Mozart's
"Die ii
;

!

I

singing,

;

i

j

j

j

—

The DaUy Chronicle

—

bles her to see to the heart of
In

the

unhappy

^ucia's

moonlight,
plight.

to

Because

feel
of

llum

register,

amazingly
tively
as long as it avoided full
trength. To add one word more about
staff

'

'

gain.
It
rr.

is

also to be

hoped she

will

have

Myron Jacobson to play her accomAs music they were un-

inlments.

3ually beautiful last night, both
for
)ne and rhythm, and as
accompani-

ents they were extremely well judged
r. John Amadeo furnished
flute obigatos that were excellent.

MARJORIE MEYER
At Jordan

Mar)rie Meyer, soprano, assisted by
Walter
Golde,
pianist,
and E.
'idrich Dobson, flutist, gave the fol'Iwing program:
hall last evening,

Air de L,ia, "L'annee en vain
lannee," from L'Enfant ProdDebussy; Pioggia, Respighi; A

'

^le,

u-istmas Carol (15th century), Arnold
IX Hallelujah, Hummel; Was I Not a
;

lie

fif

Grass

in

Meadows Green

(in

In

woman's voice ...
membered song.
I

am

older

now than

S!g.

a half re-

As

the World Wags:
In a recent search through some
early Massachusetts law reports
I came
across a case In 9 Pickering, at page
444, which la interesting In view of the
volsteadlam under whlcn we are living.
It Is the case of Meldrum
vs. Bnow',
being an action In replevin brought
by
the plaintiffs, who were brewers
In the
city of Boston, to recover 18 barrels
of
beer.
The decision was handed down
by the full bench of thw supreme court,
In the March term, of the
year 1830
This is a part of the language of the

court:
"Retailers who take beer to sell are
often persons of very email property,

and the custom (payment after sale at
retail) appears to be bo general
and
known that the retailer would not
be supposed to be the owner of the
well

beer,
And it being boneflolal to
.
the community to Introduce the use
of
beer, publlo polloy would Justify us In
,

favoring the custom."
The court at that time was Hon.
Parker, chief Justice; Samuel

Putnam, Samuel S. Wilde and Hon.
Marcus Morton, Justices.
And there was no dlssentlnff opinion.

O'CALLAGHAN.

THE

as "the great kiss of betrayal that
of our

was so Impressed on the minds
Blble-readlng ancestors."
But

with

There was an attempt to Intro-

duce corduroy boots one winter
IIIadvlsed parents gave us a
pair, not
knowing that the wearing of
them
would subject us to tho ribald
mirth
and cutting gibes of our
schoolmates.
The rubber boots for deep
snow or
rainy weather were often.
If
ways, lined with red flannel. not alThey
were supposed to sweat the
feet and
legs, to be unhealthy,
yet
happy unless he had a pair.no boy was
often
m his plunging through a Too
snowdrift
snow

would work

Its

bootlegs and

the

underclothes,

tippets,

way between

trous.^ra.

In

t

e

winter

chest protectors

'^^P^
°o"a
be prilled
pulled down over the ears.
The caps
most
favor had a ball of fur
on the

m

°'

^^^h"a^^hes:

^

tMi.

.*^'"/' *
ooneldered
himself properly pressed
for out-ofdoor sports, or even
for attendmaeohooL
And What a pleasure U
w"f

STh

oess
ously at
tf

V.*y,

"^^l

*°

^^""^

*°
°°l'"°°"''
luncheon
pails

tL"f

or boxes

wicn, or coke for a
red applet

MADRID

A

vo^cr^ --{i;V^?„>em-

oered song

AjtuV'trnrtfL^rrsri^onT^^^
°' another day,
Fo'^'^h^f
For
theje were songs
and laughter long
In

'^ar^Madrld beyond the
lanterns'

surely,

diligent

were,

ed;

Jhat

Is

the

whfch the high

only

poaslble

priest

way

In

ly,

the

he dragged
line

rhythm

in

—a

'

j

make a fine effect.
Mr. Muenz felt these movements

j

i

not
as a whole, and, with the notable exception of the first allegro's last page,
he felt them only tamely. The scherzo's
humor and rhythmic swing, the mock
pomposity of the Intermezzo, he appeared not to feel at all. In the last
'wo Rachmanlnov pieces, where,
If

|

I

i

ever, a pianist might have been counted
on to cut a dash, Mr. Muenz had no
air of relishing the rhythm; he merely
worked it well.

Luckily there were, in the bourse of
evening, pieces"' where quiet an-

the

swered

The Schumann

well.

aria,

for

instance, Mr. Muenz played In a way
one might call perfect perfect in tone,
phrasing and sentiment. Has any pianist this winter, indeed, played a single

—

movement
more
beautifully?
The
Rachmanlnov pieces he played with
one that rippled and sang, a stream
cool, sweet sound,
with
delicate
rhythms and pretty melodies in company.
With much that was agreeable and
something that was beautiful, perhaps
a listener should have felt content.
A
little vigor,
none the less, would not
have come amiss; It carries with it
conviction that a player is Interested
in what he is about.
R. R. G.
to

of

can be oharged

the
betrayal.
Apparently the
phraae, "tho kiss of Calaphas" Is no
older than Oscar Wllde'a "Ballad of
Reading Gaol." He may have written
in Ignorance, or, what Is quite as likeIn Calaphas to round out
alliteration,
rhyme and
lino, a lino too good

r

MISS VREELAND

strong

te be spoiled by a squeamish, sensitive
attention to historical fact.
W. B. K.

Jeannette Vreeland, soprano, sang this
last night in Jordan hall, to
delightful accompaniments by Herbert

program

'

As the World Wags;
The Herald, editorially eommenttng

Goode, that proved a feature in them-

on the recent forcible kissing of a Boston composer, by men, In Chicago, oitos
"The kiea of Calaphas, so impressed on
the minds of our Blble-readlng ancestors."
I am familiar with the line In
Oscar Wilde's "Ballad of Reading Gaol,"
but no available Conoordanoe gives any
Bible reference which might have Impressed itself on the minds of our ancestors.
Can you enlighten nie with
regard to the source of the allusion?
Did Wilde, under the traditional license
of his ordft, use the name of Calaphas
because, with It, his line would scan
better than It he had used that cf
Judas?
R^SBMEll^

CavalU; Stornello, Cimara; Quannasceste vol, Kespighl; L'.i lun'i
blanche, Szulc; Rondel, Debussy; Cantlque, Boulanger; Mandoline, Dupont;
Knabe und Veilchen, Wolff; A.mor und
Psyche, D' Albert; Des Klndes Gebet
Reger; EIn Solcher 1st m.eln Freund,
Wolff; In a Myrtle Shade, Griff es; HefCradle
fle Cuckoo Fair, -Martin Shaw;
Song, Bax; Time, you old Gypsy Man,

SONG OF THE CHALICE AND THE
HIP FLASK
CB-or "As the World Wags")
Chateau Yquem, Benedictine, Asti and

vin blano.
Lovely, luscious,

selves:

Tu

lo Sal, Torelli;

Donzelle, fiig-

gite,

do

Maurice Besley.
H6re was charming singing. Miss Vree-

Over here we're not so fussy, we drink
split,

Jakey ginger, hooch and moonshine,
(Excuse me while X spit)
Gin synthetic, lemon extract, anything

|

that bites,

we die, we die for freedom.
Standing for our rights.

,

|
I

—

If

Mansfield,

|

land has a lovely voice, a soprano long
its
in range and beautiful throughout
length, with tones In the lower medium register of a warmth and richness
to fill a hearer's heart with content;
with others, in the upper medium, so
brilliant when long held that they thrill.
Except for certain high notes of difficult approach, which last night she
could not produce with full sonorousand also for a very soft passage!
lies.';,
or two where she failed to maintain viMiss Vreeland managed her
t.ility,
admirably throughout her pro\ oice
gram unless, an unlikely event, slie
found trouble in her last two songs.
To her excellent technique, which includes a smooth legato, neatness of attack and clarity of speech, Miss Vreeland adds the virtue of musicianship,
and the imagination that is needful to
Only a
give each song its character.
fine musician could have preserved the

I

limpid liquors
Which abroad I drank;
Loewenbrau, Berncastel Doktor, Mosel
and Rhine wine.
Beer and Barsao, klrsoh and eognac,
How the sun did shine;

alky
""'i-

!

The first and last movements of tho
sonata, true enough, are so episodic In
their nature that they do
not allow
much scope for force or for the making of a climax. The first theme, nevertheless, of the first part should be
jPermltted to make Its many reappearances as thought It had a right to, not
jlike a chance Intruder. When,
indeed.
It
floats Into sound, only to dissolve
Itself or to change Its form, even
as a
cloud does, the poetical suggestion Is
exquisite. So, too, In a different way,
the episodes of the finale. If properly
conceived In relation to each other may

Isaac

J.

Rachmanlnov; Impromptu, LaHungarian Gypsy Songs, Tau-

Blessed with a composure of manner
Imposing.
Mr. Muenz made the
last night of maintaining that
same tranquillity throughout his playing of the Schumann sonata and
the
Rachmanlnov music. There, It was not
imposing at all.

glow.

J.

went

mistake

THE EIDER OP THE
FUNERAL RANOH.
AND GOOD JUDGES TOO

.

size

I

ago

Madrid beyond the lanterns'

far

exceilent

firuly

longr

valley, Brazil, In December,
1825, The city of culture quickly realized the utility of such foot protectors,

:]Reclt et

iasse

A

And

piajor,

bunskl;

readers of the Bible as they
they never got the Idea that
Calaphas ffave Jestis the kiss of betrayal.
He may have oonoelved the
idea and suggested to Jndas that he
thus pick out the man that .was want-

""'^

j

or

tliat America, "'badly bitten by the centenary craze. Is celebrating the 'centennial,' as they prefer to phrase it
over there, of rubber boots. The first
footgear of the kind to reach the States
were worn by a traveler, Thomas C.
Wales, who arrived In Boston from the

toed.

echnlque, she has at her command a
ingularly clean attack, a method of
reathing that might serve as a model,
nd a legato of velvety smoothness.
Of greater importance, though, Mme.
:urenko found for each song Us atlosphere. Its fitting color of tone. Its
ecomlng pace.
They did not sound
like,
the cradle song Mozart's very
uman mother sang, and Reger's song
f
Mary.
A singer with a charming
olce, a musician, a woman of Imaginalon, it Is much to be hoped that
soon
tme. Kurenko will sing in Boston

states

tjl^^' 'f at all?
The great English
(Oxford) dictionary gives "rubbers" for
overshoes or galoshes made of India
rubber; it admits our slang verb "to
rubber" and slang noun and verb "rubberneck," but, although it gives orthodox nouns compounded with "rubber,"
we find no ^ention of "rubber boot."'
The boots most prized by "us boys"
In our little village were
leather boots
with a red decoration in front
near the
top, giving the name of
the maker.
These boots were preferably copper-

warm and sweet and

with tone above the

ull,

London

and the great rubber boom began."
Is this so? Are rubber boots
unknown
In England? When were they
first worn

Imagination and Insight. Mme.
Curenko finds real pathos and true emoional force in two airs most people
oncelve were written for show alone,
iy her exquisite phrasing
and her
aateful subordination of ornament, furhermore, Mme. Kurenko did a justice
o the pure musical beauty of
some of
.ucla's scene that Is but seldom vouchafed the poor, scorned air.
Delightfully Mme. Kurenko sang her
ongs, with beautiful tone In the meler

right

of

night to Jordan hall to hear the
pianist, MIeczyslaw Muenz, play
this
pro-am: Sonata, F sharp minor. Op.
11. Schumann; Preludes, E
flat major,
flat minor, G major.
Etudes Tableaux, B minor. E flat minor.
B flat
last

and youth dies on the

we remember,

little

wrong.
Of yesterday or much of anything.

it

of

Amazon

Dinorah

Is frail

wine

sensitive,

1

•olces.
Her superiority lies rather In
ler dramatic
intelligence, which en-

love

And

"KISS OF CAIAPHA8"
As the World Wags:
What was "the kiss of Calaphas?"
An editorial In The Herald refers to

ornaments
witness those
Donizetti
*rote, and Meyerbeer she can sing as
leatly as the best of her kind, and
nore tastefully than most, though not
o brilliantly as some.
It is not, however, by her execution,
idmirable as It Is, that she surpasses
learly all her colleagues with agile

lancing

But

In

prano

An audience

loved me, as Spanish ladles go.
far Madrid beyond the lanternsglow.

in

sympathetic, and although her accents
may not be of the best, she sang intelligibly, excluding the Ru.sRian which
is not included in this reviewer's category of languages. Mr. Golde was an
admirable accompanist, although at
times he was too much the pianist,
rather
than
the
accompanist,
and
played a little above Miss Meyer's voice.

;

sangr of moonlit

And she

air

was agreeable

It

when she

skies.

from his "L'Enfant
Prodigue," Bax's charming setting of a
1.5th century Christmas carol, and the
Respighi, that she did her best.
For
her voice is not a heavy one, and it
was admirably suited to these songs,
rather than to the Germ.nn group which
she sang too forcibly.

I

Bntfuhrung."
But what a remarkable coloratura soshe Is!
Cadenzas and florid

Debussy

the

'

:

;

I

]

her third group, when either because of
poor breath control or through nervousness,
she sang unevenly and quite
jerkily.
It was her first group, that of

;

.

sky-Korsakoff;
I

!

loved her

I

IJl'orak;

with 18th century Italian airs, or even
for that matter with the 18th century.
And just such a recital oasis was Miss
Meyer's program last evening.
For although all that she Included was
not of equal musical value, she managed to avoid the stylized blocs thai,
slip so persistently Into almo.st every
singer's program.
She has a light soprano voice of a pleasing lyric qualitv,
a voice that is loveliest in its upper
register, and often lacked resonance and
stability in the lower ones.
But she sings sensitively, with a feeling for nuance and musical style, although her phrasing was not always

^

MIARIAKURENKO
^

still.

MUENZ

jPIAMIST

bled.

stumm und

TRIBUTE TO A HORSE

P.

P,

HARBOTJR,

What has become of the "noiseless
soupspoon" designed by H. S. Campbell
of St. Louis in 1910? This spoon had a
lid over one half its surface with a slit
through which the soup entered the
mouth, Mr, Campbell guaranteed that
no one could inhale soup through this
spnon jind make a noise at the Kama

charm of Resplghl'a melodic
Only a singer of imagination
the sound senco to know that old Italian
airs are to be sung with warm sentiment as well as with musical propriety
delicate
line.

and \ocal

fineness.

many

A

singer with

so

fine qualities to her credit as Mi-iEVreeland could not fall to give her audi-

ence rare pleasure.

"At u local theatre, Mr. Me.lie Dunham,
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demonstration of what are described as
a
for
plays
the eminent
Ford is desirous of restormg to popHenry
which
dances,"
"the old-time
Charleston and similar savageries
the
to
over
given
ularity in a world
Two groups of dancers are
^pparen ly imported from the Congo Basin.
all-but-forgotten quadrille, the
employed to exemplify the figures of the
one-time favorites. One group
Portland fancy, the Varsovienne and other
and
folks, distinguished by graymg locks
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staid
of
made up
amplification, go through the
of
stages
three
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.by
contours marked
dignity and a decorum
Lures with a certain seriousness of demeanor, a Roger de Coverly. The
of Sir
reiSniscent of the days of the minuet and
advancing partners, instead of prancinR
ladies glide forward to meet their
revelation of what the dry goods
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salute their opposites wi b
advertisements call 'lingerie.' The gentlemen
with
in the least like mechanical toys-and not
not
although
grace,
courtly
particular.
that means nothing
bounce
and
flop
spread-eagle
a sort of
exactly, and give a perfect and satisThey catch the spirit of the thing,
manner in which these old dances were
factory illustration of the way and
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and
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is it his idea that only their form and
or
them,
danced
generation
former
saltatorial
framework be resurrected, upon which all the embroidery of
with up-to-date vivaciousness,
fancy may be hung, and in which, imbued
breathless, hectic age may find new
the Inevitable 'pep and 'jazz' of this
expression ? "
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coma return to an old English, a word meaning leadership,
was used
mand, or generalship, a 16th century word which while it
applied to chorus or orespecially in a military or naval sense, might be
meaning is obsolete, and "conchestra. It is true that the word with this
a channel or pipe,
duction" means now the conaucting of liquid through
movement of sap in plants,
chiefly applied to natural processes, as the
electricity, nerve
but the chief current sense is the transmission of heat,
Idrco from particle to particle of a substance.
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Notes About Certain Local Events and
Recent Publications
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^^^^.^ regeneration would be

such a worthy
iould like very much to collaborate .nth you in
written The Vortex, I
cause"-iand Mr. Coward in reply, "but having

CONCERT ON
know how

comes out. For instance, the box of dope which iMcky'a"
DMpther throws out the window is found, next morning, by the gardener's
oaughter, who takes some and likee it very much. She, eventually ends
up in one of those places (you know, those bad places) in Marseilles."
Jt

That's a fine opening line of Iver Brown, reviewing "Antony and
Cleopatra" at the Old Vie, London "A supreme test of any Shakespcrian
company ia its ability to float a barge upon the, Nile."
:

To the Editor of The Sunday Herald:
Speaking of John Coates, the English tenor, heard at the Copley
Theatre on last Sunday evening. The Herald remarked, among other
things, that ambitious young singers who heard him will probably make
a rush for the songs he rendered.
They are due for a rude awakening,
says the

for not all have the ability necessary for this type of music.
And not only that, but they wiK find that out of 15 or 20 of such
songs, perhaps two can be located in an old English album, printed
some time during the last half century, now jaundiced with ag" *»..<!
grimy with shelf dust. John McCormack often sings songs well worth
che attention of young singers, but they become weary and worn trying
to locate them. After he sings them over the length and breadth of this
land, takes them to the Orient, records them for the Victor, and finally
broadcasts over WBZ, Boston makes a wincfow display of them.
Mr. Coates's excellent diction needs no Bool^ of Words, but supposedly
for the benefit of the audience the book needlessly printed the English
songs in full. The French songs were likewise printed in French, which
was little help, and the German, least known of all, not printed in any
way. Be that all as it may the singer gave unstinted pleasure.
critic,

HAMMOND PIANO
At .Jordan

i^eucer

yesterday,

hall

Donahue, pianist, gave a recital of
music[ on the piano, to which have
been Jidded the pedal and tone changes
of John Hays Hammond, Jr. The pro/ £> / f -i £
gram-Included:
'lAsiV. Variations on a theme of Bach
(Weinen. Klaken, Sorgen). Debussy:
Cathedrale cnReflets dans I'eau;
gloutie; Polssons d'or; La Cour des lys;
Sonfeta
Fifth
Scrlablne:
Poeme de I'extase").
Gardiner: Noel. John Ireland:
The Island Spell. Liszt: Sposallzlo. De
Faila: Andalusia.
It was sometime In November that
the first of these concert performanftes
on the piano of John Hays Hammond,
Jr.'s, invelition, or perhaps it would be

Front

St.

Musee and Gaiety Opera House,

George H. Batcheller ran the house which most of its patrons laconically called "The Musee," always pronouncing the last word so that
it made a perfect rhyme with "fusee."
Prices ranged from 15 and 25
cents to 75 cents. The latter price got one a box seat and any gentleman

was

likely to find himself a great attraction for the ladies in
This was all some time before the ten-twenty-thirt vogue.
Favorite operas were "Robert Macaire," another name for "Erminie"; "The Grand Duchess," "Pinafore" and "Chimes of Normandy."
Aborn put so much stuff into the miser's part in the last named' that
sensitive souls dodged shadows on the way home.
Among the topliners was Sydney Harrison, usually appearing in
fair lady parts.
If memory serves she met an untimely end.
In the
company, too, was Annie Carter, a favorite at the Old Howard in the
"nights when all were merry who were wise." Still another was Etta
Bartlett. She was what society scribes used to dub "Junoesque."
When
she came out and confided to the audience that she was "dear Little
Buttercup," some of the literal-minded were disposed to guffaw skeptically
but she was not to be put off and finished her song.
Hyannis.
WATERMAN.

so flush

fleshlings.

'

HENRY

Oliver Ditson Co. has published in its Musicians Library the first
volume of "Modern Scandinavian Songs," edited by Reinald Wen-enrath, the baritone. This volume includes songs by composers from Alfven
to Kjerulf inclusive.
There are biographical notes and nine portraits.

Mr. Werrenrath in his short preface says that he has been nearly 10
years in selecting two volumes of 50 songs each from over 4000 in Scandinavian musical literature. It was his object to "strike a mean which
would bring to Americans a volume of representative songs edited and
collected by a Danish-American, and to singers songs chosen by a singer."
His statement that an American singer does not look for Scandinavian songs beyond "Ich liebe Dich" by Grieg, Sinding's "Sylvelin" and
Lie's "Snow" is rather extravagant.
Many songs by Grieg have been
sung even in Boston, nor are songs by Sibelius wholly unknown here.
Dr. Wuellner made a profound impression by his dramatic rendering
of Sinding's "Das Weib." When the Lunde sisters first came to Boston,
Scandinavian composers before unkno^vn were represented at their recitals and later figured on the programs of Mme. Sundeli'is.
Mr. Werrenrath 's collection is interesting. Whether many of the
songs will appeal to professional singers or even to amateurs is a question not easily to be answered.
Some of the songs certainly deserve
consideration and study. The translation of the original text
seems to be
made with due care for the singer.
We can heartily recommend Edgar Stillman Kelley's book of 243
pages "Musical Instruments," published by Oliver Ditson Co.
There
are more elaborate treatises on this subject that are not so clearly
and
agreeably written, nor do they treat the matter so philosophically.
This
book may be read with pleasure even by those who are not particularly
interested
knowing the difference between the bassoon and the English horn, for Mr. Kelley's digressions are entertaining
and he is interested in ethnology. He does not attempt to say why the
alto oboe should
be called "English horn," though the question has vexed
many. Some
have advanced the wild theory that "Anglais" in "Cor Anglais" is
a
corruption of "angle" or "bent."
There are many illustrations in notation of the use of the various
instruments in orchestral scores.
Here Mr. Kelley shows extensive
knowledge and a catholicity of taste. No doubt Mr. Percy
Grainger
would like to find a page at least about the marimba, which here
has'
six lines; but Mr. Kelley notes that in "The Girl of
the Golden West"
Puccini forces the harp to suggest the banjo in certain scenes.
The fact that this book is for the third year of "A Study
Course in
Music Understanding" and has been adopted by the National Federation
of Music Clubs should not deter any one from purchasing
it, even if
he sees that after each chapter there are "Questions for
Review" as
"Describe and compare the psaltery with the dulcimer"
and "Explain why
the chord distributions of Chopin, Schumann, Liszt and Grieg
excel those

m

of Brahms.

p

jj

We

picked up a volume of this Dutton
random. After all, Ifo the
only way to read Boswell. We opened,
as If guided by our familiar demon, to
the page containing this golden line:
"No man but a blockhead ever wrote,
except for money." True for you, Sam
Johnson!
Yet poor old Boswell calls
this "a strange opinion" due to John>on's indolent disposition, and he gravey adds that there are numerous Instances to refute the statement.
Blrback Hill annotated here, as elsewhere,
copiously, quoting Hawkins and Horace
Walpole, citing Swift and Hume. But
edition at

how much more forcible
grandeur Is the remark as

passages,

chordal

j
I

i

reg-

contrasted

its

isteri; the lovely and aqueous
of the Impressionists with their

music
broken

i
'

tonal palettes.

At

first

and

with

he played a Chopin prelude
Hammond
the
without

changes, and' in the new version there
was a much greater resonance, an
added chordal richness. But throughout the Liszt the change did not seem
so marked, and it was not until he
played the "Cathedral Engloutle" and
the "Poissons d'or" that there was an
added pianistic power, and here the Impressionism seemed to become even
lovelier and more tenuous than It usually is, the chiming of the cathedral
bells much more resonant and reverberating.
But, at present the sonority scale of
the new piano seems to be very uneven, and although the bass has gained
both in resonance and sonority, in
the middle register, although here not
so much as in the treble, the piano
sounds very thin and metallic. As for
the tone sustension, and the swelling
of the tone after the chord has been
struck, it was only in isolated phrases
that it was very noticeable, and in
such instances it was effective.
As yet Mr. Hammond's invention is
more a potentiality than a positive accomplishm-ent, but he has done so much
already, that there is no doubt but that
with further experiment he will gain
a greater evenness in his scale, a more
telling: sustension
of tone, a great-ir
And
clarity In the rise of the pedal.
then with It he must have music written for the occasion, for Chopin, for
example, wrote his music for his own
pianoforte, and it Is music admirably
suited to Us medium; it n^eeds no further pianistic sonorities but the mod,ern3 do.

—

—
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When

that novel

"The Wreck

.

of the

Grosvenor" was widely discussed and
praised aa "the great novel of the
sea," without thought of Cooper, MarIt
was often given to
persons embarking for Europe.
There are weil-meaning persons who
are ready to recommend a book for
every occasion, for every reason: for
the time for mourning and the time for
rejoicing; for the bathtub and for the
nightstand. What are good books for a
sick man in bed, but not too sick to
read and doze?

ryat,

Melville,

timid

There is a book that every one is supposed to know, but how many are really
familiar with

it?

We

refer

to

Bos-

Samuel Johnson. A few
days ago a Frenchman asked in Figaro,
apropos of the proposed erection of a
huge statue of Don Quixote in Spain,
how many had read "Don Quixote" to
the end. And he combatted the prevailing idea that the book is a humorwell's Life of

ous one, saying that

it

is

profoundly

tragic by its story of lost illusions and
ideals not attained. But to go back to

Boswell.
If you are in bed, sir, and wish to
read Boswell's account of Johnson, we
recommend the edition published re-

In
It

its

naked

came from

lohnson's Hps!
Blrbeck Hill puts his
notes at the bottom of each page. In
he Dutton edition they are at the botom, but not in a manner to swamp the
:ext, and Mr. Glover's notes are at the
end of each volume.
Too often the
xnnotator wishes to shine more brilliantly than the author himself.
Dr.
Zachary Grey was roundly abused for
(lis notes to "Hudibras," but they are
oday delightful reading. The notes to
he English edition of Artemus Ward
(ublished by Chatt & Wlndus are someimes funnier in their solemn explanation of American colloquial and slang
jxpresslons than Artemus himself.

—

He chose an excellent program to
experiment with, with the Liszt, with
its broad bass sonorities, Its plangent

Opium Eater," published years ago In
brown cloth, and In Boston, is preferable to the swollen volume with the additions In the Edinburgh complete edition.

better to say, augmenting, was given.
And pince that first concert, when the
pinno'. was only a so\o Instrument with
an orchestra, and Mr. Donahue, who

Aborn and playing

.at the

!

(foun<Jiea "fh '"'Le

BalfoXir

century.

Worcester.

it follows the sixth edipublished iiader the editorship of Malono, and so It Is without
the agreeable superfluities that swell
the bulk and were not in Bosweira
plan. The great edition of Blrbeck Hill,
the one In six stately volumes, with Its
wilderness of notes, la for the desk and
the student, not for the man in bed.
And BO De Q'/lncey's "Confessions of an

Minstrels.

recalls that as Carl L. Alberti he had considerable vogue in light opera
at one time.
In the late 80's he was with a company headed by Milton

To the Editor of The Sunday Herald:
The death of James A. Shepard, long manager of Norumbega Park,

trip In Wales;
tion, the last

;

[was then, as now, the chief and only
[exponent of its prowess, played the
Rachmaninoff concerto to test It, there
has been another piano recital, alnotost
Identical with that of yesterday. '
Mr. Donahue commenced yesterday
by saying that the invention was not
intended to make the piano sound like
an organ, as so many seemed to
think; that It was a very flexible arrangement that could be used ad libitum; and that not only did it Increase the sonority, but It could swell a
chord or note, even after it had been
struck an accomplishment that once
belonged to the harpsichord of the' 18th

WILLARD ERHARDT

cently by E. P. Dutton & Co., In
three
volumes, with many illustrations,
a f
sufffclont Index and not
too manv
notes.
It does not include the account
of the tour to the Hebrides or of
the

Openng the

third

volume

of this ex-

we came on
Johnson's that made a

cellent edition of Boswell.

an observation of
singular appeal to us: "There is a
wicked inclination in most people to
suppose an old man decayed In his intellects. If a young or middle-aged man,
when leaiving a company, does not recollect where he laid his hat, It Is nothing;
but

if

the

same

Inattention

is

discovered

in an old man, people will shrug up
their shoulders, and say, 'His memory is
going.' " One of the alleged terrors of
old age Is the desire to tell the same

anecdote over and over again.

"What a

bore old Ferguson is! He told me that
story about his experience In a New
York club twice this afternoon." So
says young Wllkins at the Porphyry.
But the experience was an interesting
one, and the story was well told, made
the more amusing by the fact that the
repetition was varied In matters of important detail.

Again we opened at random. "JohnDon't set up for what is called
hospitality; it is a waste of time, and a
waste of money; you are eaten up, and
not the more respected for your liberality. If your house be like an inn, nobody cares for you. A man who stays
son.

a

week with another makes him a

slave for a week." Boswell had been
talking of living In the country. There
is no need of annotation, but Birkbeck
Hill was Johnny-on-the-Spot. Gibbon is
quoted as saying that at a certain house
he was received with that "old-fashioned breeding which is at once so honorable and so troublesome"; Mr. Pleydell steps out of "Guy Mannerlng" to
say: "I was born in a time when a
Scotchman was thought inhospitable If
he left a guest alone a nioment, except
when he slept."

There's no better book than Boswell's
a man confined to his bed. Wherever he opens, he will hear Johnson
growl or utter sense; find him Intolerantly rude or amusingly gallant; arguing nobly or from preposterous premises
and if there was only one Johnson,
there was only one Boswell. Read him
In this edition with Austin Dobson's Introduction, an entertaining chapter on
Johnson's London haunts and habitafor

—

tions.

And we read again "The Mystery of
Edwin Drood," a capital detective story,
the more exciting because the mystery
was left unexplained by the death of
Dickens. Some day we must read the
completion by the New Englander who
was inspired by the shade of Dickens;
also the version by Robert H. Newell

("Orpheus C. Kerr"). Who M'as DatchHe suddenly appears in Clolsterto spy on Jasper.
Mr. Procf nthought he was Drood himself, who was
ery?

hiirn

!

"went ovsr" wlth"'Sueh mora iuoomm
than those on the regular pFOcram) th«
very unostentatlousness of It seemtd
more fitting for their delivery. If. Mr.
Bledsoe should plan another phllan-

piano .«oIos. Mis."; Heniiiel sang:
".My Mother Bids Me," Haydn; "if
riioii Thy Heart Will Give Me," Bach;
"Oh! Had I Jubal's Lyre," Handel:
Purltani,"
"Qui la Voce," from
"I

I'Mit

ADD "AIDS TO MEMORY"
't

!

\\>;o

As the World Wags:

Messrs. Lang and Archer
kU'od.
Cumniliig
of the same opinion.

Jones had a great deal
remembering persons' namas.
His employer asked him to go to the
named
train to meet a very dear friend
Dummack. In order to remember thw
name, Jones associated it with the won'\
"stomach," thus: Stomach Dummack,

A man named

Walter believed he was the swarthy
Helena Landlers, masquerading to free
her brother from suspicion. Mr. Chestexplanation
that
Datchery was Bazzard, .Mr. Grewgtous's
clerk, is tame.
thinks

erton

the

believe Datchery was Bazzard and
He was Interested
for these reasons:
In the theatre and In actors and wouldi
enjoy a disguise. (Datohery's mass ofl
white hair was evidently a wig.) Grewglcnis talks In a curious way about
Bazzard to Rosa. Bazzard had written)
a tragedy "The Thorn of Anxiety," and
Mr. Grewglous speaks of the title aa
appropriate. At the time Datchery appears to take lodgings in the little town

Dummack

'

J

I

stomach.

— "'Dummack

stomach, stomach
Dummack." He walked up to his emgraciously,
bowing
and,
ployer's friend

peating

do, Mr. Kelly.
)B.
-BOB

{j

ibout
This reminds us of the old story al
the amateur actor in Brooklyn, who
a
When
speak.
to
line
one'
had only
gun was heard he was e.xpected to exmany
For
"Hark, 'tis a gun."
claim:
days before the performance h'a kept
saying to himself, in his bedroom, in the
'tis
street and on the ferryboat: "Hark!
that he
a gun," "Hark! 'tis a gun,"
ot
might be letter perfect. The night
The gun went
tlv3 performance came.
Our amateur exclaimed fortissimo:
off.
What the hell was that?"—Ed.

Bazzard, Mr. Grewglous informs Rosa,
Is "altogether" oft duty and a substitute for him has been engaged.
If Bazzard was not to play an Import-

ant part, why so much singular talk
about him? Mr. Chesterton Is not only
In jesting spirit when he suggests that
the title of the novel might well be
"The Mystery of Datchery." We found
the humorous passages In the novel
rather dull and laborious, In Dickens's
second or third-rate manner, with the
exception of the scene of the two waiters In Mr. Grewgious's rooms; but what
a brilliant opening! And the melodrama
sustained, so that one easily
Is well
forgets the Rev. Mr. Honeythunder, Mr.
Sapsea, Miss Twinkleton and Mrs. Bll-

•

NOT AT BUNKER HILL

Hill,

but,

on the contrary, said that he

was not in the battle. In the course
In Octoot Parnham's visit to Boston
upon Richard FrothCharlestown, the author of

ber, 1860, he called

ingham

a phrase that
cen-

anything that

many

the

of

Bunker Hill was fought. He afterthing
wards told Frothingham the same
t'le
when he and Frothingham were onThat
place.
took
battle
the
hill where
of

phrases that have outlived their usefulness. This phrase made Its way across
the channel Into English newspapers
about 1890. Purists In France frowned
on It. Hector France In his huge and
amazing "Dictlonnaire de la Langue
"A
Verte" had this to say about it:
for

qualification

silly

Farnham s
the course of that visit of
Boston in October, 1860, he thus^ on
that,
Frothingham
told
two occasions
him
notwithstanding what others made
in

to
'

throughout
he was in Cambridge
the Battle of
the' entire day on which
conclusive
Bunker Hill was fpught is

sav

I

occasions,

all

j

i

meaning as a

,

the

rule,

of

Hill,
a History of the Battle of Bunker
and an eminent authority on everything
and
pertaining to that battle. He then
notwiththere told Frothingham that,
he
standing what others made him say,
was near Milk Row, Cambridge, durthe Battle
ing the entire day on which

The Herald commented editorially In
disan entertaining manner about the
appearance from familiar or printed
the 19th

participant
evidence that he was not a

the 'ne plus ultra,'

That Farnham did not
extreme exaggeration, artistic or
in the battle.
.hown by
partfclpate in the battle Is
moral decadence. 'Fin de slecle' is the
most idiotically elegant costume, the
other evidence. It is ^^1'^;.^^'^'°
OBSERVER.
most eccentric girl, the woman that is 'adduce such evidence.
freest from prejudices, the most Insolent and badly reared child. I call this
As the World Wags:
qualification 'silly,' for the centuries
Tllden's protege won sevI read that
are an arbitrary division of time which
the Junior Indoor tennis
In
matches
has no beginning and no end."
eral
would
The quotations illustrating the use of
tournament now being held. It
are
Dictionary
as many
this word in M. France's
almost seem that Tilden has
amusing. A writer in Gil Bias: "Our
proteges as Liszt had PUP^l^.
poor humanity is sick, and, unforFORREST F. HARBOUR.
[

1

!

:

i

'

I

the

tunately,

boulevards,

fast trains, houses
lighting,
heated by caloriferes, the telephone and
all the other things given to it by progress, cannot cure it of this sickness.
electric

,

\

'

j

As the World Wags:
The editor—a sweet

,

let

ever gone near a velocipede,
less a young girl "fin de

.lie

ttstably brought

Sapho
ranged,

am

have
none

slecle"

"I think

it

is

•

"Delightful!

a manuscript,

up.""

La Lanterne:

I

I

enjoy perus-

amateur

No there
You may

slecle,"

|

go to a cinema If you wish.
!" he murmurs, smiling begracefully
nl°Tiantly at her as she trips
and reads
cut the door. Opens envelope
"Haw haw haw!
contents carefully.
original!
So
excruciating!
Really this is
the
So delightful! I must show It to
laugh,
rest of the boys and let them
Exits smiling.
too."

Sweet child

^

unly pleasure that tempts and Is worthy
of their subtle brains."'
There was a singularly Indecent newsIiaper in Paris called Fin de Slecle, and
in this paper Paul Verlalne's "Confesions" appeared, which must have disappointed the readers, for these "Confessions," which f ore pubUsV>*d In IS'*'!
in book form by the newspaper, are
aimple, pathetic, without suggestion of
anything that is evil.

How

writers. And
haven't a thing to do this morning.
you to take.
for
letters
are no

ing the efforts of

•vas 20 all
of those women whom danger fascl-,
nates, who covet forbidden fruit as the

1

FREDERICK ERNST.

•

1

ADD

(Stocl;ton,

declaration

Cal.,

News)

frBaBelI

that

worst Is better than
•'bltlon at
^t Its best Is epigrammatic, anycan't be
'1

Gap."

Ma

'i

PettenglU of
L. R. R.

I

I

i

«

i

or the emotional appeal they
colored people at a religious
gathering? Different people of cour.se
will answer the question differently.

faction

made on

Julius Bledsoe in Jordan Hall
Song Recital

to

To some persons who, Mr. Mencken
the contrary, do not find the words

often poetic, the musical appeal
strongest and strongest when the
melodies, often beautiful, are least upstirring
set bv strange sounds, an(\ the
•hvthms least interrupted by disturbaccompau:ing vocal additions to the
The "Stan' Still Jordan," thus
"ifRt
traightlv sung had much beauty about
impressive religious
it, and as well, an

^•ery
Is

ai
At Jordan haH yesterday afternoon
BledBong recital was elven by Julius
at the
soe, negro baritone, accompanied
The
piano by Wlnthrop Parkhtirst.

mio ben, Olorflanll False ««Handel;
Btniotlva ways of pleasure.
Wldor:
Je ne veux pas autre chose.
Chevauchee Cosaque. Fourdraln: Deln
Mund. Welngartnor; HochBethurmee,
Brahms; Hear me ye winds and waves,

^

'

i

I

fervor.

,

When, though, the singers sang words
made
quaint and droll to rhythms that
their
one want to dance, how, whatever
sug.irfst
sincere conviction, could they
Ibis
at
not;
piety? Probably they could
night,
type of song people laughed last
g've
though surely not in a way to proHow, may one ask. could
offense.
the
about
song
that
pie help it, at

sourdeT
Handel; Folf songs, Es-tu
boy
Ev«Ulo (Peru), D"harcourt; water
Volga
(negro work song). Robinson; the
chariot rolling on?
song (In Russian), Challaplne-Koenlan;
fervent songs, thf
It was in the most
knows de
some
negro spirituals. Nobody
lingers seemed their most exotic;
"Moses."
Blind man
trouble I've seen. Withers:
peoplo liked these, for example,
Kennedy,, least But where they let their rhythms
stood on the road and cried.
and
here, Lawand melodies speak for themselves was
Dere'8 no hiding place down
the most of the words— there
made
Bledsoe.
Moses.
the
rence Brown; Go down
something apart, something worth
great nathearing.
Mr. Bledsoe has a voice of
listen
Perhaps the right way to sing spint iIt Is a pleasure to
ural beauty.
Johnson's way aiui
the mere quality of
ils lies between Mr.
to his singing for
or, let us
the resonance,
a method far more refined—
the sound-the richness,
its
at
therefore
way
Johnson's
Mr.
say,
warmth. It is a pity,
were there to stralghtest.
fhat not more persons
^
,
„.
last
task
thankless
The performance was admirable
enjoy It aTide from the
before a preponder- night musically and emotionally so al?t mu^<t be to sing
too, when Mr,
\vavs, and vocally so,
ance of vacant chairs.
as a singer Taylor of the noble voice chose it
Th\3 is not to say that
magc""'''^'
should be.
Mr. Bledsoe has attained
Is
For that considerable work in
nitude.
Stuart
tones, beautiful
Symphony
t»eople's
yet before him. His
them are,
themselves though niany of
musical Ideas perMason as Conductor
do not formulate
moods. We will
haps one should say
somelest
however,
refrain from detail,
benefit peryesterone remind us It was a
At the HolHs Street Theatre,
The program did not so day afternoon, the People's Symphony,
formance.
on
line
a
selng
conrecall
guest
the
st™e, but we
We will only with Stuart Mason as
violinist,
effect.
i

,

Has

tZ

ticket to that

of Mr.;
that if the sentimentality
have been capBledsoe's singing could
purse might con-,
italized, the benefit
than the business
celvably be larger
recital^
of yesterday afternoon's

^Frieda

Hempel,

sopranS,' sang

wind-up

VJ^

Its

-

'1

'

^d

SECOURS.

Pattangall's

—

Nev. G. Aldaya, a blacksmith
water and
of Elko, took a drink of ice
worked
for four hours after physicians
his jaws.
open
could
they
before
on him
They said it was a form of lockjaw
caused by the action of the ice water
on th,e glands of bis throat,

he World Wags:
-Irs.

HORRORS OF PROHIBITION'

RENO,

As the World Wags:
Helen
I gave her "The Private Life of
'
She wisecracked that she
Troy."
Troy had
1 always thought Helen of
What should I have
private life.
>

'j

I

^'sd

de-

de
desiring

'fin

little

I

kindly
at a

sitting

•

Steno.:

,

1

Caro

is

i

I

;.,

and a pretty girl undulates towhand.
ard him with a letter in her
Miss
morning.
good
"Ah,
Ed
there?"
you
have
what
Shwish. And

"She was a'
curious and deto know before she
the mysteries of passion; one

in

<

softly

hat and his mustache, introducing
inheard-of cravats, disarranging the
rawers for his shirts, making himself
"
idlculously elegant and 'fin de slecle.'
I

-

,

at a picmahogany desk gazing fondly telephone
leans against
ture which
the pic<^ou'-sou'east of the ash tray—
door opens
ture of his loving wife. The

liis

"Although

':.

progrram wasi

faced,

looking old gentleman,

limit, becoming dapper and coquettish,
.-ibusin? cosmetics outrageously, ironing

Fernand Berolaud:

negro spirituals last night at the Copiv
Theatre, with the exception of numbci

10 an<3 11, which were In the ai
langements of Lawrence Brown. Th
Haydn's canzonet rise up a.nd testify.
:<ongs were all arranged by Mr, JohnFor who else could have turned the
son: Didn't My Lord Deliver Daniel"
Done Foun' My Los' Sheep; By An' By
phrases with her grace and yet so
G'':
O, Wasn't Dat A Wide River?
.simply, or have pronounced the words
Down Moses; De Bamd O' Gideon; IMv
in.^o clearly and with
right
the
just
Vp:
Lord, What A Mortiln'; Gwine
llectlon, or conveyed the sentiment of
It's
Me, O" Lord; Dere's No HIdin'
the song in precisely the right degree?
Place Down Dere; Stan' Still Jordan.
There may be somo who could have;
Sword iji
And there ' Halleluj.ih! Singin' WId A
Init they very seldom do.
.My Han'; Keep A Inchin" Along; W;tseems to be nobody at all who can
Lord,
do vocal justice to words like "rejoice" t uess For My
the most recent authorand "allelulia" as Miss Hempel can. ^' Mr. Johnson,
spirituals should be
negro
how
Ity on
The triumphant air of Jubal's lyre and
arranged and sung, demonstrated his
the Easter hymn she added she made In
way last night to a very large audience,
truth exultant.
which showed in no doubtful terms that
Miss
It
was
When she puts her mind to
It liked his way much; the applause
Hempel can also toss off a cadenza with
tremendous.
to
a brilliancy to make It glitter that not
views
Johnson's
Mr.
suggest
To
many sopranos can contrive, apt thoueh
people who did not hear the concert is
extremely
they be at bravura; witness those two
an
with
not ea.sy. He holds
But to
chromatic scales in the Bellini air. With V simple piano accompaniment.
Iier masterly technique always at hand
instrumental accompaniment he
this
wills,
a voice
to enable her to do what she will, by
adds a voice part when he
her sentiment she can make much of
which at other moments sings, loud or
unison
song like that first one by Schubert,
soft, as the occasion demands, in
More
and much again, by her humor, of his
or in harmony with the soloist.
second song and the first of Wolf. By 1 often than not the accompanist sinss
rhythm
means of her keen feeling for
the same words that the soloist is singdlfferbecause she knows how to give
.-.nd
ing, though the rhythm may be
to the words, she, can make a
Once in a while, however, he asl oint
ient.
group of folk songs delightful.
sumes the burden of the song for a
twin
So Miss Hempel gave much pleasure
line or two, while the soloist in his
yesterday; the audience would have
does the humming.
she
accompanist
song after song. But if only once
For the most part the
would leave her cadenzas at home, her
sings as well as he can. But if exprese
ornate Italian airs and her little songs
sion will have them, he gives vol. -!So does the sing
cf the people, to sing In their place a
to uncouth sounds.
.trem^ve
Handel
and
falsetto
and
airs
much
program of Mozart
who employes
pever hear, and German songs of real
olo, and now and again a yell.
significance, later songs of France and
No doubt Mr. Johnson knows what
hP
she
treat
what
a
Italy,
he is about when he says that
fome of modern
Not only in the
performs spirituals much as negroes
could give the world!
canntheir
as
in the South sang them at
cause ot musical righteousness, but
meetings. The question is, can a wh.t.^
a matter of personal policy, the venture
audience In the Cepley Theatre get f- om
might be wise.
„
t»
^•
Rrhe songs so sung either musical snt.smight be wise.

THE EDITOR.

us go skating in the Bols when
the ponds are frozen, and busy ourselves
"
by being duly 'fin de slecle."
Marc Anfossl: "He went beyond the

So

_

Gordon Taylor, baritone, and J. Rosapianist, performed the?-

mond Johnson,

I

squares,

the

U

'

As the World Wags:
Ralph Farnham did not claim that
Bunker
he took part in the Battle of

llckln.

speech of "fln de slecle,"
in the latter decade of
tury was used to denote
was ultra-modern; one

GORDON TAYLOR

pessimists
Despite the wails of the
that singing has gone to the dogs, able
come every year to the fore. Is
there one among them, though, who,
in certain respects, can surpass Miss
Tfempel at her best? Not one out of
lie whole glorious company.
Let everyl)od>'
who heard her yesterday sing

.singers

said:

"How do you

U.

"'i

train pulled In, Jqnes kept re-

As the

•U-a40«mpanl«d mlcht prove
mora attractlv* Utaa tha atandard tjpa
of prcgram that ha uaad yesterday,
Ituala

Laute,""

.

We

thropte raoltal, m pregrain ti ail apti^

"Nacht und Traueme," "An die
Schubert; "'Der Nussbaum,"
Schumann; "I Have a Ivover True,"
"Er Ist's, Wolf; folk songs, "Lauterbach,"
Canari
German;
"Coucou,
Jaloux," Neuchatel;
"Ach! du Llebo
Angeli," Swiss; "La petite Jeanneton,"
!''ronch; "The Nightingale," Russian.
Bellini;

of trouble

:

-rrTriue'to^rnrriuL."- Boiogb —uy^-;:
,

some
..ccompaniW-ents and

'^•jlttrenVof the concert Mr. Bledsoe!

spirituals,,
-ave several encores of negro
Thus,
which he accompanied himself. songs]
these
formality,
stage
of

?or

robbed

ductor, and Harry Farbmann,
following proas the soloist, gave the

(un^"^S^ubert, symphony In B minor
Mystic Trum
finished); Converse, "The
the
=^tter
fantasy
orchestral
peter""
(first
19)
poei^ by Walt Whitman, Op.
Saint-Saens
tlm^ at these concerts):minor, Op^ CI
concerto for violin in B
orchestra
Varese, Hvperprlsm (for small Boston),
In
and percussion), (first time
^Tonev Mosk." a oountry

lowirh-

The -I^VJUI
has
ll«a
Poor Nut"
lit
Boston).
AlthoiiKh

looked unprepossessing
enough from Us place toward the end
It was Varese's planprogram.
the
of
ppnt and muscular little "Hyperpi-ism
which Mr. Mason very bravely and effectively

U

In
In

i

"Hyperprlsm
and vigorous.
and
It has a charging rhythmic vitality
Interpenoand
massing
orchestral
that
planes that

It

demands an

at-

tentive hearing.
As for the rest of the program, there
was a good, rhythmically even and authe unfinished
thoritative playing of
t'svmphony," a very enthusiastic and

\mpassloned one of Mr. Converse's long
muelcal version of "The
Mystic Trumpeter," for which he took
a bow; and the Salnt-Saens concerto,
with Harry Farbmann the solo violinist.
Mr. Farbmann, who Is one of the
most promising of the younger violinists-,
played very brilliantly and with
that firm. Impassioned tone that marks
the Auer pupil, and a poetry that is
quite his own. The concert closed with
.Sowerby's orchestral setting for the ancient dance tune of "Money Musk," a
full
and vigorous scoring that loses
nothing of the original flavor of the fiddler's dance.
^
A concert of which Mr. Mason may
well be proud, but which seemed to be
constantly Interrupted by the traffic
down the aisles, which commenced with
the second movement of the Schubert,
and proceeded all through the concert,
-(iinething should be done about this,
r it is too rapidly becoming a reguliteral

r.d

am

I

1

1.

Angels through the Skies," from'
".lephta's Daughter"; Volkmann, serenJ
arle for strings. No. 8 In
minor, op.
Sardar"

<lu

!,'«

enpr," op.

1"

10.

By PHILIP

jl

HALE

TTOLLIS ST. THEATRE— First per-!
formance In Boston of "The Poor Nut,"
1 comedy In three acts and four scenes
b-- .T. C. and Elliott Nugent. Presented
by Patterson McNutt: staged by Hownrij
Lindsay.
Produced at Stamfort,
April 10, 1925. Brought out at the

\

ry Miller Theatre, New York,
the end of that month.

;

[

to-

'Js

j

line!" Small
.

^:orie

Robert Scott
Norma Lee
Elliott Nugent,

I

Blake

.;u Miller
\Vinter?«
"Spiltf'" Hoj-t

Ruth Hammond

"Hub" Smith

Beach Cooke
Percy Helton
fatterson McN'utt
Cornelius Keefe

.Iiili])

"\V:illie"
Pi-ofPKsor

Pierce

A

Orri.-i«l

Robert Scott
Susanne Freeman

Starter

Jlf^^'^ie

Jcttn

Betty

Mann

For two acts and the final scene In
which the Poor Nut asserts himself,
nobly refuses to be a seller of bonds,
resolves to be a professor of botany and
J[nci dentally turns down Julia for the
ko of Margerle who kissed him In the
iner's tent,

\

audience
I

we have an amusing

—

It

filled

the

play.

theatre

hed continuously and loudly, and
pranuts were distributed by the
liana jrement between the first and seooi'd Hits joy was unconfined.
The hardened theatre-goer turns pale
and trembles when a play dealing with
Ute, at a

college,
If he

nnuftced
"The College

fresh or salt. Is anremembers pleasantly

spear's "Much
The cast:
I

|

'lanoe In the theatre.
Neither!
rely (J -heart" nor "The Kick-OfC" exenthusiasm.
But
^° ^^^^
Sles

|

Ti-,,.,

^"J^
..Kos* Alexander
^"'•1' Hill

..

Be^Xt^

^....Dalla, Ao.Ier^vn

Don John

•wiii^^"'^Tr''*r"
Willlnm Kershaw

A a,v

Oharlei MwKlith
Charl.^ Stlllwatl
..Horace Polloclc

v"vU

Wallace

i^rfchlo
Antonio

Einstein is flummoxed, but your need
May issue In the Epstein waist.

—-A. W.

Sfo«'

D^^-ei-ry

THE OTHER EDITOR

le^'Z

::::::::::

'ii^-f;

A

sour faced, cynical looking young
sits at a cigarette-burned, pine
desk gazing bitterly at a bill propped
up against the Ink well— the bill for a
new fender. His wife was out driving!
yesterday
1
The door bangs open
and a horrible example of blind, mistaken, mother love stumbles toward him
with a towering pile of mail.
Ed: "Wazzallat?"
Steno: "Man'scrlpts."
Ed.: "Wotlnellyabrlngnemlnerefer? I'
ain't no man'script reader.
Take 'em
across the hall! Dumb sock!" he murmurs, glaring malignantly at her as she
trips gracefully over the water cooler.
"ZIf I ain't got 'nogh grief 'thout reading man'scrlpts! Nnfff!" Exits cursing.

man

I'il.f:^'..:
There are many ways of playing
a
Shakespeare comedy, they need
not
be recounted here. They all
serve;
without them the comedies would
not
be played at all. The best a
company
can do, at all events. Is always
good
enough to make It well worth while
For tho stage has fallen to a
pitia-

.

\

j
I

ble state when only great
actors can
venture Shakesperean roles— rich
actors
too, who can afford tho
customary expenditure for upholstery. The
comedies
after all, are worth the
seeing
without one great actor to
grace the
cast or any lavish investure—
If
only
there be some taste at
hand, and in-

i

FREDERICK ERNST.
WILD LIFE

his

As the

"V\''orld

,

telligence.

Wags:

So Mr. Jewett did well to
bring forset it very al

note by the papers that a "wild
life conference" is to be held
at the
State House on Dec. 13.
That is all
right. But a perusal of the program for
this conference will reveal that it entirely falls to cover the field of wild
life as it Is lived at the present day.
The menu states that at this conference problems affecting the ajilmals of
Massachusetts will be discussed, the
principal topic being "law enforcement."

ward "Much Ado." He

I

author's rights from

cities.

compositions,
francs a year.

all his

^""P'^' ^^'^t the scenes, of
fvhirh there were not too manv,
could
^e quickly shifted. Thoughthe

Im

of

civilized

existence.

"""^^

nificance.

in.!, I.''
leirlt
his

f

I

ip.p4a"tt

fro^^fe

boyish bob and the cigarette in the fltr,-:
of our young ladies to take their
i

have

How

skilfully

own way!

Shakespeare

managers

him

let

Mr. Jewett also provided
tasteful costtimes. thous-h Indeed curly
wigs would
""'"^
bases
for the
?f-'^t
o=„
;sal.xnts
hats and feathers and
helclose-cropped hald wo
"
Mil
U'^
hke toaay. But th«n, the
men
did not
always wear their hats; at
other time.s
<he eye was satisfied
I

M

t'

ent

-^h

Beneilil^

order" the watchword of the hour, and
the VoI."!tead act doing its best actually
to put all forms of wild life out of existence, the wonder Is that our wild life
Is able to make as good a showing as it

,

a

°^
hiarked to advantage the
flight of time
:lie play as a
whole marched smoothlv
ind onskly onwards,
with not very
nuch left out, nothing at all
of sig-

With "law and

as follows!
does.
"Balnt-Saena «arly In 1S7B married
And yet what does the program of this
wild life conference" offer as a basis
Marie Laure Truffot, the sister of his
for the rescue of this spectacular form
friend Jean Truffot, to whom he had
cf life from the perils which beset it
dedicated his "Caprloe on Airs from cn all sides? Absolutely nothing, except
And what good
'Aloeste'i" which has often been played "law enforcement."
here by pianists of high and low degree. can law enforcement do for It? That
Balnt-Saeng was then 40 years old. By is the very cause of the aliments from
her he had two sons, Anflre and Jean which wild life is now suffering its
death rattle.
Francois,
This being thus, I should like to subOn May £8, 1878, Andre, then two and
a half years old, was running about the nxlt, for the perusal of your readers,'
both
at large and confined, a few quesapartment In the afternoon. His mother
was preparing to go out; the grand- tions which I wish they would Insist
mother Was In the dining room; the upon having this conference take up for
maid servant was washing linen In a ccnslderatlon;
1
What shall we do to Improve the
room oil the kitchen. The little hoy,
hearing shouts of playmates, ran to a opportunities for wild life In the nooturnal
city?
window, leaned over and fell to the
How can we best assist the boot_
oourt.
Balnt-Saana, returning from a
rehearsal, found his son, whom he vror- legger in his heroic, but single-handed,
attempts to make wild life more popular
shipped, dead.
'and prevalent even than It is?
Six weeks later Jean Francois, seven
,i_w>,„» should w
J^What
be ^
done ^to Improve
months old, died at Rhelms at the house i,u^,^J^Xt^^°^^L^i^
J^^^ '""'^''t
'.'"Jf^^/
*
'^""^
of his maternal grandmother, for his
mother, overcome by the death of Andre,
fJ^flL'"^!?^," m
foil sick and could not nurse the bahyl
n:^trg1ca?''s.r

of

fall

One need, not be alarmist to T)oint
out that the shortcomings of wild life
further said:
"Salnt- as It is lived in our cities today, and
Saens left his wife out ot his will after more especially tonight, are such as
cry out for improvement in this phase
he had been Separated from her nearly
80 years."

.v.;"v.;.v;::::-^cK^aS

^

I

scratch the surface of the prohlems of
wild life as we meet It nightly in our

100,000

Ado About Nothing."

IvPOData

Beatric*

well succeed
trigonontetry's outpaced,

•

[

o/'r''*''^*^

REPERTORY THEATRE— S hake-

I

i

may

—

Widow" he Is haunted by
of Harvard," the play that led
who were enjoying
gentlemen
young
tlio
advantage of a collegiate education
Se '^'ambridge to make a most unseemly!
"Brown

Company Gives "Much
Ado About Nothing"

y.^^

?t,ir,t
pspliit

'^'^^"n

to

con-

feel

Beatrice
"^'""^

Th scene
The

I

^""^"^

and
with

of accusation

the
church carried conviction.
The love of
Cluadlo and Hero seemed
genuine, and
'^^"^3 Entwletle
TJT
indeed,
with her youthful hilarity
am
her pathos when her
lord
wide against her, and Mr. spoke so
Meredith
a really youthful Claudio
with a certain
degree of romance about him,
did much
for the success of the
evening
Miss
Hall,
though
graceful
and
blcsBed with a sweet voice,
a woman
bf
In

J

la

Ralph Hackett

rrealiman

Jewett

skill.

Saens, the composer, who died In 1921,
has been awarded the usufruct of the

amounting to
The dispatch

seemed, they moveu

formulate a stellar curve.

Where

Say, rather, 40
yearSi The story et the separation, as
It was told la Paris, in our student Says,

"Wriglit Kramer
Thomna Shparor

DemlDg
"Dee" apumey

To

It

threatened.)

mathematlo

But frankly, art

"Nearly 20 jrears."

..Grant Mills

"MnKple" Welch
Coacb Jackson

affair.

as

direction of camp.
The
cold had stiffened Fltzpatrlck's cuts and
bruises. Every step shot a red wave of
torture through his arteries to his brain.

slowly

Now, may I ask, in all humility, what
The Herald published a dispatch from
kind of a program this Is for a wild life
Paris saying that the widow of Salnt- conference?
Why, It does not even

'

!

a love

later,
in the

n;fi„/ii.r^

Nugent made the Nut a reasonable being; he did not seek to caricature the type; he abstained from
playing in a purely farcical vein.
The others In the company were adequate, though the college heroes presented by the dramatists might be
thought crude by undergraduates of
the larger eastern colleges. Miss Lee
and Miss Hammond deftly represented
two widely different natures. Mr.
Shearer was very funny as "Doo"
Bpurney.

1'

THE POOR NUT

May

credit, "Mr.

"Caucasiar

from

In

j

Hours

But how, against a voman's will
Can mathematics hope to serve?

—

mind even

D

Borodin, "EIne Steppen-Sklzze aus
ittel Aslen"; IppoUtow-Iwanow, "Cor;

I

(From Stewart Edward White's "The Scaler")

Conn.de

Einstein, with

It Is not necessary «o Inqtjlre Into
the preface of Mr. McNutt's glowjng
characterization of Mr. Nugent. It rhay
be justly said that Mr. Nugent gave an
excellent portrayal of a young man that
Is to be found In colleges and in the
outside world; a man self-distrustful,
painfully shy, almost envious of his
companions' ease, a good fellow at
bottom, but Irresolute, not knowing his

her

HEN BEAN.

j

WELL-INFORMED NOVELISTS

In cunntjig contours ever new.

which you have had many" and
applauding "The Poor Nut"; he also
said that he considered Mr. Nugent to
be the greatest young comedian on the
American stage. Mr. Nugent followed
With a few modest remarks.

will Include: KalUnlkoff, Symphon:
in C minor; Handel, aria, "Waf

'

<

j

ond act made a speech In which h«
praised Boston for not liking poor plays

At the concert next week, Henry Had
\
will be the guest conductor an
ipph Lautner the soloist. The pro

,

this meeting.

FIGURES
Is

in iiicreasiing tne inre ....
or would the adoption of tho
mustache accomplish bettec

I trust, sir, that you will employ your
best endeavors to see that at least something Is done to raise wild life from its
present mediocre position in society.

again.

after the sec-

— "of

|.

Cynthia, like your namesake moon.

But Luna's slow gradaUons show
A constant principle, while you
Curve In and out, and come and go.

humor.

McNutt

VS.

life,

B—Would not the calling oil of the
poUco be the greatest single step that
could be taken to enthrone wild life In
the niche which It should occupy In our
early morning watch towers?
These, sir, are but a few of the great
questions which I should like to raise
at this conference. And yet not one of
them Is mentioned In the prospectus of

You wane and wax and wax and wane,
And Fashion coming round will soon,
Tls whispered, change your phase

the- final and reckless self assertion of
the Nut relieves It, and dismisses the
audience, tired from laughing, In good

feature of these concerts.

I

ART

(The walat'a return

O

Lane melodramas. The thiriact opens
with a sentimental scene between the
extraordinary Professor Demlng and little Marjorie.
In Itself it is tame, but

Mr. Patterson

rio;ier share

wild

oaterolllar
results?

of whims and caprices, as Is shown by
his literary works, by his letters to the
press.
The death of his children shadowed his whole life.
There was another story, less pathetic,
that was told us In Paris: That SalntSasns left his wife because he was dissatisfied with his meals.

,

I

out; equally amusing Is the
reception of the Information, and
later "T)oc" Spurney's misunderstanding- of Freudian terms when he Is prepavins- the Nut for the great footrace
In the Ohio- Wisconsin meet.
Julia finds "Spike" Hoyt, to whom
she con.=:ldered herself betrothed, dull
clay, as far as Freud Is concerned. She
wished the Nut to outstrip him In the
race and promises to marry him If he
wins.
This does not add wings to the
Nut's feet. He is In a Ijlue funk before
the race, but Margerle and the coach
.work the "superior complex," and the
grain alcohol handed him by Margerle,
who kisses him, gives him the needed
courage.
The scene of the race is spectacular
and appropriately noisy. In the line of
the horse races in the good old Drury

to judge at a single hearing.
hope that Mr. Mason will repeat
for, whether It Is great or signifi-

cant music or not,

j

broii'-ht

Is dlflScult

It,

j

Nu'.'.s

tempt and the desire of the musical
cubists, stemming from Picasso. It has
spontenelty and freshness, an intellectual and emotional force, but such music

Wa

j

—

both the at-

Is

rooms.

—

or In the art galleries.
At a first hearing this
sounded amazingly terse

of

frateivilty

hold hio wife responsiblo
for these donthw.
On July 28, 18S1,
belnu with hor at the watering plaoa
Lu Uourboule, ho disappeared. At the
hotel they feared an accident and sent
out searching parties. Some days afterward a letter arrived In which ho said
he should never come back. This separation, although It was never confirmed by a court, lasted till the death
of the composer.
By his will he left
his fortune to a grandnlece.
Of course, Balnt-Saens was cruelly
unreasonable In the charge against bis
wife, but It la possible that she was not
broken-hearted by the separation. He
was a restless person, sarcastlo, • man

ISaUlWdaona
I

For the hero of "The Poor Nut" Is,
spite oJ his proficiency In botany

has dreamed of being a Phi Beta Kappa
man and a member of the leading college fraternity, but he feels In his
bones that he will never succeed in
anything he undertakes.
It takes a young girl who has pursued a cour.se In psychology to explain
his olffidence, his Inability to rise. She
had read Freud and here satire enters.
Bhc accuses the fJut of having an Inff lpi- ooniplcx. of being an "introvert,"
she has much to say about the preserice or absence of "libido" In his nature
Her chatter, her reading of
di eims, her smattering of psychological
knots- lodse
t h e s e
are amusingly

here that riveted the attention.
"Hyperprlsm" Is scored for a small
orchestra and percussion, which In this
Instance Includes the full and diverting
array of that battery of siren, rattles,
slcighbells and slapstick. And although
at its first performance several seasons
riot
aro. In New York, vituperation ran
through the audience, yesterday thi^rfi
perturbed
was merely the vast and
amusement that always accompanies
the reception of anything contemporary
here, whether It is In the concert halls

tratlon

ieuches

and. his speed in running, a pathetically
weak thing. He has ambitions. He

performance

first

Its

trava

satirical
.^ML
li lV.-.\«

that are a relief from the conventional
theatrical scenes "on the campus" and

Inte Ilgence

Ml.

and charm,

lacks

and Mr. Jewett has not the

touch

for

Benedick.

A

neat

the

light

charac-

tterlzation was Mr. ^tlUwell's
Borachio
fThe low comedians, Dogberry
and the
a-est, were funny or not
as one found
khem. They tried very hard. The
sexjton of Mr. Bell was excellent.

Shakespeare wrote most

I

lln

of this Dlav

prose— to the high .satisfaction, n'r
of Bernard Shaw. It
is
weP

doubt,

;he did, for the speech
last
[not clear; too many barbs

night wa-

of wit were
lost even on people who know
the tex'
^olerabl.v well.
Kpeech-that was th<
Weak point of last night's performance
{But surely It should not
demand grea.
actors or e-ven those especially
trained
to say the Ines intelligibly,
simply anr
th point; to pronounce
f'et
the

w

word
and with musical tone- to
re
what verse there Is rhythmical!
but still with an air of
natural"esf
i-oundly

rite

•

'

'

I

I

!
'

I

11« li less the -ifoollcn trUSt of yor>J;

"TT'daughter

r

T»ho,_lnliei-Ue(l

;

discriminations of her father, yet
loved the mother despite her hOJTld eccentrlcitleB of dress. And there Is alLd
90 the delectable and loathsome
Munn. once a prosperous and sprightly
quite
befriended,
Jockey, whom Stella,
limocontly.
mother,
So It Is the tragedy of this
she was
who at length di.^covered that daughter,
something ot a drudge on her
i|o
and who, realizing that there was
said
other way to make her forget hei-,
Munn.
that she was going to marry Kd
have
K thcmo of which the films ml,?ht

plays as eknied farceur, and what
moments he afforded In his
gtotosquerles with Mr. Brian, as Nero,
as Cupid and son on. Miss Sandfrson,
Julia of the itallcls'd eyebrows and the
stride a la Grace Larue, chirped In her
wonted way, and Donald Brian, of our
own shores and In the hands of his

^'.

22

1

A'ere this good diction to be had.
ndpquate ver
lays would bt sur« of an
fmmance, for thw drama cini lio counte.

.aion In

;

'

umi charaoter,
some nieasuie—as for pootr^j

take oare of

'o

,-•1

i

Itself,

-one can vmly hope.

.lewetl, aiivway, has made a be
t-ot us hoi)
Siiinlng. All viMlse to hlml
R- 1^he will try again.

Mr

'HANDS rCOMEDK

•

and

Up,"

others.

Raymond

Griffith Is fast becoming the
of film comedians,
always excluding Charlie Chapfrom whom he has learned much,

most
that

'

IngratiutlnK

is

lin,

the subtle use of his

in

hand^

In the

Innumerable tricks of style.
xet Ray
Griffith has a grace and savor of his
own. and there is always something deUclously windy and spontaneous about

what

la

Is Is self-styled,

Jean

Raymond

Graftith,

swathed

of

comedy

film

in

rival it, even including the earlier
"He's a Prince," for If it is not quite
so trenchant a parody. It Is more consistently amusing.
Raymond Griffith
reeling
oft
ghost
stories
to
the
enamored daughters of the mine owner in a covered wtigon that is being
slowly laced in by the arrows of dlsturblng
Indians;
Raymond Griffith
blowing up the mine only to discover
that he has opened a richer vein of
gold ore, moments of the
sharpest
to

An

!

comedy,

|

j

Jimmy Smith

\
'

^Vlnnle

The
tan

!

and there

features.

The

r

Steplici D-ilI.as
Stella 'Ualia»
M

I

I

;

;

'

by Olive
by Henry
Frances Marion,

I

1

;

Phlllburn

.Mr». (;roT«-9:ior
r[i>!»a llorrlson's

Her
'

will

.\luirb.v,

who

could

Youmans

finds excellent interpretation;
that Mr. Frazee must be proud of this

Itonnld roliiian
Belle Be»"< it

company.
So It was a night of "stopping the
show," as they say; thrice to the credit
Miss Munson;
indefatigable
of
the

/'^'''IJ
nersl\i;lt
Jt-nn

M«nn

Ma-.ir'.r*
.

Dirtctrd

%!<.rrl(>on

Lnurel Dallas
lUrhnrd fJrovesnor

abides

hear and see nothing but negatives, and
who took $200 from a mar-r-r-ied
m-a-a-n. Is In competent hands; that
the ingratiating music of the Inventive

cast:

MU»

still

a desire for comparisons

of the unsophisticated girlie,
f>!iN

las," film version of the novel

Kelcn

Is

obey the Injunction of the poet.
Suffice to say that the story of the gay
philanderers, of the female opportunists,

we

ena divertissement
"Harlequinade," and customary

k

Fr.ancls

Is

flavor of their predecessors

rest of the bill at the Metropoli-

by

O'Brien

an entirely new company, and
we have Julia Sanderson, Donald Brian, Frank Crumit
Thus while the
and Ona Munson.
This

Includes

HIggins Prouty.
Scenario
King.

1

for chief principals

i

Mormon mar-

COLONIAL THKATR-E— "Stella

./f
.Ir.
Douclns Falrbunts.
^>la '^.'-V""

twice as well to the tally of the unctuous Mr. Crumit once did Mr. Brian add
his tally to the barricade; once did VirAgain we
O'Brien likewise
ginia
listened to a male chorus that could
sing; ensembles that snapped, cavorted
and danced, that makes the quivering,
pulsating entertainment wo have before applauded as "No, No, Nanette."
But above all, the music of the youthful Youmans, the music of delightful
beat, of rhythmic charm, of appealing
orchestration; music that knows not the
word "reminiscent."
Miss Munson essayed the role of Nanette, formerly in the hands of Louise
Groody, and she played the girlie to the

Beatrix Prior

1

Ch^Kl.-en
,1;ick

Murpby, ^ewton Hall

Children (10 year* later
Ciiarles Hatten,

Robert

C:ll.'tt(».

Wlneton Mlll';r
There was EomethiA> quite thoatri"
and unreal about the stage verrlon ot
Stella Dallas," p«>rhaps because there
lost
is always the lingering air of the
lady about anything that Mrs. LeslK
r'arter does, and she did her as if
she were something of a cross between!
Zaza and Canillte; and also bficaus^oi
••Stella Dallas" is essentially narrative
But now, under the direction of Henry King, what was originally a commonplace novel with a poignant theme,
i;as been made into an admirable genv.>
film, smoothly and intelligently done,
•

;

and excellently acted.

A

film

hilt.

th.-^t

reaches heights In its earlier reel.-?, and
then slips off Into unnecessary sentimentalities.

1

there are still those who have not)
heard of the tale of Stolla Dallas, let 1
It be recounted that it is the tragedy
|
of the man of taste who In a moment
of loneliness and Indiscretion married a
mill girl, or rather It 1>= thp tragedy
of the mill girl, whose only fault was
her Incurable and inherent vulgarity.
So Stephen Dallas returned to New
It

|

j

Tork, and their daughter
her day.i In passing V>''

T-riiir'l

;

sperit

CORBETT

with a sup"Smilins Jini"
pleness and grace that bespeaks cbamplonship days In the ring, assisted by
Dobby Barry, in a skit, "Taking the
Air," heads an all-star bill at Keith's
The act not only gives Corthis week.

Girl-shy, the illusion w.is perfect,

never was there the slightest evidence
af\:er
of gush. Tom was a timid Romeo,
Nanette
all, that he did not appropriate
for his own long before 11 o'clock, hut
we will have to blame this on the authors. Miss Munson was as well to the
fore In her dances; she has a llghtne.-ts
onof touch that Is irresistible to the
looker, and she knows not the word tire.
ago
I'rar.k Crumit, who not so long

was "lifted" from vaudeville, and who
was then known as a crooning tenor,

llayed the role of Jlmmle, so capably
And,
played by Charles Winnlnger.
mirabile diotu, he left his vaudeville
in
courage
uncommon
behind,
tools
iieso days of vaudeville-musical play

Oh,

some new

'

fiddle

,

I

;

|
'

j

|

'

first four give right hands across,
don't you fergil tew step it In
time;
Then back with the left an' jlne your
partners
An' let me see how purty you can bal-

Now

'

An'

'

'

ance

I

a

line.

for the Governor an' for
the mayor, too;
out
fiddled in the radio an' sent It
I

fiddled

to

you:

will tell
An', 80 you won't forget It, I
you once again.
fid-dle-er. they ever
I am the best Jig
raised in Maine.
COWLES.
Boston.

EUGENE

As the World Wags:
With society hikes undertaken amid
cooks,
a flourish of trumpets, courtiers,
and other royal functionaries, including
In close
the physician extraordinary, all

attendance, this centre of unusual and
does
kaleidoscopic episodes and effects

have sounded the exfashion (the Nay, nay
traters.
ploosh ooltraw. as my Harvard
Williams, late of the Transcript,

certainly

seem

treme note

to

of

like

"A Melange ot Surpri.«es"; Manning
and Class, "Off the Floor"; Albert
Wbclan In a song recital and monologuo and Gordon's Comedy Canines.

used to

call It).

—

tor one and I am quite sure
1
In
that there are many others do not
genthe least fawncy the picture of the
commongreat
this
teel chief Justice of
wealth administering the oath of office
Will disto a fashionably gloved hand.
now,
tinctions, in this respect, begin,
be observed In our courts at the

But

CONTINUING PLAYS

—

to

Majestic—"Sweetheart Time,"
musical comedy, with Eddie Buz-

taking of the oath?
.
, ,
In the days of another chief justice,
good old Horace Gray, a person presenting himself to take the oath In that
by
fashion would have been skun alive
Not
that upholder of the proprieties.
her
a woman, even, Is allowed to keep
face veiled before the court, And I remember (that was many years ago. and

others.

Last week.

Square—"Abie's Irish
Castle
Rose," Anne Nichols famous comedv enters on its 14th week.

in

«

Oh,

Young,

Plymouth—"Applesauce," comedy by Barry Conners, with Allan
Dinehart and Vivian Tobin in leading roles. Fourth week.
Shubert—"The Student Priiice,"
musical version of "Old Heidelberg," with De Wolfe Hopper.
Last week.
Wilbui--"Sky High," winter
garden production, starring Willie
Howard. Second week.

grip.

I

J

steps.

Mary Milbum and

my

a railroad trip;
Oh, I fiddled "Contra"-dances out In
Dearborn Mich-i-gun,
An' now I'm showln' Boston folks the
way it should be done.

In

zell,

and

Straw)

Norway with mj

cllm aboard a sleeping car and took

'

i

noted phonograph
present in her inimitable style
artl.sl,
She gives a
a number ot selections.
clever Imitation of a 1926 chorus girl.
Other acts include Francos an<l Ruth

Margaret

tlie

Id

started out from

I

I
,

a chance at some clever patter,
but permits him lo Introduce some of
the feints and blows used In the memorable battle when he dedefeated th»
champion of them all— John L. Sullivan. Barry's dancing adds considerably
to the offering.
Sharing stellar honors is Roy Cumn-.lngs and Irene Shaw "In One Afternoon." Cummlngs Is familiar to Keith
His act is always pleasing
patrons.
and how he manages to escape without
a bt:oken neck In his antics about th«
stage is a mystery.
Solly Ward, in "Babies," Is another
Ward was last seen here
of the stars.
His skit, in
with a musical comedy.
which he Is assisted by Marion Mursupplemented
is
Wood,
Estelle
and
ray
with offerings from the play In whloh
AVard responded generhe appeared.
ously to many encores.
An unusual dancing act Is offered
by Harriet' Hoctor and William HolThe dancing ranges from clasbrook.
Miss
sical to jazz and the Charleston.
is
comely and her partner has
Hoctor

belt

Dirty but-

A "MELLIE"-DY
(Turkey

i

Plora

riage.

titled

I

Corbett.

Irene Conior
Gladys Yate
Janet Horton

Betty
I

who

resolves Itself Into a

1

en

Donald Brian
JuUa Banderson
Ona Munson
John McCauley
Frank Crumit

Nanette
Tom Tralnor

'(

played
in
"The Gold Rush," again as one of those
gross and energetic heavies. In this
•instance the mine owner. And at the
end the triangle of two girls and a

man

Eva Mae

Ijuollle

j

played,

well

Virginia

Pauline
Run Smith
Billy Early

j

J.

•

m

I

was marked by the fact that the
same cast that first gave the opera at
Monte Carlo appeared again in the
American premiere.
Lucy Berthrand, young lyric soprano,

gagement of "No, No, Nanette," a muBook by
.?ical comedy in three acts.
Frank Mar del and Otto Harbach. Lyrics
by Otto Harbach and Irving Caesar.
Music by Vincent Toumans. Ben Jerome
conducted. The cast:

|

excellent

Mack Swain,

1

also

street cry.

Were servants at
servants."
Belfast so shabbily treated?
And now it is whispered, or rather
England that this diary Is
shouted,
that Ciethe Invention of a humorist:
an>
one never existed, nor was there
adventurous, l\T-cllmblng Mr. Ancaster
over
however,
There Is no dispute,
s letthe authenticity of Jane Austen
Some revlewters published recently.
Austen
Jane
ers find them dull. Yet the
and there
of the novels Is found here
writes^
the letters, as when she
in
looked
and
"She was highly rouged
silly
contentedly
and
rather quietly
the
than anything else"; "She has done
poscould
only thing In the world she
abuse
to
cease
one
make
sibly do to
her" (by dying); "He was a piece of
perfection— noisy perfection."
of
Was Jane Ironical or only mattervery
fact when she wrote: "She has
aware
kindly Invited me to Deal, but is
bemg
of the great Improbability of my
able to get there"?
tor

ter

|

comedy.
with

awakened by the

I

JAMES

of astonishing state-

It

i

"^EMON'T THEATRE—Return

Is full

i

Mis^ Knox was certainly a deIn speech
cidedly frank young woman
was
appears that at Belfast she

It was the first time that the opera
has been presented In this country. It

.r;

|

ments.

I

|

diary

'^^'The

•I

season

this

legendary China,
by Templeton

plot

looks,
Laurel and who, with his mustache,
Ai^.c; who has been singing for three years at
more like hi3 father than ever; latei
Dallas
whom
Monte Carlo, Lyons, Bordeau and MarJovce as the woman
work.
carried the title role.
Rene
seilles,
married, have all done excellent
dlrortBut it is to Henry King who has type, Malson, French dramatic tenor; Joseph
to
well
so
cast
baritone;
Giovanni
famed
Schwartz,
ed the piece, and
Moran
Martino, Spanish basso, and Edmond
ano to ilJlle Bennett aftd Lois
And Warnery, French tenor, made up the
due.
that the greatest credit is
|
rarely
so
who
lights
cast.
Gaetano Merola,
among the lesser
f rest of the brief
should be director of the San Francisco Grand
receive their full due, there
FranOpera association, directed tiie opera.
word for the logical scenario of
photographer
els Marlon, and for the
unaccus
of
scenes
some
done
has
who
tomed loveliness.

clouds of dust, promises to brave death,
and destroy that mine.
And then the rest concerns his adventures in an uncouth Nevada of the
'60s. where he diverts a firing squad
from shooting him by flinging up little
white plates; saves himself and the
mine owner from a barbecue and scalping by worsting the Indian chief In
shaking dice; and then sets out to teach
the whole tribe the Charleston.
Delirious adventuring, done with the
utmost aplomb and swiftness of foot
and gesture.
There have been few

moments

a

beauty.

Dougla.the reserved Stephen Dallas;
lov«l
Fairbanks, Jr., as the boy who

that mine
and save the
just on the other side of
the line, somewhere In the South, a
South disturbed by gun fire and other
things,

:

cream

mouthed Ed Munn; Ronald Colman

i

And

Union.

)

Stella and Laurel e:it
alone, together.
the ugly and loudas
Hersholt

of

bit

into

Knox, began

the diarist. Clcone
was 19 years
note daily when she
Kearney, County
old and living at Castle
a de-in
Down. The diary begins
hac
manner. "This mornmg
lightful
rn>
with
interview
a vastly unpleasant
was
father
that
appears
It
father.'poor
vexed because a M-"- ^ncaster
wooers,
but handsome, one of Leone's climbof
act
had been surprised in the
bedroom wining up the Ivy to her
her and
dow, and so Mr. Knox took tour of
grand
her brother for the
married
Europe. (Mr. Ancaster finally
to

Crocker and set to music by his fellow
San Franciscan, Joseph D. Redding, was
lifted tonight from its setting in the
land of Old Cathay and set down on the
stage of the Columbia Theatre here. It
was called "Fay-Yen-Fah," and San
society
marveled at
Francisco
its

u

day party, when
the Ice

colorful

of

"

17C5

as in Premiere at Monte
Carlo Appears
FRANCISCO, Jan. 11 (A. P,)—

fashioned

I

plumb

to

SAN

1

i

Lady

Same Cast

:

an historical incident with variations,
the
historical
Incident
being
the
struggle of Lincoln's man and the emlssarj' from the .South to outdo each other
in gaining a gold mine somewhere in
Nevada.
The film opens with a distraught Lincoln sending out his man. Col. Logan,

Blacker Kerr
According to Alexander
of a Youn^
Diary
"The
of
editor
the
1764Fashion In the Year

FRISCO MARVELS OVER
OPERA "FAY-YEN-FAH"

A

i

7

R

And

made
last night and who
the fl.m
short speech at the close of
bit
lovely
has done a very subtle and
There are fe.v
of acting as Laurel.
quite so tense
film moments that are
< and
tremulous as those that preoeue
b'rtlidisappointed
the
land then end
person

his comedies.

"Hands Up"

i

Second

company.

Mr. Clive's
week.

friends, wa.=j good foil for Mr. Crumit.
And so aft^.^r a hilarious evening one
left the Tremont, the air buzzing witli
•1 Want to Be Happy" and "Tea for
Two." So let the blue moon rise over
the Tremont, happy augury of the fiittire for our musical comedy theatre
drivel, blather, claptrap and slapstick
to the contrary, notwithstamling!
T. A.

there
there are too' many titles.
But there are few film characterizaroundly contions as poignant and
Bennett as
ceived as those of Belle
Lois Moran
of
and
the buxom Stella,
an inch ol
as LAirel. There Is not
Bennett misses, hor
.Stella that Belle
fading-;
slow
the
early buxom beauty;
the
of
blowsiness
Increasing
the
she
walk
woman; the changing
fuher
in
absurd
more
grows heavier,
preserving her youth
tile attempts at
in
thcie
Lois Moran, who was

comedy with Raymond
Mack Swain. George Billings

llands

Griffith.

^

ter,

THEATRE —

METROPOLrlTAN

du'.lghtful

of
made merely another masterpiece
simply
melodrama, but It has been so
the
during
done, that in the first reel.-*,
vouth of Stella and later of her d^us''although
Is not a false note,

AT METROPOLITAN

—

Copley "The Sport of Kings,
farce by Ian Hay produced lo.the first time in this .country by

aiw

lie

i

'

manners, we know, have changed)
Judge Blodgetfs sharp reproof— administered in opan court to a client of
mine who presented himself to the jury
with a toothpick sticking out between

—

his Hps.

Is the difference to be found?
vary
Is the administering of the oath to
according to the social status of the
person?
And yet X confess to being left In •
wavering mood; for I recall a Sunday
night (and that, too, was many years
ago, and In Boston, be assured). X was
making rt»y devotions tn a little suburb-

Wherein

I

J

I

|

when

'hipel,
ciTniilctely
'

I

.

;lt

ii;;.

,

[ilace

Thibaud.

•'

forsoi k im- as
hchcld beme. a loutish youth, with wellBTeased poll and gaudy tie, tenderlnp
the offertory-box with r'ddy, gloved
hand, it was his first appearance, too,
and, he. also, thus souRht to grace the
occasion;
or It may have been thai
this youth's gloved hand was, after all.
an Inspiration on the part of the dlaconate guarding against temptation—or.
on the part of the youth to keep himself clear of the tainted money or as H
precursor of this week's ceremonial.
Report sayeth not whether the other
chief personage was gloved with equal
elegance.
Query.
!

—

—

J.

,

R. Kuyltendall

K. T.

SIGNS AND
As the World Wags:

WONDERS

My friend Journeying in Norway (not
seeing a sign on a shop opposite his hotel, "'Dam Bad Rum" was
amazed at this Instance of commercial
candor.
He found out that the sign

A TESTIMONIAL
Cairo, CgypU Gazette.
written to a doctor there)

have much pleasure

A

letter

Inform you

to

that my dearly unfortunate wife will be
no longer under your kind treatment,
she having left this world for the other
on the night of the 27th ult. For your
help in this matter I shall ever remain
grateful."
(From

the

Mountain,

Pine

Ky,

Will-

One tiny

little

bit

of

news

however,
letter,
in
the
contained
soothes this savage breast, namely,
that there Is a substantial probability
of Eugene Goossens succeeding Koussevltzky as conductor-in-chief of this orchestra. It appears that Koussevltzky
disinclined to continue In Boston
is
after the close of the season of neSt
autumn, owing to his many business
engagements and business affairs In
Europe, and that in the event of his
resignation occurring, then the most enviable post will be taken over by Eugene Goossens. This, of course, means
that Goossens will thus become a guest
conductor over here Instead of over
there. Well, well! Who can blame him?
He is young and enthusiastic and caHere he
pable and fully occupied.
would be equally the first three, but,
alas! not the fourth."

'

Settlement

School)

W., refusing ua permI.»slon to
his daugtiier's 'onsils
removed,
writes: "The Lord glvcth and the Lord
taketh away; blessed be the name of the
Lotd."
Geneva can't have her tonsil.s
out.
iilr.

have

—

This correspondent has been misinSurely Mr. Goossens Is not
formed.
responsible for this enthusiastic tribute
to his ability and the prediction concerning his future activity.

Iapollo club gives

PROGRAM OF

SONfi.S

!

:

At Jordan Hall last evening, the
Apollo Club, with Mr. Moller.iiauer as
conductor, gave a program of songs of
varlou.s lesser American composers, and
one by W. Franke Harling, whose jazz
opera to the libretto of Mrs. Flske's
"A Light from St. Agnes" has Just delighted Chlcngo; of Handel, Duparc and
Mr W. CUfton Johnson
TerM FovRvtli

sang the tenor

soloa.

Bedettl, accompanied by Arthur
Fiedler, played two groups of 'cello
ilr.

.

a

solos,

grave

and

gay

Adagio

and

Allegro of Cervetto, a Mozart Minuet;
Popper's Spinning Song; Figure's Elegle,
an Allegro of Nadia Boulanger. A 'cenlst
of full, round tones, and subtle fluance

musicianship, his playing deand not only did
he play the various solos, but in HarUni::'s musical setting for verses from
the "Divan of Haflz, as arranged by
Richard le Gallienne, he played the ac-

^r~ii

fine

lighted

his audience,

companying

A

'cello part.

musical

setting that had most
salicncy and individuality in the piano
and 'cello accompaniments, especially
the former, which were very lovely and
remote after the French fashion and

which Mr. Luker played admirably. The
vocal music, although it was graceful,
lacked the savour and the freshness of
thfe accompaniment, and it Is not deHcult
to
believe that Harllng's Jazz
opera is "discreet" Jazz.
A3 is their fashion, the chorus sang
with lustiness and warm, resounding
tones.
The audience was a large one,
Vf

r

•

applausive and friendly.

1

1

Mr. Goossens was brought over here
conduct the
to
the fall of 1023
Rochester, N. Y., Philharmonic orchesHe
tra (Eastman School of Music).
has recently been conducting, as guest,
orchestral concerts in New York with
The critics and the gen.^reat success.
in

public were enthusiastic over' his
interpretation of Stravinsky's "Sacre
As an orchestral conPrlntemps."
du
iductor he Is highly valued In London.
eral

That amusing play, "The Poor T(ut,"
amazing state of affairs at
a western co-educational college. At a
reveals an

in a fraternity's clubhouse we
a gifted girl student complaining
that the punch has no kick, whereupon
a gallant youth takes a flask from his
hip and escorts her outside, while the
:ood old professor is blind. If not conThis same benignant prosenting.
fessor can hardly restrain his laughter

party
find

in

earlier scene
fraternity, n6t

an

'

'

Mr. Koussevltzky Is on a vacation.
Michael Press will conduct the concerts
this week.
He was bom at 'Vllna In
1872.
A studv^nt of the violin at Moscow, he conducted there at the age of
He was conspicuous for his talent
17.
at the Conservatory of that city, but
he left Russia In 1918.
Having conducted. In 1920, orchestras In Sweden,
he came to the United States, and last
year appeared as a guest conductor of
th^ Philadelphia Philharmonic orchesIn New York he Is known as a
tra.
violinist.
He has chosen for his program the overture to "The Flying
Dutchman," Brahms's violin concerto
to b-s played by the excellent Jacques

when a member

of

him, asks
whether a candidate for admission can
And are
man.
stand his liquor like a
Freud's writings used as textbooks in
western colleges?
Let no one inquire too curiously into
It is an
the "realism" of the play.
the

seeing

amusing comedy, worth
ates

regret

will

that

GraduHarvard, Yale,
Amherst, Willseeing.

Dartmouth, Bowdoin,
iams, Brown, Tufts did not offer in their
.day the advantages of a present "co'ed" education in the West.
Parish Williams, baritone, will sing
He has retonight In Jordan hall.
turned to this country recently, havmg
London.
and
Paris
in
given recitals
Boin at Oakland, Cal., he gave his first
He has
recital here on Nov. 12, 1924.

sung

j

in

many European

cities.

The 'second of Ernest Schelhng's orwill take"
Ichestral concerts for children
Saturday
Iplace in Jordan hall next
morning at 11 A. M.
^
^
,^
for
Boston
in
sing
Elizabeth Day will
,

the
in

A

R. R. G.

.

first

time next Saturday afternoon

Jordan

Her program will comby composers of seven na-

hall.

prise songs
tionalities.

"9:45,"
Owen Davis's mystery play,
last month
was performed In London performance
The Times reviewed the
at
with good natured seriousness and
Mr. James
We regret that mood.
'ength
"UnAgate was In flippant
tc
ortunat^ly I can't bring "ly mind
In
committed
murders
in
believe

they arc too obviously preby
texts for clgar-chewlng exploits
ccmic detectives. If a playright wants

\merica;

A LOST LOVE

Jt^/f TO

itf

I

^

alone In the moonlight's sliver mist,
My heart as sad as some lost young
Pierrette's,

And

conduct the Peo-

Volkmann,

by

Borodin

The

that

evening

the

still

and

But

behind the whirl of worldly

left
din.

I've

and

Symphony Choir will
Symphony hall in the evening,

on

we

my

cold;

Russian

and

when day breaks

alone

I sit

Ippoiitov-Ivanov.

sing at

swiped

you

all,

It

clgarets!

at the Hollls
Street Theatre. Joseph Lautner <vlll sing
an .iria by Handel. Orchestral pieces:
Kallinikov's Symphony
No.
and
1,

music

darn

But,
will

Symphony Orchestra

ple's

again that blissful night

live

kissed,

remember

I'll

my

till

dreams grow

old

How

Boston

you drank up

my

fourteen dollar

gin!

Chamber Music Trio will play trios
by Haydn and Heilman and, assisted
by Messrs. Mager, Artleres, Oliver and
Margaret Allen, Saint-Saens's Trum-

I sit

To

alone and care not what may come;
love and lose was my unkindly
fate.

pet Sextet.

Passmore and Mr.
Vanorchestra will give a concert In
the gymnasium of the Boston Athletic
Association on Sunday night.
Melvena

chestra.

j

!

(From the
"1

I

Henry Hadley

(

do not know If some enterprising
writer Is Joking with me or Is one of
who go through life disreblind
the
garding this Music Page, but it makes
me laugh to read in an enthusiastic
letter from a correspondent all that I
said last week about Eugene Goossens
and Rochester, N. Y., and his engagement with the Boston Symphony or-

PROFITABLE SERIOUSNESS
(Du Quoin. III.. Evening Call)
Miss Addle Polley was taken suddenly
111 Sunday afternoon at the home of her
brother-in-law and sister, Mr. and Mrs.
Homer Beard. The attending physician
is serious and it will be sometime before
she will regain her health.

}

^

season.

this

"I

SIKOVER.

.

El-ace it, Mr. Dushkln Inst night scarcely^
rose to meet the reports that have precoded him. It seems most probably that
ho simply was not in the vein.
large
audience applauded him heartily.

There will be several concerts next
Sunday. Mr. Kreisler will play In the
afternoon at Symphony hall.
It will
be his only appearance here, It la said,

don.

meant "Ladies' Bathing Room."
L.

Vaughan

,

.

I sit

The following surprising paragraph
was published on Dec. 24 ~by Mr. Bobln
H. Legge, in his column of musical
notes In the Daily Telegraph of Lon-

Maine),

J.

Berners,

<

be

.

J

iams that are unknown to us. But Mr.
Goossens will be a welcome visitor. His
Scherzo, "Tarn O'Shahter," has been
played at a Symphony concert; his
chamber music and piano pieces have
not been wholly neglected.

Simply Married

To

Hoist,

Bliss,

can)

Is

i

—

IS
Smith. Ark,, Southwest Ameri-

nn
It lias got to
iWe^with a
radius. As
IVi-inile
the
within
usual, the author doesn't play fair. The;
people who
of
the
be
any
can't
murderer
confess, and as there's nobody else, it
turns out that 'all along' the poor
But
iellow hasn't really been
I
mustn't give the poor thing away.
Mr. Arthur Finn Is amusing, heaven
knows against what odds!"
to thrlH

.

ultra-ttiodern

After Mr. Press we shall see Mr. Eugene Goossens on the conductor's stand.
It waa said that ho wished to be known
here as a conductor .rather than a composer, but we are glad to see that his
Smfonietta Is on his program, which
will also include music by Weber, Dellus.
Ravel and Brahms the fourth
symphony of Johannes Brahms. One
might wish a program made up exclusively of works by English composers.
who have not been well represented of
late.
There are compositions by Bax,

—

Virginia Merrlman

of

temJencles need apply.

RALPH WARDLA'W GLOAO.
Ft.

syi-',phony ~oI

first

a safe and orthodox pro-

No composers

gram.

THAT'S ALL THERE
(Prom the

.he

nini

Sibelius. Truly

sido

worst of

But,

you

all,

big,

ungrateful

bum.

nini's

You

the gears on

stripped

my new

Packard Eight!

A WOMAN ABOUT TOWN.

A performance of "Abie's Irish Rose"
be given on Thursday afternoon,
Jan. 21, at the Castle Square Theatre
in aid of disabled veterans.
will

.

quotes this paragraph from the
News In the Norway (Me.)

.

.

West

Lovell

Advertiser:

Charles Naegele, pianist, and Louise
Stallins's, rinnist, will give a concert
next Monday afternoon at 4G Beacon
st'.-fcft, in aid of the Women's Municipal
League.

"Anna McKeen

has been parading
Theodore McAllister"
and asks: "What kind of a parade do
birch bolts engage in? Something of the
bolts for

birch

same
The program

Jordan hall, Thursday evening, Jan
comprises Haydn's Quartet, F major

In
21,

sort as tin soldiers?"

of the Flonzaley quartet

As the World Wags:
Who was It that said, In those dear
dead days, beyond recall, when Oscar
Wilde first shocked a London drawingroom with his velvet knickerbockers,

op. 77, No. 2; Frederick Jacobl's Quar
tet (ms), and Beethoven's Quartet, I
major, op. 135.

"Well, well; our Oscar Is certainly knee
plush ultra"? You have to go back to
George Selwyn for another quip as good

s

ACADEME.

as that!

Last night, at Jordan Hall, Samuel
Dushkln made his first appearance in

Amelia Bingham's presence

Boston, a violinist of distinction in
other parts of the world, held hltrh, it Is
said, by no less a person than Kreisler.

casion."

accompanist was Raymond Bou-

His

—^Detroit

man.
[As the World
It

j

Trevor's

1'elegraph,
other day,
B. Fry from the

list of double Internaalthough no claim is made
I.s
comprehensive.
Fry was
that the list
n triple internationalist, the only one, I
think, having played for England in

the world, not even rugby, parand tradition which
two classes, cricket
and the rest.
Cricket is the most scientific game
player! with a ball, but unfortunately it
has no compensations for the dub and
the duffer, unlike golf which Is essentially a duffer's game.
If there is a
kick In striking a golf ball there must
be a thrill in every stroke, the more the
merrier, and there you have the proximate wherefore of nine in every ten
in

all

of this flavor
divide sports into
tak'.i'S

t

golfers.

'

Even an Irishman ts bemused to see
America making so much fuss over a
t)rimitlv3

game

might have

like

rounders when she
to deck her

had cricket

fields.
It is told of
he left college

A. N. Hornby that when
he applied to his father
and that his father
promptly employed! him at a thousand
pounds a y«ar to keep away from the
business.
L. X. CATALONIA.
for a position,

]-topular.

Dushkln played next, for the
time here, according to the proSpanish suite by Albenlz. The
tango in it, at all events, has been
The first
f-.layed here on the pianoforte.
"maloguena," appears
a
inovpment,
more individual than the Catalan song,
though the entire suite is of a sllghtNics.-^ that lent almost an air of solidity
tn the curious little "Pastourelle" of
Ravel that followed.
Ravel had in every case something in
his head to say and a definite way in
his mind as to how he wished to say It
an odd way that, carried a charm not
easy to explain. Mr. Dushkln played the
Mr.

—

first

trram, a

FALSIFICATION OF HISTORY
>

piece exquisitely.
He closed the group with a show
piece not a|. all familiar, "Tzigane
pretty
Rachmaninoff,
by
Dances,"
enough' and very well played. The final,
set of pieces included a "Yemenite

Chant" by Kirman, a "Danse Slovaque"
by Felbcr and "W'ieniawski's "Russian
Carnival."
excellent violinist

cian, with much
credit, some that

that

that Col.

cricket, rugby anM soccer, and soccer,
a Iiideous nam'3 for association football,
!s not to be disregarded, being In reality the malor sport of England, while
wholly lacking In the fine flavor and
traditions of cricket.
No other game

n

little

HORNBY

Wags:

strans-e

tionalists,

came after. A bright, rhythmically
piquant allegro closed the concerto,
after a short introduction not without

gentle dignity of Its own— the piece
very well, but surely it has no importance.
Like the sonata, Mr. Du!?hkln played
not with the relish
it well, but again
nnd conviction which alone can make
second rate music of a bygone day
That last alle!ive again in this day.
crrp, none the less, runs along with a
facile pleasantness that may make It

seems

News.

Hornby In the London
reprinted in The Herald the
should omit the name of C.

that

most

mind

article ,on A. N.

gan boldly, music of fuller body than
most of Eaccherlni's that is familiar.
But it soon dropped into the pattern
otr the period, and ended not so attractively as it be?:an, though always it
had more character than the andante

is

N.

A.

Mr. Dushkln began his program with
The slow
Trill."
"Devil's
parts of it he played smoothly, in a
muslcianly way. with excellent tone;
the cadenzas dashingly, with a display
of what a non-expert would take to be
a brilliant technique. Much of what
came between, formal music of routine,
Mr. Dushkln made no more Interesting
than other violinists, with one or two
rare exceptions, can do.
He played this rtiuslc so languidly
it Is hard to believe that Mr. Dushkln
his heart of 18th century
is fond in
music, thouprh it would seem as though
he must be, since he foUpwed the
sonata wit: a concerto by Baccherlnl,
a recer.tly discovered manuscript, the
program stated The first movement be-

Tartini'8

A

of

her Jewelry when confronted by burglars Is referred to by
the Toledo Blade as "rising to the oc-

on

sitting

In

had

and musi-

sound playing

was

poetry

brilliant

and

to

his

and a

chai'm

to

As the World Wags:
Carroll Mansfield occasionally falhistory In his "High Lights of
History," which has for some time been
J.

sifies

running as a serial in The Herald. An
example of such falsification by him
was In a recent Instalment which had
to do with the Shays Rebellion in Massachusetts in 1786 and 1787. In that
Instalment one of the illustrations pictured a militiaman in the act of arresting Shays. The letterpress accompanying the Illustration stated that
".Shays was arrested and brought to
trial,
but was later released." That
nioture of the arrest and the statement
that he "was arrested and brought to
trial,

but was later released" are pal-

falsifications of history, having
no more basis of fact upon which to
rest than has Shakespeare's "Midsummer Night's Dream." Shays was never
arrested or brought to trial.

pable

INDAGATOR.

IntelllBence, taste, no doubt a thorough
knowledge of music, a vocal technique
/iupoth
of many excellences, above all a
legato— all these virtues are Mr. WillBut the greateist, for a singer,
iams's.
virtues, vitality, It Is still left for

feat rororted from
Boston. TI. S. A., of leRdlnR the Bible
Mloud In 65 hours «nd 47 minutes Is of
the same order of piety ns that which
inscribes the I^ord's prayer on flnperThe elonalls nnd three-penny bits.

The remarkRblo

Surely Mr. Williams could manage It,
once he felt the nece»!5lty for undertaking In earnest the .development of
a virtue that Is dormaitt.
Richard Hageman played accompant-

the

of

Boston week before last. Recently a
man got up to make an after-dinner
speech and dropped dead. Two died at
the telephone on hearing unexpected
news. An aged man and wife died as
they witnessed two foreigners puncturing each other with stilletos In a railway

I

New England
same

holders

son-ticket

j

disastrou.s to

"Hall, hail, the gang's all
associations with the "worthy
absent are hereby exstuff
chairman"
cmpted from presecutlon and tha case
nol pressed.

j
!

,

;

would bring great pleasure to a verjj
have oftei
large number of persons who
wished to listen to the Boston Sj-mphonj

|

(The Stoughton (Wis.) Courier-Hub.)

According to Mr. Burton,

'PARISH WILLIAMS
Parish Williams, baritone, sang
program last night in Jordan

the

del

mio

La bourse
de soucl, La barbe blanche.
Worships, HoUst:
d'Or Hue; The Heart
Come
Bryan;
Gordon
Coat,
The Persian
Les Silhouettes,
Buv Buzzl-Peccia: Stratton's
Fancy,
carpenter; Captain
et

Boston
^rn"the'''?^ar" since he sang in
gams,
Mr Wilirams has made certain
than formerly
ke' seems more sensitive
cope
can
phrase. He
to the shape of a
could have
more adequately than he
dramatic song
tlone last vear with a
His breath
?,ke Schumann's Soldier.
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roltrol he has
P^o^^ss,
offset these marks of
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to some;
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In The Herald
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your statement regarding some

verified cases
late the many authentic,
of successful predictions.
to te
NOW. If the theory of "What Is there
win be" be not true, how could

As lo.
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certain
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to

though Uie
them, perhaps reflect that
Bert
wave be temporan-. death, aapermaso
"am
Williams used to say.

Brahms,

Hearing
iSXs, "On Debussy,
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I ba bo flippant as
ponderous Dean gives us the
crime wave
sootWlng thought that the
and shotild not dlsIs but temporary,

weary^nV^rto ^an be played without hearer
ntsh and spirit of the
tonight
repeated
^he concert will be
^IH 00"^"^'
Next week Eugene Qoossens
arranged this pro
is a guest. He has
to
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Overture
Weber,
gram:

M.

being.

to say the
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human

Aa the World Wags:
The eminent—may
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they su'
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even a number of years in
recent great "world war" ^^fr.^
Soure
dieted in July, 1869, by Leon
highest tjpe^
scientific man of the
connected with the Pa>^'% ^"/^.V^,^^"^
See page ?8 of 'Supeiat the time.
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normal Faciltles in Man." by
volumes to reIt would require
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r;"t'S^sly t?at"b^ls
concerto tolLrfMr. Thibaud made the He did no.
e-able and to be endured.
soften the
to
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nature of Johannes nor
rugged
when Johamies
d"d he sentimentalize
are Brahmswas in a softer vein. There
Interpreters of

who believe that If
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PRESS CONDUCTS

Bragglottl-Denlshawn
of Mr.
The Herald, apropos

By PHILIP HALE
of the »
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his voice Is stilt at Its best
register and when used

medium

of last

Willi»ms has
with moderate force. Mi'.
uppt^r tones
acquired a freer delivery of
good stead.
which will stand him in
those very
In
and
In his lowest tones
sung he cannot yet maintain vlsoftly

^^.^^.^Tf^Joned"
old la
Sunday, about the

dancing to

was very much

"I

article,

Ipember-s
1

actly as the
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(Mr.
violin concerto
isibenus. symphony

quality that
^vltality. Indeed, Is net the
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distinguishes Mr. Williams's
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somewhat
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after witnessing
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Mel"«

notes the felicitous headline:

to an
about C. H. Bean. Ph. D.. prothe University
fessor of psychology at
finds that the ''most
of LouUlana, who
editorial

basevaluable quality for the football,
player Is brains
ball and basket ball

As the World Wags:
>>/»'-,,.^
The other day, being out
«*"-^d with
ordered lake trout. I was

^---^^^1^1

evidently

vivid

F
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"Dr Bean on Headwork,"
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-revlSbre^'peP
inevlta
the
date vlvaclousness.
ne ^
this breathless,
of
"Jazz"
and

may

more

And a good

tone of voice.
deal is conveyed by the
Delcevare King.
L. It. K. adds: "Page
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Z.., and in
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"The F»y'"%?"^4^Cd.
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still be
tion of this man can
by the use of several words.
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men and women

and

fittingly

who is
scathingly applied to the man
a descripcruel to animals. Probably

"
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generations danced
their
only
that
upon ^^^"^^
work be resurrected,
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»"ter6S^

Mr. Ford
question whether
dances to be revived

'old

now makes PhUadelphlarueat.
Uucted yesterday as ^ Wagner.
gram was as follows

word which can be most

ber-s remarks. P^^'

The twelfth concert
tooj
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symphony Orchestra

Ms hom

vention of

^

School
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night
Parish, or so It seemed last
amazmgly
has dulled somewhat the
concert
earlier
clean edge which, at his
and word. A
he gave to every better
his remarkdulling
the
!n
since
pHy
enunciation has
jable distinctness of

PArtho^ugh

As the W^orld Wags:
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making it all possible.
Quinby is president of the
S Quinby Companies of Boston, New
York and Chicago, dealers In tea and
Waldorf
coffee, and a director of the
NaSystem, Inc., and the Atlantic
Home
tional Bank; Incorporator of the
of
the
trustee
Savings Bank and a
Massachusetts Society for Mental Hy-

L'Ane blanc, Chanson d amour

^

symphonies
rs'who' mlfs\ rn%ea^ins
Thiraud^'s^vi^Unlst and a per-

S.
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for

Wlnfleld

Oh, If he couH see her,
fair
Since she has grown so
His golden Flanders flower,
Jierhalr^.^^^^^
popples
With
in

^"••I
?o"Themstlvrs
concerto
^
l^t the creat unless this

Mr. Quinby has bridged this difficulty.,
But the radio public can thank- thej
and!
trustees, too, for their courtesy

WEEI

U sole dal
Der Soldat,

Gange, Scarlatti; Frelslnn,
Sle hler
Schumann; Ungeduld, Dass Tartarus
gewesen, Gruppe aus dem
Berceuse
Schubert; Croquls d'Orient,
Trlste

was

!

Seems to like the love songs,
The voice of oira so small.

"°;,<5^f^i^^recklessly fantastt-

of music
''Ami so as the conductor

culties to

'

I

O

it

to

Intends that

Blind man In the shadow.
Beside the garden wall.

aporeclate

n

The music appeals

trusteet
recently that the Symphony
decided that the broadcasting of th<
be ^
would
concerts
evening
Saturday
good way in which to meet the annuai
thejl
but
deficit of the concert season;
had long wished that they could a.tA
an op-,
ford to give the general public
portunlty to "listen In." All that stood
now|
and
expense,
the
was
in the way

lesea tos«U;«r.

Gla

harmonic

until
violinist Is content

to the deHcl
of such an enterprise and.
season.
at the end of each concert

Theodore J«rdce K visiting In Madison
with Gu>' S'jnd'. and fiimily. Theodore
and GuV u«'d to atund dUttimt coi-

much

very

BAREFOOT GIRL IN FLANDERS
Barefoot girl in Flanders,
Beside a garden wall;
Singing little love songs.
shawl.
In a gold-colored
Poppies in her brown hair,
dearAnd oh, a smile that'sbrown
cheeK.
But sketched along her
tear.
a
of
Wee traces

*"^P'^re
are
there

tarmly

but pointed to the expensf

orchestra,

like

how Mr. Fort

Just

Is so_ successthesi dances which he done.
be
fully reviving should

wh^
a most favorable
by the audience, made

season-ticket holders and their guestsi
The trustees have long agreed wlthl
Charles W. Burton, manager of WEEI,j
concert^
that the broadcasting of the

ALREADY YET

Glordanl:

moments,

symphony concerts, seatls at
Symphony hall being occupied' by thd

shelf with "spare parts" carefully dated and described.

Gluck;

poser in his

''"^;obab°y no
heTore^ his^eath he
of
lie the concerto

filled a

ben,

know

$12,000

For the last two years, the public,
has had little opportunity to attend the

of collecting himself. In glass Jars and
Starting with an Ingrowing
bottles.
toenail, he went on with tonsils, molars
components, until he had
such
and

ardor,

which
there are pages in
flagged
Uon of the composer
other pages. fP^^'^^^A^c

of the ex-j
will cover the greater share

a London nurs-

would

''".^"oo;

•>i
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(Dally Cliroiiiclc, London)

home of an unfortunate man who
came so frequently under the surgeon's
manipulations that he made a hobby

,

^
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ing

dolce
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times

sibui"^
TTvpn the pauses had ineir
dramatu. bat
A performance Intensely
theatrical In the eal
not for a moment

i

pense of the broadcasts. The remainder
win be contributed by WEEI.

ADD "QUEER HOBBIES"

|

day
gowns The ladles of another and n.any
^ave been indeed 'breathless'
of their
one
'hectlcly flushed' after

l^r^e^n^tlnrth^lif^^^^^^^^

prominent In civic betterment and New
Kngland business and Industrial deHe will give
velopment enterprises.
which
$1000 a week for the 12 weeks,

I

age would nat^jally af

must,

The broadcasting is made possible by
Quinby
the generosity of Wlnfield S.
music enthusiast and
Brookline,
of

S.—All

^ciro mio

chorus of sailors. ^^l^^J^^^^^l^T^^.
yesterday the overture ^^J^^J^^^^^^U

,
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have
ing and costume naturally
methods. The pr^o do with dancing
to go through
'nt generation can afford
since they are not
livelier motions,
tlght-laced
hampered by old-fashioned,

the fortunate seasymphony
the
to
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of the youngfeet the style of dancing
^Style of clothsters of the present day.
much

I

here"

'

folks.
of this athletic

Thrown

concerts.
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INDIGNANT CITIZEN.

told at

as

tntl-

these
degree than was shOvrn by
act Presented
The y^ung dancers In the^^^'hen the ex
the climax of a Pa^y
t.
cltement has reached its ^e'f oung
that J
would hardly be «P«cted
In former genfolks either In this or
the dances in
erations, would perform
"tanner as the o de,
the same dignified
vlgo_
The suppleness. l^eaUh and

'palir ror^nS:
l^' ^^r^nd"
Vanderdecken
overboard, with

will enjoy practically the]

privileges

among

displayed
trlends, they afterward
to a greater,
a hilarity of spirit even
pup Is

yesterday

Quinby

who

at a very lively party

mate
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is

years. The overture
a fantasia on airs fr°'",Wa»"^^4°^^^rf"

this
the broadcasting of the music of
of
orchestra In Its entirety. Hundreds
in
J
thousands of muslc-lovlng radio fans

,

have watched th^se cases for some
time, and they are very common. It Is
wrong to put persons into unaccustomed
limelights as the shock damages greatIf so many die of fear and excitely.
ment how many mora must be badly
wounded In their nervous systems, and a
strained nervous system won't digest
a boiled dinner until it has. had a rest
from excitement. The custom of dragging simple-living old people into publicity at receptions and weddings where
they have to dress In a way that in-

The story

Gift

inating Company, of Boston.
This series will be the first In the
orhistory of the Boston Symphony
organizaohestra. The trustees of the
permit
tion have refused heretofore to

1

I

when

a
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Pogsi-

station
radio
be broadcast from
WEEI, the Edison Electrical Illum-

station.
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""I't

which they

older
have spoken to a great many day,
assure me that In their

"1

people

performance of f^h's^i^yf'
^her in opera
been heard In Boston ^
house or concert hall ^"'"'"^ "^Vaf
.^^-^ not

Saturday evenings, the concerts of
will
the Boston Symphony orchestra

said to cause nearly half of the diseases,
rertalnly it often causes death. Foar of
riang-er or death caused three deaths in

I

S.

We

stirring

Beginning a week from tomorro-w,
and continuing for 11 successive

watchman. He was an ex-burgVar b-eFear is
fore he became a watchman.

them.

-

In

Intended to be done.

soulless prenot marred by military and
Judicious, perIt would not be
cision.
ability
haps, to Judge his interpretative
"adlng of the
from one concert. His '"teUlgently.
re
was
familiar overture
more

markably dramatic.

Made

m

manner

dignified

His beat is fear and
performance >8 elastic,

Koussevltzky.
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$12,000

from W.

,

WorM Wags:

is
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In the newsrap<?rs this week appeared
an account of a burglar who died of fear
while In a taxicab with the package Of
?13,000 that he had stolen from the
hank where he was employed as a night

jures their sensibilities

Broadcasting

I

Is

decisive, but the

every

sense of the word.

CHEERIOI
As the

In

^ments that were outstanding

compares the dancing
aier -'Mellie.' He
on the sUgc with
of the older couples
declaring that
youngsters,
the
of
that
the
^^teps
the former damoed these
were

They agree

gladly to his wishes.
His
not too demonstratively asserted.
merely
gestures are not superfluous, not
ho Is like Mr
for the audience. In this

to develop.

pupils assisting Fld-

Denlshawn

gi..tU

:.x,-

His authority

If

occasion were not
accustomed to chanting the
the day, but members of the
s»ct, whose ambition seems
iisrd to explain unless they associate
the coming of the klnsdom of heaven'
with the speed at which they can scamper through holy writ. This Is not the
onlv observance in America which Illustrates the well known truth that one
man's piety is another man's blasphemy.
—London Observer.

ruHonlsts
i-boir boys
psalms for
Adventist

of

tlon

ala inter,..

in order to
a work effective.

them

of

[of all

him

mako

tsrus-

barn dance' act, with the
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tia itnowti

musicians:
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'

his
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the
told the waitress that
I
halibut.
like hnK
trout tasted very much
w.
they
fShe said: "Oh, yes. sir,

She same school toKothehUrher education.
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lOMAIS.

some exhibition

'without
shall be driven In tlraa to devote
:

own

some fraction of the
which we bestow upon

gpeclee

aniJ science

livestock.

—Dean

Kve.
of the results of people merely

One

earning to read Is the most calamitous
press
.utput of trash that the printing
ever put forth.—
;if any reneratlon has
.iamsay MacDonald.

mensely wealthy.

from her unique entrance

in

barrel in last week's show. VI is selffrleBd!;.
•eliant and refuses help, despite

But now! Is it necessary for our
most esteemed journals to Imitate the
Police Gazette, which was seen only In
barber shops, crooks' hang-outa and
houses of Ill-fame?
And what of our "respectable sothe
ciety women, who evidently caught
craze? Have they no sense of modesty?
social standI have been amazed at the
and
ing of some of these women, wives
yes, and
men,
daughters of our famous

So Mr. Lemuel W. Standlsh. representative from Stoneham, has brought

a

to abolish the

bill

New Tear

holi-

In all the

now observed

Is

and colonial possesIt
sions. For years In New York state
was a day of social courtesies and liquid
In New England there
refreshment.
was Uttle attention paid the day except
spoken and rather perfunctory
formula. "I wish you a Happy New
Tear"; but In the towns of New York
there was open house. We well rememiber our first knowledge of New Year's
The eminent
hosplUlIty In Albany.

West

^

\

;

it

™

has even Invaded the re-

What shall one say of a
ligious field.
committee of a well known and respected religious organization as portrayed in a newspaper recently published.

for the

These modern pictures have usually
no such excuse as those In the old-time
The handsome and shapely
Gazette.
ladles of those days are seldom seen,
and the barber shop experts of the
present day spend Uttle time over the
sometimes almost ludicrous "portrait of
a lady," artists say, now displayed.
Besides they do not have to do so,
as everybody Knows^.^^

waa then visiting
John Meredith Read, the pompous Individual who was once amusingly por-

Prof. Goldwln Smith

trayed In an editorial In the New York
Times as the Intimate friend of kings.
Making the rounds, we entered Mr.
Read s house. Our companion, seeing
Paul Cooper, the son of the novelist,
standing in the dining room, hailed
him: "I say. Cooper, let's have a glass,
of punch." "No," answered Mr. Cooper;
to
"I have had punch. I am beginning
think well of Goldwln Smith; if I have
J.
like
another glass, I'm afraid I shall
One of Charley
Read."
Meredith
Backus's best stories told In January at
entertainments of the San Francisco'

streets.

in the summer of
The
Francisco in 0<=*'>j!5' ^^^25.
Quartet. It was played by them in San
quartet are based on American Indian
this
of
movements
last
and
second
is taken from
The principal theme of the second '""J^.^^^^
themes.
it,
Concerning
Book."
Indians
Natalie Curtis's "The
^l^'J^^^J''^^^^^
from his "^^ive
JiHf ^ ^ to my
"Tuari (Young Eagle) is at work far
song that I sing
own
my
you
for
0sked for a song, he said: 'I will sing
in Laguna and
home
at
is
she
"Bt^t how can you sing to her when
wife
answered
stared at the question, then
youth
Pueblo
"Jhe
here'"
vou are

'Nature unadorned."

And now

I

Barbara

some

^

.

than a
Some of the concerts annour^^d for this week demand more
new viola player,
passing notice. The Flonzaley quartet comes with a
at the Leningrad
Nicholas Moldavan. Bom at Odessa, he was graduated
during the BolRussia
leave
to
Obliged
honors.
high
with
Conservatory
invited last
was
He
1920.
in
States
United
the
shevist reign, he came to
d'Archambeau, the viola
year to ioin the Flonzaley quartet when Felicien
to resign his position
player at that time, was forced, through ill-health,
a quartet by FredThe program of the Flonzaley quartet will include
Mr.
Boston.
first time
the
for
performed
will
be
It
erick Jacobi.
with Rubm Goldstudied
He
1891.
in
Francisco
Jacobi was born in San
quartet, composed at Santa
mark Paul Juon and Ernest Bloch. This
to the San Fr,,e,sco Stnng
dedicated
1924. is

of them justly famous in their
own rights, evidently exerting themselves to show as much as possible of

territories

states,

might be said that

It

tion.

jffers.

In

owner im-

so vulgar, the press In general never
followed the pink sheet's example. The
times were not ripe for such an Innova-

,.

day, which

Its

performances of
be the third or fourth time that Miss Nichols has given
purpose.
the comedy in different parts of the country with this laudable
Exchange in
Tickets may be obtained at the Disabled Ex-Service Men's
Tremont and
Boylston street, at Herrick's and at the Winchester Stores,

this paper, although pink, was the original yelUow journal.
Either from fear of the law or because It never occurred to them to be

(From an Omaha Announcement)
Shaffer Is still busy picking out

V!

made

the Police Gazette

UNIQUE AND SELF-RELIANT
splinters

Through the efforts of Mrs. Clarence R. Edwards and by reason of
Rose."
the regard that Anne Nichols, author and producer of "Abie's Irish
place
has for disabled ex-service men, a performance of this play will take
Disabled Exat the Castle Square Theatre next Thursday afternoon. The
This will
Service Men's Exchange will receive the gross receipts intact.

seems we have not only a "JazB"

It

It does
age, but a "leg" age as well.
not seem so very long ago that a few
"low-brow" newspapers made a business of carrying on their front pages
only the pictures of famous, and Infamous, actres.ses and the like in tights
for the delectation of barber shop paThe famous pink sheet called
trons.

Inge.

prefer dogs to children It 1«
I
If
nalnly because the dogs do not ply me
vith embarrasBlng Questions.—'Mr. JuaIce

a woman

of

"
en deshabille.'
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though

to her

ju- tTy!

X~'tateTarro?
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Ihe^^orses

a'nd

the\elds."

noted by the composer in New
"The tkemet in the last movement were
dance music of the village of
MexicI -JSy are parts of the ritualistic
Rain Dances. Com Dances and
anS Santa Clara-Basket Dances,

Sue
War

.

^

Dances."

^

Cambridge.

Our correspondent should h»ve lived In
when a leg was euphemisprurient
tically called a "limb" and the

i

the years

years ago were gold beaters

m

Flanders^
^^t

Seaux

France, in 1867,

prudes used to clothe piano legs In pantalets.— Ed.
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minstrels In New York
tion of how he spent a

was

his descrlp-

I

Tear's day
and was urged in every house to drink
We doubt If even before prohibitea.
same
tion ruled this land, there was the
revelry In private houses, the same alcohollc dampness in the atmosphere as
there waS in the seventies.
In our little village in the western
part of this commonwealth there was
no calling— for one "called" in those
days, one did not "visit" except out of
town—to exchange good wishes; there
was no luring sideboard or dining table.
On one New Year's day, two of the
younger middle-aged men togged themselves out in their Sunday best and
went from house to house In the afterthe
noon, endeavoring to Introduce
ceremony. Their attempt was a ghast-

New

The good

people, called
could not conceal their surprise at
ly failure.

And

the last week
cusof December. No one of the other
calendar.
a
for
tomers asked
L- W. BULL.
Stopeham.

what

Ye management of the Theatre Royal,
Manchester, Eng., offered a prize of
consolation prizes
five guineas and 10
best and
of half a guinea each for the
shortest definition of a lady. Six hunThe
received.
dred definlntions were

Implore.

would not have you creeping through

was awarded to the writer of
speaks
this: A woman, who, when she
a.«enIto a man, makes him feel Uk«

the aisle

prize

first

Of shadowy trees with faint, rejoicing
smile,

heart swell beneath your

tleman.

benlson.

RUSSIAN CHOIR
choir,

Basile
a conKlbalchich, conductor, will give
Symphony hall at
cert this evening in
fol-

The Russian symphonic

gladly don.

S o'clock.

my dream and

am

will

Tantum Ereo

Remembered, but unwept.

I

The program

me you may

•

not work
Ti'tuefhrnfle^'

will,

the loser, but the gainer,

be as

lows:

live

your

•

-,p,-,a„Snov

(new- siyH Rus»lan Choral

M(^ic reudcre-l for

still.

•

first

-n.e

In

Amerlca^^^^^

M. B. W.

Worcester.

the

!

the

interesting

Th"

the

products

1915

with Sir

Stanford's "The Critic."
Thomas Beecham^
orchestra and began
for' iff
play's"
etse
In the summer of 1921
the British National and
^^^'^'^'^/j^f^onducted
He
works
'^^^ ^'^^^^^jj^
to bring out modern
^he London Symphony
Carl Rosa opera companies,
of 1924 he organized
.pH^g
organizations.
"P""f^ ^^^^ to the United
Orchestra, and other
concerts in
Lo^^^^-^^^^^tf/Jhitoonic Orchestra
a series of chamber
to conduct the
States in the fall of 1923
17th). the pro'^^-^^^J^
cone
I
his first
at
and
j^.^^^^y.^orsakov
(Eastman School of Music)
Michael
^^^^^'
gram contained music by
'press, a brother of

^^f" f^^^^^"

^ig,

,«\r

f

Gramger and
Jymphony
J'-^'^'the
the S>2Phony
who conducted

Press,
'cello

concerto).

The

list oi

f^^^^

mr^^

v

stage^chora^^^^^
eluding music for the

Dvorak's
last week, played
compositions is a long one, mmusic, songs
j ^nd chamber
^
^^^^^^^ ,,,,
studied at the Boyal

Royal College of
Adolf, a horn Pl^^^?-'
^^^^^^^^'l^Je^y of Music and the
oboist, teaches at the
orchestra.
Opera
Royal
Koyai
the
of
«^oe
p
first
^.^^
Music, London, and is
Smyth, the ^o'^P°^f
heart and rarely
A gift from Ethel"garette
^g^k
a
has
he
As
case^
She gave Eugene a
'

-s

rt^;.'Lr;Is VounVell^^^^^^

deflected

when

it

struck

the
been conductmg, as a guest,
n
fortnight
ortnignt has
is

^
the last f
Eugene during
New York Symphony Society^

j^ion of importance
^^^^^^ g^^^^,,^
performed tonight at the
^'^^St^SaTn\'f''TJut;e;''?exi?t%ill be
trumpeter^
Mager,
Copley-Plaza with Mr.
^te" was founded in
music '^J^b called La iro"ipe
In 18G7 a chamber
often P^^^^^ .;J\P^^"%^,
Paris. Saint-Saens
trumpet, though urged

^

tht
to write a piece
He 4ould say: "I'll
^^^f
^ft be iustified
the
that
to do so
you will have to
it
perform
to
guitars, arm x
^Vuitarr
2o
^
write you a concerto for
Impossible." But
for
depopulate Castille
^^^^^ J;rl%ontSn:d a "Preambule"

was unwilling

Sd

'.

'.

Ulmsky-KorsakoT

solo)

(Dlmltri Creona)

'Z^^^S:^^^^^^^^^
<P^TddeJ
an^
intermezzo
28 ll80? a minuet,

gavotte were added.

of
Spalding's recital and the concert
be regretted that Mr.
evening.
same
the
on
place
take
will
the FUzaley Quartet
'

It is to

Amy

sinister

flavor.
Chocolates,
throat lozenges and other
apparently cannot be sold

From

Bruch
Kol Nldrel
Bells (Indian Love Lyric)
The Temple
^
»roodforde-Flnrten

"Commercial pictures and advertising
cigarettes,

OP"»i,i„'iflS;^^,ov

Ippolitov— Ivuuov
Fete
Nightingale <«o,.rr,n„ Soh.K Tchaikovsky
(Alexandra Schlikeritch)
'

Sadko (tenor

States:

catch

Church scene from
"eisnnt

paragraph
abrldgjnent by Mr. Whiting of "The State of
England" printed in The Herald. While
the paragraph refers to Great Britain,
might equally apply to the United
It
in

String Quartet.

^^^^^
^^^JL^
-s
--^ef mticX

so

-^jf

A JEREMIAD
World Wags:
This letter was suggested by a short

s

gSe ?nd^D-£s.^rrrm
He a

Henr; Wood's^.chestra^

l=,c;i-

Old gods forgive!

Old gods, with

IZl

the case.

Ah, you I had forgot and quite forsworn.
The other gods whose yoke I may not

Pass down the alley of

trying to catch

AT THE ANANIAS CLUB

|

mourn
And always

still

As the World Wags:
during
I was In a shop

upon

day time.

my

was

I

_^

(For As the World Wags)
Old gods, give o'er!
My empty hands would droop, no more

Though

while

breath, he went on:
"Sure, the general looks over at me
'Vous
In the crowd, and he says to me,
So I says, "Wee, mon gensoldatt?"
And
mltralloose."
eral sample soldatt,
he says. 'Oh, phutt, phutt, phutt! Pas
"
F. F. BARBOUR.
bon, pa^ bon!'

mv

AT A DESERTED ALTAR

I

ARMS

"So he speaks English, does he?"
picked
"I guess not, but of qpurse I
up French when I was over there, so
all right."
I could talk to him,

|

they thought untimely and disturbing
visits in the

IN

As the World Wags:
The other day, I met my old friend
Dick Casey, the good and simple-minded
his old
old roughneck, and knowing that
overseas Instructor, Gen. Gounaud, had
had
he
If
him
asked
I
been in town,
met the general.
tne
and
me
"Oh, sure," says Dick,
general had quite a little talk."

j

'

arr. by Klbalchich
Song of Cral Cossacks
.mckoiskj
reasantry
Volga Boatmen Song
(Riisslnn)
Soldiers' Marching Song
(for male voices) nrr. Klbnlchicli
Steschcnko)
(Soloists: V. nanilov and Ivan

ArchaMgclsU;
Polonaise
Bcrbian Kolo (Native p.imc song)
lo-filovalilan

Dance Song

arr.

„.K.,i,,.,u
by Klbalcblcb

came before the curtain, announced
on account of unpa d salaries,
orchestra
the

Mapleson
o'dock
r^X; wartrouble
with
8

thai there

Col

The
performance with piano accompaniment.
and offered to give the

a_u-

^

arc always with us. as \velT as the censors, there is much more active accomplishment, intelligent, subtle and imaginative work, to cheer a borort
In this, as yet short, season there have already been "The
film goer.
Gold Hush." "The Unholy Three," "A Woman of the World," "A Kiss for
Cinderella," "The Merry Widow," "The Phantom of the Opera," "Thj
Vanishing American" and "Stella Dallas," which in many respects reminds
one of "Greed" in the saliency of its characterizations, in its unabashed
realism. Dir^ctprs' films all of them, in the sense that in each one it is
the director who has made an imaginative and cogent thing of the picture,

2t»
™' "™

Mnpkson appeared.

,8«in Col.

Ti£m,mbm

of the

disb.nded^M.pleson eompany.

»m

B.u„

„,..o,d

.S«XS».~IttS.™™leTi^^^^
.ften,o«„ in

Sn i'^'rUCX
f
Symphony
Hall

But 'Andre. Chenier'

rhlSeita. next Saturday

well diversified^^

is

,

^

I.

4.

„

ivfv

prS-

S;^1r%he

«?nkolov

11.
1 he progx
v
the hrst ^^'^P
Procris." ^'•^try-Mottl,
from his Oe^^^^
of the Theban Shepherds

evening. Feb.

will visit Boston on Thursday
ballet-suite. "Ceph.le and

viutt;*^^

^

Kv-lfn:/,r^^rA

.,

Sibelius; Enesco's "Dance
Loeffler's "Memories of
..p^.^^^ j^^^ „

the^^^^^^^^^^^

SLrJr: sins Sor Cpi.^^;^ o4e.»

...

instead of wallowing in crudities and sophomorisms.
But to return to the Film Guild, the rumor that»we have scouted
The greatest difficulty is with the Massachuis not an unfounded one.
Their rulings
setts censors, who function so delightfully on. Sundays.
alone bar three-quarters of the best films. "A Woman of Paris," "The
Kid" and "Broken Blossoms," may be moral on Monday, but decidedly
immoral on Sunday. And we can think of no better place for the showings
than the Repertory Theatre; perhaps if there is enough pressure brought
E. G
to bear, something may be done about it.
Jt^Jt

1^

I

~

ABOUT THE FILM GUILD

r««lrl.

K

Bove

Care
Cestl; Vezzosette e

Fal-

Carlss.m.:

pi

^^^/.^Xt

Tm^'^MtXn^^

two
Les Cloches. Honegger;
by
transcribed
folksongs,
J^^^
Vie Bustlque, IVAbTaylor-La
pe.m.
Carpenter,
Mdonee; May. the Maiden,
M* company along. Hageman.

^^Ue.

off Broadway, the In"sTa f°eVm!>n?hs ago, in a theatre somewhere
with
itself
ensconced
Guild
terna'tional ?llm Arts
-f^^'^-^^l^'^t
of Pans" and "The Last Laugn,
fo revive everything from "A Woman
I* was only a tor
Hyde."
Mr.
and
Jekyll
: "BrokerBSm^s" and "Dr.
that ^he las
discovered
someone
the guild had come into existence that
was worn out, and so the picture
pr^nt of "The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari"
dia few days ago Symon Gould, the
coS never be shown again. But
the track of a good and
on
"successfully
was
he
that
rector announced
cubist distortion and ot
compete prTnt" of it, and so this masterpiece of
lost.
abnormal psychology, is not
Hrivin?
thing, but a drmng
The Film Guild is not merely a lovely, visionary
all over the country, where films
actuality, which intends to have outposts
their original and unbe shown
of intrinsic beauty or significance may
enjoyed an appreciab e cu
have
that
those
only
not
entirety,
expurgated
other, have slipped
or
reason
some
for
which
ones
the
culation, but also
or no commercia value
by unnoticed. In this way films that have little
very close parallel bea
is
there
so
and
will not be completely inundated;
tween this organization and the Theatre Guild.
the same film, placing them in
It is also reviving several versions of
same evemng, for comjuxtaposition, or rather in succession, during the
a chance to retract or
reviewers
give
the
this
does
only
not
And
parison.
films that they onca
of
opinions
inherited
and
original
intensify their
but it is the only
masterpieces,
as
quote
to
hailed, and have continued
of appreway to establish anything like real criticism, and a full measure
rapiddelightful and wayward of the arts, which is so

*°

IBr«ii

what

them. But

'

It

songs

would have been agree-

able to

(c)

Miss Passmore, a native of Houston,
studied at the Royal Conservatory,
Vienna. When the war broke out she
purreturned to the United States and
debut
sued her studies. She made her
ComOpera
Cincinnati
In 1920 with the
the
pany, but became a member of
She
Chicago Opera Company in 1923.
as
House
Opera
Boston
sang at the
She has sung in opera as a
Lucia.
and
Austria
cities of Germany,
guest

Tex

m

Holland.

poems could not be unAmericans, hearderstood; how many
French (or Gering for the first time.
It In deman) verse sung, can follow

fault that the

Reading, or rather skimming ma«»poetzines publishing contemporaneous
verses
ry. verses in free or rigid form,
grim
of soulful yearnings, attempts at

voice of,
are a mezzo-soprano
quailvolume and, at its best, of a
and Individual an unty both beautiful
the form of a
„^ual sensitiveness to
legato: and a
ohrase as well as a neat
and poetic
musical
the
keen Insight into
not common
meanlnl of a .ong that Is

realism,
Blres,

others
large

:

:

!

,

:

seriousness is
person with a
is not silliness: a sane
pretty gift «f satire. He, too, has read
Witness his
the "poetry periodicals."

"Hollywood"
"The Marriage Circle"
"Grandma's Boy"
"Oliver Twist"
"Broken Blossoms"
"Wild Oranges"

too,

our literary scenes.
Saddest this sight to me.
of little magazines
graves
The

should not remIs a pity Mrs. Day
which hanipers her
edy a vocal defect,
she showed
since%ven thus handicapped,
interes terpen yesterday a singularly
musivoice
with
ng singer, a singer and
ntellisence
c fnshlp,
Imagination
intelligence and

Women"

voluble critics.

Although the .same superlatives are flung at the movie makers, and
retorts, there has been a very subtle change in the last
few years in the attitude of the lay public toward the films. They aie
not quite the anathema that they once were, and although the puritans

olanship,
all at her

i

command.

j

Among

she likes to

I

But the list grows appallingly yet there are some who deny the
cinema anything of an achievement in the past. Of course a great many
but
of the films we have just enumerated are not of the earliest vintage,
each one has its peculiar excellences, and there are so many that are lost
and
in the shuffle of weekly film going, and so many which like "Greed"
"The Last Laugh," are given so little advance notice that the layman only
It is
discovers them when they have gone, into the cinematic morgue.
only when something like the guild comes along and exhumes them that
they begin to be a little more than names that are quoted excitedly by

f

LIBERATORS

'1

Isomrsongs,

i,

not pontifical, his gaiety

i.

"Passion"

we

chamber. Mr. Preston, as many know.
column
Is a writer of an entertaining
does
for the Chicago Daily News, but he
slaughterhouse
not woo the Muse at the
He
river.
Skunk
of
banks
the
or on
can be serious, ho can be gay; but his

:

system of voice
^^Bec'ause of a curious
ensure equal
Tiroduction which fails to
Mrs.
all notes
to
beauty a? all times
to sing a phrase
Day s not always able entire
with
song,
7 c^l nnthine of an
of sound
^n.h beauty ani continuity
like to do:
r'lt ^s ob\':ious she wouldsong a blind
he course of a single
fn
thie.,
guessed
have
might
Ustener
were BlnglnK
wonren, instead of one,
sing very

i

|

explosions of suppressed deturn gladly to Keith Preston's "Top o" the Column" sent to us
by Pascal CoVici of Chicago, the pubthe
lisher of books worth putting on
shelf or on the night-stand In the bed

- .

„
one of Mrs.
This clear articulation Is
her
Among
assets.
valuable
Days most

—

Ko^''^>'

Kudoli.lie

Ich Kosae delne Lippen

(First Time)
Miss roBsmore
Tchaikowsky
ItaRan Caprice
Theme and Variations with Orchestra .... I'nK.li
Mies Pasemurc

What

.

Granaaoi

•

Along

Me

(b)

hear

tail7

•
v--,;?,''"
Mgbt.
Mozart

Jota

^af brnxl:
Company

know what they were about.
extremely dls-.
Mrs Day sings with
was not her
it
tinct enunciation, so

I

.

same burning

i

in Honegger's
Is
i=
lo
T^^-^^ Is more
utmost of. Thera
,he made the
been expect u.
than might have too, and harmony
eoMAto rhythms,
seemed. Indeed,
pleMMAt enough. They

y^.^ mere
there
melody

'

the

them are

of

'

I

it

:U*amore

,

Romania

(a)
(b)

Ish

most

"Trifling

'Magic Flute"
M188 Passmore
Suite. "n>eria"

from

_

_

films
^^AUhoifgh^here have been insurgent attempts at reviving older
at the Lancaster
one
successful
exceedingly
the
been
has
there
and
here,
seasons established a
Theatre, where the manageress has for several
we have seen Passion,
definite "review day" ior every week, and where
many
"A Woman of Paris," "Broken Blossoms," "Tol'able David" andformed
others—there is a need, and, we believe, a public for a fully
that wo
Film Guild. And so we herewith offer a tentative list of pictures
would like to see it present:
"A Woman of Pans"
"The Last Laugh"
"Tillers of the Soil"— (a French
"The Cabinet of Dr. Galigari"
"The Golem"
film that has not been shown here.)
"Nanook of the North"
"Bill" a French film of Anatole
"Driven"
Frances's "Cranquebille."

(b) Puck'i Mimiot.....
;VkAria, with Orcheetra, "Queen of the

.^pf,

let us
like.

i

Dopplet

~

"Ilka"

^Yaf^Romanxa

and Russian. They
Spanish. Hebrew
when they listen to
especially
or
do;
like those "cloches
modem songs Instance,
or the SpanHonegger for
charm—
and
song, of character
"pUy she did not

!

CONCERT

B. A. A.

Overture,

Boston

are 8°
^-"f

I

follows:

^ 'g^neX^

^uuure. surely s'^*
even Boston people

m

Chaplin comedies.

view

of

\

will give a concert tonight at 8 o'clock
Athletlo
In the gymnasium of the Boston
The program will be as
Association.

takes seriously the

Day

Mrs.

KMT York humorous

_

"Salome" with Nazimova.
"Merry-Go-Round"
"Greed"
"Shadows"
"The Kid"— and all the Charlie

If

I

Melvena Passmore, coloratura soprano,
and the Vanninl Symphony ensemble

Qr,tcVianinoft;

only

"Where the Pavement Ends"

^

Berceuse.
Kaddisch. Ravel;
El vito. Joaquin Nm.

st^uss;

sounded more palpable
It
planning to estabt?at fhe SAtor^ Theatre was
that led us into this disstCeveLgs,
HsS
°utwhether the films are, as they say
nnisition on film revivals. And
inside of them
goes
it
as
or
infancy,"
?ide the studio? ''still in their
an art as it is with
'•iin^ of aee " it is the same with an industry and anything of a past
is
there
that
'wienUphistication sets in
it

the

terest cf the children in these concerts,
and to listen to their pertinent remarks
They are far
as they leave the hall.
more alert listeners than their elders.

Sa^m^erung,

a few days

"Deception"
"The Birth of a Nation"

dl Orfeo,

Kuehler
"660:^2^ (Florldia); O Kuehler
die
ist
das
Tod.
wlUd. per
d e
die Leler, An
N»«ht. Brahms; An
die
durch
Traum
MMlk Schubert;
Mlnne
Ich trage Melne

—

ciation of this

from

Suites;

''S^NrMioCore.

to
Notable Achievements of the Screen
Be Revived Here

Zn-^i is

Kakoczy March; Bizet, Minuet
second of the I'Arlesienne
Tschaikowsky's Chinese dance,
Rimsky-Korsakoff's Bumble Bee, and the
Brahms and Ivanoff which have already
The unison singing,
been mentioned.
which was much more substantial in
volume this time, was of "Dixie." It
.s curious to watch the increasing inBerlioz,

in

afternoon
program yesterday

(15-16-); Invocatlone

nUVinuD-li for

rppoutoa-rlvanofli's
the solo passages
Caucasian sketches.
Some of the material was a repetition
o( last season, although when he came
to this, Mr. Schelling glanced briefly
over it, and the program in lull included

ELIZABETH DAY

^

l

That died to make verse free.
appreciates the proud pre-emi-

He

nence of Chicago's criminal record. The
gun-play of the bandits, and the tolare
erance shown by beaks and cops
Read
to him a source of inspiration.
this

:

NOCTURNE

1

the sweetest little lady stlck-up;
So saintly good was she
Kid
The cops all wondered where the
could pick up
Such perfect piety.

It

CHILDREN ENJOY
SATURDAY CONCERT
current seachUdren'3 concerts of the Boston Symthe
son with members of
he talked
Yesterday,
phony orchesti-a.
oboe.
of the flute, the
f«^/^^«^
the L-ng
on
with a few brief comments
His soloists were Mr. Ho!>
»„y. hnrn
Bladet. ""t-t, M.v
fhe h^pistf Mr.
the obop of the
Stanislaus, who played
symphony;
all^eUo of Brahms second
Mr. Speyer
ii^uexe, viola player, ai.d
pUiX'd
Ai-tiere,
^T^o. together with Mr.

'

was

in a kind of glor>-.
Most mystical and meek:
(it made a
prayed
she
,"Oh, Gawd!"
front page storj").

She cast her eyes up

"Don't

let

The cops

all

'em catch

my

sheik!'

started In t« sniff and hic-

cup.

The sob

sisters to eob.

the loveliest Uttlo lady stlck-up
That ever pulled a Job."

"Ums

Is

captain banged his

^

subject

the

uijoii

(The sob slstera all flinched):
"Girlie," he cboked, as well as
able,

for

I
I

I

went

Into n

At the end o£
with a dull headaclic.
the second movement I thought I could

table

actually feel my. blood circulating.

he was

The

movement In this remarkable
Spins-Motion series brought an amazing feeling of exhilaration. One motion
seemed to open and shut my backbone
third

"Tour boy-friend shan't be pinched."

,

Charles Lamb, disliking: country

life,

like

extolled the '"sweet security" of London's streets.
Mr. Preston, finding
poetry In the sweet Insecurity of Chiago's streets. Is not blind
the
to
beauties of Nature.

(Lout«TlIl*, N.

T., Journal

sun upon our lawn,
hold thee doubly dear,
Knowing that when the day Is gone
As moonshine thou'lt appear!
He knows his Horace, Catullus, Tlbullus, and hears them singing as if
they were now alive. The ode of Horace beginning "Persicos odi puer apparatus." has tempted many to imitation in English. Thackeray's vecsion is
perhaps the best. Here is Mr. Pres-

and BepubUcan)

—In

little

I

THE SIMPLE LIFE

The People's Choral Union, George
Sawyer Dunham, conductor, showed

me

not of cabarets
the late loop-haired lingers.

tell

A

glass of home brew cool and
Wets down my home-cook-ed

Hymen

In saffron robe,

That

is,

oft

^

j

|

i

with taper clear

And men of independent means.
White pale instructors In their cells.
Deaf to the lure of wedding bells.
Each wisely husbanding his stipend
Lead long researches to a ripe end.
Mr. Preston, born in Chicago in 1884,
is a college man
with several honorary degrees. For 10 years he taught
Latin at Northwestern University. He
lias written other books than the one
from which we have quoted: among

Bennett's cantata for women's
solos,
voices with soprano and baritone
"The Lady of Shalott", the 1925 Nationcompetial Federation of Music Clubs
Though this question will not
tion
a Faure
say,
unless,
down—has music,
wrote it, much to add to Tennyson's
porm, the beauty of which lies nmetenths in the sound of its words and in
Mr. Bennett found
its varied rhythm'.'
gracefully melodious measures to fit its
Would not the composition gain
lines.
shortened? The
i£ the latter halt were
emotional climax having been reached
is
with the Lady's cry: "The curse
come upon me", to avoid, in the lengths
the feeling of an antlthat follow,
climax is no easy matter.
Here and there in the cantata, in the
opening chorus above all, the women's
choir sang with extremely good tone.
Mme. Maentz and Mr. Bennett sang the
solos musically and with fine tone.
After some brilliantly played organ
solos by Mr. Mauro-Cottone, came Samuel Love'r's poem, "The Whlstlin' Thief"
for mixed chorus by Franz C. Bornschein of Baltimore, a second work to
win a prize, that offered by the People's
Mildred Vinton
Choral Union itself.
played the piano accompaniment, and
Ainiee Burpee whistled here and there
Sung with
a bar to point the text.
might have
spirit though the words

the Diction of the
of the Latin Comedy."

UNDER AND ABOVE GROUND
As the World Wags:
Tour column is always open to the
oppressed and the abused.
Permit me to state a few words respecting the Boston Elevated, Underground, and Bus Service System.
so are the employes.
It is unique
One cannot do without the other ^yet

—

the

—

—

'

I

—

Hobart Bradstreet's

adv.

mr'-irt

exhilaration before.

I

j

following
Sonata,
C
program
minor, Beethoven; Partita, B minor,
:

;

j

i

j

j
,

I

nence after

After Mr. Mauro-Cottone had played
more organ solos, the concert
with Frederick S. Converse's
psalm for mixed chorus and soprano
solo, 'T Will Praise Thee, O Lord," sung
Not
last year by the Cecilia Society.
to hear It was a disappointment to a
warm admirer of Mr. Converse's work,
Since
but the concert was very long.
the occasion was primarily choral, perhaps fewer organ pieces would have
janpwersd Just as well.
R. R. G.

;

Mr.

i
1

;

of

Hayden moveThey
ments, very charming and varied, and
delightfully played, with a full recognltion of tfie fact that liaydn was a

of

La

Folia,

MaiS:h

the accompaniand musically. Mr.

Lamson played

Intelligently
Krejsler will give

Moorhouse, 'cello. These ladies showed
they have heads on their shoulders.
Recognizing, it seems safe to guess, that
chamber music in the ordinary course
of events has a hard row to hoe, with
a fine sagacity of their own, they hit
on something different. 'Who could have

began with three

voices,

through

church-like

ments

Persls Cox, piano; Marion

scheme than that

outlines;

violinists.

made up by Barbara Wer-

hit on a neater
last night?

mingling

sonorousrvess of the
Its variations and
return; and again in the VleuxIts
temps concerto, once considered a thing
of radical form and content, it wa.3
Krelsler at his best.
And when he is so, there is norce who
can surpass him in the exquisite subtleties of tone, the loveliness of his
upper harmonics, th-3 amazing passion
that never runs over, the warmth and
sympathy of the man. Not once did he
play an encore until the close ot his
concert. He has s-at a new fashion for

the

theme

new organization, the Boston
~A.
Chamber Music Trio came before the

I

over.

partita, with their
their fire. Incisive

_HAMM MUSIC

!

Is

and the allegro of the Beethoven In the
clear and buoyant .dances of the Bach

aVE PROGRArOF

ner,

It

And from the Beethoven sonata, the
second of the three that he wrote fcr
Alexand'er I, and one of the best of his
full second period, through the Corelll,
Through
It was a Krelsler In the vein.
the poignant and lovely adagio, the gay
and tumultous rhythms of the scherzo,

21.

another

will

ley

Zlatko

J

j

j

'

assisting
include Mas-

violinist,
will'

RUSSIAN
At
Symphony

VSML

hall last «Teo<B9i t»
|^

very large andlenoa, th» Russian 9f^
phonio Choir, with BasUe KllbaeohloK

i

the conductor, and the soloists LudmOa
Peodorova, Iran Btesoheako, Mma.
Schllkovotoh, A. Orlgorlefr ana DmlM
Creona, iravs a program of TTiiiiiilM
choral mnsia, Otuok's Tanttim Brso, tiM
Pilgrim Chorus from "Taanhauserr,"
and a miscellany of peasant aonsa, as
well as an exoerpt from TTlpinlrj TCuiia
kofTs "Christmas Eve,"
Once again, for the second time, thim
amazing choir has discovered itself to
be worth all of the superlatives that
have been spent npon ft. It Is a ourlvua
thing that the distingulshlne mark of
all of these Russians Is their erxtremalr
subtle sense of ensemble, whether It U
In the acting of the Moscow Art theatr*
or of Its adjacent musical studio, or In

the singing of this symphonic choir.
So they sang again last evening, a
perfect plastic body. Infinitely flexible,
capable of the finest vocal shadings, responsive to the slightest indications «P

I

tempo, of rhythm and of volume. And
once more this singing, suggested an
orchestra, with its varlpus choirs, Ita
range ot timbres.
Some of their songs were repetitions
from last season, but there were several

j[new ones, among them La Douce Lumiere of Kastalsky, which the program
calls "a new style Russian choral music,
rendered for the first time In America."
Kastalsky has been the director of tha

Synodal choir since 1901, and he ha«
also been a rather prolific composer,
chiefly of religious music, although he
has written incidental music for "King:

Lear" and "Hannele,"
and various
piano suites. The modem choral music
Is based on the orchestral principles of
the seventeenth century Russian church
music.
There was also an Easter conoarto,
in three parts, of Bortniansky,
the
father of Russian music, who studied
with Galuppl, and is Russia's Palestrina. It was not until Glinka that Russian music became secularized. But basides the church music, there were folk
songs, of the Serbsvthe Russians and
the Czechs,
some of them for mala
chorujs only, and several with eo}»
singers.

Again it was a Joy to hear these Rusand to watch them, for they era
band on the sedate stage of
Symphony hall, the women In blue and
red and gold costumes, with glittering
head dresses, tho men in their big
boots and deep red coats.
Only Mr,
sians,

a vivid

many

concert

Kllbaechich,

E. G.

whose arrangements of songs they sang,
wears the conventional full dress.

c
the season's 11th
Symphony
concert
People's
of
the
orchestra at the Hollls Street Theatre
yesterday afternoon was: Kalinnlkow,
Symphony No. 1 in G minor; SalntSaens, aria "Amour viens aider" from
"Samson and Delila"; Volkmann, serenade for strings. No. 3 in D minor, op
69; Borodin,- "Eine SteDDen-Sklzzfor

Dr. Hadconductor, and

^:oncert
tlie

senet. Overture to "T'hedre"; Tschalkowsky, Concerto for Violin In D major,
op. 35; Hadley, Symphony No. 3 in B
minor.

And
The program

Rain be
Balokovlc,
a

The program

artist.

:

that after all there Is nothing
quite like a great musician playing music that is worth his efforts.
And it
was then that one realized to the full
the tragedy of the Interpreter's art, for
such playing has no being, "no perma-

aii!>lau.se.

At next Sunday's

freud,

some

In

was accorded much

as the late and lamented Wienawski.
But yesterday Krelsler dismissed all
fiddler's padding, and discovered to an
audience that had in part come to hear
the Caprice Viennols and the Liebes-

—

trio is
violin;

The solist for the Volkmann Serenade,
which the 'cello predominates, was
Mr. Arthur Hadley, whose playing also

in

has so long been a commonplace
musical criticism that there Is no
such thing as a violin literature, and
that, whatever there Is, has sunk Into
such a desuetude that It seems a negligible thing at best,
that Krelsler's
concert of yesterday afternoon looms
up as a rare and momentous occasion.
The change began to be perceptible
a season ago when he introduced Bach
a capella, and since then there have
been a host of other violifiists, all of
them suddenly aware of the beauty and
the significance of Bach, so that Johann
Sebastian has become almost as frequent an apparition in the concert halls

closed

The

her strength.

It

,

"(."o?S^

velvety quality, which the SalntSaens aria shows to advantage, even
though there were passages in which
orchestra seemed too heavy for
tlie

of

^

,

"Caucasian

ful

temps.

<

from

Hearing them under Ifis diis hard to justify the common
charge that Americans lack the temperament wherewith to do justice to the
music of the Europeans, particularly of
the Russians.
Dorothy George, as a soloist, was a
pleasant surprise, since the assisting
artist announced was Joseph Lautner.
tenor. Miss George's voice has a beauti-

Bach; La Folia, Archangelo Corelll;
Concerto No. 4, D minor, Henri Vleux-

j

Ippolltov-lvanov

Sardar"

of each.
rection. It

tn Symphony hall yesterday afternoon Frlta Krelsler, with
Carl Lawson as his accompanist, played

public Jast night at the Copley-Plaza.

was a good

:

KREISIER HEARD

and humor.

"SPINAL MECHANICS"
the Golden Book Magazine:
Mr. Bradstreet has evolved from his
;5-year experience with spinal mechanics a simple, boUed-down formula of
Nelthet takes
Just Ave movements.
more than one minute, so it means but
But those movelive minutes a day.
ments'. I never experienced such com-

I

At s concert

Why

the eight had stood, the dial
registered 18 pieceglof freight, but with
eight more added the hand could only

Erom

:

—
—

the

Asien";

du

Scenes," op. 10.
a
Dr. Henry K. Hadlei' was guest conductor, and the soloist was Dorothy
George, mezzo sojirano.
The program, as a whole, was well
constructed and eminently fitted for this
kind of concert music not of the heaviest t.vpe and yet escaping the characterization "popular." The purely orchestral i)ipces with the exception of the
\'olkmann serenade were in soulful Russian moods, pensive In the Kalinnlkow
-Symphony, jubilant yet stately in the
Borodin tone-poem, with abandon in the
the
"Procession
of
llipolitov-Ivanov
Sardar."
these
Dr. Hadlcy's Interpretation of
compositions cle/irly gave the character

—

amazing skill at making his
music sound well. Mr. Mager's trumpet
was a Joy to hear, for its mellowness
and its brilliancy both.
So here was a chamber concert not
like every other, with a program
it
lasted but an hour and a quarter of
music cunningly varied, both In style
and In sound, a program admirably
played. The audience, well pleased, was
of good size.
R. R. G.

clearer to advantage the music
has
should it not?
It
pleased.
honest melody in its favor, a lively Hit

been

which

climb to 21.
A kindly disposed gentleman, with
a sound indicating reduced air pressure in one or both lungs, remarked
tliat the register had reached Its majority, while one of the skipper's critventured this guess,— "that guy
ics
nitisl have gone ter night school, and
can't count in the daytime."
J. D. RUSSELL.

1

his

all

Mr

in

popular question of one-sided debate Is: "Is not one doing the other?"
The public, or to be more specific, the
natrons, are done This is admitted.
Bust service at its worst Bus stops
before a small group of persons, all
apparently friends and neighbors. The
skipper announces that four may enter,
and after tiiey have crossed the gangway, and have packed themselves away
with the rest of the cargo, he, the
skipper (reason for name evident later)
glances at the compass over his head,
and orders the cargo to shift to the
rear so that he may countermand his
original order, and stow away the rest
of the freight. The skipper did not miss
a ticket, and when the craft resumed
zigzag course he got busy with
Its
the dial. When we left the place at

of

mixed quartet by Melchioi-re .•.laurnto
fottone, who came from New York
pa.srlav the organ part. The strange
composers
slon for re-arranglng great
works has surely never taken an odder
The experiment can scarcely be
turn
The singers, wellcalled a success.
competent,
voiced and musically most
were Claire Maentz, Gertrude Tingley,
Rulon Robinson and Charles Bennett
A work of happier outcome followed,

appear

—

planning

They propose

.and

to full professors, deans.

them is "Studies
Senno Amatorius

their

singing In the spring a classic, one,
heard, Handel's
rarely
furthermore,
Samson." At their concert yesterday
they devoted themselves by way of
contrast, to lighter musical fare. Laudably ambitious, they brought out much
that was new. With a wise confidence,
they
too, in Boston's own resources,
took the opportunity to show what Bosdo.
can
singers
and
composers
ton
Tlipy escaped, though, the reproach
tho
of parochialism, because they began
concert with an arrangement of Mendelssohn's first organ sonata for chorus

clear
victuals;

I'll

let

in

their season's schedule.

So long as

There

reasoning

good

I can have my beer
gladly miss the skittles.
"L'Allegro"
One more quotation:
This is "the improved
(after Milton).
v ersion lately revised and made safe for
undergrads, graduate students, instructors and assistant professors without
outside resources."
Ivied cloisters please us then
And the hum of I'aarned men
Where throngs of Pigskin Chasers bold
In stadiums high triumph hold
M'ith store of Coeds, whose bright eyes
}iain Influence, and judge the prize
Of brain or brawn, while both contend
To win her grace whom all commend.

Mltlel
jtege

Gipsy rondo,
how wen they maintained their
tonal balance, even though
the piano,
with the lid half open, freely
let out its
'"^'^^^ °'' smothering it in a
box"
the

off

Salnt-Saens septet, no less, for string
quartet (second violin, Margaret Allen
viola, Louis Artieres, bass,
Francisco
Oliver,
piano, and trumpet, Georges
Mager). Neatly as you please SalntSaens wrote four movements In the
style of Bach, with pretty melodies
in
plenty, the brightest of rhythms,
and

HANDEL'S 'SAMSON'

do not share the common craze
For food with Jazzy singers;

Where

tossed

and

UNION wTlL give

ton's:

Boy,

trio

I

How

answer to my husband's
had left his bed and board abounds in a rich sonority.
In its
without Just cause, he goes with my euphony, Indeed, and in
Its Unbroken
sister and wanted me to get out. I had songfulness.lies Its
greatest
charm;
at
tc buy my own clothes and have a bed a first hearing its themes
seem lacking
e.nd board of my own. Mrs. Sadie Sny .^ Jn character and contour.
But
the meloder Collins.
ld.es do sing, and the
harmonic background Is suggestive of opulence.
The
audience liked the trio much.
After a modern piece and a
classic
the trio were wisely for
something
neither old nor new.
They found a
Notice

notice, that

Men

I

the

by no

,

I'apa Haydn"
stirringly

y,.,„u-

tradition.

The trio followed the Haydn
piece
w.ith a new trio
by William Clifford
Heilmiin If it was contrast
they had
in
mind, they could scarcely
have
chosen better, for Mr. Hellman's
work

TRUTH WILL PREVAIL

ODE TO A DANDELION
Thou

a jack-knife.

.!

liie

unhappy

ot

the

aside from

conductor,

its

of

marvelous supple-

ness, the band has vigor, a keen sense
of rhythmn, an amazing freshness
of
voice, although all of the voices are
not beautiful in the Itallanate sense of
senuous fullness. And for each of the
soloists there was much applause, and
demand for encores, non^ of which
were given during the earljnt>art of th«

evening.
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probably
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the tale of these
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|«MATINEEGIRL"AT

NEWPARRTHEATRE

hill

I

"ThVTtiailpep Girl," a inusk-al rompd.^
^' as
presented for the first time last
night at the New Park Theatre, by Ed.

j

I

•

Rosenbaum. Jr. The book and lyrics
were done by McElbert Moore and Bide
Dudley, and the music by Frank H.

\

i

Grey.

I

All the

New York

the stage box of a
theatre to the Cuban estate

way from

;

an American peanut and raisin man.
Bubbles, "the matinee sflrl." pursues
her favorite actor In this musical comedy fresh from the bandbox as to costumes and scenery, but familiar as to
plot, songs, ensembles, situations and
Jokes.
Dancing Is probably the long
suite, as the six young men designated
as "matinee steppers" and a few of
the chorus show master.v of several
forms of the art, particularly clog and
of

,

aci-obafic dancing.
Biibbles has attended

|

SO or 41) consecufive matinees to watch .Tack Sterling rlo his stuff, and the two fall In
lovr across the footlights. She desperately endeavors to meet her idol, but
her "mash note" loses Its appeal among

I

I
!

i

i

I

sles,"

and Jimmy Hussey,

comedy fame,

musical
offered at Keith's this

is

of

week.
Peplto has an act that Is unusual,
l^fe
Is assisted by two comely maids,
Pepito ia a
both skilled musicians.
master at make-up. H> specializes in.
four-minute
or
His three
Imitations.
The
\entriloqulst offering Is a gem.
manikin In this choice bit of buffoonery
painted
fist,
up
doubled
his
consists of
to recemble a face. Lip movements synchronize with voice and the little offering easily ranks in the best presented
on the sts^ge.
"Dream Fantasies" is in eight parts.
It is beautifully staged and costumed,
and begins with the "Valley of Dreams"
Sevand concludes wiUi "Fireflies."
pral solo dances by Mr. Bronner were

j

]

'

,

The assisting members
well received.
of the company show careful training,
Tha act was encored several times,
Jimmy Hussey. familiar to Keith
patrons, appears In a new sketch, wrlt-

by Eddie Cantor, which gives him
wide play for his type of comedy. He
lis assisted by Eddie Hickey.
Something new in jazz dancing Is
offered by M. C. Gushon Twins, billed
Eddie Franklin, Du
^'in "Let's Dance."
Bow and Ross and Chic Stanley are also
in the act.

Ken Murray and

Charlotte

In

'Just

name

of their
Laughs,"
sketch. Miss Charlotte possesses a good
Murwhile
voice and is able to dance,
monologue and breaks it
ray gives
live

to the

up

.T.

The

now and then with a clarinet.
was given several encores.

act

Other acts on the bill are Harry
Carlton and Josephine Chappelic, balancers; Brooks and Ross. "Two Boys
and a Piano"; Kramer and Boyle and
the Three IMchhi Brothers.

by something fresher,

THEATRE

SHUBER'^

SHUBERT THEATRE — First

nor

pO^-

these the only jokes in the show formance In Boston
of the third, or
which appeared in that old work "The
Night Club, edition of Earl Carroll
Slow Train Through Arkansas," a
joke
book published about 1900.
"Vanities," a musical revue in two act*
But the play is not without possibiU- and 46 scenes. Music by Clarence Gasles.
There is evidence of clever stage
kill,
Owen Murphy and Jay Qorney.
illreeting which has not been
given time
pnough to secure the desired effects Dialogue by William A. Grew. Dances
\^ hen the chorus learns unity
The
of action, and ensembles by David Bennett,
several of the dances will be charming,
chief performers, who appeared In the
particularly the unusual and well-cosumed "Mash Notes" number in the many scenes, were Lester Allen, Charles
star's dressing room, and the
"Jumping Irwin, Jack Norton, CUfC Rourke, Dave
Jack"
ensemble.
James Hamilton, Chausen, the Eight Bennett Girls,
graceful and pleasing of manner and
AUyn King, Irene Swor, Marjorie Peteroire, makes an excellent leading
man
son,
Ray Hughes, Eileen Carmody.
Olga Steck. an Bubbles,
well cast for
he part, despite a tendency to overdo
Eleanor Brooks, Irene French, and the
Yacoopi Troupe. Clarence GaskiU conmasquerade rolo in the first act
|^^lllch
doubtless will be remedied hi
ducted.
Iipse first days of trying out.
At the beginning there was promise
Gus Sny
Iri.inces well,
As tlio
and Iiandles Ms comedy
of something new in revue.
ncF satisfactorily.
evening wore on, there was return t'J
jf p jjthe
I

1

CONTINUING

veek.

a

omedy of college life by J. C,
Nugent and Elliott Nugent in
«'hich the latter is staiTed. The
ast includes Patterson McNutt,
Lee, Ruth Hammond, Cornelius Keefe and others. Second

Norma

week.

Tremont—"No, No,

Nanette,"
return engagement of Frazee's
popular musical comedy with a
new cast including Ona Munson,
Julia Sanderson, Donald Brian,
Frank Crumit, Virginia O'Brien
and others. Second week.

Wilbur—"Sky High," Winter
Garden musical production with
Howard. Last week.
Castle Square "Abie's Irish
Anne Nichols' famous
Rose,"
comedy now in its 15th week.
Copley—"The Sport of Kings,"
farce by Ian Hay. First time in

Willie

—

Third week.
Repertory "Much Ado About
Nothing," with Eve Walsh Hall,
g-uest artist, as
Beatrice
and
Henry Jewett as Benedick. Second and last week.

this country.

—

FEATURE AT KEITH'S

ingredients.

Several

the orchestra occupied the three lower
The "apron" was extended,
left boxes.
iind from this point the stage was ap
by
preached
a terraced stairway, and
midway on this impromptu stage,
players and dancers performed.
Mr. Irwin asked Judge Brackett to
1"

say a word, and he did. Then John
Fitzgerald was called on, and he sang
"Sweet Adeline."
Mr. Carroll has exhibited his fine
taste in settings and in costuming, and
there are several scenes that are original.
His dancing ensembles do not
vary from the charted course of revup.
with the single exception of "A Kiss in
the Jloonlight," and here the ensemble,
with darkened stage, ia seen in pointed
silhouette against a precipitous wall,
while the clouds are rushing onward,
making play with the moon. The mu:-ic
The dialogue is oft'-n
is commonplace.
funny and as often patriarchlal. Much
of it is tropical as well.
Charles Irwin was chief comedian.
was called on to "officiate" in nearly
every scene.
He has a pleasing. Intimate style and for once the descri)'tion "ingratiating" truly applies. Lester
Allen

was the

slapstick comedian of old.

He clowned and flopped about the stage
in the manner we all know these man.y
Allyn King sang a few song.'-,
in style of the cafe
chantant. This she did very well, very
Frenchily. Jack Norton made a clever
"souse," and in particular did he score
as the "Stewdent Prince."
Then the
Yacoopi troupe did its tumbling stunt,
and this troupe at ^Bast has something
new.
T. A. R.

years.

among them one

A
(•

are

In

1901.

'i'w'enty-six

.

editorially

ih

the

to be the -best poeni evpr

written about Niagara.

'

Iti'ftiAZ'^ovc be

'
i

,

JaribaldVs

.

were

hren

red-shirted;'.

.

son;.,of

;

le^fi

the, TV^rlter;

ISlaurice Barnes, are blue; Au Amcticafi
poet, one J. (i. Wh'lttlei^,. [onca ..Invokfed
a shirt. as a;politlcai emblem:
.

,

'

Rise up, Frerriont, and go befori

Man.
The Hour rAust haVe
Put oh the hunting-shirt once more.
it.'?

'

Mm

And

"Niagerian flood of tears, and a vesuvlan eriiptlon of sighs." -

I'ead in Freedom.'s van.

A

which

romantii: figure, thlw—pathfinder ol
the Rocky Mountains," u^i^tll he petered
out by his biitnders in the civif war and
by his political ambitlort. Johfi Bigelotv
wrote his life, and so did C. \\'. Upham,
whose book, published in Boston, had a
sale of upVarci of 50,000 copies as soon
There was the roas it was' Issued.
mance of Ills marriage: there was the

the

book written by

NOT UP

IN

MILTON

As the World %ags:
have

I

one

Jiafet

the

of

been rfeadW^ a no^el' by
popular English authors,

to
Is full of sprightly allusions
English, classics. ^At the foot of
page 127 I rea.«: "Spoke* Shakespearian
ralnmg inly of the bright eyes of ladles

For a",-iffrne
'his wife.
Premont waiS the hope and the 3d6l.,of
.Richa'fd
the young Republican party.

Perhaps this Is the new play of this
the Holfell-er Shakespeare" for which
lywood magnate is said to have yearned.
to give
induced
Cannot Mr. Jewett be
hear
the first presentation la Bbfltoh? I
'he is interest^3d in

.

ShaKefpeare.
B. VINAL.

SWAMPfNtS
World Ws'S:*-

the

A ROAD
'

i

.

'

F. Burton, .in his "City of the,jSaints,"
"His eloqufent desaid of Fremont:
scriptions of the magnificent scenery
his
energy
and enterrVrise
that rewarded
prove how easily men write well when
.they have, a great subject to write
Burton-, for the "charitable
upon."
purpose of admiring the serious turnwith whifch the United States explorers
perform theip explorations," epoke ofFremont'^: leaving Impressiojis of a cross
deeply engraved on, a .ya.st rock.

fluence."

,

HE BEGAN WELL'
'

Ias the

World Wafes:

',.

Yeati 'resolutions always l einind
me of the fyeHow who decided to .start
the nevn year by keeping a budget. .He
ibouglit a nipe, hew .budget book wjtl>
spaces for food, rent, clothing, etc., and
put it in-, the--' top drawer of his desk
where It would' be handj'. At the end 'Of

New

'^'^M'hat'both-ars 'me up here Is
road.
they talk about "swamping out a
of
No one seems to know the derivation
some,
of
corruption
Is it. a
the term.
New
French-Carjadlan word brought to
A. ^^ m.
l«;ngland by woodsmen?

the twelvernonth 'Ms budget book contained one, lonesome entry viz. and to
wU: "One budget book, $2.00."

—

;

i

Frye^rg, Me.
falls to 'inform us)
us not.|
about "parading" tipiber. .Let
burst in ignorance. To "swa^ip abroad
road In a forest
is to make a logging

Our correspondent

felling trees,, clearing
ov. swamp—by
haul
away undergrowth, etc. also todefines
Thqreau
the skidways.
;

logs to

CONVERSE GETS
RISPHAM MEDAL

]

At

.

.

The

the term in his "Maine Woods."
are
verb to swamp as weU as the noun
possibly -taken from the Low German;
is
usually referred to the root which
the base of the several Germanic forma'sponge'
meaning
the
with
.
.
tions

j

Jordan

as

in

'

,

}

r

|
i

or the inhabitant of la swampy district,or one who swamps or overwhelms, as
by superior numbers, he was also a man
of-alNwork in a 4i^uor saloon. Ed.

—

for'

puropfe;

Ellin,

jUBt before

Issued

a farewell

'

stalemefit—.'.'We are supremely happy."
Well, Ellin,, seeing that ypu are leaving
the country, permit us to say, "So's
your old man."
R. H. L.

"Mac"

"Did you ever hear
about the Scotchman who
went Insane because he bought a score,
card ax a football ga4ne apd neither
side scored?"
the

ihedal in recognition of his opera,
"The Pipe of Desire."
The presentation was, made on behalf
of the American Opera Society of Chicago by Mrs. Mary G. Reed, president
of the federation, who explained that j
Olio of the purposes of the society was
to give just recognition to American
composers.
In accepting the honor, Mr. Convers.:
recalled that the flrpt presentation of
"The Pipe of Desire" was in Jordan
It was the first
hall, 20 years ago.
American opera ever presented in the
Metropolitan Opera House at New
York, he said. He expressed particular
pleasure at the gift as exemplifying the
opportunity afforded American composers to qualify for high honors. He
deplored the difCicultiea experienced by
the young artist, and urged thoroughness as essential to success.
Included in the concert pro-am was
a scene from "The Pipe of Desire," featured by Bernlce Fisher Butter, who
sang when the opera was produced by
thb Boston Opera Company, assisted by
Rulbn Y. Robinson and David Blair Mcdosky. The instrumental features were
by th« Conservatory orchestra, under
the direction of Wallape Goodrich.
j

,

sailing

David Bispham
...

/iwamping the twitch-broads? And If a
"swamper" was a workrnan cleaning a
road for lumberers In a swamp or forest,

World Wags
Berlin and

|

,

England. Temple and Sheldon In their
"History of Northfleld, Mass." As used
by our fathers in the earliest times,
this term did not necessarily denote
marshy ground, but flat land which
from its peculiar location had escaped
the ravages of the anniial fires set by
the India«B, and was covered with an
Did our corresold growth of wood.
pondent in Fryeburg ever hear of

the

I

.

OScford dictionary thinks that the word
was probably in local use before In

Irving

afternoon,

|

state, received the

"Virginia"

See also Penn's "Further Account of Pennsylvania" (1686); but tha

.

yestetday

j

(1624).

As

hall,

Frederick S. Converse of the Newl
England Conservatory of Music, one
of the foremost composers of. the

.

John Smith's

the concert of the Massachu-

setts Federation of Musical Clubs in

"The noun first appears In
or 'fungus.
English literature as a term peculiar to
the North American colony of Virginia;
Capt.

I

,

|

writes:

H.P.DMOUIST

story

I

I

JUSTLY RECOMPENSED

'-flasavola;

mla

bella,

Cacclnl;

I

Gia

11

sole dal gange, .Scarlat-

Widmung, Schu/mann; Feldelnsamkeit, Brahms; Fuss'reise. Wolf; "Ton doux regard" from
"Lakme," Delibes; Cloches de Penteoote, Delmas; Le Mirolr, Ferrari; Vielle
Chanson Espagnole, Aubert; La France.
Casadesus; Break, Break, Break, East
ti;

i

\

Amarllll,

Sogno d'un tramonto d'autunno, Amore,

Two

'

At Jordan hall last evening H. Pembroke Dahlqulst, baritone, with Prances
Weeks as his accompanist, gave the
following program: Per la gloria, Buononclnl;

Verslty.

New York Sun

t

by Philip^^e ,B%rres,

by Charles A, ©ana

.

McNary reminds us
Ed Mortimer (1881

majority.

the shirts of .{..be Fasolsffe In France

represented, but. Mr..
that"Niag^rji,". by
said
or 1882);*,

T.

SHAW

•

epitaphs published in the New]
Journalist, a magazine of short life
published by. the. first ..students in tha
course of Journalism at
London Uni-

J.

!»

In Bcllo.

Wussolinl's cohorts- wear; black smrt!j§,

mas on probation. C. R. and family
were Invited out for N'ew Year's' dinner.

Boston

•

HtSTORitXu SHlriTS

(
''Niagara"
In our boyhood in the
or "cataract" was a name given to the
shower of true or false curft that
streamed down the back of a woman's
head.
^
Reynolds, the author of the halr-raisIng ^^Mysteries-of the Gotwt.of London,
had -the courage-to continue the adventures of Mr. Pickwick In "Pickwick
Abroad." 'Heynold.-j liked the sonorous
speaking of a
phrase; one finds
'SOs,'

for a "copy of "Poetry of Niagara," compiled by Myron T. Pritchard,. ftnd pubIn

,

to his great <VLs(-;i.
compelled to join

was

tie

con-

are indebted to a correspondent

W§

i:K

I

fight

.'

(The Independent; Bangor, Wis.
C. R.. Gaylord writes of taking 12
young people Into the church at Christ-

It'

poets

IS

familiar

old

rows of orchestra chairs were removed,

lished

SPANISH CLOWN

Its

j-.,.

heaven's' light

MR.
last,

.1

^

.

l.s

Colonial—"Stella Dallas," film
version of Olive Higgins Proutj''s
lovel of mother love with Belle
Bennett,
Lois
Moran, Ronald
Dolman and others.
Second

tltftt

'in

'

wrote thv

immortal couplet, admirable fof
densed force:
"Niagara, Niagara,
You are a staggerer"!

en

.

Requlescat

when

_

Nut,"

was the American poet

l\

I,}.

now

n

And who

-

It.

paradoxic fellow

\

BosPon't you. fellows in 'Mear old
used
ton" (as a late wikyor of your 'city
to "li'rad*"
to say) kndiy wftat it jneatiff
how you
timber? The .idea! Be. careful
make fun of anything in OWord county
Whiting will
or Don .Seitz .and E. E.

AT THE

ate crackers in bed and the on
about the night boat to Albany, will

Poor

Thomas Campbell?

It

.\i

no loved a holy

in

the EnglLsh p;b<3t
accented "Niagara" on the penult

Was

As

who

^re

that

Who was
line

chorij

muffljig of points in the first pev
It ts also to be hoped
i
the interests, of New York that tl'
nes "I like urork so well I can lie Aov.\
beside it," and the. allusion to the wi

formance.

Hollis—"The

r.tholo-hi
said that Dana In his .
gv, "Tha Household T.iu.k of I'oetry,
any
admit
not
did
publUhed In 1858,
popm on the justly famous waterfall,
nor did Emerson in his "Parnasstiw;."

I

'

supplanted

(

;

'lie
usual tangle of e.x-wlves, Jealous!
sweethearts,
misunderstandings
and
paired and repaired couples so numerous that they cannot be remembered
f ven
while the play is in progress.
It has
been stated that the plav,
which "opened fresh" la-st night, will
^tay In town only a short time, in order
to get it ready for New York.
That
uch preparation Is necessary Is evi-

and the

tlip

jten

hundreds of others. The whole musical
)medy takes boat for Cuba, and at th.j
last moment the girl dresses as a boy
ind answers an advertisement callln^r
lor a cabin boy.
There are the humor-,
ously awkward situations which might
arise under the circumstances, handled,
however, without indelicacy. There is

denced by the ragged work of the

featuring Peplto,!

laiiious .'^punish clown, Mr. and Mrs.
H^leveland Bronner in "Dream Fanta-

,

An

Chloe, Mozart;

know
The cow, whose ralKln d'etre wo
AS a "Businessman's Quick Lunch."
No more shall slake the baby's thirst
Nor figure In the punch.
'

TlKHe

»vor
hope Martin: A Paite 8 KOiiu ou,.^,
Beauty s
Novello: There Be None of
Captain
Qullter;
Rogrer
Daughters,
Stratton's Fancy, Deems Taylor.

Mr

Dalqulst,

music; Uiero is i)oor
musl^o; tlio value of a composition does
not ue^triiu
livw
depend on the
iiio nucioiiaiiiy
nationality or
(ho
of mo
aHI V has
composer. Mr. .T.lnohi
Jacobi imfloithl
undoubtedly
the ability to weave musical pages without calling in the aid of the ethnologist

|

accompaniments of his P
mFrances Weeks, gave an aKreeable did
last evenine. And If he

,

recital

tie

perennial arnot manage to avoid the
comrangen.ent of language Kr°ups
ending In
mencing with the Italian andmiscellany,
American
"n English and
some variadid contrive to Infuse

op. 135.
will be on

he

lion within the blocs.
lie has a baritone

March

of a very
and well
wide range, that Is as effective
and ana
recitative
poised in dramatic
and in the lighter
IS It is in the lieder.
the latter, espeU-rio pieces, although In
a half voice,
oially whcA he sang In
was a lingering touch of vibrato

t^ere

and

tones

his

"'sut^what

is

were a

little

'

more, he sang an oper-

Times,

reviewing

L.

Mamn

s
C. ^^^J^^^,;

now on

dress
modern and hondeome

*

Herf Tib. a

stout

woma

^\
do

^s ^anTVrri^rJnd

I

GOOSiNSAT

it

SYMPHONY HALL

^

By PHILIP KALE

PorIn this fashion.
usual custom, I failed to this week for the
«"\,'^'"^„n{amlliar |
Boylsup
send out scouts as I proceeded
program he
produced in
gawful openwork works; his o»n ^Jl°%*ta
S'"'""'^"^,'/
ton street toward the
and per- I
Once
1923, ana
tracks.
A.
&
'^February,
B.
the
p^^^^
over
in
brYdge
l.ondon
structure
at Rochester. ^'^ \i„^.74 "On
trapped In the centre of the
formed
counties
six
within
every locomotive
rushed at, or under, me.
manGasping for breath, I staggered
seemed lost. I
fully onward. Just as all
.,so included ^^^ebe^^.f^rth
emerged from the murk to fee J^l^^t-I
SymBrahm
the face?
„
Freischuetz,
ask you. what?-starlng me In
a
conUlnlng
phony and ^^''^"^^^.^^..ir
GoosNothing but a billboard
Jlr
^
M^^
'f
of
me to
The enviable reputation
^^^^^
cigarette advertisement Inviting
My ultimatum .ens as a conductor had '"/'^^P,,,!^^,,
'"Taste the Smoke."
VOXCLAMANTIS.
him. Born in ^,]*";"^.r,ence,
having
s^nds.
expeVence.
he has had wide /'^"ets
sj
conducted operas,
As the World Wags:
^
,
»
last
in
theatre
film
concerts
earlier in
I dropped In at a
sa
-Ras
during
pean continent " coming t^ g„gj„n_
evening, and to my amazement,
that, in
"All those who
se«on
sign
,he
the
Intermission
the
please
he would like t° „^;^^"t.^eomposer. yet
have seen the entire show wIU
screen.
„d a conductor,
*f, ^ t°ng one. empass out" was flashed on the
tho llBt of his ^^J^^^'^tage
and the orWell, I wouldn't brag about Itmusic for the siaee

getfil of

w°o'm^
1

quote

-pe-r-',e/Tro5;pie^^
from the

of the

most approved

t^'f ^^^'^^^

i

his

my

from
I

i^onr"twon'eV.-S

i

corporeal

..lUngs

7^ and

sole

and French
the rest of the German
aria from
group, which also Included an

^

••Lakme," he sang very imaginatively
feeling for
and intelligibly, and with a
lead him
the dramatic that did not
^•

In-aclng

^"ThTrndex Itself
Look on pag«
ing.

HALE

first

a. 14

of
Cameron, John, Bishop
and his punishment.

his cruelty'
1.

Cardanus.

^^a'ge"

manwith

i
!

'

self

go

of
Plans and doctors
.crlbed in

«

i

!

^^^'^'i
hj^a -tain,,

nt^fres of

ex-

an "enfant

tat^
'"^tlT''"of
lerrible.
/''^
commended him
'^,...6
^^^e^om
,nusic in London
^^^.^

Wolfsohn

his

ernist sympathies,
I'^y,,,

acutene^^^^

P>e^«"'«'

series of con„an of mod-

his future that
certainly hope for

j^^^g, ^

-

own

if

one

may

string quartet,
.^tholic taste

is

judge
a man

--".vith

is

oo"t»'""*
^m'fonf
of the Slnfonl
He ende

"°The Program Book
nnd modest description
con.poser
etta by the
saying that ^e
^

for last
^^^^j
than three
^t he played no less
examples of 18th cen-

himself
not look at
rn'juitice'^ThJ^gh he' may pronounce It
done and
L^l that he has

Jerably long

t'lde^a^
style:
style or lack of
Resurrection of Legs and

it

a pastorale by Ta^n.
had had a hand--KluU
a
little tune like
^r. Spalding

^^U"^he\hows

^j^j^^ Respighe

i.^^'-^'^
-rhe^is^S.ot
thatje^^^^
elf

criticise

ean
^^^^^
r-^^his Parcel
and believed
^^^^^
UrmsEtc. useth to be seen
The 'sinfonletta is slnguhKaill
.">
.
upon Good I'Tiaay v.. T"
...j, ^r. could glorify.
compact, without -"PerA"' far^-"f'ttv a
more
arly
much
do
he
could
practically a
Nor
once
The first movement is
Porpora sonata In G, after it was of
persistent little rhythmic
a
0"
&
?asta
Introduction
"
:"
Its iui..uu^^"--that us
lulartius, iron.
constantly occurring, is
and discovered tnat
itnpBs an^
eye-witne^s
that
Igure. which
^^^^^^
ephen du Plais and
free from moand sober note in
bv ingenious treatment
Some kind of
„,„s,^3,i mterest.
^ man of very good
second movement, intro"e
The
And
have
notinv
must
nevertheless. It
his acknowledgement^
the Knglish horn,
^^^^s Interest,
duced bv a solo for
moreover that h-e ^^^t.d dfvers of these had. for the audience applauded the
Mr. Goossens
beautjv
original
vigor
has
a
and
Spontaneity
with
a
had done so too) 1°"^*^,^^ ^'''^;Vonce
sonata
so
movement, in an a mo
w
he
o^f this
as
And
speaks
manner
,lslng members.
^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ .^^ appreciation In no
heaa 01
spaldlng played It brlldoing upon the »^alr>
^^^^^
out aloud. K .^^^jj
man of Cairo cryed
obvious; it is
to
that
rhretress'i;;. is not too
G
ante m^terasde,
1^
^^^^
Inyou
hold,
en- Ulnor. tor violin alone. Not once.
-todies
charting
,^"°'!/'°'ters
Jr:alftT H
unacMr. Goossens
they have been deed. In a dog's age does Bach's
"^."""i''*^
?ween tw^ Aery sections. "hectic'
so agreetombed. in wh. t ma^^^^^ .. Bodies
sound
but
sufmusic
not
violin
co-mpanied
Finale as
the
to
found, and a
rlfers
so
afterwards y'^f''y^\"nd
us pdd that
^^^^j^ beL.bie to the ear of a non-vloUnlst,
^^^e
fever Is soon over. Let
The
the
as
fr^ t.'^
fered to rf t
squawk
rethe
fVee from rasp and
the Sinfonletta is
all 'hose mter
the orchestration of
spald ng.
read
^^^^
^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^
archaeoio»
of
expected.
work
cent
^^^^^ ^^^^
^^^^^^
Dellus as the
'Tomrregard Frederick 'uusic^l
Blograph- j ^oj. j^^.. Spalding plays with a constant
wo Id
Anfl to think that Chalmers'
o. 'Standing figure
serve as a
Wantto
ought
of
that
many
is foieign
tone
of
Idion;
^^^^ty
that
his
TO
maiY
today.
^stm
'icfl Dictionary says
_t_o
I
and
viw.i.i..-^^most violinists
to mosi.
Boston knows only
^^el lo
"keep credulity on the moaei
and unsympathetl?.
ley's anecdotes
they should learn from
works. It Is not
si
more singers;
Wantley
wauticj died In 1680. ^hei^„ra
<atrptch "
?Our^ ^hls orchestral
Possible
variety
tonal
infinite
him the
with h-s remarkable opera,
IcQualnted
of
hint
a
Juliet," his conin a simple scale without
do
"A A^Uage Romeo and
"Sea
harm to tonal unity; his variations
r>,his irreat choral works,
did
Spalding
Mr
"A Muss
But
Whitman)
out.
not stick
(^te %VaH
Drift"
forth
^'"1
in
e^^^ta
"Requiem In memory
with Wantley added more than set the
of Life'- or his
long f^etches of
war.
iston not content
brought out his edi- beautiful sound. On
voung artists fallen in the
at
to bear the
is
other wonder., and
brought
he
vvaa
work
passage
(180b).
piece pUyed > es erday
short
octavo
°*Th6
of
volumes,
singer
Like
tion in two
rhapsody.
In- skill and taste of an old-school
of Beckma^n s
not an ornithological
arpcgolos,
translator
of
have
series
we
the
he
coloratura. To one
music 1»- De""S that
J^flJftr
force b>
jventlons"?
^'^^^^^^ reticence sadsav he gave almost dramatic
^
heard "t »
and strong crescendos;
accent
not- emphasized; the
of
vtg^r
suggested,
ne"
them
lent
OLD IRON INSIDES
he
lightly,
others
oughlng
Wags)
glitter and
(For AB'the World
erace- the presto ne made
musica
mc,«>tony by the
be barred by the fpHng and leap. And so. by his
dangerous approach to
Fruit Juices are to
b^ as
well
^v/'^^
Item.
as
-News
of sutdued coloW,^.
imagrnatlon
^^^^J^;
Agents."
Prohibition
nldue, Mr. Spauldlng r^™°^;«.^„^'^^„=,no
to
duU
fruit tree down of dulness from muslo often
Aye! Pull the tottering pie!
too.
by the sKliru
impression may be (made
our
hear and very unpleasant, rhythm It
T nnff has It borne
with the
DellEhtfuUv,
has gulped to see
simplest orchestral resourcos.
throat
the
of
a
„se
many
SpaldInK
'.And
ot Dellus
wfnts and thi songfulness. Mr. C major
Mr. Heseltlne, the biographer
Near-older In the sky.
spring is not
his part
olaved bl.
plajed
P^^^„of Schubert's
Reminds the hearer that
^,^11
ilo lng
pi^^^
of
reason
apricot,
to the compose.' a
The apple and the
played extremely
but a «^^^el
Benolst p"layed
Andre Benoi;^
soon,
'iMr'Tndre
j
nature and budding hope, tha old un
engaging
'Their days are numbered
more
(
a.id then.
weil the piano part, the
and tender vision so that/
Mayhap the orange next,
prune.
'.No doubt tha lowly
\
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.
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^nUldHV
;

,
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is

'
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:

'

'E/^^i^orln'^^e^^n-^
:S StoT^^orwiinr.^:

mu.sic.al

the expression of his
boidly.
thoughts. He said them forcibly,
seemed to
In the other movements he
of
worthy
be striving to make himself
monotonousthe Indian themes, to be as
as the Pueblo
tuneful
ly and sadly
voulh; as savage In his terpslchorean
or invokhonoring
thus
ritual as those
the day3j>X
ing nature, or remembering

'

i

^

BSdirr:^^/-^'^^

oonstanUy employed tomaha-wks andj
ear piercing war-whoops.
When a composer sets out deliber-

riSnce'

I

ately to be as original as the orientals
in.
or as barbarous and bloodthirsty

may

Nor should an
well tremble for hirn.
American composer think that by choosthus
ing Indian or negro themes, he is
necessarily making a worthy contribuThere are
tlon to "American" music.
other Americana in the United States

c-Pof Ion.

,

tibie

music as the "noble redman," one

K. R.

'

''h.s earlier

» 1 Ffcltin

^

,

without

own

Julius,

Want™s

composer let aimthought of anything
was
save music. What he had to say

Us wildness. Here

'

-

^^^^

Spalding, violinthe" Last night Albert
Symphony hall,
^ ^^^^^^

il-on^^Ti^^rgTvef ^o^nrrki

_

own inve-itioii
of his
much more imaginative and effective

_ _—

College
career should be meteoric.

-^^^

reviewer
"'^h^ rotatln"'madrb"y"the

dances.
Perhaps these movements just named
have an ethnological interest, but Mr.
themes
Jacobi's first movement with
pre.«;umably

,A eee In
in
Hleron could

^singular
fhTs'cardal^us had
could, at his
of smeif and

sung by a Pueblo youth to his far disThe themes of the last
wife.
tant
movement are a part of ritualistic
dances of the Pueblos: rain, corn and

;

the

^}ffX 14° Baid°
;C-eto^-w^hkv:^fckedtt ra^idom--

the ordinary piquancy; the andante expressed something more than
gentle sentiment of
conventionally
the
The music was played in
the period.
the ma.sterly manner that has for many
years given the Flonzaley Quartet its
enviable reputation.
Then followed a quartet in manuscript
by Frederick Jacobi of San Francisco.
time.
It was heard here for the first
Accompanj'ing the program was a long
that
so
music
the
note explanatory of
the
dilate with
the audience might
proper emotions and not be disturbed
movebarbaric
seriously by the more
ments. It appears that the second and
based
last sections of the quartet are
The
on themes of the American Indians.
moveslow
a
second,
of
the
chief theme
ment, is in the nature of a love song

I

respect
respet-i.

conUlns

^•clesar

The minuotto had more

war

rr,flia'n9
Indiana

ol th^lndexUhe
farn- from thiJ'pagl
from «
abou? 120 refei-ences

tlian

i

.

Candlano and

smg^

Ws

-T^o^toriySipro^v

::Ssr/»r./7-.M| ALBERT SPALDII^

valuable acquisition.
The concert opened with the performance of a quartet by Haydn, unfamiliar to many, being No. 2 of opus 77,
delightful music both in the treatment
and
of the old and customary formulas
wrote as
in the pages in which Haydn
were
allegros
two
The
vein.
modern
in

'

f ^'

S48, a.

-

Mr. Nicolas Moldavan made his first
appearance here as the viola player
himself a
of the quartet, and proved

his vital gaiety.

the World Wags:
Perhaps it would not be amiss to
nominate for the Academy of Immortals
name, who
a young man, Chapman by
In the town of
first saw the light of day
year to
this
Speed Kansas, and expects
Medical
receive a degree from the Rush
His subsequent
^^^^^^^ of Chicago.

As

e«^P^«-

lousy evil. 70.
Callsthenes. died of the

^

a
night in Jordan hall. There was
very large and enthusiastic audience.

not in the stereotyped Haydnesque
ner, though they were charged

engrosslngr reafl.

721. for

^
vanity 519. a.
CaUlpedes, an aotor. his

concert of the Flonzaley
Quartet this season took place last

The

Is

music

.hestra chamber
^^^^
piano P'e"^,f^A composer of chamsome
^or
years^^|^?,erzo "Tarn o'ShantScher
ber music.
^^^^^^

UNANIMOUSLY ELECTED
By PHILIP

^

/ f z

2^ 3

came about

It

752

of

Quarto

and
The audience

(j

so,

^-

f

the World Wags:
dogmatic
Mind, I don't wish to bs
If-someabout the thing, but If-I say
noon
before
It
about
done
thlng Is not
likely as
on Tuesday. 1927, I am Just as
people.
kill
not to break things and

j

,

astray.

m

Spaldlng V^^yl^^^^^?.^^r^s^

_

PERILS OF THE STREET

book, which is

although he did not s'ns so
the
first two songs, with
Casavola,
two provocative little ones of
Gia
s
Scarlatti
the sharp rhythmns of
dal gauge, and then on through
il

^'

that

kgTninl.'^^^^I Palpft-'"
was very enthusiastic.

/a^
r.

Milton.

\

one

fully used.

m

i

r

•

S^-N^'-.l-^nd-Mls' M^r^fng
™„u, rntirlce by Wlenlawskl

thirst

Of soda benzoatel

Literary Supplement of

The

graceagreeable one. Intelligently and

And

concert.s
evenings, Feb. 12 and

wearisome

"-ratef

source
No-w, Andrews, why not hit tike
,
Before It Is too late?
a slwt
Just give each new formed fruit

The remaining two
Friday

p!ece

Should sink beneath the wave
Of Prohibition's latest stunt
The country's youth to save!

j

and

thin

was not a voice

well

Far better that our natural

It

than fall to the violin.
cut those pasnever do of course, to
though, jnake a
sages out. They do.
otherwise ha.
nla-r

Afl

almost forgot that It
of a very beautifu
For although it is very full
auallty.
register, and
and resonant In its lower
it
smooth and firm in its upper reaches, an
lovely voice, but
is not an unusually
that

mu

'

don

his top notes
atic aria without forcing
marked
and his climaxes. He has a
nuance, and
sense of style, and of tonal
warnrily at
he sang so Intelligently and

times

of

5.

voice

I

afraid

te^-^T

•we tote,
Who "frisk" the flasks which
ferment
Has banned all liquids
goat.
E'en Nature has their

In the
Introducing new
works of an unusual character,
players gave Mr. Jacobi's music the
same careful attention that they gavo
to the other composers represented.
The concert ended with the performance of Beethoven's quartt-t, F major,

been

past

assisted by the extially and effectively
anlst,

more h'-iniant, with
d^sempty passages for technicalwould

the two, and the

of

For now the Prohibition squad,

and the foik-lorist.
The Flonzalay quartet has not

who was very substan-

cellent

gopil

1^>

'

j

;

I

.

!

r

.v
ui
is
pill to Sleep,
ilie siiul
tty burst of rhetoric, but there Is a.
so
not
Is
lity In this music that

Whereupon another George — the

t

sily defined.

he concert was a brilliant one. The
gram tested the versatility of Mr.
ossens as a conductor. The romanisni of Weber, which Is frank and
imatlc, Is not the romanticism of
ahnis, which Is tempered with ausity a.s perhaps befitted the last great
German academic
the
poser of
liool.
The moods of Dellus and Dessy, a.s they were represented yestorYet Mr. Goossens
y, are far apart.
each Instance Interpreted as if for
time being he was the sworn chamm of that particular school. His
'hnioal equipment was at once manlhis clean and commanding beat,
l;
ability to gain precision of attack
every choir of Instruments, his skill
presenting dynamic gradations, stlrcontrasts, and in preparing cll.(f
-xes.
More than this, he caught the
irit of the composer, was Imbued by
nor In his varied Interpretation was
conscious of himself. The, members
the orchestra played as If they
joiced In being led by him.
The concert will be repoated tonight.
Koussevltzky will conduct the conThe program will
ts of next week.
as follows: Moussorgsky, "A Night
Bald Jlountaln"; Prokofleflf, Third
ino Concerto (Mr. ProkofiefC, pianist);
I

1

11

(

:

-

:

be-dlamonded
eapondlng to
the
e shoe in the present opera house,
not be hereditary advantages, like
H In certain churches, but will be
sold only to "eligible" persons,
are glad to know this, for an opera
-fe
without displays of snobbishness
well despair of pecuniary success,
ther there be a subsidy or not.
a, by no means the highest form of
TTluslcal art, Is to many an oppory for the display of costumes, jewund pride. It was observed some'
s ago at the Boston Theatre
alas,
no more! that when "The Huguewas performed with a "star" cast
at very high prices for admission
flaunted down the aisles who had
liijen seen before during the season,
they pranced to their seats, their
lido was, "l/ook at us!
We can
d to come. The high price is nothto us!" Even the opera-goer with
reshly ironed stovepipe, which he
Is, seated, as if it were a basket of
i, looks down contemptuously on the
fish sporting that much more content hat for the theatre, the gibus.
;

i

—

j
;

PATRIOTISM

jijell

it at
ite

ppp. !
dness gracious, Ethelbert, yoif must
never see
Id bloody pictures of wars for Hbertee!
y me, there's Washington, such an

awful man,

It

he

a

ruffians

—a

brutal,

brutal clan,
rether, children dear, sing of

iiy

>i

men were

his

not

;

Peace

unpleasant stench.
your "hankies," scholars all,
cheer for Peaoa FORTISSIMO,
whisper "patriots," dear ones,

t

softly pianissimo!'

BUMBLE
GEN. GEORQE
World Wags:
he smoked and

;h8
ire

—our

1

cussed

and

country's sire.
Anfl when
in Barbados from Nov. 8 till
h>3 was then a major in
22, 1751
British colonial army and not so
h of a father as he later hecame
didn't he Invent the "swizzle,"
:h is West Indian for cocktail? Arid
eby became the very father of that?

—

did
id It

came about

after he had grown
ry of the monotonous plying of conW al rjums. On a hot evening when
Mfl he haute jeun-esse were gathered in
ample room of what would now
^pOnd to the famous "Ice House,"
jeorge, having toasted "The girl
eats rye bread," sat down 'midst

—

applause.
at

calls

for

another

drink,"

led one.
t

let It

"to

ave

be different," shouted an-

match the
it!" cried

"i<>an

r

toast."

our George, whose
was working on all six and
out, "bring some limes and

—

—

As

—

for dark deeds approached, last night, 35 saxophone players (not to mention two fiddlers), with
their Instruments of torture, gathered
together openly at a broadcasting statlie

hour

—
is

—

They were not exterminated.
coming over us?

RALPH WARDLAW GLOAG.
ATHLETE AND PROFESSOR

As the World Wags:
An unnamed college had a football
marvel who fumbled his classes. The
coach went to the dean antl Said
well, he meant that something just had
to be done. So the dean summoned the
.

.

.

professor of chemistry and suggested
that if he wanted to bet on the team
next season it would be well to give the
big Swede another exam. In time the
professor reported: "Considering 60 a
passing grade, he got through all right.
I asked him two questions
first, what
Is the color of blue vitriol, and he an'yellow,' which was wrong, and
what does the formula H2 O repand he answered, 'I don't know,'
which -ftras right. So I gave him 50 per

Ewerea

second,
resent,

cent."

PENDENNIS, THE YOUNGER.

y/i^

1 ^

/,

One has been printed

In

the

London

seriousness:
In
all
printed
"Antedatlon," the fact of l>elng antedated.- As a London Journalist well remarks, "The word can be defended on
the analogy of 'creation' and 'termination,' but It Is not the word for which
the world has been waiting."
The other word as yet has been only
suggested: "spectatory" for a cinema
audience, which, of course, does not
hear. This word Is a horror from which
the tdariinest American would shrink.

Gazette,

The march of

civilization In

Turkey

Is

pure and

Hungry hearts he reads

OUR FAMILY DOCTOR
(From Hjgela, a Journal of Individual and
Community Health)
Dear Editor I would like to have
Information
on eating raw potasom^
toes.
I eat at least two raw potatoes
What is the cause of this?
a day.

—

at sight.

His features are formed as by sculptor's

fleaa* answer through Hygela.

art.

His soft brown eyes seem to melt.
He's a boy and a man with a great big

I

MYRA MORTIMER

heart.

His loving tenderness ever
I

Is felt.

Our Pastor.

With

"I

fair.

Our Pastor.

by dew

soul like a flow'r, kissed
the morning,

perfume and fragrance and

In

In-

cense combined.
sweet manner his person
adorning.
His innocent face beams with pleasure sublime.
yOur Pastor.
gracious,

ottl are concerned with Mr. Ford's intentions as regards the old-fashioned
dances.
How would he have them
danced? All who know Mr. Ford realize that his fondness for these dances Is
very gentHne.
They suspect that he
does not consciously "Intend" that they
be danced at all. He and a few friends
like them.
If others share his enthusiasm, he Is glad.
How Mr. Ford dances, and how his
instructor,
Mr. Lovett, teaches the
dances. Is a question easily answered by
any one who shared the hospitality of
the Wayside Inn ballroom during the
owner's recent stay. Mr. Ford's Idea Is
that the spirit shall be the same as
when he performed the dances In his
youth.
(The time element here is a
curious one, for, although most people
refer to the reels, quadrilles, the varsovlenne. etc., as "old-fashioned," they
are still danced weekly In the more
secluded sections of New England, and
doubtless
elsewhere
throughout
the
country.) They are to be danced joyously; participation should be spontaneous; there should be no consclou.sness
of "form" as such. Miss BraggiottI reminds u<,^ that hilarity reigned among
the younger set of even our Victorian
ancestors, and that tne Denlshawn performers at Keith's aimed to represent
the climax of such hilarity. She should
realize, however, that the hilarity of our
grandfathers' youth was not expressed
by arched Insteps and affected wrists.
To introduce such pretensions into a reel
Is as Incongruous as It would be
to
attempt the lovely Denlshawn version

In

—

Feme, Fruhiingssehnsucht,
Aufenthalt; Schumann Talismane, Erstarus, In der

—

Grun, Zigeunerlieder, Lied eines
Schmiedes; Brahms Nicht mehr zu dir
zu gehen, Spanisches Lied, Die Schale
der Vergessenheit, Madchenlied, Salome; Wolf Dank des Paria, Die Nacht,
Der Gartner, Tretet eln, hoher Krieger.
It was a wise woman who appeared
yesterday in Jordan hall.
Miss Mortimer, with a warm sympathy, no doubt,
for German songs, with a quite unusual
skill at singing them and with a voice
that suits them as though made for the
purpose Miss Mortimer sang nothing
but German songs.
Why should she have? It is unlikely
that she, or almost anybody else, can
have acquired equal skill in several
tongues and styles. Since German song
literature Is wide in variety, she had
tes

—

—

.

"Aufschwung"

Myra Mortimer, contralto, sang this
program yesterday afternoon In Jordan
hall: Schubert Gruppe aus dem Tar-

—

ON WITH THE DANCE

tion.

English, not the Americans, now
propose two new words tor the language.

lily

Is

hair;

of

The

as a

e'er for the right.
sunlight flits through his ches£nut

The

grimly,

MARPESSA..

He stands

K

\

both hands."
"Can't," replied Jimmy
gotta drive with one!"

stanzas:

As the World Wags:
Mr. Pember and Miss Berthe Braggl-

the World Wags:
fortunate awakening it Is for
us Bostonlans and how thankful we
should be this morning, not to find
another odious and bloody page added
to the sullied story of our city.

What a

DUSTING OFF THE OLD ONES
As the World Wags:
Jimmy was driving his car with one
hand on the who«l and one ann^round
Joan. The car lurched dizzily.
"Oh, Jimmy," cried Joan, "please use

—

'TIs

LINK.

,

1"

When the Rerv. Philip Wlttich
preached his last sermon for the Mount
Horlb Gospel Assembly at Upper Gra
the finger of Providence had
tiot, Mich.
pointed to parishes at Salem, Mich.,
hence his farewell Lucia Chapman
Belkovson addressed to him a beautiful
poem, from which we quote a few
His aim

—

American dances has something to
add to this discussion.
B. P. Q.
old

j

much

MASON AND DIXON'S

E. R. S.

us hope.

Canton.

I

—

ik

'""Uwas
oprti

B.

let

given to hospitality, and cannot quite forget that it
was originally a palatinate, whose proprietary was In effect a vlce-roy.
social Instincts, is

What
man, Logan, Grant were all vtclous
and uncouth,
ik hard liquors anfl eald "alnt"
sad and sorry truth!
levelt and Pershing, Generals Foch
and French
omind of shot and shells and war's

«««

irarl

heard
one Governor of Maryland complain
that the sandwiches consumed by a
huge body of women visiting the executive mansion nearly exhausted the
appropriation.
Maryland has strong
deficiency.

rounded.

poelii

be

up

pianissimo!)

3

If

make

to

ries

it

Ihuit
ii

at
tin last sad Democratic
convention.
Accident iilaccd
an acqualntanoa of Gov. Ritchie temporarily next to this lady, delegate
from
Southv/estorn
state.
fiov.
a
Ritchie headed the Maryland delegation in a part of the hall where he
was In full view of the woman delegate.
After looking a: him several
times, she turned to the strangfr next
her, and a.skBd him to Identify the
handsome man at the head of the
Maryland delegation. He did, and the
lady said fervo.itly: "I could look at
him all day long!"
Maryland l.i on? of the states in
which a considoiablo .nppropriation is
made for social entertainmi^nt by the
Considerable though it is,
Governor.
probably few Governors are able to live
within the appropriation, and most no
doubt have to trench upon their sala-

tion,
And yet there was no general uprising. They were not waylaid and sur-

ilsn

1110'

cratic candldHte for t!overn(.r of l)elaware had only to thrust his distinguished head 6ut of a cabin driven all
over the state on an oxoar; to Do sure
f
triumphant election.
Gov. Hitclae

you must say "patriot," breathe

FORTISSIMO,

liilei.

1

will

If

ilnfu-

If,

alien,

natur.aHy find place for his name and
Marylaiidcrs like a good-lookins
man for Governor, In which taste they
are one with th^ir neighbors of 3Je;aware. It was once said that a Demo-

fame.

delegate
national

m

—

he performs the marriage ceremony.
Probably many a fair bride has heard
those words and had a golden dream of
at once receiving all her husband's
property. The phrase means that upon
the death of the husband. If he dies
Intestate, the widow Is entitled to her
dower, I. e., a life Interest In one-third
of all the real estate of which her husband was seized at any time during
their married life and to which she has
not released her rights. Mr. Roy may
cut out those words from the already
too short service, but H)e law will stand,

Ritchie of Maryland
looms again above the national political horizon tills Interesting column, to
Is

One suspects that when
they were done condescendingly by
plnch-bodlced precleuses, their hearty
and unspoiled freedom was missing fis
much as it was more recently at Keith's.
Let us confine sophistication in the
dance to Its proper sphere, which Is
surely found liti many of the varied iiotjvities of the Denlshawn aroup and in
countless othef "schools." Let us distinguish, as tne Diaghllefl masters do
80 well, betwsiin the dance-forms which
Invite conscious refinements and thoae
which repel them.
It Is possible that someone from
the
Ifwal centre of the flourishing English
F'oik
Dance
Society— representatives
from which, according to the Transcript,
first aroused Mr. Ford's Interest In
the
acsthetlclsm.

certain Westfleid pastor Is reported
as refusing to use the words "with all
my woildly goods, I thee endow" when

that Gov.

human

—

A

GOV. RITCHIE

nothing

—

As the World Wags:

As the World Wags:

his distinction In this regard lie is said
to join definite political beliefs which he
has the cou.atje to assert upon all
proper occasions. His physical charms
attracted the attention of a woman

1

by

—

which

music which was composed for them.
For the tunes do not suggest anima!
spirits, but something more restrained.
A different style entirely comes Into
consideration with those dances which
more closely approach the folk forms,
the barn dances, the reels, the jigs.
These developed from the hearts of
people who wore less tight-laced, who
had animal spirits and liked to indulge
them.
They were and should be
danced with much rollicking laughter,
with hilarity and abandon, but not with

HOPEFUL BRIDES

GASKJER,

ronight, the concert will be broadfor Jhe first time in the history of
orchestra.

t'
esting to read that tne new
ropoiitan Opera House In New York
not be 80 democratic as good Mr.
purposed. The gralld tier of boxes,

d

—

were to come after 'em. But the gres.test of these was our George father of
the swizzle!
I have said It.

Now

the bastinado has

Virgin, the Scavenger's Daughter, the
For
strappado, yes, the strappado.
them the jazz orchestra Is an Inconworld
is
The
sequential substitute.
steadily losing In picturesqueness.

—

toothbrush In it swizzled it. In fact'
And wiping his hand on his nankeen
rompers, he poured out the stuff, and all
liands drank to the king Georg^s II
^nd our George, and all the Georges who

amply meyts the physical requirsnients
of Maryland as tj a Governor, and to

st

iistor

—

FENGER OP RUM

now

and Turks are wearing
derby hats. One could easily be reconciled to the abandonment of the veil by
Turkish women, but the loss of the
bastinado ts Irreparable. Gone are the
rack, the Scottish boots, the Nuremberg
be<>n abolished

line

Third Symphony; "The Divine

liabin.
join."

to be regretted:

first

of colored Georges,
whom WB knew so well right down to the
middle of 1919, anti have not se<8n so
of ton since fetched the limes and sugar.
'I'hen our George squeezed the limes
ami drlbbfed the sugar and added the
ice to what stood for the present "M.
G.," and swirled the twig lie usetl for ;i

that long

of

barn-dance posi-

.

Miss BraggiottI makes an Interesting
point of the fact that tight-laced gowns
of a former generation had their effect
on the mode of dancing.
True, the
corseted debutante of fifty years ago
niade her mark, but she made It rather
on the form of the danoe Itself than on
the style of dancing.
From the corset
and bustle we have the statelier dances,
those more restricted In movement
say, the waltz, the polka, the varsovlenne.
In these all torso movements
are comparatively restricted (but that
Is not to say that the dancers
need be
stiff or ungraceful).
Surely to introduce an exuberant cavorting Into these
dances is to destroy their Inherent spirit
which may perhaps best be seen in the

j

'

—

contrast for the asking.
Mrs. Mortimer, Instead of trying to
please everybody a little, by her judlcous plan stood a very good chance of
pleasing much the people who love Ger-

/man songs above all.
She found many songs

to sing which
heard, ranging from the
"Tartarns" to
Schubert's
dark gloom of
the spirited picture of that high-stepping horse of Wolf's "Gaertner." how
nimbly Mr. Conrad Bos made the creaMiss Mortimer is blessed
ture cavort
with taste and judgment as well as
not every
with the hunter's instinct
singer who goes prowling through Schubert's forgotten songs and the others,
comes back with a hand worth the chase.

are

rarely

—

!

;

j
'•

Miss Mortimer did.
She is blessed, furthermore, with a
strong contralto voice of real beauty
except at its utmost tips, a voice on
the whole well managed, though not always does It retain, either In very
loud, In the softest passages, the clarity, brilliancy ^nd the color of which

at

its

best

it is

capable.

Miss Mortimer sings like a fine musician, who understands form' and feels
rhythm. The meaning of words she
fully understands; she Is sensitive to
the spirit of a poem, be it grave or
gay. An excellent vocalist, a sound
musicfim, a woman appreciative of
poetry, Miss Mortimer needs must be
an admirable singer.
She is; her work must please the most
One quality alone she apexacting.

—

;

i

I

peared, yesterday, to lack the strong
personality which Is a necessary adjunct to even the most notable singing If It Is to make a thrilling effect.
Perhaps Miss Mortimer was not in
With every song she
her best vein.
sang, nevertheless, she grew in the
Mr. Bos, of course,
audience's favor,

played

extremely

well.

R.

R.

G.

^i'ter the brilliant performance of "Aida."
The
company came to grief. As Mr. E. F. Edgett \vrote in a letter published
in The Herald last Sunday, "Andrea Chenier" was performed by this com-

by Bostonians, not even

—

the orchestra had struck three nights be5, with orchestra
the benefit of the disbanded singers, principals and chorus.

pany on Dec.
fore

.eason of a

op^its

Tae Chicago bpera compan7wilT
^'^^'^f'^^'l
Andrea
night with a performance of
the Boston Opera House tomorrow
Chenier" by Umberto Gio rdano.
Marie de Saint-Andrea'^i;;;;!^^:'^^^

the Re.gn o^^e-or^^

I^^^^

wroTe much but published

to the language
strikmg his
fell, he exlaimed,
knife
the
before
that
al.o said
talent as a
great
His
herel"
there's something

Frenchmen gave "Grecian physiognomy''

try

It is

^^-^

The

J^J^

he^of

successors ^oolc

f

has been a tendency to
the
men and women of real life on
put
to
ful p ays into operas, also
Schubert,
Chopm,
Haydn,
Among composers, Mozart,
oneratic stage.
Offenbach have
Paganini,
Hoffmlnn
j^,^^ °" ."iCu"
is reported as
f'^"
who wrote a "Madame Sans-Gene."
of men and
Portrayal
their
to say that in
"
It is perhaps needless
and
all sorts of liberties,
the librettists often take

Of

late years there

^

«f

S

;ien

who

is

with
La Scala, Milan, on March 28, 1896
This opera was produced at
the
Sammarco
and
Borgati
Messrs.
Mmcs. Carrera, Ticc! and Rogers;
immediate.
The success was great and
chief carts
by
England was in English-translation

m

performance in
at Manchester. April
Pinlcerton.
Percy
St

at

3.

1905:

EUGE NE G06 SSENS

Mme.

a»chi!

^-^k^fir^pe^^^^^^^^^^

There

Chenier, the poet.

btdsCd

A

s.eP~,

reception
is

is in

a pretty

progress.

little

"

*

'

pastoral episode for shep-

bS

HieSss

tlfe

Pr^^^^^^

teTcLl

crowd

is

window, admits them, announcing
G^-^d's old father begs forgiveness,
drWen out. Ge.ard at the head. The scene

Gerard
at the Cafe Hottot in Paris
the Committee of Public Safety.
of
member
a
person,
i.. now an important
the revolutionists by denouncmg
ChenTer known as a'^poet, has oftended
an unknown exhorting him
from
letters
She pkrrerbut he has r;ceived him as he muses
is a spy watching the
rffolfow h s lefty ideals. Near
Chenier a letter It is from Madehand
her
sees
He
MSeleine.
nurse
who loves him. She is followed by
Teire! the unknown correspondent,
They avow their,
for a meeting.
arranges
she
aid,
BDies' begging his
bars the way.
and
enters
Gerard
depart.
to
As thev are about
I6ve
wounded. The lovers
Hrand ChenL d'raw their swords. Gerard is

S

i

|

and

is

sings the "CarGerard writes the

The crowd
on

trial.

her lover, and Gerard, moved to
SSment, but Madeleine intercedes for judges
try various prisoners and
The
him.
save
"mpa^sion promises to
in which Mme. Scalchi in the
theJ, Here is a moving episode,
York was amazingly eloquent in her plea for
first performance ^t New

coSS

protests his
called;,the indictment is read; Chenier
of all Gerard denounces the accusation
innocence
for Chenier 's death.
as false, but the votes are cast

f'bo>r

cSer

Zftr.

came a slump

in

what seemed

work, and

^"'^A^fll'^'sfviTfefrs'S

Tribunal.

week, ana

it

looking quite
cession, and Eugene Goossens.
sat by thte
energetic,
amazingly

poverty-stricken peasants are heard

The Revolutionary
''^^'Tct III
"
Chenier has been arrested
r,,a.mole

because

XZ

^^'bu:

°Hf,

-R.-t

the

s^STj^mfio^^;!^^.^^^
enti^a^^^^^^^

or rather U^e^nter-

Debussy

was still quite early in the
fatuous
rehearsal, it wasnt a
e^-^l
morning
a
rLTonly
l^^-^^
among
-ognlzed.
we
And
women.
t^^Tof tpa^sLTu^^^^
his own rehearsal
after
in
slipped
Henry Hadley. who had just

Among

|

when groans and

Just finished the

The orchestra had

after w^^^^^

their neglect °^ ^ne p

Sym-

Composer-Conductor, Begins First
phony, Minus Cacophony

prior t^ the French
The action of th. oper7;;S;;rjust
chateau. Gerard a servant
The scene is a ball room in a
Act. I.
Madeleine, the daughter of
with
love
in
and a revolutionist, is secretly
the guests is

h'countess of Coigny.

>

Those who know how the first scene in "Der Rosenkavalier" should
he set will be curious to see whether the Chicago Opera company will
P. H.
fiaka concessions to New England's prudery.

1903: Lizzie Burgess, Julius

2,

the Sarah Bernhardt Theatre
was
^''T.TZ firTperformance
Messrs.
Tetrazzini-Campanini, Mme. Fassini-Peyra;

on June

Manhattan Opera House

Miss Garden, after her repeated protestations, will be seen again as
"Thias." We say "seen" advisedly, for the crowd is much more interested
in Thais the courtesan and the revelation of her bodily allurement than in
Thais, the penitent. Alexander Pope's line: "And beauty draws us with
a single hair," is taken for granted; but Thais on the stage does not rely
on her hair, which is not so effective as the wig of Melisande let down
trom the upper window.

the invention of Illica.^

Thffi

in this country, after the first

at the

lived!

into creatures of fiction.
turn their heroes and heroines
in the
guillotine; but hia story as told
the
by
died
he
lived;
clZer

opera

was revived

Good old "^'aust" has been substituted for "The Marriage of Figaro"
for the Saturday matinee. No doubt the subsVtution will swell the receipts at the box office, and possibly redound more to the credit of the
Chicago company. It is not given to many singers of the present day,
however excellent they may be in other operas, to sing Mozart's music.
Yet Dr. Muck once said, speaking of the Boston Opera company, that no
opera house was worthy of the name unless its repertoire included MoBefore the end of its existence the Boston
zart's three great operas.
Opera company gave performances of "Don Giovanni."
The performance of "Faust" is welcome, for it will give another opportunity of hearing Mme. Mason and Messrs. Hackett and Baklanoff in
the three leading roles. One still remembers the pleasure they gave last
season.

Their
Roma: m'.hology for their plots.
were based n France
Still later 1 brettos
history.
Roman
Greek and
With the sudden
episodes.
historical
recent
Italv and Germany on more
romanticism, librettists
an 'pretllng pLion for
^^^^^l^^^J^^^^
urn success

and legends.

in 18S3, until it

in New York with Mmes. Tetrazzini-Campanini, Giaconia and De Cisneros;
Since then it has been
Metijrs. Bassi and Sammarco, on March 27, 1908.
p^formed at the -Metropolitan.

publication .^o^^--^^^^
fully recognized only after
chose Chenier as
librettist of Giordano's opera,
the
HUca,
Luigi
late
to Grecian and
went
librettists
first
The
ficticious events.

ZTls
a

"Andrea Chenier" was not heard again
performance

"However,

S;head

^for

Giordano, bom at Foggia in 1867, studied at the Naples Conservatory.
His first opera, "Marina," received in 1888 honorable mention in the
Sonzogno competition. His next opera, "Mala Vita," with a singularly unpleasant story, was brought out at Rome in 1892. The later operas are
""Regina Diaz" (1894); "Andrea Chenier" (1896); "Fedora" (1898);
(1903); "Marcella" (1907); "Mesi Mariano" (1910); "Madame
"Siberia"
Sans Genn" (1915); an operetta written with Franchetti, "Giove a Pompei"
(1921); "La Gena della Beffe," completed in 1924, and produced recently
in New York. As we have said, he is reported to be working on "Rasputin,"

dared to condemn
at Paris in 1794 because he
several works and "° ^o^^]^^^^^^^
mother, of Greek origin, ^vrote
his
Greek literature. Andre during
ancient
the
\ndre with a love of
of
he
tha
him
of
said
been
It has
little.
,.,1

—

is

To the astonishment

He

to;-n

-die- pr.

-^-^^^^

-"^^
said

XJ^^rmufic
^^^^^f f..^TtS

of music.
and other things, but chiefly
^^'^^^^^f^^^,
section, Beauti
such a marveloijp string
with the orchestra ''which has
first and second
the
it.
t«,e!\nd I like the arrangei^nt of

fTson

rous

violins together.

I

don't

know who

It

was who

first

away with .he
much simpler for

did

although
Ztform, but the effect isn't as good,
but
section is excellent too,
wind
your
And
\tr^euZ.
it's

especially the

that Tve conducted recentty
the second' big orchestra
^t the
of rny
On Sunday I'm conducting something
as a guest.
to Roche^-Jor
bade
go
I
that
After
Composers' concert.
Leaguf
time that IVe l'^'"
thT«st of the season. It's the first
^
for
the orchestra '^tJtochest^had
Coates
whoirseason. Before this Albert
dojng
are
in what they
Tr tie second half. I'm very much interested
*''"'?his

is

jy^

"

besides conduc^^
place of^ts kind. And
^er^^ ItTreally the only
of the school as
department
operatic
the
the orchestra. I'm head of
all my time.
well, which takes practically
Europe for a month and
is over I go to
season
the
after
"But
and rea ly
/^"^ big
first,
my
be
wifl
work on my symphony. It
here,
playing
I'm
that
the Sinfonietta
that IVe Tone, except for
working on
Fm
now
just
because
sUte,
in a very nebulous

tW

ft" sui

A^o

Ben-

-hich
one-act opera. 'Judith.' ^-"^^e trat.on.
the
for
It's finished except
nett wrote the libretto.
^^ii^
I
but
it,
going to do

Prisoners are awaiting execution.
Prison ,of St. Lazare.
promised to give herself to Gerade
Madeleine in the preceding act had
vdth
bribed the .iai er, she comes
arenier was spared. Now. having
She
will die with him.
she
Chenier
with
live
cannot
she
Gerard. If
together to the
go
lovers
The
condemned.
the
of
one
changes places with

Act IV

h

m

o

don't

heLtionTf my

know who

is

I

/"^ctlg

.

scaffold.

Carlyle in his "French Revolution"
It may here be remarked that
speaks of a "Farmer Gerard."
ovgani-

Opera company, a strong
Col. Maplesnn brought his Imperial
1896. The comrany was not appreciated
zation, tp the Bostcm Theatre in

\

Sj„.'S,„TcrS;, .^alhfk.vinsWy

current

And

.« conduct, one

!

to

subrr r-c himself in the music to realljr understand it. And
you've been playing: Wagner and Strauss and Schoenberg, it's
nost impossible to sit down and write without thinking in terms
s

er

Boston

"All that I know as yet about my symphoriy is that it probably
)n't be considered revolutionary, and that it won't be programme
jsic. Abstract.
My thoughts up to the moment of writing. It's for
Urge orchestra.
composer doesn't sit down and aay, now I'm gog to write for a large orchestra, or for three solo instruments. It's
e musical idea itself that determines the idiom and the form.
Alough at one time, in London, because I introduced quite a little modn music in my program I got the reputation for being revolutionary,
never really been exclusively a modem. I don't think that to be
.'e
eat, music must be cacophonous, and I believe that each composer
IS to work out his own idiom.
I'm beginning to find mine, and it
rtainly isn't either 'futurist' or 'vorticist.'
"Music is going through an uncertain, revolutionary stage just
»w, although it's beginning to come out of it, and individual comisers are coming to the top. It's been the same in poetry, and in the
astic arts.
All sorts of small movements, vorticism, cubism, intense
echanization.
People are just beginning ,tounderstand and value Van
Dgh and Gauguin now at their real worth! And it's the same with
ebussy, who changed the whole musical trend from German emotionism to the tone painting of the impressionists. Sometimes one unsrstands one's own art so much better through another. In painting,
in music there are the same fundamental aesthetics. There is form,
lor, design, and climax.
And there has been the same experimentaon in the plastic arts in the last 10 years or so that there has been
music.
"So many people go around saying that what music needs is anher Bach, or another Beethoven. But the very changes in the orlestra forbid it. One can't retrogress, and it is as impossible for a
)mposer today to write in the style of Beethoven as it was for Bee)oven to write for a Wagnerian orchestra. The musician is the prodit of his age.
Everything was going along very, smoothly, and the
usicians in the orchestra, having conquered the difficulties of Beetho»n, thought that there was nothing harder.
Then along came Wagjr and Strauss, and swept them off their feet.
An entirely new school
musicians came into being, who could play all of the intricacies of
Wagnerian score. And so on. And that is why the solo players are
;tter now than they have ever been.
That is also why, although it
as also a reaction against the large orchestra, there is more writing
)r solo groups.
Take the trumpets for instance. Where once they
layed only in octaves and fifths, they are now sometimes asked to play

SrMi

i

'

passages!

"And so it is absurd to cry for another Beethoven. Art must evolve
who knows what will happen in the next five years. Honnegger

ay or may not ultimately be considered the great French composer,
travinsky and Schoenberg may be called greater than Bach or Beeloven. Although I doubt it. Perhaps the music of 10 years from now
ill be all rhythm, or all counterpoint.
Where once it was entirely
iatonic, music has become chromatic, every note carrying its own acdental, and the rhythm changing with each bar. Something must
Dme out of all this.
"I don't believe in playing all-classic%l programs or all-modem
nes. I think that a program should be representative, and that it
hould have a climax. Representative, so that the man In the street
.•ho comes into a concert hall for the first time will find at least one
hing on the program that will make him say, 'Well, if they'll give me
omething like that next time, I'll come again.' That's one of the difculties with the London public. There are very few musical laymen,
here are the musicians and musical connoisseurs, and then there are
he laymen who seem to be frightened of the concert halls, and there id
o crossing of these magic circles.
"I'here isn't a better reader than the English orchestral musician,
ut there isn't the public, and there isn't enough moneyfor rehearsals,
ome time ago, just before I came to America, I happened to have a
ttle money on hand, and so I got together the best musicians I could
nd in London. And I paid them for each of their rehearsals, and we
ave a series of eight concerts; they were called 'Goosens concerts.'
5ut that couldn't last. How can one expect to have a good orchestra,
r anythang of a performance, if there aren't at least three rehearsals?
Vith three rehearsals, even the poorest orchestra can do something.
"It seemed very strange to me at first when I came here to see
he symphony placed at the top of the program. I think that it is beter to open with an overture, because people always take off their
oats and arrange themselves during the first movement, and then, as
said before about art in general, there must be a climax. And I
lon't believe in long concerts.
When I played with the Queens Hall
ircehtsra, under Sir Henry Wood, we gave concerts of three hours
ach, but the strain on conductor and orchestra was very great, though
he public (as usual) didn't cavil at good value for their money. That's
vhen I did my first conducting, of my own compositions. I'd put my
iolin down on my chair afnd conduct, and then go back and play again
or the rest of the concert.
Sir Thomas Beecham saw me there and
isked me to conduct operas for him.
So in 1915 I put my violin
n its case and have never taken it up again since.
"Will I ever give up conducting for composition?
No, because I
ike interpreting too much. In a way I've been an interpreter sinco
was eight years old. When I was 15 I was familiar with the entire
peratic repertoire up to Wagner. That was because of my father^
vho conducted the Carl Rosa Opera Company.
"Do you know why people are sometimes speechless in the face
f a new idiom? Because they haven't kept in tbuch with what haa
jone before. It'g only ignoraoM."
£.0.
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Scherzo.
P. M.— Fourteenth concert of the
Koussevitzky, conductor.
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Peters, pianist.

Scheliinfl'.

orchestral

Elkus, Improvisation and

ir,,„:'2'*''\"
^ugue.
Schumann, Aufschwung and Des Abends. Schumann-Liszt WidBrahms, Waltz and Rhapsody, B minor. MacDowell, Sonta Eroica.
A flat. Nocturne, E major, op. 62, Scherzo, C sharp minor
Eichheim, Chinese Sketch. Hanson.
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In SjTnphony Hall
yesterday afternoon, Harold Bauer gave a 25th annlversary recital, for which he played tha
following program:

Tea-ers are said to prefer clasBlcal music
to Jazz.)

I

Mendelssohn, Prelude and Fugue In
minor; Schumann, Sonata In P-sharp
minor; Debussy, Clair de Lunei Bauer,
Barberini's Minuet (from "Tunes of the
I8th century); Brahma, Ballade in D
Chopin^
minor. Rhapsody
in E-flat;
SlbcliusScherzo in C-sharp minor;
Schubert,
North":
Bauer, From the
Impromptu In A-flat; Liszt, ^epbisto
Waltz.
It was as a soloist with the Boston
Symphony, when he played the Brahms
D minor concerto, that Harold Bauer
made his first appearance in this counAnd ever since, altry, as a pianist.
though his programs have been exceedand
there has never
ingly catholic,
quite been the persistent taint of the
specialist about him, there has been no
more Indefatigable and eloquent Interpreter of Schumann than he.
And it was Harold Bauer who set
the Beethoven Society in motion, to
revive and to continue to play Beethoven, as well as to have Thayer's
Besides all this,
vast life Englished.
Mr. Bauer has composed an^ arranged
j
music for the piano, yet unlike various
not
dld^
otheF composer-pianists, he
choose to fill his program with his own

B

Twang

the ukulele
While the craze remaine,
\id dlge8ti(;>n dally.
Stimulating brains,
Haise our spirits gaily
.Vlth a willow waly

^uch a feline melody attains!
j

?hrasea saxophonlc,
Tickled banjo strings,
Make a meal-tlme tonic.
Lend the dancer wings,,'
Jegroid or Slavonic,
'ould you make it chronic,
.Might outrasp the song the
sings!

from his 18th century "Tunes."
At first. In the prelude of the Mendelssohn, his melody notes sounded al Ittie hard and forced, but with the fugue

became

i

j

j

I

more musical, and from then on he was wholly
in the vein.
There are other pianists
who have a richer, more sensuous tone,
his

touch

gentler,

none who can spin so cool
and lovely a one as he did, both In the
Schumann, and then In the Debussy.
To the Schumann sonata he brought
but there

Is

of the exquisite gradations of tone,
the fine spun dynamics, the little erratic
rhythmic gusts, the pulsing lyricism of the Eusebius episodes, and the
mad gait of the Plorestan. His Debussy
was as lovely as we have ever heard It,
a thing of silver mists, vaporous, yet
with its outlines always clear and In-

all

telligible.

j

It was brilliant playlnr. throughout,
cumulatively dramatic in the Brahms
ballade, vigorously rhythmical in the
rhapsody. The "From the North," which
he has arranged for the piano from
Sibellus's dark, bleak and melancholy
piece, with the same ruggedness that
marks everything that Sibelius wrote,
he played crisply, and with an amazing power.
And despite the fact that he has been
called a specialist, in each he distinguished the mood, the style, and the
peculiar beauty of the music. An audience that filled about two thirds of
Symphony Hall, and which should have
Ibeen much larger, demaiided eacorea.

i

2

J

z ^

Mine. Ethel Leglnska, justly known
as the temperamental pianist. Is at It
This time she disappointed
again.
"4200" persons eager to hear her play at
Mme. Leglnska has
Evansvllle, Ind.
her mind the song In "Oli•i^tte": "Now Is the time for disappearing." A dispatch from Evansvllle Is of
nature. The
J. jomewhai unsympathetic
sender should not have taken a humorous view of this lamentable occurrence;
lamentable, though Mme. Leglnska by
ler series of disappearances gains publicity, which Is dear to the gods and
This
joddesses of the musical world.
dispatch read:
"Local police and detectives searched
everywhere they could think of. Including the Ohio river, the hospitals, the
'.Ibrarles and the homes of prominent
Mtlzens, but Mme. Leglnska was at
east an octave ahead of them."

always

In

to
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TRAGEDY OF A RABBIT

There was only the

fragile "Barberini's Minuet,"'

A.

tears.

|

and

seagull

Sequences delightful
Unto savage ears
May alas! be frightful
To our soulful seers;
When your walm Is quite full
3f discordance spiteful,
You will maj-k the tea-ers bored

,

lovely

concert,

TWANGY TEAS

IIAROLD BAUER

music yesterday.

Symphony

°'
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As the World Wags:
Nature usually acts with simple yet
decisive gestures.
Tragedy may walk
about through the bluster of a gale,
may ride the white wings of a blizzard,
but more often does it swoop down on
a quiet world, leave its mark, and go
Simplicity of
as quietly as it came.
setting and apparent safety are often
the most certain warnings of the sudden and terrible visits. At this time
of year especially, when the pages of
the outdoor book, an ever-mystifying
and interesting volume, are whitened,
they tell many a tale to those who care
Today 1 followed a rabbit
to read.
track for perhaps a hundred yards; an
aimless, wandering track it was, never
going far from shelter, with an occaThen it ventured
sional stop for food.
away from the bushes a bit, started
across a little clearing. For a few feet,
the leaps were regular, unhurried, the
record of an ordinary citizen enjoying
a casual stroll. But about half way
over, something happened to that un-

'

|

One set of tracks
suspecting rabbit.
was strangely deep and distorted, the
longer, hurried.
much
was
jump
next
Then there was one great bound to tlie
on the
side, a last shapeless smudge
white surface; one little red period
of
dotted the snow, and a brown tuff

And
fur fluttered from a branch tip.
was the
to explain everything there
powerful
clear-cut mark of a set of
pinions etched accurately, so delicately
a single
Just
tissue.
smooth
on the
wing stroke, broad at one end, then
I'oints
nice
tapering off to a series of
to nothing,

as

.that

fled.

wing had righ-^d and
S. L. M.

Cambridge.

The London Observer, reviewing Mr.
quotes his
IMencken's "A.mericana,"
pronote on BUnols: "Chicago has
poets,
duced some of the best Ai.ierican
Lee
notably Carl Sandburg and Edgar
Masters," atid then adds: He never
same
mentions that "Springiield, in the
the only
state, is the home town of
original American poet since 'WTiitman.'
in
How many Bostonians interested this
"literachure" can name, ofEhand,
inspired bard of Springfield,

111.'.'

A R. of Wakefield, asks: "What is
the 'difference between a bounder and

We had supposed a
a blighter.'"
bounder to be a bumptious, pushing,
gaudily
often
fellow,
megaphonic

An English deflhition is: "A
dressed.
superior kind of 'Arry'; one whose
dress and personal appearance are correct, but whose manners are of a quesErnest Newman
tlonablo character."

once characterized George Borrowes as
a bounder, unjustly to our mind.

What

Is

precise difference between

tlie

"bally-bounder"?
probably the more obIn the land of
person.
bounders, he Is "vaseline princeps," to
quote the phrase of a shop clerk known
to us who prides himself on his genteel
Is
a "blighter," a snide?
speech.
Will eome Englishman visiting Boston

a

"bounder"

The

latter
jectionable

is

and a

-

(Louis ArtiereO a^fl

viola

:rred Zlghera).
.un.abiv lives In Paris:

us?

onl'ehteii

I'Oi-

txninpK'.

a bouniler or a b'.isluer? Toshe Is a swoet nilnfe'llns of both.

i.:eorge

slbly

a piano sonata
was recently

I listener

•melody of prose." I" .\Vf„e te™ f"""
more fitting ^JT"'
saic" would be a
finding

As the World ATags:
Al Jolson BHvs he would have brought
home scnip European Jokes only they
wanted him to pay their fare. It you
see Al, iell him about Gloria Swanson.
She paid the fare on oTie.

HUGH

events,

all

KIRK.

tended

accompaniment

weighted

^""CZAs

PEOPLE'S CONCERT

to

Pie tned hard to do

At the

--^l^r^^;r\fw^nou^rglnfttn\^;^
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Italians.

songs^^lth
'"Mme." Avlerlno sang the
tribute to her
ease which fact is a
songs by
sang
She also
;„^sicianship.
ilazunov and r^achmaninoy
„ ChanThe concert closed with four

Pope.
the
exclaimed
•IlaliansT"
•What are Italians doing In that far-

northern country?"
replied
ice-cream,"

cold,

the

bishop.

poems

Novelists, male and female after their
study
kind should be Interested In the

eyes in
of the color of children's

|

j

f

mlndedness.

they

play,

one

lady-love
his verses speaks of his
"sea-green
looking at him with her

orbit to the
institution estab-

of the PorphjTy and Papyrus
Whereas the
clubs in pre-Volstead days.
Bunn foundation was financial and its
of
foundation
purpose benevolent, the
a Parker memorial was alcoholic and its

Mme. Avierino

'
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mis-
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who was warmly welcomed
when he took the conductor's stand, he
was again a tower of strengrth.
The great audience was enthusiastic.
The
There were many curtain calls.

opera

'

;

spontaneous, hearty, long continued applause for ilme. Muzlo in the third act
was richly deserved.
The opera tonight will be "The ValThe chief singers
kyrie" In German.
will be Mmes. Forral, Van Gordon and
Klpnls and
Lajnont,
Lenska, Messrs.
Mr. Polacco will conduct.
Cotreull.

The

,

herself In this manner,
ing to sacrifice
with Andrea to the
she finally goes
beguiled their
tumbril. Prisoners have
Sir Walter
eapUvlty in various ways.
history of the world.

"Capt. Brassbound*s Converi

sion"

Done

in Fine

Vein

Repertory theatre: "CapUin Brassthr*9|
bound's Conversion," comedy In

Raleigh wrote a

iSSC;HSt=S:
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Polacco,

.

traglo end.
beloved one meet a
operas and plays,
heroine, as In so many
Gerard. If he ^"l^ay*
otters herself to
the guillotine. Willfrom
Andrea
her

Some have
have tamed

for strength
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medium,
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heavy accompanying

must admit,

color,
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Its honesty
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stor>- is as roshould be popular. The
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mantlo as It Is fictitious
Lover and
conventional.
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everybody must
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Mr. FormichI was Impressive as Gerlibrettist,
ard. who is, according to the
not
the finest fellow In the play. He did
abuse his commanding voice, even
was
when Giordano's Instrumentation
Impothe noisiest, unnecessarily and
His Gerard was a striktently noisy.
ing impersonation.
Excellent, too, were Mr. Mojica as
the Spying Incroyable, and Mr. Trevlsan
the Sansculotte, but, as we have said,
to
all the lesser roles, from the Countess
the Abbe, were capitally taken.
The stage settings and the stage manAs for Mr.
agement were effective.

Company.
by the Imperial Opera

Bersl

different, the c-^fj'^^^.^^'^^tZ
for ""to. vi
ens and his suite
an, us
Goossens any
Mr. Goossens,
6! Mr
ano. op. fii
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vor.
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on Dec.
at the Boston Theatre
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Promusic by Umberto Giordano.
March 23.
duced at La Scala, Milan, on
trntted
First performed In the
1896.
Music, Nov.
States at the Academy of
Boston
First performance In

'

^^Xi

of
of expres
tonal beauty, the command
the niuslc
Blve nuances, the wedding
Nor did she
to the text and situation
reserve
of
worth
In action forget the
mocontrast to the more exalted
Mme. Lenska was quiet, paments.
boy.
thetic In her appeal for the
greatly
Mr Marshall has ImprovedWhen
he
since he was last heard here.
strength.,
main
first came he sang by
Last
delivery.
relying only on stentorian
discretion
night he sang with marked
dignity
and intelligence; he acted with
with ferIt was necessary,

nilca;

f^JU

J"Xn

was

'

Chenier" in
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list,

By PHILIP

In

brilliant

were admirably
company.
Txpected from this eiceUent and see
to hear
It was a pleasure
Madeleln^
of
role
Mme. Muzlo in the
her portray^
vocally and dramatically
the
a h«Kh order: vocally by

!

of the
Boston Opera House— Opening
"Andrea
season,
Opera
Civic
Chicago
four acts; libretto by Lulgl

for

program
V^en he arranged the
Club concert
Ivesterday's Flute Players'

"

was

m

Company

Gives "Andrea Chenier"
bv QiorHa.nn

i

performance

respects. The P'-'"<='P^1^,
Permitted, often
effective as the music
minor parts
spite of the music The
taken, as was to be

many

1

Branms.
Brahms;!
S»Mata in E
Debussy: The
prelude. Moor; Menuet.
May^Mukle^^Mazurka.
Light Wind.

:

^'^The'

i

program:

minor. Opus

,
,_ ,v«
the
of the Pastorale in
^as beauact is charming, and It
the
to
given
The music
tifully sung.
and
revolutionary mob In the second
withthird acta Is merely e'^clamatory.
intensity.
out the necessary wlldness of
oP^ra, '^e
No. the strength of the
Giordano,
repeat. Is In the drama.
express flammstrive as he may. cannot
of
raptures
ecstatic
ing passion, the
the a-hlliyy
sacrificial love; nor has he
the
Even
portraits.
to draw musical
niusic does
purely scenic and decorative
settings or the
stage
not emphasize

The chorus

i

gav^ in«
Med,;lkof£ as his accompanist,

sensuousness

first

I

Civic

little

nobility.

entirety, and In conjunction with the
playing Mr. Jewett and members of the
company at the Repertory Theatre will
read Byron's poem.

Chicago

muslo has

love

its

.-.sfSa^r^«|^|
Ifolkxiflng

are not
The characters, save Madelon.
Gerard and
musically characterized.
with
Andrea sing In the same spirit and The
notes.
a wilderness of superfluous
or

and

(Poems by Pierre Louya)
Flute, violin, viola, 'cello, harp
au Matin
La Flute. Chanson. La Plule
Danses au Clair de Lune

lishment of the Irish Free State, tlic
Parker memorial has become but a
memory. It would seem that those fortunate enough to share in it should be
mewilling to contribute to the Bunn
morial thai it nuiy be perpetuated unADAilri.
ABEL,
title.
dfcr its so apt
Amherst, N. H,

m

There was applause both
vigor.
The confor him and for the soloist.
cert next week will be conducted by
will Inprogram
Mr. Mason, and the
clude Schumann's "Manfred," given in

GlazounoT. Raclimaninov

Lea dn^Printemps
B—Oriental, Voice
with piano
G. Dequln

magnole."
In the
After all, the chief Interest Is
eicep
drama; the musto. with a few
not ge""lh«ly
tlons. ts only plausibly,
Gerard^s monologue In the
effective.
the
the lighter muslo for
first act:
and the
dance; the appeal of Ma<Jelon
MadeImpassioned measures given to signifithese pages there Is
leine;
moments
cance, though m the dramatic
appeal to the
there Is no IrreslsOble

Dr. Hadley's symphony Is In the conventional four movements, and although
much of It is descriptive In character,
And as with
it is not program music.
all of his music. It Is well orchestrated,
the strings
for
with full, warm passages
and sharp rhythms. Dr. Hadley conducted, as is his custom, with authority

In Fao
Voice, horn, 2 Tlollns. viola.
Voyage
Clel Prive. Impressions de
(First Time)

cording to the statement of the amiable
promoter, this blend was the one approved of his beloved Uncle Theodore.
With the A'olstead act and the estab-

'

melo.dies fine spun.

PavsaEe

which

major, up.
B minor,

it was first played In public. And
yesterday Mr. Balokovic. who has already given a recital of his own here
earlier in the season, played it con
amore, with rhythmic zest and sonoralthough his upper
ousness of tone,
notes were a little oft color at times.
His bowing was firm and sensitive, his

Dec. 1922
A—Taou. Three poems by Ts

was poured as much sparkling White
AcRock as the glass would hold.

D

3 In

when
j

Slmonne Pie

members

'

|

.

reminded me
lished in Springfield. 111.,
an Institution
of the Parker memorial,
known to the
of your own city, well

Irish, to

i

piece

As the World Wags:
Reference In an adjacent

a double

was

,

playing very fine. How one otout
wrote would
of music, though, a genius
R^ R.. O.
have braced the afternoon!
Sonata No. ' "
Alex. Sdarlattl...............
Flute, 2 violins, 'cello, harp
Harmonized by Oermaine TalUeferre
(First Time)
„
....Suite, Op.
Goossens
Flute, violin and piano
Impromptu. Serenade. Divertissement
(First Time)

BUNN AND PARKER

uplift,

flute

|

Mi-'s
ginality. or call it oddity, from
time, and
Pie, unusual timbres all the

eyes.

purpose

was because a

it

,

neefled,

^ymphony No.

boy.

and the
thetlo episode of Madelon
mob,
the roaring of the bloodthirsty
"Carand the sound of the dreaded

Dr. Hadley, for his second concert
here this season, did not choose a parrevolutionary program, alticularly
though it was a well arranged one. commencing with the overture, and culminating with the symphony, his own,
in B minor, which has not been heard
here for some time.
Of the Tschalkowsky concerto, there
Is little to be said anew at this late
date, for it is a constant apparition
on the violinist's program, the concerto
wrote so rabidly
of which Hanslick

where a tuba would not do. yesterday
So there was taste on hand
s
afternoon, and grace aro Mr. Goossons
charm. Scarlatti's quaintness, and ori-

of

Bunn memorial, an

,

they
to the point of leanness,
reason
and taste in their favor, and a Bounds
pleasant
for being If only lor the
made; if a flute was called into

is
Sharp have these eyes? Jealousy
have
supposed to be green-eyed. Some
highdenote
said that green eyes

in

and

L";'!"''
Iher unknown composer, C
slight
Though musically they soen.ed
had giaoe

novelists may
lish State schools: for
The "hestand In need of correction.
the
man." >-ho breathes freely only jnblue,
of
eyes
has
spaces."
•"great open
If a heroine has green
or steel grey.
Didn t Becky
eve-, she Is dangerous.

Mortimer Colhns

35; Hadley,
op. 60.

W

appenTof

Balokovlc, violinist,

sky, concerto for violin in

part played on the
hZ7 (the latter
by an
pl^no by Mr. Sanroma), written

Eng-

was Zlatko

soloist

and the program was as follows: Massenet, Overture to ••Phedre"; Tchaikov-

instrumental

little
Bllltis."
'cello
for flute, violin, viola,

de

sons

Hollis Street Theatre, yester-

day afternoon, the People's Symphony,
with Dr. Hadley as guest conductor,
gave its 12th concert of the season. The

^

'Taaking

,

muslca

i

awav,

I

task of
Pie set herself the
as:
expression for such lines the of his concert, despite the fact that it
of
J^Oh
how cold are the legsthaw and was neither a violin nor a piano recital,
a
"then,
and thvi he did not Indulge in popularsqualid sheep" and
isms. Mr. McdnlkofE played very IntelE. G.
fiTr^e^ck^sele'wrote notes notes
ligent accompaniments.
of
least
at
men^t
nofe^s.^'Vhich had the
tney «t
what
for
words,
leavlne the
an over- "
worlh^ idible enough, though

mss

The Right Rev. Dr. Bennett, Roman
Catholic Bishop of Aberdeen, tells of his
recent visit to Rome. His Holiness inquired about the bishop's widely scat-]
The bishop, describing
tered diocese.
that
the northern parish of Wick, eaid
Mass on
the most regular attenders at
Sundavs wero

So no
thanks to the Indulgent jailor.
one should be surprised to find Andrea
llftlnK up his voice in melodious strains.
But there axe two scenes in this
opera that ore not conventional. They
One Is In the
are highly dramatla
beginning where at the ball Andrea
pleads for poverty stricken peasants
and denounces the frivolous artlstoThe entrance of the peasatits,
crats.
the Indignation of the gentry and the
noble dames, sullen Gerard standing
by. his old father begging forgiveness,
these Incidents are well contrasted with
the music of the dance and the coquetry of Madeleine, urging Andrea to
The other scene
sing a song of love.
is that of the Revolutionary Tribunal
with Its sentencing of the Indicted, the
Maaeteln* to Oerar«. t5o

and

rSffWEe

'

brought the
full flavor and tlie maturity of his art.
subtleties
the
about
on
go
One could
of his tone, the gleam of his rhythms,
the infinite warmth and suppleness of
his nuances, especially In the Bach, but
these are only terms. Let It sufRce to
say that he played yesterday, and that
an audience small in size listened, without stirring, from beginning to the end
mystic

only
song" may be very welMf
of what that
is appreciative
the
ca„,
Gray
:tlmuta"t7ng writer, Cecil

l.lo\<i

i-

at

hers

,f

the opt

lady pre-

The

,

,,

composed verses: others
c
spiders and mice. Operat

acts

to
Imprisoned, are expected
tenors.
In the towManrlco
as
song,
burst into

by George Bernard Shaw.

Tnei

cast:

Baron

on whom
as Cavaradossl.
mean trick, on the
Scarpla played a
Sanf Angelo,
of the Castle
at his disposal.
with writing materials

er-

i,

^^^^^^^

t-h^f^orro?

^thT^;

?S~^i:i^ti^^ra^d

Srm

.captain
I

Tohnson

^a^bound

...^.^._.John^,T^^^^^

w/vh.rt

HRiTibleton

^

OBman

.'.

T

.

-,fo'

^
,

.

-

.

Captain Kearney, U.

vuun« n.an

N.
....
.
Charles Merefllth
entertainment la«t

8.

There was grand

the ring may be. Is
"^^•^"^f.^'^
about and
on brains and is ordered
^Is mansnubbed most feroclousU'
fight dlot
ager. In his dual character
achieves
rector and butler, Mr. Tyler
sense and
an extraordinary mixture of
guiathe
on
keeps a hand

'no mare's nests to uncover,
need or
In
single hypocrisy
unveiling, nor a decency or two h»
felt disposed to Jeer at, he could put
his mind with all Its alertness, his
Renulne comic force and his nimble
wit to the writing of a comedy which

bound,"

nonsense and

a

,

Brassbound and his associates on and

the stage with ease; he made them
tPlk In character, not In terms of Shaw.
susIn the second act he whipped up
pense; in the last, with suspense put by,
he did not let Interest fail.
Not once did he allow his wit to tlag,
though bs had no ill-nature to call on
He even let slip an opportulor help.
at
nity to rail at a divine, a missionary
that— to be sure he Is not a RusslanI
navy
He even treated the United States
with respect, and the British judiciary
The play
-vlth a measure of sympathy.
of the
lost nothing of delight because
laugh—
could
people
mildness;
author's
feeling
heartily—without
did,
they
ashamed of themselves.
performance was In many re-

had defrauded him

In;

they be-

'

Shearer,

film

production, with
Cody, Wlllard

Allen
Karl Dane and others.
White's Collegians and others round out
the bill, and Philip Spltalny conducts

Louis,

'"de

luxe"'

outovor-voclferoua

numbers played by Philip Spltalny, who,
with his own Jazz band, has been added

Kershaw and Mr. Pollard
characters dexterously, and

including

men had an

the

understand.
The stage settings were excellent,
with a fine suggestion of south atmosphere In the first act, and a picturesque
grouping of figures at the end of the
second. And In the third, who will forget the picture of the man in kilts, and
the portrait of Queen Victoria? Details
?kR. O. _
Ido tell.

I

.

WILBUR THEATRE— "l3~Zaf
comedy
•tnd
ton.
A.

in three acts

Richard Taber.

The

So?" a
by James Gleason
JFirst time In Bos-

Kddie "Chick" Cowan
'Clinton
^lajor,

tlie

nUckbiim

Harry Tyler

Howard
Edmund George

Frederic

an amusing and
breezy film comedy, well played, and
very smoothly directed, with Norma

Lionel Glen later
M.ister

Percy Moore

iUUer
Irving Jampol

Jnmes Blackburn Parker..

lohn Duffy
Susan Blrtckbum Parker

.Billy

A

the beauty shop.

A

of

a pungent bit as a business man, married, "though broad minded," and Lew
the junior member, who had
of a sense of humor to marry
until he met the changed Miss Lawrence,
of whom he had said he "wouldn't
kiss that face for a thousand dollars,"
and lived to pay.
Karl Zane, the
boggle-eyed doughboy
Big
of ""The
Parade,"" has a few but amusing moments as a janitor. A beautiful blonde,
the stenographer, who disrupts things
in the early reels, and whose name we
do not remember, did much to ease the
situation.
Otherwise, there are some
amusing "wise-cracking"' titles, In the
vernacular, which set the pace for the
whole.
Allen White's Collegians do amazing
things with themselves, and Include In
their specialty everything from a fiveringed circus to the Charleston.
Still

Cody

too

•I

which give the

and not exactly a new
vitality and zest be-

charm

retains some of the angularity of
her original manner. WiUard Louis does

may

rejoinder,

h^

the

.still

Y_prk, of course), where they are installed as butler and second man. un'ler
^srreement to train their patron In order
b--! physically fitted to lick
fhat he

1

It

Miss Shearer,
who really does look prunes and prisms,
and who, despite her metamorphosis

Scpne 1 introduces "Chick" Cowan and
"Hap," his manager, down and out,
without the price of a meal. To thes-j
enter young "Clint" Blackburn, who If
compassionate for the luclfless pair and.
seized of an Inebriate idea, conveys
them to his Fifth avenue mansion (New

i];bo,\

slight tale,

one, but
cause of

A

-

Is

Shearer as a stenographer who discovered that cotton stockings and efficiency were not especially alluring to
her employer, and so promptly Invaded

I>ama Sykes
Helen Stewart
Gladys Crollua
onenman show that revolves consistently and spiritedly about thi agile
and eccentric person of Harry Tyler,
play
the "Hap" Hurley of the cast.
compounded of equal parts comedy, up"
voarlous farce and "ten-twent'-thlrt"
melodrama, at which one can sit and
company
with
several
't in unabashed In
hundred of fellow human beings likewise engaged. Frequently the grin develops into a huge guffaw and at the
high water points Into a burst of Irresistible laughter.
The story is easy to follow and Is as
wildly impossible as they make *em.
Florence Hanley
Marie MaestrettI

certain "crook."
And there you have it. This incongnl^
^us couple, In the livery of their new
iobs fill the stage. The "business" alnost bespeaks itself. "Hap" as butler
-ind boss of the unhappy "Chick," dominates the situation. The twain fairly
slang and the 'stngirage of the East
•nd of the r' | Their oft repeated
-o" with the ln<svltable, "yes,

Secretary'"

"'His

Bon. Maurice Fltzstanley

fobert Parker

The State started out well yesterday
with an orchestra, which not only plpys
jazz, but gave a creditable, although
exceedingly brassy performance of the
introduction and finale of TschalkowMr. Spltalny
sky's fourth symphony.
Is a versatile conductor.

cast:

"Hnp" Hnrlej

B.

1

i

I

^

1

Is

much

|other

numbers, Klnograms and Pathe
as well as a delightful Aesop

ispeclals,
fable.

E. G.

it

trumpets

tumultuous a climax.
But It was Sanroma's playing of the
Rachmaninoff concerto that demanded
most attention.
A season ago he
played a Rachmaninoff concerto with
julld so

!

he

I

may

played the virtuoso passages brilliantly
eclat, and in the
fire and Imagina-

pianist

Norma
and

Keefe

to

test

his

powers with, and
dis-

Offered AT KEITH'S
dozen novelties In songs,
and hits, with a real
at
bill
thriller, comprise the current
The Vardels, a whirling
Keith's.
troupe of equilibrists, top off their sensational act with a dive headforemost
from a great height, into a trough, with
a hair-breadth margin for safety, and
the spectators catch their breath as the
very daring of the stunt Is realized.
Hal Skelly and his company are In
their muslc-dancing-comedy skit, "The
Chump," and though the several song
numbers go over big, the dancing speHalf

^

(

a

dances,

.skits

cialties

make

the greater hit and com-

plete the novelty.
George VVTilting

Third week.
Hollis—"The Poor Nut", J. C.
and Elliott Nugent's comedy of
college life, with Elliott Nugent,

Hammond,

this

tinction.

tion picture version of Olive Higgins Prouty's novel with Belle
Bennett^ Lois Moran and others.

Cornelius

thing,

Sanroma acquitted himself with

Colonial—"Stella Dallas", mo-

Ruth

excellent

sombre, charging, and sometimes sentimental Rachmaninoff concerto, for a

CONTINUIN(GPLAYS
1

An

tiveness.

also

Ben
rector of publicity, is excellent, and
Lyon, as Hart alias Hartez, does an exceedingly intelligent piece of acting. In

It

adagio he played with

be buried without being
dead," and even when the producers
for him they do not recsearching
come
ognize him
There are some amusing caricatures
is in a
In the producters. one of whom
perpetual flurry because every one inFourteen
"Lewis
Bl-sts on sitting on his
Sam Hardy as Gindelhelm, ditable.

he

I

Whether

orchestra.

and with an Immense

become divorced without being married,

I

People's

the

was this one or another, we do not
remember, but since then his playing
has improved Immeasurably, and last
night there was more firmness and
power than he had a year ago. He

Bhaved of his moustache and married
man may
to Mary, discovers that "as a

to the theatre's regular entourage.

Soon there will be no such thing »8
a '"movie" house where one goes to
The
see the film and nothing else.
""de luxe" Idea, with Its elaborate settings, stage pictures, musical programs,
has routed anything as naive as that.

him

J}"r
whom

is

until

The

presentations.

tell

ine
to get married in earnest,
press
radio pursues them, and the
that
knows
trail,
agent, at last on his
is only
he is in a Ford coupe, and it
with
when the town becomes deluged Hart,
John
But
them that he reneges.

Another "movie" house has gone over
the

to

d't-ectoj-', ''"'^

Mary

the orchestra.
to

news

isn't

Mary wouldn't like it!" But become
are out, and John Hart, now MaureDon Juan Hartez arrives on the Spain
left
tanla, a nobleman who has
cold.
because "the women are too
mention
So women grow faint at the
enshrmed
of his name, his portraits are
he is
and
women,
are
wherever there
married six times in the newspapers
with
away
runs
revolts, and

Lew

Drlnkwater of Mr. Hare. His speech,
by the way, as well as several of the
others, was often unpleasantly hard to

their

line,

I

Henley

State redecorated and refurnished, Includes on Its programs not only the picture and the film miscellany of old, "but
various specialty acts, and orchestral

each of the captain's

but

"HIS SECRETARY'^
Norma

it

a great

music

there

1

Hobart

is

before
in his ears," and
only bowing and scraping.
star overSo the tramp becomes a
agent says,
night, because as the press
"What?" demands the
"he has it."
bex
timorous and stuttering ^0"'".
that is,
appeal." "I don't know what
besides,
doesn't sound nice, and,

It

'

So was Mr. Thorn, a burly Brassbound, cruder than one remembered the
man, but true to type, if the type was

drew

"knows that
that he

1

she was.

Mr.

An

quite disInevitable park bench, now
but
guised not only with a mustache
to apply
a beard as well, he decided
Ana
at the studios, as "Latin type.
picks itself up
It is then that the film
amusblithely and becomes deliciously
that you recing, especially if you think
even
and
ognl2;e the persons parodied,
There is the great ditf you don't.
title reads
rector, Du Val, who, as the

^

Secretary," a

a lone

with hini because he will not raise a
So he tangles his bank s
mustache.
paying
accounts, and escapes only by
that he
for the deficit with the money
on
cottage
had been saving for their
the instalment plan.
tne
impoverished tramp sittmg on

France and was

LOEW'S^STATE— "His

of

the adventures

details

It

At Symphony hall last evening, the
Boston Symphony orchestra, with Mr.
Koussevltzky as conductor, gave the
second Monday evening concert of this
reason.
Jesus Sanroma, pianist, was
the soloist. The program Included Gal'lard"s Sonata In G major, transcribed
ror a small orchestra by Maximilian
Steinberg; Rachmanlnoft"s second concerto in C minor for orchestra and
Diano, and Strauss"8 Alpine symphony.
After his several weeks" absence, Mr.
Koussevltzky again resumed his baton,
md from the Galllard, through the
Strauss, It was a virtuosic performance,
\>oth ^r the conductor and the orches-ra.
Only the Rachmaninoff concerto Is
aew this season. Both the luxuriant
md vigorous Steinberg setting for the
onata of Galllard, and the Alfclne Sym)hony have been on regular symphony
programs, the Strauss twice.
The Alpine Symphony Is rapidly beoming cne of Mr. Kou.'-Fevitzky's chefVouvres, and despite its obvious jourleyman.ship. Its l.orrowlngs both from
Wagner and an earlier and more spontaneous Strauss, It plays well, and Im'i-oves with the playing.
There Is no
one writing today who knows so well how
o achieve the full vigor and sensuousless of the orchestra as Strauss, or to

It

young man who loves a waitress who
refuses to have anything mOre to do

But, to return to the beginning, the
honors of the evening lie almost wholly
J. E. P.
with Mr. Tyler.

making

or undue noise.
plays Shaw with

of his plays or In any of his novels; for
all the actors felt it and set It out.
Miss Scott played Lady Cicely charmingly, that amazing fool of a woman
who, by the force of charm and obstinacy united, made a rod of iron seem
feather. Did she not, though, In the
;i
too much the lady's
act, forget
.:ist
u lly and make of her an amusing
iitriguante"? Amusing, at all events,

right.

have been even more amusing had
been a little sharper.

most approved fashion.
There are two capital love-making
scenes in which the governess and stenographer figure largely, Helen Stewart and Gladys Crolius acquitting themselves well. As a matter of fact, the
neople of the upper strata of society In
which the action takes place have very
little to do other than look pleasant. If
we except Maj. Fltzstanley, whose desperate attempts to master the Intricacies of American slang, give him mirthBut they all took
prominence.
ful
their parts most capably. The company
Never a point was
dril Iwas excellent.
missed. Emphasis was always accurate.

without
Not every company
so fine a restraint.
His humor, thus lightly touched upon,
made Us full effect. So did his sense of
character, stronger here than In some

good

i

trying to -^teal Clint's fortune.
Parker "gets his," In the end. In the

The

It

In

ORCHESTRA PLAYS
AIPINE SYMPHONY!

s

Seventh Wife,"' with Ben Lytm, Lois
Wilson, Blanche Sweet and others.
'"Bluebeard's Seventh Wife" is an exceedingly bright parody on the "movie"
and tl-.elr makers, a parody that would

now

The actors, with a
spects admirable.
confi-Ingle exception, felt sufficient
dence In Shaw to play his play in the
vein of polite comedy and not like slapThey trusted his wit to
stick farce.
bustle

I

the
ing his attention to be distracted at
But the mischance,
-ritical moment.
of
fortunes
the
which almost wrecks
a
the pair. Inasmuch as it looks like
them,
"sellout," Is really the maklnr'of
pugilthe
count"
as before ""taking the
Parker,
Robert
in
recognizes
ist
"Cllnts" brother-in-law, the crook, who

oft

without smearing

METROPOLITAN— "B luebeard

succumbs to a lucky knock-out punch,
allowdue to his unfortunate habit of

A fine job of comedy he could make,
when he had a mind to write a comedy,
not a lecture nor a harangue. He moved

tell

Parody on Movies
:

ing rein of destiny throughout.
The "feature" of the play Is a reallstry-out for
tice glove fight, a sort of
pulled
the coming champion, which is
surroundings o:
off amid the luxurious
an"Chick's"
he mansion aforesaid.
tagonist Is Duffy, a chauffeur. "Chick

should serve no purpose but to amu8«
and furnish Miss Ellen Terry with •

lieved his situations capable of

•Bluebeard's Seventh Wife" Is

hou.se, the

ilu'

in

down when he wrote "Captain Brass-

suitable part.

..f

utmost liberality.
„,„w,>s«
prowess
Poor "Chick," whatever his

night at the Repertory Theatre, wher«
(ieorge Bernard Shaw held the floor,
Shaw In his most genial mood. Having:
no false doctrine on hand to preach

nor

me

harros,

•

"kid" son,
servants and Is
the a^ult visitors, the
with the
nepiwred throuch the dialogue

Jiimeg H. Bell
SMI En Asslf
William MMon
The Cadi of KIntalT
\n American niuejacket. .Klchard Capron

an« Sadie Burt started in as an ordinary team, but before
th'3 finish of their number they had
scored the hit of the show and took
numerous curtain calls, establishing
themselves as the best act on the bill.
Eva Puck and Sam White, old-time

Lee,
others.

musical comedy favorites,

Third week.

came back

Majestic—"The

some n-aw numbers which they
nut over in first rate style and pleased
their hosts of friends In Boston. Edith
by Samuel Mlneo,
assisted
Cliffortl,
scored again in her inimitable song

—

Olive Thome as the Swedish heiress,
with Prank Rose, an automobile salesman; presented a new line of comedy
chatter which provoked laughter and
gave them another notch on a Boston
bill,
while the Versatile Trio, singers
as well as instrumentalists, offered a
number of selections which were ac-

T^ith

Big Parade",
Laurence StalJings's film, with
John Gilbert, Renee Adoree, and
others. Second week.
New Park "The Matinee
Girl", musical comedy with Olga
Steck, Juliette Day, and others.
Last week.

succ^asses.

|

I

,

Plymouth—"White
Collars",
Anne Nichols's production by
Edith
cast.

with
Last week.
Ellis,

a

;

'

i

competent

Perez and Marguerite had a bit of
spice in their jazz and opera novelties,
enlivening the show with some extraoreccentrlques,
dance
dinarily
good
and the bill topped off with the moving
picture story of the modern Solomon,
Judge Brennan, who decided the strongest mother-love case ever tried out Jn
court by accepting the evidence of a
moving picture camera.

Shubert—"Vanities", Earl Carroll's

revue, with

AUyn King,

Lester Allen,
Marjorie Peterson,

and others.

Tremont—"No, No, Nanette",
Return engagement of popular
musical comedy, this time with
Julia Sanderson, Donald Brian,
Frank Crummit, and Ona Munson as principals. Third week.
Castle
Square "Abie's Irish
Rose", Anne Nichols's famous
comedy now in its seventeenth

Dr. O. O. Coulton In hia Introduction

|.

to

—

;

I

'

j

i

i

Ab-

bot of Nogent-sous-Couoy," the latest
volume published by B. P. Dutton *
Co. of

Copley—"The Sport

Third week.

of Gulbert,

j

of

of Kings",
farce by Ian Hay, produced for
the first time in this country by

"The Autobiography

I

week.

Mr. Clive.

ceptable.

New

York, In the valuable aeries
translations, glvea little

Broadway

•

Information about this worthy abbot. He
prataea the scholarship of C. C. Bwlnton
Bland, the translator from the Latin;

he refers to Bernard Monod'a "Le Molne
Gulbert et son te-^-'i" (1905): he men-

.

1

at

deaortptlon of the

Ume«

In

which he

lived.

8tran«e to aay, we find no -artlole
Enabout Qulbert tn the great Catholio
Bayle doe» not mention
cyolopaedta.

him

in

hU hupe

Critical Dictionary.

In

Blographlque" pubstating:
lished in 181S Is a Bhort sketch
bethat Gulbert was bom at Clermont,
"Dlctlonnalre

the

1124,

lived

In 1058 and
under Henri the

In

First.

PWllp the First

(In

whose reign

cnisade took place), and Lk>u1s
While
the Sixth (Louis the Fat).
Gulbert gives us an Interesting and unusual account of the French people as
he saw them, the feudal abuses, the
first

alone,

I

the communes, the Incredible
perpetrated by nobles and
peasants alike, the equally Incredible
of

rise

'cruelties

SaUn and

his
and selling of
'demons,
clerical offices, there was room for Dr.
CouUon to supplement this story by Informing us about changes In the social
^

belief

life

In

exploits of
the buying

of the people..

At times his mo'desty
Perhaps the moSt

Twelve years before Oulbert was
bom the Truce of the Lord wasj
•

is

law that forbade all!
from Wednesday evening to Monday morning due to the reIn his acspect for those days consecrated by the ner. He is frankness itself
cruelties Inflicted, some that
Saviour through "the last mysteries of count of
fabled
instituted,

manner

the

of duels

j

Though he chose to begin his program
with ancient music, he did not follow
For, after Sarti's
ths usual pattern.
"LtHigi dal caro bene," he sang an air

from Bach's "Dramina per muilca,"
"Phoebus and Pan," "Zu Tanze, zu
Another time Mr. Burrows
Sprunge."
would be wise to hint to his audience
that Ihey may, with all propriety, laugh

surpassed In their Ingenuity the
those
tortures of the Inquisition and
Under Philip the First, as some say, attributed to the Chinese by Octave
des
"Jardln
revolting
armorial bearings were invented by the Mirbeau In his
SuppUces." A bishop whom he knew
their
helmets
hid
whose
of an
first crusaders
could be privy to the murder
Noblemen and women
faces. While others say these bearings
innocent man.
shockingly
lead
could
were instituted by Henry the First of of high degree
Kings
lives without reproof
Germany In 934 for tournamenta, all dissolute bribed
to bestow sacred offices^
could be
agree that the use first became general Did Guibert have a sense of humor.
among French nobles in the reign of He tells the amusing story of the trick
purplayed by a seller of corn on a
Philip.
"barbarians or
chaser, but declares that
married
ordered
laws,
In 1074 Gregory
Scythians, men having no code of
priests to leave their wives or see themwould regard it as iniquitous.
Theoof
wrote
he
In lighter mood,
selves deprived of sacerdotal functions.
courtly habit of
i>ald, "who had a very
Silver money had a third alloy of copbe an
to
Igetting any one whom he knew
In
per.
'eminent scholar to write something
In a
Under Louis the Blxtb communes were; prose or verse for his amusementabout
carried
often
little book which he
established; associations of the bourwhile
for the purpose; so that
same town or village under with him

Eugene Goossens

The

i

hair.

Clocks heA only two wheels for movement and two striking. These clocks
were wound four times a day.
Is

constantly

sinned.

Here he

dlfCera

from

Angustln, but like that saint he was
devoted to his mother, who finally joined
a religious order. His description of
her is beautiful in Its slrapliclty and affection; yet he does not shrink from
telling of the curious superstition conSt.

is

to

also

"Der

first

in

„

stage

In

settings

Regal Purple Stream," by Arnold.
It was an unusual program of a curious old-time flavor. Most of Its numbers exacted sentiment and diction,
musical elegance and a whimsical turn
to the imagination rather than voice

^

and vigor.
These demands
ly.

mance,

York

tory Theatre, New
^^e daugwe
(Mrs- Stockton is
In
amin Kimball, ^°"^^^^^%ducated
an^ e
born
Boston; «he was
this

city.

1

^

|

Her marriage

New York.)
followed the theme,
While the scenes
^^ate picthey were P^^^^^f oiui
^^^p so^e of F. O.
ha<;K
the
For
tures.
drops
C. Darleys '"-^-^'Tapestried
were used.
showed the

:

I

T,^?^® „„tion

which

of the
oreg
,'S'*^°'\i,e
the fforrground
going to untold on
|tHk
g
mo^t
the
^^^^^^
stage. Among
repre
scenes were those
taunte
y
^
Prynne on the scaffold,
...rowd; the '"^"f^lon
^^^^^^^^^^
hall, and
s
Governor
in the
chiUing-

Richard Baksla\sky.
effect ^
with the Gobelin
iormeuy c
by Paul Rover,
oi

^v-as

department
the scenic
Art Theatre.

me

R.

an
Luther Burbank says he is
the
Says It? He shouts It from
no perhousetop. Yet there has been
government at
turbation of nature. The
BurWashington still lives. Doth Mr.
the
bank believe for a moment that
Mr.

^^ecuted
^j^h
j^ogcow

great public

I

away, and she,
j

meaning
working

too,

siiiKs to
Is this: I

me.

\

Interested in his religious

views?

"Andrew Chenler" was performed here
was'
Monday night. Does any one who
m the great audience remember today a
or instrusingle musical phrase, vofal
mental, of that opera?

THE ROAD TO BABYLON

Th.

am hen>,
of my song
for you. Take care of yourseU,

is

or Irreligious

sing to my wife.'
" 'But how can you sing to her when
she Is at home in Laguna and you are
here?'
^
"The Pueblo youth stared wltn astonishment at such a question, then answ-arod quieUy:
" 'I sing to her though I am far

}

R

infidel.

I

-c^^-T^Ser^^"^-^
worth.
Tie hangings

1

garian operetta composer, who died In
America in 1921. This quartet was
written at Santa Barbara in 1924; it
was first played by the San Francisco
Quartet in 1925.
The second and last movements of
the quarto are based on Indian themes.
Those of the second are taken from
Natalie Curtia's "The Indians' Book."
Miss- Curtis gives the following summary of the song used as the chief

"Tuarl (Young Eagle) Is at work far
from his native village. When asked
for a song, ho said:
" *I will sing you my own song that

,

met

had a quaint humor at hand.
But vigor and a freely delivered voice
have after all their uses. Too much soft
singing, and delicacy too long sustained
are bound to get tiresome in the end.
Pray let Mr. Burrows learn two or
three songs that, by their very nature,
will force him to open his mouth and
so give his very good voice its due.

theme

was

Burrows

phrases adroitespecially those

German, dlstirot; he gave them
In
Sentiment he had in abundance
point.
for the Ukrainian songs, an over-supply
of it perhaps for the song by Slnding.
For the little ballad by old Storace he

1

g,„let

by
in eight scenes
Letter-' dramatized
Hawthorne^.^ro^^
from
Stockton
Miriam
was Produced a

Mr.

He modelled his
He made his words,

nicely.

("Muss es sein? Es muss sein!")
Frederick JacobI, born at San FranISfll, studied with Rubin Goldin
cisco
mark, Paul Juon and Ernest Bloch.
Among his compositions is an "Assyrllan" Symphony. He Is not to be confounded with Viktor Jacob!, a Hun-

innovation

when

Mr,

Grunn;

op. 135

iriterestlng
There was an '"^^"^"".f

Ukralnla,

Storace;

The Plonzaley Quartet will give its
first concert of the season this evening
in Jordan Hall, when Mr. Moldavan,
the new viola player of the quartet,
will appear here for the first time. The
program will Include Haydn's Quartet,
F major, op. 77 No. 2; .lacobi's Quartet
(ms.) and Beethoven's quartet, F major,

'

of.

"The "Moon Goes Drifting," by
"The Song of the Palanquin
Bearers," by Shaw, and "Flow Thou

19, 1923, was perin Rochester, N. Y., during the
of 1323-4, the first season of Mr.

season
Goossens's sojourn there as orchestral
conductor connected with the Eastman School of Music. Mr. Goossens, as
composer and conductor, is prominent
among the members of the modern
His family originated
English school.
years ago in Flanders..

songs

Burrows sp.ng in l^glish "The Knight
Bethlehem." by Thompson; '"The
of
I'retty Creature," a pretty conceit by

4

London on Feb.

formed

I

;

sHeder."
After three

time.

the
include
Freischuetz,"

and DebusBrahms's Symphony
sy's "Iberia." The Sinfonietta, produced

human

Gulberfs "Autobiography.

will

No.

I

bewalUng his

great sinfulness, but he does not say

how he had

document

[

thing for themselves. The others, called
"homraes de poueste," paid the selgmeur
a certain tax and did service for him,
but he was not master of their lives or
goods.
The men wore flowing robes, tight to
the body, with sleeves that covered the
hands. The shoes ended in straight or
curved points; they were two feet long
for princes and great noblemen; a foot
long for the rich; half-a-foot for the
common people. The laymen wore long

Gulbert

curious and most engrossing

1

program

Overture

who had
collecting the maxims of all
might
fame In particular studies, he oplnseveral
their
from these weigh

j

after-

,

be played here for the

will

j

a mayor and alderman, with the freeing
of serfs. This was the first blow to the
feudal system In Prance. Formerly the
only really free persons were the
The
ecclesiastics and the warriors.
estate,
serfs were attached to the
and were sold with It; they could
not marry, change their profession
or abode, without the consent of the
seigneur; nor could they acquire any-

the

conduct

i

—

noon and Saturday evening of this
week. His Sinfonietta and Delius's "On
Hearing the First Cuckoo in Spring"

vn

geois of the

will

Symphony concerts on Friday

'

i

Werrenrath of the day; the wonder Is
the living Mr. Werrenrath has not
pounced upon it or perhaps he has.
For more modern music Mr. Burrows
sang Sindlnsj's "Es schrie ein Vogel,"
an unfamiliar song: "Eifersucht und
Stolz," from Schuberts "Die schoene
"Jaro," by Dvorak, and
Muellerin";
"Nein, es 1st night auszukommen." %n
arrangement of one of_^rahnis's "Liebe-

his life."

I

,

the people
thi.« air if they choose
last nightC not associating Bach with
drollery, seemed at a loss to know what
to do.
For his third example of early music
Mr. Burrows had grand luck in finding
an air. "I'll Sail Upon the Dog SUr,"
a roistering rascally sort of air, which
Purcell must have written for the Mr.

at

I

Madrigal Club chorus and members of
the orchestra, under the direction of
;Charles Frederic Morse.

j

!

Polak.

•Songs of Elfland," by Mabel W.
Daniels, for women's voices, soprano
percussion,
soli, flute, harp, strings and
afterwill be jierformed at the Sunday
noon concert of the Detroit Symphony
orchestra in Detroit, on Jan. 24, by the

book of devotional confession,
worldly comment, surprising anecdotage,
the
are those In which the rising of
commune against the noblemen at Laon
mandramatic
13 described in a most

this

'

CLYDE BURROWS

of Chillingworth.

pages in

]

Clyde Burrows, baritone, gave a long
recital last night in Jordan hall, to the
excellent accompaniments of Emll J.

A play based by Norm'an Forbes and
Stephen Coleridge on "The Scarlet LetJune
ter" was produced in London on
Norman Forbes, a brother of
1888.
i
part
the
took
Forbes-Robertson,
Sir J.

suspicious.

^^triklng

]

planlQt.

William Mertens, ChlUingworth > Conrad
Gerhard
Bellingham;
Gov.
Behrens,
Stehmann, Bev. John Wilson.

childlike. In many
child, but shrewd,
he was foolish as
that
insists
though he
a sinner, and with a good opinion of his
mental ability and proficiency in Latin.

i

Symphony hall tonight. Music
by Bach, Tartini-Resplghi, Porpora,
Wienawski, Paganini, Schubert, and
original music and arrangements by
Andre Benoist will be the
Spalding.

the English text. Mme. Gadski, HesDimmesdale;
Barron Berthald,
ter;

them is
ways he was not a

,

violin in

of'

his belief in

'

cessful

The company made sad work

1896.

10,

1

Albert Spalding, returning from a suctour in Europe, will play the

,
,

Walter Damrosch's opera was produced at the Boston Theatre on Feb.

this
engrossing reading,
with
autobiography should stand by the side
of old Thomas Beard's "Theatre of God's
Judgments" and the books relating to
witchcraft and remarkable providencles
by Increase and Cotton Mather.
"Who can stop when he oncet begins
a tale?" Guibert tells story after story;

.

—

fluous diction.

gusto,

horses and the

—

;

by the Lord. For these stories
and they are many and told

the

recent stay In New Mexico. Th«y are
part of the ritualistic dances of the
Indian pueblos of Santa Clara and
Tesuque rain dances, corn dances and
war dances.
"The principal theme Is part of the
rain dance of the pueblo of Santa Clara.
The prayer for rain is, naturally enough,
the most common and the most ardent
prayer among the Indians of the arid
Southwest. The second theme is taken
from the Navajo dance, a non-religious
social dance of the pueblo of Tesuque.
It commemorates a legendary event in
the history of the village. In days past,
so the story gcss, the village was saved
from an onslaught of the Navajos by
the cleverness and bravery of the womAccordingly, the dance is given by
en.
the women, who disguised as Navajo
warriors even to mustaches and beards
—dance an'd sing what to their recollection is a series of Navajo songs. They
dance all day rythmically and vigorously. The third theme is a war dance from
the pueblo of Santa Clara. Like most
Indian war dances, it is an extremely
simple melody and very open and 'major' in character."

i

inflicted

.

with the
(Jean

WJ Lander

Richard Mansfield brought out a
dramatization of "The Scarlet Letter"]
at Daly's Theatre, New York, on Sept.
(He married Beatrice Cameron
12 1892.
He
three days «fter the production.)
Miss
took the part of Dimmesdale
Cameron played Hester; W. J. FerguRev.
son, ChlUingworth; D. H. Harkins,
Wilson, A. G. Andrews, Gov.
.rohrt
Bellingham. The bill named Joseph HatWilton author of the play, but Paul
states
stach, the biographer of Mansfield,
the
that Mansfield materially changed
form, and made a play out of Hawsuperaway
cutting
thorne's own text,

j

Normans conquered England, and

i<uuitry

dramatization of "The Scarlet Letter."
had her
It has been said that Dickens
character of
in mind when he drew the
"Nicholas
the "Infant Phenomenon" in
Nlckleby."

then all that Is temporarily fair. Is, as
It were, the reflection of that eternal
beau:y." He was sure that devils were
wont to appear with "looks exceedingly
foul." And devils were constantly ap- f
pearing, vexing good men, and haunting
monks who were covetous or licentious,
He tells many strange stories of demoniacal deeds known personally to him. He
tells of lightning striking churches and
killing clericals as a direct punishment

Our Gulbert, being born
dying

F.

of

fields.'

"The themes of the last movement
were heard by the composer during a

Stuart, Joan of Arc, Marie Antoinette,
It Is said
Charlotte Corday, Medea.
stage
that her last appearance on an^
on Jan. 1,
Theatre
was at the Boston
Nejac's
de
Count
the
and
her
1877, in

certainly, however fugitive beauty may
be, which Is liable to change through
the Instability of the blood, yet within
the limits of a shadowy good, it cannot
be denied to be good." Hear him reason: "For If whatever has been eternally established by God, Is beautiful,

on
de Guibert who in his commentary
in
a French version of Polybius foretold
wrote
who
revolution;
French
1727 the
whose views on military
tragedies;
tactics werw studied by Napoleon.

of

care

sheep and the

Is

ion-in-law of Hawthorne.
Mrs. Lander, an excellent actress, still
•emembered here by some, married Col.
civil war.
ILiander, who was killed In the
She retired from the stage to nurse the
Union soldiers, but returned as an acgreat
tress in 1865. She was among the
tragic actresses of her day, impressive
Mary
as Camllle, Adrienne Lecouvreur,

i

native
received greater attention, as the
Parma, made Pope in 1080, as
of
QulFourth;
the
Henry
Clement III, by
Count
bert the soldier and writer, the

the
the

Mrs.

J

on the roUoB of saints. The autobiography Is not in the list of his wrlUnga.
There were other GulberU who have

;

In

names

|

d'Aohery published the monk's works
were his hisIn 1661; chief among them
treatise
tory of the first crusades, and a

this

associated

play,

i

Davenport), Richard Monsfleld and WalThe. libretto for Mr.
»or mmrosch.
Damrosch's opera was drawn from the
romance by George Parsons Lathrop, a

behavior.
So much
does the extravagance of their dress
depart from the old slmplfclty that In
the enlargement of their sleeves, the
straltness of their skirts, the distortion
of their shoes of Cordovan leather with
their curling toes, they seem to pro-]
claim that everywhere shame Is a castaway." We hear similar reproaches today. Guibert was not an ascetic. "And

at St. Oermer, and died
that Dom Luc
In 1124;

Nogent

"The Scarlet Lovi

their

in

silliness

came a monk
at

anvl "lake

cerning a bewitchment mat jTwemtea
full enjoyment of her married life for
several years. In one of his confes-[
slons to the Lord, he exclaimed, extolling his mother's purity of mind: "Oth!
how wretchedly have modesty and honor
In the state of maidenhood declined from
those times to these, and both the reality and show of a mother's guardianship
shrunk to naught! Therefore coarse
mirth Is all that may be noted in their
manners and naught but Jesting heard,
with sly winks and ceaseless chatter.
Wantonness shows In their gait, only

Oulbert's traatlseB *nd
have
oplnloni: but Dr. CouUon could
own
added materially to the monk's

tloM som«

:

met a lovely lady aa
I fled an ancient town,
But she was going up to

1

1

'

it

———

—

As I was going
was soing down because
The town had wounded me,
And she was going up because
A man had set her free.
But I turned back to Babylon
As ever men have done;
Her lips were like an altar fire,
Her hair was as the 6un;
I

she went on with

We

parted on another road
led away ftom town,
And she was going up a hill
As I was going down;
She was going up because
My arms had set her free,
And I was going down because
My old wounds harried me.

Lowell.

That

THE CHARGE OF THE HOOTCH
to the left of

me.

'

Monkeys behind me
No wonder I wondered
me that BtUH
If the man who had sold
Hadn't blundered.

Ve unwittingly did Mies Mary Gar-n, the rabid prohibitionist, an injuswhen we wrote that, having said
would never appear as Thais again
she would nevertheless
Boston,
She did not
bilge" on Friday night.
sh to take the part again; she wished
appear In "Werther," and she relied, but in vain, against the decision
the choosers of the repertob-e, who
doubt thought that "Werther" would
n be a magnet at the box office. It is
"Thais" is one of Massenet's
pity.
akest operas, and "Werther" one of

IN

A

noon, the Boston

In

this

prelude to the third act of "Lohengrin,"

the first of Bizet's Arlesienne
suites, the episode of the young prince
fully,

overture

by Wagner.

koff's "Seherezade," Rossini's
"Music
to William Tell, and Diadov's
Box." It was one of the best of these

Conductor,

The cast:
Wotan
Frlcka
a ricBn

Augusta Lenska
Cotreuil
Edouara umreuit
Edouard
Olga Forrai

;

.

Hunding

old planet will leave the present
in-egatlon of constellations and sign
with a different group of stars 40
people
lilion miles from here, where the
for
ireathe alcohol instead of oxygen,
Intoxicating.
as
prohibited
Is
latter
he
He also states that the weight of th^

:mund
mund
Brunnhilde
x>, unnhilde

Helmwige

"

.Stella
Stella

Gerhilde
Ortllnde

Waltraute

i

I

Surette.

Norelli

Irene Pavloska
Alice D'Hermanoy
Maria Claessena
Elizabeth Kerr

V

Slegrune
KoESwelse

.Buth
'ijevora

|

|

I

Lewis!

Nadworney

Grlmwerdo
j^^^^ Nasclmbenl
atmospEere will be about 100 tons on
Chicago opera Company
each person's shoulders, so that the i'lTthough the
to these
i
\.ht back
hack "Tannhauser"
jeople will be compressed to one milU- U.
brought
^^^^^
iietre in height and nearly a mile in loperaless wilds ly
Nlbelungen"

IMUZIO PLEASES
j

Civic
Boston Opera House: Chicago
performance.
Opera Company. Fourth
acts.
Verdi's "La Traviata" in four
Dame
Libretto based by Piave on "La
the
au Caraelias"; novel by Dumas
at
Younger. The opera was produced
Fenlce
the
at
Vfenice on Ufarch 6, 1853,
Mme. DonateUl and Messrs.
Theatre:
Grazianl and Varesl.
Mr. Moranzoni conducted last nlgnt.

be dlffer-

He has a

rhrugh^^his.
'the

couldn't make millions of office buildings in a second if It wanted to.
Dr. Thatswhoiam's paper "On

breast.

my

Time should

and

exist again for thee

me,

own

The oast was aa

follows:

.Mm^- Muzlo

1

no

VIoletta Valery

Mme.

Flora Bervolx

Germont
Giorgio Germont.

a'

. .

- - ;; ; ;
;

Baron bouphki
Marquis D'Obigny
!

Doctor Qrenvll

Annlna

""manoy

Mr. Schlpa

.Alfred

his deportment In society and his bedside manner won the confidence of even
those who have little faith In the mediNor was Flora the concal fraternity.
ventional lay figure. What she had to

''^'wT^^nrH

!

-

V,'
J.T'h
Nlcollch
Mr.'"^i,

Mme,

-

Correntl

with
''^Wagner has already dispensed
only prelude to
the overture, and the
and tem•The Valkyrie" is the brief the storm
pestuous announcement of
compliand
intensified
He has
motif
and begun
cated his harmonic texture,
instead of for
to write mstrumentally,
His motifs have become
the voice.

'

had

his

Mme. Morelato
Servant to Flora
Verdi, having seen Dumas's play at
of
1852, thought
end
Paris toward the
he coulM base on this play an excellent
opera. He composed part of the music
while he was at Rome superintending
The
the rehearsals of "II Trovatore."
Agata, and so
rest was written at Sanf
afmonths
two
than
less
that
quickly
Trovatore.
ter the production of "II
that of Hunas
terser,
Venlc«.
at
flexible,
produced
more
opera was
few notes before tho newbeen said that the failure wa.s
ding, announced in a
It has
the long and
singers; the soprano was so
he enters, rather than in
the
to
Idue
sentences of his
assured by the
loosely spun musical
fat that when she was
within a few
early writing.
„ „.
doctor sh^ would die
of
opinion
one's
uproariwhat
laughed
Yet no matter
hours, the audience
falls short
inevitably
it
a coW that
such
Valkyrie,"
had
tenor
"The
The
ously
take
would
because it
The baritone
In performance,
he sang with difticulty.
thought the
gods and
?ook no^ pains, because he unworthy of
fsuperbumans to make these
Germont
elder
°'
of the
nart
the
on
P'-°P°'-t'°"f
heroes take
reputation., M. Bonaven't
aft^'"
St, tatent and
musical score, and because
telling
with
stage
features
is so impossible to
and
tura Insists that the then novel
No matter how glorious they
effect
and perof Verdi's music surprised
fmazonlan the Valkyrie are,
and inhimself bealways seem a little absurd
plexed the audience. Verdi
with
at variance
congruous In their war skirtsspears
in the libretto, thus
lieved
and
years after
their brandishing shields
with Tchaikovsky, who
who
eartli
on
Wotan
for setting
And there is no
wards reproached Arensky
and the impoem,
can suggest the thunders,
suite or symphonic
a
for
Volmusic
Wagner's
the Play
measurable majesty of
and thought the novel and artist. Ver«
suited to a self-respectins
gave an
^"sut the Chicago company
music. Hf
It
of
also believed in h s
J^'^" .j.^
exceedingly good performance
"
his friend. Muzio:
improved a.s the
fault or that
last evening, one that
Is It''^^f
"^y
fiasco.
Traviatasetthe
evening wore on. And although
will ten
he later
of
of the singers. Time
tings and the lighting
The °pe^,"i,'ts
has told
effective, that
Time
especially
still
not
were
acts
The in"^"=
hut with the
nearly 73 years old.
of the first, of Hunding's
And I" tW^ opera
beautiful.
'ts
and
in
tree
fntre
fresh
ash
great spreading
light that
and the strange, sombre
was
the mood of the «cene,
texture,

.

HONEST OLD PROF.

In that same Instant tho the stars
died,

is

se^nd of
Wasner

mythical imagininss

-

TO
(For As the World Wags)
Shouldst thou recall the warmth
by thy head upon

of

there

t^e

which

WHh

Grew," and "Casey at the Bat." Anyone who can recite all of them at once
becomes a Ph. D. and a colloidal chem-

Engendered

spun

tetralogy

concision and
not the amazing
allater operas he has
'fu lness of the
achieve the heights.
ready begun to
someWotan's
of
the exception
of the woes
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Students Stay Awake" is a remarkable
contribution to spestemology and has
a blue cover as well.
We scientists have changed the entrance requirements at Harvard. It is
now necessary to know, "When Poverty's Tears Ebb and Flow," "The Kid's
Last Fight," "The Face on the Barroom Floor," "The Shooting of Dan Mc-
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theory that Providence could
make automobiles and keyrings if It
wanted to, just as easily as it made
men and mountains, and he believe^
that this will happen this year. He defies anyone to prove that Providence
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young people's concerts, both because
of the program, which was s ocatholic,
and because there was no Introductory
comment, only the special program
notes written by Thomas Whitney
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Once again Mr. Press proved himself
an exceedingly Intelligent and sympathetic conductor, and a versatile one.
Yesterday the program included the
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Claudia Muzio one finds another
endowed. Her VIoletta
not merely a prima donna proud of
her technical proficiency, singing as If
she were In a concert hall without regard to the emotion of the situation.
While Mme. Muzio sang the florid music
fluently and brilliantly. It expressed her
alternate moods; her remembrance of
Alfredo's words; her endeavor to forget them, to live her life of reckless
gaiety.
How admirably she played In
this first act!
With what unaffected
grace and charm!
Here, as in the scenes that followed,
her delivery of the recitatives were
again more eloquent than the ^stained
song of others. The vocal formulas of
the period no longer seemed conventional and out of date. Her pathos was
as genuine as her gaiety. Her singing
of that wonderful phrase, "Morlr mi
sento, pleta gran DIo dl me," that dolorous out-pourtng of the heart-broken
woman In the card scene, the phrase
that thrice gains In Intensity, will long
haunt the memory.
Her phrasing
throughout the opera was musically
rhetorical,
full
6f
delicate
nuances,
fraught with passion when there was
the demand for It.
Mr. Schlpa was one of the best Alfredos that have been seen here for
many years, by his voice, his vocal art
and his expressive action. Toon often
Alfredo justifies his father's characterization: "povero Alfredo."
Mr. Schlpa
refuted Buelow's famous saying that a
tenor Is a disease.
And the elder Germont's muslo was
well sung, with the appropriate dignity.
Mr. BonelU has still to learn the value
of reserve In gesturing, for his arms
were restless members, often uplifted
skyTvard without cause.
As Is cu'stomary In tho performances
of this company, the minor parts were
so distributed, that there was an exWe do not rememcellent ensemble.
ber a Baron Douphal that was more
As
Mr. Travlsan.
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for the Doctor, played by Mr. NlchoHch,
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conducted
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hospital with his throat cut
2-year-old youth
are searching for a
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whom they believe attempted
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him last night. Physicians said
hoped to save the baby's life.
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day by Lilll Lehmann, who began her
career as a coloratura soprano. If she
could shine as Isolde and Bruennhllde,
she could also sing "Casta Diva" without forgetting that Norma was a passionate creature of flesh and blood, In
spite of the fact that she was a Druid

At Symphony Hall yesterday after-
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CONCERT FOR YOUNG BY
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Michael Press Conducts—To Repeat
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For some hearers, the florid
whole opera. Will Viol'tta's
roulades delight the ear? Will she dazzle
by the ease and brilliance of extreme
high notes?
These questioners know
jnot VIoletta; they do not know the comjpelling power of Verdi's music,
Now an accomplished singer of florid
song can at the same time be Intensely
'dramatic. This was often proved In the
years gone by, even before Verdi wrote
his "Oberto."
It was proved In our
VIoletta.
air Is the

only submissive, but utterly unWotan-like. Mr. Cotreuil was a dark
and doughty Hunding, although his
voice was somewhat small for so commanding a figure.
And for the rest, there was the stirring chorus of the Valkyrie and the admirable playing of the orchestra conducted by the vigorous and efficacious
E. G.
Mr. Polacco.
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Belllnclonl, whose voice was not
a senuous one, moved, thrilled her
audiences t)y the pathos and the agony
with which she charged the music of
iicss,

daughter of Wotan, who for lior
di.'iobedicnce In saving Siegmund, waa
condemned to lose her godhood.
Mr. KIpnis, although he rose to the
singing of Wotan's "Abschied," lacked
much of the majesty that has been attributed to this leader of the Volsungs,
and in his dispute with Frlcka was
slve
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the stage, and as the gentler,

"The Virginia Free Press, remarking
in the
on the spirit of improvement

down; —
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say was well said.
Mr. Morazonl's ability as a^jonductor
Is too well known here to call for extended comment at this late day. His
taste and Intelligence kept him from
attempting to modernize Verdi's score
of the

disregard of gender In the
for Mme. Muzio.
Seldom have we seen the art of a
singer so justly and so heartily reThe other principals shared
warded.
In the favor of the audience.
The opera tonight will be Strauss's
"Rosenkavalier." The chief singers will
be Mmes. Raisa, Mason and Forrai;
Mr. PoMessrs. Kipnis and Cortis.
lacco will conduct.
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the stately but hopelessly old-fashioned
music; speed it up to a jazz tempo and
introduce a sufficiency of saxophones,
slide trombones, Hawaiian guitars,
jos and miscellaneous "traps" to

ban-

meet

requirements.
Let us dress the
dancers in golfing costume, suede "windproofs," rolled hos'ery and all. Let them
i.mprovise all sorts of fancy jig steps
kick shoulder high, and yell like a grand
stand full of undergraduates with a
touchdown for the home team In prosIt wouM make a corking «audepect.
But would It be the Minuet?
ville turn.
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"Carmen" took Its turn at the Opera
House yesterday afternoon. It had an
unusual feature or two, the most notable being the first appearance In Boston of Mr. Grovlez, the new conductor
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French Leader Gives Fine In-

terpretation of "Carmen"
Boston Opera House "Carmen," In
Conductor, Gafour acts, by Bizet.
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While we are reanimating the oldtime dances suppose we revive the
Minuet. Let us appropriately syncopate

Italian,
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from Paris.

He had not led many bars of the Introduction before he had made It clear
that he Is a conductor of parts, a man
of rhythm, a man apt at getting the utmost possible from an orchestra In the
[way of sonority and euphony alike, Evlj
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in ui-'.
firot nerformed In New

Miss Garden also held up her end,
Though an extravagant
dramatically.
use of a narrow range of gesture made
her performance monotonous, still with
very fine skill she presented her view
of Carmen, a bold creature with an
ugly temper. Her singing, from blurred

FEVER WRITTEN IN
TREE

!

the carriage of the

S.

YELLOW
A BANANA

LINES TO A LADY WITH

nV^-t^^tr^n^l
m

Is

M.

•'Queen of Sheba."

Not wholly. It ^^^^^^^
,hg,
of the music is
^"fj^f ''^There is page
same time *'"P°'^^"^;,,,^„,i!,i
orchestral
"
after page of
^pHe of the

tifled?

i

>

A NEIGHBOR.

:^?::rltr;s^s'mr^hr1osther}

^asrr^e^'=>i^c^en:;

thanks awfully."

As the World Wags:
In a Back Bay theatre this week a
film was shown in which the leading
man had become blind through drinking hootch. His bride was comforting
him while the pianist played: "Greater in His Obscurity" from Gounod's

^

'

|

jolly spread,

^^.^

Farlnal.

know

:

As the World Wags:
Do you know an Englishman I know
who says grace like this? "Deah Laud,

tin muse cannot ^^^-^^''Xwe'td'
an Elektra or a ^^y^""""* ,r" „ out dis-

j.^.

b^""
ot

,

"a^i"''

thinks that never
misand grotesquely
"pathetically
failed 'hopelessly.
Strauss
that
taken";
miserably, tra.^ically.
,^,^^5
capable of ". in
•He was no longer
virginal Mftz^rt
and
innocent
dl^rinely

in mourning
^^"'"^^i blind winsupposed
a
rom
in
,shes
y^^^^^
dow. It
/^""j" oi
baron. Landv
He of the
the deserted
lord and servants
^"commissary

calls for the

I

entertaining
'SS^'ce^cif Gray in his
criticism enUtled
volume of destructive
Music
"A Survey of Contemporaenous
wr^s a man more

A

the singers stressed,

Proben
SDnuieU
said
=
"bavlnK
as
ji,.

'Mme

t,

and hose.^The hat shoul

"For the "Rosenkavaller" a costume
century with powdered tylg
would have been the thing.
"When Miss Mary Garden sings, I
should strongly advise pink pyjamas."

Slvenr

...Mme.

t

of the 18th
I

BIttcrle

Mozarfs. and now

like

wrUe an opera

j
eariy.
clothes arr'^es

.at the windows
'are ehosts.

,

I

Is

of

i

Si

jhav.j a i;tcle feather in the band.

l)"»{ri"r>'

Mmd" Nmlworney

.

Mr. Ansseau
not the musical beauty.
gave a vivid portrayal of that poor,
weak and violent soul, Don Jose, sinking
With a touch of
often with fervor.
almost genius, Mr. Baklanoft niaile a
plausible being of EscamlUo; he found
meaning, without working too great'
harm to its swing, even In his famous
paltry song. These two men made engrossing a scene that is usually pointless, where they meet in the third act.
As for the smugglers, men and women
both, they not only acted with character, but they sang; their quintet was
the crown, vocally, of the first three

I

duuglitcm

^

more than a single k«ttle-drum beat, he
He nilitht, It seems,
fully appreciated.
have let one episode follow swifter on
the action
quicken
another's heels, to
thereby doing away with the only leg
those Russians had to stand on when
they made bold to make "Carmen" over.
On thft whole, nevertheless, Mr. Grovlea
made stirring drama of "Carmen," while
preserving, so far as the orchestra went,
Not every conall Its musical beauty.
ductor can do so much.

I

.Mr.

of noble fainHj

llitce

I

By Bizet he did quite as well as by
the singers; that genius's dramatic
itallclzatlon In the orchestra, be It no

'

'

•

,

but
111 the support they could wish for,
never overpowering their voices.

was the drama

Mr

A

The
/;^^h'^h^s%U^ess; promin a note
;'.:hambormaid
,,,,^.
rendezvous^
ises' Ochs a

,
lently an opera conauctor of sxperlrnce,
them
;\« treats his singers nobly, glvlnK

It

aia

critical
while my dear,
little in one of them to admay
education
his
as
only,
far,
so
mire,
of
be taken as indicative. She forgets,
learning
book
and
course, that books
finare but impedimenta when one has
his
received
courses and
ished his
sure
Most
mater.
alma
sheepskin from
judgraeni
also is the dear lady of her
when I bring home the choice gems
purlieus
the
about
up
ot speech picked
of the courthouse.
secret) for the
I could cry (still in
pure, who prefer English to American
made speech. For them life Is hardly

of
I

I

blagards,

spouse finds

worth

living.

« . o.
RALPH WARDLAW aLOAG.

At Ernest Schelling's concert for children tomorrow morning a clarinet solo
by Stravinsky will be played from manuscript and "for the first time in this
country."

MR. COOLIDGE'S ENGLISH
As the World Wags:
As discussions of good English seem
to be In order Just now In the columns

—
Inquire
In the

i,;^

,

tiiu-<

1

had composed

fell

a

and. among others, killed
In those days of
nt preacher.
only proper
intolerance the
unfortunate oc(in for such an
a
with
X was to do likewise

and

;

.

.

x,.

Is said that the cltiIt
girded their loins, traveled
dge'wock in the country of the
and there did slay an unc
(then
friar, returning to York

ui.ate

EDWAKC

14-

Georgeanna)

COOK, M-D.

WorocBtor.

wC-

{UZ,81 VAKAJJi: GlVl!iC3

JORDAN HALL CONCERT
Mark

by
Assisted
Grunzburg, Pianist

Violoncellist

and Mark

ij
•

I

Rozsl Varady, violoncellist,
irunzburg, pianist, gave a concert In
ordan hall yesterday afternoon. Vlo-

oncello pieces: ArlostI, Adagio

AUemande;
•inl.

Rondo.

molto—

Haydn, Andante, BoccheKodaly, Hungarian Airs,

Concefto,

•>opper,

A

minor,

Q

Flaure,

Goens,
Icllienne, Cul, Orlentale, Van
cherzo. Piano pieces: Chabrler, Bour-

'?e

Fantasque,

The Hungarian Airs of Zolprotan Kodalv were a feature of the
has for 20 years been a
Kotlaly
iram.
mujealous student of Hungarian folk
iiudience.

it

for his

own

1

|

'

.

pleasure,

brilliance.

He

,

recalled several

i

is

'

|
'

,

Some

out

of

were

"Jocelyn."

But

and

well
pleas-

lithe,

11

inscription.
By 2926 who will comprehend with certainty the meaning of the
J. E. PEMBER.
phrase "Is Zat So?"

CONCRETE CHATTER

—

Murphy, big fool trafflo cop.
Laugh and holler "Goodluck,
That's a fine old can."
I give him a dirty look.

Then

your old manl"

Is

Rosa, she's my leetle wife,
Nica kid, you bet your life.
Says "Tony make It go!"
So I steppa on the gas,
Blga car we try to pass
Then the whistle blow.

—

Tou canna fool that Irish cop.
Murphy he make bluff to stop
But chasa after me.

trained, and so the interlude was
ant.
But It was -Mary Garden, radiant
and fresh of voice, who captured the
laurels, despite an excellent playing of

When

cutta out the line,

I

me twenty

It cost

Ten more

for

Is

"Fjnust."

A man

|

;

i

j

|

{

[

I

^amuel

'

HOUSE—

I

,

'

chairs:

but

all

^

Alire D'
Orot vie
dullness.
The music is
^'n'' ' C lessens
refreshingly individual.
One does not
OMo Morelato
Nidn.:
of
.lSye
A
find in it the influence of any school
Although when he deleted the origlnor of any other composer, past or
M. Gallet
Thematically,
present.
harmonically. ^|nal text of Aantole France,
Jfr. Prokofleft's own, as is his
is
It
very little but the' hulk, and nothqi left
employment of orchestral instruments.
ing of the philosphy of the softptic. or
Wliile the music has not the engaging
BUgof anything that ev?n remotely
engrossing
wildness
and
of
the
gested a psychologic subtlety, he did
Scythian" suite, it is music of the East
dramatic
and
manage to make a direct
rather than of the West.
Here and
scholarly rutalc of it. But, as a rule,
there one finds the melodic and rhythminations and excursions are not exrepetition
dear
to
Orientals
mic
rejoicopera
actly the stuff of which the beat
ing in the consequent hypnosis. When
lii..ietto-: are made.
this repetition gains little by Utile in
Intensity, the effect is exciting and at
As for Massenet's music, with Its
an ecthe last overpowering, so that the coolthin veneer of orientalism, it Is
beis
seized
with
rhythmic fever
est hearer
lectic thing, without any iiarticular
with
and, l\ke the inhabitants of ancient
ing or continuity of its own, and
little
i.s
haunted
by a simple
Abdcrat
the exception of the ch:irming
lodiV The theme^ the second move-

Speaking of Mellle Dunham and hla
it was my good fortune a short
time ago to hear an amateur string
stunts,

they vary In
can be sat on.
j

|

1

^

an extemporized "ring,
living-room,
a luxuriously furnished
to the
while a couple of "pugs." stripped
vigor
buff slug each other with realistic
prothe
n
"knockout" terminates
lightedly about

in

'

We

DISSIPATED OLD AQE

tne
at fh^
•Is Zat So7", now playing
the
Wilbur, is a perfect example of
expressed
is
Periodicity
period play.
space and
within the two dimensions of
the
In this particular Instance
time
and
Manhattan
of
place Is the borough
Is /.at
the time the present moment.
the
So?" Is bounded, topographically, by
creek
Harlem
and
rivers
East and North
say— the
and, chronologically, by— let us
estimaHeeling season of 1925-6. In its
outside
Is
city.
mean
tion Brooklyn, no
ancient gibe.
the pale and the object of
In
dwellers
For the wretched "hlcke,"
but
"the sticks," its people have nothing
ascontempt. These unfortunates are
sumed to be still buying empty sock
easy
the
be
to
and
boxes on the Bowery
victims of Baxter street "pullers-ln.
tne
Of the past it has never heard; of
In Its
future it anticipates nothing.
exscenes the fads of the moment find
pan-velvet
pression. Society butterflies,
degather
dinner-coated,
and

gowned

Chelsea,
functioning,

of

As the World Wags:

DRAMATIC COMMENT
As the World Wags:

A. R.,
actively

T. F. asks us to print in this colthe poem, "Some one should pass
do not
the apples around again."
know the poem. Is it suitable for readthe
room?
In
are
children
when
ing aloud

HEAD.

=Ieep.

G.

J.

mahogany

chairs,
are
they lose their polish after a little while,
Some are like Chippendale chairs; they
like
need delicate handling. Some are
cannot
plush upholstered chairs; one
are
stand them on a hot day. Others
they have to
like parliamentary seats;
Some married men are like
be won.
being
deck chairs; they are always
dragged about. And, finally, most are
put you to
like rocking chairs; they

Seme men

35
still

umn

PSYCHOLOGY OF CHAIRS

like

is

Here, happily, are notaof Veterans.
ble exceptions to the dry rot of forg'itfulness, that Is finding place, unfoitunately. In our rapidly-expanding cosmopolitan and utilitarian form of life."

I

like
size,

post

by its patriotic auxiliaries,
and Theodore WInthrop camp 81. Sons

i

Men are
shape and

throp

which

supported

Butler.

As the World Wags:

not,

(More than half a century ago, they organized and named a post of the Grand
Army in his honor, I.e., Theodore Win-

i

I

1

of Theodore WInthrop
and have not forgotten him.

rades-in-arms
did

>

We asked some days ago who was the
English poet that accented "Niagara
bn the penult.
We are IndebteM to our correspondent,
from Goldsmith's
ivi. P. F., who quotes
f'The Traveler":
^•Where wild Oswego spreads her swamps
(And Niagara stuns with thund'rlng
sound."
Now, we ask, who wrote the poem
containing these magnificent lines:
("The weather was extremely cold
When D. Magulre got left."
I

Edwards.

Ipubllshed the following paragraph:
"It Is pleas'ng to not« that the com-

!

-

IT«-inanoy

is

L.

answer to our question whether
Theodore WInthrop Is remembered today the East Boston Argus-Advocate

sometimes tempted to ex-

claim that he does not fare well at the
hands of his own generation; that although he may play pretty assiduously
he Is received with more hisses than
applause; that the publlo Is hard to
drlvplease, slow to praise, and bent on
This,
Ing as hard a bargain as it can.
however, Is only what he should expect.
himself
suppose
No sensible man will
Importance that his
Ito be of so much
bontemporaries should be at much pains
him.—
So get at the truth concerning

fee.

In

E. G.
i

dollar fine

lawyer

—James

the

"Meditation."
The opeVa this afternoon

wop,

speak. Just like a book,

I

"So

of

erously took
the
dancers

b.

(For As the World Wags.)
I just-a buy myself a Ford
She maka mucha noise good Lord—
Backa fire when she run
Banga, banga like a gun,
Scare the kids to death.

the settings were very efespecially
that of "Thais's"
room, and of the street outside her
house, where the corps de ballet danced
to the waltz music that Massenet gen-

'

I

,

fective,

WECOMEm
HALE

and

'

score.

^

rigidity

I

The rest of the company supported
her admirably, Mr. Cotreull, a stalwart
and threatening Athanacl, who was perhaps at his best in the duet of the
third act, on the river bank, when he
Is thinking only of his love for her, and
Thais sings devoutly, unaware of his
passion.
Mr. Mojica gave the almost
lay part of Nlcias .m immense buoyancy
and warmth, a sense of humor. Tht
nionkish chorus of the first act was
excellent.
Mr. Moranzoni conducted his
orchestra without bombast or melociramatics, which so often mar this

;

OUSSEViTZRY

'

perhaps noi{e has been bo

,

though one is disappointed because the
professional and amateur demons are
not still more hellish in the celebration
More might reasonof their Sabbath.
ably be expected of these Spirits of
Darkness glorifying their great god
But neither Berlioz nor
Tchernobog.
Franck
T^oito, neither Gounod nor Cesar
were more fortunate in portraying Satan
Moussorgsky's
tones.
in
hosts
his
;md
music that follows the notes of the
church bell in the village Is of charming
lualitv and it was wonderfully played.
The orchestral performance throughout the concert was brilliant, and again
Mr. Koussevitzky was revealed as a
most eloquent interpreter.
The concert will be repeated tonight.
The orchestra will be out of town next
week. The program tor the 15th. pair
By PHILIP
will be
of concerts, Feb. 12th, Feb. 13th
If Mr. Koussevitzky had any doubt
Concerto, E Minor
fioncemlng the respect and affection in as follows: Vivaldi,
ContraFantalsie
Lekeu.
which ho is held by the great musical for strings;
puntique sur un Cramlgnon Llegeols;
public of Boston, that doubt must have
Poem, "The Pines
heen dispelled by the glowing tribute Respighi, Symphonic
Symphony Ino.
paid him yesterday afternoon wh^n he of Rome"; Beethoven,
(edited hy Miscame on the platform of Symphony hall 1. The music by Vivaldi
will be
Respighi
tovski), Lekeu and
after his vacation of a fortnight.
the first t ime.
The program was as follows: Mous- played in Boston for
porgsky, "A Night on Bald Mountain."
Prokofieff, Third Concerto for piano an
orchestra
(Mr.
Prokofieff,
pianist)
Scriabin, S^^nphony No. 3, "The Divin
Poem." The concerto was played fo
the first time In Boston.
Chicago
BOSTON OPERA
Apparently there are two Prokofieffs:
Opera Company In Massenet's "Thais.
one the composer of the splendidly barConductor, Mr. Moranzoni. The cast:
"Scythian" suite, which was
baric
Mary Garden
ll,.!.
heard here in 1924; the other the composer of the Third Piano Concferto, a
C/itreull
Ei'oviaitl
AntlianneV..'.'.
compjiratively
work in
more academic
Antoul" Mt'ollcli
Palemon
nevma N dwoinpy
form, but without a trace of academic
... ..
\Ivrtn e

IS

^11,

fascinating as M:iry Garilen's, and last
ni;,'lu she was quite in th» vein, not only
dramatically but vocally as well. She
played her as a gorgeotis, voluptuous
creature, flaunting her lovelines.s, her
grace, at Kicias and then, at Alhanal;
and then cowed, and shrunken at his
condemnation, as she follows him abjectly into the desert.
A. subtle piece
of characterization, which almost robs
"Thais" of its mediocrity.

manner in the
a virtuoso who was not

He was

,

,

Of them

modest

Scriabin

'

soul

dressed ladies are tlmeringcrp for this edlfyInK function, and the gentlemen of the
and towel on the comply
sponge
party
batants between rounds. It Is all very
As for the slang,
up-to-the-minute.
with which the lines fairly bristle, It,
Such exprestoo. Is of the ephemerlda.
sions as "That's the berries," "Gotta
date with a wren" and a score of others
will be as archaic as a two-turret batMr.
tleship before the season wanes.
Walter Prlchard Eaton remarked rethat
"The College Widow,"
cently
George Ade's really good play, was
nobody
because
hopelessly
obsolete
could understand the slang. In a year
unintellior two "Is Zat So?" will be as
gible to the multitude as a cuneiform
,1

and

kei pers

r.ut no one ever goes to the opera to
hear "Thais," with the exception of the
"Meditation," but to see It. So there has
grown up a long and delightful tr.ijitlon
of pl.iying this lovely arid converted
woman who change.s so suddenly from
the maddest of Egyptian courtesans and
dancers into a demure and religious-

,

The witch music of Moussorgsky's
"Night on Bald Mountain" is amusing,

has collected about 3500 peashas taught
mt tunes Since 1906 he
composition at the Royal High School of
his works
of
Music at Budapest. Most
music order or
ire of the chamber
psalm for
songs but he has written a
"enor'BOlo, chorus and orchestra. He
critic.
a
as
putatlon
rt
i.as a high
The piano o'o- 2.1-8 agreeable vaVety to the
sic

\oti>'

'

Debussy, ' Two Araesques, Saint-Saens, Toccata.
While the technic of Miss Varady
needs further development, her playing
nevertheless gave pleasure to the small
[

I

great or not great
among composeis is a legitimate subJect for discussion. This discussion will
not in all probability shatter friendBhips and divide households as was the
case long ago in the Beecher trial. AVhether Scriabin is great or not, it can be
safely said that Mr. Koussevitzky is
his
This "Divine Poem,"
Prophet.
whatever may be thought of it as a
jwhole, is to us preferable to "The Poem
of Ecstasy" and "Promethus," which.
It is said, have a theosophic mission.
One attends a concert to hear piusic.
not to hear theosophic teachings dlsDr. Eaglefield Hull
erulsed by music.
who is a fanatical Scriabinite, is of the
opinion that the "Divine Poem" expresses "the spirit's liberation from its
earthly trammels, and the consequent
free expression of purified personality."
It is a pity that this
"personality"
helped itself
freely from the music
dramas of the unpurifled Wagner. There
are measures that are as direct quotations.
It is also singular that the most
Striking, most emotional section of the
work is entitled "Sensuous Pleasure^.
Like other orchestral compositions of
Scriabin there is thematic material not
always significant; there are pages of
sheer bombast: a succession of climaxes
that destroy any effect of one great
and irresistible culmination of force,
Yet one, not a fervid admirer of Scrlabin. remembering the genuine beauty
and poetic feeling of the section "Voluptes" might say of "the Divine Poem"
that is is the least objectionable of his
three chief orchestral work.s.

i-o?e,

Agamentlcus or
her
iih proper satisfaction.

most

Whether

w hrreupnn
.

ul

times.

.

•hoiic priest.

/s

world played like
thinking first of technic, not trying to
Impress hearers by technical proficiency,
consciovis. but not too self-conscious
of his own ability. He played as if he
were a member of the orchestra, displaying sufficient fluency, a command
of nuances and of sentiment, emotion

the days of
vn of York. Me., that In
French and Indian wars a Pffty-of-

up

the

In

AT NORRIDQEWOCK
the World Wags:
my ^n*"^®
In
•here la a tradition
ule

iiiaiK

without thought of possible audiences,
indifferont to words of praise or blame.
It i.s often said ilisparingly of a musician iilaying hi.s own composition for the
piano: "He plays like a composer."
This sneer cannot be directed against
Mr. Piokofieff, any more than it is true
of Mr. RachmaninofC.
Jlr. ProkofiefC

of the P. V.
We are requeBted by oneUmerlcK:
to print the following
of Boston
ere was a young woman
lost on.
horn all other places were
opinions
She had her
Concerning Virginians
any-they^cro^s^«^3the vessel-lf

these two folk

u

--

beauty, while the postflude of a f eW
measures, ingeniously varied after each
one of the set variations will long haunt
the memory, the more so by Its sinipllfity.
These variations are ingenious,
free frem pnttern work.
The fourth,
marked Andante nieditativo, is unaffectedly poetic.
Throughout the concerto there is no effort to .stun or dazzle
the hearer.
It is as if Mr. Prokofleft"

,

of

lillona of the prayer to
.inning of the second ad, wiii.
a touch of Glucklsh loveliness .xbout
1^
and of the Intermezzo, it never ciulW
rises above the level of the commonr
pla, e, and cloylngly sensual.
.

mciit

Coolidge which
Imonlal dinner given
Somerset to
t iho Hotel
Jortton, president of tlie
inpanv, is not open to crltgood
"The
m as in.orrect ICngUsh:
only
mplo oi such mon affects not
community In which they live and
genintojhe
out
rk, but also reaches
business fabric of the^co^X^^
t.nt

,

,

1>.,"

quartet play Schubert's Posth. quartet,
a theme and variation from a Beethoven
quartet and a Haydn quartet. Perhaps
the only remarkable thing about this Is,
the quartet consists of father, two sons
and a nephew; the combined ages are
252 and the first violinist ia a mere
youth In his 82d year. I am wondering
C. D. B.
if this can be duplicated.
Leominster.

CHEERFUL SURGEONS
(New i'ork Herald-Tribone)
Paul Rockhold, an Iron worker of 536
Lafayette avenue, Brooklyn, fell 12
stories down an airshaft In a new building at One Hundredth street and HlverBide Drive yesterday without los'ng consciousness, although his ri?ht leg and
left wrist were fractured and his ciie.-<t
bruised badly. He was taken to Reco.-sKtruction Hospital, wheie surgeons said
they did not believe he had been Injured
seriously.

As the World Wags:
Our president dictated to my stenographer accepting an invitation to a bank
dinner In New York from an old friend

there In the business. He said he would
I
surely come "if BTjkls Is willing."
happened on the letter as It took shape,

and read "if Bacchus is willing."
should "have let It ride." What?
Boston.

H. G. P.

I

remains;

by the Ch.cago C-c
MB.senefs "Horodiade- will be performed
ni.ht. The air of
or. Company ue.i Wednesday
^^l^''
heard""^^T iTloZl.
^ ^"^^^^^^^
have been often
doux."
est
"II
air,
Salon^e-s
and
ambrt.ou b t . th the^_^
too
the
also
by
and
by the competent
hans.
unknown. In the list ot
exception, the opera is practically
Lahore
between "The Kmg of
comes
works for the sUge, "Herodiudc"

Op

"Manon"

(1877) and

|

(1884).

meeting
'in 1878 Massenet
"Herodiade- has had TTurious history,
..ite a little love
Paul SuiieU asked him if he could
^^^^^^^^
pasB.o„
rehg.on w. h sensual
Christian
the
i>.
my...ici.m
combine the
^vould be
woman
a
of
ha,r
flowing
"the
it,
a story in which, as he put
Georges Hart-n^^^^^^^^^^
hair-cloth of a holy man."

eirded

lisrer.

called in:

invited Milliefs attention to

He

•Herodias" in the "Trois Contes."

For

He

was
"Herod.ade
was pleased with the libretto of
^^^^^^
at the
out at the Sca^a
brought
be
would
work
contract by which the new

Scotti in 1907.

The
assumed

^

HoL?on Nov..

in

8:^909. Mmes.

in

this

is

it

the libretto

Ijg

^

said that Puccini
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Although "Manon Lescaut" has been performed in Boston, this opera
by Puccini is not so familiar as Massenet's "Manon." Puccini's was
brought out at Turin on Feb. 1, 1893. The interpreters at Turin were
Ramini
Mme*. Fcrvani and Ceresoli; Messrs Cremonini, Moro, Polonmi,
performance in
and Castagnoli. It is Puccini's third opera. The first
English, by the Hinrich's Opera
the United States was at Philadelphia, in
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he

when, as she goes through
rejects the offer, but is less scorns
time.
to the convict prison in Siberia, she sees the prince for the last
again offers marriage with freedom. She loves him, but makes the
at renunciation and joins her companions in misery on the:r dreary
t
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The great scenes, as far as the music is concerned, nre said, to be
wooing in the first act: the scene where the girl breaks down

(imitri's

the railway station, awaiting her lover, who departs without her seeng him the scene in the prison where Dimitri begs her to forget her past
ife of shame and become his wife.
Was the librettist acquainted with the drama "Resurrection," based
H«nry Bataille on Tolstoi's novel and brought out at the Odeon, Paris,
Nov. 14, 1902? In this drama, which follows closely the romance, and
!3 performed 50 times that season, and 85 times in 1903, the prince
ompanies Katucha to Siberia, but not as her husband. He, too, must
Michael Morton made an English version of
rk out his repentance.
is play.
It was produced at His Majesty's Theatre, London, in 1903.
t
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We

have spoken on this page of The Herald of the differences becen the librettos of Puccini's "Manon Lescaut" and Massenet's "Manon."
M who are unacquainted with Puccini's opera may be interested to
w "how he treated the Abbe Prevost's romance.
Act I This opens, as in "Manon," with the scene pt Amiens.
udent sings for comrades and girls. Manon, Lescaut and Geronte alight
rom a diligence. Lescaut is taking his sister to a convent where she will
omplete her education, but is willing to hand her over to old Geronte.
Des Grieux has seen her. The two are already in love. The student
has overheard Geronte's plot. Des Grieux has no trouble in persuading
Manon to elope with him. They drive off in Geronte's carriage. Lescaut
consoles Geronte by saying Des Grieux is poor; Manon loves luxury.
Act. II.
Manon is in Geronte's house in Paris. Handsomely provided for, she longs for Des Grieux.
Singers come in to entertain her
by a madrigal. The dancing master enters. Lescaut runs out to tell
1

—

A

I

—

Des Grieux, who has made money by gambling, where he can find Manon.
Her lover enters. There is a passionate duet. Geronte, pretending to approve, sends for the police. Manon, delaying to make her escape, by collecting her jewels, is arrested on the charge of Geronte that she is a loose
woman. She is banished to Louisiana, then a French possession. The
journey to Havre is represented in the libretto by an excerpt from Prevost's romance; represented in music by an Intermezzo.
Act III. A square near the harbor at Havre. Des Grieux and Lescaut attempt, but in vain, to free Manon from prison. There is a io]t
call of the women to be transported. The crowd comments on their appearance. Des Grieux begs the ship captain for permission to accompany
Manon, no matter how humble his work will be on board.
Act IV. "A vast plain on the borders of the territory of New Orleans.
The country is bare and undulating, the horizon is far distant,
the sky is overcast, night falls." There is a long duet. Manon, exhausted,
Des Grieux faints on her body.
dies.

—

—

Louis Siegel, violinist, who will give a recital here no.xt Thursday
was born in Indiana. He was taken to Europe when he was a boy.
Graduated with the highest honors at the Liege Conservatory when hi
was 16 years oM, he has toured with success, according to foreign nevxpap'ers, in France, Itely, England, Belgium and Germany.
Walter Gieseking, pianist, will play for the first time in Boston next
Saturday afternoon. He was born at Lyons on Nov.
5, 1895, the son of
a German physician.
He was brought up on the French and Italian
Rinera. His first systematic study of the piano was with Karl
Leimer at
the City Conservatory, at Hanover, to which his parents
moved in 1911.
Hanover is his home. He is known abroad as a highly-gifted pianist;
an
accomplished interpreter of impressionistic and expressionistic
music. Ho
has composed a quintet for piano and wind instruments,
songs and piano
pieces.
His first appearance in this country was in New York
on Jan.
:0, when his program was the one he has prepared
for his recital in
Boston. On Jan. 17 he played Paul Hindemith's new
piano concerto at
a concert of the Symphony Society in
New York, when Mr. Goossens con-

night,

aucted.
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ings? The books on etiquette are dumb
In the matter of these meetings. Should
the former Mrs. Wheezlcks say to Mr.
Wheezlcks, "This Is fortunate. I hav«
long wanted to know you, for Mrs.
Whee^lcks Is a dear frlenii o' mine"?
Marie taglioni, the d.incer who for
years enchanted Europe, In an lU-advlsed
moment married Count Oiibert des
Volslns.
He treated her so badly that
she left him and obtained a divorce.
Years afterward they met In a Parisian
drawing-room.
The count begged an,
Introduction and said: "I think I have
already had the honor of meeting you;

was about 1832." Marie turned her
back on him. To our mind she thus
came out second best.
A highly esteemed writer in New
York, now dead, was thrice married. It
occurred to him one day that it would
be a pleasing adventure to Invite the
three wives to luncheon. Nos. 1 and 2 accepted; No. 3 was delighted with the
Idea.
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with his widely known fine taste hp
sat in a comer, as ho told us, smoking
a cigar and overhearing what they had
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another to succeed
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never do.
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on again—with my assurance
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that if we couldn't sleep on the
thing
bed this time we'd take the durn
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off and Bleep on the
I heard her ask
later
time
Some
slats
and still
me if I could hear the rooster,
me ask her
later, or earlier, she heard
layer of
a
through
tones,
in smothered
feathers, if she could see the sun comhills.
The
acenlo-swept
ing up over the
night wa» far spent and the dawn had
dawned.
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friendship.
If a woman has been
married three times, it Is permissible
for Nos. 1 and 3 to be warm friends;
but they £ihoul(^ignore No. 3.
of

'*--^

AFTERTHOUGHT
that year of ours
you enthralled our veins like
wine?
love for you 1 vowed with flowers

Do you remember

When

Violets, pinks, and, girl o' mine.
Orchids at seventeen bucks the crack
Orchids! Orchids! The best they had!
Orchids! Myrtle, I must have been

a bed, humps, feathers, or what?
It
Possibly the brilliant Invention of a

mad!

mariner accustomed to restless seas,
billowy waves and hard going. Was It

had the currency back!

Do you remember the gifts I chose?
You must have gathered a carload
or so;
couldn't see past the tip of

I

Money was money, and

I

I

my nose-

made

it

go;

Wrist watches, pendants and trinkets
each day;
Santa Claus, I, In the form of a gent-

Why
If I

didn't gruardians take

had

It

now,

I'd

mo away?

pay up the rent!

I

had

It

I'd give

—

Giorgio Polacco.
Rlpoardo
Rensto
Amplla

up

Sunday—Hollis

Street Theatre, 8:30 P. M. People's
orchestra, Mr. Mason, conductor. See special notice.

Symphony

Coplty-Plaza, 8:15 P. M. Chamber Music Society of San FranLouis Persinger and Louis Ford, violins; Nathan Firestone,
viola; Walter Ferner, violoncello; Elias Hecht, flute. Mozart string
quartet, B flat major (K. 458) Brescia Three Medallions— Spanish,
Italian, American
for flute and strings, written for this Chamber
Music Society. Dohnanyi, string quartet, D flat major, op. 15.
Boston Public Library, Copley Square, lecture hall, 8 P. M.
Lenox quartet (Wolfe Wolftnsohn, Edwin Ideler, Herbert Boiodkin,
Emmeran Stoeber). First of six chamber music concerts given to
the public by Mrs. Elizabeth S. Coolidge. Loeffler, "Music for fourstringed instruments"; Purcell, "Chacony" for strings, G minor;
Brahms, quartet, C minor, op. 51, No. 1.
cisco.

—

Thursday—Jordan haU,
sisted

by Jessie

Miller, pianist.

Fantasia, Air, Scherzo.

M. Lous Siegel, violinirt, asBach, Four Inventions: Lamcntoso,

8:16 P,

Exaudet, Menuet.

Rameau-Siegel, Musette

Tambourin (violin alone). Tartini, the Devil's
-^•n °Sr°j
Medtner, Night Song. Szymanowski, Pan and Dryads.
Debussy-Slegel, 'For the Egyptian."
Komgold, The Night Watchman s March. Portuguese folk song, air by Siegel. Granados-Sie^el,

beamed,

We

^
would not be denied,
Asleep I dreamed
,

.

we went.

Jota.

three sonatas

hall, 8 P. M.
Walter Gieseking, pianist.
Boston. Bach, t'actita No. 1. B major. Scarlatti,
Schumann, Kreisljriana. Busoni, Sonatina in diem

m

natmtatis Chr^ti MCMXVII anJ
Sonatina ad usum infant:s, Debossy, Twelve Preludes, First booj;.
Jordan JuU. 8:15 P. M.
Boston Ballet Concert_Company.
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the South. These feathers,
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fested an InoUnatlon to. gather in
groups.
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pull
to
time
this
up—
Again I woke
in

a foot which had wandered out into
cold air and which might have
been mistaken by neighbors as the
Ma was
periscdtpe of a submarine.
headed
sleeping up near the celling
in

the

,

J

in.
slonment. this one night with on,
Never again! We
off a feather bed.
had ventured on to the proud possesus of 200
sion with great care, each of
pounds, lest we make a dent In It. w e
s
were soon asleep, tired from the day,
busy occupations—but we were soon
dismay
in
discovering
again,
awake
but dents,
that our bed was nothing

I

i

of

assuring

Our hostess
of a bed
the warmth, comfort, softness
Her enthusicovered with featt^ers.
our
arousing
asm proved contagious,
anticipation, and we. too, beamed.
disilluThe night was a. turbulent

utterly ruined.
Sleep, however,
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Antonio Nifollch

Lodovloo Ollvlom
A Jud^e
Louis Derman
A (Servant of Amelia
Time turned backward last night In

have been on

a short visit; short yet sufficing.
spent the two days with hospitable
night
friends and we spent the one
When shown to
with a feather bed.
bed
feather
this
beheld
our room we
the
luxurious, its face swollen as with
^ proud
possession
family
toothache, a

edge of a precipice. Such sleep Is
can It be
restful to the nerves, neither
defined as real peaceful oblivion.

Saturday --Jordan

Roaa Ratsa
Voti

flight,

at

the behest of the opera

company, backward a matter of 35 or
40 years, to the time when an operatic

ajid to it

first recital

TItta Ruffo

Cyrena

Tom

DOWNY COUCH
I

cast:
Charli>« Marshnll

Rllvano
Sfimuel

to the car, 20 francs."

Trill.

His

The

TTlrtca

They are complaining in Paris of the
outrageous bills of motor, car repairers.
was
An Item in one bill of 1800 francsd'oell
"For the manager giving a coup

As the World Wags:
Ma (friend wife) and

any-

Is It,

Ballo in Maschera"

Oscar

A

WEEK

Is—what

It

Boston Opera House "Un Ballo in
Maschera," opera by Verdi. The Chicago CIvio Opera Company. Conductor,

its

CONCERTS OF THE

What

H. C. P.

"Un

my Job!
GORDON SEAGROVE.

now,

Is not.

how?

tune?
Do you remember? Do I? I'll say!
chartered a cab—for days and days!
Gee. when I think of It, I could sob!
could use that cash In a dozen of
If I

ever Intended for two people?
Ppon our return home the next night
In a
Ma and I hit our own twin beds
heedless temulence of ecstasy, agreeing
sublimity
of
and
in perfect sweetness
unselfishness that owners of feather
beds are welcome to them. Until that
visit I had not known the literal meanknow
I
ing of "live geese feathers."
now and I know also what a feather

bed

Do you remember that mellow June,
The roads we took In the moon's high
way?
s
I he vows we vowed to the cricket
I

It,

hostess,

time of my life."
We read In a Parisian Journal that It
is highly proper for a divorced and remarried woman tc bow to her first husband and even to speak to him, except
when she is with her hew husband;
then she should look away. "It Is considered 'unprofessional' and contrary to
established rules for the ex-husband
and the present husband to be on terms

I

making

In

m

an Arctic temperature
by
when the makers are discouraged
and
raiment of tropical brevity. Host
ticularly
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Oh, that

What would hap

the tidal wave had
Judge.l
passed by on the other side? 1
that she
by her awkward position
I
sleep
to
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care,
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feathers
u-nt\y In the direcof
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lmprp>=arIo who could beg, steal or borrow the price used to gather toKPther
as many good slnsers a« he could afoverford, then, without
botherlri^
much about anything- else, just set
them on the stage to display their
voices and sing.
If

"Un

Ballo

In

Maschera"

must

peeds be performed, probably the Chicago directors saw nothing else to do.
Somethiner more, no doubt of it. cmiUl
have been done, granted the needful effort and fine taste.
But quite likely
the directors ar.°;ued they could use
their time to bettor advantage than in
trying to make something , really fine
out of a transition.Tl work,' that lacks
tlie charm and musical beauty of "11

Trovatore," but

still

has not attained

Who

the dramatic power of "Aida."
shall say they wfire not right, if such
were their reasoning? To be sure,
though, since there is no law to compel a company to produce any opera

they do not fancy,

it

might have been

to let the "Masked Ball" rest on
early laurels.
In its old tim'e -way the performance
was effective enough, for. though the
chorus stood stiffly .-ibout in rows, with
no attempt at action or picturesque
rrouping, though the actors 'did not
carry characterization beyond the elements operatic convention demands, and
though everything jitopped short at the
end of every duet or air. still, in th(former way, the managers had furnished some very good voices Indeed.
There was Mr. Marshall, singing wltli
a suavity he could not have compassed
a year or two aao. and also, once the
of tho wr» v whioh
fir.st acts were out

v.ise
its

;

-

Orciiestra ga.ve the
of this
third of ihe children's concerts
the first
season. The program Included
movement of Schubert's Unfinished
three little pieces for the

with
duet

rar.u'iit,

scarceiy suited

act

111

fc'-vor.

:!o;'lous tone.

—

,

to
'^Mr Polacco did what he could
worked like a
keep things moving: he

Hid by God

two

Trovatore" that even the
stared in
the audience
So
amaee at its beauty and its fineness.
conduct a good old
he rested content to
everyPerhaps,
opera most competently.
could do "O more
thing considered, he
applauded
The audience, very large,
In

left

Dead

and irresponsible.

one
The audience was a very large Mr.
it always is.
to introduce,
Scheillng has now begun
and to make
musical themes to them
to aniuslng
usually
th«n sing them,
The next concert will be on
words.
among other
Feb 15 and will include "Tannhauser,
Pieces the march from
New World Symthe largo of "The
Valkyries'
phony ' "The Ride of the"Prince and
and Rlmsky-Korsakoft's

and enthusiastic as

CHICAGO COMPAN.^

in Gounod's "Faust."
Mr. Grovlex, conductor. The cast:

Charles Hncljett

M^'^^i"?^!-i"r*'

Ashley

.•TSh's;

'

.........Irene

Whatever

rhirveV^-

ufr-

d^Zt^ dj^tne

demuere
of'the •Salul
Marguerite. His
and in the duets with
in the lyric passages,
suavest
voice was
robust he has a tendency
for !he more
sing through his
tenorTze, and to
to

and lyrlc"^"mT^s Mason -was a chaste
and although
lovely M^guerlte.
= llv

lacked something of
as she sang it, with some
ts brsmancy
furbelows o.n^tted
of the coloratura
her voice was clear and
?or the rest
in the last act,
resonant, and beautiful

Jewel

fie

in

song

whiSi she did some of the
here.
that she has done

finest sing-

Mephistopheles oi' Mr. Lazzari
the dia-ooUc touch,
ha^ Bomething of
about it, jspecialand a aark laughter
with the Biout
Tv in the tete-a-tete
His singing was
Martha.
and gullible
lack of clarity aloften marked by a
the final
though this disappearedand inteUigent
smooth
It was a
trio
•I-he

were
Of course armorial bearii^gs

and last ^''^J^^''^^/^^
melody of the Branms
gave musical beauty.
rhipsody
more than
But that rhapsody calls for
Aufso does Schumann s

ziaT do
it, oi
when music has energy inappears
Mr. Pftis
^ven Tprightliness, sympathy
those
for
to feel but tepid
he
His ^ympath es Indeed
luaUties.
to
hopes
nmst surely broaden if heintev.^stu.g^
make an entire program
not m
perhaps, yesterday he was

?hat

m

of

^eT'^f^hee"

concerned about
blood,
nlight, bitterly cursing as

his J^'ster s

he died.
night
And although the Walpurgis counthis
in
custom
the
revels as is
was no repetry, were omitted, there
much aptition of the march, despite
gave another
Claessens
Maria
plause.
little bits as
of her terse and amusing
Martha, Irene Pavloska was a Siebel
else, and
anything
than
energetic
more
she
.-strutted about ferociously as
The choruses
sang her flower song.
E. G.
were .sonorous and spirited.

she

"'

in this

Falstaff

performcu

will be

mere

pleasant momorles the
nouncement invokes. Yet
most un
heard here in that

What

•!

•

was
fit

first

place for

Hal.

Mechanics
were ,n m5^^

opera.

The performances

*^e°

'-ist

Marcus,

l

^°""^,«'
rsl^uments alone, had ""'V mind,
to
patterns and elegance in his
so
all emotion-how
of
exclusion
the
a
Is
abroad
sP^ead
false a notion ever
bis published
puzzle, since Mozart in
quite to the
letters wrote comments

opinion that Mozart was an
'nt^^P^fted
unusually tender soul, to be
mostlj, these
in terms of sentiment
heed. Nor
no
paid
gentlemen likewise
that overtb^v any patience with playfulness

""To"" ^'he

emphasil on\is child-like quick mus c
w^kh often results ina his
simpleton wrote
bounding as though
cradle or tag^
It anef a game of cat's
The San Francisco ^"^'^'^"f; /^!,Vft
'•^^

-!"t"of'"h^"iuS'so^'brormy

Tarr^couid
..T-,„.,

^of
b^^lle^ the composer

finvanni

wrote

Its meiuuits
it.
beauty; even its

had force as well as
vigorous and
work ng out they made by means of
To the minuet,
Tltve

of
or

vT

v;\,v..

a
achieved a rare ensemble,

re

Ter-

as

Rome we

our children

Number

1,

Num-

tourna''Tfear^thrtTn'^aying that the
equivalent of
ments were the feudal maligned the
I have somewhat
more resembled
In reality they
latter
knights followed
fights, and the

fat

......

and ^t'lnss

Bresc a.^P^
fornian composer named
written f
pieces and very weU

.

;?IXtefuS?^c^thenghtco,
.U^A between
.

^^^^^^
\

the t-o qua

et-

T^r:;^^^e«hf ^\o
havins

reckonms
France at least $200,on0
overthrew wlh
the 200 knights he
other hardwa e
armor, horse and all
in, at a thouand furnishings thrown
is surely a
dollars a head, which
though I suppose
Xiest estimate,knigBts
fr.e/ Is
whose
Oiere were some
hundred doll
^J^tdd not pay even a
to have them back.

fn

W

Jordan Hall

lions" tor flute

'

^
^^'^^^ V.^i^dalbj jt ^ali-

nrize

.

^

kindness to rest the ea
by a
sound of
mite
ably ^veil-p ayed
s
clarinet
a
as
rich

S^U

'

piou.hs
'il'fIJ^n/'^llaurers
Verdi worked 'ts speu.

•'^.Js'uri.it;!

j

dUion out of the ^'"-1°^-'^°
at
"^.i^'^t
made nothing
of them, indeed. They
wide y held
for instance, of the
a
writing for
view that Mozart, when

Secundus,
the more businesslike
toUowmg When
Hus Tuartus, and so
as standardwe ourselves have become
shall in the same

wav name
cHi-ive"

covered, in which the '""^l./^^Xosed
patrons and palronesses ^e[\^^P\,.ere
ease, but they
to .sit in luxurSus
were oji>y target.
In at ease, for they
for the
F^ne costion
as to itlf"tlflcatlon^
inquired ^"'-'°"«,/';°'J^.*
slnguiai y
tumes and jewels were
pens^
of place in tbose
J-.-ven
But "Falstaff
{
the
for
better suited
^if'^^^H
:

for

tet

that the Romans were
than we are
spect even more advanced
of discarding
having reached the P°'"t
of gnmg cnii
the ancient barbaric plan
distinctive names like
dren "ndividually
.'M
Caius. Julius or P»bluis;

ized

of us surely rem
1896.
uncomfortable seats; the

Many

partments, literally boxes

clear,

is

,

Third of Mr. Schelling^Series
Attracts Large Audience to
At Jordan hall yesterday morning
Ernest SchelHng and members c'. the

and the Wolf

so much
their own thinking,
when they prepared this quartrathrew
They
performance.

^^They did

corresponded to
Compasses,
Rliie Boar or Goat and
of those
h un-- out by the inn-keepers
to
extended
custom
timers
The same
now
it has
he shop-keepers, though P.^o^aic l^lan
succumbed to our morecunous to note
" is
o? using numbers.

this

comparatively inconspicuous role of
valentine, in the evocation of the secthroes
ond act, and again in the death
the most vivid
of the fourth, who gave
afterthe
of
and amazing performance
noon, both vocally and dramatically.
His voice is fresh and beautiful and
be Indulges in no a ttitudes, so that his
and
Valentine was a creature of fleph

Si"egurd

ii

may have

whatever

X

safely.

W

in-

the pictures
thV ?ame purpose as
g;^rKand^heDrago,.Kathal^^^^^^

Mr. Pettis
is unfamiliar in the
to place^music that
wait tin
A^hy
middle of his program.
Jones Mi.
very end to give Mr.
a chance
richheim and Mr. Hanson wait
more
Chopin can
of

most difficult
gusto.
eentleman, and one that had
in the
Bonelli,
Richard
But is was
characterization

society of that
Louis Persinger and I^°"'^^^rf,'/i^V:
alter Mr
Nathan Firestone; 'cello,
^^hey nlayed
nerf mite, Ellas Hecht).
(Bfoechel
quartet
the. IB-flat major

Tournaments were the
Insignia were
Those days, and these
numbers which the football
s mply the
Harvard have
terrn^ even including
would have
now adopted. The '^"^S^t^
boars and
worn numbers instead of the and azme
su'es
lions and squirligues
not been
it
had
t°,
that they resorted
m those aays
for the fact that nobody
except
another
knew one number from
were "ot the ones
the monks, and these
knights
the
whose favorable attention
attract.
were most desirous to answered exactly
bearings
Armorial

of

,

M^sic

who

implies. It
Ichwung," as the very name Mr Petthat
doe! not so much mattar rhapsodic.il ly
play
when he would
ffs
rhythmic bal«nd with vigor, loses his
whipped by excess
ance many players,
trouble is
The
same.
the

™eard?

;

night there

which tkey held
must have
purpose of armorial bearings
know who was
been to let the audience
football of

tenderness;

fo'°be

,

At the Copley-Plaza last
P aywas an object lesson in the proper
To give It, muficians
ing of Mozart.
Chamber
the
came from San Francisco, city (violins,

I do
tournaments
stituted for use at
invented by the
not believe they were
tournaments
the
for
Crusaders unless
For the
in Palestine.

tender

'^'lt''m?gn;o be Wise

1

San Francisco Society Heard
in Mozart Program

will live."

As the World Wags:

of

O,

in.'

GARRISON.

*

he also

chaste et pure,''

E.

FOOTBALL AND ARMORIAL
BEARINGS

..onata's first

the

I

(Woburn Daily Times)

not a
has been said that a play is
produced on the
play until it has been
only
Now Mr. Chesterton has
stage
he confess;ead "The Madras House";
wt
When
acted.
it
ed he had not seen
we ensaw it at the Copley Theatre we pry
did
nor
ioved it greatly,
life" of any
anxiously into the "inner
Perhaps M.-^
characters.
the
one of
s'gns of an
Chesterton would find no
Abies
in
inner life in the persons
Irish Rose."

pages of the

certain

I

Representative Everberg combatting
an adverse report ot the ways and means
committee managed to secure favorable
passage on the floor of the house, only
to be killed by the upper brancb.

It

€»rt„=/n°r

waltz,
sonata, and

j

DEAD ON THE BATTLEFIELD

die.

Gran-

whose work

cm

f-n„nnd's libret-> fhe

must

the
about the heroes ind heroines, classical
old
lains and the fools ot the
or
tragedies
drama, the great French
King
Shakespeare. I do not feel that
atrocious
'Hamlef-an
in
Claudius
scoundrel—had no inner life.
the realties of the
describe
•If you
about 100 t° 1
.society about you, it is
soon become
that these realties will
artist
It is the imaginative
unrealties.

I

Srahms

I

—

any signs of an inner life in thefelt that
never
of the drama. "I have
vd-

i

the slow movement

j

Duff.

K. Chesterton, discussing
Madras
"The
play
Barker's
evidence ot
House," said he missed the
persons

,

^l^'/w
Is
what

lives

G

PavlosUn

ment— Mr.

finds

The world is not organized or pre
pared for a much higher level of intelli
gence than it has already got. J. F.

ville

: : : :

^^^^^^
stupid
always more or less a
alwajs

Company

Clergy should be forbidden to play
tempted to think that
bishops can only move diagonally, never
Vicar of St. Paul's,
straight.— The
Kingston Hill.

Yet love Is stronger than death,
As faith is sweeter than scorn.
breath.
Life cannot lose its lightest,
What dies shall be re-born

••spirit that denies."
major, op. 62. Scherzo,
music.
flat Nocturne, E
bretto or in Gounod's
Febminor, Chopin; Brook over
But Goethe, and "^"^"^^l./J',^^"'''!^
sharp
C
stage
excellent
aside this Faust is an
Jones: Chinese Sketch,
epi- Mes
Vincent
lyHc
Its
has
It
p ce', and opera. pageantry, its ara Elchheim; March Carillon, Howard Hanvivid
its
sodes
Gounod's music is
interludes.
matic'
sensuous, adshines
?he facile full blooded,
Pettis seems a pianist who
voice. And when ^°Mr.
Schuquietest.
ni'rawy suited to the
Is
he
when
brightest
it is exceptionally ^'^"/""^A '^.^1^
il
played yesstrength that is
>nann's "Des Abends" he
on something of the
^nd
with rhythm
inherent in this Faust If by the
terday with beautiful tone,
gracefully
Yesterday's Performance
delicately varied, the melody
naa
that
one
smooth,
verv
accompanied^
Bhaped and judiciously
poetry there
Fetter still, he found the
brought it to the
fs in this piece and
does.
pianist
surface; not every
way of clear,
Tn the same way-the
rhythm, elegance of
cool tone, good
sentiyester- phrasing and ^ vein of genUe
here
sang
who
w
Hackett
the
Atr Hackett.
well
played
Mr
Pettis

HE-

Casket

chess, lest they be

in

Is

in

MADDIEREE;

,

cido jk-'^'""
this proAshley Pettis, pianist, played
Of all the Pausts that have stemmedl gram yesterday afternoon in Jordan
hasi
and Fugue. Albert
from Goethe, there Is none that
hall: Improvisation
in active
Des Abends, Schulived so long or so rigorously
Aufschwung.
Elkus;
Yet
Schumann-Liszt;
repertoire as that of Gounod.
Widmung.
mann;
Powe'"^.^"'^,>'11
minor. Brahms;
there Is nothing of the
diaboUcal Waltz, Rhapsody. B
restless
that
searching of
Ballade, A
either m the Ji Sonata Eroica, MacDowell;

was«er

,

leaves and a sodden sKx-

W.

Heard
Varied Program
Pettis

cleft

is a broken thing,
to a sigh.
Alid laughter is stilled
birds take
The flowers fade and the

Princess."

Opera Company

much money

that its business increased about 15 per
cent during the past year, which speaks
well for the quality of their goods, as
marthere is much competition and the
ket is .strictly limited.

For hope

j

"^BOSTON OPERA HOUSE— (JnicaycS

a

Meredith

Th'3

The nights are as cold as hate.
The days are as dull as scorn.I watch
There comes no gleam, though
and wait.
On a somber autumn morn.

rather

'TAUST" GIVEN BY

In

that

(Meredith Itima In Laconla's paper)
Most of the business houses are now
busy taking account of stock, as It is
apt to be a slack season iji the stores,

)

I

Ifhe .Marinet in A and the
to be admirabl>
clarinet in B, proved
of the instrusuited for the setting oft
the first two
accomplishments,
n.ent's
somber and the third very gay

^- ^- °-

hand

s

was

one said:

STRICTLY LIMITED

Spanish form

have seen His glory pass by.
out and
The flaming bush has burned,

Mr.
The three clarinet pieces which for
were
AUegra played, two of which third for

,

there
the world."

dies shall be re-born.

What

Spangled Banner."

by no
He can have been stirred
dostirred him
^uch ambition, though, as
"obly
years ago, Wv^n he dealt

heartily.

•

No

in advertising.

know

Dead leaves and a sodden sky
On a somber autun)n morn.
Whatever lives must die;

Siegfried" and '"Till
bits from
Mr. Valkenier
Eulenspiegel," played by
was The Star
day
The song for the

his firm had
dollars this year
"I didn't

spent a half-million

RENAISSANCE
(In a sixteenth century

Strauss s Blue
DlRved the bassoon
overDanube waltz: Weber's Oberon

ture^and

As the World Wags:
Some one remarked that

Marclnelll interpreted Verdi s
Beeth!
singumarvelous orchestral score with
understanding.
lar taste and

solo;

sucar sans

with "11
vounpest

ei-enza".
Pistol Did not

symphony;
written by Stroclarinet which were
played them
vinsky for Mr. AUegra, who
Boston; an excerpt
for the first time in
Mr L^us
from "Carmen," In which

oase 'ind l.'xck^to
IS out of voice
luck for Mr.
is worse
t of voico
bnnthan It is f'>r .some othor
Quite
~
Mr Scottl, say. Not until
Rive
he
could
•id of tho third act
^ that sounded like his own. Miss
the page's songs vivacious.11

FROM THE ANANlAb CLUb

Uu ^W^SK.'i .'ii;^
suu ^.
Frimondl take the part.
the two
And what pretty women w-ere
and Lola
wives in 1896-Frances Savllle

We

Boston Syinphon>

42
I'.-nl

'

^

jud^e

1^

—

^^nigK t o f l&e ' 1
mixed choi us and oi
"ir's "In May," for women
Biucli a

for

lIh

i

us

and

Wallace Goodrich, and Llaxfs "!»••

ft-eludes."

Although excerpts from Schumann'B
"Manfred" have been plated her* not
so very long ago at one of the Boston
symgihony concerts It was In 1922 It la

:

first

—

—

and remote occasion, was Francon
*

And with the exception

of the overthe impassioned coda. Is one of the most vigorous and beautiful things that Schumann wrote for the orchestra, it Is
rather difficult fare for the concert hal!
if one has to follow its course through
K'companying readings. Quite as duU

which,

ture,

especially

In

.Manfred. Fause was more universal, but
of the wo, it is Manfred who towers as
an Individual, the spirit of revolt .ind
of strength, self-torturing, self-conquering, refusing to submit to the spirit*
who demanded hlm^ realizing that "sol-

only an exchange of Ignorance,"
that "knowledge Is not happiness," alwaj-s seeking, unsatisfied.
And although at times Schuman seema
a little bound, he has transfused mu»h
of this Into his music, especially In the
overture. But it Is quite impossible to
suffer the dramatic tortures of tHe reader and to feel the vigour of Byron, even
with Schumann's orchestral and choral
interludes. Both poem and music demand a setting that has more of the
wildness, .the unearthly beauty of the
scene that Byron Imagined.
Still. Mr. Jewett and the other members of his company, Mr. Jewett reading the lines of the tortured Manfred,
,ind Miss Scott and Mr. StlUwell apportioning the other persons among themselves, read with animation and a feeling for the music of the verse which is
not always the case with a reader. Tho
choruses from the New England Conservatory sang with spirit, and sonorousness, especially in the spirit incantation. It was a very capable performance,
both of the principals and of the orchestra and Mr. Mason is to be commended for doing it.
The rest of the concert comprised two
choruses sung by the above mentioned
group, which Is exceedingly fresh of
voice, and Llszfs "Les Preludes" of

three

j

j

|

as

It

be as follows:

Mendelssohn— Overture "Ruy Bias
Chadwick— Symphony No. 2 in B flat
;

Liszt— Concerto n A maand orchestra; Berlioz
et marche hongroli*
sylphes
nse des
m "La Damnation de Faust." E. Q.
op. 21;
for piano

iip.jor,

——

/pT-» >

-NTXCSXT

much

former works from "Nabuco
"Aida."
,

In his

J

Bv PHILIP

HALK

Ooera House.
Second week
i^f
the Chicfigo Opera Company. "Faltaff," a lyric comedy in three acts and
six scenes.
Text by Arrlgo Boito basing It on Shakespeare's "Merry Wives
of
Windsor" and passages In his
"Henry I'V." Music by Giuseppe Terdl.
T'roduced at La .Scala, Milan on Feb. 9.
189n.
Mmea. ZilH, Guerrlnl (Mrs. Ford
and Mrs. Page), Stehle (Nannetta),
Pasqna (Dame Quickly), Messrs. Maur:'iston

'

•

'

rel
Pinl-Corsl, Garbin, Plroll, PellaKalli-Rossettl,
Arimondl and Pulclhl
(respectively Falstaff,
Ford, Fenton,
Dr. Cajus, Bardolfo, Pistola, L'Oste).
Sir John Falstaff
Mr. Rimini
Ford
Mr. steel

Fenton
Dr. Cajus

Mr. Hackett
Mr. Mojica
Mr. Ollvlero
Mr, Lazzarl
Mme. Ralsa

nardolfo
I'istola

Mrs. Alice Ford

Nanetta
Mrs. Quickly

less

th.an

,

There

Mme. Claessens
Mme. Pavloska

!
I

writer's

|
'

NEW PARK THEATRE — "Rain,"
and

play in three acts by John Colton

Clemence Randolph, founded on W.
"Miss
story
Maugham's
Somerset
Presented by Sam H.
Thompson."
Williams.
D.
John
Harris, staged by

The cast:
Ameena

Dr. McPhail
Mrs. MfPhall
Mrs. Davidson

Quartermaster Bates
facile

Filtz,

He

who ate
said they

Conradus,
Bishop of Constance, drank a spider
wine
that had fallen into the cup of
while he was busied in the consecration
no
of the elements, yet he suffered
harm. Albertus Magnus knew a maid
about
search
would
3
of
age
who at the
for
the walls of the house hunting
spiders, "which she would not only eat,
yet
and
feeding,
that
In
but delighted
"ontinued in good habit of body." Good
"Theatre
old Doc Tho. Mouffet in his
that the
of Insects" (1658) assures us

nightingale, "that Is the chief of singing birds, is cured from some diseases
by eating of spiders." He mentions "a
great lady yet living who will not leave
One siiould read
off eating of them."
Mouftet's praise of the spider.
"Good God, what and how great jusNone of
tice is seen amongst spiders.
them robs another of hia wife, none of

them enters upon another's house, each
of them lives by his own labor and possessions, and they hold it unlawful to
break the bands that belong their

Thus it will be seen that John Winthrop was unduly alarmed; that Robert
C Winthrop should have consulted
Albertus Magnus, Dr. Mouffet and
others before he wrote his foot note.
s. o. s.

As the World Wags:
Can you tell me where

this quotation

can be found?
"Who alms a star
Shoots higher far
Than he who alms a tree."
George Herbert has the same idea:
"Who aimeth at the sky
Shoots higher much than he who

means a

tree."

"W-lllcox

Jack McKee
Harold Healy
Robert Elliott
Raplpy Holmes
William David
Shirley Kins

Blanche. Frlderlcl
John Rogers
Jeanne Eagels
Robert Kelly

Alfred Davidson
Since this play has been running
these three or four years, there can't
be a soul who does not know about the
fateful encounter of that girl of the
streets, Sadie Thompson, and the missionary Davidson, both stranded for a

Lalande, the great as-

Mannheim, one Anton

Thompson

Rev.

"

spiders too frnmodet-ately.
strawberries.
like
tasted

i

O'Hara

Serrt.

tronomer, caught spiders, held them to
agitation of
his mouth, "in spite of the
tells us,
their feet," as Gabriel Peignot
relishing
<jucked and swalloVed them,
them keenly. Pohl mentions in his life
Haydn, a distinguished violoncellist
of
of

Emma

Private Grlg«s
Corp. Horigeson..

self-condemna-

But would the spider have poisoned

the porridge?

tell

A London schoolmaster has given
these subjects to his pupils as subjects
for compositions: An account of how a
messenger reported the approach of the
Armada to Diake. A letter to his wile
from an English soldier who witnessed
the execution of Joan of Arc. Desnn'os
the feelings of a guy about to be burned.

Joe Horn

falleth to the ground.'

the

Fro-^to "Fromenti." No doubt Sig.
menti" was an excellent singer and an

Fellows in Boston." Can any one
us who this Capt. Fellows was?

"Dec. 15. I acknowledge a speclale
providence of God that my wife taking
upp a measse of porridge, before the
It,
children or anybodye had eaten of
she espied therein a greate spider.
this
supplied
Winthrop
Robert C.
"This may perhaps occasion a
note:
say
smile; vet It would not be easy to
whv a special providence might not as
of
well be recognized in the discovery
poisoned
the spider which would have
which
sparrow
'the
in
as
the porridge,

sang

We

'

gocM reading In this volume:

neighbors."

two months three loved

was dead. He could not trace his
children for many months. "They had
been taken into the house of a Capt.

lers,

tion.

Mme.

order to march Intelligently
to
great procession of the world, not
say the universe; also to improve our
mind, we were surprised at seeing that
Pistol
Sig. "Promentl" took the part of
when Verdi's "Falstaff" was first perwere under the imformed here.
pression that the name of that singer
was Arimondl, but the linotype, an old
opera goer, passionate for inaccuracy,
changed "Arimondl"—we had written
nourishes
the word without SpencerSan

I

The pages "John Wlnthrop's Experland "Experientia" are
(1506)
particularly interesting as showing the

Reading the Herald Monday morning
in

j

encia"

than she was

In

!

curious Information. Is this Greek
to the readers: "Memorandum that 1
lost my bas'es then at Bury*'?

Claessens took the part of Dame
with gusto.
„ » „
inMr. Polacco gave an excellent
terpretation of Verdi's score.
et
"Pelleas
be
will
tonight
The opera
Mmes. Garden and Clae?
M^.ll.<«ande."
and
Baklanoft
sens. Messrs. Myjica,
Klpnls. Mr. Polacco will conduct.

I

j

'

'

self-crltlclsm,

I

j

England?
Is

(

..."

John do Crevecoeur's "Letters
from an American Fajmer" are known
to many; his "Sketches' of 18th Cen.ury!
America" Is not so familiar. After the
revolutionary war h'S was sent as French
consul to New York. There he learned
that his wife, Mehetable Tippet of Yonk-

much

Qulckl.v

,

New

In

Mojica's

were good,

In better voice

hiring

.

St.

—

His vocal limitations and deficiencies
were not so apparent as they are ir
other roles, tor there were comparatively tew occasions tor sustained song.
He acted. spiritedly and with a fine sense
Mr. Steel was sufficiently
of humor.
dramatic In his soliloquy; Mr. Hackett
sang freely and not too sentimentally

women

gubernatorial chair.

Dictionary defines "cod mop" "some
kind of fish," a definition that does xcot
define.
The compouna word was In use
Was It ever In use
in the 15th century.

misMme. Pavloska was a charming voio-tress page, and Mme. Mason's
Mme.
gave character to Nannetta.

;

ills publisher, Rioordi, in 1890, that
nroposed a toast to "The Fat
Boll'
,

to

The performance gave great pleasure

the

and that this Invitation was prtdlcated upon th'. circumstance of his excellency's being about to rellqulsh the

|

|

tel,

'egally binding for 12 months. Si.x; oxpn
and 14 pigs were roasted whole on spits
at fireplaces erected In the streets."
To go back to the cod. The Oxford

Mr. Rimito the very large audience.
portrayal.
ni's Sir John was a capital

She

.

by

;

demanded; she acted vivaciously, and
was personally a beautiful apparition.

persons had disappeared for ever. My
family w.
destroyed. In the midst of
these terrible sorrows I ought to compose and complete an opera-oomlque!"
iVenli was then 27 years old.
When he was 74 he wrote his "Otello."
It was thought that he had crowned his
won';, but when he was 80 years old he
astpfiiished the world by producing his
It was at a dinner given
.staff."
i

;

performances.
recent
In
occasion
tastefully, roguishly when the

Verdi wrote two comic operas. The
first, "Un Giorno di regno" (1840), was
written when Verdi was so poor that
his wife pawned some jewels to pay the
rent.
His two children died and soon
afterwards his wife died. To quote his
ow^ words: "I was alone, alone, alone!
In

.

beginning softly rises in intensity.
irill
skilfully constructed and how effective i? the concerted music!

All

Mme. Mason

Mrs. Mee-Page
Mr. Polacco conducted.

fair" was the statute
servants.
The one at
had been held for
several hundred years. The Daily Mail
nSOS) spoke of the one of that year as
being attended by thousands of persons.
"Of late, years it has becom'a little more than a huge pleasure gathering, but a little hiring is still done.
Contracts ma'de at the mop fair are

unknown beinventions,
amuse himself.
fore Verdi sat down to
The orchestra clinks with the moneyJohn
bag brought in by Ford. As Sir
the
cheers himself with wine after
orchestral
«cene of the buck basket, the

Raisa was

vite

Rtratford-on-Avon

Fenton.
versatility Is amazing. In whatever role
he appears, he is the character, not
merely Mr. Mojica In another costume
and with another make up. Pistol and
Eardolph were not so well personified.
should
Mr. Ollviero, the Bardolph,
not be allowed by the stage manager
is not
that
clowning
to Indulge In the
ruined
in the role, that more than once
first
the effect of the scene, as In the
Inn. The
visit of Dame Quickly to the
text and the music should not be so
debased.

TALSTAFF

"Mr. Bell 'rformed the House that ho
requeste.^l by his excellency to Inthe members- to call and take c
glass of wine with him at CottriU's Ho-

was

"It

for

fair

\

adjournment
j

I

Normandy."
"Mop" or "mop

of

Its

in 1825:

The learned lexicographer
has been conjectured that this
an allusion to the drinking that took

is

surprising

of

Representatives before
i

place at the hiring fairs at which the
maids carried mops or brooms In token
5f the capacity In which they wished to
be hired." Thus we are reminded of
scenes In "Martha" and In "The Chimes

with Fenton and Nannetta.
no other orchestration in a
so
comedy of music that is so lively,and
full of happy
full of significance, so

the" music

This message
Good .old Vermont!
was delivered to the Vermont House of

I

side "em").

adds:

is

Mr.

(Thomas

.

Hardy's "Tess": "There is not much
doing now, being New Year's Eve, and
'oiks mop and brooms from, what's in-

pathizing

There

I

brooms"

that "to be mops and
means to be half-drunk

tion

Is In
What beautiful, what gay music
measjires
"Falstaff." How the tripping
there
And
give point to the dialogue!
witn thv.
the orchestra rejoicmg
is
jealously, pokplotters, echoing Ford's
adamorous
his
ing tun at Sir John in
symventures and in his discomfiture,
,

the World Wags:
"Klemperer Real Acrobatic as He
Leads New York Symphony."
Creatore started as an acrobatic conductor, but ended In Norumbega Park.
L. U.R.
Have a care, Mr. Klemperer!

As

]

So says the great Oxford Dictionary,
which also gives the pleasing informa-

61-49

—

I

to a baby.
In the combinations
the
"whiting-mop,"
"gurnard-mop,"
meaning Is a young whiting or gurnard.

How

did during the Liszt.

Next week Mieczuslard Munz. pianist,
will be the soloist, and the program wlU

:

\

]

Adam

fully

the crowd, Verdi

II
the composer of "Rigoletto,
Trovatore," "La Travlata" and Aida,
apdirect
is
a
there
works in which
the maspeal to nerves and heart. Yet
comic
terpieces of Italian serious and
And
"Falstaff.
and
onera ai-e "Otello"
Nothing is
they are thoroughly Italian.
Verthat
more absurd than the charge
style. He is as
di "Germanized" his
was
Italian in these operas as he

!

the young of the fish named." <It is true
that "mop" was sometimes applied play-

still

is

,

companions. To

M. E.

"Mrs, George A. Bartlett and husband," was the entry recently made in
the register at,/ a San Francisco hotel,
and when a reporter tackled the lady on
the subject, she replied: "It's merely
one of the wifely privileges of a 50-50
marriage." Central News.

^

Wlnthrop's Diary, Nov.
27, 1601:
"The same day Father Weston
did bring me a codmopp." There Is this
footnote: "Mop, In combination, means
entry In

foolsingers," in spite of some clumsy
night, still
ing, as in the street row at
perhaps
delights the world. "Falstaff,"
holds
the greatest of the tour, while it
has
the admiration of all connoisseurs,
its
of
never enjoyed the popularity

which Mr. Mason gave a dramatic and
authoritative reading. The orchestra, has
rarely sounded as fresh, and rich of
tone,

time.

'

Is

Vaughari.

in

SAY RATHER

with a chorus fugue in finale, with orchestration that emphasizes the dialogue and portrays character. There are
four great musical comedies: "The Marriage of Figaro," "The Barber of SeFalville," "The Mastersingers" and
and Rosstaff." The operas of Mozart
when they
sini are still as fresh as
Masterfirst saw the footlights. "The

literature of the 10th
century, there Is none of the Impact,
the magnificent revolt and power of thi.^

it

,

bill.

The Massachusetts Historical Society
has Just published In handsome form
The WInthrop Papers: vol. I; 14981628." Opening at random we found this

teclinical skill is marvelous. Here we
have a true musical comedy, contmuous
and sparkling musical conversation,
with lyric episodes of marked beauty,

emerged from the

I do not find
Cambridge.

i

play

joicing in his youth or glorious in middle age. For a man of 80 years this triumph of musical invention, wit and

IS Goethe's "Faust" would be If anyone tried to elocute It to a musical acconipanlmont, with choral Interludes.
For after all, of all the figures that

ence

accomplished actor, but *e ne\i
n^vpened to hear him or see his name on a

ginal cast

m

Davies.

to

iironilalntf

Victor Maurel and Arimondl of the oriwere seen as Sir John and
Pi.stol when the opera was first per-,
formed In Boston at Mechanics BuildPinl-Corsl and Pulclnl were In
ing.
later years seen in other operas by
audiences in Boston.
"Falstaff" would have been In every
way a remarkable opera If it had been
wlitten by a composer of genius re-

probably not since the late 1890's that
the music has been played and sung
its
entirety with the orchestra, and
with the Inevitable reader, who, on that
last

1;

"I am
to complete it, nor to produce It.
going to amuse myself by making music
without
plan,
kind
of
a
with'oiit any
even knowing whether I shall finish the.
opera.
I repeat to you: I'm going to
In composing "Falamuse myself."
staff," Verdi did ainuse himself for the

orchestra, both of the latter conducted
liy

ruplif^

write an opera; but he would not agree

iik>

'V't-nli

l.clly."'

iiirr

-

i

}
'

,:

j

I

fortnight on a South Sea island, where
the rain It raineth every day.
The play is curious, so much so that
it will not be easy to tell people what
The tale by Maugham sugIt Is like.
gests nothing of its quality; and by no
means all of Its substance, for the authors have apparently gone to Frederick O'Brien to help them with their
atmosphere, and to James Norman Hall
for his views as to missionary activities
In the Islands. The speech of their peo-

j

j

^

I

no doubt they drew ftom their own
keen observation.
That the authors moulded all this material
Into an excellent play cannot
with truth be said. They had an absorbing theme, the conflict between the
saint and the sinner, the missionary
and the girl. A pity, then, they should
have loaded It down with "atmosphere,"
cheap comedy, theological discussion
and. dissertations on native matters both

pie
j

i

(

political

But

and

religious.

these needless, distracting features, the play remains a
play not to be missed by people lyho
like a thrill.
Dreadful things went on
in that sordid hotel parlor, dreadful.
that is, to the souls of those about. The
rain made It the more unbearable. The
audience felt the horror; they, like the
castaways, felt ill at ease and finally
shivered each time the rain fell again.
It began five minutes after the curtain rose, this uncanny feeling of horror round about; it grew with every
scene, straight to the end.
Intelligent stage management can do
much. The Imaginative lighting of Mr.
in spite of all

Livingstone Platts's atmospheric seen'
did much to heighten the effect of th;
third act.

was good acting to help.
Miss Eagels stressed harder
than she needed to the outward manifestations of her "tough" girl, every
shade of her nature she made clear and
plausible the creature's coarse good
humor, her sturdy courage at first, then
the terror that gi-ew as her fate, to the
sound of dripping rain, drew down on
her.
She stormed with a violence and
over-done. When she in her turn became
saint, she threw off the sinner's
"a
nature. only, not her manners; not every
There

Though

—

i

'

i

I

]

—
.nds'l

44

'WsH

behnves bo inteingefttly.

.f,t-!=s
<

showoi herself worthy

,v r.

-<

K>;,\

,v

l«rns
vo.y ,nnu.uvr, Dul soon
expected tor
that big donations are
Jhls drive and that.
"^^rVult
thinks he is Santa 'aus ^"'^ „*'^^,*,,*' thL
Just "bout that
.uas is every day.
hand
te^v
time the market turns «;
springs and he is c'f«"^^ °"*_,.eds out
^
as clerk in the
J^ls trlends from ^'3 "°"'^;^
stipes to
easy States
ants, and proceeds by
„.,u.,

as
saw Davidson »-

vidently

t

.

Mi5;s

a'fanatlc than a hj-pocrite
missionary's
the
plaving
rlol,
found the ri^ht tone more hap
a serubrought
Robert Elliott
romantic ardor to a strongly char-

fall tn love.

In

Sloved rare skill
person as
can trader as unpleasant a
intended h >» to be.
the authors probably
ver>
doctor
a
William Uavld portrayed

own

and vevy
"^The 'audience was very large
K.

enthusiastic.

etace

for a stage
Hopeless love, he thinks
think
misunderstanding prompts him to
the
of
daughter
hat Rose Haven,
already be
widowed inn-keeper. Is
Tommy has Ws
tvothed to Tommy. But
by the
one Claudia. Played

Holmes emmaking an Ameri-

Rapley

part.

aclerHed

(

ii

„

are old, too, but her audience dPTtlHnusYesterday
thciu o\er and over again.
thiy called In vain for "Ell, Eli" but she
cave them instead "My Kid," "Down
by the Winegar Woiks" and one or
two sob-sister recitations without which
no vaudevUUan's repertoire Is nowadays
complete. If last night's audience had
its way she would still be singing, but
«he begged to be allowed to go home and
take care of her cold.
.^nother act which proved exceedingly ''popular was that of Thos. J. Ryan
and company,, and he Is the same Mr.

girl,

^Siv^aafr«^>"a^
Juvenile sweet-

i^-

cZdla -ke Vaslng

Parce."
f?-HUBERT
Shuaffvurpresented by the Messrs.
First time In Boston.
hort
60
program says that there are

THEATRE— "Uay

hearts,

ina

n

especially

"

.-ipalous

The

a girl
Is pre-emmently
singing femlnTnd dancing, posing and
performance,
'itv dominates the
background
perfectly stunning

Paree"

"with

a
This

too.

and conveys marital

'

kWDCHESS'AT
THE METROPOLITAN
"The

Is

Grand Duchess and the Waiter."
I

Chorus and
incessantly. reapPearmg as

made.

;hifted

n!ble selection.
fortunate thing
the theatre had a
for

the

verv

head

of

to the imagination.
all sorts of comedy

little

terludes,

Study
"Jealous

A
Puritan Hotel,
n Legs," "Plastic Surgery,
Husband." "The Boarder,
"The

Dream,"

j

;

breathed

a &ay.

made a

"'sut after all It was t#te chief magthe
of them, who constituted
was a sizenet of the evening. There

""asculine^
able audience, preponderaritly
New
Puzzle—With scenes laid in New
rural
Florida,
York Cairo: Venice.

why

old colonial times
called "Gay Paree?

RnSand and
Ihb
I

it

piece

E. P.

J,

up.

is

Give

of
A graceful, sentimental romance
set to
reminiscent 45 and charming 18. toward
leaning
music and
waltzy
cotnedy 1^
opereua rather than musical night at
last
which
"Kainbow Rose,"

Pb-mouth had its first m^-ti-opolitan
by
The piece is produced Inc.,
Productions,
George MacFarlane
by George
and fs dominated throughout
the part
MacFarlane himself, who plays
Yorker
^,«w
wealthy
of John Bruce, the
of his early

the

l^^ow-lng.

who returns to the scene
love
struggles and falls in

with tne
his former playmate
the

daughter of
in writing
^^To Zelda sears, who
some f^tent from
book has departed to
f^^-mula.
play
the stock musical
Murphy, who
Harold Levy and Owen competent agthe
? the
.i,^%^„cio
music, to me
wrote
^j^eeler

W

_

Adoree.

far

compass

fred Savoir.

!

1

:

of Al.

ana
Again these Impecunious Russians
Grand
adventure, the lovely and proud
tne
Duchess Zenia, who had to sell
necMace of Catherine the Great to keep
'vmtage
and
cigar*
the Grand Dukes in
champagne, and who not until she had
must
sold it realiz( d that the revolution
Peter.
be recognized; the Grand Duke
who hit on the happy thought of buying
them
autr mobiles on credit and selhng
until the
"a little cheyyer- for cash,
and the
pol ce discovfred his traffic;
film saw
Grai.d Duke Paul, who, as the
Rimskyhim, looked very much like
KorsakofC, except for the cigar.
Adolphe Menjou does the "millionaire
of the
turfman," turned waiter for love
Irand Duchess, with his customarj
Florence
and sly humor
urbanity,
sense
Vidor is a lovely Duchess, with a that
shows
times
of humor, who at
but Is
she has watched- Miss Ferguson,
aristocratic than
far more subtle and
has
waiting,
in
Prascovia. lady
she.
lay part,
been made into something of a
about
although she still has her Ime
one day.
the "seven revolutionists in
Duke
\ndre de Beranger as the Grand
suavity
Peter does a small part with
and an

air

of

distinction.

Lawrence

Rimsky-Korsakoffian
the
as
Grant,
after all,
Paul, is excellent in what Is
only another lay role.
program at the
It seems as if theweek by
longer
Metropolitan grow
week, there Is the

and this
"American Beauty Rcvu«-

week,

i

.nd

to the delightful

Miss Bi"y

^'^^f^^

lnjo ^r^en^
^^^rf^f t^^e^ve^ntng^
d es not alwa^,s

'

"l^rwI'^.^^ngL^d^'gfe

l:-^^^e^;^^^-B=?^."V^aU^and
Hpeaking of the criorus, Dctxei looking
part they are actually
the _^ob 5.
than their Photographs8ou„cl.
g

W

radical

as

this

may

^

_

rr;j';a'st^numbefnearly

as peppy

J^'^,^
now
at tjie
various of the contestants
wear Parisfamous Atlantic City show, natives, and
an gowns and startle theclimax. Paul
Fay Lanphier caps the lovely dance
Oscard has staged a very
music
of/the hours" to Ponchlelli's
E. G.

IBELLE

than
ce.

submit"

BAKER STAR

singers on the
After all there are few
Baker^ She
va/devllte stage lik<, Belle
week with the
w back at Keith's this and
low. hauntsyncopating steps
Some of her songs
ing voice as of yore.

4me

Lee,

'

"

Third week.

she
ZT:.LTZI Herodlasalthough
having
herself,

Castle
Rose,"

LTroLnhr^ptist
man;

entering

its

i

I

j

of Kings,"

by

his

assigns a

political

rides
5

^U^ar"lcf/rpc|npan.
The^ca^^

A

Antonio
Ant
few wo

needs
..pelleas"
a sing
There scarce can be wh^o

oc

the

tnb^,
of the oPf™

i

for

the exe

w-,^-

ca™.

m

vv
the '^hase of the

seated
l^^-^.th'-herasre was

?,%VrnVrcarr'es
That sad charger,

ever
the heaa

,

-rri^r^^tiTi:^-"-—
^^^^^^

"Clw^ssen8
V. Maria
.Helen Fretin/"
j^se MoJ''^^
G*i>rges Baklanolt
Alexander Klpnls

Physician......^.-.

motive

con«^^ -

m

she

HOUSE-PeU^eas
BOSTOK OPERA

Arkel

She was

to^^'f terr
Salome) attempted blew
a j^rible blasts
^^^^^
John, but the head
she
and sent h«r
".rTgen^s
b
other
"^'^f^'^
still revolves,

ren-in

Pelleas
Golatjd

^

the Last Day.
^^^y To
h's way
on ^^^^f
at the Saviour
chap^r o
j^.^
(Se« the opening
"Wandering ^f^'J^rodias (not
Sue's
that H>^rod^^^^
legend Is to the effect

Presents
Chicago Opera Co.
Debussy Production

.

The two with

till

play.

Giorgio Polacco.

about

legends

head-Josephus. however

dema^d.^
TuSon.

2-

tor.

.

banished
when they were
Herod.
"
rlv«r. The
-1 o
froTpn rive
frozen
a
crossed
from Judea.
She
feet.
under Salome's
ice broke
the Ice united/
llnkln up to her
suspended by It.
and she remained
was 'n
'"Lording to others, Herodlas
Spurned by him. she
John.
with
love

Brass"Capt.
Repertory
and
bound's Conversion," second

Mellsande
Genevieve
Little Tnlold

motn

There are curious
Herodlas and Salome,

—

week for Shaw

sword.,

-k;

eight-

produced
farce bv Ian Hay
time in
Mr. Clive for the first
Fifth week.
this country.

last

learning

but.

that

eenth week.

Copley—"The Sport

th.

to

her
Herodias was ^J^'^.^^X
the other way.
turned the dagger

I

Square—"Abie's Irish
Anne Nichols famous

comedy now

tor

kin

musical
engagement
return
Sanderson,
comedy with Julia
Brian, Frank Crumit,
of

Donald
principals
and Ona Munson for
Fourth week.
this time.
Wilbur—"Is Zat So?" comedy
Richard
by James Gleason and
Second week.
Taber.

wwVwiU

--^T the opera-^Herodiade.''

Tremont-"No, No, Nanette,"

so,

idities of the three-act

comedy
all 60

exactly what

because
than it ever was a play, both
also bethe cast Is much better, and
film, he
cause, since it Is after all a
rigcould occasionally escape from the

Eddie Conrad
girls,

is

Mr. Baklanolf gave perhaps the most
characterization, that of the unhappy Golaud. Who will forget his long,
baleful stare at Pelleas? Miss Garden
was at her best In the scene by Golaud'
bedside, where for a while she seemed
She and Mr. Mojlca.
In truth a child.
however, made something both beautithe scene at the
of
romantic
ful and
In simulating the
tower casement.
childlike. Miss Freund was successful.
An\i Sir. Kipnis saw in the old king
Arkel a figure of wonderful dignity.
The audience was enormous. "Lohengrin" will be sung this afternoon, and
this evening Massenet's "Herodiade/'
vital

others.

and

Though

pity.

Majestic-"The Big Parade
the
Lawrence Stalling's story of
and
war directed by King VidorRenee
with
starring John Gilbert

Malcolm St. Clair has
more entertaining film of It

But even

Alice

male
did the bulk of the heavy

that

Norma

Keefe,
Cornelius
Fourth week.

eral transcript of the play.

and Jack
her songs and comedy work
Gillette,
Haley, Edward Molitore, Ruth Boulden

make a good showing.

And

Hammond,

Ruth

happened with "The Grand Duchess
more
and the Waiter," which is much
litdelightful when It forgets to be- a

Winnie

Sartlett

.'Uiss

Me Again," to orchestral aoompj'.nlBesides these, there Is Ruth
ment.
on
Brewster, who seated vomewaere
of the ortcf of a piano, In the midst
severa.
Ichestra, plays Jazz ditties on
instruments.
surcers
film
a
when
times
are
There
orgmal,
from being too faithful to its
was
original
that
and especially when
has

But the por-,
spirit of real sentiment.
with a burtrayal of a church service,
on the
verged
lesque of the minister,
the lions
drew
It
Yet
sacriligious.
share of the laughter.
show
Plenty of music carried the indithe
along at a swift pace although ordinary.
vidual solo numbers are only
Lightner caught the crowd wi h

Simmons and

as

1

explanatory,
"The county Fair." Self
^es
Many of them had "snappers.
absolutely!
indeed! very much so! Oh,
What ho, the censor!
.
,^ ^
K.
The sketch depicting the old G. A.and
coach
railroad
the
in
veteran
a

"Grandmama's

known

it

way some Debussy

hold right.

"interpreters"
they kept their personages just so remote as becomes the kings and queens
and princesses In an old, old tale, they
made them human beings whose sorry
lots, poor things, stirred sympathy and

m

America" or the "American Venus,
Kiss
and Fritzle Scheff, who sings ner

in-

There were

otherwise

lanphier,

of

In th'e
still

film

"The American Beauty Revue,' stf.ged
tv John Murray Anderson, w'th I^ay

marvellously
Is, even to

admirably, instead of muttering

sic

and squeaking

Colonial—"Stella Dallas,
Prouty s
version of Olive Higgins
Lois
novel with Belle Bennett,
Moran and Ronald Colman
week.
leading roles. Last
CHollis—"The Poor Nut," J.
of colElliott Nugent's comedy
Nugent,
lege life with Elliott

vith

cia<r.

it

They aided him ably on the stage,
where the singers sang Debussy's mu-

film

Savior,

.,„,„^„ ^,_,„„
Florence Vidor, Andre
Menjou. TrmrAn,..,
Adolphe
Also,
de Beranger and Lawrence Grant.

steam on
otherwise and
It was a cold night
lell
sum total of visible raiment
full

St.

^^^^^^^^^

j

;nd again instill ^^u'^'TtL^^'i^
the gins
That brings us back to said
a
it.
again. Good lookers? You
was a
Occasionally it
that the e"8>neer

^jf^ed

^^^^

pnncja^ ^^^^j^^

What

moving music

the ears of the non-elect!

CONTINUING
ATTRACTIONS

TH15ATRE—

METROPOLITAN

fnr
for

&oes
said for the scenery
fairly
They
in<=J'
the costumes as well.
changes
astonishing
most
dazzled. The

were

beautiful,

ning's prforma nce.

"The
Club >n
opera in 1860" and "The NlgM
hlghwater
'the Roaring Fortlfs" are

What

Joe Boganny has an unusual group of
acrobats who do everything but turn
themselves Inside out as they cavort
around the stage dressed as chefs.
There were other entertaining acts and
the usual news reels, but Belle Baker
remained the shining light of the eve-

^

^

Instead of bottling

in the music.
the half of it up.
lies

ville.

compensate

well introduced.

is

of exquisite melody with rhythm in
wide variety, not to forget big climaxes
which made of the music something \
human as well as beautiful. Mr. Polacco brought to the fore, in short, all that

"

individual work.
in
phrenology
ana pr
courses of salesmanship

i

marks.

opera

'of

and
"radiant
be used.
fwhole lot of others may alsosets
hax^
NO finer or more elaborate
a long Ume
been seen tn Boston for
question to even men
It 18 out of the
for
arrangements
tion them all, but the
The
Queen of Sheba," "Venice,

I

of

,,,..„tion,

anu
trances and e^'ts,
manner
conversational singmg a""
lapses
^orjome^.^^V

threadb.-.re old adjec
really aPp""'
"^"L

"colorful"
geoua," •kaleidoscopic,"

tive

'"'•y'-

dne^""^''
Refreshing touches of
grouping veovXe on t^^«/'^|tl-handled

tha
one of the times when

IS

hard-worked and

who resorts to the usual
burlesque methods and succeeds In getFor a playlet
ting quite a few laughs.
this
week there is "Prevarication,"
"Hdw to
been
called
which might have
While the theme is
Lie to Your Wife.
not exactly uplifting, there are some
amusing situations and Bert Baker is
better than the average actor in vaudeiniliersonator

available "me is taken uP
and the ^ifPlay
in looking at them
Gay
to the eye.
certainly most P'^asing
snow

,

Even Maeterlinck's words, which are
strange enough to content the keenest
taste for the bizarre, the people could
not let alone; they found symbolism In
them, and so needs must utter them unnaturally, as though mystery lurked In
the plainest "Good day." The memory
served to keep some listeners away from"Pelleas" for years till yesterday.
They need not have waited so long;
like Rip Van Winkle, they found new
ways. They heard from the orchestra,
thanks to Mr. Polacco, not only the
stream of formless though beautiful
sound the Boston conductor made of
the score, hut also an unceasing flow

Benda mask.
Presumably from the music halls of
London come.s Herbert Clifton, a female

^Sment°of

at

attitudes.

Bryson and

with a Charleston.

I

best in the light that filters
through stained glass, so dim the audience could scarcely see the few pallid
figures wandering stiffly about or else
standing still In Gilbert's stained glass
or

Jones were two more clever dancers of
the soft-shoe variety and in decided
contrast to them was Margaret Severn,
whose act was given over to a "Danse
Cymbale," violin and vocal solos, and
an interesting "waltzing doll" dance in
which Miss Severn wore a charming

i^^':^^t;!^.s^ug;r^>:=i

•

—

and, although
They reasoned then
they drove their theories very hard,
they were after all the theories In vogue
at the time, and, so hotly defended
that, because a work was original, even
queer, be it Pelleas or only a Debussy
song, their duty In performance lay in
making it odder still. What melody
there Is they repressed; they ruined its
rhythm. They liked scenes In the dark,

Ryan who has been doing step-dances
Just to show that he Is
since 1872.
learning new ones every day, ho finished

s

N Icollch

j,^^

^5

writing

years or so
^ dally
In book or
has not had his saj-.°r in fBsa^
paper, in Pan^Phl^t

-^rsruu=c:;w^
work gU^-s one -""f/^fr performance
<^
-as
,xom which t°
^r instancT
fo''
That of last night,
'j"^.,,
^,om the
bf^^brBo"stoUpe^a com^produ'ct^cfn
years ago.
Sanv a dozen or more

i

BaptlstShe loved the
por time
wnt en
Tis not m th^ «lb e the legena
But there yet ^sts love-

w^

Of Herodlas's bi*Ody

Else, there were
'^f^^.^'^
^nglng
Of that lady's curlou*
neaa
tJie
Would a woman wantlovet
Iny man she did not

sometime,

'she,

-'^"'^

^„^'fhe»,
above
Whirls it in the air
"""^ly catch
Then again will
It falls.
Like a plaything as

It.

the true knight am '^^^J
thou ^•antest--matters
aireaay
Thou are dead and damned

inu^

1

Whom
I

have no such prejudices.

Salome

The story
p.ob
wasf^^'oT
introducing the love element
of

—

tliat are 'as df-n
«)h r
are certain features of the Instrumentation.
„
^
The characters are 111 denned hy the
music, or, as Victor Maurel was fond of
saying, there was an absence of psyJean might be
chological treatment.
any tenor of a grand opera. Compare

niale

So far as thv orchrstra is concernefl,
VlrgU Thomson has already remarked

^bly oFTSth century romantic origm.
I'here Is nothing about It In the older
iithorltles on legenfls of martyrs and

j

Euseblus Emesenus
lints,
though
poke of Salome playing with the head
;s with an apple.

I

that we are principally Interested In
as a vehicle for the comluctor'a antics.
Avery Claflin, in the Commonweal.
^-

'

7

it

z L

The Salome known to the historians
as married twice: first to Philip, her
her father's side; later to her

ncle on
ousln, Aristobulus,
thiee sons.

,

whom

by

As the World Wags:
Mr. Gordon Insists that "valuable"
sentence:

be "valued" In the
a valuable assistant to him."
Why so, If one means that, valued or
not, she Is of value? I commend Sydney
Smith's line to his attention: "1 value
people not as they value me, but as they

"She

are valuable."

Recently Mr. Gordon furnished us with
the following sentence to Illustrate the
"His spirit of
use of "environment":
geniality was rewarded by an environ-

Joan.

Herode
I'hiintiel

of

Viteliius

may guess

Tine ^'oix

Salome
Herodiade
Jcuuo Babylonienne

Correspondent

J.

are

there

of kindliness,"
errors of expression

F. asked

T.

Sfr.

We

are Indebted to G. C. L. of
ster for the apple verses entitled:

Web-

"Herodiade"

every pool in Eden was a mirror.
That unto Eve her dainty charms proj

claimed.

She went undraped without a single

'

'

had

need

to

be

'Twas only when she'd eaten

of

the

she

ashamed.
apple.

That she became

Inclined to be a prude,
found that evermore she'd have to

And

nude.
I

I

I

I

j

that was the beginning of Convention,
as well, I suppose.

And

And Modesty,

Reaction's come about in fashions, recent,

Now
I

It

conceal

girls

men,
would seem

so

in the

little

name

from the

of all that's

decent

little

Some one ought

pass

to

the

COMMERCIAL CANDOR
The Daytona Beach News
page advertisement
tors," which says:

of

publishes a
"Cracker Real-

YOUR I'ROPERTY
WITH US AND

LIST

THE AMERICAN LANGUAGE
(London Daily Clironlcle.)

We

are studying and speaking American now, and advanced students already
contemn such outworn phrases as "You
boob!" and "He's a prize mutt." Such
may like to study the following literary
bouquet from an American paper no

—

.

poor flsh,
buck, bunk, simp
poor sock, poor boob, poor dub
key-noter, some smear,
pilcer
h|; the beries, where do you gat that
Something, at any
sltitf, put on lugs?"'
.

.

.

rZte,

.

seems

.

to

hav^ happened.

who

.

.

The great ensembles, as

his

thirties,

now

play-

York, has wrttten verses,

An admirer has

Women"

Nietzsch,6an,

said of

of Euripides, he
into-

wrote
which

Werfel's

to the Neointellectual
challenge to the

militaristic,

is also a
In "Verdi," as Dorothy
says
in her study of Werfel
Thompson
published in the New York Times on
"he takes up the cudgels
Jan.
24,
against Wagner and the romantic spirit
in defense of Verdi and humanism."

It

spirit."

romantics.

After the production of "Alda," 16
years passed before "Otello" saw the
footlights. Why this long silence? Was
Was he
Verdi's invention exhausted?
content with what he had achieved?
Gino Monaldi in his life of Verdi tells

does not suit.

Rhine.
people always hear "Lohengrin"
gladly, for few there are who do not
respond with thrills to a romantic tale

is

mankind is
work Is "a direct challenge

of critics

and historians who have

tried

but there was no
firm ground on which they could base a
reasonable explanation.
to explain this silence,

1

And

well told, wherein love and mystery and
rapture are pitted by fate against sinister forces of cunning and hate, all In
the presence of a king of the middle
ages, with a background of processions,
and ceremonies befitting those
rites
ancient days.
And the music Wagner wrote to characterize those romantic folk and all

For a time it lost its lustre,
thf v did!
in the brighter glories of what came
later, and also from too frequent hearIt became the fashion to speak
ing.
"Lohengrin" with a supercilious
of
shrug of the shoulder. Folly! Granted

Werfel, greatly daring, represents
Verdi as working in these years on an
opera, "King Lear"; going as if by
stealth to Venice where Wagner was
then living; hoping yet fearing to meet
him; tortured by the thought that his

own

star had set; disgusted by the
Italians enthusiastic over Wagmusic dramas; destroying his

young
ner's

"King Lear"; finally summoning up
courage to call on Wagner, but when
he called, finding that he had died that
day. There Verdi returned to his farm,
resolved to create a work that would
be a glory to Italian art.

—

the formula of "Lohengrin" and e
mighty good formula. In actual pracwho has written the like of
tice, it is
It? A pity It is a taste for one work so
Itself In running down
expresses
often

—

'

another.
]

|
\

aV rule,

though elaborately prepared, are futile.
The musio for the Romans has iVftle

in

"The wor^d
born is mad."

Is

the

who knew

now

in his preface:

easier, too, to set out medieval
pageantry effectively than it Is to make
a theatre stage suggest the banks of
It

quality!
In this opera, one finds Massefiet at
There are
his best and at his worst.
charming measures, vocal and. instrumental, followed by pages of bdisterous
insignificance, pages to catch the, crowd
by unmeaning vlg6r of dynainlp impact.

Trojan

can cope easier with Elsa than with
An inadequate "Lohengrin"
Brynhlld.
is no such pitiful figure as a Siegfried

.

offered for translation: "1
skun up the stairs, kid those roughnecks along, the wallop in the velvet
mitt, to horn in, to spring the hollerthan thou, give him the razz for fair,
stewed to the gills, dressed up like a
slob, yap, pep, raff,
.
plush horse
is

.

astrologer,

Olga Forral
Georges Baklanoff

.

Strauss's opera.

GOOD-BYE

.

An

Massenet's music was unknown here,
except for Salome's air "II est doux"
well-known
in which slie extols the
amiability of the prophet, and Herod's
"Vision Fugitive," which he sings till
delirious,
in amorous thought he waxes
having quaffed a synthetic drink. How
many soprano's have we endured as
they sobbed and shrieked their appreclation! How many baritones have roared
the love song or displayed a fine throaty

KISS IT

.

girl."

!

The needs of "Lohengrin," though
by no means slight, are not so hard
A reasonably good singer
to come by.

tliat

round again.

tseward

Muse."

was Massenet's second

is

him that he sees "the eternally tragic
position of mankind; the unbreaohable
gulf between man's aspirations and
Adapting "The
realities."nature's

I

Desire Defrere
The Kings Herald
In their choTce of "I^hengrin" for
this winter's Wagner production, the
Chicago company showed good Judgment. The work makes no such prodigious demands as do some of the
other operas, both earlier and later, in
the way of fine singers, actors of poetic
faculty and imagination, an able conductor who Is also experienced in and
by nature apt at dealing with a Wagner
score, a stage manager of taste and
mechanical ingenuity as well.

We

who

plays, novels.

j

Augusta Lenska

Orlruti

insincerity.

New

ing in

Lamont

Forrest

Telramund

and

Werfel,

Alexander Klpnls

Elsa of Brabant

Herodias was the mother of
Salome, warned Herodias of her imThe girl, not knowing
pending fate.
execution
h'^r mother, enraged by the
of John, wished to kill her. When herodias cried out, "I am your mother,"
Salome stabbed herself. John's head,
not even a pasteboard Imitation, Is not
lovingly apostrophized as in Richard

apples

tion

whose drama, "Goat Song,"

the Chicago Civic Opera ComConductor, Henry G. Weber. The

Kir.g Henry
I.oliengrln

was consumed with passion.
Herodias, angry because John had publicly denounced her as Jezebel, Jealous
of Herod, determined that the forerunner should be handed over to the exThe people were ready to
ecutioner.
Later
revolt against the Roman rule.
they, too, demanded the execution of
Salome
John, who was put in prist)n.
visited him there and wished to die with
him John for a moment felt the amorous flame but said in effect: "Go away,

clothes,

.

cast:

palace,

Thereafter she devoted her attention,
Her time and all her money to her

sary for him "to walk simultaneously in
the world of fable and the world of fact.
The nearness to our own day
.
.
of the period in which the story unfolds
was a danger." There was another pitfall.
In speaking of a great creative
genius it is easy to fail into exaggera-

^BOS'TON OPERA HOUSE— "Lohen-

daughter, who was later brought
Salome had met John in
to Jerusalem.
She fell in lov» with him.
the desert.
Herod, catching a glimpse of her In the

of the

of it are Simon &
Schuster of New York.
The novel in the original German was
published over a year ago. Werfel in
his preface says he planned it 12 years
before he sat down to write it. He hesitated, for he saw St would be neces-

GIVE "LOHENGRIN"

pany.

G

I^-

man; the publishers

spread to his disadvantage.
The purely vocal feature of the evening was the singing of that well-graced
artist, a master of diction, M. Cotreull,
in the scene where Herodiade asked
him to read her fate by the stars. Here
his singing was eloquently Impressive.
The opera tonight will be Puccini's
"Manon Lescat"; Mme. Muzlo; Messrs.
Cortls, Rimini and Cotreull. Mr. Moranzoni will conduct.

little

grapple

With the much-debated problem

and with dramatic
Massenet was not kind to
The music given Mme. Van

—

grin,"

R-

Since Verdi has been In the ascendant
fortnight
at the Boston Opera
this
House, It Is pertinent to say a few
words about "Verdi: A Novel of the
Opera," by Franz Werfel. The translation from the German is by Helen Jessl-

Mr. Ansseau, apnotes in her voice.
propriately dignified and saintlike in
bearing remember this was the librettist's idea of John the Baptist— warmed
as the performance went on, but other
roles are more favorable to his pasNor did Mr. Bonelli
sionate delivery.
make so favorable Impression as in preceding performances. Too often his
tones lacked concentration and were

Grorlez conducted.

course,

of

good.

Gordon did not bring out the richer

have already in The
serious opera.
Herald told the story of Its inception,
the difficulties in bringing it to a hearing, the adverse reception It met in
some quarters, as at Lyons where It
provoked the Indignation of the Holy
Church to such a degree that librettists
and composers suffered the punishment
It Is
of the minor excommunication.
not necessary to tell at length the extravagant plot. It Is enough to name
the salient points.
Herodias to wed Herod abandoned her

When

fear or
that

Herodiade.
^

Mme. Mason
Mme. Van GordoJi
Mme. Kerr

to inspire his hysterical

might have been
but let us all be
The Chicago company gave
"Lohengrin" nobly In many respects
at all events they had no air of doing
The outcome was
the opera a favor.

quality

significance.

J

MODESTY

Thought

tonal

ing

j

'

;

performance

The

bettered,
grateful.

was uniformly excellent.
Mme. Mason sang easily, with appeal-

|

We

were asked, who mourned for Logan,
not Gen. Logan, nor the Inventor of the
loganberry, but Logan, the Mingo chief,
with his message to Lord Dunmore,
Governor of Virginia.

astrologer.

this

consideration of the singers who were
under his firm control. The chorus in
the delicate and in the violent measures

—

shamefacedly confessed our igThe verses were not In our
norance.
reading book at school, although that
anthology for the young contained a
poem about the grass, "Here I come
creeping, creeping everywhere," and
something about the pleasure of hearing

to

mirable reading of the score, \»lth due

—

We

poor, dull stuff, as In

The opera was sumptuously mounted.
The views of Jerusalem in two of the
scenes and the Interior of the temple
were especially effective. Mr. Grovlez,
who as composer and conductor, enjoys
a high reputaUon in Paris, gave an ad-

little Salome!
Had she known
she would have been treated by
dramatists,
and
painters
librettists,
composers, she would have regretted her
birth.
She has been represented as a
f:illy school girl,
a pervert, a sensual
dancer one of the old pictures shows
her as an acrobat, dancing on her hands
a gospel-ej-ed maiden obedient to her
malignant mother, a dreamy person not
knowing that Herodias was related to
her. and again sensuous but penitent,
while Jules Laforgue Introduces her in
one of his Legends as an accomplished
Metaphysician, boring the visiting diplomats who wished John, the anarchist,
out of the way, by her interminable and
abstruse conversation. But the Salome
of history did hot stab herself, nor was
she slain by Herod's command; she was ,
married twice, bore three sons, and died
peaceably In her bed.
,|
In this extraordinary llbertto history
Is violated from the beginning to the
end. John is represented as resembling
the Messiah. This hairy wild man who
was robed in the skin of a beast, appears dressed In a long tunic and a wellAs Destranges says:
brushed cloak.
"The librettists who knew well their
Massenet, concocted for him a mystlcovoluptuous poem particularly designed

the apples around again."

was kind

senet

Poor

us to

rain pattering on the shingled roof.

;

'

how

poem "Some one should pass

print the

Grand Pretre

T.e

three
which make the
stands.
it
as
statement senseless
First, cut out "spirit"— which tells us
i>ow he felt, not what he did about It.
Second, "by" should be "with." Third,
get rid of "mutual." Otherwise we are
told that those who compose the environment were kindly toward one another,
although possibly not kindly toward him
—the mutuality lies within the environment, and of that he cannot possibly be
a part.
And at best, one may fairly doubt
"environment" in this connection.
E. S. W.

ment

Mr, Anseau
Mr, Bonelli
Mr. Cotreiii!
Mr. D^frere
Mr. Nicollcli
Mr. Mojica

j'-itii.

mutual kindliness." Although
the meaning to be that
geniality
gbt for him an environ"his

ment
one

j

Mmes.
naie, Brussels, Dec. 19, 1881.
Duvlvier and Deschamps; Messrs. Verginet, Manoury, Gresse
and Fontaine.
Conductor, Joseph Dupont. First performance in America, Manhattan Opera
House, New York, Nov. 8, 1909, Mmes.
Cavalierl and Gerville Reache; Messrs.
Dalmores, Renaud, Valller and Crabbc.
M. de la Fuente, conductor. The cast
last night was as follows:

Is

Is

wooing of Salome. This Herodiade
might be any operatic virago. Salome
Phanuel luckily
fares a little better.
escapes being a "pere noble';; Mashis

I

Boston Opera House, Chicago Civic
Opera Company, "Herodiade," opera in
four acts and sI.t scenes. Text by Milliet. Gremont and ZamadinI, mu^c by
Jules Massenet. Produced at the Mon-

FIRST CLASS IN RHETORIC

should

vous tetrarch

By PHILIP HALE

*

full of meaning, rxvi iimec >'i bi'"though, she ought to try hard to
widen, and it would avoid monotony If
sha were to let Klsa show what llttlo
Despite these slight
spirit she had.
remains one of
Haws, Miss Forral's
the most successful Elsas we have seen.
Mr. Lamont sang liis muaio for the
most part with excellent tone, and always, whomever he addressed, feelingly
and right to the point. In fine voice,
Mr. Baklanoff sang well and acted Intelligently, though not with that actuai
air of life Itself that quickens his Golaud.
Miss Lenska displayed a fine
voice, skill in song and plenty of intelligence, though the demonic force
of Ortrud she failed to make evident.
Mr. Klpnls and Mr. Defrere sang admirably so did the chorus.
tiirh,

Massenet's Harod with Strauss's. With
the exception of the celebrated air, the
music of Massenet allotted to the ner-

I'HERODIADE'

she had

una

character In splto of its pretentiousness.
The temple scene Is effective, but it is
evidently modeled on the one In "Aida,"
even to the voice outsijJe. On the other
hand, there are little choruses for fe-

The performers yesterday have a
fondness for "Lohengrin," It Is safe to
guess, otherwise they could not have

stirring.
iBTTeira representation so truly
llie
Mr. Weber had much to do with
I

!.«uccess.

He

discretion

has gained in a year

and also

in

poetic

in

quality;

vitality at high places he bad already.
He has still to learn, though, the necesvery
sity for sustained effort in those
passages that seem least important.
to
Elsa
lovely
Wiss Forral made a
look upon, medieval like a very picture,
young, fragile, pathetic. By her voice
she expressed vividly Klsa's passing
her
states of mind, but still more so by
face and by her pose, both beautiful

Let no one think that Werfel in any
lessens one's respect for Verdi. His
admiration Is unbounded; he idolizes
him as man and as composer, representing him as Intensely human in his pity
for suffering humanity, beneficent, a

way

man

of the noblest ideals In life and art.
"But the truth of a life," says Werfel,
"is not to be found in the strictest

analysis

of

Its

biographical

material,

sum of all its doings and
From these we must win,

nor In the

say-

ings.

yea,

we must create, the truth for ourselves
—the mythical legend of the man, that
which Is purely and properly his. The
maestro himself realized this when in a
upon the mystery of art he stated
the formula thus: 'To Imitate truth may
be good, but to discover truth is better, infinitely, better.' "
letter

'

seem that, in tha
that's decent.

I'w. aid

ot

ihe

ail

the

c!ocit.

Foraa del DesVerdi had in mind an opera.
King Lear." He had thought of It In
Other subjects suggested
the fifties.
His letters show
themselves to htm.
chat he made sketches for his "Lear."
Did ho go stealthily to Venice In 18S3?
Werfel admits that this sojourn remained a secret: that no one of his
biographers, even the one most wellinformed, seems to be aware of the sojourn. If Werfel had not Imagined this
visit, there would have been no novel
Let us accept the fiction as fact, though
it Is not easy to believe for a moment
that Verdi despaired of his own work
and doubted the endurance of his fame
He of all men was the last to be cowed
by the greatness of Wagner. Nor can
one easily believe that the Italians after
"Alda" regarded Verdi's operas as "old

thf
other correspondent, attributing gives
verses to the Laconia Democrat,
L.
the version contributed by O. C.
hundred
But, as we have asl<ed a
mattimes about «ven more important
Infinite?
ters. What is this to the

before compostng "h&
tlno,"

'

But

i

this novel is

In

;

remarkable for its study of character, whether the character be real or
One might wish that less
fictitious.
space had been given to the amorous
adventures of young Italo, for they are
wholly extraneous and unnecessary, and
one would have been spared the painful

\mericans."

.

xs
I

it

He himself was a man of the
compositions were to
future, whose
Verdi unintelligible. Here Werfel ap
p»ars to satirize the ultra-moderns of
There is Margherita
hi's own Vienna.
Dezorzi, the prima donna, who making
her
herself known to Verdi, begged in
adoration that he should kiss her. He
kissed her lightly on the forehead, but
when she brought her lips near him, he
received her "wild" kiss on his mouth
This disquieted him. "His longing for
this wonderful girl was incontroliable
Cursing himself for an old fool, he repressed it sternly." He was not aware
unnecessarily by
of the fact, told us
Werfel, that Margherita suffered cruelly
defect. There
congenital
and
rare
from a
portrayed;
are minor characters deftly
but
sketches,
some mere thumb-nail

some

first

are,

'

i«

avoided.
jaore than once.

By

•

come about

Now^'^'girls conceal so
It

men,
would seem

In

|

,

to be

possible that the quenching of fire by
violin music In New York the other
lay was simply the rediscovery of a
May It not be that Nero,
lost art?
who fiddled while Rome burned, was
merely doing his best as a member of

decent,

»v„»'o
s
aU that

Why

„
to pp.83 the apples
,

Some one ought

was no doubt vilely slanis now thought by some to
have been an able and beneficent ruler.
Tiberius

dered.

.

round again."
heading
But L. R. R. writes that the
M"^"
,hould be "Needed Apples,"
last
the
of
vei.-8lon
his
Is
Here
ity."
Versa

:

/

•But we observe

In aJ^jtlje fashions re-

the
The'^glris conceal so little from

men.

.
'

I

'Antonio

He

should not Nero have his turn?
Nero, however, was not contented with
twanging the lyre during the fire that,
as was commonly reported, he had set.
"This fire beheld he daily out of Maetoure;
and taking jovA
cena.8 hlsh
(as ne sayd himself) at the beautiful
chaunted
the winflame that it made,
.ilng and destruction of Troie, in that
Musiticus habit wherein he was wont
Thus he was
tO sing upon the stage."
more fortunate than King David, for as
JoVin Phoenix justly remarked, as Dav'.d
was a Jew and his harp was a Jewsharp, how could he sing and play at

There was

Louis Siegel
whO
„ir,Hniat6 wno
,
vioumsis
There are a few

I

^

NlcoHch

perfect
Imperfect night, but a
place
Mr. Moranzonl took his
opera.
few minutes
in the conductor's pit a
which half
past 8, before an audience
Before the curtain
the house.
filled
on the first act three-quar-

An

Ind'unTamTuarrVuh the Ubiquitous

conspicuVivaldi and Vieuxtemps
ous bv their absence.
was ac°"His'bow to the old school

came down

complished

ters of the people

known but

who had tickets for
had been sold
the opera— and the house
then on
out—were in their seats. From
to do with the
the weather had nothing

Ss.

In

["^^The Puccini "Manon,"
"La Boheme,"
the early 90's, and before
the older Massenet
is more tuneful than
'

1

opera of the same name.

It Is

Puccini

The first two acts
his best vein.
Is an
Iwere care-free and gay-there which
act
Overture before the third
vein of the
serves as transition to the
I

in

sombre a„d
prllon scene, and then tne
of the
passionate moments to the death
Louisiana of
lovers in the wilds of the
the pre-Jeffersonian era.

weather-beaten,
'and perhaps ready to find f^^^J'^ll
coming into the
son may have been on
in the whole
house, there was nothing
performance to feed such a "O"^: .J^^^
place ^^s electric as

.However glum and

atmosphere of the
on an important

are
"I

•

onera

•H^nf

sunshine
.charm combined with Italian
pleasant for
and warmth. What more
Ian evening like last night?
1

zlo's laurels
Bervedly so.

tonTo

made

"

^,l^>-°'»f„^„

"Fantasy,"

"Ana,

,

ana

''Minuet "

Exaudet-Siegel.

Rondeau." Rameaualways familiar
th'e
sSel
the
"Tambourm," Rameau-Slegel.
ed.
last-named unaccompan
the Program
The middle part ot Devil s Trill
was given over to "The
accompaniment and
bv Tarti"'. with
cQdenza by Mr. Siegel.
Presented the
The last group
the Me^^^^^^^^^
^^oderns and 'ncluded
Schmitt, Dream
"Nocturne"; Florent
Pan
Szymanowski
hv the Water";

•Musette

first-night,

T^e singing was

-ment

three

full

is

Bacn in^^ii
-charniins ^°^^invenof which
the characteristics
^titles
their
by
suggested

These were followed by
"ScS"
arrangements of piano compo-

and the
have been betchoice of play could not
Possible to take
ter made had it been
'The
consideration.
the weather into
and
of French gayety

Rome's volunteer fire department to
And may
put out the conflagration?
there not be a germ of truth In the
story of Joshua's priests toppling over
the walls of Jericho by the blasts of
Verily, there is
their seven trumpets?
more In radio than the world dreams of.
W. E. K.

from the

of

—Ed.

As the World Wags:
Perhaps we should reconstruct our
Ideas of Nero, as we have those of
Is
it
not
Washington and Lincoln.

|

Mojica
Morelftto

|."f4",^'
'

'

In fashions re-

name

the

..'^^."" j

^^jj^y.

m"

nVvora Nadworney

who invented Tartar

NERO, FIREMAN

to be read, read

little

""•"••^
Edmondo

j

character.

a

Reaction's

way,

the

preface.

verse as folC. L."quoted the last
lows:
•

it.

C. J. A.

"Sauces" of her cookbook, for which
her husband wrote a mildly amusing

Are there different
apples
passing °f„_\e8
verses about the need of
or
y<>"nf
round among women oM andcorrespondmemory of one of our
'

tasted had a bone in

sauce, and why? The great Oxford Dictionary has much to say about "Tartar,"
but does not mention the sauce, nor
does Mrs. Joseph Conrad in the section

ilsthe
'

I

.

uncertainty of attack in the opening
the
scenes which disappeared later
evening.

p,„„aia M117.10
Gi.oon.o n«T.;ini

,

Sit''"'"

i

.

i

in four^^^^^^^^

dTt^r'^^rh'r'caft^w'rasSrs:
"

|

bearing directly on
The appeai-ances of Wagner as seen in
are
street and on the canals by Verdi
novel.s

one

Cambridge.

These are not episodes, but

Werfel's

drama

composed

of the best known hotels In that citv I
ordered scallops with Tartar sauce. The

picturesque scenes
So, too, there are
water life, the
of Venice, mean streets,

Musical

1

Icaut,'' lyric

i

sympathize with "Homais," who
wrote that he had been served in a
western town with lake trout that tasted
like halibut. I am reminded of my own
experience in the Windy City. At one

j

rule,

i

I

"TARTAR"?

I

^

as a

tained ordinary conventional effectiveness. Vocally, he displayed little
for color. Too often he forced
Chicago k.^ ^^.^^
HOTIRE—
OPERA
beyond all possibility of
T—KOSTON
i.esfanon
Civic Opera Company,
general ensemble
^^^^

O. L. E.

As the World Wags:

vivid.

especially well described.

lANOEESCAUr

i

WHY

Mr, Rimini as the swaggering
Lescaut was admirable, and so was
Mr. Cotreull. who played with finesse
and distinction. Mr. Cortts was not
an engaging Chevalier to either eye
or ear. As an actor he was often
in his poses and movements and his gestures hardly at-

I

it.

Muzio was most

awkward

LORD ELPUSTHORPE.

spirit into

therefore, Madame
successful.

Dudley.

understand that white mule,
silly ass, moonshine and sunrise suds
are highly recommended by your nobilI shall see presity as pick-me-ups.
ently, as I am writing a song, "How Do
Reach Palm Beach?" and must put
t

polluted

Verdi's

—

traffic

While the soft twilight melts the glare
of day
In this new Helicon, the Muses' glade."
John Nlchol.
The poem may be found on pagve 2.55
of Stedman's Victorian Antholdgy, and
m "Contemporary Scottish Verse," Canterbury Poeta.
O. A. HAGEN.

am

P. S.

The i)erformance last night was
uneven. Madame Muzlo was as usual
singer and actress of the first order,
although her Manou lacks archness
and delicacy here and there. Manou
was hardly the "grande dame"
Madame Muzio would at times make
her. In the tragic closing scenes,

fade.

Surrey-side-of-the-

all at sea.
could only get a pint of bitter and
mug of barleycorn wine, I feel that
would hasten my recovery presently.
I

O.

music.

Carnival.

W.

If I

the
the

By

can

111.

"The roar of Niagara dies away,
The f«ver heats of war and

not in print, but that he could supJolly old Fln)ly
and has not the viscosity that interests
ne, but I shall buy the book presently,

manners." There is the young
composer, Fischboeck, who believed that

had

the second act.

"American Fishes."

noble

Beethoven and Wagner

Clem Hawley, Georgetown,

Aras

theatre

of

My

'

far the most successful music
from this point of view is that which
accompanies the dancing lesson in

Thames English was misunderstood, and
.he dark said that "Vicious Americans"

models; who had
been to the opera 29,000 times "in full
consciousness of his perfect clothes and

useum

:

F.

their associations;

care of myself, but I won't pay
any bills made by Matilda Hawley.

been!

llfe'd

a stage Englishman and at present engaged in studying the habits and
Recently I
customs of Volunsteadia.
tried to buy a copy of a book, "Viscous

urging him directly and indlbreak it. There Is the astonishing Marchese Grlttl, who, born in
1781, made a wager that he would entertain friends in 1891; who boasted that

programs and

bravely

am

I

r';ctly to

)nderful collection of

who

MARJORIE

silence,

Cimarosa was

one

As the World Wags:

Other characters are Introduced who
bear directly on the main story. There
Verdi's long
is the Senator, dismayed by

\

of

again
God only knows what his

scene at the hospital.

who had

honor

in

fought.

It is

his friend;

hia Insurance

They planted a tree on Pershing Drive
To keep his memory alive!
But if Sam had come marching home

well worth reading.

I

1

French in

consequently Puccini's Italianized
musical version is out ot keeping
with the atmosphere of the story.

accent:

'

bought.

And,

typically

As the World Wags:
Here is another "Niagara" with penult
'

His folks keep 'em polished, and out on

view
the brand new house

—

WITH PENULT ACCENT

too.

j

have escaped Puccini somewhat, and
while the scene and incidents of the
Abb§ Pr6vost's story might have
passed in any country, they are

'tak<8

he made the

not

is

by

T0 THE PUBLIC IN GENERAL—I

grade.
"Killed in action" the message read.
(And worth ten thousand dollars dead!)
And they gave him a couple of medals,

FIllppl. the critic.

communicate

tained for court proceetiings or perP. O. Box 473, Danville,
sonal use.

cocky, and not

other,

the whereabouts

PRIVATE

.

'

then, too, the setting inevitably
invites comparison with Massenet's
treatment ot the same subject, not
greatly to the advantage ot Puccini.
The essence of the subject, so admiMassenet, seems to
rably caught

Commercial News)

a drone and a
drunkard. I won't put up with the
Old Soak any longer. Matilda Hawley, Georgetown, 111.
DETECTIVE Persons
watched. Information or evidence ob-

|

Even in the novel, the bands In
Venice are playing fantasias from his
operas; he hears airs from them sung
Nor can we wholly
the streets.
In
accept Werfel's low estimate of FIllppo
As for the conductor,
Marianl's "treachery" in turning Wagnerlte, there is an e.xplanatlon, a matter of personal jealousy on account of a
soprano, that is not even hinted at by
Werfel.

,

"Manon Lescaut

And

Hi.,

CLi^M HAWi^EV—is

rough.

s

DOMESTIC BULLETINS

—Kd.

of Clarence E. Douglas,
H. D., Com. -News.

And he was commonly known as tough..
But he joined up when the war began,
And he grumbled and grouched as a

And somehow or

l^uccim

one of his most effective operas. To
be sure, it contains much agreeable
music, but not always music in the
composer's most characteristic style.

PERSONALS

Sam had come marching hoine again
Ood 6nly knows what his life'd been!
He didn't amount to much before war.
He marched away to a well known
He loafed when he could—If he had t«
work
1,1 v.
snirK.
He figured out some way he could
His wavs were crude, and his manners

was

neard sing

"liavw

ANY ONE— Who knows

If

soldier man.
But at least he
afraid.

we

.

and pianists who, to use
ttie street, would stoi^ &
Wo aoubt they would quench a

(DanrtUe,

RECLAIMED

hat."

\

name.

An-

H. G. P. agrees with L. R. R.

true that early in the sixties,

I

liddlcLs

th« l9nj;uae« of

apples

round again."
l3

iiiu-

ti

ers,

pass

should

The snake

hamo

en
and

Dfbus^>^-Siegel,
?nd 'thr Dryads";.
Korngom,
Egyptian
the
"For
ImMarch
"Nightwatchman's
;

;

proV^sation on a Jo'-t^S^f.l^JS
Spanish
Granados-Slegel,
Song";

on^
Siegel is a ?ood fi^dlej;
trade
the tticks of
of his art. Hi.
and the line points
debth.
lacking
tone is somewhat
yet hvs
not always ^t-^^y,
the most cn
harmonics were one of
that he did,
work
of
bits
jovable
Pan
in
especially those occurring
For rhe
and the Dryads" and

°Mr"

who knows

m

I^it

Blo>-'°"^-

^'^^f '^/^"l
de
an. accumulating, and

With Oiacomo Rimln An
Cotreull, she
Cortis and Edouard
performance quite as memora,

the
190? at ine
as the performance of New York
themselves,
Metropolitan Opera House,
were fortunate ^^^r the" compositions
\Natei
could be to those who
the leading
Schmitt "Dream by the
when
the
It,
hear
to
enough
harmomcalb
Cavalierl Caruso
bv far the most
was
parts were taken by
her marThe mood which is
nteresting.
an? Scotti. And not alone by
here was
by
but
'established
singing,
:"rous
.tL^'^^J^^XfVl
beautitui y definUeVy
her
both ^ iolinist
trayal, to say nothing of
nathetically caught by
grace
the
idiom
and
act,
^
gown in the second
accompanist The Schmitt
and
with which she wore it.
.
,
so nicely tempered
but
apparent,
face
to
was
Those who. had the courage evening
the most conto give pleasure to
on an
the winds of yesterday
was much servative hearer.
surely
fireplace
the
„„„„oni
when

ble

'

I

L

imore

inviting,

their

bravery.

House

it

were amply

Indoors at the Opera
proved an altogether charming

"Resurrection,"
l^'^The'^opera tonight Is
Boston
time
by Franco Alfano, first Messrs. Ansscau
with Mary Garden and
Tnd Bakianoft. Mr. Polacco conducthig.

m

I

,

accompanidiscriminating
The
were a
ments of Miss Jessie Miller m.
progra
decided addition to the

,

Thoro was

volr-o,

iliis

u' in

a
plea

ith

:

,

;

'RESURRECnor

.;een

a

have we
and heard from an operatic tenor

Miss Garden's Caterlna in this scene

Amsean

Mr.

rnnce Dlmltrl
Thief Jailor
Slinon«on
ratetlna

^t''*'2
Baklnnoff
MI«» Garden

„

.qofla

Mr.
,

^

Martrana

Anna

Mme. Nadworney
Mm«. d'Hermanoy
Mme. OInesepna
Mme. Claessens

koi^biara..,
Mr. Moranzoni, condactor.

r,a

This opera, a little over 20 years old—
the music lexicons dlftev as to the exact
date of the production at TUrIn—twas
performed for the first time In this
country at Chicago on Dec. 31, 1925, by
the Chlcagro Civic Opera Company. It
of this
l.s said that Alfano thinks poorly
'arly work of his, preferring his later
•peras, "The Shade of Don Giovanni
and "The legend of Sakuntala," but
It was by "Resurrection" that he gained
fame In several European countries. A
composer is not always the best judge of
his own works. He may favor a homely
and uninteresting child of his brain; he
nay not appreciate what to the disinterested seems good.
Tolstoi's singular novel has been read
by many who last night saw the opera.
One of his friends has stated that Tolstoi's chief purpose was to attack certain dogmas of the Russian church;
that the publication of the novel brought

—

There was a very larg<e audience.
There were many curtain calls. It Is a
pity that Miss Garden, after the third
scene chose to be so kittenish before
the curtain.
The opera this afternoon will be
"Samson and Delilah." Mme. d'Alvarez, Messrs. Marshall, FormlchI, Cotreull. Mr. Polacco will conduct.
Tonight, good old "Trovatore." Mmes.
Muzlo and Lenska; Messrs. Cortis and
BonelU. Mr. Weber Willi conduct.

novel

the

by Henry

was made

An

Batallle.

old

Into a
English

We

have obtained her consent by mutual
agreement!
If that is the case our
answer is in the affirmative. Still hoping that both of you will seriously consider It a matter of no small Importance
to be under solemn covenant obligations

as "Redemption" with John
Barrymore as the hero In 1918.
The story of the opera may be briefly
A young girl is at the house of
told.

Prince Dlmltrl
sees her there, woos her, seduces her.
Sofia drives her out. The girl, Katucha,
hopes that Dimitrl will care for her,
but he leaves her at the railway station without noticing her. In her despair
she sinks lower and lower In degradaFinally, she is accused, convicted,
tion.
and Imprisoned. The penitent Prince
visits her there and offers marriage. She
rejects his offer of honorable restitution;
she rejects it scornfully. About to go
through to the Convict prison In Siberia,
she sees Dimltri again. Now she know;s
He renews his offer.
she loves him.
But, like some of Dostoievsky's women,,
renunciation of self is more to her thani
She joins her
love, honor, and freedom.
wretched companions and goes her
Sofia.

for

my

my

He

to Siberia?

He

lost.

and In
Moran-

zonl brought out all that there Is in
Alfano's score, conducting with an enthuslasm that was controlled by a sense

dramatic and

The

artistic

;

fitness.

except for the drama,
Neither the conversationmuslo nor the music for Dimitrl's
wooing has distinction.
The former
lacks lightness and grace, the latter
lacks fervor. What warmth it has was
due last night to Mr. Ansseau's cajoling

nd passionate delivery. This act, howgave Miss Garden an opportunity
for histrionic skill In showing first her

j

|

|

[

f
'

iver,

reluctance, then her yielding.
After the embrace and Caterlna's ad-

mission that "she was his," the

fire

curtain was appropriately lowered.
In the scene at the railway station,

Miss Garden was inclined to over-act
to tear passion to tatters, to vie
with
orchestra in violent but unconvincing outbursts.
In the quieter
•

pathotle

moments, she was far more
Here she put aside her

f.irtunate.
iii.annerisms.

But

it

is

In

the

third

scene,

the

that Alfano found music that
something more than a melodramatic
accompaniment, and In this scene MAnsstou was singularly eloquent In his
cntreAtles" to the abandoned, and halffli i Iken
prostitute, whom he would
f.Tl/^make his wife. His soul was In
orison,

)3

delightful than to

have

THE

DRAIVIATIC

CRITIC

REPORTS

(From the New Yorker)
Beatrice Smith, yesterday, became
the bride of John Brown In as uninteresting a wedding ceremony as this dull
season has thus far produced. Nothing went wrong to bring even a semblance of drama to the drab affair.
Poorly constructed and badly staged,
the nuptials failed to hold the Interest
of the spectators beyond the first few
minutes.
have seen marches to the
altar before, but never one that dragged,
as this did. Such bad direction Is Inexcusable. Even the casting was disappointing and both the bride and groom
mumbled their answers so that none
beyond the first few rows could hear a
^^ord. There Is no doubt, but the ceremony was rehearsed, but evidently
not well enough, for the Rev. Perclval
Dutton read his lines rather uneasily.
He has given better performances In
the past, and will assuredly once again
bring a note of sincerity to the part
when his stage fright leaves him.

We

;

first act,

negligible.

the

more

—

,

regards the railway station "and the train departing In the distance. The stage management at the

of

Is

one's

A WEDDINQ

The

pspe-.lally as

Is

—

health taken seriously by other
people? Father Ronald Knox.

realistic care,

station. In the women's prison,
the last act was excellent. Mr.

.

,

i

|

mann gushed over Jean Paul Rlchter
and found pleasure In reading E. T. A.
Hoffmann, especially the sketches of
the latter In which the dreamy and

until

.

man with dark hair,
looked at me and played

Who

A

eccentric musician, Krelsler,

violin of Kumac-wood
skilful hand he'd made;
And something of the music
He wrought Into a tune
Crept In
heart and made mo love

my

The white road and the moon,
I

my

turned

down

younir feat

hta road,

Nor told my lover why,
For white roads run across the
That crowd against tho sky|
How could I live within a house
And be a rich man's wife

When

violins of

hftls

sumao-wood

,

,

listen Inthey are for a feV who can
room
ormaUy and leave the ^'•'^^'"f
th^t has
page
a
after
time,

B^sonrs

.

I die!

DONFARRAN,

I

As the World Wags!
The second balcony was far from being filled at the performance of "Andrea
Chenier" by the Chicago opera company
General
at the Boston Opera House.
opinion has it that the second balcony
music-lovers,
real
abode
for
the
is the
those with rich miislcal taste, but poor
Not a few of these are our
in funds.
Italian brethren who were conspicuously
absent on that evening.
Are wa to understand, then, that It
was "Andrea Chenier" that kept them
One feels certain that had
horne?
Aida" been billed there would have
been standees, and in goodly numbers,
Even Meyerbeer's "L'Afrlcana" not long

same

Some

ear.

Miss Smith gave a rather dreary
performance as the bride. She walked
to the altar with little confidence and
showed un/istakable signs of nervousness.
Mr. Brown, as the bridegroom,
perhaps a little
more experienced,
proved a better selection. He at least
was outwardly calm and seemed to
have an understanding of what the
part required of him. The one setting,
that of the Interior of St. John's Church,
was exquisitely well done, although the
background hardly suited the gown selected by the bride— a white satin.
N. N. D.

—

THE WELSH
The gallant Welsh, of all degrees,
Have one delightful habit:

,

i

|

j

]

of

tributes to the financial success of any
opera is not clear te any one but the

It might be well, howfew of the poor but discriminating music lovers on the committee that has the arrangement of the
operatic performances for Boston,
The size of the house for "AJidrea
Chenier" cpuld not have been very en-

management.

couraging to any one interested In op^ara
It's difficult to understand
for Boston.
why there is so much talk of once more
having a resident company when this
excellent company from Chicago falls
for only two
to draw "capacity houses"
|
short waeka.

WIL.LARD ERHARDT.

Don't overfeed

men

—.w

Mne.

There were tears

Melba

Mm>a.

i

is very bad
Monteith Ers-

it

Bpodos-^SirB.

the

for

.

I

pianists and of some who
Then there
it with heavy feet.
of the artist In
self-absorption
is the
the conthe performance of his task,
that here
viction established at once
of
conscious
modestly
who,
is a pianist
music he is
his ability, is enjoying the
too
not
but
playing and endeavoring,
share
evidently, to make his hearers

excellent

trample

;

i

his enjoyment.

-

in

^^'^^at 'is'io be said of
titles?
sonatinas with the affected
and suffered
Busoni. who once lived
him
led
supp
here, so poor that friends
with shoes and stockings, 1^"^.}^°^.
formidable
days he was alveady a ''
performed at a
pianist, whose Suite
Arthur
by
led
concert
Symphony
orthoNlklsch seriously disturbed the
of
man
''^s
*
dox in the audience. He
dark
by
tormented
talent
indisputable
his
and mysterious theories concerning
have
What music of his that we Pjano,
art.
the
heard, orchestral or for
ebral rather
struck us as painfully oe
In the
than spontaneous or emotional.
he was
yesterday
played
first Sonatina
not
apparently Imitating the childish,,
of the Llszl
to say, siUy compositions
as
wrote
he
when
period
of the Roman
even as
an Abbe not as a genius, not
Kapellmeister.
German
third-rate
a
suggesThere was for a moment the
shepherds In "The InBerlioz's
tion of
^hole
the
fancy, of Christ," but as a
the other
piece was drivel, as was
The program was long
Sonatina.
enough without them.
hearMr Gleseking Is well worth the
more deWe have heard nothing
ing
beautiful In relightful, nothing more
playcent years from pianists than his
French In
ing of the Partita, which is
18th century
spirit, the French of the
but
clavecinlsts, and the unfamiliar
He
Scarlatti.
of
sonatas
charming
played the "KJreislerlana" for more
little
the
of
than the great majority
movements are worth. His sense of
proportion, his command of ^nuances,
are remarkable even
hl.s phrasing— they
field Is full of
in these days when the

j

sounds dull to the
think It French In

"Andrea Chenier"
Italian

The name

trick.

ariy

at

TO THE OPERA COIMMITTEE

since did the

the hero.

amused."

life?

1 never knew the young.guUs,
The white road or the moon.
Until a man with dark hair
Played mo a gypsy tune;
And tall as he who stole me
Win be my tiny chl
I'll want no other road than this

Until the day

Is

(Did Hoffman have In mind Boehner,
the Wandering Kapellmeister and comhighly
poser?) And Schumann thought
gave Ivrewof the pieces to which he
Clara
his
to
He wrote
ler's name.
about the "lovely melodies" and added,
you
"You will smile bo sweetly when have
Clara may
recognize yourself."
even the
smiled, but when a P'^^'^t,
Krelsmost accomplished, plays thefeels llko
one
hall
lerlana In the concert
at some
saving with Queen Victoria
"We are not
courf entertainment:
Inttoate.
are
pieces
These

With

ever, to put a

What

mar,{lage should not take place.
A>'ano could not have found fault
witl* the performance of last night. Tlie

opeA was mounted with

life

There came a

Life In the 20th century Is going to be
a purgatory for the man In a black
coat. Dean Inge.

Central heating Is a form of PantheG. K. Chesterton.

solved the prob-

solitaire.

Content with

montJh, presenting tho program of yesOn Jan. 17 he played Hlndsterday.
mlth's new concerto, with Mr. Goossens
conducting the orchestra:
It Is a brave pianist that plays !n
public Schumann's "Krelslerlana." Schu-

music and language as well as In plot.
Just how much a filled gallery con-

ism.

known that Tolstoi was for a
time undecided as to the fate of
his lerolne. Should she wed the Prince,

this country was at New York, where
he gave a recital on the 10th of last

THE OPEN ROADknew the white clouds
Or way tho young gulls fiy,
And I could sleep beneath a roof
And hear the winds go by;
I never oared to know then
What lay behind a hill.
And I ceuld race from day to day
never

I

at l,yons, Fran'-".

prefer of impressionistic and expresslonHis first appearance 'n
Istlc music."

Alexander BrAnt-Smlth.

"ABRAHAM BULL AND ANOTHER."

—

Is

tco

please call as you have oppor-

"Sir,

lona,

lem eby playing

life.

not writing
tunity.
Please excuse
sooner. E. Roberts has been very sick
atever since you left Amherst and
tention has been called every way.
"Yours respectfully,

weary way.

or

was

It

Inst., expressive of friendship and respect requesting an answer to your
question whether we will give our consent for you to marry our daughter,
Clarissa.
so highly esteem our
daughter that we think she would not
form a connection with any young man
without duly considering the importance
Therefore, we suppose you
lot the case.

country

It

letter

addressed to Jcsep!! Dickenson before
his marriage to Clarissa Bull:
"Sir:
I received yours of the lUh

This
In the following year.
play Is not to be confounded with TolKtoi's "Living Corpse" played In this

benefactor,

The Greenfield Gazette and

Courier published recently
dated Amherst, Sept. 28, 1835.

London

her

days.

LUCAS.

B. V.

was bom

His earlier years were spent on the
Riviera. Ills parents moved to Hanover
In 1911, where he began to study the
piano seriously. He Is characterized ir.
Germany as an "accomplished inter

pleasing

this

translation by Michael Morton was seen

in

There

physician,

To be appreciated by the populaoe
refiects no discredit upon a composer.

Croon songs of gypsy

waT a

formality in
epistolary correspondence, as It was
called by the painfully genteel In the
~

on him practical excommunication by
the Holy Synod. As far as the opera
Is concerned, this purpose and the result of Its fulfilment are of no Interest
to the audience. It hears only music,
and observes the development of a
moving drama with the chief themes:
seduction, desertion, a woman's degradation, repentance, and pathetic renunciation.
In 1902

significance.

little

'

play

Mellsande.
with her

that he left with her as he farewclled
her sorrowfully, the days of her childhood, and her love for Dimitrl, she was
Caterlna was no
wholly admirable.
longer an Invention of a conventional
conscious of her audience;
librettist,
she was the woman that Tolstoi drew.
This is the great act of the opera,
the one that shows in the composer
a poetic nature as well as Instinct for
dramatic effects. It Is music elsewhere,
with the exception of the song for the
Cossack given to Mr. Baklanoff, as the
program noted, and the pathetic episodes In the second scene for Miss
with
music,
Garden only threatre

Tolstoi's novel of the

?am8 title. Music by Franco Alfano.
I^ench translation by Paul Perrler.

Tv.pIv,.

Nor twinkling tall behind It,
As reputable rabbits should;
Yet take a piece, and very good,
I'm bound to say, you'll find It.

,

fellow prisoners, singing her drunken
song, taunting Dlmltrl and at last recalling, as she looked on her picture

First perform'Mvlo Opera Company.
>nc8 In Bo»ton of "Resurrection," an
lyera In four scones. Text baaed by

Hanau on

i

'

Preludes (First Book).
Mr. Gleseking, the eon of a German

And call the thing a rabbit.
And tho' no fur upon It grows
And tho' It ha« no twitching nose,

i

portrayal of character.

finer

is worthy to rank with her
By PHILIP HALE
BOSTON OPERA HOUSE—CTitcajo Whether she was reckless

I'esare

They cover toast wan meitoa cnaeso,

-

;i

liN iirpoal and In his
sDbrlf ty of gesture that
Seldoui
the more effective.

her eyes when
her Glasgow

farewelled

month. When she sang
friends
Tosti's "Good-bye" she showed signs of
She will keep on
emotion.
the deepest
farewelling till next May, Adelina Patti
did this sort of thing very well and for

There was an entliuslastlo audience

of

good

size.

last

many
As

years.

the

World Wags;

During the rebent holidays I was passlittle boy
ing an auto from which a
to him,
many gifts."

said

I
smiled encouragingly.
good
"I hope you will get a
"No," replied the youngster,^ "I'll get no
I'm a Yld."
fiifts.
Christmas gifts,

BAIZB.

'/ 2 6

By PHILIP HALE
Giesekiiigi pianist, played

yesterday afternoon in Jordan hall
for the first time in Boston. Badh,

B

major; Scarlatti,
Three Sonatas; Schumann, "Krelslerlana"; Busoni, Sonatina in diem

Partita No.

1,

nativitatis

Christi

Sonatina ad

usum

MCMXVII

We

i'.

spondents rush to our

aid.

As the World Wags:
Apropos of the discussion on spldem

may I mention that Anna Schurman, the German mystic of the 17th

as dtet

century,

referred

to

by

Whittler

In

"The Pennsylvania Pilgrim" was according to an old volume of "Notes and

fond
Queries." the English magazine,
they had
of eating spiders and alleged
an exquisite flavor, like nuts.
K, E. HUTCHINSON.

As the "World Wags:
Tour thoroughly Interesting lines re
spiderc and the folk who devoured
them impel me to send the enclosed
following
lines, written last summer,

GlESEKING
Walter

spoke recently of spiders as
Corredelicacy at or between meals.

and

infantis; Debussy,

doctor's order to rest a sprained anThe
kle sustained while on vacation.
Inevitable spider spinning in a comer
Webtheme.
of the veranda forms the
New International speaks of
ster's

spiders as "predaceous

lar lino.

i

j

and poisonous,"

for this rtraaon, or for that
(See
reason, or "for other purposes."
I am quotline four, verse 1 enclosed.)
particuing this as explanation of this

and spinning

i

|
•

,

^'f^'^/'l^'^^Z^^^

-^ncrh to strike terror to

1

l-rforn,ance^and naturaUy are

t^^^^^^^^

and"?oi."e?So fended every
choice of
of it. Others who made a
^l^^-^.X^reZ^^^^^^
or

AT THE OLD HOWARD

t.ight.
''ii^atic debauch ended last
yet there ^^ah souk
the stoutest soul, and

, .

At

two that were a wearin ess to the

flesh

Mr, Griffith Writes Entertainingly About a

and the spi-U.

Famous Theatre

visits Boston again,
hoped that when this company
The sto y
dropped from the -perto.e
be
will
"Ro'e^kaeSHer"
Strauss'
a
with
music,
S^gar; the
n Sfe '40^-'!
n^P^'^tkr'ToK^^^^
"Falstaff
unfortunate for Strauss's fame that
v^hen

Tf

to

i,

be

How many

people living within a radius of 50 miles

of

our State

House have the remotest idea what the old Howard Athenaeum looks like,
either inside or out, and how many of those who do know what its inside

i

'

appearance

is,

could describe the exterior of that

wonderful structure?

I

in the first city of the

him

tour^erBoston

is

Ralsa

k-al\.'i" Mme.
''R^^^"^;^^
variable these singers are! In the
^^^jj „„t heJp
^"'l
song
^^it'^^^i^ l'^ T;\",c"
was faint-voiced and spiritless
her voic.
Falstaff
In
Mmc. Hempel as the Princess.)
remembering
mi
al.o ron^^^^^^^^^^^^
-c^^.
she_was
beautiful;
£
fresh1 and
.erfo^-mance.
Neither Pistol nor Bardolph wa'?
of imposing presence,
man
a
fellow
lellow,
swaggering
K
Pistol should be a tall,
Pistol of
Boston Arimondi was the
When "Falstaff" was first given in voice, his bullying. Chicago s BarShakespeare, with his deep cavernous
for the sake of
atrociously, never hesitating
dolph clowned the part
to any man or
harm
work
"scene or
raising a Sshlaug^h^o-^spdlT
stage^
the
with him on

How

m

Xs

sions,

<

in the
Jot like to sine (or ".ociety" folk

it is

j

1

I

\

ai
an

hat she did

J?^''

J"

i

''."^euXod by

-.^surt^.tk^nTl^l;^rst^^:I-Sf-^f;^^^^^
Benet did not favor Herodias

(Mme. Van Gordon).

he was already
hand Herod a heating drink when
Sa^^^^^^^^^
dear
the
^^-^ing
and
to a^evertttut:, murmuring
s^^t^^;";^^^^,;^^^^^^^^
aphrodisiac.
an
of
need
in
not
was
^'^
surely
He

Whv

wd

did the -irl

would sooth him, quiet 1^^^. ^^^'"^ "
forget
Xou d fl^et
ne would
Or did she hope that in his "frenzy
to her or one
attention
his
turn
by the potent draught,
panions reclining near his couch?

SaW,

blinded
and,
"
'

.

of h.r fair

^

performance
be remembered^ Tiifc
There were pleasant evenings to
by
chief features of th. f^^-t^'e^*'
the
of
one
was
ct "La -Trrviata"

J'^SS

it was in
ine to know his Falstaff, but
and he acted it well.
take that role. Take it he did
If "Faust" had
been more busied
One wished that Mr. Hackett had
are told that
we
Figaro
of
Marriage
"The
not been substituted for
have heard Mr.
hould
we
opera—
Mozart'-s
the house was sold out for
sympathetic ro,e of Fenton.
c^ompa-ratively small but

HackTt onirinThe

Figaro uould the
of "The Marriage of
nerfonrance
"What sort of
Susanna
^ '
of a competent Countess,
think
can
We
give
Chicago Company
Surely not
for the Count?
baritone
the
was
who
and Cherubino, but
•

Mr. Rimini.

w=

committee had courage

..ReJ^i^cS^f^
unknown

to the

selecting

"Herodiade" and

.of ^these <n>eras they
merits
r
put its
The committee probably
P^^^^'^^^e' crowd

the
>-«>gard to the-

great public.

„ unknown opera, ""^

J

^"'^^^^^^^^

:5.roV"ra\"»^?\i"rL""
books

in

'"&ve .e

the

but otherwise of equal dimen-

where once were inserted shields

of

my

readers to go

n,ight have
old"_.ri»ds, wood,

was the

and

down

to the whar\'es

and see a eoal
and unpre-

to be told that that uninviting

a history marvelous
your hat to it, not for what it Is, but for
what it was. You may take off your hat to the "Old Howard" also, for
what it has been, for "all of which it saw, and all of which it was." to
paraphrase an expression.
Before its public history began. Governor Eustis had focused the
eyes of the citizens on the place by having unintentionally died there, it
being nearer the State House for his needs, his "Mansion" being out
Mount Pleasant way, in Roxbury, and rapid transit not then having been
discovered. Then came into view one William Miller, who expounded the
doctrine that the end of the world would come in 1843.
He gathered a
large following, for Barnum had not made his famous epigrram at that
time, and they erected a tabernacle on the lot, a house made of wood,
round, or oblong, and painted it white inside, and on May 4, 1843, it was
dedicated, and the said Miller continues to expound and to explain, until
he ran out of explanations, and the tab. lapsed into innocuous desuetude.
On Nov. 20, however, an announcement was made that "A Grand
Miscellaneous and Pleasing Musical Olio and Comical Lectures" would
be given, not that its predecessors had not been comical; and they would
respectfully inform the public that it had been leased for a limited time,
and was "computed" to hold upwards of 4000 people; furthermoVe that
the entertainment should be of unexceptionable character, and that "they
have resolved to fix the price of tickets at 12% cents."
"An efficient Police is engaged to preserve strict order and to seat
the audience as they go in, as no one will be allowed to stand on the
to relate,

As per-

Mme.

allotted.^

Were any
tentious collier

I

in each case

of lesser height,

having been replaced with plebeian paint. Note the two

vessel unloading its cargo,

i

whom

by two

three once possibly glazed with elaborately designed stained

or bas-reliefs, long since removed.

him.

terization of the persons to

all

concavities high up on the right and left

m

poor

and

glass, long since

,

U

of the

with three long, high windows, the centre one being possibly 40

feet high, flanked

in vocal tone^
her work, so did Mr. Bonelli
If Mme. Raisa varied in
La
the__ Elder
Germont
respectable
em?ss"on. Ke was a highly
quality.
sensuous ^
little ^^nDuuuo
naa iivvie
.^.f ^^^^f
Traviata," but his voice had
fine
urusually
that his Valentin was an
yra did not see "Faust"-say
a
without
singmg
his
ear
tje
to
delight
a
was
portrayal; that his voice
often rough, remap
and
spread
were
tones
fliw. In "Herodiade" his
Massenet's music did not interest
with the exception of "Vision fugitive,"

in the repertoire?
Should "Herodiade" have been included

of that

granite rising to a lofty height, with a peaked roof, the gable end to the
street,

woman

^

"Temple

Drama," either casual or frequent, enters Howard street on the side on which the Howard is located and has
not the least idea of the architectural features of its facade. Enter Howard street some day, on the opposite side and look up and be astonished,
and wonder if a cathedral has suddenly taken the place of the latter day
home of the "Nifty" burlesquer, and behold a massive front of Quincy

The patron

old frigate Constitution, with

you would take

off

seats."

^

.

Followed a void, a vacuity in the great hollow white shell,, until finally, alUiough opposed to theatrical performances of any kind, and being
non-productive of results and revenue, the promoters leased it for theatrical performances, for empty pockets have a powerful influence on
principles. It was partially reconstructed, and a new front built, which
the then mayor is reported to have forced to be taken down as unsafe,
with the remark that they "might build a front that might fall in, but not
one that would fall out." I beg to doubt that, however.
They built a front that "resembled" freestone, but "resembled" freestone, 'while it might not fall either in or out, will burn. It did.
It was christened "The Howard Athenaeum" in spite of the opposition of the loyal advocates of but one athenaeum, and that the "Boston
Athenaeum," and opened Oct. 27, 1845, with4he Seguins in opera. They,
very successful and great favorites, were followed bv Anna Cora Mowatt,

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kean, James E. Murdoch (being announced on one
occasion "Mr. Murdoch in two pieces"), and John Brougham, he in turn
being succeeded by Mary Ann Lee, a famous dancer of her time, etc.
All went merry as marriage bells, for about four months, when on
one fatal night, Feb. 23, 1846, Mr. A. J. Phillips took a benefit,, with the
play of "Pizarro," in which a ball of fire *is supposed to descend from the
flies
the heavens I mean with disastrous results. It did, evidently, for
in 20 minutes after everybody was out of the building, it was in flames
and "died the death."
The next thing on the program, ladies and gentlemen, ^\^ll be a circus, "Rockwell & Stone's Mammoth Circus, on the Howard Athenaeum
Lot." There never was a circus that wasn't mammoth (sotto voce).
Some busy heads were gotten together and some mingling of brains
resulted, and on July 4, 1846, the corner-stone of the present structure
was laid witli much ceremony. That stone is still there undisturbed,
for the archaeologists have not scented it yet, and under that stone is a
box, and in that box is a plate with the following inscription:

—

—

HOWARD ATHENAEUM
Corner Stone

eSc.

„

the"
he- many friends and admirers by
a^am delighted
k
JViason a-ain
Mme Mason
Mme.
Moiica is apparently the utility man of
another night an
spy iin
m^ht ^ne^spy
01^^ S'hrfhe
T'''"nfnv ^^ne
thecompan
«Herodiade," and so
sake that he will not allow himself

"AnL

.

rXTol^

lT:s\oTior hisr:

to be overworked.

-

The orchestra was

excellent*

Messrs

Polacco and Mornnzoni need

laid and Address made by Hon. Isaac
Hull Wright, July 4th 1846
J. M, W. Boyd & Luke Beard, Proprietors
James H. Hackett & Co., Lessees
Isaiah Rogers, Architect
Standish & Woodbei-ry, Builders
Granite furnished by J. B. Wircher & Co. from
Quincy.
Josiah Quincy, Jr., Mayor of Boston

GOD SAVE THE REPUBLIC.
On Monday,

rht:n»"re

aWe't't

Mr. Weher at the cond„t,r-. ...nd^

Oct. 5, 1846, just three months later, the famous Playhouse opened its doors, with "The Rivals," and an opening address by
George Vandenhoff. In the cast were Mr. Chippendale as Six- Anthony;

;

Maywood

Mr. Crisp as Acres; filary'T lylor as Lydia, and Mrs.

as Mrs.

Mala prop.
This was followed by a burletta called "The Chaste Salute." Tha
were 75 cents. The house seated 1600, with room to squeeza
Perhaps
in 200 more, the seats being supplied with "spring cushions."
that is the reason why they could squeeze in so many more. There were
panel of a neat
five "dress boxes," the front being "decorated with fresco
and chaste character." They had protecting doors, with a small glass
under the
panel, long since removed, and now utilized in partitions
ladies
auditorium. On two floors were two rooms each, "calculated for
such other
and gentlemen to deposit their outside garments," and "for
feet deep and
purposes as may be deemed suitable." The stage was 43
ceiling was beautihigh.
The
32
by
wide
feet
36
opening
the proscenium
artist, Angelo Monte LiUa.
fully painted by a famous Italian
presentmg all the
For 30 years it continued its wonderful career,
There were
in the next decade.
great stars in its first score, and many
burlesquers, vaudevillians, minstrels,
operas, tragedians, comedians,
top prices

grand
magicians and every form of entertainer.

^
disport themselves

upon those
preceded them. For
control of Dr. Lothrop
nearly a third of a century it has been under the
"burlesque" and vaudeville, and
or his estate, and largely given over to
wonder

I

if

one of the people

know

historic boards

of the

,

who now

famous

artists

who have

advertised by a master in the art of slang.
and a more
Recently I was. taken back stage and all over the house
it has never been my fororderly, weli conducted and clean establishment
association.
tune to' see, even after nearly 55 years of stage
Much of the old form of advertising was verbose and grandiloquent,
of their recent pubnot necessary to repeat, but I wiU give a bit of one
"Niftv is a small word of only five letters, but it covers a
licity classics

the story of the 'Naughty Nifties' Burlesque
lot of territory and
who drop in town for a week at the Howard. They sure have been the big
observe. Pretty girls looknoise, and will make old Beantown sit up and
give you something to
ing as nifty as can be will hand you a treat and
and could cop all the
beef about for a long time. They are long on looks,
medals in a fashionable parade along the Mall."
During its eighty years of amusement catering it has had a wonderful
held its head high among the mightcareer, has run the entire gamut and
plaudits of Boston's culture and litterati and
iest. It has re-echoed to the
contemporaries of
stands today the sole survivor of its predecessors and
the Boston, the first Tremont, the
early days. The National, the Museum,
B 'others, are all things of
Globe, th^ Continental, the Comique, Morris
the past.
^
i
"There are moments in life that an; never forgot.
'tells

...

'

Which brighten, and brighten, as time steals away;
They give a new charm to the happiest lot,
And they shine on the gloom of the loneliest day."
And so I leave you, and "home to bed." Good old Pepys.

I

L
^

».OiN€EKTS

FKANK CARLOS
OP THE WEEK

"see

GRIFFITH.

h^'-'^^

'i^?.,"j"?r'

thoven^s'^'op

P.

3:15

M.

1824 as

In

Bee-

^.'^5 ^Jas=1a Gurewich and the Bostn„
A*1^J''
ton ^t^nnh*„'lf/77^^J"''»''°"y
Saxophone Orchestra. Abdon
Laus, conductor. See special notice.
G'adys
de
Almeida,
soprano. Mozart, Vedrai
r^riV^iVr,
w^'.'*^Carino
and Batti, Batti,
from "Don Giovanni." Strauss, Wiegenlied. Schui^*'*Tranquility.
R Clarke,
?h^„" o
S'""*" ii"*.Y^°'^-'
May^Morning. Repper, Song Is so Old. La Forge
r^^.°i'Unto These
^^""'lCome
Yellows Sand?. Pizetti,
Pastori. Respighi, In alto ma?e
Widor, Contemplation
Ravel, Aria from "L'Heure Espagnole." Da Silva
Morepinha.
Bahia, Fado Chic.
Russian Folk SongV Herzensmaedchen
Spanish Folk Song, Me gustan todas. Alvarez, La Partida.
Copley Theatre, 3 P. M. Grace Christie in character sketches
with
Benda masks and lyric drama dances. See special notice.

Wharf, 8:30
p 3n
1

I

sXt

Hall. 8:15 P. M.
The Cleveland Orchestra,
"v-icsira, mr.
Mr
See special notice.
P. M. Marion Stanley, soprano; Reginald Boardman,

Friday— Symphony hall, 2:30 P. M. 16th concert
phony Orchestra, Mr. Koussevitzky, conductor. See

,

Jordan
major, op.

of the

2;

Schelllng's orchestral concert

^"

chi*ld?en?'~'^°'"'*^"

Kfor

Jordan Hall, 3 P. M. Myra Mortimer, contralto. Her second recital
this season.
Coenraad V. Bos, pianist. Beethoven, Die Ehre
In
questa tomba, Freudvoll und Jeidvoll, Die Trommel Geruehret. Gottes?
Schubert,
|Du liebst m.ch nicht, Der Kreuzzog, Die Taubenpost. Der
Musensohn
"Strattner, Der am Abend dankende.
Folk song. Das Muhlrad. Old Eng:
lish, Drink to Me Only, and Away, Away.
Hullah, Three Fishers 17th
Century, Hallelujah. Wolf, Gesang Margite, Gesang
ig Weylas, Waldmaed;hen^ Wie lange schon, Beherzigung
Symphony Hall, 8:15 P. M. Repetition of Friday's Symphony
concert.
i.
f -•j >,uiiv,ci
j
j
It. Kou|6evitzky conductor.
...

A

tiny spider overhead

Spun

shimmering,

a ailken,
web,

lacellke

under the Bun
Could have said.

and

shuttling,

round

and

We.iying a web, rhythmic and rare,
Slerjfier and strong as a woman's hair;
O! tiny spider, some day we may unfold
Your mystery, and your wisdom, ages
old!

JANEE KNOTT.

World Wags:
Should not the plowman still follow
the plow, and the stone mason fall not

pLace one stone true upon another?
The other day a nationally known
ports writer while discussing profesIn
football,
sionalism
expressed the
opinion that the amateur spirit was absolutely worthless ^n certain lines, as in
r

•

rt ar.d

literature.

P.

...

"But we observe

in all the fashions recent the girls conceal so little from

the men,
the name of all that's decent, thd
snake should pass the apples round!
again."

In

,

'

the English and Scotch whom they met
on the shores of the Kenneiec or on its
waters.
But the bigots In Maine and Boston
would have It otherwise. They really;
Incited the Indians by overt taunts and
disrespectful flings at the Catholic religion and their "blackrobe," Fr. Rale.
If Dr. Cook will read up a little among
or
reprints
archives,
Massachusetts
which are on file in every well stocked
public and private library In New England, he will be convinced that his traditionary information on the massacre
at Norridgewock will be disap prov ed.
'

j
.:

[

O'DWYER.

SNOW

IN

ENDS OPERA SEASON

BOSTON

24

hours

lat?2r

with

its

summer

day,

the

World Wags:

noted Dr. E. H. Cook's letter In the
"As the World Wags" column, regarding the massacre at Norridgewock, Mei.',
in August,
1724, when Fr. Sebastian
Rale, S. J., was shot in cold blood at the
foot of his mission cross.
I

Chicago Company Sings H Trovatore
as Farewell Offering
.

1

BOSTON OPERA HOUSE—Chicago
Opera Company

in

j

;

Conductor,

tore."
cast:

Verdi's

The

Claudia Muilo
Elizabeth Kerr

Leonora
Inez

Count of
MRnrioo
Azucena
Ferrando

Trova-

"11

Weber.

Mr.

Luna

Richard Bonelll
Antonio Cortis

Ruiz
An Old Gypsy
Last night the
their too brief

Augu.sta Lenska
Vlrglllo Lazzarl
Jose Mojlca
Glldo Morelato

Chicagoans

engagement

to

brought

a

close,

Trovatore," and a performance, with the exception of that of Miss
that
was a good routine one,
Muzio,
Once more this
and nothing more.
ancient opera proved that, despite the
book
outside of the
impossible
most
movies," and delicious Inconsistencies
throughout there is still something
quite perennial and lovely In Verdlan
melody, even the Verdi of this ^ early

with

"Ili

Unvaryingly kind;
You never trouble him with moods,
You seldom change your mind.

and condemned period.

You offer him a love that's
With saccharine content.

flat

Oh, pour into your dish,
A dash of condiment.

girl,

opulence and vocal beauty, throughout,
especially in the "Miserere."
Of the
others, mention must be made of Mr.
Bonelll as the Count who, although he
was not In the vocal form that he was
In th« earlier "VmoMt," aang the "H^

my

Miss Muzio, although she was apparently obliged to cut^ short her aria of
the third act, sang with her accustomed

Balen" with fervor, and an admirable
smoothness.
Miss Lenska's Azucena
had something of vigor and uncouth-

There should be a new litany for the
"From the loss of our
middle-aged:
enthusiasms and from the perils of pracdeliver us."
tical experience, good Lord

ness, she

—Prank Roscoe.

vein.

PRECOCIOUSNESS

IN

OKLAHOMA

(Knoxvli;e (Tenn.) Journal)

7-months-old son of Mrs. Ethel
Baker, a waitress in a cafe, is in a
hospital with his throat cut ami police
are searching for a 2-year-old youth
whom they believe attiinpted to kill
him last night. -'Physicians said they
boped to sa.v« the baby'« life.

A

St. Saens's

"Samson

was at her best both vocally
in the third act, with
the soldiers. Cortis did the Manrico of
the evening, in the traditional tenor
and dramatically

The choruses, the anvil chorus,
and the various soldier choruses were
vigorous, and full bodied, and Mr. Weber played the orchestral score admirably. But it was Miss Muzio, as the illfated Lednora, who gave beauty and
freshness to the piece, and, who, whenever she appeared, made it seem a living, plausible bit of drama.
The audience was large, and very applausive.

et Dalila"

HANDEL & HAYDN

BOSTON OPERA HOUSE— "Samson
et Dalila," opera by Saint-Saens In
The Chicago Civic Opera
three acts.
Company, conductor, Mr. Polacco. The

Yesterdav afternoon, at Symphony
the Handel and Haydn Society
save a concert, substantially aided by
Mme. Schumann-lleink, with JI^'
Hardeman, violinist, and Mr. SIjrganist, as other soloists.
.\Uliouerh It was properly a \ ^

hall,

j

cast:

^

7

Is Presented

THE NORRIDGEWOCK AFFAIR
As

Marshall brought his Improved
of singing into play and it
him weli. In the first scene of
the third act he sang as, surely, he
never has sung here before, with fine
tone, phrasing and shading finely, and
with it ail expressing Samson's imhappy mood with real insight and deep
All the afternoon there had
feeling.
been nothing so thoroughly good.
R. R. a.
Mr.

method

.served

Lowell.

7

HARBOUR.

And now Mr. George E. Kimball of
Haverhill quotes the two last lines of
the "apple" poem as follows:

the

1

while Edgar Guest

FORREST

round.
Busily plying, without a sound;

As

Maybe so, sir, maybe so. but the subwould stand more profound study.
Surely, In poetry, your tenet Is hardly
p tenable. Edwin Arlington Robinson and
Robert Frost exemplify the amateur
ject

Bpirlt,

No man

Weaving

Fr. Rale.
letters of Fr. Rale, written at that
show that he desired to
live in peace with his Indiaji converts.
He was a factor in making the Indians
useful settlers of that region and repeatedly exhorted them not to incite

My experience is that governments
neve- contribute anything to anything
that is any good.— J. H. Thomas.

.

But whence he came.
Or why he spun,

significance of gesture.
more lavish of
d'Alvarez,
motion than he, did as well no doubt
a.s anyone could with a role dramaticShe sang with
ally out of the question.
full consideration for the meaning of
the words, which words .she pronounced
distinctly; the beauty of melody, on
the other hand, Its purity of line, appeared to interest her less. She showed
bad Judgrment; it Is by Its beauty alone
that "Samson and Delilah" must make!
such way as it can.
Mme. d'Alvarez sang at times with
magnificent tone; at other moments
she made use of sounds both wavering
and hollow.

Mme.

ADELAIDE.

•

MYSTERY

economy and

kill

You're like a tr&nquil

8:15

No.

'

TO AN UNSUCCESSFUL MAIDEN

Boston Sym-

special notice.

P. M.
Flonzaley Quartet.
Beethoven, Quartet, G
Szymanovvsky, Quartet, C major, op. 57 v">»<.
(first tnmc
me
here); Schumann, Quartet, A minor, op. 41, No. 1.
Hall,

16.

course, he made play very well,
though by no means so brilliantly as it
can.
But from his chorus he got no
such sound T^ork as the Handel and
Haydn Society gives; why should he,
they being no experienced hands at
oratorio?
They sang the best muslo
best, the chorus of old Hebrew men.
The ballet, indeed, and Mme. d'Alvarez, furnished an operatic Interlude,
though they brought little that Is dramatic to relieve the tedium. For that
it was necessary to wait quite to tne
epd of the second act, where the Philistines, stealing on all fours to DaJila's
house, waited in silence for her call to
It
rush upon Samson and bind him.
was there Mr. Formichi struck a. noble
pose.
He, by the way, had won distinction, the performance long, by his

I

—

Thursday— Symphony
Sokoloff, conductor.

"Samson" its air of Symphony hall of
Sunday afternoon.
His orchestra,

of

passengers
intact, but hungry and exhausted; a
Provlilonce
except
ciLy
winter wnen no
had sidewalks andeven Cransto^ street
used the mi^ldle of the road, Save for
the hardy ones, who skated the icy
crust up against the blocks, foui^ feet
above the buried concrete; the winter
when most of the street railroads south
Boston stopped running— forever;
of
when the Boston papers illustrated a
barn up Worcester way 0V3r which a
A. D. E.
snowdrift curled?

I

messenger.

a
.

The

back

°"

Edouard

.Jnso Mojlca
Lodnvico Ollvlero
Antonio Nlcollch
The libretto translation put It that
Samson worked like a horse. So did
Mr. Polacco. But for all his pains, and
even with the help of oddly dressed
people ranged about the stage, he could
not brush away from the first act of

period (1723-4)

P.

Deal... ^i..
Cotrt-ull

Hebrew

PhiU.itlnfl

Second Philistine

around Norridgewock. Troops were ordered to raze and burn the little Indian
village on the Kennebec, and either seize
or

old

Pi-loit ...... ,.CeHarfc

First Philistine

the
complaints of
received
bigoted section of the English-Scotch
population around Norrldgfwock that
the Industrious Jesuit missionary was
Influencing the Indians in and around
the headwaters of the Kennebec to the
cause of the French King. But the real
animus of their complaints was bigotry
at the success of Fr. Rale in promoting
the Catholic religion in those parts
among the Indians. The latter generally remained steadfast, and the counteraction of Protestant dominies sent by
the Massachusetts provincial government of Boston to bring over the Indians
to the Protestant form of worship met
with but little success. Thereat, cliques
of disgruntled bigots got together on the
shores of the Kennebec, framed petitions, and sent them to their representatives and the Governor In Boston.
The mortal dread of French and Indian Invasion of the territory around
Boston stirred the solons and their ministerlal friends in the old Province House,
which stood on what Is now Washington street. The result was that a price
was set on the head of Fr. Rale for being the principal fomenter of alleged
troubles among the English settlements

As the World Wags:
Only the dim ya"t looms up in th"
mind of man: It obscures the recent.
Who remembers just a few years ago,
when vehicles found Commonwealth avenue impassable by depth of snow; when
a suburban train wandered out of the
South station, got lost, circled to and
fro around the, wiVds of Westwood and
of Weston and WelDesley, and meandered

from Wenzel Muel-

^us Prag," were published

A

Boston

'

Third Tuesday afternoon his-

variations, based on an air

An

Fr. Rale was killed tho
authorities in the old Province House in

GEORGE

f'of-Burain-Bedetti trio. Trios by Arensky and
K;^Sanations by Beethoven on the theme "Ich bif. der
These

121'

afraid.

'

Symphony Orchestra, Mr. Koussevitzky, con-

specif'

^
l?^ni^Hr. Kakadu."
Schneider
'irhi'.^^^"

Abln.eloch

MarsurrltH
Cl»ark

Tha High

Long before

'

M. Handel and Haydn Society, Mr.
M,.ii!llII?^^~^^'"J'''°."y
Mollenhauer
conductor; Mme. Schumann- Heink, soloist. See special hotioe
Holhs Street Theatre. 3:30 P. M. People's Symphony
orchestra,
Mr
=="^3, mr.
Mason, conductor; Mr. Muenz, pianist. See special
notice.
ductor.

am

Dallla

;

j

Mall

SanjBon

;

3:30 p.

toricIV?n'l?/.7»^^f'"t'l''°"J

Dr. Cook mentions a tradition regarding retaliation for killing a Protestant
mini.ster. This tradition will not hold, I

I

.

fi;ind'>i

,iid

Haydn Sod''"

;

do you want
Nurse: What book

I

b

Ink ihal
to
,

•

..

^

\

,

.:r>rp

i

radiant and

quItB

whom

It

soineilu- u

vas

about

informal

People's Orchestra Also Oit er

to

th«_

occasion, that Hrst made Itself
horvises rose at her
i.Mit when the

lv^^.lc

i

afternoon, until at the close
'.^
n little speech.
she
h. ill nhith she said that
A
\lurn once inore. Next year.
oulil
-srould
\nd then no more," but that she
as
continue to give herself as long
chilthere was any voice left, "to your
never
would
She said that she
dren."
for
foreet Boston and New England,
"being so kind to Mother Schumann
iHeInk during the war."
sang two groups of sonSTS. the

'

^^^•:;;'^rerOr^e,"'lro''ura^nd

•

which the LiMi.
Empire are
Tr""fe powerful language of the

,in

tary

,

^'Tv,"
author;

She
one commencing with Handel's Arlmida
ReclA.rla, and including Mendelssohn's
and
Itatlve and arlo from "St Paul,"

Bowdler, Esq., F. R- »•
..„Keii
this
Did- Mf. W«gg- U8«Mrs. Boffln
and *^"!'".Bo^l
he r«ad aloud to Mr.
was not!
Even the Bowdler edition
ss.
cheap In those days: £3

'

;

,

1
_f
\nd once more she proved that atlike her,
ter all there is no one quite
vo
no singer with such a magnificent ^n.l
fervor,
cal technique, such spiritual
all.
it
with
Yet
imagination.
leaping
manne;there Is still that charming
assun.
never
is
and expansiveness that
purposes^
ed or aggravated for concert
several
For the rest, there were the
Haydnand
choruses which the Handel
warmth
unaccustomed
with
Ites sang

Any number

HIS GREAT IDEA
As the World Wags:
the birtn

j

|

This

'^^Is

AoKBing
"White Jacket" of the Xt has
on an American man-of-war^
was thus InstrtJ
been said that Melville
abolition

^''llow'"l

mental in procuring the
navTr.
hogging, m the UnUed_States

page of
a headline on the first
that the
New Tork World. It appears exercised
city
Are department of that
oi
.

c°mpleteje^

m

^-:^P^^

«r^^^^

!

Ls

HIS model

mWB

to

neat cravat.
to tnan'8 es-

oowclence

wear W«

Sfg^ash

to keep

^^rn^

.heai of

Blspe^ela growing
n.ounted

with

His

debits

And.

hS'-r'TS?^
masters
forged

He

I

^-lls;

when Aubrey grew

And

,

clothier's -^^^^^^^^^
lose his
ni: lest h"e should

h^'^'not

He

a

hands.
are his ear. and

jor cause a crinkle

LO.

It.

TTs.

advancing

'

wantlrg
r.eatiy

ha'l

shingled

^

S"'^-,

'

.--^

^^.^

for the publicity.

VOX CLAMANTIS.

a
Mr Gwliym Davies, presumably
Cardiff
hardy Welshman, returning to
the
about
writes
country,
from this
"American^- language. He makes this

wtll

P«P°f

.

Thanks
^"

^

a
dstonishing statement: "Wa refer to
mannerson as 'living in a flat,' This
unknown
ner of speech appears to be
amongst them. They Uve to 'an apart-

mtaV

"

Inverted

example:
Child;

I

j
want to be read

to.

the

City,

couple forwere allowed. "First
mazurka was
The
ete.
back."
ward and
round
sinful, the old-Ume

rilles

considered

,

waltz was tabooed.

"The Prophet

is

more Industrious than

--a'A^^r^ie^^uK;

•

A'^-

•

As the World Wagsi
those smartThe other night one of
and saldi
me
to
up
alecks breezed

the surgeon does
.^T,at's lhe last thins
does
kno";

r

pers

rls

in these
Revues, unlike stars, seldom
are sumpThey
glory.
in
differ
davs
of

""^It

'saV^'^rdo^'t"

says he. laugh''^"Sews your old man."
I only
quietly.
so
passed away

'"Se
had to

hit

him twlce-^^^^j^j^^Q^jj

|

SONG FOR OLD AQE

t
,

And

,

there is plenty
tuouslv
acrobatic; there are
danclne, graceful or
voices Peculiar to
the
chorus^irls with
the eye and well
to
revues but pleasing
and evolutions^
trained In groupings
comedians. Add
there are two or three
songs
of sentimental
L singer or two
add tinkli ng.
.nustrated by the chorus
tunes, add at
sugary, or exciting
for the ^estry^
one ^one that is not

there

The road

mounted;

it
I

ended quietly—
followed long.

bush
Onlv the stars above the BOnK.
And touch of breeze In and heel
and toe
It's toe and heel,
tune.
Let others take the
quietly—
For there the road ends
soon
too
ends
Aye, lad, It

^

•
.

I

beckoning.
Never you mind their
sky .Those ghosts against the songs
Nor turn your ear to fl^;^ed
by.
winds
That ride the young
and rest a b.t
It's stop a bit,
young will take the tune,

|
,

'

I

I

•

.

•,

The

quietly—
For here old age comes

-^^^h'U"d%Vth^e^v.enU.e^^^

Aye,

i

SnS^r^^l^nrof^ta^^c.
'

What remains

in

TckTear-n

tlie

ga'

mem

Bud

^"°r,SruUle'agreeable

'Vs-'sung
Blues

w

pip

was ';n7of the

t'h'

their

chief .fea_tures.

lad, it

comes

too^soon^^^^

SCHOOLBOyT' HOWLERS
^

',,

e"an amusing

quartet from
r.^ce^ro\l[rbrrlesqued
paruu
"Rigoletto," ingenlouslv
song "Tokio

came
a shocking
this dialogue as

Lake

Salt

hall.

Boston of Irving Berlin
formance
Revue, Lyrics
Fourth Avenue Music Box
by John
Staged,
Berlin.
and music by
William Lora^ne.
Murray Anderson.
Sam Harmusic director. Presented by

'

^

Miss Margaret Allen,
Exchange,
National Stage Women's
Mr, Henry Ford
having danced with
Borne one
itself."
says he Is "grace
that Mr: Ford
addicted to slang reports
"chakes a marvellous foot."
have not exOther famous westerners
they pranced
as
admiratlo..
cited this
Artefloor.
and cavorted on the waxed
ball at Social
mus Ward attended a
where only quad-

.-e^^t of his cow^,
has felt the crtishlng
hide monitors.
„
said
of my wives,

m

door opposite pole unless
mlny moe ;!
ductor says "Eeny meeny
prospective passenger
fn which case the
guess the answer
is It, and must
result
TO achieve the secondpublish these
plan to
our
is
above, it
handsomely
symbols in the form of a entitled "A
bound 440-page booklet Firearms for
Catalogue of Suitable
l'=e on Certain Occasions."
this opus
And, finally, we will retail
assuring our"t $4 50 per throw, thus
referred to
selves of the net annuity

I

The

president

^

con-

Rear

upon other people or

i

representation,
wedding; and a capital
"Alice in Wonderof the characters in
through thd
adventures
land" and her
the Fm.aleJ
ooking glass; not to mention

•

I

the

;

to dance with some
"
a Mormon to me.

By PHILIP HALE
COLONIAL THEATRE-Flrst

„,
ef-

,

.

There were some striking scenic

R. R. G.

violinist.

.

1

Tokio"
fects: chief among them "In
gave
scene in which ostrich feathers
with the
Levee
exquisite color; The
white people
startling transformation of
episodes in
Into "colored folks"; the
to heri
babyhood
the life of a girl from

band-Cars pa.nt
yards beyond this
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£100
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Scherzo he gave them their way
The audience yeswith a vengeance.
terday liked the symphony well once
abiding worth of
proof
the
of
more a
honesty and lack of affectation.
There was also the concerto for added
pleasure, since Mr. Mason, praise be,
does not despise a musical form undertakn by every composer from the days
Summarily to do away
of Bach down.
with concertos Is to slam the door In
Why
the face of much good muslo.
narrow the range of variety?
Mr. Muenz, an exceedingly good musician and a pianist who "possesses" his
instrument root and branch, played ad
mirably, though indeed a certain dull
quality In his tone tailed to fit into
Mszt's resplendent, high-colored scheme
He was much applauded.
The orchestra's playing was notable
for its general sonority, a marked Improvement in a few months' time. Mr.
..lason gained perhaps his greatest trliimph In the pretty Mendelssohn over.ure, music played with rhythmic verve
and a most dexterous balance of tone.
Of the first Chadwick movement and
Might
the largo he al^so made much.
the
bright episode and
largo's
rhe
sche'zonot have been played, to their
advantage, more hilariously?
Wallace Goodrich will conduct next
The soloists will be
week's concert.
Ra.vmond Havens, pianist, and J. Allen

^"•Whlte

jail.

cannon

green stop

above.
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now In effect,
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Did the Ingenious writer

Wenever

all.

there

or
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consumption by nre, o
sacre, complete

\-perfect

course, excuse Bill's

Only
him from
alt figMfng Bplrlt prevented
a Uxl.
taking
and
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recovered,
When he had sufficiently
vehicle
wrclambered aboard my motor
for Bill's house.
Tnd m^de straightway
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system:
•stoDDlng Place Markings"
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J
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mend Bill distractedly
street corner. In grave
'street corner to

Let's ste
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Ledova
"There was good dancing by

there were
assisted bv Mr. Mallnoff, and
by four
.some excellent acrobatic feats
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liant

i

^

'%\oC^
Z't\Jr than

t

iTtoZ^i;

it

was surely ahead of his time. However
did he venture that sprightly passage
toward the end of the first movement?
Even In the largo he did not try to
down his good spirits, and In the bril-

d^ty^o

This punish-

of persons,

we

\?fh:'at'tt!"deTpltrthrhue and

Lfternoon

dancing, and in a trifling scene
with
"Russian Art." "Adam and Eve
Messrs. Pearher, Mr. Clarke, and the
be
to
attempt
laborious
son was a
tive"

a cause for real astonishment and for genuine admiration that
a young American trained in the Germany of the seventies should In the
eighties have made bold to come out
with a Joviality so hearty and unconIn this respect Mr. Chadwlck
flned.

But

late last
cellar of

I

in

expression.

oi

seriously
About Town rather
care to be
certainly should not
which was
that
?cwaJdeTlo?''doing
'ndeed. Three
manifestly ™y
no.
thousand and fo"' times,that yesterday
then,
It so happened,
upon my old

^L

and those
brutalizes the whlpper
even excite symthat look on; It may
,
nathy for the whipped.
MelRead the description In Het^nan

-

announce

Is

ment

offering
plete sacrifice
a lars
struction especially of a

to

their fellow-townsman. At this
time of day It Is scarcely necessary to
comment on the fact that Mr. Chadwlck has always had plenty of musical
Ideas In his head, or that early and
late he has been at the pains to acquire the fine musical and orchestral
skill necessary for their full and free

ess of

people to d^swTred the Carnegie Medal
position
You see I take my
ree-ard It

means of comThe whipping post as a
by a
commended
been
has
crime
batting

It

Is

™m

I

assemblj-man.

^°°3*'

The happy event occurred
evening in the well-stockedwhence
K. (Bill) schmaltz

Hardeman, who played
dismovements of I>alo's s>-mphory, good
of a
closed herself to be a violmist
technique, and a warm and Pjef acMr. Wille. was an excellent
tone
Schumann-Helnk
companist both for
^- ^
and Miss Hardeman.

)

calculated to give Its hearers a
pleasant self-satisfaction In the prow-

.

l

work.

well

•'

>-

Miss

New York

of societies '^^'^^ *°

Its

entered. In
of talk when he first
crossed
the scene where Miss Dolly Day
suit
the stage, a beauty in a bathing
view
that allowed a full and entrancing
of her graceful figure.
Miss Fannv Brice was not particularly
of the
well favored by the arranger
Her song of the Immigrant i;
show.
was thfe
of the class that years ago
"serio-comic
the
of
stock-in-trade
opportunbetter
a
had
She
vocalist."
more herself
ity that is to say, she was
'"Nature's Child" with "interpreta-

now

The symphony, furthermore, was one

«t fathers.-H. A.
rooks after the rights
--"^
C. Blngleyr.'

.

of tone, especially so in
Beethoven.
the Cesar Franck. and the
singing,
The only false notes In their Bernler^
were two tenor solos of Mr.
of
voice
a
of
a stout tenor, possessed
a rather flat quality.
two

\

begin

I

raordinary comments o» life and manThere is a roguelshness about
him that is irresistible. One feels that
clownmg!
ie is conscious of his own
nd enloys it. not taking it too serihave the
wheezes
and
jusly His cracks
suggest sponlir of impromptus; they
in
a burI^ter he was seen
taneity.
but
'e?qua prize fight, an old theme
play,
with Variations; in a burlesque
impossible
where he took the part of an
and in
butier; as a grizzly bear trainer
But best of all was his
other scenes.

from Berlioz's "Damnation of Faust"
This was a program with features
about It to Btlr a listener's gratitude.
There was Its brevity, for Instance:
hour and
It lasted lltUe If any above an
ia half. Its arrangement as well must
have brought many people content, the
symphony coming early Ip the proceedings, before fatigue had had time to

J,

and fullness

I

Indecent expressions,
>""'=Jt,nnrooer ten-

the
tne

and air allusions erasea.
^^^^^'""g^^^^omas
dency, have been "J

the
•songs of Wagner and Schubert;
with
other of lesser pieces that ended
violin
a
with
Bizet,
of
Dei
Agnus
'S^^^to.

%ut
but

lafke nnrt Mccullough made
iiU-ancc as a couple of senseless

lers

slow Muenz). and the Hungarian March

Observer 100 years af°, ^'^''^^^e

t

1

i

iVie

ir

censors. Mr, Clarke Is certainly one ofj
the funniest jesters, If not the funniest.
nn the stage. One never wearies of hisi
his unex-i
->Iay with' cigar and cane;
nected repartees to his feeder; his ex-,

For yesterdays People's Symphony)
orchestra concert the conductor. Stuart
Mason, played Mendelssohn's "Ruy
Bias" overture, the Chadwlck second
symphony. In B flat major. Liszt's A,
majof piano concerto (soloist, Mleczy-

AN OLD TIME CENSOR

moe, and whlvh extended through-

iht

"Ruy Bias" Overture

be read to out of? Crusoe- .,
"Robinson
rhlldretun.8 with
murse goes out and
Robinson.)
-The Iwlss Family
bring me that
Child- W-hat did you
from for 7
hook to be read toout^of

-

>~

i

i

^he

World Wags:

occurred In
..e t.Ues^o
n>,«v««neare. A rather
Shakespeare,
,„eldents

,
,

little
:

p,ays by
youth,

who seemed

to

o«e

—

—

\RTS THEATRE GIVES

Illows:

"Some

Women

'Huw Du
In Windsor,'
I^lke It,"
'lABt Night's Dream,'
"
ome:|i Shrews.'
[Wher,i a girl was asked to name some
the different rellKlons of the world,

[any

"Sakuntala" of Kalidasa Sponsored
by League of Neighbors
Sakuntala." ;i play written by Kallot
cont.Miiporary
Indian
an
Hasa,
of
Homer and Virgil and sai<l to bo one
given
was
plays,
-he worlds greatest
Arts Theatre unList night at the Fine
League <rf
the
ler the auspices of
East and West.
of
Union
.Neighbors and
will bo repeated
'I'he production, which
benefit
tonight, is being given for the
and Races
Faiths
of
Fellowship
of the
o.
Miss Jov HiKgins, dramatic duector U.
dlrectmg
the Community Service, Is

'

..e anAwered, "Buddhism, Brohmanlsm,
ilphammedanlsm and Pugilism."

R. G. M.
If an earthquake were to engulf Engand tomorrow, the English would matiige to meet and dine somehow among

he rubbish, just to celebrate the event.

—Douglas

Jerrold.

praise famous men. The
Let us
^ohenzollern cousins of the ex-Kalser
ire fighting for properties In Prussia.
\t the head of this line Is Prince FredIck I>eopold of Hohenzollern. When he
lad dined well, he was In fine fettle.
It
was he that Invented the super;ocktall, which consisted of a blend
table,
3f the strongest drinks on the

now

"John

Is

Tim

FInnegan
Norman Cannon
Norrls CarnovsUv
Terence Nell!
Jessamine Newcombe
C. Wordley Hulse
Arthur

Haffleran

Nora Rpillv
Cornelius Doyle

Friends,

Roger Wheeler, Ruth

ly

either,

have been no mean-

J

Rway."

.

.

11

o'clock

There were

(the

curtain

falls

Intermissions

moments,

inane,
!

If

were

when

indeed,

i

1

1

j

|

j

|

uncomprehending remark
though, with

the

is

work

last

the

,

created a compelling Illusion. Some of
the lines at the start wore hardly audihad a regretl,le, and some characters
table tendency to "time their stuff
with too obvious precision, but the play
well
on the whole was exceptionally
and went off with the proper cu-

men-

the entertainment
of Alice Gentle, soprano,
Identified

grand opera companies.
the aria, "Pace Mlo Dlo," from Verdi's
La Forza Del Destino, with great dra-

mulathe momentum.

latter

J.

OLD TIME SONGS
SUNG AT KEITH'S

E. P-

the war for the films, with
John Gilbert and Kenee Adoree.
Fourth week.
NEW PARK— "Rain," Jeanne

Eagles starring in the play she
has made famous- Second week.
"Rainbow Rose,"

i

!

PLYMOUTH—

comedy produced by
George MacFarlane and in which
Mr. MacFarlane is one of the
principals. Last week.

musical

SHUBERT— "Gay Paree," revue with Winnie Lightner, "Chic"
Sales, Billy B. Van, and others.
Second week.
TREMONT—"No, No, -Nanette," return engagement of popular musical comedy, this time
with Donald Brian, Julia Sander-

_

—

"Loyalties," a play in three acts and seven
scenes, by John Galsworthy. The cast:;
George A. Stlllwel!
Charles Winsor
Agnes Elliot Scntt
Ladv Adela Winsor
John Davidson
Ferdinand de Levis
Louis Leon Hall
Trelsure
William Kershaw
General Canvnge
Mary Servos,
Margaret Orme
Peg En.twlstle
Mahel Dancy
Capt. Ronald Dancy, D. S. O

Munson.

WILBUR—"Ts Zat So?" comedy by James Gleason and Richard Taber. Third week.
CASTLE SQUARE "Abie'a
Anne Nichols's
Rose,"
Irish
comedy enters on its 19th week.

!

Q

Charles

isrterhialne

—

'

Ralph Roberts'
Richard Capron

Robert
,\ Constable
.V.ugu.'stus Borring
Lord St. Erth

Jlyles Nuttall

George Hare
Horace Pollock
Arthur Stone
William Mason
Robert Hambleton
Ross Alexander
E't^'ard Gravlter
Ralph Roberts
Oilman
Horace Pollock
.Tacob Twlsden
Louis Leon Hall
Ricardos
Effect could never follow cause more
surely and Irrevokably than In this
justly renowned play by Galsworthy
which opened last night at the ReperIn the first few minutes of play
tory.
every situation, turn of plot, and almost every speech of the succeeding

A Footman
Major Colford
A Clerk

Ona

and

Crumit

Frank

son,

(

Inspector Dede

Norma

with

starring

of

Charlotte
takes one's breath.
and Curt Neuman, in a skating spefront rank.
icialty, are also in the very

REPERTORY THEATRE

is

Ruth Hammond, Cornelius
Keefe and others. Fifth week.
MAJESTIC—-"The Big Earade," Laurence Stallings' story

and smiling,

right

up

i

Lee,

'fairly

'The Song and Dance

'

Man"

Is

Feature of Program

METROPOLITAN— "The
Dance Man,"
play, directed
cast:

version

film

Cohan's

The

Tom Moore

"Happy" Farrell
Lane

Bes.ile

Joseph Murdock
Charlea Nelson
Fred Carroll

You
are made indispensable.
know that the captain stole the money;
you know that De Levis will not rest
content until he has obtained satisfaction, and the captain's final act of grace
looms ahead for three scenes with terrible and Inevitable Sophoclean distinct-

and

Song
of

by Herbert Brenon.

I,eola

H.arrlson

Love
Ford

Norman Trevor
"Bobby" Watson
Josephine Drake
George Nash
...William B. Mack
Helen Llndrolh
Jane Jennlnps

.Tane Rosemond
In.spector Crals

scenes

Tom Crosby
Mrs. Lane
Ma Carroll

ness.

Though one has read "Loyalties,' or
has seen It at the time of Its first excellent presentation in Boston, the keen
sense of enjoyment cannot be dulled, as
shown last night by the rapt attention
of a discriminating audience.
Upon a plot, which stripped to its

—right

r

coming

(

HOLLIS— "The Poor Nut/*
comedy of college life by J. C.
and Elliott Nugent in which the

about the best of them a-whe.?l and
frame
see her dive through the
dizzy
Ijer machine while traveling at

Ispeed,

;

CONTINUING PLAYS

—

put over "Tinkle Toes," a dancing act,
with much zest. Dowey and Owens sing
Jimmy Savo, teaming up
acceptably.
with pretty Joan Franza, and clad in
too
a suit of clothes about six times
big for him, gives us some droll clowning in "Slow Motion."
Macrae and Clegg, who open the
Ishow, are cyclists ot parts. Miss Clegg

'of

^

„
„
F. M.

It.

mated marionette. Is a scream.
Paul Stanley and three good lopkers

to

|

cast,

matic fervor and several lighter pieces
most acceptably. Mr. Frederic Persson
was at all times master of the accompanying piano.
Jo.seph E. Howard, as "himself," won
He sang several
a warm reception.
old favorites and the dancing troupe
that makes up his "Broadcasting Revue" is uncommonly agile and graceAnother familiar face is that of
ful.
Johnny Murphy, who springs a lot
ot new gags and several which we have
often heard before. Walter and Paul
Briant in their sketch, "The Dream of
Invented a;
have
a Moving Man,"
One of them we
laughable novelty.
don't know which as a sort of ani-

lis

|

'

with severalShe rendered

—

51

Lovallles to race, creed, club, and the
final act of loyalty to hli
wife, stand out prominently.
Mr. StIUwell was «moolhly admirable
as Wliisor, while Charles Quertermalne
and Peg Entwistlo as the tragic pair

captain'.'!

of

features

who has been

human

nature
jerked them back to solid Irish ground.
So comedy, run wild and, and wit. In
the course of the evening everybody had
to take it, Jew and Gentile, Englishman and Irishman, Catholic and Protestant, rich and poor alike, gentle and
simple, even down to the pig, till everybody was ready to swear, like the old
woman Punch told of a merrier hour
was never wasted there.
So extraordinary a play of course
needed extremely good acting. It got
There was not a man or
it last night.
woman on the stage who did not set
out his character with imagination and
skill Now that it is the fashion to talk
ot Shaw as though he were a cheap jack
of a showman ,lt must be recorded to
their credit that not one actor indulged
Of course they
in silly extrava.gance.
had no need to; the lines make their
way without. But many actors do.
Everyone playing admirably, to write
out the cast again is not necessary.
Since Mr. Cannon and Mr. Carnovsky
played the most difncult roles with finish
and charm, the pleasure of special mentinn Is not to be denied.
R. R. G.
in accord,

among

Conspicuous
tioned

on the stage were serious.
Sometimes they railed against social
wrongs with convincing vehemence; one
man spoke of Ireland with almost lyrical
fevor; another gave reverent utterance
to his religious views. But not for long;
before they were fairly mounted on their
high horses, somebody else, with an

Why

.

the

collab-

ing.

the people

Wf

...

when

nothing whatever has happened or is
about to happen. Play, though, or no_
play, the managers might have ventured to put their trust in Shaw's comic sense and wit.
The author resents, the papers say,
too many allusions to this wit of his,
Then, let It be submithis brilliancy.
ted, he should not set a dozen people
to talking, and, merely by force of what
they say, keep a theatreful of men and
women laughing from 20 minutes past 8
to

was

—

just

very short).

time when he was

Hall of Fame.
*
»
From P. A. Barnett's "Health and
Courtesy":
"On entering or leaving a railway
carriage, always quietly close the door
Do not crush your
after you.
When bad
way into a carriage.
words are used In your presence, quietly

It

Boston ,the wonder is, why% There
is little enough of a "play" about It;
that fact cannot be denied. The want
of any construction at all may have
scared theatre managers off; perhaps
gave
"curtains"
unconventional
the
them pause, the lack of all dramatic
suspense?
so, the
managers showed poor
If
judgment.
For construction does not
matter of there Is not a trace of a plot
to construct.
It is of no Importance,

'

TJie Doctors Palms, masseurs, have
been nominated for admission to our

play had to .wait, as apparentdid, till last night for a hearing

in

Gagger
Washing-

case known, "otherwise than In books
of romance," of a pirate making his
walk the plank, yet the
prisoners
"Pirate's Own Book" (Portland, 1859),
him.
mention
not
does

Elizabeth

Ityce.

Rum

also on Barbados for a
in love with a pretty
widow at Nevis. He headed some of his
love letters, "Barbarous Island."
should also like to mention MaJ.
Stede Bonnet, a native of Barbados, a
gentleman, 'well educated, rich and reHe became a pirate, making
spected.
Gar'lner's (or Gardiner's) Islet oft Long
headquarters.
this
his
Islard
change of character? Charles Johnson
"This humor
gives a possible reason:
of going a-pyratlng It was believed
proceeded from a disorder of the mind,
which Is said to have been occasioned
by some discomforts to be found In the
married state." Finally his co-mate in
plra<~y, the atrocious scoundrel, Edward
Teach, took him Into partnership and
robbed him of all his possessions. This
"made him melancholy," Finally he
was hanged In 1718 at Charleston.
Judye Trot before sentencing him, addressed him to the extent of "six closely
crammed pages of print." Philip Gosee
In "The Pirate's Who's Who," says of
Bonnet, alias Capt. Thomas, alias Edwards, that his was almost the only

Merrill,

If this

published a tireezy

ness about the members of the club, and
no stint In the matter of food or drink.
George Washington, indeed, went away
rather distressed by the spendthrift
habits of his hosts, and by their luxuriant mode of living. A heavy dinner of
beefsteaks, tripe and rum, held at three
of the clock on a tropical afternoon,
was a luxury for which the simple Virginian had little taste." Yet, we like to
think of him concocting and stirring a

Woods

Alfred

Richard Whorf

Matthew HnXiean

ton when be was on the Island Invented
that deleotable drink known as the
A rash correspondent
Swizzle."
doubted the sojourn of Washington on
that Island
Oh, yes, George was there. He went
with his brother Lawrence In 1751; he
saw at the theatre "George Barnwell,"
once a popular play; he was put up at
The
the Beefsteak and Tripe Club.
members met every Saturday at one
We
houses.
respective
their
of
or other
regret to say that Sir Frederick does
not mention the Invention of the swizzle.
to

Elspetli Diidijeon

Aunt Judy
Harney Doran

Deep" does not refer
ing
to them, though he quotes Froude as
supporting his remark that Barbados Is
Intensely md seriously English, so English, so assiduous In keeping up tHe manners and customs of the Motherland,
that, aS we have read elsewhere, the
Blms" could be seen from the liners
topoff Bridgetown rowing a,bout In
hats and frock coats.

There seems

Tandy

Victor

Father Dempsey

and new-comers

orate In making a lively and interesting bill at Keith's this week. Eccentric dancing, bo much In vogue nowadays, flnd.s a number of able exponents and there Is some very good sing-

:

Charlea Vane

Pat.sy Farrell

'Cradle of the

letter from Mr. Fenger of
In which he told how George

Other

Bull's

cast:

Alan Mowbray

Peter Keegan

These nicknames
Us Analogues." It
ire In "Slang and
In
8 st.-ange that Sir Frederick Treves
the accouni of Barbados In his fascinat-

j[«

The

Hodson

known as "Blms."

swizzle.
Ni'lson

Theatre

Lawrence Doyle

Some days ago we

Island"

play In four acts, by George

Thoma.i Broadbent

a

Indian Barbados Is
All the Inhabitants are

'Blmshlre."

Other

— "John

Copley
Island,"

West

the

the

Greatly Enjoyed

BIm'?"

To

Bull's

Bernard Shaw.

R. asks, "What, or who,

plays

title role.

BIMSHIRE
W.

Sanger

Doris

Miss

teurs.

ama-

of the cast are

and the members

lavored with Worcestershire sauce and
He administered these cockpepper.
of
tails In person to the men-servants
the castle, so frolicsome was his mood.

E.

Okl-tl:;:'r.s

ANCIENT INDIAN PLAY

of Shakespeare's playa u

——

1

I

skeleton,

has

enough

to

it

to

That there Is now a lively Interest In
the carillon is shown by the crowds
that visited Cohasset last summer. That
this Interest In bells l.s not in some
cases friendly Is proved by the letters
of protest against the Rockefeller chimes

make

Galsworthy has
first-class pot-boiler,
•built up flesh and color, all In keeping.
HeBrlefiy, there Is a wealthy young

brew who loses a large amount of money
where he
at an English country house,
He susothers.
is a guest with many
captain,
dare-devil
pects and accuses a
much to the disgust and amazement of
Iminedlatehis host and the others, who
Iv rally to their race in

captain.
calling In

damning
in

spite

In

New York and

against the campanoPark Street Church,
so far as to repeat the

logicai orgies at the

pome even go
lines of

Poe:

,

—

"And the people ah, the people
They that dwell up in the steeple
All alone

.

.

.

They are neither man nor woman.
They are neither brute nor human
They are ghouls."

defense of the

But De Levis Insists upon
the police, and points to

Many books about campanology,

bits of circumstantial evidence,
of his host's admonition that

the art

or

and mysterj- of bells and bell
have been published, including

posno gentleman would accuse without

ringing,

itive evidence.

treatises on change-ringing, with discussions of the Grandsire method, bobs,

criticism

subtle atmosphere of
ot his race is built up, and

A

"They stick
as one character remarks,

together, why shouldn't we?"
the
But the matter Is hushed up for
by
time being. De Levis is backed
membership
friends of the capt^iin for
concesother
and
in an exclusive club,
his silence
sions are made to secure
by
and goodwill. WTien he Is refused,
suspicion,
his
broadcasts
the club, he
defamaforcing the captain to sue for
well for
tion of character. All seems
are
notes
bank
the
the captain until
traced to the father of his mistress,
money.
upon whom he had settled the
His friends, still loyal, urge him to flee
Inevit.able
to Morocco, but again the
intervenes, and he commits suicide.
All
kjyaltles
Intermeshing
Contusing
the play, confusing, not In their porlife.
itrayal, "but because they are so In

singles,

Books about
have been very few and they

treble bobs, etc.

carillons

are exceptionally rare.
It was left for
William Gorham Rico of Albany, N. Y..
to explore this field.
He has added to
his "Carillons of Belgium and Holland,"
"The Carillon In Literature" and articles

published

In valrlous magazines,
Music amd Singing Towers
Old World and the New," a handsome, well-printed volume with 80 Illustrations, published by Dodd, Mead &
Co. of New York.

"Carillon

of the

I

!

In this book Mr. Rice relates the adventures of his ears and soul In iralltowers anXJ among carllloneurs. Here Is

—

1

founder In Canada or the
has undertaken to make

Tk Kulds book

tiflteve the world was created
bell-towers might be oreot..d.
No one should think that
this book Is a dry annotated carawhich
technical
descriplogue, In
tions and wearleoine statistics consume
pages.
of
Here
the greater number
have a record of Mr. Rice's travels, with
iib8er\'8tlons about manners and cus— ; anecdotes, leg-ends.
Like Mr.
he drops into poetry, quoting as
ly from the poets as from writers
in ose, in praise of his loved carillons.
pity to remind hhn that
It seems a
tbere have been bitter verses agrainst

would

that

s>i

>

1

;

they are not directed asalnst carillons,
but neainst bells rung in th-e other way,

;

Let us translate

us.

tells

oulte~so riiaKriI''"';ent and so burnished,
through the last triumphant bars of the

,;-.s

carillon,

'

'

outburst: "If
Into prose his
the laws of the church order that you
(be baptized, oh, bells, it is from fear
that th'a Devil, to whom every one
consigns you, should carry you off when
ou have rung for too long a time." And
Menage would thus dispose of the ringers: "Persecutors of the human race,
who ring without mercy, would that you
had round your necks tha ropes you

to visit the singing towers of the Netherlands as one today goes the round of
English cathedrals.

Pleasing Program

in your hands."
Boileau exclaimed the bells tolled to
honor the dead bring death to the living.
Th. de Beze, a century before Boileau,
framed satirical lines against the bells.
"Here
Benserade wrote this epitaph:
inconlies one who lived gently and
venienced no one. Dying, he expressly
forbade that bells should be tolled for

chamber music pianoforte, violin and
Their program was as follows:
'cello.
Arensky, trio. Op. 32, D Minor; Beethoven, variation on the song, "Ich bin
Schumann,
Schneider Kakadu";
der
trio. Op. 63, D Minor.

I

i

f

have few

bells,

As the World Wags:
I was very much

neither

At least It Is
trio.
unknown nor contemporary.

But from the beginning to the end,
was such an eloquent and beautiful
concert, something that one will reit

.

and

I

opera, "Die Schwestern aus Prag," captured the infinite buoyancy, the rhythmic effervescence, the sometimes Mozarlian grace and eloquence, and the perTo the
vading humor of Beethoven.
Schuman trio, with its burning romanand
color,
string
ticism and richness of
forIn which the piano part is the least
tunate and skillful, for it often doubles
up on the strings, they brought a purity
and warmth of tone, a rhythmic gusto,

In

Mr. Rice's researches, descriptions and
observations. What a pity that Blavlg"Notre
nac, who had read Hugo's
Dame" he Quoted from it did not live
(Mr.
ta" read Huysmans's "La Bae."
Rice mentions HuUebroeck and HuyHuysnot
knows
dens, but his index
man.) There has been no lover of
bells so amorous of them as Mr. Rice
Nor is he merely a
since Quasimodo.
rhapsodist; he is practical; he describes
the technic of the carilloneur; he gives
a diagram of carillon schemes; he even
tries to solve the mystery of tuning
the bells; he tells of famous founders
It Is Interesting to learn that as early
as 1714, a founder's plea for protection
to home industries did not touch the
heart of Brussels magistrates, who gave
their order for a new carillon to a Dutch

j

I

i

;

'

1

—

—

I

'

!

1

firm.

In his Journeying Mr. Rice not only
kept his ears open, he used his eyes
as well. Here Is a little touch: "Bright
blue carte with green wheels and white
canopied tops or with yellow bodies
striped in gay colors were moving along
the road all the way from Flushing to
Middlebury. It was Thursday, the Butter and Egg Market day, and we were
on our way to enjoy the beautiful scene.
Each cart was drawn by a Jog-trotting,
rotund horse, and peasants In local costumes filled every scat." He notes that

Gouda

celebrated for its cheeses, long
clay pipes, and painted glass windows.
is

As yet

there

campanology

In

le

no professorship

American

of

Institutions

though there Is one at the
University of Birmingham, England.
Mr. Rice, deploring the fact that no bell

of learning,

Gustin.

I

I

and

his

quite
ton) within reach, but

'

sign in the
subway, seems
cars in the Cambridge
worthy of your attention:
"HARVARD brand.

^^Thrfo^wfng'^Som.nent

is pron6unced[.
as in "arm.
right?
A. M. M.

"a"

me

^^e'^s'or^'^-KTY-™.
-SWAMPINQ" A ROAD

of

H. Vizetelly: •Notwitharray of lexicographical
classic protalent which supports the
usage
nunciation of this word, popular
on the wi""
(accent
favors glad-i-o-lus"

Frank

standing

the

general, but
syllable) "for the flower in

(accent on the second
gle-di-o-lus"
of
"for the botanic&l name
ovllable)
Dahl was
the plant.-* As for "dahlia."
botanist.
not a Norwegian

a Swedish,

InThe plant, a native of Mexico, was reIt
troduced into Europe in 1789.
__The
1791.
ceived the name "dahlia" in
is
''Dahl,
word, being derived from
a
broad
a
with
pronounced
correctly
da-li-a
or
m the first syllable,In"dalya
the United States
(Great Britain).
de-li-e
short,
usually
is
"a"
the first
Ed.
is sometimes heard.
_

'

—

Wagner, Salnt-Saens, uranms,
Tschaikowslcy on Program

all

^ ^"J
of
and all the glossaries
JhornAmericanisms (Bartlett. Clapin^^
dictionaries

name

lexicographers, pronouncing "gladiolus" throw the accent
Let us quote
on the second syllable.

The majority

from

question

this

ruTed on

believe

"D-ah-r* with the
Can somebody put

,

in the original.)

Italicized
but
Which was doubtless very cosey—
have conwhat 13 a Cockeran bed? I the

is

|

"a"

the

this flower,

of

entertaining— would have rejoiced

is

Mr. Eben
helng an
After the ceremony,
the squire
extremely cold night and
It was
scene.
the
from
living remote
spread a
proposed and acceded to, to
all the
and
Cockeran bed before the fire,("Cockeran
party turned in together."

Esq

along- this

However,

In

that voluminous and ex
traordlnary book, "La Cloche," by the a poetic ardor.
And to sum it all up again. It was ft
unfortunate John Daniel Blavlgnac,
of muEic, fervently and beautipublished at Geneva In 1877 after his concert
fully played by a trio that is composed
death, only eight out of 478 pages are not only of individually excellent musldevoted to the carillon. How this antl cisna, but that plays as a single, viE. O.
Tavern Signs brating body.
"History
In

quarian—his

communities In
Naivete in primitive
arrangenrients is
the matter of sleeping
^^at the fo^
so much a commonplace
the Co^um
lowing marriage notice from 1820, would
blan Sentinel of Jan, 21,
were It
hardly be worth resurrecting,
singular word,
not that it contains a enlightenment
reeardlnB which I wish
Chamberlain,
"^In Scarborough, by A.
Coolbroth to Miss Statira

pronounced as in ant.
it was a Norwegian
discovered
by the name of Dahl who

with

these comparitively chamber concertless days. And It has al"old hat" to Insist on
become
ready
the almost uncaimy ensemble of this
soloists
trio, all of whose members are
An ensemble
of a very high degree.
that grows increasingly deft and aub-.
numerous.
tie as its concerts grow more
In their hands, Beethoven's variations
on the melody from Wengel Muller's

member

"they are small ones; but the Germans
and the Flemish have big ones In great
number; that comes from their lack of
Peasants, persons of
good breeding.
low estate, children, madmen, the deaf
and dumb greatly enjoy ringing bells or
hearing them rung. Persons of culture
The sound of
are not thus inclined.
bells bores them, annoys them, gives
them a headache, stuns them."
Kven in Geneva and Lausanne there
have been bitter protests against the
"mania" for ringing bells.
Mr. Rice would not be disturbed by
rending these attacks; he would smile a
smile of pity for the benighted.

Even

CCCKERAN7
As the World Wags:

same line of thought,
what about the word "Dahlia?" I be"d-al-yla
lieve It Is commonly called

Now

.

bus-,

And on th' Immortal essences descend!
tomortal youth; ajasplclous. O

Interested to reaa

about "Gladiolus" in this morning's Hercerald under "Lessons in English.'* It
of protainly is a word with a variety
have
to
good
seems
H
and
nunciations,
somebody come out and say with authority how It should be pronounced.

watered Arensky

they came under Ottoman rule;
.
they have hardly any today.
The Italla.ns, who pride themselves on
culture, also

"DAHLIA"

j

smile

Indulgent

%^hose

|

nature pours.
The villous race luxuriant
bestows

The word 5s in the great Oxford DicA flat India rubber
"Puck.
tionary.
or
disk used for a ball in Bandy
hockey on the Ice In Canada."
quotation
Illustrative
The earliest
given In this dictionary is from Field,
The origin of the word Is ob1891.
the
scure, but there Is a reference to
the
verb "puck" meaning to hit—also
the
noun, "puck," meaning a stroke at
hurling.
of
ball In the Irish game

the cause of the cacaphonists, nor to
discover either a composer or muslo
that are comparatively unknown, but
one which limited itself quite rigorously
to the classical, if one may include In
such an august category the well

until

*

i

^

this amazing trio gave a conchamber music last evening, a
concert which did nothing to further

not Mr. Rice boil with indignation if he were to read the diatribe of
in his "Traite des SuperstiThiers
J. B.
tions," first published In 1679?
"It should be remarked that the
rudest people are those who like bells
the most and their sound. The Greeks,
a most polished nation, had few bells

{i|ui»lr

Hygerla;

Again

Would

.

Thomson's ''Ir.•We recommend James various poetry

meanB. wishes to Know the
derivation of "pack" In con-

cert of

^

him."

;

brought

buis

somnia " Or take the
this country.
maeazines published in
whichever one you
Tou will ?an asleep,
Why not try
open When you are In ^ed.
Armstrong s Art of
the first book of
Preserving Health"?
every Joy,
"Daughter of Paeon, que«n of

ary.**

At Jordan hall last evening, the VoxBurgln-Bedetti trio gave a program of

.

8e«3 these
period In
table at such a late
was
business," anM "The place
he sre^J
was
worthy of such a trial. It
or
Sink
and
Rufus,
hall of William
or Pensh. I
swim live or die, survivehand to this
give my heart and my
" But I haw. found prose unsaVisvote
Can
to verse.
1 want to turn
fying.
to memorize
you recommend «'>'"«tWnBHICKS, JR.
POSEIDON

ing and
"I
nection with the game of hockey.
do not find the word In any diction-

Fox-Burgin-Bedetti Trio Gives

;

hoM

F.

J.

'
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yoT

sounded even more trifling and slim of]
substance following so closely upon the
Wagner, and the Brahm's C minor are
With him the
not so well known.
little, LiBztian symphonic poem of Saintpolished,
exquisitely
became
Saens
clear cut. a slim and lovely trifle.
as with
Brahms,
the
with
But It was
the earlier Wagner, that the orchestra and Mr. Koussevltzky outdid themselves.
As Is Mr. Koussevltzky's way,
this symphony lost whatever touches of
pedantry and of distinction it may havej
in the hands of a more literal conductor and became again, frcoh, and
impelling, rhythmically and methodically vibrant, almost a romantic docu^•
ment.

splenetic

thIngV
lords,

to
this

j

,

—

and "My

?onl8hment to

Mr. Koussevltzky's way with both the
Wagner and the Tschalkowsky Is already known. The Salnt-Saens, whir-h

I

old

grand

that

chief,"

Brahms.

quotations from
years ago
American newspapers, a good index.
The Illustrations add to the value of
this excellent work, which tempts one

Chinese

ami ringers. No doubt he knows
the poems, but did not have the heart
to include them, or he would say that
bells

Menage

a

i

—

;

,»s

i.ii

states that foreign bells for Gloucester,
Philadelphia, Chicago, for the Perkins
Institute for the Blind, have come In
free of tariff duties, "apparently on the
ground that such bells, being superior
In tuninff^ to tho.se to be got here, wer«
educatory and thus contributed to the
public welfare."
After Mr. Rice's connected story there
are miscellaneous notes, as the statement that a special charm of carillon
music consists in not seeing the carrilloneur. Goethe Is qvioted: "True music
There
is intended for the ear alone."
are lists of carillons in various coundoes
not
mention the
tries
Mr. Rice
fact that the carillon was known to the

for lovers or xne an, writ-

ton with nn unauenchabld enthuslaem.
0;ie

!

.

,

Even the most respectable newspaper
Is seen prolooks disreputable when it
pocket.
truding from a man's overcoat

WATSON—WHAT
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I

As the World Wags:
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your column.

Where

usod to

I

Vermont we called the following
it
method of making a road "swamping
perIf 8 hard to describe, but
ouc
1
what
see
to
able
haps you will be
marked out
mean. The roadway was
tne
and
through the woods or swamp
side were
ll^sh and trees on either
in

quite.
chopped almost down, but not
into the
Then they were jammed- down
across
hard,
roadway, crowded down
snowed in,
each other. Then they were
haul-

After
that Is, covered with snow.
loads over this
ing one or two heavy
storm, the
snow
good
a
road, or after
perfect as
road was hard and as nearly
for
purpose
a road could be for the
other
some
Perhaps
which it was made.
woodsman will have another road under
name, but this is the only process
this

heard

have ever
out" a road.
I

"swamping

called

ELLA

MRS.

M. BOYD.

Georgetown.

MISS?

In Symphony hall yesterday after
World Wags:
,
noon, the Boston Symphony orchestra, jl As the
"WEEI— 10:30 A. M. Morning s*vlce.
with Mr. Koussevltzky, conductor, and ll Old South Church in Boston, Copley
D., minProf. Walter Spalding of Harvard the
sauare George A. Gordon. D.
Merrill, associate
preliminary lecturer, gave the third of
ister- Rev. Bovnton
the
of
concerts
historical
will
of
P^^??^^?"^-,
the series
minister. Mr. Merrill
Reality.
Tuesday afternoon series. The program
ipcf 'The Discernment of
'Shine, for
Included Wagner prelude to "The Mels•Antics by the choir,' Arise.
symphonic
Elver.
Salnt-Saens.
terslngers";
Thy Light is Come,'
Its
poem No. 1, "Le Rouet d'Ompale";;
You know, Watson, the radio has
Tschalkowsky, overture-fantasia, "Ro- limitations, and the day's Inclemency
shall
first
You
Brahma,
and
homes.
meo and Juliet,"
confined us to our
symphony In C minor.
"^P""^'
MERRY-ANDREW.
The program of the third of this hisespecial
torical series, considered no
group or movement except that, as As the World Wags:
service
Prof. Spalding said in his commentary.
Were you able to attend themorning.
of the previous
It was "a continuation
the Old South last Sunday
at
Wagwill be able to deconcert." And so it ranged from
If so, perhaps you
choir
ner the Wagner of the Melsterslngers scrtb; the "Antics" which the
his
at
Salnt-Saens
on. One couldn t
put
through
to
advertised
prelude,
was
from listening on the radio,
most Lisztian, and Tschalkowsky to judge
iiidee irom
symphony.
^^^^g^j^^ ^ HOPKINS.
the Brahms of the C minor
Wagner
the
especially
and
Wagner,
In
Sherborn.
the
noted
of the prelude. Prof. Spalding
THEE
return to polyphony, and to the overSLEEP, LET IVIE
Weber
by
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as
it
form
ture
Wags:
World
the
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.
^
,
were
Salnt-Saens, and Tschalkowsky
W. list of books for
.
,
T havfi the
text
(both
both continuations of the literary
i unow what volumes
.^.^^l^^^^i^g^'
^eds^e
and
^helf. and your
^^^^^^^'^^^^^^
land impulse of the romantics national- ^o kevp on
my
^^^^^^ ^„ ^
indicative of the currents of
In
Germany.
of
^/^^"'^^ P^'^/t^^sTand are perfectly familiar to
ism, outside
particular the Brahms
seen any list
and
yet
but I have not
°f
minor symphony, he saw the culmlna„„g should recite in bed
"'f'^^
and
return,
polyphonic
the
tion of both
^in to go to sleep,
while
sublimated, °J
t^^Jj^^j^f ^^^^^ p^ems which will
of a romanticism chastened,
appeal.
^"^
lacking in sensuous
tossing hours less long, enBut history, ligne, musical currents, ^^^'^^^^^''^'^y^ieep and put a new gloss
and ralson d'etre aside, ahe con<=«r ,
For years I have tried
on-, s culture
onf^^.vs
jno»t brllUan* ^
^^^^
terday was one of
^^^^ ^.^^
- limi.
out
sonff«. UUL
or- songs,
the
and
Koussevltzky
^^^^
lying down
Mr.
ones that
while you're ^^.^^^
thi and humming
seems,
f'^i^ho^
chestra have given of late, from
quiet
is
the hou.se
and
soundec
never
has
I v.^^od to know
Wagner which to us
lot just the right thing.
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Question
was interested to see the
up
•swamping out" a road brought live

of

author
M. H. L. wishes to know the
saying
this saying and where the

may

be "found.

"Art knows no race nor creed, no
place nor time.
Nor Kins to give command."
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MISS DE ALMEIDA
soprano, sang
'ciadys de Almeida,

Fr

ist's

Wolf

;

la^^Shy ''or.T Rebecca

Me

gustan

rlevelitos,
Tt

w-^

M ss

todas,

tws

Tranquility.
Cl.rk; May

Wk

Spanish

Valverde.

soi.g.
,

.

ago that
k matter of a year
Xlmetla at her first PuhUc «P-

de
fea an^eln Boston, f^^^^^J^^ Since
^^^^^st
nist
admirable singing.
hT
bv
•^.pressions. though
rli
/^^'^Vea^
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singing stuto be hoped many
Almeida to see for
Hpnts heard Miss de

"if is

t
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remarkable natural beauty.
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As

ary."

The wosd

Is

tionary.

or

disk

The

quotation

Illustrative

earliest

from

Field,

ke Miss de Almeida! Because she never forces tone or, it may be guessed,
isks plvliig all shoo an rake and scrape
together she keeps her pretty quality
intact. By the same token, she probably does not call Into play the highest notes she can cope with; so, her
clear and
high tones sound always

given In this dictionary

strong.
In her choice of songs, too, Mlsa de
Almeida shows her prudence; she essays no more than she can see through.
Zerllna's smaller air she sang exquisitely, from the musical point of view, and
with a bright sense of comedy to make
"Batti, batti" she also sang
it lively.
well, though tho two flourishes of colornot quite so easily as
rippled
atura
In the monologue from
they should.

interested to read
about "Gladiolus" In this morning's Herald under "Lessons In English." It certainly is a word with a variety of pronunciations, and it seems good to have
somebody come out and say with authority how It should be pronounced.
Now along this same line of thought,
wiiat about the word "Dahlia?" I be-

obTh» origin of the word
1891.
scure, but there Is a reference to the
verb "puck" meaning to hit also the
noun, "puck," meaning a stroke at the
ball In the Irish game of hurling.

—

i

Is

—

—

"DAHLIA"

Ravel's opera Miss de Almeida showed
again rare feeling for comedy and fine
musical taste as well, for she gave each
phrase all the melodic value it possesses, Instead of m/l-ely declaiming it.
Though Miss de Almeida sang most
charmingly In the attractive group of
songs by American composers. It could

—

never do not to remark on her beantlful
tone and legato In Strauss's song and
In Widor's, and on her most musical
singing of Pizzettl's fine song. In this
last song she showed a poetical feeling
and In Resplghl's a hint of dramatic
force, that promise well for the future.
A slight tendency, though, to sing sharp
should be nipped In the bud.
Henry Levine played excellent accompaniments; he always does. The audnoe, the storm notwithstanding, was
R. R. G.
good size.

GRACE CHRISTIE
A.t the Copley Theatf* yeeterflay ftfornoon, Onoe ChriBt^^ asslstefl by Bd-

Btrawbrldge, B»ve a danoa reottal,
hloh tnoluded Bjnong others, Mlwj

j

danoe* with tlM Benda Maake,
which she has already glren
season, and some of which oomo
an eorUer Greenwich Vllla«e Fol-

hrtstle'B

hlB

Yom

i

the

,

pronounced

"a"

However, I believe It was a Norwegian
by the name of Dahl who discovered
this flower, and his name Is pronounced
"arm."

bian Sentinel of Jan. 21, 1820, would
hardly be worth resurrecting, were It
not that It contains a singular word,
regarding which I wish enlightenment.
"In Scarborough, by A. Chamberlain,
Ksq,, Mr. Eben Coolbroth to Miss Statlra
QuBtln. After the ceremony, It belner an
extremely cold night, and the squire
living remote from tho scene, It was
proposed and acceded to, to spread a
Cockeran bod before the fire, and all the
narty turned In together." ("Cockeran"
1h italicized In the original.)
Which was doubtless very oosey but
what la a Cockeran bed? I have consulted on this question 'all the slang
dictionaries and all the glossaries, of
Americanisms (Bartlett, Clapln, Thornton) within reach, but quite unavalUngly.
J. C. L. CLARK.

I

I

pretty 'iberal ones, too.
The music sounds well

lixity finally

though, such strength as the
especlfilly the last movement,
consists in a violence almost hysterical,
Might not a more turgid type of performance have heightened the effect?

cellent,
!
ji

f
'

music has,

Nothing, probably, could make effectthose dances of Bneaco's, except

ive

flesh.

had better music to play, and he
played it charmingly. His orchestra is
in truth a company to be proud of.
And Mr. Sokoloff is surely a conductor
of quality, though last night he led no
music that could show his right to a
R. R. G.
place among the great.

loft

Marion Stanley
Marion Stanley, soprano, and RegBoardman, pianist, gave a joint

inald

I
'

|

recital

last

way's

studio

mosphere

As the World Wags:
I have the W. W.

mask in her face; and
by means of her body that she
her
poetic
or exalted
up
conjures
mcods, her violent "conflict" in her
"Spirit of 1914," her cool and undulating water lily, her bubble danoe, a
dance so lovely and Immeterlal that
bubble and dancer seem to be of the
Is

same substance.
Of the negro spirituals, her second
one, "Nobody knows the Trouble I've
seen," was the most Interesting, and to
us, at least, the most effective, vivid
and subtly psychological. One of her
was the "From a Grecian
loveliest
Urn." a dance which had all of sculppurity
and poise of a Oreclan
tural
figurine.
Edwin Strawblrdge shared the program with her, with various other Infornrptlve dances, th e most interesting

Cf the beautiful costumes, both of Miss
Christie an dof Mr. Strawbrldge, and of
the efeotlve use o shadows and lightlnr
on the dancers, and on the back drop

on

my

1

woo thee
list of books for

know what volumes

bathroom

that grand old thing, "Yf> call me
and "My lords, I rise with astonishment to se>3 these bills brought
to your table at such a late period in
chief,"

"The place was
worthy of such a trial, it was the great
hall of WlUlajn Rufus," and "Sink or
this

business,"

swim,

live

anvi

or die,

survive or perish,

I

give my heart and my hand to this
vote." But I havo found prose unsatisCan
fying.
I want to turn to verse.

you recommend something to memorize?

POSEIDON HICKS,

I

We

JR.

recommend James Thomson's "InOr take the various poetry

somnia."

magazines publish-ad

In

this

country.

You will fall asleep, whichever one you
open when you are In bed. Why not try
the first book of Armstrong's "Art of
Preserving Health"?
"Daughter of Paeon, queen of every joy,
Hygerla;

\»hose
tains

II-

Indulgent

smile

sus-

The various race luxuriant nature pours.
And on th' Imnjortal assenceB bestows
Immortal youth; auspicious, O descend!"

the

i

creed,

no

addition he played

Ballet

hall
suite

to

came
play

"Cephale

last
this
et

pre.vailed
i

some

solos. Fried-

man's arrangements ot Gluck's "Ballet of the Happy Spirits," Tausig's
version of a charming Capriccio by
Scarlatti. John Ireland's "The Island
Sppll," ard Chopin's C sharp minor
Scherbo were all played with charm

The Cleveland orchestra, Nikolai So-^
conductor,

informality

Heaven," by DunhiU. and Brewer's
"The Fairy Pipers" were included in
her list. For more exacting music,
she set forth the aria "Je marche
sur tous les chemins," from Massenet's "Manon." A grotip of Bergerettes made conclusion. For these
Miss Stanley donned an attractive
costume of shepherdess inspiration.
Mr. Boardman accompanied Miss
Stanley' with, his usual acumen. In

ISOKOLOFFPLffiSliS
Symphony

shelf, and your
preferences for reading matter on a
desert island are perfectly familiar to
me, but I have not yet seen any list
of poems which one should recite In bed
while trying In vain to go to sleep.
There must be some poems which will
make those tossing hours less long, entice the coy sleep, and put a new gloss
on on-e's culture. For years I have tried
songs, but that means you must hum,
afid humming while you're lying down
and the house is quiet seems, somehow,
not just the right thing. I used to know

to ke-ap

there is
passivity of the

There should be some mention made

nor

of

the Crimson Petal." "The Cloths of

command."

to give

evening at Miss Ridgon T wharf. An at-

and the
throughout the evening,
gleam of li'ghted candles shed a soft,
the small ascheerful glow over
sembled group.
Miss Stanley sang two sets of
songs in English. With a pleasant
brightness she traversed brief lyrics
by various English and American
composers. German's "Who'll Buy
My Lavender?" Quilter's ".Now Sleeps

tight

to

,

program:

and precision.

|

Procrls,"

Gretry-MottI; symphony In E flat, Bax;
dance of the Theban Shepherds, Theban
women and warriors, from Oedipus,
Enesco; "Memories of My Childhood,
dances,
from
Polovtislan
L.')effl#r;
Prince Igor, Borodin.
Mr. Loeffler, moved to write music
as he recalled certain childhood memoivs, was wise enough to recognise that
very few persons who might listen to
that music would have experienced for
themselves life as lived In a Russian
village a generation or so ago. Therefore, he wrote down a few hints of
what he had in mind— the songs the
peasants sang, the queer tunes they
danced to. the litany they chanted In
church, the death of an old peasant
friend apt at telling tales.
With his Imagination thus stirred, an
auditor can listen with keener pleasure
than he can if he; for instance, finds
himself wondering what Mr. Loeffler
vas doing with harmonicas, or just
what might be the significance of the
Not, indeed, that in this pbem
bells.
the program Is actually needful. Each
sympathetically felt and
If
episode.
played, carries Its own poetic sugges-

The appreciative audience exacted
various encores in the course of the
evening.

i

\
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bedside reading,

attractive phase of his danolng.

Wor King

Thebans footing It In the
With the Gretry pieces Mr. Soko-

the sight of

be found.

"Art knows no race
place nor tilne,

turns to dulness.

The performance was evidently ex-

M. H. L. wishes to know the author
this saying and where the saying

koloft,

MERRY- ANDREW.

sleep; let me

dance without the masks,
something of the strange Im-

and effeotlve ef whtoh wer* the
oury, the Czardas and the Olaf, aU
though this latter was marred by his
faolal contortions, which are the least

of

—

though Mihave had a hand at tli:ii
he secures from his players an unuRua'
sonority. Most plau.»lble, at a first hem
Ing, seemed the gecond theme, charaeteristlo of the composer In his more
usual vein, and the gentle close of the
The slow movemeni
first movement.
has genuine sadness in It, which pro-

•

"HARVARD brand.
Plain highest quality NUTS."
Quite sol
SEVENTY-SEVEN.

may

So Bax

would have done wl.iely to give M»
hearers hints as to his intentions, and
Sokoloff rnay

As the World Wags:
The following, a prominent sign in the
cars in the Cambridge subway, seems
worthy of your^ttention:

The majority of lexicographers, pro"SWAMPING" A ROAD
nouncing "gladiolus" throw the accent
on the second syllable. Let us quote As the World Wags:
I was Interested to see the question
from Frank H. VIzetelly: "Notwithstanding the array of lexicographical of "swamping out" a road brought up
In
your column. Where I used to live
proclassic
talent which supports the
nunciation of this word, popular usage In Vermont we called the following
favors glad-i-o-lus" (accent on the third method of making a road "swamping it
It's hard to describe, but persyllable) "for the flower in general, but out."
(accent on the second haps you will be able to see what I
gle-dl-o-lus"
The roadway was marked out
syllable) "for the, botanical name of mean.
the plant." As for "dahlia." Dahl was through the woods or swamp and the
brush
trees on either side were
and
botanist.
Norwegian
a
not
a Swedish,
The plant, a native of Mexico, was In- chopped almost down, but not quite.
Then
they
were
jammed down Into the
It
retroduced Into Europe In 1789.
ceived the name "dahlia" In 1791. The roadway, crowded down hard, across
word, being derived from "Dahl," Is each other. Then they were snowed in,
correctly pronounced with a broad "a" that is, covered with snow. After haulIn the first syllable, "dalya" or "da-ll-a" ing one or two heavy loads over this
(Great Britain). In the United States road, or after a good snow storm, the
the first "a" Is usually short, "de-ll-e" road was hard and as nearly perfect as
a road could be for the purpose for
Ed.
is sometimes heard.
which It was made. Perrfaps some other
woodsman
will have another road under
newspaper
Even the most respectable
prothis
name, but this Is the only process
seen
is
It
when
disreputable
looks
truding from a man's overcoat pocket. I have ever heard called "swamping
MRS. ELLA M. BOYD.
out" a road.
MISS?
Georgetown.
WATSON—WHAT DID

riliei l

'

peet a (;retel to sing IClectra.
j

—

M. M.

Sherborn.

In her

meanand aerlvatlon of
"puck" l„ cona with the game
of hock.y
"r

right?
A.

Aa Ihe World Wags:
Were you able to attend the service
at the Old South last Sunday morning?
If so, pei-haps you will be able to describe the "Antics" which the choir
was advertised to put on. One couldn't
judge from listening on the radio.
MRS. M. E. HOPKINS.

dance.

Know

"a" as In

"D-ah-1" with the

Can somebody put me

report.

differed as much as the
masks. In mood and articulation, whethof the lovely Hindu
that
was
er It
Princess at her ritual, of the crawling
nlghtmarah Dodo bird, or the Indian
chieftain In the exercise of this victory

wishes to

"d-al-yla"
as In ant.

;

of

j

i

You know, Watson, the radio has Its
limitations, and the day's Inclemency
You shall
confined us to our homes.

that

a

called

square. George A. Gordon, D. D., minister; Rev. Boynton Merrill, associate
minister. Mr. Merrill will preach. Sub
'The Discernment of Reality.
ject:
'Antics by the choir,' Arise, 'Shine, for
Thy Light Is Come,' Elver."

omething that Is quite Impalpable and
nearthly about tho dancing of Oraoe
hrlstle, both with and without the
nenda masks.
Yesterday she Included eight of the
dances with tho masks, dances that
ranged from the one of the Maiden
Yellow Who Lived To Herself Alone,
and the Dodo Bird, to Kate Who Longed
to Dance, and the crumpling In Search
of A Backbone. And in each there was
the amazing oneness of mask and danoer, a wide disparity In the dances them-

1.

with

commonly

Is

As the World Wags:
"WEEI 10:30 A. M. Morning service
Old South Church in Boston, Copley

i

There are many dancers, lithe and
nlmlcklnr, with a flalT for the exotlo
r
the vividly sensual, but there Is

it

It

—

lies,

Even

lieve

^

WE

of

selves

As the World Wags:
I was v»ry much

musical ideas at hand that
of IliemaelveH wars and rumorsi
wars,— as rea*onahly might one exI,

World Wngs;

—

In

ome

is

tho

:h.

bar.-!

of Irish imagination, hiih

IS

i

Naivete In prlmltlvo communities In*
tho matter of Hlooplng arrangements 1*5
MO much a comnionplaco that the following marriage notice from tho Colum-

Oxford DicIndia rubber

In the great

A flat
"Puck.
used for a ball in Bandy
hockey on the Ice In Canada."

.'

trengrth In the medium register It takes
on a lustre as rare as It Is lovely.
If only all youns singers were discreet

-

COCKERAN7

do not fl»d the word In any dietfon

and

-H

>

slngr BO well
ird with ease
want to sing,
iniiiuine aluays well and In every part
the scale, with a. certain degree of
>

:,

"^t was beautifully played last night.
Sokoloft drew every little picture
clearly, not slighting a feature that
made for vividness of detail, be It the
harmonicas that really "sounded, or the
piano, with its contrasting tonal color

Albert Bushnell

|

:

j

while.

not
Prof. Hart says the glee club does
It does
sing loudly enough to suit him.
volume
not produce that great swelling
clubs
associated with all men's singing
action
The
over the world, ho adds.
song conof the Harvard singers in the
further
test, he declares, only lends
by outheld
endorsement to the belief
themconsider
men
Harvard
siders that
from
selves a different type of being
other college men.
Prof.

I

Hart admits that the club can
and

trained,
sing, that It Is beautifully

that surely

It

i

What beautiful melody there
dic flow.
Infinite variety
is In this poem, what
and what freedom from
color
of tonal

—

No wonder it
everything far-fetched!
was enthusiastically applauded.
Mr. Bax, unsymphony.
the
So was
like Mr. Loeffler, provided no program.
He told the
But Mr. Sokoloff did.
audience, as he told one in Cleveland
ibome weeks ago, that the symphony
iiad to do with a soldier's Impression of
war. Its horror, the grief It stirs, the
futility of its triumph.
This much was good, but more would
have served still better. For Bax after
the Celt— by adoption, at any rate
vho, has concerned himself most often

American

ing withdrawal of the Harvard Glee
Club from competition with other
college clubs in New York because
the prize song was felt not worth

Mr.

was meant to stand forward. With fine musical skill, moreover, he let one scene blend into another
without a single jolt to the steady melo-

Hart,

historian and Eaton professor of the
science of government at Harvard,
faculty to
Is the first member of the
tak6 sidles in the controversy follow-

i

!

nearly perfect In the phrasing.

,

;

,

,

as follows:
„ hall
"As a singing society In a email of
Is a subject
tie Harvard glee club
It Is a first-;
Bride to the university.
But the name of
flass singing club.
Harvard
U is not a singing club, but the
present difficulty .s
iflee club; and the
Harvard club,
that It is no longer a
and no longer a glee club.
inevitable
and
obvious
"The simple,
what
truth is that the glee club does
men are
Harvard
isie Phillstrhes say

n lews
!

He

wsuld have the glee club drop the name
objects \o
oV Han-ard. however. If It
generations
Bliiging songs beloved by
"operate
lt_
of Harvard men, and have
as a first-class men's chorus."
the HarIn a two-column letter to
vwd Alumni Bulletin he sets forth his

'

,

i

--

s,iT>r

«>

-

men are
themgood mixers and consider other
i.ot
type from
fc«lves of a different
the action of the
CO lege men. or else
the spirit of
u°eo club Is contrary to
disavowed
liarvard and ought to be
the Harvard
ia in no way representln*

Har^-nrd
fu-ht in BHylng that

tTjlrlt."

^

By PHILIP

^

I

!

HALE

j

The 15th concert of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, Mr. Koussevltzky.

,

conductor, took place yesterday afterIn

Symphony

'

The program

hall.

I

was as

follows:
Vivaldi,
Concerto.
minor,
for
strings (edited by A. Mistovski); Lekeu,

i

E

|

Contrapuntal Fantasia on a Cramlgnon

.

I

i

,

I

(folk tune) of Liege;* Resplghl. Symphonic Poem. "Pines of Rome"; Beethoven. Symphony No. 1.
The first
three pieces were played for the first
time In Boston; the first two probably
for the first time In this country.
Who Mistovski Is, and whether he
chose for Ills editing a trio by Vivaldi,
a sonata, or one of the many concertos
for ^R^iou8 Instruments, we know not.
This particular concerto #i-as published
not long ago by the Oxford University
Press.
This Is certain: Whether Mistovski acts as editor for this house or
Is an outsider, he did his work well,
even If he found the material little In
need of tinkering or additions.
The
concerto is In traditional form with
responses of the full choir to a few instruments with solo violin. The music
Is graceful in the lively passages and
With beautiful episodes; the slow movement has character, as have the slow
*novements of Handel', without unnecessary notes. The performance was
delightful.
We doubt If any orchestra
anywhere has so excellent, bo euphonious a body of strings.
A cramignon is a Walloon folk tune.
The dance Is somewhat like a farandole;
often the dancers sing or are accompanied with song by the bystanders,
acting, to use the Gilbertlan pharase, as
a "friendly chorus." This Fantasia, we
are informed, was Intended for an amateur society.
Would Lekeu—he died
when he was 24 years old have allowed
the publication? We do not believe It.
It Is not reverential for friends, even
when they are publishers, to ransack a
dead man's waste basket, nor should
they give Importance to trifles written
for a slight occasion or for one's amusem.ent. There is In this Fantasia an episode for wind Instruments which Is not
without charm, reminding one of the
Lekeu whose early death was deplored
as a grave loss to the musical world.
The strictly contrapuntal part of the
Fantasia is only school-work.
Respighl wrote "Fines of Rome" as a
companion piece to his "Fountains of
Rome." He may yet write "Hills of
Rome," but It would have to be In
seven, movements.
"Pines of Rome"
has four, and they are performed without a pause. In "Fountains of Rome"
he set no bird a-singing. In the third
section "Pines of the Janiculum" he Introduces a nightingale. Perhaps he had
In mind the reply of good King Agesllaus, who, when a man was recommended to him as a skilful imitator of that

,

\

As the World "SN
Would you say

famous

bird,

replied:

"I

is

unusually

symphony

first

which has been trained by
Malcolm Lang, its conductor.

cilia Society,

kill

Smart People"; Lord Elfus's "In the

Midst of Life We Are In Wet," and
"Trente ot Quarante for Beginners."

Apropos of "puck," the rubber disc
My wife reassociated with hockey.
minds mo that tho Irish word for a billy
"paean," pronounced "puckawn,"
goat when he butts Is said
There was a, popular song in
to puok.
Land J^eagut! daya part of which ran
as fallows (a, goat la Buppoaed to be
speabing to ft polloemRti, a peeler);
"Meggy=eg'Bg, le{ go m» les,
Op I'll puck yeu with ma Hern-0;
Meggy eg-eg, let go ma leg,
A peeler's coat I pcern-O,

»oat

Is

and A

A

"F.,"

contributor,

sends to

billy

J.

M, H.

Herald the following answers to questions propounded, answers to Co-Des-

i

|
I

To Dr. Haavens:

How

iln?

stay well?

The

Answer— Sure.

I

Is toothache catch-

dentist

gets

it

Bathe your feet
every day and keep tlve toothache away,
for any one.
is a good enough rhyme
Answer No. 2—Let your health alone.
you.
Don't break it and it won't break

when he takes

it

chieveus pprite er ehildj

in

ol4

Sng-

great discoveries are dyed
before being given to the
How are you?

uocumb

Market advice—Buy Skyrocket comTry to sell iti
rlae.

mon for a sharp
when It is up.

Horoscope—Heavy snows

floods

(wet).

(wet), great

i

Hot summer
spring (wet).
Good crops of rye. Name the

in

boy f'ordson. Good day for lovers to
separate. Angel Gabriel.

To Mr. McGo-In:
I hit

glove juggler.

am

a lightweight
hard with the plus

I

am only 18 I -lack the
opposition.
face bristles that terrify the
manager bills me as "Young Bristwos, but as

I

My

which seems to me an injustice
Associato the Literary and Athletic
criminal
tions who expect to see a young
with hard-set features. I never did anycould
thing wrong in my life, but it I
grow a few bristles, I think I could look
like a bad one.
\nsw*r— The Hermes of Praxiteles had
you.
the same problem that confronts
The Dukes felt that cauliflowers and
the
of
part
brocoli were an integral
Pothermo-dynamics of pugnology.

tling,"

i

lydeuces himself wrinkled the auditory
concentration of Castor H. Ptolemy in
una- way that rendered amputation
unfinnei2assary, simply by using the
extensor
ished chin, as an additional
With that rare
of centrifugal force.
he prehis,
always
was
charm, which
sented his Doric opponent with a pair
pendant from
of audion tubes, which,
made
his erstwhile cauliflower receivers,
him (the opponent) twice as handsome
whiskers,
as before. If you cannot get
a past
at least appear to have gotten (in
gothaving
of
appearance
tense) the
ten whiskers, had you so wished.

brilliant,

more poetic

march time. At first there
rhythm of Innumerable steps"

Fashion not© from Guy Grief, T. D.:
fashions in liquid refreshments
change rapidly. Slow gin has stopped
altogether and berry dew has come In.
morAlkl chops continue popular In

The

j

tlclans's

establishments,

while

raisin

by
and keen old-timers. There is
a growing tendency in favor of moontor
shine rather than white hybrid
evening wear. Many look upon this as
cona healthy sign, as still showing
com-

religiously
splits are still ajlhered to

faithful

fidence In the integrity of the

munity.

•

still

te

aa eperatlea,

SECOND CONCERTI

my

,

rellaf

and

is

work

the

who was a

of.

l

Henry H^ Kit-

close friend of Mr. Elmade possible through

It was
son's
Elson Club
the initiative of the
who conducted
of former pupils,

scription

and August Krelsemann.

The
the Schumann A minor, op. 41.
second quartet was played for the first
Surely it
time "at these concerts."
has not been, played elsewhere In Boston?
Probably most listeners last night did
not fancy this Polish quartet. Be that
as 'It may, it must not be forgotten that
Szymanowskl Is a musician of sound
training, who can write a fugue with
the best of them if he has a mind to;
a composer with nj"8io to his credit
So if he writes a
of recognized worth.
quartet In the "modern" Idiom, he does
not because
It because he chooses to,
he has neither technique nor the ideas
to write anything else.
Of the first movement. Indeed, there
short episode
is hardly a measure, one
apart, which does not sound agreeable
The
ears.
to the most conservative
muslo streams placidly on— that single
bit
pleasant
one
still—
excepted
episode
melody following after another.

To

the clue, though, that binds the
together, proved no easy hunt In
No
the course of a single hearing.
doubt there is one. Till one finds It, the
graceful
though
sound,
must
muslo
find
blta

enough, unmeaning.
The slow movement "In the style of
a song," left a more definite impression
behind it, for, no matter what Szymanowskl had in his mind, a passage near
the beginning for the first vioin suggested bird song— so there was the imagination led to find in the melody, the
rhythm and the harmony, delightful

hints at the atmosphere of woodland
one summer afternoon. The muslo at
let the
all events has poetic quality,
theme bo what it will; some people

it thoroughly attractive.
Since Szymanowskl frankly labels his
movement "Alia Burlesca," the
only proper question is, does it amuse?
'cello flicked
A trifling little theme the
out might perhaps have been made Into
the litUe
but
something very droll,
motive soon got swamped In the four
keys the composer chose to employ,
and not another worth noting took Its
The humor must He, then, in
place.
it
the actual use of the four keys,
But the title must bei
heavy.
seems
borne in mind; to appreciate the move-1

found
last

vocalist.

Gloggiier-Cashe was a pupil of Cart married Miss
In 1873 he
Velli in Lelpslg.
him. and
Eurvlves
who
Bertha Lissner.
was present at last nights cere-

who

mony.

HOLMES PRESENTS
TRAVELOGUE
FIRSTHolmes
by
waa

.
greeted
audience In S>'mpUony hall last
of
night when, beginning his series
subject
travelogues, he chose for his
Today
of
City
"Seeing Florence: The
As he said in the
and Yesterday."
course of his talk, Florence does not
picadmit the taking of many motion
greater
tures, of which there would be
number in the travelogues to come.

large

chief pictorial Interest In the
lecture lay in the amazing
monument in the cemetery at Genoa,

The

opening

The Flonzaley quartet gave their second concert of this season last night
in Jordan hall, playing these three quartets: Beethoven's In G major, op. 18;
Szymanowskl's In C major, op. 37, and

of

campaign among

formed

a subthe Conserv-

Burton

FLONZALEYS QVE

fact, all
in the bull

world.

JOYFUL ANTICIPATION

Mr. and Mrs. Will Case have gone te
Rochester, where Mrs, Case expeetQ to

made by combining the barb of the rhubarb and the pumpk of the pumpkin is;
tasteless, and smells very much like a
hot dog. You could die -eating it. In

Louis C. Elson, a sculptured basevenportrait, was unveiled last
Conservatory
ing at the New England
large garnering. Mr.
of Music before a
and historian,
Elson, a musician, critic
faowas a! member of the Conservatory
in 1920
death
ulty from 1880 to his
placed
The memorial, which has been to Reentrance
on tho wall near the
hiscrlpappropriaie
cital hall, bears an

ial to

atory alumni.
1848, nrsi
Mr Elson, born here inmother
and
studied muslo under his
pianist,
Hamann,
then under August
Later

Bpelle4

(UanfcatB, Minn., Free Press)

Answer— My celebrated cactus quince

Attend Ceremony at the
N. E. Conservatory of Music
With appropriate exercises a memor-

Friends

the geldejt bella rounf} hie neok," Fuck
also jneana Robin Qeadfeilaw, any mis-

IN

To Roosted Barebank: Is magenta a
good color for a raw p'sach?

That

content persons who do
not believe it the way of the rugged
Beethoven himself, even in his younger
Luckily there is room in the
days.
world for people of all tastes.
The next concert will be given FriR- R- G.
day, March 5.

son

P.1B8

"puck"?—Ed,

out.

pure,

way can never

tion,
Is

A

pondents:

with Beethoven for their performance

of tho early quartet: polished
cold, like a white marble vase.

"puekawne,"
"pneeawn," "puekane," In Kennedy's
"Fireside gtarle^" (1876) ena reads;
"Prlnf pif tha giant's puekawn with

Pudtawn

a wicked man, p, ''devil") also the
nightjar or goatsuokef, a disease In
cattle attributed to the nightjar, a Biiiall
puckftst Is a puff
rick o£ hay or conu
ball, hence the word fop a braggart.
Has ''puckan-suUa," tha Irish word for
a basket or hamper made of twisted
oat-straw rope, used for holding seedpotatoes and fielding abeut two and a
anything te do with
half bushels,

The

w arm Thanks are due the Flonzaley
quartet for bringing out this important
new work, and tor playing It so beautiPeople also
fully and sympathetically.
owe them thanks, who enjoy their way

UNVEIL MEMORIAL
TO LOUIS C. ELSON

"PUCK" AGAIN
An the World Wags:

lish,

V," is in
th.'§

—Because

is

The concert will be repeated tonight.
The program next week will comprise
Liszt's Psalm XIII and "Faust" Symphony. The orchestra will be assisted
by Charles Stratton, tenor, and the Ce-

have

Qulncey might have heard at
that
of his "Dream Fugue" in
the beglfflkP'^B'
of Sudden Death."
Vlsicbn
There
"The
of past glories, of soldiers
vlsloV
the
18
victorious leaking their clashing and
blaring wayV'o the Capitol; with the
huzzaing crow^ "to see Great Pompey
pass the street* of Rome." This march
by V-eason of Its rhythmic
Is exciting
aslr.g- Intensity and its
and dynamic Incr.
overpowering climax, .'.hlch Mr. Koussuherb;y.
worked
sevltzy
But If one takes jhls s>-mphonlc poem
the cot. oser Is revealed as
a. whole,

Gardcn'.s

aiary

he was able. Abel
Cain because he wasn't
couldn't
Dual personality caused the duel.
able.
Read KantPteln's "Duplex Brains and

Answer

ductor.

"Pines Near
a Catacomb," with the sombre opening,
the solemnity of the double basses, the
mysterious song which swells and dies
away. Yes, there is more poetic feeling
In this movement than In "Pines of the
Janiculum," with the moon full and the
Tramophone turned on for the faint
")lce of the nightingale.
The finale, "PInos of the Applan
is

liiat

in "Returrection"?

GIBUS.

"allegro

Fortunate, thrice fortunate

Is

,,,anow.skl set

To go back to 'T's Questions and Answers."
Why did Cain kill Abel?

Boston town In having this orchestra;
In having Mr. Koussevltzky Its con-

gale in the orchestra. The bird seemed
shy, as if it were in a canary's cage,
disturbed by the public attention.
In "Pines of the Villa Borghese"
children are supposed to be playing
games, darting to and fro, shrieking,
emitting loud squeals of Joy. Here the

Instrumentation

his

of

himself.

heard
the
nightingale
Itself."
So
Resplghi obtained a gramophone record
of a nightingale which he heard singing.
Of couse there was curiosity In the
audience, as agog to hear the song as
was the j'oung woman in Boccaccio's
tale.
The movement would not have
suffered, if there had been no nightin-

effective, original. One finds
feeling, more imagination In

best roll yet

poem.

Mr. Koussevltsky did well to follow
Resplghi s March with Beethoven's first
symphony, which served as a contrast,
dismissed tlie audience In peaceful
mood, and sliowed, though not for tho
first time, that Mr. Koussevltzky conduota tho music of Beethoven with a
reverence that is not perfunctory, pedagogic and dull. He pays Beethoven more
than Up service. How delightful was
WTiat clarity, what
the performance!
Some may have
sense of proportion!
thought the pace of the finale too fast.
Not too fast for tho nature of the music;
not too ast for this virtuoso orchestra.
The performance was as admirable as
was that of "Plnea of Rome" with the
swollen orchestra of Resplghi, with his
demand for six Romari war trumpets.
Salnt-Saens loved paradox and JestIng.
Did he have his tongue in his
cheek when, editing Mozart's Sonatas,
lie wrote that Mozart's presto was our
allegro; that his allegro was our allegro
Beethoven
marked the
moderate?
finale

porliaps one ougnt to know what
out to burlesque.

r..i.>r

,

molto e vivace." No, Mr. Koussevltzky
He
did not take this finale too fast.
was sure of his man; he was sure of

—

Justly

wilder, audacious

Btlil

ISTH CONCERT

'

'

.

Its
LI tho habit of dolns.
""'f^f*
Either our enemies are
uneii-lllous.

noon

'

,

iiclng,
intlur
ilglnal
Imprussi
composition
orchestral
compelling
And
of his thit wo have heard Is his wild
"Ballade of Gnomldes," illustrative of a

the scenes at the quarrying of Carrara
marble, the different views of Giotto's
gartower, and the beautiful villas and
dens near the city of Florence, for exfamous
the
and
Acton
ample, the Villa
Villa Palmieri, where Boccaclo's friends

during the plague told their "unexpurgated stories," as Mr. Holmes neatThere were some beautily put it.
steamship
ful ocean views from the
outward bound from New York; the
charm.
had
also
Vallombrosa
scenes at
Mr. Holmes, as far as Florence was
concerned, expressly paid more attenthan
tion to the streets and buildings
tor
to the paintings in the galleries,

was
'

;

it

his purpose to acquaint the audithe outward appearance of

ence with
it.
the city as one sauntered through
This enabled him. however, to be ancc
of
hearers
his
remind
dotical and to
great men from Dante down who hao
Savonarola's
given Florence her fame;
fire were
cell and place of execution by
tehown.

...

.

Perhaps too little was said about the
The great
Medici and the Strozzl.
prison-like palaces were in strong conin the
trast with the works of art
Palazzo Vecchlo. The old narrow streets
brought to mind the sly assassinations
and the bloody broils they had seen,
while the rings for the torches of guests
that
going to a palace reminded one
more than one Florentine was killed by
him
escort
to
a poisoned torch borne
honorably to his home.
The tr.-xvelogue will be repeated this
afternoon.

be

Next week the subject

will

"Enjoying the Italian Lake^."

did 'Sabbath,'
E. W. R. aaks: "When
week, Saturday,
Uie seventh day of the
the Israelites
the day of rest enjoined on
reckoning
by the fourth (In mediaeval
of the Decacommandment
third)
the
with the
logue, become synonymous
th
first «ay of
the
Sunday,
Christian

week?"

...^
Primttlv.

have read that the
and Sunchurch kept both tho Sabbath
yet the two are
'day (the Lord's day),

We

\

Institutions.
absolutely different
I

bath" was never

in

'

S*«>-

England a vemacu-

— —

synonym
anatlon

Th«

for Sunday.

1.,

ionai-y:

I

by Christians

In

commemoration

he resurrection of Christ. This use
originally connected with the oplnthat the eahbaMn law of the Decale remains In force under the Chrlsdispensation, the date of the 'Sab-

:

h'

1

,

The indefatigable Montrose J. Moses
American Dramatist." He revised

Tke

Beware!

;abbath.
Slnc« the Reformation,
n applied to the I/ord's day,' I. e.
first day of the week (Sunday) obI'ed

-

'Twas always so! and
today!
so 'twill always be
world without end.
day,
Forever and a
i

following

taken from the -Oxford

Is

—

Of course

in the theatrical world, it v^-s seen, had cflpie to stay. "The
methods of the old manager were doomed; the actor, the scenic artist,
the director, took on new meaning. The dramatist beoamo experimental
In form. A new American Theatre was evident." So Mr. Moses instead
of revising his book for the second time, recast it entirely. "In every way
the subject of American Drama is here viewed from tlhe standpoint of

I do.

skill,

Which

.

and

forms

female

fashlonp

loveliness

Besides

those
bad,

really

collars

JAMES

aren't

so

lot since school-

have worn a
boy days.

jfost Jiien

the most authentic data."

EDWARDS.

L.

This volume of 474 octavo pages, including 32 illu.jtrations, a bibliography (with a list of some modem American playa with the date of
production) and a full index, is published by Little, iBrown and Com-

ADD "MILLINERY"

We quote from the Manchester, (N. H.)
Union:
"Miss Chamberlain will base her remarks on the different types of faces
and what
the face

becoming

is
is

to each.

pany.

Whether
After an interesting preface, over 100 pages &r^ devoted to the
^American Background," the plays of the Colonial alid Revolutionary
period, Dunlap and his contemporaries, critics and pifize plays of the

round, triangular or sQuare,

Miss Chamberlain Is able to help."
Suppose the triangular Is an Isosceles;
or what can she do when the patient's
head runs up to a peak?

early years, the non-copyright menace,

BUNDLE BEARERS

one The
Iche preceptls This was
ibot to WorshjTJ and sanctyfy aly The seuenth day of the weke

Wortd Wage)
carry bundles

jhawkers," "gentle savages";

Out here in Back Bay;
Buying this or buying that,

character," "rats."

Something every day.

A
A

little

stick of butter,

little

dab of cheese.

did not hesitate to

the Sixties,
ere many conducted family prayers
irning and evening, asked a blessing
each meal, attended church twice on

our

village

little

of

despise them, yet dread their

Land" (sung

to

a "Hindustan

ali

We

Gatj
.rchlng Along," "Shall
the River," "The Pearly Gates
funeral
of a
the
at
and
Wide,"
n
ymate, "There's a Light In the Wln-

Brother" (or "sister,"
ordlng to the sex of the one defor

Thee,

ted.)
siting

In

t

HatfleM

Sunday-

over

term, "Week-end visit," was then
iiown— the family of our host began
.(t observance of Sunday with the
ing down of the sun on Saturday
ght. As soon as the sun set on SunThe
ly night, Joy was unconfined.
lickgammon board, lettered, on the
|xk, "History of England," was brought
It; the eldest daughter played on the
ano, "Home, Sweet Home," with surApples and nuts
•islng variations.
ere served, not to mention sweet elder,
hese good folks were not Sabbataans, nor were they Seventh-Day Bapsts;

DOd

they were Congregationallsts in
and regular standing. In Sunder-

near by, the old exhausting pracof "sitting up" with a girl was
See W. D. HoWells's "Modern
eneral.
istance."
:nd,

ce

College professors, lucky dogs! have
sabbatical year. An appropriate name,
ideed, for It was on the seventh year
nat all debtors and Israelltlsh slaves
ere to be released. No wonder that
le Sabbatical year Is rigidly observed

Columbia College.
Henry Taylor wished that not only
sabbatical day in each week should be
et apart from business, but. It possible,
sabbatical hour in each day.
t

'"H
te»f

Sir

THE LAY OF THE
eeti

(Kor ns the World Wogs)

iOJI

i«n

ibi'

iH
tiil

thl

LIPSTICK

woman's

face

mask,
VTxIch moulds

is

itself in

Nature's

pretty

mute

touching,

appeals,

mi
n

»1

man, the willing victim

smiles,
his conceit,
love.

of

her

deems them the birth

of

jehlnd it works the subtle, clever brain.
The nerves of steel, the armored heart,
n silent, grim, resistless unison
Che man who understood a woman,
ne'er has lived.

Actors

resist theiif suction.

stings in case they ignore them."

Washington Irving described a

critic at a

play

In

"I have

seen one of them perched on the front of the box with hla back to the stage,
sucking the head of his stick and staring vacantly at the audience, in-

—

P—

jar of cream, three onions.

:

"And what else, ma'am?"
But your hands are full;
Back you'll go tomorrow

sensible to the most interesting specimens of scenic representation,
though the tear of sensibility was trembling in every .^e around him."
We like to. think of William Coleman, a man of strengifc, who once skated
from Greenfield to Northampton, who killed a man in a duel in New York,
and courteously left the corpse on his own doorstep. Mr. Moses asks,

For another

"Was

Every one awaits her
My, the clerk is slow!

low;

turn,^
"

Clerk says

pull.

it an actor?"
Yet many of these critics were men of liberal education, knowing the
classics, able to read Shakespeare backwards, having their ideals, concerned
tdth the moral effects of the playhouse. In later years if Horace Greeley
once wrote, "I have since thought that the wise way would be to choose
a fit occasion, go once to a good theatre and never darken the doors of
any playhouse again," Poe, Bryant and Walt Whitman showed a more
The earlier critics were brought up "on what
liberal, an appreciative spirit.
they termed classic excellence, and in that mood they viewed the work

So the weary shopper goes
AVith her bundles bags
With little dabs of this and that

—

Kitchenettewaxds

lags.

IVA H. DBBW.
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MYRA MORTIMER IS

I

w

802, the gentle

waspy

Waiting your demand:
Ginter Usave A and
One on every hand.

Some canned good marked down

ring the long prayer— the word was
nday, not "Sabbath," though In Suny school we sang lustily:
"Far out upon th« prairie.
How many children dwell,
Who never read the Bible,
Or heard the Sabbath bell."
lother favorite Sunday school songs
that time were: "There Is a HI

of "low, egotistic, unfair, malicious

All the little stores are waiting.

A

prayer meeting on Friday
ht. and the preparatory lecture bee Communion Sunday—we all stood

men

1

—

nday,

of playwrights before

Even as late as 1864, the editor of the Round Table
put them below the lowest bandit on the roadside:

"Managers despise them, yet dare not

Spuds 'are now three cents apiece—
A very faw of these.

d."

n

schools

Dion Boucicaull. Let no one think that here is dry reading. Take the
They were known as "scijlpers and tomaearly critics for example:

(i'or as the

Many women

Shakespeare's
the
led
.chard III": "Come the next Sabh, and I will content you." QuarterReview 1897: "The term Sabbath as
(lied to the Lord s Day Is unknown
the Articles, the Canons, and the
lyer-book of the Church of Eng-

sonday."

1911 wrot« a book entiiieu:| )
1917. After the war the

in

Solution"

swear

jest, I

wonder always at creation's

In truth I

having by Divine appointment
changed from Saturday to Sunday;

writers
it occasionally appears In
I did
not hold this view. In Scotland
The notion
s still very common.
Sabt the Lord's day Is a 'Christian
substitute
a
commonly,
or, more
ti,'
the Sabbath, occurs In theological
tings from the 4th century onwards,
was not popularly current before the
ormatlon. In English, 'Sabbath' as a
onym for 'Sunday' did not become
imon tin the 17th century."
hus we find In Barclay's "Ship of
"Amonge the
1509):
(about
)ls"

do but

I

in
it

Myra Mortimer,

contralto,

sang

thi.^

program yesterday afternoon, to the acflompaniments of Coenraad Van Bos:
Beethoven ^Die Ehre Gottes, In questa
Tomba, Freudvoll und leidvo,ll, Die
Trommel geruhret Schubert, Du liebst
mlch nicht, Der Kreuzzug, Die Tauben-''
old German and
post, Der Musensohn
English songs, Der am Abend Dankende,
Das Muhlradj Drink to me only. Away,
Away, Three Fishers, Hallelujah; Wolf,
iJesaiig Marglts, Gesang Weylas, Waldmadchen, Wie lange schon, Beherzigung.
Miss Mortimer did much yesterday to

of the native playwrights; in that

—

for

This book is of a historical, statistical, anecdotical and critical nature.
Turning the pages that begin with the period of Boucicault is like visiting
an entertaining graveyard, for there are cemeteries that are instructive;
even amusing. Read the references to once popular plays, the descriptions, the criticisms. How many of these plays that once packed theatres
within our remembrance are as dead as King Pandion! Some of them
are occasionally revived. They excite passing curiosity, and one is amazed
at the taste of our fathers, grandfathers, and Urfcle Amos. If Mr. Moses
discusses Bronson Howard and James A. Herne at length; if he devotes
chapters to Clyde Fitch "and the Local Sense," David Belasco "and the
psychology of "the Switchboard," Percy MacKayc and his father, Eugene
O'Neill and the new drama, the "well-made" plays of Augustus Thomas,
William Gillette, "and some box-office dramatists," he does not ignore
Harrigan, Hoyt, Ade and Cohan, and he writes an instructive chapter on
"a certain type of melodrama," as "Nellie, the Beautiful Cloak Model,"
"Bertha, the Sewing Machine Girl." If Theodore Kremer had written
"The Girl of the Golden West," Mr. Moses is sure that audiences would
have smiled at it. "But the two-dollar audiences accepted it because it
was Mr. Belasco." What was the title of the melodrama for which billboards many years ago bore this quatrain:

;

;

i

strengthen the fine impression she made
at her recital a month or so ago. Her
voice sounded even lovelier on a second hearing, with medium tones and
low ones rich and smooth as the finest
velvet,
tones that merely for their
sound alone It Is a treat to hear. Since
Miss Mortimer has a long scale at hi>r
command, it is to be hoped that she
will
see her way to improving her
upper register till,, it jippioaohes in
resonance the mediiim; the upper tone.s
at present are but dull.
She showed yesterday an even more
axellent technique, it seemed, than she
showed a month ago. In the regit>nf;. at
all events where she could do her best.
Her legato she made flow still more
smoothly; her words she enunciated
with a clarity even more comfortable
I'or her hearers' «ase.
Her diction she proved to be admirable in English as well as in German.
For Miss Mortimer made it clear once

mood they wrote plays themselves

the style of acting they adored."

\

;

i

1

"When greed of gold makes man to man unjust,
In vain the workman seeks the needed crust;
Starvation reaches out her bony hand,
sad mechanics, mourn throughout the land."
quote from memory, but we would gladly see the play.

And

We

It is a pleasure to read Mr. Moses on Edward Harrigan and his plays,
"that still live in the memory of those who witnessed them; not such can
be said of most of the plays created today." Not only did Han-igaii do
tor New York what Goldoni did for his city, but "now that the system of
politics with which Harrigan was familiar has changed, there is an historical value to his dramas which cannot be discounted." Not only is there
a picture of Harrigan and Hart in "The Mulligan Guards," but the eight
pages discussing his plays include a list with tiie place and date of each
in-oduction. There are quotations from the dialogues. Thus Esau in "The
Last of the Hogans" complaining of the Italians in Bleecker street, says:
lah's naive "Three {"ishers" she brought "Yes, ma'am, it's razor against stiletto," and Esau says to the Lodge:
true tragic intensity. And "Carry Me
"Brudders, I hope dat you'll be a little lenient wid de candidate, as de last
Back to Od Virginny she made both
beautiful and moving. It Miss Mortimer sister dat took dis degree am now in Bellevue, wrapped up in rubber
could always make her songs tell as blankets."
she made these three, what an artist
she would be! Perhaps, given time, she
James A. Heme was as one born out of due time. He was far in
succan. Yesterday, in any case, she
advance of his period. When William Archer saw "Griffith Davenport"
ceeded oljener than she did before.
Mr. Van Bos accompanied notably. In in New York, he wrote of the perfection of the production and the quiet
We' second Beethoven song above all, naturalness of the acting, "from which the Comedic Fi-ancaise might
why
ard in One or two by Wolf. But song
,
have learnt a lesson."
the negro
'idid he elect to preface
''
s'
"I felt throughout that here I was in the presence of what I had
kvlth so flamboyant a flourish'?
1'
plaie.
ome to seek, and had not found elsewhere original American art. And
((y was out of
America to its indelible disgrace, failed to recognize it."
S(j^e of us remember the production and the fate of "Margai'C
fFlpming" in Boston, how it disturbed orthodox playsfoers; how it wat

more that she

is

an extremely good mu-

sician as well as vocalist; she knows
inthe value of a word given Its just
the beauty that shines forth
flexion
when the musical phrase and the poetMore muical are perfectly adjusted.
intelsical singing than hers, or more
ligent, is not to be heard every day.
MortiMiss
Some of her best singing
mer did In English. Of "Drink to me
only" she "made something to be remembered for its rare beauty. To Hul-

"

Ijpon the steely anvil of her will,
hlio forges chains for wrists and legs—
Iv pretty collar to bo snapped around
your neck
|ro which a flower-hidden cord Is tied
Lest,

as she whispers, you

may

•

stolen

be
But really

made

to yank,

if

you step

out,

answer "Tes, my dear."
^Vhen, by the Fates, you ache to bellow
"No!"
\nd

fall

-

to

^

'.

I

so it was in Eden's fabled Shades,
was thus mid songs on Cleopatra's

Aiitl
i

barge

4

—

, )

n

1

mostly for charitable' purnext
raising funds for a trip to Washington
MomEricsson the inventor
John
^Jie
of
statue
memorial
the
when
May.
°J
to Ibou
expected that a chorus of >000
tor Will be unveiled and where it is
been with the organizahas
Hultin,
Carl
director,
present
-The
.^v'oriTer affairs, sings

^

I

>

.

even called indecent!" immoral. I his was'ln l»yO. It was no doubt apropos
this play that Heme once wote: "Maternity I consider the noblest
liemc of human kind, and I have no patience with that false prudery
which would keep from young people truths they ought to know." Tn
its day this was a startling statement; in 1926 it seems a platitude.
I"

I

I'

'

i
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drama The Russian city
municipal theatre.
Ifrom 10 000 to 15,000 roubles f«r the
with the municipality
The Hock company signing the contract

the seats, and in return for this the ci y
cents a low scale of prices for
Very often two neighsSrantees a certain small profit to the company.
companies-dramatic and operatic,
boring cities agree to invite two stock
They en.ioy
half a season.
exchanging thfni among themselves after
stock companies being umlci
Russian
The
alternately.
opera
drama and
government, were never obliged to pUy
control and supervision of city
the ignorant masses They ware indeof
instincts
on the low tastes and
and could do their best to make
pendent of the fickle taste of the crowd
was a tremendous advantage in the
a staee a real lasting success. This
peculiar feature of Russian
development of Russian drama. Another
pubhshed in some magadSma?ic art is the drama itself. It is usuaDy
its merits as a literary producon
rejected
or
accepted
be
must
zSe and
the readmg public and the
independent of its value for the stage. If
the theatre, but never beto
goes
it
favorably,
it
accept
Werary critics
for
the theatre managers and
written
plays
know
fore Russia does not
manager cannot change a single iota in
mutilated at their pleasure; The
from such -^itrary mu ilation by the
The manuscript, legally protected
of a newspaper article do not allow
author's copyright. The narrow limits
interesting hisVry of the Russian stage.
the
into
deeper
go
to
me
the interindicate the most salient features, referring
I can only brieflv
history of dramatic art, very^
the
on
works
standard
the
to
ested reader
average American.
[little understood by the
vrH4RTT<;HTN
V. CHARUSHIN.

the beginnmg a model has been used; at first English, then the

Germany. Craftsmanship has improved. The "made"
play no longer moves the more thoughtful.
"We are nearest the native flavor when we discuss the use of the redman in Indian plays, the appearance of the Yankee in quasi^dialect comedies, the rise and fall of negro-minstrelsy, and the rural dtama which
rose to such excellent realism in the dramas of James A. Heme. In
many of our plays our ethics become doubtful, our manners become vuirrar.
The tragedy of George Kelly's 'The Show-Off,' of Rachel
Crothers' 'Expressing Willie' was not recognized."
"There is activity in every quarter, but there is sadly wanting any
Everyone seems to be writing plays on the slimmest
basic foundation.
The real charge against our playwrights has
intellectual capital.
been that they have brought to the theatre nothing more than their willThe theatre has handled
ing selves, and a varyingly dexterous pencil.
.
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S
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.
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M iavestinenta."
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INTERNATIONAL SONG

Fitchburg.

!

i
'

A Coming Festival—The

Russian Theatres

—Certain Concerts of the Week

The DroCTam

of the International

Music Festival, to be held in Sym-

competition will better appresing together in friendly
and at the same time recogrespective National characteristics
in song and
loyal they are to their traditions
however
fact^hat
nfz? the
Americans.
all
of
first
are
they
life as citizens
serve as a supplement to the
few notes of a personal nature may

A

program.

Born at Berwill be led hy A. H. Ritschel.
Conservatory. Coming to
Mohr's
Herrmann
in
sTudied
he
lin il 18?6
of Music in Boston and
sSdies vvere in the Chelius School
on his snimes
Boston
Bos
first director of tho New
^ ^ ^
years; he conducts^at present the

ThP German male chorus

ltt^TaengSrfo?\2

'°"TeuW TsJ^iation

Jordan hall next fuesday
Ignace Hilsberg, who will play the piano in
was
9 years old he was soloist with
he
When
Pole.
birth
a
by
is
evening,
Having toured Japan and Chmathe Warsaw Philharmonic Society.
by the government-he returned to
decorated
was
he
the latter country
Conservatory °f At^-s. Las^
Royal
the
at
Europe and became a teacher
applicants to be the soloist with the
spring he was chosen out of many

voices).
(mixed voices), Schiller Verein (mixed
(male
(mixed voices), Maiden Turn Verem

Symphony

orchestra.

GermanXrktngSrClib

CONCERTS OF THE WEEK

chorus).

I
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SUNDAY-Symphony

Polish group He began
Anthony Nurczynski is the conductor of the
Poland, where he
Czestochowa,
at
violin
the studv of the piano and the
the Krakow Conservatory. -Two
Jas born t 1884 In 1898 he entered
Warsaw he studied '-rn'^-yyears ?ater at Se Conservatory of
Noskovvsk, Urstem RoguiAi a
Sygietynski,
under
piano
the
and
poi"
of the Slawir iski ChocM and
"regent"
became
he
1905
In
MMZvnski
and finall. appeared before
Russia
and
Poland
in
toured
which
teaching tho piano,
Nurczynski
Mr.
present
At
II.
?he -^sar N cholas
"Lire."
Orchestra
Polish
the
and
Chorus
Srects the Boston Polish

l

I

'

Minneapolis, Providence, etc.

few asself-supportinT^eB* f^r^'^e assistance of a
and excluding
contribute by melttis of yearly dues,

The chorus is
members who

sociate

^

a

B°st°n

'Gy-Sna'sium
Gym

.,A

h^et^c

Galli-Curcl. soprano.

See

orchestra.

See

Asso^^^^^^^^

and the Vannini sympnurijr =
Hall. 8:^5 Pi M
MONDAY -Steinert
A.maJor; Baeh.Kre^sle^^
Sonata,
Brahms.
Men^eUsohn.
Kreisler, Fugue, A-maJor;

soprano,
lyricc sop

y

"TUESDAY-SymTcnrna:.

8 15
=

P.

^see^^special notice,
Brvant. v o nist:
Brya^nt.

F,orenc^
i^r^^^^^

p^^,

S(.h,,^'o.Tarantelle.

p.an.st.
M.. Ossip OaPri.owitsch.

^"S"

Bach U«^^^^^^^^
H°aVl"8 P. M.. .gnace Hilsberg pianls^:
Hornpipe,
part),
and Fuque, A-minor; Purcell-Siloti
J'"" guite (first
and
CaP!:'"'°=
Pastorale
Hari-Besar;
Scarlatti,
^.^J'^'^^^^'yana-^^
Para•{°wTt"hrt^•nt°e?rp'tro^):^T^i:c^"a^ik':^s.y-PaPst.
Sh^Ti°n^"ll pVTr:J'es
Elizabeth D^^^^^^
'''^^\\^';Trt"^H'Sr..1ri'l«Fi"-M

:

i^SldnoSl'wh^^^^iple

a short time in a place,
The chorus, like
tsh Group was o?gani;ed in 1895.
^^^^^y'^'^Zl'Z:
of the original members now takc^
has had its ups and downs. No one
^^mb^rs \ha.
dwindled to a very
active part. Although at times it
clause in its by-laws to the ejfect that
never entirely disbanded, due to a
willing to continue, it should not
wWle there was one singer in each part
memit has grown to its present
years
few
past
the
In
disorganized.
be
of the American Union of
member
a
is
chorus
The
40.
about
b^sSp of
male choruses in the United
Swedish Singers, which includes nearly all
festivals l?eW_ ^^cry four
singing
the
all
in
part
Itetes. and has taken
New York, Philadelphia.
Worcester,
cities.
years in many of our large

Mme.

Gurewlch and Saxophone orchestra.
"'"sy'm"p°hi.ny Hall. 8:15 P. M.. Mr.
^"
Johnson and Taylor Gordon.
Rosamond.
cSp?ey -Pheaue, 8:15 P. M., J.
soecal notice.
Se^ special
d'Arle,
with^a'^rWam%f/negrospiritu^^^^^^^^
program of negro spirituals, See

SoS

settle^^^^^^^^^^
of Swedish birth or extraction
Boston bwea
the
Thus,
up.
springs
chorus
male
a

Hall, 3:30 P. M.,

Symphony
'""Hollis^StVeet Theatre. 3:30 P. M., People's

^t^d

become fairly well known
Male chorus singing by Swedish people has
the Student Chorus from the Univerwhen
tiine
the
since
worfd
to the
awarded first prize m Pans m a
:?^v !t Unsala Sweden in 1870 was

^

Stadium concerts.
Philharmonic orchestra of NewJ'ojrkjforJhe
play in Jordan hall next Thursday
Leff Pouishnoff, pianist, who wiU
musical instinct at an early
showed
He
season.
last
night was heard here
Entering the Leninphenomenon.
infant
an
as
Je but was not exploited
piano by Mme. Essipov, and compograd Conservatory he was taught the
Liadov. He was .graduated ,n
fSon by Rimsky-Korsakov, Glazounov and
including the Rub nstein Prize. In 1911
honors,
highest
the
vvfth
0
9
Russia. Pouishnoff later gave conLeopold Auer took him on a tour in
out. He became a teacher at the Tifhs
broke
war
The
Germany.
certs in
the revolution and went
ConLrvato^. He managed to leave Russia after
recitals. In the spring of
gave
he
1921,
in
there
to England. Arriving
fall he played in Austria, Germany.
1925 he was heard in Paris. Last
in Russia on Oct. 11, 1891. He has comItaly and Holland. He wa« born
p^ano pieces, etc.
posed orchestra and chamber music,
on Thursday night was a
Aidan Redmond, who ^vill give a recital
«tate Federation of Music
the
of
auspices
the
under
winner ?n the contest
1925. He is known to radio audiences of
held in Steinert hall March 26,
the first broadcast of the Boston
both WBZ and WEEI. He sang during

ie who
?rte\L

SSla^d

.;c-

>

of France and

.

.

,
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These few quotations from the opinions of Mr. Moses give only the]
faintest idea of the general value of the book, a book that while it is inliispensable to all students of the drama, is delightful reading. One may
ciiffer with him in this or that opinion; one admires him for what may be
called his practical idealism. He believes that the American drama is
vastly better than it used to be. "But we have fallen down in the story
quality of our plays. We are still woefully lacking in idea, still woefully
lacking in clear thinking I would suggest Jevons's Logic as a textbook
we are wanting in our ability to 'follow
in our play-writing courses
still write cleverly much that is not worth virriting about.:
Jirough.'
And in the average of what we get in a dramatic season, there is much
are clever in our comedies, we are swiftly acthat is scrapped. . .
tive in ouB farces, we still cling to the old melodrama, the old romance—
"
the old play of 'h\z moment.'

—

.

A

itch.

he inherited from Steele MacKayc."

of The Sunday Herald:
paper about Russian theshort while ago I read a notice in your
loss now by the soviet govfinancial
a
at
operated
being
are
atres which
present Russian ralers to keep
ernment, thus implying the inability of the
The average American, unfastage.
Russian
of
up thi high standard
theatre, is probably unaware of the
miliar with the history of 'Russian
loss even in tl-^^eyd^^ °
fact that it was always operated at a
vvaa
in a great measure to the fact that it
Its enormous development is due
Right from the beginnmg
heveriooked upon as a commercial enterprise.
an important educational institution more
ft was a municipal undertaking,
been an entertainment for the tired
has
never
It
else.
than anything
city of any size could boas of
Russian
Every
God.
business man thank
foreign to American life
entirely
institution
an
a sertous dramatic theatrf
show a serious dramat c
Nobody could conscientiously call the Broadway
an art of extracting money from the pockets
If it is an art, it must be
art
willing to put up with the silly nonsense that
of gullible public which is
and home of the brave under the name of
free
the
of
land
this
goes in
government usually votes an annual subsidy of

To the Editor

no one to take the place of Clyde.

still

,

.wTlitteg
Jtion for two years.

Mr. Moses thinks there
As for Percy MacKayc, "passionately desirous of serving humanily, he speaks in accents which the crowd very often cannot understand."
"He often binds together the interests of a community in imagery which
But
is measure of his own culture; there creeps in an academic quality.
always there is the amplitude of his vision, and that is the part of him
is

in

i

ot^^^^^EB^^^^^r^^^-

n'^del^^O^ ste-ep^,^?.T;
r^-u^.
fron,^ F^^
Jewel song Trom
n the Seraglio'^ Gounod.
^^
fro,m
of ^ilendaie, iviane
pgi^ann.
du Matin; old English. Mary
Long Ago. He^^^
:

Hue!

A

des_oiseaux; Bayly. Long.

M artel,

|

Chanson

Swedish Cradle

;

1

,

|

Caprice Basque.

THURSDAY

- Symphony

H|^.

odworth a=tJ"f.=c°"p''"M°leff
Woodw
•Hall,
Jnrrian

a

an; Loewe.'Canzonetta;

Harvard Glee Club. G.
''j^^ '^es xhibaud. violinist

Pouishnoff. pianist.

orld

Wiy

Wags;

does one

woman

than Mni'

'

aiioiner tl.at

favorable.

her new clothes are most becoming tj
her when she knows that they are atrocious? Simply because she wishes her
to look- as atrocious as possible.

She began with the "Star victno of
with I'ara-

.SalVtttor Uostt, foUowinn It
"Ivel
Ruscelk-lo,"
dlsl's

MISOG/XIST,

As the World Wags:

Symphony

WESLEYANWINS

1921' as "Rlusetfa in "La BoIn 1922 she created the role of
in "The Snow Maiden" at
the Metropolitan. She has gained reputation In operatic and concert appear-

in

heme,"

"Koupova"

After journeying Trom the snowjound fastnesses of Maine, the
Bowdoin College Glee Club, last
competition with eight
light,
in

well as In England, and she established
a record of 12 months with the St.

ither similar organizations, at an
intercollegiate glee club contest in
Jordan hall, sang its wiy to second

company In
Louis Municipal Opera
grand and light operas. She has rethe leadcreate
cently been selected to
ing role in the light opera "Maritza."

a^nce.s in

Qentral and South America, as

thrifty.

About

t«/

by

set

off on a business tour of some weeks,
Angus said to his wife: "Good-by, my
dear: dinna for«et to mak' wee Sandy
tak' oft his glasses when he's no lookln

Mr. Koussevitzky conductor.

•lebut

air

Chapl, "Carrelenis," Mmo. OalllCurcl displayed her amazing skill at
jdapld enunciation.
she was not successful' In conIf
everybody that Scnumann's
vincing
Mondnacht" suits her voice or Style,
FITZ.
Mme. Oalll-Curol sang Rimsky-KorBaat onythlng."
exquisite
koft's "Chanson Indone" with
tone, a legato worth going far to hear,
As the World Wags:
Interof
quality
and a certain poetic
Bhe
Your entertaining notes on bolls and
pretation It does not always get.
sent
bell-rlnglng
with
the differing arts of
closed the first part of the concert
rhymes
in
doggerel
Later
some
"Mlgnon.
to
back
from
mind
rtiy
the polacca
three
lately read descriptive of Hallsham,
[
the day Mme. GalU-Curcl sang
al
HoUamby,
Dropped
John
"Spring
Sussex, written by
songs of trifilng worth,
Pointed
Maiden
rustic bard of that place, and
a Song," Carpenter's "May the
verse In 18J7.
In a volume with other
land "Little Birdies" by Buzzl-Peccia.
reare
sang in
which
she
scene
mad
stanzas,
The "Hamlet"
Among the 24
Our
Most
book,
the vein of a parade piece.
printed In that delightful
all,
after
Thomas,
But
sopranos do.
Sussex Parish," are these:
his
of
idiom
the
in
writing
go.
though
"Upon the church tower you may
as
period was writing as dramatically
Because that place Is higher.
mean
was
no
he
and
how to,
knew
day.
pleasant
he
a
upon
there
And
composer; neither did he lack a sense
You may spy many a spire.
There is more in that
of the theatre.
knows
scene than display. If the singer
see
may
you
the channel
Or
how to find it.
fro.
and
to
pass
enthusiastically
ships
was
The
Mme Galll-Curcl
And think upon the great hardships
applauded by an audience that could
Of the added songs
Which seamen undergo.
not get enough.
there was no keeping count.
sang
she
tower
"There are five bells hung in the
As good as any round,
,
»v
they've always carried the

The Scots are

Hall, 3 P. M., Myra Hess,
^s, pianisi.
pianist
Hall, 8:15 P. M., repetition of Friday's
iday's Symphony
Syr
concert,

delightfully

from "Dlnorah" served to
show the world that tho opera does
not begin and end with the shnflow
In a (luaint "ITctty Mocking
[dance.
Bird" by Bishop and a (ipanlih nong

An

sung.

THRIFT, HORATIO
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would not have

iicl

Milder conditions not

manngpd
tell
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place and honorable mention, being
the only club taking part in the contest without a conductor.
Mr. Cornelius Vanaerbllt, Jr., wrote'
The Bowdoin singers gave way only* for his Illustrated paper "The Daily
was.
which
Wesleyan club,
to
the
should
Tab." an editorial article which
T warded the cup for this year amid wild_
It was sugIn making the) be quoted far and wide.
clieerlng and applause.
award, Philip Hale, chainn.in of the; gested by the fact that the names of Mr.
(ommittee of judges, called the attenthe
and Mrs. Irving Berlin are not In
tion of both singers and audience to the
Is
Social Register though the wedding
fact that both clubs winning were those
Domhoosing simple songs, selections, which noted
the section "Dilatory
ad remained as th^ir composers set
Mr. Vanderbllt says that tto*
iciles."
them down; that they had not attemptInAnd tho'
world at large recognizes only love.
ed compositions too difficult lor them,
crack.
"It admires
nor those which had passed under the
dustry and character.
That does not spoil the sound.
his
smirching, perverted hand of i>ome modIrving Berlin for his compositions,
ern "composer," or adapter.
It adhonesty, his straightforwardness.
"And tho' all Ave are excellent,
sincerity,
NINE CLUBS COMPETE
Were I oblig'd to tell
mires Ellin Mackay for her
those
were
competing:
From
Which is the best, why I should say
clubs
The other
her genuineness, her personality.
The tenor bears the bell."
Brown.
University, Clark,
of Boston
to see
both these young people It hopes
The whole poem closely follows the
purMlddlebury, Technology, Holy Cross
Hood's ballad of
future greatness, strength and
of Thomas
manner
was
affair
The
,.nd Boston College.
"Faithless Sally Brown," compare.
pose."
under the auspices of the is'. K.' Col"Wealth
" 'The Tender-ship,' cried Sally Brown,
Mr. Vanderbllt further says:
"—
lege Glee Club Contest Ass^ociation, and
•What a hardship that must be!'
upon which soIs the foundation stone
patronesses,
of
list
a
sponsored
by
was
published In the London
was
which
engreat
this
Why
ciety Is buUded.
rf presentative of each colloge, and numMagazine five years before the appearprinciple?
bfiing more than 100 wo.nen. Judges
deavor to masquerade the
ance, from the Hallsham Press, of Hoiapwith Mr. Hale were Emil M..llenhauer
names
lamby's modest volume, and had become
Hundreds upon hundreds of
and Stuart Mason, while C-r. J. J. Gibhave
very popular as a song and broadside.
Register'
-Social
tht
In
pearing
preassociation,
tons, president of the
"Cheap -printers of Shoe-lane, and Cowyear
sided.
Miss Elinor Whiltemore gave
been brought there from year to
Croas," wrote Hood, "(all pirates!) disof
achievements
violin solos.
the
of
because
puted about the copy-right, and pubsimply
After the presentation, of judges and
family who
llshed their own editions."
the male members of the
.announcement of the awards by Mr.
Just what, as a technical term In
have
through the sweat of their brows
Mr. Mollenhauer conducted the
TIflle,
campanology, Is "the crack?" Being
necesclubs
fortune
nj^ie
glee
the
the
am
I
combined forces of
managed to acquire
totally Ignorant of the subject,
In "The Prayer of ThaTnu.-;glving," an
children
sure i miss something of the pun In the
to make their wives and
sary
old Dutch melody arranged by Kremnext to the last stanza quoted from
eligible'."
ser. He then followed this with the naJ. C. L. CLARK.
HoUamby.
Of his own family he has to say:
tional anthem as closing number.
Lancaster.
this writer's
ago
generations
"Five
TRI-PART PROGRAM
Perhaps the bells were cracked. Sec
ancestor ferried passengers from Staten
The contest program was divided into
corner
Baudelaire's poem to which Mr. Lo;tIsland to New York and laid a
Rememthree groups, with the total possible
fler and others have set music.
enBtone for Industry and finance that
points to any club set at 100. Each
ber also that one meaning of "crack."
'genthe
join
to
descendants
sound"
loud
abled his
If it Is not the oldest, is "a
group was then sub-divided into five
Social
erous columns' of the New York
as In "the crack of doom" I.e. the thunof
,the
with
achievement
consideration
of
I>oInts
Re-lster. Yet was the
derous trump that announces the Day
more Interest
total score possible to each group equalthe" old commodore of far
Judgment.— Ed.
the petty, of
ly divided between these points, which
to the world at large «ian
from
toy that comes to his descendants
were ratings on ensemble, interpretaCAN ONE FORQET7
the Social
tion, tone, diction and pitch. The first
the mere fact of being 'In
From a business circular received by
group was made up of one song chosen
In
our correspondent "Noah":
Years ago when Puck was a power
by each club, and had total scoring
Gunner
"Just forget for a moment that I am
possibility of 30. The second, the prize
the land by reason of H. Celder
the
cartoons,
trying to sell you real estate, and look
Its editor, and Its
song, "The Lamp in the West,"/ by
squarely."
picturing
page
double
at this thing fairly and
KcDOler drew a
Horatio Parker, was sung by each club
members of the 400 at a fancy dress
;ind counted a possible 50, or half the
Sassenach Va
their
hated
of
The
Poor Ireland!
dressed in the costumes
ball
It was aptly chosen for the purtotal.
Vannow saving that her new coin name,
passages
ancestors. The then head of the
pose and contained several
"leafcoroln"
and
a« carry"pingln" for penny,
derbllt family was portrayed
which might easily wreak havoc with
not euphonious. But
his shoulder.
for half-crown are
Ine a pair of oars over
ensemble and pitch. The last group, colthe world
sorne
in
there are other coins
To the surprise of Puck's readers,
lege songs, counted a possible 20 points.
Can any bright eye..t
origin was humble,
ciueerly named.
of the 400 whose
Last night's affair was one of many
not
country
what
did
us
tell
respectable
boy
school
though no doubt
sectional contests being held throughgourde, the
Cornelius Vanboasts of the talarle, the
find ?he cartoon funny
out the country. The winners of each
said
of LatHow
be
to
is
shame.
And what
'chon
derbllt, Jr., has no false
will compete in- the national contest in
Lithuania's lltas, Panathis country
^.ja's' graschi,
miny generations are In shirt-sleeves?
New York city on March 6.
.Siani's
zloty,
ma's balboas, Poland's
between shirt-sleeves and
Rumania's leu
say to
tical worth 100 saUngs,
Did not Abraham Lincoln once
If. A. A.
gad which go
a pair of
nf 100 banl, Oman's 20
an English diplomat that
coatmuhamadi, the Korean
Tha ^mcevt in the g>'mnasium of the
shirt-sleeves was the American s
to make up a
Boston Atliletlc Association tonight at
won?
ot-arms?
S o'clock will be given by Yvonne d'Arle,
lyric soprano, and the Vannlni SymREFERRING TO HIS SPEED?
phony Ensemble, Mr. Vannini, conducThe program will be as follows:
tor.
(Woburn Dally Times via G. F. B.)
GllDka
'Korture, "Rusland and Ludmllla"
appeared
drew a vast comCity Clerk William E. Kane
fMme Galli-Curcl
Suitl-—
to Symphony
for the first
GlUet
In the Shad«
(«)
as Clerk of the City Council
Ltiv ve.t*rdav afternoon
evenTchaikovsky
last
h) Sleeplug
Bcmity;
meeting,
a concert, with the
special
gave
she
at the
^^n%w!ere
time
ilanons—
Three
Tllie
The new City Clerk handled the assistance of that admirable accompabig
Qur-lle Trine,"
from
"Manon
(a> "In
of the
w.
Pucdnl
I.escaut"
Somer Samuels (who ^^^^^XTltx
papers and routine business
is
of Manuel
••CwvXiH." from "Miinon"
Maseonet
very expediently.
council
poup of piano solos), and
"Laughing
"Manon
LcsSong," from
(0)
flutist.
3erenguer,
«_vivi*i„oaut''
«
Auber
exhibition
an
gave her hearers
JIlss D'Arle
worth
AT THE WORLD S WORST OPERA ,f She
Snlnt-Saens
jMTt.irbonlc Poem. "Phaeton"
technique and resourcefulness
"Zaza",
Leoncavallo
For,
Vii from
witne.«3.
(Except Martha)
,ravlng the storm to
Misa D'Arle
ye
nor
voice
about
iiB from "Rose Marie"
Filml
hough not In her best
Wonder what a tenor thinks high
was
she
nevertheless
iiii;r
with plauo—
C
vein,
the
lulte
as he Is reachmg
just
When
i'.u
Cul'a (Spnnish)
,. ...Fuentea
mastery of breath,
row
ible by her supreme
A.v. Ay, Ay (Me.Klcfln). .... .Arr. LaForge
A round dowager In a front
determination not to force and.
itier
Sci morta nella rlta mia (Italian)
Ic)
Whispers loudly:
^ has. „
use of that
liberal
her
by
IJuknoTCa
iibove all,
"What nice straight legs he
heafl
Miss D'Arle
lUluable help In time of trouble,
Miss d\Arle is of French descent. Her
muoh of Its
voice
about
tone, to keep In her
Wonder what a baritone thinks
father, a professor of languages, was
attention.
careful
her
By
beauty.
sorrow
^flual
aiipd to the 'University of Chicago wheh
As he finishes his aria of
breast.
iTthermoie, to rhythm, the shape of
was young. She has been educated
With bowed head and heaving
phrases, and to accent she gave the
applause
this
in
country.
the
oily
For five years
Taking
she
ffect of singing with a warmth
heart
i'<
u
ip,.-mb'T of the MetroThat brings gladness to his
A singer less
ujrobably did not feel.
le made her
And ripples of satisfaction
competent
musically
[technically and
To his countenance.
^
/
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PEOPLE'S PLAYERS

yester-

At the HoUls Street Theatre,
Symphony,
day afternoon, the People's
gue-' conwith Wallace Goodrii:h as
and Allan
ductor and Raymond Havens
the followgave
soloists,
as
Farnham

I

—

*

ing program:

|

j

ist.

\
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Wa

of the
concert, with the exception
d "Manage to
ner, because after all it d
signposts that
avoid so many of the
way.
iJltter the orchestral
It harks
although
The Parker overture,
is PUlslng
back to his student P«rlod,

dramatic music, with some l«v<2nrl ae
and de
saees given to the wood wind,
™:ademlcism at tirnes
Its appar<fnt

sXcomes

oft well In P^'-f"' "^'^"';^,^ "^"^
admirable one
the orchestra gave It an
throughout the
yesterday, and in fact
concert U played In Its
ro^l^
^^f^^X roufen
though there Were occasional
places In the Wagner.
pianoforte and
Converse', fantasle for
the piano
orchestra. In which he uses
than
more as an orchestral '"^trument
be imaginative
as a soloist, proved to
and
decorous
and graceful, with
for the or
*ubtle Jazz episodes, both
Is quite .uchestra and piano. And it
terrstlng to note that this P7;'"'«-

it

,

i

,

j
I

i

i

:

i

I

'

in Blue" and Deems
"Beggar on
for the
both of which
I'
the ela:i and the bit-

the "Rhapsod*
Taylor's muslo

Horseback,"
although it .acks

Gershw.n. And
ing jazz of much of the
subject
rather too long for the
1^
t
the piano
played
Mr. Havens
matter.
of touch
With his accustomed lightness
sensitive
and poetic feeling, an able and
already'

i

CONCERT

I

I

•

m

i

,^

i

(

;

I

'

;i

Brookllne.

"'of'^the Debussy, which has
Into another
sen several transcriptions
was
medium than the one for which it tile
only
is
originallv intended,
In
and
lovely and exotic Utile minuet,
recognizes
the riotous ballet, that one
so well
the Debussy wh6 could paint
he has
with his orchestra, and In these
miniatures.
written beautiful
concerto,
But it was the Mendelssohn
the violin
one of the most Intrequent of
and
virtuoso,
tho
concertos to Interest
a student at
in which Allan Farnham.
violin solo
the Conservatory, played the
into gusts of
that stirred the audience
For, despite his youth, lie
applause.
clean and
Played with an amazingly
techbeautiful tone, a firm and flexible
intensity that
nique and an emotional
It
never rnn over into sentlmcntalism.

U

GALU-CURCI SINGS

\

Men

E

homage."
ham: Wagner, "March
Although there was nothing
vester
program
the
rial significance on
and Interestm.
flay, it was an amiable

i

I

;

minor, for vio
Farn
and orcliestra, soloist, Allan

delssohn, concerto in

t

!

by H. Bussor)

solo-

petite

Raymond Havens; Debussy,

suite (orchestrated

j

i

and orchestra,

tasle for pianoforte

,

HOW

^
"Count

overture.
Parker,
Horatio
Converse, fanRobert of Paris": F. S.

j

1

i

'

was a smooth and

intelligent perform-

exceedingly
ance, and one that auRurs
well for hla futur*
the proclosed
that
of the Wagner
gram, the less said the better. It can
only be as an oddity that Mr. Goodrich
exhunfed It, for it is most certainly

Wagner

at

his

most

bombastic

and

emptiest, and would be mu»h better forThe concert next week will be
gotten.
conducted by the alternating Mr. Mason
and the program will be as follows:
Maydn, Symphony Wo. 1 In E-flat man
v.
jor; Rnbaud, La Procession

n

,

1

Hodge's latest opus Is a thlnlysatire, a fling at the feminist
The first act Is comedy,
movement.
as the programmlst would have It. The
jTr

"Concerto In K Minor," and
"PRsslon I'iuigi
In F Minor,"

5S
syn.phoiilo

-

"Ma

Aondemie Festival OvertunS

oi).

80.

K.

O.

Johnson and Gordon Again
Entrance Audience
At the Copley Theatre,

Of the
F nden'.r'Teniple Bells," melod>,
^-f^^l^^^^^:^
N\ h<^^-'
stepping, climactic negro
Out," were most pleas-Mv Shoes Wear
"
My

last «venlnff,

for the second time this season. J.

Rosa-

mond Johnson and Taylor Gordon sant
a proftram of negro spirituals, and hold
audience entranced, so cntranc«4
!\n
that there were even mnd shouts of
bravo, and demands for them to elnR
•Deep River," from the balcony. Thelt
program Included the following, plus

i.^'.^H
\

Harp. Gwlne Up. I Want Ood'i
Heab'n to Re Mine, Ev-'ry Time I Feel
De Spirit, Stand Still Jordan, Roll Jordan Roll, Dere's No HIdIn' Place Down
Dere, Father Abraham, Witness for My
Lord.

There Is so very little that one can
add now to what has already been said
Mid written about these sincers and the
arrangements of Mr Johnson that comment upon them necessarily passes into
reiteration. And, hearing them for the
with
tlrst time, the listener grows naive
wrnder, InsatiabU In his demand for

was
by

played

"Largo,"

and the

To

And

And why make a change
recent?

•

1

A

OUTSIDE THE COURT

ll^/^\"er kne^Vr wt w^
*

^wfre

r

rd/n^tLVb°re\k?as?:

rha't^Vs\h%^^^frTer:nce°~^

--%o

such -socIat.ons^./er?^

lets it be known that her
was not with Flora Chapelle In
days
New York "for those two whole
in
and nights. but came to her help
The
indiscretion.
mild
of
a moment

she frankly
father

|

"

may guess.
Intimated Mr. Hodge,
for himself a more or
creating
though

end one

As we have

i

^

the

teront,"

Wiley's

Hugh

from

,rty.

'

"Spoils

Sutherland,
Directed by Edward
cast:
with the following
Wallace Been.'
Rift Sivanson
riovmond Hfttton
?!horty McGee,..
Marv Brian
netty Bartlett-Cooper
iCwairf^ Arlen
Percy Brown
"^tsTn. Kennedy

because of the
ning and postponed
night at
storm gave their concert last
aggreSymphony hall. This symphonicwas orwhich
ffkUon of saxophones,
under
ago
months
18
ganized less than
F. Laus. first
the direction of Abdon
orSymphony
bassoonist of the Boston

lower middle class

Brlton^^^^^^^g_

1

(From a Florida Jonmal.)

HEAR END

.

COLLISION

Gives
-The Judge's Husband"

Him Star Comedy Role

"f^rdlv

^'^^^H

fror. a 8taT<afl9»f
the date or Igr^ost as unpropltlous as
The audience, though
inallv planned.
repeatedly,

PLTIIOUTH

|

was enthusiastic, and
Gure
demanded encores both from Mr.

THEATRE

William

wlch and the orchestra.

program Was
evenly divided between the
orchestra, which
local
the
and
virtuoso
saxophones, anconsisted of some 40
the Syn.phony
of
members
by

'

lil^-

own

STA.TE-"The

r

,be storTof

directed

by Mr.

Blackbird,

Tod Browning,
The
Browning.
pro

Chaney
The BHck Bird Llmehouse. }J .Lon
Th:"<ishop"of
^^^^
English Eddy
Kenee A^oree
.Doris Uoyd
i-in
P.>uv
Vndy McLennan
:::winiRm "^v/-''""
...Eric Muyne
lH-a
,
Sifc-lnseer.
.Sidney Bracy

i

MODERNISM
j

S^Bted

The program opened with two solcoortions from Wagner played by the
chestra; the march from the second
and "Rien:;i's
act of "Tannbauser,

T. A. B.

the voluble youth to our left

Tni^wq

1

"A wow!" exclaimed

nist court officer:

fllm

i

cast:

diversified

bassos,
orchestra at the organ, string
Laus
timpani, and percussion, with Mr.
conducting.

oonflllctlng emotions to promote the lUucast
slon. So, too, for the rest of the
there Is much praise, and for the femi-

and

rmall.

exaggeration.

of

Ruth Lyons, a Roxbury girl, we are
was the daughter, Alice, and judging by her reception and recognition,
In the hands of her friends.
was
she
She made the mistake. In her earlier
scenes of simulating a too perfect maturity, where a girlie demeanor would
have been more to the point. This she
corrected as the evening wore on, and In
the court room scene she visualized her

told,

^i;^tlin'BarV.ett.Cooper.-..H^ya^^^^^

LIFE IN FLORIDA

Gladvs Hanson, as the Judge, created
If
the illusion of the legal mind, even
A beauty
it did run away with her.
like
of the classic tj-pe, she was very
Portias we have seen toying with the
was
she
court
the
In
Sitting
caskets.
always In the picture and avoided the
pitfail

of

alx."

Wednesday eve-

you will, but brimful of subtleties,
underlying substance, with the conviction that Joe Kirby mlt^ht have
walked this very earth even as you and
of

M ETROPOLITA N-"Behlnd
by Ethel Dohscreen comedy

part,

reached

has

if

importantTiterary news

««

and a fat one at
the zenith of his
characterizations to date. A caricature,

one-man

less
that,

Lord Dunsany and Miss Rebecca West
thins >.t

by
the

Mrs.

The

|

psa «nly iiulU peast

«

lay

the

to

it

has

Kirby

observer.

reKirby loses her head. There is a
cess and no decision.
to
later
weeks
few
Comes Kirby a
Seeing her he
see his only daughter.
is
he
when
leave,
Is about to take his
wife^
restrained in the presence of his
daughter will have her say, and

of

'Life

Irresistible.

is

best of

Clement Phlnney," "Cochranism
and
Delineated, or a Description of
Hydrophobia
specific for a Religious
Counties
the
In
Spreading
Which Is Still
District of
of York and Cumberland,
by A. Watchman (Boston,
Maine,"
Wiggln
as H-or
Douglas
"Kate
1819)
Knew Her" (Nora Archibald
Sister
(Kate Dougsmith) "WaltstiU Baxter"
This Is a Cochran rolas Wiggln).
was
mance. I once told the author It
which she reher greatest book, to
dlsof
tone
some
with
Dlled, aaemlngly
seemed
anpointm-ent, that but few people
is well worth riding.
to think so. It
E- C. CARLL.
Buxton. Me.

B. O,

Jascha Gurewlch and the
was
ophone orchestra, whose appearance

Mr, ("lurewlch olavfil

Kl-by

I

IGUREWICH CONCERT
Boston Sax-

Pi.Tver."

and here

torney. The trial commences,
(he direct and cross-examination

bSw's

Rev

,

encouraged by Dan Reynolds, who has a
Besides he will be her atmotive.

Wm

rare),

su-

is

their
other's characteristics and hurls
Where was Joe
jibes at one another.)
Kirby for two whole days and nights.
is
There will be a divorce. Mrs. Kirby

j

(Stlnchfleld,

I

,preme; court officers et al. are of the
gender; tea Is served, "rotten" tea as
the simian-like minion of the law would
IhaVe it.
Mrs. Judge Kirby wears the pants.
A Connecticut Katharine for the most
part, at certain lapses and seldom, very
womanly indeed. She has climbed the
ladder of success, but Joe Kirby, the
She
village lawyer, was the ladder.
learned stenography In his office, he
tutored her in law. made it possible
dropped
for her to be a lawyer. Joe has
errand
to utilitarian of the household,
Bickerboy, pot walloper and the like.
(And
ings and recriminations develop.
lights
at this point is one of the high
assumes the
of the plav as when each

^

nosed"

moment

the

for

i

I

m

there should still be mention ol
accompaniments of Mr. Johnson,
accompaniments that have the same
mellowness and warmth that distinguish their singing as a whole, and
which at times seem almost in the
nature of improvisations, so much a
part of the whole have they become.
There will be another concert by
them, on the 28th of March, and after

K

Here woman

that there should be
in Saco Valley Settlements,
presumably celestial ^^Rldlon, Cochran craze paved the way
the
In
anger
euch
says' "The
Blgelow.
Saco valand
for a Mormon invasion In the
minds of Messrs. Wells
made a
except once at a lley
A full-blooded Cochranlte
was
Wells I never saw.
Cochran
Jacob
Mormon.
first-class
fitted jell
face
his
Mormon
Boston club, when
a John the Baptist for the
hardest
The
his books.
with much
any Amer - ^'^'There was a Mormon temple In Buxhuman creature for ahnost
middle
with the windows boarded up.
ton
la the lower
understand
can to
Many of the Mormon converts followed
classes
other
Townthe
All
class Englishman.
through to Salt Lake. James Smith
love. y
Joseph om u>
could love
with Jos«pn
admire, and couia
send of Buxton went w'tn
of the English I
that
In
hotel
and built the first
no wrote
lm,
when he
to Utah
.
home wnen
.
Mr. Wells was at
^^ry rich man and
"Mr. Pony; he 18 o° a"«"„^,:^",'7^:S
-.h^h
- in t^^^^^^^
genu.^.. ^^
he attempts to create a
nnnAPHV OF COCHRANISM
conventional
BIBLIOGRAPHY
me?;
Tn
d
the'' wo
would have
Lamb
Valley Settlements and FamCharles
"Saco
HOW
sense
History of BuxCharles had not
ilies" (Rldlon). "The
hated Wells-that Is. If
has
"Maine WiU-,
personally, for Charles
ton Me." (Marshall),
known
Abbotts
Families,"
County
not hate any man
"York
s^ld that he*^ could
Coast Ro
"Maine
•History of Maine,"
The mance" (Sylvester), "History of Kenpublished portrait in
Ex-,
nebunk" (Bourne). "Cochranlsm

an

of this.

all

Is

'

It is surprising

^

logically too,

Mr. Hodge's pen worked best in the
court-room scene, whether the lay mind
will swallow the avowal of the learned
gentlemen of the law who "assisted."
Here is novelty uncommon in our theatre; here at last is something new.

bed became known among the unregenthat
erate as Cochran bed. It is probable
through
he went wrong In his teachings
a
was
effect
the
but
mental aberration,
many
social blight on that section for
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and

placed,

love
free
Into
churches closed against him and Massachusetts state prison finished Ws caFrom his practices the oW field
reer

And

last June
chestra, attracted attention
been heard over
at a pop concert, has
in
concerts
given
the rad o, and has
11
theatre.
BUtSs hall and at a local

I

asm

the

for

^'

the World Wags:
inThe word "Cockeran," of which Feb.
qulry was made In your column of

the

"

Judge sits both as judge and complainant In her own divorce trial. What became of the bootlegger incident that
many of us were awaiting eagerly as
the curtain rose on the courtroom
scene?
.
These minor trifles aside, Mr. Hodge,
given
has
way,
Hodglnian
very
his
In
us not only his best characterization
but he
In his very excellent gallery,
has given us his best play. His diailogue is that of the cynic, the satirist,
kindly withal, and there is an almost
continual roar of laughter from the
audience; nor has he forgotten the tug
well
at the heartstrings for leaven, and

Afl

one definition of a bore: you »«f
are anxwhile
talks about himself
you rself.
ious to talk abo ut

Harp." aid "Get on Board, LIU' ChU-

.

correctness of the legal status of the
Mrs. Kirby as
trial wherein

I

M

rtln^drare "eV^f-'irr'

i

divorce

JACOB COCHRAN

dren."

ST^^'enthC^

^

^-

serve.

bore.

the others seem quite pale and ouN
without that peculiar spontaneousness and abandon that maku
in this field. And
incomparable
them so
especially Mr. Johnson, whose voice
has at times the peculiar woody resonance and richness of a 'cello, and the
volume and expansion of an organ.
But one could go on Indeilnitely and
of the
still give but a bare Impression
sjrange power and vocal subtlety of
their singing, and of the vigor aiid
beauty of each of th6 spirituals that
they sang, from Mr. Gordon's "Stand
the
Still Jordan" and "Deep River," to
gorgeous "Gwine. Up," with Its trenchthe
deana
accompaniment,
bass
ant
"Llfle David Play "h To'
lightful

hall,

fashions

In

In reserve

Let girls be sparing
decent.
And, in the name of all that's
preCan the apples and the peach

'

1

And

tlvated.

this-

towns.

m

articulate.

''^'^

many

'

all

"T^^^'^

her be the talk of

!

An artlculateness that has been
strengthened by the vigorous and simple
arrangem<:nt.s of Mr. Johnson, who not
only plays the accompaniments, but
sings as well from his post at the piano.
There have been singers of spirituals
before, but when one has heard these,

fuck B^^™«
venture In

let

of derogatory
12, should be "Cochran."
„ ^
This unseemly exchange
Cochran bed was a name applied oy
between Mr. H. G I
field bed.
''local wits of the time to a
sad
Blgelow Is
When the hospitality of the house was
Wells and Mr, Poultney
And to think of in excess of its beds, hay was spread
business, shipmates.
in
on the floor, coverings, buffalo robes
court because Mr.
the latter going Into
winter, spread over It, and abundant
An aged
sleeping quarters provided.
Wells called him a borel
preacher tells of a case at quarterly
Bombastes;
on
a field
slept
men
20
where
meeting
Afrlo's burning shore,
SO have I heard on
front of the fireplace.
bed
grleyous roar.
a
rive
Hon
hungry
preacher
A
Jacob Cochran, an evangelist
along the
power,
The ^vous roar echo'd
of great mental and mesmeric
shore.
born 1782, preached first in Scarboro
-hore and Saco, and extended his following
his
So^^ha^elTe^a^rnMrlc.. burning
up th« entire Saco valley. He led
roar
Another Hon give a srlevous the last a large following from religious enthusithought
Uon
until
doctrines
first

rower, the tragic, strussle of a rac«f
Hi
its naive and leaping Imagination;
nnate rhvthmic and melodic Impulse;
Ita
mad,
Us quivering tenderness, and
plangent laughter.
And as they sing, for the flret time,

originally set for last

farce,

j

conMr.

characterizations

Kor with them the slnelnff of the
has become an art, an art
that captures and ept^omizes the strane«

that they will sail for Europe.

broad,
Is In the earlier moments
then back to comedy again and
act.
so to comedy through the last
Many would consider the entire second
act obvious farce, Mr. Hodge's program
notation to the contrary notwithstandthat everying, wherein he points out
the
thing Is according to Hoyle as to

second

within reach.
k'eep herself entirely

orga.>.

H. V.

velled

attention,
80 why not devote her whole upon her
Her cleverness and art
gowns,
.,
And let It be the end of all convention

-

spirituals

becomes vivid and

program

The

made

^v. Finden,

j

Yo'

this

with

^

.

S'r."wlc^:,'\he orc/es'tra,

Ole Chariot AlonR, De Band O'Gldcon.
My Lord s a-Wrltln' All de Time, I'm
Troubled in Mind. Llfle David Play on

al!

^ot

Dlstol

rncores, of which there were many:
Didn't My Lord Deliver Daniel? P«'
Mourner's Got a Home at Las', Roll d«

j

.,

^"^fj'

the

o*

peach.
She^?e*allzed she was a little
she must ever
And, having knowledge,

'

Rosmarin" found specuO
ier"s " Sohoen
the
He whs accompanied at
favor.
niano by Leon Frankel.
the saxoThe vibrant pleading of
special effec
nhones lent itself with
"Rlen^fs l-rftve^Tn the Plavlng of
Woodforde
lighter selections. A.

,

eaten

she'd

en

•Twas only

• and also his own transcrip'•Caprice
'
by Krelsler and
tions of compositions
His ambitious '•C'-'n^'; "
Ernst.
of Kre s
Minor," and his transcription

po«ni

•ftei- I^enau,
op. 6;
Voi-dl, ftrlR
dall ai ida sielo dlvulso"
liom ••L'li niillo in Masehiua": liinhma,

I

^

i

|

author of
(With apologies to the
"Modesty")
a mlrevery Uttle Eva takes

Now

that

Tr«nto
She

all

Marg
Stella..

'

•

Jo1m FlmVey.
Mrs.

.Turtle

..

Klrhy

.

proclaim,
goes about with

bo

very

what's
wears' them not *t all-^nd
the «b^me?

•

Ed<U"»
'

things

.

Man No. 1
Man I^*^'
was something

E.lity's

th. world her charm.

nTrk^r^e
of
nertt

~"Vt,''

j^^^^^^^^^^^

j,

-

It

.

iietcj

.

.h.f

••

.'.Ernie

m

j*od

fi-

Ad»>-

nature

oi

BrownUig.

ci

the

i

I'lio Una director, wrote and n.aao
and
Three." an amazingly vivid
d
psychological nim drama ot
-

CONTINUING
COLONIAWThe Music

i

;.ly

^btly

In for
icaresque circus trio 'who went

And Immediately Tod Browning

Inie.

Intelllas hailed as one of the most
who could
(snt of film directors, a man

week.

and ephemeral thing
greatest
iiown as "atmosphere." with
:onomy of detail.
it
j _„ It
done
So in "The Blackbird" he has Kenee
gain, and with Lon Chaney and
nm

COPLEY—"John

•eate that lovely

both of

,(loree.

rst

whom

Island," second

Shaw

trie

a

Is

Pantomimic

tnaij

is

discoveries.

And Mr. Browning

s story
the _ur.

make-up

kit,

and

proves himself to be unequaied in the
acting of the vicious and celculating
criminal. Renee Adore as Mademoiselle
Fifl, the French dancer who has strayed

Limehouse dives,
.ind who has something of the unspoiled
loveiness of a Burke heroine, without
the pathos that, inevitably surrounds
them, does ant)tl\^r of hef persuasive
and finished bits of screen portraiture.
She is one of the screen's loveliest, and
an exceedingly subtle and intelligent
never been
has
she
yet
actress,
".starved."
Owen Moore does the "West End
Bertie," whose reform follows close upon
hi.s first sight of Mademoiselle Flfi, with
a smcoth urbanity. And again a closing
word for Tod Browning, his picturesque
hits that make his Limehouse somehow
more plausible than Mr. Griffith's was,
\t times, although he lacks somewhat
.he Griffith faculty for Intensifying, and
hl^i photographic richness.
But Mr. Browning has that enviable
quality, a lack of sentimentalism, and so
his film is direct and biting, poignant

eth

can become.
rest of the

program

this

week

Bryant,

violinist,

played

Rambova and Paul
McAllister Head Bill

it

IGNACEHILSBERG

i

By PHILIP

played for
Ignace HUsberg, pianist,
last night In
the first time In Boston
as folJordan hall. His program was
and Fugug,
U»ws: Bach-LIszt, Prelude
A minor; Purcell-SilotI, Hornpipe;
Gavotte: Scarlatti. Pas-

W.

Oluck-Brahms,
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Journeys).

Purwa.

feats of certain goalers, or hurlers, who
flourished Just 100 years ago. Here are
samples of each poem:

the

tried
all

Nor Is the Idea of playing all
lump to be
the Preludes of Chopin in a
difficult.

sewed leather;

well

1

held to be.

'twas wonderful Indeed."

In

—

tears.

Not forgetting those established favthe Wilton Sisters— the girls
from Indiana in their own harmonies In
Wilton girls must be grown
The
blue.
up now as they didn't pull their mo^uer

:

,

1

'

!

Into the act In their finale last night.
The Four Foys. Chips off the old

teachers.

They can do anything from the
Charleston tremors to Bowery dialect.
jck.

Other acts coming In for their share
of applause were Harry Bentell a4id
Helen Gould, the dancing xylophonlsts;
Howard Langford and Mildred Myra in
'Speak Easy"; Paco Cansino ,with
Ijunnita and company (not as good as
th<> original Cansinos, but good nevervs;') Morton MahlU, and the &ford8.
r

;

puck' are common goaling expressions,
latter,
th° former meaning strike, the
or
butt the ball. The Irish word 'boc'
'poc,'.

pronounced

'puck,'

signifies

a

forcible blow, and also a goat, from the
animal butting or striking forcibly with
Us head. After the explanation It will
not be difficult to understand the compound word 'puck-fist," used by old Engcoarse
lish writers, as a heavy-handed,
fighting fellow;' and which Dr. Naref
labors so unsatisfactorily to explain In
or upstart.
his glossary as a fungus
Ford's
•Ariosto a puck fist to me'—
'Love's Sacrifices,' 11, 1; see also Beauthe
of
'Custom
mont and Fletcher's
Country,' I, 2.
"Notwithstanding all that commentasubject. It
tors have written on the
would not be difficult to Identify with
Irish goblin
the Puck of Shakespeare the
Iphook or Phuca (sic) thinks the word

Leopold Auer and Alexander Bloch for
three years. Then she went to Europe
and gave concerts in London, Berlin,
Paris,' Amsterdam, The Hague.

'

Puca). Thus In "The Sad Shepherd"
appears under
of Ben Jonson, this spirit
In the
the title of 'Puck-Hairy,' and
ninth book of Goldlng's translation of
we
lo87,
edition
Ovid's 'Metamorphoses,'

is
I

THE "WEAKER" SEX
i

Pictures of young ladies ready to box

I

No

an end

tor Crocker says:
"The phrase of 'pucked the well sewed
leather' may be explained as 'struck
forcibly the well-sewed leather ball.'
'Puck the ball' and 'Now for the goat's

When she was IB yea^s old
New York and studied with

newspapers.
"fighting nam'e" was given to any

have appeared recently

subtle traction goalera put

"Onnabuoy" is pronounced "onnabwee."
With reference to the first poem Edi-

'

she went to

i

will

With pucklng round the ball did bound,
and such activity
Was never seen upon the green fields
of the Onnabuoy."

Barbara Lull, who will fiddle tonight
Jordan hall, was bom In Berkeley,
Cal.
She took lessons there of her
mother; In Portland, Ore., with several
In

to

April,

to ail their spree;

played with a warmer
trentone, a finer grace; though still
chant above all else, she varied her
trenchancy according to the musics
mood. And In the andante she let the
melody really sing. Mr. Hollister also
did his best work in the concerto.
Miss Bryant has acquired so competent a technique and, at her best, knows
how
so well what she wants to do and
if she
to do it, that it will be a pity
sweeter
with
a
rigor
her
cannot temper
gentleness, more charm. Her playing
at present is too stern to please as much
as It easily might.
The audience was of excellent size.
G.
K.

.or^tes,

Iil

The

she

concerto

of

conformably.

playing, If she likes It. It must be she
the
does, for In the first movement of

turned the tables on

peared as Lea who
the arch Russian villain and made him
puffer the death which he had carried
And as we
out against her brother.
permit Lea to escape, although ostensibly handcuffed to a secret service
man, and as General Gregoff recovers
from the contortions caused by a few
drops from "The Purple Vial" In his
champagne, let us turn to Will Mahoney.
To say that 'Will stopped the ^how
would be stating it mildly as the show
But Will
was nearly over anyway.
kei't many who leave early staying
His inimitable take-off on JolIr.ip.
"Mammy" ^well,
heart-rending
soiis
vou ve just got to hear it for yourself.
goes
Into
a convulsion of
Will
Even

"On the second day

The same relentless energy Miss
Brvant maintained throughout the Bach
She has prepieces and the Tartini.
cedent enough for that bold style of

In

i

find:

•

" 'And the countrle where
that same Pooke,

Hath goatish

j

(

There was once a pianist
Boston who prided himself on havone
ing played all of Chopin's Etudes,
He had
after the, other, in a recital.
opus
the
with
printed
visiting cards
numbers of the Etudes surrounding hla
name.
_
The pieces by Godowsky were new
•nd interesting. It will be remembered
visited
that when Javanese musicians

commended.

II

-

time In

transcriptions

our boys confounded.

And pucked

"amabile" and

Wayang-

by Liszt and Brahms
have been played here too often; the
Scarsame may be said of the pieces by
The Italian wrote many sonatas,
latti
be
not
and a choice from them would

"The South, by Mearings bounded, at
their utmost speed;
Against both hill and weather, they
bore on together.

(2)

(first

1

I

Upon the wind they rounded, then

Gamelan,
Hari-Besaar

(1)

(3)

(without
Boston); Chopin, 24 Preludes
FarInterruption); Tchaikovsky-Pabst.
aphrase, "Eugene Oniegin."
a
The next time Mr. Hilsberg gives
bring with
recital In Boston he should
^ne
program,
hackneyed
him a less

,

enthusiastic Monday night audience greeted Natacha Rambova, otherwise known as Mrs. Rudolph Valentino,
Miss Rambova, ably sup.;t Keith's.
Tted by Paul McAllister as the ultra
polished demon. General Gregoff, ap-

An

Java
torale and Caprlccio: Godowsky
(Tonal
Suite (First Part). Phonormas

j

you are not tired of the subject,
here is a little more about "puck."
In "Popular Songs of Ireland," collected by Thomas Crofton Croker, you
will find two poems celebrating the epic
If

first

HALE

]

legs encased In leather.

.

I

only a resident of your suburt-s, and
vou might naturally expect from me a
degree of sub -urbanity.' (No' so bad,

dare the hearthrug's puddle-spoof

,

"And, then, you know

remarked,

pm

A.

The
"grazloso.
tempt
siirightliest of rhythms did not
proshe
And
her to relax her vigor.
lured no beautiful tone. This is surely
was
no way to play Brahms— or ever

tiona

.-^o

FOR THE LAST TIME

sound. Miss Bryant
"old" school, as
is a follower of the
conceive it. bhe
today
some musicians
some
played the notes in time a-d tune,
Brahms s
loud, some soft, according to
HolMr
or
not—
did
she
But
direction.
melodies
lister either—give a turn to
nalca.
Brahms's
which would suggest

|

distinguished" an a«!sembiage would
him to do his best. Then, as if
were a flash of inspiration, he bland-

•

ly

thunder bolt appears the fire.
the hearth in peril dire
There floats the BtenciUed shipping,

Is

j

w.-int

Our callers come In waterproof.
Though clear the outside weather.
From walls and curtains keep aloof.

Rlchter,
played.^^

f^Vatacha

—

And on

Ms

theory

Apropos of "Copey." it may be recorded that at the recent reading before the Twentieth Century Club, after
waxing Querulous because a dear old
ludy coughed, and nailing with steely
a man who dared to smoke
< ye
"Copey" at the end mellowed a bit
that his throat was senexplained
r.nd
sitive to tobacco smoke, and. of course,

The rugs are limned as pools of mire,
The curtains feign a-drlpping,

With

cus-
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frieze, irregular in form,
Delivers from its gray a swarm
Of yellow lightning flashes.

And

of

tomers having a close shave.

The

A

The world is getting better. An auto
in Winthrop wrecked the front of a
barber shop and not a single reporter

made a crack about a couple

Laid on with Ceila's washes.

Wien-

E. G.

1

(Cloud effects are being used in mural
decoration)
Our drawing room Is like a storm,

the

FROM THE LEGIONNAIRE

[

VOX CLAMANTIS.
REALISM GONE MAD

Irish Rose."

Is

Dangerous,
Says Prof.

we going?

Vogrich; a Faure romance, and
She had
lawskl's "Scherzo-Tarantella:
piaiiist.
the help of Carroll Hollister,
when
knows,
everybody
Time was, as
music
s
many persons found Brahms'
crabbed
austere; they liked to call "
brooding in It
as well, with too much
to like
And now. when they have come
tljat
music better,' they will have it
better
know
performers
present-day
or even
'ban Gerlcke, say, or Nicklscf^
how Brahms's musicghould be

lesser divertissements.

and

Murder

—

In y'blch
a Tartini fugue, A major, hand; the
Kreisler had also taken a
oy
P'ece
9.
concerto;
Mendelssohn
by
Paganini, "Dans les Bols,'' an-anged

In-

AND MAKES A MESS
(The Wisconsin State Journal, Madlion)

Park street at 5 P. M." It Is his opinion,
and I offer it for what It may be worth,
that those men who remain seated are
not unchlvalrous, but crippled and that
women's elbows are responsible for it
"WTiat is the answer? Whither are
all.

Brahms A Major sonata; the prelude
Major
and gavotte- from Bach's EKreisler
sonata with accompaniment by

cudes Mr. Spltalny's band in various
numbers, Rita Owin, formerly a Zieg
feld chorus girl, who does the Charleston,

week for "Abie's

Florence

tragic, but never drawn out for anything but the story itself. He is primarily a dramatist, and a teller of tales,
.-'.nd
he knows how teling the camera

A. C. F.

According to the Mall Bag, there Is a
ladles are getting
rather a pasty deal In the matter of
seats on subway cars, if any. My old
friend Bill Schmaltz, who has had some
experience in trying to do the right
thing by the Elevated, subscribes not
"Try and get a
at all to this theory.
car at Park street during rush hours,"
he remarked, feeling tenderly of his
ribs, "if you believe the dear things
are being trampled upon. No, sir the
old Roman gladiators had nothing on a
mere male trying to board a car at

rumor abroad that the

SQUARE—Twenti-

'At her Stelnert hall recital last

I

has this reassuring
students."
motto at the bottom of the menu card:
"Nos Clients sont Jamais dispute."

lege

As the World Wags:

[FLORENCE BRYANTnight
I

serve as a grace-

may

letter;
ful introduction to the following

—

CASTLE

nnd

The

This paragraph

cwo weeks.

dingiest of

this

into

As the World Wags:
The Dixie Sandwich Khoppe, Peachtree street, Atlanta, "operated by col-

when and where?

pute, but

Poor Nut," J.
comedy
C. and Elliott Nugent's
assisted
in which the latter stars,
by Norma Lee, Ruth Hammond
and Cornelius Keefe.
TREMONT—"No, No, Nanetof popute," return engagement
Julia
lar musical comedy with
Sanderson, Ona Munson, Donald
Brian and Frank Ci-umit. Last

brother, the bishbp. a gentle soul,
honi he becomes by an agonlzed-tHiai^
ing of shoulder and leg.
And it Is an extraordinarily dark and
persuasive picture, in which, again, Mr.

—

(Ha! Ha!) anM
the home of the brave Is beyond dis-

In this land of the free

HOLLIS—"The

his

flst:

In the ring

That women have appeared

in its last

week.

v.

his

"Loyalties,"

now

rade," Laurence Stalling's story
Gilof the great war with John
Fifth
bert and Renee Adoree.

.lekyil

Chaney abandons

for

—

simply another version of
and Mr. Hyde parable, with Lon
Chaney as the protean Blackbird, whose
glance is craven, and whose thundering
cower, and
fist makes the underworld
is

—

Other

week

Jeanne Eagels and the
cast. Third week.
WILBUR—"Is Zat So?" comedy by James Gleason and Richand
ard Taber, with Dama Sykes
others. Fourth week.
MAJESTIC "The- Big Pa-

merelv another glimpse of
known
sordid and mysterious district
as a
as London's Limehouse, which
has
us,
to
London bobby once admitted
since
never been the same vicious place
began
Thomas Burke and Mr. Griffith theirj
retail
to go slumming there, and to
It

Bull's
last

Itaveteck Ellis In his note to the term
In Ford's tragedy says of puck"An empty boaster, from the fungus better known as puff-ball." This
definition Is given by the Oxford dictionary; nothing about a "coarse, fightThe great "Slang and Us
ing man."
Analogues," by Farmer and Henley,
know.s only "braggart" as a definition.
Wright's Dialect Dictionary gives under
"Puckfeist" (puck-fist) only "the devil's
snuff-box." Ed.

found

In
antagonist In a terrible fashion."
the sam« year there was a fight between
•two women and two taylors for a
guinea a head, which was won by the
ladles, who beat the taylors in a severe
manner." Perhaps our friend, the sporting editor, can tell of some trials of
womanly strength In our own country.

with
NEW PARK—"Rain,"original

narrative
than on|
lependent on the camera, rather
the titles.
,
film

piece.

Galsworthy's play
week.

or
Im has neither the originality
piece
trange, eerie note of the earlier
o"ce again
is startlingly alive, and
t
knows
he
that
vir. Browning has proved
of
he peculiar and powerful Provincelast.
movies." For from first to
he

:he

and

REPERTORY

played in
the Present

And although

film.

Box

Rp.vue," fourth edition, with FanMcCullough,
r.ie Brice, Clark and
Oscar Shaw and others. Last

one of them. 'When two women fought
In
for half-a-crown at Islington, Eng.,
"Bruising
1768, the winner was named
Peg." It Is recorded that she "beat her

bodle.'

'

Chymaera,
.,..,„
M. H.

J.

a Paris Exposition the most attentive
and enthusiastic listener was Debussy.
inThat this muslo Influenced him Is has
disputable. The mysterious charm
composers,
heen acknowledged by other
made
as by Mr. Henry Eichhelm, who
art In
a careful study of this Javanese
Hilsberg

Last night while Mr.
Ava.
times that
•was playing, one thought at
here were three unfamiliar pieces by
Idiom and
the
were
Debussy, so similar

succeeded
the mood. Mr. Godowsky has
contrast and is
In providing sufficient
him
suspect
to
hearer
the
not allowing
of pseudo-Orientalism.
play
can
Hilsberg
We believe that Mr.
In the
better than he played last night
were
group before the Java Suite. We
Fugue.
and
Prelude
the
unable to hear
these
This was not to be regretted for
ta^te.
transcriptions are not to our
mubeautiful
much
so
written
iBach has
unnecessary,
Slo for the piano that It Is
field
the
of
out
go
to
ives unpardonable,
In the Gavotte, nor In the
pUJelth
Hilsberg
pieces by Scarlatti did Mr.
roughBhlne The Caprlccio was played
and a
ly with slftp-dash final cadences
Suite
and
The
prevailing coarse tone.
his
out
brought
Preludes
the
some of
better side, and showed that he really
when
except
touch,
His
could be poetic.
agreeable; his techIhe forced tone, Is
nio Is adequate; the quality of his
uneven.
was
phrasing

MRS. DODGE-DERBY
GIVES SONG RECITAL
Elizabeth Dodge-Derby, lyric soprano,
bv George A. Brown, 'cellist

nKtsted

,

1

I

|

:

I

—

T

.

a modern saint and hero.
Told him v.c
of Siberia.
would use lots of chopped Ice. Spoke
about Scotch question to hlni. He unChopped ice and Scotch
derstood.
.1

kid.

King

,\iet

Mareohal, at Rome, when he sa^~Wtr"]
smoking black cigars, but If she had
been a fool she would not have had her
salon: and Hector Berlioz would not
the accomBarbara Lull, violinist, to
have taken the trouble to write her letFiedler, played
Arthur
communiperfunctory
of
means
no
panlments
ters, by
Jordan hallcations.
program last night in

A.

SUymnn.

pianist,

honor
.

1

.

|

of the

.

i

concert tonight in Symphony hail,
Leff Pouishnoff, pianist, will play tonight in Jordan hall, music by BachBusoni (the Chaconne— Mr. Pouishnoff,
how can you have the heart to do this?),

Daquin, Beethoven, Schumann, Chopez,
Pouishnoff, Albenia-Godowsky, Debussy,
Pouleno, Godowsky (the Java Suite
played here last Tuesday night by Mr.
Hllsberg).

Aidan Redmond, baritone, will sing In
Steinert hall, songs by Gounod, Handel,
sager,

phrases,
r

finely

subtlety

his

gen," part

G
^

the Royal

|

i

The

|

lows:.

|

mean that the performance tomorrow will he the first In the city.
known
The "Faust" Symphony Is well
be parhere. The performance should

not

j
,

j

of

Music

in

Sunday

Symphony

hall,

Roland

,

]

self-criticism.

and vigilant
At pretent there are nine volumes of
The five volumes
correspondence.

i

\

especially
of letters to his princess are
pood reading, for he discusses all forms
gossips, he
of art. politics, religion; he
often
counsels; seldom is he dull: he is

j

Roosevelt coming.

1

on

brick In

amusing.

The poor Princess Carolyn

does not escape the malice of the later
She is called a silly bigot. Re[critics.
She may
liglous she was; silly, no.
have startled the composer, Henri

Italian Lakes."

The program

of

the Boston Symphony

otchestra next week will be as follows:
Glazounov, suite, "The Middle Ages"
(flrst time here); Dukas, Symphony, C
major; Gilbert, Symphonic Piece (first
performance); Ravel. Suite No. 2 from
"Daphnls and Chloe."

him

for

floor

Tread you firmly

He

Wish W.

GR.\CE LINWOOD.

Good
played

As

Have put W.'s hat

to kick.

today.

looks well

Very stormy,

.

of "disposal."
of the section

Told

me

superintendent about the dispos
of a cow that had been run over b
He said her disposition
a train.
And then there Is "final end.
kindl.v.
"past hlstor.\
"definite conclusion."
ti'on

prohibitionist.

"absolutely correct," "a)*-agreed," "ct
You can think of hundrtthem if you can, and if y.

not a

rect facts."
more. Kill

settled.

Told Bryan Scotch question
He glowed with pride, and saidtoScotch
know
had many good points. Wanted him yet.
Told him couldn't tell
details.
liquidated.
Must keep It bottled until
kneeHarv'ey looks well (Ukell) In
to St.
breeches. Might send him back
back
send
to
James if he will agree not
photographs in ambassador's costume.
Cheerio, cheerio!
Made Brj-an secretary of state

Page ambassaiJor

when

to

England.

can't,

I

be

But greedily they now have

Roosevelt talks and bangs table.
him about my ranch In Texas, and the
Staked Plains, and the Texas steers,
and the quiet life for long life. Offered
too
to race him on mustangs, if he Isn't
don't

own

table,

table.

i

AESOP WAS RIGHT

Told

He storms and bangs

^

1".

the World Wags:
I see that "Birthday Suits for immediate wear with chic lines" are advc
tised by a leading Boston firm.
Milady who, at Fashion's beck,
AVoro little, less, and least.
Continued to enrich her economical modiste.

roll Is called.

fat.

can them.

H. W.

As

ana

I'll

^

:

story of

Is

You remember the sto;
foreman who replied

the

pleased.

fly in beer.

—

or

might commence on

Spoke to

Scotchman with

"A LITTLE BOOKLET"
World Wags:

not revive the pure English
You
the cannery or both.
the ilse of the
word "adhesion" Instead of "adherenci>'
in the world court matter. Adhesion wrong and sounds like a court plaste
And then there is "disposition" instea

week,

(There's a

when

the

Why

j

|

derstands perfectly.

I

rumor

See not error.
God's his friend.

Met Duke of Dustmlnster.
He unhim about the Scotch question.

|

Idle

Speak you gently.

or out.
with no signs of clearing up
buHas Bore toe. Have asked weather
and fair"
reau to send him "bright
bulletins.

'

Think you evil?
Judge you not
Of somebody's friend.

it.)

saw Roosevelt

I

j

Boston.

poker.
1

there, too,

"The

St.

Revolution petered out.

Great!

quartets by D. S. Smith and Beethoven
at the Boston Public Library next Sunday evening.

Burton Holmes's
of
subject
travelogue in Symphony hall tomorrow
evening and Saturday afternoon will be

James. He
go to the
Told Bryan he had

feeling on both sides.

play

The

SOMEBODY'S FRIEND
Speak you harshly?
hear you not
He's pomebody's friend.

I

willing to

take month
tion must wait.

;

j

I

Tear's resolutions are now
not reinforce them with

On

Hayes,

quartet will

why

Of somebody's friend.

city.

string

New

a lenten resolution or two?

Chautauqua.
Had W. send "great-and-good-frlend
Mexico, sugletters to every Alcade in
feast. Will
gesting Old Home Week love
Revoluto deliver letters.

clude

The Lenox

Since

waning,

rights.

must
Bryan refuses to wear spats, so
him position as"* ambassador to

fol-

Greek songs by Samara, Lambelet, Lontos and Greek folk songs; an
aria from Reyer's "Sigurd" and songs
by Gretchaninov, Bohm and SaintShe is a native of Athens and
Saens.
was educated at the university of that

As the World Wags:

Memoirs

offer

London

concerts will be as

Is

Court of any saint.
a high forehead.

Mme. Coromilas-Stratos, we are told,
was the wife of the former prime minisHer program will inter of Greece.

hi.s

i

Academy

thinks Bryan

.

::!

ty Countess Cathcart person Is not permitted to enter the United States. Because, It she got In here, she might
corrupt the morals of our Sicilian grunraen and our bootleggers and our nice,
bad, bad
sweet bandits. Stay out,
countess! Shoo!
R. H. L

the publication

exclusive

It

send Bryan to Court of

Mme.

cussed
dwelldisputants make the mistake of
and
ing on the weak side of the man
the
arguing from that weakness In
composer. EVen his Interest In other
musicians, his constant assistance with
been
advice and with money, has
been
broue:ht up against him. It has
ne
letters—
F.-ii'l
-hat Instead of writing
correspondent—
an indefatigable
writl.ould have spent the time in
music; not hurriedly, but with great
1:
ip;.:.

—

has favored The

He

Saw

(music by Mozart, Marteau and Hahn);
Maria Coromilas-Stratos, dramatic soprano, in Jordan hall. All these
concerts will be in the afternoon. At
the Boston Flute Players' concert the
piece by Mozart will be a quartet for
oboe, violin, viola and "cello; Marteau's
Trio is for flute, v'olln, viola; Hahn's
piece is a piano quintet.

j

recent
ticularly interesting, for with the
subpublication of lives of Liszt, the
been disject of his artistic merit has
rather warmly. Some of the

.

2.

tenor; People's Symphony orchestra at
the Hollis Street Theatre; Boston Flute
Players' Club at the Boston Art Club

in

the recent remarkable performance
the 9th Symphony.
We find no record of a performance
This does
of the 13th Psalm In Boston.

-

Home."

E. K.

As the World Wags:
I am. indeed, pleased that the naugh-

the folthe rich material we diU
dlan"his
in
entries
lowing
W. today. Suggested that he

'

of

i

this

Frem

1

land gave her first recital when she was
She has played with all
16 years old.
the leading British orchestras, also with
Nikisch and with the Berlin Philharmonic orchestra.

Charles
Cecilia Soplety for the ordeal;
may be
Stratton will be the tenor. It

!

W.

ha\ e sent this letter to >Ir. Herkimer Johnson, who now is In New York,
studying as a sociologist the Lady Cathcart case. Ed.

non-viollnist

-anflnlte

from the

Herald by giving

Irene Scharrer; Engare pupils of Tobias Matthay of London. Miss Hess, who will
give a recital in Jordan hall next Saturday afternoon, has already been applauded here. Miss Scharrer, who will
the first time next
.il)pear here for
Monday night with the Boston Symwill play Schumann's
orchestra,
phony
She gained scholarships at
Concerto.

which was very loyal,
plauded insistently, until he played en-

Col.

of

Myra Hess and

and ap-

remembered that he was the tenor

No.

we announce

suspect that some early experiences

We

say
with great pleasure, not to

of extracts

lish pianists,

rhope to forg^f the thinness of his fanThere were a very small auditasle.

The program of the Boston Sympurely,
phony orchestra this week Is
Impurely, Llszor as some would say,
chorus
tian: the 13th Psalm for tenor,
and orchestra, and the "Faust" Symthe
phony. Malcolm Lang has trained

1.

It ts

—

of the philosopher still rankle.

,

pride, that

'

girl is

to
,,

Pl^y* er
though, can note that
with beautiful
fast, though not always
she propassages
tone And in singing
clear^
duces tone both strong a"^
liked
An audience of unusual size
Mi^s Lull s playing very much^
^ q.

and has undoubtedly gone through him
with a dark lantern, will play these
pieces by the old Cantor of Leipsic tomorrow night in Jordan hall: Toccata,
G minor: French Suite In E minor;
Three Preludes and Fugues from "The
Well-Tempered Clavichord"; Fugue from
the Fantasia and Fugue. A minor, Partita in C minor from "Klavler Uebun-

|

was each

K
^-

a

who summer.s and winters with Bach

j

hythmic gesture and turn of the sonata
And hearing him then, one

cores.

Mes-

A

i

tlie

Harold Samuel, the English pianist,

|

limned.

ence,

I,

Of

Europe.

in this country and in
violinists must Judge.

ex-

keeping company with Amaryllis in
shade or elsewhere. Sitting up with
not in Itself necessarily expensive, but having once indulged In that
Intoxicating pastime you have given
hostages to fortune and must pay a
pretty ransom, eventually If not on the
Is it possible that Mr. Johnson
spot.
was ensnared In his youth so far as to
buy a girl a Valentine and never got
his money's worth. There is a sourness
about that expression about an old, exhausting practice which leads the reader
of

a competent musino appre-

is

"old,

column of Philip Hale, the
voice is surely tlie voice of Herkimer
Johnson, the confirmed misogynist whose
Scottish strain no doubt kept him in
youtli from the soinewhat expensive joys

j

m

with what

C. Scott, Crawford,
P. Scott and others.

Beethoven,

,

she

an

this is the

She showed, however,
cian
of Bach, or yet
ciation of the beauties
would place her
of La"o's charm, that
violinists.
high In the ranks of
to exThere remains her techniquereceived
she has
plain the warm praise

'

[i

I

his Impressions
limit his comments to
qualities— and
of a violinist's musical
seemed
qualities
musical
Miss Lull's
remarkable.
last night not at all

No doubt

girl

hausting practice." My de-e-e-ar sir!
(How fortunate that, the linotype cannot
express vocal Inflection as hand-set type
does.)
Though my eyes tell me that

under
Of course, there Is no reason
should not offer
the sun why Miss Lull
reviewer
any program she thinks fit A
Informed about
though, who is not well
find It no easy
violin technique, must
apparently
matter to write of a concert
reviewer
devoted to technique. For a
needs
must
knowledge
of no technical

The Harvard Glee Club, assisted by
Jacques Thibaud, violinist, will give a

!

1

"SITTING UP"

tips a stock p.ece
she had at her finger
Of course, she was ready
the kind
by Krlesarranged
two
with a piece or
she found
^r For music with sordino
by
Berceuse
something unusual in the
And to close the concert she
Ravel.
music b>
played, the program said,

was in 1899, when Herbert JohnThe other tenors
son was the tenor.
in order have been James H, Rattigan,
Paul Draper and Arthur Hackett.

I

Cambridge.

As the World Wags:
Sitting up with a

certs

n
Perhaps last evening he was not
was curiously
the vein, for his playing
colorless
uneven, often quite pale and
full-bodied
lacking In virility and the
deoften
sonorities that Schumann so
movemands, especially in the second
again,
ment of the fantasle. But then
Chopin preludes,
in the last two of the
the
In
and
in the Impassioned etude,
Schumann sonata, it was a Gabrilopoet of
wltsch, invigorated, still the
not so
lovely, shimmering nuances, but
insistent on a palette of half-tones.
And it was In the Schumann sonata
eventhat he did his be.st playing of the
and the
ing, especially in the andante
of a
scherzo. He is primarily a pianist
small canvas, a pianist of the subtlest
and
restraints,
poetic
nuances, and
melodies
this Schumann, how lovely his

how

GEORGIAN.

Night."

1

Thomas's orchestra as early as 1870. It
was played in 1879 again by the Philharmonic Society, led by Mr. Llstemann. Not till Dec. 17, 1880, was the
whole symphony heard, when C. P.
Webber was the tenor and Sharland's
male chorus took part at a Philharmonic
concert. At the concerts of the Boston
Symphony orchestra at first only the
"Gretchen" section vas played (1885,
There was a performance of the
1888).
sVmphony without the chorus in 1894.
The first with a chorus at these con-

i

—

1

ft;w6r

sounded,

A local chain of restaurants carried a
tempting special a few weeks ago. All
the windows announced "Cheese sandwich for Dinner and all through the

j

There have been noteworthy performances of the "Faust" Symphony in
Boston since It was heard as a whole
The "Gretchen" section
late in 1880.
was performed here by Theodore

turned were

As the World Wags:
,

|

in tne
He is too Infrequent a pianist
Apparently
concert halls these days
Detioit
the
of
his post as conductor
enSvmphony orchestra is either too
his concert
grossing, or all confining, for
and
fewer
appearances are growing
*

Sonata, K inlnor.
Tartln Variations
Espagnole. Lalo;
Antique, BalCaprice
Corelli-Krelsler;
Berceuse. Ravel; Cortege.!

|

occasion.

Met Mussolini, Ponzl and LIl Artha
Johnson. Arthur is likeable. Gave him
ambassador's uniform. The other two
I. M. HOJtE.
make good promises.

^^'-P'^O'^^^

Bach;

OK.

tested

j

He is occasionally seen in
nonsense.
In
his music, as in his life, a poseur.
ireisler:
appari- ogh
his own day he was a startling
Macabre. Godowsky..
iBoulanger; Valse
writIf he had
tion a great influence.
Caprice Basque,
-^ndaluza.
would
what
pages,
'RomatiL
tell 'only academic
Wagner and the Russian school have Sarasate.
that Miss Lull Ba^e
done? Who would have Invented the
It seems clear
to
symphonic poem?
u
lo»rt la'^t night with a mind

:

Osslp
At Symphony hall, last evening,
anniversary
Gabrllowltsch gave his 25th
program:
recital, with the following
Schumann, Fantasia. C major. Opus
Opus 28,
Preludes,
three
17- rhopin,
Odus 2B, No. 12; Schumann,
t-nifle
BalChopin
Opus
22;
sonata, S minor.'
Opus 27, Malade Opus 46, Nocturne,
major.
A-Hat
zurka, B. minor, Valse.
or so ago that
It Is only a month
his 25th annicelebrated
Bauer
Harold
Chopm, and
ver.sarv with Schumann and
that in many
program,
last night, with a
his friend
respects tallied with that of
celeand fellow-planlst, Gabrilowitsch,
with
presented
being
own,
brated his
In

this

Some would have It that Liszt in his
music was sincere only in his HunThis seems to us
garian rhapsodies.

GABRILOWITSCH

two Immense wreaths

,

BARBARA LULL

gave a
recital last evening In Steinert hnll. Acoordlng; to the program, Mrs. Derby's
iolectlons were the Jewel song from
••Paust," an air from "The Escape from
the SerasUo," Handel's "O Sleep, Why
Does Thou Leave Me," songs by Pesard. Hue, Marls Antoinette, Bayly,
Burleigh,
Loewe,
Brnhms,
Strauss,
Oulon, and, with 'cello accompaniment,
were
Brown's
Mr.
"Well.
Martel and
pieces by Glazounov and Popper; Mr.
Mendelssohn-Llszt,
favored
Slayman
Beethoven-Basonlu, and Rachmaninoff.
The concert evidently gave pleasure to
the hearers.

and Howard

;

slain

The goose that laid the eggs.
The moral, as you see. Is plain
Thev should have stopped sooner.

CUTHBERT.

PENNSYLVANIA DUTCH

1

but had some splinters
j

As the World Wags;

I

put on It for Interview.
SonTO years ago a lady in Lancasi
Suggest John I,. "Sullivan for ambass- Pa. was the proud possessor of an eUv ador to Senegambia. Says he can't live trio doorbell. When the bell failed to
on pork chops and watermelon. Ho sug- ring she put this sign on the door: "Butgests Jlcln'tyre and Heath. Shook hands
"
ton don't bell. Bump"
„
with John L., the great and only. Al
E. 8. U.
;

I

,

[

\

i

HARVARD GLE
The Harvard Glee Club, G. AVallaoe
Wocdworth,. acting conductor for this
season, assisted by Jacques Thibaud,
violinist, gave a concert in Symphony
hall last evening.
Vocal: Three plain
songs Creator
alnie
Puer
slderum,
natiis. Adoro et devote.
Vlttoria, Ave
Maria. Bruch, Media Vita. Rachmaninoff, (^herubim Song.
Gounod, Chorus
of
Bacchantes from "Philemon and
Baucis, Hellman, Along the Garden
Ways (first time). Schmltt, Chant de
Guerre (soloist, Mr. I^autner). Brahms,
Love Songs. ."Stanford, Cavalier Song.
Dvorak,
Heartache.
Sibelius,
The
Broken Melody. Old German tune, Yc
Watchers and Te Holy Ones.
Violin: (^orelll, I.,a Folia.
MozartKrelsler, Rondo.
Saint-Saens. Havaixaise.
Brahms-Hochstein. valse. Rim-

—

We

German Maennezchor by one who made
this field of art a specialty.
It was a
I'ity
that Bruch's fustian was sandwiched between the pieces by Vittorla

;

Chorus

ind

Schmitt's war song need the or:hestra for full effect. Strange to sav,
ilthough the latter Is written for tenor
solo, chorus and orchestra, when It wasi
first performed in Paris
at the Opera'
in
May, 191B— the solo was sung by

;

—

Yvonne

Gall.

Mr. Thibaud, who was enthusiasticalapplauded, gave a memorable perCorelli's Variations based
on the old FMies d'Espagne, a dance
that excited the admiration of Mme. de
.'•evigne. With Mr. Thibaud these variations were for once not merely the occasion for technical display; eacU variation had aesthetic signlflcance.
His
performance was again distinguished by
tonal beauty, brilliance as In the long
cadenza, exquisite phrasing, emotional
apreal.
Incomparable elegance.
The!'
other pieces were played In a masterly
ly

formance of

manner.
The performance of the Club was exllent in many ways.
It was too often
marred by tl»e mannerisms that now
sf-pm deeply rooted: the peculiar, bleating high tones of tenors, as If, after the
manner of old Assyrians seen on tablets,!
they pinched their throats to arrive at
he vocal altitude; the choppln.? of
phrases Into detached notes without any
justification, thus destroying continuity
of the melodic line; thus destroying the
sense of text.

1

Left

Po-uishnoff.
last

pianist,

night

played

In

A

'.11"°'"^ Ballade,
flat;
Pouishnoff,
'Quand II pleut"; Albenlz-Godowsky
Tango; Debujisy, Prelude,
minorPouleno, Mouvepient perpetual; Godowsky, Java Suite (first book).
Though a thrice admirable pianist,

A

Mr. Pouishnoff seems but an 111 hand
at plannlBff a program.
At his concert
last year he gave all his attention to

As

for

anybody read

his
it

list last night— let
and then say frankly

how he would have

liked

It

himself

To give Mr. Pouishnoff due

credit, he
thus oblig-

placed the chaconne first,
ing people who have no taste for a
Quarter of an hour of Bach's music as
Bach did not want It; they could stay
away till the pretty cuckoo from Prance
came to take the curse away. Mr.
I'ouishnoft played that charming music
delightfully, with tone clear as running
water and with the nicest deftness.
But he followed it -with the "ApasElonata" sonata, surely not ens' of

Beethoven's greatest; even if It were
it has been played so often that some
listeners found themselves temporarily
.sj-mpathetlo with those misguided souls
nraong the extreme moderni.sts who are
for kicking the classics out the door.
Next, with interesting and unfamiliar
muslo Btllll to come, Mr. Pouishnoff
made his audience wait for It till he had
played a group of Schumann and
Ha fell Into a psychological
Chopin.
error, a real love for, say, the Chopin
ballade would hold more persons to the
of a concert than would even
a
-

i

!

i

I

The program announced for next week
as follows: Glazounov, Prelude from
the Suite, "The Middle Ages:" Dukas,

everything sounded as If it had come
out of the same century, and from the
yarae composer. And, although he sang
smoothly, there was no imagination, or
sense of th emeaning of either the sentiment, or the words of his eong.
His large audience, composed chiefly
of friends, applauded him, and kept constantly Invading the concert hall, although he did not start until 15 minutes
E. G.
after the scheduled time.

is

Symphony C major;

Gilbert,

'

Gaucher," which was "like a gleam of

sunshine.' Bacchus, what
a mixture!
Mr.
Herkimer Johnson would have
swapped the lot for a quart of old ale,
or even for a bucket
of suds.

No

PSALM
IS HEARD HERE

By PHILIP

i

j

The 16th concert of the Boston Sym^
phony orchestra, Mr. Koussevitzky, con-

j

ductor, took place yesterday afternoon
The orchestra was
!n Symphony hall.
assisted by Charles Stratton, tenor, and table tastes of literary men In the 19th
the Cecilia Society, which had been century.
rehearsed for the occasion by Its con,t,„-» was a pompous lunch
i„„,.v
In London there
'
J
nT.i
i_ Lang.
T
t »"
ductor,
Malcolm
The program consisted of Liszfs ISth |eon at the Savoy Hotel. The great Mr.
Psalm for tenor, chorus and orchestra, jwalkley of the Times was "among those
and his "Faust" symphony for orches- present." He wrote an article about
tra, with tenor solo and chorus In the
this luncheon, evidently In high spirits,
finale, "Mephistopheles."
"Brillathe ended by saying:
|for
The Psalm was in all probability per- (Savarln decides for 12 as the Ideal numformed here for the first time. The (ber at table. Sir Henry Thompson used
reason for the delay was apparent yes- to say eight. We were about 50 at the
terday.
The music Is on the whole Savoy, and even before we reached the
neither grateful nor eloquent. It Is a Chateau Yquem it seemed the ideal
curious work displaying the weaker side number in the best of all possible
with
few
composer,
of Liszt, the
worlds."
revelations of hlsamk.zlng talent. That
WTiat was served at this luncheon?
of
nothing
the The prelude consisted of "Les Dellces de
there was little or
Hebraic spirit In the music, nothing Bolley," constituted of "Moussellne de
like the exaltation that animates and
foie gras" and "Bcrivisses." The grand,
glorifies the Psalms with Mr. Bloch's
finale was "Le Gateau dee Cardinaux,"
music was to be expected. In his which, it Is said, was eaten every day
Bacred works it was not easy for Liszt by Cardinal Richelieu, just as multiToo millionaires are supposed by Uncle Amos
to be even plausibly religious.
often with him the expression of de- of Hockanum Ferry to enjoy three kinds
\-otional feeling was either affected simof pie for breakfast. There were "Oeufs
But Brouilles Brillat-Savarin," cooked with
plicity or rank sentimentallsm.
let this Psalm be regarded only as a
fresh Perigord truffles; "La Matelote
dramatic outpouring. Here Liszt does Maconnalse au feu de Sarment," a
his best to be effective in quasl-operatlc
fresh water fish poached In old Burmanner, but the passages given to the gundy wine and cooked on a charcoal
tenor are eloquent only through the fire.
skill and fervor of the singer to whom
And there were wines, dear thirsty
they happen to be assigned. Taken by Augustus.
The celebrated one wrote:
themselves they are generally labored;
"From the mildest wine to the headiest
they are not Infrequently a weakening and most perfumed
this Is the right
of the text.
Mr. Stratton did his best

In

midst of the rejoicing there

wise we should think that the utterer
,was peeved because he had not been
Invited.

Reviewing a translation of BrlllatjSavarin's "Physlologie du Gout" for the
i

Manchester Guardian, one G. P. began
quoting Baudelaire:
"Dear friend

[by

never read Brillat-Savarln." G. P. then
"Baudelaire thought that the
great gastronomer was essentially
a
rather stupid man, and Baudellre's view
was much sounder than that of all the
many would-be aesthetes of the table
who have paid industrious lip-service to
an author whom they regard as the
arch-patron of those who 'mind their
bellies very studiously.'
As a classic,
Brillat-Savarin is poor stuff— very little
cookery (which is, after all, the basis
of good eating) and a terrific amount of
third-rate reflections on life." Wishing
to be fair to the author, G. P. says the
book should be regarded not as a classic, but as "the commonplace book
of a
vigorous little Frenchman (physically
he was tall, but his book is essentially
the book of a little man), who died 100
years ago, and who had the qualities and defects
of
an experienced
gentleman of his period." And so G. P.
prefers "The Glutton's Mirror," by William Caine, who died suddenly last summer.
Knowing that his heart would
soon fail, he wrote the book to amuse
jsays:

people.
Evv;n Mr. -Walkley admits that Brillat-

Savarin does not shine as a *'Iittery
gent"; he Is too diffuse, too discontinuous.
"There is a suspicion, in his famous work, of the garrulity of age." He
wrote not for the kitchen but with a
view to the guest table. So did Thomas
Walker in "Th-e Original," but hl.s
articles on table equipage, bills-of-fare,
choice of wines he advocated simplicity
and plain but good living—are delight-

In

March,

the

Knickerbocker Magazine

and was later included
"Pieces of a Broken-Down
four volumes of which were
published in 1858-9, at Batien-Baden,
"printed by Scotzniovsky."
There are
generous quotations from Brillat-Savarin and Bristed's comments and own
opinions are singularly entertaining. All
the essay.s in these volumes are worth
roading, but the book, which we picked
up years ago, is practically unknown.
Allibone does not mention it in his "Dictionary of Authors," though he gives a
list of Bristed's other works.
1848,

his
Critic,"

,

.

!

i
'

;

How

did

BrlUat-Savarln

happen to

Lawyer and magto America?
istrate, -he narrowly escaped the guillotine in the revolution.
Proscribed he
managed to get to Lausanne, then London, and finally Nev/ York.
To quote
Bristed:
"In our good city of Gotham
come

he passed two years, supporting hima musician and a teacher, and

self as

gaining popularity as he says himself,
by taking care not to appear cleverer
(n'avoir plus d'esprit) than the Americans. Condescending Gaul!" Returning
to Prance in 1796 he was a Judge until
1826.
His book was first published in
the year before his death.

'

—

the

in

:

-

lunch?

was one discordant note. Fortunately
It was heard before the
luncheon, other-

for

'

;

Lucullan

5."?

lished

'

)

The

HALE

this

A much more favorable view of the
"Physiology of Taste" waa taken by
Charles Astor Bristiad in his article,
"Table Aesthetics," which was first pub-

I

anniversay was celebrated In
Paris and London.
Figaro published
two pages and a half In commemoration,
with pictures of the epicure and his
mother, with a list of tlie dishes he
preferred, with some of his aphorisms,
with verses In praise of high living,
with an entertaining aticle about the

at

ful.

j

pot.

oysters

Nothing is said about them In the
reports.
Yet a friend of Brillat-Savarin
used to swallow 32 dozen before
he attacked his dinner, and at the court
of
Louis XIV oysters were eaten by
the
gross. Oysters are now dear In
London:
6d a dozen for Colchester natives,
and about 8s 6d at a West end restaurant, but on this occasion
there was
surely no thought of expense.

—

Symphonic

Piece (first performance); Ravel, Second
Suite, "Daphnis and Chloe." This program, we are told, is sub ject to change.
We regrret to say that the 100th anniversary of Brillat-Savarin's death was
not celebrated in Boston with feasting,
song and speech. Yet he once visited
this city and taught Jullen the way of
making a "fondue" eggs beaten and
cooked with cheese.
Eminent Bostonians were so enraptured by the taste
that they forsook codfish and the bean-

LISZT'S 13TH
this

Jordan hall:
nach-Busonl, Claconna; Daquln, The
Cuckoo; Beethoven, Sonata AppasslonPta; Schumann. Romance, P sharp
minor, "The Smuggler"; Chopin,
Nocturne,
F sharp major, Op. 15; Prelude, P sharp

trifles.

—

—

LEFFPODISHNOFF"
rrogram

—

m

included musfc that was worth while,
as the church pieces by Vittorla and
Rachmaninoff,
the
gay chorus of
Bacchantes, a favorite with the Cecilia
Society in the 'SOs; Schmitt's war song
and the pretty. If rather conventional
part song by Heilman; conventional In,
that it might have been written for any;

I^Ime.

order of drinking."
At this luncheon*
was a noble procession;
Old bottled
Amontillado, the Meursault Qoutte d'or
ISll, the Chateau Latour
Grand 189C,
Chateau Tquen 1921, venerable eau-dovlo and
"L'EIIxer du Reverend Pere

to

LAIDAN REDMOND

sky-Korsakov-Kreisler. Hymn to the
Sun. Granados. Danse Espagnole.
An audience of good size greeted the
Olee flub and welcomed Mr. Thibaud.
The program was agreeably varied. It

Gounod's

ble
curiosity to
hear to make £Bb music strike home.
He
ption of perpttual mo- evidently aimed at rhetorical
Intensity
iearn
tlon
what Mr. Godowsky rather than at an oxhibltlon of smooth
found In Java.
^,,^1 fir„, j^n^, production or at tonal
The question is, did Mr. Pouishnoff beauty. In this he was wise, for had
fancy tUls program himself, or did he i.iszt's music been sung suavely
and
In a polished manner It would have
believe his public would like ItT
B*
eeemed
even
less
significant.
The
chorus
did not play as though he had all th«
Blnging was adequate as regards techmusic close at heart.
Some of the
Beethoven and some of the eeoond nical proficiency and musical intelligroup he played in a way not far re- gence. It was not so impressive that
moved from mannered, some of It non- It gave emphasis to the musical text.
The concert would have been long
chalantly.
There -were, of ootirae, ftn« raomanti. enough without the Pslam. No doubt,
Some of the mot^ brilliant vari»tloBi Mr. Koussevitsky, having a chorus at
Mr. Poushnofr played brilliantly ind««d. his disposal, wished to employ It if only
with the remarkably clear tons be ifor the pleasure of the singers, as the
brought to a hearing laat yvar. The ifeniaie portion had nothing to do In the
sudden change of rhythm In the wn- Bj-mphony.
Liszt for two hours at a stretch is a
ata's finale ha made thrilUnfir.
Btantlfully he played the Chopin preluda. In test of an audience's physical endurance
^""''O"'-. reason was the "Gretchen"
honesty, though. It cannot be said that
he, except here and there, equalled hU movement given alone here and in cer
tein European cities before the whole
performance of last year.
Mr. Pouishnoff had an andlaitM of symphony was heard; for in this movement we have Liszt at the height of his
excellent size.
R.
q.
poetic feeling and technical skill, especially in the matter of instrumentation.
Berlioz's description of the chief motive
of Ilia "Fantastic" symphony, "Simple,
ti-mid, but of a noble and passionate
At Steinert Hall, last evening, Aldan
character," may be applied to the first
Redmond, baritone gave a recital, at
theme
"Gretchen" Here Is true muwhich he sang the following sons: "Sous
sical portrature of character. Nor is the
les Pieds d'une Femme" from "Le Reine
motive of the middle section, the meade
Saba". Gounod:
"Where'er Tou
Bure for violins, dolce amoroso, more
Walk," from "Semele," (1743), Handel;
sensuous music, inferior.
In Questa Tomba, Beethoven; The UnIn "Faust" mannerisms of Liszt, endforseen. Cyril Scott; Nadege, Crawless repetitions of unimportant phrases
ford; La Malson Grise from "Fortunlo"
eading to modulation or to a fresh muMessager; The Voice In the Wilderness,
eical idea, fret the nerves of the hearer
John Prindle Scott; Would God 1 Were
the Tender Apple Blossom, Londonderrjand lessen the general effect. If only
Eome one would contrive to give "Selec.Vir; Oh Had
Some Bright Little
tions from the movement Faust." There
Ule, Old Irish Air (1745); The Little Red
lire fine things In It, as there are vulgar
Lark, Old Irish Air; Shule Agra, Old
Irish AIr;'Red Bombay, Reddick; Sittin'
moments. The music for "MephistophThlnkln",
Nocturne, Curran;
Fisher;
eles" is best described as "clever" la
Taylor.
Captain Stratton's Fancy,
Its parodlstic vein
and it Includes one
It has long been one of the reportorial
great dramatic moment the sudden apcommonplaces that on the evening when
pearance of the "Gretchen" theme.
theie were concerts elsewhere, the auMr. Koussevitsky gave a highly dradience in Stelnert Hall was must inmatic, poetic and emotional interpretaevitably be a small and scattered one'.
tion of the symphony. The orchestral
Put last night, despite concerts elseperformance was brilliant, although
where, and the fact that Mr. Redmond
-there were a few instances of a lack of
was making his debut In concert, alprecision in attack.
The chorus was
though he has sung variously over the
effective.
Mr. Stratton's task was less
radio, Stelnert Hall was filled almost to
arduous than In the Pslam.
Its capacity.
This concert reminded us. If a reMr. Redmond chose somewhat of a
minder was necesi-ary, of Wagner's aucatholic program, although lighter songs
dacious borrowing of themes and whole
predominated, and.^he did not start out
passages of harmonic progressions from
with the inevitable 18th century aria, althe symphony for his own
musicthough he included one of Handel's from
dramas.
Wagner leaned heavily on
"Semele," the lovely "Where'er Tou
Llstz's shoulder, as Listz, both in the
Walk." He proved himself to have a
Psalm—witness long passages for this
vritce of an agreeable quality, a good
or that section of the string choir In
range, and considerable smoothness In
The Psalm and in the "Gretchen"
Its registers.
His diction is good. Inmovement
leaned on the shoulder of the
an
telligible, and not affected. He has
great Hector Berlioz.
adequate vocal technique, although he
The
concert
will be repeated tonight.
lacks a sense of musical style, so that

or

By PHILIP HALE

Rachmaninoff.

'

'

CLUB CONCERT

^ind

-

:

Wet like to think of him In Boston at
"Julien's Restorator."
Jean Baptiste
Jullen came over with Dubuque, also a
refugee from the revolution.
see
Brillat-Savarin in Julien's kitchen, beatling the eggs for the "fondue." In New
York, Brillat-Savarin fiddled in a theatre orchestra, as the story goes. Versajtile roan!
To be pleasantly romtmbered
in spite of Baudelaire and tho Manchester Guardian's G. P.
!

We

PENNSYLVANIA DUTCH
As the World Wags:
Did you ever hear the story about
he mother and her young son who
waiting at a railroad crossing for
t'.fere

|

!

—

'

of merely wfiettlnpr the'
he told Iheui "to walk through
as
la country ts to know that country
It should he known."
And at I^ueano. at the top of Monto
Generoso, with the Swiss A\pH In the
distance, he sent his audience back
Boslonlan
Ipto the cold and dreary
glimpse
night, with the rromise of a
H. L.
week.
text
of the Dolomites

152
T

train to pass?
Son had a
Idea about the caboose on th«

train:

"Say, nia,

fa

whon

'h-y

red car

little

is,

MUFFLE.

ain't?"

all,

ISAffiUtLKtUlAL

. •> « « V
Harold Samuel, r'»nlst, played this
program of Bach's music last night in
Jordan Hall. Toccata C Minor; English

Arrest^'^the

Resplendent

;

I

I

I

j

';

I

;

j

there

Is

a word that

A3 the World Wags:
That refined and delightful little essay
H. C. P.,
on "Belts and Suspenders," by
mind the klnIn your column brings to
and Garflred subject of "Supporters
from time
It seems that, while
ters."
has had adeto time the former subject

;

i

I

sometimes
'

:

;

j
'

I

1

'

blurs.

major prelude Mr. Sahiuel
played most crisply, with an adinir,«>b1y
accented bass to give it character. The
sturdy stride of the fugue he caught
to perfection; so much is easy enouiith,
but Mr. Samuel maintained it to the
end no mean feat. To the ."iubject of
the C minor fugue he gave all its jovial grace.
The superb E major fugue
he played nobly.
The audience showed very genuine enthusiasm for almost everything Mr.
Samuel played. He plays again presently, more Bach, on Saturday afternoon, March 6.
R. R. G.

on one

suspendreally a question of belts and
but in
ers or supporters and garters,
this
each case a matter of versus. In

!

Out
Into

of

cold

a

Symphony

»ast

hall

evening,

andTj
the

|

Holmes on his second tour of the
regions
season, through the s".n-b.ithed
Maggiorc.
of the Italian lakes—Oomo,
l^ugano.
fn-ta, Tdro, laeo. Gar la.
Mr Holmes devoted ihe whole of par.
one of hi« program to I>ake (T""!"
shores.

He

!

•^"'J
dwi-lt

classes of society.

Women

|

beauty to,
Italian lakfs. hv* mv.rh
'^'^^^'^
ibP seen and enjoyed In a '^f 'f
by narepressed it. "mad^ beautiful
prac.ousthe
by
•'lure and pieasurable
ness of ma'^,," He thought
that counstve cvnres.. tre*-s throughout
".""the,
Itrv misht lend then -elv^s to
by r.e«pi^V.I.. ^hlch tna
i

i

•;

composer might
foTLO-but not

,

1

call

-t

-Phe
f..e

^rv^-^^^

height

of

the

given
i'^^^rt t^Tof' the lecture was
to place." along
'to a less l.isurely visit
Particularly .tnpvesthe other lakes.
l^'V^'y ""^
Islve to the audience was the
!

jnow famous
'the

m

;

rest
silent

villas'-

of

f-"'"*''"''-,,,^),':.''
,1

program was enjojed
admiration, the mention of

of

the

l^ocarno brought hearty applause.
picturesque
'high mountains and down

tourists.
'vallevs Mr. Holmes piloted his
old-world
covering miles and miles of
hour'
few
of
space
a
the
in
loveliness
I

i

will find

men

In this respect

consistent; either they join the
wear
Cirder of the Garter, or they do not
any at all. Some of the most renowned
men in our history have worn socks
without any means of support whatever.
But In the case of our many fashionit Is
able and athletic young women,
enforced
all too painfully evident to the
observer that whenever the f. and a.
young woman attempts to straddle a
athletic
fence in this matter— and these
young women do straddle so many fences
her
alleIn these days— she has divided
of
giance between these two methods

very

Uhe

;s7mpho"uc poem

individual decide

will stand

Garter or belong to the Society of Supuntil
porters, the former having been,
mainly
the ten-cent stores interfered,
comlatter
the
an order of aristocrats,
all
posed of strict utilitarians from

^

the villages on
the famous
long and dcnghtfuHy on
dfspring so carefully and minutely
Pliny tn.
of
writings
.cribPd in the
wa.s
He explained that thereamong
lEld^r
be done
not much slght-seeln? to
,

that the

and how she shall
stand without stocking embarrassment,
the
whether she 'Will be of the Order of

where she

ton

its

here
matter there are two camps, and
than it Is, for
it is even more Important
versus
instance. In the matter of booze
prohibition

acompanled Bur-

public

travel-lecture

night

sustaining her stockings smoothly and
the
shlnlngly. But I am answered that
young woman of the day will persist In
amount
straddli.ng fences and that no
her. Perof admonishment will prevent
gain in
slight
haps, then. It would be a
sock,
conslstercv, and to boot, or to
pleasing
tbe beginning of an odd and
on
say,
fashion, to employ the erarter.
on the left
the right and the supporter
'Their relative merits could thus
leg
th»
be more readily ^determined by
would
wearei- and undoubtedly there
'

^

to learn

acquainted with music."

Romain Rolland
music

is

is

quoted:

^he great/h^^^^^
of sing

"For most

The pleasure

noise.
the volume of sound, just a musical

gymnastics
sort a pleasure of vocal
so potent in Germany is in some
v.gorousl>
go.
i
letting
and
air
with
fis ust a matter of being inflated
This, the
and rhythmically.
and powerfully, for a long time' together,
world over.
Doctor thinks, is true of singing today, the

Sg

present condition of smgThere are entertaining pages about the
«'""«''^S-but _Nvhat does
often
readable,
eminently
book
is
ing-the whole
most
to read that
pleasant
is
It
remedy?
the
the Doctor suggest as
running at
factories
steam
like
look
singing
of our present schools of
but how
and bombastic howlers
high speed to build up and tone makers
can conditions be improved?
;

It is

have

ilTAUAN LAKES
HOLMES'S TOPIC
wft

how

a press agent-:

how to sing."
^,
^y,^ the noor
,
poor
Ah!
to the resc-»
public and the critics should come
themselves
"concern
them
of
Most
critics
o^
^f^^^-^^'^^^'Z
^Zic ^r
to the pubhc,
^d^^^^ap
Shnical character, which are of no real
optimistic
an
to
criticism
they confine their
'^^'^'^^^'^^^f
writers, in some ^aj
• * * in certain cases they are merely newspaper

a long time been perplexed

that the many young ladles who
affected the brightly-colored and variously decorated descendant or belowthe-knee garter do also, in those cases
where the stocking Is obviously not
not
rollefl—and perhaps the stocking is
before
rolled so universally as it was
of
fad
recent
women took up the more
the
"rolling their own"— secretly employ
assistance of supporters to keep the
stocking properly elevated and sleeker
appearing. To an Interested and Incomappears
petent observer like myself this
For charto be a vicious practice.
stand
a
take
should
one
acter's sake
side or the other. For it is not

—

anCi

for

that in the case
wear
of the male sex only young children
males conmature
supporters, white
as
sistently and exclusively, as far
have observed, use garters; whereas.with
children
young
respect to females, the
wear supporters, though aU other females, of aU ages, appear to be tree to
wear either the one or the other. In
truth, for some time I have suspected

D

The

have

to determine

'is

some years
needed
Time has proved that what she actually

The

column.

brittle!

not make all melodies sing
he did, though, that beautiful slow melody in the toccata. In quiet passages
he likes a colorless tone no brighter
than drab, with a pianissimo not clear
but dry, and loud, quick episodes he

j

ago,

was

unquate attention, Uie latter, being
the
questionably more insistently tefore
being
public eye and garters In particular
descendancy, has
in the heyday of their
and
been somewhat neglected in print,
perhaps deserves a little space In your

risk of their gay volubility Incurring the
reproach of garrulousness.
Still forced to run counter to the best
critical judgment, not everybody finds
Mr. Samuel a notably sympathetic performer of Bach's music. He employs
a hard tone that makes Bach's brilliant

sound unattractively

!

GARTERS AND SUPPORTERS

—

;'„°/"h."t

of a teacher.
in most cases, obscure life
" 'What I need.' said a silly young woman to the Tvriter

and

^°>^^''^'""Lbatestorret.

though

Furthermore,

pall.

^''''l'"'

its eerie

ring.
Lour doctrinal disputes may echoes with
dove
But Peace remains-like

He does

,

a
The public .hould ^r.i.r.tT^ira^Ct

Ulusloned

from

truth."

method, very seldom

place.

—

flourh-ihes

glowing

Makes^ dull 'the message from

new, grows easily wearisome.
And Bach, as everybody knows, WiTote
much music of pattern alone, not all of
which is equally appealing to musical
people today. Granted that all his light
skipping movements have a charm of
their own, it does not follow that too
many can be played in a row without

J

^t:s-^^n-t-=^^^
the

complains;

Then organ drones and violin enraptured
But contemplation of the

Instinct of self-defense,

all,

'^^^^^^^^^'^^^i

Isolation

staiid.

or

I

beginning that his
Dr. I^arafioti admits at thl

And brooding

music In essence Is often more modern In the sense that the eternal Includes the modern than much that Is
wt-ltten today. Us idiom la that of 300
years ago. Any slnsrle Idiom, be It old

I

adown the

'^:J^^%:I^JX^Z
V

^T'f'^^^"^
worshipper might crave.
silence quiet as the grave
as underGives greater calm to such

That

be said. Bach, his variety notwithstanding, was of so strong an Individuality that too much of his music

I

Boni & Liveright of New
M.
^her^
Vocal Art," by P. Mario Marafioti,
Vo
the voi-^^'"
^"^f of 'he
the Scientific Cv>lture
of Voice Production and
teachers oi smg g
those
"to
dedicated
are 270 pages. The book is
^ar^ching vision.
work is bunt on ideals of truth and

yet all-aU In peace:

And

may

I

appraising: cy»

certainly

mand.

the temptation will not down, even In
the face of reason, to attempt a word
of excuse.
For, after

^K?,^^^\V?nr
how to sing, TWsTs

.

everybody, that one person Is pretty
The dictum seems
s\ire to be wrong.
so , eminently reasonable that there la
nothing for a lone creature who does
not relish a whole recital of Bach's
piano music to do but admit he's wrong.
Human nature, though, being strong

his

'

/re^^^^^^^^

not know
of 100 singers was that they do
o n the art.
not from any want of treatises

archiWith vault lunette-like, peerless
trave,
comA marshalled gviard awaiting the

As Mr. Ernest Newman smartly states
when one person disagrees with

easily

CHAPEL AT NOON

(For As the World Wags.)
towering
And first the fluted columns,

It,

can

lale

^een

:^orWre

O minor; From the forty-eight
preludes and fugues; D major book 1:
B minor, book 2; A flat major, book 1;
E major, book 2; G major, book 2;
French suite, E major.

man, and the

mind
Mr. Ernest Newman, whose
about the vocal art, said not ong

.

KING'S

suite,

In

(jommenij

ai)i>etite,

1

frelg-lit

brigrht

bv the way

b\it

I

;

There is an interesting chapter dn "true
^^^i^^i^tl''^^^^^^^
was of
In the new vocal art. "Bel canto"
''^^^^'"f^^^^^jl^J.^itrbeau^
music
the
for
and
ing of the past,
seems to
?he poi"
musk .^7,
P°
0^*%^,^
that music.
and style all the effects demanded by
,„_,„tj^tio,j
in the i^t^preta^^^^^^
avail
no
of
canto"
"bel
be well taken, but is skill in
music? .Tl^^F^^'^^.^^'^d
of the modern, even the ultra-modern
portraying the
kind of truth can the baritone who is
^^^f^y/J /^l^^f^",,
bel canto?" If he is
with
convey
lover
rejected
the
or
'^^^^^^^^^^ptty
say.
and
more sympathetic

i

^^

'would not the audience be still
^^^^^ 01
Fernando
so shabbilv treated by
that so good a singer should be
great exemp ars of tlus
the
that
admit
not
does
The Doctor
Lenore-'
-mmonly believed. Intell.^^^^^^^^^
chool havl been so numerous as is
But d^
^ers
individuality are now the mor^ important
kri"
^bout fan
How about
intelligence?
and famous masters of bel canto possess

Th
an unusually interesting ^chaptermost excellent
"the
Bonci,
after
disappeared
tor believes that bel canto

"'"ThTsiraTwVhave

B^^;

said,

element
the word, not the tone, the leading
Ihe
existence.
torte has no reason for
natural tone Production
should be in the word. He believes in
teaching to the functioning of the
!At present there is no reference in
product, the speaking voi.^
natural
primary
their
voca'l organs and
minimum of energy for the
a
conception;
mental
There mu,st be a clear
the ^^ngmg vo ce when it
in
registers
maximum of effect. There are no
%oice
Breath, while it is an indispensable factor
is correctly produced.
develops the voice, on the
production, is not the essential power which
pparatus and its power.
contrary, singing develops the breathing a

•^'^"VrDocto'^^^SSIave
in singing.

The obsession

of

fiteS

m

j
'1

'

stu^^^^^^^
there should also be a
If there is to be a new teacher,
appallm
is a^dded an
^^^^^^^s
of
part
the
"To the lack of idealism on
an
with a most amtong conceit
superficiality in their work, together

self-assurance."
logica
^he loeical
speaking, that
First of all there should be correct
Doctor
ground for correct singing. Here the
^^^^^Vf^bout 3 years old
He illustrates by a photograph of a
vowels.
.

f

.

^'I'./^t^,^*"

Z.

could not have been artificially
determi..
^"""t"''.
"The
The false determi
is headed:
lowed by one on consonants. Chapter X
are
There
nation of pitch in present singing.
^l-f of ^^^"".'^^^
-^^f^^'
altitude
^
on the exact
them, who do not produce their voices"
the fundament ..1
on
sing
not
do
where they mean to sing, namely, they
that the pitch produced by most sibrtone of the^ Written note." The idea
different from the one
is fundamentally
flat,
or
sharp
not
though
frs
first it
that
at
'^
new
so
is
provided,
be
which should
Doctor, here as
Yes ^l^^^^^^^'jjlf
get a clear conception of."

who

Wang

cult to believe and

cork belt
layman we are in deep water, and without a
.falsely
Having discus.sed resonance, and what is

called

singmp

original system for the corthrough the nose," the Doctor states his
was basso, baritone dramat ,
rect d^eJermlnation of pitch. "Caruso
fn^i
There have been sopranos who could sing
-as well as lyric tenor.
speak of me..:,
coloratura, Calve for instance. We do not

contralto to
nothing but short sopran.-s
sopranos because, in our opinion, they are

—

— —

,

bad sopranos, wnose incorrect voico production maKes n. uilxithem to reach the high altitudes of the range, forcing themselves
adapt themselves to that inferior classification of half-soprano. The
vo characteristic feminine voices remain soprano and contralto, the

1

better,

for

ilt

>

> being characterized by a virile timbre us well as greater volume,
hcse singers, in fact, usually possess something masculine in their natral build, and the volume of their voices is determined, for the most
art, by the amount of resonance their big frame furnishes; which shows
aat even the physical development of singers accounts for the character
.tl(

£ their voice."

The chapter on breath should be of peculiar interest to teachers
The Doctor here is more entertaining than ever. He ends
pupils.

nd

he chapter by saying: "Those teachers who talk breath either know
othing else about the human voice, or it is precisely about breath that
hey know the least. Whoever plays the piano knows very well that the
ammers amount to nothing without the strings and the case, and they
11 amount to less than nothing without the brain of the pianist."
The
wo last chapters are "The singer of tomorrow, the real artist," and "From
he diary of a student."
Truly a stimulating book; one that while it undoubtedly will excite
lt«cu6sion, should work for vocal righteousness.
P. H.

—

Return "American Music"
Shakesperian Crux

Florizel's

have received a letter of complaint from New York. It says that
of The Herald staff who reviewed a film play at Loew's State
heatre spoke of the "Headliner," Rita Owin, as being "a Ziegfeld chorus

We

he

member

We

irl.

publish the letter verb et

lit:

him the right to criticize the act any way he sees fit as to
ts merits but I deny him the right to lible Miss Owin
"Miss Owin was a featured dancer in the 1923 follies and one of tha
utstanding hits at the Amsterdam Theatre for 55 weeks dancing for
's chorus friends something
minutes -full stage without any help of
is lordship never saw in the follies before or since, the season before sha
"I grant

lanced in your Colonial Theatre Boston with Mr.

Ned Weybume's Town

and played one of the leading comedy parts 6 montha
efore she played your Tremont Theatre with Arthur Hammerstein's
Jimmie' Frances White and was a sensation in your beloved Boston,
liss Owin reseives 600, a week at the State Theatre and can't afford to
If this injustice isn't denied I will take
et any cheap reviewer lible her.
ossip production

ction suit yourself."

Of course, we

will

was far from the reviewer's
by saying that she was one of Mr,

do the lady justice.

ntention to disparage this dancer's art

It

Does not good Mr. Ziegfeld say that his mission
American womanhood by the careful selection of his

iegfeld's chorus girls.

n

life is

to glorify

horus, choosing the girls, not only for their beauty, but for their social

tanding and mental acquirements?

We

have read that English chorus

wed noble youths and elderly members of 'the British ariscracy. On the operatic stage famous singers have begun in the chorus.
\ e were aware of the fact that Miss Owin appeared in "Jimmie."
Her
lame was on the bill between the names of Mr. Tom O'Hare (Watkins)
md Mr. Irwin Rossa (a violinist). On with the dance, Miss Owin, lei
our joy be unconfined.
Heed not reviewers, unacquainted with your
reer. To err is human; to forgive divine.
iris

often

•

the kind that provoEed Aa ban.
.
Have you ever heard an Indian singer with his water drum? An
incessant, mechanical, frenzied tap; tap, tap with a thin stick on the wet
skin, a tap, tap that goes higher in pitch as the skin dries and suddenly
drops as the singer jerks the drum and moistens the head. High above
the everlastiMg drumbeats 'the singer lifts his voice in a quavering, wandering melody that always goes downward, seeking a final level, but never
finding it; and you know that your Indian singer has seeirTnountains blXM*
pine forests and looked across long valleys in the dusk.
The other kind of Indian music is accompanied by the pyeanno. In
hearing it you know that Mr. Edward MacDowell studied counterpoint in
Germany and often read "The Song of Hiawatha" and took Bromo-Seltzer
for headaches, and that Mr. Carl Busch teaches counterpoint in Kansas
City and owns a dachshund called Sitting Bull and a collection of Indian
legends edited for use in the public schools.
THE MONSTER.
.

•

To the Editor of The Boston Herald:
It might be well to define just what one means by "American" when
one speaks of "American" music.
If you grant that to every one in the world today "American" connotes a loud-voiced, narrow-minded, self-satisfied, rude, and totally uncultured person who considers himself educated because he went to college;
who. thinks Zane^ Grey is a great novelist and Edgar Guest and Mr. Kipling
great poets; who buys an automobile and joins a golf club when his
library consists of a telephone book and a dictionary; who attends banquets and conventions with pleasure and symphony concerts and grand
opera under compulsion; who voted for prohibition and reveres Anthony
Comstock; who prosti-ates himself before a title, no matter how meaningless; and who (since an end must be made somewhere) thinks These
States are great because they are prosperous if, in fine, you grant, a^
you must, that "American" connotes just this and nothing more, then it is
absurd, even unfair, to apply the word to the beautiful, grave, and dignified
music of the Indian.
Music, to be in any sense national, must be characteristic of the
people; and a people with little feeling for beauty and no dignity at all
arp only being ridiculous in terming the music of the Indian "American."
S. L.

—

To the Editor of The Boston Herald:
This note purports to recover the lost meaning of the followlnjc
passage in "Twelfth Night":

Some

mollification for your Giant, sweete Ladie;

me your minde, I am a messenger. (I-V)
Further changes in these lines than those proposed by Bishop Warburton and adopted by Hanmer and Hudson will be needed if they are to
tell

yield a fitting sense.
arate speeches;

The Harvard

edition gives the lines as* three sep-

—Some mollification for your giant, sweet lady.
Tell me your mind. Vio. I am a messenger.
Oli.
While restoring the omitted prefixes, the good bishop

fails to note
lacks the essentials required to give it an intelligible
meaning; it is a mere group of words without subject or predicate
expressed or implied to save it from being what Portia would call ^"a
first line

that the

—

—

poor pennyworth in the English."
overlooked by the compositor or

Some connecting words may have been
may have dropped out when carrying

the form to the press. In any event, some initial words are necessary to
complete the sentence, such as: I bring, I bring you, bringing you, or
simply bringing. Whichever collocution is used, it becomes increasingly
clear that the line is a logical continuation of Viola's speech. Detached
from the context, it has no meaning; transposed as indicated, the associated ideas instantly call for the elimination of "grant" as a misprint
for grief. Thus arranged and amensbd the text would read:

—

Oli.

me
am a

Tell

Vio.

I

your mind.
messenger;

I

lC2hg some mollification for your grie^

sweet lady.

von Reuter, violinist, who will play here in Symphony hall
Tuesday night, first visited Boston on Feb. 6, 1902. He was then
nown as "Florizel, the 10-year-old violinist, the Marvel of the Age." Wa
note from Maj. J. B. Pond's announcement. With Florizel came young
Plorize!

^xt

-ates,

soprano of Utah,

who was

niece?) of Brigham Young.

Henry

said to be a grand-daughter (or was she
Miss Gates became well kno\vn. Did not

T. Finck in

an enthusiastic moment write: "Whose lovely
Dice gives me more pleasure than that of any othgr living soprano
xcepting, perhaps, Rosa Raisa"?
According to Riemann's Musik-Lexikon, Mr. Reuter was born at
lavinport, Iowa, on Jan. 21, 1893.
He studied with Max Bendix, in
hicago, Emil Sauret in London, Cesar Thomson in Brussels, finally with
{enri Marteau at Geneva. He beca'me known as a talented virtuoso. For
short time he was director of the Zurich Academy of Music. He has
written three operas; orchestra works (among them a "Levantine"
llhapsody. Variations, Prelude and Double Fugue, "Zeus") Rumanian
Jances and other pieces for violin. Add "A History of Solo-Violin Literaure," and an edition of Paganini's Caprices.
It is not stated in what
prefixed "von" to Reuter. One may see a picture of hi'm in knee
. ear he
breeches and a florid jacket (as he appeared here in 1902) in the Boston
Symphony's Program Book of Jan. 31, 1902, page 641. Adolf Close waa
.he accompanist at this concert.
Ir.

I.

1

Mozart's Oboe quartet, which will be played this afternoon at the
Boston Flute Players' Club concert, was composed at Munich in 1781 for
Mozart's friend, Frederick Ramm, a celebrated oboist of Munich and

Mannheim.
Irene Scharrer, the English pianist, whose fame has preceded her,
^vill play for the first time in this country, next
Monday night with the
Boston Symphony orchestra. She is the wife of Guerney Lubbock^ a
^
naster at Eton.
•

Here are two

letters

about "American"-Indian music:
To the Editor of The Boston Herald:
There are two kinds of Indian music— the music sung by Indians and
the Indian music sung for women's clubs, which, if I am not mistaken, wag
I
I

What balm more potent could Viola bring, to mollify, soothe and
charm to rest Oliva's grief for a dead brother, than the offer of a coronet
from her master, the Duke of Illyria?
i

CSHARLES

Dorchester.
be added t^the fashionable appearance
of the female a certain uniqueness, to
say nothing' of the delightful uncertain-!
ty that would Itch the observer before
and while determinlnir which Is which
and which the t'other. Of course the
practice could be varied from day to
day, and thus the question would be
forever more alluring and the ttchlnji

j

j

j

|

more
As

Intense.

[

fear the obvious and descendant garter Is beginning to pall;
sees that so large a promale
the mere
portion of these are being bought In the
10-cent stores (a visit to one of these
It

is,

emporiums

I

will

literary

their

cause

DELAMAINIL

J.

or other merit,

but be-

wish to know If any one can
they escaped the vigilant
that rabid prohibitionist, Horace

I

eye of

C. E. S.

Greeley.

OTJT

OP THE TAVERN

Out of the tavern
~
night;
Street! you are
plight;

j

I've just stepped to-

caught

In

a very bad

Bight hand and

left hartd are both out
of place
Street! you are drunk, 'tis a very clear
case.

convince anyone), and

these are not, by any stretch of Imagination or elastic, to be regarded as,,
garters of quality. Again I have a suspicion that, the material of the garters
being poor, they are becoming, or will
soon become, purely decorative and that
what good elastic there is left over
from the manufacture of automobile
tires In these days of the high prices
of rubber goes Into the making of the
faithful old supporters.
So I venture to Inquire, Shall we permit these latter to become mere accessories to garters, and garters themselves
to become at last the mere badge of
EGO KSSEM.
the mob?

Korth Hampton, N. H.

Moon! 'tis a very queer figure you out.
One eye Is staring while t'other Is' shut.
Tipsy, I see, and you're greatly to blame;
Old as you are,

'tis

a horrible shamel

the street lamps, what a scandalous sight!
of them soberly standing upright;
Rocking and staggering why, on my
word,
Each of the lamps Is as drunk as a lord.

Then

None

All
I

—

confusion; now, Isn't It odd,
the only thing sober abroad?

Is

am

Sure

were rash with
main

it

this

crew to re-

Better go Into the tavern again.

As the World Wags:
I send "Aa the World Wags" the en-

&

Moclosed verses taken from Greeley
Elrath's "The Whig Almanac for 1853."
These verses are printed in the smallest

type and are the only Item In the aJihanac that are not a bit of statistics,
or some information of national impor-^
tance. I send the versep, not because of*

I

me how

tell

HOUSEHOLD ECON0W(V

.

•

the World Wags:
father thinks it can now be told
when Sco^M began wearing kilts. It was
immediately after the first trousered
Scot received his tailor's bill for the
pressing of a pair of baggy trousers.

As

My

JBH

JRISHMAN'S W1S"4,

— — —

—

'

:

Pa detained

in

town

—

SOCIETY

lafe-

till

xjy

a-gettln" colder,
Thirty-flve below;
now,
this is winter.
Say,
The kind I used to know.
No telephone to call up ma

pianist, playeil la Jordan]

Myra Hosg,
t»n yfstordny

Iltr

.iftcrnoon.

pro-am
[

Bach. Preludes and Fugues f rom
"Th« Wf ll-TempcTPd ClaviLhord" Book
1. No. 1, Book i, .NO. 12. Book 1, No. 15.
Schumann. Sonata. Q minor. Brahms;
r>e P allfi, Hommage
Waller, op. 39.
de Debussy, Danse
,->our
)e tombeau
Ravel, Favane pour
RItuelle du Feu.
une Infante Defunte, Alborado del
r«a(J:

i

—

j

Would that all other pianists would
follow the example of a few, Miss Hess
among them, and play tho music that
Bach wrote for t^e preaecessors of the
Dlano. not the ti anscrlpiU.ns of organ
pieces and the Chaeonne. Neither the
organ nor the violin can bi suggested!
by the piano, whether It bu used or
abased by any Boanerges of the keyMiss Hesa Is peculiarly happy
toard.
of .Schumann's
in her interpretation
Yesterday she evident forgot
musio.
disparaging
remarks
\1ncent d lndy's
ibout that composer's inability to ti-eat
lAfger forms in an artistic manner. She
p!ayed the sonata as If she believed in
!f what is more, felt Us tumultuous
piiWlon, its caprlcloxisness, the intimacy
of Its quiet, emoth.nal appeal. Its tender
beauty.
It takes a pianist like Miss Hess to
give interest to all of Brahms' waltzes.
Some are charming; others are merely
full of notes; and more than once, even
with Mlsa Hess playing, one remembered the Sar Peladan likenln; the

To thaw the kitchen pump;
Charlie's bringin' in the wood.
All are on the jump.
Grandpa's toastin' of his shins
Beside the soapstone stove.
Says, "I dunno but winter's come
Acts that way, by Jove."

of

Brahms

fleld,

As the World Wags:
The belief that all Pullman

j

I

tomb

I

composer who

of the

'

I

;

I

I

1

I

'

:

!

i

I

i

!

I

I

!

i

I

'

little

It ts

a good thing
the

In the nJght

watches

hour
other Wednesday.

Our

I

wish

I'd

the

Back Bay

liee,

,

U makes me

smile!

Fences all are covered up,
Road nowheres in sight.

The
is

Herald

2:30 P. M.,

London, was

It

But
j

every
Ed.

,

|

more; "Way Up
by Hall Johnson; "Jesus, Lay Yo' Head I
arranged by Hall John-I
in De Winder,
"

15 shillings.

AN.VIF.

'

the other day.
orful full o' brains an' things,
she heard the critics say;
thought It must be packed with
wit, an' sense, an' words of gall.
when- she. turned the covers back
it wasn't there at all."
LOUELLA D. EVERETT

j

streets

/

f
As The World Wags:
Did you ever hear this one about th^
She looked out of th*
car window as the train drew into thi

and, hailing a

"Little boy, are

'

to

fftill

something to
fermenting

these
days,

in

anfl

tic thing.

-

little

boy, said:

1

you good?"

r

nuance and

|

i

Sunday school?"

"Y'es'm."

"Then I think I can trust you; run
with this penny and get me a bun, and
remember, Qod sees you."

CHAIR AND GOBLET
story of the Republicans who
stole the chair on which President CoolIdge sat at an outing of the Essex
County Republican Club fremlnds us of
the Scot who wished a souvenir of
George IV. Let Thackeray tell the
story:
"We have all of us read with
delight that story of the King's voyage
to Hagglsland, where his presence Inspired such a fury of loyalty; and where
the most famous man of the country
the Baron of Bradwardine coming on
board the royal yacht, and finding a
glass out of which Gorglua had drunk,
put it into his coat pocket as an Inestimable relic, and went ashore In his
But the baron sat down
boat again.
upon the glass and broko It, and cut
his coat-tails very much; and the inestimable relic was lost to the world
forever.
O noble Bradwardine! What
old-world superstition could set you on
your knees before such an idol as that?"
It was in 1822 that George IV visited
Scotland. Even "Christopher North" of
Blackwood's "fell all over him." See the
"Noctes Ambrosianae."
"The King's
bow shows him to be a man of genius."
(And so Byron In "Don Juan" wrote:
"A prince, the prince of princes at the
time.
With fascination Is his very bow.")
But In his article North represents
Odoherty, saying apropos of the King's
visit to the theatre:
"I would have
given twenty ten-pennies that some of
the young ladles In the pit had remembered that a pocket handkerchief should
not be used longer than a couple of
days.
Some of the literary gentlemen,
too, showed snuffy signals."
And to think that this "Baron of

"should we not
smile with something like pity aa we
beheld It?"

PEOPLE'S CONCERT

R«y"alclo
all but as good of
Mr.
piano quintet, in which
MarjoUet
Mr^
Sanroma,' Mr. TMllois and
Ai
Mi.
and
Theodorowicz
joined Mr.
Sanroma's exquisite
iieres. It was Mr.
beautiand
lone-a marvel of delicate single no.e
even a
ful color but not for

"^That'

was

Hahn's

00

heavy-that gave

tinction, though
was excellent.

—

Bradwardine" was no less a man than
Sir Walter Scott!
"Suppose the good
sherllT's prize unbroken now at Abbots-

|

f

A

The

ford," says Thackeray,

beautiful diction, his command
his poetic a'-dor and ImagiTo the spirituals, with which
nation.
he closed, he brought this in full measure, but in the finish of his vocalese.
By allowing
warm(.r
a
at once
missed something of the passionate
to the viola, behold
conh
forget
to
not
ij^^o^ing^ and untaught power that the
sentiment secured,
it was o.
ingenious
and
timbre,
recent specialists in spirituals,
of
trast
InstrumetU
And .why did
brought to them.
Mr. Marteau to nmke each
way. have
ndividual
iii
own
„
its
in
anyone ever write such a ghastly arfeel the waltz
if
little
rangement for the "Jesus, laiy yo' head
Much in truth can be made of
sets
taste.
in de winder," an arrangement that
only the maker has
had
yesterday
players
the finger and pianist in immediate
Probably the
Mr.
for
much to do with the making, and %a- (antipathy? One can not close without
reiterating praise for the accompaniLaurent played with a beauty
ments of Mr. Lawrence, who is one ol
riety of tone even he has ^"l^^^^^^^^^^^.f^
Artieies
ol
Mr.
and Mr Theodorowlcz and more .aUs- the most sensitive, and accomplished
E. Q.
own
current accompanists.
ttoutly held their
heard at ev^ry
fying performance is not

flute,
his jocose melody to a
provide a founda
and violin at hand to different-enougn
itlon just solid-and
freer play
in the andante
•

"Yes'm."
"Parents living?"
"Yes'm."

"Go

is

about

have

old Scotch lady?
.station

j

^
^
I
conjecture
broadwhen svii;h a thing asl
casting
artistic isolation and Independence have]
become more than ever impossible, that,
Roland Hayes, despite his whirlwind!
glancing into the ranks of the greatest,
has never yet stooped to do an inartis-

It

,

CLUB IN CONCERT

Orphant Annie ttought a book

j

Up

Heav'n," arranged I

'.

DUSTING OFF THE OLD ONES
|

"Goln' to Ride

;

in

FLUTE PLAYERS'

office.

;

j

T. Burleigh

De Chariot," arranfjed by Harry Del-,

in

-

was

She
j

H

by

'

"LITTLE ORPH.XNT

had the

good old country style;
Folks ain't used to winter here

office

"Little

gone wrong.

In

repll<;d:

Mor.thly, vintage of 1902 or IPOS.

foolish

We'd cleaned out

He

found this parody In an old magaIt
zine I was cutting up last night.
was credited to Frank Leslie's Topulnr

old snow plow
That father made of wood;
roan mare
old
I wish I'd had the
That took the drifts so good.

I

;

And although he may be counted as
one of the chief of the "popu.ar" tenors,
he has consisteniy refused to include
been killed.
any musical trivialities, any waste matY'et, again, yester, on his program.
terday, although it was his third concert here this season, there was the
teeming concert hall, the row on row
the curious concert after
of standees
the coni:ert that always begins with
the last of the scheduled pieces.
It is rather late in the day t oconslder
a«emoon's
The ff alure of yesterday
the peculiar loveliness of his voice, a
surely
was
voice that Is, after all, essentially a
Flute Players' Club concert
light, lyric tenor, despite its occasional
Henri Marteau for
the trio (op. 32) by
robustness in dramatic evocation as In
more,
Could a
viola.
and
violin
flute,
the "Erinni" of Santoliquido.
instruments be
of
combination
unlikely
There are other tenors who have a
mixture of
the
larger volume, but there is always that
forgetting
not
imagined,
strange, spiritual searching, a mystithat Tennyson
flute, violin and bassoon
cism, at times touched with a ringing
ine
But
to?
dance
to
thought suitable
uassion, in the singing of Roland Hayes,
united
oddly
thus
"that one notced yesterday, especially in
three Instruments
no
because,
the serene and lovely "Sei nur still" of
together,
sounded charming
Brahirs
imagined his music the Infrequent J. W. Franck, In
doubt, Marteau first
songs of
the
In
"Lerchengesang";
the rest.
In terms of a flute and
Nicholas Slonimsky and Cowell.
the very
And with this, there is of course, alTo suggest, for instance,
a composer ways, the restraint and smoothness of
breath of spring, how could
his art, his unerring sense of style, his
give
managed more aptly than to
of vocal

The teach-

I

IF WINTER COMES
(For Aa the World -Wags)
Some say that we've had winter sports
Right here in Boston town;
Wind a-blowln' nor'nor'east,
.Snow a-peltln' down.
Frenzied shoppers homeward bound
In the subway throng
Autos stranded everywhere
.'everything

;

increase in sales, for there
belief that here was a legal way
of releasing a woman who had married
ag^ln thinking her soldier husband h?.d

As the World Wags:

I

;

;

;

noticeable

Is
."

trouble to call at

things you said
during the day, the bones that you have
have \
pulled, the wise cracks you might
made. Then comes the resolution to do^^
better after the sun has risen on the
morro-TT. And with that sun you enter
again on the old routine of blunders,
lost opporf.-.lngs better left unsaid,
at
•o-r.ltles for shining brilliantly even
-lother'a ezpense.
recall

to

whom

William, but the boys call
The,rest of the story will
be told to any one that will take the

The audience was so large that many
The enwere seated on the stage.
thusiasm of the hearers was unbounded.
and last
second
her
give
Miss Hess will
evening, March
recital here on Saturday
symno
Is
there
13, a night on which
phony concert.
^

'

Sunday
bim his name.

school.

In

"My name
me

his nationality.

1

boy

er asked

composer, whatever his period, whatever

'

porters'

not correct.
last night, I
porter,
George, that his
is

This reminds us of the story of the

—

m

i

was a

Ravel's Pavane shows that comhis most poetic mood Is there
poser
any music that is more artfully simple
in its lamentation over the loss of a
little child?— the Alborado, or moi'ning
serenade, strikes one in its original
form and In the orchestral version, as
one of his weaker compositions, brllliant for a virtuoso pianist or orchestra,
hut "without getting anywhere" or having a salient and striking feature.
Miss Hess is one of the very few planisls now before the public that can be
One
heard with unalloyed pleasure.
may marvel at her beauty of tone, her
disIn
ease
her
nuances,
cornmand of
missing technical difficulties, her range
irreslsof sentiments and emotions, her
tible grace and dash, her aesthetic Intelllgence, bui one Is always conscious
that with her the chief aim of her performance is to reveal the spirit of the
If

I

Lawrence was again his accompanist.)
The propram was as follows: Beetho"Eviva
ven, "Ich liebo dich"; Galuppl.
Roso" (La Calamita dl Cuori) J. W.
'Dein
Brahms.
still"
Franck, "Sei nur
Brahms, "LerchenpoAu!re"
blaues
ts"B
san^"; Brahms (by request),
/chaft"; Brahms vuy rfouept), "Waldeseinsamkeit." Arranged by Roger yut'."Over the Mountains" (old LnsterHenry
"Autumn"
Slonimsky,
lish) ;
SantoCowell, "The Fairy Fountain"
"Go
spirituals:
llciuido, "Erlnnl." Negro
Down in De Lonesome Valley,'' arranged

Wife selling had its ritual. There
were three conditions for the legality:
The same wife could not be sold more
than once: the price must not be less
than a shUUng; the wife must be delivered with a new halter round her necic.
After the Napoleonic wars there wos a

SKIPPER OF THE DREDNOT.

his life

In

last

|

son.

not George but William.

name was

time had more than once been inspired
by her. As for the Ritual Dance, the
chief Impression made by it was that
the performance was a tour de force.

I

George

had addressed as

I

suggestion of Spanish dance
Spain placed a
If
Is aa
voiced her grief on the

rhythm. It
wreath and

is

Coming from Worcester
was icily Informed by the

trying to dance In corsets.
De Falla's tribute to the memory of
Debussy Is singularly Impressive by Us
funereal mood expressed with the re-

curring

name

first

William,

concert here this season.

j

HAD YOU TIPPED HIM7

a Hungarian uypey

to

I

a beggar" for 11 shillings; a Hereford
wife brought 24 shillings and a bowl of
punch. In Dorchester the usual price
was a guinea; in Knaresborough a wife
was sold at the market cross for 6d and
a quid of tobacco. The rate at Smlth-

IVA H. DREW.

j

At Symphony hall, yesterday afterand,
noon, Roland Hayes gave his third

;

Ma's a-heatln' water fast
<

I

The

|

j

j

price of wives has gone up in
England. In a Leeds court It was recently shown in evidence that a man
had sold the sharf-r of his joys and sorrows for £10. Early In the 19th century
a man In Derbyshire sold his wife, child
and "as much furniture as would set up

Should pa be kept In town;
Dead, crisp whiteness everywhere.
An' the cold a-settUn' down.

rracloso.

Muse

Bradford are rejoicing over the birth of
a daughter.
Brockton Enterprise:
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Ryderson of Waverly street are parents of a son, born
Wednesday at the Brockton Hospital to
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Reynolds of West
Brldgewater.

Keeps

HALE

PHILIP

ROUND HAYES

,

says "He's all right;
He's got plenty shovels
To make himself a road;
Maybe, though, he'll have to drop
Somethin" oft his load."

MYRA HESS

IT6(Vi;

Manchester (X. H.) Union: ^
Miss Helen Wyman and friehd of

Ma

its

It

theau^jest^

At the Hollis Street S>mpnon>.
afternoon the Peoples
^a^e its^e^h
Stuait Ma-on conductor,
'
concert of the s«!iS°"-^,J'?®No
in
1
J-o,
Symphony
was as follows:
IVocesM^^^^
La
Haydn
major,
E-flat
'

chief dis-

the ensemble

mdeeJ

;

r

^i.

playing bettered
the
interestingly,
music. The quintet begins
that arrest tlie
themes
fine
with two
happens
attention: not much of interest
moveend of
to them till toward the
andante
In the same way the
iment
the
with
begins engrossingly, to fall comm.m.nu-ance of the first violin into
held over, thoi:.h
l.lace, a commonplace
last
more engaging type, Into the
ttte

Perhaps

1

To

be

,

however.

commonplace,

Is

if there is
scarcely a crime, especially
So the
hanU.
5=omething pleasant

i

m

Hahn

quintet,

heard

\

Festival

op. 80, Brahms.
eaj® a di-l
•The People's Symphony
concert yes er
versified and interesting
.

,

a

movement.

Academic

Verdi;

!

1,1

rna^a^uT'^ra' ••Ma daf/^r^Ttel
'^n B^aUo Jn M^cha,^^^^

°d?vu^so^'iro"m-

jJZJv^U

y^^^Z well wo, th
nrst time in Boston, proved
so the other
a hearing, and even more
new piece, Marteau's.
matter of
the
Eveii the quintet, for
,

Mocould hold its own with the
(Fernand Glliet),
l^vrt quartot for oboe
routine
such
vioia and 'cello,
violin,
it clmgs to
'music it is lucky indeed, if
the name of Molife, that it can claim
U
written
had
zart. Suppose Spohr
in the
There is vitality still, though, rustic
lively
rondo, where the oboe Was
"boe
measures to play that only i«n
of it, the
rest
the
For
play.
ought to
pera
with
cbSe sounded like an oboe
the strings
,<i.stence almost aggressive;

Ithat,

day afternoon, one ^^^^ Ha>dn
symphony of
this

'

to

,he
the

early

"> ;
Evahms
Academic Overture of
conducted^
Mr Koussevitzky so recently
°^>'.
And for the rest.
the

^Z,urne
Nocturne^

and remote "Procession
compositions, the most
best of Rabaud's
ba-d °n
raglnative and original,

rCore?:'ato?rhe":'an^^rd.'sana

^r--:-rL°rpprdirshi°dirno^t

however The program
Tcore. however.
sing an encore,
Mason wa.
which Mr.,
week,
eek. Jhich^
.--^.^^ ^
for next ...
again conduct,
golo-

—

.i"ezzo-soprano._^vs

L^e,
ist.

111

\

^be_ th^e^

following:
will Include the

!

1

were sorely PUt

to

it

to

make

and

Delilah-;;

Weber, overture

their pres-

his mmU
ence felt. Surely Mozart had
when he wrote the
ion something else
K. K. u.
most of that quartet.

to

D

Frelschutz."

-

headed
each chapter w as

U-^

in

which

quotation

orJvrHer of
some author, poet
old o"«'^;^
ar
Is
practice

This
Walter Seott wlhen

prose.

b.v

Invent an

"old play"

m

doubt used to
then write a

tlon.

Algernon

unea

romance

Blackwood
"Julius

L«

his

In

As the World Wags:

Vallon",

i,

equally
etrangra
quotations
m writers on psychical matters.
ATien Artemus "Ward wrote his thrll.

\

Pi i.ns) Iv.mia Dutchman who
l)eon given his first watch?

way he

n~ story, "Retl Hand: A Tale of Renge," he toUowed In Sir Walter's
>cks.
If Artemus quoted lines from
iakespeare and Scott, he also levied
humbler authors. Hero are someJ

—

in on your muscle." Ifresldent
chanan's Instructions to the collector

asked the time.

Toledo.

"Westward the hoe
s

way."

"They

—George

will join

"Where

of

he said,

N. True.
our expedItlon."Anon.

know

It

i

of

1

'

,

want a

How much am

I

'

ticket

lines

"And
With

one?"
her to wait a minute.
When he returned he asked her, "Did
you say that you wanted a ticket for
Armadilla?" " 'At's Jist what Ah said,
I'se
wants a ticket for Arimadilla."
"Well, where Is Armadilla?" queried
the clerk.
"Dah she are, settin' right
over yonder In dat chair." They had to
put a straitjacket on the clerk before
they could get him to the PsjTchopathlc
told

!

of

demanded. Miss Ediss and Mr. Mowbray
were capital In a natural way, especially In the opening scene; In their re
ception of the guests they had not mv,„f
vited. Al^r. Tandy's entrance at that
time was effective. Miss Ryce, silent, or

-

bursting

speech, niade mtich of A'
giving
Jackie
deflnlffe
character.
Miss Standlhg' encouraged
and repelled the ^novelist in the' true
vampirish vein.. Mr. Neill was to the
life the young man enchanted by the
thought of Intimacy with a famous act-

i

'

minor

B

H

i
'

I

THE BOILERMAKER.
PAINTER AND DUCHESS

I'

your Interesting notice of Joseph

An audience that completely filled the
theatre laughed uproariousl.v. The com-•".nifi have a long run.

By PHILIP HALE

Copley Theatre: First performance in
new book, I am sorry to see Boston of "Hay Fever," a comedy In
three
he tells one of my favorite stories, that
acts by Noel Coward.
Produced
of the painter dining with the duchess, at the Ambassador?. London, on June
S.
1925, with Marie Tempest as Judith
and pins It to Frank Duveneck, where Bliss;
New York. Oct. 4,
Maxine
It does not fit.
Elliott Theatre, with Laura Hope Crews
I should like to retell
my version for the sake of the climax as Judith. Cast:
as told by the victim of the force
of Sore! BliKB
:\i!,v
Bcllss
habit and for Its suggested picture
Alan Mowliray
of Simon Bliss
Clara
a very great lady.
Elspeth Dudgeon

iifib'

part,

vess.

1

"HAY FEVER'

As the World Wags:

"Laesar and Cleopatra" Opens

I

at Repertoi-y Theatre

Pennell's

i

In the early ISSO's there came to Paris
clever,
kindly,
humorous young
Sc'^tchman, sent there to study painting
by the then old Duchess of Roxbury,
on whose estate he had been born. His
people were her tenants.
One day he
came Into the restaurant In the Rue de
riuci In wild excitement.
"My Duchess"
v/a3 In Paris. He was to dine with
her
tomorrow evening at her hotel In the

a

Place Venrtome. He had nothing fit to
wear.
Wo encouraged him. One lent
liim a plastron shirt, another
a near
new tie, and so on. According to his
account later, he spent the next morning rubbing his one suit with turpen-

tine to get rid of the paint spots,
and
the afternoon In the sun and wind
of
the Luxembourg Gardens to get rid of
the smell of the turpentine.
Her Grace was most gracious when
dinner was announced. He remembered
to offer her his arm.
They went In to
dine In a private room where she
was
served on her own silver by her own
men In the Roxbury livery. Her Grace
told him all the news of home
He
was very happy until he saw a look of
horror on a servant's face; then
he
realized he was holding up the
silver
soup plate (engraved with the Roxbury
arms) and polishing It with his napkin
as one always did in the Rue de Buci.
"The man was frozen stiff.
Her
Grace was chatting away, not minding
anything.
Her Grace wouldn't
"I didn't mind her Grace; she knew
I Wasn't a gentleman; but I nearly
died
of the look her fiunky gave me."
It Is hard to see how anyone
could

ever.

There

the father. Bliss, a romantic novelist. There are the visitors
eager to flirt. Even father is caught
embrecing one of them. Sorel Ik kissed,
and not by the diplomat. 3(nion becomes engaged to a visitor in the shrubbery.
What goings on! What larks!
No wonder the visitors think the family
orazy, and go away, taking French
leave with bag and baggage, exciting
mother Bliss to exclaim, "How rude!"
And mother theatrical throughout.
If the Bliss family is, to put it mildly,
eccentric, the visitors are irritatlngly
respectable. It appears that each member of the family invited a week-epd
guest; each member is put out to find
others are coming. Judith wished to be
alone with young ^andy; Simon longed
have disliked W. Gedney Bunce, who for Myra; old Bliss wished to study
was once described as a Connecticut Jackie for his novel, which, like Mr.
Yankee at the Court of the Doge of Herkimer Johnson's colossal work, was
Ross Turner said that although "as yet unfinished"; Sorel, who is clever
^ enite.
Eiince had lived In Venice more years enough to know that she and
Simon
than most people live on earth he have no manners, that they have been
never could learn to speak Italian 'The badly brought up, that her theatrical
story was told that when he wanted
to mother is a humbug, living on her past
buy anything, he went Into a shop glory, interlarding her every day talk
hunted until he found what he wanted' with lines from her favorite play, welthen put his finger on It and said' coming Scenes; knowing that the whole

"Quanto quale questa?"
H. ^VlNTHROp PEIRCB.
dovor.

'

I

Belzanor

is

i...'vnniam f. Mason
Frank Tho'-nns

]

The Persian
Nubian -(entlnel
Bel

|

Richard Capron

AfTrls

George" A.
Helen M.

A woman
rtatateeta

Agnes

Cl'^opatra

,

x'lemy

Arthur-Wm. .Stone
R. Henry Handon

A.'hlllas

Louis Leon Hall

P'Ufi'".

WaUace

Elliot Scott

M.irv Hervoss
Horace Pollock
Ge-.rse Hare

•

r'-ithlnus
Tl-K.o.lotus
f

Stiinveli

Charles Quarteri-nnlne

Cae-'-'"'

Hrliaraius

the

curtain and said that though the
audience might find the play dreary, it
Jwas as clean as a whistle. But are not
Iftho characters In this comedy .something
of a mes.s? Take the mother, the retired actress. A visitor de.scribes her as
"bouncing about on the sofa. With a
hearty joung thing in fiannels." She
warns her daughter, Sorel, that she is
not to expect a monopoly of love affairs. Simon, her son. is happy because
his sister is not "a fre.sh, open-air girl
with a passion for games."
They are ap entertaining lot, how-

REPERTORY THEATRF.— "Caesar
and Cleopatra," comedy in five acts by
George Bernard Shaw.
Produced by
Henry Jewett. Tfce cast:

j

Judith

Bliss
Jessamine Newoombe
David Bliss
Vli-tor Tandy
Sandy T.vrell
T<>i-rence Neill
Myra Arundel
....Katharine Standing
Richard Greatham
Norman Cannon
Jackie Coryton
Elizabeth Rice
At the end of the first performance
in
London. Mr. Coward came before

Ralph

Lucius Septimus..-

VVilliam

Robert?,

Kershaw

Pour market porters
A P'-'Uodonis.^

Rose Alexander

Jtnman sentinel
I

I

I

i

•

I

ii'

.
'

Proper
t»>elr
to give them
very
The other actors were
followed

though too often they
the lo^e'-'^f. °
lhaw'8 leal unduly, to
that
comedy to farce so continuously
contrast ana
of
the Eood that comes
Incongruotas
stock of surprise at an
got lost m
remark or Inflection both

Z

the Patrlcia
the tone of comedy: to
right ati.
carpet peddler he gave the
"-ole-two of
Mr. Thomas also played a sense. Miss
.^Viornnter
In
"""•'
Scott did well with the
Roberts
conventional comedy vein Mr.
drew a funny Briton.
car
The scenery. In excellent taste,
the costumes
rled Illusion with It and
1

I

I

!

I

1
'

!

were evidently planned wiui

The audience was very

1

!_

care.

l^-^^-j^

^

,

THIRD IN SYMPHON\>'/

MONDAY CONCERTS!

I

Ten days ago

5tr. Koussevitzky played
a concert the "V'lvaldl concerto In
E minor for string orchestra (edited
by A. Mlstovski), a piece by Leken,

at

new

Resplghi's

"Pini

dl

Roma," and

'

i

;

same crimes,

a

t

his old grey locks were wet,
the dews of the night."

When you're guilty of the
Perlu>p3 a damsite wuss."

'

I

Impudence.

lines

good

appreciation of the histrionic and falsely emotional ex-actress's nature.
Nor'
was she more extravagant than the part

which were:

another about the dance at "Madame
Dices," and finally the denunciation of
tale bearers, ending thus:
"You go about, you tell your tales,
Tou make an awful fuss,

Hospital.

In

through the room on his way to pack,
remarks casually that she thinks she
has seen that young man before.
The company gave an appropriately
light and jaunty performance. The burden fell chiefly on Miss Newcombe, who
played with gusto, with an evident

couldn't haul no more."
There was a verse about the old
father going out to hunt him up the
last

W3

"

'

M

,

ijliiin

value

father's novel.
The musical family in
"Tlio Constant Nymph
was pokerbacked an'd conservative in comparison
with those Blisses.
The dialogue is most of the time
amusing, •sometimes witty, almost always brisk. It would be foolish to ask
if a fai,nily like this ever existed.
As
for the' guests, they are simply foils to
the Blisses, say rather "feeders," to use
vaudeville slang. One of the finest touches is when Judith, seeing Sandy go

I

lady of the darker type went up to
one of the ticket sellers In the South

clerk

I

llcker bein free,
As fast as I drank one glass,
Another was filled for me,
Instead of haulin five loads,
I only haul-ed four,
I got so drunk at Louisville,

I

A

The

j

of

"The rum shops being open,

FOR ARMADILLA

Armadilla.

—

i

i

And

As the World Wags:

for

"

thought meself quite lucky,
find meself alive,
I harnessed up my harses,
My business to pursue.
An wint a haulin coal.
Like I used for to do."

originated In the

"I'se

some

her what

tells

—

To

'

said.

aind."

I

If

MARGARET LLOTD.

and

It

"T'was on a Monday Mornin,
Eighteen hundred and forty-five,

used In that way.

station

now

your readers may be able
to supply the missing ones.
I recall
very well the melody, -which was In a
minor strain and of a Celtic flavor.
that

boldness and clearness of the John
Hancock signature, but I should like to
know how it came to be used In place
of "Please sign here," and when It was
first

but

breaks out and

thinks of the whole hypocritical,
family.
Tlipre is the sight of each guest
conimg down stealthily to early breakfast.
Jackie could not sleep in the
lapanese room on account of the
dragons the room over which there was
a family quarrel in the first act.
The
diplomat caught a distressing cold in
the boiler room we wish he had not
sneezed so often over the food.
Then
the hasty flight and the final curtain
on Ihe famil.v disputing over the location of a Parisian street mentioned in

Louie looked' heavily

am enclosing herewith two verses
an oldtlme song, which you may
have known In years feono by, thinking
or perhaps "hoping" is a better word,

usage?
I

finally

.

of

And though, to make a play Interesting, It la not necessary to follow the
neat plan of Scribe or Sardou, some sort
of construction still appears to li» verj
wise.
A smart rap or two at BrIll.sh
charHcterislIca will not make a play;
there must be a stream of such, If they
are the chief stock In trade, and they
must be funny Indeed— and fresh.
They must also be well spoken. The
actors yesterday for the most part
spoke very loud. As a result, furthermore, of Shaw's choosing to cast his
play Ih nine scenes, there were lout
passages of time when nothing was
spoken at all; the fiudience aat In darkness. Presently, no doubt, the change:
w-ni be made more quickly.
.Soon, too, one actor of consequenc
will probably be familiar enough- wit.

al).«urd

I

not the editor,
of As the World Wags, tell me how the
phrase "put your John Hancock here"

Of course

"It Vas,

wit
that

she

THE ROADS TO LOUISVILLE

As the World Wags:
Could Herkimer Johnson, or any

into

7:55,

of

—

came

was

It
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readers.

that

HIGH FLIER,

liberty dwells there Is my
i;cdentry."_c. R. Dennett.
"The hope of America lies In Its well-

tho learned

see

Invites

i

"

at the watch and once more held It
up so the stranger could see. "Luk,"

Empire Stars

onducted school houses." Bone.
"I wish It to be distinctly understood
th.Tt I want the Union to be Reserved."
— Nash.
"Sine qua non Ips dixit Quid pro quo
cul bono Ad Infinitum E Unions plurum." Brown.

could

I

I

"Luk. it almost Iss." The car was late,
and 15 minutes later the stranger becoming Impatient with waiting again

music."— J. W.

"Oo

had Just

The only
when the

time wa-s

.Sorcl,

,

the guests arrive, one by one,
llicy are greeted
coldly or not at all
hy those who did not happen to Invite
his one or that one.
What a ghastly
failure wa.«. t|ie little game in the second act, when simple slmoii <hose the
-cord "winsoinely
to be acted that the
one outside might guess it!
Then comes the pairing off, but not
as Hie invlters had planned.
Judith
's
a^'ain on the stage when she bids
her David to be happy with Myra, who

reached the hour. While waiting
an early morning interurban, a
stranger seeing the heavy 14K brass
cliain asked the time.
Louie pulled out
tlio turnip, studied it laboriously
for a
njinute, and holding
it
up so the

tiranger

dio to sweet

'uckers.

tell

is

diplom.-

When

tho

l-.iinds

the quotations:

mo

could

iic

•

for

1

"Let

'inlly

Apropos of Pennsylvania Du'
you ever hear tho story about

fixed

Frank Thomas

CentMrlon

George A. Stillwell
F irst auxiliary, soldier
Myles Nuttall
.Second auxiliary soldier
I'nul Kimball
Musician
George Hare
Ills
Holen M. Wallace
Charmian
Pi:p- Ent-ivlstle
Palace official
Robert Hambleton
Major domo
VViHlam Mason
priest
'Wliliam Dunne
Perhaps the Repertory Company let
their ambition fly too high when they
tackled this play by Shaw? Even when
it
was first published. In tho epoch
when to admire Shaw was as good as

jjatent

of

intellectual

e\erybody found
.thaw's estimate

It

superiority,

easy

to

not

stomach
and the

of himself
world as set forth in the preface. Managers made no rush to secure the acting rights. It was only some\\'hat later,

when

the world at largo had come to
merrily at the very name of
spoiling to some degree
the delight of the elect in their chosen
one that Forbes-Robertson saw in the
role of Caesar a- part to suit his suave
graces, and in Cleopatra a grand opportunity for his lady to shine, where
merely to look pretty would serve.
Has the play ever been produced
since, till Its recent revival In Nejv
York? It would have been. If worth
the cost.
Now that the elect can think what
they please of Shaw without loss of
caste, it may be that "Caesar" has
had Us day. At present, to be honest,
the play seeinw dull, a, heavy-handed
attempt to do something different from
what anybody else had done. The i>ersonages arc types rather than oha.racters.
In
the way of Shaw when
feeblest, and obvious types at that. The

laugh

Shaw — thereby

—

Beethoven's first symphony. Last night,
at the third concert of Uie Monday
more the
once
series,
he
played
Respighl and Vivaldi pieces, replaced
the Leken composition with Debussy's
"Prelude.'to the Afternoon of a Faun,"
and, instead of the symphony, treated
the audience to a concerto, Schumann's
to wit, with Irene Scharrer playing
the piano part.
Most people, without much doubt,
would prefer Debussy's prelude to the

music by Leken. Rut, it a referendum
could be taken would the majority vote
favor of a concerto or a purely
in
orchestral piece?

Because of Its necessary soloist, some
musical people declare a concerto brings
personality to the fore, to the distracof their attention from the music
No doubt they are right. But
A
there Is an answer awaiting them.
concert without personality is indeed a
sorry affair.
Other musical people protest that the
tone of a piano and that of other Instruments are hopelessly at odds; they
Hence, away with
never i:an agree.
piano concertos. 'WTien certain pianists
do the playing it must be admitted that
these musical people ha\e ground for
But they must be
their contention.
blessed or cursed ^with ears abnormally sensitive If they found sounds to
offend theni In the first two movements
of last night's concerto.
For Mr. Koussevitzky had set his
mind, so much was evident, to making
the acconipanlment sound beautiful. Admirably he succeeded. And Miss Scharrer, with her exquisitely clear and mellow tone, was plainly inclined, not to
display, but to do her part In a perbeautiful
be
foi-manco
should
that
through and through.
So, w-ith tone most artfully colored
and In strength Just right she furnishedand arasolos,
to
ftcconipanimeiits
besques of a loveliness very rarf. To
an
brought
she
her on n solo passages
excellent singing tone and the nicest
taste in phrasing.
Of musical beauty one could not ask
more than Miss Scharrer gave in these
two movements. That Schumann's concerto gains -when played with a warmer
sentiment, with rhythm more vitally
Miss
accented, is not to be denied.
Scharrer was warmly applauded. Clearnight
had
no
dislast
audience
the
ly,
taste for a fine concerto when musically
played.
Of the orchestral pieces It Is not
necessary to speak, since they all have
Loen recentty played. Both Mr. Koussevitzky and the orchestra were at their
best. The next Mbndjiy concert will be
R. R. G.
March 22.

tion

Itself.

—

—
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Big la-i
"liic
story
rade." Laurence Stallings
John
with
films,
in
war
the
of
Sixth
Gilbert and Renec Adorec.

Qermai

MAJtSTlC—

nT THKATRE-The

sni-Ki

MIU.

rre.ent

Shub.rt

Messrs.

Book and

Jeanne Eagles and original
Fourth week.

lyric.
\

PLYMOUTH —"The

First P^[f°':"''^"^;, "

„,our Felix.-

A,p.on,<.

1..

Fleur..

TREMONT — "No,

Alexander V.nxy

,

|

S'""*"'

3p,,v Bowman
stnniey l.upi'"'

YvettP

B""'""

''">^°'

TPter Hawley
;

CASTLE SQU.^RE

«"

Jane
Walter
^;»»

••

I.«tour

Nanmu-

The

I group on

holiday,

a

the

manner,
^rf developed after the Gaelic a ciul\er,
evervthlng and everybody is
chorus^
and "topping all is a glorioiis
jet t
The music is never mediocre,
it
heights.
arresting
rever rise.^i to
and
well,
it
points the text, ahd points
s
ns
strings
OS often, T^•ood.^vind and
let it
piece,
the varving moods of the
Straus we have kno^"'
is not the Oscar
it^
with
Bit,"
unless it be "Wait a
^el^
agreeable beat: •'In Armenia,
more t'^an a
folkish and something

,

the
the Society of Colonial

,

calls the direclor'.=; wife

She

fralore_

'Pop-eyed

|

She
This is too much.
pelican!"
Gaston, taking advantage
discharged.
and
cause,
his
pleads
moment,
of the
of the
places a roll of bills in the hands
Is

She will have a
bewildered girl.
Carlo.
day. She will go to Monte
director

is

The

He

ha\e
Michu, an employe, he must

tells

preferred.
detective, an Armenian
ArmeMichu affects the manner of an
i.Ionte Carnian, he is hired and off to
Gaschecks.
blank
lo with a bagful of
Liane of the
'on too. is on his way.
viewing the
i^atre, an opportunist,
She too
love.
\f of Mlchu, makes hot
has conMichu
Carlo.
•rives at Monte
who agrees
,ded his errand to Gaston
This piques
flirtation with Clarisse.
to

a

advarces of
Riquette, who resents the
arrives,
Gaston. La Fleur, the director,
is con^ea Michu as only on a holiday,and
Riinnocence,
vinced of his wife's
now that Gaston was only
quette,

Many souls also who
when
among men do not cea«o

pleasure.

par-

.

^

^

i

SWEDISH AND AMERICAN

upino is a comedian of the
He played for the entire evening
tvne
and again in the
in the burlesque style

'

I

manner

of

pantomime,

all of

which was
His agree-

ence last

,

iI

Blanc in "Evangeline- ?)
Le oiaiiii-e
plaved In the manner of the farceur
admirable perof the old school, and an
formance It was. So, too, the rayish-

strutting

He
I

Ingly

.and

V

Junoesque Liane of Mary Marlowe,

down the

line.

T. A. «.

CONTINUING PLAYS

'

\hOLLIS — "The

Poor Nut."
omedy of college life by J. C.
and Elliott Nugent in which thci
latter stars supported by Ruth

Hammond,
lius

Keefe

Norma
and

and

brilliant

<

'

was

r,/

and little Ne'Ue Custis
Gloria Brag
while before the picture
^"ncan as yo ng
glottl and Ullian
colonial gallants, and D^^J^^^'^^f"'^^
of the
Chrystine Perry as maidens

Wa?hlng%n,

j

,

oago' now that the hotels refuse to
serve corned beef with cabbage, a dish
cf
Iffor the gods, simply because some
the guests object to the odor— those
say
even
not
do
Chicagoans
fastidious
"smell"— wafted from the kitchen. Betlunchter. perhaps, a modest Sunday

j

j

|
|

j

eon with King George V and his famSoup, roast beef, apple tart and
ily:
We prefer damson tart or
cream.
No doubt the amigooselieirj' tart.
would provide either one
George
able
Wa shall wait
for MS, perhaps both.
the "new cook" arrives, for we
till
a change at
be
to
Is
there
read that
RiicUlnghom Palace.

^
^
DRESSED MEN

LOVELY WOMAN

(For As the World Wafa)
See 'em In the street cars.
'em In the stores
.'^t e
.Scads o' paint and powder
Blockiu' up their pores.

—

|
I
I

j
I

If

wlfA. Marlai
Looked like that, b'gosh,

my

'

rd Just tell her "Woman,
You go home and wash!"

ADD "CASUALTIES"
As the World Wags:
As the result of an unfortunate Incident the rumor Is abroad that my old
.

Schmaltz, has turned teewish to correct this calumny.
that Bill was observed
is quite true
accept a flask which ho had every

totaler.
It

to

.

,

Sill

friend

make

I

reason to believe contained Good Stuff,
it.
and it Is also true that ho returned
so much as a
"the nice conduct of without having Imbibed
wa.-. ju.stly vain of
matter
is,
of
the
fact
The
are Justly single drop.
(a clouded cane." Some men
umbrella. however, that the flask was empty when
proud of their neatly folded
,Whlst er he got It.
that
us
tells
Joseph Ponnell
Jules
He feels the disgrace of this thlnp
carried one and never spread It.
and I should be grateful if
Laforque is pictured with a remark- very keenly,
give these facts proper pubUbly folded elegant English umbrella. vou would
vox CLAMANTIS.
ilclty.
Mr Herklmfer Johnson, on the contrary,
with at least one
is not ashamed of one
broken rib which he adjusts awkwardly
when rain begins to fall.
of tho enemy."
Sir Plume In

.

"The Rape

of the

Look

'

'

|

j

yome men have been known by

:EUTER

n|

|

In Nast
baxl" umbrella.
sage
iricaturos of Horace Greeley, the
s

shocking
I

IS

shown with what the English,
"gamp," an umbrella large and,
There are other Kngllshj
ti«d.

often

call a
loo.-eiv

slang terms for umbrella: "rain-napper.

pretty faces, mush of mine,
I've sheltered "neath thy shadel
walks In 'auld lang sywe
Jolly
What
Beneath thy ribs I've maid:"
SalnteLet us not forget that when
his
Beuvo once fought a duel he said to was
he
while
that
seconds
opponent's
tinder no
prepared to stand nI^•« he was
his umobtr^tlon to catch cold. With
he exchanged four
brella over his head
adversary.
shots with his

"What

_

-

Lee, CorneLast
others.
1

aVES

VIOUN RECITAL

,

Bv PHILIP

"mush."

|

week.

|

are begParisian leaders of fashion
to make the
ging the Princ* of Wales
fashionable. We
carrying of umbrellas
on his horse
doubt it he will sport one
the Duke of Cam
or in uniform, yet
was seen occabridge, his great uncle,
sionally m uniform. tn<;'"^;"» ^" "J^;
that at Ba^onne
brella. Thero is a story
of the Grenadier
i„ 1813 a company
when
guards were defending a redoubt
heavy shower came up. The B""";Their
umbrellas.
dler officers hoisted
note.
colonel received the following
oi
Lord Wellington does not approve
win
and
fire,
the use of umbrellas under
gentlemen to
not allow the sons of
eyes
themselves ridiculous in the

and
a stately
Washingtonian period, danced
minuet.

j

temples of the silent ^^ama?

FOR WE.LL

dull."

j

As the World Wags:
England
Eugene O'Nelirs play of New
violent form, "Desire
more
Us
In
life
under the Elms." has ''^'"^^"^Pf.f^t^j;
Could Boston
the I.OS Angeles censors.
by b^" hing
not reTunt the compliment
f
of fulfilment
?ho clnemA reproduction
crowd otir
which
under the Eucalyptus

Rerthe and Francesca
Louisa James!
BraggroUL Pefer smith.
powdered patched
.and Nancy FoUette.
a giant gilt
within
Tr,^ tierlwlgged,
L,7

used to denot-

FOOLISH CENSORSHIP
i

discrimination In his
hla conversation

and

Never judge a man by what he writes, l
There was Horace Fletcher, who gave J
the verb "fletcherlze" to the American
We sat at table with him
language.
Every one waited to see how'
once.
slowly he would eat, how lont he Would
chew on a mouthful. To our amazement he ate faster than any one at
dinner, and ate more. %
No, we have no desire to see Chi-

,

resembUnff the Vir-,
the dance, strongly
embellishments, that &
Kinia reel with
Swedish Folk
score or more ot the
gave.
Boston
of
Club
Dance
^"erooon
The patriotic appeal of the
the dancing
was Blven by members of

short of irresistibl».
lingering recolable flippancies are the
lection of the performance.
the director,
was
Schiller
George A.
in the audlLa Fleur "Were there any
his
remembered
evening who

little

distinctive

EquaUy

was

that comes
curious feeling of depression
train or a steamon one about to take a
one will
ship- the fear that
J^^.
be an acclden
trafn; or that there will
happen. What is
that something will
the origin of the term?"
infanlng
•Proud" has sometimes theapplied
to
usually
"excited," but It Is
or at a
condition
certain
aXals in a
evihas
meaning
certain period. This
this Instance, as
dently bee" extended In
"proud-flesh.
In the term

world tinge to the
giving a quaintly old
kaleldescopio picture.

*

is

llttl»

choice of dishes,

^heh«^*.^
was returning from Florida remarK.
i
naa<ioner«r make the same
StlTeve^the^hrase

showing

ly

suffering

our;

The high spot of the entertainment'
Mr.
was the Michu of Stanley Luplno.
"Blimey

KITCHEN NEWS

as she
A correspondenT^tes that Florida,
for
was about to leave Boston
'1 hope you are not
a friend said to her:
she
"
from "proud Journey.' As

I

more
and might have added

would have noth-

spoke of BrlUat-Savaxln the other
One of his contemporaries, the
day.
Marquis de Cussy. Mid that the autlior
no
of the "Phy.siology of Taste" was by
means the fastidious epicure one would
marquis
Tho
book.
his
think, reading
that
CuUnalre"
"U'Art
In
records
"BrlUat-Savarln ate heavily and gross-

do not perish.— Plotlnus.

I

for

I

We

l^ro^urth=vt%ha^tt.n°^a-

nis arms^
plavlng a part. Is awaitins
of Judges, was
irresistible
man of the committee mixed
Mllzl is the same impish,
choruses
of the
appearances
song
contest
former
The
her
madcap of
«lneer her, ,and this was the subject of
•pretty"
"^"J^
a
than
more
to
'Never
addition
to her art as
r^nee of lnten:'retation. In
voice is admirably suited
contesting choruses sang
is
nve
she
the
respect
this
Iw/
in
comedienne, and
motherlands.
.-he had a few
songs of their own
an actress of parts,
<^horus con est
Following the mixed
evening, and
wistful moments, too. last;
more
her
for
w.is
it
a fine balance
moments. Neatly she danced,

spirited

and

fickle Jane,

liberated

from bodies to benefit ^^^'''^^•^^.f'^
these by employing
-'^^Sf "demons^a^e

^^-j'^^^^',^^
Robert Treat Paine. 2d.
Wendell^ Miss
Thayer, Mrs. Barrett
Mrs. i^va
and
Wheelwright
Mary C.
Whiting White.
r Hen
HellThe "Night Song" of William C.

aware

a

ing to do with her," ha Is convinced that
(lie good doctor Is "up to date."

"'^L''"crm^nre. ,n charge included
Mis
Edward Burllngame Hill.
Mrs

a

A JOCOSE LINOTYPE
Dad writes that, having read Dr.
Cadman as quoted: "L^tdy Luck to me
II.

Is

prizes, in
Gov. Fuller presented the
by a
accordance with the awards made
chaircommittee of judges of which the
with
man was Thoma.s Whitney Surette.
England
New
the
ot
Bennett
Charles
Heilman,
Conservatory, and William C.
music at Harvard,
of the department of
Hr. Presided^
as associates. Arthur D.
'^^o";";"'"^/
Miss Minnette Zuver of the
the fes
arranged
Service organized and
of the
Zanzig
V
Augustus
tival. and
of the
Harvard Glee Club took charge

i

I

ing with interstellar speed.)
Anyway, hero Is the Thyme:
-"I do not smoVe or drink the hooch,
1 do not swear or curse,
I do not chew tobacco.
But I frequently write verse
And some folks say.
And well they may.
That nothing could be worse."
FORREST F. HARBOUR.

ca-

GOVERNOR PRESENTS PRIZES

holi-

suspicious of his wife.

to

and
Ornate Polish, Swedish. Russian
a
types of costumery ('imparted
dash of color to the great audience.
substantial
The honors of the rather distributed^
prizes were fairly evenly
of ?-50
The Polish group won the prize chorusmixed
in the contest anions five
Greatof
es representing five "colonies"
The German mixed chorne
er Boston.
JiOO,
was awarded the second prize of prize.
and the Finnish chorus the third parwas
contest
The male chorus
$50.
groups. Gerticipated In by only two
jd"
man and Swedish, the latterprize. t2B0.
first
Judged worthy of tho

i

Heilman

His Honor, Mayor Nichols
BraggiottI sisters will dance a
and there will be Russian folk
dancing.

other

the grand winding stairway.
Riquette is a pouiinrj tekphone op-,
tin.es imerator. She is always late, at

should say post belluin, or at least pofct
.rmendatum magnum. (Does that men:,
'anything? My Latin school days are si.
ir.credibly distant in a past still reced

The

Dames

ticipated.

—

Sosnausklo

minuet

Mu'Boston, Inc., and the Women's
League on W' ashington s
nicipal
The Cosmopolitan Club,
birthday.
National Civic Federation and

The piece was tastefully
for all this.
Hotel
staged, notably the lounge of the
toe
Sunbeam at Monte Carlo, where thedown
way
dancers made their mincing

There ara complaints

filled

C.

THE NIGHT WATCHES

As tho World Wags:
Today, f s you recommend for inson
nia a reading^ of any of the curren
peetry magazines, I recall a rhynn
which I read some time ago though

——

— "Abie's

was

Mane Motlnele"

—

mupacity yesterday afternoon with
singing of
sic lovers to hear tho
that
seven different national groups
music
took part in the international
these
It was the third of
ifestival.
annual
events that have become an
ot
custom of the Comnumity Service

again the lanlabel of the far east; or
hke the
guorous -Make Believe," very
Viennese In its undulating rhythm. the
evening,
More than once last
over
piece was stopped by enthusiasm
is given
the dancing ensemble. Seldom
arid
manoeuvring
=uch pleasure as the
ensemb e
dancing of this indefagitable
Seymour Felix was responsible
gave.

pertinent.

hall

IN
.

Polish chorus Anthony Nurczynski, leader
"W^esele Sieradzkle"
M. Karol Prosnak
(The Wedding at Sieradz)
Heilman
"Night .Song"
Portuguese chorus Joseph Lopez, leader
(Native song not yet submitted)
Heilman
"Night .Song"
Gustav Holtz
"Turn rsack O Man"
All choruses In unison, led by Augustus
L. Danzig.
"The Boston Come All Te"
Choruses and audience, led by Aufustu*
L. Danzig.
"Nobody Knows the Trouble I See"
(Spiritual)
Awarding o( prizes

SING THEIR SONGS

sltuatlonsl

Jenny, lead

(Mother sent me)
"Night Song"

is

Symphony

J.

—

SEVEN NATIONS

pie.-e

I

leader

"Slnnte

week.

v^orlel
French niodtl.
Is on the
suspense
a double triangle. The
end.
is maintained to the
,.i„„,,vl
uproariotisly
The dialogue is often
funnv. and the comedians are
are rea.d ab
text is fresh, the lines

Tbe

there

f

Forstrci

Heili

German chorus—Henry

Wti"

W't

Captain Duroe

[

"Es waren zwel Konigsklnder"
Edited by Schlndlci-'
(There once were a prince and princess)
"Night Song"
Heilman
Lithuanian chorus Marmert Karbowskl,

Anne Nichols's famous comedy now in its 21st

M

I

(Love Song)

Rose,"

Irish

wauor Ar-m:

Colonel

Last -week.

ard Taber.

Basse

'.".F..lw,m1

Abrl-Dabrl
Lord Billinjton

of

Emil

"Night .Song"

comedy with Ona Munsoii,
Julia Sanderson, Frank Crumit
and Donald Brian. Last week.
WILBUR—"Is Zat So?" comedy by James Gleason and Rich-|

MaVv' Marlowe;
Taller Warei

'•'""^

No,

Sov.

laulu".*,.

sical

I

MltJ.l

Duval

— Krlkor Sunl. leader
(Native scng — not yet submitted)
"Night Song"
Heilman
Finnish chorus — A'alno Warvlkko. leader
"Ranalla istuva, Suomalalnen kansan-

Judge's

engagement

ette," return

Kmerald

i

MIXED CHOnUSES

Armenian chorus

cast.

week.

^^'^.^.t. m1""

f"""''*"'^
t;aBton Rn lere

nioiif..^

"The

Husband," William Hodge starSecond
ring in his new play.

^Z:

The cast.
Ira Jacobs conducted.
Walter .\rmln
,,

toti.

{

Carl Hulten, leader
——not
yet submlttefl)
Fatliprland"
F. Damrosch

Were

Books."

they borrowers, who promised to taka
good caro of the volumes and to return
•hem without fall? Where now Is our
early edition of "lI^velyn Innes," ".Tudu
the Obscure," three books by Cunnlnghame Graham, a book of College Slang,
Ma^hen'a
Cambridge;
at
published
"Great God Pan" (tho first American
of
shelyes
No doubt on the
edition)?
the borrowers, with their name or bookplate on tho inside front cover.

nong

(Nailv,*

Get Rare

"Thieves

|

i

Swedl.sh chorus

with

parr -—"Rain,"

leader

liiiMhi'l,

...'1..

htiUcn Kii'<.'heni;locJ(en"

t'.^

H. Druockneri
>
/(Hear the Church Uells Kinging)
"The Fatherlaml"
F. Damrosch

In

^Ne\v
I7raus

Horch,
^

'

neuter,
Ln Reuter.
von

,

.

Floriiel
last

nig-nt

^am
certo.

HALE
violinist.
>

^7^,^^'''"^ ^^J^nin
was__as__follows._ Pagan^_
T>

C major,

vW<^
Con-

It.

major

;

folrviol n

^.^

'iTirthoven. RoAlia-

"^"^^^^^^o.

—

glbnlUb- tho 5 0th year cf Iils URC nr"'
wris advertised by good MaJ. Pond as
The
"l^lorlzel, the mnrrel of the agc^'

boy

was

In knlckerlKickers and a florid jAckct
pleaBlng to the py» when hfi came

out on the stage. He played Mendelssohn's concerto, a movement or two from
Vleuxtemps'a concerto In n major, Paganlnl's Caprices No. 21 and 24, and
Wtenlaskfa "Airs Russes." This was

by no means his flrst concert. Born at
Davenport, la., having studied with Max
Bendlx and In Geneva, Switzerland, with
Henri Marteau, he gave his first concert
He had
in Geneva on Keb. 27, 1901.
played in other Swiss towns, In Stockholm, and, we believe, in Brussels, before he returned to thta country, to appear as a virtuoso in New Tork and
Boston.
As a boy his performance, as we
remember It, was characterized not only
9y surprising technical proficiency, but,
what was more remarkable, by his sense
of rhythm, his musical phrasing, his interpretative finesse. He was not merely
jthat
fearsome creature, the "infant
'

phenomenon."
Then ther<j was the scene at Cambridge when ho played a concerto with
the Bo.ston Symphony orchestra; where
Mr. Gerlcko kissed him on the stage,
and the members of the orchestra as
well as the audience wondered at the
boy.

pleasanter to remember these
past years than to speak of Mr. Renter's
performance last night. In view of the
early promise and the reputation he
has won In Kuropean countries, the rePerhaps
cital was a disappointment.
Mr. Reuter was dismayed by the comHe
audience.
the
of
smallness
parative
His
certainly was not in the vein.
Violinists,
program was not inspiring.
concerto, play,
if they play Paganini's
To
at a ruli-. only the first movement.
sonata
follow the three with that dreary
the
of
length
at
speak
To
of Bach's!
the techfrequently false intonation
It

nical

Is

the

slips,

">'^"«^-°V^^<=^better
"tr to
would be unprofitable. It is pleasure
remember "Florizel" and tho
ago.
years
hall 21
he gave In Symphony

and

Gebhardt

Give

Keller

Piano-Violin Recital
last evening, Heinrlch Gebhardt, pianist, and Harrison
Keller, violinist, gave tho second of their
programs of music for violin and piano

At Jordan

hall,

that included the following: Sonata,
Op. 59. D'ln^y; Sonata, Op. 12. No. 1,
Improvisation,
D-major,
Beethoven;
Richard Strauss (from Sonata, Op. IS):
A'lrglnla Reel, John Powell (from "Sonata Virglnianesque").
Knsembles for chamber music are
spurting up all about us these days,
ensemble.'? of all shapes and sizes, and
the concert last evening was the second
of the Gebhardt-Keller series, concerts
which somehow manage to avoid the
duress of the set concert, and yet which
never give the impression of bein^ im-

promptu

affairs.

Although they did no stringent propagandizing for the moderns last night,
they did choose an interesting program,
and arranged It very intelligently, with
the divertissements^ at the close.

they

And

something of a range
Beethoven of this \early, and
Mozartean sonata, to Powell's vlgorou.?
dance from his "Sonata Virglniancovered

from

esque."

The D'Indy sonata, one of the warmest and most eloquent things that he
has written, and not too frequently
rlaVed, sounded quite lovely at times.
specially in its more poetic and aqueous passages, to which both pianist and
violinist lent warmth, a finese of shading, a nicety of phrase. In its forte and
fortissimo passages, the piano had a
tendency to outdo the violin, and there
were moments in the second movement
in Its scherzo-like introductions, when
Mr. Keller's violin sounded a little rasp'

ing.

But, in the Beethoven, Mr. Gebhardt
scaled his sonority down so that it
would not overburden the violinist, and
throughout this sonata they played with

a delightful roundness and clarity, a
warmth and beauty of tone that or#y
suggested itself in the D'Indy, and a
keen, rhythmic fervor.
For the rest, they chose the third

movement

of

Strauss's

early

sonata,

which he called an "improvizatlon," a
lovely and melodic movement which is
much more like a song for the violin,
with a piano accompaniment, an accompaniment that at times sounded
very much like Schubert's "Erlkonlg,"
and the whole suggesting very slightly
the later Strauss of bombast and orchestral sonorities.
Mr. Keller played
the violin part very beautifully. In all,
a pleasurable concert; an admirable ensemble.
E. f}^

The program of the concerts of the
Boston Bymi*ony Orchestra this week
has been flnally arranged as follows:
Haydn, Symphony, 0-m»]er ("The Surpriao" as

It Is

ometlmea

entitled); Gil-

bert,

Symphonic

Plea'e;

Strauss,

u^u.

I

Juan"
Mr. OUbert's pteoe
nls and Chloe."
will be performed for the first time. He
Isays It has no "program," no "argu;

This may
be described as
as
nor
muslo,
"American-Negro"
"American-Indian" music. For this reKoussevltEky
Mr.
thanks!
]itt much
purposes to perform Mr. Gilbert's piece
in New Tork, and probably In Paris.
And If Mr. Kcussevltzky performs
Liszt's "Fauat" symphony In Paris, he
may take Mr. Stratton as his tenor.
Ravel's Suite was played here earlier
"Don Juan" was conin the season.
ducted here last season by Henry Hadguest.
ley as a
said:

|be

it

cannot

pi

ogram

to

Tallleferre,

son);

"Out-Door Games";

He was famous

ton, are giving concerts in the West
From San Juan they went to
Indies.

Thomas, where they gave concerts
under the patronage of Governor and
Mrs. Martin E. French. The St. Thomas
newspapers state that the audience was

St.

became a conductor. By his technical
and Interpretative art he became

skill

mites."

Bottesini.

Guy Maler and Lee Pattlson, playing
the
music for two pianos, will give
next
Symphony hall Sunday concert have
Sunday afternoon. These pianists Maler
Mr.
been discussing "Jazz."
what t
thinks that "If music achieves

try;

the co-hiate. If not the superior, of the^
celebrated conti abassists Dragonettl and

ous,

and very

original,

May

honor to her!

Bonn, for he had known Beethoven, who
hearing him play, was so delighted and
excited that he threw his arms around

BRUCE

tral

Simonds,
Bruce
and
unusual

—

gram

night

last

In

played
prohall, be-

attractive

Jordan

an enthusiastic audience of good
(on the
Scarlatti, Cat Fugue
size:
over
notes played, by his cat In walking
Les
the keyboard), Burlesca; Rameau,
Bull,
trols mains, Les Cyclopes; John
The king's hunt; Bach, Prelude and
Fugue on the name of Bach; Arnold
Bax S'eqond Sonata; Chopin, Etude In
A flat. Op. 10, Berceuse, Fantasie—

fore

charming diction, telling In a brilliant
and scholarly manner, interestingly and
The
instructively" of various songs.
next concerts were to be In St. Croix.

Edward Johnson, tenor, and Joan
Ruth, soprano, both of the Metropolitan
Opera House, will sing tonight In Sym-

Polonaise;
I'ocean;

vant

Claire Dux, soprano, of the Berlin
and Wllhelm Backhaus,
Staatsoper,
pianist, will give a concert In Jordan
for
the benefit of the G^rtonight
hall
man Relief Fund.

Herald readers who possess a smatthe language spoken by the

tering of

ancestors

Une barque sur
Ravel,
Severac, Les muletlers deChrist de Llivia; Albeniz,

for

children

will

take

place

also with

[Revealing the untoward results of a
winter cruise In quest of sunshine.]
Within a tent at Kalrouan
watched a very holy man.
1
Much as I felt one owed the vicar,
1
had to own the dervish slicker.

playing by Mr. Schelling and Miss
Lee Palfrey of excerpts from Saint-,
Saens's "Carnival of Animals" with
Miss
Goodrich conducting.
iWallace
iPalfrey has been one of Mr. Schelllng's
young hearers for two years. Last

'the

]

|

|

year her
medals.

notebook

won one

\

of

Has

ing.

iterestlng feature of the concert will be

the

TTis reports of the Associated Press
and the comments of the New York
muslo critics about Marlon Talley's
"success" at the Metropolitan Opera

hardly agree. Mr. Henderson
Sun of Feb. 20 gave her excellent
advice which she should follow If she

House
In the

He says she has a
hopes to excel.
voice of "operatic calibre" but not an
haa metal
"It
extraordinary voice.
though not gold."
had this
World
Mr. Chotzlnoff of the
to say about her Lucia.

"Miss Talley's talents and equipment

Your quips convulse the Young Men's
Smoker;
But could you lick a red-hot poker
Burst into flame at mouth and nose.
Or stoke a furnace with your toes?

a faint hint of surprise, that
title

for

pianist

Farewell.

MOANINCS AT
As

Eng-

music lauded by everybody but
played by few, something really agreeable to listen to, a hunting piece quite
Mr. Siimpressionistic, by John Bull.
monds, though, must have added much
music
the
paper,
on
to its native charm,

power— brilliancy,

too,

and

beautlul tone.

Early music he plays as can few other
pianists, for, while he does not fall
coninto the folly of trying to turn a
harpcert grand pianoforte back to a
this
out
trick
he
does
neither
sichord,
music largely of line with too gay a
dishe
too,
coat, of colors. Unerringly,
between early muslo of
tinguishes
ornament alone and music with more

There was less sharping than In 'Rlgoletto,' but there was the same pinched,
acid quality in the high register. The E
flat In Alt at the end of the third act
was true to the pitch, but had no qualMiss Talley gains all her
ity whatever.

to

—

fold.

the

THE BAR

World Wags:

less relics of the rosy-tinted past

does not look hopeful at all.
Mr. Simonds brought true poetic
imagination to Its performaniDe, and

dramatic

enrolled

Moslem

It Is with great hesitation I write
abodt a very serious matter; tmt, as
our antiquarians have been derelict to
the trust confided In them by the better classes of the community. It Is vltally important that some one with the
and courage of righteousness
spirit
sholild ciu them lo accoimt.
Needless to say, the preservation of
the old bar-room footralls, those price-

light footed ballet dancer overcome by
drink. The concert hall seldom offers
such pleasant fooling.
Mr. Simonds, to go on with his mar-

actually found. In the early

me

in the

C. R. G.

to Judge them by their
works, hold with doing. Scarlatti, as
Simonds saw his play of rhythms,
might easily have been burlesquing a

vels,
lish

Consider

Henceforward

few performers,

are not In any sense phenomenal. The
voice Is pleasant, but small. The sextet
In the second act was almost a quintet,
so lnau«lbl<a was Miss Talley frequently.

emotional efTects In the low and middle
registers by the naive process of 'scoopsomething which I thought even
ing'
Kansas City had gone beyond. Altogether, the Mlssourian's aihlbltlon of
vocalism at the Metropolitan compels
the query as to what all the shootln' Is
about,"
The same erltlo wrote that as Luela
she sang In the manner of "a schoolgirl
singing selections at a party. Certainly
no schoolgirl ever had tho sublime selfconfldence of Miss Talley. The absence
of the smallest sign of •nerves' either
In her singing or stage movements Is al-

Mr. Spink. M. A.,
so powerful when you prayBut can you tweak a scorpion's tall.
Or laugh at punctures with a nail?

O Reverend
You sound

once reason for beever managed so
much before? And a piece set plainly
forth as a "Burlesca" Mr. Simonds
played In a burlesque spirit— something

gave the

OR FAITH AND

WORKS

But Mr. Simonds accomplished more
remarkable feats. The Cat's Fugue, If
the
you please, he made attractive;
a
ridiculous theme he sounded with
and
gravity, every time It appeared,

in

present residents of
Pennsylvania, may

TrtE DERVISH,

brilliancy Frieda Hempel's famous
made the auin her Bellini cadenza. It
dience rustle In delight.

Jordan hall next Saturday morning at
The children voted to have
11 o'clock.
Tchaikovsky's Overture "1812" played
again.
As the "Blue Danube" waltz
received only one vote less, the two
will be performed Saturday morning.
(The voting was very widely spread.)
iTh'e medals for the note books kept by
Ithe children will be awarded. An In-

the

be able to decipher the thought of the
man whom I heard on the street in the
town of Ephrata in that county, saying
that he'd like to find out "wie de ting
W. H. R.
about kommen hat."

run

certs

of

Lancaster county,

chiefly
least of them, perhaps because
technical, are the dazzling downward
first
scale he tan In an early piece, the
Remeau maybe, a scale to rival in

The last of Ernest Schelllng's instructive and entertaining orchestral con-

PENNSYLVANIA

IN

As the World Wags:

De

le

i

noble art.

Eritana.
In the course of the evening Mr. Simonds worked several wonders. The

hall.

in

aroused unprecedented interest.
What orchestra in Boston before this
season dared to give two series of, concerts in addition to the 48 for subThis interest Is not due to
scribers?
any sensational displ^ on the part of
the conductor. By his amazing vitality
and magnetic power; his poetic and
brilliant interpretation of compositions
by masters dead and living, he has
made for musical righteousness atid
riulckened public enthusiasm for the

she never take her-

pianist,

Boston, where orcheslong been cultivated,

we now €all»him "Dr?"

music

Mr.
has

All

has
shall

Even

music."

SIMOM

this

i

the player and his in.strument.
President Paunce, conferring the degree, so richly deserved, is quoted as
Koussevitzky had
Mr.
saying that
"crossed the sea to convey to prosaic
America some of his own Insight Into
the arts in the universal language of

self too seriously!"

resentative gathering of local people."
The artists were Introduced by Bandmaster Adams, U. S. N. Mr. Richardson was warmly praised for his "rich
and mellow" tones and his vocal art.
Mrs. Cuney-Hare "placed herself high
in the esteem of those who were fortunate enough to have booked their seats
at the Apollo for she proved charming
both from her marked ability as a conThe
versationalist and a musician."
St. Thomas Bulletin spoke of her "attractive platform personality, her deand
speaking voice
fluent
lightful

The latter visited this counwas with the Havana Opera

Mr. Koussevitzky. he composed for his
Dragonettl and Llndley,
instrument.
the vIoloneelUst, played at the samt;
de.sk at the opera and In concerts In
At the age of
Tjondon for 52 years.
S2 Dragonettl headed the 13 double
basses at the Beethoven festival at

Is

enticing.

he

Company that performed Italian operas
at the Howard Athenaeum In 1847. Like

Mr. Pattlson: "If our notorious Mile.
Jazz Is sometimes Insincere, we can forgive her, for she Is invariably humor-

.

a oontrabasslst

as

throughout Europe before he

virtuoso

good
Then
rhythmic motion).
To take it out of Its dance
music.
sphere, to try to make serious music out
it obof It, takes away its purpose and
viously becomes Insincere.

Mrs. Maud Cuney-Hare, pianist, and
William Richardson, baritone, of Bos-

phony

Daus.

Burton Holmes's
SatTravelogue for tomorrow night and
Dolourday afternoon will be "The

It

(i7

but I'll sing you a little song.
Mr. Koussevitzky, receiving the degree of Doctor of Music at Brown University, would not trust his English
!ti
rsrronae; he played oa the double

it is evisets out to accomplish, then
good
dently aliwere, and Is likely to be
Just that
does
'Jazz'
So-called
music.
when it is flrst-rate Jazz." He says that
rhythmic alflrst-rate Jazz should have
and interestlure, beautiful tone color,
also Incite
-should
It
lines.
ing melodic
sort of
us to dance (i. e,, to some

Hlndemlth, Concerto for orchestra, op.
38; Bloch, Three Jewish Poems (Dance,
Rite, Funeral Procession).

composed of nearly the entire American
and Danish colony and "a splendid rep-

_

»elf-resp«scting

of

subject

The

of the Symphony conbe led by Mr. Koussevitzky
next week is at present thus arranged:
Beethoven, Symphony No. 8. Chausson,
Concert for violin, piano and string
quartet (Messrs. Enesco and Hutche-

The

certs

any

to

audience."

Harriet Eells, mezzo soprano, will sing
Saturfor the flrst time In Boston next
day afternoon In Jordan hall. Songs by
Chausson,
Brahms, Strauss, Debussy,
HorsReaplghl, Bax, Griftes, Carpenter,
unaniman The New York critics weresang
In
flrst
she
mous in praise when
Clevethat city. Miss Eells comes from
with
years
land O. She studied eight
Mme. Sembrlch, we are told.

music

It is Just his

Imont."

most an affront

i

"Daph-

Ravel, Second Suite from

-,

j

s'l^y-

,x
•
Equipped with all the merits of his
admirable school, and furthermore endowed with virtues Individual such as
rhythm,
fine taste, vitality and buoyant
Mr. Simonds Is a pianist who cannot
R. R- Qfail to give delight.

period,

We

have all heard of the man whoTj
on to speak at a public dinner,
says on rising: "I can't make a speech.
called

\

the drawn-from-the-wood
of
no hearts, no brains? ApparentThey spei|d millions
ly they have not.
Importing the tombs of Perneb, of ancient Memphis, of Kid Tut of Luxor,

picture

j

j

(now

unfortunately vanished) Is the matter
that calls for the attention of the educated and cultured remnant (the very
cream of our society). In whose hearts
there must ever be a warm spot for the
old brass rail, the one steadying Influence in the days that are no more.
Is
If the brass rail of the bar-room
not an antique, what Is an antique?
Junked
ruthlessly
so
Has anything been
by vandals and mercenaries? Was not
^hls last foothold of free-born Uqulda^ji'-s worthy of a more dignified resting
pla'ce than the ashcan and the city
dump? What are our colleges, our
museums, or archaeological societies
for, when they fail to supply suitable
buildings to hold and preserve these
sacred mementoes of a cultured period
Have those
unparalleled in history?
whose plaiin duty It is to preserve some

'

|

but for the

mummies

of our

own

de-

—

Since, then, In matters
will.
operatic, he Is a slnjrer of fine taste.
that he treated hla hearers
It follows
last night to some singularly admirable

6S

tone at

single seQuln.
a schooners not a
are not altoo vever. the old toir.bs
.1 er
a dry subject.
tombs of the kings at Luxor and

\

poet's song from "Andrea" he
.'•nng poetically, quite as a well bred
young m.in. also a poet. In his fine

slmrlV KorgeouB barGreat beakers of
ons of that period.
the
were always on the Untel for
free
ntian ruiuhoiind, as well as a
and cheese.
luich of cold slaw, crackers
attendants were the bar-

were

-nphls

The mortuary
keep the
keeps whose duty it was to
thlrstwlnecupa full for the passing
000
^edestr^ns. King Tut left a »20,000
of
as a foundation for the benent
;

I

these places
We now
out.
tombs only because they are dried
^i^^^e
At"one"time''Vhe^e was a /o^
that
Memphis
Palace Bars outside
still full
reached for 20 miles. They are
time, cut
of the empty schooners of the
blue and lap
of priceless onyx, powder
The bars at Luxor covered
de sudsl.
Each was
a space larger than Boston.
with wine
a gorgeous drinking palace,
Anfl now
all.
in gold goblets free for
more
they call these palaces, tombs! No
the
Joe Gahm's was a tomb. In
call

uL'

j

Bfahms;

j

;

:

;
;

La Grange Citizen.)
Wanted— Situation, by white couple;
as butcher, woman as tramed
ihe

will consider dentist or doctor's!

Apply Box

Edward

3.

Brookfield,

Ruth Entertain

'

Edward Johnson, tenor,
Metropolitan
Ruth. Boprano. both of the
concert '-^
opera company, gave a
night in

Svmphony

hall,

to the

in

|

---^'Jj
offered
Miss Ruth
Russian composers.
In
songrFrench: and folk songs

ITZ^

ll^LTZe^tr^o

his '"^'^'^"^^

^ ^^rm. lyrlo duality ad
controlled
and
produced
^,,,b,y
who have
throughout.' There are few
tones as she
Euch firm and lovely head
second
which were especially so In thesome of
and In
of the Mozart arias,
the Schubert songs.
flair
With this she has an unerringa ftrm
excellent taste,
for the dramatic,
admirable
an
sense of musical style,

English.

''^^tftili-fJ^rs^-attered llttle

P;"Wlngs-

an^

One

h%^Lr opfrati^c^ias,

-

Sr^^^t^i^/^^r-'^

Ughtness, and skill In cantilena.
be so inwished that she would not especially
slbillunts.
Tlstent with her
Schubert songs, othin the first of the
to cavil at.
erwise there was nothing
excelMr Van Bos. as usual, played

There was aP
accompaniments.
the
despite
audience of good size,
enwres.
many
were
weather and there
lent

Se:^9^Brr^^:^S
heme"
Together-but,
in

because

of

the evening-they

added songs. 'late
from
sang together excerpts

"dusting

to edit,

three lines'
Lowell.

Ruth displayed a voice extremely
high register and the "PPer
Jeremiah, her
medium: m the words of

|
,

|

World Wags:

the
to the imWhile preparing a libationperused the
George, I fondly
One
Tom.
Old
uSel on the\ottle of
A"!

rr,nrtal

line reads:

,

•Percentage of alcphol
Something worth while

RUSSELL

BURTON

heard this
haven't
com"howler"! A schoolboy writing a
At
position on Henry VlII comments:
with diffi< ult>,
this time Henry walked
Sounds
having an abbess on his knee."
It?
like the old boy, doesn't
the
Can vou tell me the author of of
Crane
following poem-a la Miss
in
appeared
it
Erookivu, apparently—
western
literary ( ?) section of some

ho
summer. The first thing that
at the hotel
did in going into his room
shad.s
was to pull down the window

the

accident would he
so that not even-by

twilight tense.

prmy

with
dealt treacherously
told her that her
her" unless they have
of
need
In
stand
lower medium tones
developed a
l^niovement.' She has
agile coloratura.
luft clenUy smooth and
ot ^r-sln,
Ind a musical enough style

depressing,

Strove hard to hide a mole,
The poppy raised her chemisett,
And screamed, 'I have a soul.'

|

may

was

-

f
by showing pictures 11took
cloud effects. Mr. Holmes
trlumphan_
audience over zigzag --oads.
houses and
feats of engineering, by
war, to Merano,
hotels shattered' in the
There the au.l.fascinating Mer'ino.
once enco met John L. Stoddard, unfortutravelogue fame, later and
wl th
Austrlans
the
nately, siding with
whom he had long "^'e^' ^""'**'"'"^rLed
entexed
have
the United States could
lo«B,ago told j
the war. (Mr. Newman not
charity to
munificent
Stoddard's
Mr.
of
lack of!
from
those families suffering

'""•Pats'"' Ruby is recovering
attack of measles."
"John I'urple has recovered

attack

measles."

of

the

from an
j

IS

-

>,

SPOKE
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Boston telephone operator

A

,

'

from an

Q L P

ENGLISH AS SHE
As

_

s

|j

Lng-

it.
for
charged
be
don't
niadame. when you don't eet^t. ^ ^

food.)

„
^
e.i.The excursion to the home of And n a
led Mr. Holmes to describe

'"^•'•You

World Wags:
You must print this
the

one.

A

spoits-

peror.

were

alrig

brought

with

him

])0t

Johnson seems r.ble to pronounce
Vlr
Tui word lesonanily and with clearness,
too, he can color every
in hla big arias,

bellied

waddling

NOCTURNE

bizarre women
«crc<;ch blatantly

Two

dynamic damits;
door bangs
r

ashes
crasne.-i

Cadore trought the rememthe
brance of Titian. In the course of
-were
journey at least two processions
shown: one, a Corpus ChrlstI celebrathe dead
tion; the other the return of
Corbodies of Italian Alpine soldiers to
with the cofHns borne on the
tina,
well
shoulders of compatriots, women
While
taking the burden upon them.
of
Mr Holmes spoke of the Italianizing
foi*mer Austrian names, he abstained
polltlpresent
from a discussion of the

I

'

'

cal situation In Tyrol.

There were some remarkable pictures

New

\

,
I

rock-climbing to dizzy heights, moand
tlon pictures showing the architect
ascendingfilm play actor. Luis Trenker,

of

land descending a sheer wall without ap-

parent crevice for foot or hand,
Vacation days In Merano, Bolzano c.
How lon^
i. cortlna must to delUrhtful.
places ^Ju be too fashlonf. before these
Franklin Pierce L ^ble, too gay, for those who wish to
nf Harts'" Was it not
n/T, enjoy quietly the old tours :ind the
whrsometlme in the civil war made
he spoke | wonders of the scenery?
^»«ech at Concord in which
phrase |
The travelogue will be repeaiod tliis
^V h "nrausolcum of hearts," a
Next week the subject wiU
in certain quar.uternoon.
.Uculc
e<r,
M
that ex
'Cirellns the Mediterranean^
V>e
In

Artemus wrote about
war "A few will go to Canady,
Itlnin on their wav at Concord. N. H.
W^re 1 unde ^tan there is a Museum

hive dwellers
coddling
'^''^^

of the mountains were
"They
Impressive.
beautiful.
contrasted with those of smiling

the civ^

grubby

I

of

conscripts

canines
sentimental.

I

w^cuw

Hampshire. I
what he referred
am curious to know my
curiosity^
Can you satisfy
to.
M. F. SNIERSON.
Sheldon. Vt.

angular
quadrupeds

by Salnt-

a
hear, a voice
vce, worth going far to
medium .olid as any baritone's^
.v th a
wklch leads without a fe^^'
strong and sweet, tones
tu'.l,
,-,nes
or bellow or
.fe from hint of pinch
On every note of his long range
hleat

^Vt^' Johnson

"Museum

Being a native

sniff

sniff

22

IN

A FLAT

.

valleys.

in Harper s Week y
to
186S. a letter professed

chanced to see

..

varied,

"

Auc

.

The pictures

hunting on a Scottish ""'"•• 6"^
until
He tramped abouf anxiously
he was getting
dark, but just when
nearty
of
anxious he heard a sound
he yelled,
"Hello, xhere!
footsteps.
gloom
the
of
out
Then
lost!
"Ay, I heer >e.
c-^me a cautious voice:
rewarc^
Jor^^«.K.h,
rt„is ther. any
st

I

.

patriotic
few well-chosen words, the
conadventures of that hero and the
emtemptlble conduct of the Austrian

man
I

,

* Hofer

SAFETY- FIRST
As

.

''^litginning

As the World Wags:
vr
. Town Crier, Newton
1 quote from the
cases of
two
not
these
Are
Centre.

of W'aies by
be wHtten to the Prince
to a
Artemus Ward, who referred N. H_
Concord,
of Harts" at

dogs
vip-yap-woof

C">-;;,;

l^'eh'V

they ha a
mountains that seem as 'f
stage spcx
been shaped for some huge

I

,

fantastical,

Ttrange,

PATIENCE PEACOCK.

'

nf

diurnally airing

would not

If

Perhaps more uplifting thoughts send
can
to me, but this is all I
neck oT the woods,
at present from this

IT

Heterogenous humans

Lyj^^b\;.^%^ir'n?ore^%u^sr^^^^^^
a eong without worda

DOGGONE

nightmarish.

he were now living he
Holmes's Travhave enjoyed Burton
subject, oiu
elogue last night, for the
much pleas"'
that gave the audience
th,.^
Dolomites,
"Doing the

j

come

As the AVorld Wags:

"

to

were as the

The honeysuckle cast her sheath.

in the

^ferlr have

mountains

For

mountain.

Psalmist's saying,
him. in spite of the
abomination of desolation,

''^MI^-^8
I

a

see

suddenly a flower said,
gowns.'
'Oh, let's take off our

N. H.

v

he should spend at li-;.st
H.. in
month with her at Jackson. S.

When

Haj/over.

_

m\m

was a Bostonlan

inhere

Neat swathed the steaming downs,

j

,,

eh what

insisted that

paper:

was a primal

4-^4.

SHOWS DOLOMITES!

I

the

t

DESPERANDUM EST

which Volsteadandum est. RUSSELL.
West Roxbury. ^ J- D-

you

Tm

La bo

if

As the World Wags:

"It

in ba.T^ teeV.

ii'enti being
disturbance
tends t.. disctuieting mental
who would, and
on the part of those
not.
those who would
Mayhaps the fortuitous eventuation
will be the id quad est.
of the disputatio
quaestionis is. the appethat the crux
per se.
and not the appetizer,
tite

off

JAS. B.

hope

vrom.

PTOLEMY PTOMAI^E.

U

more important chorus or refrain:
again,
"Pass around the apples once
etc.
Or else put blinders on the men,'
other
the
Can not some reader give

I

fait to

the
to be en rapport respecting
evident
national prohibition, and the
ferspintus
disparity of evidence as to
instrinsice malorum radio,

nopw
DREW.

rect

'

^^^^^^^^^^
(

Mr. JohnZoller.
nlnTments of Ellmer
airs, French songs,
son sang old Italian
new. songs by
F.ngllsh songs old and

Americans and.

I

''"Thi."wls"fhe first
Dux a slguance this season of Miss
h^er^volce
'o^iy soprano, although
Tarly lovely

accom-

H.

.

and only appear-

Joan

and

,

''^Trd
hard
the thin
fng in forte passages, and
In the ro
quality of his upper notes.
arrangement,
mance of Chopin, of his
nocturnebecause he was playing such
heaviness, a Uke music, he forgot his
the Bal
in
again
though it came back
as a virtuoso.
fade which he played

Joan

and

Johnson

was

8 eatest fault

|

I-

the old one,"
"This
necessary.
was one
one about the old'scotch lady'
Danbury
the
of the choice mots of
"A man
News Man, who also said that
green paint
of
pot
a
and
ladder
with a
on a
can always find, plenty of room
ferry boat."
Apropos of the recent communications
Long,
about the "apples" from "So
been corLetty," the lyrics may have
enough, but they neglected the

When

'

were well

au

As the World Wags:
not
The gentlemen of the cloth seem
merits

World Wags:

the

It's

NIHIL

shuffle
shuffle

NOTHING'S NEW, SIR
As

no selfonly a' season ago that
ventured forth upon
re pecting pianist
Bee
h's
without
the concert platform
one of the
thoven sonata, and usually
since
sonata has
early vintage. But the
Bach a ca
been displaced by Bach, by
fuges not only
and
preludes
peua, Bach
MiUer as well.
for the pianist but the
wUh the
Wh.ch has very little to do
although Mr
concert of last evening,
superb of
lachaus did play this most it vvlth a
Beethoven sonatas, played
and In
Kharo virility and largeness, and the
t^serene and beautiful arietta of po
something
last movement, with
nuance His
etry and impressionistic

111.

,

Keene, N. H.

saxophonical
Boston.

hr^i:

a
^- ^-

yes.

rhythm

in

,as
|

1

Aunt Jemlmer!
Oh, gosh!
golly!
Fquatorial life sounds a treat:
Wher" a waistband for best
Makes one feel over-dressed—
bare feet
\nd it's au fait to prom, in
(Tweet, tweet)

menace
dismemberment;

quite as erratic
strange gusts that are
length of
the
[hose that dictate

,

PROHIBITOK.

^

Strauss;

|

SAVBAR—and

I

I

shoulders iuid hips

t

Morgen.

1

obliquely
antipodal;

Miss Dux
ranee Strauss. sung by night. Mr.
Anions other things, last
soria^a
Beethoven
Bachau; played a
greatest of them all.
Uie last and the
re^
long
after Us
aid hearing It again
°"
pose, one began to sP^-^^'f «

SURGEONS, TAKE NOTICE

m

'

'-

!

office.

bacchanalian
gyrate dervishly
pedals and paws

j

Jungllng
Wohin"!' Schubert; Der
Maria, Sch"bert
Quelle. Schubert; Ave
study In F
ime by Miss Dux. Concert E major.
in
minor Uszt, Polonaise
O NachMsTt played by Mr. Bachaus.Standchen.
Vergebliches
a. Brahms;

ADMITTED

i.'iise;

;

Romance from E minor Concerte
-Chopin; Balarranged) by Bachaus).
placed by Mr
'adeTn G minor, Chopin,
Du blst die Ruh, Schubert,
-ichaus
an der

j

,

My

Morons
i

Dux

World Wags:
of Fame
.Vay I nominate for your Hall
now oiv the
yw. Solomon A. St. Peter
board of education at Highland Park,

1

CHARUESTONIA

.ong), arranged
Mlss^
non tardar, Mozart, sung by

i

,

Soul-l-i:

man."

t-i^nl

warning.
Surely our point of view must be corWho will be the first to
rected soon.
endow an exploring' expedltioti to Court
a good example of a
obtain
street, to
Sheraton or Chippendale bar and rail
for preservation
of the Hi-Ry dynasty
Nothing would atin our Art Museum?
it's educaiional
t-ttct larger crowds,
computation.
.lue would be beyond

(From

Till

old

Intermezzi from opus 118. in A
Sonata^
minor and A major. Brahms:
played
r„urill, in C minor. Beethoven, calma.
la
Rldente
Mr. Bachaus.
l,v
Lep
Gordlgianl;
Pveghlere.
\io7.art;
toU<
century
(18th
ma.iieres
„elles
Del^
Taylor,
Deems
by

Us civilization for thousands of years.
The vineyards dried up, gluttony took
the place of conviviality and Egypt
went to pieces. Take warning, oh, take

Cambridge.

>our

shuffle

!

.

i

The plasterers soak us forusceilings;
no coal:
The coal-strikers give
our feelings
And Washington riles up endanger
my

"so's

Two

the most palatial
No one ever
for the use of the people.
held
died of starvation or thirst. Egypt

^

"two o'clock
essays
timid masculine

sliuffle

last evening,

was as follows:

tomb-barroom

111.?

N.

for the^

j

t

sleinhbell

!

1

Egyptians used
QUlet evening the young
20-mile street of
to travel along the
Bonglittering drunkerles, "singing "My
"Farewell,
nie lies over the Nile" or
we
as
Dub,"
Farewell, My Own True
was a
used to eight sad years ago. It
the
criminal ottense not to drink at
tombs of the kings when passing. For
whatever
doubt
no
was
5000 years there
people that the
In the minds of the
greatest benefactor was the king who

REFORMED

^^•

j

Relief Fund,
of the German
benefl
Bachaus gave.
-lalre Dux and WUhelm
Bos was.
van
Conrad
Joint recital.
The program,
Miss Dux's acccmpanlst.

hall,

At .Tordan

than

now constaiub jlnglos;
Therinoineurs play Foek-a-Boo;
While the snow, nieliinp down through
our shlntr!
j„
ilenty:-to do.
Gives us pie..
The

I

o

]

and Claire
TYnheiin
WUneim Bachaus
^
^^^^
Hall
Jordan
Dux at

f

left

D

frenzy might sing it. Ho made a stirring effect in the "Pagllaccl" aria,
though he bawled not at all or sobbed
And an Italian boatman's
overmuch.
KOng, made familiar here by M1b!» Giannlnl,
he sang enchaJitlngly, with n
beauty of tone to be remembered and
not to be bettered.
rhythm
a
The audience liked both singers heartR- R- Gily.

•

bar
humanity.

abysmally

,

The

|

NOT FLORIDA

'

slnirlng.

1

.

•

ters'-Ed

If

:

I

,

j

;

!

Hlndemlth, conetrro Tor^ tii-'s.
Bloch. Three Jpwiab
chestra op. 88.
I'oems: Dince. Rite, Funeral ProcesG.ini,

i

17fH CONCERT

I

sion.

HALE

By PHILIP

The nth concert of the
phony orchestra. Mr.

Boston Sym-

The pro^am
h.r..
Haydn, Sj-mphonj GGilbert, Wmmajor. "The Surpr^e":

m

symphony

follows:

was as

nece

Phonic

P-^*—

(first

vel.

,

""teti^i.^ inspiration for

or^s
l^Ty

tallze.

,

i

of man> cap
with the amazing energy suddenly rich,
tains of industry; of the
He
profiteers
even of the flamboyant
he is aware ot
his heard the boasting; endears us o
the spread-eagleism that

older

and foreign

nations.

18

S. G.

.

a

|

Adlington after describing Volhis amours, ills quarrels,
life,
his generous deed.',, though he could be
laughable friendship
his
avaricious,
with Frederick the Great, his sojourn in
England, where he lived before he went
to Potsdam, his happy years at Ferney,

joumey

j

j

j
i

\

t

suggestion of folk-song.
As many of us delight In Walt
Whitman's "barbaric yawp," knowing
as an artist which
I his conscientiousness
constant filing and revision,
1 led him to
so we exult in this hilarious, screaming,
exciting outburst of Mr. Gilbert's rugged
No one but an American, reI Muse
gardless of traditions, free from Euro-

I

and

outlook,

possibly

suitable to

it

barisms

America and the yet more

|
,

Age

of Jazz.

There

is

much more than
is no glorino unbending

Here

\

merely to please
of scholastic dignity
whose only interest is In heel1 those
noise.
stimulating
and-toe rhythm and
iHere is a musical expression of a naGilbert knew what he
lion's spirit. Mr.
1

(wished to do and he has done
'"M^\l!i,r shall

it

ad-

sevltzky, heartily welcomed, as If the
audience rejoiced in the honor paid him
this week by Brown University, conducted the "Symphonic Piece" with infinite gusto.
He emphasized the defiant
opening and following measures he did
not put too much stress on the episodes
cf charming sentiment. The audience
was entiiusiastic. Mr. Gilbert was called
[to the platform soveral times.

was a brilliant concert throughout,
Haydn's Symphony was delightfully inIt

terpreted. Familiar as it Is to players
rnd hearers, by the performance it was
as fresh, with the exceptions of the pel iod's
formulas, as it it were of today.
p.fr. Koussevitzky's taste and art were
(^specially displayed in his treatment of

i

|

|

As a

In

"Don Juan" was read and
a most eloquent manner,

[whether the pages were those portraying
the rake-helly hero or the sensuous sections picturing his

too-willing victims.

(As yet no censor has forbidden the
performance of this tone poem on account of the "moral turpitude" of the
dashing Don.)
The music of Ravel,
heard earlier in the season, did not lose
beauty and fascination after the
in
glowing Instrumentation of Strauss.
This concert will be depeated tonight.
The program announced for next week
reads: Beethoven, Symphony No. 8 P|
major. Chausson, concert for violin (Mr.
'Enesco), piano (Mr. Hutcheson) and
j

\

string quartet.

Tailleferre,

"Out-Door

it,

2000

livr-es

is

welcoming host or hostess?

"They

in

"Hay Fever"

are

are,

find the following slur on

in

that sprightly weekly The

Yorker:
"The very worst of our suspicions about Boston as a theatrical town
have been confirmed by a friend who has just returned.
"He reports that the 13 legitimate theatres in Boston pro'snde the
Cabots and the Lodges with plays which reached the Pacific coast before
they dared essay the brackish waters of Back Bay. Rain is playing there
now, three years after its New York debut; Is Zat So, The Poor N;jt,
and; of course, Abie's Irish Rose.

"Musical shows nre either -third rate editions of local successes or
shows which are being chipped, mortised, and planed into shape for
Broadway, of which recent optimisms are Rainbow Rose, The Music
Box, and Gay Paree,
"One haven of refuge remains to redeem that benighted city from
Boston has two burlesque houses that rank with
its theatrical aridity.
our own Columbia and National Winter Garden. At least once a year the
shrine of culture may see Bozo Snyder, Snuffy Dave Marion, Sliding
Billy Watson, and thai gay inheritance of the American classic, Al Reeves's
Big Beauty Show."
•

The

New

Yorker

tells

this

once called with her mother on

story about Miss Marion

Mme. Sembrich

Talley,

who

to see her about tesell>-

ing the hopeful daughter.

"Mme. Sembrich was

interested;

would the prospective pupil mind

Binging a scale, any scale, so that she might judge her voice?

"My

dear

my

Madam,

interposed Talley mere, impressively, you

daughter

must

no longer in the habit of singing scales.
"It was the next morning, they say, that Mrs. Talley announced to
an agitated world that it was impossible to procure a suitable teacher
for her daughter in New York."
realize that

"almost" certain

to

Voltaire failed with the actress,
Anne Duclos, he won the favor

Boston

New

buy books. Mr.
Adlington does not mention the oneNinon,"
act vaudeville, "A'-oltaire Chez
in
by Moreau and I.afortelle, played
was then
1R06 but he says that Ninon
des
"a wrinkled hag of 85." (Tallement
handReaux admitted that sh2 was not
she
that
enchantingso
was
some, but
If
)
was courted long after her Pi'lmeMarie
of

We

!

he was romantic ahd also
As a child he met the famous
Ninon de Lenclos, who gave

courtesan
him, Mr. Adlington

proflolency.

of"

picking the nursery hearthrug to pieces."

bar-

lover,

farcical.

I

absence

j

|

{

tlie

but with a difference. Those Russian maunderers and drivellers lie back in their cherry orchard mouthing grandiose futllities at the stars; these English ones sprawl on their stomachs wittily
Tchekhovian.

best that is being thought' are treated
as eccentric, almost obscene, when a
Hood of desolating vulgarity seems to
be engulllng the worll; then, if we can
step back a pace, detach our6K>lves, contemplate that European culture and society of which Voltaire is sj brilliant
an example, we can at least find an
ideal of intelligence to substitute for
chaos."

i

and

hinti

Mr. Agate admits that Mr. Coward's characters

yet appreciative of the
.'-•uperstition,
prophetic books in the Old Testament,
and moved by the story of Ruth; a
lampo.in
courtier, yet not afraid to
mighty rulers: fearless and indefatigable
ana
lowly
the
causae
of
in espousing the
oppressed; a great man in whom there
was a little, of the monkey.

I

make convei-sation, labor as heavily in conversation as
who also was ill at ease by reason of the singular reception

forced to

given

treatment of "two hundred pints of
lemonade"; vain, waspish, greedy for
money, yet so generous that he gave
even to those who had villHed him in
religious
accepted
attacking
print;
.and
faiths in his hatred of priestcraft

i

is

the diplomat,

a contradictory character was
from his youth t.p,
nearly dead of smallpox as a youne
man, and sa\-ed only by a strange

the Andante. The lively movements, and
tliey should be lively, tested technical

played

man

this Voltaire! Sickly

;

Strauss's

I

What

we now say Dr.7—Kous-

illustrated weeklies are to be believed, he writes his plays in a

gown and before breakfast. But^ what I want to
what kind of work he intends to do after breakfast, when he
is clothed and in his right mind."
This is amusing, but is it fair? Was not Jackie, ill at ease, and not
Would not any
nimbiC-witted, just the girl to ask inane questions?

know

I

inteillgence, Mr. Adlington is moved to
.say: "At a time of disastrous nationalism and cant, when those few who
!?trlve to become aciuainted ^v^*.h "the

influence and academic conventhis
written
could have
Itionallsm.
Let no one think for a moment
I music.
the
express
an attempt to
I that it is only
1 rhythmic eccentricity.
There is
Ified cake-walk.

and the

deplorable Jargon of our ov,n newspapers." Speaking of Voltaire's literary

Ipean

I

of

facetlou.'?

in the

more

thought

1

than the

English family in England was represented as ..drinking coffee
Coffee? Where wa.5 the tea? How many English fam-

flowered dressing

to Paris for his glori-

1

i

the

w -do Mr. James Agate so high and mighty discussing this
Sunday Times of London? He admitted certain excellencies,
but he desciibed the talk of the diplomat and Jackie about foreign travel
nrhen they were left alone in the first act as "delicate imbecility." He
also said that Mr. Coward is credited with the capacity to turn out these
"highly polished pieces of writing in an incredibly short time. If rumor

For
spondent, novelist, pamphleteer.
jonce the critic of a critic is sjTnpathetic,
to
endeavoring
not long-winded, not
prove his own superiority. Mr. Adlington has many things to say. and he can
be pleasantly^ malicious as well as
righteously ludig-nant. Speaking of Voltaire's letters, he finds that they possess "qualities which have escaped from
most prose of our time, qualities by no
means incompatible with modernity of

i

all are, to

that he sneezed

Why

play

writes at considerable but not
length of Voltaire as poet,
correphilosopher,
critic,
dramatist,

i

we

in the fact

tion.

great

too

The surprise was

—

fication,

,

the taint of affectation.
"SjTnphonic
In his song-theme of the
Piece " Mr. Gilbert remembered Fosdistresswithout
and,
art.
simple
ter's
vein,
In^ Imitation, he wrote In Foster's
from
bars
not forgetting a couple of
ArkansawTrav"The
ditty,
that fine old
With this exception there is no
eler."

last

is

ilies drink coffee?
It is an execrable drink in merry England, as all
Americans and other foreigners visiting there well know. Tea, tea, tea
and bacon and eggs, not to mention marmalade for English folks at
breakfast. There may be other dishes, but we have named the founda-

|

Tallen-

Mr.

hi.s

only a mortal, subject, as

even a polished diplomat
infirmities of the flesh.

An

taire's

,

man

and knowm
good manners, hi
cities

at breakfast.

|

melodist ^«
the greatest natural
Foster His airs
had, was Stephen C.
were for many years this nat'^m other
1926
songs (for there are even In
and
Amirlcans than negroes, creoles, once
which
that copper-colored race
s
Foster
of
words
The
vufed this land).
in their
songs were at times maudlm
he
whom
sentimentallsm. The women of
to their
sang were borne at an early age
favorite trees:
last resting place. His
wilwere the cypress and the weeping and
melodies,
low. But in the best of his
was not
the best are many, X^-oster
appeahng
maudlin. They were of an
without
haunting,
sincerity. A sincerity,

many

plaint later about the haddock.

was one of the latest. Now comes
Richard Adllngton, whose "Voltaire" is
a singularly readable book, as readable
as George Augustus Sala's "Hogarth,"
as far <as observation and anecdotage
go, but written In a finer, critical spirit.
It is the first volume in a series, "The
Republic of I^etters," published In London by Rojitledge and in this country
by E. P. Dutton & Co.

He wouia

Americans
"^The'born melodist among
^-a-I

and works.

life

be a courteous, polished

lo

over the haddock, the eggs, the toast, the coffee; sneezed without holdNo wonder there was coming handkerchief or napkin to his face.

tyre s

this Amerton
charge his music with
spirif. realizing the "''g" ^"^^^'l^^free
the surface^
ness that Ue ""derneath
so too ne
Tf hft ran hurrah In music,
«ent!mencurious
can set for?" the
characteristic of our

Sllsm. which

There are many books dealing with

,

supijo.sod

is

The admiring girl, Sorel, Invied him his
This diplomat was put into the boiler room of the country hou.':f:
at night.
The pipes made a noise; the heat was excessive; he could
not open the window. He therefore caught a cold, so that in the moniing
at breakfast he sneezed violently and often. This was not surprising;

on Paine aa an author speaks of
"the horror? of a death-bed devoid of
hope."

1Voltaire's

night.

poise.

article

countrymen
the spirit of his
sen imenrush, shout, and also
^ulgamy
He understands the

Monday

many men.

In like manner Thomas Paine has been
held up to the young as an awful warning.
Good old S. Austin AUibone in his

u

Russia,
Cromwell, or Catherine of
to palnt In
was far from his thought
Aurora Borealis^_
Tones Sahara or the
to ei
As an American he wished
as

ladt

visiting diplomat

of the world, one who, like Ulysses, had seen

Voltaire's death-bed.

RaTone Poem. "Don Juan
'Daphnls and
Se;ond suite from

Strauss.

The

This clergl'man,
a man liberally educated, not one of a
hidebound sect, accepted the legend as
a fact, whereas Voltaire, having written a few lines of cheer to the Comte
do Lally, said to hia attendant: "Goodby, my dear JlorarjJ, I am dying," and
Yet Volin ten minutes he was dead.
taire was thought for years to have
died remorseful and howling in terror.

.

incidents in the excellent performance at the Copley Theatre
"TTj.v TiM er," were of a surpris-

'tature

Ittft-

Thirty years ago we heard an Entrllsh
clergyman in this country—he was the
shepherd of a flock not far from Boston
—describe in the pulpit the "horrors" of

'7^^^'

yesterday aftdrconductor, took place

noon

Two

of Noel Coward's amusing comnl

i

is

We hope this Talley story is an invention of some enemy, some
singer whose nose has been put out of joint by the absurd fuss made
over Miss Talley's first appearance; by the blatant trumpeting that preceded her going on the stage of the Metropolitan Opera House as the
unfortunate Gilda. Mmes. Nordica, Eames, Gary did not have a whole
city of the West or the East for a passionate press agent.

of

Adrienne LocouvrJur. There ^••^-S Suhe obtained
zanne de Hvry, for whom
they sa> ehe
parts m his plays, though,
de
Marechale
was a poor actress. The
vflla^ coquett^l with
Then there was the extraor^cruel.
with itme.^Ji
nary liaison of 10 years

more than a grain of truth in
about theatrical conditions in Boston.
with the managers. They liave piped
atrical market place, but the people would not
excellent plays, well acted.
The great public
Tiiere is

j

to say
uic, not
1

i

I

what the New Yorker ha.s
The fault is with the pubmore than once in the thedance. They have brought
has ignored them.

It is a

;

bruig here any play tESTinay ead
ave manager who vcntiires to
It looks as if Bostomans,
it hotly.
discu.s
sides,
take
aud ence to ?hir»k.
in theatrical matters.
Polonius
of
taste
the
wiS Jery few exceptions, have

e^pSt and Marshall

(n

see

pi

n!anv

-

i^.

who

:

really

worth ;^hne in

New

I

'

1

and chamber. Interesting
And so It is with music, operatic, orchestral
New York-int.re.sting? That -s to say. works
ar- pr.u^.Krc*
European countries, as De Falla s puppet
lat have excited HLxcntion in
episode in "Don Quixote/' Stravinsky's
an
on
based
m"sic
ay
curiosity to
in Boston would have even the

.

j

m

S
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He has

do without Mr. Koussevitzky?

names, names that were unknown

nSe

to

^^^^^ remains

much

to be done.

many who

the courage

How

little

attend the

Symphony

we know here

»

of post-

Czecho-Slovakia.

composers of Germany, England, Austria
to us. Malipiero, Casella
most important works of Delis are unknown
been fully represented
Tommasini, not to mention other Italians, have not
Strau-ssian

•i'h-

Burton Holmes has said publicly that

lie

would

like to

the

long known.
whether
it is with our musical public,
hall, or to a

mphony

brick" at the new;

.1

We

it

.

it

u
goes to the Opera House,
" 'Eave 'arf

chamber concert. "Give us the old!"
is the work of a stranger.

have quoted Mr. Agate's remark about

tlie

characters in Tchek-

as

I

|

m

'

THE OLD HOWARD.

II.
i

i

Mr. Griffith Writes Again About Actors and
Actresses at This Famous Theatre

'

1

originally;

been 'loss''
For many years in its early career, the profits must have
oftenc*
sometimes
and
season,
every
as the management changed nearly
stopped at
which
railroad,
uncertain
an
on
train
certain
like
a
than that,
stopped twipa,
house, and where there was a double house, they
: every
'47 and he m
in
Ford
Thomas
to
way
gave
1846
xhus James H. Hackett of

During many

with the estab*
business capacity or another, maintaining his c(innection
throu£l»
postmaster-general
assistant
lishment much as docs the third

changing administrations.

'

"time tat
Willard in 1854, after a very b^ef experience, thought it
lie came
1863
until
not
was
it
that
dive
deep
a
so
took
disappearing" and
was a record time x<3
to the surface and resumed the management, which

'

i

j

hold one's breath.

Buckland

& Henry

In the

mean

time, J.

M. Field

& Tom.

Placide; J.

W.

Farren; B. Duffy; R. G. Marsh, father of the famous

"Marsh Children." took a trick at the wheel.
Now comes into view no less a person than E.

L. Davenport,

wlw

des*
salvaged the ship, and for several seasons intemiittently directed Its
was
he
time
of
the
Part
highproduction
of
tinies and placed its standard
were
aided and abetted by Mr. Jacob Barrow, who would be better known

add that his international fame rests chiefly on the fact of his having
Lang*
been the husband of Julia Bennett Barrow, much the same as Mr.
try's name has been handed down to posterity.
The line of managers stretches out to "the crack o'doom," (but X-'«vilI
mention E. A. Sothem, although his tenancy was brief, after

I

to

.

'

of

"Gio," "Outalanchet,'*

Erin,"

the
the Volstead act.

in rapid if not
turn to John Brougham and W. E. Burton in '48, followed
Maiv
Wyzeman
English,
Baker
&
rabid succession by Charles R. Thome.
"actor-managers." aO
were
whom
of
aU
nearly
Willard;
Henry
hall and
animal now practically extinct, like unto the fur-bearing ones.
years W. L- Ayling bobs into view repeatedly, in on*

!•

"Champion

,

'

but a hundred or
Fifty years here, practically metamorphoses a locality,
centre a
amusement
an
moves
scarcely
tv.0 years in London or Paris
must be given credit
sixteenth of an incE; hence the Howard Athenaeum
its once proud eminence, t<|
for what it once was. and its neighborhood for
majesty.
fallen
its
show proper respect for

I'

Slave,"

had no napkins^
Bloodgood tell the story of his boarding house where they
to walk around
tramed
was
who
dog,
Newfoundland
big
but did have a
knives on.
the table for the boarders to wipe their
also, when
The prehistoric days of "Ada Crehan" were of this penod
McCullough" with OUver
she acted in "Across the Continent" and "Ben
Doud Byron and her sister, Kate Byron.
,<
Trowbridge;
The history of the Howard under Isaac B. Rich; Rich &
John Stetson; William Harris
Rich, Hart & Trowbridge; Rich & Stetson;
to follow wlthm the
and successors Is too phantasmagorical to be able
four walls of the struccapacity of an entire Sunday edition, but that the
true, and if it affords any
lure teem and reek with dramatic history, is
to realize that^she
added inspiration to tlie' festive buriesquer of today
Thompson, Pauline Markham, Eliza
skips over the boards where Lydia
\estvali. MariWeathersby, Lisa Weber. Moriacchi. Kate Fisher, Celeste,
displaying more or
themselves,
disported
ilk
that
of
others
and
etta Ravel
anatomy, then drink to the limit from
less, but generally more, Venusian
without defymg
inspirational cup, for it is truthfully one that cheers

I

who were bom, brought up, and still live in this coimtry,
history of amusement
familiar with the fact that in delving into the early
and U8«s from
environment
present
places here, we must dissociate their
while abroad the situation is quite different
what they were

of Joseph Proctor's ability,
lives.

achievements, herself an artiste of rare accomplishments.
remembers now,
In the lurid days of the Beecher-Tilton scrap, who
as "The
"Passions Perils"? In 1876, Nat C. Goodwin was announced
Actors."
Celebrated
of
Imitations
Great Mimic," in "inimitable
The early '70s were the halcyon days of minstrelsy, burlesque and
Burgess,
pantomime with undying memories of Harry Bloodgood, Cool
hear
can
I
Bartholomew.
&
Maffitt
Budworth,
J. H.

We

,

known scope

of his plays, only one of which

Luke Schoolcraft,

i

J

list

little

"The Avenger." "O'Neil."
say
"Macbeth." "Alexander the Great," "Ambition" and "The Corsair," to
Jibenainosay."
nothing of "The
with
Turning to E. L. Dav«nport, who now recalls him in "The Man
Core"
the
"True
to
Druce,"
"Dan'l
the Red Beard," "The Scalp Hunters,"
shared In hla
and "Who Killed Cock Robin?" Mrs. Davenport always

^-

interested in them.

Romeo and as Othello.
As indication of the

"The Roman

company. I
seemed always to be together."
^
ui.
-^v 4-u
the
with
a night
Wild horses could not drag us to spend a day and
are
we
nevertheless,
Fevtr";
"Hay
children,
ia
HlisB family, parents and
u'.ightily

call.

note the

m

i

Doud Byron, Kate Crehan (Rehan). Mrs. Gates, the ViennoiscS

—

,

dramas by Eugene O'Neill,
St. John Ervine; discussing recent
hov's plays
the people in Tchekhov s
of
all
nearly
with
live
to
says- "I should hate
them. " * " One knows
plays • * * but I am immensely interested in
persons- who, nevertheless, are inlife certain disagreeable, even detestable
his
like a man to like being
icresting to one. It is not necessary to
have known women who loathed each other, yet somehow

I

Chanfraus, the Flor-

E
Chanfrau gave us "Mose" and "Sam"; John Brougham and John
Tlia
Heep";
Uriah
and
Micawber
of
parts
original
their
play
"will
Owens
Murdered
Florences appeared in "Tlie Sanguinary Bootjack, or the
CushCharlotte
bootjack?
a
is
what
ask,
someone
Lemon"; Did I hear
man played Romeo; Adah Isaacs Menken, gave them the "D 1 in Paris,"
John Wilkes Booth as late as September. 1863. appeared as Richard Third,

.

licaring

So

S-

Barney Williamses, John Brougham. Maggie Mitchell, William
Warren (his first appearance in Boston), Anna Cora Mowatt, Ed-s^in
Adams. James W. Wallack. Barry Sullivan, Charies Fechter, Joseph ProcWyzeman Marshall,
tor, Joseph Jefferson, E. A. Sothem, Laura Keene,
Menken, Lydia
Isaacs
Adah
Montez,
Lola
Family,
the Batemans, the Ravel
LawThompson, Pauline M^rkham, Julia Dean Hayne, C. W. Couldock,
RusSmith
Sol
Vestvali,
rence Barrett, Mrs. D. P. Bowers, Mm«. Celeste,
Family,
Yokes
The
Thompson.
Denman
Robson.
Stuart'
sell. Frank Mayo.
Emma Maddern, Kate Fisher, Leo Hudson, 2oe. Lisa Weber, Sontag, Mrs.
Jane
Farren. Louis Aldrich. James E. Murdock. Julia Bennett. Barrow,
Coombs. Emma Walker, Dan Bryant, the Worrell Sisters, John E. Owens,
all answer Lq
Children, the Holnians. John L. Sullivan and Buffalo Bill,

present
countries, but th^ public insists on
unfamiliar
concerning
Travelogues
and cities which they
descriptions and seeing picture.s of lands

Mr

S

Edwin Booth. Edwin Forrest, John Wilkes Booth,' Junius Brutus
Helen
Booth, Jr., Charlotte Cushman, E. L. Davenport, J. H. Hackett,

Oliver

here.

iiHve

those boards.

ences, the

contemporaneous composers. He gives us the
to bring out pieces by
them. Certain composers are no longer
disliking
opportunity of liking or
concert^.

1866 marks the appearance of Isaac B. Rich above the horizon, froMi
which time and thereafter the names of "top-liners" became exceedingly
rare, but as evidence of the truth of my assertion regarding its formct
have trodden
ill the roll of those known to fame, who
majesty, I will

Western. Lucille Western, Jean Davenport, the F.

-\7s Noces.-' How many
.ittend a performance of them here?

What would wc

resumed, when Willard "bobbed up serenely"'

in 1863.

have the interest of the theatre at heart
York. It would be interesting to know how
saw "Rain" before it was brought to thi.
Boston
n nnd women of

Ko^konians

in turn

I

i

,

.

SeFmour _look«
Before removing this from my typewriter, Winiam
way
of jogging my memory (I waa
by
me
reminds
and
shoulder
my
over
father and mother were members of
t^vo years old at the time) that his
WiUard tenancy, he as the 1«JW
first
the
during
Company
the Howard
lady," terms quite obsocomedian" and she as "soubiette" and "walking
and their joint salary was $35. (The Greenwich
lete at the present time,
the two superior Boston stock
Village Theatre. Provincetown Players and
that they lijed^J
companies please note.) Furthermore, he informs me
but it must be rememb^ed that
the Hanson House in ScoUay square,
centre of the square, the buildings
"Scollav's Building" then occupied the
street, so that Court street was
Hanover
to
neariy
extended
once
ha^^ng
it now is, but a continuous crooked
snake
disjointed
the
not originally
Row only.
thoroughfare, and "Scollay Square" was Treniont
since my first article, of the appearances
I am further reminded,
who starred in "The Hidden Hand, Mrs.
liere in 1868 of Emma Maddern,
Crow.
Southworth's New York Ledger storj', and in "Nip the
black hair in long and
A picture of her at the time represents her with
shoulders, and a high cut
voluminous curis. falling gracefully over her
with numerous braided frogs.
adorned
and
throat,
her
on
well
up
waist,
Maddern was an aunt
Every one may not know, so I will add that Emma
being the w^fe of
she
Stevens,
Emily
of
mother
of Mrs. Fiske and the
Bob Stevens,
kw)^^'n as
Robert Stevens, commonly and very favorably
so very long ago, as one reckons the history
1 well-known manager of not
name is perpetuated by a son of the same
of the theatre in America. His
estimable and successful director and manager,
most esi
name
name, a mosi

EDEN

m

FRANK CARLOS

GRIFFITB.

—

^lonari....^
.1.
AVo 1U.V0 consulted
and ^-v«
orthodox dialect, Blang
P^'»'"/
no definition. It
notes arc
>^ot«3
his «<i'tlon---^e
beck Hill

CONCERTS OF THE WEEK

ways
did at an earlier dale. In other
same.
the observance was practically the
The farm was In the Stowe family, rny
paternal ancestors, for over ZOO years,
am very sure that durh»« that time
t
no dice or playing cards were ever allowed on the premises. They were regarded as implements of the devil. There

•.

P
Symphony Hall, 3:30
spe='a' "o^'""
Symphony
M^usic for two pianos. See
rk ^
m.,
P.
3:30
Mollis Street Theatre.
See special notice
Mas^n'l'o^lictrr, Mrsrreve=i?ng''er.

SUNDAY

orchestra.

It

m

Mr.

,

"Boston" Public i-;'';r4;.^,"sret?^;T°Ba%"erin
^
2' Griff es, Two okcvi^u^^

No
A major, Op.

77

oSartet.

No.

41.

TUESDAY-Symphony
Symphony

Boston

3

c"""/*
See

conductor.

Mr.

orchestra,

M.,
R.15 hp w-.
Hall,_8.l5

^ ^^^^^^
"Thames, Schumann.

historical

Hall, 3.15 P. M..^.^^^

notice.

Jordan

In^dfa^n

"'
almost explains the useenlighten
Soot
"but." Will some

„.,_
us?j

Ed.

°;*ra^,
spec.a.

Mme. Neva

was no musical instrument, and my
grandfather's singing was limited to
two songs, "Hark from the Toombs
and "Brave Wolf,"ijho latter never be
Ing sung on a Sundaj^.

i

.

D've luv us, 'AiTy?

and Breaking."

xAypniMESDAY—Jordan
WEDN&iuwif
-

^_

Bedetti,
,
p M..
w"-- Jean
Hall, 8.15 P.
^ur^- 'eel o solos, Breval,
Debussy and Jean Mura ^aiieqro Spiritoso;

,

How

,/

us'

of I/>naon
did the costermongers

Phrase ••muck
to use this verbal
about" for "fondle"?
J^^""^^^
who
of his officer
;oldler was speaking

happen

-mucks about

ironical to .find under
definitions In the 0^°^"^ „^'f '°"^cic'lng
fanatic or hyprocrlte; ^ P"!J'"_i^,';on'^"

concert of
See speca

t^ie.

notice,
^^^^
last

con

,

refinement:

Beethoven, Quartet,

l=^^aTor;%verQv;a?tel"rmaJor;

a c°"^«'

Koussevitzky conductor.

b^^rowed from the Oerrn^nJ-U^c^^r

program

Young

with
base of

to do

has
cniei
"0.= nothing
and Princess from Rimsky-Kor- ^rief"
MacDowell's
-akoff's "Schererazaae";
episodes S°' "ITll wort
Indian Dance, and most of the
Saint-Saens "Le Carnaval des AniconGoodrich
Wallace
maux" for which
and Miss Lee
rlucted, and Mr. Schelling

was

intelllgeiu.
iiiuslctaii. rathei' thin, not

beautiful; like the Empress Josephine,
hpr tevth were not good. At Cirey the
,

untirlngrly and played ivlth
ideal mistress for a
."=!he
zest.
man of letters. When at last she fell

two wrote

hand-

in love with a younger man. the
.«ome officer, Saint-T.,ambert, the idyl
that
turn'ed to farce, with an ending

in

it.

Extraordinary

Voltaire's life, as
wa.'? this episode in
extraordinary as the comedy played hy
him and Frederick the Great.

r

tended a

The writings of Voltaire fill many
volumes, an ama:2ing monument of inHow many of them are read
dustry.
"Candlde," perhaps "Zadlg,"
today'
but who wades, through the other romances, witty as they are, the mnumerahle pamphlets, the poems, the tragehiston
histories,
half-dozen
I'alf-dozen
the
Of
dies"
dies?
"Charlet. XIT" may be found In schoolrooms; perhaps "La Siecle de Loui.s
XIV"; vet Voltaire was an admirable
historian— just, vivid, striving for acMr. Adllngton Is not shockeij
curacy.
by the burlesque poem "La Pucelle.'
been called by many "inhap
which
famous"; he declares it to be Voltaire's
one real poetic success outside of his
verse.

was a stage dramatist; his dramatic
poetry does not "overpower and crush
actor, producer, decors, the very theAs a critic he could not
atre itself."
He
understand imaginative poetry.
sense, vraisemblance,
"good
for
looked
sobriety, precision, elegance, clarity"
qualities that distinguish his own prose,
whi<h was his true medium. \Va.s he a
Bergson and Bertrand
philosopher?
Russell would say, not a bit of It. He
Locke, Xewton,
followed
and
admired
Leibnitz, Descartes, as in his attacks
on religion he was indebted to Bollngbroke. Voltaire's mind was "essentially
n«n-metaphy8lcal, he was primarily
an artist," but he was the most Influential of the "philosophers" who were
"reforming publicists of non-Christian
ideals."

—

Aurelius to the, at that time, persecuting religions, France thought regretfully of Grecian gods and goddesses.
••God exists, but remotely, intangibly,
unknownably," according to Voltaire;
••the duly of man Is to think and to
Candide summed up
act rationally."
the whole matter: "It is necessary to
cultivate my garden."
^ Mr. Adllngton has written a fascinatThe bioging, brilliant, valuable book.
raphies to follow in the series are
vith
to
pleas ure.
looked forwiu-d

SCHELLING GIVES LAST
CHILDREN'S CONCERT
Then Awards Prizes

for Best

Notebooks
this

S

(Cumberland.

children's

were
for

concerts

awarded,
the

best

at

three of
notebooks.

which
them
The

News)

Mil..

MARYLAND BRAIN CROP
IS VALUED AT

girls'

seminary, where an Inher to become a

influenced

uctor

this

Das

hall:

have heard

in the belfrv,"

Ine

News
"BLIZZARDS IN BRAIN BELT"

-

j

An

Lied,

Spinnstub'n.
^T-'"-'^

Das

^

;

I

1

der

spricht.

^^^^^

Frauhl
Frauhlmeine
Chevelure
fngsged^ange, Straus; La
Itall
Mandoline, Debussy; Serenade
I Fauni,
enne, Oraison, Chausson; Egle
piping. Bax.
Respighi; I heard a Piper
Lake
A Feast of Lanterns, The Dreamy
The Bird
Griftes; the Heart's Country.
of the Wilderness, Horsman.
known that Miss
.Since it is well
study with
Eells, after a long period of
approval
an able teacher, has won the
critics
competent
and
of both audiences
it is only
Un this country and in Europe,
yester-

^^.^ Ruhe
^^^6
Brahms;

1

In

Seele.

.reasonable and fair to infer that
day she was not at her best.
very dry,
\t first she sang with tone,
As time wore on she betlustreiess.

tered
'cjroap,

it,

till

finally,

she could

In

summon

English

her

sufficient res-

middle
onance to give her voice, in its
beauty. One
range, a vefy considerable
rif"
phrase in particular, the first 1" f
"Dreamy Lake," she colored
ifes's
ich.armlngly.
'

With her voice so out

of sorts. Miss
,

sing
Balls could not be expected to
So tar as iiiwith warmth or ardor.
might
musicianship
and
telllgence
It is to be hoped
serve, she sang well.
when
again,
soon
;he will visit Boston
conditions are less uncomfortable.
^^aif-.
Given those conditions. Mr.

born

/^''',
ig39 what would
J"
^:;\rof"m^\tand°nowo;k have done?

am neatly mlsGen. "Custer, unless I
f
in 1876
the Indians
tallen was killed by
How come';
when'he was 37 years old

— ~^
T. P. H.

"I recklessly bought the edition of
Boswell's 'Johnson,' recommended some

worthy edition, but I
weeks ago; it Is
regret the absence of a footnote, It has
Boswell
caused me great annoyance.
Gordon's
praising
reports
Johnson
palates (a dish of palates at the Hon.
Alexander Gordon's).

This

of speaking, of course; Just

la

a manner

as

I

prefer

Mrs. Purlngton's doughnuts to others.,
Palates may be a camouflage, there are
such In the culinary art, but If It Is to
be taken literally the question Is—whose

and why

if

such a delicacy has

been cast into the discard?
have consulted the dictionary, Miss
Farmer and Mrs. Lincoln, none of them
It

"I

are Informing."

.

THEATRE — "The

FINE ARTS

White-headed Boy," an Iri.sh comedy In
three acts by Lennox Robinson, produced by the Theatre Guild of Boston,

as the first play of its eighth seawith the following cast:
Leontlno Wilcox
Oeogheran
.\Ir?».
Ilei- family:
„
Franoi-s PearBon
C^eorge
Oporee
.SVilUam Travers
1,ptj-

Inc.,
ion,

Theresa Hayes

'

i,-.^!,,"

]',„..

'
.

.'

.

Chaftey
Pawtett
Helen Hines
arv Kate ford
v.

DulTy...

.

IHannrili

ITS LINE

becomes necessary
it
woman to "go on her
it

f"'' ..^^^^..^^"''"^

own

seems

^'^her to
me pert
queer ro e

to

the
nent /to comment on
Press in
pfayerby the Associated
aPPearance^

.Ci-rii Scheli^c
'Aunt Kllen
in the years of its work since 1918,1
the Theatre Guild of Boston, unlike the
Tlieatre Guild of New York, seems to
have been content to pivot in its amateur orbit. The similarity of jiames o.'
inevitably
organizations
two
these
brings to mind the comparison in their
strides, and local pride perhaps makes

fmi

will.

Of late

it

shows

to be very, very
to indulge in comment.

desiring

Vicinre-au^

Hen^e

its

on the Talventure into music criticism
is exceedLv occasion, and the result
these gems:
in-lr funny. Consider,

with the
"TO bring out each note and make
tones
claritv of her mature
was her task.'
i* true and full
place in
".•Made for herself a secure
opera sopranos.
of
the front rank
startllng••Her voice, free, liquid

iv

mature"—whatever

and

that

may mean—

arias
"went on throughout the closing

W.

Te« and the Associated Press, apropos
Koussevitzky
of the degree given Mr.

Brown University, described his
"bass
double bass (or contrabass) as a
The wonder is that the Assoviolin."
"bass",
spell
not
did
Press
ciated
"base."—Ed.
by

MARLBORO
tlie

IN

THE

.

!

which to work with the drama and
accomplish nothing of more value than
the study of a few plays each season.
The play last evening lias lieen billeil
in 1622 the
on Boston boards before,
Irisli Players from Ihv^ Abbey Theatre
Slrcet
HoUis
tlie
in Dublin gave it at
as a mem
i Theatre, with Marie O'Neill
in

I

'

It seemed a verx
orable Aunt Ellen,
th.
simple thing then, and the work o)
am:^•cast look'ad like child's play. In
ai
snbbtlelles
teur hands, however, its
more noticeable by their absence-not subtle^
Irish plavs are nothing if
lu
and the play, while yet interesting
situations, lost much Of
'

i

and

its

lines

its

charm.

j

get
did not
but the ge.
over " as the phrafle goes;
diiference beUng over" was with the a
Pf throng.^
tween a play read and
The chara'^ters best -"•ttainod of Aun
those
were
the three acts
Mr Pear
Ellen and Mrs. Geoghegan.
son's George got a bad
of a lon„
impression he gave was not
individual, but of a
suffering, soured
find hi.
<i^^"^t
cantankerous one. He

That

is

.

not to say

!

It

-^^^'f,^:

i

ms

had made
stature until after lie
lie familj.
first long speech to
ovejacted
..o.newhat
John Duffy wa,s
and Denis, the whiteheaded
'in niaoes
Three of
was not acted at all.
!

bov!
the people

who had

J^'^^.^
h
Ford ^ith
admi^abij- with them-Mis.^
aija
Hannah Mr. Traver.« with Peter,
'"l^'^--

Chaffey with Donough. Th^'^„Z^^d
they had to do-^sliofefl
of
t^l^n most
more imaginative qualityexcepting
Miss
the. rest of the cast,
Sfhelbe and Miss Wilcox.
produolior
great weakness in the

Mr
'60'S

World Wags:

read with much interest the article
Herald about the
In a recent Bosttin
family Sunday observances of 60 years
ago in the part of the country where the
writer then resided. It reminded me of
the days of about the same period when
grandfather's farm
I often visited my
At that time, however,
in Marlboro.
Sunday there did not commence on Saturday at sundown or end on Sunday
evening, although I have been told that
1

i

one wish something more significant
would develop from the Boston Guild.
Eight years, after all, is a long time

act."

As

.

;

its

Report of^he girl's first
to be a
The \ P. was once content
events-facts
masnificent chronicler of
signs of
f

.

i

—sure

and

11.

I

\s the World Wags:
'°"
o*
Vow that the ballyhoolng
subsided and
Ta^ley has In a

success or failure,

Donegan

Rosi'oc

I'ouough BOIDiiii
Duffy

.liilin

,I)^lia

Curtis
Wiilligan

Elizabeth
..ISlanor

'

,

OUT OF

D.

Mr. George Stuart of Hull's Crossing

The Fine Arts

.sented at

of the
expresmight have played accompanl••Her face took on a rapt
brilliant,
less
though
which,
n-.ents
a
to
helpful
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Mordkin.

The

and form amazingly like
others answered v«ry

Karyl N'orman, known as the "Creole
ashlon Plate," is heading the bill at B.
. Keith's this week In an entertaining
program of songs. His act is beautifully
et with shiny gold cloth drops apd he
carries with him two pianists instead of
the usulkl single accompanist. His gowns
are suitable and his songs were quite
In keeping with the sort of thing he does
"Batik Lou," a sob sister numbest.
ber all about a Greenwich "Village lady
in remorseful mood stood out as his.
best ballad. "I'm Sitting on Top of the
World" w^as another that was well liked.
While he has always closed his act by

«•

R-

well.

Bordtjnl

Theatre—Irene

Tremont
"Naughty

Cinderella,"

In

Side of New York where Paine lived,
and the house where he died. Like
Voltaire he was represented in orthortrx legend as having died painfully reIf not
l)c;itant, and for two generations,
an
lons-cr, was held up to scorn as
funeral
his
1809
in
day
a
On
'atheist
train set out for the long ride to his
place of burial on the outskirts of New
Rochelle. Paine, dead, was committed
to him
to the earth on the farm given
by the State of New York In recogniindeAmerican
to
services
tion of his
pendence. The tall monument over the

'

|

The

TO urTt^'the

a

and radicals.
About 25 years ago an old trustee of
a college with which I was then connected insisted that Paine's works be
excluded from the library. I'm not sure
that this act of a very old man was so
had a sign of those times as a recent

G. T. S.

CHERRYRUM
CHEERIO, CHEEREEI,

cast:

Gerald Gray

eta'

freckles

and he's

all

grown

u'p)

Hamtree Harrington and Cora Green

seen here before In
of the all-colored productions "do
their stuff" as only their kind can do-

who have been
some

"Nobody's Gal."
AVIU & Gladys Ahearn are back again
In "A Spinning Romance" and their
material has been changed and advanin

V

Deno & Rochelle, assisted by the
Deno Brothers and Dave Herman's band

have an unusually entertaining dancing act In which an "Apache" dance
done In Charleston tempo Is a feature.
The whole affair has been staged and
produced by Deno & Rochelle.
The remaining acts were all enter-

^

taining-.

^•

incident at my own house
Paine's "Common Sense"

"Aloma

of th

Mrs. nidgley

HI,, Kerr

Reginald Rldgley

Leonard Carey
Stembler
Dan Kanole

5'""-

Sally
R'-Jsley

..il

.

,.^*"<>y

f,?!'*"'

^y*"t
S^J^Ii
U
Bob
Holden
Sylvia Templeton

Moan?"'''*"'"
y,",^

George Fitzgerald
Thomas McLarnle
Walter Agees

Ray Collins
Dof's Williams
Mary Ann Dentler
Ed. Brady

Harry C Bannl.ter
Ruth Vbbot^
Ben Ta^gan
•

•

•

•

La oTtana
Yurleva

Nahoma

"Aloma,"

Vlctnrin-

the bigge'st' sen'satioti in
years, arrived last night In Boston after
six
months
a
stay In New York with
three months in PWiadelphia to' boot
The play's success is entirely crediblepeople of all tastes, or nearly ail have
opportunity to find what they crave
Persons who_^ Interest themselves In
'

rare and mirth-provoking

as the Chee_

.

'

i

:

I

!

!

i

never disappoints those who like their
Start with a misunderHopwood.
standing bound to lead to shrleklngly
compromising situations of an Intimate
nature, have a set for the last act
which contains two or more bedroom
two-score lines with
Invent
doors,
blatant double-meanings, get a couple
and
a few men of the
girls
of pretty
stage clubman type, and then give the
play a name with a kick, like "Naughty
In fact,
Cinderella," and you're off.
the current piece Is so much like Hopwood that it seems almost like a subtle
parody of his technique. It Is a farce
•well-carpenter'ed. Kvery thing Is tacked
down neatly; there are no loose ends
'flopping:, for which let us be grateful in
It is
t'.iese da:.-si of Boston try-outs.

brawny giant

the

In

Inside bids

him come

I once saw the most
of Paine
rubbing shoulders at midnight with the

crowd at the "French

ribald

|

with Miss Babette.

|

rward\'nd'bLrthe%xpedltlon on

rcoS'of^VfSus
thousands
reeled at her by
Most expeditions
f
loose many norses
ts^l foo^ only

-

1

\ oi

if

you

like. Is

woLilcl

f/^^^
'^^e front

Orchestra

she

says

Twinkleyes

Miss

unboH

g^^^^^^^^^^

uii

hnt

still,

that even the persecuted
be tempted to revenge
did the f li;nice come their way. Capt.
the British midshipsaid
that
Marrj-at
man of his day, far from learning the
lesson of tolerance from the severities
he suffered, was apt to grow Into a
bully when promotion came.
the Kuspk-ion

1

of

Worse

civic affairs.

to

already
''^The'bo'rof the opera ha.

L»

In

I

^^r^agf^^^^°e^^'°-

A<5ia

ball"

York. He was a man of unlmneachable character, but no doubt a
fundamentalist of that day would have)
thought him in precisely the right compuny. Sometimes I wonder whether atiy
organized religious communion except,
tiie Quakers would refuse to persecute
unbelievers should it have power In

New

riaTt^LTeirn'of'-u^s^reinry^^^^

Program

^^^^^^^

-^^n^otrn^wUU^esava^

Fourth

Gives

Illustrative

of Period

falsetto voice,

rewards a sure-fire situation.
But Bordoni Is Bordoni, and therein
lies the chief difference between this

particular farce as we see it, and many
others which were built In the same
To see her fluid brand of cofactory.
quetry once more Is to realize anew how
Is

the Judgment of thousands
on and off the stage who

copy her.

The play takes place

In

Paris

and

a triangle.
starts with
Gerald wishes to go to Venice with
at the
arrive
Mrs. Penton, and they
remarkably simple solution of taking
Venice.

the
the

making the young
owned that 1 could
had read "Common

Sense" as a whole.
Curiously enough,

while he limbers
up his pltchng arm, sure-fire laughter
in

men-

famous American biographer

straying

good theatre, and when the
husband taps on the bedroom door and

of these.

was

graduate

By way of
thing.
folk comfortable I
not recollect that I

what^wrth

again,
;;L^4^%:e\^ Recovered

Is

student of a
tioned, and
famous university owned that he had
never heard of the book or the man. At
this a Vassarian present said the same

a

Broadway success

1

unerring

South Seas," play in three acts, by John
B. Hymer and LeRoy Clemens. Presented by Paul C. Mooney. The cast:

exploring ^'^P^^
the proposed

I

of actresses

WILBUR THEATRE:

in

r,

which came to Boston la»t night. Borsodoni Is etm the same delightful,
phlsticated and engaging Bordonl, and
Averv Hopwood Is now and forever
"Hopwood. His recipe never varies and-

!

so.

-Orlando Daly

one could write of the

cles

Deverell

Germalne Leverrler
[.?°
Mary Rob'"-^""
Chouchou Rouselle
K. O. Bin Sntlth
lima
Alfred
Policeman
An Italian
The title page of the program Is,
as
after all, as comprehensive a review

.

seen in a sketch entitled "Jerry
Makes Good," which is not parftcularly
Still Mr.
Interesting nor entertaining.
Barry had to do something In the
kid and
longer
a
period when he was no
yet not old enough to do older parts.

tageously

John

,

are

it

Betty Murray

FenioA

e

Rnnnv West
Th"omL PenloA

,

singing in a natural baritone ' olce, this
time he uses the combination of baritone and falsetto soprano for entertaining comedy results. In more than one
song.
/
Tom Smith, who bills himself as an
"artist, a gentleman and a scholar," did
not seem to go over so well ye.seterday
afternoon as usual, although his act is
Just as funny as ever. Harry Newman
Wesley Barry
Is a first-rate assistant.
and company (the same freckled face
only
there are no
fame,
movie
boy of

more

;?*?'^t,
^^"n^n^fl'l
Mario Balmondl

TocniiBB

to believe

ivc s

t

wapiti."

i

'

.

long denouncing Paine,
In him, and with the
aid of two negro laborers dug up his
carried it to England,
and
night
body by
stood close to the roadside.
For more than a dozen years I lived
a few miles fi'om the Paine monument.
Here a body of blatant atheists used to
a-isemble on Palne's birthday to do him
honor. They sat in the very shadow
with
of the monument inscribed all over
Paine's works acquotations from
knowledging his belief in God as creaThus
tor and ruler of the universe.
he was misunderstood by both conserva-

came

train-freed!

Cambridge.

i

after

Cobbett,

,

forest the

i

empty grave, empty because WlUlam

,

^
,
took no

It

"Their journey concluded,

"romantic

song-farce" by Avery Hopwood, which
the
the program describes as "far from
French of Rene Peter and Henri Falk."

j

syllable

_

Thomas Paine s
name with that of Volialre recalls to
of Paine
reminiscences
some
my mind
used to know well tho pleasant old
I
West
lower
fashioned quarter on the

,

week.

who

a boat with no load, 'whence and from
where?' the reply wouM be 'Taunton,
^
you"; but If luck was good,
there would be a hearty shout, 'Taunton,
good Lord.' The phrase Indicated good

.

Shubert— "Naughty

He

of
catch.

STATE THEATRE

:

j

j

ho lived in Taunton, as
said that In the spring run
could, hurrted out for a
Returning home, If one hailed

his people,

lad..

fish, all,

I

Parade,

CASTLE SQUARE

a

,

Laurence Stalling's story
and Renee
war, with John Gilbert
Adoree. Seventh week.

Irish Rose,"

With

1

1

Second week.

Second week.

in

AT

'THE TORRENT'

i

stand
way, wear Very few clothes. Some
It,
the trying costume, or want of
'better than others.
""Mr. Clement Wood, reviewing a life of
But there Is more than atmosphere, in Edward Coote Plnkney for the New
There Is
its many meanings, to attract.
York Evening Post Literary Review,
The play unfolds the writes: "Of course, today, the poet afrousing drama.
loss
for
who,
American
Thus are
tale of a young
bootlegger."
and the fluences like aadditions to the English
of his betrothed, took to drink
there strange
and
him
cured
too
islands, where Aloma
dictionaries which already have
Unlike most of
fell In love with him.
Why "affluent" the Ianmarry- many words.
his kind, the young man was for
guage?
3ut the lady he loved
ing the girl.
venturned up with her drunken husband
The A P., as wa have eald, has
and— the story shall not be given away. tured on the glorious career of a music
Matters moved quickly and stirringly, critic. Speaking of Mr. Koussevltzky s
with a native lover to take a hand and
triumphs as a Pl'^yer of the double
not to early
definitely Ina villalnaus brute of a sailor,
bass the A. P. became
realism
forget a thunder storm, In Its
the double
chose
^°'?T'"^'Koussevltzky
really fearsome.
seen at the
Sentiment is not to be left out of ^he
bass, tne great horn usually
count, nor love very frankly expressed,
back of the orchestra."
on the part of the brown girl for the
wv!ll as
as
too,
humor,
In
man.
white
THE MIODLEBORO ELK
native's plam
in serious matters, the
World Wags:
the
As
their
to
used
are
for
speech and artlessness
Anent the question of ^J^Y^lJ°l
having
full extent.
floPPerty
("flipperty,
"Wapiti"
So people of many tastes wUl Ime
Herald of Feb.
teen suggested in The
"Aloma."
26) may I propose
little naUve
the
plaj-ed
Dentler
Miss
the wapiti
"Captivity ended, rejoicing,
hussy with a certain charm, and at the
sped hopplty.
Alone through the forest
end with some pathos. Of her Island
hoppity."
lover, Mr. Collins made a strikingly
penultimate of the
picturesque figure, in bearing suitably
Or, accenting the

week.

Big

of course,

these natives,

patra," Shaw's play
and last
done, now in its second

Majestic-"The

Piatt,

Livingston

glow
Though becomingly simple they Sea
with color. They suggest the South

ISagles

play,

by

designed

tings

New Park—"Rain," with Jeann*

It

husband along

too.

'

WHEN THE

i

Wags)
(For AS the World
would say:
Now's the time when pa
today
"Wal, I must go out

Suite
V.aun" Rimsky-Korsakov,
Strauss, Tone
;he opera "Tsar Saltan";
I'lnlanIMeni, "Don Juan"; Sibelius,

'a

place;
And tidy up the sugar
there s no U-ace
Cut some wood, for
I know.
year's
P"^.
Left from last
flow.
Most time for the sap to

Mr. Koussevit7.ky conducted.
the whole repillustrate a pebelongs to his
he had grown
««"<=t™°"'°"/
pontifloal one might say,
n his music: before he ^^^^ "J^^^^^'tlsi
s greatest
England
as
trumpeted forth
The "Cockaigne" overture
composer.
portraying in tones the Lo"^"'^

how many

I

interesting and on
resentative selection to
Elgar's overture
riod
Vounger period, before

must

all set;

Then Bunny

Let Gerald
fixer has a scheme.
take a demi-mondalne with him, so that
husband will be off his guard. She Is
summoned, and arrives simultaneously
with a beautiful but respectable applicant for e secretaryship, one Germalne.
The decks are shitted, and she engages
to pose as his companion so that he may
continue to circulate In the triangle,
as It were. It is nedless to say that the
Is expanded to a quadrangle,
and keeps on expanding until all angles

triangle

are confused In the maze of true farce.
Scenes, directing, and acting were all
Miss Bordoni's
adequate.
efflclently
songs, "Do I Love You7", "That Means

Nothing to Me," and "Mia Luna," were
well received, and her costumes brought
H. F. M.
applause all their own.

life

Micl the sap

"

An

I'll look the
the
from^"^'f
Sort the old ones
get-

Sorter like to-be

;

tlia

"Guess
.See

The Boston Symphony orc^^^J,^*
concert of the "f'L^ l''^*"'
'^^e
afternoon the„e
series played yesterday
overture,
Elgar, "Cockaigne"
pieces:
Afternoon of
F ebu'sv, "Prelude to the
from
fourth

SAP BEGINS TO START

when England was truU

Mcrrj

begins to surge

gentle urge;
T^'kV the spring's first
through root and twig.
LTp an'd down
and big.
Giving life to small

brink
Catkins on the river
blink.
Most are ready now to green
And the tiny shoots ofare seen.
now
On the branches soon depart
AVinter days will
When the sap begins to start.
rVA H. DREW.
Boston.
_

-

"TAUNTON, GOOD LORD"
origin of
some one asked recently the
good Lord. Mrs.
the phrase, "Taunton,
Wollaston

M I

writes:

DalWmple Bishop of
"My father was born

In

18U.

worKS,

in

niscp amone his orchestra!
in Its
the most characteristic
that it
the express.0'.
poetil expression, and than
woiks
cerebral
is less purely

S

m

came later.
o„it„„'- Is
io
Saltan
The Suite from "The Tsar "est^ Per
at his
Rimsky-Korsakov
not
of
movement
the first or the last
that

'

haps
have aone
^he'-Scherazad." suite would
The Tsar
him greater justice, for i"
this
Saltan"-the composer thought
works-the
finest
opera was one of his

^ i1

—

-

:

queant laxls
Ucsonare flbrip
Mlra gestorum
Famuli tuorum
.

on two occasions.
che.'strated the little
u-

Kl;'>' 'i'>B

The games, "TIrlUtentaine" and "Cache

orchestra-i

the musical Ideas,

cache," are among
Rabelais mentions.

In
oitlier "Till liuleiispiegJunu" v.'ns In order. It \»i
j

,

the

many

Solve pollutl
Labit reatum

that

Paul HIndemlth wholly unhere. Mme. Oauthler has sung
songs by him. Only last November hia
"Little Chamber Music for Five Wind
Instruments" was performed at a concert of the Boston Flute Players' Club.
HIndemlth, who was born in 1895, has
been astonishingly productive for so
young a man. He has written three
or four operas and a mass of orchestral and chamber music. As the viola
of the Amar String quartet, he has
traveled much, and It is said that he
has composed much of his music In

Nor
known

.

Is

80 the notes of the scale were
as ut, re, ml, fa, pol, la (C. D. E.
P. G. A.). Later "do" was substituted
for "ut," It Is --iaid, by G. B. Doni, who
died In 1647; but the first to discuss the
M. Bononuse of the word "do" was

And
known

clnl In 167S.

railway cars.
Since 1906 he has been the chief conductor of the Frankfort Opera House
Opinions differ as to the
orchestra.
worth of his music. Some put him at

I

the head of the younger German composers by reason, of his "fresh and full

.

Monday

hall,

:

I

Thursday evening, In Symphony hall,
London String quartet, and In Jor-

the

don hall, Lambert Murphy, tenor.
Thursday afternoon, Doris Doe, Con-

"The Firebrand" has '^at last heen
played In London.
"The program gravely warns us that
'The Firebrand' Is not a 'document.'
Without this guidance, perhaps we
might have had serious misgivings about
Alessanthe history of Florence under
'What woman
dro de MedUo.
wouldn't be bold,' says the Duchess,

next
The People's Symphony orchestraoverSunday will play the eood old
Mozart s
ture to "La Dame Blanche,"
s
symphony In G minor, Salnt-Saens
Suite A

I

|

;

I

Sandmannchen, Brahms Ein solcher 1st
n*!n Freund, Erich Wolff.
Songs of the Hebrides, arranged by
(a) The SeaMarjory Kennedy-Fraser
gull of the Land-Under- Waves, (b) Milk;

j

t

.

Tomorrow

[

Waves Dashing and
Rachmaninoff
Breaking, Rimsky-Korsakoff.
Although earlier this season she sang
as a soloist with the Handel and Haydn
society, last evening's was Nevada van

|

;

I

j

I
'

der Veer's

first

of a
So Mr. Pepys Is row the hero
opera In London. The plot Is deconcerned
scribed as rather thin. It Is

balla'd

concert here this sea-

She chose a program somewhat
out of the ordinary, a program that
neither commenced with nor included
the
any of
nor
a Handelian air,
eighteenth century arias with which',
task.
her
to
the singer usually warms
AUthough she was obviously suffering from a cold, and so not in her
accustomed form, she sang throughout
with the amazing vocal skill, and command of the fine points of the singer's
There
art that are peculiarly her own.
of'
are few who can sing Tne two songs
Brahms with such exquisite nuance, and
such
with
"sensitiveness to mood, as she,
smooth••m, untiring breath control and

flirtation witlj
chiefly with Mrs. Pepy's

about by
her dancing master brought
Nell
her husband's philandering with
Gwynn and that Mrs. Knlpp, from whose
music
and
words
lips he took down the
him. Nell
of a song that greatly pleased
makes him up as a ridiculous Roman
jealous
when
general at the moment
Mrs Pepys Is about to Intrude. Nell
was
does her a good turn when she
thinking of eloping with the dancing

son.

.

'

man by "vamping" him
transforming him

]

not limited to the singth f lleder, for on occasion she can
pec* ith immense volume, but always
She never strains
an(\'', the pattern.
rhy^^t, or to heighten the climax.
Is
.'in the Wolff, and in some of
Ma > of the Hebrides, there was a
Vl«~.' metal in her forte passages,
Is
ccasional suggestion of vibrato.
I
voice,
le'
is not a particularly warm
a
cool, firm contralto with almost
,5
too
rather
was
it
So
soprano range.
bad that she Insisted on singing four of
the Hebrides songs, for they all sounded
very much alike and in them her sing-

M^r range

Is

'

ing grew somewhat monotonous In its
Mr. Wille was an
lack of tonal color.
exceptionally able accompanist, and the
"oncert, as a whole, gave evident pleasure to an audience of good size.

E. G.

Into

herself

and

In a
read that

a puppet

We

fair booth.
making
Clifford Bax has succeeded In
of the
his dialogue sufficiently Idiomatic

Bartholomew
.

of diction.

i-s

I

I

sound17th century and keeping it from
Is
Martin Shaw's music
ing stilted.

warmly praised

for its

"infallibly deli-

likes
cate touch." "Pepys himself, one
a few of
to fancy, would have found not
and
the (mostly) playful little songs
concerted pieces here given to him and
As
taste."
his
to
vastly
his companions

Pepys complained of his wife's bad muwho
sical ear, perhaps Miss Sieve King,
took the part, did well to wander from
the true pitch.

SenalUe;
Tschalvariations on a Rococo theme,
Debussy;
kowskl; Sonata, D m'nor.
Hure;
Sonata, F sharp minor, Jean
I^P'"""^:
Andante, Agitato, Hellman; Sgambatl,
Faure; Neapolitan Serenade,
The Fountain, Davldoff.
be,
Though not everybody, »t may
the less It
Hked the sound of It, none BedettI
o
s
was a happy Idea of Mr.
For It people
plav the Debussy sonata.
them
before
had
did" not enjoy It, they
consider the
a golden opportunity to
workfutiUtv of the most elaborate
to work
nothing
manship if there is
with at hand.
As ingeniously as the most precious
with
taste could wish, Debussy juggled
obssessed
old harmonies; he seemed
Allegro

Spirltoso,

vealed.

I

^<

like

Bellini's,

Mediterranean."

make one

I

1

"

„
•

,j

,

iKson

chief

laterest

his-

in

the

fact

sweetheart, whereas the
little journey

The performance was at

I

j

|

tiroes

it

applauded vigorously.

g*tB
If a preacher or speaker
a name for eloquence and Inspiration,
ever,
he. too, may talk nonsense for
provided ho does it with an air of conThe crowds who as8«mbl« to
viction.
pieir
listen to him bring with them
idea of him which even he cannot dehim,
helps
vagueness
very
His
strov.
they
for "they can read into it what
he
that
will, and all go away believing
-4..
say.—
to
him
expected
said what they

contact.

Clutton-Brock.

"AMERICANA"
boys caught a skunk one
day
Nathan and Mencken and Dreiser—
skunk
Full soon they learned what a

Three

little

could do.

Leaving them sadder and wiser.

not far-fetched or

stare.

Notes and lines:
On page 86 of Balzac's "Ursula," pub- but unfortunately only very late In the
by Roberts Bros., appears the folevening.
prowess
"Unbelievers do not like mu^^^•-"^^^'^IsUfolloT.'B^^tUT^
lowing:
Of Mr. Bedettl's technical
certs this week YnS^em^y^. concerto
sic—a celestial language, developed by let thoso speak who are qualified, ii
symphony No. «' "^"^e Taiiieferre,
101
it
take
Catholicism, which has taken the names
to
willing
they are not
for
the
"^=l'«l"*'...°^'S-.aus3on. concerto
of the seven notes from one of
His playing of melodies •n^v
[granted.
•outdoor Games";
quartet
the
being
note
Hi.
every
hymns;
pleasure.
church
as to gi-e great
Pl^"?.
for vloim,
lines in 'such
from the ballet
irom^_
held infirst syllable of the seven first
tone, by its constant variety,
DeFalla, three dances
Messrs.
gave
It
the hymn to St. John."
terest every minute tense;
can
hymn
this
Instruments
where
tell
me
Will you
hints at the .'sound of many
there
FRED J. LUCEY.
But_
'cello.
be found?
the
from
far removed
cellowas none of that exaggerated
has
Arezio
of
he
"Guldo
as
goes,
which,
As the story
like sweetness, with
paChaueson
early in the 11th century. Inventing a
shown before, Mr. BedettI has no its
,We find no record of
of
tor at
new system of solmlsatlon, the art
All praise to him!
tience.
oerto in Boston.
also
and
muof
the
construction
enough,
Illustrating the
best his tone Is sweet
now Uving In New sical scale by means of certain syl- of a grateful ruggedness.
Mile. Taiiieferre,
enas
first syllables of a
here
the
adopted
lables,"
unknown
not
The audience was both large and
T-nrk is
^w<i= played
o. Paulus Dlaabout 770
uv by
concerto was
»""'r. hymn written aoout
thusiastic.
Her piano
poser.
»The
last season. Tne
festival of St. John the
^^^^^^^
» isvmphony concert
^^'"en original- 3^^^,^,
,"'oStI^ Games" were
ana
Maier
Messrs.
i.^'for two pianos.
leas.
have played them here at
lished

^

longIt is a curtous fact about this
distance popularity that, after It Is once
established, it is not destroyed by olossr

tell.

However, it
might wear, this music proved unusually
The perhearing.
first
agreeable on a
formance was brilliant.
BedettI
Mr.
measure,
good
For
brought forward music more than unHellman,
familiar, new pieces by Mr.

The subject of Burton Holmes travelogue this week will be "Circling the

to

i

The audience must havs enjoT«4

ocoherent music
there was
there
charm, with melodic and rhythmic vano
riety to It, and harmony, though by
fit

his

recital, for

In this second sonata the performfor
ers had no such Job on their hands,

means

\

ness, lot alone the aesthetic side of thinterpretation.

I

mind

make empty music

j

messy, even in the bringing out of the
notes; there was rhythmic unsteadi-

first

do to

of a
St. Francis of Asslsl Is the hero
grand opera by Carlonl at Pesaro. "The
Francis
scene of the first meeting of St.
and Sister Clare and his Hymn to Poverty were specially appreciated." Did
the good saint preach his sermon to the
birds as a grand aria?

Its

little poetry in his conception or In tlie
carrying of it out. And In this music
the lack of a solid technic was also re-

of any value; Indeed, after
pages, he had no melody at
What, after all. Is music without
all.
[it—melody of one kind or another? It
seemed last night a vain thing.
The audience evidently thought otherOr was It the performance they
wise.
applauded? Mr. Fox, who played the
piano part— as he did In the Hure's
sonata—doubtless did all mortal could

the

j

Mr. Halgh was still more unsatisfying In the pieces by Chopin.
He evi
dently mistook fits and starts, baitings
and resumlngs for the "rubato" thought
to be peculiar to'Chopln.
There was

n
with the charm of Intervals of half
His rhythms he twisted Into
tone.
every sort of shape. But all these pain'
were of no avail, for he had no melody
in his

!

music was Inspired by a
of the Archduke Rudolph.

by
Jean BedettI, 'cellist, accompanied
night
Arthur Fiedler, gave a recital last
program:
in Jordan hall. He played this
Cherublns,
Suite Anclenne, Breval; Les

and last concert.
tet win give Its third
quarMozart, Quartet, C major; Ravel,
F major, op.
tet; Beethoven, Quartet,
llCouperIn;
59, No. 1.

;

lies

man and

iJEANBEDEni

night the Flonzaley quar-

|

;

Times.

In
Andrew Halgh will play the plano by
Muslo
Jordan Hall this afternoon.
Halgh,
Medtner,
Beethoven, Chopin,
Scrlabin, Moszkowski, Dohnaynl.

show that

that Marx
found to it the parting of Iresband and
wife CS lovers, grief over the absence
of th« 'srved one, and then the joyous
reunion of the married couple, or the
torically

list.

;

to

to learn In his chosen

[

.

:

Ing Croon, (c) Skye-Water-Kelpie's Lullaby, (d) Kishmul's Galley.
Quelle Souffrance, R. Lenormand Les
Cygnes, Reynaldo Hahn; D'une Prison,'
Hector Panlzza; Gultares et Mandolines,
Gabrief Grovlez.
The Lonely One, Adown the Tide,
from "Chinese Songs," Hubert Pataky;
Lilacs,
Vassilenko
Sergei
Longing,

much

still

ranked highly.

The moon
'when the moon shines?'
must have shone night and day In the
Cellini,
for all
Florence of Benvenuto
the ladles were very bold."— London

Concerto for violoncello
the celgerienne. Mr. Schroeder will b^

and by playing

ho haa

He had yesterday at times what may
be called plausible technic, pleasing for
the moment but superficial. Thus In the
music of Bach his touch was agreeable
and there was a neatness in the fluency
of the performance.
When he came to
the sonata he was not impressive a.>an Interpreter.
The sonata Itself i.'
not one of Beethoven's that are to be

Saturday, Norma Jean Erdmann, soprano, will sing In the afternoon. In the
evening, Myra Hess, pianist, will give
her second recital.

Suite

of the East
art.

tralto.

.

I

Raymond Putnam,

violinist.

;

'van der Veer, contralto, with Stewart
IWiUe as her accompanist, gave the following program of songs
Naf^ht und Traume, Schubert; Wohln?
Schubert; O Kuhler Wald, Brahms
I

Mr. Halgh, we are Informed, Is connected with the musical department of
the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor.
This Is the second time he has
thought It worth while to come all the
way from that town to play In cities

Wednesday evening, Allan Fai-nham,

seph Szigetl, violinist), Roussel.
Resplghl,
from his ballet, 'TPadmavatl"
"Pines of Rome."

Nevada

last evening,

;

Caprice.

pianist.

The orchestra will be out of town
next week. The program for March

Motto

gave a recital
Jordan hall yesterday afternoon. Hi.s
program was as follows: Bach, PYelude
and Fugue, C sharp minor. Beethoven,
Sonata op. 81 A. Chopin, Ballade, G
minor, Valse, A flat major, Nocturne,
F sharp major. Three Etudes, op. 25
Nos. 6, 8 and 16. Medtner, Improvisation, op. 31.
Halgh, Prelude, G minor.
Scrlabin, Poem, op. 32.
Moszkowski,
La
Jongleusa.
Dohnanyl,
Etude-

—Ed.

afternoon,

HALE

pianist,

In

Various concerts are announced for
Albert Stoessel, violinist
next week.
and composer, will assist th» Boston
Chamber Music trio at Its conc»w (CopIwy-Pncja) next Sunday night.

blooded" talent.
Chausson's Concerto was composed
In 1890-91 with a view to a perform;ance by Tsaye and his quartet. It has
been described as really a duet for
violin and piano with the strings merely supporting the latter Instrument. The
In
first performance was at Brussels
the season of 1892-3.
I

By PHILIP
Andrew Halgh,

Harold Samuel will again play music
by Bach in Jordan hall next Saturday
afternoon: G minor Toccata, C minor
Partita, O major French SuUe and five
preludes and fugues.

19-20 will comprise these works: Bach,
Concerto No. 2. F major, for -violin,
oboe and trumpet (edited by
fiute,
Beethoven, Violin Concerto (Jo-

At Jordan

ANDREW HAIGH

Sancte Johannes.

"IK'U
y the folrmer that Strauss's rnemory as
composer of tone poems -will be pre-|
-iTved. possibly beonuse in this music
ae portrayed the roguish side of his
own character. But "Finlandia" gives
only a Pf'or Idea of the peculiar musical
nature of Siblius, though it reveals him
as a patriot, one of the shouting order.
Nor in this Instance was the choice
There Is the impressive and
limited.
mysterious "Swan of Tuonela" for example, a singularly Impressive work
ivhich has not been heard at a subscript!on symphony concert for nearly 10
>ears.
Mr. SpaklInK, prefacing the concert
.\esterday, emphasized the international
cliaracter of the program, stressing the
luuazing power of music to depict environment. In ElRar's overture he saw
"earth." In the "Fa<m," "the land of
dreams"; in "Don .Juan." "romantic
he
RImsky-Korsakoff
events."
To
brought the qualification of "Degas of
SpaldMr.
reiterated
music." Strauss,
ing, tried to bring music more closely
Into relation with daily life.
Needless to say, Mr. Koussevitzky and
the orchestra gave a brilliOMt performance throughout, and especially In
The audience was
the "Finlandia."
large, and appreciative.
01-

:

Taiiieferre orpieces last summer.

liUo.

I

Wiser they were, without a doubt.
But who would ever suppose
That after the skunk had done his work,
The' bo>-3 wouldn't change their dothss.
WOT HO.

INTENSIVE COOKERY

I

(From Newton Proereis)
"Roasting Meats by Temperature

'

JOHNSON AND PALATES

A

correspondent a
quoted this sentence

few days ago
from Boswell's

he
"I remember when
"Johnson":
(Johnson) was in Scotland, his praising
•Gordon's palates' (a dish of palates
at the Honorable Alexander Gordon's)
with a warmth of expression which

might have done honor to more important

subjects."

Our

correspondent

asked what was meant by "palates,"
whether it was a peculiarly ScotUsh
dish.

,
any animal,
palates served on private

We never ate the palate of

we never saw

,

or public table, but men and no doubt
women outside of Scotland have enjoyed them. Mr.s. Haywood in the midIrieasdle of the ISth century spoke of
The French
palates.
oxen's
seeing

seem

to

have been fond

of them.

Ue:e

—

y

-in

As the World Wags:
After the meeting

this excellent tieatlsi

vi

de

boeuf en blanquette, a
"val-au-vent de palais de
de palais de boeuf,"
boeuf a la lyonnaise." Nothaid about the palates of other
-

le,

•

'

"attolets

^

anonymous

contributor writes:
Beeton' on carving a
Cornelius's
Mrs.
(Philadelphia,
Book"

'Mrs.

It

head,

also

lekeepers'

which

had
been one of the principal speakens
jjhad essayed one of those v,ii-wed-towisdom speeches, which proved a dis[mal flop) the wife said: "Well, old boy,
Ldid the chairman eulogize you?" "No,"
Lsald I, "he gave me one of those dam
who - needs - no - introduction Introduotlons." "Oh," said she, neat and snappy
(in

with cow-heel."
shall never know how the palates
prepared at the house of the Hon.
lider Gordon, but we may well
e that Dr. Johnson ate Immoderof them, altbougb he thought he
'was an epicure. Did he not say to a
lady at whose house he was about to
sup: "I, madam, who live at a variety
of good tables, am a much better Judge
pf cookery than any person who has a
very tolerable cook, but lives much at
hLomerfor his palate Is gradually adapted to the taste of his cook; whereas,
madam, in trying by a wjder range, 1
oan more exquisitely judge."
No guest for plain persons who might
have asked him to take pot luck. Did
'le not once say to Boswell:
"This was
good dinner enough, to be sure, but
|t was not a dinner to ask a man to."
How simpler In his taste Is Mr. Herkimer Johnson! His appetite Is moderate; he abhors sauces; mushrooms
are not to his taste, though he does
not openly object to them when he Is
seated by his hostess but quietly lets
the mushroom soup pass untasted; he
eats almost everything except tripe,
Brussels sprouts and lettuce sandwiches.
Give him a slice of cold corned beef,
creamed potatoes and a saucer of India
pudding, and he Is content. It was once
our privilege to see the eminent sociologist at the evening meal In his
cottage by the sea. He was cheerful,
witty. Informing, stimulating over a
teacup of crackers and milk with a
saucer of preserved peaches on the
side. No wonder he Is a deep thinker
with lofty Ideals. With an unclouded
brain and an unclogged Intestinal tract
peculiarly susceptible to spiritual

Is

his wonderful
.Sir Thomas L'rquhart In
translations calls the games, "Twlrlywhirltrll" and "At hide and seek, or are
you all hid." The compositions, Mile.
Tallleferre says, are "f-lmply musical
is
"there
Impressions";
out-of-door
nothing special In the form of these
noted."
pieces to be
They are unpretentious, discreetly orchestrated, not written In any experimental vein; they are pleasing to the
ear. Mile. Tallleferre was called to the
platform where she fnodestly acknowledged the applause.
Chausson's Concerto or "Concert" contains beautiful pages, but the work suffers from over-development, vain repetitlons, and anticipations of climaxes.
It would gain greatly if it were one half
as long. The second and third sections
are too much in the same melancholy
mood. There Is a peculiar fascination
In the wlshed-for monotony, in the second one, a monotony of hyijnotic power.
More than once the Influence of Cesar
Franck Is clearly seen, especially In the
Finale. There Is nothing common, nothing unclean In this music, for Chausson's Ideals were lofty and he reverenced his art. Mr. Enesco, as a vioUnist, Is romanic; Mr. Hutcheson, as
a pianist. Is conservative, not to say
They both are excellent
pedagogic.
musicians and, with the string orches-

—

'

j

I

I

I

"Oh,

like,

see, he didn't eulogize you,

I

h» Coolldglaed you."

J,

O. H.

I

i

'

HINDEMITH AMONG
COMPOSERS PLAYED
By PHILIP

HALE

The ISth concert of the Boston Sj-mphony orchestra, Mr. Koussevitzky,
conductor,

noon

in

took place yesterday after-

Symphony

hall.

The program

was as

follows: Beethoven, Symphony,
Hlndemith, Concerto for orchestra,
op.
Tallleferre,
38;
"Out-door
Games" (Tlrelltentalne" and "Cachecache MItoula"); Chausson, Concert for
violin, piano and string quartet; De
Falla, Three Dances from the ballet
"The Three-Cornered Hat."
Was the performance of Hindemlth'a
Concerto the first? Mr. Koussevitzky
told us that he was so as.^ured by the
composer. This season a concerto for
orchestra by HIndPmlth, with a march
for wind Instruments was performed In
Berlin under Mr. Furtwaengler's direction.
Mr. Hlndemith Is as fertile as a
rabbit.
It is said that he composes in
railway cars, traveling as a member of

No.

—

impressions and revelations.

I

j

—the palate which is held by some
•bit Is found underneath.
Consult
Dther books on the diet of the laB In Britain and France; probably

he

—

I

|

(

i

'

i

8;

a string quartet. From the number of
his compositions, from the quality of
the music heard yesterday, It Is possible
that he composes even in hi.s sleep.
Mile. Tailleferre's little pieces, written
originally for two pianos, orchestrated
by her only last summer, were made

known to us In their original form In
the fall of 1921 by Jtessrs. Maier and
Pattison.
The performance yesterday
was the first of the orchestrated ver-

(Clinton, DaJIy

Item via J. O. L. C.)
Col. Malevresky, after
telling
how
most of the Russian people are anxious
to throw off "the yolk of communistic
oppression," said, etc.

THERE
As

the

IS

World Wags:

Is there, or Is there not, any humor
the notice sent out by the MeIros«
City Club: "Father and Son night, Feb.

lin

1926,

,

Wild Animals at Home."

DTER NEEDHAM.

.APROPOS OF A RECENT EPISODE
IN

i

FLORIDA

A CARROLL,
(For Aa ^he World Wags)
n drink from bath-tubs we would call
ost un-hyglenic that Is all.

I

—

^wnd viewing lady bath-ars nude
i^i only Moral Turpitude.

when the
WINE,
HAT'S when

Kvit

bath-tub's
the

thing

flUed

with

becomes

a

crime.
irests are sougbt; there's hell to pay
his IB the Good Old U. S. A.
VAIL,.
Providence.

NOAH

the
\

World Wags:

few days ago, Mr. John C.

L..

Clark,

Istingulshed citizen and town officer
ncaster, wrote your column for entenment as to the meaning of a sus'ted pun In which the words "carried
crack" appeared In relation to a

i

:

concert hall?

of bells.

doubt if this Concerto Is among
More than once In the
his best works.
felt
course of the performance one
aggressively
deliberately,
that he -was
few
freakish, as In his choice of the

We

he expression, "carried the oraok,"
Id Scotch and means to spread news
:o

circulate gossip.

It Is,

therefore,

that such an expression
uld be applied to a set of bells which
announcement of various
for
used
e
aslons to the countryside, and one or
bells
being in a do,maged
-e of the
dition supplies the completion of the
terlals for the pun.
^
fitting

;e

instruments for the contrasting episodes
the first
In the old concerto form of

movement. (The four mo<\-ements, by
He is
the way, were played as two.)
better
called by his admirers— they are

W. M. RUSSELL.

tJie

•le"?

what the

real composer
whether Mr. Gershwin
might not have a word to say.

na wonders
ught,
^self

acquainted

and

E!.

P. a,

who swallowed a oolhas bad three operations, all

phlladelpblan
-iiitton

to
vlch failed

locate

It.

If this sort

undoubted,ly
'udge.

with

his

compositions

in

bulk— the "Young Hopeful of contemnoran- musical Germany." Let us not
Judge him Jauntily by this Concerto
and dismiss him as one not worthy of

World Wags:

peaking of the Associated Press and
sical criticism, did you notice that,
m George Gershwin was reported aa
ninilssioned" to write an opera on
jazz medium, he was referred to as
composer responsible for "Rose

Chausson's Concert was performed
here at a concert of the MacDowell
Club by Mr. Longy In 1923, when Hlldegarde
Donaldson was the violinist,
Bruce Simonds, the pianist.
Testerday It was played for the first time at a
concert of the Boston Symphony orchestra.
Mr. Enasco was the violinist,
Mr. Hutcheson was the pianist.
Three unfamiliar pieces in one concert.
Would it not be wiser to bring
out only one and see to It that It Is
Mr. Koussevitzky
of real Importance?
is
to b* thanked for his interest in
it
Is a good
music;
contemporaneous
thing to know what Is going on at
present in the musical world; but would
not one new work at a time receive
more careful attention from the audience; would It not be a more efworks already
to
contrast
fective
known and gladly heard again?
Yesterday the concert was of more
than reasonable and effective length.
Even when one is curious about unfamiliar pieces, the pleasure In hearIne is lessened after an hour and a
half: nor Is It easy to listen with due
appreciation of a composer's music.
To go back to Hindenilth. We have
attended to his fecundity. In his haste
Is
to enlarge the list of his works— he
as
in his 3lEt year— with his duties
quartet player and leader of the Frankfort Opera On.'hestra— has he given up
he
rigid self-criticism? Does everything
Does he
writes seem to him good?
hi?
put on paper '^hatever comes Into
head? Does he deliberately try to stir
the orthodox hearer from his self-complacent attitude or his dozing in the

j
,

1

richly

j

'

consideration. In the Concerto we foutid
few measures that were even decorative ly beautiful; much less emotional,
Impressive or noble. Neither the Ideas
themselves nor the treatment of them
There
made a pleasing Impression.
were moments that might well have
more
or
laughter
contemptuous
pxcited
jdlsagreeable manifestations of disapproval.
Mile.

Tallleferre

found

her

games

those at which Gargantua played,
but according to Rabllals they were
played on a carpet, indoors apparently.

among

degree, Mozart's C major quartet, and
Beethoven's In P maor, op. 59; In place
of one of the wild new works which
sometimes have tormented them, they
were let off relatively easily with the
Ravel quartet, which most persons
ought to stand by now with reasonable
composure.
It Is still unfamiliar enough, though,
and with a sufficiently weighty name
behind it, to go far toward satisfying
the people who fancy most of the music
of the present.

performance last night
With
everybody must have been well pleased,
not only the large company of musical
people who admire the Flonzaley way
with everything, but also those perthe

find that

way

less

suited to

of music than to others.
For It fitted the Ravel quartet and the
Mozart most notably well.
The Mozart wor'k, where, In the
adagio, the composer tried his hand
according to the learned, with no
marked success a harmony ahead of
his time, the Quartet played quite as an
accomplished coloratura soprano and a
•tenore di grazia," with two other well
graced singers to help, might sing a
MozarJ quartet, with beautiful tone,
that Is to say, though very small: with
the utmost elegance of phrasing, agilely
Though the manner
and smoothly.
would scarcely answer for all that Mo-

—

suited perfectly last
it
zart wrote,
night's quartet, the minuet, with Its
provliig particularly
finale
trio, and the
delightful.

The Ravel quartet. In Its different
They had, of course, at their
QUlsitely.
way, the Quartet played quite as excommand the wide variety of delicate
tonal color Ravel's music exacts: that
timbre which always suggests "the
ffiusical glasses," a specialty of Mr.
Eettl's,

seemed peculiarly

In place.

But

they did not confine themselves to
pretty conceits of tint and light and
shade. They made the most of Ravel's
melody, of which there is a deal, and
to

his

rhythm they gave

full

value.

approached,
showed life, warmth and vigor as well
was
bo conas superflneness. Surely It

This

music,

thus

simply

ceived.

The audience, very large, applauded
these two quartets heartily.
R. R. G.

first

took

the

audience

Madeira, Funchad, Glbralter to the African coast, but perhaps

\

phony, which for some inscrutable reaT^
son was long reckoned among his minor
To us it la among
in this field.
the greater ones by the wealth of ideas
and' the masterly and at times surprising treatment.
The concert will be repeated tonight.
The orchestra Will be out of town next
week.
For the concerts of March 19,
Bach,
20, this program is announced;
jConcerto No. 2, F major, for violin,
flute,
oboe and trumpet (edited by
j
iMottl); Beethoven, Violin Concerto (Mr.
ISzigetl, violinist). Roussell, ,Suite No. 1,
opera-ballet
jfrom
the
"Padmavati"
"Pines of
((first time here); Respighi
iRome" (by request).

The Plonzaley Quartet's concert last
night must surely be accounted one of
their most successful In several years.
Everybody had cause for content.
People who can tolerate the classics
only were vouchsafed two, both of high

Holmes

by way

Mr. Koussevitzky gave an admirable
Beethoven's
of
Sym-

works

Mr.

,

Interpretation

who

Illustrated.

j

desired spirit.

sons

The subject of Burton Holmes's
Travelogue last night, heard by a large
and greatly Interested audience, was
It was
"Circling the Mediterranean."

i

they gave an intelligent performa performance In which Mr.
Enesco and the orchestra played In the

some kinds

ON MEDITERRANEAN

j

tra,

I

i

\

ance,

j

'

HOLMES LEQURES

sion.

ROTTEN, NO DOUBT

j

!

of

most

the

pictures shown In
the evening were those

striking

the course of

"Mlfhty Manhatta.n," taken by an
army photographer high up In an aeronlane.
Mr. Holmes went by the airof

|

]

|

j

;

route from Toulouse, crossing the PyreThe
nees, the Straits and the Riff.
pictures of street sopnea in Tangier, of
the "AVhlte City," the picturesque begp:ars, the Moors, the rush find the repose, the veiled womep, w^re as scenes
from "The Thou.'?and Nights and a
Night." And his description of the Improvements made by the French especially In Morocco, their care in re?^pocting the old architecture, nof allowing the incongruity of mixing it with
the modern French, was Informing.
Few, In all probability, had any Idea of
the beauty and the grandeur of the
landscapes and the seascapes along the
Altrerlan Riviera.
Indeed, this section
of the Travelogue was to some the most
fascinating, for the pictures and the
talk that followed after Malta was seen
were much more familiar to the patrons of travelogues in past years.
Naples, Capri, Amalfl, Vesuvius and
then Greece, with views of the Acropolis, the Erectheum, scenes in the stadium at the time of the revived Olympic
games, the start from Marathon for the
race, Salamis all this was Interesting
but not so novel.
Nor were pictured Constantinople,
Jerusalem, and the Egypt shown, entertaining as they were, especially the
life In Cairo, of such unfamiliar Interest
as the African coast. Yet In Egypt one
?aw on the screen for the first time the
paws of the Sphinx and the process of
restoring the portions that had been,
mutilated by time.
The discussion of
the two places thought to be the true
Golgotha was new to the greater numAs Mr. Holmes
ber In the audience.
frankly said at the beginning, there
would be old pictures as well as new
during the evening. This was unavoidable, owing to the subject of the travelThere v^'ill be a repetition this
ogue.
afternoon, the subject of the one next
week, the last one of the subscription
series, should be of engrossing interest
as well as novel, for the mysterious city

—

Angrov will be shown
majesty and beauty.

in

of

all

Its

P. H.

Before we are through with BvUlatSavarln, let us see what he had to say

about alcohol:
"Alcohol

the

Is

monarch

of

liquids,

and carries the exaltation of the palate
to the highest degree;
arations have opened

Its

various prep-

new sources

of

enjoyment; It communicates to certain
medicines an energ" which they would
never have possessed without this vehicle; It has even become In our haiids
a formidable weapon, tor the natives of
the New World have been almost as
much overcome and slain by brandy as
by gunpowder."

Count
Brlllat-Savarln,
died recently, had a
cookery.
about
books
Wherever he went, and he traveled a
great deal, he searched for new' recipes
and treasured bills of fare. He talked
His books on this noble
with cooks.
In
art numbered over 200 volumes,
linen, paper. They
leather,
parchment,
were In Latin, English, French, German, Italian, Polish, even In other languages, dated from the first half of the
Apropos

of

who

.losef Glzyckl,
ffreat collection of

A

fine fellow,
16th century to 1921.
cook book was In
this Count Josef!
Loving England,
his bed when he died.
ho directed In his will that he should
be burled In red riding coat, white

A

breeches and hunting boots. It Is surprising that he did not Insist on being
planted In the saddle and on hla favorite

hors^

NOTES 6n THE HIGHER LIFE
.\s

the World

Wags:

us that we are wet
In the rain
than when the sun shines. The Bunk
Foundation provided the money to carry
on the experiments to ascertain this
Experiments are now being carfact.
many leftfind out how
ried on to
handed persons are also left-footed. It
Is also hoped to discover some obscure
cause for the bellyache that Is often
erroneously associated with mince pie.
As there la no Latin name for mine*
pie, it cannot cause the trouble.
A Mesopotamlan scientist claims that
hot-dog stands were common In ancient
Tlmgad. He has given the museum at
Ava an ancient pewter hot-dog kettle
Scientists

tell

more when we stand out

with

i!s"

the sanoity of brake .ktmb

And chant
power.

Lcnve.u;. .„a-..ua jar and mng]
pteemdmi Uottle complete.
..mv.
The |«
Miss No.sflt will lecture soon on
Effect on the .
Abolition of the Fez; Us
Some
Plowers - Gveb Disagreement.
m,.mb.rs of the ^''Jf
dldn°t
t
dldn
Greb
Henry
understand why
of the
knock I'arson Tiger Flowers out didn t
He
the first round.

not for feet, the pedestrian s
dower.
For Indoor happiness he gangs him ben.
0 buck us up, return to us the strain
that
Of Teufelsdroeckh, with epithets

Forfeit,

wUh

iiulplt

lower.

Thy ciuill was like a car and rode amok.
Thy foghorn phrases cleared the road

brown preacher man.

hitrh

Under the naked heavens, driving free.
common
So would st thou travel on the

I

to

words are

elasticity
In
Inflex

4—Milton,

-Wordsworth.
of John Wesley, Isaac Watts
and Cowper.

6— Hymns

.

man."
S_"pickwlck Papers."
9
"Robinson Crusoe,"

language, thev
or plus
simply mean minus equals plus
meant exequals minus. The Dutch-ass
what she said; It would be doing

I

beauty

plete

We

miss

work

in

of hu-

the com-

this list

Artemus Ward.

of

the action.

Dreaming, she smoked h«r cigarette.
And watched the glowing firelight

Th-3re

much she must
was so much tor her

her

warp and woof
I'd rather weave, in
Of poetry, the noble elk.
the whelk
than
It's more inspiring
(Which really has no hoofs nor hocks
clings by suction to the rocks).

here was so much for her to seek!
But there was more she must forget
he Mying firelight touched her cheek.
She dreamed and smoked a cigarette

surely is an awful pity
There are so few rhymes for Wapiti,

he ashes of th«

But

It

And minutes

And my discouragement is thorough
When I consider Middleborough.

vs

women

42

to

One can not
truth

In

10

tell

Barnes, M. P.

now them.
the

whole

of

Death

the

eathe.

minutes.— Sir P. Cunllffe

I see of politicians, the more
journalists.— St. Loe Strachey.

The more

Vt.,

Phoenix.)

WINDHAM.
Mice-in-the-Boot».

Apparently O. L. Severance Is not
On
vain enough to wear tight boots.
Monday he wore home from the
a pair of boots which had been In the
There seemed to be
mill a few days.
a lump In the toe of one of them, which
he Investigated when he took them off
and found a mouse's nest with two
small white-bellied mice In It.

mm

MARRIAGE

|
i

]

aHume

hour,
I

then

of

i

prophets now tnd

I

homogeneous

of

Mentne^s

At iZd

t ess

id

1

e

in

lif^Tll^mee

Spain in 1830

mother of Eugenic, later L..Mer.mee anecdotes .
said that the mother told

became acquainted with

of France.

first visited

It is

the.

gypsies nca
say that he talked with
he based his story. Some
,at Cordo^.^
Carmen
with
smoked
and
tnada. In the story he met
Revue des Deux Mondes of Octob.
V
His story first appeared in the
with other talcs.
volunie
in a
1845; in 1846 it was published
:, ich

ThP word "Carmen"

is

mean nothing more

said to

or less

than

I

Wht

probably a

f^PJ^.^f,^^^ .7;;,e

Trous

a

coarse.

little

Her

Her

^^J'

!

|

!

!

'

St

Wctionary "

Helen of Troy possessed

]

the attributes.

wore a v^ry sh
out of the tobacco f^'^to^ -he
rter mt
holes in them,
had
stockings
Ik
s
white
Her
n^t+^roat
In a corner
ribbons.
flame-colored
with
tied
refl Morocco shoes were
She swung her hips as she walked
flower.
of heJ moSh was a cassia
went to dance for the
sL couW be exSavagantly dressed, as when she

.
<

all

When Carmen came

Colonel—aU spangles,

K

BASH.

Perhap'

well chiseled, und her teeth;
lus-l
hair, blue-black, was long^
beauty was wild, ^^^^^^^^

tMcI

wMSTblSSShS aSds.

IOWA

have ti
liat 1 will marry her and do 1
marry
,arry her and She promised to
wi
ne to and nobody heard us and
wUnest
avent no papers signed or no
won
she
that
me
all and she told
.t
stop
iiarry nobody else only me can 1
oi
er If she wants to marry somebody
do
else
or
somebody
f I want to marry
have to leave marry somebody else or
an she stop me to do so I want to know
.hat law Is In Iowa Please answer roe
so I would the letter Saturday but
'lease apswer me quick because I have
evening, so sena
1 know before Sunday
marriage.
le all the laws In la about

B

Tlie prmciple

seem:

the Clerk of Court,
A Letter Received by
Chickasaw County. la.)
to ask you what
want
Dear Sir: I
iw is in Iowa that I promised to a girl

FOOL PROOF.
Carlyle, thou should'st be living at this

IN

,

.

1

—

England hath need

It

,

.

'

Is all.

chance?

,

.

^^l^^^Z:"^:

Was there a Carmen

|

'

It was, as
purely Scottish Invention.
a matter of fact, used by the Greeks
said
to have
and Romans, and Nero Is
played the bagpipes even before he
learned how to fiddle. Nero tvas noted
for hlB cruelty. Daily Chronicle.

1

first

Ji.-veryLmiis

thrilling;
ffuiS Carmen piquant but not
Diavolo.
Fra
and
Zampa
of
line
the

,

must be that we are here when we
here now.
ire here because we belong
HAPPY.
iiather foggy, I call it.

I

I

Those Scotsmen who are endeavorlm?
to ban the bagpipes as a public nuisance
may be aware that the thing l.s not

(Motorist*, WB are BdvlseC. shonld
that all peijtstrlaua are foola.)

be-

putting

.und other people here before us.

ave them the

^^^^

J^^^^.^'Z^

Berlm.

ing the drarnatic
sabotaged, extended.

least

not death, but Inability to

Adjustment

in

vsrrote

'?olomba

plus the
Flfty-flfty Is what you know
.lonymous factor that Is a part of Old
checker.[an Time's expert plays on the
jard of the universe.
When we came Into this world wt

ADD "COUNTRY JOYS"
(The Brattleboro.

It

The

|

^^^^

below
Merimee's story, placed by some
But fault has been found with
Filon.
Augustm
Falcone."
''
"Arse^ and Guillot," "Matteo

V

|

Every one Is tuned to hear something
hen he stops talking.
ultimate electron
It may be that the
about our opin•ill not care anything

Lister.

I like

Is

of his mother,

^a^ciSSt'as ^^st confused and
H.
and ethnological lumber m it.
tls complained of the archaeological Jos-e, an unconvincing bandit in

merely a leave to
until

high a^^^^

Thr.

f^r the n^ur e
chorus, as

'result is right."

get too cloudy when
thers In the shade.
of the past are often of
statistics
The
more value than horoscopes of the
the
In the one case we forget
uture.
mportant causes: In the other, we don t

have a three-guinea
one woman to have a

— Mr.

Is

^f the

the second
Jose
he quintet.
q

no procession

is

:««1trated, massacred,

Wags:

death

Don't

means more happiness and comfort

120-guinea coat.

all,

Tou never lose anything
omes valuable to you.

VOX CLAMANT|[S.

coat each than for

...er^h^

i'tthdraw.

,

for

the World

After

intre-

m.

tet TelrL

.e,o.,

Alfred Kerr
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QUEEN OP THE SUBURB.S.
CHEER UP, THE SUN IS SHINING

The story of the king (or was It the
and
prince?) who Jumped on his horse
Is,
galloped madly off in all directions.
But have you
to be sure. Old Stuff.
heard of the straphanger, who, crossing
Arlington street, decided to take the
subway to All Points?

—

;r^dy eLud

he firelight died and time grew old.
She shivered, listening to the clock.

As the World Wags:

were

s story.

Merimee

the circus.
•not take place before

rock.

DYER NEEDHAM.

to

^/^^s;

„iusic of the duel
there
;l„ the last act

chipped

.

ready to
^.^^^^^ ^^^^^

Dorotea is introduced for
Merimee's character old
sings
Lucas
Jills Zuniga.
Carme.
in rheTrla
life, not the P
stormy^^.^'^^^^TeaL
t,raises the Joy of a
n camp. The
^VLunt!
gypsies'
Lsults the cards in the
orchestra.
^^^^^^^^^^/^^'L
pUyed by
between Jose and Lucas ^s

were

cold.
splintered like
fire

by

his ruin

U.

he had not seen the Northern Lights,
The Southern Cross nailed to the sky,
-gyptian sands on moonlit nights,
The Himalayas sheer and high.

(For As the World Wags)
hoof
the beasts that shake a

I

'

thief, liar,

^

i° -^"^^

thrown-Mi;;^^

impersonal

the

to find

mind.

_

Carmen,

kills

-y

smg to
/-^^/f
end warning spectator,
Lucas
home.
Phildhood and

forget;

a lands she had not traveled yet
That rpns like sirens through

WAPITI
LINES TO ATRANSPLANTED

It

The Russians have

.

]

made.
There was so

To be sure he

"^^^''^XZtZ
Prasquita and Mercedes ^^^^^^^^^^^
to the
was constructed according

much

so

't

Opera-Comique Without regard

]

she must forget,
In the blur her smoke rings

was
Framed

^ ^^^^

J
-d

reasonable audience would
ry.'lfd any
,,,gestion of
In the ope

libretto for Bizet

fade.

There

ferocious Jose Lizarrabengo,

transformed into the torero
eveTy appearance delays
insufferable ^^-^'^''-X"
manner the
•duced. the bleating,
ln

WANDERLUST

CEDRIC

all

the good doctor

Oper-ComMue,

"a very
d.scribed th. Hbret.o as

^^^^

appear
murder and plotting murder,

12

Has
mor?

the
her a great injustice to mar
detracting from
of her vocabulary by
vigor. In the InIts force, Its sea-going
The
of any pseudo-aesthete
terest
just
words rode the ether wave-lengths Said
Port
Ts she uttered them, and If
(for
standard
moral
feels that its high
br;en
which it Is justly esteemed) Ijas prove
lowered by false accusation, it can
it is unsoby deeds, not words, that
only.
nhlstlcated for more than publicity
received the
So far. Her Grac« has
There
newspapers.
most space in the
She
about her
is nothing effeminate
tMs
smoked a T. D. at Palm Beach all

Of

—
Gray's "Elegy."
—Boswell's Life of Johnson.
— "Heart of Midlothian."sense
no

10
11

^

P P

^^d murdering travelers, ^^^^^^/^^^i;^^^^^^^
tenor is
officer. The operatic
i
the Carmen ot Zu.^e,
does ^^^^^^^^^
Nor
baggage.
a wanton

—

unscientific

winter.

of

they

1

"C. ''^iZ

killing.
^^^.^.^
^easily excuse this one
paume
P^^y^^^^^^^^' ^^^''^^^
the
with
duel
to kiir Zuniga,
He is not allowed
^^'^^^^^^^^^^
.leave his vUlage.
^-Pa^ehing Gar^^^^^^^^^^
nor is he seen
did.
g^^^
.•hich in fact he

not beRobert Burns,
are Scottish, but because
cause
they deal In the finest form with some
ordinary
of the deep feelings of the

7—Poems

the tens onvibrate their

actly

«mg.n^
the
tel s ^t
Merimee
as
not
but

5—

I

jj^^t.^:

m

person, eternally

"

boat.'

I

f»f

;"^J2 B,let h :te«
were easib shockea.
became o^^
expurgated edition." ^hat
murder^
bero of more than one

JS:no

'Paradise

"particularly

^P'e-;'

.tor,

pl8.ys»**

std.ff

I

A. T.e*e

tHe

U.e.r
Halevy ,vere reproached for

I

made

really

they mean
with which we

B.ro„

^

a s ory
Dutchess! By the way, there «
deported from Toit
that when she was
Interesting
Satd for being too morally
b^s f""""^.
she used language not to
but
Dictionary,
even the Great Oxford
th« navy.
which does godtl service in Her Grace
The particular words used byfrom pivderive
to
^Te supposed
were
Shakespearian times, when they
nobility.
common use among the his
In
proIn
Prof Amos Dobblndapple
AdJect)vo<=,
found study, "Jazzing the
of
states that
rubber, and

ling Bizet's score.

Dr. Ertwst Barker has given a list
of the Twelve Best Books to the students of Glasgow University.
l_The Bible (authorised version) and
the Book of Common Prayer.
2— The Pilgrim's Progress.
3—Shakespeare's tragedies and hUtori-es, "especially 'Hamlet' and the Fal-

announce the pubCall Morality,' by
icatlon of "What I
book
thf Dutchess of Wetford.on The
end when
vsm make your hair stand
Atta girl
vou see what she calls It.
am^glad

I

of re-arrangmg,
took the dangerous task

todayr

1

His s nvulgar, vicious and Immoral.
In an Incerity Is fine and sickeninK
to his ashes'
sincere age. More power
Is lookLiterature ^s well as science
In? up.

'

body struck
lln cheerful heedlessness: a
"Another fool the less
And thou:

thinks the Charleston

He

youth.

way

I

of Turpitude
Two T^nk Rummy, King man
to chew
Cltv snvs he was the first
He trusts
pluk tobacco while asleep. inspiration
an
h resampte may prove
is

W

thee;

for

in

7^""' ^"""^"^^
look rood under the
to him by the
of tiger lilies presented

flowers, lace.

the Jose seen by Merimee in prisoa
No, there was no Mloaela for
unles
«lwavs of Biscay. There were no pretty girls,
t

itVSoS btfpelSatslnSletlheir
country.
aifter

the custom of that

plaited hair fall on their shoulder

.

She had cards, a ni.u^c sorceryfound out her skill was tntlnig.
dried chamelon, etc; but Merimee soon
cause his watch to disappear.
le was magician enough to
garroted,
Don Jose, by the way, on account of his good family, was

Carmen thoug

it

hanged.

..ut

..a
Countess de Montijo, Eugenie s mother: A&
very carefully I have
time
long
for
a
gypsies
the
studying
been
have
water color of Carmen,
imde my heroine a gypsy girl." H-e painted a
little woman,
cpresenting her with her arms around Jose's neck; a
dress of ordinary length, wear-;
Iressed in a robe with puffed sleeves, a
bands over the ankles and the feet. A
iig patent leather shoes with
Jose's trousers might have been those of
itlle bonnet crowned her head.
He sported pumps, a waistcoat allowing the belt to be seen,
porter.
around his head.
soft collar, loose cravat, a silk handkerchief
•

,

Merimee wrote

ciniil

.(

Leuven, one of the managers of the Opera-Comique, was shocked
thought of a "Carmen," a crowd of thieves, gypsies, cigar girls.
At the Opera-Comique! A family
•Isn't she assassinated by her lover?
A theatre for the promotion of nian-iages! We rent iive or
theatrel
meetings of young couples. You are
.<.x boxes every night for these
Koing to put oiir audience to flight. No, it's impossible."
Halevy, the librettist, assured him that Carmen's character Avould
ho "sof tiened" ; a young and chaste girl would be introduced as a foil;
the gypsies would be comic ones; the death at the end would be covered
V the ballet's Joyous fanfares, brilliant bustle under a bright sky.
Death has never been seen
n finally said: "Try not to have her die.
I
Don't let her dirl
yon, my
0
ilus stage, do you hear, never.
Gi?»r child" (Halevy was then a child of 40 years).

fat the

1

ere

was

niiadec "Jean Dutacq. a
of "Battez Philidor"
Donnay's cc icdy was revived at the

play composer

musi'

Rome man

Prix de

1876, and the cor

n

(Opera Comique, 1882), songs, etc.
Theatre in 1896.' It is still played

Vaude-\-ille

in

ris.

But before Donnay's comedy saw the footlights, there was the "Lysisby Lettry, music by Feautrier, performed

>

to the

I

(

ii

couid

t

trata," an opera-coiViique, text
at Lorient in 1886.

An operetta, "Lysistrata," music by Paul Lincko, was produced at
Berlin in 1902. Mr. Sayler speaks of this operetta as iiaving been produced with a Spanish text at Madrid in 1905; but the ;''"st norformance
was at Berlin.
Laurence Housman adapted the Greek comedy for Gertrude Kingston
open the Little Theatre, London, on Oct. 11, 1910— not 1911, as Mr.
Sayler has it. She gave as a reason: "I think it has more of the modern
to

than any other play that deals j^^'ith the sex war at all. It showrthat what is called the 'modern woman,' the abhorred modern woman, was
According to my standard,
actually the woman of 411 B. C. .,
what is supposed to be an immorality play is really a morality play.
Lysistrata stands for the embodiment of common sense for all time. And
she is the one woman in the end who goes off without a man. It is rather
obvious that no man, even at that period, wanted to have too much to
do with common sense in women." Miss Kingston broke up the choruses
into speaking parts. "Much of the beauty of the sentiment and philosophy
contained in them gets lost when chanted together. Not that we have
any reason to suppose that the choruses were originally chanted; they
spirit

.

.

i

<

iCv«n the sofjtened CarroCti of Bizet's opera shocked at

Parisian
When 'he opera was first produced in New York,
3 wllences and critics.
Times found the plot *^ot onJy uninteresting even to dullness, a
,.-.e
-^ult unpardonable, but it is almost offensive in its combined puerility and
lirst

;

rutality."

1

Cincinnati said througJi the press that Carmen's character "is not
any one who loves and esteems woman."
The Cleveland Leader: "The dialogue is such as none of Mr. Strakosch's primas would care to sing in English before an American audience.
It is acneptable morally in the hands of so chaste a singer as Miss
I

(.tractive to

.

,

Kellogg.*'

And now we aw to.Bee an intensely dramatic play with music, a play
which much of Bizet's music is said to become an accompaniment,
atmospheric and emotional background" to Moscow Art Theatre pantmisii'
in

'

EJ*

'

-

LYSISTRATA

were shouted through megaphones,"
Miss Kingston took the part of Lysistrata.

to

Be Performe(i Here by -Russians

.

The Moscow Art Theatre will perform a Russian iranalaticu of "Lysisby Ai'istophanes, at the Boston Opera House n?xt Friday evening.
!ie performance of the comedy in any translation will be the first in Bosn, to the best of our knowledge. The Greek play was produced at Athens
Lher at the Lenaean Festival or at the Dionysin, that is to say, in Januy or March, 411 B. C, probably in March. It was produced at the inost

Mr. Housman's adaptation was played at Mt. Kisco, Brookvide, N. Y.,
Martia Leonard's Greek Theatre in the open, under the auspices of the
Woman's Political Union, on Sept. 19, 1912. The part of Lysistrata wa
then taken by Miss Leonard. There were performances under the same
auspices at Maxine Elliott's Theatre, New York, on Feb. 17 and 18. 191."i.
The jjart of Lysistrata was taken by Isabel Merson, whj in the London
production was cast for the Chorus. Gwladys MoitIs (First leader of k'-o
Chorus) and Nicholas Joy (Cinesias) are not unknown to Boston theatregoers. Mr. Joy, in fact was seen here last week in the ill-fated "Klmbers."
In "Lysistrata" Mr. Joy Avas the first of the yielding husbands; in "Embers" he was the lover who was so disturbed when he was told of his approaching fatherhood that he ran away to Canada. In New York 'he incidental music was by Clifford Moore. Mrs. Stanton Blatch made a speech,
;

when the

akers of masks would have nothing to do with the production.
first performance in Moscow on June 16,il92o, the ir9X»'
Dmitry-Smolin wrote: "Our age of supreme acti\>ity rather ttaw

Before the
later,

1

meditation, of creation rather than philosophy,

.ragedy rather than of comedy and drama.

the age ol farce aiKt

is

Through Aristophanes

it

.

.

\Vc are told that Aristoof yeast,

.

in

'anes played the leading pai-t, for the professional players did not daro

mask

The Times said that much

play that was

in

rata,"

brave public opinion. \He made for himself a

left out," for a

.

An Old Athenian Women's-RIghts Play

pressing period of the Pcloponessian war.

was perforce

first exhibited
the Archonship of the Callias who became Archon after Cleocritus
was able to indulge in many pleasantries that would be impossible of
utterance now, even in the presence of the grossest audience. Last night's
audience, far from being gross, was of the sort which demands the stereotyped epithet 'distinguished.' It contained both the prime minister and
the leader of the Opposition, to say nothing of a cro\^d of mundane ladies
jfor whom an unbowdlerized Aristophanes would be nothing but an outrage.
There was, however, no getting rid of the 'idee mere' of the play,
which, no matter how delicately handled, is a Jittle 'steep.' To see a number of fair ladies weeping and wailing because liysistrata begs them to
boycott their husbands and sweethearts provokes a rather embarrassed
smile. The claims of the flesh are so frankly and naively presented! . .
Among the many wild schemes of the present 'sex war' we have never
heard Lysistrata's plan mooted by Mrs. Parkhurst and her friends. It is
just thei-e that the 'modernity' of Aristophanes would be a little difficult
The reviewer, probably Mr. Walkley, spoke of "a certain
to make out."
spiritual beauty in the ideas of Lysistrata, her higher patriotism,' her
That made up to you for
sense of a mission worthy of her sex.
your embarrassment over the idee mere of the play, and the other frank
exhibitions of natural facts which were apparently every-day topics under
the Archonship of Callias."
The Committee Man, the particular object of derision and wrath, was
made up to look like Mr. Asquitli, who was in the audience. The music
was arranged by Brigata Bucalossi. The play ran for six weeks.

of Aristophanes

The music for the Russian production is by Remhold Moritzovitch
known in Boston by his symphonic poem "The Sirens," which,
although it was composed in 1902, was nut performed here uniil Mr. Monteux brought it out on Jan. 11, 1924. (Miss Purdy sang one of Gliere';;
Gliere, best

if*

possible to restore to the frivolous theatre iti full weighD, va'ue, Import-

songs here in 1914.) Gliei^e has written an opera, "Aw-ikened"; ballets,
"Crisis" and "The Legend of Life"; at least three symphonies; symphonic
poems, "Trizna," "Za porojzi," "Ilia Murometz"; an orchestral suite;
chamber music, bongs, piano pieces. At last accounts he v.as at work on a
(after a play by Lope de Vega). He was a
ballet, "The Sheep's Spring
pupil of S. I. Taneiev and Ippolitov-Ivanov at the Moscow Conservatory
(1894-1900), where he was awai-ded a gold medal. Born at Kiev Jan. 11.
1875, having been for some years director of the Conservatory in thai
city, he then became professor of composition at the Moscow Conpervators

and vitality as well as its human and social function. That is why.
aside from its purely theatrical effect, the pi-oduction of 'Lysistrata' can
liave a great social and human significance."
-.nce

'

The comedy might be called a "women's rights" piay. The wom.en of
Athens, wearied by the war and the absence of many men, arc persuaded
by Lysistrata to deny those of the male sex remaining in the city or 'i-eturning on leave marital or any illicit privileges. They insist on to'al abstinence until peace

them that

is

declared.

Unfortunately there are

women among

"Lysistrata"

revolt; Lysistrata herself is sorely tempted, bat the majority

Theatre Dec.

men yield and peace is declared. Thus Aphrodite brings
about the end of the fratricidal war.
Pacifists err who say that Aristophanes spoke for them. Lysistrata
urged peace at home in order that Greece might !)e strong enough to de-

bition leader.

stand firm, the

The Russians were not the first to put the old comedy on the stage.
Dec. 22, 1892, "Lysjstrata," based by Maurice Donnay on the pla^ by
Aristophanes, was produced at the Grand (formerly tlic Eden) Theatre,
Paris. Mme. Rejane took the part of Lysistrata. Mma. Tessandior and
Messrs. Guitry, Gauthier and Lugne-Poe were in th* cast. It Avas necessary
if course, to chasten, even for Parisian
ears, the astonishingly frank, outspoken dialogue of the original; to omit, to hint, to sandpaper. Donnay

was reproached for
general Agathos.

_

Lysistrata,

who

any

A

his love duet

He was wrong

between Lysistrata and the Athenian
transforming completely the role of

in

in the original is firm of purpose, not

giving herself to
wrote: "I fear that Donnay yielded lo thr atti active
temptation of letting us hear as much as possible Mmc. Rejane, whose
Jiarangue in the first act was already rather prolix.
lover.

critic

"

first

played by the Russians

New yoi-K at Jolson'the part of the prohi-

in

when Olga Baklanova took

There are various translations into English of the Greek comedy fron
Bohn library to that by Rogers. All are more or legs ex
purgated except one published by the, Athenian Society.
The translation by George S. and Gilbert Seldes, in the MoitIs Ge^'.
edition of librettos, gives only a faint idea of the Greek text..
As the play will be performed in Russian, the comedians need have no
P, H.
fear of civic and prudish censorship.
Hickie's in the

fend herself against the foreign foe.

On

was

14, 1925,

I,

COlVCERTS OF THE
SUNDAY— Mollis

WEEK

Street Theatre, 3:30 P. M., People's Symphony orchesSee special notice.
tra, Mr. Mason conductor, Mr. Schroeder solo 'cellist.
Copley-Plaza, 8:15 P. M., Boston Chamber Music trio (Barbara Werner,
violin; Persis Cox, piano; Marion Moorhouse, violoncello), assisted by Albert
Beethoven, Trio, D major. Op. 70, No. 1; Ballantine,
Stoessel, violinist:
Variations for Piano on "Mary Had a Little Lamb," in the manner of
Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert, Chopin, Tchaikowsky, Debussy, MacDowell,
Liszt, Stoessel; Suite Antique for Two Violins and Piano (Bourree, Sarabande, Rigaudon, Aria, Gigue).
Symphony Hall, 8:15 P. M., Jose Rosenblatt, cantor. For the benefit of
the United Palestine Appeal.

•

1;

!

CHORUS

_ .jw salient points whl^Tl musi
not be overlooked. First of all. Miss
Seldeu lias the knack of composiHer gestures lead nattirally
tion.
into one another; there is no padding nor "marking time." Sh» is
gifted Willi an imagination plus ah
the
ot
understanding
intelligent
music she would symbolize.
At times there is a tendency to
overemphasize the end ot a phrase,
together with a certain ragidity. of
posture in the slow movements ot
the dance, but those are faults which

„.

MONDAY —

tfa^".
P. M., Raymond Putnam, pianist:
Scarlatti, Sonata No. 17. A mnjor; DMndy.
Fantasy CmT^or,^^^
Grlffes, 'Cloiids";
Impromptu;
Faure,
Q.
15;
Op.
Montaones,
del
Poeme
Hour
Uadot Prelud°" Chasins, ••Flirtation in a Chinese Garden" and "Rush

Jordan Hall,

3

No. 7, and Etude, Op. 25, No.
TUESDAY— Jordan Hall, 8:15 P. M., Apollo Club concert. See music

HongkonQ'" Chopin, Prelude. Op.

in

12.

28,

notes.

WEDNESDAY — Jordan

_
Farnham.
.

Hall,

8:15

M.,

P.

All.in

4.
violinist.
,1

Francoeur- Kreisler,
Richard NUlaby, accompanist: Caesar Franck, Sonata;
Provencale; Lili BouS cilienne and Rioaudon: Couperin- Kreisler. Aubade
"Bird as
Schumann-Auer,
Bach,
Arioso;
Cortege;
and
Nocturne
lanoer
Prophet"- Pugnani- Kreisler, Prelude and Allegro.
WhitHarry
contralto;
Doe,
Doris
3
P.
M.,
THURSDAY— Jordan Hall,
Marcello. Quella Flamma ;. Scarlatti. Ua Viplette; Gcni
temore, pianist:
al Mar); Eric
Mezzo
In
and
Bambin
nana
la
(Fa
Folk-Songs
Sadero Italian
Der Tambour. Zur Ruh,
Wolff Alle Dinge habeS Sprache: Hugo Wolf, Petales
de Fleurs; Lenordes
Von ewlaer Liebe: Rhene-Baton. II Pleut
Veux; Coquard, Plainte
Si
tu
le
KoechUn,
mand Quelle Souffrance;"Cradle
Song"; Lily Strickland, "My Lover Is a
d-Ariadne; Mac Fayden;
Fisherman"; La Forge, "Dreams of Thee," "Hills.'

Miss Selden

London String quartet: Haydn, Emperor
SvmDhony
Fairy Suite, "The Pixy
QuaKeT. C majrr? 6p. 76. No. 3; H. Waldo Warner,
major. Op. 96.
Quartet,
F
Negro
Dvorak,
Ring";
Handel, "Waft Her,
Jordan Hall, 8:15 P. M., Lambert Murphy, tenor:
Grab, Wenn du zu
Anae°s Through the Skies"; Wolf, Fussreise, Anacreons

by
Harold Samuel again played music
afterin Jordan hall yesterday

In

Bach

a deep thinker who says

Now comes

C

noon: Toccata, G minor; Partita In
Five
minor; French Suite In G major;
Preludes and Fugues.
group of
It is generally agreed the A
toccatas were among Bach's first works
The one In G minor
for the clavier.

chaise and four."

'hat the Hebrew should be translated
driveth In meditation." from which It
would appear that Jehu was a careful
driver, looking out for ruts and "thankymarms," children and dogs. This deep
thinker goes so far as to say that de•

liberate driving
eral character.

was probably written

i

•

goes with Jehu's gen-

cannot agree to this. Jehu treatIn a most ungentlemanly
manner. She was a fine woman In her
patriotic, standing
generation,
day and
up for her rights, faithful to the religion of her childhood. That she painted her face when she heard that Jehu
was coming was eminently feminine;
she did what so many of our women
old, middle-aged and young do today,
not only In expectation of visitors, but
apropos of nothing, in street car, concert hall and theatre. Jezebel painted
her face before she looked out of the
window, more modest In this than our
sisters and our cousins and our aunts.

We

I

1

!

Crowds at the hanging

of a convicted
Executions at

new.
century were weekBoswell orly popular entertainments.
black" that
"execution
dered a suit of
appearance
decent
"make
a
might
he
near the scaffold." It is said that 200,perform
the
000 saw Jack Sheppard
dance in air. They, for the most part,
sympathized with him.

man

nothing

are

Newgate

In the 18th

^

Does smoking grant Immunity from

Vo Kiiow a man who thinks
protecting his throat by adding
cumphor to every plpefull.
of
a drop
He astonishes his playmates by saying
tobacco.
It Improves the flavor of the
"flu"?

th»

he

Is

This

Is

the

way

Messenger arranges

the Fremont, O.,
"fillers" or "plugs."

BmTHS

and Mrs. Bernard Cole of
the Port Clinton road, a girl Monday.
and Mrs. William Sloan
Mr.
Born to
of Bradner, O., a son at Memorial hosBorn

oital

to Mr.

Monday

afternoon.

10 Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Brockof 909 Franklin avenue, a girl
Monday night.
In the matter of gowns these days,
f^ach new creation Is a man's recreation.
The tnlnute a man begins to feel that
his troubles are at an end he makes a

Born

shire

fresh beginning.

that

Weimar.

lived.

there are

Some may

other

ways

of

I

of

100 years ago that a New York
Journal said of the National Uitelli"This paper, by the bye. hasj
t'yncer:
lately been enlarged to a most formld-j
able size, and now resemtiles the maln-j
sail of a man-of-war. about as much!
as It does a newspaper of 20 years ago..
almost makea o&e'a »nna acbe to
It

was

«p«a ur*

_

ladies
Positively

(Heaven bless them);
know.

Their choicest little treasure
Is Hildebrandt Montrose.

Which

The
the original version?
is evidently of Eng-

Is

one in Mr. Scott's

"Paper collars," "dollars,
"Big Bonanza" here we are on American soil. Does one say: ""^"hy do you
interest yourself In this trashy song?
Because, fair Sir, It was once a favorite
song of the pee-pul. It was sung, shout"Compar'd
whistled everywhere.
ed,
with these, Italian trills are tame."
Would that we could hear it again from
"Cool" Burgess as In those happier
days
Mr. Goullaud was living a few years
We hope he is flourishing today.
ago.
Perhaps he knows the origin of the song.

lish origin.

—

'

The

IS

EDNA?

•She Is 62; she looks 19"— thus the
blurb concerning the disporting of Eda
Wallace Hopper In her JoOflO stage bath

"English Sons
In Mr. Harold Scott's
recently published, the First

I

i

;

I

ya\i
stanza and the chorus of "I'll strike
with a Feather" are given as follows:
Montrose
I'll sing of HUdebrand
(His proper name Is Charlie),
He speaks as tho' with a "cold If

dose,"

Bad French he tries to "parley.
His hair Is In Barber's ringlets.
His eyes axe made up dark.
He walks upon his uppers
While strolling In the park.

believe

playing

made

^^l^rSelSr^Jouped^her nnr.^^

i-^^^a^ce^l^S (Sl^-fl;
Voice." (from
Music); "Visions and
Dances);
Sacred
of
r program(Dramatic
Dances). For

"Events"
classics of
music she turned to the Beethoven^
Scarlatti. Bach, Handel,

Brahms and others, includmore modern Scriabin.

impossible at this time to
fine points
;cuss completely the
yet there
the individual dances,

|

i

„

say
revolr, ta, ta! you' 11 'hear him
while
To the Marchioness Clerkenwell
bidding her good day,
I

U stab

Is

HUde-

strike you with a feather,
you with a rose,

As the World Waga:
"The oyster might justly complain of
Boston Herald.
Its raw deal."
But It doesn't get Into a stow.
WILLIAM T. OLIVEP..
Sharon.

>

For the darling of the ladles

brand Montrose.
heard
is not the song as we

The

In the '70'3.

—

it

This

was "Hildebrandt

title

AFTER DINNER

great

Montrose." The singer was the
at
Cool" (Colin) Burgess, who, born190o.
Toronto in 1840, left this life In
droopWe see him now, with his long,
shoes.
ing moustache, his amazing long
John"Nicodemus
His famous song was
"Hildeson," but we heard him sing
brandt Montrose."
now on
A copy of the latter song ispublished
«esk as we write. It was
the

street,
by Louis P. Goullaud, 96 Tremont
and
Boston, being No. 6 of "Harrisan
the
A.
Sketches.'
Hart's Songs and
The Little
top of the titia page is
two
the
of
Frauds." There Is a Pi'^ture
Little
presumably "The
in
actors
In a
Frauds," a scene that we saw
son^s
otner
Chicago theatre in 1872. The
Louisa,
in the series are "Sweet
Little Fraua
an Organ Grinder," "The

(For At the World' Wagi)-

The Washburn and

my

pure and sweet
On Borahs an-J on Presidents and cabbages and kings.
And policies and offices and lots of other

|

|

things.
suppiose,"

E

by

H. Harding,

In
(fujjl'-hejl

"I

ms

THE WAY OF A MAN
He's comparatively young and good

looking.

He had worn the old black necktie
almost a year, yet his affection for it
made him want

anU

ing

With

I'll'

ta,

ta.

ta,

meet vou

In the

the weather

it

.
I

The
Is

is

it

tions,

ary,

Hildebrandt MontroSe.

i

]

j

12
laid

handsome

ties
artistically In

were
a row

|

IRENE

M.

|

|

|

i

:

BUSHBY.

of no use to explain to other naeven with the aid of a diction-

that

the

fresh air will not

harm

civilIn this country the progress of
overwhelmization has mitigated that
so distinc(„g love of money which is
like the
tive with primitive nations
M. P.
Hopkliison,
SUtcs.— Mr.

I

UpU ed

I

n
hue.
His necktie is of golden
This most exquisite fellah,
Christmas toy.
He looks just like a umbrella;
Underneath his silk
His boots are patent leather.
His bills he never pays,
He always drinks plain soda,
And this Is what he says:

neckties he rethat It be washed
of

i

clear,

"darling ot the ladies

^

Tak-

them.—The Hon. Mrs. Dowdall.

dear.

with a feather.
I'll strike you
Ev'rv daisy knows

It,

tonight."

Park

is

earnestly

longer.

it

pressed and
Alack and alas! Ho
for his approval.
made a rapid survey until his eyes
dropped on the washed, pressed, and
darned old tie. "There," he exclaimed
"I'll wear this one to church
joyfully

His eves an azure dark; B.rdie
The girls they call him
park.
Like the swallows in the

Ta

it

and mended.

Mont"««'
His name Is Hildebrandt Charlej
Some folks they call him
wears a rose,
In his button-hole he

CHORUS
my baby

wear

to

from a box

quested

I

parlei
He can "francais vooley
His hair in auburn ringlets,

doubt

As the World Wags:

by
statement:
I
The words
permission of A. J. Fisher.)
Harrito
and music are here attributed
gan. Here are the words:
thefe

the Washburn said,
"they'd think it was a treat?"
it," said the Varpenter. "You'd
better keep your seat."
ABEL AP.\MS.
Amherst, N. H.

Do you

We

1S..S,

the Cai-pentsr were

sitting after meat.
Said the Washburn to the Carpenter:
feet
"If I got on
And started in to give a talk In spirit

Celebrate,'; ^'Steady
(sic). "The Day
Company," "Portuguese Joe,
"''^,V
in IS.-.,
brandt Montrose." copyrighted
also copj by White and Goullaud. -w as
in the
righted, as appears elsewhere

sone

only.

cannot say whether the lady looks
19 or 99, not having seen her for more
years than I care to reckon. But as to
her 62 years, I find in '•Who's Who in
America," after her name the statement: "Born San Francisco, 'Cal., Jan.
17, 1874." As data in that effulgent dictionary of fame are furnished by the
subjects themselves, I had thought that
Miss Hopper was now 52 and not 62.
That I should live to sefi that day
when an actress deliberately adds 10
years to her real age instead of taking
O tempora, O mores, and then
10 off!
D. W.
again some!
I

Chorus:

1 11

women

alas, for the dear

Au

If

is

The

UBook,"

Elizabeth Selden.
Boston audience
her first bow to a
last Saturday aftHall
Repertory
in
assisted by Joyce
ernoon. She was

It

clouds so gay.

summer

Gilds the

It

Elizabeth Selden

hopin,
" the

CHORUS

"Oh! bye, bye, I most go away,
Before Aurora bright

HOW OLD

,

It

piano.

'

As the World Wags:

music without showing Irreverence.
Those who heard Mr. Samuel yesterday
were delighted.
He will give a recital on Wednesday
evening, March 24, when the program
will be of a miscellaneous nature.

dancer,

Chidings,"

To a Fogarty

enthusiastic.

this

tobacco th« London Observer 100 years ago last month pubUshed this paragraph:
"One of the fashionable clubhouses In
James street has recently estab-|
^^t.
ii-hed a smoking room, to which the!
members are admitted after 8 o'clock
in the evening, by paying a fine of sixpence each."
We remember a time when the smoking of pipes in certain clubs of Boston
was tabooed.

Speaking

which he

Tn

audience was of good size and very

Rondeau and a Caprice, not sufTiciently
contrasted in character, though joyBach Is
ously animated, are unusual.
never more gay, more ciiarming than
he Is in the Suites called "French,"
which were written for his second wife,
Anna Magdalena, to play for her amuseBach himself described these
ment.
also
"Anti Calviiilsmus,"
pieces as
against the Pietists, who did not care
for music, and "Anti Melancholicus."
Mr. Samuel has long been known as
a pianist v ho has given himself to Bach.
His devotion to this composer was
known here before he crossed the AtIt is a question whether any
lantic.
composer can stand the test of a reThere
cital exclusively in his honor.
variety
is one exception, Chopin, for his
expressed
and
thought
he
and
is great,
himself in mjjsical speech far ahead of
his time, without thought of other inMr. Laminond
strumental mediums.
may play five sonatas of Beethoven one
No matter how pontlafter the other.
f'lcally he plays them the result is wearispirit as far as the
of
vexation
ness,
hearer is concerned. In any recital or
concert contrast is necessary for full
This is found in Chopin;
enjoyment.
not to so great an extent in Bach, and
after a little while the lively movements
seem to have too much of a family resemblance.
Mr. Samuel Is justly celebrated for
his performance of this music in the
manner that seems to him suitable to
the spirit of the composer and the period
in

dollars
Is worth a million
"Big Bonanza" mining stock!
soprano.
quite
His voice Is
You should hear him sing "Loves

He

Miss Beatrice Hatton was the accompanist for Miss Selden, while
Miss Marion Goodrich performed a

a

I

Ill

care
parts his hair with wondrous
And chalks his paper collars;
yes,
wealthy,
His Pa is very

He

pretation.

begins with a stately opening Includin;
an ornamented and melodious slow seccus
tion, with a fugal movement. The
tomary Allemande. Courante and Saza
movements,
final
the
but
bande follow,

I

Hildebrandt Montrose.

Is

easily overcome.

similar office for Miss Bigelow.

together

all

ladies

Are sighing for a beau.
Of course the individual

and beautiful in treatment
and costume.
The violin solos of Miss Bigelow
included the Handel "Sonata in A
major" and a group of pieces by A.
Walter Kramer, Carl Bohm and
Granados-Kreisler. These were given
with her usual good taste in Inter-

ment in his own individuality.
The partita chosen for performance

Jezebel

ed

at

has been said that In the earliest of
the preceding ones Bach endeavored to
adapt for the clavier a form that had
The
been associated with the organ.
one in G minor shows marked develop-

!

The

original

HAROLD SMIUEL

driving like Jehu." Yes, we
the King James version that
son of Nlmshl, was driving
.,eliu, the
Engllsu
furiously, and so we have In
the noun Jehu, for a fast driver, also
a verb,
even
is
There
.or a coachman.
Julia
as in one of Gait's novels. "Miss
In a
awa
and Mr. Mordaunt jehuing

read

.-.liouUl

For Camllle across the way!'

by Beethoven).
Miss Seldcn closed her part of the
program with the dance of a "Butterfly After the Rain," to the music of
a Mazurka by Scriabin; a dance both

Dupont, Mandojine;
den Bl'umen gehst, Er ist'4; Panizza, D'une siPrison;
J'etais roi; Szulc, Hantise
?fadley"ToMo5!ie Sentimental; Cui, Enfant,
Bab- Loch- Hythe;
Shavi/,
Flower"';
Spirit
d^Amour; Campbell-Tipton, "A
"Love's Creed''; Crouch,
Mab^l Daniels, "Cherry- Flowers"; Ballantine
Sorrows of
"The
Mendelssohn,
"Sylvia";
Speaks,
Kathleen Mavourneen;
olath" from "Hymn of Praise." Charles A. Baker, accompanist.
soprano.
Erdmann,
Jean
Norma
SATURDAY—Jordan Hall, 3 P. M.,
Jordan Hall, 8i15 P. M., Myra Hess, pianist.

FOR SUNDAY MEDITATION

lirar him say,
'TU buy some ginger drops

You

dance
complete
and
structure was strikingly exemplified
"Bagathree
the
in the second of
telles" by Beethoven and in the
"Rondino" by Kreisler (on a theme

(

bye,"

nye,

,

Definite

Hall, 8:15 P. M..

"He was

may

>

,TRIO IN CONCERT
^;^t
I

at the

CopleyjPla«^

with
They began it
major trio, ^^^f '" .J^

^
^^^^

J^e"

Ulo con-

Ir^JZt Po%orobttiy,

tojh,

—
loss of somi^ of

Us grncc,

.1

I'l

vl'WIW,

wfll to temper the InolsIveneBs of her tone to the
Soino peaflc
Bmollness of the room.
might also feel that the players -wero

Wernfr wouia have done

wIH

assisting artist

be Marjorle Church, pianist. The program will Include Handel's Concerto
for
In D major, Scrlabine'a Concerto
piano and orchestra (first time In Bos-

entirely successful in gi^ng tYif
extraordinary dramatic character of th«
largo Its full value, while still maln-

unbroken flow of song.

its

Schroeder lias cause
as an outstandingly

But on the other hand, these three

ton),
sia"

"By a Lake

Ballantlne's

In

Rus-

and Debussy's suite, "Children
players did not fall Into the error of
'
^- ^'
Comer."
believing they must needs draw near
great classic composer crawling on
knew
iholr hands and knees. Well thoy
that Beethoven would have had no patience with any such manner of apThe Daily Chronicle of London, speakFor how,' in 8^ch a posture,
proach.
souvenirs among
could they play his music as he ordered ing of the passion for
It
played, "con brio"? It was a pleas- American visitors to England, tells a
moveand
ure to hear that splendid first
Istory that Is of Interest In Boston,
ment played as though It were worth
for Identiflcawealth of spirit and 'may urge some to seaToh
"f^rgy,

"A

walking

correspondent

on

the

wooded hills of Keston, In Kent came
upon the historic oak tree In the shade
of which William Wllberforce stood
when he first contemplated the bill for
tho abolition of slavery. Grubbing on
the ground at the foot of the tree was
a short, stout man, wearing hornrimmed spectacles and bearing other
signs of trans-Atlantic culture. He had
of
little heap
,.ive rein to his wit. In a parody no less already by his side a
With Debussy he dealt acorns that had been burled in the soil
r,an delightful.
was
he
but
leaves,
sucas
year's
quite
last
and
under
en more satirically
Without waiting for
ssfuUy. And In the case of Liszt, he Btill searching.
he
splayed a fineness of malloe that no inquiry, he affably explained that
would
be a unique noIt
relthat
have
guessed
)ubt Liszt himself would
oaks|
There were also neat parodies tion If he could raise a grove of
ished.
(Mass.) from acorns dropped
of Chopin, MacDowell and Tchaikov- at Boston

an Inference which
been damaged,
though
Hailshamhites might resent,
the rustic bard of that place printed his
punning rhymes a century since!
I have just read a newspaper paragraph about the beUs of Carlisle Cathedral, which. It is stated, have lately
been rehung and two new bells added'.
To what practical .end ? one asks. For

1

^
•

'i

,i

from this historic

sky.

tree.

Yesslr,

It

sure

And he continued his grubbing.
To close the concert Miss Cox, Miss would. "horn-rimmed
spectacles" do not
But
Werner and Mr. Albert Stoessel played
Identification of any BosMr. Stoessel's "Suite Antique" for two lead alone to

tonlan, male or female, young, middle
and piano.
Stoessel used old forms, a rlga- aged, or old.
doon, a jig and the like, but he made no
Mr. George Bernard Shaw, apologizIt seems. Indeed,
effort to be archaic.
a meeting of the
,-is
though he made no effort at all, ing for not attending
Drama League In London, wrote
Jewish
except such as necessary to write down
some very agreeable music he had In as follows:
"Obviously I must not address a meethis head, using the old dance forma
I cannot pretend to be
because they fitted best the attractive ing of J. D. L.
my pretensions to be a
melodies he had In mind. Mr. Stoessel a Jew. Even
challenged. I know
must surely be a composer of genuine Christian have been been identified with
the Irish have
ability and taste to be able to write that
that view is gensarabandes and bourrees today that the Lost Tribes; but
by both parties."
irike the golden mean between con- erally repudiated
s ious qualntness and a modernity that
Mr. Zangwlll at the meeting lifted up
does not suit.
that Mr. Shaw had
Why not, some fine day, play again his voice. He said
it
the Jews his debtors, apart from
liked
People
made
Mr. Stoessel's sonata?
R. R. G.
the Intellectual debt all citizens owed
well a year or two ago.
him, because all his translators and

violins
Jtr.

:

agents were Jews, "and he tells me he
has never been cheated by them."

jPEOPLE'SSYMPHONY
At the HolUs Street Theatre yesterday afternoon, the People's Symphony
orchestra gave Its 18th concert of the
season, Stuart Mason, conducting. The
assisting artist was Aiwln Schroeder,
The program was as fol\loloncelilst.
lows:
Boleldleu, overture to the opera "La
Dame Blanche"; Mozart, symphony In
G minor; Salnt-Saens, concerto for violoncello. Op. 33; Salnt-Saens, Suite Al-

"TEAMS"

Returning from California where an
orchard Is a "ranch" and a chain grocery shop a "grocerteria," I find a well
known lunch counter labelled "spa,"
which I always believed meant a mineral spring, and at the corner of Marlboro and Massachusetts a sign "For
pleasure driving only, no teams allowed." 1 admit that there would be
little

this

The Boleldleu overture

and today.
lively

and colorful to the

of the present.

The opera

to

Is

listener

which

It

belongs enjoyed a full half century of

vogue from the date of Its first appear
ance In 1825, during which time It was
given, in Paris alone, something like
1400 times. Its story Is based on Scott's
•Guy Mannering," and there Is also an
English version of the opera.
The symphony In G minor, though a
somewhat earlier work. Is one of the
40-odd symphonies by^ Mozart that has
retained favor on programs for more
than a full century, to our own jazz age,
despite its simple gracefulness so out of
step with the 20th century.
The popularity of the Salnt-Saens f
music is of our own day, comparatively fThough born In 3835, this
speaking.
composer had had little of public favor
the 'SOs, when Liszt became
enthusiastic about his work. From that
time until his death, only five years ago,
he knew the full flavor of public ac-'

until

In

claim, and his music appears with
steadily increasing frequency on concert

programs

The

pleasure

In

driving

a

horse

on

Marlboro street these days, but why the
OLD POGET.
official ban?
all know.-fs the word
a set of draught animals, two or

"Team," as we

group we have some of Ih?
popular orchestral pieces of yesterday
still

BOSTON

As the World Wags:

gerlenne.
In

IN

for

more oxen, horses, dogs, or other animals harnessed to draw together, but
about the year lOOO It also meant childbearing, and In English dialect It means
a family of young animals, as a Utter of
pigs.
A flock of wUd ducks or other

—

was played In fine vein by Mr.
The veteran 'cellist of Boston, former member of the Boston Symwas hailed with enorchestra,
phony
thusiasm not often displayed. On his

.

stones?

PROPESSORITA

The

triumphs,

or

:mii

that

at Carlisle

bell

I

sUent.

1

I

—

notice that the body will be lifted at
church."
o'clock, to be interred at
Relatives and friends. Invited by note,
where
mourning,
of
went to the house
they were served with a cold collation
with wine. Outside of the door a table
was set, bountifully furnished with
bread and cheese, ale and spirits for "all
This praisefriends and neighbors."
worthy custom displeased some who

less, indifferent, as he,

I

i

I

—

1

1

were these

How much more thoughtful

I

dweUers In Carlisle than a Mr. Porter.
quote from the Lincoln (Eng.)'
of January, 1826:
"Died on Friday last, aged 66, Henry
Porter, gent., of Easton, near Lincoln.
He left 30/- to be spent in tea, for the
enjoyment of the poor women of his

Mercury

parish, in commemoration of his funeral;
and the merry mourners accordingly In-

the

during

beverage

the

in

1

with Jeal-

Obthreatens, storms, strikes.
serve her as she melts the wax and
dons
tragic
the
If
she
fate.
her
reads
mask, she does not doff it when called
Here is no grinning,,
l.efure the curtain.
kittenish prima donna, throwing kisses
U is for a moment
It those applauding.
idy that Mme. Baklanova leaves Spain
her
doom.
to
going
the
and
Nor Is she the only one in the company that admits the spectator to an
intimate realization of what Is passing Ijpfore his eyes. Mr. Velikanoff is
the simple soldier to the life, fascinated,
(jiaious, remc^rseful, who at la,st sees
Who will soon forget Mr. SaraIred.
Uovsk.v, brutal in his gallantry, knowing
the only joy that found in women,
a-v;ine and the plaudits in the arena?
rile smngKlers, the gytsy women, the
olonel and the adjutant, can one think
uf them as beiuK better personified?
There was a host of detail in. the
management, in the stage setsta;;.'
calls
that
lighting
the
in
lings,
Mr. Baka,leynikoff
omniendatipn.
for
con
experienced
showed that he \ls an
duclor. lia\ iiig 'an orche.stra not his
own. composed in great part of players
'ha>;tily assembled,
...
\ large audi' iict- \vas enthusiastic at
The intensity
Die fall of f;!")! .urlain.
was proved by the
of the atti iiiiou
1

1

i

I

We

dulged

mad

i>usy,,

\

deplored "that Indulgence which ought
to belong to the marriage feast." "It Is
a practice savoring of the gothic and
barbar-us manners of our unpoUshed
ancest' s." Ed.

burial."

.

"CMMENCITA"

i

i

HALE

By PHILIP

!

l

j

P^rtovrnBoston Opera House: First Soldier
of "Carmenclta and the

ance

drama

a tragic

in

'

'^"^

f

1

J^^^

.

^^'^i'.
by Constantin .l'>Pfl^^r°«'
Ca.men
music arranged from B.zet s
Theati.
Art
Moscow
the
bv
Produced
Nemn-ovitch-

scenes,

.ludio. Vladimir
Vladimir
director.

n'uslcal

,,„.\z

.-ul'-d

Cas

'.est.

I

'

ji

I

.-if

s,nd

silence

during

each

act.

"Heartbreak House" Admira1.
biy Performed

Ka.ratfJVS'.<y

Urpay

\\'o:np

Xa.liiezhila

'

Keniavsk^yi'

—

Nina Dura.iovii
Nikolai Permyakort

yniugglers

i

Gvinteii

Gavrll

(^Id

Dorotea.

The
The

C "lone!

Vcvgenla Abamelilv

Dmitry
Dni^^^^

.

Adjutant

....
^

KamernUsky
§^,|„^i,Tiikoff

"HeartREPERTORY THEATRE
break House," comedy In three acts
cast:
The
by George Bernard Shaw.
Agnes KUIot Seott
Nurso Guinness
Peg Bntwlstle
Wi.os Elbe Dunn
..Louis Leon Hall
Capt. tihotover
Mary Servo.5s
Lady Ariadne Utterworrt
Ruth Taylor
Mrs. Ileslone Hushabye
Horace Pollock
Mazzint Dunn
Hector Hushabye. .. .Charles Quartermaine
William Kershaw
Buss Mangan
George A. Still well
Itandall Utterword
Ralph Roberta
The Burglar
Mr. Jewell has earned the gratitude of
Bernard Shaw by adding "Heartbreak
Hotise" to the list of plays they can
claim tt^ have seen on the professional
Perhaps he would win the
stage.
thanks of the general public as well if
he would offer them this special play
.

Maria Grube

J^^>,
1

A SoldleVoVlho

1|

Second,

)\ri:»l.

'x"l,e?Ad.

.

I'oire

in

E.,o.vt
^j.,^,^^;,

and

Thlfrt

Goryimoff

,-^.^'°>?,"'

/'"/'^^

Krul.Aa and Mme. Gorsin:-

nqv.T.
»

the

Chorus

....

mujustly ^.ay that Bizet's
play has bee;i
-ic as "adHpted" for this
O'le

II

l

1'

mav

tr.^atod

Ihe

with aisrespoct by the arranger,

may

'ione

deplore the

manner

m

wh..

,-.

of the opera hi.s
for this ''improved

charming quintet

|,l,.-.en

transformed

"Carmencl a
if
the
Soldier" follows closely
Merlmee^
Prosper
iisiory told by Jose lo
find Micaela, the
Is a pleasure to
.'it
through
'^o.spei-eyed Micaela, who went

!'

I'

version.
and the

.

I're-

Bililannvp
VcUkano'.T

Carmeni-'it^i
.lose
I'A-.i

,

1

(

Bal:-

,-r,n(1nct"r.

STONES FOR COAL

;

\ocai failures
is the thing.

Baklanova is not the first to
ut the tigress in the gypsy, to
without conventional leer or
her scn.suality; but no one that
.1)1 seen here since the opera was'
iii.jauced has approached her in vividi.-s.s of portrayal, in realism that never
Iler sudden changes
from. art.
.-tr.i:, s
of expression, the play of features for
vtiy passing emotion, these are as re.riaikable as her sobriety in gesture.
When sli> does resort to gesture as In
the uplifting of her arms, when Jose
enters released from prison, the force
of the seductiveness is compelling. Don
Jose is not the only one that Is drawn to
Or watch her as she sits motlonher.

CLARK.

C. L.

deceased, are requested to take

of

I

When I
normal temperature lately.
showed the coal Inspector a pile of rocks
taken from Its vitals, he quoth blandly:
"Madam, you are entitled to 7 per cent,
of rock In your coal nowadays!"
Then he fell up the basement stairs
in his haste to escape from my stony
stare.
May we now call them gall

with
ftction

J.

and the settings

1.-;

It was the custom to Ina funeral, especially of a
the day of burial the
bellman In a solemn, subdued voice announced that "ail friends and neighbors

1

As the World Wags:
Our furnace has been running a sub

the

vite persons to
On
freeholder.

A

Schroeder.

behold

j

Mme. Baklanova,
what woman can portray the gypsy
met by Merimee on the bridge at Cordova? When these Russians play, the
first thought jof the spectator is for the
drama; th'^ rriusic is secondary. No one
con<'erned with "tone production"

("The Manchester Rebels,"

There was one

was not

.

cello

to

'

l-.u-ing

word. In the navy, blockading ships,
generally formed in a line, were said to
A Massachusetts
be "in the team."
statute (1787) speaks of bridge toll

Saint-Saens Concerto for violon-

curious

exceedingly

chap, ix.)
Lancaster.

burden drawn by one horse
team) or two horses (double
In English dialect a team Is
team).
part of the gear by which oxen or horses
are harnessed to a plough or wagon.
There was a curious legal use of the

Chase,
"agreed with a number of
teamsters for the public service at the
rate of eighteen shillings a mile." Ed

as far as the action
are concerned.' After

handsome young prince and the Scottish chiefs."

'

•

crowd— Manchester has always been
noted for female beauty— and they were
all

:

Fpinnin? her web for the
country lad turned soldier but longing
He knows
for his home iu Navarra.
prophecy.
not of their warning, of their
situation
the
in
change
every
With
even their fans are eloquent In comment.
the
tower
.a
This chorus sees us rrom
end of all.
Vi'hen one saw Duse in "Cavallerla
Rusllcana," there was no wish to hear
Having seen the
opera.
.Viascagnl's
eager
Pau'isian'.'s "Carmen," who will be
it?
to hear the opera as others give
conventional
pitiably
seem
AVill it not

Alns-

Harrison

to

.

Carmen

worth. "the bells of all the churches began to ring joyously, and were soon answered by loud and merry peals from
the only church on the other side of the.
Irwell. Summoned by this exhilarating
Into the
clamor, multitudes flocked
streets, decked in holiday attire, and
most of them crossed the bridge Into
Salford in expectation of witnessing the
entrance of the Highland army. Goodlooking damsels predominated In the

hicle of
(single

for each team drawn by more than one
later statute spoke
beast, nine pence.
of a "cart, sled, sleigh or other team of
burthen"; so this present sign of which
our correspondent speaks is not so far
out of reason as he may think. It is Interesting to learn that In 1779 according
to the town records of Boston, Thomas

according

chester,

birds flying In a line or string Is still
The word much later
called a- team.
came to mean two or more beasts, or a
the vehicle
single beast, along with
drawn; also a horse and cart, or wagon
with two horses. In the United States
we have a cart, wagon or any other ve-

of all kinds.

entrance the orchestra rose as one man
and the audience followed suit, with a
volume of applause * hardly to be expected on a rainy day, for the auditorium was Utile more than two-thirds
At the end of his playing. Mr.
filled.
Schroeder was recalled at least half a
and a huge basket of carlimes,
dozen
nations was handed him. The day was

further relatafTthat the cathedral
under the doom of silence
imposed as a punishment for pealing a
welcome when Bonnie Prince Charlie
crossed the Scottish border In 1745.
It appears that Carlisle was not the
only town which thus rashly celebrated
the Young Pretender's arrival. At ManIs

it

,

delnylnK

than the libretto provided by Mellhac
and Halevy for Bizet's brilliant opera.
And the Russi^ins have staged thelr
tragedy in a truly remarkable manner.
one of the most effective features is
balcony,
the chorus of women. In the
who in the first scene, look down on

bells are still

i

f

spoil the sound,"

made

entirely intelligible by the definition furnished, and doesn't even require, as Mr. Russell suggests, that
one or more of the bells should have

j

i1iiiu;.v1

in

uun and Minging an aria that
had written for another op«ra

a great iileasure to find her
tossed overboard. Yet Lucas (Escamditty,
illo) Htm sings his too celebrated
and
this, time extolling love and blood
the
Incidentally,
with,
a ."toriiiy life
mention of the "red niaiiitiUa taunting
is
air
And Mlcaela's
tho mad bull."
stained by a Woman in the balcony
singing for Jose's mother.
but
Is easy to say these things,
It
Russians
Ihe fact remains thai the
have based on Merlmee's story an
tragedy., much
tiirUUng
ngrosalng.
Intense
uiore dramatic, compact, logical,

the

carried

the

1

Is

It

crack.
Is

}tion.
j

brighten the evening and to furnish contrast. Miss Cox followed tho
great trio with Mr. Kdward Ballanvaritlne's "Marv Had a Little Lamb"
ations, in tlie styles of several' worthies.
BalMr.
pieces
little
attractive
Very
lantine wrote In the ways of Mozart
beauand Beethoven— the latter rarely
tiful—though not notably humorous;
perhaps he reverences the masters too
much to sport with them too freely.
Hut with Schubert Mr. Ballantlne
'"'^To*

IJIzet

of

always

.1.

i:;,

Russell, for his very satisfactory
explanation of "carry the crack." The
play upon words In the lines on the bells

That does not

dip effort, with a
f

lor
'Mr.

W. M.

Hailsham
"Though they've

shod
purpose of

nnialn' pa.s»es

As the World Wags:
Thanks to your correspondent,

s

fl

and yet with sentiment and

SILENT BELLS

It

Next week the

not

taliiinff

hut Mr.

iomy',

K-i

for reniemberlng
bright one.

—

'

One may ask

.

.

.

As
bettered by some liberal cutting.
there is, after all, such a thing as "too
much pork for a shilling," there can be

much Shaw
The question

too

at a single sitting.,

would

arise,

tho'tgh.

—

"

so
:

hold

to cut out.

The people who

Shaw as

thlnk,er

ft

musical piece starring- Mitzi witli
Stanley Lupino. Music by Oscar
Strauss. Third week.

stlllj

would

high

never tolerate the loss of a single line
of those Interminable dialogues where
Shaw, making a set of freaks talk In
kind, thinks he Is holding the mirror up

England and English

to

Plymouth

Is

Laughter

Is

make

la-st

by Us

night,

Shaw

was

be seen. The pace
the speech was audible.

to

—

)

)

is

from a

film

Christiansen.
Christiansen.
.f„„.
c-arlstoD
Carlstop

;

Yonna

s

There is trie
the animals that laugh:
Obbeasts
hyena among four-leggedbirds ara the

....Norma Shearer
^Charlea Emmott MacK
..Carmel Myers
Trt>,n

serve

Khlng

Milian

McDowll"

Tnvce Coad lass

Dog

The Swedish Invasion
days.
more and more noticeable these
Now with "The Devil's Circus," as the
this country-,
first of his films made In

but

Farce, though

Wit

grrnning.

Benjamin' ChrisHe not
introduces himself.
scenaonly directs, but writes his own
in
As a director ne has much
rios.
u.-.
romnion witli Seastrom. the same
plies them
,
of symbols, although he
richness or.,
liUle mode subtly, the same
sear, ii-l
photography, the same dramatic
philosophic probing camera-wi<^;
ing,
n.a-:
He is of a school, but a deeded
vidualist within the group.

appeared to fSel confidence in
they neither rubbed his excelin nor tried to cover his weakwith horse-play.
Mr. Hall, who In looks might have
been Johannes Brahms in person, portrayed excellently an old man who,
A
to say the least of it, was unusual.
newcomer of personality jind charm,
Miss Taylor, an actress of evident skill,
found just the right tone for the ocUBut everybody did
est of the women.
was
performance
The
admtrably.
K. K. G.
thoroughly good.

sweat

.

tiansen,

Shown

at

Fenway

and
exceptionally strong one
w-hich
wide range of novelties

'LET'S

Richard Dix Proves Himself
Versatile

Comedian

i-lJiXRuPOLITAN— "Let's Get ^lavrled,
film comedy drawn from "The
Man from Mexico." Directed by Gregory
Cava. The cast:
Billy

P.icharfl

i-)extet-

DIj:

1

romniy
,i;-:a'-ter.v.

....Tom li'lnfllav
.Edna May OH\-e

CONTINUING
Cinderel-

Tremont— "Naughty
la,"

Irene

Bordoni's

new

piece.

Last week.
of the South
by John B. Hymer

Wilbur—"Aloma
Seas," drama

and Le Roy Clemens.

Second

ite

Avoy and

others.

in

led

man

him

but curious^
"""^'

A

-^J-^l^tJ^.V^

as to the

i

'e was being
ol P
song 'JfV^i

there
sung where Ihere

is
IS

I

Suddenly
^^^^^ ^

no time.

cause

"
anheaven be£o,e,^ Voltaire
am amused."
.aniusement
^T"was 't'^ld' to define
amusmg. io ex,
"What is amusing isend to amusement^^
piTn'lt is to put an
I have spent
y^.^^
Finally he «aid.
o tha^^
proving the absurdly

heard

and religion, by charlatans
own emotional preClutton-Brock
the religion of
To
texts.
capital is material only to those who do
not understand what capital is, "namely,
surplus energy and power \sei for the
spiritual ends of mankind."

also the
explana-

is

'

in

Rhode

Island.

Donna

In

Ernest Brengk and Bella
act went over
their animated statute
on previous
ust as big last night as
those very
occasions, for it is one of
admiration.
fine things which excite
refreshing proEthel i)avis offered a
chattel
gram of her own song and
aughs ennumbers. Frank Barron's
l^"' ftid lea
livened his section of the
Prf ^r'^^
and Kathryn Andrews, with
introduced their dancing

Cromweed,

make them most

effective.

manner

to

Jerome and
Also on the bill are Prank
Broadway
Evelyn In a "Breeze from
are exand the Musical Johnsons whowith the
pert xylophonists. together
and
pictures
news
number of

oui consola-

tlon."

of few books that so tempt
There Is no padding: there
thinking,
no straining after
is no loose
It Is the book of
glittering epigrams.

^

i

|

|

|

quotation.

an eminently sane man, blessed with a
lively sense of humor, a clear outlook
and the gift of equally clear expression
of thoughts^

;

the m^t-

to make
Ithuriel endeavored
finds the
Voltaire, he said,
Clear.
rather boresome.
eternal song of praise
him laugh, be•That is what makes
independent life of his

else he has an

are not our tastes.
own; and his tastes
our ^tas^es there

h s tastes were
would never have
example
for making an

If

of

him. T.^^here

J-

a
its%Wer>o"^,<Vnrave"ri.
in heaven rtchl
was heard
^^^^
that Voltaire
,3

Blty.

so

beauty.

Satan

hearing

^^^^

-

^^^^
troubles and said to
t^^en
iney
the damned that
l3';t the
A l^^t^the
Jhemselves too seHo-'^-,, v e
ai
P^-^'^ets
fixed stars, the
,aughAnd " th=U^/^^"^^„„
and ions laughed. end^ol
an
was
Iter there
^^^^ ^^^^^^^
between
'1"'^.^: and laughed at

f

l&^wl^^,e'-^^^^^^^^

APOLLO CLUB
con-

Apollo Club, Mr. Mollenhauer
concert of Its
ductor, gave the third
Jordan hall.
55th season last night In
Gu.5tafThe club was assisted by Lillian
F. Gay^ tenor,
son, soprano, and by Leon
both memand Robert H. Isensee, bass,

~The

songs were
bers of the club. The part
Kremas follows: Dix, the Trumpeter.
two

The Alpine Fay. Palmgren, E^estudent songs of Finland-Summer Comning (with solo by Mr. Gay), 1

fables.

^l^:;"traVaVtbini^ material and
with thom.
ual laughed

spirit^

1

,

ser.

m

Ing

German, Ro"'"«:,,trMa
Maiad
Welnzlerl, Thou liveliest

Home.

Rio.
Stebblns
(With' solo by Mr. Isensee).
Moonrlse^^Sonp of the Sea. Pache.
Nevins
f>»^en
drews, John Peel.
Miss
Blyuken and Nod C^^lth solo hy
Let Their Celestial

A

^

austafson). Handel,
Concerts All Unite (from "Sa"V'0" from
MIsa Gustafson sang an aria
Herodlade, "H est doux. -1

Massenefs

Ssual

!

believe in their

We know

,

-

woriu
see that the
That
good, we laugh.

politics

who

m

is

Clut-

point in the joke. The enjoyment is in
the feeling of hope. And so If there Is
a common belief that Jones Is a great
artist, "the expectation raised by that
belief is In itself, pleasant, and we confuse this pleasure with the satisfaction
which the artist falls to give us." In
like manner we are misled by charlatans
in

in

turns out to be ^r^e- ^^"^.^
the absura
amusing
^n
ultimate reality

book.

is

—

expected

AH

in.

little

|

never faKfrom the thought
In "Loose Emotion," after
saying that men' make a religion out of
anything country, school, college, army,
business," and thus go into a wishworld of pretexts, he cites the case of
an audience that laughs at a pointless
joke, made sanguine that there is a

ton-Brock

a street E^^'^^^;

of

.

brogue stories o£
conBoston neighborhood life
which
vulsed and pleased his audience,
ve2ust
had
"Eddie"
was unaware that
his father
Turned from the death-bed of

film

Third week.

whom

to see a

J,
co"'^>^';V:

south

Lew Wal-

form
with Ramon Navarro, May Mc-

famous tak

':o\^'-/-

aid

vanities in just the sort of

Colonial—"Ben Hur,"

to convince
It was necessary
to please the be
also
error:
his
of
Michael
he had ridiculed.

and Gabriel

,i

bers, particularly his

Coplfei—"Hay Fever,^' comedy
Noel Coward. Third week.

lace'.s

ese

I

week.
fey

guilty of

;

Art?" "On PopularAs Coleridge said of John
Ity," etc.
Selden's "Table Talk," there is "weighty
Is

of laughter.

acrobats, i^^'^'^''^'
'Z^'lTli^rtof start
number
balancers, i"foduce a
which keep the auai
manoeuvres
line
seemsome
Infe on tip-toe, Including
stunts which re
ingly impossible bar
strengtli
yuire not only superhuman hold the
but
and extraordinary ^giUty,
the act Is
onlookers spell-bound until
Two pretty Chinese girls
finWd.
a^d with
dancers
wonderfully gifted as
Imr novelty singing skit of their own
moving at such
Ipression-s, keep the act
house.
Uoeed as to dazzle the usual, a favorEddie Dowling was as
numhis Singing and talking

Joseph KllRour

F.niys KvVther
^ art-'s t'ncle
W. Smtj],.

He had been

"What

Virtues,"

bullion sense" in this

Long
jcwnefe

^at Pendleton
Douelas MacPhersoi
"Gunboat" SmiUi

,i;mmr-.

was

him

with
Irank 5obson and his company
a bed-room farce, "The If^^i?"'^^^^,';^
don't strike their ^^^1
it comeh
then ""'''eomes
act is half done, but
a team of pretty
over 'n good style with
song numdlncing lirls and some 'i-ly
earliei episoaes
bers to brighten up the
heretotore.
whTch have^een overdone
ot
Tack Sam and his t'o^Pe

^ "son

Maj-y Qorbtn

throng could desire.

intr

I

AT metropolitan:

I

majeste.

pVogram of more Jh^^" ° '^'"Yut'
a lot
There is P^^^^^y of mu.u,. aooui
dancing novelties and
color,
of
entertainment-seekeverything else an

film

GET MARRIED'

I

into a
merit.

MODERN

r.XWAY,

ai

It

is

can

But Mr. Glutton-Brock, who, his widow
says, wrote many of these essays, not
for publication, but for the sheer pleasure of the writing, discusses other subjects vivaciously, shrewdly, humorously,
"The Highoften with lambent irony:
Brow and the Tank," "Loose Emotion,"
"The Devil," "What Is the Primitive?"
"The Religion of Capital," "The Wild

j

him with a peculiar
He was no ordinary, every-

sinner.

Uevers

and BEACON—
from a story by
Gelett Burgess, directed by Lewis Milestone, with a cast that Includes Matt
Moore, Marie Prevost, Phyllis Haver
and Hedda Hopper.
1

"The Cave Man."

day

Also
is

at last,

It

feduce to anything else."

I

should
heaven that Justice

solemnity.

Jugglers Feature
week

the very statement of our folly."
"the final art which no analysis
I

resolved In
be meted out to

Bedroom Farce and Chinese

this

Voltaire, died

When

I

for

I

of wh_lch_we recently

Frenchman

KEITH'S BILL

bill

1

added as an ap
that should have been
life of the
nendlx to Mr. Adlington's
spoke.

MUSIC AND COLOR

The Keith

I

I

;>

ON

and that which can know It Is not
Yahoo."
Laughter "tells us that we are orylr-r
for the moon, and we get some pleasure,
the sweet strain In our bitterness, from

did not

The late Arthur Glutton-Brock
Inhuman
despicable.
And laughter
"Essays on
posthumous
his
satanlc.
volume of 175 pages
Life," a pretty little
Dutton & Co.. there
publ shed by E. P.
but a
essay on l^^shter
I not only an
what happenea
remarkable account of
an essay
when Voltaire went to heav«..

i

1

Film

on his tongue and his

Is

|

MODERN, BEACON
Directed

tlve

In his talU

is

j

Well

disappears to

character"°T"hrdog7^ Victor Hugo because
his
^-east
„e^d him as a comic
laugn

Metro-Goldwyn,

for

it

.

The falling down of a man In the
street excites laughter, because we separate ourselves from him. When this
man rises and laughs at his own misfortune, he "asserts himself against the
accident, says it is of his body only, not
of his mind; there is a self left over that
Is not made dirty and undignified by
this illustration of mechanical laws."
Even Swift's satire of the Yahoos Is an
assertion of the human, though he seems
"We are Yahoos," he says,
to deny It.
"all of us, but at least we can know It;

that among the
jackgoose and the laughing
known as the

The woodpecker,
[^"^'^nMy '"laughing bird," is green.
eaten the
The ca? laughs-when it hasgrins, but,
becoming
Is
The Cheshire cat
canarv
consterna-

ciWlre

.

In
his
essay,
Jlr.
Glutton -Brock
"Laughter," asserts that only since
theology became serious and systematio
is it thought that laughter is not in the
In the Old Testament
divine nature.
there Is laughter, he says, only when
enemies are to be massacred. To the
great Christians like Augustine laughter meant Priapus, the abomination of
the heathen.

''I

ling

cast:

Lleberklnd
Mrs. Peterson
Little Anita

Mary

Benjamm

by

Directed

The

to

and goddesses on high Olympus laugh
at Vulcan serving the cups?

you say; "I am firm-footed,
careful."
*v(„v
thlnkBergson, Sully and other deep
the view of
with
substance
in
agree
lerf
man
that
said
BaVdllal're. It has been
animal. The say
Is the only laug'hlng
But note the nature of
Is not true.

LOKWS STATE-"The
^^^^i,'''^.^'-^!'
story by Benjamin

cus"

chiefly

.

am

I

once,
fehaw;
lences
nesses

'

the later and more
civilized generations, "^''enus. Pan, Hercules were not laughable persons
Hindu and Chinese idols do not know
that they are ridiculous; the sense of
Tet
the comical is in us Christians."
he cited the comedies of Aristophanes
and Plautus, and the ancient philosopher that died of laughter at the sight
of an ass eating flgs. Did not the gods

flidn't fall,"

rarely

•THE CAVE MAN* AT

Ha! Ha! Hal

wm

urged that laughter

Baudelaire

known

may have broken an ami,
hip.

poem published

"Is he gone to a land of no laughter.
This man who made mirth for us all?"

comthe mor« Important In the
Th«
munity, the funnier is the accident.
his

bis

In the Spectator:

Is,

dislocated

full

place.

James Rhodes be^ln

one of Baudelaire's texts.
aroused by th« sight of a

poor wretch

length,

bri.sk,

!

The

man

Justice to, was kept in its
slipped out; nobody made a
point of it. Serious talk was given with
Actor-s, for
every air of conviction.

done
i

play

Satan-

an
fellow-man's physical Infirmity, by
ridiculous
accident that places him In a
superiority.
situation, by the feeling of
A man Is wildly chasing his hat. You
on your
laugh, your hat la securely
Icy pavehead. Robinson slips on the
ment and falls. He Is a funny object.
act.)
(Briggs recently drew him In the
more respectable the unfortunate

Square ''Abie's Irish
Castle
Rose," Anne Nichols's play in the
23r(^ week of its run.

something to be desired, the perA
formance did nothing of the kind.
more intelligently conceived plan for the
presentation of a

—

Majestic— '^The Big- Parade,"
war film with John Gilbert, Rene
Adoree and others. Eighth week.

clear.

it

the play

If
left

I'ark

Is

shows how for that reason It Is huIn
man. The wise man laughs only

.Jeanne
"Rain,"
Eagcls and the original company.
Fifth week.

against the wit not a word can
be said; Shaw has it ready at every
So, for the sake
turn, neat and brisk.
of reasonable length and of good entertainment, why not cut down the
symbolism, if the term may be used
shorten at any rate, endless discussion?
The result, to be sure, would not be
what Shaw had in mind. But beca>ise
he failed, like everybody else, to write
a good play and a good tract for the
times in one, it seems a pity not to
let
the play stand by Itself In the
theatre, leaving the tract to be studied
in the closet, with the preface to help

arguing that laughter

rire,"

trembling

And

j

du

wetk
Nci.-

Did not Charles Lamb wonder If ther^
would be laughter after death. If »
ghost could shake his slfle*? WhenArtemus Ward died In England, did not

rossence
Baudelaire. In his essay, "'De

Judge's Hus-

ic,

lovers of ShajW's nimble wit could not
suffer the excision of even one smart
T' V.irtee.
And folk who relish good
e would not sit content if the man's
iiL.Uery were crowded aside to make
room for duller matter.
Surely they have the right of It, these
The farcical doings Shaw devised
last.
for this play serve their purpose; they
make folks laugh, and heartily, too.

;

—"The

'

band." William Hodsre's latest
Fourth
play in which he .stars.

The

traits..

^

Son^^^est bon"! Norwegian Echo
-Virgins
ransed by Thrane; Reger, the
Lullaby: Protheroe, Sing Again.
ine
concert,
It was a very pleasing
eo far as
songs were well chosen, and.
Itclub
concerns the selections by the

j

'

|

j

|

-

refers lo this front lot. on whlcl
building stood. The purposes fo:
which the old building has been usee
since Its acquisition by the Boston Theatre Is of little Import.
wnien the theatre was built It wat
Jstated that the entrance would be "un-

to
of

here
resonance
i'^v'euT't^e we" UenaTa
earned
ago
long
have
hese singers; they
1"
reputftlon for excellence Messrs.
.
eong.
niitv of their ensemble
night
"av and ulnlle last
^''i
of the Individual
,h. fine timber of some
have for many years pro•o ce- Vh'ch
of singing by tHe
duced the high grade
needless

I

('

,

from Washington street was made,
and the portion where the gallery stairs
begin, and over a part of which in 1887 a
fine room was constructed as an office
start

of co„
of her higher

Many
slderable beauty.
When,
purity.
tones have a flute-Uke
tones the
some of her middle
as
chargeable to
-flatter, it seems
"und
""""
rather than to
,
,,nicft

for

responded

concert of the
There will be a fourth
April
fhib on Tuesday evening.
NewtT^^when'the^olcTst will be Henrr
^

"

It

'

.

-

might be only on enchanted ground;
might be merely by a thought's ex-

Before

management.

I

his soul!

found

Three concerts are announced
day.

THE "MYSTERY" HOUSE
Notes and Lines:
Mysteries dissolve and disappear In
the face of cold facts and figures, like
dew before the sun or our dollars before
the tax collector. Ghosts cut no flgure,
In the light ,of modern science and the
Illumination of radio and

gave recitals successfully

a Utile nearer.

chart, or plan, of lots in that sec-

shows It to be a vacant
which takes 13 more
antique head and disproves

vears

oft Its

Further evidence of Us modernity

Hon
Is

the

laths,

sawed
although very rough work, which
that

fact

the laths

are

misled one Investigator
think them "hand-riven."

probably

to

next we hear

Levi Gill died, and .the
of the property is when his

widow, as
executrix, sold It at "public vendue' to
bought by
settle the estate; and It was
Samuel Hastings for $825, "with the
pretty
locates
which
thereon,"
buildings
nearly the age of the house In question

narrowing

It

down

to

between 1814 and

transfer was
1819. as the date of this
July 9, 1819.
Samuel Hastings died a very rich man
evidently, for on Dec. 21, 1835. we find
rethe partition of his property, at the
quest of his heirs, and a partial descripsettlethe
In
tion of the house Is given
ment. Hsfstlngs owned many parcels of
elsewhere
land, not onlv In Boston, but
—say, Franklln,West Medway and 'Bos-

ton South," etc. In the mention of this
house. It speaks of the "chamber over
the
the kitchen 15ft.8ln.xl5ft.4in. with
use In common of the front door, entry
and staircase leading to said chamber,
leadalso the passageway four feet wide
yard
ing to the main street and to the
and garden," the dimensions of which
Tin..
"97ft.
as
sides
are given for the four

There is also
18ft.. 18ft.
mention of the "back, lower room, and
chamber over the same, a cellar, and

and

9ft.7in."

of the cellar door,

the use In common
also the use of the well and pump."
Death and trouble evidently combined
on
to cause the placing of a mortgage

the property In 1840, for Sally Hastings,
as the widow and heir of Benjamin
Hastings, Joined in the action with his
two surviving brothers, Samuel I. Hast"master mariner"; Demlng T.
ings,
Hastings, "gentleman," and his only
Dwlght,
sister, Sally Ann (Hastings)
and her husband, John Dwlght, and
between
other
divided $4000 somehow or
them, the leaner of this sum being the
The
Fireman's Insurance Company.
building was still there.
Originally there was a passageway 11
feet wide on the north side of the building and lot, not only mentioned in the
deed, and showing In the cut In Ballou's
pictorial in 1856, but also in the litho-

graph cover

of the

"Adams House Qua-

drilles."

Last so^e of

this
that ends
trange, eventful history" is the transthe
buildings
"with
property
the
fer of
thereon," formerly "belonging to Benjamin Hastings, April 6, 1853, bounded
easterly by Washington street. 34 feet,
'more or less,' northerly by a passageway 11 feet wide, westerly by the westerly part of said estate of Benjamlr
Hastings. 41 feet 6 Inches— southerly b
lands of said Boston Theatre (that re
acquired and known as the 'Me
f p- t'
property). 35 feet 8 Inches.
all

»

Scenes from the life of Peg Wofl[ington win be presented tonight in Recital

New England Conservatory of
Music, by Florence Close Gale, under
the direction of Clayton D. Gilbert.
Readings from Charles Reade's novel;
hall.

"The Golden Vanity" (Dublin. 1751);
and the epilogue from "As You Like
Music by
It," as Peg spoke it in 1757.
Haydn and Mozart (Basil Prangoulls,
violinist;

...

descriptive

the

of

mysterious

city,

Angkor, should be of special Interest.
The city will be shown for the first time
on the screen.

That admirable pianist, Myra Hess;
win give her second and last recital
this season In Jordan hall next Saturday night.
Sunday. Symphony hall. 3:30 P. M.—
Mr. de Gogorza, baritone, and Yolanda
HoUis Street Theatre,
Mero, pianist.
3:30 P. M. People's Symphony orcheswith Marjorle Church, pianist.
tra,
Symphony hall, 8:15 P. M.—Paul Robe-

—

son, baritone, and Lawrence
pianist; negro spirituals.

Brown,

lALLAN FARNHAM
Allan Farnham, violinist, played this
program last night In Jordan hall: SoSicillano et Rigaudon,
nata, Franck;
Francoeur-Krelsler; Aubade Provencale,
Nocturne, Cortege,
Couperin-Krelsler;
Arioso. Bach; Prophet
LIII Boulanger;
Bird, Schuniann-Auer; Praeludlum and
Allegro. Pugnani-Krelsler.
Mr. Farnham, who has made his
studies here in Boston, who has played
here semi-publlcly as well as making a
successful appearance with the People's Symphony orchestra, was giving
For
last •:;ight his first formal recital.
it he Ttti acted an unusually large audience, which he pleased to quite an uniisual aes-«e.
Thti-e we***

many r»»sons why he
Farnham plays continu-

Mr.
should.
ously with that sweet, squeakless tone
that delights the ears of those people
who do not play the violin; no doubt it
pleases violinist still more, for they
alone know how hard It must be ta
tain.
He produces this beautiful tone,

such com-

furthermore, with an air of
plete freedom that, already of good
volume, It would seem as though it

must grow steadily larger
Mr. Farnham's technique,

who cannot

set

up

to

still.

to a listen
be a Judge,

and Death comes

follow breathlessly,

I

after,

And whips my

me

Farnham

will not let

and

heels,

be.

THEETB.

or Mr. Rich-

OMAR

BOSTON

IN

kitchenette, an In-a-dor, and thou
Beside mo eating onions on rye bread.
Oh, that were paradise no how. L.

A

to note that the
It Is a pleasure
Florida Beautlficatlon and Forestry Sohas Its ofciety at Gainesville, Florida,
As a corresponfice in Language hall.

writes: "Everything responds to
cultivation in Florida; language is not
neglected."

L

•

'

word

the

the

for

"serverles"

equipment of the kitchen at County
There was already a word "serhall.
very" of comparatively recent birth for
any room from which meals are served.

"BOB" OR A "WAVE"?
(PUllUpB, -WlB., Times)

Mrs William Heitkemper underwent
a tonsorlal operation at the Park FaUa
Hospital last Wednesday.

APOLOGIES TO TENNYSON
A3

World Wags:

the

I

Of course I am aware that verse la
comthe moat abused form of literary
lowest
position, and that parody Is the
hardcan
I
think
I
form of verse—etlU,
This stuff
ly be blamed too severely.
they are selling since tho strike Was
as ever,
fireproof
as
settled is just about
I find.

Here

Is

the result:

Break, break, break.
Ah. this stone gray coal. oh. geel
And it's well that I dai^ not utter
The thoughts that arise In me.

Time was when anthracite was coal
With conbustlbllity.
But now it's mostly stone and slate
With a little buckwheat and pea.
So I break It up with a hammer
An« I shovel It In with a prayer.
And some of It burns, but most

JOHN. GEORGE, WILLIAM
As the World Wags:

This reminds us that the clerk of the
London has
C. C. committee In

coined

Joseph Napoleon Ney, prince of Mos(1803-1857), was something mure
than a statesman, senator, peer under
Napoleon the Little. He was an accomplished musician whose one-act operas,
"Le Cent-Sulsse" and "Yvonne," were
performed at the Opera-Comlque, Paris;
he also wrote an Important mass with
orchestral accompaniment. Havlngfoundmast-d a choral society for performing
terpieces of the 16th and 17th centuries,
he conducted these concerts and published the music In 11 volumes.
Does the tradition still live In the
Bouthern states that Marshal Ney was
not executed; that he came to this country end lived as a farmer In the South,
industrious and respected? It's a queer
story and was once believed by many.

Gertriide S. Brailey, pianist).

Burton Holmes's travelogue for tomorrow night and Saturday afternoon,

there

—

kowa

biologist's view; Prof. Spalding of
Harvard, as a musician, will speak of
"The Music-Lover's Ear." Mrs. Vincent White, soprano, and Joseph Laut-

ner, tenor, will assist.

be-

me.

Is pain, that waxes pale, and
wrath.
empty antics there U'
Its
Flouting
laughter
That hurls a shadowy echo back to
me.
Life Is a mad descent, a headlong path

How aiffsrent tho fate of the eon of
another French marshal, the gallant
Ney, the bravest of the brave, who, unscathed In battle, fell by the volley
their
fired by French soldiers against

|the
j

Ito

An^

cookery.

Harvard will describe "What Sound
Looks Like" (experiments on the platform); Prof. G. H. Parker of Harvard
from
iwill describe "The Human Ear"

tion dated 1814
even then,
lot

the supposition of one of the Bostonlan
society that It dated back to 1800 or
possibly back to the days of the revolu-

It

The sale of the Murat homestead in
Florida recalls the faot that Charles
Louie Napoleon Aohllle, son of the dash-

Crouch,
Ballantlne,
Mendelssohn.
There will be an interesting "Symposium on Sound" tonight In Steinert
hall, under the auspices of the Porter
Musical Association. Prof. Saunders of

and the land was bare, which brings the

flight,

too brief, too willing to unbind

stay

dent

Speaks,

Daniels,

On May 5, 1801, this lot was sold by
Hannah ^Segars to Levi Gill for $300,

A

New York

well,

my

turn to

cause

The London String quartet, whose
Napofame is international, will play in Sym- ing and ornamental marshal of
phony hall tonight Hayden's "Ettiperor" leon the Great, ooxnlmt to this country,
quartet, Warner's Fairy Suite, "The married a Virginian lady and passed his
Pixy Ring"; Dvorak's "Negro" quartet.
alderman and mayor
Lambert Murphy, tenor, will sing In life R8 postmaster,
deJordan hall tonight songs by Handel, In Tallahasse*. It to aald that h»
Wolf, Panlzza, Dupont, Hadley. Cui. lighted In ©xpttrimentlng with colors and
Szulc, Campbell-Tipton, Shaw, Mabel

Investigation.

elucidate:

It

in

last year.

So with th«, "mystery house" on the
Boston Theatre lot, for It Is merely an
ordinary house that was on the lot when
purchased by the Boston Theatre. To

age of

for to-

Doris Doe, contralto, will sing In
Jordan hall this afternoon songs by
Marcello, Scarlatti, Sadero (Italian folk
songs), Eric Wolff, Hugo Wolf, Brahms.
Rhene-Baton, Lenormand, Koechlin, Coquard, MacFayden, Strickland, La Forge.
She Is said to come from Maine. She

An

loss;
will love, even,

Nor

ard Malaby. a very young accompanist
should make the most of the French
sonata, is to ask too much; missing its
individual quality, they left It sounding
But they
strangely like Saint-Saens.
treated It reBjfectfully— a mark today of
musical discrimination strongly in their
favor.
Mr. Malaby, by the way, played
R. R. G.
admirable accompaniments.

FRANK CARLOS GRIFFITH.

rir

fulfillment

S.

"''at either Mr.

Dusmess and occupied the little office
through which my much-admired and
greatly-lamented manager passed. Rest

me—

eyes seek beauty, light will

And always must

case last night.

pansion;

But In the spirit, or the flesh, I
old, deserted mansion.

With time, as

my

If

blind me,

he will learn to
plan climaxes which will end his pieces
more effectively than was always the

akin.

my

will find

For

^

i

place but Death

No

doBlre;

mat

forbiaaing

ijasRloiiate *oal,

pause

He must, undoubtedly, be very musince he played with excellent
rhythm, elegant phrasing, agreeable
might be
It
sentiment and grace.
wished that he would try to differena little
tiate the spirit of his music
more markedly; the "aubade" and the
closely
night
too
last
sounded
nci turne

interest In this subject may be traced
to the fact that for several years I had
the honor of handling the said traveling

•

'WO' ^
It

control of the

Tho

With

sical

Into

that he occupied a less dignified and
ample space on the Mason street end of
the building, up a flight of stairs, over
the stage door, and through an outer
office, In which the booking of the traveling department was done.
Quincy Kilby's office was in the front
of the house, back of the box office. My

uV
and she favored
he'artTy to her singing,
them with several encores.

combe, baritone^

Eugene Tompkins Vhen became

full

i

mettlf 'The tud.e'nce

clean Intonation, beautiful tone— surely
Mr. Farnham must be blessed with a
very good technique Indeed. Many a
showier player has not been able to
manage so much.

der a covered way," which, Mndoubtedbely, referred to the intervening space
tween this old building, under which the

•^Cs'^Gu'tafson has a voice

m

m
gave the Impression of sounnness.
last
any case It enabled the player
whatease
night to do neatly and with
ever he wished to do; It enabled him,
of
too to maintain a remarkable purity
execution,
of
Neatness
intonation.

tlR-

"u"

ittacK

of It

turns

•>

Into clinkers

A few days ago you told us of the
Indignation of William, the car-porter
at being called George. Fifty years ago
name was John. The
porter's
the
change to George, well nigh universal,
may be explained by the following Incident An uncle of mine was one of
of the old
a party made up of members

and

despair.

Break, break, break,
Ah, this atone gray coal, oh, gee!
For the happy days when coal would
blaze

Win

never coma back to me.
O.

Mansfield.

HORROUGHS.

Boston Commerolal Club which made
the trip to tho Paclflo coa4St very soon
after the completion of the through line
via Union and Central Paclflo railroads.

A new English magazine Word Lore,
Clayhanger
tells American tourists that
Cirencester
Is pronounced Clanger and

way: When, on a side trip from
San Francisco, he called "John," the
porter assumed a decidedly belligerent
attitude and announced to the passenpargers in general and to my uncle in
ticular that he was no damn Chinacalled
man and wouldn't stand beingpacifist,
The offender, being a
John.

Balsbury (for Baltonsborough), Periton {for Fiddlngton), Arrerslee (Alderwasley)^' Stan'ell (Whatstandwell), ano

Cizzeter. Some of us knew this; but
how many know the local pronunciation cf these town names:
is

After his return all oar-porters became
George Instead of John. It happened
In this

soothed the Irate man but he had
Possibly this Incilearned his lesson.
dent gave rise to the change In many

thousands

of

names

world.

In the
P- A.

I

Posset (Pwrtlshead)?

I

The newspaper has the advantage ol
'head-lines to tell us precisely what w<
do not require to read. Lord Blanesburgh.

—

'

am told by publishers that the books
our leading novelists today last about
six months.—Alfred Noyes.
I

porters'

of

PAGE.

JUST INDIGNATION
As the World Wags:
With righteous Indignation have l
read the continued Jests aimed at the

It

would be a very suitable occasion

for every one

'

this proDoris Doe, contralto, s.'^ng
Jordan
gram yesterday afternoon In

istic of

I

hall

"Quella Fiamma," Marcello:

I

Hugo
Ruh,"
"Zur Ruh. 7,ur
"Von ewiger Lii-be." Brnhnis;
pleut de." Petales de Fleurs." Rhene-

Wolfe:
"II

Baton; "Quell Souftranoe," Lennnnund;
Plainte
Koechlin;
lu le Veux,"
'd'Arladne," Coquard; "Cradle Song,
FisherMacFayden: "My Lover is a
Strickland: "Dreams of Thee,
•

;-SI

I

I

HARASSED

jwherever I go Death surely comes behind me,
IPresslng me, cruelly Into Ufe, across

lo-

"Fa

bour,"

1

way so that he could
have his money a ""le^longer^^^

Le \

la nana Bflmbln,
Dinge
"In Mezo al Mar." Sadero: "AUe
Haben Sprache," Eric Wolfe; "DerTam-

lette," Scarlatti;

walk a
iMy father, dear soul, would that he
block to meet a street car so
his money,
could have a longer ride for
walking
while Uncle Douglas insisted on
a block the other

accompanito the extvemelv good
of H. C. '^^''"ttemore:

ments
'

because

;

her

his or

DORiS DOE HEARD

Caledonians

m

lost

—

j

outrageous,
is
It
thrifty Scotsman.
we
this universal delusion that
truly

have the one characterclinging tightly; that we are all
Most emphatithat respect.
alike
no means,
cally I state; we are not! By
My d^ar
not at all, and of course not!
for InDouglas,
father and his brother,
often
have
stance,
^.'"t"^'/
kind.
of a very difference of this

who has

temper with the telephone girl to offer
£5 as an act of penance. Mr. Baldwin.

\

I

'

man,"

La Forge.
When Miss Doc succeeds

"Hills,"

!

1

.

In

.

brummt;

her average up to the level of her

1

-

bp

will

IntlVefl'"

She has

..er.

an iinusually

fine

>

In

What sound

i

j

to both high iind low tones are not yet
skilfully managed, which means a loss

an uneven
to Impure

intonation.

Miss I>oc. however, on the whole
produces her voice with ease, and she
has developed to n high degree many
elements of a fine technicque, including
a neat attack, rare .sUili in the shaping
distinct
unusually
of
vowels hence
enunciation and ability to vary tonal

—
—

does

is

:

;

'

i

'

'

reckoned with.

'_

ing far to hear,

i

when

the

Long String

Quartet played In Symphony hall. Symphony hall cannot be called a "chamber," It is no place for chamber music.
But last night the place mattered litpassages in
tle. Except for a few loud

i

Her program may have

risk that kind
trust themselves to
the
ensemble playing which secures the
succeeds
nnest results if only it
Properly mind
kind when each player.
his own
na of the ensemble, still treats
degree of Inpart with a considerable
ly

of

to allow
"Tofeverybody can venture
would lead to
this liberty;

too often

It

lent

At Jordan han last evening, t,amb«rt
Murphy, tenor, gave a eongr recital, at
which he sang the following songs, as

in

the

fury

the

of

PANTSITORIUM, SIR
As the World Wags:
with much
I once was credited
hand the correct
tinction ^et-eenjanitarlum

Semen's

right, tlv.
"pantatorlum
which? Of course, everyorigina b
pants
body knows that all
came from Pantsylva^Ia. I P^"^^*"'^
s

either,

if

Intimate

Studio.
•Art Theatre Musical
AristaBorton of the "Lyslstrata" a comedy
tophanes (Athens. 441 B. C),Russian by
Into
In three acts translated

,

j

j

music gave

lhat the "uestlon
discovery
«11 time bv the
than the Missing Drink

14, 192».
.

I.y(ilittTftta

KaloBlka

;

I

friends,

i

Cast.

.Olea BaklanoTB

DurasoTa

'

between

Myrrhlna

the

Inflamled

Kentucky."
KentucKy.

women.

the

transposition

would

that
It pos•fat" the part of Lyslstrata. Is
theatre," a
6lbl» that In this "synthetic
theatre devoted to the highest art, any

thought

.^.^^

(Missing

a good
oughness.

test

1

^.^^.^

PROF.

ON WITH tST^HARLESTON
VTagf')

nec
!

(Vr.r

,

glee whUe
gome's a hoarse shout of
leering,
their faces are balefully
writhe-now
xow see them breathlessly
stamp

-^^XhrpT^iylvS^Dutch have a

day he

exchanging
t^^^^

.

|

ithe Boston
fellers In

Emauslte,

"why.

Emaus went running

m it

j

'rounrt

paused
Lena 6nce"-lhen he said Lena

confusion. "Oh, well,"
/.^V-husband, deprecatlngly. MATQUA^i
such a big town once.

Tome
|

s
^

ADD "NEWENGLANDIANA"
,

,

KNOW

the World Wags:
In volume 13 of Thoreau's Journal,
page 309. the following occurs: "Critchicrotches some two or three days; now
tender to eat."
What is. or are. Critchlorotches?
Among many literary experts, includ•

New Tork Times Book Review,
have found no one who could give me
CHARLES D. JONES.
help.
any
Boston.

>"et an old friend
and. after
street

_

Manchester Guardian.

I

'stite

said
r^X'^drdlou rarrr'^n^ce?'^back
there
Zltzenzerger.
friend ''Lena
frieiiu,
"
exclaimed
"What''
""„
Emaus once.
,,if.
tlu^
all

;

A

ing the

habit

Sa=.1nV-^,trx^o^
from honie on

selves
consists
but I am
cars we are left far behind,
certain amount,
not sure that it does.
is
standardization,
of classification, of
nccessai-y nowadays, but the individual
Jv. M.
groans under too much of it.—A.

DON'T

Quatlt

^^^^^
ONCE
BACK THEReTnEMAUS

|

Their unfortunate habits of

as they
bang! hear the steps

Quad^pedante putrem sonltu
ungula campum.^^^^^^^

^

WE

the World

UP
1^

civilization
in our own way.
motor
in the multiplication of

As

A»

con-

If

in the

bOUKBON.
RTE.

I.

I

even
were

and pei^Istence make
concentration
tennis and
them difficult to beat at' lawn
games ought
golf, and, of course, these
thoroughly
to be pursued Joyfully, not
^vill
Perhaps their various efficiencies
globe, and
the
oft
presently wipe us
they will
then they will be sorry for It;
that they had let us enjoy ourwi<=h

Drlnk.^^^

»

tribute to the quality of the
There will;
ance in a foreign language.
afternoon and even-,
b,. repetitions this

Myrrhlna,

Klneslas, her husband. It Is
disappoints
not Lyslstrata, that cruelly
from,
her good man, Klneslas, returning
Poor husband, who excites
the war.
Athens
th« sympathy of the old men in
an* the derision of the Athenian
No doubt the translator
I

two

but we got
tubes (half-pint hip-flasks)
clearly and
Uie ^Plrft communication
the aniof
witho^ static. The name beliejv-e that
mal is White Mule. We
world will agree
Tven the non-scientific Drink that
>
that it is the Missing
man.
caused the dea:ent of
and excitement at
In our great Joy
discovery we sang
tlii" epoch-making
Good
,
i^,^r -Take Me Back to the
"it Was Found in Old
Old Times"-^atd
brought
In a manner that

and

Is

|

Saratovslty
^
iju"
Rus•What possessed the estimable
husband to
a
glvo
to
translator
sian
Aristophanes represented
Lyslstrata?
scene is
her as unwedded. The love

and

Where

.

humble

there
cans would not be so thorough;
deal to be said against thor-

Klneslas

—

itself

"\\-rwei. equipped with

AmcriOne wishes sometimes that

s,.,blukova
i.Uet.,ltBya
l!"onlrt Bar.itoff

l^Z^\">
Probjiloa

nothing less

of

anthropolo-)
archaeologists,
hav« failed, we. two
gists and zoologists
ha^ e
but earnest investigators,

beer
The audience—it should have
a
imuch larger-was deeply interested,
perfonn^^

*

Myrrtilna

—

very Urge audience which showed eviE. G.
dent signs of Its approval,

Neiv Tork, Dec.

"

"J'^":

biologlts

solemnity and mar-

in turn

spirit.

tial

Music by Relnhold
Dmitry
16,
Moritzowltsch Gllere. Moscow, June
1923;

j

regard to the
tlon especially with
are able to announce
secret of man, we
has been settled for

and:
picture will not soon be forgotten—
Spartans, the
in the entrani;e of the

SmoUn.

]
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As the World Wags:
After an exhaustive ^t^^y,

of the per
tributed to the perfection
nat
formance from the histrionic and
uralistic standpoint.
,j..„,,,
incidental,
Qllere's music is, indeed,
simple manner.
but it Is effective in a
be out of
would
elaborate
Music more
There was no vain attempt to
Dlace
be_ called:
write measures that might
not
Grecian; what was written was
In the
incongruous, not distracting.
by
taken
oath
impressive scene of the
Baklanova as;
the woman-and Mme.
wholes
she administered it, and the

'

By PHILIP HALE Moscow
BOSTON OPERA HOUSE—
First time

[

,

EVOLUTION A FACT

ludicrous

and her two
Saratovsky
Messrs. Baratoff and
relief
essarlly stood out In bold
There
ensemble.
in this admirable
bill, who
the
on
unnamed
others,

INIYSISTRATA'

;

<j.

your reply.

I

the Handel veiT dramaticalyet without breaking the dignity
ly,
and the contlnuousness of the musical
line. Some of the songs of the Hugo
"U'olf group were marred by the obstreperousness of Mr. Baker's aocompanlmente, which at times quite obliterated
Mr. Mtirphy's voice.
But It was In the first of these, and
in the French group that Mr. Murphy
was at his best, especially In the lovely
and Impressionistic "Avrll," which he
sang with such fervor, and such exquisite nuanclng that It was demanxied
again of him. Again, In the quite dlfC«rent lyrics of Fourdraln, In his "chanson
des cloches" almost every French composer eeems to have written one of
these and In the strident, challenging
song of the Cossacks, ho proved himself
equally happy, both as a vocalist and
as an Interpreter.
It was in the first of the Hugo Wolf
songs, and again In one of the French
group, that he achieved some unusually
beautiful, firm head tones, and an IrThe coloratura
reproachable falsetto.
flourishes of the Handel did not go so
Bill lit times, his high notes did
not quite hit the mar k. Th ere was a

bifur-

or

torium"

inir.

He sang

dis-

sana-

a^^^^

:;ms"'use"d 4htr:
-hUe/ou wa:
catTd apparel is pressed
know
P^'^^'
and so I inquire to

honor of the peace.
the perfection ot
in the performance
marked that It
the ensemble was so
this man
seems invidious to speak of Baklanova
Mmes.
or that woman. Yet

RUSSIAN AaORS

vibrato.
For he has a very subtle sense of musical style and penetration of mood, an
admirable diction, and a voice of a
warm, vibrant quality.

I

the

i

little

learrioff-

gave
definition and
because

ing. erudition, etc.,

on the Acropolis; the rhythmic
Lyslstrata
entrance of the Spartans:
there was
alone cn high as beneath her
dance in
Joyous
the
song,
exultant

I

/

Is

—

fight

Charles Albert
Baker was his accompanist:
her, an«els,
"Waft
Recitative and aria,
sensitive ieeiiii&
tnna is
in
tone
through the skies," Handel; Fussrelse, Iv
v,i»
it fniinws that their
Anacreon's Grab, "Wenn Du zu den
;xtyo°dmary beauty. To listen
:rqu^t'e
Wolfi
Hugo
Ist's,
Er
Blumen gehst,
D'une Prison, Hector Panlzza; Mandomorr"than beauty ot
^°But'' therfls
the
line, Gabriel jjupont; Avrll, Gaston Pauthe Haydn hymn with
TO
^ound
Felix
Cloches,
des
Chanson
La
lln;
"
Fourdraln; Chevaucheo Cosaque, Felix variations th»
have
^^^'^^Jjf.
would hav^
that
Fourdraln; On Erlbeg Island, H. O. Os- nlty ahd a fervor
Viennese with
good; Awake, it Is the Day, Cecil Bur- fined the souls of the
they
beauty
leigh; Cherry-Flowers, Mabel W. Dan- content. The pure musical
Mr^
found In It would surely d« "fht
iels; Bab- Loch -Hythe, Martin Shaw; St.
Like him, they see In Haydn
Valentine's Day, Edward Ballantlne; A Casals.
man.
old
Spirit Flower, Campbell-Tipton; Murmore than a Jocose, half-witted
came Mr.
After the Haydn quartet
muring Zephyr, Jensen; Kathleen MaRing,
Oley
Speaks;
Sylvia,
Crouoh;
vournean,
Warner's pretty suite, "The Pixy pieces
The Sorrows of Death (from "Hymn of which pleased so much that two
so enone
program,
Praise") with organ accompaniment,
were added to the
memory
Mendelssohn.
chantmgly played that only 'he
same
these
Among that long suftertng fraternity ot the Debussy andante from
It with.
to which some on» so gently flung the
nlavers seems fit to compare Dvoraks
epithet of "disease" there are still some
The concert closed with
who do not "tenorlze," who sing not "Negro" quartet. In F,
quartet will come
only with fluency, but with nuance as
If only the London
are a blessing; let
well, and who show signs of an active
soon again! For they
^•
RImagination and Intelligence.
their "hands be strong.
And Mr. Lambert Murphy belongs
quite decidedly In this category, despite
4
the fact that he did include two groups
5
of a somewhat nondescript miscellany
last evening, and that at times his sing-

M

the only Bv.ccessful
that the
experiment in communism
world has seen. Dean Inge.

more

its

>

Martm Conway.

The monastery

earnest, most vioargument; the beauty of the

groupings;

well as several encores.

was marred with a

Instltutlons.-Sir

movement
when she was most

LAMBERT MURPHY

ing

even In

'•

non-logical
The fact that "^e are a democratic
country enables us to run
P.

I

minuet and the presto of Hayden's
"Emperor" quartet, the quartet's tone
did It
retained Its quality, and never
It circumstances, anyfall to carry.
canplayers
these
that
way are such
let them
not appear In a suitable hall
they
there
even
play on the Common;
would be worth the hearing.
good
supremely
For they are four
can safemusicians, so good that they

blame. At all events it did not
help her any, with its four little groups
of songs neither related nor too skiifully contrasted— a program, too, without master pieces enough to balance
the songs th it were merely pretty, iike
the Italian songs and the French, not
in
to say the medlocrtty of the songs
On another oc»:;asion it is to
English.
offer
a
will
Doe
Miss
that
hoped
be
program better calculated to show her
real
her
all
at her best. Kven she, with
cannot make bricks without
ability,
R. R. G.
straw.

Itself,

.

•up

\\ly was
unmistakable, whether
passion of Klnes
roltlng women or the
Unfortunately the sane appeals
eager f<"- men
of Lyslstrata to tho^e
through Igcould not be appreciated
but there
norance of the language;
Mnie. Ban
of
figure
was the heroic
her face and
JInova the eloquence of
^
the stage
Athenians
Werf the old representedonwith
sucn
C.
in 411 B
essayed
buffoonrv'as they entered and
treasury?
the
from
to drive'the women
of Aristophanes
Was It the intentionslap-stick
comedithat they should be
scenes were
The
ans, wldly farcical?
would Arisindisputably funny, but
tophanes, who on °<=<=^,'*'°"
and In other
grossly farcical In -speech,
have
situations
In
also
comedies,
his own?
recognized these characters as
be
to
long
There were stage pictures
The setting Itself; the
remembered.
with every
Bleht of Lyslstrata on high,
graceful even
significant,

>the

Ijeen to

i

oar,

^

cuddled
"John." said Mary, as she
«ios«!
many
beside him. "I wish so
us^plckle dishes.
old fools hadn't given

of modern
or less expurgated form. Is
As It was plajed
force and Interest.
audience last
in Russian, few In the
the dlanight knew the exact nature of
l^^d^^^^"
play
the
lo^e and how far
The English
chastened In speech.
gives onlj
translation sold at the door
frankness
original
the
a faint idea of
there are noteworthy
It Is softened, and
Patriotic
noble
omissions. Even the
Rabelais in her
?.yilstrata could outvie
not In ne.
familiar conversation If
But It was easy to see
hamngues.
what the
stage
the
on
from the action
was
about; the leading "'Otlvc

There was music last night v^orth go-

pleasure that it is Interesting to
speculate as to why she did not prove
herself yesterday a singer really to be

!

human

the

LONDON QUARTET

surely an excellent musician,

much
'

strikes
\VaIter R.
it

touch."

The comedy

at!

hated

sight.

with common sense In
.^^f.
s
Walkley. reviewing Miss Kingston
that
performance, was moved to say
Joyous
the
from
••her &<-ow departure
melancholy
throng with an air of proud
—the only woman unmated—was a fine
Imaginative

Time Began.)
Mary Jones

(Since

Smith

John

no man wanted

j

ed" Koechlin's trifle adroitly; dramatic
songs she sang with real force,
Miss Doe sang so well and gave so

i

when

lover.

who knows what rhythm means, who
feels how a phrase should be shaped.
She is sensitive, too, to the meaning of
songs; to the airy grace of Scarlatti's
air. to the tenderness of the Italian
She
cradle song she gave full value.
brought to the fore all the pensive
"pointshe
Tambour";
"Der
humor of

what sound

like,

Spalding of the
and Prof.
Harvard musical department discussed
it
froni^the standpoint of the music-

color.

She

m

sounds like and what sound shotild
sound like were discussed at a symposium on sound held under the auspices of the Porter Musical Associatioi:
Prof. Fredin Steinert hall last night.
Saunders of the Harvard
erick
A.
physics department spoke on the first
subject: Prof. George H. Parker of Ihi
Harvard zoological department talked
on the second subject, or what sound

'.!>

of quality hero and there,
scale, and some tendency

looks

.

,

OUR DAILY SHORT STORY

from another
f.c.ti'eM 'fniTited on taking
not only Unes but a •whole ecene.
HousIn the Greek comedy and
is the one
ir^ap'B adaptaUon, Lyslstrata
leaves the
end
the
at
who
woman
Kingston,
stags without a man. Miss
made
who played the part In London
B.C.
the sour remark that even In *11
to have too m«ch to do

SOUND AND APPEARANCE
OF SOUND DISCUSSED

her voice tones of
medirare beauty, especially the lower
timbre really
sllvei-y
of
a
um register,
for
(xiliilsite, with brilliant hlRh notes
measure, and low notes very rich
dry-,
of
yiolnt
to
the^
forced
not
11
The aprroaches, unfortunately,
ness.
1

,

As the World Wags:

w-hlch T
Theio are several thingsP«;haps a
would call to your attention Uvem ^ew
may call
la Mencken, we
of

^1^'^-?he^"commendable ft^nkness
whose f ee paper
ceriain movie theatres
on
"Blank Theatie-no good
?eads:
Saturdays, S"""!."-^
"

The

suspicion

°'"

that

Uie
the

mm

film

.•Flaming Waters" is a P^;;^ .?^.^/X'n't
-rhe SiKnt
Asbestos,"
series, "Blazing
Politics" to follow.
Singer" and "Clean
excerpt
Interesting
The following
3
Tuesday s Tr^vfrom the crime ..tory in
wifo
said, when his
"two years ago, hebaby.
Miss Tut.i..ui
gave birth to a

-r'vre.Ti-::r::.

editor ot the
the Pure

^WUliams purple Cow that
laum
Books League is about to
for the

purpose of.changmB_

—

1

^t.^^v >v
iult- 111 Great St.
slender female performed the operation,
whilst her husband, a strapping soldier
his
in the horse guards, Sat smoking
^^

jjetter"
iriot
llawthonies
How Hester Wion Her 'A.' "
H. F. M.
Boston.

.£

i

JUSTICE HOLMES
Vs the AV'orld

Wags:

the current discussion of Justice
Holmes and his 85th birthday, has anyone recalled his father's little story,
My Search for the Captain," which
ells how Oliver Wendell Holmes went
South during the civil war to hunt up
re]ic> future Justice after he had been
wounded? It Is so long since
recall
not
can
that
1
ad the story
occasions when
of file three
Cat't. Holmes was wounded his father
I
narrative.
of
the
made tlie subject
do recall, however, that Dr. Holmes,
going or coming, doubtless the latter,
stayed with friends in Philadelphia.
Impressed with the likeness of all the
houses in the block, he proposed on
goins out to chalk the door to make
sure of recognizing his host's home on
He was much amused also
returning.
at a very small and very black boy who
waited at table, and looked "like a
huckleberry with features."
Washington recently
at
. Somebody
Istook Justice Holmes for a brother
"No," sftid the veteran, "it
Justice.
bn't Justice— it's Only old Holmes."
V. N. E.
In

^

•

>

Paiil Robeson, who will sing in Symphony hall tonight, won farne^.,
fore he abandoned the law to go on the concert stage. A native of Princeton,
]M. J., the son of an eloquent preacher, who was born in slavery, he v.'&t^

There was a famous woman in
pipe.
Swallow street who shaved: and I recollect a black woman In Butcher row
who Is said to have shaved with
.
His friend, Mr.
ease and dexterity."
Batrlch, told him that he had read of
"the five barberesses of Drury lane, who
shamefully maltreated a woman in the
As far back as
reign of Charles II."
1611 Cotgrave, defining French terms,

|

graduated at Rutgers College and later at the Cclumbia University Law|
Sfchool. At Rutgers his prowes.s on the football field waft no marked that
the late Walter Camp selected him as a member of his All-America football team. At Rutgers he also won scholastic
he was elected to the Phi
Beta Kappa and social honors. In New York he took the part of the
Emperor Jones in O'Neill's play, succeeding Mr. Gilpin, when the play
was revived, and also took the leading part in "All God's Chillun Gol
Wings." In the fall of 1925 he went to London and in "The Emperor
Jones" met with extraordinary success. When he appeared as a singer
in New York, the public and the critics were unanimous in enthusiastic
praise. Mr. Brown's skill as a pianist has already been recognized here
as it has been in England, where he lived for four years. He was born

.

barber."
wrote:
There have been, perhaps there are toMr.
Boston.
day, women barbers In
Pepys was not afraid to have his wife
cut his hair.

i

THE PAVEMENT BLUSHES
(For As the World Wags)
The pavement blushes 'neath that leggy
stride

When

abroad

walks

mime

this

[

Mr. Stuart Mason gave many pleasure last Sunday by reviving tlie
good old overture to "La Dame Blanche," the opera once so popular, with
its libretto based in a singular fashion by Scribe on Scott's "Monastery"
with borrowing from "Guy Mannering." Another overture by Boieldieu
was once a favorite in this country as in Europe, the overture to "Jean
de Paris'," and we are old enough to remember when the overture to his
"Calife de Bagdad" was not only applauded in the concert hall but
strummed in the arrangement for piano (four hands).

of

Arrayed from head to heel In gauzlest
sheen;
pretence or vague charms to

No modest
hide.

beauteous

In

pride.

Or "Venus from the sea without a
screen.

lantio

stet^es City Lost
Cambodian Jungle

Srre^t success

[Travelogue
in

Behold today
done

travelers

and

explorers

for

yielded aught save to entrancIng smiles!

I

But "flappers" on our malls have gowns
and grace,
Besides some pulchritude of form and

As the World Wags:
I read this anhouncement

ork.

vast metropolis of a vanished
more than 1000 years ago,
hose million inhabitants disappeared
3 faces in a dream, leaving no record
f
their history and culture, some 600
jars since, was shown In all Its fanA\HStlc grandeur and Immensity.
ays dominating Itiis the Angkor-Vat.
he stupendous temple ruin, with Its
Ive towers rising 200 feet above the
Statues, carvings and colree tops.
mns, royal thrones and avenues of
i'ulptured giants, jseven-headed serents and the effigies of dancing girls,
iterally acres and miles of courts and
walls followed one anlillerles and
ther in hypnotic succession on the
-nplre, built

of Macbeth. This

And government

'

"

'

1

—to do.

,

^

—

'

s

up our feelings
and endanger my Soul-1-1!
riles

Aunt Jemimer!

Makes one feel over-dr'^.'Jsod.
It's
au fait to prom. In bare

Yes,

(Tweet, tweet!)
fait to prom, In
Yes,
Concord, N. H.
E. F.

tropical

,

EMILIE ALEXANDER-MARIUS.

<

au

THE END OF THE

To

•

feet.

By

'

i

i

j

has sent to The Heraiu
newspaper account, written In terms
tfl wonder, love and praise, of the barber
shop conducted by Mrs. Sadie Kitching
and Mrs. Delia Labunger In SomervlUe.
They have shown their prowess with
Old-fashioned razor and scissors for 12
years. L. R. R. writes, somewhat ungraciously we fear:
"Why marvel at this? In 1890 I patronized a Ip-chair barber shop In good
old Chicago. The operators were softvoiced women with velvet fingers. They
lulled their patrons to drowsy ecstasy
a*' they scraped the face or clipped the

1

.a,

^tocks."

barbers long

before L. R. R. saw the light. We beJleve there Is In an Elizabethan or Jacobean play mention of women thus
employed. In J. T. Smith's "Ancient
Topography of London," published certainly before 1826, we read of his adventures In barber shops.
•'On one occasion, that I might Indulge the humor of being shaved by a
woman, I repaired to the Seven Dials,

i

i

1

I

,

h->rr. 'o^t.

KEENE.

VIGIL

E. Minole
If one had been in the great, hall of
Stone House that dark night, one mi^ht
have seen Dasylluaruanus stealthily
creeping up the stairs, and If one had
keen eyes one would have seen that he
had something in his hand that glistened
and which looked quite sinister,
Finally, after much secrecy, he came
to a door, and silently opening It he
crept up to a bed, and reaching over he
took the covers, and with much deftness pinned them down with the safety
pins he had in his hand and 'n a 'm<voice said*: "Now, dammit, that'll hold
Good-night, little
the covers on ye.
one."
S.

verse.

WUN

A correspondent \\Tites to u.-*:
"I have just received a letter from a Russian friend, who is at present
living in Prague, which expressed her own point of view on the subject of
some of the modern Russian music we have been heai'ing. T ought to explain, perhaps, that during the nearly three years that my husband was
secretary of embassy in Constantinople, we saw the arrival and gradual

'

dispersal of the great Russian evacuation, and made a great many friends
among them, and I had an opportunity to see how very closely allied they
are to the oriental. If the word 'Eurasian' did not have such an unfortunate connotation, it v. ould express what I mean very well. In the crosssection of the Russian society which we saw, there were all the types, from
tlie smart society imitatoi s of Paris find Vienna, down to the Mongolian
Kahnuks, and moreovej-, we saw them against the half-oriental background
of a Moslem city.
"l\Iy friend is a trained musician. aii J is siiig-ing just now in a sort of
clioral society in Prague, as well as being- one of the leaders in the princlpal chureh choir. She naturally is familiar with Mr. Koussevitsky's reputation at home and has sent n^e several rather interesting notes about
him. I had recently complained to h?r that some of the Russian music he
was giving us was rather out of my range, and I should like to quote hor
teply:
" 'I do envy you the Koussevitsky concerts here, we are very ha n
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I disagree with my colleague and cotransmitter Wun AVIng. The verses are
not by Hi-Lo; they bear plain evidence
of having been written by Hi-Wun, a
Ming poet and race tipster who used to
run the "Inn of Celestial Shadows" In
Canton. It was a dope shack of a low

type.

The Herald:

to the stolid ghost of an Tndia-i chief tlian to !)e told that the average, paleskinned, loose-jointed, fevevish-browed. keen-fingered, imaginative, higlistrung, pain-flinching and passionate modern .^lncrican was his descendant
in culture or heir to his arts. .'Vmericivn music! f'ish-po.sh!
ALI SAN.

FROM THE CHINESE
As the World Wags:
The following somewhat unfinished,
fragmentary verses were found In a
Chinese coffin of the Kwang-Hsl period.
They are supposed to have been written
by Hi-Lo. son of Sa-Wen. It is impossible to render the Chinese hatchhammerters In English without a monkeywrench, but I have beaten them up as
well as possible in modern bandit-

the- Editor of

Another v.omen's club, I read, has come foi-ward and a.nnounced that
it will promote the cause of "American music" by giving a few more Indian programs.
Of all the monstrosities of cultural misunderstanding,
The Indians previously occupied this
this is perhaps the most tiresome.
continent, even as the Joneses previously occupied one's flat. They were
here when our ancestors arrived, precisely as the Joneses were apt to be at
home when you first called with the real estate agent. To establish the
Joneses as spiritual kin to you would be just exactly as sensible as to contend that Indian music, Indian pictures, Indian dances have anything to
do with current Americans. Tlie Indians Vv'ere a naive and interesting people. They had a few distinctive art forms, limited, aboriginal, highly colored, and pantheistically conceived.
To these they arc entitled, even as
the Greeks were entitled to theirs,
f
can hardly imagine a worse shock
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Equatorial life sounds a treat:
Where a loincloth for best (one could
say "waistband" for "loincloth,"
but
!)

It was one of Mr. Holmes's most reJ. E. P.
.'.arkable travelogues.

-

have

World >Wags)

golly! Oh, gosh!

It's

But there

in The Herald, the editorial and also
the different letters about the honor paid our distinguished conductor,
Mr. Koussevitzky, but, as a matter of accuracy and justice, both characteristics of The Boston Herald, may I say that the Monday concerts and
the children's concerts referred to as being started by Mr. Koussevitzky
^vere started under the direction of Monsieur Monteux while he was the
conductor of the Symphony Orchestra. Not only is that to his credit, but
even if he did not receive the honors bestowed on our present conductor,
in Providence, from Brown University, we never can forget what we owe
IMonsieur Monteux for piloting the orchestra through those starving days
of the strike, with so much dignity that he forced the admiration of everybody. Those were days of difficulties; he was not honored by Brown
University (we regret it, for it was a good chance to recognize courage
fi.nd splendid work); he was honored by all who lived with him those unforgettable days of anxiety and suspense. So let us not forget the man
to whom we practically owe the continuation of our concerts at a time
when the clouds were thick and heavily laden with disturbance.
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To the Editor of The Herald:
It was most interesting to read

The plasterers soak us for ceilings;
The coal-Ktrlkers left us no coal;

Here are the activities of a lost world
culptured In relief upon the weatnerorn stones, here the countenance of the
reat god Shiva gazes down from hunreds of lofty vantage coigns upon the
itruder on their ancient solitudes. As
Me lecturer said not St. Peter's, nor
V'estmlnlster Abbey nor the Taj Mahal
-ake so unique a shrine "without an
aual and without a rival in the whole
'de world."

Vl

I

R. H. O.

—

It Is a mystery whose secret
All
ntlquarians quest for In vain.
hat Is left Is Its enormous ruins, with
lie Jungle flowing In like an implai:a<\e sea, with trees, vines and mosses
overlng carvings alid court In an al-
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time

our shingles,
Gives us plenty oh, plenty!

hem?
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The slelghbell now constantly jinerles;
Thermometers play Peek-a-Boo;
While the snow, tnelting down through
the
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NOT FLORIDA

Whence came these marvellous peoWhat became of
le who made It all?
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heard or a strayed pasture.

creen.

of

Marl-

Brigham Street pasture, last seen near
Westboro road. Finder please notify
Downey Bros., and be rewarded.
I know that Birnam Wood once moved,
greatly to the surprise and discomfiture

This

mass

.

In the

boro Enterprise:
Lost and Found

lyone to visit the place at leisure, to
!t
and to make pictures on the
hat Mr. Holmes has undertaken
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MOVABLE REAL ESTATE

many

but not until the construction of
road by the French gave easy access
Its wonders has It been possible for

iiost

—B.

face!

ears
1

The Paris of fair Helen set no styles,
And Cleopatra's lover was not one

Who

Burion Holmes, with the magic of his
holographs and motion pictures, at
)-mphony hall last night, opened anther locked door In the far east and
Kvealed a scene of fascinating Interest
nd weird beauty.
The mysterious, jungle-burled city of
ngkor, in Cambodia, has been known

when

sode of the Carnival in New Orleans," and the story is of a Sicilian woman
in the French quarter remaining home with her half-paralyzed husband,
She recalls her lover
•while all New Orleans is revelling in the Carnival.
of past years. As the maskers return, she is struck by the resemblance
of a singer in the court below to her youthful lover. It is he. She goes
out to greet him. The singer fails to recognize her, shuns her. The husband, attracted by tlie photograph of the lover which she had kept, tries
When the woman returns, shfe finds
to reach it artd falls to the floor.
herself indeed alone. The Times-Picayune speaks in praise of the "stark
tragedy" against "a background of riotous color, laughing, dancing and
fun," while the music giving a poetic quality, "leaves only the impression
of something as strange and as beautiful 'as a fantastic dream."

out-
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pantomime by John Beach of Boston, met with
was performed last month at Le Petit Theatre du
Vieax Carre, New Orleans. The ballet has for sub-title, "Dramatic Epi"Mardi Gras," a

of Corot In a sylvan
scene
Of an unprudlsh age prudes oft deride.

Or nymphs
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n the top of her head,
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^BiSToulside one s
imagine tKc kinJ of music you describe as
of
p.ano nnprov.saseries
a
heard
just
have
I
u-al notions of harmony.
Bela Bartock. executed by a Hungarian.
tK ',s by the Hungarian musician
on old Hungarian national melodies, some
\\\ these pieces arc based
far a.s nomad tribes, and they have a
of which can bo traced back as
In some places you positively get l^allucnaoriental aspect.
at

the

Bairam season.
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Russian listeners %vere in ecstasy,
of t^e
an abominable noise. I myself was

is
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sen'^eless.
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girl almost before she struck the
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the

curious that
thought the music
first group and only yearned
spaciou.s out-of-door sounds, which thrust one
foi- nvM-c of tliese broad.
and boundless stretches of virgin lands
mountains
wild
the
ii
,u
radios and other varieties of human
their
with
towns
by
ui.Dolluled
in Europe where all live so closely together
here
EspeHallv
ulgarily
and everjlhing is overcivilized, one appreciates
lid space does not exist
Russians formerly— air, and a chance to
such thing- so familiar to us
positive refreshment.
That is what the music brought to us, a
1 stretch
pi-escribe for your musical flock to read old Taras
not
you
'"'Could
I
That is what accidentally
Rulba iust before listening to Moussorgskv?
I first heard the suite
difference.
happened to me and it made a real
dreadful piano in Constantinople,
nlaycd in a dark, shabby room on a
other things as well. The Great Gate
but by a real master, and several
simply breathall this right from memory?) was
getting
I
(am
Kiev
of
presentation of it later
Koussevitsky's
Mr.
and
so.
heard
taking even
"
scene.'
acted like a searchlight on a real
of the scenes

tioiis

all

and she

They caught the
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and given
floor. Carried to the nearest dressing room she was revived
medical attendance. Despite" a deep Scalp wound, Jennie pluckily insisted
on doing her act, as usual. However, she fainted again later, and was
removed to her hotel and into bed. Several days elapsed before she was
sufficiently recovered to again appear at the Old Howard.
When the curtain rose on "Variety" at the Old Howard, it remair?
up, as a rule, till the show was over. No waits and no between act.s, enuniei -.
cept, perhaps, for an "afterpiece." Beginning about 11 o'clock the
ous places of refreshment along Howard street did a rushing business

'l i-an ciuite

distinctly

rc close by.

,

i-est

Not even an 11 o'clock law then. Who r
just across the street from the Old Howard
with its walls covered by pictures of sporting and theatrical celebrities
till

midnight closing time.

-

members "The Woodbine,"

".'

'

Continuing at the Old Howard, and coming in contact for the fir>i
time with "variety" actors, I was assigned to "straight" business with
that famous team of blackface artists, Harry Bloodgood and "Andy"
Leavitt. A "straight" man, be it understood by the uninitiated, is one who
"feeds" the comedian with lines which enable the latter to register his
"stuff" witli the audience. A capable "straight" was then, and is now, a

•

I
'

valuable asset for a comedy sketch.
And by the way, a veteran "straight" who did valiant service at \\-:Old Howard, was N. D. Jones. "Nat," whose family name was associaic
with the Boston stage, his father having been a playwright, appeared ?
;a useful man in innumerable farces. At the period mentioned his naim
usually was to be found in the cast of the burlesque or other act which

;

l

concluded the show.
From Fechter to Bloodgood was a step from the sublime to the ridiculous. Also the youthful "straight" was surprised to learn that there wore
few lines for him to study. Bloodgood and Leavitt had original methods
of producing and developing their sketches. Originality had free rein in
the "variety" of that time. Is vaudeville today too much standardized?
Bloodgood and Leavitt, arri\ing at the Old Howard during rehearsal
hours of a Monday morning (Bloodgood was invariably late;, might find
the front stage occupied Perhaps a ballad singer, song and dance team
cv a musical specialty was rehearsing with the orchestra. That didn't
bother Harry or Andy. Retiring up stage and conferring together in a
quiet comer, they discussed the act for which they were billed that week.
Contrary to established precedents of the legitimate stage, by which plays
are first written and then acted, the Bloodgood-Leavitt negro sketches
often reversed the process, being first acted and then written.
After the two comedians had put their heads together for a while
they had the new act, lines and "business," roughed out. Snatches of talk
overheard, as from Bloodgood: "Now, Andy, you take the slap and work
If none but themselves was conleft," indicated the shaping process.
cerned in the act, there was little need of a detailed rehearsal. With these
resourceful spirits it was only a matter of "ad lib" or improvise on Monday night. Also, on other nights until the sketch settled into completion,
sounds crude, but these masters of blackface comedy could and did
i This
put it over. With Bloodgood as the leading spirit of funmaking, and Andy
jwith his banjo as the able assistant, there surely was delicious fooling
at
which they had preof
at the Old Howard. .Sometimes they repeated acts in
appeared or used sketches by such writers as Charles White, J. C.
viously
in
Stewart, or others. Bloodgood often appeared in the "olio" with a stump
Bloodgood had a straight
['speech, Leavitt with a banjo specialty, etc.
singing specialty called "Uncle Rufe," in which he impersonated an aged,
To the Editor of The Herald:
,
o
Carlos white haired darkey, with a song in which occurred the refrain
history, as related by Frank
Chapters of the Old Howard's
"Den hang de ol' w-hite hat
interest by
much
with
read
doubt
are no
Griffith in The Sunday Herald,
On de peg behin" de do'.
Th^^.b^S
that ancient playhouse.
And say goodby to po' ole Uncle Rufe."
many past (and present) patrons of
including
H-ard,
Old
the
experiences at
This serious bit, artistically done, always went big. and clinched BloodwTiter's recollections some
with
"variety" (now vaudevme).
good's reputation as a true comedian.
with a star of former days, also
When a "straight" was needed to impersonate a landlord, doctor,
season of 1878-79, the writer as .a
the
During
comedy.
Jngs of blackface
- lawyer or some other convential employer of negro "help," according to
from
Boston
to
returned
had
profession,
;"uth in his first year of the
obtam- the exigencies of the sketch, there was a rough rehearsal, just to give hi:n
Tom's Cabin." I was fortunate
"business." Then he was free to "ad lib" with the others.
"barnstorming tour with "Uncle
to an idea of the
Howard as one of a company engaged
Leavitt often expressed contempt for a certain type of "straight,' that
ng ln engagement at the Old
repertoire
it all," and wouldn't "team up" accordromantic actor of the old school. The
is, and old actor who was "a know
upport Charles Fechter, a
and other dramas wh^h ing to Leavitt's ideas. "Do as I tell you," remarked Andy to his new
Thoroughfare"
"No
Cristo,"
included "Monte
H "straight" at the Old Howard, "and you'll get along all right." The
4 years old
at that time was
F chter had made famous. Fechter
young actor, being ignorant, did as he was told, and seemed to satisfy
rte
Yet
sudden attacks of U ness.
Bloodgood left such details with Leavitt. Andy was
was broken in health and subject to
his instructor.
ear her days o tin
Whoever has seen Bloodgood and Leavitt
fire and magnetism of
literally his man of all work.
stage he showed enough of the
gal
or the
Obenreizer in "No Thoroughfare,
in such acts as "The Balloon Trip" or "He's Got to Come"; "No Pay,
his audiences as the wicked
Fechter No Cure"; "The Body Snatchers"; "The Coal Heavers's Revenge"; "A
with his "Zee World Is Mine!'
lant count in "Mont. Cristo,"
mastered
Night in a Strange Hotel"; "Beasly's Dog"; or any of a score of other
quite
never
and
in France,
though of English birth, was educated
sketches on their list, has memories of keen enjoyment and laughter

pianist who will give a recital next
Iren" Scharrer. the English
in this country when she
Saturdav afternoon, made her first appearance
orchestra on Feb. 22.
Symphony
Boston
the
with
here
.lav«d
I.ubbock, the wife of an Eaton
In private life she is Mrs. Guerncy
London at the age of 12, as a
in
debut
her
made
She
ollegc ma-ter.
Her first lessons were given to her at the
Mupil of Tobias Matthay.
Miss
who was also a pupil of Matthay.
affe of live by h^-^r mother,
leading English orchestras, and
^i^harrer has appeared with all the
when the late Arthur Nikisch conducted.
at the Leipsic Gewandhaus
Europe. Outside of her music, her
throughout
recitals
given
She has
boy of eight and a girl of
charming
a
children,
her
is
greatest interest
automobile driver.
She is also a "good sport," known as a skilful
five
in traffic regulations makes it a bit diffiShe' regrets that the difference^
Newman, the celebrated London music
cult to drive in America. Ernest
was hard to say Vhich was the more
"It
playing:
her
of
critic has said
of the pianism itself, or the
admirable, the grace and power and variety
humor at the
sparkling intelligence ai^d the quick-witted sense of
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FECHTER & BLOODGOOD
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Melodrama and Buriesque
Memories
Boston
a Famous Old Theatre
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unlimited.
''Monte Cristo'' at the Old
Stage hands in the wings at the Old Howard apparently got a-,
the dres. rehearsal of
small
Sunday, extending mto the
much "kick" from Bloodgood's comedy as did the folks out front. Ami
Howard occupied practically an entire
that is praise, indeed.
manager insisted on havnng e^.
fours of Monday. Fechter's stage
Leavitt arranged the sketches for publication. Negro farces, inscribed
realistic storm
and
"sets'
rightful place. Heavy
'•"set" and "prop" in its
on title pages, "By A. J. Leavitt" are in playbook catalogues t,oday.
Cristo."
Many of these were originated by Harry and Andy on the stage of the
effects are called for in "Monte
,
^
i

''^"rthat

_

.

own

under his
Fechter's engagement, which was
J
™^"^f^"j;;l'
^cts were ion.
success. Waits between
recollect was far from a financial
Apc^o
downwas
curtain
the
naps while
or the stir took rests and even
The public stayed ^7^^gies weS necessarjs one evening.
^nea
he went direct to his faim
Boston
From
appearances.
fechter's final
(J.
18
August,
in
died
he
where

Old Howard.
Bloodgood was a much younger man than Leavitt, being at that
time, 1878, but 33 years old. NaturalJv, he was the more sportively inclin^. Harry enjoyed his full share of the good things of life. He' was
at the height of his popularity, good looking and always well dressed.
To see him getting out of stage make-up and into street clothes was to
Quakerstown, Pa.,
witness a quick transition from black to white. Bloodgood in his dressing room, stripped to the waist, had a pail of cold water, bar of yellow
Howard, unde^
t^T^ld
fiasco,
Fechter
the
Following
Sadie Ma soap, sponge and towel. In a very few minutes, with expert motions, he
the fascinating»^g\",fXr
married
afterward
soon
(who
of Fred Stinson
the ^ct^ ^s-em removed every vestige of burnt cork from face, neck and hands.
of "variety." Varied were
tinot), inaugurated a season
appear
Q£ORG£ W. B. HI]^
whose
persons
"7^5
the
of
many
.bled there, f^d famous were
ot them. IJoc
many
named
has
Griffith
^„ thp T^ro^rams Frank Carlos
Mrs.
OF
daughter of that sterling actress,
he reLrbfr Jennfe Yeamans, a
SUNDAY— Symphony Hall, 3:30 P. M. Emilio de Gogorza, baritone, and
popular. Her singing and dancand
pretty
was
Jennie
Yeamans-'
Annie
Yolanda Mero, pianist. See special notice.
^
People's Symphony Orchestra,
Mollis Street Theatre, 3:30 P. M.
liTalwaTrrnt t>ig with patrons of the Old Howard^
Mr. Mason, conductor; Marjone Church, pianist. &ee spec.al noi.ce.
on the stage,
was
act
her
for
dressed
Jennie,
ju^ before curtain time,
Symphony Hall, 8:15 P. M. Paul Robeson, baritone, and Lawrence
flies
Brown, pianist. See special notice.
Without warning there fell from the
practising a few steps.
Jennie
Boston Athletic Association (Gymnasium), 8 P. M. Louise Hunter,
struck
It
bottle.
empty
where doubtless it had been hidden, an
soprano, and Vannini Symphony Ensemble. See special notice.
E:30 P. M: Stella
TUESDAY— Woman's Republican Club, 46 Beacon street.
Streuss, Allerseelen. Wolf, Gesang Weyia s. Schumann
die Musik.
Ponchielli, Voce di Donna, from "La Giaconda."
Fruehlingsnacht.

CONCERTS

I
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THE WEEK

—

LaUr-CErnav

ue Mariage *3ei Roses.

.iiic-

SainT:|aens

Pnn-

g ^ Engl^.h So
temps qT! commence. f.om "Samson et D»l.Uh
Sweete Is Shee. Horn, I've B«en Roaming. Repper, Dusk. Raohman.
F. Bridge, Love Went a-Rldin».
inoff, To the Children.
Ch*(iapin. See special notice.
8:16
o P. M.
Hall.
THURSDAY— Svmohonv
Symphonj^ Ma
THURSDAY
1,^.
Macdonaid, E, nest Harrison aci

i

.1 chapter thatfiFealSof
ihti natural diynity of hair, "phantastlcal
tonsures," "mad shavers," "the decency
of hair," "mad effccters of yellow hair,"
"tincture of hair condemn'?d," besides
othor curious matters. From the chapter one can learn of
the Arymphael,
dwelling near the Ryphaean nioimtalns,
who "esteem Haire upon the Head to
be a very great shame and reproach,
and therefore they affect baldnesse."
And as a motto for the title page of
this pamphlet, to be printed In a most
luxurious form, we would quote the
noble eulogy of hair pronounced In "The
Golden Ass" by Apuleius inspired by the
sight of the voluptuous Fotis.

.

companist, "woiart Chio mi soordi di te-non llZT^-t^^Tue^Hno/
Schubert, FruehlingsGod Exalt Reloicing. Schumann, Intermezzo.
du meme Koenigen.
Franz Fuer Musik. Brahms, Wie bist Nu.t
Qiaube
G.
«< Automne.
Roussel,
°WoW: Bin soliher ist main Freund.
a un
pt u'
ai
Bou anger, RenevS. S.uic.
ir-,i,r.
Lili
Pi«iir i<>tee
Harrison,
Lullaby.
Celtic
cip^et.-'lymbole des ApotrSs. Bax, A
baiser"
Kennedy- Fraser,
Oalfio lolk long, Chi mi na Mor-bheanna.
to You.
Mull Fisher's Love Song.
^
Boston
of. the d„.*„„
concert
Nineteenth
M.
2:30
P.
Hall,
FRIDAY— SvmDhonv
See special notice.
?vJnhnnrorche6t7a Mr Koussevitzky, conductor. violoncellist.
Sonata
?mdi^i Hall I lIV M Yo^^^ Bilstin, Russian Beethoven, Gossec,
bv Boccheri^l composition^
"^n worKS
Jitter.ooif ar.d iwo o>
^fayln? Schubert
du Caucase. His first
Variations Diaboliques and Chants et Danses
•
appearance in Boston.
,^
her first recital in
Scharrer,
Irene
ciATiJRDAY—Jordan Hall, 3 P. M.
12 Etudes. Music
Boston Be?t?fven Sonata7 c shai^ minor. Chopin,
"Maja et le
hv Pu^cell Scarutti, Bach, Debussy. Ravel, Granados
by
»f"J'h«r^VBridge Dew Fa ry (first time here).
consymphony
Frida/'s^
of
M:'"Repetit?on
Halr^srirp'.'
''°"s?mphotr;
cert, Mr. Kgussevitzky, conductor.
I

^
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That's Julius Caesar punished Tof nis
crimes.
Look out! He may be great again some
day!
Give him a dime.

The night hushed up the tumult
day
told the stars that
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Catching male gudgeons

We

perfected?

are

need to dowse
while.

The world

Is

and bare,
Icarce feels the
hair,

hungry and has need

of

as

serves

it

,

underneath,

are

trembling sorted one.

with a baby stare.
Antonio
tha next few yeers pushing a
banana cart an' damming tha wimmin.
It wuz about this time that he dlskovered sumthlng. He diskovered that by
mixing essense uv horseshoe nails with
sweet spirits uv nitro-glycerlne he kood
unload It fer 2 smackers a pint. Wun
snort uv tha 3rd rail vinegar wot he
manufactured wood malk a nigger jazz
band play grand opera. Wunce more

For wWsitered Time

will

;ould see our women as they now appear In the street and in other public

amend your
shave your

de Sevlgne wrote that
a woman of fashion, a follower of the
and
under the latest mode, had her hair cut short
A suburban newspaper,
at
In- curled all over her head, suffering
Activities,'
"Women's
heading,
"This makes
that nlgTit from curl papers.
formed our correspondent Xenes
her head look like a little round cab- 'T«^lo« in bage;
Mr. and Mrs.
no hair on the sides; the head
."
the birth of a daughter
As ridiculous a
Is naked and bristly.
.sight, my daughter, as you ever saw."
soon saw a
Sevlgne
de
But Madame
great light without Journeying to Dashe
afterwards
A few days
mascus.
found the heads of the Duchesse de
M>ia Hess, pi;inist, I'layed this proSully and the Comtesse de Gulche
gram last night in .Tordan hall to n
charming; she recommended the coiflarge and genuinely delighted audience:
fure to her daughter. "The hair is cut
on each side, one row above another.
Sonata, G major, Mozart: Symphonii
This furnishes great, round, careless
Variations, Schumann; Ktudes, Opus
curls which come below the ear no
Posthunnis,
Opu.^
,25, No. 1, 2, 3. Chopin;
more than a finger's length. It makes
^5, No. 3, 2, Opus 10, No. 12, Chopin
one look very young and pretty, as If
Pavane pour uiie Infante I^efunte, Ravel:
one carried two bouquets of hair, one
Before the Dawn, O'Donnell; Soiri
on each side."
/ians CJrenade, Violes, Ce qu'a vu le v< ni
At the same time she wrote to MaB Guest, Debussy.
dame de la Troche, telling her that the
It was as the evening wore on that
Queen and all the other noble dames
-Miss Hess found fiiUe.st use for those
[were about to have their hair bobbed;
fine qualities in v^hich she most markedyet I do not advise you to cut your
Not, for instance, till she
ly excels.
'beautiful hair, the fashion will not last,
came to the Chopin studies could she
long."
make play with that exquisite ligh^ lone
A half -century passed. Lo, the women
of hers, so individual and yet .so ciiricusly impersonal, like ice cream, both
then had the whim of Imitating their
Maurcpas describes in
.^wcBt and cold.
It fitted the studies,
grandmothers.
cx'N-pt the last, as though made for f
his Memoirs the short hair. of the womon a lace cap, which
put
they
Miss
Hess added enchanting!
them; and
en: how
covered only a part of the head and
rhythm.
allowed the sight of huge ringlets on the
The gentle sentiment that beconns
other half.
Ravel's Pavane is quite in Miss Hosti'.s
And so the hints at melodies :i-.d
line.
'The fashion of bobbed hair has alrhythms, the pallid coloring and the
ways made the fortune of hair dressshading of a delicacy very fine all tlics«ers." remarks M. Van Altena.
are Ml.«s lless's to give when Debuskv
There was a lackey, appropriately
calls for them.
I-Iers Is also a sensitive
named Prison, who, having practised
feeling for the picturesque in music, a
hair cutting on men, became the rage,
feeling which served well that pretty,
the hair dresser of the court ladies. He
oddly named piece, "Before the Dawn."
was young, well-made and a most poabove all else, Miss Hess is
.And,
lite person; brought Into notice by Mablessed with temperament; whatever
dame de Cursay, a leader In society,
she feels she can make her audience
who had ruined several men, among
feel.
Not every performer Is so fortuothers, a banker, and the confidential
nate.
Satirifollower of the Due du Maine.
The symphonic studies Jlij-.s Hess apcal songs were sung mocking Frlson
peared last night to feel but faintly.
and the ladles with the bobbed hair.
It may be that she Is so opposed to
This fashion again disappeared. High
vfcftuosity that she ca-nnot summon it
Frison was sucshe
will.
But without a certain i coiffures came in.
when
ceeded In popularity by Legros, then
tetjhnlcal brilliancy, a splendor of font
Frederic, then Leonard, who dressed
and rhythmic buoyancy, tlw^c studies
make dull music. Some of them, too, r the hair of Marie Antoinette and wrote
demand poetry, not mere aloofness; (? his memoirs.
and ^thers call for fervor.
In the years of the French revolution
1^
it was a protest against the guillotine
S!>'ni€~iJi-ople conceive Mozart to have
for women to show hair cut short on the
been n man of reasonable robustness, lj.v
neck "a la vlctlme," or "a la sacrifice."
no iiK.ins "the lass with 'the delicatii
The Directoire knew the "Coiffure a la
TIp.-iS
would have him; she
Titus," with heads reminding one of a
s i^cnala till little wag
left
porcupine.
1'^
:.n(l tinkle.
Since she likes
"In less than 130 years," says M. Van
tli.it u..> with -Mozart, a liking
the auAltena, "women at six different periods
dience sliarod, Miss lUss made beausacrificed their hair."
litul work of the .sonata^
The nudltnee clamored for added
If we were an enterprising publisher,
pieces after the Chopin group, and al
we would put before the public for the
the end of the concert scarcely a soul
benefit of women scene II of the excelr.
t>
„
stirred to go horiie.
R. R.
lent John Bulwer's "Anthropo-metamorG.
phosis, Man Transformed; or the Aitifl-

goat at

In 1671

last.

Madame

—

1

ImYRA HESS PLAYS

:

Antonio wuz
used tuh go

thru

morning

throw

an'

.

.

At the HoIUs Street Theatre, yesterSymphony,
conducted by Stuart Mason, gave Its
19th program of the season.
Marjorie
<tay afternoon, the People's

away eny paper
.

who played the piano solo of
the Scriabin conceilo, was the chief and
only soloist. The program was as follows:
Church,

.

.

.

.

Handel, Concerto Grosso In D Major:
Concerto
piano
for
and
orchestra; Ballantlne, "By a Lake In
Russia"; Debussy, Suite "Children's
Corner."
The Scriabin concerto Mr. Mason
Scriablne,

We

spoke recently of Louis P. Goullaud, the publisher in Boston of "Hildebrand Montrose."
Mr. Goullaud's son
writes that his father died In 1919, at
the age of 79 years.

*

gave Its first performance here, although It harks back to that early and

PEDIGREE
An aunt of mine owns
An aristocrat of cats.

Ginger,

formative period when Scriabin was
writing in the vein and style of
Chopin. And to Judge by the concerto

He's Persian, golden in the sun,
And pointedly high-hats
My small, mud-colored alley friend
In condescending chats.

still

of yesterday's performance, also in the
of Rachmaninoff and the French
operatic composers of the late nineties.
It has moments of poetic beauty, in
the opening allegro and In the andante
which Is In the form of a theme with
variations, but one cannot help thinkIrg of It with reference to the later
Scriabin, a potent
Individualist,
an
orchestral virtuoso. This concerto Is
facile, It has some amazingly deft figuratlons for the piano in the first movement, a certain thematic spontaneity.
But It lacks Individuality. It Is a Scrlabin writing
in the
manner cf the
schools, transitional.
As for the performance yesterday Miss
iChurch played the piano solos sensltive!ly and with intelligence, although the
orchestra was decidedly halting. There
Weems to be nothing quite like this crehestra for unevenness, for In the Hanjdel
concerto with which the concert
opened, especially in the largo and, the
nnale, the perforance was an amazingly sure and polished one, one of the
best that they have yet given.
The remainder of the program consisted of Mr. Ballantine's luxuriant "By

manner

;

Bred in expensive catteries.
The finest to be had.

'

Were

Ginger's hand-picked ancestors.
My kitty says he's glad
That his folks were romanticists:
His mother loved his dad.
B. D. F.

j

—

I

j
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He wrote

'.

American Mercury, This Quarter, and the Revue des Deux Mondes.
and his books, also erudite and brilliant,
made a compact row on the shelves of

'

'

for the*

j

'

the intelligentsia of three continents.

Tonight he went to see Ziegfeld's Foland afterward read "Gentlemen
Prefer Blondes" until he went to sleep.
lies

|

,'

:

in the Modern Manner
erudite and brilliant articles

Biography

'

GOGORZA ANDMe.

!

MERO GIVE CONCERT,
and Emlllo de
Gogorza, baritone, gave the Sunday afYolanda Mero,

pianist,

ternoon concert yesterday afternoon In
Symphony Hall. Mme. Mero played
Chopin's variations, a nocturne and a
scherzo, and by Liszt one "Harmonie
Solr" and a Hungarian rhapsody.
du
Mr.

De Gogorza sang

—

Concerto Chief Soloist

wrinkled.
Then he
met a red-haired telephone operator.
Bananas!
Nise ripe banans! ... 46c a duz!
SNOWSHOE AL.
.

—

Marjorie Church in Scriabin

rolling In wealth!
He
his pockets every

munny wot wuz

of its Individual timbre, he
has made certain rough places plain.
Since voices do hot usually Improve
with time too much time, anyway
singing students will do well to give
close thought to Mr. de Gogorza's ways.
P\it let the.'se students learn. If they
I'.m, to manage their voices with all
the art of Mr. de Gogorza.
Even so,

—

spent

bobbed their hair long before
800.
An Ingenious Frenchman, M.
'ierre A'an Altena, has been studying
he subject, taking for a text the quesion often heard In Boston as In Paris:
'What would our ancestors say If they

both

Raviola wuz born In New
At tha age uv 6 he had

mamma

Women

*

their skill will avail them little unless
they can also acquire something of his
fine rhythm.lc sense, a little of his ability to recognize precisely what meaning every sentence in his songs must
convey, not to forget the sensitiveness
to musical beauty which would make
his song a pleasure to hear ever. If
there were no emotion to quicken It.
Students, In truth, have much to learn
from Mr. de
Gogorza.
Miss
Helen
VVlnsIow accompanied his songs
admirably.
Mme. Mero evidently felt that a display of technical proficiency would suit
the occasion best. It pleased the audience, at all events; she was heartily
applaud-ed. In a Chopin nocturne, however, she did her most remarkable playing.
Amazingly beautiful tone she had
at hand for the singing of her melodies,
tone of many shaxles and colors. Brilliant color she also applied to the little
waltz, to its great benefit.
And the
close of the sixth rhapsody or Is It the
seventh? added after one less familiar,
she made, dazzling.
Both artists, of course, had to lengthR. R. G.
en the progi-am liberally.

De Luxe kabs and walk home amung
them.
Then he crashed for a blonde

bull."

or

I

6

illst

.

prisoners," said the
"You
Sage Hl-Fun to the caged parrot.
bars, and I
can't get away from the
Bunk-Ll Dynasty.
can't get at them."—

0

Incumbrance of a single

the thick forehead tresses, frizzled full,
;lval the tufted locks that grace the

little

best).

•We

her silver

|aU things revers'd, the neck cropt close

^

you
(Above,

a

glim

the

In

net.

m

grratlfylng

sacrifice

—

at the time of the parody delighted In bobbed hair.
"Behold her now, an ogling, vain
coquette.

quiet.

Sity.

still

a technique
which few baritones can equal
and
which none can surpass. He even betters It with time, and
thereby the
quality of his voice, In which, with no

sense enuft not tub brag about It, an'
wen he wuz 10 yeers old he did sumthing worthy uv a person uv mature
intelligence he got out uv there.
He
crawled out uv a box-car in Chicago
wun day an' desided tuh lern tha english langwidge an' spend his life in tha
fair sity by tha lake, wair life Is sumtimes safe after dark.
Fer a wile he
wuz so brainless that peeple predicted
he wood end up in congress. Antonio
spent tha next few yeers picking up
cigar butts and a edducation.
By tha
time he wuz 20 yeers old he had
emassed kwite a fortune peddling plaster fotographs uv Garibaldi, Abe Lincoln, St. Patrick, an' uther famus Italians.
He wuz so rich he used tuh hire

women

the world

Let the perfect
come and count each other.
Beat a drum, and hum ring- ting-turn.
And annoy each other.

Who

I

Antonio

Tork

whiin

taste of his loyal public.
He rctjiins coiitrol of

MEN WOT HISTERY HAVE OVERLOOKED

Over 100 years ago some on«^it;ia Shakesperlan parody, "The Seven
Ages of Women," from which the London Dally Chronicle Infers that "the
wheel of fashion comes full cycle," that

j

-

repertory

these songs:

Thranen, Mondnacht, Widmung.
Arioso, "Le roi de Lahore,"
Massenet; Complalnte de la Glu, ChaStille

Schumann;

Song of the Night, Cyril Scott;
The Goat, Moussorgsky; Ltetle Bateese,
O'Hara; Jota, De Falla; Polo, De Falla;
puis;

Clavelitos, Valverde.
The artists did not put themselves
lo dignif:
their programs with
either new music or, for that, with old

about

great consequence. Well they may
why should they? It Is to hear
Mr. de Gogorza sing certain songs that
people enter the concert hall of a fine
afternoon; they would be sadly disappointed If he sang other songs.
Still,
though, Mr. de Gogorza might, with
no great effort of ingenuity, wider '

a Lake In Russia," which managed
bulte successfully to capture the Rusklan mood by the use of a folk tune

I

knd skilful orchestration. . The
Depussy pieces, which are more often
^eard as planistlc excerpts, and of
irhlch the last two, the Shepherd, in
which Mr. Mackey played the oboe solo,
very beautifully, and the enervating

Cake Walk, are the most effective.
The program next week will be as
follows. Joseph Lautner will be the
jioiolst.

Mozart, Overture to "Figaro's Wedding"; Wagner, Aria,
"WIntersturne
'

wlchen dem Wonnemond," from

"Die

IWalkure"; Dellbes, Ballade et Theme
yarle
from Coppella; T.schaikowsky,
(Symphony No. 6 In B minor. Op. 74
(Pathetlque).
E. G.

of

ask,

'

ROBESON HEARD IN

NEGRO SPIRITUALS

i

\

i
'

;

I

j

I

j

j

j

I

:

'

,
'

'

;

,

TravfkT
loyalty was
Mr. Pember
to an even
ii

.

.V-

svmphorv

Asso-

Pn«l Rohoson, nogro baritone,!
and Lawrence Drown, pianist and comH
poser, gave a piogram of negro songs,
three groups of spirituals and one of
Their program Included the
-Ik <:angs.
Mng, to which they added several

ciation,

•

Hands
"I know de Lord's Laid His
on Me." "I pot a Home in-a-dat Rock,"
"Oh
and
Chariot"
Sweet
"Swing Low.
Gimme Your Hand." arranged by Lawrence Brown; "Sometimes I feel Likt
A Motherless Child" and "Little David."
arranged by Lawrence Brown; "Wate)
arranged by Avery RobinsoHj
l^ov,"
Scandalize My Name," arranged bj
"Stand Still. Jordan,",
Burleigh;
H. T.
arranged by J. Rosamond Johnson, "Oij
Ma Journey," arranged by Edwarc
Boatner; "Steal Away," arranged bj
Lawrence Brown; "I Don't Feel Nc
Wavs Tired,'" arranged by H. T. Bur-

on the whole, a waste of time;
the moral tone.

know,'

"Reader

sprawling on a
of Novels,'" a
bed with a novel In her hand. She was
rather fat and she was naked. Truly,
a painful' sight, but it did not deter us
from reading novels then, and we rea^d
them today. One cannot improve one's
mind the whole day long by reading an
encyclopaedia, whether it be the Britannica, Chambers, the Catholic, the Jewish or the excellent Larousse.

woman

Brown &

Little

two

!

Co.

never have been brought, the allegations
should never have been made."

The

'

I

!

I

i

mighty and prevails?

"The Hounds

have published

by Sylvia Thompson.
The hero of McKenna's singular novel

It is

apparently unknown to Mr. McKenna,
to quote the "AnacabTJsls" of
that,
Godfrey Hlgglns, Esq., "the world Is a
idea, a dream of th<a Supreme
Being; that we are all like the figures
all
in the magic lantern. Illusion— that
the
at last resolves Itself Into God—

mere

great Pan."

ALARM CLOCK

life.

ask whether

to

the son of Penelope by the
Let us
suitors, or the son of Mercury.
rather say with certain metaphysicians,

tors of the association were re-elected.

the newspaper game," said
Mr. Hale, "need the co-operation of
the other fellow. Each department depends upon the other. We are mutually
Independent and interdependent. Let it
be said that never have the Herald

'war and

injustice.

now necessary

so when Pantagruel told the
story of Epltherses, hearing, as he sailed,
a mighty voice proclaiming that the
great god Pan was dead; when Thamanous, a shipmate, obeying the voice,
nounced near Palodes the sati nows,
"deep groans, great lamentations, and
but
doleful shrieks, not of one person,
the
of many together, were heard from
land " Pantagruel understood the story
of
Saviour
as relating to that "great
to
the faithful, who was shamefully put
For all that
death at Jerusalem.
we
that
we are, all that we live, all
him.
have, all that we hope. Is him, by
from him, and In him. He Is the god

And

I

.

-

•

Pantagruel,
Pan, the great shepherd."
having ended his discourse, rema ned
'A little
silent, full of contemplation.
flow out
while after we saw the tears
s eggs.
ostrich
as
big
as
eyes
of his
God take me presently If 1 tell you one
matthe
in
single syllable of a He
ter

"

Yet there are some who

Is

In

certain

traordinary, the more so by reason of
Zina
Colin and
the author's age.
He goes to the
/are to be married.

Pan was

i

President George W. Lee Introduced
Joe Toye as toastmaater. Joe materlallaed his magic alaim clock, placed
and explained that his
It close by
frequent talks over the radio made it
necessary tor him to have something
resembling a microphone in front of him
for him to do his best. He stated that
due to prior engagements, R. L. O'Brien,
editor-in-chief, and Edwin W. Preston,
publisher of the Herald-Traveler, were
unable to attend, but had sent letters
commending the organization and heartily Indorsing Its aims.
The speakers gave the gathering
many hearty laughs with their recitals
eftbelr eip&rlences In newspaper work,
»nd also they spoke seriously of the
loyalty and co-operation which ta needed
to produce the best results In their busi

not

by % young
ways ex-

of Spring,"

English woman,

affects
is Pan; or is Mr. Stranger, who
Nateby
Ih-a morals of the house party in
Castle, Old Nick himself, for the early
Christians borrowed Pan's hoofs and
horns and gave them to their Satan,
Thus they did
ad'Jing a forked tail.

Pan an

events, as told, especially the re-

hation of the shameless behavior Of ap'parently decent women and the drunkenness, the rows, of the men, are of engrossing Interest. One*^mlght easily belleve that the macabre element would
have been treated In a more baffling,
more sinister manner by Mr. Algernon
Blackwood. Was Mr. McKenna's purpose satirical? Or did he wish to write
merely a "shocker"? Has he drawn a
picture of life in certain English country houses, where Pan is not a guest
where
in supposedly human form, but
the spirit of unhampered nature is still

"works of fiction" that are out of

the great god

the
Mr.

of

Warburton remarked: "If I beword of the evidence on either
side I should feel that I must be either
mad or drunk. ... The case should

Spring,"'

attended the' 35th annual meeting and dinner yesterday
aftemon at the Hotel Avery, and
were entertained with informal ad-i
dresses by prominent members ofthe Herald-Traveler staff, and a,
musical program.
The guests Included PhlHp Hale,
dramatic critic, and Edward E. Whit-;
writers
Ins and John E. Pember, feature
Wheeler,
of The Herald, and Harold F.
managing editor; Joe Toye, feature
writer, and Neal O'Hara, columnist of
the Traveler. All the officers and direc-

One

lieved a

the common run: "The Oldest God," by
Stephen McKenna, and "The Hounds of

Association

out.

Justice

j

his

\ndrew Kenney
Uaddy Palmer

,

will tell you,

only
holding the nose, that Rabelais was
an obscene buffoon.

Mr. McKenna'a Pan Is more like the
ancient god seen by Helen In Arthur

loves

Is

him,

reported killed.
but,

lonely,

Zlna

weds

still

thick-

headed George Barrett-Saunders. Her
"Do you love him?" She
fathei- asks:
answers: "No. He has only a physical
attraction for me; and the sort of life
he leads will keep me occupied. Polia certain amount of entertaining."
Colin was not killed; he turns up In a
Paris hospital. Hope Chase, an Ameri"He
can, Is wildly In love with him.
caught a whiff of her perfume, a lingertrailed
ing, oriental scent that always
tics

from her movements, some blend of amber and cedarwood and Jasmine." When
"You
he finally kissed her, she said:
have defiled my love for you. You have
She
beauty."
spiritual
profaned its
would find peace with her husband and
her work.

Zina has a husband; also a child; but
she and Colin come together and are
over
hH<!<!fullv harlDV as they look out
^elrno vaUey from the height of FieGeorge Barrelt-Saunders was last
sole
lien leldlng village Territorials In the
maUi street of Pelham, square-shouldered e^es straight ahead, -'his mouth
sterolVTnd complacently set under the

We\hould like to
brow f moustache
know what became of Mrs. Chase, so
'-

Marlon Morehoufe
.Edna Hibbarl
Dudley Clements
John Carmody
Bernard J. McOwen

Mae Washburn
..Jose Yovln
Head Walter
last night f or
play
the
saw'
Those who
(he f^rst time no doubt wondered why It
was called by many coarsely immoral

A

the professor."

a suit for slander.

women brought

.

we saw

murmured

The story leaked

lowered

But the prejudice against novels was
ot confined to poker-backed New EngMany years afterwards In
landers.
Brussels, looking at the extraordinary
pictures by Wiertz,

Frank Forbes

form of Satan? " "Srou have not
exhausted the possible explanations, you

j

nual Gathering

social

it

Evening"

Ladies

Phillipa
rialre Standlsh
Dot Miller

In the

On Monday morning we boys, heeding;
the sermon of the night before, asked
anxiously at the newspaper shop when
the next Beadle novel would arrive and
we could obtain a copy of "Mad
if
Mike the Deadshot" In the Munroe se-^
Alas, the .Rev. Mr. Eddy's rightrles.
ecus sowing was on stjpnr'gTburj.d.
/

Approximately 150 members of],
the Boston Herald-Traveler Benefit;

In

In

j

Herald -Traveler Benefit
Ass'n Holds 35th An-

and

Mr. Stranger gives out that he lost a
foot in the war. He likes to run about
with bare feet. In the mud Is the print
of a hoof. Is It Stranger's? Those who
voted against Pan at last persuade the
wild worshippers of nature that Stranger
He takes
is a supernatural 'character.
Ills leave, having written a cynical letter
of farewell; but he attends chapel service before setting out. Was he PanJ

vllta^ei

little

novel well worth reading:.

foolish

[

the civil war. The subwas "Novels and Novel-reading."
Dickens was condemned because he had
his Chadband and his Stlgglns. Thack-|
eray was a cynic; he had no religious
Bulwer was a corrupter of
feeling.
youth. Sir Walter Scott escaped condemnation. The reading of novels was,

buoyancy.
Unless one Is 'a Roland Hayes, an(
can sublimate the spirituals, this is thj
only other way that they can be sun^
But probably the underlying cause q
th« disappointment is that they shoul
never have attempted to sing in Synj

"We

our

A

under his own dlnlng-rooin

THEATRE—

ject

"Gimme Tour
David" and
Hand," which they sang togeth-ar, wer^
songs, and iri
humorous
two
only
the
these they sang with the unfailing
rhythmic zest that should mark all ot
For one thing, th(i
this negro music.
songs that they chose were not th^
best of the collected ones and for anj
other they sang them with too littlJ

iaess

of

a

•

shortly after

"Lil"

JOE'S MAGIC

Church

Old

the

of the song.

phony Hall.

a sermon preached

We remember

sleep
table."

I have always been puzzled to know
why 80 many people waste so much
stating his theory concerning the origin,
time reading so many papers.—-Lady
of the devil's hoof. He traces It to Pan.
Oxford.
This leads to a discussion of two re-^
liglons:
Pan, or living In accordance
non-Ioglcal
The fact that we are a democraUc
with uncontrolled nature; Christ, repreus to ruT,
senting asceticism. The majority of the^ country enables Martin Conway, M. P.
guests vote for Pan. At that moment ?nstaSl6hs.-Slr
the dim room becomes brilliant with a
strange white light, and a belated guest
arrives bringing Mr. Stranger. With his
arrival the women and all the men, exIs
cept the professor, his wife and the narof the
rator, go back to nature with a ven-i
geance. Even the professor's wife thlnksl
By PHILIP HALt!.
it would be well for her honor to leave|
perFirst
TREMONT
the castle. Adela Glynde, despising the;
(orroanoe in Boston of "Ladles of the
world's opinion, throws her bonnet over!
Evening," a play In four acts and five
the windmill; Jocelyn Arley, a gospelscenes,
by Milton Herbert Gropper.
eyed young American, loses her innoProduced by David Belasco. The cast
goodvulgar,
Helmsley,
a
cence; Nora
H. Dudley Hawl-^y
...
Calvin King
natured, sensuous beauty, prefers a
\ ernon Steele^
Tom Stan.'Ish
Leslie Auaten
guest to her lawful husband. The men,
Jerry Strong
Beth MerrUl'
mess.
are
a
Beatty
noted,
Kay
exceptions
with the
Harry Aldt-n

rloh

McMahon.

J.

;

American hostess, a
climber, came from Prof. Shapland

invited by

entertained with songs and violin solos.
The Mt. Benedict quartet sang between
"Charlie" Fitzgerald's
the addresses.
orchestra played while the assembly)
dined.
Besides President Lee, the offlcersi
are: Vice-president, James H. Godkln^
ecretary-treasurer, Charles T. WiUwerth.
These officers and Robert J.'
Hastle and Garrett B. Klley comprise
the board of directors. The committee
In charge included the ofRcers and
James R. Jackson, Leo P. Greene and

A small hall would have been bettcr.|
Despite the fact that there are various
ways of singing negro spiritual songsJ
the singing of them, unless they are|
Incidental to a musical program, as in
the case of Roland Hayes, is distinctly;
an Informal affair.
Paul Robeson has already boon cited)
as the second of the Brutus Jones's ofj
Eugene O'Neill's "The Emperor Jones,"
and as the chief negro actor at the
Provincetown Theatre, who was the
first to enter upon the singing of spirituals on a Sunday evening, with Lawrence Brown as his accompanist.
They seemed to lack abandon, rhythmic fury, the nalvd joy and intensity
that makes each of thes'a songs of racial
Mr. Robeson's
significance and power.
voice, a very beautiful baritone, at
tlmea seemed quite thin and lacking in
Only in the "Swing Low,
resonance.
Sweet Chariot," In "Water Boy," a
Georgia convict song which had a very
elaborate accompaniment, arrangeva by
Avery Robinson, and in "Steal Away,"
did he capture the emotional Intensity

j

havlor of the guests at Nateby Castlo,

for 25 years secretary-treasurer of the
association.
Through the courtesy of the B. P.
Keith management, the Wilton Sisters

leigh: "Were You There?" and "M>
Way's Cloudy," arranged by H. T. Buri
leigh; "Nobody Knows de Trouble 1
John
See" and "Joshua Fit de Battle 01^
Jericho," arranged by Lawrence Brown4

I

fOT'

t.

salil he looked forward
greiitar
Herald-Traveler
newspaper. Ne.^l O'Hara kept his audience In laughtor as he related his experiences as an after-dinner speaker.
Mr. Whiting gave point to his address
with anecdotes. He praised the association, saying that loyalty Is the very
foundation on which It is built.
One minute ot silence was observed
ma a tribute to the late Fred Bogardus,

hall last evening, undeij

Ihe auspices of the Civic Music

'

i

.

i,

1

Waitress

i.

,v

It Is at
It was' first performed.
limes coarse, but life Is not all rose"Immoral" it is not.
water or civet.
nor Is it a powerful sermon on thej
necessity of charity to be manifested
toward the unfortunate, in spite of tlrfact that the Rev. W' illlam' L. Stldger,
D. D., said in print that, seeing fhe

when

•

play, he had a "wholesome reaction,"
and during the performance wept over

several of the scenes.
It is true that a revised version was
.staged last night as It was in New York
a year ago. In the original version the
.scene that Is now In front of a tenement
was in a hotel bedroom. Certain lines
that gave offense have been cut out or
changed, as Kay's curtain line of the

"And he never even touched
now "I didn't know they made

I'rst

act,

me

is

"

guys like that."
This Is a slangy variation of an old
theme, the regeneration of a courtesan
through love, but In this play the courtesan is not a "grande amoureuse," not
a Marlon Delorme; she Is a common
street walker, apparently without one
honest thought, reckless, cynical.
Three men talking at ease In a club
iKippen to see women passing outside.
The talk drifts In their direction. King
and Standlsh have no pity. These wornAny attempt to
<n are all a bad lot.
titer Uielr conditloi^ to reform them,
iwould be futile and foolish. The artist
strong Is of another mind. Heated by
the discussion he will go out, accost one
and inif the women, reason with her,
luce her through kindness to f<jrsake
A wager Is laid.
;ier lamentable life.
Terry meets Kay In front of her shabby
He
street.
mean
lodging house in a
speaks to her. At first she Is suspl•lous. Is he a detective, a professional
reformer, a slum-visitor, a humbug?
she is persuaded to tell her
li'lnally
story: *her home life was unhappy,' she
She worked for a time, then
bolted.
took the easiest way. She alternately
laughs and rages, insults and wonders,
slaps Jerry's face; but when he offers
her a handsome sum to work for him,
the offer.
to sit as a model, she accepts
For some months she is happy, for
woman.
good
.lerry tells her she is a
Standlsh, wishing to convince Jerry that
fool of himself, also
is making a
lie
-.vishing to make Kay his own, tells Dot
hers about the bet.
of
.Miller an old pal
Dot tells Kay, whose pride Is hurt. So
Jerry as soon as her portrait is finished
turn her adrift. She curses him to
V. ill
1.

and leaves.
She and Dot In Atlantic City are
looking for men to pay the hotel bill
or rathfer Dot pursues and Kay holds
his face

back.

The long

arm

of

coincidence

Standlsh appears, makes
pulled.
to her, would taxe her to the
coa^t, but Kay. jle ding or a moment
curses
will not consent, for while she
Is

love

Dot prevents
she loves him.
.lerry,
seeing Jerrj-, who turns up
an honest one, written Kay from
dramatist.
the
of
the sake
with uncommon Intensity— not extrava- for
men are In a New York
The three
'
gance. Descriptions and emotional epistandlsh is ashamed of
orientally perfumed.

The book

sodes

are

is

vivid

Lt""^

ir.s;=-^^is^=^h^r^
the

written with a flaming pu.;pose. in
Interest of peace and national frater
nlty. And Miss Thompson can be amus
Ing. "George, next to his father, looked
'ike a glossy chestnut next to a tomato. Old Mr. Barrett-Saunderson suggested the three words, 'bluff,' 'gruff'
and 'snuff' He didn't' actually "take

V'^^

^

'

loves her. Did they
^ f^i^^fher, says he ^^/^l^^^^^^^
braces
invite King to the wedding?
written by Mr.
pamphlet
Prom a
Itelasco It would appear that the dramatist's purpose was purely humanitarian, not merely to write a play that
have a commercial success,
woiild
Whether seeing the P ay. »ny spectator
snuff, burhls countenance seemed, esprofile, to belong to the time -ill
oeclTlly
'.^f^^^*;
hat
Tre
"The ""^ h noe
'ul.
when that habit was still In vogue and >'>ont
night, lostless, expectant, for
when a gentleman could ride to hounds ll»- ^nost part regarded the
a»
all ^ay and finish his evening In port-

m

'

Utiv

at

,meay.

mnks

the

to

r

.i

,

:.

-.n.

•

.

.

men were

i-he

vpes.

was

It

was

excellent,
true to the draniatlst s
not Mr. Austens fault

than
hat Jerry seemed to others

Kay

Miss Merrill s
careful
vay is worth seeing. It Is ahave not
performances
many
<itudy that
lobbed of apparent spontaneity there
And again the wonder Is that

.queer. Impossible guy.

,

protests tnai

in 1924-26 so many
for lucrative publicity.

were

made

i

The

cast:

Tom

|

Kelly

,„v.r.

p^ul
n'.lile

De
H^rae ^e
Qeor|e
j^hnBton

Joe Cooley
Bird Dog

Brenda Lane
refft. Johnson
Hayes
.".Danny
'

Dwyer

[The Spieler

•

il"^

i

THK.A.TRB

("c'>FI,i:y

Bound," a play In three
Vane. The cast:
.Srrubby

Ann

.

.

.

C.

;

—

acts,

'"Outward
by Sutton

doings

the

Katherlne Standing
Henry
Terence Nelll
Mr Prior
Alan Mowbray
Mrs. Cliveden-Banks. Jessamine Newcombe
Hev. William Duke
Norman Cannon
Mr.s. Midget
May Edlss
Mr. Llngley
Victor Tandy

i

]

Charles Vane
tract Mr. Vane
has grlven us a coBmlo group, and he
has shown a keen hand at differentiation.
There Is the barkeep, the bounder, the business man, the widow, the
sophisticated woman, the clergyman and
the youthful lovers.
He la first of all
to be applauded for his novelty, for
blazing the trail. To be sure to make

and

|
,

.

the

adroitly Ann and Henry spellec
Illusion on their first entrance, how
convincingly they gilded, eerie like
through the three acts, and how logicalabruptly the curtain descended without
sans scurrying to comei-s, S0|
ness,
the case to consummate the;
often

How

"happy ending."

el^e
the
ot

Ml^lcks

Meade

STATE— "The

.\'n

Murphy

Creek Lee

.Mtuna
Poleon
First Mate
Necla's Indian

of

t heir

(Harvard Crimson, March 11)
Athletic committee solves gridiron
knot by giving Horween the Holm in

Colonial "Ben Hur," film version of Lew Wallace's famous

1926.

Fourth week.
Majestic— "The Big Parade,"
Lawrence Stallings' war film
with John Gilbert and Renee
Adoree. Ninth week.
New Park "Rain," Jeanne
Eagels and original company.

(Advantages of Married Lite, or Why
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes)
"I don't give a damn if you do n«ed
the publicity, Reggie," said the young
bride of the famous moving picture star,
"and unless you buy me that diamond
bracelet at Cartler's, I'll not divorce you,
and that's that!"

Eighth week.

said her
".So you're going to Paris?"
dinner partner that night, glancing addiamond
and
platinum
a
at
miringly
Paris
bracelet on her arm. "How nice!
spring.'^^
is lovely in the

OUR DAILY SHORT STORY

tale.

—

—

Plymouth "The Judge's Husband," William Hodge's piece in
which he stars. Sixth week.
Shubert "Naughty Riquette,"
musical piece starring Mitzi. Last
week.
Wilbur "Aloma of the South
Seas," atmospheric play Vith the
famous South Sea Islands foi
background. Third week.
Castle
Square "Abie's Irish

—

gHELBT.

MODUS OPERANDI

—

As

Anne

comedy enters

We

Nichols's
its

famous

24th week.

elec-

announce with pleasure the

tion to our

Academy

of Messrs.

Jainln

seems
butes

St.
'and Jerkin, "quaUty plumbers" of
Petersburg, Fla. They were proposed
by E. R. L. The vote was unanimous
in favor.

Percy Ingram, an English county Mi-

champion of the SO's, could bfeat
the average player 50 up, using his nose
as a cue, the veracity of which Is not
here recorded as a reflection on the
contour of his nose or the statement
that he used resin In preference to

A DELIRIOUS "REALTOR"

hills of old

New

Kerry

Pat

(Sign In the
estate defller)

Harmon

We

Shannon

Mother

lot

offer

window

Palm Beach

his nose as others have, it Is perfectly
safe to assume since he powdered but
one nose that he did not play bilUaxdg
and the piano with his nose at the same
time. Brothers of the Baize readily recall the circumstance that made his
billiards a la proboscis only possible
between colds nasal obstruction rpu.

—

i

ij

re«l

_
and recommend a house and

near here at a price that

Is

dered Impossible that whirlwind most
used in conjunction with the stroke required for obtaining that piece de resistance of all crack players that known
as "side" or "English" (see Badriiinton).
Only brief reference can be made
Instances
unfortunate
here to those
where an artist deprived of arms has
warded off defeat with his toes, supporting both palette and brush by this
extreme means, or of others similarly
deprived who have used the mouth to
It Is at the feet of the
exponent, however, that the
palm must be laid, fond memories giv-

hold the brush.

I

musical

highly
j

speculative.

ing the first award to the pnerarmed
Fiddler of Ohio. (Ah! Ford.)
Next we award the adept In "Der
Kuenstler und sein PubUkiiKi" by P.

j

AT

B. F.

As the World Wags:

A

program as varied as it is entertaincombining rare talent in both serious art and mirth-provoking divertisse-

|

JAZZWOCKY

I

"LIVERPOOL, Eng., March 13 (AP)
—James Scott Skinner,, .82-year-old fid-

ing,

Rueckert:

from Aberdeen, Scotland, wearing
ment, awaits patrons of B. F. Keith'B
under his
kilts and carrying his fiddle
Clever dancing, jarm, boarded the liner Caronla today
Theatre this week.
going to
'I'm
accomplished singing, instrumental mu-; jwlth the announcement,
"

"Then quietly came the harper
And lowly reverence made.
He had no arms, and therefore
The harp with his feet he played."
Prom the author's name and the title

dler

1

1

ot a high, order, skilful acrobatics,
and. last but not least, humorous offer
Ings of unusual excellence all have}
been brought together in one-well aP'
sic

'

—

'

cispatch from Liverpool'/
"And the butter-and-egg

portioned bill.
.
Aileen Stanley, "Tlie VIctrola Girl,"
is back after her London success, with
her melodious, charming voice and a'
new repertoire of entertaining songs."
She received a warm welcome from the
audience, and by way of appreciation'
rendered one of her VIctrola impersona-

—

1

I

this masterpiece it is safely agreed
not
ithat the Instrument mentioned was
the jewsharp, no, indeed.

.\nierlca to kill jazz.
May I quote a line froiw Milton as a,
motto for the verses inspired by this

I

man

j

The old-fashioned ways and old-fashioned men have ruined many a busl
ness. Sir Woodman Burbldge.

dust."

and the sllthy pairs
and grapple on the floor;
All Relsman were the jazzyairs.
And the trombones outroar.

Twas
Did

Harry

Delf, the popular

comedian

dancer,

,1

ij

Herman

j

Tlmberg

The more
jl

at<d

not content with his success
in winning a i-apid succession of laughs
from the audience in a solo act, appears also in a skit "Rosita," and duplicates his previous performance In
giving amusement with his rare nonsense and clever mimicry.
In his individual act he puts the audience in
high gleee with his skilful take-offs
on Greek dancing and the bromides of
the vaudeville stage.
In "Rosita." he
shares honors with Nena Viela, whorse
dancing wins many rounds of .-(piilmi.t-^..

—

brilllg,

g^'re

"Beware the Sklnnerwock, oh, Min!"
Quoth sheiky wriggler to his mate—
"His Henryfordlsh violin
May put your model out of date."

tions.

]

I

see

«>f

polltlclan»,-the

more

—

iSTELU ROBERTSON,
\

{•IC

!

j

ofrr-

musical treat, "Berlin vs

I

Jburnallsts— St. Loe Straohey.

has prp
r believe a bountiful Creator
ivided ample resources tor all If there
;were wise production and Just dlatribuThe Rev. James Barr.
tlon.

sat awhile In thought.

!as In Comstocklsh thought he blinked,
The flapperwock, with breath of flame,
Gave him the high sign, smiled and
winked.
And CharlGstoned as she came.

like

'

The Sklnnerwock took bow In hand,
The syncopated foe he sought,
Then rested he beside the band,

And

PERCY GRASSLET.

Boston.
bit the

.

Repertory Theatre "Minlck," a do
mestic comedy In three acts by Edn.i
Ferber and George S. Kaufman. First
time in Boston. The cast:
Lll Corey
Peg Entwlstle
Nettle Minlck
^Mary Servosa
Helen Wallace
Annie
George A. Stlllwell
Jim Corey
Koss Alexander
Fre^ Minlck
Frank Thomas
Old Man Minlck
Ralph Roberta
Al Diamond
Ruth Taylor
Marge Diamond
Alicia B. Crawford
Lula
Louis Leon Hall
Mr. Dletenhofer
George Hare
Mr. Price
Ethel Frances Robertf
Mrs. Smallrldge
Valentine Sidney
Mies Crackenwald
Agres Elliot Scott
Mr. Llpplnscott
Elizabeth Leavltt
MIs.s Stack
Old man Minlck was desperately
anxious not to get In the way when
he came to live with the young people
In their five-room flat In Chicago after
But he did like to
his wife had died.
sr.'iieone listen when he held forth
1,,, „,
rman debt and the com crop,

Ingram was a

and although I could never ascertain
whether he played his Broadwood with

•

Hampshire,
think you

of a

This

of some parts, for he was the composer of "The Frog's Valse" (or waltz),

man

Add "COMMERCIAL CANDOR"

Bert
princess Neols
Mario CnrlUn

powder.

talcum

will
After reading It, I
I
agree with the poetical "realtor,' as
least
Is at
price
the
that
do,
surely
exto
$1750 less than one would be led
W. N. ALLEN.
Ipect.
H.
N.
Lebanon,
West

°«'"'^l„^°,°'^''i
Woodruff

why enumerate such atfriwhen we have our own observadraw upon.

llard

As the World Wage:
"FOR SALE. The home you'd love to
own, as cheery and charming as MoUy
•
75 raspberry bushes, asMalone.*
paragus bed, single garage, small hensite
house, location Lebanon beautiful,
superb, horizon to dilate the vision,
less
view to elevate the soul; price $1710
than you'd expect."
No this advertisement la not from
Flourishing Florida, although I suspect
relurned
the "Realtor" must have jut-t
from his winter vacation in the land o£
It
flowers, poetry and perpetual youth.
sometimes hldeIs from rock, snow and

—but

tions to

I

bound

World Wags:

the

Considerable publicity of late has been
given on the other side of the ocean to
attainments and conquests In calllotie
It Is made known that
eraphy
only
practitioner In particular can not
write backwards as easily as forwards,
one
but can also write forwards with
hand and backwards with the other at
Another writes shortthe same time.
longhand
hand' with the right hand and
What
with the left hand simultaneously.
hand Is
extra
an
with
do
would
he
It
Still another
needless conjecture.

—

Rose,"

\

a knife.

brilllg,

METAPHORICALLY SPEAKING

number.

i

Henry B. Walthall
Lionel Barrymore
Marcellne Da>

Nocla

some

i

Norman

stark' Bennett
S(>rgeant

Barrier,"

by Rex Beach. The.

Gale
I

I

like

and the sllthy pairs
lid gyre and grapple on the floor;
Ueisman were the jazzyairs,
ind the trombones outroar.
H. F. M.

was

•

—

there, give the play

Burrell

And doubled
"I

CONTINUING

j

or

l

LOEWS

He

°^

would have

Thomas made

film from the story
jcast:

Come

and were particularly gleeH:!
stage performers' quips were «l-

reeled at

I

slain the Jazzywock?
to my arms!" quoth Skinner's
wife
only wriggled both hla heels.

"And hast thou

full

when

of Minlck a botherindependent and slightly acrid
.nevertheless,
whole-souled,
old man,
and more deserving of an audience s
oversniffs (there were some) than the
Mis?
type.
the-hlU-to-the-poorhouse
Servoss did excellent work in the role
of Nettie, and was well sustained by
Miss Entwlstle. The club women were
amusing and heavily-drawn caricatures,
and other work was uniformly good.
H. F. M.

Mr.
some,

I

line.

i

spired by the first.
Certain permissible liberties taken
farce
by the local company serve to
delight of
the piece up slightly., to the
and
lines
Some comedy
the audience.
business are added effectively, and the
passing snatch of song allowed to the
enlarged
colored maid by the script is
The play is efto an Incidental solo.
and
fectively staged and well cast,
there is a casual air to the Interchange
Is
play
the
which
with
talk
of small
jammed, natural and realistic in reIn
the
used
set
room
The living
sult.
three acts Is well planned to sustain
All unseen
the Illusion of naturalness.
parts of the house seem to be therenot exist,
do
actors
ot
set
a
such
with
street,
they, go to the dining room, the
etc.

n -

-

and clover la
Carney and Kaa

In

close
fact the raisins are so
mouthful c^in this pudding that each
confidence ihof
feeling
roborates the

"grood theatre" by attempting a play
with a supernatural theme is no small
To be convincing Is still greater.
Mr. Vane has at least provided excellent entertainment, he holds one as
fascinated by the delicacy he displays:
in the treatment of his theme, by his
boldness; he enchants one by his power'
of Illusion, and fortunate is he that he
has at his command such an admirable
company to Interpret his opus as our
own Copley. Would that the piece were
a little more actionable; yet It Is not
altogether without this very essential
element. Yet the longing will not down
to sit down In the "quiet hour" an(\
devour the text from beginning to end

acrobatic

the

untheatrical. In
a ring authentic and
together

task.

One, twol One, twol And through and
through.
Her sex appffal went snlcker-snack.
"You win, my lai^s!" said Sklnnorrirock,
And went galumphing back.

n;aiiy^
elicit
and That."
"This
laughs and much applause with theli*';.
humorous dialogue and dancing acr.
Forty newspaper photographers, members of the newly-formed Press Vt\f>tographers' Association ot Boston, attended last night's performance as t.ie
As a;'
guest.s ot Manager Larsen.
neared from their frequent and hein
Applause, they enjoyed themselves

|

pompous aslninity of Mr
But it
people.
Kelly's "Torchbearer"
details of hunrian
is in small, delectable

thetically here

Rev. Frank Thompson
In his metaphysical

A\ he»lo

Zellias sisters and the
offer many stunts noVel

strongly of the

100,

.i

Alex Hyde.
.

i

line-the presentation °^
Some
domestic problem and a solution.
extraneous "theatre" ^^^^^ i"'";"!"^^?
author candid y
for the purpose, as the
to
stuff
admits, of providing enough
the
For IneUnce
the play out.
fill
of club
laughable committee meeting smacks
women In the second act, which

number

J^^^ musK-, "iin.i
contest betweo;!
music for the apvirtuoso, played by

'

do with

to

the two types of
proval of o Violin

while
conduct that the authors excel, goal.
toward their
steadily
driving
sales,
Matters of overshoes, bargain
rumpled morning
spinach,
left-over
thread,
papers and spools ot white
dropped In almost paren-

Wordley Hulee

How logically he made
these puppets, walking about in death,
after saying their say. Invoke a "mea
culpa" In their own phraseology. Mr.
Vane, too, Is well versed In a comic
way;' this he exemplifies In Prior. For
cynic as well, with points dipped In
he sends his shafts home
vitriol,
through Mrs. Cliveden Banks. And let|
us not forget the casual remark of his
reverencfe as he patted the back of
"We are all dead: so
Mrs. Banks:
we can act quite natural!"
The performance was exceptionally
Mr. Mowbray's Prior was somefine.
thing more than an habitual "souse."
He was. It Is true, exceptionally convincing in his "business" while In his
cups; yet his greatest moments were
vhen he first realized that he was dead,
and again in his recurring rhetorical
flights as he argued their status before
his colleagues.
And so It was down the line of the
entire cast, each contributing essentially to the Illusion, and to illude ip this
play Is a far cry from the routine tasl^
of our theatre. A play well done to the
death, and this Is no attempt to be
T. A.' R
face tious.

|

i'

'

>

^

Carleton

Owen
Col.

Manning

Robert Craig

Morgan We«t

bTnlng'

having

j

without undue pathos. slaPstlck
Feroer
tragedy? Four years ago Miss story,
wrote "Old Man Mlnick," a^^ort KauTMr^
and two years later she and chang ng
man adapted It for the stage
to the
hewing
still
many details, but

Lee
maKelly

*

Who

unwound

by

Kvelyn Lane
••Blng" AlUn......
Plamlngo Applegate

familiar

fidelity this
American life?

with

Milestone.
J^f, TJ^J^t^ne.
Directed by Lewis

Geraghty.

on'

'vh

iv.

(

.

METROPOLrrAN-"The New Wondlke,- film from a story
ner, adapted to the

i.oil,

Ills

often unlntelllKlble,
•as therefore
Ingenious
Hat her cracks, wheezes and
lang mlss'jd Are.
or
compound
The pJav Is a queer
sltualass realism, old melodramatic
old
equally
ions and motives, with
entlmentallsm disguised as a plea for
Itself

have

vin though ho thv w one on
the floor during the night.
Nettle were desperately
and
Fred
anxious to make Father Minlck feel at
home with them, but they did wish he
wouldn't poke Into Fred's business and
Nettle's club meetings, and they had
an Idea that he tied up the morning
bathroom traflflc too long by his leisurely shaving.
, .,.„i_
their
Then there was his old pipe, and them
night-club habits. He would hear
stay
to
cancel an evening engagement
Uiat
home with Him. and would ln»»«t "me^
&ood
they run along and have ^
that
Interfere
So anxious was he not to
go out to
they would have had ta
preferred
p^else^lm even If they had
to stay at home.
treat
could
Ferber
Who but Edna

_

of

mistook ex•ot by Miss Hlbbard, who
and
rome volubility for BprlghtUnesa
so

he errlns one.
The performance

to

>

n

portrayal

vaudeville

—

'

'

At the Women's Republican Club, at
Beacon street, last evening, Stella

Robertson, mezzo-contralto, with Henry
Levine as her accompanist, gave the
following program of songs: An die
Musik, Schubert; Allerseelen. Strauss;
Gesang Weyla's, Hugo Wolf; Fruhlln.,-

and behave ac

correspondent wishes to know what
beoftme of the telescope that stood on
Boston Common near the Park Street
Churoh, and what became of the tiels-

A

tlve natures,

we

If

accept

Mr.

Agate'*

tests,
\

"Ladles of the Evening" Is not a great
play; but it Is true to life as far as the
portrayal of character Is concerned; It
is entertaining.
uce (from Siimson el i)elUa.h), Samtens; So Sweets is Shoe, Engrlish air
iiom tarly 17th century; Floods of
Sprlnp, RachmanlrofC: Du3k, Repper;
To ihp Children. Rachmaninoff: Love
'
^^
-Ridins:, Frank Bridge.
i!;h
the niusio room
of the
V>
3 Republican Clnh is quite penorally in use, it is rarely drawn upon
for a concert hall,
yet it Is peculiarly
adaptotl to the debut recital, and to any
less
ethers of
formal proclivities. And
it
is a decidedv^resplte from the chill
and barren concert halls.
Miss Robertson, who is a j-oung'. and
before this, unfiled mezzo-contralto,
red herself to be a singer of
promise, one t\'ho is not only
-sed
of a fresh and sumptuous
voice, but of a musical tcmperamerrt as
well.
As yet she still has her troubles
with her lowest register whichr wa.'nsiially strained and cloudy last?-ev<>ring, and at times she indw'&es i» that
deplorable vocal sin Jvf "sliding-,*' which
was especially noticeable in the Pon::

!

ana.

registers, that one quite forgets everyand
sings
easily,
She
else.
thing

without

her

forcing

^hav» a voice of operatic proportions,;
and leanings. Tot there was no rantlngj

It she has not yet|
the technical details, atj
habits,;
least she has acquired few bad
Henry I^evlne was her accompanist,
on^.
excellent
an
custom,.
his
and as Ig

mastered
'•

subtlety.

all of

1

'

,

would be Interesting

It

many

to

know how

of
is

Franck,

information

aiter

tomary announcements

the
of

"Cigarettes
house of Al-Raschid."
shops:

boot

now

Feodor Challapin
phony hall tonight.

dressmakers,

from

the

There was a time when the villain
and the villainess In English melodrama
were the onry ones to tap a cigarette
(Let no one
on a gold or silver box.
cry out against the word "villainess";
it
is as old as Christopher Marlowe).
The comic man smoked a pipe or a
rank cigar tilted skyward.

Does any one really believe that
"Ladies of the Evening" Is an "immoral" play, one that will corrupt supposedly innocent youth, or tempt village maidens, leaving home and "m-mmuther," to take the easiest way?
Mr. James Agate, considering "Wet
Paint" in London, a comedy that raised
a hullabaloo last month, says that a
modern playwright is honest at his
"First principles about any play
peril.
may be boiled down to three questions.

Have

songs he is about to sing. The audience
will be provided with the English words.
Max Rabinowitsch, pianist, will play
music by Cyril Scott and a group of
Russian composers.
Jean Macdonald will sing in Jordan
hall tonight.
Trained in Boston, she
has given this season in New York a
recital with much more than a "success
of esteem." Tonight she will sing music
by Mozart, Bach, Schumann, Schubert,
Brahms, Franz, Wolff, Roussel, G.
Faure, L. Boulanger, Szulc, Copier, Bax,
Harrison and others. Ernest Harrison

I

The third

test,

recital hero next Saturday afternoon in Jordan hall. Music by Beethoven,
Chopin, Purcell, Scarlatti, Bach, Debussy. Ravel, Granados, Bridge.

I

Burton Holmes's Travelogue In Symphony hall next Saturday afternoon will
have for Its subject, "Rome, Classical
and Catholic."

!

Fi-itz Kreister, at his recital in

'

in

"Ladles

of

Evening" are faithfully represented.

pliony hall next Sunday afternoon (3:30
P. M.), will play with Mr. Lamson, Cesar
Franck's sonata, Mozart's concerto, A

major, an'd music by Rachmaninov,
Tchaikovsky, Debussy, de Falla and

Brahms.
Rose Zulalian, contralto,

will
hall next

We

take part.

Joseph Lautner, tenor, will sing at the
People's SjTuphony orchestra's concen
n-axt Sunday afternoon at the HolUt
Street Theatre.

war, on the French
to tether horses

th'a

was forbidden

trees

The ord-er in tfiis connection
cayed.
was said to read: "Horses must not be
tied to trees; otherwise they 'bark and
K. R. E.
die."—Yours,

1

i

i

\

"OPEN ME UP—I WILL SELL
JfKSELF"

jJEAN MACDONALD
Jean Macdonald, soprano, sang this
program last night In Jordan hall:
Recitative and Rondo, Non temer, Mo-

the

If

reader

who wishes

to

know

what Thoreau's "Crltchlcrotches" were
page 74 of the fourth voiof Thoreau's Journal, he will see
that they were the fruit of the sweet

will refer to

ume

'

'

The name was doubtless current
the children of Concord and pos-

flag.

among

sibly elsewhere In

1

'

New

England.

I

am,

and medium

at its best excellent,

its

agreeable and surprising the
peculiar fragrance of the sweet flag
{when bruised! That this plant alone
should have extracted this odor surely
\ for so many ages each summer from the
j moist earth!"
Most country-bred New Englnnders
know the aromatic flavor of the flagroot
and as children at least have eaten not
only the root, but the fruit and the
tender bases of the leaves when pulled

•How

:

i

in the spring.
is It

We

called the fruit

the bud-clusters?

— "braids."

FRANCIS

H.

—or

ALLEN.

As the World Wags:

I

'

'

charms when eaten
sweet
in the open, but do not remember this
rnme except as I find it in Thoreau
The paragraph following the reference
and

which your correspondence quotes reads:

j

\

zart; Gladly God Exalt, Rejoicing, Bach;
Intermezzo, Schumann; Fruhlingsglaube,
Schubert; Fur Musik, Franz; Wle blst
du melne Konlgln, Brahms; Ein solcher
mein Freund, Erich Wolff; Nult
ist
d'Automne, Roussel; Fleur jetee, Faure;
Reflets, Lili Boulanger; J'al peur d'un
Symbole des Apotres,
Szulc;
Baiser,
Caplet; A Celtic Lullaby, Bax; To You,
Ernest Harrison; Chi mi na Morbheanna, Gaelic folksong; The Sea-GuU
of the Land-under Waves and Mull
Fisher's Love Song, Kennedy-Fraser.
Miss Macdonald needed to sing but
very few notes last night to make It
clear to the world that she Is blessed
with an unusually fine voice, the sort oi
voice meant by nature to develop with
time into a genuine dramatic soprano.
Of far greater volume than most of tho
voices we hear. Miss Macdonald's voice
is most remarkable at present for the
warmth and riire beauty of its low

myself, familiar with the fruit of the
flag

'

I

.

It

because the animals stripped
the bark, and the tree subsequently de-

1907.

I

give a

Sundayl
includes an aria

by Oluck, songs by Humperdinck, Schu-bert, Strauss, Fontenailles, Fourdraln,
Cras, Sachs, Gilbert, Sriffes, Tchaikovsky, Bantock and sonve Armenian songs.
The Boston Flute Players' Club has
arranged an Interesting program for its
concert next Sunday afternoon, in which
Marcel Grandjany, famous harpist, will

are not speaking of the Improbability}
of one of two situations in which the

brought some of them togetJier when In
Vfe they probably would not have met
the majiner shown; they do meet

Symphony
Her program

concert in

the

long arm of coincidence is painfully
stretched; this has nothing to do with
the characters themse!\es. Grant that
the dramatl.st has cn two occasions

Sym-

3,

As the World Wags:

j

I

front,

to

"CRITCHICROTCHES"

first

[

—During

M. B.

March

Jordan hall tomor-j
for the first time in Boston.'

Irene Scharrer, pianist, will give her

night.

The characters

I

by Boccherini, Abaco, Martini,
Beethoven, Gossec, Haydn and others.

that of emotional
experience, is called Into operation only
when we want to know whether a play,
which we have already decided is a good
play, may also be classified as great.
The essential thing about a great play
Is that it shall make us think more
finely about life, and so benefit us morally by the extent of our fine thinking."
(Too many argue that plays about bad
people cannot be good plays.)

bility.

i

JIusic

'

(The Observer. London)

Sir

The receipt mentioned by W. W. S. is
dated 1847. We now quote from Ross's
"His express
"Squatter Life" (1847):
reported himself after his night ride,
.xssured Allen that all was O. K. and
received his dollar." Maj. Jack Downing
tried to convince the readers of his letters that President Jack.son "employed
the letters O.K. as an Indorsement of
applications for office and other papers";
that Jackson, not being a "literary felkr," preferred the spelling "Oil Korrect." but this was only a slander of a
virulent political campaign. It might as
well be confessed that the origin of the
O. K. hleroglj-ph is "veiled in deep ob.^curity," to quote the New York Sun of

recital, will play in

j

—

DUSTING OFF THE OLD ONES

KID GLOVpS.

accompany her.
Youry Bllstin, a Russian 'cellist, highly praised in New York at his recent:
row night

.

Read the adventures of Sherlock
Holmes by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Is
it possible that you have not met Mr.
Holmes's friend. Dr. Watson? Ed.

grows up he may be a preacher and
though born in the prize ring, a regular kayo spiritually.

will

true to life? Is it entertaining?
we, apart from being entertained,

undergone emotional experience?"
He quotes the late William Archer, [
"that sanest and healthiest of critics,"
who declared that any play which comes
successfully through the first two of the
three tests named above is a good play.
"Mark," says Mr. Agate., "that he insisted upon the truth of tho characters
and said nothing about their respecta-

Sym-

varied, tonight liis program includes four operatic airs. As is his custom, he will announce from the platform

;

it

sing in

INQUIRER.

made?

S,

the origin of "O. K-,"
friend writes to me that the term
word "Okeh," meaning
Indian
from the
abbreviated to the
correct,"
is
"It

and

I

Is

will

This will be the
last concert in the Albert Steinert series.
While Mr. Chaliapin believes that opera
and concert are not the same thing for
a singer, and therefore seldom sings an
operatic air at a recital, knowing that
the literature of concert songs is rich

cus-

that, Watflippant

like

It is probable that a
esting letter).
That into the bath is crashing.
sporting writer developed "Kayo" from
"K. O." through "Karo" (the name of As the World Wags:
It's a wild
a corn syrup) to Kayo.
Tell it not in Lynn, publish It not in
way to bring an innocent word into the streets of Newtonville. Card advt rthe world, but the child is on the door- tising a display of nightwear, not is
When he miles from the Sacred Cod:
step and is a great kid.

.ous

this

of

such

"WTio was the author of
"HE'S O. K.,
I SING THE BATHROOM
As the World Wags:
I sing the bathroom, blessed spot.
The tferm "knockout" used In th
That any sort of row sticks!
pugilistic dreamland was abbreviated to Here, where the critic ventures not,
"K. O." a dozen years ago and "K. O."
man may safely murmur, "What
A
has in turn become a word, "Kayo."
very splendid voice I've got.
The spelled-out form is the one now
And oh, what grand acousticsl"
commonly used. Language seems to
know what it wants to do with Its own 3o come, ye bassos; come, ye tenors;
The manner in which It has
words.
Come, ye baritones!
OK'd the knockout of "K. O." the ab- Turn on the taps ye modest chaps
breviation, by "Kayo" tho word, has
Whom harmony disowns!
all the authority of a- referee's decision.
Sing sharp, sing flat— what matter thn;
home
traced
was
K."
(The birth of "O.
The proof is in the splashing,
in The Herald of the 12th in an inter- 3o mingle your glee with the H. & C.

for piano and or(Mr. Motte Lacrolx. pianist);
Wagner, Prelude and Love Death ("Tristan and Isolde"); Ravel. Second Suite
from "Daphnis and Chloe."

a play of contemporane-

in

A RE^GULAR KAYO"

chestra

American life, melodrama, mystery,
comedy or farce without cigarettes and
a telephone? Play bills will soorf carry

W.

Formerly

son?"

of

Words."

Symphonic Variations

smoked during a
"Ladies of the Even-

cigarettes are

performance
ing." Wliat

8;

"W.

My Informant gaine
phonetic sound.
her information from an old Indian
warrior; it is embedded in her lecture
Some Phrases and
"Origin
of
on

For next Monday night's concert Mf.
Koussevitsky has made this program:
,

out,

expressions, the assumed name of the
person was not "Watson," but "Jenkins" (or "Jinkins"). When, by whom
and why was the change to "Watson"

As the World Wags:

;

Symphony No.

22, 1847.

TRUMBULL."

"G. C.

cains."

Beethoven,

May

Ballardale.

Mr. Koussevltzky next week will produce three unfamiliar pieces and Tchaikovsky's Symphony No. 4.
The unfamiliar compositions are an overture to
"Penthesidea," by Marc Delmas; Spelman's "Assisi, the Great Pardon of St.
Francis"
(a first performance anywhere)
Piema's "Paysages Francls-

about, or vocal strain.
As vet she does not sing -rt-lth any!
great "imagination, although she never:
ieang unmusically, and, especially in the
'pranck song, she sang with nuance, andj

"Boston,

As the World Wags:
"What do you think

,

Apropos

branched

crotches, and this word seems to
point to th-a only sort of edible plant
It
that grew in the crotched shape.
must be that a wortj used by Thoreau
was a common local one that some one
must yet be able to define.
E. O.
Portland, Me.

made

.

He has
the public in 1905-06.
toured extensively In Europe, making
modern works familiar. In 1917 he was,
appointed professor of master classes at'
Geneva, Switzerland.

intelligibly.
She has
both power and delicacy, and in both
of her arias, she proved herself to

were so shaped.
Brakes when grown

Esq.
"John
"Bot of R. B. Forbes,
Heifer with calf,
Blarney
"One
which, if born O. K., is reserved. .J115
"R«c'd Payment,
"For R. B. Forbes,

who wlU

brak-ss, sometimes called
heads because the tender shoots

CARLU
THE GENESIS OF "WATSON"

In csnnection with recent discussion
in The Herald regarding the origin of
the expression "O. K." 1 have the fol
lowing receipt:

fore

always sing very

fiddle

-with

As the World Wags:

M

many plants for spring
Th-a leading one is the dande-

have used

called

folks

O. K.

is

•

lion.
I have gathered and eaten horse
radish leaves, tender beech leaves, pusley, pig weed (lambs quarter in England), mustard and others. Potato tops
made good greens until the potato bugs
made us lose our taste for them. One
of the common greens were what our

Sovereignty"?

play Beethoven's concerto, was bom at Budapest
in 1892.
A pupil of Hubay, he came be-

high

We

probably not ni.
plant would moat likely

arKJ

name?

take that
greens.

hla telescope antt address In "Squatter

act,
of

Josef Szlgetl,

notes, even In thd operatic climaxes, an
enviable thing in a young singer. Her
diction is good, although she did not

a rhythmic

suite

first

tlie

But these are distinctly remedl.^ble
faults, and her voice is^so rich and
lovely, especially in its mlftflle and uppei
smoothly,

many remember Edward Harrlgan

composed of the prelude to
a Dance of Warriors and
Female Slaves. The proa Dance
gram also includes a concerto by Bach
tor violin, flute, oboe, trumpet and
strings, Beethoven's violin concerto and
Respighi's "Pines of Rome," repeated
by request.

The

wild,

What

is a vile word, but as
Proctor ^nd Newcomb used It in their
works on astronomy, works of a popular nature, let us also be popular. WTiait
would you say? Telescope-man? How

Queen. Padmavati, famous for her
beauty and virtue. There is a truce.
The' King is willing to hand over his
wife to spare plunder and bloodshed.
Sh» etabs him, that, according to Hindu
custom, the t'syr) on the funeral pyre
will ascend to the heaven of Indra.
Here Is a variation of "Monna Vanna."

:

schedule.

growing
extinct.

"Telesooplst"

A
is based on a Hindu tale.
Jlongallan Sultan besieges the city of
King Ratan-Sen. The besieger wishes
to loot the town and bear away tlie

1

chiellt

ing- to

The story

1

called the attention of the

passer-by to the moon, taking up Its
wondrous tale, the glory of the stars,
not to mention a comet arriving accord-

ballet "PadmavatJ," which was brought
out at the Opera in Paris in June, 1923.

I

who

scoplst

The program of the Boston Symphony
orchestra concerts this week includes a
suite by Roussell that will be played
here for the first time, probably for the
The suite i^
first time in this country.
the first of two taken from the opera-

t

—

:

;

It appears that Thoreau referred to
some kind of plant used for greens,
known in England as pot-herbs,
I

never heard the

must have bean a

name

befor«, hut It
plant.

New England

formly
Jjiss

registers;

its

top,

though

not yet so uni-

is

fine.

Macdonald made

It cleai-,

aa weU,

that she has been at the pains to learn
to sing though It cannot be said any
more than it can be said of any other

—

—

young singer that she managed last
night every detail successfully. Without
fear of contradiction it can be stated
that she has (rone far toward acquiring
a singularly neat attack, an admirable
breath control and a finely even actflo.
She pronounces on the whole distinctly,
though a timidity when she encounters
one certain vowel leaves some words in
doubt; It also leads to an occasional

hardness of tone, a defect also caused
by her overbroad pronoun'clation of
Theae not quite peranother vowel.
fectly

gauged

letters

were most

In ert-

^

d^snce in the GerinafT songs.
Toward acquiring tonal color Mlas
Mctcdoiiald has made a long step; sh*

dramatic

works with

naturally

say

judge of stage
Is
cert hall?

contraated with etrlklne skill the grloom
of Mozart's air with Bach's exultant
strains and when everything lies richt
She can sound, high head tones of gen*
uine beauty.
She must be « sotind muatclan. Sh«
appreciated the dramatic force of th«
Mozart air. She graaped. Indeed, th«
sense of every song and sang It accordingly, with musical taste as well a«
When
Intelligence.
rhetorical
with
she Is more at home on the concert
stage no doubt Miss Macdonald will b*
able to give a more vivid Impression
of feeling her songs as well as undersunding them. She had a very good
accompanist, Mr. Ernest Harrison. For
one extra song she played an excellent
accompanlme^it herself. A laig« audience liked Mi*a ^acdonald's singing
B. R. O.
muob.

At Symphony
gave his

this

hall, iait

">^'
Is

nothing.

music played

.ufters injury when
theatre, no matter

Lives

performance

may

how

be.

excellent

an
\

Freliide to
^'^Tbe^'sulte consists of the
a Dane?
Vet I; a Dance of Warriors;
of'Vemale Slaves. Tl,e ^^'^j^J^ff^l
music, yet In the

absolute
must be r^o^^-^'^'m
fh^tre
t^l
come. In the
•ueeestlng the drama to
rather mysconcert, hill the music is
Ch'et
Wlous, having a fo'-fbof'"^
the manner
-hpnie with repetitions in
the sto^y
d'a^'to Orienti:,s. Knowing
might find in this
of the opera, one
misses
one
but
note,
?^e[^de iL tkgic
sensuality of the
the sensuousness, the
more
was
Goldmark
"astern drama.
The Queen
successful in his prelude to
well-woin
it

I

As

evening, Cfia-

for two
posted as the last hereabouts
A pianist filled In the gaps
seasons.
gaps
between the groups of songs,
usual
which were more infrequent than

he
;

ff.

perfect rotitlne
Is an almost
concert, a
renortlng a Chaliapln
following
the
Includes
"outlne"^ thaf
place, size
taking
Us
Items: event of
of the .nterludof the audience, name
numbers culled
mg pianist, list of thebook;
departures
brown
from the little
If any.
,,tt.,.,

There

—

A few

days ago

was announced^that

It

gods
Chaliapln would break the laws of
arias,
and men and sing certain, posted
little
the
as well as the songs, from
brown book. But, with the exception
Giovanni
Of the 18th century air of
Martini, everything ca*tie from the stout
He
book.
brown
little
familiar
and now
;ang neither the aria from "Don Car"Don
Massenet's
los," nor that from
Quixote," which he had promised.
But It was a Challapin in the mood,
and generous. And once again, although
and confined
it is a Chaliapin, cabined
away from the operatic stage, an audiwhether
It was
ence that did not care
the Volga boatman song, or the fierce
ditty of Moussorgsky's flea, listened ardently, and applauded lustily.
There were even bravos from the bal-

little

conies.

was a very

forte.

Of his pianist, who was not the famiiliar Mr. Koenemann, it Is better to be
Hilimt, and since there were no programs, even his name has been withThe audience did not fill Symheld.
phony Hall, yet in Russia, we are told,
men wait In line two nights to hear
l.im, or did", In the days when he sang
E. G.

theer.

CONCERT

19Tfl

By PHILIP HALE
The

I

phony

19th concert of the Boston SymOrchestra, Mr. Koussevitzky,

I

conductor, took place yesterday afterIneon In Sjinphony hall. The program
" as as follows: Bach, Concerto No. 2,
rnajSr for violin, flute, oboe and
trumpet (edited by Felix Motll.) Beetjhoven, violin concerto, Roussel, First
Suite from the opera-ballet "Padmavatt," Resplghl, "Pines of Rome" (rej

i

oatfcd by request).
The performance
of Roussel's Suite was probably the first
In
this country.
Joseph Szlgetl, the
solo violinist, played for the first time

Boston.
Roussel, sailing to the east as an ofin the French navy, re-visiting
eastern countries, has been Inspired, if
"Inspired" can be said of his music, by
oriental memories.
The subject of his
in

ficer

"Padmavati"
romance, which admli3.-of
action and gorgeous''oolor.
opera-ballet,

Is

a Hindu

wild,

tragic
chief
Is the willingness of
a Hindu King to hand over hi.s beautiful and virtuous wife to a Mongolian besieger. In order to save his city from

The

motif of the opera

loot

and massacre.

She stabs her husband that In accordance with the old
Buttle custom the two may ascend triumphantly to the heaven of Jndla. The
librettist,
Laloy, a well equipped
writer about music, has shown a passionate interest
and written a

I
|.

in

eastern countries
treatise on
Chinese
r.iu-sic.
Concerning the merits of the
opeia, whether Roussel was succe.ssful
In the- carrying out of his
theories of

be

composer
persuade the hearer that the
was emotional as well as brainy!
the first
Violinists visiting Boston for
the concerto
time feel compelled to play
to
Brahms
by
by Beethoven or the one
that
show that they are serious minded;
good and regthey are orthodox, and in
is known m
ular standing. Mr. Szlgetl
interested m
deeply
man
Kurope as a
compositions
niodern and ultra-modern
Beethoven s
for the violin, yet he chose
here
appearance
first
concerto for his

1

I

I

'

I

i

which women straiten their
Was the word in this sense
ever current in New England? Ed.

string by
clothes."

i

i

,

[

IS

fePOKE

As the World Wags:
I'm a regular dick, traveling out of
T'other' night I wandered
the bureau.
The bar is
into a soft drink parlor.
barlined up with the customary gang;
keep and patrons eye me with suspicion.
buy
to
intending
bar—
the
I walk up to

a phone slug, when one of the customleans over the bar and says in an
undertone to the dispenser of liquids or
(what have you?) "Nix crackin', Eddie

|

•ars

there's

finger In the joint.

a wrong

lawful thing to drink. Such foolish argtiments must be expected from the unI.
C. CLEARLY.
informed.

OLD "NU" SPEIiLING
(Dally Chronicle, London.)
Spelling reform the advocates of which
are active az«Jn— Is not the new thins
which some people imagine. Abejit 300
years ago the then rector of Rotherhlthe, Thomas Gatacre, adopted a system of "reformed spelling" lu his pubSpellings such as "qeslished works.
tion," "tru," "ded," and "believ" were
amongst those he invented. Those who
are in favor of phonetic spelling may
claim Milton as a sounder authority,
because the original text of his "Coraus'" contains words like "dwels," "beleeve," "limms." and "dred."

—

The Sunday school lesson concerned
the Raising of the Widow's Son of Nain.
Little Isador. new recruit, raised a timid
"Teacher, and did the underhand.

|

i
'

I

I

|
•

And did
taker take the coffin back?"
the owner of the Gadarene Swine de-

duct them from his income tax return?

ESPRIT D'ESCALIER.

Bilstin's Program in Jordan
Hall Wins Applause

Bllstlri.

a

'cellist

from Russia

living of late in Paris,
night in Jordan hall be-

who has been

THE HIGHER CRITICISM
As the World Wags:
Samson was a fighter of the John L
Sullivan school.

He

should
Food- visiting-Investigators
check them tip every week. True, the
meals they cook taste well and agree
with the digestion; but Is that any justification for their criminal ignorance? It
As well say that because Buris not.
gundy tastes well and .igrees with the
digestion It Is therefore a good and

Toury

DETECATIFF WILL LEE

lot of heathen with the Jawbone of a mule.
hut is tiresome. The first
The finale, A fairy named Delilah she doctored up
long winded. Interminable.
his gin.
narrowly,
with Its hiccupy chief theme
vioUmst She took his watch and money and the
escapes vulgarity. Some day a
coppers ran him In.
Oremsc
to play
Will have the courage
\
O-om Beethoven's Violin Concerto."
But when he'd done his time In jail he
Mr Szlgetl is an accomplished tecn-j.
didn't lose his heart.
In-r
pure
Impeccably
with
blessed
nician
ho took a
yet vlo- And in a vaudeville company
tonatlon and fine musical taste,

much
movement is

1

—

ENGLISH AS SHE

ancl

noble
This concerto, containing
besutiful thoughts, also contains

'

;ission,

liis

consulted Cotgrave's French-Eng"Tighter. A ribbon or
lish Dictionary.
lais,

'

slight variation

He
his brooding tenderness.
::ing the 18th century air, but It Is
chiselling
of
Such
\\ ithout his compass.
Use melodic line as It demands is not

)

A

musician to
of silver, not of ivory.
ideals. "VV hat
Irespected: a man of high
a moment of
for
would one not give
sentiment to
jcparseness. even of lush

and

boatwrights

a good old word for
"Tighter,"
Does any one use It today?
caulker.
Cotgrave translated a French word,
"golldronneur," by "pitcher, trimmer or
Did he Invent
ships."
of
tighter
"tighter"? Urquhart, translating Rabe-

gen-

ktit

were

Pompey

ESPRIT D'ESCALIER.

felfel

musM in
"'Thei'dtom'' of Roussel's
us. It has a cerrral is .still a puzzle to
forbidding alooftain dry austerity, a
his tower
less He works patiently in
or bf'isS'
iron
the tower is of.

!

LANE BRANCH OF THE
HALL OF FAME

tightera of ships, etc.

We

i

on the
familiar themes, but he was In a far
better singing mood than he has been of
Again, he felt the
in concert.
late,
powerful lift in whatever ne sang. His
incomparable sense of drama, his Rabelaisian humour, his stark and biting
It

and

or Hindus, in
Ass\~ian.s as Mongolians
Slaves one
Dance of the Female
voluptuousness
^fsse'^'th: languor, the
the intoxi
of thP Kast; one misses even
one Is accustomed
citing monotony that
Oriental dancing.
to associate with
of the
>
wTite without knowledge
dances occur. It
sc&nes in which these
female s aves are
may be that Laloy'^e^^icing;
that they
not voluptuous and
fleshly a"""""^"'"/
not terrible
\hat these warriors are

A.S for the old women who still "cook"
food instead of "preparing" It, they
should be treated as food bootleggers.
They are simply following the customs
of centuries, which are all wrong, as
was proved last week at an eclair and
Some of these womoii
fudge clinic.
who cook savory Irish stews for their
families could not pass an Intelligence
test (many of them can't read French).

World Wags:

the

i

up and shut up.

the celebrities of history after Rabelais s
vocational guidance experts of the hereafter got through with them? Xerxes
was a crier of mustard. Julius Caesar

inspiring, the su„
Is told that the
stlng subject is exotic.
v,„<,.

•,|}sdain

of

harness-maker named Keets (he spelled
Rememb'ir what happened to
it so).

at Challapln's concerts.
for

It Is all
other matters of Importance.
a matter of education and tho spread of
vulcourse,
of
are,
knowledge. There
gar persons who jjersist In striving to
obtain a square meal, say cornbeef
and cabbage, na In the pathetically uninformed past. Little do they realize that
their day Is, «ver, that It Is all over.
Their duty Is to diT up (this Is already,
wo are happy to say, attained), shrivel

of

Mr. Solomon A. St. Pater, educator, of
recent mention, recalls a Mr. St. Peter
who was a blacksmith In a town Where
I used to spend vacations, and via his
establishment access was gained to a
wheelwright shop and boat-llvery kept
by a Mr. Paradise. In th« same community there was a plumber named
Shelley, who was located opposite to a

• and ^ven in his
in
Is orientalism
"Sakunta a.'' There pseudo-orientalism,
is
there
music
conmore
often
Which to westerners is
^^-^^I
vincing than the feenuine way. denied
sour
his
in
Weber,
hannes
ho gen"i"e"«« °f "^"r^'fnr"" but a

and only concert
Is
season here, a concert which

my farmer friend, the theme
my recitative, a famous tamor

BRICK

nf <?heba

first

nuui/y In tho

J. M. O. of Lowell wishes to find a
song which she thinks Is entitled "Dunclerbeok'B Machine." "At ony rate, that
Is the subject of It. I think It Is a college song, but I cannot find it iu any
one of my collections. Duiiderbeck was
the owner of a sausage meat machine."

as

nass

;

oxen."

the

Is this Suite

im

But we wander.
Our correspondent proposes a whole
Spring Sohmor (proMessrs.
firm,
nounced Bummer) and AVlntor, Hardware, Baltimore, Md.

sugh music
taken from the

of ten
It Is

a faraway luhik

plaold pastoral roglon,

It

^"?nTlne' cases out

.

•in

, >
to
it fair
In the con-

reasonable to expect
erillghtened
from any concert-goer an

CMLIAPIN SINGS
llapln

'

slew a

I

played last
fore an audience of excellent size. He
had the help of a highly efficient accompanist, Carroll HoUlster.
Mr. Bllstln began his program with a
"Suite Galante," by one Louis Delune,

l

I

'

leading part.
He made his greatest hit of all In good
have made a deeper
old Gaza town.
vesterdav as if the performance was,
so hard
place behind! Where he did the hugging act
in miniature; as If it took
he brought the whole house down
half-closed doors of glass. The beautiful
accompaniment should not be passed]
There Is a long cycle of these verses
the
over silently. At times one forgot
1906),
orchestra (I first heard of tham back In
violinist in listening to the
with Gideon, Elijah, Jonah,
dealing
feeling and
iod with such pronounced
Esau, Joseph and various others; some
virtuose skill by Mr. Koussevitzky.
of your friends can doubtless contribute
Highly enjoyable was the performance further stanzas.
E. d'E.
spite of his Inof old Bach s concerto in
Andante when
ability to stop In the
way of
a
"had
The late Mr. Scripps
he had spontaneously
l„, had said what
Burgin his own" in the wearing of clothes. He
Messrs.
of
playing
The
o say
liked them loose, baggy, comfortableas bril
Laurent, Gillet and Mager was
or
The repetition no matter what the time, or place, the
llant as It was musical.
best
dismissed the au- fashion might be. He liked
Rome"
of
"Pines
of
one-The nighty garb one sees out in the great
dience in the best of humors
fairly goo.^ time open spaces."
ingale was this time in
to
afford
could
He
man.
ay]
Sensible
the Appian
oice! the march on
>magina-| dress as he pleased, just as "multiwas again exciting; the mostis in "Thfl millionaires" can afford to smoke rank
poetical
ive music, the most
The ^^-ovl^ cigars, cigars that stink like a burning
Pines near a Catacomb."
the
for Its nciH rag. We once knew an ornament to
conspicuous
as a whole Is
col
bench, a man of property and parts,
rhythms and daring orchestral
silver, hunthuge
his
vain
of
was
musical
who
strictly
ortng rather than for Its
ing-case watch; one of the species known
tonight! as a turnip. He said a gold watch was
repeated
be
will
concert
''^'H^f
fo
as
vulgar.
is
The program for next week
"Penthesilee
lows: Delmas. overture to
Spel-,
YOURS FOR HEALTH
Landscapes
Plerne, "Franciscan
Pardon of St! As the World Wags:
man "Assis: The Great symphony
No
During the past few years a great
l.^rancls," Tchaikovsky,
deal of attention has been gl,ven to diet_
(.
F minor,
Children are taught all about
etics.
calories, vltamlnes and other appetizMrs, E. I, M. of Woroester has pro-

lists,

inferior to

him

in certain respects,
impression. It was

U

I

1

very pretty music of the parlor order.
Tho moment he began to play Mr. Bllstln proved himself possessed of a tone,
In slow-moving mu«lc ,slngularly pure
and sweet. Throughout this composition

by Delune— It has

five

movements

group of pieces arranged by
himself, a "Grave" by Abaco. an andantino by by Maftlnl, a Beethoven minuet and a gavotte by Gossec; Mr. Bll-

—and

In a

strengthened the Impression that
a sound musician, genuinely sensitive to musical calling for gentle sentiment. In pieces that moved briskly, Mr
Bilstin seemed not so happy.
After this group of arrangements, Mr.
Bilstin played a set of "Variations Dlaboliques," composed by himself on a
16th century theme. Since he states that
they arc "studies In high virtuosity,"
comment on them must be left to persons who understand and«(appreclate a
'cellist's technical feats. The audience
applauded heartily.
Mr. Bilstin's program, as printed, contained a second group of his own arrangements, a Haydn andante, a "Danse
Allemande" by Schubert, a "Chant du
stln

he

Is

by Schumann; by Dittersdorf a
"Danse Anglalse," and a Weber waltz;
a Baccherini sonata; ^nd some songs
and dances of the Caucasus, composed
R. R. O.
by himself.

Solr"

,

1

.

i

—

posed for membership In our Academy,
our Hall of Fame:
Mr. Harold H. Blossom, who lectures
on "Perennials, Annuals and Bulbs."
Mr. Butcher, who deals In meats and
groceries In Holyoke.
Mr. Comb, an estimable hairdresser In

Los Angleles.
Mr. Oxman, cattle dealer In Wyoming.

Does he know Walt AVhttman's "Tha Ox

Tamer"?

This spread of knowledge
good; witness the festoons of hot dog stands from one end
of the country to the other, as well as
the great increase in doughnut founing subjects.

has done

dries

much

and team

dough-

lines of traveling

nuts In bakery windows. The hot kl-yl
will undoubtedly aid In growing a race
of men with the bark on.
The success of the drive on this one
subject is so great that we are Justified In expecting equally good results

from a drive

(It

must

l

,1-

;

c)

for

REPEATS HIS
ON ROME
TRAVELOGUES
f
.ifOLMES

Through!
Conducts Large Audience
the "Eternal City"
his trav
hall yeselogue on Rome at Symphony
company
large
a
to
afternoon
terday
Holmes has caught the true spirit

Burton

Holmes

repeated

Mr.
The monuments
of the "Eternal City."
and ruins of the storied past alternated
scenes,
with ttie 'modern buildings and
them at the
exactly as visitors see
present time.

'

.

.

ThcTJiia¥aian had' this to say editorially:
than the
"Macauley said that there wa.s nothing more ridiculous
morality, but Macauley never
British public in one of its periodical fits of
the same character.
had to reckon seriously with an American spasm of
spasm, though unThe real trouble about America seems to be that the
that we are perpetually
so
continuous,
is
area,
in
distributed
equally
measles. Washington, for
startled by minor outbreaks of a sort of moral
immoral music, and
prohibiting
by-law
a
somewhere
instance, discovers
with.those who assert that the playing
is at once delivered into a dispute
the interests of good disof a 5a.Kophone is in itself conduct prejudicial to
Elsewhere the arrival of a single countess becipline and family life.
highly moral capital of
comes a catastrophe, and now Los Angeles, that
of Mr. Eugene 0 Neill s
one
of
whole
cast
the
put
has
industry,
kinema
the

"The

book,

Cra^^'ford'8

•n years ago Mary Caroline
second and cnAmerican Theatre," -R'aB published. A
brought out by
ustrated. and wit!-. a'A ir.ti^x. hns been
acknowledging
preface,
a
Company. Miss Cravs'ford in
America, to
"History of the Theatre in

Hornhlower's
book was never meant
and to curators of libraries, says her
its
accuracy
"historical
to
aspired
she

,e.s to

ers

m

histo-v of the theatre:
that "the faire.t way to ap.what eclectic survey of the whole tield";
and
of dominant personalities
.oach the subject was from the .'Aandpoint
and manminstrels
let
instances
certain
«ueral tendencies." She has in
came to the subject of negro mmagers speak for themselves when she
such
have written their memoirs, and
strelsv. Contemporary players
first-band imprespresenting
in
assistance
works have been of immense
.

is

indisputably pleasant reading

that

in

is

it

largely anec-

could justly be
in .»roportion. Exception
dotical. It is lacking, however,
concerning actors and
especially
opinions,
critical
taken to certain of her
pages
seen. One might ask why many
actresses whom she could not have
of
development
the
on
directly
bear
not
are devoted to subjects that do
"^"f^^^ou
For example, why is there
the theatre in this country.
Surely the fact that
Woffington, and Garrick?

Xance

Oldfield,

"Peg"

a stock

formed
William Hallam. the successor of Garrick,
of his brother,
management
the
under
America
Bent it to

is

Two centuries ago Roger North wrote "The Musicale Gramarian."
W^hat he wrote about modernists is applicable to the young Hops of 1926
who jauntily characterize the music of Haydn and Mozart as "old hat":
"And such is the fancy of our musicants who will allow no age to
have enjoyed the felicitys of harmony but their oa\tic. ... If ye conishear
seurs of musik in ye proper time, were raised up and brought to
Bome of our famed consorts, they would lye down againe saying it was

company and

not a sufficient

reason.

arrangement of the chapters;
also a lack of order in the
and Edwin Booth have
Forrest
space.
of
distribution
curious

There
there

is

ye muslck of fools and

is

a

The pages
is grouped with Rachel.
each a separate chapter. Fechter
romantic
great
a
only
not
was
He
devoted to Fechter are inadequate.
ha
that the American stage
Hamlet
convincing
most
the
ne wdt. t
actor he\vas
actor,
about
n Clapp
Aust
au
y
latp
Henry
late
the
Some disparaging remarks b>
seen.
appreciation of his Count of
are quoted, but there is no
Fechter's

Monte

Hamlet

Cristo,

Ruy

Bias, Claude

Mdnotte^nd

Obenre.zer.

Rossi
fore7g7^i^s one finds no mention of
In the pages devoted to
of
worthy
as
are
they
Surely
Mounet Su^' Coquelin, Jane Hading.

<lon-omGeorge M. Cohan
enton as'celeste or Mrs. Langtry.
songs and twinkling
gay
"with
plays
his
up"
thing more than "dress
'i-^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Ada Rehan deserved more than
aanrcs."

ft

statement that

r r:

NeTand

of

madd men."

And North had his own ideas about program-making:
"I observed well ye musick here, & altho yc best masters in their
turnes as well Solo, as concerted, shewed their gifts yet I caniTjt say whaterer ye musick was, that the enterieinenient was good, becaus It consisted of broken Incoherent parts; now a consort, then a lutinist, then a
violino solo, then flutes, then a song, and so peicc after peice, yc time sliding away, while ye masters blundered & swore in shifting places, and one
might perceiv that they performed ill out of spight to one and other;
whereas an enterteinemarit ought to proceed as a drama firework or Indeed
every publik delight hff Judicious stepps, one setting off another. & yc
whole in a series conn«>cted & concluding in a perfect ackme, & then ceasing
All wch cannot but be done but by an absolute Dictator, who
all at once.

may

control

&

punish ye republican

mob

of

musick masters."

AN OLLAPODRIDA

was
Lveral other Bryants, but there

Applause
M. Grandjany, Harpist—G. B. S. on
—Gilbert's Music in New York

not a "Sam" among them.
history of

much space to the early
would seem that having given
tdhng
the Forrest divorce case,
length
at
describing
the Amirican stage,
Crawford
Miss
Jefferson
Booth and
loll-w'n anecdote; about Edwin
years, realized that she must
recent
more
to
Tmirg
at^j^^"
words, did she not
aesthetically critical. In other
be histrically and
sale,
ready
a
have
doubt
no
will
Lmpt^oTmuch'' Nevertheless her book
It

r

t-atregoe.
rerertaining, and others than
10.^^^^^^^^^
agreea^

gossip be a.-ab^ or
about theatre folk whether the
looks alwajs
We hasten to add that Mrs. Crawford

Koting that Nance Oldfield

LrareTe:L~"
:lrL
The

y

"le.

about

by ^^^ir

many^^^arj^

^^^^
.

-^^l^::~Z:
^th

countesses
of dukes and called
portraits, they are

^^y:^^
the respectable

-How

^

Thrtheatres

title,

H. Clark's
a new and enlarged

those about
might echo Punch's advice to

to

present;
is great a
interest in "Little Theatres"
^^g,
at
least
nature at
often are of an amateurish
^^^^^^
;
'^^^Pf'^l;
be
should
written clearly and sensibly

nlng; so this book,
not'k pretentious treatise. Mr.
purposed to set forth "the most

-^:'^;X/;3^;",r;;;o:ucing

plays."

in the process of ^^^^^
he any
^^'^J'^.tbook
text dook, nor has
taught by
well says that no art can be
a^^ rs and in
great
nto
beings
human
fope of transforming ordinary

He

^-P^
spLd producers. "My littie manual
^ct Jhet; wo^^^^^
and
^^^^ ° '^^P^^^'p^event
enable the amateur producer
needless waste
of humility ana pre^
amount
certain
a
and
telligencc
of time and energy."
rehearsing, the stage,
His subjects are choosing the P^^^ f^/^^^^rt^^^Skge and make-up. Not

f

sUg^^^
costumes dramatics on the
^^^^^^.^^^
Ughting.
oi the book arc the
portion
valuable
least
^.^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^
the
P^f/ proau
royalty and the lists of classic P^^i^'
j^.tion, etc. There
collectors, and books on
publishers, anthologists and

---y -d

an index.

was
The Manchester (Eng.) Guardian
extraordinary action

in

in

London.

Mr. Agate, was

warm

i

j

ana

performance, asking ^--ican manager
praise of the play and the
«to ha^•
and performing in London theatre
renting
temporarily
player,
Amen-which
tilings
those
give^us
courage of their nationality and

|

the

at all."
can do superbly and we cannot do
pro.|
should be a stumbling block, the
dialogue
the
in
slang
the
Lest
in -he,
paragraph
leading
a
of
us
reminds
gram has a glossary. This
,

he delivered it in London
program of Artemus Ward's lecture when
of London at theu- resiCitizens
the
"Mr Artemus Ward will call on
which they may not undernarrative
his
in
jokes
any
dences, and explain

______

There

of anecdotes about actors.
Leon Treich has published a book
inJ
to accept an admirers
consented
had
who
one about Lucien Guitry.
his
to
dresser
said
Guitry
gone
lunch. When the man had

is

vitation to

to send a note to that idiot ^0^'^.;-./,-;"°* ^^^^^^^
bacH
J
that the "idiot" had lUst come
him," but seeing in his looking-glass
frienj

"Remind me

our
"because I am lunching .nth
the room. Guitry added,
reproached l im
-ho
dramatist
a
about
is
story
Another Guitry
here."
play in th-^
promise to Voduce the dramatist's
for not having kept his
year."
this
spring
,
spring: "But we have had no
,j
one, a wandering jest toid
story told by M. Treich an old

?nS

.

Is not this

by amateurs

is

So?" delights audiences

stand."

Chnst.an^n^^^^^^^^^^

Brown & Co.. are ^^sToiTpublishers
book in
Produl Amateur Plays," another

'"''"sle reading the
"
The
marry -'D n^

"Is Zat

quality of reproduction.
of Barrett

Little

P. H.

o

jar song
Dan Emmett "composed/ the

1

which had already, after
plays under arrest for performing something
New York. Whether
considerable inquiry, been passed for publication in
an obscene play or
"the work is, ais the Los Angeles authorities announce,
arrest the mere actprs of it.
not, it certainly seems rather high-handed to
material
The actor, like any other workman, has to do his duty with the
is an offense
which is supplied to him; if an offense has been committed, it
produced.
by the aut^hor and those who decided that the play should be
the
To arrest an entire cast is, of course, one obvious way of preventing for
but it is in essence
time being a repetition of the offending performance,
the publication
about as just as arresting compositors in order to prevent
well? They, too, were
of a doubtful book. Why not arrest the audience as
morals of Los Angeles,
equally parties to this subversive attempt on the
have been no play."
for if there had been no audience there would certainly

sions of our stage."

HeV book

;

a.na.ed and

a plaj
Los Angeles with regard to

a^
t>>

companies? Players in a P'-f^^^/"^'
gi^'ing a costume play.
considerable number of supers,were
1^,1^^^'^
One of the actors at last
^-iolent in disapprobation.
was
it
but
small
was
of you^
there are more of us than there are
stepped forward "Be careful
thewith
connected
not
Dussane.
There is a good saying of Madame
is charming.
she
that
appears
it
but
well,
atrical life: "I know her very

of

many

strolling

On March

17 a tablet

^ as pl^edliTIhe house

in Paris

where Lumie"

showin
of a cinema in 1896. The
brothers gave their first exhibition
more
which is now no
was in a room in the then Cafe Riche.
t
of which the Apostle Paul is
Franz Werfel has written a drama
conversion and th
Pauline
the
with
dealing
acts,
hero. It is in six short
himsel
the world, by which Paul set
preaching of Christian doctrine to
a^art from his

ivir.

;

:

own

race.

,

^

Milan,
will be produced at La Scala.
Puccini's opera "Turandot"
of
part
the
take
will
Rai.a
month. Mme,
-"•irin^ th. -^-t IQ days oi next
•irse,

ley

husbwidlhe tr«nulous.

Mr. Rimmi

will

be

—

:

Antiques, that Interesting magazine,
published in the last number a review
of "Domestic Life in New England In
tht nth Century," a discourse delivered by Mr. George Francis Dow at the
.Metropolitan Museum of Art in New
York, and now published as an Illustrated book of 48 pages.

Puccini had completely linished the opera withi the exAlfimo
ception of the final duet, for which he had composed only the music.
of "Resurrection" has supplied thr instrumentation.

heard as Ping.

Marcel Grandjany, the celebrated harpist, will take a prominent p^rt
^ven this afternoon by the Boston Fluta Players' Club.
about 34 years ago. His mother died when he was
Paris
bom
in
was
He
Educated
very young. Henriette Renie, a harpist, took care of him.
he was
when
in
awarded
1905,
was
he
Conservatory
the
faris
musically at
in the concert to be

"Wlien

dame

appearance in
Paris, when he played Ducasse's "Pleasant Variations on a Serious Theme"
checked
for orchestra and harp obbligato. In 1914 sickness and the war
of the
organist
and
choir
master
was
he
though
activity,
musical
his
with
Sacred Heart of Montmartre, when his health and duties as a soldier
of
professor
appointed
was
he
In
1922
permitted.
reserve
the auxiliary
the harp at the Fontai'nebleau School of Music, and in that year he gave
and
his first recitel in London. In. 1924 he was first heard in New York,

in this

We

ear."
class
"slniolcon."

he made a transcontinental tour in this country, going in the
spring of 1925 to Spain. He is now returning from a tour in which he
played in 11 of our states and in three Canad^ian provinces. He has several
times appeared as soloist in the leading Orchestral concerts of Paris. As

Now, was
Ward, who, born
1647.

This afternoon the program will include a piece for harp by Henriette
Renie, mentioned above. Born at Paris in 1875 she was awarded a first
prize for harp playing by the Paris Conservatory in 1887. The catalogue
of her compositions is long and varied. Henri Prunieres speaks of her as

Roussel's Serenade for harp, flute and string trio, which is also on the
program this afternoon, was performed for the first time in this country

New York when

—

a

ter in

He

model."

little

was a master of invec"The very gizzard of a trifle."
What would the Kev. Samuel say tocertainly

tive.

day of wor^ien's costumes, even In the
sanctuary?
Ten to one he would be
If these
lost in wonder, love and praise
w omen w'fere comely and well designed

—

I

the tireat Architect.

I'y
I

Only

week a lawyer In court de"gentlewoman"

la.st

If
law paper.
nieans
primarily
a
good birth or breeding, "old
gentlewoman" has also been used de-

"gentlewoman"

woman

of

We

.spelling.

"Fov a gentille woman shuld hauc no
wryatho in herr, for thei aught to haue
hcrte, and fairo and softc in
ansuerc." Miss Mitford. Jane Porter
and Bret Harte what a combination!

gentille

—

— did

use the adjective
"genllewomanly," and Jlarto spoke of
"a certain languid grace which passed
easily for gentlewomanllness."
not

lifsltatc to

—

HIGH-HATTED
(I''or

Tlio

An

tlie

man with a

World Wags

I

high hat scarce seen

today.

Anachronism though

it has to be,
an old-school dignity.
Appeals to taste more than we like to

And

,

relic of

say.

He

—

Henderson, the music

brings to mind the modes old prints
display,

critic of the

.

If

Victorian or Georgian, maybe,
Of cleric or a legal ancestry.
Thespian, marks a leading part al-

way.

But quite aside from

"Tills traveiogueTilSot in

My^sense a

guldebook-to

Rome

from place to place
He follows no s^t path no
at will.
icgular order.
But churches, temples

bridges, the swirling tide of the
Tiber'
melaiR-liob' stretches of
tiltthe C ini
T.agna. the crowds in the markets and at
th« cafes, the gardens axul the festival

'

Itself,

impression.

As the AVorld Wags:

We

y

cordially subscribe to the attrajPlum island recently set forth
by you, but do you remember the Engtion.s of

lishman in Punch who admonisheU th'S
asparagus eating Scotchman, "Jock,
ye're eating the wrong end!"
"Ah, ye
dinna ken, mon, Au prufurr it!" We
"prufurr' the south end of Plum island,
Tou auto to
If not that of asparagus.
Ipswich, motorboat to Sandy Point, and
cross the high headland of the island to
the beach.
Or take the motorboat to
th-3 "Knob." cross to the beach by the
coast guard station, and walk down to
Sandy Point, about 2'i hours. Have
the motorboat meet you at Sandy Point
No better beach walkin the afternoon.
Ed'E.
ing anywhere.

of

Kor

him

I

premised on the ancient

this
plan,

all

Connotes and

typifies the

gentleman'

AN OLD. TIME EVANGELIST
As the World Wags:

The

'
[

IRENESCHARREiP

number

Zlon's Heralld,
dated January 9, 1823, is before me, and
it
is.
There are
a most Interesting issue
four pages "Half in Adv." Many things
I would like 10 quote, but will ask only
space for a .sketch of the Rev. Mr. Suramorfleld, an evangelist:
"Mr. Summerfield, though only In his
£4th year, possesses In an eminent decree the magical Influence of attracty and interesting: every eye that beV3s him, and riveting the attention
first

Irene

Scharrer,

pianist,

played this
In Jordan

program -yesterday afternoon

Toccata— Sarabande—Minuet, Purcell; Sonatas In D minor, C minor, C
major, Scarlatti: Prelude and Fugue, C
sharp. Bach; Sonata, C Sharp Minor,
Op. 27, Beethoven; Le Maja et le Rosslgnol, Granados; The Midnight Tide,
Prank Bridge; Reflets dans I'eaux,
hall.

Debussy; Jeux d'eaux, Ravel; Etudes,

A

Flat, Op. 25,

F

Major, Op.

25,

G

Flat,

Sharp Minor, Op. 25, Three
Posthumous, A Flat, F Minor, D Flat,
Op.

10,

G

E Flat, Op. 10, A Minor,
Chopin.
Miss Scharrer played her Scarlatti
sonatas and her Purcell pieces very
deftly and pleasantly, though hardly in
a way to raise a stir. But with Bachfreed at last from that splendid Isola-

G

Flat, Op. 25,

Op.

25,

all is little better than
Miss Scharrer
confinement
height not everybody
a
to
stepped up
can reach. They surely do not gaupe

tion,

which after

solitary

—

values correctly, those players, whatever
their eminence, who treat the C sharp
prelude as a skipping study In brilliancy
and speed. Miss Scharrer showed herthat
self sensitive to the noble beauty
when played
lies In the prelude's melody
smoothly and at a decorous pace. And
Suthe majesty she found in the fugue!
perbly Miss Scharrer can rise to meet
greatness.
"

hat, the stock, the strapped and
gaitered limb.
Suggest a ptrsonnci we sliould revere,
HecHiiso the raiment makes so much

.

and produces a memorable

atmos-

The

processions follow each other In a succession of pleasing contrasts.
It Is

Rome

studied

phere.

•

-ort of illustrated
lecturei- goes
'I he

l

excitement, but to sound and reasonable common sense." Not another word
about the man.
I prefer the modern
method.
J. A. TIRRELL.

mean any

old lady, and also
a female attendant (originally a gentlewoman by birth) or a lady of rank.
A gentlewoman is well defined In a
lath century book.
ketip the old
risively to

N. Y. Sun, had this to
say of Henry F. Gilbert's "Symphonic Piece," which, recently played here
at a Boston Symphony orchestra (concert for the first time, was conducted
by Mr. Koussevitzky in New York on March 11.
"Not many artists have been so happy defining their purposes as Mr.
(Jilbert. His "Symphonic Pieces" bore the explanation nobly. It breathes
the aggressiveness, the bumptiousness, if you will, of the American spirit
and all of its optimism, its perfect confidence in itself and its occasional
sympathetic tear for sob sister romance. It is a brave and honest piece
of music and it is pleasant to hear. The Foster reminiscence is ingeniously
and indeed originally treated, while the excerpt from the tune .
thrown out in its undisguised form. The whole work is vivid and
\s,
animated and it is orchestrated with a fine sense of musical values. It
^vas most brilliantly played and Mr. Koussevitzky conducted it with evident
enthusiasm. The audience received it with most cordial demonstration* o|
applause and the compossr was called out several times."
P. ft.
J.

i

Diaiuied that the word
ho expunged from a

.

William

|

In a late number of Zlon's Heraid I read concerning a successful
evangelist of the present day: "Mr. Colby believes in a real, old-fashioned revival.
He In no way atipeals to B.ny

come

Thiefe-like at midnight.
All-seeing, never slumbering Lord,
Bv thou my Watch, lie be thy Ward.''
The reverend gentleman evidently did
not fear the reproach of being charged
with atrocious punning. Allibone tells
u.s
Doddridge commended
that
Dr.
Ward s writings; that old Thomas V'ulIcr wrote of Ward: "He had a sanctified
fancy, dexterous in designing expressive pictures, representing much mat-

—

ders.

There

1

—

—
—

tight.

For

—

—

"Watch, Ward, and keepe thy garments

irtuoso concert playing.

—

certainly excels all orators of his
for however Cicero or Demosthenes
ancient days may have charmed their
delighted audltorj' by their powerful
eloquence, or In our modern day, notwithstanding an I may have shown a
P been listened to and wor.dered at
and a D yet followed and admired-,
still, for grace In motion, charm In action and sublime and beautiful imagery,
Mr. Summerfield must eclipse them all.
He is what I would term nature's orator. The talent Ije possesses no art can
attain nor all Golcoda's Pearls purchase for they are the boon of heaven
and few receive them."
The writer is too enthralled with his
subject to care for the misspelling of
simile or Golconda.
Time works wonin

published in one volume.
as a leaf with two wood-cuts and these

ment with orchestra (a timid attempt had been made in the 18th centui-y,
but had not been repeated by modern orchestra)." She has been awarded
the Prix Chartier; she has toured extensively and given lectures on

As far as serious work in the theatre is concerned, I should put applause during the performance on the footing of brawling in church. The
first condition of an artistic performance is that the players should be
able to forget the audience and the audience to forget itself. The moment
t!ie audience makes an uproar, and the players are compelled to Stop and
wait until silence is restored, there is an end of the artistic conditions
which have been established in the uninterrupted silence of rehearsal wilh
great care and labour. Also the time occupied by the entire performance is
being prolonged, which means, if the play is timed at rehearsal to the cla.ssical and popular limit of from three hours to three hours and a half, that
the end of the play is spoiled, because half the audience is agonising about
its last train or bus, instead of listening free from care, which is the only
condition in which a play can be enjoyed. One of the great services that
wireless is rendering to mankind is that it is accustoming performers to
do without applause, and at the same time makes an audience hear what
a horrid noise it makes; for when an opera is broadcast, not from llie
studio but from the theatre, the applause at the fall of the curtain comes
as a detestable and unbearable din from a den of savages.
The only entertainments at which loud laughter and applause should
be countenanced are those which have laughter and applause for their
Therefore, what I have said does not apply to clowning or to
object.
political oratory.
As you pay a clown to make you laugh, it would ba
ridiculous to deprive yourself of the thing you have paid for. At political
meetings no man would dare to talk as political orators are expected to do
(I am one myself), unless the audience encouraged him and intoxicated
themselves by dervishllke uproar and antics. But when a drama is being
enacted, no matter how amusing it may be, there should bo no applause;
and the actors should never appear out of character to take calls.
As to the customary atJthor's call, it is an outrage, because the audience should never remember indeed, the happiest playgoers do not know
that there is an author at all. George Bernard Shaw.

"He

day

Samuel

Ward,

this

P \

—

word coined

\rare

.

in

of

lines

the "undisputed head of the French school of harpists since the death of
and the first to emphasize the harp as a solo instruHasselmans

1 at an International Referendum Concert
M. Grandjany was the harpist

^

Is

at Haverhill, Suffolk,
educat-ad at Sidney College, minister In
Ipswich, was prosecuted for puritanism
and died in Holland? His sermon on
Proverbs xxill.. 29, 32, "Woe to Drunkards," was wai-nily commended at the
time.
The .\ntl-Saloon League shouW
reprint it with illustrations by Mr. John
Tleld. Jr.
The collected works of Ward

his

on March

this

to give to airy noth-

^

by the Ipswich preacher? The great
English Dictionary's only quotation under the wctrtl Is the parson's opening
sentence, from Ward's "Simple C'obler,"

symphonic poem for harp, horn and orchesa composer he is
harp
tra, produced at a Colonne concert, Paris, and by many pieces for
and piano.

A

Was

power indeed

ful

ings a local habitation and a name. He
can even dra—.^miles from an acorn
make it prouv
~-^ve the veteran of
the forest until
|^^a\i'>.y In an oak
we never saw b."^
\jcan take a
blown thistle, fan^
^ e> ''^^ze of
heaven, and light It,
ij,
V"
and In a smile make It -^pi<?,
.o us
more lovely than the blushing ?Dse. His
figures are truly appropriate he smiles
beautiful and sublime," and so on ad
nauseam. The closing words describing
this marvellous man are as follows:

with "magnollous,"

it

"Gentledamc"

—

I

the Court, I look at her as the very
gizzard of a trifle, the product cf a
quarter of a cypher, the epitome of
nothing, fitter to bo kickt. If she were
of a klckable substance
than cither
honoured or humoured."
"Xuglperous," like "grace" in the
hymn, is a word "harmonious to the

in 1924-5

.

what dress the Queen
week, what the nudlus tertian

inquire

of his .style,
action. If you

would completely understand lils oratory or feel his eloquence you must
view him while speaking, for there Is
a magic charm In every gesture a faa(clnation in every glance of his eye
and duly to appreciate his talents you
must hear him, for he has the wonder-

hear a nuglperous Gentle-

I

.<i

i

attempt a copy

o" Imitate his graceful

of dictionaries:

was awarded a first prize for harmony. His first
concert was on Jan. 24, 1909, at a Lamoureux concert in

every listening ar.~To"atfemp^
1^
description of him would be as Impos-

of

sible as to

^

English clergyman in Ipswich of the
17th century as he was observing the
^Xe give
'.vpujsn of his congregation.
tt»>i
quotation, as It is appropriate for
Sunday reading and should. interest the
soclologlsl and the passionate readers

pupil of Toudou, he

.

j

!

The reviewer quoted from Mr. Dow's
discourse the following words of an

the harp.
13 years old, as a pupil of Hasselmans, a first prize for playing
as a
In
year.)
1909,
that
prize
first
the
took
also
(Three young women

known by

——

of

So she can when she encounters
beauty. She played the melody of the
sonata's first movement with a tone
nobody is likely to forget, with phrasing
rhythmicalino less than exquisite, and,
so finely that for once its length
lly
too,
Charmingly,
seemed not too long.
Miss Scharrer played the allegretto, but,
found
oddly enough, In the presto she

vehemence instead of passion;
and sweep she tried

of its surge

In place
to make

restlessness do.

Miss Scharrer must feel the picturesque in music deeply. Nobody, It
seemed yesterday, has made so vivid
as she the pictorial suggestions of Ravel's water piece. The color of It flashed
and gleamed. And the poetic end., when,
the play done, the last Jet slid back to
earth!

Many
played

of the studies Miss Scl^arrer
enchantlngly, those esped.-illy

|

Wo

*

Mor

engaginR

was

_

Who now

for

Themselves

|

lute to the Prokofleff of Op. 12.

their most inner i-.lieer
can, too, have something

ESPRIT d'ESCALlER.

\

THIS REMINDS US

1

(rrom «n Unknown I'oel
the "waste )
I sing the vacuum (or
That sucks the water to it;
Its lively tune has often braced
A man to sing with seeming taste.
disgraced
In fact, one chap I know
A concert platform through It!
t

°-

growl, ye bassos; bleat, ye tenors;
Sark, ye baritones!
rub the stuff
A towel (rough) shallbones!
Of song into your
will
Rich, rare and round each note

because as
page of The Boston Herald
he ate
a hungry juryman in Taunton
three minfour d07;«-n eggs, boiled for
Thus he easily outdid Mr. Fran-

Pero

cis

Adams,

of

whose

friends

was
boasted on Jan. 16, 1923. that he
the Berftthe champion egg-eater of
put down
shires. Mr. Pero on that day
and said
18 raw eggs in a short time
more, it
many
as
he could dispose of
not
they were provided; but they were
comparison
provided, so his record in
to
seems
Purchase's
with that of Mr.
anv Judicious person only paltn^
These men are like the conies of
thinks
Scripture, a feeble folk when one
Harrison n
of heroic Nicholas Wood of
did
He
the county of Kent, yeoman.
shilwith ease eat a whole sheep ot 16
meal.
lings price, and that raw, at one
of
At another time he ate 30 dozen
at
ate
he
Wotton's
Lord
At
pigeons.
one meal fourscore and four rabbits,
i

pipe skirls
time
the

That'si

of
(as he said) eaten one pottle
bread,
milk, one pottle of porridge, with

too much to hope that the
ean ofHcer of the Salvation Army
visiting Boston, Lieutenant Sin
Is

it

everything Is
the spring during which
the swalfresh but we can't all follow
flows.
moonshine
the
low except where
bathing
the
follow
might
we
Perhaps
supplements.
elrls In the rotogravure
Why
They seem all right and look wise.
way and
the
lead
they
where
not go
mind
bask In the warm sand, warm,

1

now
Soon

^

*°SiIreIy the

lowing, plus encores:
Che faro senza Eurldlce. Gluck;
enlied.

"Shawls are coming

day
I

brave, adventurous men, going
on a journey, took with them a shawl.
.Some fastened It about them with a
showy clasp. For a stage coach Journey the shawl was Indispensable. Railway cars were often heated by a stove
and when the wood box was empty.
which was often the case, passengers
shivered. To carry the shawl gracefully when walking, so that the admiration
of the looker-on was excited, was a
enties,

!

"March

12,

1769.

|

j

Few

was
morning as

j

'

i

1

1

B.

GRANDJANY

A

L.

doubt,

keenly enthusiastic over the pleasusefulness of photography, anl
determined to tell the world of Its need

ure and

camera

craft.

More power

to

his

elbow."

PSYCHOBANALITY

sun.
cock's half-spread tall In the

'

;i

fromj

Most

can
[remarkably of all. Mr. Grandjany he
color;
bring to harp-tone more than

•

|

Ions it was associated, and how the,
tiueen of soiiiething-or-other came thousands of miles to hear it?
Henry VIU may, as recently remarked, have had an "abbess on his

knee," but he had nothing on that hero
of .lewlsh histoiy of whom
student
of languages wrote. "Mosi
worde bei
Oer Koenigstoehter gafunden."
,\ iilir'jciUe fr<)rn the ocean;
Hebe fri.in

harpist

tones
he appeared able to cut short his
a marked
at will, thus avoiding to
often
degree that harmonic blur that
makes the presence of a harp disturbhe
His flourishes of arpeggios
ing.
peamakes as brilliant as the flash of a

As the World Wags:
The ancients blamed the serpent in
the garden, as they had not then disBoston Herald.
covered glands.
But, dear sir or madam, are you, too.
one of tho.se luckless ones who have
Do
"never heard ot psychoanalysis?
yon not know that the serpent in a
pervasive
symand
time-honored
most
bol for "glands," like the "heart" in
our own day? Now does it ocoui to
you why this serpent was said to be
"wise?" And do you recall the wisdom
of Solomon, with what other posses-

celebrated

Prance, Marcel Grandjany.
He proved well worth the heaHng. To
In
a listener by no means well versed
he
varying shades of good harp playing,
at
seemed to have quite unusual skill
still,
sustaining tone. More remarkably

Ion,

of

the

and sturdlness
lends It, by his rhythm
So harpers
of touch, emotional meaning.
so far as their
played,
of old must have
Instruments allowed.
company
He began the concert, In 'TheodoroLaurent (flute). Mr
with Mr.

Mr. Lefrano (viola) and
'Concert
Mr. Zlghera Ccello), with a
music In
a CCinq," by Joseph Jongen.
Us
melody, though It was by
Its
chief efrhythmic variety it made Its
and
and also by Its ever changing
Icz

(violin),

•

fect

qual-

gained a new precision and tonal
soloists.
Itv. both as a body and as
Yesterday, the performance was ft
In tha
especially
good one throughout,

Mozart and in the first two movements
Mr. Lautner,
of the Tschaikowsky.
from
aside from the established aria
encore, which
an
sang
Walkure,"
"Die
The pro-,
he was obliged to repeat.

always delightful sound.
several
Then Mr. Grandjany played differing
pieces for the harp alone, of

and

gram
hall

pattern

Puccini, aria "Ml chlamo
Miml" from "La Boheme"; Tschaikow"Romeo and
overture fantasle
sky,

Song" from
"PagUaccl"; Rlmsky-Korsakoff, capflce
r4.
Op.
themes.
on Spanish
Juliet"; Leoncavallo, "Bird

'^V^nd
Jutling strength of Gilbert's
"
when her singing was ^, t*^""^,^ *'
^t
°;
She is most emphatically *
/'"f
sne
yet
as
the greatest promise, but
clean
not
BtlU
Is
s un^ven,\er%ictlon
not al'^^y^ *°
enough her Intonation always smooth^
curate her attack not

which lends passion

yesterday after-

with Carl Lamson as
noon.
gave the following
accompanist,
his
Krelsler.

concerto,

major, Cesar Franck;
Leaf
major. Mozart Album

A
A

:

-Marguerite, Rachmaninoff;
Tchalkovsky-Kreisler;
IZmie

Hjimor

La

flUe

Hungarian Dance, Brahms-Kreisier.
and InevltThere used to be a distinct itself to a
attached
abTe formula that

and
toto

whipped Johann
th»

vJoUnlrts'

1

i

"'^
a-defense of -he modern
In
Others may find
rather an apology.
The
elorlflcatlon.
defiant
It a flaming,
Plymg ^thelr
authors are journalists
Chicago, i „
nefar ous trade In
.^une
Tribune^
the C^'cago
I on the staff of the
staff °'
Mr Carroll Is on

[newspaper and
MedlU school

In

Instructo

an

of

Jc""!""''!™!^

the

pubP

^he book
western university, enterprising
ras
llshed by the always
Covlcl of Chicago.

KRHSLER PUYS

""ZTn^l

Some

"e^^P^""'

most mvaiu
a sympa-

hall,

the^ews-

"^bafs
will look on
John C. Carroll as
ty Harper Leech and
-

that
nf her voice, she has
temperament
able of things, a

At Symphony

1

finished);

,

or a
a lyric sentiment,
song.
dramatic searching to her
E. O.

of the extra concert, at Symphony
which Mr. Mason will be the

of

conductor, and Miss Lewis, soloist, WlU
be as follows:
Schubert's S>-mphony In B minor (un-

strain

tenderness,

in the

this

the
sang the lieder quite within ^^en thej
yet with dramatic power '"?_'r'«"^
were
''^
demanded It. There
>" the haunt
the two songs of Strauss,
at
that
^ras,
mg, macabre refrain ot
recitative In
times suggested Debussy's
in the com
"Pelleas et Melisande," and

thetic imagfnatlon,

I

performances of the orchestra
season and. thanks to Mr. Mason's
pollcyv
.efforts, a change in the program
and
an emphasis less on the established
is
that
music
on
than
.frequented ways
moderns. A
little known or ot the ultra
season
glance at the programs of this
lift

voluminous a voice, one
register, tones
dark tones In its lower
quite smooth, or
that were not always
tones, that is
such firm, 'delicate head
She
t^em.

iwhen she did not
I

I

Artj
large company went to the
noi
Club yesterday afternoon to hear,

from Photo Miniature)
"Last montli I had the pleasure of
spending an hour or two with Slglsmund
Blumann, and found him a man after
niy own heart, of generously broad visby H.

contraltos possess so lovely

.

Companv. will be the soloist, yesterday's
was the la.st ot the regular 20.
There has been a verv appreciable

I

going to shave myself this
broke in
usual on Sundays, my razor
setting it on the
my hand as 1 wasviolence.
May.it be
strop without any
shave
always a warning to ine not to other
any
do
or
on the Lord's D^y

THE SUBTLE ADVERTISER

The program was as follows;
Mozart, overture to "Figaro's AVed"AA'lntersturme
aria,
Wagner,
dlng";
wichen dem Wonnemond," from "Die
Walkure"; Dellbes, Ballade et Theme
from Coppella; Tschaikowsky.
varle
symphony No. 6 in B minor. Op. 74
(Pathetlque).
Although there will be another concert by the orchestra, a posthumous one
at Symphony hall on the afternoon of
April 11, when Mary Lewis, once chorus
girl and now of the Metropolitan Opera

I

I

|

season.

has some
climaxes
dency to force her dramatic
in forte passso that her head tones
metallic, she
ages, sounded hard and
has gained
does It less frequently. She
resonance of
quite appreciably in the
her Produf on
her upper register, and
skilful,
lis much smoother, and
i

the Hollls

day afternoon, the People's S>-mphony,
with Stuart Mason as conductor, and
Joseph Lautner, tenor, as the soloist,
gave the last regular concert of this

there are obvious reasonswhy Mme. Zulallan should not have
her
chosen Symphony hall so early in
hall
career. It is really only in a large
range,
and
that a voice of such volume
adecan be ^lv*n anything like full or
of genvoice
is
a
it
For
quate play.
full, luserous operatic proportions, a
jariee;
trous contralto of a sweeping
with tar
which she is learning to use
greater delicacy and subtlety.
the
A year ago it was chiefly in disArmenian songs that she showed still
Now. although she
tinct promise.
tenof her same faults, the

fine art.

(Clipped

At

Although

never saw a Peacock
"May 9.
day at Jusspread" his tail before this
noble it is. How
tice Creed's and most
O God. in
Works,
Thy
are
wonderful
.A-s

season
CLOSES Street
ITSTheatre,
yester-

Allerseelen,
Roses dej

Schubert;

klan.

I

Mem.

'

am

LanHeart, Tschaikowsky; A Feast of
Bussag
terns, Bantock; Vart, Mellklan;
Mellklan;
(folk song), Mellklan; Oror,
MellInchoo Bingul (folk song arr. by),

on the

every Being."

PEOPLE'S SYMPHONY:
i

Wleg-

Opus
Sachs; The AVind (Celtic studies.
the
No 1), Gilbert; Come, Love, across
Lonely
sunlit land. Griff es; None but the

combined wisdom of your

I'-BS.

'

intelligent pianist, although at

touch
times, In the Cesar Franck, his
was exceedingly heavy. The audience,
to add, was the
it Is quite unnecessary
usual "standing room only."

j

Strauss; Cacllie. Strauss; Les
des
Saadi. Fontenallles; La F.irandole
apChlmeres. Fourdraln; Servlteurs n
Revlens.
portez pas les lampes. Cras:

FROM A CLERGYMAN'S DIARY

well as evening wear."
In the Sixties, even in the early Sev-

as

Kent

Gretchen

Humperdlnck:

Splnnrade.

'

In again for

and an

the
song recital at which she sang

readers can suggest to a man
Thf
go.
shady side of 80 a place to
obvious direction to "6°
"°Tn
^- ^' ^
sired.

will be speedily superseded by the
111,
victorious General Sin Now Ded?
W. B. K.

last

Hubbard as her accompanist, gavefol-a

er''

Kor-

But, with the exception of the exotic
Recitative-Fantasia, which is far more
imaginative than any of the other movements. It was in the Mozart concerto
that violinist and music were most fitsooni
tingly paired. And one will not
forget the exquisite gaiety and zest of
played
Krelsler
as
movement
the first
the pensive loveliness of the adagio,
It
one of the most limpid and brooding
adagios of the 18th century. Some one
has said that the strength of a composer is measured by his ability tO;
write adagios!
Mr. Lamson la aa abto a«eo]mi>anl>t<

ROSEZULAUAN Rose

hall, last evening.
Margaret
Zulallan, contralto, with

;

themes

tour.

R. R. G.

2.

At Symphony

when
the ground, as well as tender
Solid tur"biled " one has good food.
kale
also
desired,
be
to
much
nips are
bol ed,
and dandelions in season for a fashion
England
dish In good old New
with plenty of greens. Hot kale-brose
Is not to be despised.
Is
So far the air of the Mohave desert
that I have
the easiest to breathe of any
of West,
drank, while the mountains
but
Virginia are the easiest to look at;
every
about
out
some
be
to
there seems
WTiy
place that has a lot of climate.
Do we carry our climate with
is this"*
when
climate
own
his
man
us" Is each
weathhe 'is adjusted to the wind and follow
The birds
Probablv not.

i

flute players'

May

singularly

which the violin picks up
from the piano, and gives them con-|

GO?

World Wags:
have, what is called

in a spirit of
an Independent income. What
willing to
am
I
climate.
I want is a
pay the going Boston rate for living,
climatefor
but do not care to pay
The soil
that must be free and good.
yet
must be fertile, for poor soil nevergrew
or
kick
supplied vegetables with a
If one
chops.
lamb
ot
kind
the right
the
has apples and peaches ripe from
pulp, and
trees, with flavor, not mere
from
slaw,
for
a
enough
crisp
cabbage

This remarkable man "spent all his
estate to provide food for his belly, and
though a landed man and a true layear
borer, died very poor about the
1630."
To the disgrace of tXe British
government his portrait Is not to be
found In the National Gallery.

The

some

Its

to-

till

has

adroit ensemble writing to commend It,
In
especially In the second movement.

'

music made a very
There was also a third

concert will be on

ribaldry,

)

oftener,

movement,

first

\

last the

effect.

was admirable.

the

1

I

movement, marked presto; only those
should speak of It who have some Impression of what It was like.
The performance of these two pieces

'Tom

sing

WHERE WILL HE
As

butter and cheese."

As the World Wags:

to

came gradually

pleasant

Bowling!"

"which number would have sufficed an
hundred threescore and eight men, allowing to each half a rabbit; he suddenly devoured 18 yards of black pudat
ding, London measure, and when
once he had eat threescore pound
iwere
weight of cherries, he said they
This
but wash melt." Let us continue.
remarkable man "made an end of a
whole hog at once, and after it (for
damfruit) swallowed three pecks of
havsons, after he had broken his fast,
Ing

strains

wards the

sound
That from the chest comes rolling—
When the water whirls and the waste-

utes.

i

There was a serenade by Roussel to
end the concert, for the same five Instruments for which Jongen wrote. The
first movement began at a dog-trot and
so It went for the most part. In every
sense of the term. Here and there In
the andante, like Orslno, one might
Such
have said "that strain again!"

Fall River
Mr. Howard Purchase of
first
jso
won an honorable position on the

tatters.

Yesterday, he played both the Cesar
Franck sonata In A major for violin and
piano, with Mr. Lamson aa the pianist,
and Mozart's A major concerto which
has one of the most beautiful adagios
that have come out of the 18th cenIt
tury. The Franck sonata, although
In Its
Is somewhat dry and pedantlo

version of the old French melody of the
shepherdess who one day made a cheese.

'

hearing.

and

1

Mr. Grandjany followed the Russian
With a "Fairy Tale" of his own and
closed the group with a "Legend" by
But since the audiHenrlette Renle.
ence wanted more, he added a curious

i

beautlfuU
So yesterday there
wanting
playing to be heard, playing
be of the
"iv dramatic warmth to
apfully
The large audience
oatest
they were
i.rociated the worth of what

formula has become a thing of ahreda
I

Grandjany jumped next to Prokofleff,
with a very pretty prelude. The jump,
though, from this prelude. Op. 12, to a
second Proko^efT piece, Op. 22, seemed
wider than that from the man of the

j

'And as the doctor counselled her
To bathe the body in warm wini;
She does it so. O how rejoiced
is now the multitude of poor.

|

,

.

rvcmi
latter idea was, susKested to ii.-i
the
by some lines in
practitioner
but
rendered,
freely
Helenc."
"Fromme
minus Busch'E inimitable drawings:

tender sentiment. extiulMto

or an
,e of a melody,
The study In
of rhvthm.
skill,, she'
technical
of
marvel
X
poem ot
IS well into a musical
Vallantenutv no less than ethereal.
she.
own.
her
quite
and" In a way
stirrmg of the]
od to make something
ugUintrinsic
minor study, but Its
her, as It has
oss proved too much for
lor everybody else.
..x i

"
r.st
degrees of interest.
la
"Le Jardln MoulUe" I
Presle. Resplghl followed, with a "Siclfor
century
16th
in
the
written
lla.no"
By way of contrmst Mr.
the flute.

woi

Sebastian back
th«
repertoire

ig
's

gentlemen believe
These ingenious
refiects Its public^
that a sane newspaper
public Is composed
the
that
argue
They
whose lives are -t^a"
o, human beings
Sojne p
sweetness and light
the
papers Presume that
^^^^
iney
sweetness and light or
"ut they are
so by saying so,
Some ^'=^^lf,J^%^\rc
Minority.
ed^Uirs
darkness; they have
aspirin^ lo
lournallstlo

monks

_

pa>.
typewriters and Immense
prosperity of a
the
and
The growth
Chlcagoans say. denewspaper, the two
the treaUne^t
on Its success In
;
and tb public^re^
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certain
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reflects the
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Tho changing news

Fear.

changes

in public
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,

n.

menW.1
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J
Franck and

W

.

o,
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of Interest, for
subscribe to
"^''.^P^P^^n
more
f
of its editorial policy,

a matter

account
news and
read first of all the sporting
then put the newspaper af'^«;thunder
J^"^
clerical
carry
newspapers
of women s
against the scanty nature
while
If^ss on one page
appears the word that t***
to wear
from Paris Is for women not
Of

Is the
the news themes crime
by
If one Is to Judge

all

pm

1

am' d'enUffed,
Arkyniedlan leaver

clrculapopular interest and gains in
Uon. Crime is a social syraP^o™.J""
s°<:loj°^vestlgation frequently reveals
which have made ^ood
Ical

phenomena

stories of

urban

and resulted

uplift

in

chapter,
constructive
entertaining. Messrs.
headed •Crime,"
impartially,
quote
Leech and Carroll
writers
examples of crime in the Greek
also Cot Rob
of tragedy, Shakespeare;

D'Arplay. withthe audience.
eloquent shrugs, flnger-snapplngs and
eyebrow liftings, avails himself of all
the stock Apache tricks. The cast Interpret the spirit of the play correctly
with melodramatic exits and type actH. F. M.
ing.

about

with

crime

the
that should' be contagious all along
to Eastport,
line from San Francisco
from St. Paul to New Orleans.

"The most sensational newspathan their
pers are less sensational
social dereaders." Is crime a sign of
volume
"In many respects the
cay'
the waisince
of murder and banditry
ona
nat
surplus
of
an indication
ls
What a beautiful ">o"ght.
virility."
a
kill
and
out
It's a fine day; let's go

gusto.

bank messenger.

stories

"continuing

McAvoy,

versity."

suggests
If crime as a social symptom
gloom, it also suggests optimism. "The
American people seem to have been
having the heebie Jeebles over the
volume of violent crime in recent years.
t>robably they had better turn their
attention to the Increase of crimes of
stealth and the decay of commercial
morality, as is shown in arson, cancellation of contracts, fraudulent bankruptcy
and securities swindling."

New

I

lof London. This book would have de"Pack a wallop"; "having
I lighted him.
Ithe heebie jeebies"? What would he
"lady executioner" in MemI say of the
Iphls who. "in husband killing led oft
bed.
I with a very picturesque Job in
the
I Her enterprise seems to have pulled
wifely
1 emotional trigger in a number of
of
slaughter
the
time
for
a
Ibralns and
with the
I husbands competed In Interest

Don Marquis

The Face
Ships

War

in

it."

reserve,

v"ana«J

And

to close

G^"?

Times reporter
World reporter

y'^J"?'

c wriS

Journal reporter
News reporter
It is

orreewr
jack ForresUr
not necessary to Inquire whether

transcription

the

amusing comedy

We

are

'
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has

Mlovrei

of the late

now concerned with

i

tlte

Clyde Fitch.
the musical

comedv as such, and the point Is. havea
making
the librettists succeeded In
worthwhile musical play?

I

It

may

be

|

way: They have at least
provided a smashing entertainment,
overeven though they have thrown

answered

tl^^

this

,

|

,

'
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Boston.

evening
adjacent

Last week.

rows, many were following
and
the example of this popular play

coming back

for

more.

jwas paramount.
Of the music, there

Is much to be
favor, as It is *ar fove
enervating an^
the average. It is bright,
again It
at times highly imaginative;
many of its
after the routine, and

isaid

They would.

In

Its

that sort of play. There Is a b'iauand virtuous girl ground beneath (is
melodic
uncle, a
chief phrases and engaging
Ithe heel of fate, a haughty
and diver- shrew who lashes her with a whip a lines have arrested our ears before,
One of the most delightful months
orchesbe- philosophic father confessor, a handful
some in this very theatre. Thebrass as
sified programs for several
t. of comedy characters, and the hero,
at B
tration was often delightful
gan a week's engagement
appeal.
a
is
its
he
that
making
prov'es
both
when
jwho admits and
well as woodwind
Keith's Theatre yesterday
word for
audiences Every remarkable fellow, from the time
just here let us say a
And
the afternoon and last night's
act
by
first
score
the
the ex- I he saves her from death in the
the creditable reading of
evidenced their appreciation of
moment
until the last act, when, as a wounded
encores
Schlndler, who was every
repeated
Mr.
by
acts
ceptional
given up for dead, he drags
who had the difficult
com
Wallv Sharpies, supported by adance Boldler trom the hospital back to his tiilthoritalive,
musical famhiinh-.;lf
and
task of assembling a new
to
IpaAy o"f«ight, who can sing
time
of
nick
the
in
just
,^ct. sweetheart
Ms
interpret the piece.
In
to
ily
reception
warm
vil'had a
clutches ot the
story Is a
As we have intimated, the
Not only were there save her from the
'•Smile Awhile."
made
laughter as lain.
Jinks and his pals have
trifle.
comsong
smiles but .there was loud
the
Trentonl
outdone
has
Strong
Mile.
Mr.
will win
they
ot tun. mirth and
that
bets
scenes
s
devil
different
the
the
poser by finding two roses In the
who Is about to disembark Jrom
sons followed.
„t„/ii„ garden, which In this case is a corner
the way.
repeatedly
French liner. TrentonU ^y
handthe
Duel de Kerekjarto was
Chico,
an
at
slums.
Paris
and
the
in
after his vio in
was born in Trenton N. J.,
lives in
called before the curtain
vaude- some hard-boiled atheist, who
age went to F'-anc«.
the
early
on
himself
numbers, which made a hit with
chins
the
BeUiar tl
C^arry Me the sewar, literally
His playing
above the gutter has been brought up
ville lovers.
folk lore surbstone, gets himself
Arriving in New, TtorK
Back to Old Virginny," and Is accom- and enters the glorious profession of ballet master.
three
aforesaid
the
He
l?ongs pleased greatly.
To protect the waif She s besi^sed by
street cleaning.
the upper
Romeos. Jinks seems to have
oanied by Maurice Eisner,
he tells the police
arrest
from
heroin
arsong
gave a
make hand, %nd there is a ^fezvous en
Ed- Janis arid his girls
his wife and then has to
JlnkS,
to the en-, she is
agreeable task.
at an up-town hotel.
an
ranged
finds
and dance revue chat added
he
which
good,
bad
makes a
the popular
on the
tovment Healy and Cross, comedienne,
thused and emboldened,
They emigrate to an attic room"seventh
bribe the custom
n son/s. and the
break He attempts to
{earn
seventh floor, which is their
hink
Uneek,'
Suzanne
"Kavortings
Svlvik Clark, in
and then, the war, drums "officer and is arrested^
Bobbie Kuhn won Heaven,"offstage, and painful Parting,
jby Harry D^lf and
beating
Ihe^'^retr1st"^a"^es"the"wa^^7o;
much applause.
Diane, left alone, beating her fists
easily con-^ with
^rst^rbr;ngabolU.he;•haPPye^^^^^
Ed Levan and Joe Doris
door by which he left In the
called, on the
are
thejwhy
house
manner.
vlnce the
.
there most approved
ol
Tlspensers of cheer and iov-, Then
Their marriage has been a matter
"All in Fun,
themselves ajid the bon
are Moran & Wiser !n
between
faith,
wiie,
they have come to beCon CoUeano, the wizard of the
interna dleu In whom
but
and the Oxford trio, famous
neve, and without benefit of clergy,
hirn.
tlonal cyclists.
through four years she waits for
efthe
dignity
cool
with
and repulses
Brlssac to
forts of the pferfidlous Col.
Brlsalthough
wed h«r. But at length,
with the best of them.
he slag- !,bes« moods
sac has told her Chico Is dead,
their
Igers back, blind and maimed, ana
It Is
Itiful

I
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All Time.'

only

^^^^^^^

I

Her Era, Per-

ofi

I^^olde."
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lines would begin,
"Homer, the frankest ot Greek racon"All this Is told
end,
would
and
teurs,"
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The further head
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Fought, Heroes Slaiiy

ot
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I

Launched a Thousand

haps Ot
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HomeA City Razed and a People MadeFickle
less All For The LOVE Of A
Beautiful
The Most
Queen,

Woman

^^^^^^

Navy.

"

read:
Thait

8.

Trentonl'8 ballet mas^er.^j^

Kelliartl,

nap

Army.

I

^

we would

B.

m

quoted: "It Is sex o'clock In the newspapers."
Dress the story of the Illafl In the
garb of modetn blurb" one Is tempted
to say 'earbage of modern blurb" and

—

IT.

Seaman Frederick Lane, C.

I

aptly

Is

Lt. Charles Martin.

,

trigger."

The chapter ©npCPolltics" approprllotely follows the one on "Crime." Then,
comes one on "Sex," which should be
road in conjunction with CluttonBrock's «ssay on la\ighter and Mr. Tiverton's gallant defense of the London
music hall when Marie Lloyd was the
applauded queen. "Sex," say our Chicago friends, "will disappear from the
news when the newspapers are written
and read by Robots." It appears that
men and women and their problems as
such have always been the theme of
Did not a
"accelerated literature."
gray-bearded citizen once testify at a
church-meeting in Denver, "I get up
an hour earlier in the morrtlng to read
those terrible exposures of vice In the
Rocky Mountain News"? And so good
old Uncle Amos of Hochanum Perry
goes into the bstn to read the shocking
evidence in the Swill versus Swill case.
line of

company

cast:

\

.

Ithls respect than 'the best race in the
world'; by the Illssus there were no
Ipacking wallops, no heebie Jeebies. no

The good

Jeanne

The

Marlne^C^^p-.^^^^^^
Capt. Robert Jink.. V. 8.

THEATRE—

Cruz
• contemporary casualties at Vera
land the Ludlow massacre In Colorado
the ladies were designated f
I Soon
I'markswomen' Nos. 1, 2. 3. 4, etc
Iwould not Arnold sigh and say. as he
said of the girl named Wragg: "In
llonia and Attica they were luckier In

emotional

conducted^

,^
and
After Beethoven's high spirits
not to
Cesar Franck's lofty spirituality—
plunge Into
forget the latter's amazing
for mus c
riotous rhythm!— It was time
could
Nothing
of compelling emotion.
prelude
have answered better than the
und
and "Llebestod" from "Tristan

_

at the Corinthian style of
editorial articles In the Dally Telegraph

way

.

two acts. Music by Lewis
R Gensler and Stephen Jones. Lyrics
Book by Frank
by B. G. DeSylva.
F'^st
Mandel and Laurence Schwab.
Paul Schlndler
Boston.
In
performaiii:e
in

the
choice
board the threads of continuity that
Koussevltzky made an admirable ballet
and
vaudevilllan may have his say—
from R-^vel s
In the second suite
vein--,
to
they sav It In highly amusing
"Daphnls ct Chloe," music easy
fling, and
or music
that dancers may have their
listen to late In the evening,
Ana
too
without
that slapstick may have its place.
one could afford to lose
love
to go
yet they have provided a pretty
much sadness If one felt It fme
Suzanne,
story in the case of Jinks and
week.
home. The program surely was very
and
Honey
of
romances
Eveand as well the
have been bettered. Applause
.Trem<rnt—"Ladies of the
Freddie, of Jones and Annie.
productalked-of
rememning," Belasco's
Within recollection we do not
^^T^hl' last Monday concert
to a better
Merrill and Edna
ber any show getting oft
tion, with Beth
given April 19.
Marines and the
week.
start, as when the
Hibbard. Last
things aquiver
girlies on the deck set
'Sevtune ^t
HOLLIS STREET
rviibur—"Aloma of the South
their braiss band to the
by
Iwith
acts
three
pulsating,
enth Heaven," a play In
the atmosdirec•Pals" and danced in that
Seas," tale of love in
the
under
staged
Strong,
to
Austin
Fourth
measured way that we l;ave /Jome
Return engagepheric South sea islands.
tion of John Golden.
Notable start
"Cohanlc."
as
describe
cast:
The
as in
mont of two weeks.
week.
be sure, but there followed,
John W. RansoTie
Irish
of marking
R-ulthe second act, the periods
Castle Square— "Abie's
James Neweonibc
iThe RaV
comedy
time, inevitable procedure
Rose," Anne Nichols's
Despite this lack of
Alfred Kappeler
aobin
cal comedy day.
Grace Menken
book, as far
its 25th week.
Nana
structural soundness, the
Forrest
Anne
Is oft«n freshly
.Charles Gotthold las the dialogue goes.
Copley—"Outward Bound," SutaV
of the chief
wheezes
done
put, the gags and
ton Vane's drama, will be
W. H. Post comedians are to the point and the
Pere Chevlllon
"False
Lane
C.
Tuesday.
James
has
element
Monday and
Serseant
In a word, the fun
',day.
UncTe Georges
"'^'S^abMWes"
Pretences." Ian Hay's new play
iits place and play.
l^^^l'
Aunt Valentine
all
above oU
Louis D Arclay
riiiro
Yet the piece is first and
opens on Wednesday evening
L'onel Joseph
entertainment, whether
Lamplighter
dancing
great
a
Adaof
Miss
expectancy
of
Repertory— "Minick," Edna Fer
Judging by th« happy
in the solos and duets
de
HoUis last iMav, the chief comedians or the enber's and George Kaufman's
the incoming crowd at the
which, dance
time
first
the
It matters not
in
for
isemble.
people
lightful comedy,
and the remarks of

to sneer In his

Matthew Arnold used
genteel

Park—"Rain,"

Eagels and original
Last three weeks.
HusPlymouth—"The Judge's
William Hodge's new
band,"
Sixth
stars.
play in which he

'

I

exquisite.

Majestic_"The Big Parade
^^r jaim
Lawtence Stallings's
Renee Adoree
with John Gilbert,
week.
and others. Tenth

emotional wallop greater than the
to a unistory of the gift of a million

an

musical

a

Jinks."

"Captain

in

comedv

Koussevltzky^
the quieter episodes Mr.
showed a sympathy with Franck s In-I
equal to
quite
mind,
dividual turn of
The balance of
Mr. Motte-Lacrolx's.
was|
orchestra
tone between pl.^no and

Bushman
Francis X
week.
and others. Fifth

Does the public denounce
page? It
crime on the first or on any
denounces "because It reads them with
pack
such close attention." The stories

M;iy

m

]ot

well know"
sion of Wallace's
Navarro, Maj
storv with Ramon

„

H U B E R T THEATRE—Laurence

S
Schwab and Frank Mandel present Ada-

^

and the quintet. The brilliant measure^
relish
the close he plaved with

verColonial-"Beii Hur," film

ot

-

m

and joyous manner; with an enthusiasm

delightful

•

be parplay the piano part. He must
at a
tial to them; they were performed
ago,
year
'Mondav concert less than a
hear
to
us
wished
or It "may be he
any
how they really should sound,
notwithstandlease, Mr. Motte-Lacrolx,
not
ing a freauent hardness of tone,
In
onlv brousht forward all the. charm
also
but
year,
last
which they abounded
quality
he felt their curious Francklan variaso deeply that he raised these
sonata
the
of
level
the
tions almost to

in the Journalistic
vineyard think nobly of their profession.
it in a shrewd
about
written
They have

Mccormick, ad-^ressmg a^thern
Chicago ministers. Working
Chicago, our two journal sU naturally

nl.h

iMonday coneerts, Mr. Koussevltzky
variaIplaced Cesar Franck's symphonic
Motte-Lacrolx to
tions, with Ferdinand

Our fellow-latorers

of

tion

fmm

ness and dispatc

and to the sympathetic satisfac-

ingly

iMr. Koussevltzky Pl^y^'' j,*;
'
the memory.
to fade soon
cusAfter this lively symphony, since
tne
itom— praise be—decrees a soloist at

the

vance. Job printing "executed with neath.'

ert R.
ing of

write

moves

world.' said the editor, wiping his au'I
burn brow with his left coat-tail:
allude young man, to the press. Terms,
in
adinvariably
two dollars a year,

This

reforms."

which

angeUc

blonde engage In fistic combat.
Anne Forest takes her part charm-

Tt 'e^f in

the allegretto las

.

American

an

and

brunette

villainous
^

•

B^ethTv^n
^^^i^L^^'young man. with an 'fcu^ToirrXr
net' And

interesting.

well-built
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^
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stockings."

most

^

war, done with French
few
iatmosphere. and enlivened with a
when
Hsure-fire spectacular blu, as

Leiodrama

For the fourth Sirmrhony "^"^^^ 2^
Koussev^tzky
,e Monday series Mr. ""r^-In-i^^g-.
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At
Iforw.arrt a program most 1"^^"'""
concert,
,a symphony
^.^^^j^P^^f
morn
^V^ic
little
a
chapters,
other
The
A Uttie
ways in place.
Reflate, perhaps. In character, treat of
Many P«<>P''^ ,,,
falls to please.
Union Labor, the Newspaper Industry. never classic. So what
hike a
(D.
C.)
Washington
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Press,
the
Power of
Ithan Beethoven's eighth «'"P^°"^Jree
and the Future.
short space
and
serve,
the
of
"Power
"Vi^'nt tc^
Whenever we read
purposes at once? It ^^^^
Press" we recall the editor of the Buglethe tew latethe way:
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to let it
It lead
" This music.
Horn of Liberty, who making a fiery Mto
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heaven"l8 pre.'.erved. The wv_
a pi^y iike this is not easily
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ner Finely Interpreted

why men pay big
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iVl ild •ts to
prices for
(.fl
views about
behavior,
dresa,
In
change
euphemism for "prumodesty, once
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say
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home for another's enjoyPettlgrew vowed vengeance. It
must be confessed that Ada was a fishwife In hor abuse.
So Pettlgrew and a friend put up a
job on old Baxter.
They take th.j
r.anie of a drug and giving it out as
the name of an ancient Greek, they aslt
Baxter what he knows about this
\7orthy. He beats about the bush. They
tho

them. Her
nlRht she encompassed
Now
n^ls aU-ady well known.
eccentric;
,Uo« hor turn at the
Chi" she gave
in "Pras Chl-Pras
exhibition of Russian
ve.na.kal.le
L'Shtsome,
uH-hnlQUO in the dance.
born, In.„,v>nt priice to the manner
well plume
a'ble withal, she may
performance.
dancing
It on her
"nonchalant'
the
tno,
CIS Shy
new
comedian, 'showed us something
dance. As
the
in
In an eccentric way
as welL
comedian, ho is Individualist
of
I-o^l^
there was the Jinks
I'^t"

T

us
Infer

who sang

of Mr. Philbriok.

^
,^
entertainment that should last
the
at
season
the
of
remainder
the
wonderShubert if it wills. For us, a
,

ties.)

reaction..

ful

One learns more about

-

,

I

"The

f^f}^^^'
PhUlp
Sir
from a story by
Kan- The
Directed by Robert

LOEWS

The

Robert

SchfaVkmaniiV;..'

1

|

Jewe

I

Allan Forrest

Pan
1

j

Rosle Potash
Aviator

SchnWe

Gilbert

S^mmet'E..
[Mrs. Sammett.^.
i

Anna

Gilbert

lish

Swain and

original,

ot

Ko

of
the delightful C>^«"'«^ry
the Sphinx^
«,«n Meals, or the Secret of
ValenatSple,

pub-

Ct
tine Mitchell of Hartford.
De Q^'neey ^
lishes in attractive form
Exhibit-;
L^dy,
Hebrew
Toilette of the
l^n
Six scenes." First PuWlshed
ed
isi
it
,

m

Magazine
an abstract

In
of

si

inis
pages on the same subject,
s
llartmann, to quote from De Qulncey
where,
Hades;
to
,.,-eface, had "gone
considered by
let us hope that It Is
in a
'Minos or Rhadamanthus no crime ous,
ted
exceedingly
learned man to be
repeat the same thing ten times

HU

!

and

to

even, upon occasion, fifteen
times, provided that ills
"J""'^^^
that
think
heart should incline him to
Certa nly
course the most advisable.
excellerit,
most
Mr. Hartmann has the
talents]
gifts at verbal expansion, and
the most splendid for tautology."
or

over

Receiving Mr. Mitchell's publication,
about
at once sought Information
skirt
bobbed hair and the length of the
Oh,
old.
of
ladles
among the Hebrew
De Qulncey
disappointment!
bitter
in
found nothing about the coiffures
volumes.
poor Hartmann's ponderous
and per-It Is the essay of a finished
being rather
fect knave, who not merely
not
literally
having
bare of facts, but
or deone solitary fact of any kind
write
to
down
gree, small or great, sits
dressing hair
a treatise on the mode of
s ha r.
Samson
ladles.
Hebrev/
amongot
the Phlland the dressing It got from
to the
allusion
sole
i.Mnes is thfe one

;

dija
surprising that De Qulncey
There he
not turn to the Scriptures.
would have found the lover In the Soniibeau
of Solomon rhapsofiizing over the
ty of his beloved, comjgillfg her hair t«J

flock of goB.t»."i *WiHr temples
a piece of poinegranate within

aro

thy

.

T-K
T'lTYiP
iUlic
ed for rirSt
on Any Stage
4-

1
i
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For the Symphony concerts tomorrow
and Saturday night Mr.
Koussevttzky announced four novelties,
besides Tchaikovsky's Fourth Symphony.
The number of unfamiliar works was
later reduced to three.
The program then waa as follows:
Delmas, Overture to "Penthesllea"
Plerne, "Franciscan Landscapes"; Spelman, "Asslsl, the Great Pardon of St.
Francis"; Tchaikovsky. Symphony No. 4.
The program was again changed.
Perhaps It was thought that there was
too much music about St. Francis of
Asslsl. If this Friday or Saturday were
the good saint's feast day, Liszt's "St.
Francis Preaching to the Birds," orchestrated by Mottl. might have been added.
(It was performed here at a Symphony
afternoon

'

First performance
Copley Theatre:
on any stage of "False Pretences," a
comedy In three acts and from scenes
Played by the Copley
by Ian Hay.
Producing Company, Inc. The cast was

;

I

I

'

as follows:
Margot Jobling
Rita Welford.
Toby Simpson
Mr. Atkinson
Sir

Victor -randy

Percy Jobling

John Craik

C.

Doctor Rollo Peck
The Rev. Paul Welford
Mr. Clamworthy
The Broxborough

Wordley Hulsa

Norman Cannon

Charles \ane
Gerald Rogers

Follies.

Shaw, Eunice Blake, Mollle
Hicks, Ruth Merrill, Charlotte MacSlbvl

Donald.

„^
_
Katherlne Standing

Ada Weeks
Mr. Pettlgrew

Adam

Baxter

V,;-^'.,

Alfred

Mr

Bird
Mr. Caddick
Mr. Wright
Mr. Atkin^ion
Mr. Mounce
Mr. Clamworthy

concert

^^'^"'"'J^t^tl
Wheeler
Roeer
°^"j'^T^°,°^„"
Jephson
Edward

Terence IveUl

lio
what
WIlo-L he

is
13

pleased
i^icaoou

of

Unfortunately

1904.)

Tchaikovsky, Symphony No.

an

the

4.

Delmas wrote an overture and Incidental muslo for a tragedy by Mortler,
who departed from the old and cruel
legend about the Amazon, a legend that
led Goldmark and Hugo Wolff to write
overtures for Klelst's drama and Bruneau to write a scene for voice and orchestra. (The overtures and the scene
In
have been performed in Boston.)
tragedy Penthesllea, in love
Achilles, finds out that he, en'n turn, had allowed her to con
quer him. Vexed, ridiculed, disgusted,
^j„g herself.
Mortier's

with

to call his library
J.

reads to village guests, after which
^,
there is a discussion of questions propounded.
One of these guests, a Mr. Pettlgrew,
has been hurt to the quick by the in-

He

It

in

feast day of St. Francis of Asslsl comes
on Oct. 4, a little before the opening of
the Symphony "Season.
Now the program reads: Delmas.
Overture to "Penthesllea"; Spelman,
"Asslsl"; Ravel, "Mother Goose"' Suite;

rm'!
w
ii!
Woods

Imposter, a
This is
harmless, lovable, pathetic imposter.
Adam Baxter, an old man, is recogBroxborough as wise and
in
nized
deeply read. 'Even the Rev. Mr, Welford alludes to him as the Village Socrates, although Baxter answers quesIt is his habit to
tions, not asks them.
hold meetings on Saturday nights In

the story

.

news
but less significant and surprising
are
that the foundations of Locarno
of
already trembling; t.ocarno, the Joy
encomiast?
and
panc„j
the nancsyrist
HARBOUR.
p^^^^j^g,^
I

May Edlss
.Helga Lundln
Alan Mowbray
Terence Nelll
Elspeth Du-Jfeon

Lady Jobling

It

perhaps the fact that a famous
having left college
player,
football
prematurely to profit amazingly by the
fame gained in and through that colleague of
lege, now sponsors a football
high ethical pretensions, as, for examshall be acple that no college player
cepted until his class shall have graduated?
Or was it, perhaps, the more Olympic,

1

speech after the second act, In
told how many thousand miles
traveled to see nis
his piays
he traveiea
plays in tnis
this
country.
He paid a high compliment
^j^^ copley c ompany.

which he
\

HALE

By PHILIP

God"?

I

f r6S6Tl^

''FslSB PrGt6TlC6S

the case of a Juror, enabled by
the grotesquery of an Incredible system
to thwart the will of 11, who gave credit
for his act to "his conscience and his

Was

i

little

the World Wags:
that a far distant roll of thunder
early this morning?
buI shall not write to the weather
reau for confirmation, as I prefer to
sardonic
of
echo
an
was
think that it
laughter from Olympus, but I am not at
of three Items In
all sure as to which
the dally news occasioned the high

Was

j

,

Was

laughter.

,

Welsh
Evans who collected so many taught in confession.
self
songs, a Welshman, and a
For a first performance the company
and
composer?) He sang with POwer
acted with reasonable proficiency. Outhar.tone
a
is
With this he
side of the introduction of Baxter, the
delicacy.
regis^ _^ does not call for analysis.
There
play
with bass leanings whose lowest
although at
smooth,
and
clear,
some lively lines. The final scene
is
ter
tremolo last; .„ gupgrnuous. Last ..-„„_
dragged.
night it dragged
times there was a touch of
Mrs. Vose, as usual, was an r^^^^
with Rnirt.ar'K
Baxter's rt.ends witv.
re
The t^i^xt
play T-t^^iUv
really ^^r^ria
eveniTig.
E. G.
turn to the anteroom in the library.
admirable accompanist.
The audience laughed heartily and
Mr. Hay made a
applauded lustily.

"AND THE HIGH GODS LAUGHED"

It is

like

Ancient

As

Hartmann
subject of Hebrew hair."
did not even refer to Absalom.

••a

and Ecclesi-

the "Toilette of the Hebrew Lady" for
That edition would
a second edition.
indeed be priceless.
Now we hear that Mr. Mitchell will
publish choice selections from that book
of books, the "Newgate Calendar." Will
he go back to the first edition with its
sinewy English; to the labors of Georgfe
Borrow? Let us have the book in all Its
native strength.

we

all.

Clive,

I

knees and upwards to the hips,
about which it was fastened. When the
Hebrew lady was content with a single
tunic it flowed long and loose; when a
second under garment was introduced,
the inner one fitted close.
That these Hebrew ladles dyed the
margin of eyelids and eyebrows; that
some painted the face; that they had a
craze for jewels, even nose rings, ankle
bells and golden snakes, is known to all;
but they are described by De Qulncey In
an entertaining manner, as are the perfumes, mirrors, head-dresses, etc.
Perhaps Mr. Mitchell will allow Mr.
Herkimer Johnson to annotate copiously

1828,

Hartmann

after

-

This comedy Is a one-part play. Mr.
who, after his absence, was
vocal failing.
greeted with hearty and prolonged apoccasionally his
dency to "scoop," and
gave an admirable portrayal of
placed.
plause,
well
htgh notes were not so
has a voice of a Baxter, a portrayal marked by careful
Riit these aside, he
detail, a true study
quality, a broad, suave 'but not aggressive
firm! 'd namic
of character, suggesting the inherent
itself especlalcintilina which evinced
simplicity
and
of a man led
sweetness
and
arla/=,
?vMn the last of the Handel Giovanni to deceptiijn from sheer shame for his
rSie tnmqtient ariaanfrom
dignity this
with
what
And
ignorance.
opera which;
ApoUoni's "L'ebres,"
and breadth Baxter acted towards the spiteful Petlength
the
toured
tnce
tlgrew rejoicing in the success of his
mld-flfties of the last
of Italy in the
which trick! It is easy for an experienced
In "Des Wegweiser,"
ceni^y"^
actor to simulate old age in its bodily
chose to sing In
for some reason he
but Mr. Clive was not content
most imaglna- form; this,
English, he sang with
he showed the audience the
with
his love of the outside
tion. and nuance.
Evans old man's nature,
Pughe
of
D.
song
Welsh
T^e
of books, his tenderness towards his
man as David Ernlyn grand daughter, and finally his honesty
(is this the same

to the

of De
We have often wished that some
Quinceys less known 5S«^>'%7°"'/
as, tor ex
reprinted In pamphlet form,

practically

that

Hebrew Bedouins, extended downwards

f

consents

his voice showed a
the coloratura
of flexibility in
his onlv. A^/-^
passages,, this was
was
» flight te_n
There

fourth edition

the

finally
This he cannot do. He finally
his
own address,
to read
his
longconfession
of
which is a full
continued deceit.
Dr. Craik, who at first was enamoured
In his dull way with Miss Jobling, of
course weds Ada, who had given him
dancing lessons that Miss Jobling might
look favorably on his suit; Miss Jobling,
slangy, pert, but something of a woman

j^^^^tlon.
Icatlon.
'

lack

states that the simple
body-cloth, which for many centuries
was the common attire among the

books
book sellers.

Blackwood-s

by

,

•Honor and Arms,"

Tet De Qulncey

'

comes forward Mr. Edwin

"Civil

Used

,

its

group

...

^»

Confessions the
works," hut surely the
Lakeside
^^'^^^'^
the
of
sketches
Fine Arts, the
considered as one of the
the vision of
English Mall coach with
the essay on
perhaps
sudden Death, and
some who have
style, are still read by
feet by the novnot been swept off their
so forth, .a" «P?<=^
els, biographies, and
°"
^^"^^^^
making," according to the counters
of
that now fill the

New

out

not the expurgated English
volumes), we find the men of Oxford
writing In Lib. 4. Cap. 14, "De Uxorum
et Filiarum Occuria":
"Now a woman If she went about any
work that requlr'd expedition, her fashto pin up her coat to
ion was
her knees, but no farther, for feare of
being taken for a doxie."
Admirable Oxonians, who debated at
length whether a Grecian lady going up
to her private chamber went up by a
ladder or a pair of stairs. " 'Tls not so
easie to determine, as It w&s to get up."

formed by a clerk In a ^--^-"^ZTToZ
today. We doub
one reads De Qulncey
his "complete
through
reads
one
any
if

'

his

Questa

Although In his first
Erale.
and
of the Handel arias,
and florid
osnecially In the strident

!

,

Hebrews"; with the "Gallus^' and the
Becker (the German
of
"Ch'arlcles"

,

voUtme
ZZ:;:7^V^rcU.se an odd

De Qulncey-s

tiquities" and
astical Rites

"In

Baxter tells of his early laborious years; how he never had the
opportunity to learn his letters; how a
!;alnt of the cloth, who lived for and
with his books, befriended him. UaxCer
can neither read nor write. He knows
1 la
books only by the numbers on the
backs.
But he has an extraordinary
memory. Let a member of his family
read to him and he can repeat and pass
for learned.
An American has given a library
building
= to the village, and Baxter is
chosen to5 read an address at the d'jdpected.

-d

with Tho. Goodwin's "EngExposition of the Roman An-

Horses,"
nlm from the novel by Frances Brett
The,
Dwar.
Younc, directed by Allan
Holt
cast includes Florence Vidor, Jack
MacK
William Powell, Allan Simpson,

writings.

j

shelf

the

OLYMPIA THEATRE— "Sea

who

,

The two were
of "Attlck Antiquities."
in
mighty men of Oxford In 1654. For
pe placed on
to
book,
that Invaluable

Clay^oa

others.

In the

him of their trick and leave him
Then Baxter confesses .o Dr. Cralk,
stood by Ada when she was sus-

tell

i

as he bills
Mr. Jenkins, bass-baritone
agreeable little
an
quite
gave
himself,
His program, alconcert last night.
the cherished
though. It did maintain
groupings, was still ^"'"^T'^,^^ """^^
other Am <mu
the programs of those
annual review,
who come up blithely for
often a
pleasant,
His voice Is one of a
he sings
Hch. sensuous quality,
""le skill.
with intelligence, and no
generous range ana
It Is a voice of a
even throughand
considerable power,

this Ijnportant

made by Francis Rous

and Zachary Bogan

Earl

j

|

Heard the G^^^^^
Welsh), D. n.Che Evans; "I
TscliaUcowsEy
Slndlng; Tllgrlin;? , S","^?,
C.irran.
Ufe.
iveel;
Winds,"
••Trade

dames
to Infer that the noble
of high and low degree
Hebrews did not bob their

as a statement

^^l"',"",,'^."'?!!
Metcalfe

Socclii;

TiJne

}?=iJ

j

|

|

::SrT^!^en?;^u^-^>"1?e^Sre.3r
Ap"„o?l'r
|>
Jlr?i^m''"l!'»):
Tomba Os•

skirt?
How about the length of theirjantle,
De Qulncey speaks of a longer
chemise
reaching to the ankles, while the
reached down
sitting close to the throat
this
and
leg-but,
only to the calf of the
chem se
"but" Is Important— the upper
draperies
ample
or tunic descended In
allowing the point
to the feet, "scarcely
Itself."
discover
to
of the foot
Here Is something definite, as definite

.Georse Sidney
Alexander Carr
Bett.v

nattle Potash

j

hair.

ca^t.

Ahc Potash
MawrusR r.-rlmutter

the following program:
••Where'er You Wnlk," 'P"»";„"?.- ^™ael"

(

^

mut'ter stories of Montague Glass, which
have been dramat:'« -d by Jules Eckert

Goodman.

the

li

,

and the maidens

among

STATE— "Partners Again,"
film of another of the Potash and PerU

,

^ lut^safe

M

^^--^^^::tuZ^^
ana
Sherman, Charles Murray

ell

I

The
hair.
jected to the plaiting of the
the fifth
locusts seen by J°hn, when
of
hair
the
as
"hair
angel sounded, had

|

film

Glbbs.
Bennett, ^ols
cast includes Belie
I.yon
Ben
ran,

John Fe""
In Jordan hall last evening
with Jessie
tyn Jenkins, bass-baritone,
gave
Fleming Vose as his accompanist,

1,

matter from New Testament.
her
There was Mary, who wiped with
Paul had a
hair the feet of our Lord.
have
woman
"If a
decided opinion:
her; for her
long hair, it Is a glory to
Timohair is given her for a covering.
adorn themthy did not wish women to
Peter obselves with "broidered hair."

j

METROPOLITAN
Lady,"

J

veils,
nose-jewels, fine linen, hoods,
ladles
crisping pins, observing these fair
forth
as they walked, "with stretched
and
necks, and wanton eyes, walking
word
mincing" as they went. Not a
about the disposition of their hair.

K.

A.

^

daughIsaiah, looking sourly on the
ungenters of Zlon, Inveighed in a most
tinkling
tile
against
tlemanly manner
ornaments of their feet, their chains.
ear-rings,
bracelets, mufflers, bonnets,

An

T.

J.f.l«S SINGS

"modernized" Atroci-

of the "revised" or

his

first act he
love ditties though in the
was uncertain; yet he ^''"l^'-^'li
And so'
save pleasure In the second.
the Honey Johnson of
a word for
i^sraXx^tmB
Marlon Sunshine, for the
Freddie
Martin of Mr. Hoffman, for the

the

(We quote from thf>l
King James version, nbt from any one

_

manfully

that

bottle

ment.

.sentehoe leads one to.
Hebrew ladies did no

bob their hair.

j

1

Then
Templeman,

i-i.ut

:

,

amoved

Mr.

Timothy Mather Spelman, bor

in Brooklyn, N. Y., in 1891, studied mi;
sic at Harvard University, where he wa-

sulting words thrown at him by Ada awarded a Naumburg scholarship. Hi
Weeks, Baxter's grand -daughter. Ada ;then went to Munich to be Instructed by
Walter Courvoisier, who first studied
of
few minutes oi
was suspected for a lew
having stolen money taken at a char- medicine, became a Dr. Med. and assistShe objected to a >"t of a surgical clinic. He abandoned
ity cabaret show.
st^eery to be a teacher and composer of
search, for she had hidden in her trousmusic. (He should have entered the field
,ers a small bottle of champagne and
;

.

!

I

|

.

;

.

half a chicken, her supper at the house
As the
of the insufterable Jobling.
poor military officer In the old storj-,
who also would not be searched when a
watch or gold snuff box was missed at
the bird and
dinner.
She .was taking t-h^

of rnuslcal criticism
\

Mr.

)

Spelman

the las
s
Ajislsl
Is
of his Suite
Saints Days,
"'"^f'r^"^
movethis
The
other
Publ shed
year.

I

I

1

|

tie

Saint Anthony,

^^^^

Jl*'*,/'""^^' ""^i^''"

n, Venice, the FeslU, Siena, the

Redeemer.

1

.

"I'

\)Ui

name

'^^!ori^s'the

given

to a

il

,

at

'HAROLD SAMUEL

eso lustlvUs.

The

list «(

Mr. Spelman's composiuons

Bn4 varied. It Includes operas,
At Jordan hall, last evening, Harold
chamber music,
'omimes,
gave the last of his three cons symphonic poem, 'chrl'stl^?'""®'
certs hers this season, a concert at
"d Man." has been perId >,
his which he did not play Bach, except as
rwned by the Chicago orchestra;
brought out an encore at the end. His program was
ilt«, "Barbaresque," was
as follows: Nancle, Thomas Morley; The
IXtndon by Sir Henry Wood.
King's Hunt, Dr. John Bull; Lesson in
Tchaikovsky's Fourth Sj-rnphony has D major. Lesson in G major. Lesson In
ot
concert
at
a
E minor, Scarlatti; Sonata in E major
5t been performed here
op. 109: Vivace ma non troppe. Prestisits orchestra since 1921.
simo, Andante molto cantabile (variacontions), Beethoven; Humoreske op. 20,
.The program of the Symphony
Dr.
Comer:
as
Is
Children's
arranged
Schumann;
now
arts next -week as
"Franclsca^i. Land- Gradus ad Parnassum, Jumbo's Lullaby,
Pierne,
mows:
dancing,
is
Snow
Doll,
"Imthe
Serenade
for
japes": Debussy, Gigues from
Golliwog's Cake
ges"; Stravinsky, '"Song of the Nlght- The little Shepherd,
igale" (performed earlier In the sea- Walk, Debussy.
hasr been
Samuel
Harold
Hitherto,
oh), and Brahms's Symphony No. 2.
known in these parts only as the inBut, last
At the 22d concert Mr. Lhevlne will comparable pianist of Bach. Scarlatti,
whether it was
lay Tchaikovsky's piano concerto No. 1, evening,
the Debussy
nd there will be music by Serge Beethoven, Schumann or pieces, there
of these light, amusing
'aneiev, Bloch and Berlioz.
lonf?

|

.

il'

wUh hlB du.sky bride, Calvorley
Wrote:
"Side by side 'twas theirs to ravac*
The potato ground, or cut
Down the unsuspecting savag«
With the weU-alm'd cocoa-nut."
Calverley wrote of Giuseppe and Jocko
in terms of affection, while Oliver Wen-

^ocko

which Indulgences are
ittany Is etlU famous for

'

I

rejoicing over the destruction

—

revels In sheer tone,
.ccordlng to report. Irony entered into romanticist who
classicist;
he destruction, for on the "fireproof" nor is he a dyed-ln-the-wool
something of a
always
there
is
especial
yet
thine
:urtain was written "For
borrow the term, to
atety" ("Hamlet" Iv. 3) and behind it, patina, if one may
Last evening, under his
playing.
)n the act-drop used to b6 seen a plc- his
lessons of Scarlatti
so-called
Bankside,
hands,
the
ure of the Globe Playhouse,
rushing,
all the great plays became exquisite miniatures, of

Southwark, where
played
produced, and to which the famous animate rhythms, melodies as if
note, every
massage In "The Tempest" (IV, 1) was on a harpsichord, every
nrmly carved.
ater applied: "The great globe itself phrase delicately and
so many
shall dissolve. And like this In- There Is no one who discovers
who manages
or
he,
as
not
a
melodies
hidden
substantial pageant faded Leave
(Shakespeare's Globe to play different ones with each nana
B'rack behind."
of them
Theatre was burnt down 313 years ago.) simultaneously, so that each
•
sounds distinct, and separate.
But of course the Beethoven sonata
Mr. James Agate, dramatic critic of
evening, and he
the Sunday Times, London, Is in high was the thing last
Seeing Bernard Shaw's "Mrs. played it with the same fine comprehenIsplrils.
Warren's Profession," he wrote: "Per- slon, and power that he has given to
became a trasonally, Vlvie seems to me about as his playing of Bach. It
The gic, almost a romantic document of the
likeable as an equltorial triangle.
period,
towering
last,
this
case
her
of
and
Beethoven
Warren
facts about Mrs.
was so
are interesting, though one could get :The andante with its variations,
after
long
lingers,
them almost as movingly at home in a lovely that it still
Blue Book. The theatre really has some the concert is over. He did amazing
ingenuities of tprment up its sleeve. things with hie pedal here.
Why did he choose to play the long,
Whoever read rs. Blue Book twice?
Whereas the critic has had to go to a and often dull Humoreske of Schumann,
second performance of this play or ere with its episode that sounds like a
played
those shoes are old which took him to Rachmaninoff prelude? Yet he
it, so beautifully that one almost forgot
the first."
jvere

.

1

——

I

j

|

'

"The Widow's Cruise," by Joan Temwas produced on March 3. It was "a

length, and occasional lack of inspiFor the rest, he played the
ration.
pieces of Debussy's Children's Cromer,
its

ple,

long one. It took place in the Coincidental-Ocean among the Improbable isl-

little shepherd seemed
without the oboe, as he played
them, they were like figures painted on

and although the

ands."

lost

Going to "Le Miroir Julf," Mr. Agate
wrote: "I have no Greek and less Yiddish. If there is one thing I dislike more

porcelain.

To

the Golliwog's Cake

Walk

words to that

j

|

\

I

i

1

Stationary Engitional Association of
and open meetneers will have a social
Rldgely hall on
in
7:30
ing tonight at
Sianchester street."

supper
Can you imagine a snappier wltli Its
than a feast of eugenic clams, Intellect
inevitable effect upon the Jaded

consumer?
There should be a
pabulum.
this
^

of the

Applications for admission to our
Hall of Fame are coming thick and fast
A correspondent In Fryeburg, Me., has
proposed her neighbors, Messrs. Pray,

Knight and Day.

The

exactly what the mldlto the brave coiffeur
round the corner."
is

lan

Notes and Lines:
maintain that Indlan music isn't American music humbly submit a sort of definition of what

May

I.

since I

still

—

I

Inhabiting this land are peo.
.
is? .
ple of whitish and uninteresting skin and
drab hair, but singularly lively features
broad-faced,
.
.
pert girls
.
.
They live in strange
pleasant men.
.

.

warrens and fill their days with queer
gestures, which would be utterly meaningless to the simple, forthright Indian.
They hammer rivets into steel, cut and
baste gorgeous fabrics, throw brakes
and loosen throttles which send Iron
fiends charging ak)ng rails. They meet
over exotic foods and Inexcusable liquids,

and with engaging

frankness

expose

their mental processes to the four winds
of heaven. And as they rivet and stitch,
run and Jostle, gesticulate and chew,
they keep up a running whistle or hum
of some melody they learned yesterday
and will forget tomorrow. Thts is American music in no way like the dignified
quiver of the Indian drum it is a masterpiece of a wholly different sort. . . .
And one can do nothing, of course, foi

—

—

who have ears and
how can they miss

will not heai
that shallow,
bright-shawled, nerve-racked,
machine-trodden, laughing-and-sobbing,
naughty and wholly adorable lilt? "If

people
it; but

ecstatic,

yew—lak —a yew-kalaly

ladee,"

ALI SAN.

organ grinder, with or without

monkey, be refused a passport, on th
ground that his performance derogate
from the dignity of Fascist Italy.
Before the war there were seven
sight hundred Italian organ grinders ti
London alone. Today there are not mor

DusoHna
prog^ram

Dei, Handel; Chi Vuol la ZinKarella, Palsiello; O del mio amato Ben,
Donaudy; Die Ehre Gottes, Beethoven;

Over the Steppe, Gretchaninoft; Toua toi, Tschaikow-sky; In the Silent
Night, Rachmaninoff; Aria from "Reine
de Saba" "Plus Grand Dans Son Obscurite," Gounod; Invocation, Kramer;
.Toy,
Gaul;
Before the Crucifix, La
Forge; Sine; to Me, Sing, Homer; Curl,
Ciiruzzu, Fa la nanna Bambln, Sadero;

Edouard Japln, aged 98, killed himself
by Jumping from a top-story wjndow In
Brussels, tired, like the gentleman in
ancient Rome, of doing the same things.

.1om-s

—

He

has not the record for old-age suiSome years ago a Hungarian
farmer killed himself at the age of 102,
having indulged himself in a family
Consider also the case of
quarrel.
.Tanos Meryessi of Budapest. He jumped
Into the Danube because old age did
not allow him to support his parents.
Janos was 84; his father was 110; his
mother, 115 years old.
cide.

Mirami

Asi, de Fuentes; Cielito Lindo,
Spanish folk song.
For three reasons, extended comment
ion Miss Giannlni's performance is unThe noted soprano was
called for.
I

'singing, in the first place,
to help
elation.

j

World Wags:
was always a source

of worry to the

Bllthe-SumraervlUes when looking for
Their three growing
an apartment.
children were not always welcome with
of the landlords of the buildings.
as they sought this time for a commodious place to live, they stumbled
upon just what they wanted. The same
objection arose. "No children allowed!"
The landlord was indomitable and they
went away sorely grieved.
The following morning, after much
discussion pro and con, the grieving
father took his three little ones Into the
back yard, stood them up against the
"Great!" said the
wall, and shot them.
landlord of the flat building. "You can
DUCHESS.
move in today."

some

And

—Please

not
stand me. Sir, when I say that I am
vexed with you. I really do not mind
Sir

do

your idle strumminga upon what I am
advised is a piano. They remind me of
my early youth when I. too, was moved
to break things and annoy poor little
doggies by tying tin cans to their tails.
I can understand, and you really play

than three or four left, but there ar*
about 200 unemployed Englishmen play
ing
piano-organs in that city, accord
_ ,
ing to Mr. Pesaresl. whose firm has beerJ ?:o"/„„^':fr^.^''f.^'^""?:;.
it against you that you shave, read a
making piano-organs for 50 years, book, and wash your socks in our com"Monkeys are practically dead to the mon bathroom every morning from 7:30
world so far as piano-organs are con- to 8:15; it is, of course, nothing to you
is
such a stickler for
cerned.
Selections from Trova' that my boss
promptness. Besides, it would probably
tore,
Alda,' 'Semiramlde. the old Sousaj
^^ise a little earlier, say
^^^^
marches, and waltzes like The Blue, 6:30.
Nor do your periodic complaints
Danube- and "Les Roses' are sUll Just to our landlady concerning the commotlons which I cause, for the wicked puras popular as they always were."
Is it not possible that some of Cal- pose of preventing you from sleeping
No, my dear Sir,
verley's verses will require annotation? soundly, annoy me.
Take, for an example, his "Lines on there is Just one thing for which I shall
Hearing the Organ," beginning:
never forgive you. All last evening I
sat outside your door with a loaded
"Grinder, who serenely grlndest
shotgun across my knees, and you had
At my door the Hundredth Psalm,
not the courtesy to so much as stick
Till thou ultimately flndest
your nose outside your room. Now I
Pence In thy unwashen patan."
don't know when I can borrow the gun
By the way, did any organ grinder
It was certainly moat exasperatgrind out this Psalm, or was there a again.
of you. Sir. Very tmly yours,
_

.

.

sacrifice to

.

rhyme?

The verses that follow about the melancholy monkey, "Sinewy Jocko," who,
torn by the miscreant stranger from the
pure embraces of his children and
spouse to ride fantastic races on reluctant sows, will still have a pathetlo
interest.
Picturing the happy days of

for charity,

Household Nursing Asso-

most

true

Because

in order.

of

a

cold,

furthermore, or perhaps as a result of
fatigue, she was not in her usual fine
vocal form.
Of course, she sang many tones of
astounding beauty, especially certain
head tones perfectly placed, and once
again she displayed many features of
an excellent technique.
By her singing, for the second time,
from "Cavalof Santuzza's romance
;eria Rusticana," Miss Giannlnl made it
:lear that s-fie belongs in the opera
lOuse, with roles to stng that call for
vehement emotloni but not too powerful
How well she could portray
voice.
L
hat girl who loved Chenier, or San:uzza herself, or the girl with a craving

Music of far

or jewels, ]\[aliella!

finer
'

ype she could also sing, such as that
ailing to Mozart's Countess, or his

|

^ioTdiligi.
I

good-sized audienco last night
'^pplauded Miss Giannlnl warmly, gra;lously and justly she shared the apllause with her excellent accompanist,
R. p. G.
ffolly Bernstein.

The

:

I

—

—

,

,

km

IN

;

SECOND

ftFrnNfERISHFREi
At Jordan

AN OPEN LETTER TO THE GENTLEMAN WHO ROOMS BELOW ME
misunder-

the

This being the case, evidently
ohe held a program of music tried and

!

THE HOUSING PROBLEM
the

Giannlnl, soprano, sang this
night in Symphony hall:

last

Sommi

swill.

Dear

i

GIANNINI SINGS

OFF SHOTGUN

:

might say

j

who

paying a social
man's wife, is reported
icall on another
labout the same.
in the
Scott Holmes stebbed Conway
wounds on the
back and infiicted painful
found
he
'"hen
krm with a pocketknifearrested and held
Sim with his wife, was
on
pending the outcome of the wounds
Iconway.

(Prom the Woodland Courier)
Miss Irene Crandall was toastmlstress
and carried out the duties with exquisite

'

"Which

,

Iwas killed yesterday for

WHY SHE BORROWED THE SAWED-

|

nette

Rock, Ark., Dally News)
condition of Willie Conway,

(Little

I

sion:

'""^

BLMMER.

C.

I

M. J. P. writes: "Sergt. Preelove is
enlisting recruits for the Marine Corps
at Northampton for Hawaii, May I not
propose him for the Academy? Do you
suppose the address is appropriate?"

It

;

ADD "SOCIETY ITEMS"

effect.

he brought a delightful rhythmic ener
watching a play gy, and a quirking sense of humor. And
than anything
in a language which I do not under- of course, no one left until he had
played encores, and Bach
stand
THE
Writing about a performance of "Aa " There are pianists, cropping up dally
You Like It," he poked fun at Theophile uue so many dandelions. Yet among
called
to the headlines
Is
attention
Our
Gautier's famous description in "Made- them all, Harold Samuel stands out
of the advertisement of undertakers
moiselle de Maupin" of the comedy, and lonely individualist, an artist, so devoted
Review:
Wlnthrop
published in the
certain passages. Wo his art that even his encores delight
translation of
his
THE SERVICE THAT
Quoting the speech:
'him. Yet last evening, as before, there
YOU DESIRE
was only a very small, although ardent
GenUeraan,
are
GASES
Wear this for me, one out of suits with audience. The ways of the public
"EXCLUSIVE"
E. G.
Quite incomprehensible
fortune,
(Burlington, la., Hawkeye)
that
her
hand
more,
but
dioxide, that
give
would
carbon
that
That
It Is thought
lacks means.
gives sparkle to your soda water, may
Shall we go, Coz?"
be as useful an anesthetic as ether and
other aristocratic gases.
Mr. Agate writes of Gautier's verSigner Mussolini insists that the Ital the
else, it is

Euoenlcs Clambake Tonlflht
Na"The Manchester branch of the

i

As

_
EU UaiOB}

SOCIAL

John
wrote In a far different spirit.
Leech, If he were drawing today, would
Organapplaud the Italian dictator.
grinding rasped his nerves so that he
suffered cruelly. Years ago he drew a
picture for Punch of a grinder Fleeting
six-pence, and refusing to move on
for less than a shilling: "Don't I know
the vally of peace and quietness," or

was the same amazing penetration, the
intellectual vigor, and the poetry that
of Bach so
of the Shakespeare Memorial have made his playing
>y fire
The theatre was peculiarly his own and Bach's.
Theatre, Stratford.
For he is not an exotic, a feverish
lot commodious; It was poorly equipped,
Is

As* the World Wags:
(From the Manchester, N.

Holmes— ("The Music-Grinders")—;

dell

j

There

,.

hall,

j

last

follows:

evening,

Mlecsecond concert
His program was as

pslaw Munz gave
jhere this season.

his

Sonata in C sharp minor,
Opufc.27
Beethoven; Scenes of Childhood,
SchuImann; Prelude In G sharp minor,
Rachmaninoff; Fairy- Tale, Opus 34, Medtner;
Ibtude, Scriabln; Danse Rituelle
du Feu
(De Falla; Nocture, Two Etudes,
Poloinaise in A flat major, Chopin
Perhaps if Mr. Munz were to go In
I

for the moderns his concerts
would be
"nore entertaining.
For he is an exremely sensitive pianist, so sensitive
t times that it slips into
a slight ef-

eminacy, possessed of an enviable piantluency.
And his gifts would be
put to it in the cause of propaganda than in the playing of Beethoven
tind Schumann as he played
them last
-•^tic

letter

night.

He

played

thrice familiar,

the Beethoven sonata,
with a rippling dexterity
"Klnderscenen" werf

Jhe

Schumann

iiale

and

pretty,

utterly

lacking

in

fc^armth or fatness of color.
H!s third
kroup, that of the RachmanlnolT, Scria-

De Falla and Medtner, he played in
,ithe same superficial, deft way.
And the
biting "Danse" of De Falla, which Myra
;Hess played so recently, and with such
pin,

burnished rhythms, sounded very much
a pianistic exercise, utterly devoid
of frenzy or abandon.
VOX CLAMANTIS.
There are a great many who like their
May we offer our congratulations to piano playing so, decorous, lightly
quiescent, without animus.
Mrs. Hannah Card of Lisbon Ridge, chiselled,
lalne, on her birthday party, at the age For them, he is the pianist of parts, a
lesser Rachmaninoff, who plays always
learn
from
We
the
Lisf eighty-one?
from the head, and then without vigor
on\ Enterprise that "There were two
or
gusto.
Everything is softened,
chocolates,
oranges,
irthday cakes,
touched down Into the finest of deralbox
of
cigars.
Mrs.
Card tints,
wers and a
yet
even
these lack deptb. There
active lady for her years."
was a very large audience last night.

ing

(like

j

E. G.

1
I

;

—

,

(THDRUa
phony Orchestri as u !.s today, cUstii-,
capable of sudden dynamic prndatlons,
eloquent in Its frenzy, euphonious even

IK)

when

HALE

By PHILIP
The
rhony

20th concert of the Boston

Tchaikoft'sky rages.

Yesterday Mr. Koussevltzky was the
Inspired conductor; his orchestra was
equally Inspired. And to show that he
was not merely Tchaikovsky's man, he
conducted Ravel's suite with the utmost delicacy, the finest feeling.
The concert will be repeated tonight.
The program of next week will be as

20TH CONCERTI
Sym-

While

of a communication from
It
officer to his superior.

CLARA LARSEN

;

w

on

this point.

Is

frankly theatrical, halls,

AS A
.

Isters

of

Festival of
Palio."

a

It

Her program was much

drives an auto delivery,

the preliminary concert there,
rather the first of the public ones,
^1

,

mark

„

,

s

fame)

and he drives
meet
like—you know how; he has to toflivver

'"''th

her
his schedule; his wife drives
2000 miles
at her leisure; he drives

was that

.

,

I

,)

and

same time
has two accidents; during the
thereshe drives 200 miles and has one,

\ fore—

j

"That for ways that are dark,

i

A

for tricks that ai-e vain.

And

,i

The figures and
Newton Centre.

l

facts are peculiar

H.

S.

M.

NOW'S YOUR CHANCE
County MedLetter received by the Dane
leal Society of Wisconsin

:

Wyoming,

would gain In effect if It were heard in times her brittle hitting out at notes
conjunction with the other movements in the upper register of the piano and
some of her bass melodies was quite
jet it is not difficult to understand the
"
composer's intentions: music suggested, disturbing.
The Stoessel "Serenade" proved to be
as he says in his modest note, by the
religious festival, without the following merely another bit of pseudo Spanish
Hence the sol- music. The De Schlozer etude spunded
of a detailed progra'm.
emn march-like tempo the ecclesiastical like a combination of Chopin a!nd RachBut the two Griffes pieces,
above all a maninoff.
flavor of many passages
Winds," and
certain mysticism that Is not vague, not tho cold, restless "Night
she
too Insistent, but is contemplative and his lovely "Lake at Evening,"
else, with
anything
than
better
Now that Mr. Spelman has played
upllfting.fl
Franck.
exception
of
the
possible
the
heard "Asslsl" he may find that some
fine feeling for
of the contrapuntal pages are so or- In these she showed a
tone color,
chestrated that the walk of the differ- phrase, a sensitiveness to
Impressionists.
the
of
music
to
and
that
ent parts is not clearly defined
E. G.
there are involved measures which,
while they show technical Ingenunfty,
nocturnal
some
might gain by greater Instrumental
Arthur Rimbaud at
simplicity.
When all is said, "Asslsl"
festival In a city of the North met all
is creditable to his scholarship and to
We are far from the the women of anolent painters. HazUtt,
his lofty purpose.
sacred processional music of the theatLamb and their friends talked of perrically minded, of which, that for the
sons whom they wished they had seen.
procession in "The Jewels of the MaWe should like to have known the
donna" is probably the most shocking
example.
Witch of Kndor. Phryne, Monna Lisa,
Mr. Koussevltzky had prepared the two unfamiliar pieces with
Luorezla Borgia, Catherine of Russia
his customary care
the performance
and Hortense Schneider; James Aubrey,
he led with his customary enthusiasm,
Tallemant des Reaux, John C. Heenan
Mr. Spelman was "called to the platand Artemus Ward.
form, for the audience evidently liked
There are certain women wo do not
"Asslsl."
wish to meet, although their faces are
In many ways Tchaikovsky's fourth]
thought by advertisers to be attractive.
symphony Is more characteristic, more
These ladles of the street cars; ladles
racial than his fifth or his sixth.
He
of the morning, the noon and the evenhas been overpraised; it Is the fashion
ing; the young woman that is doing
now In certain quarters to undervalue
something to a bottle of germicide; the
him. He still remains one of the few
ona that with a strained expression Is
^rreat figures In the musical world of
applying an ointment to her distressed
the latter half of the 19th century. Let
chin; above all, the shameless, lanky
his "mannerisms" be granted.
What
one that Is showing her preference for
composer from Handel down the years
ia free from mannerisms? Certainly noti
a peculiar sort of hose.
Mozait, Beethoven, Schubert, Weber,
IN A BOOKSHOP
Wagner, Brahms, Franck, Debussy.
As the World Wags:
It is not given to every conductor to
A short time ago I received anbyorder
conduct Tchaikovsky's music with unAnfor "The Heart of a Coquette,"
derstanding and sympathy. His music
derson and Steele. I forwarded this oris not for the rigidly academli;; not for
der to the main office, and received,
the scrupulous crqssers of "t's" and
the following letter In reply:
dotters of "I's."
The conductor must
title.
We are unable to locate this Pood,
meet this self-torturing Russian more
W© do find listed "The Science ofAnderthan half-way. He must not soften hi.s
Steele
Hans
and Cookery," by
wild lamentations, his stormy cries. He
Perhaps this title has the Inforson.
must find .significance In the repetitions
mation desired by your customer. DoeSj
that disturb priggish objectors; In the
the coquette on this order refer to
tossing of phrases from one group of
A. of A.
cooking?
Instruments to another.
A conductor i
tl.at pula or l td jrloves for the conductLORD
GOOD
"TAUNTON,
ir.g
of Tchaikovsky's music
is
lost,
Furthermore, the Ideal conductor with
As the World Wags:
this fourth symphony on the desk must
The efforts being made to track
•e an orchentra Jlko the Boston
Sym
Its lair Jnter,

!

.

;

;

;

.

m

Jan.
Pres. Medical Association

Madison, Wis.

Dear

Sirs;

To

raise

111.

16, 1926.

some Much needed

&
cash to pay off home mortgage, taxes
some honest debts and bills, I make the
following offer:

Body, to be willed, subFor Sale:—
highest
ject to delivery (f. o. b.) to the
research purscientific
cash bidder for

My

possess a powerful mind, and
many inpftrtant events
Francisco Disaster,- the
World War and many other noteworthy
The highest cash bidder
occurrences.
out of 30 Medical Associations wins. I
reserve the right to redeem the cash
payment anytime within 5 years, by
paving same, plus 4 per cent, interest,
should I during that time become able
I
I have Petrifying Kidneys.
to do so.

poses.

have
such

am

today, or rather as

is

;

was when

it

from land under water Is quicker and
surprising than the sudden appearNot even the
ance of Jonah's gourd.
most diligent reader of newspapers:
credulous deand
not even the eager
vourer of real estate agents' circulars,
ha-s any idea of what has been done
afid is doing in that land purchased
long ago by the United States from
One must see with his eyes,
Spain.
and it Is more convenient and less expensive to journey to Symphony hall.
where this Travelogue will be shown
again tomorrow afternoon. /

iiKire

I

':.

'
'

'

prisoners to the

common

^^o gave

The
the more amazing from a woman.
Franck she played with power
the Redeemer"; "Siena, the Cesar
emotional
warmth,
althous;h
at
and
possible that "Asslsl"
is

;

of

about
whole Inhabitants; theref ore-how

suite entitled "Salnts's whelming sonorities in the Brahms inthe termezzo, sonorities that sounded even

preceded by "Sorrento
"Venice,
St. Anthony";

number

the

|

is

it

his pictures were taken, for the growth
of a city there from a village or even

a minister, the proportion of
minministers In jail to the number of
greater than
in the county was

'

i

Symphony

ga-ve^n

Holmes

hall last night a most interesting Travelogue, richly illustrated, on Florida as

whom was

,

movement

TELLS OF FLORIDA
Burton

"There

were so
ministers, there
of which so many were
of
were so many people in jail, one

greatest fault last night was an
a modern treatise on instrumentation
Intermittent and devastating heaviness:
In their hand; in fact their skill in ortouch, although when this was not
chestratlon Is more conspicuous than
the case her tone was often quite full,
their musical ideas.
achieved some overMr. Spelman-s "Assist" Is the last

Days." It
Feast of

saying,

women drivers of autos!
Bill Stumps (of "his

style.

BURTON HOLMES

,
nothing so deceitful as figures unless
be facts."
was
Col. Day of Templeton, years ago,
approached by a minister to Interest
The colonel
himself in church work.
the worst
told him that ministers were
county;
Worcester
class of people in
there
that
replied
he
why,
being asked
many inhabitants in the county

"

third

TO B

IS

"As the World Wags:
There is an old

^^^^^^^
^^^^^^
them be In the Repertory,
nlg:ht It was Mi.ss Clara Larsen

of a heterogeny,
"o apparent ligne to it unless It
of her own particular preference for the music she played. But
^"e
an mtelligent and vigorous pian^'th a nice fteellng for mood and

,.

East Milton.

let

I-ast

theatre music, rather than of an ImagInatlvely symphonic nature. He mistook
bombast for wild passion, noise for impressive sonority. The section based on
the "love theme" has superficial sentlment rather than amorous intensity,
His orchestration Is for the most part
thick not varied In color. This Is surprising, for the French composers of
the later years seem to be born with

correspondent gives "from memory"
verse.
It does not have the
rhythmic fiow of the verses In the
book.
Princeton sonc
"One day a lady came Into the store
And asked him for the sausage meat
That wa» not sweet ner sour.
While eh* was awaiting, a rat began to
squeak.
As its tail went Into Dennerybeck's (sic)
machine for making meat."

JOHN W. GALLIGAN.

'

EVERETT.

D.

A

a

patriot's name was, I believe,
Trescott and the book may have
beep the Rev. Samuel Hopkins Emery's
History of Taunton but I am uncertain

The

,

^^^^

Delmas's overture

LOUELLA

Mr. WlUinm L. Robinson writes that
the song wa.s sung to the tune of "A Son
of a Gamboller."

Col

,

"Phed're

walking In her sleep,
She gave the crank a heck of & yank and
Donderbeck was meat.

in

a Continental
would appear

sion-

I

know;
His wife she had the nightmare and was

that he had to do with the recruiting
end of the service for, after telling of
difficulties In securing the numbers apportioned to several towns, he co«tinues, "but Taunton, Good Lord, furSubnished 19 more than Its quota."
sequently he had occasion to mention
ineach
in
and
times
several
the town
stance followed it by the quaint expres-

,

<

It

reasor. for to

that city I read a book on local history
in the Public Library and recall a copy

Kouasevltzkv.
orchestm,
Mr.
Pleme, "Franciscan Landtook place yesterday aft- follows:
The pro- scapes"; Debussy, Glgues; Stravinsky,
«>rnoon In Sj-mphony hall.
Song of the Nightingale; Brahra's Symtnam was as follows: Delmas, over- phony No. 2, D major.
ture to "Penthesllee" (first time In the
United States); Spelman, "Asslsl: tho
(first
Great Pardon of St. Francis"
pcrfomiancf ) Ravel, "Mother Goose",
At the Repertory Theatre hall, last
Tchaikovsky, Symphony No 4, F miner.
Mr. KouBsevltzky and the orchestra evening, (^lara Larsen, pianist, gave a
followed an exoiilsltely poctio perform recital at which she played the folance of Ravel's suite by playln^'i lowing program:
Tchaikovsky's Symphony as It never
Variations In F-mlnor, Haydn; Prehas been played here; a reading: that
lude and Fugue, C-sharp major, from
was Indescribably emotional, dramatic
overpowering but let us first speak of] "The Well Tempered Clavichord," Bach;
the two unfamiliar compositions.
Valse, Chopin; Intermezzo In A-mlnor,
Brahms; Prelude, Chorale and
aw^ded^'atTh^^a'rConseA'a^^ryZToPprix do Rome In 1919. He has written Fugue, Cesar Franck; Serenade, "La
several orchestral pieces and much tor Media Noche," from the
"Hlspanian
the stage. It has been said of him "He Suite,'
cuiLc,
Albert Stoessel; Two Tone Pici.s
the typical musician-laureate
tures, Charles T. Grlffes; Etude In-A-flati
this a compliment or a sneer?
For Alfred Mortler's tragedy "Pen- major, Paul de Schlozer
Paris,
thesllee," produced at the Odeon,
gtm another, and a dimly lighted
and InIn 1922, he wrote the overture
the pianist, or
cidental music. We are concerned now
with the overture, not with the drama- whoever happens to be the Incumbent,
tlst's version of the old legend, yet this for the moment, of the stage, sits in an
overture may be supposed to Pre-flsure oasis of piercing white light, with the
the salient events of the play the
/
,
^
^,
,,,
au^'^nce scattered
at will below.
So
prowess of the Amazon In battle, her
love for Achilles whom She overthrew, many things enter into this so-called
sueMassenet
and her traglo end; as
receptive mood that at least if concerts
Racine's
'°

—

grammar grade

In the

still

n.a-

tb<-

wouldn't go,
So Conderbeck ha crawled inside, the
chine

spondent.

conductor,

I

But something was |he matter,

very much. Probably every native has heard many versions, from the
profane to the facetious. Including that
submitted by your Wollaston corre-

me

est

"

,

,

|

;

different cities, beaches,
clubhouses, private residences, Incredibly long bridges, fine roads shown on
the screen would be to condense a
guide book for travelers in this state,
Mr. Holmes's description of the marvelous changes, the redeeming of land
under the water, the architectural taste
new buildings, the rushing street
in
the Joy in
life, the hustling "realtors,"
the' sun, the race courses for horses
vivid.
was
and greyliounds,
There were other features; the Interesting history of grape fruit, from
the plucking to the shipment; the aliigator farm; the sight of J. D. Rockefeller citing an orange In his garden,
but not giving his customary dime to
the youth" who handed him a flower;
the waiters' cake walk; fair women
views taken
in the swimming pools;
from an airplane; the mannequins In
MIzner and
Vta
the
array—
gorgeous
Mizner's bringing old Spain into the
new Florida: the tent and wagon life
men. women and children come
of
P. H.
from afar to ..-e r>r to lrv,-st.

To name the

j

j

i

;

^
i

,

I

foretold
as San

something of a Spiritualist.
Yours Very Respt.
G.

STACKPOLE.

DONDERBECK
have received many letters In answer to J. M. C.'s question. As our

We

correspondents as a rule trusted their
memory, we publish this letter:

A

Ralph

Sir

In

—

himself

signing

corresiio:)uc-iu

we resemble

flippantly to our mind, for

Tennyson's "Queen Mary,

"Hot
a sad man and serious—
old
writes about that gr-r-and

who was
Dog,"
song of

Dog"

sausage

the

the hero's

spells

name "Dundershould

(we

"Donderbeck"

not

beck,"

"Hot

machine.

hear from any surviving memthe
ber of the family with regard to
approved spelling.).
"Hot Dog" has this t« say:
"The song really requires a hale and
like

to

j

j

i

As the World Wags:
I send you the words of "Donderbeck,"
wanted by J. M. C. of Lowell. They are
a
printed in "Carmina Princetonia,"
Princeton songbook, published in 1909 by
Martin R. Dennis & Co., Newark, N. J.
There was a fat old Dutchman, whose

name was Donderbeck;

|

j

I

I

very fond of sausage meat and
sauerkraut and spec.
kept a great big butcher-shop, the

He was
He

finest ever seen.

I

.

"

(

you be so mean,
wish you never had Invented your won-

machine.
For pussy-cats and long-tailed rats will
never more be seen
They'll all be ground to sausage meat
In Donderbeck's machine.
(i^rful

In

And
And

boy came walking

the store

of sausage meat and
eggs a half a score.
as he waited round he whistled up
a tune.
the sausages began to dance and
hop about the room.

To buy a pound

i

"Taunton, Good Lord" to

little

piece justice.
i' the whisThe best whiskey

the

w".'. frot>>

voice.

ever heard was the famous Harwho
vard athlete hound, that iconoblast
Murray,
steered Brickley, Mahan, Casey,
thus
Gllman and others to the Dean and
provided Haughton with his system.
will
if you
"I shall feel well repaid
of Sam
give me and us the etiology
Sam
was
or
Who in Sam Hill is
Hill.
tenor

We
first

0 Donderbeck, O Donderbeck, how could

One day a very

is In

do

1

Hill?"

CHORUS

I

1

key tenor

got him out a patent on a sausage meat machine.

I

to

Even a soapstone

And he

1

quartet

aled

have heard that Sam Hill
cousin of Bi lly ^ Pa ttlson.

was o

THE COMPLETE BRIEF CASE
coiitalulni; lady's shoes
set. other sma:: article*

BRIEF C.\SK— Brown,
Btocklnts.

slisving

nmr Bowery
return.

atiJ

Dclamey

Plione Uavl^

As the World Wags:

rewarO for

sts;

Louisiana

ISifl^
^

.

.v

.

i„

Replying to the inquiry about the telesay
scope on Boston Common, I would
%y.is
that some years ago that telescope
think
(I
managers
the
of
owned by one
of tnr
his name is Maxwell or Maxfleld)

F

S.

Webster Company, 332 Congress

to the
street He rented the mstrument
old chap who exploited it.

BATES TORREY.

Our correspondent asked: "What became of this telescope; where is it now'.

;

1873: W. G. Cusins, corductor; Charles
singers of the solos. There is mention of
students' concert of the Royal Academy of
conductor.
There was a performance at Leningrad
2,

performed this af-

The German Requiem of Johannes Brahms
the Boston Sf-Pj-^^
emoon'a'^ the PeSion Fund Concert of
church.
.J^^'r^;^
the Req uiem is not that of the
The title is "German Requiem,"J or
which was never completed. The
In 1854 Brahms wrote a symphony
movemehts
for two pianos. The iirst two
.vork wifturned into^ sonata
D mmor.
second of his piano concerto
and
first
the
kn""as
now
re
three-four time. Behold All Flesh
in
movement
March
he third is the
ti the German Requiem.
years old
At Carlsruhe in 1866, when Brahms was 32 his f;-n<^«^f^'^f^.^"
^hat he ingenerally believed by
w^s
It
Requiem.
hfs
.Tlte
1865. Clara
Johanna, who died
mother,
his
to
memorial
eu
n
a
«ided it to be
tnaea
memory though he
will be

^

The first performance in Boston was by the Cecilia Society, B. J.
Lang, conductor, on Dec. 3, 1888. The solo singers were Elizabeth C.
Hamlin and Eliot Hubbard. Dvorak's "Patriotic Hymn" was also performed at this concert.
p_ jj_

m

Brahms
s"" Joachim in his address at the
October,
in
Meiningen.
l^.f
femorial Festival at
ine
love.
by filial ^J,^^^
monument been raised -J^-^^j
,uiem- "Never has a nobler
is now the -arc\ "BehoW
which
symphony,
'no^TmenV of the unfinished
over the tragedy of Schumann s
Flesh," was due to Brahms's grief

sS

The

-

Mme. Eva

m

«

...

Srity

m

Old and New -TestaBrahms took his text fromTarious books of the
no thought of doctrinal purment, also from the Apocrypha. There was
the passages chosen represented
pose. His text was from the Bible, and
of man." These Passages
aspirations
highest
"the
nations
to Protestant
ascending ideas of sorrow
"the
succession
in
present
to
were so arranged as
tbey open and close
That
vanquished.
death
consoled, doubt overcome,
solely to the
ascribed
be
to
necessity
of
not
with the thought of love is
exigencies of its sacred theme
artistic requirements of the work, or the
sympathetic insight
Whoever has studied Brahms's life and works with
triumphant runs through both:
will be aware that the suggestion of love
writes Miss Florence May, though
like a continuous silver thread." Thus
some have not agreed and do not agree with her.

1

guest of Carl Reinto Bremen oirAprirTl868, as the
Church
The program of the sacred concert in St. Peter's Cathedral
Requiem (Julius Stockon Good Friday evening included the German
between the
hausen singing the baritone solo), with miscellaneous music
Abenilied
Schumann
s
and
Bach,Tartini
music
by
parts:
first and second
(Mme. Joachim)^;
played by Joachim; "I Know That My Redeemer Liveth"
"Matthew Passion
air for contralto with violin obbligato from Bach's
Brahms
(Mme. Joachim and her husband, and the "Hallelujah" Chorus.
All the
conducted the Requiem; Reinthaler the remaining selections.
oloists gave their services.
The doors of the cathedral were opened at 6 P. M. and for a hour the
crowd poured in. Shortly before the time for beginning Clara Schumann
walked up the nave on Brahms's arm. The performance of the Requiem
was said to be all that Brahms could have desired.
After the performance there was a supper in the old Rathskeller.,
Speeches were made, one by John Farmer, who came all the way fromj
'

|

j

own mother.

"I

Program

_

for her parents lived there in 1843, but removed their abode
351 Washington street, next door to the "Eating place," or in other
words over it, in 1844.
She states correctly that they only lived in this house a short time,
for in 1845 he had established himself in new quarters, still in the dining
business, just across the street, at 342 Washington street, making it his
dwelling place as well, which locate him where the R. H. White store is
now, and very likely at the corner of the now extinct Suffolk place.
If their ages are given as correct, the result of this is the Isaac Hall
there as
of today never lived there, and Helen M. Hall, his sister, did live
FRANK CARLOS GRIFFITH.
an infant, and for a very short time.

field street,

Brahms went

Later in the year Brahms sojourned at Bonn, preparing the manuhis
script of the Requiem for the engraver. Playing the music, he said to
friend, Dr. Deiters, in the course of the just completed fifth number, "I
his
will comfort you as a mother comforts," that he had thought here of

Memories

Ito

thaler.

England.

vs.

the Editor of The Herald:
^ vi i,
potes, not negotiable how«rw,
I take the liberty of offering some
they will create
hope
I
and
upon the subject of Boston theatrical interests,
interest on the notes. Here goesl
prove to t>«
Frequently when memories alone are capitalized, they
confederacy,
southern
latd
the
by
issued
notes
the
as
worthless
about as
columns of the
and I dislike shattering fond memories transferred to the
incontrovertible, as in the
papers, and would not do so, unless facts were
case of this much discussed "Mystery House."
,
, .
,
The "Dunbrack" story of the relative of Mrs, Goodwin should b«
Franklin
down
Theatre
credited to Mrs. "Dunlap" and the old Boston
papers
This story has traveled far, and has appeared in Boston
street.
It
and in New York, and how much farther it has traveled I know not.
future historian. In the latest
is harmless, but it is misleading to the
in dispute is "Rememstory, the headline of which states that the house
quoted, says
bered well by two old Bostonians," the Isaac Hall who is
sisters.
.
.
.
himself, "Yes, I lived there with my father, mother and
left the
No, I don't remember it. I was only an infant when my father
I
In fact I don't recall ever seeing the house again.
place.
what its
haven't the slightest idea what it looks like, inside or out, or
surroundings were," etc. The lines under his portrait announce that he
moved out "about 1844," which was two years before he was bom.
The sister, two years his senior, says, "We only lived there a year
a large house,
or two as I understand, but I have been told that it was
original locawith big rooms," and other confused memories, such as the
which had "yards
tion of the house, and of the houses on Tremont street,
and garden plots in front." At that time Colonnade Row occupied the
Tremont street line from West street south, and other residences followsidewalk line, and the
ing, but the houses came to within three feet of the
small there
distance between Tremont street and Mason street was so
was no space for gardens or "plots" of any consequence.
There is plainly very good reason why Mr. Hall does not remember
and
the place, and it is true that his father, then known as Isaac Hall, Jr.,
who kept "an eating place," did move away from 349 Washington street
house, but it is
in 1844, consequently the present Isaac never lived in the
barely possible that his sister did for a very brief time, although she may
have been born at 8 Ballard place, then just off the south side of Brom-

1 868.

""t"

Gauthier's

House

To

in Tienna was devoted to the
On Dec. 1, 1867, the Gesellschaft Concert
of the Requiem were then
numbers
three
a.emo^y of Schubert. The first
-n-sted of sel^tions from
The second part of th.^ program
a concert hall for the
then heard
Schubert's "Rosamunde" which were
sung by the Smgverem; the
were
Requiem
the
of
choruses
The
irst tfme
Chapel.
aritone solo bv Dr. Paenzer of the Imperial
as
the
with some approval,
first two movements met
plajed
drummer
the
pedal-pomt
famous
the
In
a whole did not please.
When Brahms appeared
Sir^'' forte throughout and drowned the chorus.
signs of disapproval mmgled
«n the platform, there were unmistakable
Hanslick to write in his review
Sth 4e applause of his friends. This led alone
hav« commanded respect
Sat the seriousness of the work should
with half a dozen gray-haired
case
the
been
have
to
seemrnot
"This
to greet the applauding
f^aLs 0? the old school, who had the rudeness
prolonged hissmg-a rewith
appeared,
he
as
composer,
and the
enna concert-room which
quiS on the decorum and good manners of a V "heathenish noise of the
the
of
spoke
Hirsch
Stonishes and grieves us."
in an immense majority. Dr.
kettledrums and said that the opposition was
Brahms as a
of the sensuous
Billroth found an intentional avoidance
nobly spiritual and so Protcomposer and a pianist. "The Requiem is so
down here The hissing
SSSnt Bachish that it was difficiilt to make it go
conflict. In the end the
party
a
was
it
violent;
really
became
and clapping
tpplause conquered."

Srme5

*'Mystery"

Mr. Griffith States Facts

dwelling in Zurich and com'"'^Hrworked on the Requiem while he was
of the fifth number. In Sepexception
the
^th
Shtenthal,
at
peted it
been
in her diary t^^* Johannes had
Ser 1866 ciSr Schumann wrotemovements"
of a Requiem of his
out
"magnificent
laying to her some
thoughts.
own "It is full of tender and again daring
place of the production. Brahtns
There was aSiety about the time and
it to be brought out under
wasLnscious of the music's worth and wished
The first performance of the work as
he most favotable circumstances.
under his direction m the Bremen
rig[J!aUy completed was to take place
Cathedral on Good Friday* ApriMO,

in 1872; in Paris in 1874.

The first performance in the United States was by the Symphony
Society at New York on March 15, 1877.
Dr. Leopold Damrosch conducted; the solo singers were Marie von Heimburg and A. E. Stoddard.
This society did not perform the work again until Nov. 27, 1891, when
Walter Damrosch conducted.

m

^a^Terr Tx^^^s sly

Santley and Sophie Ferrarii
an earlier performance at a
Music, London, John Hullah,

i

\

After the final completion and publication, the first performance was
at a Gewandhaus concert in Leipsic on Feb. 18, 1869. Reinecke conducted.
Basle, Carlsruhe, Cologne, Hamburg, Zurich, Weimar and even Chemnitz
and Jena, not to mention other towns heard the Requiem before the complete work was performed in Vienna on March 5, 1871, with Mme. Wilt
and Dr. Krauss, solo singers. The composer conducted, but the Requiem
did not meet with noteworthy success.
The first performance in England was for an invited audience at the
house of Sir Henry Thompson, July 7, 1871. Stockhausen conducted and
sang the baritone solo; Anna Regan, the soprano solo. There was a
chorus of about 30; the accompaniments were played as a piano duet by
Lady Thompson and Cipriani Potter, who was then in his 80th year. There
Vas a public performance by the Philharmonic Society, London, on April

J. Rosamond Johnson, who with Taylor Gordon, will give tonight Ms
When
third concert of negro spirituals, was born in Jacksonville, Fla.
he was 4 years old he began to study music with his mother. Later he
took lessons, organ, piano, harmony and voice at the New England Conservatory. Then he went to Europe. Returning to this country he made
his first public appearance in Boston. Going to Jacksonville, he was appointed supervisor of music in its public schools. For a time he toured
in this country and in Europe, and was musical director in Hammerstein's
London Opera House. Returning to New York he became the head of the
Music School Settlement for Colored People, and was director of the singing orchestra for Mrs. Emelie Hapgood's Colored Players in New York,
He served in the great war as second lieutenant. His "Book of American

Negro Spirituals," with its long and valuable introduction by James Weldon Johnson, published in New York last year, attracted wide and favorable attention. He is now at work on a second volume. Mr, Johnson is
also known as the composer of many popular songs.
Mr. Gordon's mother was a favorite leader of camp meeting songs on
Poindexter Farm, Lexington, Ky. In 1915 he went to New York, where
he began his studies with Mr. Johnson.
Gauthier's program that she has arranged for her concert
an unusual one, representing composers from Monteverdi to
Henri Prunieres in his excellent life of the former, makes no
Ravel.
mention whatever of "Mitridate Eupatore." Mozart's oper-bouffe "La
finta semplice" was written at Vienna in 1768, when he was 12 years old.
He was encouraged to write it by the Emperor Francis the First, husband
of Maria Theresa, but in spite of the efforts made by Mozart's father, the
opera was not produced until recently in Germany. The air chosen by
Mme. Gauthier is sung in the opera by Ninetta in minuet time. Gluck's
"Semiramide riconosciuta" was produced at Vienna in 1748. "The characters are only court characters, and their sentiments only court gossip.''

Mme. Eva

this

week

is

— —

—

tmcxe lor

hcr.'can

j

I

I

I

an imporfcot evening crowned what had
been a perfect day.

.kC airs belong to tHe bravura order.
Mme. Gauthierliar'emjBBnnn air in minuet time sung by Sibari, a more or less treacherous character, portrayed by Marianna Galeotti.
Of the English composers, Morley, Dowland and Purcell are familiar
names. Robert Jones, who flourished at the end of the 16th and beginning
of the 17th centuries, was graduated a Mus. Doc. at Oxford in 1597. He
was a voluminous writer of airs and madrigals. James Frederick Keel,
the arranger of "Sweet Nymph," is an English baritone singer and com-"
poser, bom in 1871, who studied in London, Milan and Munich. He has
made a special study of old and traditional songs. Bernardo Pasquini
(1637-1710), organist of Santa Maria Maggiore at Rome and musician to
Prince Borghese, wrote 10 operas, 8 oratorios, many cantatas, also instrumental music. He was a famous teacher in his time.
Chabrier's "He heureuse" was written in 1889, the year of his more
familiar "Cigales." Ravel's "Air de I'enfant" is from his latest work for
the stage, "L'enfant et les Sortikges"; his "Etude en forme de Habanera"
is dated 1907; "Les Grands Vents" (1906); "La Pintade" (1906).

JOE'S

FUTURE

$3500

display.

an unusvially brill<ShP seems to have
competent Judges deiant technique; let
An audience of good
scribe it in detail.
Miss .Breton cordi^ly^

EXEMPTION

I read your story about the juryman,
Mr. Howard Purchase of Taunton, who
:ue at a single sitting four dozen boiled
pggs.
This at that time of the year
when people take advantage of the low
price of eggs and "put them down.'
Mr. Purchase evidently took advantage
of the market and "put them down."
Is It a wonder that juries disagree? It
Is a safe bet that those other 11 men
would differ with Mr. Purchase. It may

Although Franz Knelsel had not lived
here for some years, his many friends
and the
In Boston were faithful to hira,
musical influence he had exerted was
more than a tradition. As concert master of the Boston Symphony Orchestra,
he was the ideal man for Wilhelm Gethought
rlcke. As a solo violinist he

better for the county of Bristol to
2S cents per than to buy a
an half-acre of tripe ti

side of beef or

However, Mr. Purfill up one juryman.
chase has nothing on Robin O'Bobbin.
the big-bellied Ben, Who ate more mesit
tl-an three score of men. He ate a cow,
he ate a calf, he ate a butcher and a
half.
He ate the cliurch, he ate the
steeple, he ate the priest and all th3

There are fashions

in music as in costumes, coiffeurs and hata. It is
the thing to talk enthusiastically about Bach.
Yes, there is even
passionate talk; but when Mr. Samuel, who is recognized internationally
as a "specialist" in his diagnosis and treatment of old Bach's music, gsfye

mere

Hampton, N. H.
C. A. R. sends the advertisement of a
shoe company in Maine: "Two expsrienced niggerhead operators looking for
steady work at good pay."
We do not know "niggerhead" in connection with the manufacture of shoes.,
In our dissolute days we occasionally
smoked niggerhead tobacco, and jve have
seen bottles of a certain West Indian
rum with a negro's head on the label.
(Would that we could see It now!) The
geologist knows •'nigger heads"; the
"knotted masses of roots of sedges and
ferns protruding above the wet surface
are called niggerheads; a
of a swamp
variety of cowrie is a niggerhead; in the

Boston devoted to partitas, suites, preludes and fugue by this
cantor of St. Thomas's Church, the audiences were small.
In Milne's "Truth About Blayds" the shabby hero was credited with
works that he did not write. In Mr. Hay's "False Pretences" old Baxter
is regarded as a miracle of learning, versed in everything knowable
besides other things, until he makes his manly confession.
Of the two,
Baxter is the more sympathetic and respectable character.
In answer to a correspondent let us say that Mr. Ian Hay's real name
He was bom in 1876 and was once a master at Fettes
is John Hay Beith.
College. He has written seven or eight plays and as many novels, besides
his books about the war in which he reached the rank of major and gained
His present comedy at the CopleV affords Mr. Clive opporthe M. C.
tunity for a fine portrayal of character.
jj

For

.
'

Democrats called violent
and
Union men niggerheads.

GO'S

CONCERTS OF THE WEEK
SUNDAY— Symphony

r

M. Brahms's German Requiem, Boston
Symphony Orchestra's pension fund concert. Harvard Glee Club and
Radcliffe Choral Society.
Mr. Koussevitzky, conductor. See special
Hall, 3;30 P.

Jordan Hall, 3:30 P. M.
Franceses Cuce, Soprano; llluminato
Miserendino, violinist. Songs. Monteverdi, Lasciateme Morire, Gluck,
Spiaggie amate. Pergolese, Si tu m'ami, Paesiello, Chi vusi la ZIngarella.
Respighi, Nebbie.
Hue, J'ai pleure en reve. MacDowell, To a Wild
Rose. Huarte, Madrigal Espagnol. Bizet, Air from "Carmen." Gounod,
Ave Maria (with violin), Mascagni, voi lo sapete. Violin, Riess, Perpetuum mobile. Corelli, Foiiiafi Wieniawski, concerto. Shubert-Wilhelmj, Ave Maria. Dvorak, Slavonic Dance, E minor. Sarasate, Gypsy
Airs.
Frederic Kahn, accompanist.
Copley Theatre, 8:15 P. M. Third concert by J. Rosamond Johnson
and Taylor Gordon, of negro spirituals. See special notice.
Symphony Hall, .8:15 P. M. Repetition of Brahms's German

at Mrs. Gardner's last night,"
they had been invited guests.
There is snobbery in musical enthusl
asm as elsewhere. -Climbers are always
hotly appreciative of music when a concert Is "patronized" by the haberdasher's "best people."
The Kneisel quartet left Boston for
New York, and thus the prestige of this
city as a "musical centre" was dimin-

j
l

|

for the club or

I

Hall, 8:15

[

,

;

Hahn;

Little Wind
Lili Boulanger: The
Coupcrln-Press; Romanza AndaCampanelia, Pagaluza, Sarasate; La

temps.

proved
hearing her for the

Is

THEY ARE ON THE

and
Colburn's Tlthmetlc

He

J.

Stray are both members

!

Trick of Benton Harbor, Mich.
Incidentally, have you noticed as evi-

\

is hunting widely
For a schoolhouse red
Just a little old red schoolhouse—
So the papers said.
But he'll have hard work finding
Anything real old.
For they've given way to new ones
All torn down and sold.

;

S'pose he wants one with the old desks
Letter carved and hev/ed;
Walls all pictured oft so nicely,
And the outhouse rude.
v-^r ^tove, too,
:<!
S'po.'!e he wants the
t

!

'Round which a"

To keep themseV
Not too

mucW

'.

J

Well

filled

the

not

sort

P'<-'>

zest-
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by

the

order

of beauty

American
ah

seems

"
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Handkcr-

dresses

-, -«/M°en'

to

be

found

I

find
'

an
,^:!us:Cbe eonfronte^witha^nau^^^^^
of Swiss cheese.
kind
the rare
"miVar to tne
;,milar
"-^^

young
blase youns
bi...
snickered at my
l

i

Hounds

of

'
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Ternslchore
Terpsichore
.„,, ,h„,|

it?

Mason the

original tjtle

"Stanzas Written," etc. "I per-^
shaded Gray to call it an eleg>-."
BIrbeok Hill,
It Is strange that George
the voluminous annotator of Johnson's
noth.'"Lives of aho British Poets." has
to say about "Nurse" Dodsley'B
ing

well.

/'

)
.

tC

'

I

TOO
-wo

It?

wafs

"pinches."

As the World Wags:
The theatre dreamy waltz muslotiny
and the audience enthralled by the
went
wisp of grace and beauty as she

—

a finer
suggestion of imagination,

ng there

find

-Ovocording to

on-j

iBadlness Miss Breton did herself, nof^At t"ml8 she rose above
close of the first and
^toWy ^^vard the
But
^^red c?a- 5Slrd
your checkered
movements of the concerto.
time or another in
F^e^nch music ot toA^y
^^.Sf
^^^^
smcnt,
these
^^11
To
Pict^^e my emharra" upon
SrPton showed most s>-mpathy.
^liame
warmer tone some
--rburo^rwh.m.t.^shame^;.
but overwhelming
pieces she^rought a
briU

2r

;

Dodsle.v hasf given It a pinch or
in the crai|/le. that H doubt) It will Ithe mark.% i.f as long as It lives." IM.i
Dodsley cut out the stanza quoted;
above"? Again wo ask, where did Danaj

i,aun-

Ironing Torn
frnm'lro''nlng
from
,
Tn-i^e
on t'^*
chiefs with the Hole
J"^'f
that
doubt
no
have

elegy o

The "Elegy" was sent In manuscrlp;
by Gray to Horace Walpole, who showed
Gray wrote: "The stanzas
it about.
were never meant to be made still more
public," but in 1750-1 he wrote to Walpole that a magazine w-as printing the
poem under the title of "Reflections in
a Country Churchjard." He continued:
"I ain obliged to desire you would make
Dodsley print it immediately. The title
must be 'Elefcy, written in a Country
Churchyard'." I^ater he wrote: "Nurse

,

some

his

'

programjn-

fast

,

in the interest °fP'"*,^"the
dignity of the
„-.,|_v, time
people._I_thlnk U^.s

disappearing
oisitpiJ""'

of

"

.

As the World Wags'.

then-,

verse Is tine final one hefo-r
Yet
^
"The Epitaph." as Gray's "Elegy
printed in Charles A. Dana's "Hou?hold Book of Poetry" (New York, 1?:>S
It is not ill "Helcct British Poets" (Loi
don. 183')), for which Hazlitt wrote
critical notes; It is not In Emerson's
"Parnassus" (Boston, 1S75). Where d !

I

Boston.

whole range of

thi.s

with no sentlmental-

of

the

triumphed over his poeti

technical grounds."

noon hour.
s

in

when he had written

and he cut them out

Dana

dinner paU.

lines

poetry. And
his grammar

p.r;sTe'urn'^%n^ld^;ed schoolhouse,
^ C^^will lack an atmo^^^-^j^EW.

HOUSE
Henry Ford

loveliest

dale;

With the olcl-tin.e uien
Walking miles to get

a bulletin on
Bathing Suits in South Africa"?
M. G. B.

(For A8 the World Wa»8.)

"'Tyo'T^om.n

of

and warble

there.

ort'he'runj:

herself?
terest Miss Breton

_

showers

are

to build

little footsteps lightly print the
grouna."
"So the poet Gray composed the four

.

"The Market

WANTED— AN OLD RED SCHOOL-

hill

Old-time boys

of the Irresistible march of civilization the department of commerce has

for

th.-vt

unseen,

And

time.

things a-lacklng
No there'll be great
quest:
In this antique
and gnls a hustling

dence

published

and

Over

awaiting
In the desks

I

New

York;!
of the printing fraternity of
and the bridge players to meet Mrs. S.I

W.

d'ci

is,

the earliest of the

violets found;

.
Children homespun cl»d. .birches,
Road a winding oft through
.

Interest the journeymen of the
to know that Frank Pickup!

academy
and William

question

the
All alone there by

Wags:

-t

iT'JT^f Te

But he can't have
That old schoolhouse roadside-

LIST

By hands

ranged

such-

oft,

The redbreast loves

with
f Vivald!by sonata
^^-^''IJ'pvenci.
French
Respighi, and three

looks.

mind the

j

year.

exert
Miss Breton did not
to blame.
to play of
music
find
to
unduly
herself
find she did
absorbing interest, though

just the setting

j

the World

don't

"There scattered

been partly
The program may have

rusty dipper
S'pose he wants the
And the leaky pail
rounds in,
That the water went the
Prob'iv. too, the nail
sometimes hung,
On whicl^ the dipper books
S'pose he wants the

In one of our family conferences at
the breakfast table I remarked: "The
Blar.ks have no car."
v; hereof Fhe deduced the comeback:
"I don't see why; they're poor enough."
A. B. H.

first

[

year in understandRehearsing these new

to

correspondent sends us a clipping
from the Sphere (London) of March 6.

year or more
At her Boston recital a
the approval of
ago Miss Breton won
bplnion was well
Jxidges whose good
the more disapwinning;
the
worth
performance
her
therefore
pointing
people
yesterday to one or two

;

|

He

a'puzzle.

A

nlnl.

SATURDAY —

first

A MISSING STANZA

Mills

—

As the World Wags:

him at

to

sjTnpathy.
works, he took infinite pains. He told
us that two years were spent In preparThis was
ing Cesar Franck's quartet.
only one instance of his thoroughness,
work
unfamiliar
an
produce
his desire to
This
perfection of performance.
111
thoroughness was a characteristic of his
concertmaster,
life;
as
whole musical
He
soloist, quartet leader and teacher.
respected his art and made others respect It.

;

Hall, 8:30 P. M., sharp. Eva Gauthier, assisted by
Celius Dougherty, pianist; Messrs. Gundersen, violin; Speyer, oboe;
d'Amore, harpsichord; Valkenier and Van Der Berg, horns. See special
notice.
FRIDAY Symphony Hall, 2:30 P. M. Twenty-first concert of the Boston
Symphony Orchestra, Mr. Koussevitzky, conductor. See special notice.
Jordan Hall, 3 P. M. Bach concert. Bruce Simmons, pianist;
Dorothy Comstock, violinist; Mariana Lowell, violinist; Carlton Smith,
flute; George Brown, cellist. The program will include Bach's Suite, B
minor; Sonata, C major; fifth Brandenburg concerto, and solo pieces
ipor violoncello and piano.
Symphony Hall, 8:15 P. M. Repetition of Friday's symphony concert, Mr. Koussevitzky, conductor.

the telescopliiPeloquent in his
description of the heavenly bodies, living or dead?

was

ing, in

Ruth Breton, \inlinist,
'; <nl this
oompanied by Walter Gold., v>i
in Jordan
program yesterday afternoon
ConVivaldi
hall-Sonata, D Major,
L'Enchanteur,
Mendelssohn;
certo
PrlnNocturne, D'un Matin de

\

"Iberia."

may

Not that he was
narrow-minded, a hide-bound conserv-alive: but the idiom of this or that com-

new chamber music.

nicely.

-

P.

THURSDAY — Jordan

It

organization who suggest
fcr the ncv arrival.

namo

lordan Hall, 10:30 A. M.

—

As

In Vienna, a city long fafor its unwillingness .to welcome
the music of strangers with new ideas
and new methods of expression, an ardent worshipper of Brahms, Franz
Kneisel was not in haste to Introduce

Educated

mous

RUTH BRETON

Dorsey Whittington, pianist.
M, Jesus Maria Sanroma, pianist.
major. Haydn, Andanate with Variations, F minor.
Schumann, Des Abends and Aufschwung, from "Phantaisiestuecke."
Chopin, Sonata, B minor. Op. 58. Debussy, Reflets dans I'eau, La Serenade interrompue. Malipiero, Omaggi 1. A un pappagallo, 2. A un
elefante, 3. A un idista (first time in Boston). De Falla, Danse Rituelle
du Feu, from "El Amor Brujo." Albenez, El Puerto and Triana, from

And

ished.

grew from year

—

V\/EDNESDAY — Jordan
Scarlatti, Sonata, A

if

poser

Requiem.

TUESDAY

best

the

MONDAY—
I

THE MUSICAL WORLD

Mother and baby are doing

was "the thing

It

was

"I

as

(Adv. In Wlnthrop Sun)
baby girl was born Sunday evening
to Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Johnson, at
their home in Roxbury. Mr. Johnson is
a tencr solo'st (see one Inch advertisement on this page for address and telephone number) and offers to sing gratis

notice.

seasons

A

A

i

many

to attend the Kneisel Quartet concerts.
The various halls were completely filled.
Then, as all fashions cllange, the auseason at
diences grew less and less.

isome subscribed so that they could say;

'

IN

of the audi-

Fenway Court did not Increase noIticeaWy the number of hearers, though

"

70's

composer than

of the

ence and was, first of all, intensely muThe
sical rather than flashily brilliant.Quartet, he founded won an InternaInspired
tional reputation. Teaching, he
his pupils with high ideals. In private
comlife he was hospitable, generous,
panionable; clean, and not without a
sense of humor.

H. M. L.

people.

recitals in

,

^

buy eggs at

now

1

sl« Wlauded

As the World Wags:

be

I

r^^a

ffif

t^a" \" tls ^Br^e^on
' s^' c'losely to. music

not \imTt
that,

for

,

through her intricate steps.

.\

flutter

i

—

as

'

ii
'

''fa ha— the halitosis
the nut at my side.

,

test,"

quot'

^VISITANTS
do the ghosts of thos« I
fore you

knew

be•

Sil..

Stalk through these streets at dusk,
'
my erstwhile dear,
Why now when I no longer do adore
you,
Do the loves that came before you
linger here?

do the ghosts of things once made
for pleasure.
Before and since I loved your dear,
dark eyes,
Stalk with their treads a lone regretful
liy

"VN

I

j

measure,

i

In these cold, dark streets where

were always wise?

we

On

DAVro SORTOR.

tra,

ALL ABOARD FOR BARBADOS

have always wished to sojourn on
Barbados; .not only because George
Washington and Horatio Nelson were
once there; not because prosperous
pirates knew the island.
Our desire

itnen,

Ham

Hams

"

"

Smail Old process
Choice flavour.
60 cents.

Bloaters per

Frying

will be

Try

I

/
just received.
BOURNE & CO.

sorft of Italian wine, according to the
custom of the country, to the health
and happiness of the Colonel's wife and
da\jghter3. la the reign of James I
of
England, the breakfast taken at 10
o'clock consisted only of drinking. Dr
Venner In 1650, In his "Straight Road
to a Long Life," recommended as a

evening

last

j.

nourishing and comfortable"
a
bread and butter, "and drinking
after a good draught of pure claret
«-ine.
"This la an excellent breakmore sustaining than Archfast."
bishop Siinci-oft'a which consisted of
"two small dishes of coffee and a pipe
little

"

of tobacco,"

But sausage and rum; ham and
brandy; bloaters and Spanish wlnel Yes,
we must go to Barbadoa.

For the spring concert In aid of the
pension fund Mr. Koussevitzky conrepeating

which he
a concert
the Rad-

cUffe Choral Society.
These choruses
sang once more yesterday afternoon,
and the soloists of last year also sang
again, Ethj'l HaydeTi, soprano, and

of negro

the

m

Soul's

"Gimme

Dat or Time Religion," "Steal Away
^""' Joi-dan," "Roll
Along," "Gwine Up,"
Dat a Wide River," "l
Want God s Heab'n to be Mine," "WHness for My Lord."
^ Bbmething over a month ago
.v". these
that
singers gave their last concert here.
They seemed last njght to
th»

O, ^19
Wasn't

^.^

lack something of the tragic
power and
spontaniety that marked that
earlier
concert. Mr. Johnson did not
have that
(Peculiar, resounding woodiness
of tone
that was so compelling.
As for Mr
Gordon, he sang better than
ever after
''esplte a slight cold
^'"°"P'
™<?u°",''
With
'hame Train." a spiritual of the
negroes, they slipped Into
,L
he mood, and from then on
their sing!
ing ceased to be
perfunctory.
And
the
ecstatic
be.^X°"nf"r "^j:.""^''
,«°'-<J°"'«
^in^ing of
"Itand
.Stand
9t.i. Jordan,"
r
Still
and
"Steal
jAway to Jesus," and of their the
joint singj

i

!

rhythms

T,

tire last

c''"'^'

''''

bv^°hV'lf^*"'

n^vM

^^oZr
of

"£iV

group.
P'"°''a'"y

not In the best

of voice "^Zi
That seems the most logical
explanation for such a difference,
for
:iIthough there was the
same touch of
wildness in the "Witness for Mv
•'
Lord
and in "Gwine Up," something
of the
intensity that swept the
earlier au!
diences Into gusts of
applause, was
missing. Such singing as theirs
Is found-

Boris Saslawsky, baritone.
If it was Dr. Davison who deserved
thanks last year for teaching that great ed on spontaneity, and on the quality
body of young students to know, and of emotion; their art depends on Ihei'r
freshness, which must always
so to love, great music, Mr. Koussebe held
ready. The audience filled
the theatre
vitzky merits thanks quite as hearty for
land there were many demands
for engiving them opportunity to study the
E.G.
Requiem further, and, beyond a doubt, I cores.
^
to appreciate it the deeper.
To learn
a fine work and perform It once, never
to sing or hear a note of It again
what Is that worth? It is repetitton
At Jordan hall yesterday afternoon,
that counts, and the knowledge that
Prancesca Cuce, soprano, and Illumincomes with It, till the beauty and the
ate Mlserendlno, violinst, with Frederic
grandeur of music thus repeated sink
Kahn as their accompanist, gave a
deep into every heart.
Joint recital. The program was as folThese young people who, at the bidlows
ding of Mr. Koussevitzky aii^ Dr.
Perpeteum Mobile
Riens
Davidson, have come to know this
Hooata, FoUla
.Corelll
Requiem through and through, are not
Mr. Mlserendlno
Lasclstpml Morlre
likely to forget It In a hurry; they have
Monteverdi
Spiagele Amate
Gluck
gained something of great price. . And
8« Tu M'AmI, Se Sosplrl
Pergolese
so have the public, the people, at all
Chi Vuol La Zlngarella
Paslello
events, who have heard the Requiem
Miss Cuce
Cm<XTta
Wlenlawski
twice. A pity It Is the procedure canAllegro Moderato— Bomanzn—A La Zingara
pot become a custom; a great work is
Mr.
Mlserendlno
„ ... _
surely worth hearing two times over.
Resplghl
V.'^**™*
.T'a)
PJeur« En Re7e
Then let it take its chances with the
Hue
MacDowell
«° f i^','"*
rest.
Madrigal
Espirmol
Huarte
Mr. Koussevitzky, tn planning yesterMlsB Cuce
„
Ave Maria
day's performance, must surely have
WllhelmJ-Schiibert
Slavonic Dance, E minor
Dvorak
argued that Brahms, being a German
Gypsy Airs ..
Sarasate
Protestant, had In his mind, when he
Mr. Meserendino
_
Carmen
wrote the Requiem, slow-moving singBizet
Aip Maria (with violin oblYgatoj!
ing such as obtains In German ProtesGounod
Tot Lo Sapcte...
.Mascagnl

FMNCESCA OTCE
:

.

!

and not always acMr. Kahn was a capable ac-

With green and velvety sward.

When

,

.'i

Miss Cnci-

1

Take the case of Mr. Timothy Mather
Spelman, for example. Last Saturday
night even before the applause had died
away, this composer of "Aselsl" Jumped
from the guest seat on the floor and
raced for the platform, raced hot-footed,
that having gained the stage, he might
bow thrice In the approved foreign manner, 6nce looking straight at Apollo Belvedere, then at the statues of the gods,
goddesses, nymphs, fauns and satyrs
an the right and

"Po' Mourner Got a Homo
^f^'
Train," "SIn-Ing' Wid
S^Wrd "P^""^
My Han'," "My

'

!

His

left,

finally giving the

Fascl^tl sdlute to the orchestra courteously clapping hands.

Is

"light,

breakfast, a couple of poached eggs

happy laea or
Brahms's "German Requiem,"
had conducted a year ago for
of the Harvard Glee Club and

R. R. G.

Cloudy," "It's Me, O, Lord,"
"I Got
a Home In-a-Dat Rock"
(arranged by

Grand Duke of Tuscany,
visited England in 1669, he noted that
at breakfast in Col. John Nevll's house
they all drank repeatedly in several

the
tone

applause.

third this season, and
the last.
They sang the following, in
addition to several encores: "Didn't
My
Lord Deliver Daniel?" "My Way

the Third,

the

repeated tonight.

spirituals,

We

ceived

soloists

gave the third of their concerts

26th,— Im.

liad

pigeons along the Esplanade evade

Watch and Ward.
H. F. M.

Rosamond Johnson and Taylor Gordon

This, then, Is the "reasonable" breakfast of a Barbados gentleman.
know that in old English days nobles,
gentry, and common peoole, men and
women of high and low degree, drank
lustily of ale at breakfast. When
Cos-

mo

The two

At the Copley Theatre

I

I
the wings of a Cadillac, and
the roll of a drug storo clerk,
I
would slaughter the state
highways, and how X would loaf
and shirk!
But hist! Through yon leafy archway,
see the happy couple sigh!
It's the bootlegger telling the janitor's
wife of the car he's going to buy.
jo the Spring! The Spring!!
The Beautiful Spring!!!

Amerlsan composers who attend conocrtB of the Boston Symphony orcheatra
when mualo by them la played ahould be
rehearsed tn the art of acknowledging

JOHNSON. GORDON„,

I

1-4 dozen for

O

O how

the

j

at 2/6
at 10/- dozen,

three!"

companist.

I

Rum

When you lick your chops in glee
At the sharp, clear bark of the counterman, of: "Lamb chops! Make it

to Mr.

1

"

the Spring! The Spring!!
The Beautiful Spring!!!

rigid,

Is

curate.

|

Box

C. D.

Feb.

bowing

sang very
well Indeed. At the end Mr. Koussevizky was enthusiastically applauded, and
so was Mr. Woodworth.
The Requlem.j

Small Brandy at '3/- Bottle
Small Whisky at 3/"
Small Spanish Wine at 1/3 Botfie

Large

warm

i

Sau.«iage I6c. lb for
at 24c. lb
" _ at 24c. lb

Small Picnic
Bonele.ss

Wlenawskl concerto, and In
'Follla" of Corelll, a smooth,
in slow, cantilena-like passages.
'he

own ground with the orchesMr. Koussevitzky made much of

cially well.

RJiASONABLE BREAKFAST

eve.

O

Mr. Mlserendlno chose a taxing and
arduous program. He had, at times,
especially In the second movement of

his

subways die with a g«ntle sigh,
and sleep through the Springtime

the

I

flow by the Inadequacy of her technique.

1

this advertisement in a recent issue of the Barbado Advocate.

leave.

And

chiefly nervousness.
Her voice
is
decidedly a lyric one, which she
should not on-ertax, because it is light
and of a soft, Italian quality.
She has a keen sense of rhythm, a
feeling for the melodli; line, emotional
intensity.
She lacks a firm and durable method of breath control, and an
evenness of scale. She seems possessed
of a musical nature, and a fresh and
lovely voice which was hampered in its

Koussevitzky. One would
not have suspected the fact yesterday.
The chorus sang witli admirable correctness, and npw and again they turned
a. phrase which showed
their fine capaP"'" es. They ended the Requiem espe-

waxed hotter when we read

.A.nd

was

It

Spring, when never a thought will
stray to the goneness of the gonv%
only the future fills your mind, and
the clothes you're trying on,
the flivvers crash with a happy
smash, as the new o«es bud and

It's

And

ly opening her mouth so that what she
sang could be heard adequately throughout the hall. But with her second group
she sang much better, so, apparently.

the score sound as it has never
sounded
here before. And Brahms had no knack
with an orchestra!
The more praise,

We

Sib

more markedly a musician than he was
a man of churches.
However, one may argue, the heavy

lace Mr. Koussevitzky too often chose
slerday made for a monotony, a dull,.ss,
which do not belong to the Reciuicm by right. It did away with the
rchef that .contrast brings. It damaged
the beauty of many an exquisite phrase.
The task of ihe chorus It made very
hard, for no body of sopranos or tenors
either can sustain good tone on
long,
high notes If tempo keeps loo slow.
If Mr. Koussevitzky were
a choral conductor as expM-lenced as he is orchestral,
he could have shown his forces
ways
of phrasing that would have
lightened
their heavy burden, to say nothing
of
heightening the beauty of sound by a
more adroit manipulation of varying
•^''cal timbres.
To the words, too, h'
"ould have given k finer clarity, and
so greater force.

VIAJADO.R.

Why

Miss Cuce at first showed a light and
lovely soprano voice which she did not
use to the best advantage, achieving
practically no resonance at all, and rare-

tant churches.
But Brahms, according to the writings of hlf friends, was

If
an instant before her
though to kiss, and 'then
a little laugh more like the trill of
ra, she eluded his
grasp and fled,
1'

,

As the function Is at present conducted the American is applauded. The conductor looks inquiringly over the hall.
There is the turning of heads, the staring of the audience.
The gifted composer rises and bows. "The conductor
makes a signal, and
the composer
rushes frantically to the platform. There
lie bows and scrapes, shakes handa with
the conductor

—only.

man

for

The Anglo-Saxon

music;

he's

not

—

server (London).

,

.

CONJUNCTIVE USE OF 'PROVIDING'
As the World Wags:
In
of

W.

the instalment In today's Herald
L. Gordon's serial entitled "Daily

Lessons

in

English"

"Don't say

is this:

'he is to speak providing he comes.'
'Providing' Is not a conjunction.
S^y
'provided.' "
The same precept to
eschew the use of "providing" as a conjunction, but to use "provided" instead, was given in the instalment of
Mr. Cxordon's "Daily Lessons In Eng-

which was

in

The Herald

of .Tan.

Is

This dictionary Is also known as the
Oxford.
It is to be found in Bates
hall, Boston, Public Library. No charge
is made for consulting the volume.
"O
P" you will find something about "provided" for "If" in "The King's English" by H. W. and F. G. Fowler, who
do not mention "providing."
Writers
of sound English in the last century
wrote "providing" for "provided."— Ed.

subtle

enough."

We

remember the late John K. Paine
applauded at a Symphony concert for
his prelude to "The Birds" of Aristophanes.
He walked slowly down the
central aisle till he stood on the floor
under the conductor's stand; then he
wheeled about and bowed gravely but
often to the audience.

Which is the more becoming? To
rush out madly with coat tails flying
while the amused audience is kept
waiting? To stand up from one's seat
while Mrs.
in a sculptural attitude,
Gollghtly whispers to Miss Huddicumb,
"There he Is; don't yOu see him?" or
to walk towards the stage door with
what has been described as the slow
but intrepid march of a jackass towards
a peck Of oats?

Have

New

that precept correct? Has not
'providing" come to be used so much
as a conjunction that such a use of it
must now be regarded as legitimate? I
think that in Walter Scott's writings
he generally uses "providing" in cases
of that kind, not "provided."
What
says your vade mecum, "A New English Dictionary"
(alias Murray's Dictionary, alias the Philological Dictionary) as to the use of "providing" in
such cases?
By the way, who Is W. L. Gordon ?
Brookline, March 26.
INQUIRER.

—

my

—

York
offer of a firm of
jewelers to supply a wrist-watch for the
Statue of Liberty has been "politely
declined." Perhaps the next offer will
be a monocle, to enable the lady to
keep an even more vigilant outlook for
the mote in her sister's eye. The Ob-

The

15.

way turn, tummity tum. No,
meant well enough, but he's not the

go this

he

Is

lish"

heritage prevents the composer from
passionately embracing his benefactor,
although after it's all over, the composer will probably say: "He didn't understand my piece at all. Did you notice
liow he hurried the opening? It ought
to

a wise rich man who does not
wish to be richer. Sir Basil Zaharoff.
It

FROM AN ARTICLE BY GERTRUDE
STEIN

Not as yet and to ask a question, and
a question and as j-et, and ,is yet
to as yet to ask a question to and as yet
Not as yet and to ask a question .and
to ask a question and a.n not yet.
As not
yet and to as yet and to ask a question
and to as yet and to wind as yet and to
as yet and to ask a question and to as
yet ask a question as not yet and to ask
as not j'et, and as not yet to ask a question as yet, and to as yet to wind
as not yet, as not yet to wind please
wind as not yet to ask a question and
to and not yet.
Please wind the clock
and as yet and as not yet. Please wind
to ask

these disputing gentlemen with

their foot rules measuring the length
of words forgotten "honorificabilitudinitatibus" spoken by Co.stard In "Love's

It is a good word
Lost"?
meaning "honorableness." Shakespeare
was not the only old English writer to the clock and not yet, to please not yet
use it. (Dante in his "De Vulg. Eloq.," as not yet.
cites as a typical long word, "honorlflREPERTORY THEATRE— "The Circabilltudlnltate.") In 1800 it was thought
cle," comedy in three acts, by W. Somthat the two longest monosyllables in
English were "strength" and "straight."
erset Maugham.
The cast:
Arnold Champion-Cheney, M. P
Some still insist that it was the old
William Kershaw
Tlie
Footman....
Robert Hambleton
Com. Vanderbllt who said "the public
Elliot Scott
Shenstone
.ignes
Mrs.
it;
say
No, he did not
be damned."
Peg Eutwistle
?;il?.abeth Champion-Cheney

Labour's

.

we do not believe he even thought it
For saying
It was his son William H.
The
it he was caricatured in Puck.
cartoon, a biting one, was on the front

Eilivard

page.

Everybody saw this play, or at all
events read about it, when Jlrs. Leslie
Carter and John tnew produced it here,
two or three ^-ejtrs ago. So e\"eryi>ody
knows there Is not '.nie word of truth

SPRING
(For

As

the

World Wagsi

Avaunt! Te shades of the frosty glades
go on away from here,
For the sounds of Spring like a carllldn
ring through the ambient atmos-

—

phere.

The very

tre«s,

and the

traffic police, the

hydrants and little flower.s
Snap to with a snort from the long, long
sleep, and make up for wasted
hours.
the Spring!

The

Spring!'
The Beautiful Spring!!!
When the arteries are fine,
And the young cops yell: "Say, who the
hell are you? Get Into line!"

O

Ross Alexander

Luton

riive Champion-Cheuey.. Charles Quartermalne
Ralph Roberts
The Butler
Lady Catherine Cliampion-C'heuey. .Ruth Taylor
Horace Pollock
Ldrd Portcous.

^
,

*

in

it.

No young woman

of real

clL'-irm

middle age to so low k
empty-headednc^K as that Liidj
Catherine nor did so complete a fool
ever speak words of wisdom like that
ever sank in
level of

—

same Lady Catherine's counsel

to

lier

daughter-in-law.
The like of Lady Catherine's old lover
surely never was seen, what with his
snarling and doting in turn. As for her
ex-husband, he beha,ved like a lunatic;

silly

little

but, after

all,

if

lie

had done differently

j

|

j

^

;

'

M'w

-nvei Hrnnrfi i.^c" oWglnal hand
niusloiiuis, provide mlrth-provoklng

bits

from the time they come upon the

\\

would h;ive

-.-

be**!!

very

lltii

stage

i

the
tlauKhter-iu-law
curious i-oinblniition of cave-

j

and. by his own telling, "an orMiary business man," and her son, tho
reasonable belnft of the companv.
vho found the presence under his roof

the

to

end.

Art closes the acts with a study in
form by Margaret and Beulah Stewart,

reiiiaiii
II

(dlvorceil)

ability
of the artists to keep themselves as
rigid as is necessary in presenting each
statue. The lighting effects aided materially In the offerings.

her lover very disturbing, and who
mighty ill when he discovered
it
lis wife prepared
to bo oft with the
avenian in the morning.
One Mrs. Shenstone must not be forKotten, a plausible enough person, but
brought in only to make a fourth at

Mates." film
of Elinor Glyn, originally
entitled "The Reason Why."
The cast
includes Alleen Pringle, Edmund Lowe
and others.

\

father,

his

f

mother

his

|

I

LOE"WS STATE— "Soul

^

^

a rubber of bridge.
It was on.' of the funniest games of
cards to be remembered in a play. And

COLONIAL—"Ben

—

like

Bedlamites

let

liked about their doings in a way to
;;oep everybody on the grin. Nonsense?
"But such precious nonsense!" as Gilbert's I^ady Jane put it, 40 years ago.
For there wa.s Maugham at his sniartf.-t,
a son of dainty Bernard Shaw,
r.cally niingiins the grave with the gay.
liking the sweetness away from sentiment with u dash of unexpected wit.
I'here was a tinge of Pinero about him,,
frivolous, with hisi
•-'lo, a I'inero gi-own
iderly man of 'honest outlook, who didj
V !iat he could to set the household right
but all with a very light touch. And

Heaven,"
return engagement of John Golden's production with Anne ForGrace
D'Arclay,
Louis
rest,
Second
Mencken and others.
week.
MAJESTIC—"The Big Pa,

rade," Lawrence Stallings's

of

his

,

—

WILBUR—"Aloma

executed was each act as to make it
difHcult to determine which carried
away the honors. In theatrical circles
the bill would be described an "all-

CASTLE SQUARE
I

j

Artemus

,

m

ham

in

string quartet composed of Mrs. William Ellery, Julius Theodorowlcz and L.
Artleres of the Boston Symphony orchestra, and Alwln Schroeder, former
member of the orchestra.
Honorary pallbearers at the service

VALENTINE

were Joseph Adamowski, a former first
violin In the Boston Symphony orchestra; G.

In

A

benefit performance for

Australia, he

came

to

in

the

he was, In turn. Jourdramatic
writer and
New York Herald for seven
Xlll;
He Interviewed Pope Leo wrote
years
he
he was a civil service employe;
translathe
encyclopaedias:
'articles for
ones.
ed French plays and wrote original
afHis "Fitzn<?odle" papers for Puck,
American,
York
New
the
terward for
bitwere of a satirical nature, at times
attacks on
ter always sensible In their
sentimentallsm.
and
shams, snobbery
There were brilliant writers for Puck
under Bunner's reign: the delightful,
of fancy
witty R. K. Munklttrlck, a poet
Ernand an uncommon skill In rhyming;
H
George
est Harvler, Julian JIagnus,
late
the
Watrous,
E.
Jessop, Andrew

"BrewsClarence

A

Dr.

At the Copley Plaza yesterday mornconthe Chromatic Club gave a
which Dorsey Whlttlngton,
at
Dahlqulst,
pianist, and H. Pembroke
as his
baritone, with Francis W*»ks
gave the following pro-

cert

accompanist,

gram:
Ballade D Minor, Brahms; ImprompE Flat Major. Schubert; Ballet Music
the
(from Rosamunde), Schubert; In
Evening, Schuman; Perpetual Motion,

has

tu

Times.

Weber: An Chloe, Mozart: Wldmung,
Brahm."?;
Feldeinsamkeit,
Schuman;

Minor.
Fussreise. Wolf; Sonata B Flat
Easlhore
Chopin; Break, Break, Break,
Ivor,
Martin; A Page's Road Song,

Abbey

Theatre.— Manchester (Eng.) Guardian.

There Be None of Beauty s
Capiuni
Quilter;
Roger
\al?e
Stratton's Fancy, Deems Taylor;
One-Horse
The
"Old Vienna, Godowski;

bit of singing, dancing, stories,
fact they have the audience in
stitches with their nimble wit.
Trentini, who was star
Mme.
of "The Firefly" and "Naughty Marietta," enthralled her audience by the
presentation of "One Fine Day" from
"Mme. Butterfly," "Cosi Flange Pierrot" and "Glannina Mia" from "The
Firefly." Her accompanist was Eric
Zardo, well known on the concert stage
and who gave solo numbers of "Minuet"

from which
visit

Emma

15

(Lizst).

a long-

when ha aplost
peared on the stage in a new comedy
entitled "The Slap." The skit Is bubof the family

'oling with humor. It has to do with
he arrival of Imhof. as Michael Ca.=ey

to New York to visit hi.s
and niece. The spontaneity of
liis remarks to a flapper keep tho audience in an uproar. .Marcelle Coreene
plays a dual part as niei.'c to Casey and
lo .Tohn Taylor, an old New Yorkr^r
who is not wanted around the house
his ad^anced years and
he.iiuse

Novello;

"GRUELLING"

H

writes: "I spoko the other day
fight,

and was

Daughters,

of

by a

told

room stories and
of his comnhancy to the company accompanying
The physician
^ttriofs.
y^tching, the scape
the Count of Paris,
his head and
grace son, would shake
shame.
iay: "It's a pity. It's a
came the
Some years afterwards given
by the
of the family Jewels
story

scandal
to an actress, the
recovery. There
that ensued, the forced
Melba
Mme.
was also the story about
helping him out of a scrape.
held the
All on board the steamer
Count of Paris In the highest respect^
dignity, he
iwnille he bore himself with
was courteous to all who addressed
younger
the
that
him. The wonder was
after
son had not patterned himself

younger son

I

admirable father.

BONNER AND

HIS

LEDGER

have always had an enormous
but
audience for trashy periodicals;
the
from the old New York Ledger to
step
a
present-day sex magazines is
World.
The
up."—
down, not

"We

Friml.

Inasmuch as this was not exactly a
formal concert, Mr. Whlttlngton did
not choose music of a too prepossessing
With the exception of the
a nature.
Brahms and the Chopin sonata, he mcluded only musical divertimenti. Yet
even In these he proved to be a pianist
althou.^h
of sensibilities, of a facile,
sometimes rhythmically eratlc. technique, a warm and lovely touch.
What is more, he played with imaglnac
nation, especially in the more po.

action of
It Is true that gruelling, the
exhaust,
tha verb "to gruel." that Is, to
a colless
or
more
disable, "punish," Is
expression, but It is In the great
loquial

Oxford Dictionary, with illustrative quotations from 1882 dow\i. Charles Kingsverb
In "Alton Locke," used the
ley
"gruel " "Wadham ran up by th-a side
he
and
yesterday,
of that first Trinity
gruelled,
said that they were as well
the
The verb Is connected with
etc.
noun "gruel" with the moaning "to
have or get one's gruel," that Is, "to
perreceive punishment, and "to give a
the
son his gruel." Sir Walter Scott has
phrase "He shall have his gru-al." In
highwayByron's "Don Juan," the dying

"I've got my gruel."
curious book, "LondmIsmen," a dictionary of German equivaland
ents of English colloquialisms, slang
dreadful
cant, translates "He got a
schimpfllche
gruelling" by "Br erlltt eine
Nlederlage."— Ed.

man exclaims:
Baumann in his

•

:

his

Rain,
Sleight, Nathan Novick; Rain,
Night,
Go Awav, Reuven Kosakoff; May Rudolf
Caprice.
Staccato
Palmgren;

cock-sure person that this particular adI
word.
jective Is not a dictionary
find
looked In Webster's and could not
Am I
the word as used in this sense.
wholly wrong in the matter?"

i

-

I

J

a gruelling

H. P. calls our attention to the following paragraph:
"Al Mello, New England welter-weight

champion, and Miss Mary Rupa of Lowintentions.
ell have taken out wedding
The knot will be tied in Lowell, Api-U
again
fight
Mello does not Intend to
18.
until the first week In June."
correspondent adds: "I hope ho
Oi
doe>.i

^urelv the

first

'

de-

ing,

Mr. Yeats Is one of the greatest Irishto the
men who have Justified Ireland hear
of
world, and it Is disgusting to

ocean on the^
crossed the Atlantic
the Count on
steamer that brought
to New York.,
Paris and his two sons
going toj
city they were

was
offi-

ICHROMATICCLUB

and remarkable memory,
amused himself by answering corresponthe literary supplement of the
In
dents

We

Hale,

New York Monday, when

C.

of
New York famous at the end Of
sixties.
the fifties and in the eariy
a man of wide
l->te years. Mr. Valentine,

the
his being rudely treated at

Philip

M. Douglas of Peeksklll, N. T.,
elated and Dr. Frank Damrosch
livered a eulogy.

held In

Fair of

New York

orchestra;

of the orchestra.
Burial was In the cemetery.
funeral service for Mr. Knelsel

group rivalling the one that made

reading

Symphony

M. Loeffler, who shared the first desk
of the violins with Mr. Knelsel; William
MacKlnlay, of the Musicians' Union;
and Felix Wlnternltz, former violinist
C.

L.
Frank E. Chase of Boston, J^mes
verse
Among the contributors of'74.
Ford
A
Yale.
of
Starkweather
was C. C.
Vanity

Bebe Daniels

president of the

Conservatory of Music;
Judge Frederick P. Cabot, president of
the Boston Symphony orchestra board
of trustees; F. S. Converse, of the conCharles A. Ellis, former
servatory;
manager of the Boston Symphony orchestra at the time Mr. Knelsel was
concert master; Arthur Foote, the composer: Cugene Gruenberg, violinist of

him

New York

W. Chad wick,

New England

Versatile,
1S71
editorial
nalist
critic of the

the

Virginia known
the battlefields in
part on the
took
who
count,
the
to
The
civil war.
the
In
side
Northern
quiet
were
son
older
the
father and
The
with courtly manners. who
simple
Orleans,
vounger son. the Duke of
deal of a
bas lust died, was a good
°f
"bouider." preferring ^he JomPanV
smoking
their
some Belfast drummers, vulgar sycotheir

officiated.

Music for the service was played by
Wallace Goodrich, organist, and a

i

Plymarranged, to take place at the
Benjamin
outh Theatre, New York.
Beaton Valentine, author and dramatist,
was born In London. After some years

Brewster's

by

3el,

,

|

little

Omaha

j

Funeral services for Franz Kneiconcert master of the Boston
Symphony orchestra from 1885 to
1903, were held yesterday in the
chapel at Forest Hills cemetery.
The Rev. Dr. Paul Revere Frothing-

i

Is

Ford Sterling
Andre do Beranger
Landlady
Miss Beresford
Although the present film Is quite unIke the original play, and It has ob•iously been rewritten to suit the com?dic talents of Miss Bebe Daniels, in the
words of the sub titles, "what of It?"
For "Miss Brewster's Millions" is an ex:'eedingly deft and sprightly farce, with
moments of satire. Miss Bebe Daniels
is not only vivacious and pretty, bur an
expert comedienne.

Sydney Marion and Gene Vord doing

•in

bof.pltal.

Mr. Brent

in

.sicr

i

the land, will be sorry
ValenUne, who conletters^ Is
tributed the "Fltznoodler"
of
83, In a New York
age
now. at the

in its

Directed

Illustrate the difference.

tlghteousness

Ned Brewater

revue," and in which Danny Dare isj
"exploiting" "Virginia Watson and Harand "featuring" Carolyn
Cole,
riet
Smith and Eddj Gazart, the latter offering real art numbers in connection
with their dances.

Roger Tmhof was

—

Former Symphony Concert
Master Laid at Rest

'tc he.'ir that B. B.

Thomas Harrington Hancock, Jr
Warner Baxter

southern airs.
This is followed by an excellent;
dancing number billed as a "petite

i

now

Badger. The cast:
Polly Brewster

feats.

Then comes Ann Suter, good to look
upon and pleasing to hear. She is a
combination Eva Tanguay and Sis Hopkins and intersperses imitations of those
two characters with some clever acting
She had the house with
of her own.
her from the minute she made grimaces
in connection with her presentation of

Millions."

ter's

a run-

received like

dress more sensibly than
have done for a thousand
The Bishop of Aberdeen.
girls

girls

years.

If I
returned home, though he said.
his
dratted I shall resign." He entered

B. B.

— "Abie's

ilETROPOLITAN— "Miss

monkey

No.

desired effect."

I

the
Readers of Puck in the days wheii It
Bunner made
[elder Keppler and H. C.
social
and
civic
a power for political,

j

The curtain
lively tilt with him.
this act amid a whirl of equine

Hongroise

Its

Modern
any

*„i,„,i'
" 'Tip us yer bunch of fives, old fakerl
He reads the New
said Artemus. Jr.
York Clipper."

1

on

member

of

Millions," film froni the play of

Rhapsodic

grant

York Ledger.

COPLEY— "False

i

The mules are just as
ning start.
mulish as-i::an be, yet go through their
paces when called upon to "look pretty." The audience is given a real thrill
when a darky tries to ride a bucking
mule and, after being thrown, becomes
involved with the monkey, who engages

and

S.

r

26th week.
Pretences,"
Ian Hay's new play for the first
time on any stage. Second week.
Irish Rose,"

j

star" one.

a

W.

From the Diary of a Country Parson,"
by the Rev. James Woodforde (178i!1787): "Going to bed took a small dose
of Rhubari), which I hope will be of
great service, and may It please God to

onto
*'°"My only daughter threw herself
fayther!
my boosum. and said. 'It Is me, the
New
thank the gods!' She reads

war

South Seas," drama of the South
Sea Isles, with Mary Ann Dentler
and others. Fifth week.

.\rt and fooilshness Tie for honors at
So well
Keith's Theatre this week.

in a
falls

i

—

KEITH'S theatre;

and

'

—

—

ponies, dogs,
bo.vs of color give the bill

F.

Yet even In
reasons for --Is success.
there
the palmy days of the Ledger
ai
It as
upon
were some that looked
conThey
weekly.
flashy, sensational
more
founded It with another, perhaps
Artefamous, weekly. A passage from
Baldlnsville
In
Draft
mus Ward's "The

JwlU

NEW PARK—

le"; a more entertaining play of the
kind does not come to town every day.
The acting did it justice, a better allound performance is hard to Imagine.
Miss Taylor played the fool and the
wise wornan for so her role was sharpequally well. With a genie divided
uineness that carried conviction, Mr.
Pollock both stormed and fonvJled. Miss
ICntwistle played with a naturalness
and charm not encountered on the stage
Quartermaine had the
JI.
too often.
needful lightness at hand, Mr. Kershaw
the gravity. A difficult role overw^^ightThe play moved
ed Jlr. .\lexander.
R. R G
swiftly: it ended at 10:30.

KInks's mules,

;

film with John Gilbert, Renee
Eleventh
Adoree, and others.
week.
"Rain," with
Jeanne Eagles and original company. Last two weeks.
PLYMOUTH "The Judge's
Husband," William Hodge's new
play in which he stars. Seventh
week.
SHUBERT "Captain Jinks,"
musical comedy version of the
old Clyde Fitch piece, "Captain
Jinks of the Horse Marines,"
with Ada May as its star. Second week.

Maugham

side

"

"MOVIE" ENGLISH

.

Sixth week.

MOLLIS—"Seventh

has studied the
comedy to adartificial
People who do not object to
\;.ntage.
irtificiality should not miss "The CirMr.

film

Gen.

and others.

I

.-^lieridan.

Hur,"

J]

Notes and Lines:
In "The Far Cry."
"Nice kind of a mother you are. You
don't deserve a daughter like she."

what must not be printed, that now
seem to us absurd, but Bonner knew his
offend ng
readers and would not risk
L. Ford's amusing
them. - In
"Literary Shop" there is a delightful
tne
'account of Bonner's policy and

Lew Wallace's
Ramon Navaro, May
McAvoy, Francis X. Bushman

version of
story with

they

loose,

i

j

the quarrel over the teacups! There you
have "The Circle" though the people

vhaved

'

CONTINUING''"''

|

ciiiui rel,

of

tid

,

should be without a
a blow."

life'

less

,

Southworth, and "The Gunmaker
Moscow," by Sylvanus Cobb, Jr., deof
lighted thousands, the stories were
mystery or adventure, not of sextial
gaily
triangles, not of ladles tramping
Ledger
In the primrose path. In the old
his
no widower was allowed to wed
rules
deceased wife's sister. There were
and
printed
be
concerning what could

^ok

from the novel

much
I

Men of high standing, as Henry Ward
Beecher, were not ashamed to be among
If novels like JTh*
the contributors.
Hidden Hand," by Mrs. E. D. E. N.

The audience n\arveled at the

.

lost

wedSSa

There is this to be said about the New
York Ledger: It was scrupulously clean.
No editor, no proprietor was more careBonn«'";
ful In this respect than Robert

six

weeks

of

i

passage, in tho ballet music from "Ros.^munde." which he did not sentimentalin Schumann's "In the Evening
ize
and in the Scherzo and finale of the
Chopin sonata. The latter he played
throughout with considerable power, al,though it was here, in the Grave espet

'

;

cmnyTthat
disturbing.

his

rhythms were sometimes

program
Mr. Dahlqulst shared his
not m
with him, and although he was
when
his best form, there were moments
ot
voice
has
a
He
he sang etTectlvely.
slngms:
a rich, genial quality, but his
persistant
yesterday was marred by a
and by deficiencies in his
tremolo,
breath control.
was
Miss Weeks, as Is her custom,
audian admirable accompanist The
E. Q.
ence was very large.

—

since the first announcement.
Pterne's "Franciscan Landscapes" has
again been thrown overboard. A per-

times

t

prize.
never join In

I

never

—

merriment
joke or Jape any

familiarity

tolerate

^

)

;

I

•

'

i

OMest Inhabitant Asby Gogorza arid
Efrem Zimbalist"

'State's

i

!

We

were unaware that

1

The Brookten Enterprise anneunoed
In the Montella notes that Mrs, MoCleave sang Michael Ame'a "Lass With,
the Delicate Ear" (sic),
A correspondent writesi "The lass should try a
loud speaker,
Ear phones are too
Notes and Lines,'
Concerning "I'll

Kat« Rolla died suddenly In Paris
some weeks ago. It Is said that her
name was Katherlne Wheat; that she
was born In Wheeling, W. Va. The
short dispatch coming late simply said
she was an opera singer.
She sang hero at a concert of the
Boston Symphony orchestra on Feb. 15,
1898 ("Mon Coeur s'ouvre a ta volx"
from "Samson et Dallla"). Marslck, the

Feather,"

"

Tou with

Strike

"The

Light

a

Other
Days," by the author of "Fifty Years
of London Society" (London, Eveleigh,
Nash & Grayson) in chapter XI on Nelly
S'arren et al, is the foUowingj
"The most popular of her (Parren's)
In

of

Sorek, she Is the heroine of Paul
Demasy'a play, brought out at the
Odeon, Paris, a few weeks ago. In this
play she. In a sportive mood, binds
Samson with cords. He brusquely breaks
away. There Is a violent scene.
She,
wishing to subdue him; he, demanding

'This was
Don Caesar,'

from H. J, Byron's
performed early in

In the sec-

O.

In the
in
of

mock him. A French critic remarked
that Samson was not a man of much

'

a

serious
novel.

a.rvA

— Edwin

funny
Pugh.

not

Burton Holmes
travelogue next

Symphony

hall.

list

1879."

W, HOOD,

of Byron's burlesques griven

London in 1879 there is no mention
any "Little Don Caesar," though his

^^onata,

"Along the Riviera." Monte Carlo, Nice
will be shown, with numerous excursion to regions of natural
beauty and historic Interest.

!

A

major, Scarlatti;

Warm

admirers

of

Mr.

fjlaying.

bn.'.

hnmle,

Mr. Sanroma showed himself warmly
sympathy with Debussy. In the "Redans I'eau" he saw more than
flets
rotes; giving his imagination free play,
he made the piece unusually worth
while, music of substance, and real
Musically, too, as well as imfancv.
^iglnatively, he dealt with this overworked composition more Justly than
the run of pianisis manage to do, since
lie found In it line and design as well
IS pallid color; for once it sounded more
han a smear.
In Debussy's Interrupted serenade Mr.
both
;:auroma also founrt meaning,
and Jn another sense. He
.nuslcal

in

Notes and Lines:

autonomy,,

I

'

;

j

i

i

;

of the

war

revolutionary

was fought at Fort Griswold near New
London, Ct The Americans lost
The
victorious

British officer received the
of the defeated commander and
instantly plunged It through his body.

sword

There

Is

a monument at Groton,

commemorating
that monument
carved.

i

\

'

this

Sam

Ct.,

and upon

battle
Hill's

name

Is

"Fighting like Sam HIU" became a byword after the encounter above noted.

EDWIN

B.

HILL.

THAT'S THAT

A subscriber wrote as follows to the
Dally News of London:
"I can claim In this example of the
repetition of 'that,' that that that that
that that that I have underlined Immediately precedes. Is the eighth."
So the "Ape Man," dressed In skins,
has turned up again in Connecticut to
frighten the peaceful farmers and their
little ones.
What has become of the

AVith modern composers and those not
too old Mr. Sanroma showed synipathy
and insight. Their elders he seemed not
to understand so completely.
The shape

ruthlessly Gray "pruned" poem to
the last drop of effect, and perfect
presslon. It Is thought. Incidentally
the book) to be lovelier than
some
kept.

get
ex(In

he

i

i

'

little

neck clams

in
I

I

whose weskit had come

in.

for

more

than a Colorado full portion.
"Like living near the coast" forsoOth.
About as much as basking at the foot of
an ant hill would be like living In Colo-i
rado Springs.
And they evidently are Innocent o
greasing the ways with drawn butter.
Stay East, young man.
Bast Milton, Mass.
J, W. Q.

—

MME

i
'

fresh

the shell will make enough to serve six
portions of steamed clams. Place them
in a bowl of boiling water, and steam
until shells open. A dozen for 40c. Like
living near the coast."
The enclosed clip from a Colorado
Springs paper was sent me by Frank j
Henry, formerly assistant manager of
Parker's and Young's, who is in that
city battling to regain his health, which
was shattered in the naval service of
his country. Being from the Clam Bake
belt, Rhode Island, the first item overcame him.
Twenty-four steamed clams serves Six
portions! Ye cods and little fish cakes!
Mr. Henry observes that he has seen
many a gourmand, properly mellowed,

A

[

effect.

HOME

tree and, pulling the tree after him,
disappeared to the consternation of his

pursuers.

|

.

World Wags:

"Two dozen

Wild Man of Indiana? The last time
we heard of him, he ran nimbly up a

played these two pieces with good tone,
THAT IVIISSINQ VERSE
neat execution, .aaid very rhythmically.] As the
World Wags:
By the deFalla dance he did as well,
The omitted verse of Gray's "Elegy,"
adding to the brilliancy it must have mentioned
In your column this morning
but does not always get.
The three
me that It Is given In an old
new pieces by Malipiero he surely played reminds
book I have, called "Table Talk of
as well as they deserve, in any case with
Sam'l Rogers" (a sort of diary of litevery air of sympathy. If they had not erary
folk around his board)— early 19th
been hampered with misleading titles, century.
they might well have made a stronger
This verse Is spoken of to show how

the

STEAM LITTLE NECK CLAMS AT

As the World Wags:
You can correctly answer the Inquiry
about Sam HUl printed last Saturday as
follows:
One battle

Sanroma's

at the Flute Players' concerts,
and, above all, of his stirring performance in the Pizzetti sonata, went to his
recital last night high In expectation.
In some respects they were not disapthey heard some excellent
pointed;

quartet.

don't Indulge In levity or oompromlslns

I

V.-iriazioni,

work

"A

As

JR.

"SAM HILL"

"El Armor Brujo," DeFalla; El Puerto,
Trlana, Albeniz.

Bruce Simonds, pianist, assisted by
Mmes. Comstock and Lowell, violins;
Golden, viola, and Messrs. Smith, flute;
Brown, 'cello, and Oliver, bass viol, will
give a concert of Bach's music In Jordan
hall next Saturday afternoon.
Suite in
B minor for ensemble; from the 'cello
suite, C major.
Piano pieces: Prelude
and Fugue In E flat. Rondeau from the
second partita^ Prelude and Fugue, A
minor. Sonata C major, for two violins
and piano. Fifth Brandenburg concerto
tor piano, flute and violin, with string

1}

j

I

P minor, Haydn; Des Abends, AufschB minorr
ivung, Schumann; Sonate,
Chopin; Reflets dans I'eau, Debussy;
Debussy;
Interrompue,
serenade
r,a
'"imaggi, "A un pappagallo" (to a parrot"), "A un elefante," "A un idota,"
'flalipiero; Danse Rituelle du Feu, from

and Cannes

pattern to professors of monarchical

,

j

Jesus Maria nanroma., pianist, played
the program last night In Jordan hall,

will give his farewell
Saturday afternoon in
His subject will be

was comparatively dull, though now and
then happy In his Jingling rhymes. Thus
the grand duke sings:

'

i

'Little

FRANK BELKNAP LONG,

last'

"The Messrs. Shubert announce that
following the all-star revival of ^taafore,' they will present a series of Gilbert and Sullivan operas.
Under consideration are 'Trial by Jury,' 'The
Crand Duke,' 'Utopia, Limited,' and
"
'The Yeoman of the Guard.'
Is "The Grand Duke" a Gilbert and
L. R. R.
Sullivan opera?
Y^ea.
Produced at the Savoy, London,
on March 7, 189G, It was the last and the
least successful of the Gilbert and Sullivan operettas. In this Instance, Gilbert

WOT HISTERY HAVE OVER.
LOOKED

1

Gauthler, assisted by several Instrumentalists, will sing In Jordan hall

The Herald commented
Sunday on her unusual program.

IWEN

G.

Abe Kelly wuz a bootlegger. Blzness
wuz so wet he kept his 3 bookkeepers
equipped with umberellas an' wateraffect new-made
wings.
Kelly wore rubber boots wile
words, euch also as use old terms, past talking orders over tha telefone, an'
data, he loathed and rejected alike,
as had his desk nailed tub tha floor so It
woodn't float out tha frunt door. But
faulty, both the sorts of them In
a contrary kind. Neither spared he so much he fergot tuh join tha Bootleggers' Amas Tiberius for hunting otherwhiles malg>3mated Asoshiashun. Wun morning wile he wuz counting his wampum
after old words out of use, and
such
as be obscure and hardly understood. an' figgerin' on installing his own radio
As for Marcus Antonlus he rateth him station, a auto roared past. Sumbuddy
as If he were frantic, for writing that In tha back seat waved "hullo" at him.
which men may rather wonder at, than with a sawed-off shotgun an' missed
understand."— Suetonius; his life of! him. Kelly corpbed tha buckshot out uv
his hair, rolled 2 barrels uv liquid
Octavlua Caesar Augustus.
lightening Intuh his rolls-roise, told tha
^
head bookkeepe^r he kood have tha
"NIQGERHEAD"
Joint an' drove away. Tha next day he
As the World Wags:
bot hisself a nlse yacht, put his 2 barI do not know
rels uv Kentucky Cider on board, an'
"nlggerhead" In connectlon with the manufacture cf
sang "Life on tha ocean wave." He
shoes,
but a nlggerhead on a winch or derrick
took a book with him wich wuz enIS an Iron spool about
titled "How far buckshot will travel,"
which the nlggerhead operator takes two or three
an' decided tuh stay at least that far
turns of the rope he wishes to pull.
frum shore, fer tha rest uv his life. He
He takes up the slack as the nlggerhead soon bekalm known as Tha Hermit uv
turns and by changing the tension In
Lincoln Park Lagoon, an' meny a fierce
speed with which the rope Is pulled.
gale he weathered In that treacherous
There are some peaks east of Mt.
stretch uv water. It took kwlte a ruff
St. Helens In the Cascade mountains
sea tuh malk this baby leave his floatof
Washington called "The Niggerheads"
ing wigwam an' gallop thru tha waves
because of their black rock formation
tuh a bench. Fer amusement he threw
Fall River.
teaspoons full uv booze Intuh that lagoon
"w. a.
Wun
tuh hear tha goldfish hiccough.
I do not think that I shall
morning wile Kelly wuz sitting on his
see
The moon, nor any linden tree.
yacht reeding the last chapter uv "How
Nor flaming orchards In the dawn
far buckshot will travel," sumbuddy
But that I'll know they're made for
waved "hullo" at him frum tha shore
with a sawed-off shotgun an' didn't
me.
miss him. "Old edition," griyited Kelly,
And I shall hold my goblet up
throwln' tha, book overboard.
Floral
And drink the dizzy wine of kings,
pieces.
And seek cool cheeks, and tingling song
And all the gorgeous, golden things.
COLORADO'S CLAIVIS

i

Eva

tonight.

R.

i

:

be

THE O'MALLEY.

I

—

Intelligence.

In

better

j

other burlesques of that year are scrupulously recorded. "Little Don Caesar
de Bazan" was produced at the Oaity,
London, on Aug. 28, 1876. Was there
any reference to Hildebrand Montrose
in the song quoted above? ^Ed,

to

phatically

'

Sanroma could do no

Mr.

!

I'll

the secret of his strength, then follow
loss
of
hair,
blindness and slavery.
When the Philistines compel him to
dance In prison, the Jews are the first

about sex

AND THE FIRE DEPARTIVIENT
Said a traveling salesman to the police officer In Oconomowoc, Wis.: "Wliat
klndova burg is this, anyway? I've visited every store In town, and every one I
meet Is a German.
Ain't there any
Irishmen In this place?"
"Chust two!" John Law answered.
"Gee! They must have a fine life!"
said the T. S. "What do they do for a
livinp in a town like this— all Germans?"
"Vun Is d' mayor and vun Is the chiev
uf polize," J. L. replied complacently.

I

strike you with a feather,
wound you with a rose,
I'll stab at you with wafers,
And I'll deal you fearful blows!'
I'll

ond act she comes back to him, wearing a transparent robe and decked out
in jewels.
She learns by her caresses

Tou may be funny but not serious
about sex on the stage, but must em-

As the World Wags:

—Ed.

(

You may hear him say
To Lady Cranbourne Alley
As he wishes her 'Good day,'

woman

of

such as the turning of the
phrases, the quality of tone precisely
right for this melody or that. Brilliancy
in passage work he did not always
-secure; he failed to make all the sonata
significant he even let the largo strag-

volumes

two

1859.)

-

songs, after the street-arab's day, was
the afore-mentioned 'I'll Strike You
with a Feather,' One of the verses rani
'How d'ye do? Ta ta'

played at the same concert.

uncle,

"As for those that

harsh,"

Scott.

his

of

(London and Boston,

(By SnowBhoe Al)

—

will

lections"

Much of his program Mr.
Sanroma played last night as though
he had not given sufficient thought to

R.

,

perform "Elijah" next Sunday afternoon.
The solo singers will be Emily Roaevelt,
Alma Beck, Lewis James and Henri

After the death of Rogers, "Recolof the Table Talk of Samuel
Rogers," compiled by Alexander Dyce,
was published In 1856 In London, Boston and New York.
William Sharpe,
the nephew of Rogers, edited "Recol-

,

HOWARD

"Mother Goose Suite," Stravi-nskv's
"Petrouchka" suite. Honegger's "Pacl'flc
23r' and Resplghl's "PInea of Rome."

DUANE HALEY.

29.

lections

there would not be a word to say. But
he can; he proved it last night, as he
has proved it in the past. He can, indeed, do anything he sets his mind to.
Pray, let him set his standard higher.
An audience of good size liked Mr.
Sanroma better than almost any pianist
who has played here this year.

this operatic

was so old. In spite of the fact
that she apparently had to be assisted
before the "Mike" by her eminent colleagues, we certainly enjoyed her marWhat a. singer she
velous singing.
must have been In her younger days,
when one considers hep present voice
at Us age!
O, THOMAS,

The program of the historical concert
of the Boston Symphony Orchestra next
Tuesday afternoon comprises Ravel's

March

worse harm.

If

star

\

of

gle.

'

now arranged Is:
Prelude to the
"Middle
Ages" suite; Tchaikovsky, Piano Concerto No. 1 (Joseph Lhevlnne, pianist);
Bloch, Three Jewish Poems; Berlioz,
Minuet of Will-o'-the-Wlsps, Dance lof
Sylphs and Hungarian March from "The
iDamnatlon of Faust."

Schumann's melody

—

sisted

I

This morning Is the first time I have
ever seen It elsewhere.

detail,

DEBUT TONIGHT

Glazounov,

separate.

shape

"JERITZA IN RADIO

of the 22d concert as

They

In

Jill

He

nor yet the needful ex-

evening. The rush of the second Schumann fantasy piece he let fall to incoherency and blur. Even in the Chopin
sonata, despite episodes sensitively felt
and excellently put through, Mr. Sanroma showed no evidence of a plan.
The gift of beauty, lamented years
ago by Schiller's princess. Is not the
can work
Facility
only fatal gift.

don't see

Notes and Lines!

The orchestra will be out of town
next Friday and Saturday. The program

his liberty.

I

—
—for

no atmosphere
quisite tone

A

;

friend, the

of Haydn's theme he had no ai: or loeiing; the ornamentation in the variations
found
he made strangely trivial.

This, Joined with an extravagant respect
for tuppence ha-penny,
keynote to my character sufficiently
supplies."

doned. The program now stands: Mendelssohn, "Hebrides" Overture; Debussy,
"Glgues" (It has not been played at a
Symphony concert since the first performance by Dr. Muck on April 13, 1917,
when the two companion pieces were
also
played;
the original title was
"Glgue Trlste")i Stravinsky, '"'Song of
the Nightingale" (pTayea hero last October)
Brahms, Symphony, D major,
No. 2.

Apropos of our oM

'

any

formance of Roland-Manuel's "Tempo
dl Ballo" has been deferred or aban-

violinist,

«

But dignified formality, consistent with
economy,
'"'K
Above all olh«r virtues I i^artloularly

The program of the Symphony concerts of tomorrow afternoon and Saturday evening: has been changed several

The Handel and Haydn Society

—

GAUTHIER

very nice company met last night
In Jordan Hall, to be piloted by Eva
Gauthler through "four centuries of
song."
The passage proved highly
agreeable, tor Mme. Gauthler had better luck In her chase after "novelties"
than she Always can count upon. Since
last she sang hero, furthermore, Mme.
Gauthlet must have given thought to
her vocal ways. With her voice happily freshened last night, and so able
to follow her will, Mme. Gauthler could
.sing her songs quite as she knows they
ought to be sung. Few people know
better than she.

'

-

,

,

AVhon one

t02

is

snoT

I

In.

at

such a work as Moore s
been
this must have
probably Dana
widely reproduced, and
quarters,
many
^ould have had It '^om
original B>^on.
or perhaps from the
^

,

M,.
e

••Songs

j

points
can ho
»ttractlv«
\ri upon. Mm«. Gauthlor Btarted
nirney with an air, "Addlo. Roma,"
Monteverdi, an air so dramatically
elUnfT It may well drive Arlana's hardv-orked lament oft the concert field. By
on two deScarlatti ehe laid hands
"Avete nel
lightful airs. "Patrll." and
completed
Volto." This early group she
pol." and a
with Cluck s •Ylenl ch«
Bwe—
most amusing arla-charmlngly
eempllce.
from Moiarts "La flnta
"Bono In Amore."
To a harpsichord—an Incongruously
well
instrument
Vlctorlan-looklng
Oauolayed by Cellns Dougherty, Mme. love
Elizabethan
thler sang next some
Keel
song*, arranged by Frederick
Sweet
There was one by Morley.
s
Nymph " another from John Dowlands
"Woeful
-Second Book of Ayrea."
comthe
was
Heart." Robert Jones
poser of ths third. "Go to Bed, Sweet
Muse," and PuroeU of the fourth,
••There's Not a Swain." The titles suggest vividly enough what these songs
are like. Purcell's genuinely delightful
music threw the pale charm of the

the

remembrance o,
aso be the grateful
nan that composed the J^^^^^^^^
vertuie, the overture
.^"^^"^^"'of
pages or
and certain^

to trave™*, only

"peclally

.

Li

banal
'nuth'^nnd The sentimental,"
should
Without words," there

with four c»nturte«

,

-

)

50

In

,

.

.

|

overture
in the •^Hebrides"
.hook off his Pr'fT^'-h
^^-^ITv

|

i

-e;'^^V^a^

'^^St'aTar^'Ugar

e-°tio-

°ot'atham:d'to%rfnslate >'|s
obsequious obem
M>to music without
the

to

-•noe

Here he

si

tra-ditions.

old pedagogic
wildpoetic, picturing the

of the
Mr Art Graves, superintendentIs now
IIU
cemetery in Bloomington
in our Hall ot
proposed for membership

Fame.

—

i

S

Tourists on their way to Washington,
D. C. are reported as "bitter" because
has forbidden
Mr. Coolidge's doctor
presidential handshaking.
Perhaps they will be allowed, after the
manner of certain races, to rub noses,
European nations, to
or, after that of
imprint a chaste kiss on both cheeks.

stone building '"^Court

odors vile
••Why from yon court with
while.

Judge the

to kill the

Enough
come?
Does such a sound of Babel
Behold the rank and flle.„o^,,^^"-^,^.

m

being too^P'"
piece,
others quite Into the shade. Mme. Qau- concert
with disturbsodk lacking continuity, attacks of new
thler sang It so excellenUy the audisudden
with
Pauses,
ing
again.
It
ence would hear
without apparent relationTo accompany a very pretty air by VuibiectsYetallthere are fine, brilliant, beauheard
iPasqulnl, Mme. Gauthler called In the Ihip
in the work as it ,s
assistance of Mr. R. Gunderson and tiful pages
that is as it was
n the concert hall, Stravinsky's nighthis violin. Mr. Gunderson Joined forces
yesterday.
with Air. Speyer, who had an oboe heard
the bird of Milton and
d'amore In hand, and Mr. Dougherty at ingale is more
than the bird of Res
of Matthew Arnold,
the harpsichord to furnish an accomallowed Us notes
panlment to an air, "Ruheb hier" from nighi that graciouslyfor a gramophone
?o be taken down
la wedding cantata, by Bach. These Insmg sponcould
bird
strumenU and the voice blended in a record. (What
knowing that its
taneously and at ease
^
melody
sound, and the air's
^-f^lZ,^ ^e canned for the
glorious
^
The ciunese
- generations to come?)
.
^.aiitlful.
beautiful,
was one of Bach's most
and the burlesque Funeral
birthday
Mafch
a
from
air,
Bach
A second
more than ingeniously clever^
sang of the Mar^h are is that simple but haunting
cantata. In which Diana
there
Then
accompaniment
fisherman, wonderfully well
chast needed for Its
and Van- song of the
were the flute
two horns (Messrs. Valkenier
To p°iyed by »lr. Mager, as
harpsichord.
a
as
weil
as
Laurent
den Berg)
Mr.
by
passages
of
performance
some people it sounded "diculous
admirable
An
th-a end of
From Bach Mme. Gauthlerhisma^^
Brahms's symphony brought
lorvaly
with
!-was
Faure,
praised
to
step
be
long
that-AUah
sang an aa- a concert
at his best in"Soir " By de Severao she
cheval
not ?oo ong. Brahms
mlrable "Chanson pour 1« Petlt
Koussevitzky to eloquent
Mr.
^mres
It though the
«ang
she
in Brahms a
admirably
sees
and
readings. He rightly
b comtoo often
is
audience Hlced better Chabrler
romantic, whose music
which
music
monplace "L'Isle He"'^^?'*they cZded by pessimism;
There are people who think who Brahms too often pads or tieads "^^atsr
songs
or section
know how to Blng Debussy's
u^Ul the return of a subject
to Mme.
In this
"rules.
should have listened last night
de is demanded by the
"Chevaux
his
with
way
no
aauthler^s
there is
symphony
P^f^'™^
second
at
words
and gloomy thoughts
Bols" To the wild whirr of
But no constitutional there any laborious
fitting flurry
first" she gave their
of death; nor is
ana
mood
his
changed
greatness Mr. Kousse
when Debussy
Mme. {^tratntng after
Brahms s
wrote a well-defined melody,
also knows that in
vitzkv
Scarlottl,
rhythmic flow should
Gauthler sang It as she sang
il mpho^ies the
shape
of a.
melodies
beats
the
to
Inexorable
paying all respect
t^t he as the
beauti^° p.hammer There should be elasticity,
and with exquisite tone. How
Ravel
The
strokes; dramatically emofully she ended the song!
sharply
were two rhetorical
delaying and hastenmg;
songs came very late. There
Uonal,
Ravel,
contrasts: stirring crepopular songs harmonized by
defined dynamic
this
vonew
Does he "Russianize
one French, one Spanish; a
scendos.
say? He
a Habanera, Les music
of ~
form v-^
some, no ^oubt, may
the lorm
.n xne
as
^^.tsfc^'as
calise In
caiiB..
™
neiv
and appe.^1^^^^ ^^.^Ic human
Grands Vents"! an air from the
"Ru.ssianizin^
•TVEnfant et les Sortileges, and
jj ^hls is
,
for
wrote
lose
lose!
to
Brahms
Pity
pity
Tt was a
it.
It
'^^^
•Tjb. Pmtode."
and Germans, nor
singing so
orhers than Austrians
them, Mme. Gauthler was
nations
R. R. G.
conductors of these
at her best.
it

t'Jie

DOMESTIC BLISS

of the muse
"In still another effort
these lines occur:
boldly Beacon
•Shall we submit while

1

suffers,

Dares by

Its

I

UPPERCRUST OPPLEGRAWSS.

York Tribune:
Why Idly hang the curtains o"er
store.
The tempting jugs In yo"der
While he who has no title there square?

oil,

a

I

clipping
correspondent has sent us a
unnamed, but
from a Boston newspaper
eighties. The
probably published In the
from the Ne*
clipping was reprinted

sea-gulls and salt fish.
performance also was Poet'f;^^ of tSe
Song
No doubt Stravinsky's greatly
efXiehtingale" would gain
the
to be heard in
it were
J^ct
as
forms
former
heatre in either of its
As a
ballet.
Ivric drama, or as a

of train

i

A

on-rethan a care
sohn showed himself more when he re
music,
ful manufacturer of
middle
that the
v"sed his score, saying
count*:pomt than
^rctfon smelt more of
The

,

the Confederate bills at the Dixie Crust
& Bone Company the cashier told him
that Jeff Davis was dead. His lordship
said he was sorry. Would they be so
kind as to give him fi'-pun notes. At
the end of one hour he was convinced
that he had been spoofed, but he said
"If I hadn't done the bally
to himself;
rawscal out of alf of his winnings, he'd
have done me out of all of my losings."
His lordship feels, however, that he has
been treated rotten cloudy, and is leaving for Paddington station tomorrow.

j

^

INFORMATION WANTED

sea-birds, J^husti
nut It Of screaming
of the seafni
winds the salty smell
°
once Mendelsrui "
7^i!J,
rocKs. For
the rocks
on tT,fl
weed

things (as b

The stranger accepted. His lordship
felt that ho had made an honest halfdiscount rate. When he went to deposit

^

IPhfs Dream."
_
_
The First Walpurgls Night.
Mendelssohn

:

ari^

bi-ii.i.

livron,"

c,f

laws Inveigh against the

Mr. E. R. Clarke calls our attention to
"Hunt's
this paragranh published as a
Hollow Item" in the Naples (N. Y.)
Record:
^
'•Burt Richards went past here one
day last week leading a fine cow, which
Walker. They
he" had bought of Prank
have commenced housekeeping on the
'Mclntlre place, which he has purchased."
1

Misery oft
That certain source which
employs
,
,
to
griefs
many
Wherein to change her
Joys?

i

Shall

we submit? No.

no.

by

who,

Readers of Montaigne,

the

1

I

•

foretefl the strife.
"It needs no prophet to
staff
When states shall traffic with the

I

-

of

You,

or™

.
:

life.

all

of

,„
you, have seen a circular
,

Iron Jaw;

Its
Go throiTgh a pine log with
can see
Then those who saw my circular get from
The going through this law will

me."
broke
Squire's Imaginary meeting
of "D. R.
up on account of the remark as F. A
ITnkard' that he must go home,
awaiting
Mine' and 'M. I. Sery* were

"Mr

disappointed at flndlns the
latest and sumptuotis translation Into
Bngllsh strangely expurgated, r«mem-|
ber how ha deplored the civil and religious wars In France. One of his correspondents, a sturdy Huguenot, was
Philippe de Momay, Sleur du Pleasls
Marly, whose memoirs, written by his
been translated by Lucy
wife, have
Crump the latest volume of tho Broadpublished In this
Translations,
way
country by E. P. Dutton & Co., and^^
XTf
titled "A Huguenot FamUy In the

Squire
""can^any one throw light on Mr.
and his "imaginary meeting"?

HOW

;

IS

THIS,

WATSON?

DYER NEEDHAM

(Advertisement

In

Rochester, N. T.,

Demo

crat

RADIO HUMOR
As the World Wags:

Listener
Excerpts from the ether by the

:

—

his elder
his' Junior" .
.

|

I

^^^x'L'

iZlSTCONCtRl
By PHILIP HALE
concert
the 21st

of

f

The

wi

"Sigue Trlste."

i

I

,

the
^t^'eTthe
associated

Ironical
dance supposed
Idea of sadness with a
to be riotously Jolly?
^^"f^^l.f
about a
wrote, gorgeously rhetorical,
the
with the Interweaving of
ball,
aewels
and
lights
4ures, the blaze of
of order
•the continual regeneration
forever
rom a svstcm of motions which
^^o"'"^.!""'
of
birth
the very

>uch

that
as being a spectacle
of exciting
.ay happen to be capable
emond sustaining the very grandest
melancholy to
philosophic
of
ions
open,
Is
spirit
which the human
Parlors and
surely the dances seen in
sad sight,
ball rooms of today are a
eye. with
the
to
unpleasant, absurd
nsic disa!?reeable to the ear.
melancholy
Ther* is a peculiar
it a fasT.ebussy's '-Gigues" that gives
dance
cinating character. It is a subtle
scarcely
skull
One sees the
If death
enthe
skin:
radiant
the
-,vered by
grin.
^ntlng smile Is really a ghastly
motlonbe
<
twinkling foet will soon
and forever. Debussy should not
changed the title.
..scribing it

•

Wisps Dance of the Sjlphs
from The Dam
and Hungarian March

will-o' the

^^^^

.

That which. In my opinion, has conmost to my health Is that I do
account
not think I have ever grieved on
happened
of any misfortune which has
made great
I have sometimes
to me.
experiprofits, and I have sometimes

m

unenced severe losses; but when in
tieyer
pleasant circumstances I have
deciding
been more than half an hour in
without
what course I should adopt, having
past,
the
of
more
thinking any
Job,
always in my mind the thought of
away as it
that God gives and takes
^nder
shocijA
one
that
and
•leases him,
whether It
thanks for all that happens,
Baptlste Taverbe good or evil.-Jean
nier, Jeweller

and

in

my

Western Union clocks.
lived scrappily ever after,
of this
so what's the difference? Moral
JAY.
story: There is none.
as two
\nywav, thev

WALLY

CLOUDY ON THE JAMIAMI TRAIL
As the World Wags:
Lord Rign\arole, senior member of the
London banking house of Wlthcrumpets
& Periwinkle, was deceived Into taking
Confederate money at the Janiiami Trail

track last Sunday. He made a bet with
and,
a stranger that it was the Sabbath,
naturally, lost; but the man with whom
and
he bet found that it was Sunday
-o
thought that his lordship had woiv
$1000 Confederate bUla.
paid him
While accepting the money his lordship
suddenly recollected that It wasn't Saturday and returned half the amount In
United Slates bills, telling the stranger
wrong to bet
that they were both bally
feast days, so he yould give him

library

the stanza omitted from
etc.),
"Elegy" ("There scattered oft,"
apparently under
is In Byron's journal,
"Life of
date of Feb. 27, 1821, Moore's
1832.
Byron," Murray's edition, London,
As
V, 109. on which Byron comments:
l
'Elegy.
his
in
fine a stanza as any
to
wonder that he could have the heart ne
where
omit It." JH" ""-oes not say

m

_

sol

It.

that

alike

Gray's

of

He wa

daughter
love with Petlta. the only

Rogers
besides her twin sister
He wa
Scalita had. But he was lazy.
McCooley
so lazy this man. Septimus
simply because
that he bought a Ford
ashes off
the
shake
he was too lazy to
He had a bad
his cigars himself.
of
account
case of Indigestion, too. on
ate sardines
his laziness, perhaps he
can
without removing them from the
Septimus was even too lazy to propose.
just
She
him.
to
Petlta had to propose
he sa d
stood him up in the corner and
would
"ves " If he had said, "no," she
were
have shot him. But after they made
had
he
found
.Septimus
married
her twin sister
a mistake and married
But how should ho know
instead.
were as much
They
which one it was?

THAT MISSING STANZA
In

!

j

on

chase, an accomplished horsetranslator does not mention
the
the fact that Catherine introduced
with the needle,
side-saddle expert
coula say of the Hugenots that as long
politics,
as they did not meddle with
poor
she had no wish "to hurt the
to
creatures who went to martyrdom as
pretend
could
She
a marriage feast."
when she
to favor the plans of Collgny
hoped to marry the Queen of England
agree
could
she
to one of her sons;
when he
to the miifder of Collgny
Charles.
threatened to control her son

In

Septimus McCooley
Septimus was madly in love.

traveler. 167G.

As the World Wags:
The earliest appearance

She gives a graphic
of the memoirs.
sketch of Catherine dl Medici, that
marvelous woman who ruled France for
the sake of her family, not the nation.
This woman, well educated. Insisting
that her girls as weU as boys shoulfl
ibe like her in this respect, fond of
'plays, masques and ballets, delightlngr

OUR DAILY SNORT STORY

symphony concerts

There will be no
of April IB, 17.
next week. The program
Glazounov Prelude
Ts thiTs announced:
Middle Ages
the
"In
from the suite
No, 1 (JoSikovsky. Piano Concerto
Bl°<:h, Thiee
pianist)
sef Lh^vlnnc.
J<unei..i
Rite,
Dance,
Tewish Poems:
Minuet of the
Berlioz
?rIcession.

tributed

Wa^

mood when he

In

be repeated tonight.

nation of Faust."

The translator has written a long
excellent Introduction, which some may
consider more readable than portion*

wh
There are two classes, those work
how
work, and those who explain
ought to be done.— Lord Dewar.

'

The program
orchestra conthl Bo^st"^ symphony
by Mr
ducted yesterday afternoon 1 ^ as as
Koussevitzky In Smphony ha
ine
Overture
follows: Mendelssohn.
Debussy. G'S'J^^Vlngair"
Hebrides."
Nlghtlneale.
"Song of the
vinsky,
major.
Brahms, S>'mphony, No 2 D
been played
Debussy's "GIgues" had
was Produ«.ed
hero only once, when "
this monin.
by Dr. Muck nine years ago had niuch
The two other "Images" have has been
gues"
better fortune. Why "G
.P'^n^t'on.
neglected. Is not easy of
ii
GIgues
original title was not
of

cSr^wm

Inspired

years

20

.

years."

|

divinely

brother,

"Where they were
tljelr early
born and brought up In

|

•

and

disputes.

and Chronicle)
fajlen
Will gentleman who picked
street
woman up on Main near Front 438o-J
call
on Monday afternoon kindly
*

I'i

much

m

and Henry IV. There
under Henry
are many pages that will entertain an4
Instruct the student of sociology and
those that wish to know about the dally
the manners and customs rather
life,
than political Intrigues and theologloai

UNDESIRABLE PUBLICITY

I

are the
necessarily

n»l8 volume win no doubt bo of groat
stormy years

As the World Wags:
(From Globe bulletin board Tuesday
strangely
afternoon): "North end man
shot in South end."

1

—

Century.**

Interest to Btudenta of the

,

m

are

wn,7,

the

woman—the

—

M.

bom

du Plessls was

at a time

read
his father did not dare to

when

Lutheran book
he died (1623)

a

for fear of the stake; yet
"when greater religious

than
freedom was enjoyed in France
European
was allowed In any other
whether Catholic or Protes,'ountry.
Women of high degree wei-s
tant."
reformaprominent In establishing the
for a purified
tion In France, working

not the Calvlnlstlo beof reform
The King had
..ood Catholics agreed.
barchbishoprics,
the nomination to 10
The great pre^
bishoprics, 527 abbeys.
of a f e ^
ferments fell Into the hands
nob es. Th«
court favorites or great
shining light
wife of du Plessls was a
church.
in the reformed

Catholicism,

if

That there was need

lief.

The

old chateau

born stood
pitable house.
the

It was a hosThe translator describes

customary furnishing

century.
.,nly

where du Plessls was
1842.

until

The privacy

°f

In

the

I6th

h«<5£^°;;^,;^;;;:

behind the bed-curtain^

friends while abed
ears to follow.

was

A

k., for
,!^r -00.
"no
the habit

gentleman needed

The hall
"iu dressing gowns.
common living room. There

much

was t\.o
was no

chests held the hoij^c

furniture;
Th.
gear and served as tablesthan
not
sideboard and cabinet were
were probab^
common use. The Boors which,
stjBns
from the rushes,

ho"d

free

Armours, five
torsTjust the same." Among tne suDscriBefs were three
HutcTiinson, Lawson.
Fields, Messrs. Crane, Fairbank, Higginbotham,

Col. William W. Clapp, Jr.,
TherTis no history of the Boston stage.
reading, but the rec
pleasant
is
wrote a "Record," published in 1853. It
not always accurate
and
superficial
is
it
1850;
ord is incomplete even up to
signed by Eugene
Theatre,
We have an excellent history of the Boston
Kilby There
Quincy
by
least,
at
part
large
Tompkins, probably written, in
history of
is
no
There
of the Boston Museum.
is Kate Ryan's recollections
order
Germans
the
and
French
The
1900.
the theatre in Boston evei^ till
Theatre" (1875-1916) for ex
du
"Annales
the
Take
things better.

MacVeagh, McCormick. Pullman. Ryerson.

When Mr. Fay first talked with Thomas about the Chicago plan.
Thomas complained of being obliged to give concerts with scratch orchesYork alone cantras. "Now I am 53. too old to stand the traveling. New
and
not support my orchestra." Mr. Fay asked "Is there no one^ no rich
in
generous man. to do here in New York as Major Higginson has done
Boston—keep your orchestra going, and pay the deficit?" Thomas anMy work is done. I am old now and have no ax
swered: "No one.
:

IHL
wishing to know the nature of the
ample, invaluable volumes for those
during those years These voltheatres
Parisian
plays, the casts, etc.. of
and the chief productions
houses
opera
also include the story of the

.

They treat me as a music merchant,
.
.
care.
demand."
a commercial proposition, subject to the laws of supply and
Fay asked him: "Would you come to Chicago if we could give

^

LI!

by the leading orchestras.

theatres in cities of France
There are also histories of particular
What an entertaining volume cou d
Great Britain. Ireland and Germany.
from the opening of the o d
Athenaeum
be written about the Howard
Scandal
1845. when "The School for

building (the Tabernacle) on Oct. 13.
were performed; about the present
and "The Day After the Wedding"
by fire, opened on Oct 5
destroyed
one
old
the
building that replaced
in Boston, takmg
appearance
made his
1846,

when William Warren

first

about the Havana Opera Company
the part of Sir Lucius O'Trigger;
volumes on the old
What would not one give for trustworthy

mg

.

But they do not

to grind.

coni-

in 1847.

W-hmg-^
City Theatre (f ormer y
Boston Theatre, opened in 1794; the
National, the Continental,
the
Street,
Federal
the
ton) the old Tremont,
he,
Comique, Selwyn's (the Globe), even
he Boston Museum, the Theatre
the Grand Opera,
Square,
Castle
the
houses,
Lion, the negro minstrel
so on.
House, the Columbia, the Park, and

Mr.
yon a permanent orchestra?"
"I would go to hell if they gave me a permanent orchestra.
Mr. Fay adds: "Well, Chicago has always resembled the west end
of the next world in this, among other things, that it is wide open to good
company."
that he
It was agreed that Thomas should have absolute control;
would make his own programs without reference to box office receipts.
"Fortunate it was," says Mr. Fay, "that we had artistic success to
buoy us up, for financially our record was melancholy enough."
The first subscription concerts were on Oct. 16, 17, 1891. Wagner, a
Fanst overture, Beethoven, Symphony No. 5, Tchaikovsky, Concerto No. 1
(Mr. Joseffy, pianist), Dvorak, overture "Husitska."
Chicago.
'rfae orchestra numbered 86 players; 24 were from
Thomas died on Jan. 4, 1905.

I

When Mr. Nikisch left Boston, Maj. Higginson offered the conductorship of the Boston Symphony orchestra to Thomas, who was then disheartened by the collapse of the Bureau of Music at the World's Fair,
Chicago, his enforced resignation, and the bitter comments of Chicago's
newspapers. He had longed for this position in Boston; he would have
been happy here; but loyal to his friends and to the orchestral players, he

;

city.

There

is

the

in this
there any history of musical events
is Mr. How-e's ^^^^^^^^
there
Boston;
of
history
the
chapter in
'^^^J''Societyrecord of the Handel and Haydr
ton Symphony Orchestra, the
and imlife
musical
accurate record of
is no general, adequate,

Nor

is

would not accept the invitation,
Mr. Otis's stately volume

in chronicling theatrical

are not always trustworthy.
Orchestral AssociaMr Philo A. Otis, the secretary of the Chicago
Its organization,
Orchestra:
Symphony
"Chicago
tion, by uniting the
contribunoteworthy
made a
growth and development" (1891-1924), has
in this counmusic
of
story
the
to
and
tion to the history of his own city
commanding and national,—not merely a
try for Theodore Thomas was a
This volume of 466
States.
local-figure in musical life in the United
is published
illustrations,
many
with
large octavo pages, fully indexed,
Clayton F. Suramy Company of Chicago.

m

handsome form by

"The Beginning of Grand
(Mr. Karleton Hackett had already written
from Chicago's
quotations
amusing
with
1850-1859,"
Opera in Chicago—
long dissertation concerning
a
was
there
Thus
years.
those
of
newspapers
Slave"; concerning its "morality."
the then famous statue "The Greek
all it is only a nude female
"After
judgment:
final
this
The writer gave
last six words.)
figure cut in stone," and he italicized the
it
When Mr. Otis's father went with his family to Chicago in 1857
town. There were two singing
had the appearance of a thriving western
good choirs; there was a season of
societies; a few of the churches had
Society, which had given its first
Philharmonic
the
by
concerts
orchestral

supported. A new one was orconcert in 1850. This society was not well
For a time his concerts
conductor.
Balatka.
Hans
with
ganized in 1860
soon "rival Boston
would
were "all the rage." Chicago believed that she

downs.

New York as a Ausical centre." This society had its ups and
advertisement
When in 1869 Balatka announced a farewell concert, an
and

of

organization appeared in the same
three concerts by Theodore Thomas's
in 1854 as violinist in a small orChicago
visited
had
(Thomas
column.
contralto, Max Strakosch,
chestra accompanying Ole Bull. Amalia Patti.
Bertucca-Maretzek, harpist.) Local critics discussed the merits
pianist,

of the

and

two orchestras. The

differences in

interpretation were marked. The

"Traeumerei" were discussed. Balatka required his
performances. He played Schumann's piece altheir
during
men to stand
Thomas's men were seated. "The piece was
strings.
the
all
most forte with
Upton, then a leading
played by a few strings, muted, and pianissimo. Mr.
dawn of a new musical day for
critic, wrote: "The 'Traeumerei' was the
different readings of

the West."

»

garden
Chicago in the summer of 1872. and heard a
saw Harrigan and
orchestral concert led by Balatka. In the same week we
show. They also
Hart singing and dancing "Little Fraud" in a variety
We remember
sang something about "those agonizing, cruel slavery days.
impression of the
any
retain
not
do
but
appearance,
personal
Balatka's
and hear Harrimusic played. O freaks of memory! As we write, we see
gan and Hart in that Chicago theatre.

We

were

in

Chicago men
After other visits by Thomas's orchestra, a number of
Charles Norfounded the Chicago Orchestra with Thomas as leader. Mr.
man Fay. now living in Cambridge and attending the concerts of the Bos-

organization of Chicago's
ton Symphony Orchestra, told the story of the
story is reprinted
orchestra some years ago in the Outlook. This interesting
Fay one of them, signed a paper
in Mr Otis's book. Fifty-one men. Mr.
Mr, Otis:
agreeing to subscribe $1000 apiece. Mr. Fay wrote later to
"Two of them never paid up at all, though they took the credit as guaran-

packed with information,

statistical,

critical,'

and musical events in a manner
the casual reader would be
interesting
and
satisfying the antiquarian
man. The pecuniary rewar
greatitoo m«ch. perhaps, for any one
Neither one of these
loss.
substantial
would be little, if there were not a
newspaper records^
and
programs
for
errors,
from
histories would be free

The labor

is

anecdotal. It is of general, not parochial interest. Many pages
tempt quotation, whether they are concerned with the Chicago orchestra
under Thomas, or with its career under Mr. Stock, Thomas's wCrthy sucThomas's memoirs
cessor. This book should stand on the shelf with Mrs.
Musical Autobiography," edited
of her husband and "Theodore Thomas:
P. H.
.
by George P. Upton.
_ .

but th^e
portant events.

A

ERNST nUBITSCH
Film School for Comedy for Sophisticates
Oscar Wilde on the Screen
Although it has already been on view for several months in that
"movie" paradise of the East New York and has even been revealed to
those far, brisk places in the middle West where the cinema is still the

—

—

chief apostle of the arts,

"Lady Windermere's Fan," as

it is

the challenging and transmuting lens of Herr Lubitsch, is
here tomorrow, at the Boston and the St. James.

seen throurli
still

to arrive

—

Not

since "Forbidden Paradise" has there been a Lubitsch picture.

is one of the most persuasive in the current work of what
as "the younger school of Hollywood directors." Always
barring Chaplin and Mumau. and in our opinion the latter's hold on the
cinema imagination is still more talked of than realized, although "The

Yet
is

his influence

now known

—

Cave Man" was not without visible traces of him there is no one attached to the cinema who has had so dynamic and quickening an influence
as this same Ernst Lubitsch.
He is now at the end of his third season as a director of pictures
made in America, and the Film Guild, that lively and self-possessed organization which functions only on Broadway, has already completed it?

weeks of Lubitsch repertoire. They presented again not only his HoUyv/ood fare, but the earlier and still memorable "Gypsy Blood," "Deception," "One Arabian Night," "The Loves of Pharaoh," which first heralded
that German invasion of the cinema which has given it such a charging

new

lease of
It

life.

was Marj' Pickford who imported him,

to direct her in "Rosita,"

Since then he has done "Montmartre," "The Marriage Circle," "Three
Women," "Forbidden Paradise," "Kiss Me Again" and the still circulating
"Lady Windermere's Fan." And Hollywood has never been quite the same
since he canle.
tliere

are

now

Where once Griffith and
Von Stroheim,

Lubitsch and

Von Stroheim's
has rushed

influence

is

were the gods,
and Chaplin.

Cecil de Mille

Mumau

the other tearing, energizing force

in to bestir the industry,

and that

is

tliat

slowly, at times almost

making this eighth and liveliest of the arts into a constantly
more eloquent and sensitive form. But Von Stroheim is a realist .Tim
Tully has called him the Zola of the screen. A man of a ruthless passion
and a Rabelaisian imagination. But Lubitsch is Viennese!
And it was from Lubitsch that the cinema learned something of in-*
nuendo, of sophistication, of wit that has nothing to do with words or
Mo\'ie comedies received such a
titles, that rests in pantomime alone.
shock from "The Marriage Circle" that they have not yet been able to
recover. For before that the continental farce, and the domestic comedy
had been i-uled by the heavy, Hollywood hand of Cecil de Mille, and
massive, encrusted Hollywood settings had been used to conjure up that
atmosphere of effete luxury, of European dalliance that Lubitsch captures
jso provocatively with a single set, a camera, and a few commonplace
imperceptibly

I

movie actors.

—

—

,

.

104
lubitsch showed them

necessarily con-^

that humor and wit are not
And in th|^
or creaking Al Woodsian titles
cealc<^?n mUes of footage
ent.rel,
Windermore-s Fan" he has dispensed almost
filn version of "Lady
tranof the Wildean epigrams has been
one
a
not
fact!
In
wUh
revolutionary stand, for although
a
quite
is
This
screed.
cribed to the
without titles-"The Last Laugh/' "A
rto there have been films
have always been wn>ten direcd
scenarios
their
nan of Paris" et al—

Sr

j

u'warSnply

the reels with epii
a case of filling the interstices of

when removed from the medium of rh,
fframs that might not take fire
make Wilde's play a pantomimic com
to
them
omitting
of
fuee or else
the latter so he replaced the 1 me
preferred
Lubitsch
e£ f^r the screen.
instead, and even the madacs
Lubitscheana
of
of Oscar Wilde with bits
that although the result wai
Wilde enthusiastists have had to admit
^t^'"?!.
cinema th«"
^^fj
Wilde than Lubitsch. it is far. far better
any faultf it is Wilde t
could ever have been, and that if there is

&

.

Di

r

Doppelgaenger.

,BACH'S CHAMBER
»>-;^:"«r.-trirua
There waa
Erasmus,

.

P.r.ismus.

scription

vants.

no self-respecting movie dared
offoutse there once was a time when
of the
world
captious
cold,
^^^^^^^^^
to venture forth into the
from a certain Ballet Me
modicum of titles. But that was a far cry
Murphy, a youn,
Dudley
one
by
an experimental film done
ago by the Film ^l^oc^^'^^ t.
American director, and presented a week
Caagit is even more piercing than
a bewildered Gotham. It is said that
It has neithei
" although it is more abstract than psychological.
ari
whicl
of Picasso, features machinery
actor, nor plot, and in the manner
overwhelming sense of dynamic ano
darts and revolves, and conveys an
of ceaseless motion.
emotional intensity, a beauty of rhythm and
Charlie Chaplin has inreturn to Herr Lubitsch, who with

PMUPPe was

MUSIC PRESENTED

c<.e.«^^^^^^^^^

j

wasf mucn

There

In Jordan hall yesterday
chamber
there was a concert of Bach's
Very good players gave Itmusic.
BrewBruce Simonds. piano; Dorothy Lowell*
ster ComstocJc and Mariana
George
viola;
Golden,
Anna
violin;
bass,
Brown, 'cello; Francisco Oliver,
Carleton Sprague Smith. n«te.

and

schools.

PMiiPPe's
O.
to^rcon,pleted by a
"Friends and Travels
course

Hugo Muensterber^
title-less stage of the cinema which
who has wntter
Faure,
Elie
of
words
the
in
onfe heralded and which,
without those
his "Art of Cineplastics," "must do
it is

-

afternoon

But to
augurated this

so prodigal.

sent

France of that c-t^-^;
education in the
quoting from Mo",[i^„'f
boy as a page!
The custom of J^'^^'^y u described.
some
tho
,n
In
J-rutaUty

SquT'

philosophically of it in
intolerable explanations of which

^

Lalo, L'Esclave.

(Mr. San-

2

I

Maedchen, Franz,

Ti»t die Rose sich b^kljpt. SchuMeyerbeer, Ah! mon flls from "Le Prophete.
Georges, La Pluie. Levade, Le
Mirage. Curran, In Autumn. Carpenter, The Day Is No More,
Homer, Break, Break, Break. Curran. Life.
THURSDAY— Symphony Hall, 8:15 P. M. Hulda Lashanska, soprano.
Gluck, Spiagge amato. Haydr,, Mermaids' Song. Handel, Ombra mal
fu, from "Serse." Tchaikovsky, Pauline's aria in "Piquedame," Serenade. Strauss, Ruhe meine Seele, and Staendchen. Moret, Le NelumLiszt, Comment disaient-ils7
Charpentier, Depuis le Jour, from
bo.
"Louise" (by request). Watts, Wings of Night. Wolff, Fairy Tales.
La Forge, By the Sea and To a Messenger. Mrs. Grace Marshall, accompanist.
FRIDAY— Jordan Hall. 8:15 P. M. Henri Marcoux. baritone.
Jordan Hall, 3 P. M._ MacDowell Club's last concert of the
.Ins

'

bert.

A. Holmes, Kypris.

education

Mr.
less
company.
entire
This
the
Slmonds, began the concert with
n
attractive
attractive B minor suite—

was

The
is

the

m

was

movements, with
The Per-

repeated!

excellent,

especially

in

After
neatness of Its ensemble.
eviMr. Brown, a good musician,
It
as
'cellist
dently, and an accomplished
glgue
a
and
saraband
well played a

descriptions

m

bourree

the

°

^e's "Cloister and
Reades^^^^^^
chaptersf""'^,
difthe Hearth.
.^.H"^.^ c-rmany, made

,.ecall

first

formance

^TndTomTdVTerMorvso^^'s
oi
y
journey and from
"Itinerary.-

10

spite of Its length;

^^^^

alone
viufrom the C major suite for 'cello prenever opens his mouth.
"Charlie Chaplin
a
Mr. Slmonds followed, with
went to
silence, from which net onl.
absolute
In A
in
friends,
another
unrolls
drama
flat,
many
E
whole
in
^^^^
cinema the
clude and fugue
the rondo
all the tones of nature are absent.
but
minor, and between the two
words
Ro'"^'
to
is
It
Antwerp
sort of moving architecture
notes of
from the second partita. Though
^^t^^i
Unfortunately
The cinema iis plastic first; it represents a
3,^^^^
pui- to Vienna.
that Mr. Simonds sets himdynamically
known
not
equilibrium
of
state
a
which is in constant accord, in
In Bach, his
the tour
Arue t an account
self UP to be a specialist
than a pretext,
the E Hat
the feelings and passions are hardly more
sued
delightful performance of
his
action."
the
to
prelude and fugue would justify
serving to give a certain sequence
still
a leaning
feels
is
writes
he
and
If
dreams
Faure
of the term
M.
use
which
of
millennium
the
But
Though surely he played
that way.
Chaplin, Von Stroheim and Murprelude, too
far distant, although it is Lubitsch, and
the necond fugue, and the
masterpiece, a
cinema
a
achieved
a
have
in
to
one
.„pt
only
want of needful
nau— the latter is the
their husbandd
less well—because of a
„^/^/°nnd
who are lifting the
camera work
sharpness of rhythm— the audience liked
perfect synthesis of scenario ^nd
have more,
photographic
It St much they would
dnema out of its infancy. Camera angles, composition,
and
more.
movies; not yards and yards or
the
of
devices
the
Joined Miss
are
these
Slmonds
beauty—
Presently Mr.
Comstock In a
adapted from the cheap fiction magazine.-:.
Miss
and
Lowell
titles and labored puerilities
and
camera alone for their detailing:
sonata, C major, for two violins
Original stories that depend on the
dlrtieoi
sonata with a noble opening
be
and
not
a
light
piano,
of
interplay
should
and
juxtaposition
they
beds so that
'tonalities achieved from the
Again the ensemble was exadagio.
concerned
by spitting.
These a^e camera stuff, for although the movies are
ohade
tremely good and, though Mf-. Slmonds
|
Pirate,'
Black
open
"The
Fairbanks's
left the nd of hir piano partly
the]
Is
with color photography, and in Douglas
The
Another engrossing chapter
in colors, to us, at least, it
done
the balance of tone wis Just.
been
has
film
entire
an
time,
Duelling.
and
for the first
well.
first movement went especially
one "Concemlng Dress
that it
medium,
white
and
black
a
essentially
is
cinema
and bitter
seems that the
The fifth Brandenburg concerto, late
Mme du Plessls had a long Montauban
effects through its use of shadows
concert,
of
In the afternoon, closed the
gains its most powerful and beautiful
struggle" with the pastors
hair.
dress her
a concerto foi piano, fl-ute and violin,
should
she
-way
the
^"'^
over
gets his weirdest
with string quartet accompaniment. The
duty of each
This^The younger school is learning. Tod Browning
She thought It was the
audience was large and very much
mode correct for
against a dark exterior, and by his
cla^s to dress In the
effects simply by filming his scene
fet.
the
pleased.
from
Escaping
class
that
most beautiful color of all.
So much the better. If this sudden
variations of black which Renoir called the
massacre she feared that
Browning is probably less in- - Bartholomew
enthusiasm for Bach- -one might albetray her
But to continue the Lubitsch theme. Tod
lace on her shift would
fhe
would
most say his discovery seems amazgirl.
and Griffith. It is Malcolm St.
( t
disguise as a servant
fluenced by him than by von Stroheim
ing to people who have studied his
wigs wer»
and
hair
active
most
False
Lubitsch's
are
who
today.)
not
Clair, Monta Bell and Lewis Milestone
music these 40 years, who have heard
worn. Cosmetics and scents
commonlv
what they could of It. vocal, choral or
perfumes
^
and persuasive pupils.
,
„
,
In favor, strong
weTgreatiy
whenever they saw a
sophisticated
for
Instrumental,
stench of Parisian
the
Malcolm St Clair is the deftest of all. He has a flair
overcome
to
chance, who have taught It with ardor
on duels the
his "Grand Duchess and
pages
to
People"
the
Parents
"Are
For
through
streets.
come'dv and
.anto all their pupils, men, women and
^one \o
skill in his use of the camera,
?Janslator has naturally
children alike—after all. this present
the Waiter'' he has moved with increasing
ShJ tells the
discourse.
famous
toma's
From it real
ptntomime for orgies of titles, his choice
cult can do no harm.
of H^nrl!
in hi<= substitution of significant
the duel fought by six
of
stwy
lovers of Bach will doubth ss develop.
Immortalized,
To a certain extent he is an eclectic. But out of
of comedic detail.
m's "minions," the duel
nothing, not
devotees,
As for old Bach
description.
genius.
Uie elder Dumas' s
eclecticism sometimes come an original
even an over-dose of his music, so
A
in
Chaplm
beautiful when approached in the spirMonta Bell is uneven. He worked with Charlie
Sleur
their devoon his
The Ilf© of Philippe de Momay.
it of simplicity, can lessen
Woman of Paris," and since then he has done quite a few films
and
honorable
R- « Qan
was
tion.
Plessls Marly,
to a far greatand
Ladies,"
du
"Pretty
in
Dark,"
After
"Broadwav
own In
Uterdisamazing
one. as soldier, statesman.
an
with
worked
useful
he
Street"
Main
on
King
er extent in "The
Protesit was at time'
army man and zealous, fearless
patch and comedic subtlety. "The Torrent," although
his admlryet cne suspects from
tant
witl.
lavish
too
and
diffuse
too
was not a
original, and often exceedingly lovely, was
A correspondent asks, why are toy
ng 'wife's story that he
comproHe has wit and imagination, and a flair for artistic composition,
good "mixer." not willing to
titles.
-.rabbits for sale in the Easter season?
Th«
convictions.
his
in
movies.
mise, unbending
qualities only too rare in those who make the
Is it not a German custom to tell
Beyle admired
recently,
critical, sceptical Pierre
children that hares lay th» Elaater
A less positive quantity is Lewis Milestone, who has made,and
though there is no
character,
his
never
turned
Br-yle s com
eggs? We do not find any reference
"Seven Sftiners," a comedy of crooks that was neatly
reference in this boolc to
of du
moments of sharp, brilliant direction,
pliments and his gallant defense
to rabbits as connected with Easter
Juil- "The Cave Man," which had
literary
alleged
device of the leaping camera,
Ple^sis in a ma,lter of
In the leading books on "popular an-.specially in the handling of the Mumau
eaae
at
not
was
New Klondike, al- iniustlce. HenryandIVat the end did not tiquities" compiled by English editors.
and in the use of Lubitsch comedic detail. In "The
wiOi du Plessis
nothing disKing had no
though ther° were a few excellent camera scapes, there was
Tavor him. though the
IMPROVERS OF NATURB
"teemed
because of the storj'.
more devoted follower. Henry out waa
tinguished in the directing. That may have been
him.
In
Beauty doctors may well b» 01 at
fictional
confidence
of the
gome
over
gloss
had
to
managed
and
him
direct,
was
it
But
however
Nor
terms.
ease In the operation of "lifting" a
not on familiar playful
makfhg a troupe of movie
the gay but
absurdities of the original, and he did succeed in
was du Plessis at home in He was too jfaoe, since Lady Manners emd others,
beings.
Navarre.
human
actors behave like
,
rhabby fourt of
,
a
presAt
He thought the 'dissatisfied with th« result, talk of
much of a puritan.Henry's
So much for Lubitsch and his hold on the Hollywood school.
mistress a
bringing suit, and not always for the
Gabrlelle,
adaptaan
title—
ot
temporary
deam
"Reveillon"—
a
ent he is engaged in making
When other
from heaven.
sake of publicity. We r^d In the Old
Wessons
MilRuth
Patsy
which
in
Halevy,
Mon of the French farce of Meilhac and
du Plessls to condole
m-ed
Testament of 'lifting up" a counteP^"*
Andre de Beranger will have thf
^w°ith"Hlnry?he merely f'^ Jl«
•er Monte Blue. Lilyan Tashman and
nance, lifting up a face to the window,
health had not suffered.
his players are, for in the
.
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:hief roles.

But

it

makes

little

difference

who

nost literal and dull of them he seems to
effervescence and the soul of his wit.

instill

something of his ovm
^

^ ^'
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CONCERTS^l^HE AVEEK
TUESDAY-Symphony

Hall. 3:15 P.

M.

f

lifting

wife's memofrfi
As we liave said, the
furnish
admirable husband
hlr
of
the civil wars,
much information about the
of -he
war
life,
the Navarre court
du Plessls's
league church discipline,

Kngland ^nd the Low Coun'And tiuly
She ends her book:
grief,
not fear M. du Plessis's
as my sorrow
whose love for me grows survive
him."
r,ows I would fal:. not
the death o her
Her sorrow was over his
'Shot
sword:
waving
son In haftle,
pierced to the heart,
fn tl^e chest and
Plewl.
Uu
feU without a sound."
year*.
ouUlved his wife 17

Fifth of the historical concerts of

Koussevitzky, conductor.

See

the Boston Symphony Orchestra. Mr.
Special notice.
^
/m-.w^^
©liver,
Jordan Hall. 8:15 P. M. Cecile Leweaux, contralto; Mary
Bononcini, Per la gloria <i' %<i°[»'-)'' :
accompanist.
^^iVVlX.
"ir^V^t
from
Poppea
of
Ana
Bibb,
Handelgialle.
tomba.
Brogi.
Gotine
sta
Der
rioDina." Grabin. Hoffmann. Meme Ruh' ist hm. Schubert.
i*.

,

up the

but "lifting",

modem

light of the countenance,
not used there In the

Is

sense.

Yet actresses of high standing have
been grateful to beauty doctors. Gallantry forbids us from naming names
that are known to all theatre and opera
letter of exgoers.
We have read
travagant gratitude to a New York
practitioner, written by a woman, not
an actress, but Internationally famous

So\ln

Mendelssohn's "Elijah." Pff°'"'^^^
Hall, 3:30 P. M.
See
and H^ydn Society, Mr. Mollenhauer, conductor.

NDAY— SvmDhony
by the HTnde?

the King's

tries.
did I

^
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she once lived In Boston; she died eome
It seemed that while she
years ago.

-

.

past In "Bo

j

I

j

ANOTHER SAD CASE

Parls~she hed paraffin Injected
into her face to give her a youthful
appearance.
The result was that she
was disfigured. The New York doctor
took out the paraffin a painful operation, which she bore heroically. Then
he began the work of rejuvenation.
Before It was completed she died in
Italy.
The dispatch announcing h»r
death arrived In this country before her

was

In

As the World Wags:

Reading a book of modern verse,

came ai.^ross this stanza:
And you will walk beneath the
Wondering then as now.

—
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rarely
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l^hot

FORREST

over-
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The Park Keeper

Now
peror
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UGLY DOCTORS
there are beauty doctors, so there
were ugly doctors— the Comprachlcos of
"They took a face
the 17th century.

I

has always desired to add

.
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conductor,
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thing

another
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EVIL

Green

Mollenhauer

Mr.

clarity
to Instill Into his singers,
^- °of diction!

p.traval
Bllnn gave a deUghtf.

1

•

^
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SYMWiONYPLANS
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Mexican
J
By his art he made this
val
he was braga real person, whether
pul or,
political
King of his riches and
what he was Pleased to calMove

BEETHOVEN SERIES

!

COMPANY

announcea that the Boston

It Is

Symphony Orchestra, in addition to
the four series of concerts in Symphony

hall,

Boston, next season, will

series of performThis
lances of Beethoven's works.
festival will be given ki the spring,
and will commemorate the hunjdredth anniversary of Beethoven's
'death (March 26, 1827).
This grala series of Beethoven performances win exceed In scale any Bee-

^give
1

a

special

flaking

to Dolores.

He

succeeded

in

awaken-

|

Jose even when
ng sympathy for Don
most Villainous. At th^ time
he

wL

we are not sure that Dolm-es
the dramamade the better choice, for
Johnny as he
Ust was not so kind to
was to the magnificent Don. Don and
,^
course In real life the
of writing

—

H^H.^,

pXlrar d^n^^
j

Quebec. Bally Record, Tla
D. M. Mck).
Miss Edna Patterson, of Rectory Hill,
guest
of fiends at Reedshas been the
dale lately.
(Sherbroofee,

Milllcent

^

:

j
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.
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falls
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BEWARE OF

•oiher^ci'^racter.

poor diction
Icaslon. sang with such a
to
ithat his words at times Botmed
That la
language.
another
belong to

H.

There have been men In the past who
protested against the potato as an artide of food, as Malthus, Cobbett, McThe failure of potato crops
culloch.
In Ireland has brought on famine: as
tn 1821, when the price of potatoes rose
in Limerick from 400 to 500 per cent.
>;ot only is the price of potatoes exorbitantly high In this city; as far as
food Is concerned, Boston is probably
the most expensive of the eastern
Ed.
cities.

i^^TC:^ w?;e'"manyThis is a good

,

\

an investigation and exJ.

S^'^itM^T
Boise
John

....Vwlison

,
I

m

I

Kui>lhara
Reynoias
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/
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vitality,

strike

-CT-nilam
E
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and lift, and she sang with
Mr^
ease and smoothness throughoutringing
James had at times, quite avoice Is a
his evocations; hi"
quality
he haa an
strong, agreeable tenor, and
Of the others, less
excellent diction.
times, and
can be said. Miss Beck, at
-ang wIOi
especially In the last half
warmth,
smoothness, and a certain
singing
although for the most part hsr
as
Scott,
Mr.
wa3 rigid, and breathy.
oothe
of
Elijah
the
the b^s, and

\

'

•
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and propel his forces.
„_„
soprano
Of the soloists the tenor and s voice
were the best. Miss Roosevelt It has
but
not of a rich quality,
Is

,

.Prank Thomas
William Norrls
Lemuels

•

brought
a moment of light headedness an offer
about by fever, he has made
of marriage.
t
Tnnion
The second act opens on Lady
with the lady
bridge's drawing room,
through the
ihersllf agilely footing "
tress showCharleston, her dancing "^'f
of
A maiden lady fond
ing her how.
w;hose
ll"lnd:i by name ^iss Winch,
ha.^e
not
should
appearance In act one
companj of
been overlooked, joins the
Charleston in her
adles, dances the
her encounter
turn and then tells of
young pejwith Lord Stevenage and a
holding hands
in pink; they ^"ere

^

YZ7J

very hard the poor and those of moderate means, who find one of their main'
foods almost prohibited. Every housekeeper and wage earner would be InI

It

llmost uniformly
when Mr
the dramatic climaxes
in
to niass
Sollenhauer knows so well how

imanded in Boston.
No doubt across the line Canadians
can have all the fine mealy potatoes
(famous in that country) they want
at less than half the prices paid here.
If corruption Is at the bottom of this
matter, profiteers have struck at the
very base of our food supplies and are
surely -making a pile of money; for
nearly every person In this country
wishes and expects to eat potatoes at
least once each day.

must

Merrill

IZ

staidly

the soprano
than earlier In the season,
choir not so piercing In Us
Tb.I
was
singing
But throughout the
ter.
unimaginative except

we have paid heretofore. We are not
war now; even during the war the
The climatic
prices were not so high.
conditions last summer were not suffi-

demanded

of

r-^x-rie-'^^^^rhTprt sup^rlat^
performance lends "O"'^^*^'"/ .^1°"
ore
and to t^e more
the choral passages,
That °f course, the
meditative airs.
g^v._
not
Handel and Haydn society ^Id
"""^^ "^^'^''^^
At times, the body seemed

you can find

piently abnormal to reduce potato production to an extent warranting the alinost prohibitive prices of today. Probably in no other country are people paying for potatoes the high prices de-

much

^"^^rve'^fB^^Ith^v'e-n
fn^r'a^ythlng of the

the people of this country are
forced to pay such high prices for potaNo one has explained why we
toes.
must pay more than double the prices

prices

^^^.^^

old fashioned melokind, with
drama, one of the screamTng
in a Mexican cabapistols, oaths, girls
Ton
hero, another
a gambler for the
ret
In the park, said she.
In. She
element and
Lord Stevenage brings the Kirl
one to supply the comic
sentlmentalism
Tonbridge's. neck, joyof
falls on Lady
to give a touch
•
Mother! Lad>
of a Mexican
fully Shouting: "Mother!
a swaggering blowhard
Lord Stev.
to have DoTonbrjdge, remember, was
rich in oil and determined
She noble
lores for hl.s playmate.
told
gambler, but
then-b^t- enough has been
girf loves Johnny, the
JosS If he vviU to Yndlcatr the quality of Incident; o
will give herself to Don
executed, for proceed further ^'^^'^
not allow Johnny to be
cousin
of ^"'^P^^^
Johnny had killed Don Jose sof using damage the element ™"<>h to
with
Jj^^
habit
fU>
old clothe.s woman has
who had the unpleasant
her cups
use
and
His
plot,
IjiJ
the
crap-shooting.
developing
queer dice in
hilarity.
general
was
occasion
«he adds much to the
of them on this particular
courage, when
irritating Johnny,
Mist Jennings showed
for the purpose of
amnesia a re
would
he
that
so
first,
him
she saw in a victim of
hoping to kill
Mike,
Dolores,
drunkard and
.
pulsive
be unable to elope w!th
^'f
man, hand In
too, was a very bad
j::!-:>u^e't^i:dit^i£^5^^
Jose.
Don
glove with
then
Dolores saved Johnny's life and
been gen- edrn.^lIl'°nI^hrsrdireTeS.ed^
tried to poison herself, having
plU by
erously furnished with a deadly
Johnny "ti!1 pl^v'of^'course has good moments.
a girl with a racking cough.
Cruz Som: of the° ^Huations are droll enough
Casa
the
at
shot
came near being
hard names -the nobleman is of the silly type
but Dolores called Don Jose
years. There
to
consented
thought funny these many
and scolded him until he
Ihere, espef^*are bright lines here and
her marriage with her beloved
stated the plot any thlse falling to Lady Tonbridge
We probably have not
to
plotting and coun- The tippling harridan has remarks
clearly. Plot? It's all
Dolores is rr.ake that are amusingly 'caustic. "The
ter plotting. At the cabaret
comedy
add
her companions, ladies In the drawing room
the only blue-ribbon girl;
The
catty order.
are a
\~~
excepted, ait;
conventioaauy ^^a^^j
girl
rl not excepueu.
the conventionally
of
_f ^j^g
tle
coughing K
the rniiehing
thin: Miss
Likenearly all
red.
very
though, is spread -'^'^ty
gfrlf;
^ed-ribbon
to
hand
at
Dove
had not enough
melodramas worth peeing, "The
for the probability U„ ^ three-act play.
is not conspicuous
^„„-hiv
if
.f
^^eartlly
t s
Is amusing
j^y^^ it well and
of its incidents, but it
Edlss
It l^'
^If
iL.o^ething too obviously
handsomely put on the stage, andThere
L
manner^
credit for her discretion
acted in a most spirited
especially m the first
drunken scene and for her valiant
fs some padding,
and
creature not
father
the
^
^„ ^ake funny a
The adventure of
act

of the Biblical

and beauty
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he would not go to them.

As the World Wags:
I am writing to ask

:
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There are some superb

We

to him;

:
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j/esterday afterand Haydn Society,

hall,

noon, the Handel

of
the 18th century, was the inventor
have reason to
this aid to women.
for
renowned
not
believe that he was
shyness or modesty; it was his habit to
had
go riding dally on a pony which he
painted blue and then dotted with white
should
patients
that
Insisted
spots. He

come

:

Wllhelm

We
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with Mr. Mollenhauer
*^'one of the masterpieces of these docAlma
who and Emily Roosevelt, soprano; tenor,
tors was Gwynplaine, "the Man
Beck, contralto; Lewis James,
romance.
Hugo's
Laughs" of Victor
soloists,
the
as
bass
(In land Henri Scott,
By the way, is Dr. Conquest's book the
vertormgave for their annual Easter
Latin) on this perverted surgery In
The BosLce Mendelssohn's "Elijah."
Fenway?
the
on
Medical Library
usual,
as
was,
orchestra
ton Festival
believe the book Is In folio.
society.
the orchestra for the
the
"^e
"Elijah."
Mendelssohn's
How hard It Is for somo to grow old
thing of
gentle country about us, Is »
gracefully!
anal<:'i7ythe
to
hills and valleys, and
Its greatest fault Is
Let us now praise famous men. ogy still further. are so -^t'"
valleys
Trews that t^t the
thrilling
h.

Apropos of the
"American women are taking to weara
ing braces to keep up their skirts,"
London journalist says that Dr. Martin
Van Buschell, a successful physician of

.

t^^smV..-...V.\-.V.-.Vrance«^W.
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something to
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thedove'opSs

artificial production of monstrosiIt was altogether a
Its rules.
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.

Lady Sara Aldlne

;

in

had

.
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•..•.".Iklizabeih
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at fhe dedication
16. 1*00.
phony 'hall on'^^Sct.
Gerlcke, conducting.

torn

science.

.

th.s
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Park with
The play begins in Hyde --nderlng
thr young person in pink
taking the air,
Idly about, apparetly
to find
realitv trying, poor soul,
but
her to flhd
help
IsonXdy who oan
h^s fo.gottei.
her identity. For she
ha.s
even her name, except that and lor
Leonora,
reason to believe It
explain her
the life of her she cannot
presence in London.
rents out
who
man
By PHILIP
She talks with the
performance
toy-balchairs- she ha.^ a word with a
Tremont Theatre-First
a melodrama loon peddler. These worthies also dis.n Boston of "The Dove,"
together.
Leonora,
,-uss the times, and
scenes, based by
in three acts and four
who sells old
A harridan named Badger,
Gerald
nice decent
WUlard Mack on a story by
clothes, unfolds to her
Belasco
lucrative
David
more
daughter her plan for
Beaumont. Produced by
lady dlspink
on
young
York,
The
employment.
Theatre, New
at the Empire
young
Jose; Miss
X^es her plight to a dashing
Feb 10 1925. Mr. Bllnn, Don
Stevenage, who, recogHarrlgan, nobleman. Lord
her
takes
genuineness,
Anderson, Dolores; William
nizing at last her
seek asylum with
off across the park to
Johnny Powell.
fni
in
folas
whom,
was
to
The cast of last night
a lady of a certain age

Em-

and ma*a a snout. They bent down
growth; they kneaded physiognomy.

Let an orthopedist be ImagThere
ined In the Inverse sense.
where God has put perfection, they reMaJi
established the rough draft.

on

1

.

the Publio Garden? (Yes^
Sam
we know we split that infinitive.) not
sculptors
Butler's plan for paying
maybe,
right
all
was
to make statues
have somabut surely Bculptora should
thing to take up thalr time.

landmarks

choruses

the

fh« "Mlssa Solennls"
«vent of considerable
regarded as an eveni
frequently
musical slS'^lfi^^f
great difficulty,
ts s
performed owing to its
^^^^
"^^^

authorities,
down by orders of the Polishthose
gentlecould we not prevail upon
or Jne
some
appraise
men 10 critically

I

train

to

is

^
that a statue of the old
Francis Joseph has been

X»

Kaiuerlne .^tanalng
^l-peth Dudgeon

^^?oTan with BailoonB

HARBOUR.

As the World Wagsi

As

.

a few moments,

only' for

I

Mansfield.

!

icomlng of these unreasonable a:nd phantasticall affectations; but equivocating
therein, and either for want of understanding, or through a wilful! misunderstanding, whereas they should strive
against their own Inward, they oppose
their outward, Nature."

ties

piping
a melodrama,
luke

Is

warm.

Do you suppose that the Magnificent
comDuce has ever heard the phrase so They
mon In American sport circles!
never come back"?

•

This

Here

,

halitosis.

As the World Wags:
The other day a friend quoted:
"And the grandeur that was Rome."

I

|

In

know when you have

^eatly

^'\^"-eVTrgr;u<^eto7a«

men

of

j

doth consist

trees

Ah,

tn
applied to
women: "Considering these strange attempts made upon the naturall endowments of the Face, one would thlnke
that some men felt within themselves
an Instinct of opposing Nature, and,
that they tooke more delight to overcome than to follow her, the delight
Iwould be lesse, the profit greater. If
they did It for profit rather than pleasure.
They cannot but know that their

ihapplnesse

of a tflT-^o" .^,7,;*^^''^^^^^
-^VebBter.
Excellent were Mr.
f"" crap^
Kunlhara as the
De«ry. also Mr,
In f^-^^. e^
Chinaman.
phootlng

-,,-„ee

1

Why he that once has kissed your U5S
Wiii only Kiss your brow.
how true It Is, you yourself

i

letter.

What John Bulwer wrote
the 17th century may be
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.STATE— "The

Bat,"

i

film

from the story and play by Mary
Roberts Rhlnehart and Avery Hopwood.
Directed by Roland West. The cast:
Andre De Bcransfer
Gideon Bell
JIan In Black Mask .... Charles Heritn^er
Miss Cornelius Van Gorder. .Emily Fltzroy
Louise Fazenda
I.lzzle Allen
Arthur Houseman
Richard Feming
Robert MCKtm
Dr Wells
Jack PIckford
Brooks
Jewel Carmen
Miss Daie Ogden
KoJIn

Biiiv

|

!

1

Kamlyama

Tulllo Carmlnatl
spoken Mexican-: Molettl-.H
Eddio Grlbbon
Detective Anderson
Dolores would have
Lee Shumway
they spoke for The Unknown
stage
the
On
Snanish.
Mr.
English;
broken
Aside from Its merits as an unrevealed
the most part
was
he
that
manner
and brilliant
deft
is
a
Bat"
a
tale, "The
iBUnn in such
This could piece of film work. Roland We.st has
always verbally effective.
who the

Of

Anderson,

not be said of Miss
was unintelligreater part of the time,
She acted the part
!gible in speech.
'

with becoming fire and fury.
Mr Norrls gave a human performpresent
ance' of the ex- jockey and
the
gambler, who kissed every night
from
away
ran
who
wife
portrait of his
reinmlshim; and he was happy in his

CONTINUING

—

Colonial "Ben Hur," film version of Lew Wallace's story, with

Ramon Navarro, May McAvoy,
Francis X. Bushman and others.
Seventh week.
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..(rrii-pdiuis

whifh avarice

ctUx.v f pretty girls, bare-backed
ianclnr madcaps, music and song iitid
plenty of It. that Is •what comprlacs

A

as are

iuni

^uul In one

posed

wltli) all

modern ap-

In

i""l.v

to hii
1595.

••••
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Was

it

first

;,'''

used :ibina X,M^
"Jesuit's

aa a medicinal substitute for
of the pliances, together with tlie necessary
LVsbiirolles
bark"? Was Dr. Gibbon's candle-box
"gray matter" can bo found at the locafurniture
handwritlnp: of famous Frenchmen and
the first article of mahogany
Turn
TaJce Balzac's, for an tion above noted day or night.
frenchwonicn.
by a bureau, the
in England, followed
"He was before all a Ma,r- to the right upstairs, or call number 295
that the
example:
gi-eat
so
was
which
beauty of
and Dr. Davis will respond promptly.
"f
tlan; his writing la swift, running like
Duchess of Buckingham begged somemt..
We
are charging both Dock and Scoit
checked
he
not
it
wlio.se
(low
will
brook
brought
a
the wood and thus
Mygatt five bones each for taking up
that tii,
at
bv an obstacle; (t is intuitive in the
makers
Cabinet
fashion?
His imagina- »U this space.
with lu.
search after deduction.
found the wood hard to work,
tion Is dissatisfied, sulky, influenced by
to ols.
Axisting
then
the moon; ho loved mysticism (witness
he
U
•Louis Lambcrl' and 'fcJ'^raphita')
Mahogany -R-as not employed in
^'v'hen we were young, boys had a
in t
would erase, and begin again without
construction of pianos until late
apparently
that
he
trick of reciting gags
Benjamin Crehore, Hit
He has long fingers;
ceasing.
18th century.
were without application to anything fi 4t native-born American to manusearches, dissects with the aid of do-i
but a
tails; a painter, a great painter,
that had gone before. One of these gags facture piahos-his ^""'l^'}"?, .peases
for hit. cases,
Carravago who sees l)lack; he is the
ended: "It was constructed throughout .Milton— used mahogany
chapter
Uubens."
and
antipodes of Raphael
in according to the writer of the
finished
and
granite
of
Rock
Island
for pianos.
Does the graphologist take into con-^
"it" pre- about the wood employed
What
mahogany."
Honduras
pcn-|
of
schools
been a footnote, statsideration the different
cisely was, we never knew, we never There might have
piano
manship. The American women of the
the Broadwoods, English
that
ing
asked.
centhe "Italian"
lust fifties were taughl
mfkert in the middle of the logs, the
were
copybooks
three
hand. At school our
"Solid" mahogany. "Was any other ad- tury paid £3000 for
been
have
There
e.
tre
"Spencerian."
the
of a si ngle
jective prefixed except the one denoting produce
many changes. There are women toda>
^""0""'^
the land of the tree?
who write a letter, .distinguished, mv
While the pages are
to colonial
pvessive in appearance, but illegible
poem, "The teresting, those pertaining
Thackeray's
There
Is
the Ameraffected ai
We knew a nuisiciaai who Beethoven's
Mahogany Tree" familiar to all. Some architecture in this country,
our
furniture,
for
hand because
e.tecrable
have thought it referred to the table ican use of mahogany
mahogany emletters were hard to read.
furniture of today, and
In the office of Punch, the table on
and
ships
of
Let us welcome all the mystical arts
which the members of the staff carved ployed bv our builders
was popular
all
astrologv, phrenology, graphology,
Artemus Ward yachts-r^ahogany planking
(Did
their
names.
make a
Like
Herreshoffs-wfi
"losies."
the
and
"mancies"
the
Ihe
with
his, when he was a contributor?)
carve
Ersk ne
Mr.
many.
Peter Pan we believe in fairies, also m
We
have been told that the table Is not qoecial appeal to
or.gfne
of
sort.
little
every
very
of
ghouls, afrites, demons
hfnks there is
Glee Club of
Yale
The
of
mahogany.
the l-,"'ted
today we would
Tf we were In Ireland
nal furniture design
'75 and '76 used to sing Thackeray's
of
need
is
There
singing, and in
today.
ihear the 'good people
states
verses to a polka-mazurka by Johann
tlie general prinleprechaun,
'all probability would see a
"thorough training in Particular
Strauss.
knowland a
at least once a week.
c ples°o( design
of the past
According to Suetonius, a teller of
"To give offenc©, as he did, to many edge of fine furniture
"gained not
head,
grounding,
man's
at
a
fortunes bv looking
WUhout this
of the most respectable gentlemen of
and photographs,
seeing Britannicus and Titus Flavins
on iv from drawings
Ireland by calling the Whigs an 'eating
pieces
actual
of
Vcspasliinus standing together foretold
what they call but from examination
and drinking club'
can
no modern designer
i If furniture
that Titus would be Emperor, 'i'he two
In Ireland mahogany acquaintances."
deserve
produce work which will
afterwards tasted the same cup of poiBarrlngton's "Sketches."
! hope to
the
of
handiwork
Britannicus drank and died; Titus
Place beside the
son
"Mr. Eliot mentioned a curious liquor
work America nas
was only sick for a long time. Let us
past, in this type of
peculiar to his country which the Cornot be like I'hilemon Holland, who made
little to her credit."
nish fishermen drink. They call it mafortune
this commeiu concerning this
hogany, and it is made of two parts of
give only a faint
the
by
dales,
these
These few paragraphs••Mahogany, An"Such as in
teller:
gin and one part treacle, well beaten tonature of
assure
can
the
forsooth,
of
Palmestrte,
it
idJa
of
of
havel
some
art
gether, I begged to
An adequate review
and
live,
folke, how long they shall
made, which was done with proper skill ^tfat^e and Modern."page with reproducwoutd call for a
what not. If they do but see lines In
by Mr. Eliot. I thought it very good
illustrations.
feaxe"
,Uons ot at least a few
the palmes of their hands, or by
liquor, and said it was a counterpart of
how
(hairs) "in the forehead, will say,
what is called 'Athol Porridge' in the
were certain
To bovish ears there "Mesopotamia
many wives a man shall have, etc. As
Highlands of Scotland, which is a mixas pleasing as
wJrds
Johnson
valne as those, who by counting the
whiskey
and
honey.
ture of
old woman -teiung^ o
wjves
'v^as to the 'good,
letters of the husband and the
said, "that must be a better liquor than
lapla Us-i.,
i^i ^ne pulpit:
clersryman
pronounce,
,
her
confidently
will
name,
the Cornish, for both its component
rosewood, ebony, mahogany
malachite,
observed,
also
whether of them Vhall burie the other."
better."
He
parts are
scenes of luxury and splenNo. let u.s not be sceptical, as was
a
'Mahogany must be a modern name, for Con jured up
dor-"mahogany" and we were
Philemon, the indefatigable and great
is not long since thei wood called
with
It
" ,f,^\,ir.al iungle Even now we read
country.'
translator.
this
was
kno^n
In
mahogany
ot maJ he'^k^ene" ; zest the adventures
Boswell's Johnson.
story pubhogany seekers in the serial
the most
This is good news from Juarez, Mex"H-sre (in Jamaica) are
as
Post,
Evening
Saturday
hsh^ng^n the
curious and rich sorts of Woods, as
Gasthrilled by
On April 3 Judas Iscariot was shot
ico.
ve-irs ago v.-e were
Vitae,
Lignum
(sic).
Cedar,
Mohogeney
Trader."
Sandal-Wood
Juarez is now to
the
in effigy and burned.
cofgne
Ebony."' Ogilby's "America," 1671.
to this
'Awaiting the next issue, we turn
be ranked for religious fervor with
to read of African n,ivolume
Note the pompous opening of the arti- Istltely
It will be rememmahogany
Utica, New York.
hauling
lives to- the hundred
cle,
"Mahogany," in McCuUoch's Dicurged
bered that when Artemus Ward showed
"through the dense African bush,
tionary of Commerce.
Our edition of
his wax works there in the fall of 1856
leaders^ chanteys and
of
rhythm
the
by
without
book
not
be
this
that
we
would
'•a
Judas
calling
'
lot'Scrs.
fellow,
'.'"Ml
burly
a big
-:rirtent comir-.tn N
til,for a mine of precious stones is dated
pussylanermus cuss," dragged the statue
LiLi .k and white."
1850.
by the feet, put^ It on the ground and
"Mahogany is one of the most majesConcerts
began to pound him. When Artemus reLast
tic and beautiful of trees; its trunk is
monstrated, the zealot replied:
In
often
40
feet
In
length
and
six
feet
"I tell you, old man, that Judas IscaAbly Performed
diameter; and It divides into so many
riot can't show hisself in Utiky with
massy arms and throws the shade
Impunerty by a darn site'."
of its shining green leaves over so vast
the
"With which- observasun he kaved in
At yesterday's symphony concert,
an extent of surface, that few more
Judassis hed."
series, Mr. KousseTuesday
magnificent
with
the
objects
are
to
be
met
of
last
Lincoln
read
that
story
the
This was
composers alive
In the vegetable world."
to his cabinet before the consideration
vitzky had to deal with
In
of the Emancipation Proclamation.
today. To show the trend
work
at
and
A still more stately booTc. as handshown
Drinkwater's play, Lincoln is
Ravel's set of
some as the finest and largest mahogany
of the times, he played
reading and chuckling.
Mere I'Oye'
is
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Rae Samuels, the "Blue!
act,
Streak of Vaudeville" Is on the stage'
started singing her up-toget
eager to

this

She has a "way
the-minute songs.
about her" that causes the audience to
are not dlsap-i
They
sit up straight.
pointed. She gives character songs that
Her accomcause roars of laughter.
Miss Samuels
panist is Mildred Land.
generous enough to share her apIs
plause with Miss Land by telling hei
audience she is not the whole act.
Peter Higgins, a young man with a
He is assisted by
tenor voice, sing.s.
Frank Plxon at the piano.
O'Brien have
Charles
and
Warren
Ed
an amusing act entitled "What Price
Review."
j
The program concludes with Mabe^
Nayo>i and a talented troupe o^ trainedtropical birds.

There is a break in the performance,!
and Ernest Haitt comes to the toot-^
lights and make an appeal for the Na-|
benefit.

I'

!

things that follow.
hnnie Berkes and .Sheila Terry give;
r SallinK," an episode of the sea,
ni.^li carries a shipload of dancing,!
melody and mirth.
Then comes Ernest Haitt in "Nothing
He has a wagging tongue
Serious."
etiual to any neighborhood gossip and
he uses It to advantage.
Pickard's "Ling Ting Foo," billed as
ja "Jazzlcal fantasy of the orient," with
his Chinese syncopators and eight girls
described as "China rosebuds," Is as
colorful a musical act as has been
Some of
seen here for a long time.
tho Chinese players apparently have an
excellent American schooling in eyerolling and shoulder-shaking.
Before the applause dies down on

Artists'

I

;

ir<>nd

A'audeville

ii'

and the Uock

pile,

attributed.
gives specimens

'l

;

-

who prance about the stage
caichy tunes, set the audience In
suitable frame of mind for the other

tional

iii'ii"S'

,

toed girls

'

,

j

program with "Qo Ahead Charley."
This is a lively act and the nimble-

'

10

|

the

,

liiunei

^

show a real post-lenten 'celebration. The
nt has risen to the occasion
•J an entertainment bubblinf;
veiythlnp that puts old man
Lilooni lo rout.
John Monroe and Tom Grant start

.1

lU')

,

;he bill at B. F. Keith s this vreek. Wine
the only thing lacking to make the

;o

>atuni.

—

i

.

i;>

|

Hej

reminds his auditors that vaudeville artists are ready and willing to give of
their talents gratis all year round to
help out a worthy cause, and In return,
they ask the public to help them.
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The spring poets are at work.

They

;

'

j

not forgotten us, but the spring
comes slowly up this way as It did in
•Chrlstabel," so wo defer publication

liave

of the

ecstatic whoopings, salutes

and

jubilations.

We

call the attention of these poets
to a competition Instituted by the Observer (London). That excellent weekly
offers a prize of three guineas for "The

of Original Lines (not more
than 16) to be Sung In One's Bath."
Alas; the time was up March 26. ."It
will not be possible to make concessions
of time to persons living abroad." But
the Observer has other competitions In

best set

view.

'

.

|

o7~Tuesday

I

JJ.^

table,

Mr. Edw. F. Kirschbaum of Grafton,
N. H., writes that the omitted stanza
in Gray's "Elegy" Is "from the Pembroke ms., page 82, in notes of 'Select

i

OUR SHORT STORY FOR THE DAY
As the World Wags:
Will you marry me?"
•

of Thomas Gray," edited by W. J.
Rolfe (Harper Brothers, N. Y.)."
"Anonymous" says the "missing"
lines are in J. R. Lowell's "Latest Literary Essays," p. •fO. It wa.s printed
(the essay on Gray) in the New Princeton Review in 1880.

Poems

"No."

Tin

•

I'- prj

happily ever after.

WALLY

JAY.

"In-i
writes: "Speaking of long
how about the word 'smiles,'
of which the first and the last letter
have a mile bet'.veen them?

words,

'

IN HAND
are glad to see a "Graphologj'
Department" in The Herald. The word
"graphology" is not an old one. Dr.

tained in this notice outside a cobbler's
shop near Sullivan square, misleading?
SEE VEE.
"All shoes shine inside."

We

Murray and

his merry men did not find
English literature and then In a
London newspaper before 18S6. Black
ood's Magazine in 1887 stated that
hrcnology and giaphology "are ad-

ii

in

—

j

—

i

'

i

take rank as acknowledged
- .iences."
Mr. Nisbet in his "Insanity
'jfinius" says that graphology "contains'
:;itted

to

l,

doubt a substratum of truth."
I'he word and the art were known
M.
[long before 1886 lo the French.
Desbarolles wrote a remarkable book,
"Mysteres de la Main," a volume of 1048
large octavo pages, with 500 explanatory pictures.
He attempted to prove
that chiromancy, graphology and phrenology are all connected arts; that asInfluences shapo handwriting to
tral
show character; thus a cramped hand
shows an avaricious nature, the •writing
.o

I

1

1

j

I

ALL THE NEWS FIT TO PRINT
(West Frankfort,

III.,

Dally American)
t

1

The thousand

more or less,
have Inquired of the Daily American to
know where Dock Davis has got to.
Well, the Dock was formerly located in
people,

the old State Bank building (upstairs)
on the north side of West Main street
in West Frankfort, county of Franklin
and state of Illinois. But Dock outgrew
the office rooms In this location and can
now be found on the same, side of the
.street on the west side of the C. & E. I.
railroad, upstairs, first stairway cast of
Scott Mygatt's West Frankfort Mercantile Co., the store that has to run two
or three trucks a day to keep Benton
and West Frankfort people from being

However, Dock Davis has
hungry.
nothing to do with keeping these customers from buying Scott's cheese,
crackers and chawin' tcrbacker, but he
does specialize in pftik pills for the pale

Mahogany Antique and Mod-

children's

I
!

Mr. Payson is the editor. He wrote
the section entitled "In the Forest," a
full description of mahogany hunting in
Mexico, Central America and West
.\frica, and the methods of bringing out
the logs for transportation. Karl Schmieg
writes of the preparation for the cabinet
maker, the nature, working and finishi:*.g of the wood.
Kenneth M. Murchison
tells of its use in architecture, English
in
interiors,
treatment
decorative

France; its appearance in our colonial
architecture,
and the modern use.
Henry B. Culver considers the structural and decorative uses In marine
architecture and boat building, while

Frances Morris speaks of mahogany for
Charles
the piano and its prototypes.
Over Cornelius describes styles of furniture in the England of the 18th century,
the French tradition and the American
inheritance.
Italph Erskine writes the
"The Furniture of the
final chapter.
There are appendices,
Present Day.
index,
nn
and a wealth of illustrations,
250 pages of half-tone plates.
Pictures of rooms from Haverhill,

I

I

I

I

I

Alexandria,
Philadelphia,
Baltimore,
Petersburg, and many modern houses;
doors, doorway and stairway in 10 Beacon street, Boston; doors from the
Joseph .Peabody house and the John
Andrew house; many pictures of all
,

"When

was mahogany

^.

.1

"Ma

;

Rome.'"
disposal.
In the few minutes at his
as always
Prof. Walter R. Spalding had
Yester.something worth while to say.
warning the'
day he made a point of
and
needful
mind
audience of the open
listening to
the close attention, when
modern music. In having an orchestra
are
competent to play it, he added, *e
of Mr
fortunate; likewise a conductor
Koussevltzky's peculiar skill.
Truer words he never spoke. When
here he
Mr. Koussevitzky first came
niuslc
stated in an Interview that all
shorthas melody In It— melody mighty
perhaps,
queer
very
breathed it may be,
perbut nevertheless melody. It is the
that
former's job, he continued, to find
forward.
melody and bring it
a
This Mr. Koussevitzky succeeds to
cannot
notable degree in doing; if he
be
may
it
safely
make melody audible,
assumed that melody is wanting. New
iwork, therefore, in itself strange and
i
bewildering, under Mr. Koussevitzky
leading puts Its best foot foremost.
But there is something more to be
find
said- if Mr. Koussevitzky cannot
no
certain qualities In recent music,
doubt they do not exist. In Ravel, for
evident
made
he
Instance, vesterday,
much charm and taste and grace, pretty
melodies set out with daintily varied
rhythms and an exquisite play of color.
rousing stir
In "Petrouchka" he found
difand bustle, plenty of humor—of a
Ravel— groof
'hat
ferent sort from
tesqueness, and rhythm lively enough
dancing. And as
to -set all the world to
suggestion—
well as an amazingly apt
will—of a locoet people deny it if they
motive's actual motion, Mr. Koussevltz-

I

"

sorts of furniture, ships; about 50 illustrations for the first chapter alone.

pieces,

Honegger's
Stravinsky's ''f>etrouchka";
"Pines of
"Pacific 231" and Resplghl's

ibeen printed there as mottoes.

^

As the World Wags;
Do you think tho information con-

'

&

'

PEN

is

ern; a Study of Its History and Use In
the Decorative Arts," edited by William
Farquhar Payson, and published by E.
P. Dutton
Co. The paragraphs that
precede this statement are not In the
sumptuous book. They might well have

THAT MISSING STANZA

i

I

;

,

ky made manifest In the engine piece a
But nocertain element of bigness.
where In these pieces did he find a
they do
be
trace of grandeur. It must
not

exist.

ibe

but
tlveness."—Ernest
••No

last

Jordan Hall,
Leweaux. contralto,

At

wth

!

accompanist
Marie Oliver as her
ol
following program

ilgave

won't have

It

that 'The Cencl'

"Nowhere
aver, a bad play.
is, as some
perhaps he said
might
laugha
for
10 go
said ot
* i»« o„thr.r as the American,

gloria .J-a^"";tethTve°nr Gcitln^e
from
tomba oscura. H«'^"
P^PP_^^
U
Aria
Brosl;
j^^^;
J,

a—

i

Handel-Bibb.

•ABriPPlna."

Doppelganger.
slch haklagt
^J"'%,,i',!LArla from "Le
Schubert; Ah. »'2"„7.'^ KyprlB. Holmes;

Mary Lewis,

?l^^e«!

mance.

It

soprano, of the

The P-^re:;n\J^ thel Ha

;^:^a^,^.^-«--"^'-

^

John Ervlne's review
play,
countess Cathcarfs
St

inl

"^^

the

of
_

^

The review was pub-

worth reading.

cookery and was

is to be known
in this country

,

j
i

|

|

Dictionary seems to favor New York.
The New York Sun says this steak was
first served at Columbus (Ohio) hotels.
Martin Morrison of New York, the landlord of a porter-house at 337 Pearl
street is said by some to be the man.
In this neighborhood one swears by the
Porter House in what Is now Porter
square. North Cambridge, but the term
"porter house" goes back In this country to the beginning of the 19th century.
And was not the Cambridge place
known as 'Torter's Hotel"? Where was
Homer borh? How old is Ann? Who
struck Billy Pattison?

tinue.

prema ur
was a somewhat

there

ENGLISH AS SHE

-^f.,rpirw"a's^;7o1;c^rorMonday,

"-iri thTm" t^oftheirbrav^r^
the face
'"'^TnTurance and^ortitude
--"S^1!^o^
in

m

!

acWe^ed

X firm lovely tone.
,

1
1

„o..,.r.ii<!
ner\ous,

Perhaps she was somewhat
for the hard
but that would not account «he
sometimes flatted tones that
^'"'"^fj
nasal
the
nor
aria,
during the Meyerbeer
group.
nuaUty that suffused her first
in
and
Miss Oliver, her accompanist, was by
one for any occasion,
excellent
musician.
far th<- more agreeable

1

E.

Or.

fi-^^Cer^'Vcnaful^^^
£^^4=^Sar'?aS^^
tor less than

^j^^j^^ES

"MOVIE'

who
Mme Hulda Lashanska,
tonight, was born In
in Svmnhony Hall
She was
1S92..
15,
March
New'^?ork on
College. At the
»rt,u^ated at the Normal
on a
s.e
Art
n'stUutroV Musical
will sliig

.

Lambert
essons of Allexander
Mme„Fn-ieda AshUidTed singing with
Her nrsi a.v
*
n, trsr four seasons.
with the Symp°earance in public was

few of the younger actresses on
the stage have learned to enunciate dis-

They gobble or stifle their
them together, mistake
/?peed for briskness. As a result, what
they Intend to say Is not known to the
tinctly!

(

i

r

young

actresses

Rosenbaum. and

how admirable

but acquired a
did not Blng In public,
Mme. Sembrich.
reoertolre Instructed by
1

'

his diction!

a regrettable fact that few young
American women now on the legitimate
are
able to speak Intelligibly and
stage
It Is

Intelligently,

do not

or

if

nearly

for

they are able they

An

jour,"

trom "Louise").

songs by Gluck,

iriaju'

wolff

'

are"^ so;ry''- to

of poets

will aing In
nght a- as fro

Henri Marcoux, baritone

Jordan hall tomorrow
"Le Roi de Lahore,

Do"

'^''"..p

jj.

ability.

I

A^oud.

interpreters of

Brahms

his

music would

have found a much quicker response
at large. He
tl an it did trom'the public
could only be mistaken tor a cold and
who have
those
by
composer
formal
heard him interpreted In a cold and
formal manner. Played with the fire and
enthusiasm ot these Hungarian interpreters, his music has as much throbbing vitality as grandeur and dignity."
And so Mr, Koussevitzky has revealed

Brahms ot the symphonic music to
many; has shown them that a symphony
the

by Brahms need not necessarily be stiff
and cold and dull. But there are some

who

like

their

Brahms

at least luke-

that that I have underlined immediately precedes is the eighth."
Why not one more "that"?
"I c?.n claim in that example of the
that

I

Cambrldse.

may

yet supply a

panUe-^^^

AUSTRAL SINGS

I

of

ureig

a

second

,

'Kart^opTano,!
x^-- ,^----1
^^w'^r:lng so^r/4>..
i^rVaiTsrngsTMaurfce
-rfh^^;

'T'T

Geruud"

IBesly.

j'^tr^^is^^^—i;

I

its
A magnificent voice it is, from
Certain
lowest notes to its highest.
the upper medium register,
tones
Mme
when attacked with full torce, adJHSt
not always able to
was
Austral
sounded &ry.
they
quickly enough;
when
Sometimes, too, she lost quality
very loud.
she sang her highest notes

m

|f.?n\h\MiddleAges..;Tcha^^^^^^^^^^^^
tor orkstK^l^rthrefJetish ofpoems
the Will-ochestra; Berlioz, minuet
sjipns anu
the-Wlsps; dance of the
Damnation
iHungarTan march trom "The
ot

Bag,
hate The Herald's Mall
to see
I hate therein
asininities ot those

z

I

I
I
I

,

i

!

skill.
aged her noble voice with great
an exFor the most part she sang in
Maternu s
quisite mezza voce-it recalled
dimm-which she can swell at will, or
unusual beauty.
ish to a pianissimo ot
the
understands
she
So tHoroughly

don't agree with me.
the Ghib^lline
I hate them as
Of old abhorred the Guelph, hate,
not there to
were
thev
And it
guess i'd hate myself!
I

|

manBut on the whole Mme. Austral

Who

!rnrira^.^o°LrprelCre1rom%t^^^^^

,

RECALLED MATERNAS

almost hate mys-elf!

The

1

Miss Lashanska was ill last night
and could not sing, but the audiher
ence was fortunate in hearing in
draplace Florence Austral, a noted
matic soprano who conies from
For a genuine dramatic
England.
soprano she is, neither a mezzo-soprano shoved up nor a lyric soprano
Just to hear her voice
inflated.
proved a pleasure and a sui-prise.

And sometimes

movement

WORD"

Is

"I can claim in this example ot the
repetition of "that" that that that that

I

w.

iactress
yet speak so that her lines are understood.

Praising the Lener quartet's performance of some music by Johannes Brahms,
London reithe Daily Telegraph ot
marked: "Had it been so with the early

that

GO YOU ONE BETTER

I'LL

(For As tlie WorW
Nations,
hate the League of
the M''orl-d Court,
hate
I
arbitration, ot
I hate all
Whatever kind or sort.
folks whom I suspect
the
I hate
pelt,
Of taking foreign
I'm so grouchy that

bclJ?^"o;grb;'ca?mrG-n,"SrG Faure
b^n Vrcrer,' Tchaikovsky,
Sartl. Bridge,
Ferrari, Gretchininov,
|s Smith and J.

Is

As the World Wags:
You printed the following:

SEQUEL TO
THE HATE OF HIM:OFA HATE
THE HYMN
Wags))

l

make use
may have "temperament" and
of this

whe

Snnis me

program.
I

Tex

licked at
Wal, ole kid, yuh got him
the start.
suggest
to Tex
we
However,
time.
that
that jawbreaker, "antidisestablishmentM.
P.
H.
ariarism."

ANGELa

.

see
i'^-d'Ta Fo^rge'- "^Ve
"Haendel" on the
^Ha'ndel's nam'e spelled
'

TEX'S
Our opinion

,

who

are unintelligible in prominent roles are Miss
Hibbard In "Ladies ot the Evening" and
Miss Anderson in "The Dove." What is
surprising is that both these plays were
produced by Mr. Belasco.
Did Mr. Belasco teach Miss Anderson
to speak and act racuously In order
to give one the idea ot a Mexican girl
chock-full of temperament, so Irresistibly seductive that Don Jose Mart?
Lopez, y Tostado, with his experience,
and the cool Johnny Powell, the "Americano" gambler both "fell" for her? It
may be said that Miss Anderson as
Uo'iores Is expected to speak broken
English, but could she not break It so
that the audience would recognize the
Mr. Blinn also Is expected
little pieces?
to speak English with a Mexican accent, but how clear is his enunciation,

of

This

£>^t^^mrshtm^^rdf?oirr
two years

Recent noteworthy examples

audience.

S.

World Wags:

"MALCEWICZ
IS WAITING

ture to the linguistic longshoreman
tax
explains the shrinkage in his income
advent of the
to the tact that since the
conall
severed
had
Bolshe Regime he
love to'
nection with the (gad! how I
repeat it!) the "Sir-zar ot Rusher.
new
the
of
claims
The philological
fol"champeen" must also be made to
Sololow the itinary ot Mr. Abraham
anstreet
Charles
mons, the one-time
requested the
tique dealer, who once
graphic
(much respected) opinion in the qualithe
arts ot the writer concerning
fact a pair of (Chities ot what was in
By
glass.
nese portraits painted on
Abraham.
Mike Gheloh," said little
"What!
"Never heard ot him." said I.
artist In the
not Mike, the greatest
hearing
my
world?" "no, but perh.1ps
"Sure,
it.'
is at fault, spell
Yah yah,
"Oh ves, Michael Angelo.
heem!" And thus
sure, Dago, you know
so go to it.
the renaissance sucvives,
bhoy-at 'em agin, the nation

run

words,

the

W.

favorite repetition ot that "that," that that that
will persist in alluding to their
a that that that that that I have undervehicle of pleasure and business as
immediately precedes. Is the
lined
"Steam Yatcht."
ELIOT P. NQYES.
stric
ninth."
notice applies with equal

Iraro^taVTan^gres^'/he^oon^and

How

AAB.

ENGLISH

F.

venerable shillalah and Lady Gregory's
aspirations proceed undisturbed by vital
Only—only, I reechoes ot the past.
peat, let the Kentucky Elizabethans
their storage of
to
eye
divert the other
^•Shakespeare" (first proof) and let us
albe sure that the credentials ot all
leged progenitors ot future aristocracy
they
will be more closely scrutinized if

people
ha^e been put up to
they did in this play^

EDWARD

Notes and Lines:
In "The Far Cry."
Nice kind of a mother you are. You
she."
don't deserve a daughter like

—

S2

|

was printed,
looked quite angelic"; it
she
however, "in her white nightgown,
anneared quite English."
appeared

or diminish the serious claims ot those
whose effervescence requires the outlet
ot columns less tittilating to the palate
than our own. If the McCarthy's scene
of derivation alone provides the welkin
that rings the purest of pure English,
good enough may the laurels wrested
from the oppressor continue to grace the

"

'

and

As the World Wags:
Par be it trom the writer to disparage
The best tning
Its initial stages.
=till
when she
did, and that was
"he
th't
"
contralto register
ought into 'play ^er
secona
the
of
„ as In the last Ueder stretches, she
few
.'roup. when, for a
and
a fullness of resonance,

Even more

(2)

common
grotesque is calling tlio English
almost
Taw (which has been called
ecclesiastical)
except
everything else
"Anglican "
,„i-t_
twists
"Anglian" has had some queer
puns, of so
on it since that series of
begingreat historical consequences,
The
angels
ning "Not Angles, but
German
"?°^ern
in
survives
confusion
to
led
this
which has one word for both;
pretentiovjs translaa strange slip in a
Meister" published In
tion of "Wilhelm
repLondon, say 15 years ago; Goethe on to
resented his heroine as stepping
r°l'e<l
her bedroom balcony,
she
thus in the bright moonlight

As
IS

"Romanesque,"

styled

superior to our much vaunted
rump steak." There Is still a dispute
as to the place where the porter-house
The Century
steak was first served.

,rTppar?nUyru^;::sr;:vebeen.^^^^
advised, the concert
.^^^
J^"'"/
of Miss
the debut
the occasion of
by her per orLeweaux. And to Judge

before
synopsis of his coming lecture
what would
the Boston Bar Association:
strict
having
words
of
use
be here loose
singularly
techinoal limitations seems
a
before
and
out ot place in Boston
trade Is
profession whose chief stock In
forSpace
an accurate use of words.
bids giving more than two ^^^-P^^l'
in Rodeveloped
law,
of
Systems
(1)
are
mance countries from Roman law

finitely

n^trsymphony

Break.

all

at least twice, wrote to the Dally Telegraph of London: "The 'tenderloin,' the
'porter-house' steak of America, are In-

•

das Madchen,

k^^X.^s^r.j.-'^-

who knew

'about

People's Symphony
The concert ot th?
hall next Sunorchestra In Symphony
Mason, conductor
day afternoon, Stuart
tne
auspices or
the
11
iindPf
committee of the PeoKd es^ auxiUary Orchestra
AssociaAid

goalie.

cago law professor's widely distributed

a house at
"Porter-house,"
No.
which porter and other malt liquors are
one where
also
_no, were— retailed;
chops and steaks are served. Is an AmerWashington Irving nearly
ican term.
120 years ago spoke of "those temples
and smoke, the
popularity
of politics,
ward porter houses." George Augustus
Sala,

Agate.

queata
'

I

1

new slant on "When In Rome, do
Romans do," appears In a Chi-

A

porter house

Newman.

GITCHI GAMl.

as the

,

i

unlmaglna-

the

r?e?'la
f

he' d"ots1s'L^iI
of a Kapelimelsterlsh

i

As the World Wags:

L. R R. writes: "The
It?
isteak originated In England, didn't

aid%orkman»ke,

rt

XECILELEWEAUXevenu...
Cecile

It Is also
Ibovna, one ot the Moluccas.
or Vryabocca-wood
called Vryabuca,
mottled
a,nd described as "beautifully
from light
land curled, of various tints
yellow."
jred to dark

known."

piannii.^-

"eon

of the Oyster," l-*^

ANOTHER ANGLE

I

conductor. In LonPellx Welngartner,
technician In
sound
don: "A thoroughly
jot^^^^
graduany
has
Whom the talent

pity it Is, since they, all
three, with their remarkable techniques,
Ideas, If they had
noble
clothe
could
them, so superbly.
.The pei^fcrmance yesterday was magnincent Indeed. The audience applaudRed heartily.

,

pubapropos ot the recently
asks:
book about mahogany
''What is amboyna wood?"
Asiatic tree and
It is the wood of an
Island Am'takes It.., name from the

D B

hissed hlrn
him to

li.i'i

1.1'

"The Revolt
decided now.

ll-shed

who
finger at a spectator
so made
lout of the stage, and

A

greatness,

hives.

was an enThe EmpOTor Augustus
"He banished
lightened theatregoer.
Home and
Pyladea out of the city .of
pointed with nis
Italy because he had

Mother Goose, to be sure, Petrouchka
and a steam engine hardly call for
grandeur. That well may be why they
Stravinsky and
appealed to Ravel,
Konegger, who have little to do with

,

hate the job I'm tied to—
a star,
I f.jel that I'm
be a boss
feel that I should
The same as others are.
wags
w.orld
hate the way the
And leaves me on the shell,
glory in my grouches and
sure I hate myself!
I'm suic
ira

different
resonances proper to a voice's
cleanranges that she can dare to sing,
note
any
or
pleases
cut anv vowel she
the great benefit of
she' pleases— to
is
to
enunciation and of pure tone, it
that singing
be hoped, by the way,
Austral' s recogpupils observed Mme.
the English
nition of the fact that
variety of
wider
ton-ue contains a
was a
vowel sounds than Italian; it
correctly
treat fo hear English words
pronounced.
Mme. Austral can put her great voice
through coloratura paces as neat as
soprano can
you please; not every lyric
has at her comdo so much. And she
.

mand

a wide range', of color; with rare
and imaginative power she varied
"Ocean" aria.
The sound she found, lovely to hear

skill

the episodes of Weber's

-WOOP-WOOP.

and, poetically, Just right, for Strauss's

"Traum dusch

Faust."

As the World Wags:
ct,cttn,i
Stratton
Friend husband read Gene
This
Bees
Porter's "Keeper of the
_ot
collection
a
A. M. he awoke with

'tselt
|

prove

'

'li

'

m 'nmerung" would
'list

of quality.

;

11,,

,

.

y

1,

.1

1

the Florida

>-^d
I

and health

statistics.
An April First joker tried to catch met]
with, "Your necktie is open." I replied,

.uivertlslng

|

Her oiluT

'...ui.ui

M'ui;.--

.-..:!„

--Ik-

j

very well, thouirh not so notably; they
w-rip TV'olf'.M ••VcrborBonhelt," Bralmis's

"This is the open season for necktlea,"
scorlnK a snappy "comeback."

and Strauss's "Caecillo."
•Rliorna VIncltor." from
xceedinsly well, and, following
the example of Mme. Nordica, Bruennhllde's call, with a brillinnoy of tone
and a spirit to cause a thrill. To close
the concert Mme. Austral planned to
sinsr "Love's Quarrel," by Cyril .Scott,
by Eric C'oates "Se.a Rapture" and Xm
If only
Forge s "Sons of the Open."
she can do away with those few poor
becomel
singer
she
may
:i
tones, what
Mme. Austral had in Myron Jacobson a remarkable accompanist; in the
Weber air especially he did -wonders.
An accomplished fluli.-st, John Aniadio,
played charmingly, with Mr. Jacobson,
two engaging movements from a Bacli
sonata, lie was sot down to play later
R. R. G.
two solo pieces.
l

U

FRANK

'

J.

KINNURE.

j

|

s.iiiR

.\

>.

.

a pleasure to announce the
to membership In our Hall

It is

tlon

'.

.

Fame

Salt

Mr. Imer Pett of

of

o

Lake

manager of the Bingham Mines Company. We believe he
win be as popular In Boston as he is,

City, the general

from his own admission,

In

Utah.

RELATIVITY AND CONTINUITY
World Wags:

As

'

the
So Prohibition Field Marshal Assistant Secretary Andrews says it is "useless to arrest a bootlegger because his
brother or his uncle would take up the
trafllo where the arrested man left It

We

newspaper:

MAXWELL SEDAN—1825
'This car Is equal to new In every
respect. Balloon tires. Duco finish aiid
many extras. Low mileage. Privately
I

owned. A very economical car to run."
"Equal to new." This speaks volumes
for the make. What was the deacon's
one horse shay in comparison?

"SOUND ON THE GOOSE"
As the World Wags:
Can any of your column readers give
facts

'

L. R. R.

religion works wol North, but
ez soft ez spruce,
Compared to ourn, for keepin' sound,'
"
sez she, 'upon the goose.'

thought only of joyous
in country and city houses, the hospitable inns, the eating and drinking.
Were the country inns worthy to be
classed with those praised years before
by Shenstone and Dr. Johnson? George
Augustus Sala tells how Dickens once
asked him to visit these inns and contribute to his magazine for Dickens
,was then an editor an article concernSala's experiences on this
ing them.
journey were fatal to the established

—

SUDDEN DEATH

IS FATAL
TO PALESTINE LADY

THE HOTEL LOBBY
Marble flooring, heavily carpeted,
potted palms swaying gently In a continual draft, as if being caressed by a
silent canaries
tropical breeze
hopping from cage bottom to perch and
back again, seemingly bored with the
whole proceedings. Shrieking covers
concealing upholstery of an undoubtedly
Fair maidens strolling
earlier period.
about non-chalantly under the guidance
Deep in the
of elderly chai)erons.
cushions of an all-embracing chair; an
occasional head rests wearily "Pon a
stout
gradually weakening arm
men and stouter women recuperating
after a strenuous morning of "seeing
Cigars changing hands,
the sights."
friends being introduced amid much
handshaking; bellboys paging— nobody
knows whom. Above the buzz of conversation can be heard the faint click
At one side, fastidiof a typewriter.
ously attired— decidedly ill at ease—
ashes from a cigarflicking
nervously
reette a youth leans on an evidently
pomcently acquired walking stick; a
overalready
orders
to
issues
pous clerk
.

misses his man."

NOT PROFITEERING
As the World Wags:
add a further word of reply to
the inquiry expressed in your column in
I

regard to the unusually high prices now
being asked for potatoes?
A decade ago if commodity prices rose
above the customary level, the cause
was attributed to "trust," "monopoly,"
or "corner." Since the war we have come
to use the word "profiteering," and usually with as little reason. We must be
careful, moreover, not to compare this
year's prices with those of last, when. It
will be recalled, potatoes were worth less
at Maine shipping depots than the cost
of harvesting. In fact, there was a crop
shortage this year of some 150,000,000
bushels compared with last, and of 50,000,000 as compared with the average of
the last five years. The reasons for the
shortage lay partly in the small planting which always follows a bad price
year, as last year was. And with speIcial reference to our eastern supply further causes might be found in the heavy

.

.

.

.

!

i

loaded porters.

The

its glory.

.

Grunn; Nocturne, Curran; The
Great Adventure, Percy E. Fletcher;
Toujours a Tol, Tschalkowsky; Nell.

the violent seasonal and annual
'ua^ions in the price of this staple
let are beginning to annoy con-.s, think
what they must mean to
farmer who stakes his all, in the
'.age of the news stands, on the
.^.suts of this one crop.
-

DONALD SPENCER.

Seed Po-

Vermont.

Ferrari;

Le

seems reasonable
There Is no law com-

explanation

pelling people to tat potatoes,

a week.

—Ed,

even once

I

j
j
!

j

Ab the World Wags:

f

can write you a fine life Insurance
my company, bat there are 12
ir'Iev !n Florida in which you must
Including Palni Beach. (Call-

policy in
'

.

:

ers please copy.)

i

am

afraid

'

j
;

>

I

'

I

;

'

many

'

|

Mr. Hayward has gone to newspamemoirs, diaries, topical jokes,

common-place books, articles in the Illustrated London News and Punch, for

the sources of his facts; he has talked
with those who lived in the earlier days
when Dickens wrote. Nothing, appar-

has escaped his attention. If he
us of London's streets, paved with
rough granite blocks, noisy; the watermen, cabdrivers. hackney coachmen,
street venders, as hot pie-men; dress of

Mr.
discrimination in selection. The man>
Illustrations are a pictorial commentar;
on the period; many are taken from ti.e
^Bustrated London NewB.

1

,

The Yale Dramatic Association occu-

one night only.

The play was written by Tom GushYale '02, In 1919, and based on
notes made by him during the St. Miing,

drive

the

fall

of

1918.

Nearly

hiel

every episode In the play, it is stated
in the program, is based on an actual
happening. These happenings have been
welded together into a play, which, as
fantastic as the war itself, is a mixture
of comedy, tragedy, melodrama, farce

pantaloons; the "mustachs movement"
the 50's, whiskers as "Piccadilly
in
weepers" remaining in fashion after full
beards had gone out; top-hats worn by
all classes, swells and crossing-sweepand costermongers'
newspapers
ers;
slang; he also tells us of the amusements of the upper ten, Almack's, prize
There are ^ver two paites about
fights.
the Heenan-Sayers "mill," favoring the;

|

pied the stage of the Repertory Theatre
last night when, under the auspices of
the Yale Club of Boston they presented
their current play, "Out o' Luck," for

tells

street amusements;
crinoline forbidding a gentleman from
lady, mourning costo
a
arm
offering his
tumes of a blue frockcoat and white

1

J

entlv,

men and women;
I

!

YALEPLAYGIVEN

chapter

singularly agreeable, entertaining readpers,

i

'

and the one relating to the debtors'
court and prisog,. the book abounds in
ing.

the
seen.
,
j o,
i
isj
'-steam Travel by Land and Sea
the title of another-chapter.
will
index
excellent
A glance at the
show the great variety of matter treat'ed Only by reading will one appreciate
Hayward's amazing industry and

i

total mortality.

of

I

i

;

with the exception

met

i

be

this

'

I

mortality in the fifties
iThe
amounted to nearly 50 per cent, of the
'

Cabin

,

infant

Captif,

(from "Falstaft"), Verdi; Love Went
A-Rlding, Bridge; A Caravan from
China Comes, Warren Storey-Smith;
The Airman's Creed, John Adams Loud.
Mr Marcoux is blessed with an excepIts range Is long,,
tionally good voice.
are
even though the extreme low notes
be. and the
:not as rich as they might
msufficiently
top does not reach to a
ipresslve hiph O to make the uncalled
'Tagliacce prologue
!for ending to the
The medium Is very beautidesirable.
by nature, biit
doubt
no
ful, partly so
judicious use
largely because of a highly
resonance as
Head
of nasal resonance.
advantgreat
to
uses
Marcoux
well Mr.
which
age. And the unpleasant quality
palatal
on
over-reliance
comes from an
vibration— let us for once be technical.—
with comMr Marcoux has done away indeed,
to
He has learned,
pletely.
manage his voice admirably.
'

This

and satisfactory.

women,

Gamp was the nurse of those years.
The wretched condition of pauper
lunatics even in 1859 was unbelievable.

1

was changed a mos

"Uncle Tom s
every'night
There are interwith success in 1852.
popular actors and
rstlng sketches of
tragedian, playing
actresses. Smith, the
part of a drunkard,
at the Adelphl the
niaudlin frenzy
overturned his glass in
cr> h(
"With a terrible, almost bestial.
ground and began
J threw himself on the
spilled
the
of
licking up the last drop
avidity that
brandy with a gruesome
the
made the house shudder." Nor isDoes
Hayward.
opera neglected by Mr.
remember
States
any one in the United
the
Banvard's "Dioramic Picture of
s OverMississippi River" or "Fremont
Caliand
land Route to Oregon, Texas
They were exhibited :n the
for"la"?
London of the late forties. At the PolyHalls
technic Institution Mr. Spark
proved of great
elastic boots, "which had
clir«bing
benefit to her majesty while
Scottish mountains," were to be

had died in the flues. (Little children
worked in coal pits 12 or more hours
a day.) The lives of young dressmakers, according to an official report,
were unscrupulously sacrificed. Sairey

Paure; Le
Gretchanlnow: Prologue from ,"Paglicaro ben,
accl," Leoncavallo; Lungl dal
(from "Don
Sart'i; Deh vien! alia flnestra
Giovanni"). Mozart; Quand'ero paggio
Mlrolr,

If

Inspector of Certified

would

often

with a short curtain

five-act comedies
reiser The program

House of Commons .sitting In the rooms
were soaroely able to bear It. Not till
1875 was the use of boys for sweeping

CHTCITO.

Drifting,

last year.

tatoes,

filthy,

or lamps^
we?e lighted with candles
include two

The programs would

workshop,
kitchen, eating room and kitchen for
grounds
burying
The
three families.
wore not large enough to contain the
effluvium from the
1858
In
dead.
Thames was such that members of the

damp,

ve"tjess element in

Henri Marcoux, baritone, sang this
program last night In Jordan hall, to the
excellent accompaniment of William
Promesse de mon avenlr
Ellis Weston:
(from "Le Roi de Lahore"), Massenet:
The Builder, Cadman; The Moon Goes

Late Blight, which disease
was, by the way, that caused the
Irish famines of 1845, "46 and '48, and a
final cause in severe Infestations of potato aphids In the Long Island and New
Jersey crops.
A3 the writer has suggested, the demand for potatoes is highly inelastic; a
moderate fluctuation in the supply of
•otatoes causes violent variations
in
>lielr price. In the light of this fact the
iOerable crop shortage this year
!astify the present high prices of
oes.
As to who is getting the high
ice, it is undoubtedly the farmer. We
;nn only hope It Is sufficient partially to
epay the disastrous losses he sustained

tres

houses, and in the poorer quarters these
cesspools, were never emptied. Even in
1850 houses Inhabited by over GOO. 000
people were without a supply of water.
One little apartment, attic or cellar,

MARCOUX,BARITONE

it

3tat-5

sewing

acces

House. The seats
Ser Majesty's Opera wooden benches
the pit were hard
m„hov,t
The whole floor smelt
hacks
of the theaoranges and beer. Most

sold into slavery. In the thirties thouisands of Londoners died from cholera
and fever. Until 1S60 the few sewers
emptied into the Thames at low water,
and the contents were driven back by
In 1841 practically the only
the tide.
drainage was by cesspools under the

chimnies forbidden by law though

infection of

1

^ll^°r-a<:^:^^^;^^e

of 280 pages, richly illus-

chimney sweeps and

year Dickens died?

j-;to;i^^"^tH^-'~

Mtrated, entitled "The Days of Dickens:
Glance at Some Aspects of Early
Victorian Life in London." The book is
published in this country by E. P. Dutton & Co.
Was London itself the capital of
Utopia? Read the pages in "A Chapter
Mr. Hayward advises the
of Horrors."
squeamish to pass it by, for in it he
describes the inefficient supply of water,
the almost total lack of drainage, the
wretched
tlie
slums,
unspeakable

'

I

I

volume

ty-pt of

1870. the

*ja

.

1

—

I

Extract from "Hick, the Dick, or
Forty-five Years After":
"I don't care If this man never serves
a day," he says. "I want to show people around here that Foster Black never

I

and hs Dinah'; the
which George Leybourne
Great
7u
"T ion Comique" and the
"sublime expositors/
^"Lnce" were the' Hayward, did Ley^ X.^ wav Mr
h^olrrsirg^-'Champagn^CharUe'' before
"Vilikins

sw^r

Arthur L. Hayward, author of "The
Dickens Encyclopedia," has written a
stout

Advotate)

dying speeches
purporting to be the last
their way to the scafof murderers on
?old^ the class of -°?S\f,^P"^r".^^^avy
heavy

traditions.

—

(O.)

^^^^

,

do not know the origin of the
Ed.

(Headline in Greenville
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NOT AN UNCOMMON CASE

W. BUELL.

musical, even elegant.

To some the description of the song
and supper rooms, theatres and circuses
ety to his stream of beautiful sound;
There
will be especially entertaining.
Its very beauty, unchanging, could easG. Ross singIn the Don's
ily become monotonous.
is a vivid account of W.
serenade, for Instance, he might, to the
mournful
ing that aweful ditty, that
song's benefit, add a suggestion of
chant, "Sam Hall." Here we find the
too,
someFalstaff,
amorous appeal.
'words as they were taken down at the
"I
thing of a character, doubtless gave
time by one who heard the song:
signs of his individuality, not to say ofl
have printed them as a curiosity, never
of
his
voice.
The}
his bulk, in tone
having seen them in any book." Here
man of Massenet was quite different
Blue
we read of the old Alhambra, thewhere
from them both.
Posts "Wildest of wild houses,
More convincingly than these operatic
long rows
the frail and fair were set In
excerpts Mr. Marcoux sang the first
their adalong the bar counter while
group of American songs. Very good
The
laps.
their
from
drank
mirers
evisang
with
he
them
of their kind,
Casmo, freArgyle Rooms, the Holborn
dent relish, and so extremely well.
golden-haired
quented by "the beautiful,
R. R. O.
were
Mabel Grey" (some of her relations ago.
years
dwelling in Boston a few
it
here),
though they were not bom
the «"^Pr^;"|.^J='"j
The novels of Charles Dickens often; was at Mott's thatlet loose
a bagful of
quis of Hastings
was at .ts
gave foreigners, Americans Included, the
sewer rats while dancing
off the gas
country,
turning
one
the
was
England
idea that
height, a confederate
seen the
London the one city, in which to enjoy as soon as the women had
They passed over his accounts of animals.
life.
the popular
gross evils in civic and governmental
The songs that caught
life, the debtors' prison, the circumlocuThe "BritDickens:
of
days
the
fency in
tion office, the slow wheels of the chanSchool of Song,
ish Brandy and Water
cery coach, the disgraceful conditions of
the patriotic and
cemeteries breathing out pestilence; and
»<! Thackeray called it;
"Death Verses,"
life on the road,
tenTlr^entaT ones; th^

It's

We

is

Marcoux
Mr.
endowed by nature,
showed himself last night as a sinffer
of technical and musical parts.
It would be well If he could add vari-

Nothun

phrase.

1

,1.

ing that

1862):
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APROPOS A RECENT EPISODE

May

"And

expression

Did the phrase come Into common
use before the Fifties of the last cenBartlett says that It originated
tury?
in the Kansas troubles and signified
true to slavery. In the Knickerbocker
"A
magazine, 1856 (No. 48), we find:
slight German accent did not prevent
him from being Sound, as he said, 'on
ter goose question.' " In the same year
the Providence Journal (June 18) said
of a political candidate "To seek for
His oppolitical flaws is of no use.
ponents will find he Is sound on the
goose."
The "BIgeiow Papers" (Feb.

suggest that "so do his sisters
and lids cousins and his aunts." We
even know of a case where a bootlegmaintained the familv
ger's widow
honor aiid Income by continuing to dis
o
pense the prohibited joy-water.
such a woman as this Is a great countrj
L.

the

sion originate?

May we

made.
Stoneham.

concerning

by the way, he Is sound on the goose"?
"Sound on the goose" Is found in the
.Standard and Cejitury dictionaries and
under the heading of "Goose." In what
New England village did this expres-

off."
I

know

that any automobile
was 100 years old until we read an
advertisement published In a Boston
did not

EngTlsh viewnnraT ft-ayenr wouici nrft*
won had not the ring been entii.
Pleasure gardens and chophouses, mailcoaches and inns, famous murders and
are
social distinctions in country life
grand
jnly a part of Mr. fiay^ard's
lanoramlc show.

with no com-

Tiuikes a neat attack, a
wide gradation of tone he can command, clear enunciation too, and phras-

luoilon

;

In

find realism. There are German officers
jquartered in a house in Lorraine. Guns
booming and reports made. They
to intimidate a French girl Into
acting as a spy by threats against the
life of her grandmother.
An impudent, hrippy -go-lucky Amerlcan of doughboy hero type who falls
into their clutches resolves to save her,
Then other doughboys/ the vanguard of
a drive, take the villAge and are billet-

(are
'try

j

|
I

^
.i

|
i

pubU.hed
Le Gu,d= du Concert,

«, the Bible," the p=alm,
"'^
jazz
whieh were to thie people .» J««
^

Parisian weekly?
tie
hospes multi joci, to use

ot tnuj
iL inny'be remarked that Max von Schillings, wiio v.:is lumed out
musical directorship of the National Opera in Berlin tiiough his contract
did not expire until July 1, 1929, has received an indemnity of about |15,100.'

^

the
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Un8».ge

James Agate, while he enjoyed Messrs. Gray and Hopwood's "Best
"How brilliantly
People," when it was produced in London, remarked:
successful this farce is may be judged from the fact that sallies which a
9-year-old schoolboy would hold to be of meagre invention, are quaffed
audience as though they were authentic di-aughts from the Pierian
spring. 'Don't shock my brother-in-law,' says the Heavy Father; 'he has
a weak heart.' 'It's not his heart that's weak,' retorts Millie, the chorus
Whereupon we all laugh, as though Wit were newgirl, 'it's his head.'
delivered of the antique jest. This particular jeu-d'esprit may not happen in cold print to be among Felicity's choicer children. But the point
The test is whether the genius for
is that cold print is not the test here.
^^^.^^
players who take up the burden of farce has carried us into
^^^^ heaven where squibs take on the quality of rockets. The answer is
unpretentious farce has
This
*
i/j.c*.iio»Mi-'-vi,
.
so translated.
ygg.
uc^.-i* o\j
•
jrco, wc ^ave
nave: been

thte
,j,tot
editor of this
the rector, or the
<-Vp>
- ,
UtUe
hie
o,

humor-

rtf

leee^. .0 he

W»

P.™.

ta

of .he encie-t

i*.
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Eom.n, spe.k.ng

W

Ciceronian Latin.

enter effectively .into
AnJazz has its uses ' it
Coronation,
.
-^«„v>f
if
we doubt if "Coronation,
V><.<!tral works; but
o'^cnes
only a few
the most serious
mention
we
"Dundee"—
bt. An
tioch," "Duke Street,
^^^y .^ere to be jazzed. Ourj
wouia ^Qivi if they 'Were
tunes—
church
tune,j jio wit and no semblance of anything approaching style. But it would be
of the grand old
-„,iarlv lugubrious
that singu
y
.
» great mistake to deny that it i« entertaining. That, at least, it does to
u^^-' hymns to
p^^s^-ai
^
Passos's
ers sang burial
r)on
grandfathers
in ivir. i^o
it jazzed, though
hear
Here exactly is a play which non-Tchekovians will adore. It
,
I.erfection.
to
..
like
„„^„1
ITT
et,m,lH
not
j.v.
snouiu
VVe
"China.
•China.
^7/""-;"'
^
^n„rners
anvthina
o„„fv,inr, that we
w«> surmise
snrmisA abroad;
ahrnari; and that it isn't like anything
mourners entered a house isn't like anything
and
clergyman
^ong
^
P. H.
play. "The Moon
with masks in hand, we know at home is neither here nor there."
and
^,,,,,es
j<»
skipping
for a funeral service
gnef.
hypocritical_
as if too symbolize
People's Symphony Orchestra,
P. M.
piano piece,
SUNDAY— Symphony Hall, 3;30Mary
written a pleasing
n
Lewis of the Metropolitan Opera
1,
this city has
Stuart Mason, conductor;
us a
See
Mr. Charles Repper of
Sending
Concert
for the maintenance of the orchestra.
^
soprano.
House,
ja
ingeniously and artistically
special notice.
-Roof Gardens," music
Orchestra,
Civic
League
Framingham
P.
M.
TUESDAY Jordan Hall, 8
Roy Qoddard Greene, conductor. Orchestral music by Meineche, Schu..py, he
Joseph Ecker. tenorj
bert, Waldteufel, Rossini, Wagner, Cadman.
there is always p
that
told
been
that
have
"I
possible
aria
from Edith Noyes Greene's opera "Osseo," songs by SecchI, Branscour^^^^^^
flappers. Of
or
pianist.
jazz
Greene,
Edith
N.
Peccla.
with
Buzzi
and
combe,
thing which has to do
Ve\,sten to asdarkness (we
WEDNESDAY— Jordan Hall, 8;15 P. M. Judith Litante, soprano; Nicolas
be cast into outer
you believe all jazz should
Slonimsky, accompanist.
not
Harvard Glee Club. Mr. WondTHURSDAY— Symphony Hall. 8:15 P.Hempel,
Mr. Repper that we hold
th^ It is only
"^^^^'^
soprano. See special notice.
worth, acting conductor; Frieda
Ravel, Minuet
pianist.
Qoding,
Howard
Jordan Hall, 8:15 P. M.
from "Le Tombeaii de Couperin." Auric, Prelude (au General Clapier).
from "KreisMolto
Allegro
and
Adagio
Vivacissimo,
Schumann,
lerlana." Fr<.nck- Bauer, Prelude, Fugue and Variation. Bach, Bourree.
poses as a Ph. D.
_
composersl
Puerto del
L'Isle
Joyeuse,
La
Debussy,
been to night-school but
major.
C
Sonata,
Scarlatti,
American
music have reproacnea
_
vino. De Falla, Danse rituelle du feu from "El Amor Brujo." Dohnanyl,
^v,»i.
their
"For some time writers on
developing
W. R.
on
theme
by
Polka
a
and
Rachmaninoff,
major.
Rhapsodle, C
of using
instead
...
l^uropean
the Boston Symphony
composers
FRIDAY— Symphony Hall, 2:30 P. M. 22d concert ofLhevinne,
for writing in the
pianist.
See
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Orchestra, Mr. Koussevitzky, conductor; Josef
special notice.

SATURDAY—Symphony

Repetition of Friday's

M.

Hall, 8:16 P.

Symphony
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CINEMA CRITICISM

of the
anything on either side

popular
^j/^Jrhec
not bee me o s^eaU^i
may or may
(aims to please). Whatever
of ^^"-^^7^
Lsic, the particular forms
f^^.'J^VTrol ust as another

with a dance

fied

^^'^Vp^r

C^^^^^^^^
P
a polka, etc ^
jrhythm stands for a waltz,
the ^V^^/^^'
like
forms,
dance
ular
^^^^^^^J^^^^;
styles.
in their
.^^
iwritten short piano pieces
a.iusing i^^^^^^^^^^
individual
which has
of the high brow p j
"I think a great deal
rather than the music

^

to the players

7'\Cd

type

m

Chopin-s. or

if

they could

—

^^^^Jf^^^^^

not

to play

^^hopin's, I think

the

delnced'from

any'^^^^ n^sic too serious.,

_
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terpointed

the provocative cliches that cling about the cinema, there are

r

...

jazz".'

-

^

to

f

.peaks of
operas. Now this Jean
^ ^^^^
in one of his forgotten
^ ^
his honrie m 1835
Pans
made
by his
Strasbourg,
^^^'^^^
at
and <=bor^l^X
-oland a mass of instrumental
tim^^
;ame
a^
erudite and
^^^^^^
voluminous. astonishingly
J^,, ,\r^^^ Aeolian Harp," and
umes on "The Cries of Par s, ..^^"/^

ol";,

Z

eo.lo,„ia.

Occasional attendance at such functions has bred the spirit of cynicism,
not of scepticism in us.

if

But why should the cinema, any more than any other of the arts, be an
or^an'for propaganda? In the words of the infallible Elie Faure, "it
a new art which has nothing to do with the theatre. It Is a mistake perhaps to associate it with plastic art. It is still inorganic, and will not find
its true rhythm until society itself has found its rhythm. ... Art, I

e.p„s.o„.

m

so, in the

"show the customs and manners of foreigrn populations." And these
same blithe believers are probably the ones who think that there is nothinj:
like the cinema for transcribing "famous books by famous authors."

the

Mer ry contained, besides
American Mercury
American
The current number
article on ,azz by
J^p'ser,
story, "Hatrack." an
^V^^^^^ Kastner,
^erm
used by ^ -J^"^^;,.^
the saxophone being
^^^^

^P™j:iSe,?rex'pSion

And

—

co.„-

* 4.1,
»
the
of

come in the spring; in the wake of
maze of "movie" verbiage, and the

like the flowers that

growing dynamism of the cinema, there comes this problem of "what is
the cinema critic," and "what is cinema criticism" or what should it be.
There is nothing so lacking in bounds as this same cinema. There are
still the amiable souls who think It a God-given instrument to "educate,"

^^^^^^^^tT^^^^

B.ch „ee.

1-

I

all

the creative artist.

:rht,,t."r;Lver
I,

J^^^j; J

Of

commentator are

way?

CM

"^^^^'

Films

none so fantastic or so hard worked as the ones that detail its limitations,
And of late even the facile
its functions and something of its aesthetic.
perturbed
over this question of
have
grown
Manhattan
sophisticates of
"what is the cinema critic?"
The day of the "movie" critic who was something of a cross between
a society reporter, a postofflce and a sob sister, is slipping into an unlamented, nerveless decadence. The art has not only given rise to its
creative thinkers, but to its critics as well. The analyst and the gentle

ainst jazz is due

f^^;^}^Z'iZV^^^^^

When

Deal in Perspectives

,

many pl-es'do
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of the "Movie" Critic

others, and

with the Fox Trot,

It
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(the 'boiler-shop-on-o-busy-day'
'classical
happen to be interested

What

music
that have their origin
'-I^
^"^^/^ ^° s a'concekj
TTe^ope'aVwhi'chMn Osgood refers was
perf ormed m any °P^''^^'J°g
For there is conception, composition,
written in 1843, but not
^^^j^gg^vatory. Was notj have called it>-not science. ; . .
ha^^o^^^^e
the
,'"
performance the next year
^^^^ jjalevy introduced it in creation and transcription to the screen on the part of three persons. .
nothing
but
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of
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autono1852
be
?
should
in
feeling
of
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"The
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en ^Jew/^produced at the Paris
his "w an
nious organisms represented by the film. In time this web must be woven
is George <^°P^|f"^'
which will be more moving in proportion as the
i"**' Pl^stic drama
A correspondent asks: "Where
made a specmlty oi uea ^ y
psychological pattern that it covers is strongly, soberly and
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when he was living in Boston,
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was not then the fashion
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recital in raris 1^^^^'^*=
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Mr. Copeland announced a
^^^^^
Chopin,
Scarlatti,
Muff at,
^'^'^"^^"^^^g^g" one'^b^y'Lac'uona, an unfamiliar*
ance
customary final group of Spams

Once upon a time, when the "movies" were looked upon as youn?, their
delight was in watered romances; in the recasting of ancient stage
name in Boston.
_
historical pageantnj-, tales of adventure in the wild West; in
Pi^ces,
c h 1" there for
anything that had been done on the stage, or that demanded a
^^^^^
Speaking of Paris, there is a "P.^yp^°'^!l^®^°^^^\^ano
of ^e yiohn, ce^^o^a^^
.netting more flexible and spacious than the theatre could then afford.
teaching singing and the use
Franz Lehar is
songs with texts ir| There was no attempt to be original, either in subject matter, or in com*"^"J"^^J^^?^°"g^,.ent;iy in Berlin of
is sung by the majori^
language
design.' The "movies" were simply an offshoot of the ten.
what
eWito^'^Itmakes^Uttle difference
If m rare
is left in ignorance.
hearer
thirty, melodrama which gave them their first producers and al!
'^^^^"^
twenty,
the
-J
Boston;
in
of lingers
clearly
1 °^ ^heir actors—until quite recently. At least all who were actors,
the French of the singer is
^^^^J|j^\^°gj/jg.^igfo^the^audi^^
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ana SO "up and over"
scene.
Thoy repulse
the enemy brilliantly, the poor fatalist
"gets his," the Innocence of the girl Is
established, and the villainous captain
Is discovered to be the German spy who
srasi) their iflrs
In a spectacuU'iii

]

0

1

Chaplin in

Chai.'ii

"A Woman

apeil> in which the villain

m

a

was

of Parts" vonturea to

1

a trag«ciy.|
j

quite delightful, not steeped in his vil-

slipped into the cinema.

'

.

.

.

—

"An American Tragedy," to be done by Griffith although
somewhat uncertain and to be done as written, according to the

Dreiser's

—

still

thi^

more entertaining

sophisticated.

"I hate mobs," he is reputed to

words of English
abtfve mentioned,

From

in

it is

hie

possession.

the beginning, the "movies" have gone in for the spectacular

A

par excellence.
imaginations of

although

it

is

has nothing in

"Ben Hur," the

"The

JBig Parade."

common with

It

the film of spectacle.

Gargantuan laughter.

It is

warm

These are the

aixl

pole.^

movement; the one, the culmination of the older, grand
manner; the other, touched off with the imagfinative camera work that
marks the new school.

of the "super"

"Moana," and the earlier "Nanook of the North," are the only "ed
fire, that have achieved, aside from
the details of native life, an artistic unity, ^nd compositional beauty.
There was nothing in them that suggested the perambulating lecturer
who set himself down in strange places, and had himself photographed,
They were real and lovely because they were unalong with others.
posed, because of the beauty of the natives themselves, and the excel
lence of the camera work.

ucational" films that have taken

And

yet here, more thai
Fantasy
in anything else, lies the peculiar strength and flair of the cinema.
There have been some sporadic ventures in film fantasy, of various
sorts "The Beggar on Horseback," "Peter Pan," "A Kiss For Cinder11
ella," "The Thief of Bagdad," to mention the American ones first.
was "Caligari" that brought the. psychological fantasy into the cinema.
"The Last Laugh" followed it, although in point of cinema development it should have preceded. And with "Caligari," the "movies" began to show their parallelism with the other arts- Before this they
were seemingly untouched with current movements, experiments, with
the intellectual searching of the day. Expressionism, cubism, translated
to a moving screen took on a new significance. The expressionist technique is in the province of the cinema, not of the stage. It is too swift,
too subtle to be fully realized in any other medium. It is the visual expression of the psychological researches of Freud.
And now the machine has begun to interest the "movie" makers.
Cruze, after he has finished "Old Ironsides" will do a film version of
"R. U. R.," with a fully developed mechanistic technique, somewhat after
the fashion of the German "Metropolis," another cinema dream of a
mechanistic universe. The fcubists have touched some other film* besides
Comte Etienne de Beaumont's 'A quoi
the ones we have mentioned.
revent les jeunes filmes," Ufa's "Cinderella," the "Ballet Mecanique" ol'
Dudley Murphy and Fernand Leger, the only American attempt to experiment with perspective and machinery in motion, barring "The Beggar
on Horseback," which was, of course, somewhat incipient.
as yet, it is scarcely touched.

—

no end to all this; that is its peculiar charm. One can specu
lC ad infinitum and still be no wiser as to where "the movies" are going,
although the humble critic, who has only become one by the grace of God
before that he was only a reviewer finds himself quite bewildered in
•'re midst of this new parlanceIn those far-off, unhappy days when the "movies" knew nothing oX
undersea photography, of camera angles, or cubism, the critics had
nothing to do but sit pretty and tell whether the heroine had sex appeal,
or not. But now, when even the designs for settings are turned over to
Norman bel Geddes (for "The Sorrows of Satan") ^what is the "movie"
nviewer to do? He has to be as versatile as the cinema itself; as intelKat in the ways and the history of the plastic arts as of the drama or
t^'-ature, even the dance.
If he really takes his work seriously he will

There

Under

t-come

an encyclopedist.

Cinema

criticism started out so blithely, in such a casual fashion,
most like a gossip column. Now, with all this talk of perspective, foreortening, distortion, compositional beauty, the rhythm of the design, as
'.il as the customary well chosen words
about the acting, when any.
le "movie" critique is a strange, exotic flowering.
And the critic..
r.tinue to clip along gaily behind, wherever the cinema leads them.
.

.

nd to whatever forrn of expression it leads us, it is by volume^
.abesques, gestures, attitudes, relationships, associations, contrasts anu
assages of tones the whole animated and insensibly modified from one
f action
of a second to another
that it will impress our sensibility
irid act upon our intelligence ..." according to the speculations of that
imaginative historian of art, Elie Faure.
£. Q.
.-.

—

.

.

.

nd in the house.
^•x>tle9,

There Is corhedy or;
grub and the like, and one man
eure that a bullet bears his

j

who

la

number, and raves in neurotic fashion.
The girl comes and goes with dainties
for the soldiers and Is under suspicion
i>y a hard-boiled captain, who tries to
-hat she is a spy. Then comes
aight when the boys break
i^trlcal costumes which have

been sent there by mistake msteaa oi
They decide to put on a
supplies.
musical comedy and deck out as chorus
In this
girls and hula-hula dancers.
masculine burlesque of femininity they

amused the enthusiastic audience, whr
demanded and obtained many encoreIn the middle of the show the G T
mans come over, and putting their >
hats over their wigs, the "chortis gi^

heading

of

play in the trial of H. L.

"Ballardvale

posterity

POTATOES

IN

VERMONT

As the World Wags:
Seeing the dusty gag
"smiles"

the continual rains

summer caused heavy losses, as
hundreds of bushels of potatoes rotted
in the ground and most of the small
growers have had to buy potatoes for
of last

"ARISTOTLE ON IMMORALITY"
As

harvest our crops.
foot deep so that
we could not use potatoe-diggers, bu,t
had to resort to the old-fashioned hook
whereby 10 men working all day in our
fields could not dig as many potatoes
as the machine would have done In half
an hour, Oct. 10, we had a heavy fall
of snow which did not go oft and the
ground froze hard, as did the potatoes.
We are among the smaller growers,
havijig only five acres of potatoes. Our
losses were over $1000 for the season.

—

Stoneham.

"We are Indebted to "C. H> C." for a
clipping from the Los Angeles Times of
April 1, or about that date. The headline is:
"

'SWEET ADELINE .TURNS SOUR'
it's

"

a sad story:

Melghan stood before Judge

Turney charged with a liquor law vioHe said he had a good excuse
lation.
for his suspicious actions, to wit:

"He was walking along the street
when he beheld a group of young men
The
engaged in producing harmony.
song, he said, was one he knew well,
and was fragrant with old memories. He
joined the group, Joining Incidentally In

L.

W. BUELL.

There are several new books on the

F. G. C.

—

World Wags:

the editor was taking us to
task for preserving Aristotle's remarks
on the soul, to make our own materialistic point, the local linotype became
facetious as witness:
Editor's note Aristotle also said that
'the soul was immortal,' and he proved
from the commou desire in the
it
hearts of mankind for immorality."
We knew it, we knew it from the
start, but we didn't realize we bad such
authority behind us.
But kindly page Plato, boy.

The mud was over a

This is the second letter giving a reasonable explanation of the prevailing
prices that seem exorbitant to those unacquainted with the failure of last year's
Ed.
crops.

the

When

tically impossible to

"Philip

to the effect that
longest word, I am
two others which have

INSISTER.

The more extensive growers sprayed
week with expensive
chemicals and thereby prevented rot.
But the fall weather was worse than
the summer had been, and it was prac-

Mates,

the

use.

their fields every

1

Is

moved to exhume
"Be"smiles" stopped forty way^:
leaguered," which has a league between
the beginning and the end, and "incontinently" whose extremes are separated
by our entire continent.

least.

own

the

Somebody "shushed"
slightly too loud.
them with no result. Then Mr. Mencken's chin snapped back over his shoulder with an incisive "Shut up!" They
did, and the next morning Mr. Mencken
H. F. M.
was acquitted, cum laude.

6th. J. H.
asked: "Why the exorbitant prices for
potatoes this spring?" I can assure him
that it is not profiteering, to say the

their

duly recorded in

and some 15 newspaper men were closely packed around one end of the bench
at which Judge Parmenter presided. After Mr. Asbury had testified and dropped
back a few paces, someone started to
talk with him about the case in a tone

World Wags:
In The Herald of April

first place,

not

last

lost to

Messrs. Mencken and Chase, their
lawyers, Mr. Asbury, author of "Hatrack," the officers who made the arrest,

the

In the

if

of by-

public press.

interesting series.

As

bit

Mencken

Tuesday morning which may be

Mothers' club."
Mr. George W. Dinsmore, who has
called our attention to this social event,
suggests the advisability of Mr. E. E.
"Whiting being in Ballardvale tomorrow,
in order to describe with personal knowledge the activities of the town, In his

—

—

the

the

cries against a tax,
spring not from mass and weal
nothing
else
but
the old time trick,
It's
free-traders blatant squeal.
A tariff ample in its rate, upon the
foreign bean.
Would build for us a kingdom great, in
marts our own forseen.

notes" the Lawrence Telegram of April
7 published the following paragraph:
"A whist party will be hell next Tuesday evening at the home of Mrs. George
Sparks for the benefit of the Bradlee

is

—

vitamins,

As the World Wags:
There was an interesting

Niblo.

has a living, catapulting story:

it

The whines -and

H. F. M.

'll.

with

make our

eyesight keen, at
night prevent us snore?

"super-film"!

At the opposite pole,
with moving masses and with drama not exactly on

pulsing, shot with a deep.

—

Yaie

humanity partakes with

faddist's latest lore?

Or does

audiences.

the female Impersonators were
Hinckle,
who played the
Henry C. Potter, who!
girl;
played the heroic "lead," and whose
amusing imitation of an ingenue lead
in
the musical comedy scene found
favor, and John McA. Hoysradt, w^hose
worjc was most polished.
The play
was directed by Edgar Montlllon Woolley,

food,
flood of all

every mood?
Does coffee glow

massive, "impressive" thing, tribute to the combined

Lew Wallace and Fred

^eals

the small scale,
it

*

not for us to say.

Last, in the line of that formidable host is

their

The

,

William
French

tin

have said with the three
Whether those three were the

to

Among

'

terms of the contract.
_
Lubitsch deals only with small groups, with the intimacies of

i

Mr. Abraham L. Loulsson drops Into
poetry, arguing for protection in the
Hilo Tribune Herald.
We make room
for two of the stanzas:
Is coffee a necessity, a body-bulldlng

has been telling dangerous secrets. A
month's leave of absence Is granted by
way of a happy ending.
To Judge this production by professional standanl.s would be obviously unfair.
It is a good, rollicking, college
dramatic club play, with many of the
shortcomings that make such plays even

There came "The Last Laugh,''
although in a sense the former was more psychological
ih&n realism. Now, Paramount announces the purchase ol

fantasy

is

mm

sing it over and over a gam." He shud4ered. "Seventy-flve dollars fine,"

art of singing. Is Mr. Ernest Newman
right in saying that no teacher can
help a pupil who cannot help himself?

We

J
'

the student who tells us
he has found the ideal
A. B, C, D, and E have come
near ruining his voice, but in K he has
found that rare bird, a teaclier who
understands voice production.
really
The truth is that at last the pupil is beall

that at
teacher.

know
last

ginninsr to understand

what

to do,

and

that not by the ministrations of F, but
by long and blundering experiment. He
has discovered the rigllt way as the
fly in the window discovers the right
way out to the garden by buzzing
about in all sorts of absurd directions
'till by good luck he hits uBon the right,
one."

—

PEOPLE'S SYMPHONY
IN FINAL

CONCERT

the melody.

"That was all he did, he declared, exto run afoul of a police officer
whose savage breast the charms of music had no power to still. In 'brTet, he
said, the cop ran him in.
'"What was the song which moved
you so strongly?" asked Judge Turney.
"Sweet Adeline, responded the defendant, struggling nobly with his emo-

cept

tions.

The judicial look which presages the"
scaffold or the chair settled upon Judge
Turney's countenance.
"Sweet Adeline, he said In a stonecold voice, is a song that savors of contempt for prohibition enforcement. It
may occasionally be sung by someone
on water, but there Is no record of such
an occurrence either In American or
English law.
"But no drunken quartet has ever
Sometimes they
neglected to sing it.

Mary Lewis

Assistant to Or-

chestra
The People's Symphony orchestra,
Stuart Mason, conductor, gave its
final concert of the season yesterday
afternoon in Symphony hall, with
the assistance of Mary Lewis. If by
any chance there are persons who
have not observed this orchestra's
progress during the present season,
they have only to compare what
they heard yesterday with what they
heard at the opening concert in the
Hollis Street Theatre. Though that
earlier performance was good on its

—

„

ircould be called so only
reservations and apologies.
Now the state of things has changed
For yesterday. Mr. Mason began
with
unflnlshed symphony

own

level,

One ilay Aziael, the angePof death,
was visible, passing near Solomon. He
the
looked intently at a man seated by
The man asked who
side of the King.
so steadily.
It was that looked at him

ivith

Schubert's
from the
an ethereal quality of tone
basses and the -cellos that
of. It es
tra whatever might be proud
mood of rotabUshed at once the fitting
the syrn
mantle mystery. Throughout excellent
phony the strings played "Hh
tone, the Increase
The wood wind, al
stroiicrly marked.
s^nce
ready^at The first concert ^fteredpowers
In
last year, has gained great^
well
of light and shade as
a weUk tea
of tone. And the brasses
b°dy. 'las
orchestral
an
many
in
ture
of
ensemble,
come far forward. The
course. Is mightily Improved.

Though

technical

gam

A

crept stealthily

figure

!

Is

I

"And as
his story,

the

he

Demon made an end

fell

And

^iCasU

Should.

The

result

C

was very

"Pfl^Pllaccl

co™^

certain
at once, she has
part of her voice,
flections in the lower
wise to root out at
be
would
Which she
once, also a tendency ta shfHmess in
her upper tones.
On the whole, however. Miss Lewis
Blngs with freely produced tone both
In distinctness of
and sweet.
enunciation she can hold up her head

pretty

It Is, though, In her
the best.
keen sensitiveness of musical characterization that Miss Lewis has her
Her appealing Mlml
strongest asset.
she made quite unlike that flippant

fingering
'Then, adjusting his monocle,
mustache, he began to re-read the

to each encore she gave
Few young singers,
fitting color.
not all old ones, can do so well.

poetry?
i

cf
I

Its

and

Miss
accompanied
orchestra
Lewis with skill and taste. In Tchaithey
Juliet"
"Romeo and
kovsky's
achieved a fine sonority. To close the
concert they chose Rlmsky-Korsakoff's
Caprice on Spanish themes. The audience was large and enthusiastic.
R. R. O.

The

/TALIAN ARTISTS
hall!
AT SYMPHONY
evening Sarah

am

many

it is

and when there are so

like telling off

names

to detail

separate accomplishments. Miss
dramatic leanings
Solarl, a soprano with
and a light voice, sang songs of Alvarez.
Rogers, the aria "Pace, mio Dlo" from
La Forza del Destine." Mr. Quintano.
ambitious prothe violinist chose a more
Veraclnl, the
p^ram, Included a sonata of
Fantasia appasslonata" of Vleuxtemps.
of his
pieces
shorter
three
as well as
own composition. A violinist of mote
was
delicacy than vigour, whose tone
r,tten smooth and fine spun.
There should really be more than e
accom-.asslng word for the admirable
paniments of Mr. Gagliano, who played

their

•

throughout with
ship.

Intelligent

musician^- °-

walls

become any

burled

me

in

their

I

All government is based on the illusion that there are a number of wise
pien la th« world.—Robert Lyndo.

Illuminatingly,

The

kneeling
light

i

of

crowd
the

fades

with

NEW PARK THEATRE—

Mortin^er Qua|.

DK-k

WALT WHITMAN.

Ada

have tried to understand
because there must be something in a
game played by millions, but what's
wrong with me? Leaving aside the fact
that a match consumes two or three
days, we see eleven leisurely gentlemen

Qg^le

iohn Bingham
Taylor
nk
"^"M.clse
-/^/"ff'frson Hall
Fr-

things to

manages

w T%ne

Shirley Grev
Maxwell
feVuv
i^an Sutherland

Barbara Quale

.

ri'

2 ;;.;,1hU
Martm
Shadow
,

This

is

a

amusing that

tiH

to

B.%y

Or. Coots

!

swipe a rainbow curve that the
bowler has flipped to him, straightarmed and overhand, and the ball sails
to right field, or whatever they name
Various
that part of the greensward.
fielders show signs of life and run
around in an uncertain manner, while
one chap manaeres to get under the ball,
presses his wrists together, and opens
his hands, spreading his fingers in a
manner resembling a deep-sea scallop
taking a breath.
Down comes the ball Into the waiting
butter-fingers, but It doesn't stick, and
while several anxious fielders are trying to recover it, the batter and his
partner are dashing bacK and forth
between the wickets, trusty paddle in
hand, and scoring heavily until such
time 'as the ball is returned, while here
and there one hears, "Well bowled, old
chap," or "Capitally done," and one
ifellow nods approval and remarks to
"a little bit of all right
'his
girl,
.what?"
It's all very gentlemanly and fine,
but, holy smoke, where is the exciteA cricketer can maintain
ment?
supremacy until he is nearlng 80 years
of age, and even It he affects long bushy
'

,

>
'

1

vil'or Moore
.otto Kruger
-Walters
Ella Morris
'^^

Edwin

Karvey Borden

very
it is

than to describe
as preposterous

it.

Irwin
...John
"
amusing farce, so

much

easier to see it
It is a farce,

While

as every good farce
Davis has
should be, the ingenious Mr.
the
worked In a sentimental story of
the
hokum order so that there- may bepresour
"love Interest" demanded by
ent-day audiences.
Two crooks having blown open aa
bank safe and made a haul of half
catch a
in bonds contrive to
,

million
train bound for Detroit.

In the Pullman
learn that
car where they check it they
get out at
will
two fellow passenger..?
Jasa way station as patients for Dr.
health
per's Health Farm; that this
cut
off
practically
resort Is secluded,
from the outside world. As there is a
detective in the same car, the crooks
think it prudent to leave the train as
sick men to be under Jasper's care. This

they do.
Bailey is an out and out crook. Tain,
his job
a decent fellow, who has lost
through caring for Bailey when he was
to
sick was penniless and persuaded
not
join' in the burglary. His heart is
in

as

well

as

]

|

;

|

honestly

profession.
Of course the doctor

dead
he resembles rather the
"Great Adventure
a strange lady ''^PP«^'-^/^,f %^J\%*irm
with the germ
But at present, Infected violent
no less
respectability, he is
means to his end, and not by
alet of Bennett's

Tnlf":

^,^ln

Walcott Masters
cricket

|

:onduct

:^^^[%^^
Bennett

.

rem

AN ENGLISH INSTITUTION

side

.

Mrs. Masters
Aln.a Bor.len

As the World Wags:

in flannels dclng awkward
The batter
ball and bat.

.

Horace Wiiifieia
Pullman porter

torches.

I

First per-

formance in Boston of "Easy Come,
Easy Go," a farce in three acts, by
and
Owe"n Davis. Produced by Lewis
HarGordon in association with Sam H.
Theatre,
Cohan
M.
George
ris at the
New York, on Oct 26, 1925. Cast:

the

1

not
v'hole family of Clugston
Charles
ting their chauffeur,
the
himself
family
The head of the
worst of the
Councillor, is perhaps the
the
of
The living image in 'foks
lot.
his past
evered Tiger of France, in

By PHILIP HALE

of their fire-caps,

Newcombe
i'^mine
j essd.nii ikj

his own, Mr.
and with a pretty wit of
Rotters
Maltby called his play "The are the
"hat is precisely what they
forget-

EASYCOl

red shirt,
I lie in the night air In my
the pervading hush is for my sake,
Painless after ail I lie exhausted but
not so unhappy.
White and beautiful are the faces
around me, the heads are bared

Terence NoUl
Standing

" Witlierlne

r
J.
councillor John Clugston, -Wordley Hulse
C
Alan Mo-«'bray
„
Charles Berry
-j
Edlss
Estelle Clugston
Elizabeth Hoxle

BARBARA DERINGBR.

10th."

Heat and smoke I inspired, I heard the
veiling shouts of my comrades,
of their picks
I heard the distant click
and shovels,
They have clear'd the beams away, they
tenderly lift me forth.

i

and spontaneously.

,
Percy Clusston
Winnie Clugston
Mrs Clugston

the repetition of that "that" that that
that that that that that person has
underlined immediately precedes, is the

debris.

!

A

jly

the World Wags:
Speaking of "thats," why not one
more? "I can claim in the example of

the mash'd fireman with breastbone broken.

Tumbling

sive health resort.
large audience laughed continuous[

As

It has
the trouble.
better since yesterday."
I

mendable, worthy of imitation. Mr. Arnold gave an excellent performance ol
was a
the millionaire; Miss Sutherland
charming Irish nurse; the various paand
differentiated
were well
tients
amusing .while Mr. Maxwell as the
doctor had the authoritative manner appropriate to the proprietor of an expen-

THAT'S THAT

making them."

T)3,n i st

tonal quality.
Of the others,

love

Well, read by verses instead

__not

,

Introductory
extra-concert numbers, the
of the
patriotic salute, the divertismenti
when the
case
intermission. As is the
musithe
of
one
no
soloists are hiany.
program, and
cians gave a full length
other
each
with
alternated
they
throuKhout the evening.
two
Miss Piccirilll. the pianist, played
and one of
etudes, Liszt's "Harp etude,"
piana
be
to
proved
MacDowell's. She
and an agreeist of a good technique,
Mr. Nardella. the tenor,
able touch.
Bizet,
Burleigh
sang music by Handel,
the duet
and at the 6nd of the evening, together
"Aida"
of the fourth act of
with somewith Miss Solarl. He sang
and a pleasant
flair
dramatic
thing of a

you

Charles Morice once said to Jloreas:
Moreas, I finished my poem yesterday.
yesterday to recite it
I wasn't willing
"Oh. don t take
to you, but here it is."

In Symphony haH. last
Anna P cclr II
Fidelia Solaro. soprano;
Glacomo Quintano. violinist
pianist;
gave a jo^t
and GluUo Nardella, tenor,
accomB. Gagllano was the
concert.

menNot only were there the abovemar ne
Italian
tioned musicians, but an
the
of
all
played
hand as well, which

intelligent:

"You are

'.said-

—

Artemus Ward. Ed.
"As the ballud says (which

happy condition."

he

he was through

is

I heard a
gen'l'man in a new soot of black close
night).
t'other
felng
gloves
kid
and white
Never don't let us Despise a Man bedon't
I
cause he wears a Raggid Coat!
know as we do. by the way, tho' we
g^en'rally get out of his way pretty
rabid; prob'Iy on account of the pity
which tears our boosums for his on-

showed him one day an ode that
this,
had written. "Did you make
surprise.
he asked in a tone of flattering

When

cracksman?

BUCHANAN CHARLES.

of

is on the trail. Tain,
love with Barbara, persuades Bailey
to give back the bonds and tlius scares
Barbara rehimself with the father.
fuses to wed Horace, and having turned
with Tain,
father,
leaves
against her
who receives $2500 as his share of the
offered reward. As for Bafley, he, too,
leaves the Health Farm, for are there
not other banks waiting for an expert

But the detective

Mr. Kruger plays delightfully in both
the comic and sentimental .passages,
deftly expressing the various moods
and emotions of Tain from abject fear
to brazen superiority; from recklessness
course; a
to consideration of his evil
portrayal distinguished by finesse and
vigor.
comic
by
well
as
fine reserve as
Mr. Moore in a part that calls for a low
comedian, is funny without clowning, sc
deeiily rooted in crooked ways that his
character seems for the time to be com-

Let us quote from the Complete Works

!I

ode slowly.

^

—

tion!

Ihis

I

I

quite about matters of
art as distinguished from literature, but
he is manifestly a man of great taste
what have we here, a mechanic on a
holiday or Is It an alderman?

Mencken

^

writer

a

in

j

—

is

for

The physical examinations, the

posal.
j

me!

l'"-!

with

Nedda;

of

could

reminisMarcel Coulon, writing his
late Jean
cences of his friend, the
that
says
poet,
Moreas, the admirable
not aaMoreas, admiring himself, did
upon
mire himself but the gift bestowed
distinchim by the Muses. A delicate
Then M. Coulon tells these sto-

" not to forget at least three
To say the worst of her

,

not infallible his ideas about
music, mainly dubious, prove that; but
in respect of dress, a model of taste
and propriety was hoped for. an appearance worthy of his words and honor.
Have you noticed the collar and tie or
his trousers, and that hat God forgive

He

_

Mlmr from
nnera sahe "Ml chlamano song from
"£1 Bohe*;^e" and the bird
added pieces

at least.

m

or the Met^opolH^^^

^Yus^Sary Lewis

I

sympathy by Mencken, and

expected to see the equal of Berry Wall,

the tomb and laughed.
Demon, and he
^not laugh with the
not laugh.
cursed me because I could
forever
l" d the lynx, which dwelleth
and lay
therefrom,
the tomb, came out
and
down at the feet of the Demon.
face.
looked at him steadily in the

^^"^TSTSow^d

^U"rt''t?a"gl'n%'maTe^fvery

particular

back within the cavity

lot

some people '"'S»',^„."'*"Eve^
of
bar o
Every bM
too restrained.

—

Gautier complained about poets having
no distinction or elegance in their figure
and dress; men who were occupied all
day with form and beauty not perceiving
that their boots were badly made and
But the graces
their hats ridiculous.
themselves seem to be considered with

'Thank gawd
shone and peered In:
muttered the man. and
_b^d^^^^_
^talrs^^o
silently climbed the

i

belief

scientific

clothes.

'she"s asleep/'

exti»vagance-ln_Jhe_jara.matlc

Is

the World Wags:
Aside from his Influence on the American language, his effect on the national
style and vocabulary, as direct as it is
inescapable, the most remarkable thing
about Mr. Mencken Is his taste in

"«ed he door
across the threshold, he c
he t.p
behind him quickly. Cautiouslythe light
which
from
proached the room

today Mn
"so'! a'sThe orchestra stands
Justice to his
Mason could make It do symphony.
He
delightful reading of the
poromantically,
heafs this music
rant
never a hint of
etically, but with

himself

the

across

thai-

1

my

of

saying

permanent."

lawn close to the building in order from
light
he might not come Into the
Gazone of the ground floor windows.
up the
tiptoed
he
ing around nervously,
a key into
«teps and cautiously Inserted
and he
the latch. It turned noiselessly
!="PP";8
creak
a
door opened without

1

am

As

ESCAPE

Is

best

the
I

worthy subjects

prc«ciibed diet and exercises Jurnlsh
food for laughter. Irrespective of the
pranks played by the crooks. Tuin by
his blundering talk, more than once
nearly exposes their character.
6ne of the patients Is an arrogant
millionaire, who Is laughed at by the
others on account of liis innate vulgarity.
He wishes to be revenged. His
daughter, by the way. Is courted by a
nincompoop, -who wishes her money. Her
father wishes to rise in the social scale
through this son-in-law Quale, for that
is the millionaire's name, finds Tain discouraged, lamenting his ill-success In
life. Pooh, pooh, says Quale, bluff carries
the day. "I'll introduce you as an enormously rich man. Tlien see how these
people will fawn on you, offer you
money; do everything for you." This,
he says in effect. The plan worjvs, almost to Quale's undoing in the en4. The
patients are eager to buy lots in Florida, which Tain pretends are at his dis-

the truth— that life
Sir Oliver Lodge.
IS a permanent thing.
When the late Bert Williams objected
to being a target for a Itnife thrower In
said
him:
to
a revue, the thrower
"What! are you afraid to die?" "No."
death
Is
so
"but
said
Williams.

In I ales-

As the World Wags:

It

climax of the

To
what

tine."

In
To attain forCefulnesstone
er Dlastlclty.
harshness of
loud passages without
have cost
U a m.e feature that must

or

him near you

If

is
sublimated.
Rounders,
baseball
cricket looks to me like "one-hol'i-Cat."
but I am willing to be convinced.
L. R. R.

said:

surprised to find

t>o
a new accomplishment.
t^e%ower to give a ">el°f /^^^^P;

?s

farces.

the angel of death, to
"He seems to want
the wind. I beg of you, to
This wa-3 nt once
India."
Solomon:
done. Then the angel said to
looked at
"It is not astonishing that I
been orhad
I
attentively.
so
the man
I was
dered to take his soul to India, so

"f^yfij"
worth
would prove
f musical improvement
^t^.^
Orchestra
The People's
company.
It
learned many
under Mr Mason, has
me)ody
The abilUy to sing a
things.
expressively and
fcoth
beauty

are

plain the scientific side of cricket,

was

Told that It
Solomon he
me. Order
take me to

.

f

portance,

whiskers they don't Interfere with nis
technique. I wish some one would ex-

this

and his patients

,

his

...

any means too scrupulous.

countryhas a fool of a wife a
low middle class, of Mrs.
comeher
ftSaprop, given to leering at «iaughter^
Her bold-faced
fy chauff;ur.
roused, a
sulky beauty with, when
t^n leer at
StrklenI voice, does m«-»
him, the hussy. He pleases ^Tl! l ff.om
rom
expelled
daughter, too, a minx
with a choir
chool for corresponding
for
hoy-thougb he was only a blind
another, she explams.
over-fond
thing
poor, weak

He

city parody,

The

son. a

too.

And

a glass, falls into trouble,
tby must
?here^s the chauffeur. Mr. Ma In mind
have had "Fanny's First Play" rememwhen he drew him, and alsogave him.
bered faintly Uriah Keep. He
chance.
though, a fine eye for the main
of

this family
A teiTible set they are. grand
niateClugston. but they furnish
-has
ril^for a farce. And Mr. Maltby
Granted
material.
his
made the most of
that every
the kind, he has seen to l|
serone of the lot, the gump of a maid
too.
policeman,
the
vant included, and
So the talk
talks and behaves In kind.
word
every
is highly amusing, almost
of

it.

As for the things they do, the messes
and
they find themselves in. In black
white they might seem far-fetched. But
both
are
They
stage.
the
not sofcon
"urpriELpg and funny, and no cleverly
has rUiWMaitby contrived them, that ior
He
the moment they seem plausible.
knows, and that's the truth, what goes
making
the
at
and
to make good farce;
Better farce
he has a skilful hand.
not too often seen.
Better acting Is rarely seen. Al! the
actors last night, high and low alike,
played thejjs characters as "straight
ignnhe had "Mrs. Tan^lle^^
thougl-nthey

Is

'

—

nv.VKV.
Duck," Ibsen's
'

Pptter-i.-n

|

only
! !

nctors could recogrnira as
"
,'rol' ry that lies In farce when
ly playod!
wtlth most to do, did it
.Uily; ht- did Just enough, where
.,>o heavy touch would haw spoiled
whole.
Mr. Mowbray did as well
with the chauffeur who turned all hearts
hut k(pt his iwn fa^^t In hand. Never
before has Miss pdlss managed a
school girl so successfully.
Mr. NelU
was excellent.
But so were they all. So there was
say diversion, flippant in all truth, but
.<o deft and light of touch that nobody
minded laughing at the doings of a set
of flagrant "rotters."
R. R. G.
nil

Mrs.

ReHlnpr

Loul.s

iMolvlk

Ross

'

Kntwlstf*^

Leon Hall
Alexander

in

play

Itself

and

performances under the aegis of Mifss
Turka, there Is no comment needed
at the present moment.
For this, the
third revival, the cast has been somewhat changed.
the
Taylor Is
Miss

'

j

j
'

|

|

^

;

something of tlie
peasant Gina. She had her niarveloos
swinging walk, her chill contempt of
Gregors Werle, the slow enoroachin.?
fear that something untoward was on
tnnnaffe

to

Occasionally, .she forgot to carry
the pe.Tsant parts of speech.
But, if
"he did not wholly succeed in deepening;
her voice, if she did seem too often to
1)0 a lady masquerading as a peasant, it
vas only because Miss Yurka was so
inrnmiiarable.
jj^
Quartermain played 'Werle with
melodramatic a gesture, too slipshod
^ jiotion. At times he spoke so rapidly,
j.,,,
But
quite unintelligible.
again Miss Entwistle did Hedwig, with
stran.cre
lishtnoss of a'ccent, and
subtlety, the youthfulness of manner
and of mind that wore so amazing and
moving the first time. She seems to
have suffered no relapse.
^j^^ others, Mr. AnSerson, as the

„
„
Another peppy number was Brooke
Montgomery,
Johns, assisted by Goodee
who for
a niece of Dave Montgomery,
.

was the able partner of Fredj
mj
Stone, and the Oklahoma Collegians
Miss MontJazz music and dancing.

years

has

petite, blonde and young,
illustrious uncle,
all the agility of her
whose loose limbs in the early stages^
too well re-;
are
comedy
of musical
membered to require description.

|

Here are three classic songs of our
youth. I tried to find some one In Boston who recalled them, but so far without success.

\

,

i

:

:

Is

with repartee, is a good dancer
has marked ability as an acrobat,
The Three Danubes are aeriahsts of
no mean ability. The act is composed
The female
of two men and a womall.
does her share of the gymnastics in the
,

i
I

i

i

Rite, Funeral Procession

to the
audience.

lair

entire

satisfaction
.

,

of

the

,

of GrausLOHWS STATE— "Beverly
George Barr

j

i

tark." film of the story by
iMcCutcheon. Directed by Sidney Frank-,

The

lin.

cast:

Beverly Calhoun

•nanton
"nne" Osca;.
Marlanx
» Travlna
I

.

.

Antonio
:

Moreno

crelgrhton

. :

Hale

R°y

^"l
AlbertP Gran
Paulette Duval

v,-ta
.„„»f

Max Barwyn

r.lhnuD.V.V.

...... ._

.

.

•

.Charles Clary

from
METROPOLITAN-"Klkl," Aim story

Screen
the play bv Andre Picard.
by Clarence
by Hans kraely. Directed

The

Brown.

cast:

Norma Talmadge
..Ronald Colman

^,^1
,5"''
2*"fi;,V
Paulette

....Gertrude Astor

!

•

•

^SoTSh.'^'""Adoipne
•''''y

P"'"

••;

•

MacDermott

Genr/e K. Arthur

wilMam Orlamond

^ .Erwin

Connelly
Frankle Darro
..Mack swain

'WILD DUCK' HAS 3D

REVIVAL OF SEASON

—for

An\l this one:

Twinkling stars are laughing, love.
Laughing at you and me.
While your bright eyes look In mine.
Twinkling stars they seem to be.

;

;

|

j.

orchestra

win be performed at the concerts of the
Boston Symphony orchestra this week.
And thereby hangs a tale.
Early in 1917 Mr. Bloch came Into the
Herald ofHce. He had arrived In this
country the year before to conduct the
orchestra which played for Maud Allan
the dancer. He then brought out In New
York some of his own works. He showed
us the score of these Jewish Poems and
wondered whether Dr. Muck would put
them on a program. We made the
obvious reply that he would do well to
let the conductor see then^; that Dr.
Muck was a score, not a mind, reader,
Mr. Bloch saw Dr. Muck, showed him
the music, and told us what happened.
Dr. Muck did not like the title. "No, I
won't play 'Jewish Poems.' Change the
title, and they will be performed."
"Dr. Muck, there are good Jews and
there :xre bad Jews, Just as there are
good Gentiles and bad Gentiles. I am a
good Jew, and I'll not change the title,
much as I should like to have the work
played."
Dr. Muck

etc.

^

I

j

1

And was there not a song writer,
musician or some such person, who
ended his days as a pianist in a Denver
honky-tonk, and who once loved Alice
Oates, to whom he dedicated a beautiful
song? And did he not write:
Th«se words no Shakespeare wrote.
These wortis no Byron penned,
etc., etc.

Can any

of that admirable group of
historians of the theatre, who make this
column a thing of Joy to some of us,

and who, while not completely damning
the Jazz age, still retain some affv^ction
for old songs, old days, old ways,

help

me remember something more about
those three songs and the name of the
man who wrote the last on-s?
LANSING R. ROBINSON.
The
to

We

of these songs

first

us.

Was

written by

J.

not
P.

Is

unknown

"Twinkling

Ordway?

remember her

well

Stars"

Alice Oates!
In

"Madame

Angot's Daughter"
fla,"

and "Glrsfle-Giroan excellent singer, an admirable

actress in operetta, a singularly attractive woman. One of our keenest regrets
for wasted opportunities Is that we did
not see her In "The Princess of Trebizond."
What a good company she
had, C. H. Drew, John Howson, and
shall never forget J. H.f
so on.
Jones as tlve spy with his squeaklngl

We

snu£fbox and his gag„ "And once remember, I am ALL EARS." We once
saw Mrs. Oates in a music shop In St.
Whisper It not this was
Paul, Minn.
in 1872.
How pretty she was, even off

—

stage.

"These words no Shakespeare wrote."
lines ore famlHar, but we cannot
The author was not the
place them.
only one In love with Alice Oates. She
was married to Oates In 1870, the year

The

after she came out In Chicago, playing
Tracy Titus came next
in burlesque.
or did she marry the tenor Laurent,
and a poor tenor, too? She jind Titus
In 1880 she
were divorced in 1878.
married S. P. Watkins.—Ed.

"These words no Shakespeare wrote"
reminds us of a later song, "I'm the Man
Who Wrote Ta-ra-ra, Booni-de-ay," reminds us because the thlrd'verse is different except for the Introduction of the
"divine Williams," as the French call
the poet.
"'TIS the grandest song that was ever

penned by man,
Shakespeare find

In

'

Its

equal

If

you

can;

Shakespeare could write a play, but he
never saw the day
That he could write Ta-i^rra, Boomde-aj.

Chorus
I'm the man who wrote Ta-ra-ra, Boom'

composer's
honesty and loyalty. "Very well, your
'Jewish Poems' will be put In rehearsal,
the title will not be changed."

admired

the

They were performed by the Boston
Symphony orchestra on March 23, 1917.
The composer conducted. He wrote to
the editor of the Program Books:
"Dance: This music

Is all

26, 27,

28.

The Newtonvllle Woman's Club

will

A child who really appreciated Shakespeare would be a monstrosity. Gerald
Gould.
,

Upper Austria, is'
the "free thinkers
perform a certai
play, it was prohibited by the author!
ties.
The free thinkers appealed to the
constitutional court which declared tha
the censorship was abolished.
"My country, 'tis of thee,
Sweet land of liberty."
j
Llnz, the capital of

clerical town,

recently

When

wished

to

I

.

I

JUDITH DTANTE

:

Jordan Hall; Judith Litante, soprano,
sang this program last night In Jordan Hall: Le Vlolette, Scarlatti; Quella

1

marys, arranged freely by Bax; Air,
"L'Heure Espagnole," Ravel; Ballade
des femmes de Paris, Debussy; When
!l am laid In earth, Nymphs and .Shepherds, Pureeil; Madame Noy, The Ras
wort, voice, clarinet, and piano, ThDandelion (for voice and clarinet), BIis.s.
]

-

j

Er

etc.

I

|

..-1

April

give a performance of "Barnum Was
Right" at Plp.yer3' hall tomorrow night.

In the color-

de-ay,

been sung In every language night
and day;
wrote It In a garret while out with

It's

I

Booth and Barrett,
I'm the man who wrote Ta-ra-ra, Boomde-ay."

La

coccodrillo.

carita,

Er gatta

e

e:-

cane, L'e)ezzlone

'

'

The boy

|

I

I'm In love, I'm In love,
As you all can plainly see.
Do not ask, I won't tell
Who's the one so dear to me,

:

m

"A Family Revue."

j

Fiamma, Marcello; Femmes, battez vos

Notes and Lines:

i

I

•ed
or

Scarlatti, Debussy, De Falla, Dohnanyl;
and RachiTianlnov.
The Hasty Pudding Club of Harvard
will give a performance at the clubhouse
The performances In Boston;
tonight.
will be at the HoUls Street Theatre!

1924.
;

^'Josephine Harmon and Georgia Sands
playing
'do a plawing song and piano
beginnmg
tact with a duologue at the
^hat
form^^for
to put the audiHnce in
Miss Har- magniloquent egotist, enamored of tlie
thev have to offer later.
situation and the phrase, strident
mon is one of those large, good naher
rtulging in heroics, was the outstanditurcd women, with a. way about
starts
she
when
audience
ing one. Again Mr. Pollock gave gentlethat gets the
ness and a firm poignancy to the old
taJking
Larry Stoutenburgh has a novel act-i^^^^^
These three upheld the honors o.
He is regarded as the world's Sf'^a'^^^ the company and the play. But, of
Mr.
pocket billiard expert and demonsttates
^^^^y ^^.^^.^ jf,g ol^ hands.
many of th? most diflicult "shots wit
j^^^^j.^^^^^ ^j^^^g ^ mtie too much, but
o-^^^
arranged
are
Mirrors
,,p, i,a>is with Gregors Werle this Is pera cue.
is seenj
of the table so Uiat every play
n s ^.^^.^^^^
from every part of the house
^^^^ whole, an uneven performance,
panner. Miss Mae Alemeda ueorgi,,^^^ ^^^^ ^^^1 probably pick up during
whom no
Fairc!,ild,lhe week, and for those to
i^iiua.i
and Lillian
Torn Sry.an ana
.omparisons are possible, perhaps the
actl;'"""
act
singing
^In^ging
dancing
have a pretty
,^
^'^^
E. G.
evident.
Lynn Bruno apses ^^^^
entitled "Billboard Steps
is at the piano.
Ross Wvse, Jr., a Juvenile with a
bright future in the offing, is "assisted
bv Jlr. and Mrs. Ross Wyse in an act
Ernest Bloch's Jewish Poems— Dance,
I

ric,

i

capture

fnot.

stunt that was^ positively

|

hall tonight muslo by Ravel, AuSchumann, Vranck-Bauer, Bach,

Jordan
;
'

—

unfamiliar piece to be performed
at these concerts Is the prelude from
Glazounov's suite, "The Middle Ages."
The suite comes under the head of
program music. The prelude Is supposed
to portray the ecstasy of lovers on an
island in a tempestuous sea.
The minuet of the "Will-o'-the-Wlsps,"
the dance of sylphs and the Hungarian
march from the "Damnation of Faust"
will be the final number.
Josef Lhevlnne will play the first piano concerto
by Tschalkovsky. He played here for
the first time with this orchestra in
1909.
The concerto, ha^ been performed
by many at these concerts. The last
to play it was Mr. Borovsky late in

Gina,

Mr.
Quartermalne the elder
AVerle.
Otherwise, barring the loss and
the change of some of the costumes,
there is no appreciable difference.
It is several months since the company last gave the play. Since then
Miss Yurka. the guiding spirit of that
first adventure, has departed
And it
was she who gave the performance it,'5
meticulousness, its fine cohesion, set its
tempo, assembled the -parts. Yesterday,
it
was far from smooth, and there
were awkward lapses In line and stage
business. No doubt, by the end of the
week, there will be a more visible and
intelligent ensemble. There wasn't yesterday afternoon.
Miss Taylor, despite the fact that she
is obviously hampered by her ailstocracy
of speech and manner, at times <lici

Symphony
Howard

An

previous

its

will give a concert In
hall tonight
GtodIng, pianist, will play In

Hempel,

Mnie.

1

hearts."

j

an aerial sensation.
The Wheelers, with the able assistnnce of a man of mystery, known only
One
as Al, took the audience by storm.
appeared
look at Bert Wheeler as he
on the stage and in serious mein told
an
a story of having been run over by
automobile without being hurt because
and
he was standing under a bridge
As the
the audience started tittering.
laughter
act progressed the suppressed
became boisterous outbursts and tears
the
were seen coursing their way down
d d
cheeks of many while Bert and Al

i

s,

I

he concluded his part of the bill,
he audience last nisht was laughing
K-er and commenting on the act of
Bert and Betty "Wheler In "Bits of
Everj-thing," while the Kiewnings were
presenting the closing numbtr of the

gomery,

—

:

Perhaps a subtle change Is coming
lover the tide of things theatric liereabouts. If the return of "The Wild
Puck" Is any Indication. For not only
has this most ."iupple and finely wrought
of Ibsen's plavs been staged here, eloouently revived, but for the third tlmp
this season It Is back again by popular
request.
Of the

The Harvard Glee Club, assisted by

r

.

'd,

Ptillwe'l

j

the story Senator Mur-

hilarious.

Peg

1

icite:

.

^

j-

Dallas Anrtorson
Robert HRmhlPton
Riith Tavlor

Ornbersr

MS
when

slapstick

,

KTRhnw

\vil1inm

;C!lna Ekdal
Hprlvlff

at
phy, monologlst, told the audience
Keith's last night that when he was
playing In New York a few weeks ago
the audience hissed the act preceding
and It was still hissing that act

H

laugiioiu

^

Pollack
Apnea KlUott Prott
Chnrlp" QunrtTmnlne

<?orby

mbre, mystical,
This mo\
more emotional; but there Is
solemn and distant, as the ce
of a cult.
Funeral Procession: This Is
more ljuman.
My father died these
pqems' are dedicated to his memory.
There Is something Implacably severe
In the rhythms that obstinately repeat
themselves. At the end, sorrow bursts
forth, and at the idea of an eternal
separation the soul breaks down. But
a very simple and serene melody arises
from the orchestral depths as a consolation, a
balm, a g-entle faith.
The
memory of our dear departed ones Is
not effaced; they live forever In our

-"The "Wild

l^.^^l>^e

HInlmar Kkdal

rlNE KEITH BILL

program

•

G'nrge

Worle
OreBern Werle

.

to

i;

i

.

Old Rkdiil

.

Contrary

i;i.:a

plav. revived for the
third time this season with the followiJig cast:

inJ.
They neither loinped nor yeJIed.l
.lor laid on too thick;
they did not trj'i
to make a funny moment last too long.
If

i

"

1

dei- Presldente Casella;
Schelden und Meiden, Lochelmer Liederbuch, arranged by Reiman; Phyllis unci
die Mutter, arranged by Reiman; Gehelmes, Auf dem Wasser zu Singen,
Schubert; Lullaby, Gopak, Moussorgskv.
Miss Litante brought forward last
night new songs by Bliss and Casella.
No doubt she likes them; the audience
seemed to find them satisfactory.
So
there it Is:
There Is no discussing
humor and Casella wrote In humorous
vein.
Here Is the translation of one
poem that stirred his musical imagina-

tion:

CHARITY

The president of a society
For protecting ill-used animals
Was accosted by a beggar.
"Kind sir, I am nearly starving.
Don't refuse me,

sir,

I

pray you.

For love of God, sir, spare a penny."
"Not a farthing can I give you,"
Answered him the president
"Only animals I gi%'e to."
"Well then," says the poor old chap,
off his hat (how greas'd 'tis),
"Do It then for these poor beasties
Only a person who relishes this sort
of verse Is capable of judging if Casella
in his setting has done It Justice.
No
doubt he wrote smart music, deft up
to the very minute; many people will

Taking

!

admire It.
The fourth song seemed much the
best, for at least there Is character to
It with a vivid suggestion of the bustle
and commotion set forth In the text.
But, even, so, what paltry stuff for a
man like Casella to be busying himself

„

about!
Bliss,

In

his

first

song,

had an

old

crone on his mind who dug up a bone
and hid It in her cupboard, for use In
casting spells. He may have been humorously disposed, or perhaps he wished
to evoke a ^vierd sort of horror who
shall say?
His music is so crabbed,
•«o arbitrarily twisted and turned that
It
makes little effect either way. A
study of Arthur Sullivan would teach
Arthur Bliss a thing or two about effective handling of English verse.
The song about the ragwort, with
piano
and clarinet accompaniment,
sounded not so very different.
More
simply Mr. Bliss wrote about the dandelion;
his
rather artificial naivete
sounded pleasant enough, and the accompaniment for clarinet alone made an
agreeable effect.
What one could cnderstand. Miss
Litante sang very intelligently, so It is
fair to assume that she did as well by
the Casella songs. In the middle of her
voice she has tones of good, though
monotonous quality, and this part of her
voice she manages very well.
To judge by her program, she Is a
person fond of humor, irony humor,
though, that Is hard, grotesque. People of a similar turn of mind will probably like her singing much. 'To win,
however, a wider public. Miss Litante
would do well to try to develop warmer
sympathies as expressed In song, more

I

—

—

charming graces,

like

Phyllls's.

A

cool

Intelligence, after all. Is not enough to
support her to the heights.
Miss Litante had excellent help from
her accompanist, Nicolas Slomlnsky,
and Paul MImart with his clarinet

R. R. O.

!

\

umI
.vnd when the waiter had retired, J
took a second glass of the -wtne which I
found excellent; and, observing a newspaper lying near mo, 1 took It up andbo•

perusing

ffan

It,

haa been observed

It

somewhere that people who are

In the
habit of reading newspapers every day
are not unfrequently struck with the excellence of style and general talent which
they display." George Borrow in "La-

—

vengro."

As

Purcell.

CUFFS AND NAPKINS

World AVags:

In these times, when even
the Chinese
laundryman at the corner Is Infected
with the pestilence of charging the topmost price for fiis labors, how fondly
memory reverts to the days that are no
more when Americans were all free and
equal and wore detachable and reversible cuffs. It Is true that there
were
cuffs that were detachable and not reversible, but they were reserved for
swell occasions— weddings and
men s balls. The reversible kind,policeused
with care, would go through the week—
perhaps not a soft coal week, but those
were not soft coal times. Fastidious
persons cleaned the edges of their cuffs
with a huckabuck towel dipped In cold
water no soap. I remember my chagrin
v#hen a rich cousin came up to Albany

G.
In the

and after the

last

Solifidianism^
dead.' "

the

me

to stay there

without the
1

was

right

A. M.

word and

to each

Hempel Appears on
Glee Club Program

The Harvard Oleo Club, Ck WlaDace
Woddworth, acting conductor, g«7« the
flnal

in

concert of the season laat night

Symphony halL

The program,

offer-

little If anything that Is new, began
with an Improperla of Palestrlna, a
"Out of the
superb Bach chorale,
Depths," and something very lovely by
William Byrd, "Sacerdotes Domini."
After Miss Frieda Hempel had sung a
group of songs, the Glee club proceeded with a "Canzonet and Ballet"
by Thomas Morley, "I go before, my

ing

i

'

i

"On the plains, fairy trains"
by Thomas Weelkes, and four hymns
from the Rig- Veda by Gustav Hoist,
darling,"

The host at the dinners and suppers
tho Ancient Romans provided in some
instances a table cloth, but the guests
until long after the reign of Augustus
Later the

|

,

;

i

i

F.

MaJ. Bannard
Capt. Hlgbes

Andrew

Craigle,

Esq

M. Eaton,

'2T

Q. Hlgslnaon, '27
Q. R. Leighton, '27
J. M. Gates. '27
•28
'27
'28
•27
W. .S. Wilson, '27
C. T. F. B. Lyon. '27

Baron von Stelnhaueen
Aaron Sugg

T. I>«xter,
L. F. Daley,
C. E. Henderson,
C. S. Gross,

Ichabod Bartlett
Dorothy Craigle

Shirley Dashwood
Mrs. Craigle
Sergt. Scudder, the Minute Man,
R. H. Sanger,
Priv. Brady, the Minute Man.
N. S. Hesse,
Prlv. Connor, the Minute Man,
W. C. Harris,
R. F. O'Neil, Jr.,
Muse
Capt. Schuyler, Staff Officer,
C. D. Coady,
Lt. Aldrlch, Staff Officer,
H. B. Jackson,
N. B. Lee,
Maj. Lee, Staff Officer

the people did

'28

•27
•28
'27
•27
•27

van Rensselaer, Staff Off^oer^^^^^ .^^
Mann, '27.
Capt. Stark, Staff Off leer.. K. D.
Lt. Haywood, Staff Offl«r^^^^^^^^^^^_
Lt.

syllalble, to find

Girls of the

R
b'^

Sewing Circle are

L Pruvn

•os^

'27; S. W.
''27: ^

W

Adams

de -Rham.

'27;

W,,;satterth.
'26: M. B.
walte, '28; B. A. G. Thorndlke,
Wells, '28^

J-.'

to b« tatea to h«ar her, to learn the
worth of dlotton. To their advantage

I

learn.

R.

R.

RosTrkns,

d"^-

CONCERT
22D
By PHILIP HALE

g.
I

HASTY PUDDING"

SHOW

The 22d concert of the Boston Symphony Orchestra took place yesterday

with a Salnt-Saens Saltarelle to close
the group.
Later in the evening the
Glee club planned to sing "Mother Moscow" by Tschesnokov, "La Garde Passe"
from Gretry's "Les deux Avares," and
"Let their Celestial Concerts All Unite"
from Handel's "Samson."
The concert seemed, with Dr. Davison abroad, something like the village
for
"while Lubln Is away."
it calls
little comment.
Either Mr. Woodworth
is
heart and soul with Dr. Davison
in his views about choral singing, or
else he holds It improper to try a way
of his own while his chief's back is
turned. Whatever his motives may be,
Mr. Woodworth follows Dr. Davison's
methods to the letter.
He makes them work. That he should
gain all Dr. Da\'lson's eftorts Is scarcely
to be expected.
The quality of tone,
though, he keeps the same. He tolerates no loss of precision. He achieves
the type of shading the glee club has
always like0.
In one or two songs,
riotably the hymn to Indra, he secured

afternoon

BIG SUCCESS

In

Symphony

Koussevltzky conducted;

was the

Mr.
hall.
Mr. Lhevlnne

The program was

pianist.

a:-

Glazounov, Prelude from the
Suite "The Middle Ages"; Tchaikovsky,
Concerto No. 1 for piano and orchestra;
Bloch, three Jewish poems (Dance, Rite,
follows:

Harvard Students Win High
Praise in "1776"

Funeral Procession); Berlioz, Minuet of
WIlNo'-the-Wlsps, Dance of th
Sylphs and Hungarian (Rakoczy) March
from "The Damnation of Faust."
Glazounov's Prelude was played at
-

the

The Hasty. Pudding Club harked

—the

back to the war

revolution

annual musical
show, and judged by the reception
for,

the plot of

its

the Harvard players received last
night when the first public performance was given at the club theatre

Cambridge,
street,
Holyoke
on
"1776" may be classed as one of the
at Harvard
the college

the colonial days when
The plot
yard was called a campus.
involves a spy and a beautiful woman
suspected of being a spy, and an undergraduate who has fallen in love
with an actress.

MEN

IN GIRLS'

PARTS

steps

difficult

of

to

hockey

the

Teddy

perform.
player,

essaying

Dorothy Cralgie to Wilson's Shirley
Dashwood, was not far behind.
C. E. Henderson '28 as Ichabod Bartweird alletti class of 1780. offered a
leged musical instrument, the "Goofus."
G. R. Leighton '27, one of the coauthors of the lyrics, was a villainous
Higbee.
Frederic Eaton '27 had a good part
Gen. Washington, although most
in
difficult, and he played It without overCol.

doing.
J.

M. Gates

'27

and

C.

T. P. B.

Lyon

'27 as Andrew Craigie, Esq., and Mrs.
Craigle carry most of the low comedy
as the hanpecked husband and the
nagging wife, and their song, "Life Is
No Bed of Roses," was repeatedly encored.

The handsome hero was MaJ. Bannard, played by G. Hlgglnson
that loves the actress.
is he

And

'27.

It

Shirley

presumed that
Lt. Van Rensselaer as played by R.
P. MacFadden '27 with a splendid baritone voice is looking for the same
charmer when he sings "The Girl of

Dashwood.

it

Is

My

Dreams."
Leighton and

W.

L.

White

'24

col-

writing the book.
E.
C. Harris '28, C. E.
Henderson '28 did the musical score.
Lyrics were furnished by J. Alger '22,
lE. F. Clark '28, E. F. Craig '25,
T.
ICumings '26, the hockey captain; W.
S. Dunsklee '26, G. R. Leighton '27 and
president of the
O. Whedon '27,
pI.
laborated

Craig

'25,

in

W.

for the first time in Boston.
/

The whole

Suite has a program. This Prelude Is
supposed to porti-ay in music a young
couple abandoning themselves to the

^

j

happiness of their love. The billows of
the sea by the castle are rolling highT|
the la\'ers do not see them, nor do they
hear the howling tempest. The * suite
belongs to a period when Glazounov, as
a composer, was more German, more'
middle-class German, than Russian.
Who would think, hearing this Prelude,
which Safonor persuaded the composer
to call "The Isle of Love," that Glazounov had written the oriental "Stenka
Razln"? The Prelude is pleasingly soni

I

I

Femininity as impersonated by masculine performers could hardly be told
from the real thing. Scott Wilson '27
was a demure sweet maid with plenty
Gross,

not'
these, concerts for the first time. If

i

place

of

Frieda
i

reopens

cast:

George Washington

every shade of their meaning, and the
If she sings
right inflection therefor!
that ridiculous Lauterbach song again,
every singing student In Boston ought

The action takes

qVE LAST CONCERT

,of

will

down

college

of

Pawnee without a

heresies,

after next.

Ithav mieht alflo note the vitality that
[rhythm lends to song. Furthermore—
hear but there is no end to what they might

Freedom

HARVARD

E. K.

his

all

Theatre

week
The

the shadow

best Pudding shows.

The same napkin had to do for several
diijs, perhaps a week, and to avoid
them, they were rolled and
placed in rings which bore the owner's
The duke gazed at his friend
initials.
almost incredulously, and finally gasped
out "Good God, what squaylorl"

"Even though you watch
liand, and hold his left, he

'

.

Boston.

mixing

t;

of

customary inquiry 'whether
on the goose.' "

My

host seeing that the slaves who carried
them, used to take away food, etc., in
them, furnished the napkins. Sometimes
the guests used their napldns to take
away food, as Mme. Melba describes
Tamagno, the great tenor, carrying
away spare cutlets, fruit, etc.. In a
newspaper to his lodgings. Martial tells
a great thief in this re-)f ]iennogene3,

of

permitted

the tablecloth between
But the cloth was laid for a
week and the guests came and

brought their own napkins.

Kansas Herald

.

company was the quietist and
most sober I saw in Leavenworth, and
for

life of

went.
views on temperance have
ever since been tinged with red. Certain restaurants in Boston which, before
the great war, supplied napkins of
damask, or damask's poor sister, now
provide only those paper abominations
the very sight and feel of which take
away the appetite. One reason why I
wish to find a gold mine is that it will
enable me to wear a clean shirt every
day and have a freshly laundered napkin
at every meal. It is difficult to grasp
the fact that a few persons do live in
such affluence. Only the otlier day the
Duke of Devonshire, who had been
amusing himself with an American
novel, asked an acquaintance if he could
His
tell him what napkin-rings were.
friend explained that in some regions of
America there were families living in
such indigence that they could not afford a change of napkins at every meal.

.

without works is
in 1857 T. H. Gladstone wrote in
his "Englishman in Kansas," page 151:
"I had reason to be satisfied with It,

washings.

W.

I

i

And

—
—

full

.

'faith

Consider the napkin. Between those
who regard it as indispensable to their
enjoyment of a dinner and those who
can take it or leave it there stretches a
vast terra incognita. I have eaten at a
hotel in Edinburgh an infernal temperance caravansary where the edge of
the tablecloth was expected to do the
service of a napkin. This would be all
very well if the same guest sat at the
same place at every meal during the
transitory

.

Q."

vilest

to use?

How

hjTnn, "Allelulla."

—

.

—after

when

Hollis

song from "Dlnorah" sh^ sang Brahms's
"Schwesterleln," the folk song about
Ijauterbach, and her famous Easter

outrage on the part of Atchison & Co.
was perpetrated, viz.: ousting the free
state members, somebody told him he
might take a seat on the log inside the
House, as he was right on the 'goose.' "
The following is taken frcm page 42
of "Three Years on the Kansas Border,"
published in 1856: "Could the 'goo.'ie'
speak, it would say: O, all yp faithful in
'gooseology,' take George [W. Bayliss]
for an example his faith must be sound
whose conduct's in the right. O, ye
adepts of gooseology, beware of that

These little things, mor^ than a name
In Burke, put a fellow in his proper
social class. Just where is the dividing
line between those who use a fork for
eating potato and those who always use
a knife? Is there a zone between them,
a kind of social purgatory, inhabited by
those who are forevdr in anguish which

Penna"

"Ich hab' in

Small wonderl Miss Hempel, barring
a tendency to lose quality when singing
high tones with force, has taken the
pains to learn to manage her beautiful
voice better than .almost anybody else
now singing before the public. Whatever she sings, furthermore, she makes
the most of. If she chooses a florid air,
behold, she has the glitter at hand, the
biilliancy, that make it worth the hearing.
How she must study her texts,

islature. He went to
certificate of election,

Kaschid.

she

sing,

to

had much that Is delightful. Beginning
with two of Marx's best songs, "Und
gestern hat er mir Rosen gebracht"
and a Venetian lullaby, she went on
with Strauss's "Nichts" and two Wolf
songs, "Mein Llebster ist so klein" and

July 21 appeared thefollowlng: "We
of a fellow near the Wakarusa, who
claims to b(J elected to the Kansas Leg-

and openly scorned me for
wearing detachable cuffs. He wore a
shirt with attached wristbands— an exhibition of grandeur that I thought belonged to the golden age of Haroun al

Though Miss

flute.

origin. Perhaps a few new examples
one earlier than any quoted by Thornton, and one containing the engaging
derivative "googeology" will not
be
without interest.

S.

to visit us,

the

want more!

.

—

—

played

Hempel had nothing new

—

'

—

Frltze

of Richfield, Mo.,

have homes for lost dogs and lost
but there is no home for decent

the

Erno Balogh accompanied Miss Hemvery
well,
too and
Louis
P.

pel

1

Lampoon.
There will b* ahotlktr performanoa of
the show tonight at the club theatre.
The next presentation after that will be
at Northampton for the Smith Collese
girls tomorrow night, to b* followed by
a week's spring recess trip, westward
mainly, and closing performances at the

organist R. T. Iveonard.

souri or thereabouts as the region of its

An extra published by the Enterprise
on April 2, 1855, was
reprinted in the Kansas Herald of Freedom, published at Lawrence, Kan., on
April 14: "O. K. on the Goose Question.
All Hail! Pro-Slavery Party Victorious!!
The Smoke of battle is over!" That was
in large letters in the headline, followed
by the words: "Friday the 30 ult. was a
proud and glorious day -one long to be
remembered; the triumph of the proslavery party is overwhelming and complete.
Kansas is saved!
Kansas has proved herself to be

1

program. The accompanists were F. W.
Ramseyer, Jr., and L. P. Beveridge, the

—

—

;:

.

"SOUND ON THE GOOSE"

Rolleston.

unemployed women.— A. A.

..I
lit
no mat seviueu
,,i
unusually strong and fresh. Mr. Wood^orth has reason to feel content •with
his difficult winter's work.
In the last Hoist hymn there were
three well sung solos, though only W.
B. Wood's name was set down on the

.

As the World Wags:
As you point out, the notion that this
expression originated in New England
is not borne out by the evidence. All the
extracts that have been given by Bartlett, Thornton, and others Indicate Mis-

Formerly the feminine form wag dlsgrammatlcally represented by three circles of Increasing magnitude Joined
by
two l.sthmuses. It can now be described
by the straight line of Euclid.
Dr.

We

napkin

abstrai'

.

...

REVISED VERSION

We tried to say yesterday that the late
Jean Moreas said to Marcel Coulon, who
had shown him an ode that he had written:
"You are Intelligent; you love poetry? Well, read my verses Instead of
making them."
The last sentence, alaa, appeared In
print: "Well, read by verses," which Is
absurd, to use the old formula In logic
and mathematics.

cats,

to

r i.is

i.

Herniogei»?s never look a ftapkin
to dinner; Herniojrenes never Came away
from a dinner without one." And so
Caeoilianus vexed Martial: "Whatever
is placed upon table you sweep off right
and left; breast of sow, chine of pork,
a woodcock prepared for two guests,
half a mullet, and a whole pike, the
side of a lamprey, and the leg of a
chicken, and a wood-pigeon dripping
articles,
these
All
with its eauce.
wrapped up in your dripping napkins
are handed to your servant to carry
It is not for tomorrow,
home
CaeciUanus, that I Invited you."
.

3

—

—

!

|

tonal imitations of billows
and spasms of the sky are, to say the
most, discreet: the love music is suave,
without passion, without ecstasy. Glazounov is one of the disappointments in
musical history, for as a young man h-promised mui;h.
Bloch's Jewish Poems were performed
here under his leadership in 1917. The
Dance seems to us the Important one of
the three Poems the one that ha.s the
most striking character, the most Imafrdoubt if David could hav.
inatlve.
danced to this music, even if his wift-

orous;

the

;

We

had not shown openly her disapproval
his pas seul r but one can easily fancy
these strains, all except those of a curious and seemingly incongruous and not
rhythmed section, inspiring
sharply
daughters of Israel to movements of lanThe acidity
sensuouriess.
guorous
second movement, is proRite, the
nounced. (Mr. Bloch's music Is too often
ucid, yet Hebrew prophets and Hebrewpoets recognized the power of pure
beauty in song, even in denunciation.)
ol'

f

There were inoments when one might
•asily have thought that "Rite" was an
introduction to the "Funeral Procession." There is no doubt of Mr. Bloch's
Kincerity in this lamentation, this wail•

ing

that might picture the traditional

Hebrews by the wall in the holy city
mourning with cries to heaven the past
glory of Solomon's Jerusalem. But as a
funeral march? How often this form ol
music is unsatisfactory, too long drawn
out, BO that it enlarges the grist of the
raourners. Is Beethoven's in the "Erolca"
symphony an exception? No doubt it's
|f)lasphemy even to hint that its length
too formidable. Some might assert
that his funeral march in a .sonata has
truer solemnity, keener grief.
To us the one great funeral marci
in music Is the Dead March in "Saul,
and pandel ohoAe for the tonality
.

<

'

|

c/
,f

.

•

^

,

«

••

work tWa

^en'That band

...uiiice:
jiiilendid In

"Man

-nec'ka
their -netlts

a swollen orchestra.
nioch's musical vigor,
Ideas and style
the ludividualliy of his
not wooed emoof expression, he has

The

Mr

-Sisters"

old

they

beauty Beauty
tional or contemplative
orthodox and smug,
t« not necessarily
wrote, a wild
a may have, as Bacon
meas.
irregularity. There are discordant
Bloch
ureT paradoxically haunlins. Mr.
Beems to be afraid of beauty, as ascetics
in cloister or in the desert shrank from
even the thought of woman.
conA Russian played Tchaikovsky's once
For
eerto: a Russian conducted.
the music and the composer were understood, revealed. It Is all very well to
6neer at this composer; to dub him a
cosmopolitan, without a musical counand
try, but the man of this concerto
Russian
of the Fourth Symphony was a
men
writing in his Russian way tor
was
and women of every land. Boston ine
concerto,
the
hear
the first city to
was no
orchestral performance then
^e^^""
doubt shockingly inadequate,
a more
day could there have been wrought
Mr. Lhevinne
glorious one?

'Twas so entrancing.
agreed 'twas not a
So the church folks
sinful deed

Joined in with the rest.

THE ABERNETHYS
As the World Wags:

hav
Representative Blanton of Texas
J. Abern^ethy or
ine accused the Rev. A.
wives
three
had
drunkenness, of having
of haying advoat the same time, and
Volstead act
cated amendment of the
^he^-e the
have
which appears to
P}"'^^!^^^,^
Blantonian bunion
that
replies
the Rev. Abernethy
est
absolute Ues^
these statements are all
a common
The nam« Abernethy Is not my memrefresh
I sought to
one
persons
two
only
ory In ?egard to It,
an old-time
bearing it came to mind,
would
who
Icolush kiU-or-cure doctor,
amendment o
undoubtedly advocate the

j

Sylphs

^fJ" ??They'
Tney Are
Prokofieft,

385).
^
solo (Mr.
incantation ^or tenor
chorus .^n^„.°^tra and
Stratton),
orchestra
Ducasse, Sarabande for
fo^
of Madness
chorus. Ibert, "Song
Repet
orchestra.
and
chorus
Borooio,
Prokofleffs Cantata

was
them with

ft

%Jenr

his bare hands.

Nesle

.

.

Malcolm
,

I

box

I

I

I

I

I

I

i

I

Associated
court-martial
iButler-WiUiams

that a

Critical Review is not written
of hirelings, under the reof a bookseller and his wife,
who presume to revise, alter and amend
The articles. Our principal writers are
unconnected with booksellers, unawed
by old women, and Independent of ea'.h

"The

ONE, KERRY MILLS

mo

]

and have also a merit of their own.

AT A GEORGIA CAMPMEETING
song In black.
Mills.

place by the colored

race
In Georgia.

There were coons large and small, lanky,
lean, fat and tall,
At this great campmeeting.
When the church was out, how the
"Sisters" did shout,

They were so happy.
But the young folks were
wished to be inspired.
And hired a big brass band.

tired,

that "the

too, is

and

German

and again, a

W..t

and

P--

of
feel the excitement

,^

up a theme
caUgari" as an ex-

'

harness as characterized
-'^J
more
^^^^^^^ ^'^^
,e regarded as
^'^t
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of
film "such a. chat
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P

if;
will fail to re-enter

'

s.y to .

begins with irony
^ curiosity."

-rwtrnrSrS.
«h«

^

conductor. In Lon•Pellx W'elngartner,
technician In
flnn
"A thoroughly sound
gradually got the
has
K
u'^ The
the talent
whom
Everything

and workmanlike,

unimaglnativeLut o?a Kapellmeisterish
ness."— Ernest Newman.
that 'The Cenci'

'Nowhere
might perhaps be said
o go for a laugh'
American said of
Its author as the
;,f
then Shelley was
-Ma hew Arnold, but

a

play.

humorist.
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,ho

.ill be

••Dr.
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by
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saddens them. One
this loss alone
ha r °"
ht.le
untidy
him to rimove
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an
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Dr
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it;

Moving Picture

of the

Th'
oi . p.vch.ater.
note-book 'f/'
8i« taken from the

Lowell.

primarily
„ot
Agate.

no

truth.-.

part of the

^.^^

which t«ok the -a-- b
than an unusual attempt
become the rde
of moving picture
--'''ll^2turl
flocked to
hitherto
have
pie who

fre-

Wil w^r. The Heenan-Say.rs
heavyweight
was between a big
But there was
and a middleweight.
that Heenan was
never any doubt
yer know
robbed-" 'Twas English,
Dunravwill ^-e
and probably always not Llpton. But
••frinstance," but
t!
JAS.B. RUSSELL.
irisk.
th";n, ^rts

"No I won't
as%on7e aver, a bad
13

^^^^^

am

,ers

^j^^ goul

elsewhere:
ample, but he says
vogmsh
its
with
•Dr. Caiigari'

flelU

h^eTt

j

the delay

intelUnot underrate'the

^^^^^

''r^ertalnly before
it
it?) Of course,

so'ltd
rb'a7 hi^ do'esis

but in-

be mystified by

J^J^'^^^^^^^^

^^^^2^^::^.

of crushing weight

^

A. B. C. D.
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;:;;:;;^t;is,

can we expect a health>
person, as in Dr. Caligan.

"How

insane

TnefZ

darkies singin', making muc!c|
sweet and great" and so on. Later he
wrote many songs that were very popular, but "At a Georgia Campmeeting"
reminds me of the highwater marks In
tone- literature. The words serve their
purpose when they bring back the tune,

Way down

Z'nTor

on June, was

j

will

.,-s.

rlngin',

By Kerry

the

i-^^^

rnme from London.
^^'-amas were
'^^^anoranias and

produced "Rastus on Parade"
and "Shandon Bells" in 1895, as well as
•Ilappy Days in Dixie" in 1896: "Banjos

A campmeeting took

of course,

World Wags:

%Z:nJ'

narrowed

for I

^^^^J^j/Jj^^^^^^^^

knowledg^a.

best Of our

There was no "close-up
Walter S. Bloom in

As the
Mr.^Ha.-wood.^I
^^Nlting your query to

ilS97, also

A

<J

j

gence

Portland. Me.

with considerable hesitation that I realWe
ize It was written 30 years ago.
old graybeards must have been livelier
than we look now. Kerry Mills, who
wrote "At a Georgia Campmeeting" in

>

Tiai

Irish Peasantry.

opened the
swinging doors of melody and helped to
ground
for
the syncomake ready the
pating Rastuses of later years. It is

say
^^^^^t was mad would
Hamlet

^^^/^^t le"
o-PPre-^^^^^^^
.ould not understand
n
^^e
Or
of spectators?

a£k:3,

irJaHeU

As the World Wags:
Here Is a song that

restrained
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do an>ahing

shown in
has not been publicly
houses t^-S^^;
picture
moving
of

the
the days of the facSl°urphy faction in
top
on
Fastened
Uon fights in Ireland?
rallying
the
a pole it indicated
There Is an Inground'^ of the Murphys.
faction fights
ferestmg account of the Ston^^^^^^^^
s ''Traits and

the Yale Re-

Imagine
view and the Atlantic Monthly exchanging courtesies of a like nature.

'

t-e^

'^'^B";%hl'r;.'df you know that
?
was used as a standard by

other."

i
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mu\"n stoVand,

..^wers, as A.
an
Shakespeare adapted
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the World Wags:
be uteres ed
Tour correspondent may
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a moment

case
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and deed is
Hamlet J^^^^^P
than
confidence
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things
to
strangest
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which
one
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madman may
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precisely how far

POT HERBS
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f

of the

American home."

ing:

for

bit in the

own-.-

^^^^^

readily
^l^'f^^'l
too rich to »
nature was
Mr. Guha says "his
that
down into a vendetta as
and Guilden.tern.
Rosencrantz
auick work of
^i^"^^^!^
capaMe of determined and
modestly, that
which he advances mo

nrinted last Tuesday:
the geni^^"As the dinner progressed,"Impression
"I g"t the
leraf testified:
intoxicated.
Williams was becoming
at great length on
^•He spoke to me of
radio in the
the
the civilizing effect

viewers, I believe, often review without reading the books all through, but
lay hold of a topic and write chiefly from
their own minds. The Monthly Reviewtrs are duller fellows and are glad to
read the books through."
But note the exchange of exquisite
amenities between the editors:
Griffiths wrote: "The Monthly Review
was not written by physicians without practice, authors without learning,
men without decency, gentlemen witliout manners, and critics without Judgment."
Dr. Smollett was not slow In answer-

if

summoned?)

A

this
^pe^nfonT^ised
Press story

I

me

s^m^^

of justice ^-""^^ •'^.^^^^^
to convince a court
hat

virile

charming

magazine continued until 1845 under
various managements. Tobias Smollett's
"Critical Review" was a rival, of which
Dr. Johnson said: "The Critical Re-
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bodyguard (surely this
oi^^ ---^^^.^^flti"
presence
sufficient
constant
by the
collect evidence
wish
^^f^^^!,,
wag), Hamlet
^^^^^^
answerer must be a mad

Amherst.
Mr. Griffiths and his wife established
Monthly Review In 1749. This

that exceUen^^^^^^

"Hamlet.
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murder.
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The character .f Hamlet
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different,

Way down In Georgia.
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effect by.
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being so hurried at the end.
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a
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nativn the ffrave, solemnising
lustre," they
>is with equal

announced:
major (K.

*

,

.

to

darkles began

Hats were thrown away.
Thought them foolish coons
would break,

Is

ashen

of

play
Pretty music bo gay,

funeral innrches.

s SUM.
mlmiU,
,

did he

\viiitman"s "Dirge foi^
hns more iiiipresslvo fuliiv's than Is to be
i:<;

»

..^^ In n

,

!i

„»» k.
It

v

ne-.,. but a.

his wife's cousin,
is

arriving from

the goddess Kwannon,

who has

.^-j^ 'z:^^^::

bemg
stairs, beset by pohcemen,
... climbing endless
the -^me and kncehn.
the cab
enemy'in
the
^ith
;press train
re a heathen goddess ^vith i^^^^/^^^^^^^Hrhl horror the\v.^^
IS that Jangle."
kniels by his chair
whent^^^ wu^
man'^s hand grasps a knife
he goes
^^^^^
commonplace^
he
and talks about ^hj evenj^s of
^
y^^^^
'i'-^'-'

Klein of the Metropoiu

[

an integral part of
radio fame— instigated the musical
mo\
line of
•'movie" program. Then began that long and wavering
pianist, whose
orchestras, that are slowly doing away with the intermittent
peculiar entertainment still lingers on in smaller theatres.

^

^'^^

Nol\rthis
For a ion. time
lives

is

of psyohoWysi.
as an introduction to
to se^^^^^^^^^^
"orvous patient docs not dare

with his

^''^

sic

J

^.^ nightmare, to

m

his hand, the inhibition passwith a knife
dinner. And in an epilogue
TheJ^^s'; return' to his home, a pleasant

in thic- n-rfifular case

not'ea'y' to

^

_

-^<>^^;Y;,r''m^^^^^^^^
for th^s strange
tor tries to account

"

m

t^-ie-e

this

sttow

Witl
We sat atas,mall desk on which there were four electric buttons. roon
machine in the
these Mr. Klein regulated the speed of the projection
First, he showed us th..
behind, stopped it, started it, set its tempo.
later the news reel
then
and
Lady,"
Untamed
"The
feature picture,
comment lapsed
for the week. The picture proceeded. Conversation and
into curt monosyllables something like this.
sawMr. Klein "Too fast," stopping the projection machine when he
is better."
that the indicator in front of him had leaped to 90. "Eighty-five
to thf.
Christmas tree on screen. "Better get a Christmas number," this
Titk'.
song."
"Princeton
ahead.
Princeton
game.
Football
librarian.
music, something neutral so the emphasis will I).-

—

.

brought on
the nightmare, or the obsession

fatherhood

we doubt whether it vnh be Bho^
s>-ild like to s*s this film, but
make a list of good plays not filn.s.
it^lould be an amusing task to
.e^e
Tnthin the last tw-o or three
S^U.av— ot been performed in Boston
this city
censorship prevailing
the
of
because
necessarily
sins, Lnd^'ot

X*?Sl^S:trlfSi

m

j

;

^n BosZ

f

"MUSIC OF THE 'MOVIES''
From

Pastiche of Weekly Orchestrations to

Film Opera
Even that astute and august musical critic, M. Prunieres, in a recent
issue of "Modern Music," in which he considered the decline and fall of the
operatic tradition, the current dissolving of
tions, ends upon the speculation that "there

all

musical-dramatic convenbe a future in the com-

may

ftf music with the cinema, but at present one cannot yet see th<emergence of a new art. In France, Henri Rabaud, Florence Schmitt
and Arthur Honnegger have composed music for important films, hut
these works.- written to order, have, not revealed any promise."

bination

.

And it is in that terse, pregnant phrase, "written to order," that tiit
tragedy and the crux of the situation lie. For despite its probable future,
and its 'occasionally lyrical present, the cinema is still a machine-made
product, tainted with the

mark

of the industry.

and broadcasted with the same imperious

facility

Scores must be evolved

and dispatch that mark

of the musical score, even the "special!
a thing of shreds and tatters, subject to the whims ol

the film output itself.

And

the

life

composed" one, is
the "movie" public and the exhibitor.

Deems Taylor wote music for "The Beggar on Horseback," at least
was carried over from the play. When the film' was showai here, the

it

score had been decapitated for the perusal of the "movie" organist. Mi-.
Taylor wrote a score for "Janice Meredith," Mr. Converse did one for

"The Scarecrow," Honnegger, for Abel Gance's "Le Roue."
These are only a few and isolated instances. The films have bt;;ji:
For cinema music has no existence
shelved, and the music with them.
apart from the picture, as yet, because none of it has had any intrinsic
musical value. It has all been illustrative of the film, a sort of lesser
program music, "written to order."- And it has necessarily been so. What
temptation is there for the serious composer when films are what they

sic

.

.

.

.

.

m

censox^hip
in London, thanks God for the
of the London stage
innocence
and
chastity
the
that citf He contrasts
immorality in New Yorl^. Yet we read
with he shocking theatrical
this season, and not by private
london journals of plays brought out there
excited the protests of reviewers and
theatrical organizations, that have
Furthermore the London censor
cor?espondeni who are not at all prudish.
differentiation, allowmg th s or that
peculiar
his
for
attacked
has been
than the one he prohibited.
nlav that was far more objectionable
plays we
we are vigilantly guarded. We are told what
books we should or should not read; even
.hould or should not see; what
Fine Arts by rejection of pictures proIhe trustees of the Museum of
the minds of our citizens and citiposed for exhibition see to it that
public fathers have not yet applied
Our
polluted.
be
not
will
zencsses
P. H.
in the Athens of^Greece.
as
skirts
women's
to
yardsticks

"Late Again." "Light
"tympani." Shoot
Automobile starts
on the picture"
strangtthrough country. "Speed, something capriccioso." Gloria meets
something in either two or four-four time," this
man. "Pulsating
conversation."
last was addressed to us. "Cover motion and
For the news reel, each picture was timed witfli a stop-watch so that
projectionist
there would be no slip in the showing, and orchestra and
where we
would be as one during the performance. Then to the library,
arrangeo
were shown the some 4000 sheets of music, which at present are
mus;t
under the main classifications of "large concert" and "fox trots,"
muconstantly,
adds
conductor
every
which
to
situations,
of
for all sorts
arranged, and sliced for these weekly musical conis adapted,
.

We

m

as

full orToday, the weekly procedure in all theatres that boast of a
somewhat as foUowi.
chestra, or at least a comparatively full one, is
And to illustrate this, we sat through what is known as the "musical cuinc
the small proIt was
in" one day during the week, with Mr. Klein.
was a player-piano o.
jection room above the theatre. In one corner there
staff wawhich accompaniments are sometimes tried out. The entire
Klein.
Mr.
and
projectionist,
the
librarian,
The
there to elucidate.

not wishguest having a good reason for

Jo\e:

Rothafel—the "Rox>

that Mr.
score

H^f-je^

U bairJr^fm

i.atre,

u,

.

.

.

that

and "scores."

tinuities,

the "superIn the "special" scores that are arranged or written for
This is practically
pictures," there is some attempt at using leit-motivs.
are still
impossible for the weekly picture theatres. But the leit-motivs
as did those
inflexible. They suffer no changes or modifications

crude and
jazz themes were
of the later Wagner. In the "Beggar on Horseback,"
the leit-motivs.
.,,
But it is these weekly "feature" pictures with their rapidly fused
the
pie
of
the
"scores" that are the bread and the butter, the meat and
mucinema diet. "Caligari," which demanded a modern accompaniment, a
strange power and form, isical setting that had something of its own
reason why the combinathe ambrosia of the "movies." And that is one
lovely thing, that reaches the
tion of music and "movies" is still a far-off,
a
film-makers only as something that will have to come, but which is not
driving, present necessity.
.

The first film opera was that of Strauss' "Rosenkavalier," which was
time in
produced under his direction at the Dresden Opera House some
Times, "it
January. According to the dispatch received by the New York
was the outgrowth of a request made to Strauss that he wTite special
music for the scenario, to which he replied that he would reverse the procthe spirit of the music to
ess and write a film for his music, allowing
He noted his ideas for the
suggest appropriate action for the screen.
film with a metronome.
the
for
action
the
timing
carefully
director,
film
Michael Bohnen played the lead, and for the first time appeared voiceless
.

before an audience.

.

."

.

The tendency, among contemporary composers, is, of course, toward
away from the programs that dominated the romantics of the

is descriptive, its very nature is programmatic.
one reason why there is no signal success among the
(iderns who adventures in the "movies." And, too, there are no "movies,"
treatment.
ith the few chosen exceptions, that are worth a good musical
"Movie" music is a strange thing in its everyday existence, a per-

mh

1

century. Film music

jrhaps that
,

Of its reception, and nature, "it was not merely adapted but reconiThe
posed for the film, and the story differed somewhat from the opera.
music was hailed as a great success, but the film is considered 'doubtful'
had
The performance suffered from many technical faults, so that the film
catch up with it. The music
to be stopped at times to permit the music to
a big opera orchestra as well as
is so arranged that it can be played by
by a single piano."
"Siegfried," a retelling on the screen of the legend of the Ring of the
Nibelungen, with portions of the Wagner score; "The Miracle of the
Wolves," which was first produced at the Paris Opera House, and shown
which Henri Rabaud vnroie
in New York last season, a 'lyric film," for
Berlioz' "Damnation of Faust,"
interludes;
choral
and
orchestral
the
which has been filmed in Paris, although we have no record of its being
shown anywhere; these are the outstanding instances of films with real
musical scores, scores that are not simply a "movie" heterogeny.
two
But, whether there is to be an ultimate working together of the
least, for the present, the only
arts, a visual and aural combination, at
that are the staff of the
possible working arrangement for the pictures
ready-made musical scorindustry, is this Rothafel-Riesenfeld-Klein, etc.,
suggestive of "atmosphere" as the ftlm-s
ing It is, at least, efficient, as
far better than the dismal piping of the "movie'"
it illustrates, and far,
her somewhat stouter successor, the "house organist," with
pianist and
the "standard repertoire."

atmosphere, time for production am.
"Uwtil the film itself, its nature,
change, the music written for the
basic
to
a
submitted
Lf duration is
level," is the dictum of Hugo Riesenfeld.
movies will not achieve a higher
this same "Modern Music." And he has done more lor
in a brief tract in
^music than any other one person.

•movie"

CONCERT NOTES

is

sistent borrower, a sort of bastard, concocted to underscore the myths
It is
that emerge from the studios, the myths that draw the public.

whipped into something of a continuous form by the musical director,
when any, to "cover" and "intensify" the dramatic and emotional action of
to Mr.
the picture, its descriptive ways. It was 14 years ago, according

.

.

I

the abstract,

,
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Boston Symphony Orcheshall, 8:15 P. M.
See special notice.
Mr Koussevitzky, conductor. st,»aet,
Clarence Dickinson,
8 P. M.
Emmanuel Church, Newburymusic
Dickinson, Farnaby, Purcell,

Monday. Symphony

by
oraan^t of New York. Organ
Sindmg.
Rinck. Bach, Pierne, Franck, Yon, Dvorak.
46 Beacon street, 3:15 P. M.
Club,
Republican
Aoril 22 Thursday, Women's
Brahms
violinist.
Charles Anth*^ny, pianist, and Albert Spalding,
by Bach, Chopin
Sonata A major for violin and piano; piano pieces
pieces.
violin
of
groups
and Ravel. Mr. Spalding will play two
Boston Symphony Orchestra,
Aoril 23 Friday. Symphony hall, 2:30 P. M.
See special notice.
Mr 'Koussevitzky; conductor. 23d concert.
soprano: Leis Townsley,
Sanchez,
Clarita
M.
Jordan hall, 8:15 P.
Handel, Sommi Dei; Scarlatti, Gia il_sole del grange;
accompanist.

\

.

"The Kiss in a Taxi
Adapted from "Le Monsieur de 5 Heures"
By PHILIP HALE

O del mio amato ben; Mozart, Allelujan; TcffaiKovsRynvui
vxer'die Sehnsucht Kennt; Schumann. Widmung; Cimara. Stornellata
Betfe"; Hageman,
Marmara- Giordano, Aria from "La Sena delle
Charity- Cyril Scott, Love's Quarrel; Francis Moore, Joy Nocturne;
Fuentes,
Mirami
asi; Old Mexde
Sanchez
Bal;
Poldowski Pendant le
Lindo; Esparza Oteo, Mi
ican, Un Parjarito: Nuno-Harris, Cielito
Espana.
Chabrier,
viejo amor:
April 24. Saturday. Repetition of Fridsy's Symphony concert, Mr. KousseDon.udy

Nocturne.

ChoDin

E major,

Korngo'ld, Violin Spite, op. 11:

and

No. 2. Scherzo, 0 sharp minor;
Brahms, Sonata, A major, op 100, piano

op.

62,

violin.

April 30, Friday, 2:30 P. M. 24th concert of the Boston

Mr.

Mav

'

1,

Koussevitzky, conductor.
Repetition of
Saturday, 8:15 P. M.

May

3,

Monday. Symphony

hall, 8:15

P.

Symphony Orchestra,

Friday's

the last ot the season.
3:30 P. M.
May 2, Sunday. Boston Art Club,
cert, Mr. Laurent, musical director.

Symphony

concert,

Boston Flute Players' con-

died a prisoner on Sept. 23,
1780.
On April 19, 1775, Mr. Johnson
Informs us, he, as captain of a comColonel

And Thou,

emblem waving

the

all!

Delicate beauty, a
1^5

word

to the* (It

may

^£Lluta^y),

Remember thou hast not always been
here today so comfortably en-

M
soverelgn'd.

these

In

Not

hav*

other scenes than
observ'd thee, flag.
quite so trim and whole and freshly

blooming

lit

I

folds of stainless silk,

JSnt I have seen thee, bunting, to tatters torn upon thy epllnter'd staff.
Or clutch' d to some young color-

desperate
with
breast
hands,
Savaeely struggled for, for life oc death,
fought over long,
'Mid cannons' thunder-crash and many
a curse and groan and yell, and
rtfle-volleys cracking sharp.
And 'mo\'tng masses as wild demons stirgIng, and lives as nothing rlsk'd,
For thy mere remnant grimed with dirt
and smoke and sopp'd In blood.
For sake of thee, my beauty, and that
thou hlght'st dally as now secure up
bearer's

pany

minute-men

of

led

his

seen go under.

WALT WHITMAN.

A PATRIOT OF

1780

What

can be more appropriate -reading for this day or any day than the
following letter -written
by a New
Hampshire colonel in the revolutionary
war, a prisoner at the hands of the

We

British forces at New Utrecht, L. I.
are Indebted to Mr. Herkimer Johnson
for a copy of this letter, written by his

great-grandfather to his wife In Rlndge,
N. H. The letter Is tlated New Utrlcht
(sic). May ye 1, 1780.
We have not
It will be recorrected the spelling.
membered that spelling waa not one of
the fine arts In the America of the 18th
century.
"My dear:
"I rec'd

your favour of the third of

the twelth of April, By which
you Informed mo of the Death of my
Mother, and further of the Bearth of a

March

exceedingly much Rejoyst to hear you ware so comfortable
at that time, and wish you much Joy
have the
I
with your young Son.
Pleshure to informe you that I am well
and my
you
hope
and
time,
at this
We
family Injoy the samg Blessing.
have had the Highest Expectattlons of a
-svar
of
Prisoners
of
Exchange
General
the winter Parst, but our Expettatlons
are all Blasted, what Reson we ara unabel to tell. About three weeks ago I
had a very flattering expecttation of
Uoing home on Perole for a short time,
but I was not able to git It accomplisht It seames. The General Is detcrmed not to let any officers go out on
Perole at present. How soon I shall be
xchanged is unknown to me. You are
.IS good a Judge of the matter as myself.
I still Remain at my old quarters.
The People are very claver. I am not
onthoughtful of the Grate Burden you
labour under with a large family of
Rude Children and with so much Care
of my other Domestick affairs as you
must occasionaJly Inspect. I hope soon

young Son.

I

am

er or latter to git home and to make your
cituation more agreeable than it Is at

But how soon that will be God
knows. But 1 shall endeavour to

prf^sent.

n!y

his time
Possible.

^It
-

with as

much Patience

Informed me that my tennants
are a going to leve my farms this
•ring.
I suppose on account of the
-ry hev-y Taxes. I am unable to ad-6 you In the matter.
I hope my
other or some other friend 'ft'lll not
i wanting to lend you thare assistance
affars, as I think I should not to
i:em ware our Circumstances reverst.
3
I have nothing more of Momint,
Wishing
-all conclude for this time.
ou and my children, with all friends,
-«5
Best of Heaven's Blessings, and
:bEcr'be myself your Husband.

Tou

ri

jGlnette

Angela
Luclen
Le Sage
Leon Lambert
Bergeot

"on the alarm of the
Lexington, and was at the
Bunker Hill as a major." He
sen-ed valiantly until he was taken
Released on parole,
prisoner In 1777.
he returned to the British In 1779.
Abel Wilder of Wlnchendon wrote to
this colonel's wife on Dec. 15, 1780:
"Dear Marm. I received this letter inclosed In one to me last Wednesday at
Worcester. I paid 30 Dolers for Postage. Tou may send me ten If you have
an oppertunity."
at once to the,

j

J

Le Sage.
The large audience shook v

As the World Wags:
To my mind this puts the drys one up.
In the old days I have seen them carried from the nineteenth hole, but now,
apparently, they have to drag them to it.
H. JAT.

As the World Wags:
At the county court (Aiken,

!

In
is

I

jfor
I

'

S. C.) enread:
"For sale, at public outcry, to satisfy
a claim for unpaid rent of $7.50 due
Eliza
from George
Mch. 1, onehalf interest in the kitchen furniture
on the premises, and a white mule,
about 10 years old, smooth mouth,
named Ada, By order of the court,
Hon. G. G. Webb, Master."
H. G. P.
Aiken, S. C.

STORY FOR THE DAY

A

Jewish sportsman In Scotland of£75 for a horse, instead of the
wanted £80. He thought it over for a
week, then telegraphed he would give
£80, and sent a check. Meantime, the
horse had died, but the owner negotiated the check and sent the carcass
by freight. No protest came, but after
a fortnight there was this explanation: "Oh!" said the purchaser, "I had
fered

bills

'

'

""Last nigiii came the

Now

Lambert, going

[

began with Bach, edited by
Mottl, the second Brandenbury
It

j

I

j

They

were talking about Milne's
comedy, "The Truth About Blydes."
Mr. John W. Luce wondered if Gillette
would tell the truth about his.
hullabaloo about Meller,
of

patronage

The concerto was

—

—

World.

Bach's music

are so constituted that the taste
for poetry may be immediately forgotten for that of roast beef. T. Sturge

Even Debtissy's lovely orchestral
dress, enough in Itself to make a majorscale worth hearing, after Bach seemed
over-low in tone; its fine delicacy ctints and shading failed of Its full <:feet,

sometimes

read

—not
—Mr.
'

I

er ears.

-

Tchaikovsky. Debussy, Liszt. Bach

j

1

j

!

'

)

B.-E. Clive
Slapeth Duilr?rir
-Wordley Hulse

.Vndrew
Prile

Mrs.

j>ss
KIrstle

C

May

K.lis-

Kalherlne Standing

Man Mowbray

yicLaughlln
Mr. Clive

Is apparently never -mor^
thoroughly at home on the stagB Ui:ir
»%hen he dons an llt-fltting suit and
,-ssumes the part of a bashful, staiiswain with bbinders, falsi
^erlng

and appalling
sense of propriety.

starts,
,?h

have

applauded

his

and

splnlster

Many

audienceac.
writlungs

blushes In roles of this tJT>e, and las,
night the house rang with the sur.
meeting an cb
laughter of people
The play, a light and whlm.«i
friend.
cal trifle of many nUsunderstandtnathi
built around the character of
is

Immigrant Scotchman whom fate, teni
porarlly bored by n-ore serious matSo muo!
ters, tosses playfully around.
depends upon the naive awkwardness

this

The dialogue is of the old-fashioned
frank, at
F'alais Royal brand, at times
as a
limes thinly veiled, often amusing
One
study m unblushing mendacity.
audithe
for
it,
cannot be disturbed by
women
ence sees and hears men and
world, a
wholly unreal In an unreal
farces
these
of
fairy land, and

—

COPLEY THEATRE— "Andrew Take?
a Wife," a comedy In three acts by
William Cotton, played fop the first
time, with the following cast:
-Victor Tandy
-n-ally
Jesaamtne NewcoTnti-Mrs. Edwards
Tammai

the last but as he
adventure will be
stenographer
catches sight of a pretty
"SV hat
says,
his face brightens, he
falls.
the use? and the curtain

farcical

o-,-

a-.d
,

mlg.v
this leading role that one
hue
hazard the guess tbit Mr. Cotton
of the C.t
in mind the partlcuUr gifts
picked
mfiret
lev director when .ie
play wilthis pen for this verture Into
of

'

I

<

Bach. Mr. Koussevitzky made the mos
of the Liszt climax. The audience wer
wild with enthusiasm.
But the Liszt climax was by r.c
means the clima.'C of the evening. -Mr.
Koussevitzky ended the -concert with
F
symphony,
Tchaikovsky's
fourth
minor.
To place Tchaikovsky after
The
planning.
Liszt was surely .singular
first movement of the sjnnphony, beof sonority,'
ginning, in
th&.» matter
where the poem left off, could not make
the effect It would have made on fresh-

wajs
Will Lambert e\-er change his
his
His wife iwas rather pleased by
She
adventure with the "duchess
5
the
of
story
never knew the true

newspapers

often though.
It is a bad habit.
Justice Rigby Swift.

.

;

though the playing was amazlnp:;

and Debussy all precious and pale,
trast more sharply than Debussy

denouement.

Lambert vows that

|

—

m

o'clock visits.

)

beautiful. The dan<*es might have cor
to their better "advantage, after
Preludes." Liszt wiih his blazing (o:
Mr. Koussevitzky had freshly dijiix^
in the dye pot, It seemed last nlgln

is conthe affectionate father. Lucien
the house. Valentine in.sts
stantly
old bookThe
dowry.
generous
on a
wretch
keeper threatens to pursue the
Then follow in
that took his name.
situations^
rapid succession ridiculous
clear himself?
How does Lambert finally
farcical
broadly
as
The extrication Is
to the
las the scenes that lead up

—

platinp

last

concerto last night, to state It roundly
tObk the wind out of Satle's sails with
his two "GjTTinopedles." despite the
Th.Mr
help of Debussy's orchestration.
themes, such as they are, sounded ordi
Koussevitzky
Mr.
though
enough,
nary
a probable determination to lend
In
them distinction, played them so slowly
that all hint of movement, let alone
dance, disappeared.

is charmed by her.
Then Lambert comes home. Que.ie
He must play the part f.r
surprise!

Moore.

—

on a program Instead
sometimes makes otb>"
It
of
Tb
music sound common and dull.

band,

-

played

exquisitely

first?

—

1

We

—

Has nobody ever considered

adoption, names Ginette as the
Valentine jumps at the Idea— remember
we are in farce land which is bounded
welcomes Ginette,
by Improbability
of her husfinds that she is the image

all

,

soloists Messrs. Burprin, Lauren:
Gillet and Mager doing their very b?^'
the orchestr?., too.

the

ideal.

among

the bloated, is somehow inappropriate
to the shy, reticent tranquillity of her
cameo art. It Is as if a honking green
motor delivered a great package from
the florist at your door, In which, after
burrowing through layer on layer of
ribbons and tissue, you found at last
only a single pansy the most perfect,
New York
to be sure, in all the world.

con-

F major, for violin, fiute, obn"
and trumpet. The editing did no harm
Bach's music can near, with less susgestlon of Inflation than most, beii.g
raised from a miniature to heroic si;o

to

Lucien in an amusing scene begs Lamhim his daughter's hand.
To add complication on complication.
Valentine, the childless wife of Lamyoung glrr
bert, wishes to adopt a
of
Lucien, who has found the address
Lambert, goes to his house and tells
and,
story
romantic
Valentine the
for
learning that she wishes a girl

I

I

Feli:<

certOj

i

bert to give

'

of

happily.

tells

bin to constitute opening oysters a
burglary.
A select committee to Inquire Into the
size of cages that canary birds are
usually kept in.
A bill to make suicide a capital
felony, punishable with death.

j

|

series

The

I

A

were introduced In the
100 years ago last

last, of

r

this

famous.

and

fifth,

Symphony con -

the cafe, has taken the name of his
drled-up, prudish, head book-keeper,
discharged barCelestin Maraval.
keeper tells Lucien that Glnette is not
the Illy he fancies her; that she has a
Lambert and Lucien
ft»-e o'clock lover.
meet In the cafe. To free Lucien from
suspicion, Ginette, who really loves him,
him that l,ambert Is her father.

Commons

working up

!

program was i^uriouslplanned and, some may think, not quite

the

certs.

I

the final curtain.
instance the original tiUe
invention,
fortunate
more
the
the banket^ Lambert, was in the

lilm

Monday

I

m

A

All this

i

Edward Rlgby

.

month.

this

I

j
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habit of going to the cafe Ginett# on
Montmartre at 5 P. M., not to drink
tea and consume hot buttered toast but
to pay attention to pretty Glnette, the
proprietor of the cafe. Five o'clock, the
psychological hour for amorous rendezvous.
He first met her as she was
strolling along. Invited her to ride In
a taxi, and then and there kissed her,
the first step along the primrose path.
No doubt, good Mr. Woods thought the
fact that there was kissing in a taxi
appearing in a title would draw audiences, while the original title might not
be a box oflBce magnet.
Lucien, a hysterical young author of
the sort found only in farces, having the
Goncourt prize in view. Is writing a
novel. To him, in love with her, Ginette
tells a romantic story of her parentage;
how she Is the daughter of a man who(^
leserted her and a duchess who died in
living her birth: how she was stolen
Christmas eve by gj'psies, and so on
xnd so on. The Innocent youth swalThis
lows the yarn, hook and sinker.
will make
> tory incoi-porated in his novel

already raffled the horse, 10 entries at
£10 each, so I came out all right."
"But what did the -winner say?" gEisped
the purchaser. "Oh, that was all right,
I gave him his money back."

of

laugh -

MONDAY
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fall of

I

Important

lth

,

IFffTH OF
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(Sporting page headline)

House

Miss Colbert was refreshingly free from
"flapperlsms," though not without dcmalice in both her assumed
lic|k)U3
and generous Eimplicity. Mr. Willlani.N
at times came dangerously near burlesquing his part, which, after allv is
more or less of a burlesque role. Mr.
RIgby gave a capital impersonation of

'

'

;

"YATES CARRIED TO THE NINETEENTH HOLE"

I

Miss Beecher looked
portant parts.
and portrayed the trusting sweet-tempered, sympathetic wife and benefactor.
Mr. Byron played constantly with gusto

Arthur Byron
Harry Hanlon
Charles Mather
Gilbert
4
Janet Beecher
-Valentine
,
Patricia O'Connor,
Julie
Marios Underwood
Francois
George Graham
Ce;lertin Maraval
This is a t3-pical, conventional Palais
Royal farce, which under various titles
and with Ingenious variations of the
same theme has amused Parisians for
A supposedly
half a century or more.
highly respectable married man goes
in quest of amorous adventures, and,
successful or unsuccessful, finds himself
in a box from which his magnificent
lyijig does not release him until the

battle of
battle of

trance

'

-

i

I

i

Arthur Bowryer
Frank Sherlock
.Claudetto Colbert
Lee Patrick
John -Williams

Victor
-"'Armand

company

there.

Many a good man have

j

^

foUows:

over

Mai;aulay.

.Mr.

Produced In this country by A. H.
Woods. The cast at the Wilbur Is asV

"Pop" concerts, Mr. Jacchia,

M.

'

The
The performance was brisk.
more absurd the situations the more
All worked
serious was the playing.
together, though naturally Mr. Byron
and Miss Colbert had the more im-

Gallo Duvalles, Lorraln.

See special notice.

conductor.

the moral indignation ot

i

Wilbur Theatre:
First performance
In Boston of "The Kiss In a Taxi," a
farce in three acts adapted by Clifford
Grey ifrom "Le Monsieur de 5 Heures,"
a piece In three acts by Maurice Hennequln and Pierre Veber, Palais-Royal,
Paris early In October, 1924 (Mmes.
Denlse Grey, Marguerite Templey and
Andree Guise; Messrs. Brasseur, Le

vitzky. conductor.
Paul Bregor. pianist: Julius
April 27 Tuesday. Steinert HaJI, 8:15 P. M.
Risnian violinist; Arthur Fiedler, accompanist. Beethoven, "Kreutzer"
Debussy, Prelude, A minor;
piano
pieces:
viglln;
and
piano
sonata for

!

|

and thrifty
'"ft Is in a ploui, dour,
J., that
Scotch colony of 'aterson, X.
" Is among loy.^l
the scene Is laid
at
shocked
are
Caledonians who

"

;

I

neighbors ehould, perenince, bo so brazen as <o actually
other
the church service, or by any
toward
k of Bravity set their feet
Much of the coraedy of
rnal doom.
•ch lest

executed

against
backgi-ound.

tfcelr

CUve'tte

itself, it is about
oatmeal Porrldge^
made
The, cautious Andrew, who has posithe
good in America and risen to '""•Ites^^

Taken by

velopments.

as

interesting

as

In his plant,
across the
the minister in his old town
to propose for him
him
water, asking

tion of

foreman

admired^
a young lady ^hom he once
name
girls of the same
one acwrong
the
and
in this town,
The concepts and comes to America.
scientious Andrew doesn't
to

There are two

the

coolness and goes away.
for a
He has not seen her, except
later goes to
brief horrified glance, but
new
her
^o^f^^^s,
in
consult a friend
bride without
is left with his promised
knowing who she is, falls to sleep in a
chair ana
straight-backed
righteous,
horror
spends tho night, much to his

he

wfnen

suddenly

is

awakened

'.vol!

niy wife and
lieaul the well-iernembered sound of Tom's bell ringing
pn the lawn. There was no other bell-

jthat

comeWahl, the

Beclc,

and

pearing cat resident In the neighborhood,
and we never heard the bell again."

WHY UNGRAMMATICALr

comic songs made themselves
Helen Higgins, in a slave
dance, and her partner, Bland O'Connell, doing specialty work, gave equally
good performances when working together.
Al Frabell and sister, novelty
jaeriallsLs, Ethel Shattuek and Ward,'
taflcative jugglers, and Dunio and Gegno, the wandering musicians, rounded
out a satisfactory program.
;

I

talk and
favorites.

unseen, are showers of violets found;
The redbreast l»ves to build and warble
there.

And

I

AT THE FENWAY

week of

tragic comedy revived
third time this season
lar

Wild

Ibsen's

for

the

by popu-

Film Production

I

1

film version of Balzac's "Pere
Gorlot," that Lear of the French, and
the
of certain of the adventures of
literal

young Eugene de Rastlgnao when he
left
lived in the boarding house on the
bank of the Seine.

Easy Go," Owen pavis's farce,
with Otto Kniger and Victor
Moore.

Second week.
TREMONT—"The Dove," Belasco's
production of Willard
Mack's melodrama with Holbrook
Blinn
and Judith
Anderson.
Third week.

SHUBERT—"Captain Jinks,"
musical comedy starring AdaMay. Fifth week.

COLONIAL—"Ben

Hur,"

Now

A. E.
!

/

LOEW'S STATE— "Brown

week for Anne
comedy.

^''SJlf' ^wnln
Mary Abbott
'^^V^ ^"^ Jr.
f
Bob McAndrews. .Prancis X. Bushman,
Mary Alden
Mrs Brown
'Torrence
David
Brown
Mr
Edward Connelly
Prof Abbott

!

,

i

[

]
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"From which circumstance we may colLondon has taught the country

brewers the use of this innocent and
pleasant drug In making porter."—-Ed.

her

Lawrence's nicely manipulated dialogue
was .well Interpreted and kept an appreciative audience in smiles.
The applause of the evening was
A. ClafCey,
to James
champion fiddler of the Lewiston con-a
started
reels
and
jigs
test, whose
gallery
rhythmic tapping of feet in the

given

I

worthies, male and
female, of all centuries, talk together
learnedly, also most improperly.
Mr. Machen Is a bit of a mystic, so
we are not surprised by his stat'Cment
In the Observer that hq.eiice heard a
ghost.
"And, by the way, the only ghost
story that I can tell at first hand relates to an animal, a favorite cat. Tom.
the well-behaved, had been the prop of
the house for 16 years and more. At last
he died, full of years and honor. The
day after, in the evening, we sat by the
fire and thought of the empty chair.
Suddenly, the crumpled papers In and
about the waste paper basket were violently and audibly agitated. I went to
the spot, thinking we had a rat for a
visitor. The papers were all still; there
was nothing there. And, a minute or two
later, there came a very familiar sound;
the soft thump of a cat's feet falling on
the carpet, as it Jumps from a slight
height Into a room. "Ah," said I, "that
Imust be the cat from next door." I went
|to the window, thinking that the lower
part must be open. But there was no
kSat there, and the window was only open
telightly a.i the top, since It was a cold
April night It was, I think, a week later

be brushed
["The
across or up and down both ways, as
Another
health
hint,
is usually done."—
from a lecture.]
My child. If you would shine today,
Attend with care to what I say.
The modern rule for health and bliss
May brlelly be described as this:—
Whatever you have ever done
Assume that it Is wrong, my son;
Whatever you have done before
You must not do it any more.
Don't brush you teeth across or down;
Or up; It makes the expert frown.

middle.)
Rich foods Internal

not

Ills

the

provoke;

some well boiled coke.
Avoid the soap and water trick;
Just scrub yourself with powdered brick.

Lunch

lightly off

An upright

posture strains the head;

Try walking on the hands

When

Instead.

influenza reappears

Try breathing deeply through the ears.
Thus every day and every way
Give modern methods fuller play.
Try writing letters with your toes
And hearing through your eyes and nose.
I

1

/

/

Symphony concerts this week
be chiefly of a choral nature. The
symphony, which Is first on the program. Is Mozart's In D major. It was
originally In the form of a serenade, Including a march and two minuets. ApThe

MORE WISDOM

(To keep them fit as any fiddle,
Brush back, and part them In

wimSm
Hames
William HaVie^
The strange
It was bound to come.
thing is that it Is so late. But this film
version, unlike the play that the Harvard Dramatic Club is In the throes of
reviving now. Is a mingling of the older
tale and of current wise-cracking. It Is
Tom Brown up to date, a Tom Brown
who not only plays the ukelele but does
the Charleston in homes on the other
side of the Charles.
Brown comes to Harvard. "Don't look
sad, mother, it isn't Yale, our boy's going to HarvafTi," announces the father
And this
before the great departure.
Brown wears a sheik bplt, notched every
time he thinks he's made a conquest;
an exceedingly jubilant and bumptious
freshman who picks up a professor's
daughter in the sanctum of Harvard
square, and fights a rival who calls him
"pretty much of a mucker because he
kisses girls with no serious intentions."

Tom Brown

I

lect that

Guinn Williams

Hal Walters
Regele Smy the

j

j

Ramee and many

Har-

way. The, cast:
Jim Doollttle;

frenzy as apostrophizing folios, quartos,
octavos and duodecimos: "Are you not
the beggarly brood of fumbling journeymen; born In garrets among lice and
cobwebs, nursed up on gray peas, bullock's liver and porter's ale?" It would)
seem that early in the 18th century
"porter" was considered a drink fit only
for the lower class of laborers. So many
tons of liquorice were imported Into
England in 1788, that Townsend in his
"Journey through Spain" remarked:

f

of

vard," film version of the play by Rlda
Johnson Young, directed by Jack Con-

first made for porters and chiefly
drunk by them and the lower class of
laborers. In "A Further Account of the
Most Deplorable Condition of Mr. Edmund Curll, Bookseller," found in
Swift's works but attributed to Pope
and Gay, Curll is represented In his

should

two Impressionistic studies
,

at

teeth

coininencing

and in that
ing in emotional depth,
that
peculiar transfiguring hnaginatlon
Yet he
make the uncommon musician. and
fasensitiveness,
has intelligence,
E. G.
cility.
^

|

i

group,

tonal
he played with an unaccustomed
loveliness, and nuance.
,
,
A good technician, he Is utterly lack-

drink probably because this liquor was

books by him were delightful, but why
should publishers have searched his
te basket In recent years? We have
read his translation of Casanova's
iioirs, for It Is easy reading in French,
ither you prefer the Rosez or the
nler edition; nor have we read Mr.
Machen's translation of^ that extraordinary book, "Le Moyen de Parvenir,"
in which Alexander, Hippocrates, Pindar, Theodore d« Beze, Pierre de la

SQUARE—"Abie's

John C. Miles, the winner of
the stage
terday's marathon, stepped on
hfs victory to
long enough to attribute
his share
receive
and
his trainer-father
Modena's Fantastic Re%'ue
nf cheers.
by Bishop
offered spectacular danping
voices and
nd Lyon, a cast of popular
countess Modena,. vJplinlBt, whose

and from the beginning, in this country,
The name "porter" was given to the

third

his

for in these

L. R. R.

HOUSMAN.

hold Mr. Machen In high -esteem for he
quality of his style. We were expected
to shudder reading his
"Great God
Pan." We obeye^J the general expeciatlon, wond-erlng what really ailed Helen
after she had seen Pan, and itching to
ask Mr. Machen if he knew.
Later

debut supported by Minor
^Vatson in a one-act play by Vincent
Lawrence at Keith's last night. Mr.

nion,

With

playing
with the Bach, he did his best
There was more vigor
of the evening.
than
1" anyBourree
tHe
In
warmth
and
played the
thing else that he did. lie
lightdelightful
a
Scarlatti sonata with
without
although
grace,
ness and
was
apsparkle. With the Debussy he
ground,
parently on his favorite hunting

j

Judge's

and only
that swept through the house
chamceased with the music. Another
yes-

he
the same With the Franck wMch
played with enviable nuiany ana nuance.
quality.
emotional
It had no strength, no

—A.

Don't believe everything you read, not
even in newspapers. The Porter-house
steak originated in the United States.
"Porter-house" is a term chiefly used,

was monotonous and
It was

occasionally rigid.

superficial,

World Wags:

|

hand books was "All up for Arthur
Machen." Today he is known to many
chiefly by his contributions to the Observer (London)
under the heading
"Queer Things." Not that we do not

\auclevlll6

largely

i

How literary booms soon become
boomleta!
Not very long ago itvs cry
from publishers and dealers In second-

THEATRE
AT KEITH'S
Boston
CRafteTton made
iiuth

Untamed

AND THE CAT CAME BACK

CHAMPION nODLER
!'

"The

he

movements,

of

^

with
Avoy, Francis X. Bushman and
Ninth week.
others.

Irish Rose," 29th
Nichols's famous

I

read a story about an old inn In
ondon called the Porter House, because It was the hang-out of porters
between jobs. One day the landlord ran
out of rump-steaks. His wife, rather
than turn anybody away, hastily sliced
a few thick cuts off a roast, had them
grilled and served to hungry customers.
These steaks made a hit, and became
popular as Porter House steaks.
But,
as you say, who killed Cock Robin?
Who wrote Shakespeare's plays?

Oh, often have I washed and dressed
And what's to show for all my pain?
iLet me He abed and rest;
Ten thousand times I've done my best
Antl all's to do again.

Lew Wallace's story
Ramon Navarro, May Mc-

CASTLE

thought

"beleaguer" years
ago, but didn't know any one else ever
had. Why not put a "world" between
the first and last syllables, as in "unworldly"?

tI

The sun Is up, and up must I,
To Wash ami dress and eat and drink
And look at things and talk and think
And work, and God knows why.

version of

PLYMOUTH—"The

m

As the World Wags:

s the

Lady,"

filni

Husband," William Hodge's comLast
edy, in which he stars.
week.
MAJESTIC—"The Big ParStallings war
ade," Lawrence
film vrith John Gilbert, Renee
Thirteenth
Adoree and others.
week.

a light and often
techquite lovely touch, and a facile
the
nique, that, at times, espec/aily In
virtuon
touched
Rhapsody,
Dohnanyl
At times he has a tendency to
osity.
that
strike out at his upper notes so
no richness of timbre.
achieves
he
To the amusing little Auric prelude
he brought an appropriate, deliberate
There were moments in the
lightness.
Kreisleriana when he played quite beauthe first and last
Again,
tifully.

"Coleridge says that

Iwlth each other than they suspect.
G. Gardiner.

Gloria
Swanson, Lawrence
Grey, Joe Smiley in Cast

MOLLIS—"Seventh

Heaven,"
jeturn engagement of John "Golden's production with Anne Forrest, Louis D'Arclay and Grace
Menken. Last week.

Brujo," de Falla; Triana, Albenlz.
Mr. Coding is an Intelligent young

Most husbands and wives are happier

IHE UNTAMED LADY'
AT METROPOUTAN
—

Scarlatti;

major,

Debussy; La Puerta del
Vino, Debussy; Rhapsodie In C major,
from "El Amor
pantomlne
Dohnanyl;

GREAT ARE tHE MYTHS

film from the story by Fannie
Hurst, directed by Prank Tuttle. The
cast Includes Gloria Swanson, Lawrence
Grey, Joe Smiley and others.
"
^'nder see the morning bllnkT^"

Sonata

C

in

L'Isle Joyeuse,

ANY LONGER WORD?

with
Husbands,"
Monte Blue and Marie Prevost.
MidAt
"Paris
of
Despite Its title
night, this Is, in reality, a more or less

Women's

METROPOLITAN
Come,

Bach;

been understood." Did not Goldsmith
attempt to "mend" the "Elegy" by
"leaving out an Idle word in every
line?"— Ed.

—

Beacon "Paris
At Midnight," with Lionel Barrymore,
Jetta Goudal, Emile Chautard, Mary
Brian, Edmund Burns and others. DiAlso,
Hopper.
E. Mason
rected by

demand.

NeV PARK—'(Easy

-

his friend, Mr. Wordsworth, had undertaken to show that the language of the
'Elegy' is unintelligible; it has, however,

Lionel Barrymore Appears in

"Other

|

Howard

pianist, po.ssessed of

Hazlitt wrote:

FENWAY, Modem and

evening,

Fugue and Variation, Franck (transscribed by Harold Bauer); Bourree,

the

1

—

second

footsteps lightly print

ground."
The above verse, originally Included
jm Gray's "Elegy," Gray cut out "at
Horace Walpole'a suggestion, and so his
'grammar triumphed over his poetry."
What is wrong?
R. H. G.
Cambridge.

TAWS AT MIDNIGHT'

charming girl is and proposes in
due form. That is all there is left to
ri'>.
and quite naturally, the curtain
ines down. On the whole, the play is
rather tedious, dull, and unduly proIt is staged and acted for all
Itracted.
for more, in fact. The cost
bt in v.-orth

REPE RTOR Y—"Tlie

little

'

I

hall, last

Qoding, pianist, gave a recital at which
he played the following program:
Menuet from "Le Tombeau do Co'upor'^
in," Ravel; prelude (au General Clapler),
Auric; Kreisleriana,. Schumann; prelude,

year,

I

the

Duck,"

At Jordan

By hands

I

for

CONTINUING

HOWARD CODING

\8 the World Wags:
There scattered oft, the earliest of the

I

breakfast. There is a great scandal and
fresh batch of misunderstandings
a
which do not lead anywhere in particular, and eventually he learns who

anes admirably, many of them giving
excellent bits, notably Miss Standing as
H. F. M.
the maid.

1J7

1

lilied

ignor-

girl,

to do abo^t It, whereat
at his
ant of the mistake. Is incensed

(!M,yi,

acrobats, supthe satisfying laughs of the evening, while Robey and Gould with idle

ana

tho piece depends upon this solemn
ways,
lujrubrlous caricature of Scotch
which Is handled by the local company
which
with all the begrudging sternness
can be brought to bear.
type,
familiar
a
of
is^
The plot itself
arresting derind is rather barrVn of

Haynes and Fred

artists, and Dare
silent pseudo-awkward

dy

.

unsympathetic

fui

But, more important far than that,
Oh, keep on talking through your hatl
liUCIO.

will

parently ih this form flutes and clarinets were not employed; they were
added when the symphony was per-

Mozart
formed at Vienna In 1783.
wished the first movement to go "fn
a flery manner; the last aa last as
The first performance In
possible."
Boston was by the Orchestral Union In
1859; the lajst at a concert of the Baiton
Symphony Orchestra In 1923 wVien
Bruno Walter conducted as a i^rj"**
For

concerts of this week, the
Society has been rehearsed by

'the

Cecilia

Malcolm

Lang.

They are Seven"
the

first

time

"Seven:
performed for

Prokofleff's
will be

It Is deIncantation
with tenor

In thi's country.

scribed as "an Akkadian
for orchestra and chorus
solo."

The text Is by the Russian poet Balmont, who based at least three poems
on a cuneiform Inscription found In an
Akkadian temple In Mesopotamia. Thi
tenor represents the pn'est; the chorus,
the wild-eyed, fanatical worshippers.
These old Akkadians believed In seven
malignant deities to whom they ascribed

—

I

;

.

MS

s Anthony,
of

iiftlotlon

miseries

all

Women's Republican

on

ie?

Gigantio l)ei"nK8, they
or remorse; they were
3 and entreaties.
lis savagely barbaric as
task put upon the tenor
Stratton) and the chorus Is a
^,.-ret

i

Koussevitzky
cmtata at one of his conhe repeated
1924.
May,
in Purls m
rformance that the audience might
tter appreciate the music. There
• a repetition at each of the conthls week; that Is. If the tenor
the chorus are not hors de combat

\Vhen Mr.

one.
K-ed this

i>r.

j

I

The program

panist.

Club,

46

Beacon

When B. J. Lang brought out Debussy'* "Nocturnes" at a "Chlckerlng
Hall Production" concert In 1904, and
thought that the audience, not used at
bat time to Debussy's music, might not
discover the beauties of these pieces,
there were two performances In the
But the audience was not soj
concert.
perplexed that night 33 were the play-j

And

As

of "Madame ButBoston Opera House next
should
Interest
afternoon

j

Sarabande with chorus by Ducassej
will be performed here for ttffe first time.!
(The Philharmonic Society of New Yorki
produced It In New York eight years

The chorus parts are without,
words, and the direction Is that the
chorus should sing off-stage. (If there
three clarinets, aJs^o off
Is no chorus,
stage, should play the music written for
sopranos, altos and tenors.)
The score contains an argument purporting to be taken from an old French
Did Ducslsse here do what
chronicle.
write a
Sir Walter Scott often did
motto for a chapter in a novel and atSwinburne
tribute it to an "old play"?
added a long note In prose to his
"Lieper" and said It came from a French
chronicle of 1505, but this chronicle was
of Swinburne's Invention. We translate
the argument of Ducasse's piece and
hope that his music will be as beautiful
as the archaic French:
"The day after. In the morning, they
bore the dead prince to the Abbey of
Before he died he had many
Alsne.
times amiably and gently requested:
'Play that Sarabande,' which was a
dance of Spain that a lutanlst. whom
he loved, played very beautifully. In his
death agony, the prince kept requesting:
And so
"Play to me that Sarabande.'
that he might the more sweetly depart
from there, all along the road that leads
to the aforesaid abbey, viols and hautbola d'amour and flutes went playing
this Sarabande, amidst the psalms of
priests and clerks, and frequent moans
of the good people who wept and lamented In piteous fashion. And at the same
time all the bells, both great and small,
bourdons and campanelles chimed very
melodiously."

ago.)

certain epochs exalted

When

this

Sarabande— It was

first

—

1

Mr. L. W. Buell read this paragraph
In the Montpeller (Vt.) Argus:
"The Moreton girls do not, mind the
cold weather, for they go to school when
the mercury Is 30 below zero hareheaded an\a their stockings rolled down
a distance of two miles.— Montpelier
Argus."
Having read It he exclaimed, and
without fear of Injurious consequences
ultra."
to himself: "This is the knea plus

of

per-

will

;

I

Several letters with reference to "L.
R.'s" questions about certain old
ongs win be published and discussed
.e next issue of The Sunday Herald.
f

^^

Th.ey

THE MAN THAT
[It is

of

edl-

joved

.

St^chrinstrUents

all

battle

caned

othe.^

mus'c, J^^ey^^rej^^^^.^.^^^

a'p^^U JouJ>er

may

wUh

his

f avor-

serve as a goo

^.n

-

re^^po%^^^'^r

TAXES

rerr«fsla^^^n^'
demands music
on^a

„T/^^
M. T. JUGG..

cuneiform 'inscription
priest and ^o^'^'P
of this nature for
of the
Prokoflef^ the composer

,

pers

And Dean

very salubrious.'

•

'
/

,-^rirr^'^o?:?rcTi>-^^^^
(Patriot).
.IL nf April

'

'Ss^wltry
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1V1ATTERS

announced that the laying down
floor is under con-

sideration, so that dancing may be
actually going on while the Radio Dance
band performs for broadcasting. It has
been complained that without the presence of real dancers the playing of the
best of dance orchestras tends to be
colorless and lacking In "atmosphere."]
How nl::e to think 'tis I who lend
The orchestra Its inspiration!
My tango and my foxtrot send
The players wild with exultation;
They see me slither round and do
My little stunt so well and gaily
That ardor seizes all the crew
From triangle to ukelele.

of

thunder

this to be said: While
no doubt led to a more
work, there
Intimate knowledge of the
surprise
was no longer the element of
Is

|

the Instanwhich has much to do with

We refer
taneous effect on the hearer.
une«pectpd
especially to the sudden.

.

never sweat after dinner, if
I
must add Lad.v
drink any wine." We
we wish
Carteret to the list of women
I

we had known. — lid.

V

SYMPHONY GIVES
ITS 23D

no

the repetition

of-

half
for

a special dance

needs

AUDIENCE APPRECIATIVE

•'Nothing
^''|i:l^':t'To 'stella in 1711:
peevish as hot
makes me so excessively after dinner
Lady Berkeley
weather.
lady s head
clapped my hat on another
roguery put 't^ "P«" the
In
and she
not; but in two
I minded them
rails
window
minutes they called me to the
me my hat
and Lady Carteret showed
doors off where
out of her window five
I was
walk to It.
I was forced to
without butter;
broiled
broiled, and
I

that

ingly dramatic music
no scenic lllu.cenery, no costumes,
tremendous spe";^ ^o
8?on to work Its
^^oni 'i pureSucuss the "incantation"
standpoint, to fVe&K oi
ly technical
dlsinstruments,
the "writing for the
would be
relarl of vocal limitations"tempest, to
a
Is foolish as to analyze
and lightning In only

But there

Lady Carteret
swift once wrote r-My
'^"^^'^
has been the best queen ^« J^^^f^.
many years, yet is she
in Ireland these
tl>»-young girls
all
by
hated
o -tally
than all of
because sne is handsompr

.

horror,
these shouts of the
tlves of the priest,
is overpowerTenzled responses. Here

meteorological terms.

kept fuU^^

.

Suite,

Tperbly ferocious •'ScyOilan
Know, ju
was the one man. we
^incantation." There >"
recital
^e'se reciia
there Is terror In these

Bpeak

department o
the Income tax

ThfPOJK

Parent-Teacher Association he is
reported to have said:
"In the first place it was thought that
laws had a divine origin, later the laws
were ascribed to ancient customs, and
result of
still later that they were the
the work of super-men. Then came the
culminating
the
and
treason
age of
fruition of these laws gave us the contreason—!

S
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i
pinching ineit^'fj,^,^^^,
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If this be
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we see
«°""^^•..;'\';/';L-rallef8
In th«
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^nh their

at his elbow,

has

local

1

d^

Shrill

\

of the lord lieu•Lady Carteret, wife
once exclaimed,
Ireland,
*
„f
(Ire?h« ah of this country

the World Wags:
In these days when so many people
are worrying about the weakening effect of constitutional amendments, it
has fallen to one of the representatives
an imin the state Legislature to make
portant discovery. In a speech before a

subscription concerts.

...

\

wit would
Shakespeare^squTck
^hakesp^ar
q
"^"f"
I.
James
^^^^^^^ ^^^^
JJani
soon sum up the
qPHELIA.

i

How will the excellent Dr.
dipper.
Cralgie, editing the new dictionary of
the American language, explain those
grand old phrases, now, alas, archaic
"chasing the duck," "working the growler," "a bucket of suds"?

The dances with chorus from Boroain's "Prince Igor" will bring the ending to this concert with an unusual program.
For the 24th and last concerts to take
place next week Mr. Koussevitzky has
arranged this program: Vivaldi, ConSamazeullh, "Night," a symrerto;
i/nonic poem (first time in this country);
Brahms,
"Petrouchka";
.'-travinsky,
.Symphony, C minor, No. 1. The music
been
already
has
by Vivaldi and Brahms
performed here during the season of

R

history

;

AIR AND
As the World Wags:

water out of a beer glass." True, but
there are many who would drink beer
out of a tumbler, gobl-et or even a tin

I

^^n^rmCtslerrkati;
music
ofTmuslc

hands as they «'"S',*"^f
their voice."
notes of \hlir
to force the top
^av
delight^ In ^vha^

Brmghearst, an undertaker
P™^,^
has
J'ff"
Fame.
membership in ourHall of

The Marigold Garden Company through
"No one will drink
its lawyer argued:

measures, breaks Into a song of which

I

\

Mr.

kins.

be

the words show distressing mental
aberration. There Is a motto from some
ni -icle, essay, or treatise by P. ValleryRadot. Is he the distinguished Parisian
physician and alienist? In this motto
he describes a crowd rushing along,
stumbling towards a fiery sky line,
howling their mad song.

^-^^

Philadelphia,

the ground, mostly hanging mspen'ded in mid-air. From "Steeplejacks
and Steeplajacking," by William Lar-

on

-irformed for the first time In this
Th« oomposeifs "Ports-ofcountry.
Call" was performed at a symphony
in the season, and a
early
oncert
amber-pleca by him for wind Instru•nts has been played at a concert of
e Boston Flute Players' Club.
In this "Song of Madness" the chorus,
ner singing "La, la, la" for some

I

.
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J

acter.

As
Madness"

r^-^Iu^^^.^S^^-^^^^^
entreaties.
prayers and

,to all

^^rit

Se

laying, soldering, sign-writing, and the
principle of clocks; and he must do all
these things, that other workmen do

to his credit.

"Song

,

be a mason, a mechanic, a copperworker, scaftolder, carpenter, painter.
He must, too, learn slating, gold-Kxif

Duoasse was plain "Ducasse" when he
was awarded the second grand prlx de
Rome at the Paris Conservatory as a
pupil of Gabriel Faure In 1902. Of late
years he is known as "Roger-Ducasse,"
so his name Is entered by some musical
lexicographers under "D"; by others
So when the late Andre
utxder "R."
Cantot came to the Boston Opera House
asiWonductor Mr. Russell hyphenated
C»let's name, "Andre-Caplet," leaving
tire poor young man without a Christian
Ibert's

.

ofnj;l-!

---n-uTno'^onl
but ^°
^d. Ac•They are seven,
their
seven was a^'^t
mythology
my
Akkadian
to
^^^^^
cording
were g'^^^^t
^ere due
seven deities

^.own

--^--

"

--

kofleff's

that

Dane

to

jln old French "Icel" (or "Iceluy") meant
[simply "he," or "the same man."

>

We
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DenmarK, b
IV

A STEEPLE CRICHTON
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Denmark with a

Loeare went to

—

really efficient steeplejack

=
ouestioner,
g^ippers in Froworshipper^
f^",
^^^^^^
and the fanatical

of tho

in

time like this we need a creature com\
bining tha horns of a bull with th(^
hug of the bear. Boston Herald.
E. d'E.
And the wool?

A

in nationality.

-

rrai"tirt?v^e^

in

The 8-y«^,^-°\*,„Tkep saying to her
s poems ^ePt^,,^The pHest
Wordsworth

^^efes-anTtt^r^ve J^£^of

GourjTiont.

To picture the stock market

was
iformed In Paris 15 years ago
brought out in New York the writer of
was
"Icel"
thought
book
program
the
the name of the dead prince, whereas

name

them.—Remy

j

^^°!;p,e child

the

Is

.

hatred of liberty exalts as mar(
toaay as the love of llb-erty a

minds

was a Dane

Borodin's

Ham-

typical
he exactly portrayed the
Hamlet, Bozeton, a
in the character of
a lecturer at
be
to
used
who
Norwegian
says m
Columbia university. New Yoi-k,
.
Shakespeare
a voCme of essays that
of the
Hamlet is an exact portrayel Boze
Danish character as it is today
well, sajs
ton who knew Copenhagen Dan«s has
the
tha the greatest fault of
to talk volualways been their tendency
little; they exhaust
bly but to do very
energy in fluent and
all' their nervous
then have no
emphatic conversation and
the act they have
energy left to create

QonduoU

I

World Wags:

the

somewhere that one
I have read
great marvels about Shakespeare

\

—

^.^ ..j^can-

LXJCIU.

fact that he

The chief parts will be
Fund.
taken by Dorothy Francis, formerly of
Opera company; Jeska
Chicago
the
Swartz Morse, whose Suzuki is pleasantly remembered by the audiences of
the Boston Opera company In its palmy
days; and Messrs. Robison, McClosky
and Mclntyre. WaUaca Goodrich will

The

I'll

(first

tenors

to the B. B. C.
provide the local color!

think that the explanation of
kiUlng.hls uncle
let's hesitancy In

ship

A

and'cSufof

me

I

many, especially as It Is In aid of the
New England Conservatory's Scholar-

era.

T', 'tT^rZir.

abande, fo'^
"^^'^
^^'f ^n^
altos
sopranos

J^y^^tra

^^J^T%lr-

A NEW EXPLANATION

The performance

j

Ibert

time in America).
Madness," for chorus

keep them up to concert pitch,
their readings;
I put the pep In all
The feats that I perform enrich
And ornament the whole proceedings;
thanks to me,
I .set the pace, and,
The whole affair is gayer, fuller—
Oh, take

program wa^

Maior (K. 38.5).
The? Are Seven." >nc-"\^;r( first
and
tenor, chorus

,

a truly fearful blast
joyous gurgle In my honor..

I

will include songs-

;,

CharVe^ Stratton. The
Symphony, D
as follows: Mozart
ProkofiefE, .^^ven.

off

And

tenor solo
-incantation" was .sui.K
,

kofielY s

weak and

getting

were

strains

wanner)

terfly" at the

Saturday

\

lo

\

(Its

Cyril Scott, Francis'
Moore, PoldowskI, VIdal, Sanchez de
Fuentes, Nuno-Harrls, Bsparza Oteo,
Chabrier and an old Mexican song,
"Un Parjarlto."

Saturday.

|,,

bets

Hageman,

dano,

that bloke;

stand on,"
Whcroal ho given Ills drum a poke
With even more pronounced abandon.
The saxophone as I go past
.

by Handel, Scarlatti, Donaudy, Mozart,
Tchaikovsky, Schumann, Clmara. Gior-.

.

iiuJ

and Albert

street, this afternoon at 3:15 o'clock.
The program will Include Brahms's
Sonata, A major, for violin and piano;
a group of violin pieces, and piano
pieces by Bach, Chopin, and Ravel.
Clarlta Sanchez, soprano, will give a
recital In Jordan hall tomorrow night
at 8:15 o'clock. Lois Townsley, accom-

and man.
,„,f

pianist,

a subviolinist, will give
scription concert In the ballroom of the
.Sii.iiii.nK,

CONCERT

after the
beautiful closing measures
pages.
frenzy of the preceding
of this
audience
The reception by the
appreclaextraordinary work and the
was enthusiastlon of the performance
to be
The technical difficultiesStratton
tic
Mr.
great.
ov^rcome were
utmost
was forced to declaim with thebeen adhad
vigor; the chorus, which
sans
Lang,
Mr.
mirably trained by
apparen
with untiring strength and
in
not
was
ease; the word •'difficulty"
the lexicon of the orchestra. dedicated
Ibert's "Song of Madness."
Mr Koussevitzky, necessarily sufto

madness

,

i

of

fered In comparison. This
the
Parisian was sanity after
the
brain-storm of the Akkadian-Russ.am
tonal
the
Had this music not followed niore defiorgy. It might have made a
had been
nlt^ impression. Suppose It

Hadyn.
heard between a symphony by Rave!
and something by Debussy or Ducasso
Nor has the Sarabande by
Quality ot
the beauty, the sheer musical
Illustrate. -The
the story that it should
tho
Sarabande. itself, does not suggest
prince, the one
one played to the dying
More
lutanist.
the
he loved to hear from

pages, those
successful are the pictorial
the
reproducing the lamentation and
to
procession
choral singing during the
the composithe abbev, but as a whole
emotional, lacking
tion Is cerebral, not
that characterthe pathetic simplicity
prince haunted
the
of
izes the old story
by the Spanish dano*.

DESERVE MUCH PRAISE
The concert began with a

delightful

interpretation of Mozart's unpretentious,
symphonybut fresh and pleasing,

1
i

-

fgSrr

now mat

H

nearly

UO

.

year.

ho—grabs the bUl
out something on

brilliant perform
3ia; It ended with a
orchestra of the
jLce by chorus and
PrJnce
^er-welcome dances from

>"

Chorus and the orchestra venture
The
deed to be congratulated.
^^P^.^'^''^
was not without danger. us
^!
who shua
among
There are still some
of ••an"<;f/»"V
der at the mere thought venture
yes
of
makers of music. The
a triumph.
Urdty turned out to be
tonight.
concert will be repeated

E m nor
concerto
trlngs; Samazeullh,
from
Suite, irom
In America); Stravmsky,
Symphony. C
lTefr?uchka;" Brahms.
lulnor, No. 1.

,

of the bull fighter are scientifically criticized.
The ring has a dialect peculiar

which

Is

unintelligible to

themselves,

while

to

most
the

men

exactly analogous to the slang
our pugilistic
of
technicaKtles
craft." Richard Ford.

and
and

is

—

were overjoyed yesterday by receiving from Miss Mabelle Shaghelllon
of 26 Condor street, East Boston, a note
to this effect: "When Uncle John died,
he left behind a sea chest. Last Sunday
we found in it a secret drawer containing a letter to vou which I enclose."

beasts

We

This letter, dated Jaji. 25, 1916, gives
an authentic account of the manner In
which Liverpool Jarge departed this
Other accounts that were published
life.
a few years ago must be regarded as

'

;

j

was
got to the fight there
bull In the '•'"S bellerin
a lot of
and tossin up dirt and chasm
stuck little
Wokes with red capes that Spainyards
million
darts in him and a
gets out
cheerin. After a bit everybody
feller come out
of the ring and one
its the
and
alone with a little sword
same cove that sneers at Ja^S«
l
time He
house. Jarge wasted no

runs down
go a very wild howl and
over the fence
the i"ey and swarms
runs away.
and the cove with the sword
and pats h,m
Jarge goes up to the bull
back of
him
scratches
on the nose and
bull looks very pleased

fets
j

i

the World Wags:
Say what you like you cant trust a
Spalnyard. They're tricky. They aint
honest. I mind like yesterday the morn-

I

I

me and my good friend Liverpool
Jarge goes ashore In Cadiz with the
sun shinin bright and warm and we
feelln happy and peaceful. It was of a
.Sunday. The good weather made Jarge
feel rather religious and he had a
!n

washup and put on his other shirt and
wore his best brass knucks the silver
pleted ones with the turkolse settlns.
Jarge said how he fancied he'd hunt up
a church somewhere and get his spring

prayln done and then maybe find a
good place and get some tattooln that
he'd been needin for a long time. We
was stony broke when we went ashore
barrln a lot of coin Jarge had sewed In
the top of his trousles that he wouldn't
unsew for nobody but we found a Spainish cove sleepln off the night before
under the lee of a stone wall and we got
a bale of very queer lookin money off
him. Only he woke up and Jarge had
to bash him behind the ear and he

the ears and the
and leans up against
^^^"^.^/X
iM mistake^
makes
to purr. Then Jarge
the bull's neck
He puts his arm aroundleans
over and
and cuddles him and
bull snorts
whispers in his ear. The
fierce

Then he looks
^ar with hll hind foot.
mad and
Jarge sad and then
He hit
charged with his head dowft. him agin
knocked
Jarge amidships and
it and
on
sign
cigarette
a fence with a

wenfbac^

JT-THANKS

the money.
But Jarge said no It would be safer
to I could
wanted
I
and
If
with him
He said I could call
f-y anvi get It.
half of It mine If I Uked and he'd pay
said
for what we et and drank and I

of the peaceful
Is not th's suggestive
dwellers
pastoral lite of which city

all right.

We

and breathed hard through his nose
and said how it was the best likk-3r he
ever drank and If I didn't like It I
could go off by myself. So I said how
about 10 more
It was good and we had
goes of It and Jarge paid but grumbled and we got out on the street.
Jarge was steppin rather high and
wide and took up a good deal of the
sidewalk and kept swallerin hard. After
a bit we got hungry and we goes In a
eatln house with a lot of tables and a
very strong smell of garlic. Next table

,

likelv

stow my gab we'll
but Jarge say^ to
anyhow and with that
go to the flght

begging the prayers of the people. He
was a well-looking man, with rather a
soft and open countenance, and hod
nothing daring or determined in his appearance."
Note. 'the conduct of John Rann, commonly called "Sixteen-String Jock."
"When Rann received his sentence he
attempted to force a smile, but it was
evident that his mind was racked witn
pains that no language can express.
After conviction the behavior of this
malefactor was. for some time, very
improper for one in his unhappy circum.«tances. On .Sunday, the 23d of October, he had seven girls to dine with
The company were remarkably
him.
cheerful: nor was Rann less joyous than
On the mornhis companions.
ing of execution he received the sacrament in the chapel of the prison, anil
at the fatal tree behaved with gi-eat
decency."
Mr. Roger Lowden stabbed Mr. Richard Lloyd through the b|ick and was
hanged for so doing. "Mr. Lowden was
jealous of his wife; but we have nO^
proof that there was any foundation for
Hence let married men
hia suspicions.
Pe taught not to indulge unwarrantable
sentiments respecting that amiable sex
who are the great sources of all the
comforts of lite."
Nathaniel Parkhurst: "On the morning of execution, he ordered a fowl to
be prepared for his breakfast, of which
he seemed to eat with a good appetite,
and drank a pint of liquor witli it. How
men can indulge even the idea of feasting, a moment, as it were, before they
know a disgraceful death must happen,

Sanchez,

program

last

sang
night In Jordan
soprano,

hall:

Somml

Del,

Handel; Gla

Scarlatti;

O

del

tl

mto

solo del

amato

Moiart;
Allelujah,
Donaudy;
kennt,
Sehnsucht
die
were
Nur
Schumann;
Wldmung,
Tchalkowsky;
Clmara; Aria
Stomellata Marlnara.
from "La Cena delle Beffe," Giordano;

ben,

Quarrel, Scott; Joy. Francis
Moore; Pendant Le Bal, Tchalkowsky;
Arlette, Vldal; Mlrame Asl, de Puentes;
Un Parjarlto, Old Mexican; CllUto Undo.
Nuno-Harris; Ml vlejo amor. Oteo;

Love's

,

Most

Characters who have been
jtonvicted of Outrages on the Laws of
England, with Speeches, Confessions,
and Last Exclamations of Sufferers."
The book is illustrated with queer wood/cuts and pictures of the entrance door
Notorious

of the prison, the

condemned

cell,

etc.

is interesting reading, yet one
wishes that Mr. Mitchell and Mr. Henry
Savage, who has written the introduc|

Clarita

Oange.

.

Here

I

'this

known today?
Edwin Valentine Mitchell of Hartford
tpubllshes "The Newgate Calendar; comof the

Espana, Chabrler.
Well as Miss Sanchez sang last night,
It Is safe to guess that she did not sing
ks well as she can sing. Things went
wrong.
Her accompanist falling suddenly ill, another had to be sent for.
The delay could not have proved preTo sing without recisely soothing.
jhearsal even with so admirable an «cjcompanlst as Mr. Carl Lamson is not
what a singer would choose. In the excitement, some music got lost and but
that Is surely enough.
Miss Sanchez displayed a soprano
voice of long range of volume greater
than the average, and of beautiful

tion,

had made

thereafter

j

I

—

—

—

it

became

virtue."

It

must be

confesset'.

that the

moral reflections of Knapp and Baldwin
are often amusing.
In the present volume we find, of
course, the story of Captain Kidd, who
suffered unis now thought to have
justly to save those higher in authority.
But in this story he is called "John"
Kidd. His name was William, yet here
he is "John," and In the old ballad we
read; "My name is Robert Kidd as I
,

in

—as

—

AVhy this difference
Christian names? There is no dis-

sailed

I

sailed."

pute about the "front" name of Moore,
the gunner, Kidd's victim, v,:#!0 haunted
the murderer in a grotesque manner Re-

.

.

'

'

'

truly astonishing'.
When Mrs.
of the Harveys.
Harvey was at home with her husband,
"lie treated her no less cruelly than
heretofore; and on a particular occasion, without any previous quarrel, he
cut her on the arms and head with a
hanger, so that she carried the marks
is

Think

the

"Malefactor's Bloody Register," which
purposed to, present the criminal as an
aM'ful warning, to lead the sinner to
repentance. "Here." says the preface
in this "Register," "the giddy, thoughtles.s youth may see as in a mirror the
fatal consequence.s of deviating from

i

I

their selection of grisly

tales from Borrow, not from Knapp and
Baldwin's "Newgate Calendar," with
their moral reflections, their devotion
to "triteness, truism and platitude."
The English of these obscure lawyers
is always the "racy" English quoted by
Borrow. But were they the first to indulge in moral reflections? Charles
Whibley, in his delightful "Book of
Scoundrels," remarkable for its sustained irony, says that the "calendar"
was at first nothing more than a list of

prisoners;

and

ceremony that she. was obliged to be
supported." There is a picture of her
swooning on the scaffold.
Take the case of William Co.?tello.
"He died blessing his prosecutors, and

Is his cornpilation

Memoirs

like to

dead man's hand, supposed to remove
marks, wens, etc.
The first was a
young woman of interesting appearance, who was so much affected by the

understand,'

prising interesting

—

fortunately
much esteemed by
too
many of the fair sex."
When Messrs. Mitchell and HoUings
were hanged, "three females were introduced for the application of 'the

1

'

ClARITA SANCHEZ

was a good lookin' Spainish cove
with a pigtail and a round hat and a
velvet jacket and a most amazin pretty
gal that Jarge got In love with almost

Just then a very
nasteboard tickets.
comes up
nice lad that spoke English
bull
and says the tickets are to the asks
Jarges
and
afternoon
fieht that
him polite what the hell business it was
feller looked scared and
of his and the
bad because very
I says Its too
left
the lad 'could get us our steak

SYLVANUS URBAN.

dream?

there

at her and
at once. He waved his hand
hollered toodle oo but she smiled very
glared
lovin at me and the Spalnyard
and sneered with his teeth.
The waiter was a foreigner very
Jarge yelled beef about 20 times
stupid
got a
but he didn't make It. So Jarge
v^^ry
pencil and paper and draws a cow
art
if I
of
work
a
thefty and neat and
off
dashes
waiter
the
And
so.
do say
two
and comes back lookin proud with

AND NO THANKS

wish to thank Chief Edwards,
to the alarm
who so quickly responded
at our home Monfor the chimney fire
neighbors
our
thank
to
day morning, also
aid. But we
who so willingly gave theirfor
the neighhave no thanks or respect
ladder, when
bor who refused to loan a
been needed very much.
It might have
"Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy H. Griffin,
"Maquoit Road."

.

read about Capl. William
"It may seem exis, perhaps, a proof of
Cranstoun's art that he could ingratiate
himself into the affections of Miss
Blandy; for his person was diminutive,
he was so marked with the smallpox,
that his face was in seams, and he
squinted very much; but he possessed
that faculty of small ^Ik which Is un-

Did Borrow refer to "Annals of Newgate," published in 1776? Did he compile from broadsides, Catnach ballads?

"We

divide

couldn't see no church handy, so
we went in a place and had a drink of
white likker that tasted like coal oi'
and felt like skyrockets. I said It wag
bad likker but Jarge get very crosi

We

traoi'dinary,

I have always
I arh speaking.
looked upon this sentence as a masterpiece of the narrative style, it is so
concise and yet so very clear."

Me., Record.)

.

Henry Cranstoun.

j

As the World Wags:
(BRUNSWICK,

th'j

We

which

^JOHN'SAVAGE SHAGHELLION.

which

—

say,

cant

to

Unsuspicious, the affectionate,
unfortunate man, ate was soon
seized with the racking torments occasioned by the corrosive mineral and
the next day expired!" Here we have
Knapp and Baldwin at their best.
hasten to add that Mrs. Pledge was
hanged; Mrs. Whale was tied to a
strangled and then burned to
stajte.
ashes in the 21st year of her age, on
the 14th of August, 1752.

says, or is made to
Henry Simms, executed at Tyburn some 70 years before the time of

not

and they showed
up only they d
h.m and had
took all our money off
and stole
trousies
ripped the top off his
dirty thieves. You
his brass knucks the
you oan lay
trust a Spalnyard and

it?"

but

People

.

us get rid of this
The wife

let

supper.

anxious to shine can never tell a
plain story. 'So I went with them to a
music booth, where they made me almost drunk with gin, and began to
talk their flash language, which I did

to see Jarge's carcase
him to me all messed

^°

.

'Nan.

'How can we do

.

arii

the r.n^ and a.ked'

of

.

.

something more efficacious,
and for that purpose went to several
At the moment
market towns.
her husband was fondling their child,
on whom he doted, she mixed it in
some hasty pudding preparing for his

are afraid to put down what is common
on paper, they seek to embellish their
narratives, as they think, by philosophic speculations and reflections; they
are ^hxious to shine, and people who

jumps about a rod and
head and tries to scratch his

and

<:hikp«! his

to sleep again.

how we'd

of telling a plain story

.

purchase

Working for a publisher George Borrow liked best the compiling of "Newate Lives and Trials."
"The trials were entertaining enough;
but the lives—how full they were of
wild and racy adventures, and in what
racy genuine language were they told.
What struck me most with respect to
these lives was the art which the
writers, whoever they were, possessed

f

eatin

|

As

said

thaffoams

'

.

other replied, 'Let us glvA ,hlm a dosrt
of poison.' The abandoi^td woman too
readily consented to this horrid proposal; and the only difficulty which
appeared to arise was how the poison
should be procured. They first attempted their horrid purpose by roasting spiders and putting thetn into his
beer; but finding Ihi.s did not produce
the effect, Mr.s. Pledge undertook to

B.

delightfully.

•
'

(meaning Mr. Whale).

devil'

said.

mean looking

a

LIVERPOOL JARGE AND THE BULuj

I

she said,

"Vhen" we

legendary.

went

all singers,

school.

lets
yells

the fields I'd rather

I'l

1

,

good stories In Mr.
Borrow himself would,

•

,

Sn

of Andalucia It expresses
their drolleries with idiomatic raclness,

sporting

Like

Jiand

1

Mitchell
n'
have enjoyed this example of straightforward English;
"Mrs. AVhale having lain in, and being tolerably recovered. Mrs. Pledge
took the advantage of her husband's
absence to come Into her room, when

I

Is

Spaniards

he

up with

go a terrifying
on his belly
I'm aflre.
screech. Help he
laughs
SpainyarA
The good lookin
his knucks
hearty and Jarge gets out
there was
and boards him. After that fight and
a
a very pleasant kind of

and

Mlstovskl,

to Itself,

cording
Schwoli
Yes,

one may say, of her
Miss Sanohei has developed a
of breathing,
finely satisfactory system
an even scale and a smooth legato, lo
enough,
oddly
her enunciation she seems,
might have
to have paid less heed than
scarcebeen expected. Though she can
a mistress of diction. Miss
re ly be called
we
of
directly
waj.
broad
and
come
use.
In
a
Sanchez makes
some johndarms
Jarge brought tonal color; for Allelujah, say. and for
on the street runnin.
i
cut
tone
was
found
she
I
away the coves pigtail and inside and iTchalkowsky's first song,
Jarge was burnin up
widely different In timbre.
bit.
his hat.
The Mozart air, Indeed, she sang with
kept fannin his tongue with
cor
the
out
imuch warmth; its fiorld passages, fluLittle jets of steam come
voice, she
ently run off for so heavy a
ners of his mouth and ^^^^-f^ J'^^'^i^
hole in his ,made emotionally significant. Donaudy's
blows his nose he burns a
about
spirit,
much
handkerchief. We walk around white air as well she sang with
Could
more
likewise with beautiful tone.
two hours and had some
Jarge was anybody. It may be asked, have made
Hkker but It didn't help and
fight.
got to the
more of the aria from Giordano's newstill in pain when we
fond of est opera than she did?
Jarge was always very
Sanchez will
got rich he^d
It is to be hoped Miss
buirs.^ He said when he
and keep
night, with conditions
have a tidy farm somewherebow there come again. Last
a singer
herself
showed
said
against her, she
but bulls. He
especially
repaid kind
was no dumb animal that he used tc of fine volc« and schooling,
and
apt at singing music that calls for
ness more than a bull,
of all the
warmth and vigor. Mr. Lamson played
^in- a song that went—'

looks hurt and riz

The

bull,

em down when

of

half

_

here that the character oi ma
the nice traits and the behavior

thougn
QuaUiy, ^varni, rich and silvery—
not
now and again she sounded tones
that
few
some
al»o
and
too resonant
were forced, on th« whole MiM Sanchez
that It
controlled her volc« •o skilfully
least
seems safe to lay the blame of her
nerhappy notes to a quite natural

ts

He

to the waiter.

^^i*^
comes back In about a
with a
two plates of beans all cohered Jarge
gravy.
red
looking
very poisonous
of, and et
hadn't no manners to speak
a big spoon
fast as a rule, and h« grabs
He d got vousness.
and gollops into the beans.
stops and

the

^^ft

and Poa

bulln

of
It

\
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continued to
,to the grave; yet still she
love him with unabating affection.'
say that Thomas
to
regret
disReeves's behavior in prison was

We

!

hardened: "he would !.i«K
convicts
and swear while the other
were at prayers; yet he told the Ordigo to
to
certain
was
nary that he
Heaven."
tressingly

An excellent book for family reading
The little ones will be especially pleased
top
by the pictures of Mr. Caddell in a
bat strangling Miss Price; the Marauiand
do Paleotti stabbing his serrant,
apprentice,
Jlrs. Brownrigg flogging her
In
hook
a
by
suspended
Ulary Clifford,
la kitchen beam.

.

,

I'm in love,
can plainly see;
ask, I'll not tell
Who's the one so dear to me.
But he's built in fashion's mould.
And he's better far than gold.
And I'm sure you'd call him just as sweet
As sweet can be.
i'la in love,

1*21
A

to the editor of the
..^.^
^

K. Robinson wrote
TansinK R.
.
Mr Lansing
few days ago Mr.
^

^;^^e-'^T\tiS s\r^
Shakespeare '^t"";"

"^'^^ ^^'^ "°

^^^^

of our youth. I
«are three classic songs

„

"

„.;rfi;a
""we".sked

As you
Do not

«

.t th. time

"Twinkltoir

SW

Eyes

so bright, dark as night.
Light mustache so neat and trim,
'Tis not strange that the girls
Are all setting caps for him;
When on anyone he smiles,
I am almost driven wild.
For he's all the world to me.
Yes, he's all the world to me."
As Mr. Geo. F. Drew vn-ites, this song is in the last act of "Evangeline." The words were by J. Cheever Goodwin; the music by E. E. Rice.

by J.
„<* written

Harrigjm and music by Dave
„ woras oy
Sovereignty," which
"Paddy Duffy s Cart,
..onuatter
Squa
play
Hamgan s cc^^^c
Braham. was sung in
was produced ^^^'.^ n the trouMe to^ead this song carefully they
quotathere introduced as a
Duffy's Cart."

Notes and lines:
have often thought of Confucius, the great Chinese philosopher,
had a sight into the future when he wrote the following:
"Wouldst thou know if a people be well
Governed, if its laws be good or bad ?
Examine the music it practises."
The music we practise today is principally "Jazz and Ukulele." The
ukulele is not a Hawaiian instrument. It is, as i wrote to The Herald
a few years ago, a cross between a Chinaman and an Italian.
But it does not make music. The strumming of strings are nerveracking, and in India where the natives have still respect for the nerves
of their masters these string scraping efforts are suppressed with the

l':SrZT::eX.i^^i^^^^^

«

I

lad
I spe^t when but a
"The many ^appy evenings
quite saie awciy
nr. Pnrfdv Duffv s lumber cart,

f'sfTd ^ow„
You should see

i.

-«£e »

ni.h.
7rf»'«mm»
ry
on ev
the congregation there

Oh,

S'/ewa, Tommy Bob...^now »

a11

sTaStLL

in

mght, t. .tog.
Duff/, c.rt on »mm_er

1^,"^^,'^^'

IT hfaS: tVn.
Samuel

The saxophone, on the other hand. If played by a musician is the
most nerve soothing instrument in existence. But the way it is played
in restaurants it is an ear-destroying noise resembling the sounds of a

Fraua.

BrahamWn_Little

f:^'A''LV^lrt

are indebted to a --^^^^^^^^^^^^^

"Twinkling Stars are

Mr.

^^^^

stick.

3uced was Harrigan and

we

«^

t

i85r 27 years
Ord^y' sUed a

person sick on a boat.
When 1 organized a concert in Honolulu in the year 1887 I needed
some local help and appealed to Mr. Berger, the bandmaster of King!
Kalakau. He placed a saxophone octette of natives, taught by him, at
my disposal and they played the overture to "Tannhaeuser" as I never
heard it played before or since, without music, and with swajring of their

;

before "Paddy Duffy's
copyright in 1883.

i

no Shakespeare

words
Davis. reme-i^i^e^Ii^T^These

constitute the chorus
w
above words
„„„,rntP the
^he aoove
accurate
.^he King's
in a Viennese
year 1892
the
in a topical song
f^^^^^/^Shf/^bout
°f
opera
to it in the
Fool.' I heard this

wrote," says:
"If my recollection

bodies.

^

is

^^^^^^^fj^J^^^^^T^^^^^^^^

^yl^S^^^^l^^^^
""'we

Quite recently Hawaii has declared that the ukulele is not a Hawaiian instrument, which goes to prove that I was right in my assertion
published a few years ago in The Herald.
But to come back to Confucius. The laws of this country according

^""^^

'

jto

him

of this song:
Louise Holley for the words
are indebted to Carrie
Hugh,
sweetheart,
her
said
"To blushing Mary
I think of you.
•Mv darling, night and day
mine.
hand
Come place your pretty little

And

softly whisper to me,

I

am

are: Jazz

I

yet

it

books about Beethoven have
Dutton & Co. Gne, a translation of
interest those who wish to know about
Letterr-."
life; the other, "Beethoven's

Two

sounds like purest poetry.

EX^=y'yr.\°„rJl«^ortf^^^^^^^

sr.

-,°r,^ei.r=:nr.;u'a'e3io'i=

......

i

i

into English.

Hnfnarr" was then entitled, was per«The King's Fool," ^« ,.°1^^?°/?,?^atrrin March. 1890. Helen BerTheatryn
Street
Mollis
the
at
formed in Boston
Reiffarth, Josepn w. xieruciitram, Delia Fox, Jennie
company.
Ball" Libbey were in the
"Ke tnose q
original there was no l^"®^
.

^

.

In the

nor did Mr.

German

.^lir^rmta- rnt<TECoifs

devoted to the facts of his life.
In Bekker's biography 34 pages were
of his compositions.
consideration
to
300
nearly
20 to his "personality" and
the appendices, a chronoare
book
the
of
part
important
least
Not the
tabular form; a chronological sumlogical summary of Beethoven's life in
I
index of names; also one of works.
an
is
There
mary of the compositions.

wSr

s^ngs.
o^f ^L^'inlioruJet
^o^Iakespeare wrote,' were written

I

by Mr. Hobinson, the man
honky-tonk" and dedicated
Denver
a

"wi^ts'rtordi^thrm'lrtntioned
as a pianist in

song to Alice Gates, with

whom

Apropos of delightful

'

as a biography pure
of reference this "Beethoven" is invaluable;
plan, to the monu
its
of
reason
by
and simple it is inferior, necessarily
Vincent d'Indy s
as
interesting
so
not
volumes;
Thayer-Krehbiel

As a book

he was in love

AlicT^I^^r.
recalls

'

'

i

J/<^^-VSti?rthat^'le'

that^endS hifdays

translated with a preface by

to know about v
Shedlock. should entertain those r.vho lik<?
man.
famous
of
a
life
daily
caprices,
whims,
personality, the
An edition cie
-lars ago.
Bekker's book was published in Berlin 15 >
volume ol
present
The
1912.
in
appeared
luxe with 160 illustrations
Kalischer's critical edition
from
selections
of
consists
letters
Beethoven's
These two volumes were expensive; ther
in two volumes published in 1909.
They contained much that was ol
years.
many
have been out of print for
Eaglef.eld-Hnh.
The present edition is edited by A.
little importance.
in selectjudgment
his
impair
not
whose undyin? devotion to Scriabin did
character.
Beethoven's
about
one
inform
really
ing the letters that

He

Company wa, mad, by j„h„^^^^^^

been recently publi.^hcd by E. V
Paul Bekker's "Beethoven," v
Beethoven's works rather than h..

S.

late' J.

Conried's Oper.

i

Books About Beethoven: Aesthetic
Judgments; FamiUar Letters

New

yes, yes
\ happy future has begun,
wrote,
These words no Shakespeare
penned,
Byron
no
words
These
free;
Nor poet classical, with fancy precious friend,
an honest heart speaks to a

And

p. H.

thine.

rather poor.
Despite the fact that we are
is sure.
love
mutual
our
We are rich, if
beat as one,
For when two loving hearts

It is

and Ukulele.—HUGO GOERLITZ.

MAN AND COMPOSER

m

I

all

Joseph H. Willard of Med-

mental

another pleasant memory.
t™e >n America at the Bos-

'°''«?ou?'mention of Alice Gates
first
'Girofle-G.rofia' was performed for the
Company.
Alice Gates English Comic
ton Theatre, Dec. 7, 1874, by the
and Mrs- Chas
Mr
were
company
the
In
present.
I was among those
Woodfield, J. H. Jones, Wei
H Drew John Hornson, Harry Allen, W. H.Previous
to this engagement,
others.
and
He Lark^rPauline M'erritt
at the «ame theatre June 8, 1874.
Alice Gates and her company appeared
on June 11, in 'Madame Angot s Child
in 'Fortunio' for three nights, and
H. Crane was at this time p aying
William
matinee.
and
trr;e"ights
for
manager. The balance of the
stage
the
was
also
and
parts,
the comedy
December engagement. This
the
in
as
same
the
plastically
compTy was
the Alice Gates company.
with
connection
wa^ the end of Mr. Crape's
he Joined Hoole^s
Twch harfasted for four years. In the fall of 1874
associated with James G NeiU,
Stock Company in Chicago, becoming
Fred Williams,
Nate Salsbury, Nellie McHenry, Louise Hawthorne, Mrs.
Stars' I remember very well,
'Twinkling
Ryer.
George
and
Murdock
S
H
but do not know who wrote it, or even recall
The other two classics I cannot recall at all."

who

I

heard sing the song.

^
:

had

seem as though Bekker
study of the musician and his music. It would
ground and look.o
familiar
him
to
was
what
been bored by going over
of aesthetic discussion. Yet he ;s
pages
many
the
to
impatiently
forward
admits that his Beethoven haci
not a mere thurifer, a honey dauber. He
gam. "He not intrepecuniary
for
greed
his
faults, chief among them
on receivir.?;
withdrew
then
quently broke his word, struck a bargain and
not caTr>
did
he
which
work
for
advance
other offers; he took payment in
to six d.ff.^rent
simultaneously
almost
Mass
great
his
He promised
out."

for monetary
and handed it over to a seventh. "The request
from his deathLondon
lo
sent
and
terms
moving
port, couched in the most
liir
misrepresentation of the state of affairs." That

firms,

bed,

is

a conscious

morals were not of "the
asserts,

personality

No

strictest,

Beethoven's own words
is

most bourgeois

testify.

rigidity." as

Wagner

This chapter on the composer

s

an excellent piece of work.

and, possibly,
doubt students and teachers will find pleasure,

profit.
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ana lavt ot the Friday offBrDAV-^^sympnony naii.zrsu-f. M.
noon concerts of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, Mr. Koussevltzky,
conductor. See special notice.
^
M. Last ot the Saturdsy night sym^
SATURDAY— Symphony Mali, 8;15 P. Friday.
phony concerts. Program as on
Flute Players
3:30
P.
M.
Boston
Club,
Art
Boston
MAY 2, SUNDAY—
Club, Mr. Laurent, musical director.
Repertory Theatre, 8:15 P. M. Boston Smfonietta concert.
Opening of the Popular
8:15 P, M.
MAY 3, MONDAY Symphony Hall,
concert season, Mr, .lacchia, conductor. See special notice.
Concert by the
8:15
Theatre,
P. M.
Fine Arts
MAY 5,
Pierian Sodality of Harvard University.
Chamberlain,
Walker
8:15
P.
M.
Hall,
Steinert
MAY 5
Songs by Lulli, Pergolesi, Carisbaritone; Arthur Landers, pianist.
simi, Rachmaninov, Tchaikovsky, Chadwick, Coleridge-Taylor, E. H.
Adams, Carpenter, and two old English songs. Piano pieces by Bach,

llu^
Beetfcoven's compositions,
the elaborate analyses by Bekker of
The
of descriptions like this:
page
after
page
in
joy
are some who find
adagio,
opening
of
the
reminjscent
nndante opens with a plaintive melody,
G major. These alternate till the
answered bv a consolatory motive in
expectantly and breaks^ off short, to gne
sorrowful voice wavers, rises
accompanied by beckoning rhjthms wh.ch
place to rapidly ascending runs,
A tenderly joyful melody rises to opr-v
exile.
the
of
announce the return
Onc€
chords proclaims his approach.
jubilation and a strong series of
are heard, but they ar.-no^^appoggiaturas
dissonant
more the sorrowful,
For those that like this sort of thi,--_
carried bv joyfully excited figures."
of joy.
gushingjvell-spnn.oBekker's "Beethoven" will be a

F

in

t
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WEDNESDAY—
WEDNESDAY—

Scarlatti, Debussy,

Rachmaninov,

Griffes, Ireland.

'

learn
Our readers were surely glad to
Saturday morning that Liverpool
arena.
Jarge met death bravely In the
There have been bo many conflicting
In
accounts of the precise manner
a
which he departed this life to gain
that
higher, possibly a lower, plane
was a
some were led to think Jarge
hero.
fictitious character, a legendary
sworn
They would not even credit the
adin
statements of his companion
Sav^e
venture, the late Capt. John
There
Shaghellion of East Boston.

...al
that Beethoven was first of all a p«et
\
ButBoston Opera House— "Madama.
this theory
develops
ably
Bekket
presented fty
thinker; secondarily a musician.
terfly,- opera by Puccini,
of
sceruc
Conservatory
he
in his music, till at last
the New England
Showing Beethoven's spiritual progress
conductor. Wa"ace Goodrich
Music.
but
deafness
his
of
because
Not
Tlie
mind.
Leger.
not to have physical sounds in
Istage director, Frank St.
limitations. Bekker considers the thir,. least:
from sheer disregard of physical
<•
Credo in the Mass, the last movement
preat fugues-the finale of the
M-"Hne Palmer
achieve- iKa'fpinkerton J J J
sublime
Fugue-the
Grosse
the
and
the Hammer-Clavier Sonata,
mispersons,
Sharpless
There are
music."
....Richard Mclntyre
ments of Beethoven's "metaphysical
human, emotional music.
Beethoven's
prefer
who
doubt,
no
guided,

Bekker's argument

last

is

Some have beer T -UffiHale de keeistro. .Richard C^ndfc
kno^v7l by his letters ?
Is a composer to be intimately
thick volume,
seven
the
Look at
La Cuglna
Wheeler
amazingly indefatigable correspondents.
.Emma
"
"itli La Zia
concerned
letters,
fascinating
accomBuelow's:
year ago the conservatory
A
of Lisa's letters, the seven of
as i-i plished a feat-they gave a Pfformance
is as romantic in his letters
Berlioz
humanity.
that, satlsfacall that pertains to
They of -Haensel und Gretelvolume of Bizet'.« letters has been published.
torv throughout, In some i^^P"'*^"* j^*'
his music, his life.
performances
o.te.i
certain
spect^ surpassed
Mendelssohn chatted in a genteel manner
degree.;
pre not conventional.
opera companies of high
by
MosaU
prudish.
and
of sue-,
amusingly priggish
with the boldness that comesyesterday
pleasingly descriptive, at times
tackled
He dul cess the conservatory
affairs.
interested only in family and musical
because
V. as -affectioniate,
a weightier task-weightiermore famchurch, for the churches vvero
attend
not
did
he
city
"Mme. Butterfly,;' as well as
say that in a certain
to the
opera
painting, sculpture iliar than the German
of skill
He apparently had no thought for
ahvavs cold.
general public, also needs a <Jeal
to make
problems, with which Liszt was migl^U,
and fine taste in performance
literature, politics, sociological
conservatory
been ft march. Once more the
late that some of his letters have
PreBent
concerned; but it has been said of
-all the forces were students, trlumrose
or past, of the institution—
pruned or suppressed.
is perThere is little-thir- ''^The performance. If frankness
high among
How was it with Beethoven as a correspondent?
missible, did not rank so
as
thought,
religious
Boston performances of Butterfly
diaries-of philosophical reflection, of
Haeni. not true of his
presentation did of
wa.
year's
life
last
his
that
show
opera has
his Conversation Books,
'•
It could not; Puccini's
of social duties. They, as
«ei
a time
classical historian,
been superbly given here "^fn^
mediocrity." Yet he read the
them, deof
in general one of "dull
all
Puccini's operas,
and
philosophy,
natural
poets; books on
a knack at
mand a fervor in song and
translated; the contemporary German
long expublisher, instrtHmakfng points tell that only
letter is a complaint to a
after
Letter
studies.
oriental
give.
can
perience
r;.
to
second
Whui he tried
a _-.„nn<1
proofs, money matters.
But the afternoon brought
tions about corrections in
Inte "Illustration of sturdy
stHking
elephantine.
while,
was
he
worth
letters
his
something
sprightly in
effort to do
.

.
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Thornases.
can be today no doubting
The book relating some of Liverpool
has long
Jarge's extraordinary deeds
secondbeen out of print. Dealers in
[prlce
b'&h
a
hand books have asked
may add. O
for it; none too high, we
"would
that the biographer of farge
contribivted long
collect the articles he
about life
ago to this column-stories
Mexand manners In Central America,
and roheat
of
iico and other lands
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Not long ago a book appea^e7

Germany about Goethe's

^or there -as the "Madame
ahd
of John Luther Long

trouble.^

^et

with the police concerning the miswith his servants, his intercourse
valets; his own domestic
housemaids,
demeanors of unsatisfactory cooks,

Sirs

grievances
to write about his domestic

,

They

Little,

Puccini
l

These

iTals.

me

excellent,

,

was
m-^o^perat.c
Tn'^o^parison with

Helen Henna.

t^urt and M.^
"°
tyre gave a Pr-f"''^^"^,^:
that would
of motion tnai;
all for its rhythm
grace any
good, but
the sta^e w e'
Those on ^^-^^ag^^^':
^^^^^rs..
from tn
help
fine
had
they
^^^^
lasj:
One ejected, after tone^^
Bumpering and beautifu
Itfter aii^
dinck's music
^^^^^ ^^^^
phonic than operatic^
voung players
of
Llieved that ^.^"^f^/the
flexibility
with the
could be prepared
^^.^^
rhythm a,nd ffton^eiy with an opera

them. So I am convinced that she
d not b; so had she not received
^
Wishing to retain a
stockings."
of
pairs
two
gav
a^
into town two or three times
go
would
man
this
if
promised,
fhlad he
wi..
fault
found
He
boots/'
weef'-what it co^ts to vamp a pair of
whole nights out of the house, wa.,

h^

-^f

Tnother because he got drunk, stayed
''''

Washerwomen were

enemies.

Two

of his waistcoats

had gone

.

.

Nanette.
tailor" was written to
"Kilidlv send to your haughty
fortnight, and they yuld a
for
mine
of
trousers
of
two paS
has
does not condescend to let J.
seAlceTust for the cold weather, but he
up.
patching
"
wanted
His cravats
I o,r/> fV'Pm
w,
his "poverty." "The sugar basm
Mo're ihan once he wrote about
will give three teaspoons
•11 Vn
anv case return, and in addition I
and . he
could get a pair of tablespoons
if onir or ttS'we
our ^vants wi l be s^n tthen
and
besides;
much
paying
aSe,' without
thmk ot an.,
poor, very poor musician cannot
for a poor Austrian, very

S

hS

;

ber-!

•

;t

cSa?n 'Lsekeepers
training,

is

did not please him.

too beastly; you can

tell

by the face

"She has "ot

sufficier

oi the other that

she

i

my

tricks recommenced. ^
'-.^^/^-'r-^Vin
that I wa
heavy chair which stands by the bed; for

polish which doc
f^^^-?o\^':h^makern"ight send me some good boot
with
me
cheated
fidelis
that my
not smudge hke the stuff
never tn-ed of motheriu
patient woman, this Nanette. Was she
She must have had a sense of humor.
?
'

T

,

l-seeihoven

selected collection that
There are letters in this ^carefully
that treat other subjects than harassmr
Beethoven's nobler side, letters
It was G^n. Lambert th.
KiJcity and proofreaders' carelessness. best.
are only men at the
men
of
best
the
said
Bho'

shoe

The
opera
Bome kind of an
"
a year ago it

!in

tha
Porcupine,
kriminal lawyer,'' Sammy SquirReginal Rabbit, the
fel, Merton Mink,
M'nk, the
Polecat Brothers, and Oscar
mention other
great detective, not to
should one
surprising characters, nor
Amerika" In
pass by nha Dlskovery Uv
five
'Mr.

A'm
With

good

P

^^^^

a-goln' back to Dixie
ma honey-bunny Trixie,

She's a perfect pretty pixie.
She's ma April an' ma May;
Off to Dixie in, a Jixl

With a taximeter

ticksy,

O ma chIcky-chi4Cky-chlcksr.
Come an' jixl all the way!
O,

of

that p
>
opera ^

we've got tha wedd'n

^.

flxy,

An ma fecton's get so mlxy-.
But ma heart am kinder kicksy
Like a ukulele band;

.

No elixir's sa elixy,
Donny Quixote ain't sa qulxy
As A feel, alonga Trixle,

^^^^

Jlxln"

manner to
^''^°^\'ZTe
rented her^ i^^
Pj^f
" """^^ts
..ontent them?
and their
Bort

back to Dixielands

l

can be

by

llUistrated

of Jixl (Joynson-Hlcks)
two; foresuggested for the taxi for
casting a negro melody.)

'

not ye'^terday
confirm the theo,

Is

JIXIERS

bfaX

of

The book

parts.

Bromley, "tha saim hombre.

(On the name

in

And now c«mes

shaking
after he goes

gul.'=hed

'rily

f ^heatreful
performance to delign^ probably have
Does
DY f^reXst'^artists.
burig bv
'''""W
it Tung
.
to
heard
pcrforni ^nce tend
s

of

a dinner

Percy

Otter,

^ ^^^^
so at„j present
could
P
conservatory alone
^^^^
a P"!?;^'^,^"?' the combined
tractive
GreU
.•Haensel und
^^^^ Institutions!
successful
to give a
to
ought
»
season of opera..Butterfly,"

sirous
„pera,

for

^'?ur1opris'of the second printing^
Oswald
Here we Tan read again about dlstln

responsiP^j^^^'^eHormance.'
trained them and
^'^aiity of thel P
^^^.^^
ble for the
n oie
A year ago crthat
^^^^
the
Herald

,

down

or less, have
™ore^ o^^
.

non

strictly

a

is

have high hopes

f^^^t^^^"

(Singers -ho must
"""^
their way? This

'""'"Y^rdayTheinfernal
and threw at her

j

needful to deal adequately

which depends

It

hut the rnem
\front Sharing association,
Snow1

-Sofar^ge
wou

mean

letters

means to an
contributor that applause
bnowshoe Al
actor in the theatre. And
house ...
the
invariably brings down
the Contnbu
The book is P"b"sh<ed by which
means
tors' Guild (Chicago),
half-dozen or
Isnowshoe himself and a
"Con and
Imore contributors, this <;0

with intelligence and

indped
'

th'S

cated to Mr. Kichard Henry
editor of that column, ^^1^° <^°»^^^JJ^t''
of Snow shoe
a preface: "We are proud
ago^ and
te discovered him five V^^"
We know the
helped develop the boy.
because
Wm,
readers of the Line enjoy
his stories
every time' we print one of
al^jng
we get from 10 to 50 tetters Prto a Line
the ^^^^^

-^---..^cTuid^^^t^t
I ^%'^1? or hers

r.o™^rrjrL;s|i

i^.7r,!£ni!;:

^

^

wishes.

BOOK

AL'S

enjoyed the
Our readers have also
Snow-,

w

I

'""Sethoven had much

|

by
bed-tlm« and other stories
They were written by Mr.,
shoe Al.
"Line o' Type
Albert J. Bromley for the
Chicago Triburie.
or TWO" column of the
dedinow appear In book form,

Butterfly

of

For
persuaded.
but he will not be
roUlckonce an author of "vely fancy.
°'
ing humor, and a shrewd l^no'^'^^fthe
by
men, is shy, not to be tempted

j

safe to say,

is

We

SNOWSHOE

before us with,
Fronr, the movnot a single false note.
down to
Buttfrfly of Miss Francis
it

•

devoted
interesting as the one
have argued
to Liverpool Jarge.
him,
with this biographer, entreated

lure ot dollars.

'

in

They would make a volume

mance.

^tlv as

A.

W.

schools of an
^ Adolphe Menjou "a Social Celebrity:
P'obaWV
their
benefactors ca"
^^^^
He bobbed their heads and broke
local operatic «f ^^J^^^^^'the
stage and
on
aripear
hefore
could
hairdressers
^^^^^ ^^^^^^ "^^The^re have been
pupils
were celebriother city
this hero of the film who
who cared for the
ties, as Leonard,
wrote his
and
the like.
tne .^^y, de- hair of Marie Antoinette
vpKterday's cnorus, by
memoirs. Is "The Ballad of a Barber
the stage m^^^
Aubrey Beardsley already forgotten?

music

!

^

-rA'^l^e.

V

h^

-urtatlUur^toc
^rs^ft't^flT-The rdirnce.
Iwas enthusiastic.

by

-^^^^^^^^^^ "Here

^veW,
•

j
;

;

I

.jrUse;

j

Is

the tale ot Carrousel,

The barber of Meridian Street.
He cut, and coIffeA, and shaved so well.
That all the world was at his feet.

,

|

,

—

..

,

.''ding

1

rney are
as singers of cne

opera coinpanresr

known merely

—

vt'ie.

!he

Queen,

and

all

ihe
Boston, since the downfall
Boston Opera Company, has been
dependent on visiting troupes, sojourning for a short and congested
From time to time plana
season.
are proposed for the establishment
of local opera; so far they have
come to nothing. The New England

the

else would trust their hair,
To no
And relRnlns belles of every sort
successes to his care."
their
Owed

wa» one day prerumptuous. The princess came to him.
But

Cftrrousel

"Her gold hair fell down to her
And hune about her pretty eyes;
She was a.s lyrical and sweet

As one

In the number of the Revue Encyclopedlque published In March, 1828, there
Is an account of Mr. Dick's proposal "to

.solely

of Schubert's melodies."

on

local resources.

Is

it

momenta

In the telegraph, but In
distinct articulate sounds uttered by the
human voice." It was stated that his

"They hanged him

Tou pray

In

not

that these ventures may
public to the fact that
a local operatic company is not an
idle dream; that performances may
be given in ihe course of the musiical season that would be a source
of civic pride and public pleasure.

Meridian street,

of all barbers

eet In peace!"

experiment showed that the human voice
might be made intelligible at the dis-

It is a quality of essay writers to be
able to say Important things while talking on Indifferent subjects. A. de S. In
the Manchester Guardian.

awaken the

in vain for Carrousel."

But the barber

by symbols, as

was Al-

DOUBLE DECKERS

At the Copley Theatre yesterday at'- noon the choral society of the Mas.'iaarts of logic, rhetoric and elocution;
Clubs gave
mathematics, arithmetic and algebra; chusetts Federated Women's
astronomy, astromancy and geometry; Its first concert, with Walter H. Kidi

|

|

Them were
the

As

the

IN

World Wags:

claim that that "that" that,
that that, that that "that" that
cedes, causes is the 11th.
It may be seen that the repetition
that that, that that that, that that

of Ispahan," "Fairly Lullaby,"
by Mrs. H. H. A. Beach, and "June
Rhapsody," by Mabel W. Daniels.
Mrs. Drayton is president of the so-

ciety, which numbers over 100 arti:;ts.
48 being first sopranos, 22 second sopranos, 16 first altos, and 18 second
Miss Susan Williams was pian.st.
altos.

The concert was given under auspice.^
patroness??,
3f a list of more than 20
vicinit.v.
Ill prominent in Boston and

j;

that,

:

The New England Conservatory
of Music has long been recognized
as more than a local institution. Its
salutary influence has been farIts well -trained gradureaching.
ates, scattered over the states, have
not only been competent teachers

that
"It seemed rather a coincidence
dtreoUy after reading Gen'l Peabody's
admirable letter anent prohibition, the
mall brought me a letter from Italy In
which my correspondent wrote that her
husband, an Englishman, was really
disturbed to see how the 'Americans
'were crowding Into the hotel bars In
Rome all day to drink cocktails. 1 saw
and
last vear In Naples, the same thing,
Rltz In
I believe that the bar of the
where
Paris Is now known as the place
of their
all Americans go to find out who
of
few
Very
town.
are
in
countrymen
any other nationality are to be seen at
the bars."
....
,»
,
"Of course this Is the direct result of
our prohibition law."

ill the various branches of the musikd art; they have been instrumental

FASHION NOTE

•

of London notes that the
most of
tango, which will be played at
has
the Important dances of the season,
dance
Eve's
a decided Influence on

awakening ci\'ic interest in the
art itself. Throughout the land arej
schools that owe their origin and

The Observer

.n

welfare to the parent school in Bosto see the

the

f 1*0

New

Conservatory broadening
is interests and influence in Boston]
<tself, by showing what its teachers,!
^paduates and pupils can do in
.•he operatic field, and not merely
a tentative, amateurish way.'
fx
Jfor two seasons the conservatory
bss put on the stage operatic works
cf importance in the performance!

England

3

"Backs are now obviously very Important—some one sees in the ballroom
are more decorative than the fronts,
which, anyway, are hidden by Adams
evenchest. Adam has not changed his
ing dress fashion, save to have mediumwidth trousers. He wears shoes, never
boots, never pumps."

I

ot which' all that took part, singers,'
in .-trumentalists,
director,
are or
h?.ve been pupils of the school. Two

of the singers in the performance of
'^Tadama Butterfly" la^t Saturday

been honorably associated with

As the World Wags:

In the spelling book I used at school
75 years ago the longest word was
At our school
"Incomprehensibility."
examination favorite catch-words were
"business."
"separate" and

OLD TIMER.

Did the spelling book of 6ur correspondent contain a picture of a man,
sporting a beaver hat and a long- tailed
coat, holding the hand of a little boy
crowned by a "RoUo" cap, and with the

i

,
:

in
In constant

I

full

toll

I

dlsaulet the
of April 22.

the

It depicts

of

>r

....Sarah R. KelB^vln
.Mei-cedes

Miss Maude Adams.

Raynor

If

they

,

r

wiir All thanks to them.
more
"The Little Minister" proved
have been
worth the pains than might
de^rree it
expected. To a quite unusual
book most Amerr.-tains the flavor ot a
ch.irming m
trans. at all events, found

else

be

-.sed to

Scots themselves, it
However the
it not so well.
still
might read today, the play

day

;

to

cast

ras p.*rer.

Boy

..n

its

spell.

Romance never
Bentiment stlU
if real, based

Homely humor,

make
keen observation, will always

play there Is
^ople laugh. And in this
at its best.
J^arrle's fantastic quality
much his
yet become something loo
•hlef stock in trade.
•well
The play, too, on the whole is
here and there, especially

m«de. though
St Ihe start.

s^

It

moves at too moderate

pace for the liking of today.

If

it

Minister, the
represents, this Little
that
popular taste of 30 years ago,
its taste.
period need not blush for

'

played with
Mr Anderson, who has Performance^
Miss Adams, directed the
a copy
plainly,
it
It seemed, to say
a stud>
rather from the theatre than
apparentl>
from nature. The players,
as tht>
luanv of them, moved about
prope.
had been told what was the
d'«erentl>
wav; they might have done
been
had
they
if
and so more naturally,

some doubt in the minds of
your readers as to whether the
Is reallj
fascinating but vamplsh Patsy
course. Patsy
a nice girl, anyhow. Of
may
and
human
and the Boy Friend are
that 'nhlch
be Impelled at times to "do
as It may
seems best to them." Be that
The Herald
(or must), I don't see why
old and
the
both
for
a family paper
home, should
young, which goes to the
as
such a Jurgenesque escapade
Is

of

;

;

character...-,
to
liberty
the
..llowed
themselves. nt^^>
iheir personages for

depict

an over

much—people

walk more com-

|

too
""e/'V.":;-,
The
if
It will be a pity
for points.
with tra-^
Little .Minister" grows thick
enough
vivid
are
dition"; the characters
kind.
to need nothing of the

monlv-and they played

fortunate that the
*'^It' certainly seems
^on
Rev 3. Frank Chase Is not "up

R.M.PACKARD.

astronomy.

,

>'l"ri- .i^^^;:;

Repertory Theatre
boards, and if the
revivals, who
does not undertake such

f.Wls

crescent moon
'°Now,''the home of the
sun, and the
always point toward the
moon can be
only time a thin crescent
of the sun
right
In the dark to the
This appeal
ifsT little before daybreak.
forces us to an
to astronomical science
Patsy and
ineluctable conclusion that
been out ALL
have
the Boy Friend

I

.V.'.

!

Anders n
Ande^^^,

""^Rufh

Mealmak..

works Its charm.
WTiy should it not?

crescent

I

Davidson

tale

yet Innoml?rTend Patsy and two as
sitting on a
na e quadrupedal friendslooking at the
dark
?ence rail In the
point
moon, the horns of which

I

HM;

pon

Baid, liked

examined with considerable
Boy Friend cartoon In The

Hemld

f,„iiT.
Dallas

X f.Z"^n.ny
i.cw>-nalt>

lis

World Wags:

have

T

^""bIipU Roben -

afraid,
themselves, though, were not
good play ought
turely they did well. A
the stage benot to disappear from
has quit the
that
or
actor
this
cause

A LESSON "irsTASTRONOMY

We have received the following letter:

that

<:avln

charm

relieved them of their fruit,
glee.
which didn't arouse much
«• t"Newton Centre.

As

t'„,^7

?^l;^tes:::::::::::::
TheThev ran a risk, the Repertory
they made bold
when
management,
atre
vogue nearly 30
to revive a play in
associated
closely
too,
rears a^o, a play,
the Individual k
In people's minds with

who

Isle

There

that
pre-

T>o\\

Hanfl. n

R Henry

•

Di^hart

n

recently

many

School and~bpera

e

the 2-cent

•

Mieah

l^ew'

T}'^ ''°l\Tye
To save
of fruit.
over the mill dam they
railroad track,
walked along the B. & A.
where they ran across •o™^ l^-"!*
Imported from ^^e Emerald

pockets

their

Gateway

that that that, that that that, that that
that, that that that, (etc.) immediately^
vrecedes causes may be ad Infinitum. ,

ton.
It is a pleasure

shanks' mare was

•

Cruickshanks.

.«P,-et.

were meager

days, so
use for quite long trlps^

PACE

I

facilities

tion

cast:

Horace PoU"^^.
•

Thomas Wbaniond

they were
turned back. Another time
where they
walking In from Newton, transportahad been visiting relatives,
those

Ed.

REQUIESCAT

.Ine

the happy times!
Back Bay o«me up to Treand
mont street, beyond Dover street, that
strongly
the wind blew across so
o/e^.
blown
top buggies were
One Saturday the same two lltUe boys
new
started to walk out to Chlckerlng's
strong when
shop, but the wind was so
that they
they got beyond Dover street
lets.

When

|
I

Yes, yes. it was Eugene Field who
that the
told aji Inquiring correspondent
word "corker" comes from the Greek
Korka," meaning the adorable one.

_
Rob

,

when his cheek happened to
pelImpede the progress of one of the

j

The

naiTie.

BO'S

of course,

The program opened with a chorus
surgeon of state and made him one of
Horatio W.
"So they ceased number, "In May," by
his cup-companions.
"Miss Nancy s
followed by
llfej Parker,
pleasurable
most
the
live
to
not
by George W. Chadwlck, and
and the most delectable, till there came Gown," W.
CaUman's "Indian Mountair
Charles
to them the Destroyer of all delights
the
societies,
all
of
Sunderer
and the
^°Mr. Kidder's eongs were In two groups,
Depopulator of palaces and the Garnnd contained both old favorites r.nd
nerer for graves."
new selections. The first gro.*) " wa.s
rii'
Bullard's "Sword of Ferrara," with
"GETTING THE GOAT"
Chadwirks
!Sea," by MacDowell, and
"The
"
by
followed
As the World Wags:
This was
"Faith
Away back in olden times it was the Dancer of Fjaard," Gena Bransoombe,
custom in the villages among the Pyre- ^ung as a soprano solo by Miss M u nees, when a child was born, to give It jorie J. Boutelle, and as contralto suln
for a companion and playmate the kid by Miss Ethel Peacock, the assistmg
of a goat.
Mr. Kidder's other selections
artists.
Every now and then the bandits m were "Sittin' Thinking," by Fisher;
the PjTenees would make a raid on "Trees," by Rarbach, and Loud's "The
The other choral
these villages and carry away anything Air Man's Creed."
that savored of fresh meat. Goat meat numbers were Arthur Foote's "The
region
being very delectable In that
they would carry away the playmate,
thereby "getting the little girl's goat."
Hence the familiar expression; also
"we're bandits from the Pyrenees."
F. H. B.

THE

to be In Boston the "first" appearance
of a double-decked bus.
SO's when
I remember back In the
double-decked buses ran from Dock
square to Dover street ("end of the
When two little
route, all change").
boys sat, after dark. In one of the little
Iron balconies, which were common outWashingside second-story windows on
peaton street, and shot peas, with a
deck,
upper
the
on
passengers
at
blower
what
which was not Inclosed, and, oh!
passenger
glee was manifested, by the

|

theology, the Traditions of the Apostle der, baritone, as soloist The concert
and the Commentaries on the Koran.
was under the direction of George S.
Furthermore, I have read books galore
exDunham, conductor of the society. A
had
have
and
them
digested
and
wat
perience of affairs and comprehend large and appreciative audience
In short I have learned the present. At the conclusion of the prothem.
theorlck and the practlck of all the
gram tea was B,erved In the theatre
I know everj-thlng
arts and sciences.
with Mrs. Frederick G. Smith.
of them by rote and I am a past master foyer
No wonder thei Mrs. Arthur D, Potter, and Mrs. F. Oti:;
in tota re sclblli."
King of China created him Barber- Drayton pouring.

IN

Little MinRepertory Theatre-"Thf
by Jam^^acts
four
in
comedy
i..ter," a

"

As the World Wags:
there was
I read In The Herald that

Choral Society of Federated
Body Entertains

the "Silent Man," also the
"Modest Man" In the "Thousand Nights
and a Night.'" According to his owni
confession he was "an astrologer, one!
learned In alchemy and white magic;
syntax, irranimar and lexicology; the

Samlt,

—

tance of 25 or 30 miles.
Does any one of our readers know
anything about this Mr. Dick, an Englishman, and his method?

possible

Carrousel's fingers forgot their cunning; his Ivory combs obeyed no more;
the Irons scorched her frock.

Intelligence In a few
to vast distances, and this not

communicate verbal

Conservatory has shown what might
l-e
done in^this field by relying

feet

Woodpecker, tha renowned~radio arxi:
stopped In tha midst uv a grand opcr^L
selection. Sum uv his notes had sounded flat, an' he had a susplshous look in
his eye. He lifted tha Ud oft tha garbage can an' peered In. "Aha, I thought
so," sez Willie, "c'mon, git out uv my
"Dammit," sezi
moosic Insterment!"
Sam, throwin' away tha akorn he wuz
eetin', "there ain't no plase a guy kin'

ward a ratner
hand poln i....
shabby building with columns In front,
labelled "Temple of Fame"? Ed.

other

1

j

CHILOURNS' BED TIME STORRIE

were ni
The country folk, however Entwistle
Miss
the main well played.

Samuel Squirrel Has His Troubles

By

SNOWSHOE AL

Squirrel

Samuel

walked

Inter

slammed
in tha big oke tree an'
wuz huntha door behind him. Sam
"Hey," sez he tuh tha Encumgry
brance, "ain't supper reddy?"
"supper am t
sez tha Encumbrance,
"Well," sez Sam, "wot yvh
reddyl"
(Tha author ha^
bin doing all day?"
dlskovered that this question Is asked
ain't reddy.)
In every home wen supper
Tha useless haff didn't anser him, wlch
delayed a
be
wood
meant that supper
over
extra hour on purpose. Sam went
"Wots that
an' turned on tha radio.
squaw.
the
sez
rackett?"
terrlbul
"Madam." sez Sam, "H pains me tuh
mooslo,
lern that yew have no ear fer
because yew are now llssenlng tuh tha

home

radio

w.l!.
"The"Jarg''e'audience liked the play
''as
The setting, by the 'way-

cellen^.

PLYMOUTH THEATRE—First pWMerry,"

artist,

j

,

|

I kin git sumthin' tuh eet."
WllUe
Thirty mlnlta later,

know walr
.

the

l

Willie Woodpecker, playin' tha anvil korls on a
garbage can." "Well," sez tha Burden,
"don't git sarkastick about It, er else
yew'll hear him play tha midnlte waltz
yew git a chance tuh eet."
before
"Papa," sez little Oswald, "shall I wash
sez
my fase before supper?" "Oswald,"
Sam, "yew have got time tuh talk a^
bath!" This got tha noisy haff peeved,!
an'
so she pasted Sam In tha snoot
"Ain't
tossed him out uv tha house.
wlmmln hell?" sez Sam; "oh well. I

renowned

;

romantic nature needful
gadded
-or the Ladv Barbara had never
of an
abroad o' nights in the garb pathos,
Egyptian— the high spirits or thehere ocharm. A^
still had her pretty
w-ere m t
mance, again, and ardor
did ve^rj a .1
Anderson
,.alled for, Mr.
fiom
Has romantic ardor disappeared
seems hard
Vhe folk of the stage? It
without

his

i

formance In Boston of "Merry
featuring
a musical comedy in two acts,
Hwr-^
Marie Saxon. Book and lyrics by
Harry Archer,
Ian Thompson. JIuslc by
The
Dances arranged by Harry Puck.
Archer orchestra assisted. ConHarrj'
ductor, Reginald Child.

Adam Wlnslow

The

cast:

S^S^

r^Su^;?ll"-k-«en.ar.\^:..-.-Oer.J S^^^
Sadl Lasalle
Flossie Dell ...

Conchita Murphy
J. Horatio DlgB"

The stage Manager

SmHh
^"^M^tnla
^ ^rgM^ smua
wuil'.m FraK-l«y
STinh Derat

pom"^h««Sr

;

i

^

Morey.

,

.

.

.

un Marlowe
ea Kerna
le Mayer....
Jane Stafford
Grefiien Orant
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MISS GREENWOOD

Nellie Mayer
Jane Stafford

Qrefchon Grant
Adeline Foley
Ann Kelly
least be admitted that
'Merry Jlerry" has found Its vray on
Its own feet and there Is little of the

ON

Greenwood, the girl
the flapper-doll legs, has come to B. F.
Keith's for a week with her Justly renowned bathtub. The popular comedienne of many revues and musical comedies is presented by Hassard Short In
an entertaining medley of hilarloys
songs, monologue, slapstick antics of
dangling arms and legs, and the morning bath act which kept the crowds

contemporaneous
hoopdedoodledo
of
musical comedy. It also must bo obvious that an orsranlzatlon of this kind;
playing now uninterruptedly for several
months, and carrying Its own musicians,
has much to Its advantage. So the en-

tertainment last evening spread Itself
with a certain coheslveness, a djuamlc
;IIp, a hurrah that put the onlooker In
holiday mood.
Sifted down by the
process of elimination the "show" resolves itself into a smashing dancing
entertainment soli as well as ensemble.
Then there is a book, If you please, that
at tlme.s takes on the aspect of Gallic
complexity, of well knit farce. Yet as

manner

of jazz,

now

most exaggerated

its

l,n

done

In the
coherent, now In
It
"Withal,
form.

for

"pretty" way, of remarkable physlcnl
attractiveness, she astounded the audience with her kicking, shooting her legs

sings and talks amusingly.
Alma Neilson, eccentric toe-dancer
with huge, rolling eyes, takes a high
place on the bill with assisting lightfooted voung men, Dan B. Ely and
Dave Rice, and a fast jazz orchestra

Duval and Little do
of five pieces.
song and monologue, and the O'Neill
Brothers sing, while for those who like

cast.

George Dormonde and partner on wheels, and
equilibrists.
Company,
and
Betancourt
The usual film features are shown.
H. F. M.

But

i

us not pass over the ventriloquist
act of "William Prawley with Virginia
Smith as the puppet. So good was
must
this, and freshly put, that .we
forgive him for his Insatiate mugging.
And 80 came {he "curtain" on "Merry
let

[

FENWAY, MODERN
story by Konrad
by Cecil de Mille.
Prince
Prince

Clair.

Ma.

The

1^

'

.'A

^^^.^^

..Hush Huntley
Chester Conklin

social celebrity"

Freeman Wood
Josephine Drake
Is

much

better
It

picture.
than the average program
directed, light co*nedy,
is a smoothly
stylistic and
but without the peculiar

Duchess
comedy flair of "The Grand
and the Waiter."

16D0

hall last night.

persons

at

Symphony

Night
Opening with "Morning, Noon,
Franz von Suppe, and
In Vienna" by
Herbert's "The
closing with Victor
orFortune Teller" by the combined
tcreisier's

nelly.

v.

WILBUR—"The
Taxi," farce from
\

l_

>

interspersed
program
the
"Caprice Vlennois" and "Tamtraditional
the
with
bourin Chlnois"
such re"Deep River," "John Peel" and
"Dinah," "Can't "yo'
cent successes as
"Christ
and
Caroline,"
Heah Me Callln',
The unique offering of
in Flanders."
in the form of "The
the evening came
saxophone sexRosary." arranged for a
Cornelius O'Leary.
by
tftt with chimes
Cardinal O'Connell headed the list of
names of
natrons, which contained the
S. J., the Rev.
fhe Rev. James H. Dolan,
VLeoh N. Dlnand. S. J., the Rev. James
Walsh,
T McCormlcU. S. J.. David I.
Thomas H. Dowd and Thomas H. Con-

chestras,

'her father. -Robert

Dlmltri

Edeson

^'"'n^iil
....
.

•

of

less

:

in
Kiss
a
French
the

with Arthur Byron and Janet
Beecher. Second week.
COPLEY—"Andrew Takes a
Wife," second week of the comedy
by William H. Cotton.
TREMONT—"The Dove," Beproduction of Willard
lasco's
Mack's melodrama -with Holbrook Blinn and Judith Anderson. Last week.
SHUBERT—"Captain Jinks,"
musical comedy with Ada-May.
Sixth week.
COLONIALr—"Ben Hur," film

Lew Wallace's story
with Ramon Navarro, May McAvoy, Francis X. Bushman and
Tenth week.
others.
MAJESTIC—"The Big Par-

version of

As the World Wags:

A friend has taken this clipping from
her scrap book for me; it Is credited to
Magnet.
the Montpelier, North Dakota,

spell

VIVID OBITUARY
Aged 56 years 6 months and
He was a mild-mannered pi13 days.
He
rate with a mouth for whiskey.
came here in the night with another
at
church
man's wife, and Joined the
He owed us several
the first seance.
bill,
dollars for the paper, a large meat
and you could hear him pray six blocks.
Died

Vierge, heroine et martyre d'etat."
Gabriel Pelgnot waa a punctiliously
accurate antiquarian. In his "Abrege

|

de I'HlstoIre de Prance" (1819, p. 124)
ho speaks of Charles VII being conducted to Rheims by "Jeanne d'Arc."
(Paris
Biographique"
"Dictionnaire
1815): "Jeanne d'Arc, the daughter of
a peasant called Jacq. d'Aro."
The latest pocket dictionary of Larousse has "Arc, Jeanne d', or "Dare,"
with preference given to "d'Arc."
See the first volume of Anatole
Prance's "Vie de Jeanne d'Arc" (pp. 3,
"She was born poor. Jacques or
4.)
Her
Jacquot d'Arc, her father," etc.
mother's name was Isabelle or Zabillet,
Romee.
of
surname
but she received the
Those who had made the pilgrimage

Rome were
At her

name

"Jesus Paid It All,"
right—he never paid
anything himself. He was buried In an
his friends threw
and
asbestos casket,
palm-leaf fans In his grave, as he may
neeAi them.
_.,„„T,mm
LOUELLA D. EVERETT.
Boston.

He

Jeanne said:

"My

;

i

\

is

As th4 World Wags:
There is an unconfirmed report frpm
Washington that visitors to Arlington
who ask for the tomb of the Unknown

so-called.

trial,

died singing,

and we think he

sur-

Soldier are

is d'Arc, or Romee."
title of the latest life

of Jeanne,
The
by Joseph Deltell, which amazed the
French by Its realistic treatment of the
This book,
subject, is "Jeanne d'Arc."
published in 1925, has gone Into many
It has recently been transeditions.
lated into English, though no doubt In
a somewhat softened form.
All the recent books published In
\
Paris concerning Anatole France's account of Jeanne refer to her as "d'Arc,"
not "D^rc."

shown that of the late Col.
more soviet propa-

this
Is
qrvan
jlnda?
Cambridge.

VERITAS.

[6REG0R, RISMAN

;

I

I

'

I

CONTINUING

CoUege-Holy Cross Musical Clubs prepopular hearty
sented a program of
and religious
songs, campus favorites
music to

a humble peasant family." And so on.
The old French records relating to her
her name "d'Arc." Let us come
down through the years. There Is the
life of the heroine by the abbe Lenglet
du Fresnoy, L'Hlstolre de Jeanne d'Arc,

of

to

Boyd

,

HOLY CROSS AND B. C.
GIVE JOINT CONCERT

Second of Programs of Musical Clubs
Heard by 1600 Persons
The second Joint concert of the Boston

a monkey wrench?"
"Whaddat?" snapped the Dane. "I said,
have you a monkey wrench?" "Monkeep
kev rench! My brudder up road, he
I keep sheep rench!—
cattle rench.
Wh^at^^he^elU^^^^^^_
Monkey rench-

—

j

although it is stii:
a surprise.
undeniably de Mille, it has more subattack anc
tlety, a greater simplicity of
The
of direction than is his wont.
emphasis is more on compositional design and the camera work than or
sermons in subtitles. What is perhaps
more, he has filmed the Russian revoluwithtion, or bits of it, in Hollywood,
out making all of the Bolshevik doublethe
and
villains,
deyed-ln-the-wool
Mensheviks saints in whit^j satin. Hit
hero is the boatman, the symbol ol
Russia today.

Lawson

^)^^^

automobilist, whose car stalled
near a Dane's house. Approaching the
owner of the house, he said: "Have you

prairie

Dare was the surname

not her name.

j

Fori,

Brooks
Louise
^

^enny
(
Stuyvesant."/•.T»n'nv">

^

'Nliclti.'

Boatman" comes as mora or

cast:

Kitty Laurence
April Kins

obliging and willing as he
can express resentment concisely
enough when bellttlement Is Intended
of the
or construed. Witness the case

The Dane,

Is

—

Directed

Fayl
Theodore Koslorr
Arthur Rankin
the
Cecil de Mille has so long been
"Volga
target of film critics that his

Directed by

.KK„»
Forrest. Abbot.
.Tohann Hapen
Oiftord Jones.....

from the

sifenhen
Vaslll

Maxln)^^^
Haber (Count Havare^de

Ten Eyck

BEACON

William

Marlusha

METROPOLlTAN-"A
Kktterjohn.

film

Bercovici.
The cast:

P

v^..
social
story by Monte
ebritv," film from the
Malcolm

St.

and

—"The Volga Boatman,"

Merry," living up to Its title, and descending on a scene that smacked of
nothing that has gone before. Refreshing, zestful entertainment that knows
T. A. R.
not mildew.

M

Tamaki Duo

their acrobatics, there are
J. Tamaki in Jiujutsu,

and

complimentarj'

might be said for the entire

at all."

publish a letter from me In which I referred to Jeanne Dare which was her
name. Your proofreader or somebody
changed It to Jeanne d'Arc ^which was

1

.

|

"On Saturday you

it

charming

cut out for him, for besides his excellent characterization, that often took
on the value of understatement, of
speech in repose, he was responsible
for the arrangement of the dances of
And to his credit let
the ensemble.
own
it be said, that he has gone his
way and has something to show his
down
And
so
theatre.
colleagues cf the
the

<

Marglt Hegedus, with
box.
the
dignity and good technique, plays
Solar
violin, and the moon -faced AVIlUe

over her head, the while the em-

bodiment of graceful motion, of rhythmic charm.
Harry Puck, as Adam, had his work

something

^

Ifavor in this week's bill, however,
.through. In other
i» strong ail the way
go to
words, it is a good week to
beJoe Keno and Rosie Green,
Keith's
of
back-drop
fore a burlesque futuristic
many colors, do imitations of many
and
kinds of dancing with real comedy
Coogan and Casey are^
sure-fire pep.
violet
"shrinking
their
also favorites In
woman
act of the girl-shy man and the
an act abounding in "wise,
doctor,
bandthe
from
fresh
cracks" seemingly

chorus girl.
I
Marie Saxon, as Eve, was the bright
particular feature of the performance.
A fragile miss,- who sings only in a

line,

Last Monday momins. about
a boy In Governor aquare, grolng
to school, rlMlng a bicycdo, waa knocked
down by a motor car. His legs were
so badly Injured that he was taken to
the City Hos^JUl, where h« la no«r a
o'clock,

.

—

way

,
,
^„
The superhuman gift claimed by
O'Toole that he could always distinguish
one of the Danes from the "ither" was
put to the test the next time he met
one of them. "Whin yez quit me Job,
yez forgot to
It's wan av me hammers
lave yez did," said O'Toole. "My brudbrother
Eric's
Meeting
der," said Eric.
the
a day or two later, Mr. O'Toole put
same question to him. "My brudder,"
farmer,
Our
brother.
replied the other
he
friend kept at boiling pitch until
met the two driving from market. "Now
clams,
rldhldded
of
1 have the two sons
be gorry," said O'Toole to himself. To
them he said, "Which ave youse bhoys
I'll be
is it that has me new hammer?
knowing now I have yez togither." They
stopped for one moment with statuesque
saying
stare and then drove on, without
"nlver a word or batting an eye at all,

8:SU

m

Brisk, enervating, unmistakably arresting. The motivating
number, rhj-thmlcally Interesting, was
carried out of the theatre, to the enchanting beat of this plastic musical
family and lost in the fresh air. The
story is a treatment of the life of the
to the liking.

Is

missing.

j

'

their trade.
is

i

I

often again the piece becomes episodic
after the formula of tailored musical
comedy, that the "specialties" of the

For music the evening

|

I

—

offer the best

Nichols's

roaring in a recent review. With her Is
The traffic officer waa for
Martin Broones, composer of songs in patient.
some reason or other not on duty at
The Rltz Revue" and other shows?,
and
the time, though the hour is one of the
w'ho plava his own accompaniments
some busiest In the day. The driver of the
takes over tlie stage with songs,
changes.
aii.s own, while Miss Greenwood
car rushed off without making Inquiries
The central skit reveals the many
or offering help.
to
trying
actress
an
of
predicament.^
Will any one who happened to se© this
keep
liathe and dress in 20 minutes to
accident kindly communicate with Ivor
while
contract,
an appointment for a
87 Mountfort street, Boston;
Iceman Harrington,
telephones, delivery men, the
telephone number, Kenmore 0569.
interand a burglar interrupt at short DasK
It was yesterday (Tuesday) morning
Miss Greenwood does not
vals.
that The Herald published a letter from
hard and
with reference to
in her reputation, she works
two- Mr. Joseph Dwight
the laughs like any other
trets
the tlangerous conditions for padestrlans
whole-soulcu
her
a-day trouper, and
in this square.
abandon, coupled with the underlying
evident In
tragic wistfulness which is
JEANNE D'ARC, NOT "DARC"
dispenser
the work of any first-class
Mr. Halllday WItherspoon waa more
her
make
would
grotesqueries,
lof comic
or less upset a few days ago, witness
of total
before an audience
riot
i.n
his letter published In The Herald of
.strangers.
^
popular the 27th Inst.:
There are close runners-up
were good enuf to

i

may

week of Anne
famous comedy.

Irish Rose," 30th

Charlotte

When

SQUARE — "Abie's

CASTLE

B.F. KEITH'S BlLLi
with

1 9*^

an acquaThtanca of tne
ni3
Mr. O'TooIe was constructing
shlnhouse and needed assistance for twin
gUng, he hired some neighbors,
new,
Danes, and bought two extra nice,
When the roof was
shiny hammers.
departed.
finished and the brothers had
hammers was
It was noticed one of the

fTBoston,

f>lin
1

Adeltno Foley
Ann Kelly
It must at

principals therein

Laurence Stallings'.'? war
with John Gilbert and Renee
Adoree. Fourteenth week.

Vivian Marlow*

!

I

EXIT HAMLET, ENTER HAIVIMER

i

As the World Wags:

may be right in her asperDanes (published recentyour column), but they are contrary to the observations of one who,
house of Denif he has not honored the
mark with a "close up" from the native
heath, maintains that sojourn In this
hemisphere Is a privilege, precluding
perigrlnations beyond the borders for
the study of Romans In any old Rome
whatsoever. With one exception, I can
"Ophelia"

In Stelnert hall, last evening Paul
Bregor, pianist, and Julius Risman,
violinist, with Arthur Fiedler as his
accompanist, gave the following program of ensemble and solo music:
Sonata, op. 47 (Kreutzer), Beethoven,
Mr. Bregor and Mr. Risman. Prelude In

minor, Debussy; nocturne In E maop 62, No. 2, Chopin; Scherzo in C
sharp minor, op. 39, Chopin; Mr. Bregor.
Suite, op. 11, Korngold; Mr. Riseman.
Sonata, A major, op. 100, Brahms; Mr.
Bregor and Mr. Risman.
Although this was ostensibly a concert for two, and those two in ensemble,
both violinist and pianist did their best
playing in their Individual solos. And
Mr. Risman, especially, proved himself
In the Kreutzer
curiously uneven.
sonata, which came off with more en-'
ergy than smoothness, his tones were
sometimes quite rasping ,even off color,
Mr.
in the more turbulent passages.
Bregor, at times, played too heavily for
Mr. Risman.
The second group was Mr. Bregor'a,
in which he played Debussy and Chopin
and evinced a fluent and ample technique, a rich and varied tone, and emo-

sions anent the

k.

ly In

jor,

truthfully

claim

that

all

the

Danes

I

have met have been of commendable
I
habits, the most reticent in speech
have known, and for sheer craftshas
work
manship the quality of their
imno superior, which to me was more
work.
portant than the quantity of their
one
at
The exception "referred to was
govtime interpreter to the Canadian
ernment and exercised seven languages,
as
which for itself should not be taken tell
"loquaciousness," for even when he
Palace
upon evil days as porter to theappellaHotel so well did he guard his
Joe,
as
even
buried
he
was
tion that
see him
the Dane." Poor old Joe, to
hear
to
and
bar,
the
raise one foot at
Shlnger
the soft response of "Shin and
mustache
beer" from his bushy Viking
revival.
in
its
excusable
Is a memory
Palace
Alas, Joe was found dead in the
In
square-face
of
cellar with a bottle
hearken, ye
grips—
(death
hand
each
are
worldly). His linguistic proclivities
the Dakota line.
still extolled both sides
Doukhabour,
back
talk
even
could
He

requested distance
'tis said at the firmly
wind at
of 150 feet, and once with the
cross current had been known to make
at
understood
his directions dlsiinctly
July
139 circles, which still stands as the
record In that latitude.
Evidence that "Ophelia" may be
astray may be adduced from the experience of a shrewd old Irishman who
lived not farther than 12 miles from

warmth. His rhythmns, however,
Then came
were sometimes erratic.
Mr. Risman, soloist, although this is not
exactly so because he was considerably
helped by the excellent accompaniments
tional

of

Mr. Fiedler.

These four Korngold miniatures, taken
from a longer suite, are romantic bits,

the style of the Andaluslan,
second an amusing, sharply acfuneral
"grotesque
parody,
cented

th|
the

first in

—

march" the most original of them all:
and the last a hornpipe which sounded
muGh more English than German. Music
quite removed from any taint or suggestion of modernism, with the exception of the "grotesque" which suggests,
somewhat conservatively, the French
parodists.
It

was

into his

in these

that Mr. Risman came
Is best In the lyri-

own, for he

1

"

1

become a supple and

Ini'iKlnatlve

audience was both

Tl.e

.

to go to New York, whore "sfio ecciireu
an engagement with the Perclval Vivian
Players, who have Just ended a 30
weeks' tour In "Adam and Eva" «xtending to the Pacific coast and back

t

larse

Is

Its

55th. season

nlghlj

last

Harry D. Newcombe'
The choral numj
baritone, assisted.
Sons of
bcrs were as follows: Thayer,
M;,yPrince Ruperfs M.-n; Billetor. Xn
Faint Hca'.l;
tlme; Brahms. Farewell,
Strauss,
Johan
Heartache.
Pvorak,
StrwSons:
waltz. -Wine, Woman and
Jordan

hall.

Bournemouth

;

Sleep no More: 1- uke. The
and the Nightinga'.?- Brewftr,j

Frook

I'aul

Alexander:

Bliss,

A Plainsman

s,

solo obbli&ato).
<5onK (Mr. Newcombe.
Watchers and
^'th centurv melody. Ye

NewYe Holy Ones (by requests Mr. from
air
combe's selections were an
Hatton's Bldj
"Dinorar'';

Me>-erbeer's

Koennemen's Then the
[King Went Forth to War. and Fletch* er".o The Great
Adventure.
ihe program and the performance
gave great pleasure to the large audimembership
tnce The years pass, the
'

Jte

Live:

to

necessarily changes, but the charactensclub its entics that have given this
There
viable reputation remain the same.
inare traditions, but they are in this
rlieand
stance advantageous to vocal
conclub
the
is
nor
itorlcal proficiency;
intertent to rest C-. i:-rt .-T-,iIoits. Its
cont«')r'?o»arv- music for raaie
esr
inc.*
same
the
in
;
ir
voices Is ke-jj:
digcriminative.

T

Festival, April

1

'

1

8.

.

cally hostll'a to art."

Narclssa Peace Varney, for several

give Its last concerts of the season this
[week. The program has been slightly
changed from the one announced last
Saturday. A symphonic poem, "Night,"
by Samazeuilh, has been thrown over-

years an amateur actress In Boston, is
now on tour as a professional with Jane
Cowl In Coward's play "Easy Virtue."
Earlier In the season she toured with
Otis Skinner until his play closed.

board. This Is to be regretted, for the
proper pronunciation of the composer's
name would have provided a subject for

Italian

polite conversation.

The

"Gymnopedles," by Satie, orchestrated by Debussy, will replace
"Night." Thus there will be In this last
concert three repetitions of works already heard this season:
"Gymnope-

protest

Vivaldi's concerto for string or-

repetition his

name has appeared on

I

1

a futurist author told
the audience what he thought of them
while his drama, "Volcano," was playAt I^ome,

Puccini's posthumous opera, "Turanseems to be a gorgeous spectacle

dot,"

His
than a musical triumph.
talent seems hardly suited to a purely
fantastical subject, which a Persian version of a Chinese story used by Gozzi
There
has tempted many composers.
were at least nine operas before PucThere has also been stage music
cini's.
for the play by several composers,
rather

>

way Mr. Leigh Henry does
London: "A sonata by Pljperi

j

sion,

emotional without effu-

a muslo damask

In

fabric

among them Weber and

and

where

and eo one prefers

to leave Iti
^

l

tered the University of Paris, enrolling
n '•^iir.^es at the Sorbonne.
ston,
In

Returning

she worked as a costume
the studios of Philip L. Hale

Paxton. •William James and
thus earned enough money

A

from the latter's stage music was
played here at a concert of the Boston
Symphony orchestra In February, 1917.
When Carl Maria von Weber's music
to Schiller's version of Gozzi's fairy play
was brought out at Ludwigsburg in
1809, the overture was entitled "Chinese" overture. He introduced an air he
found In Rousseau's "Dictionary of
Music." This overture was rewritten.
AVhen the overture was performed at
jStrassbourg In 1814 a critic wrote this
note: "Chinese national song for drum
(and fife, varied in dissonances for the

it Is."

Miss Pamela Eoblnson of Allston, married a few days ago to Albere
Ethler
Moore, an actor, has gone with him
to
Chicago for rehearsals with the Robert
Sherman stock company, of which he Is
ading man.
She will take various
-les.
She studied at the Girls' Latin
(hool, Radcliffe and at Quebec.
After
pining her degree at Radcliffe, =.he en-

Busoni.

suite

broadly decorated In oxydlzed metalllci
movements." We prefer Mr. Eric BlomJ
writing about the oratorio "Elijah" bj^
one Mendelssohn: "Is not 'Elijah' ratheS'
like the human appendix?
AlthougH
omnipresent. It Is of no use to anybody;!
but to cut It out Is rather a painful
process,

fit

was playing Sir
mingham to a

the

richly

Edmund Kean

He
the spectators in the pit.
Giles Overreach at BirWhen the
thin house.
lover referred to Sir Giles's daughter,
Kean remarked, "Take her, sir, and the
Birmingham audience into the bargain."

role

j

In

Italy,

used to make at
Drury Lane the "strong epithets" In his
ing.

i

..roved

Ignored, the Fascists took

that It would make a man laugh all
alone In the woods by himself without
any one near him.

the

Does any one remember Aline Van
Barentzen, who left Boston,
or the
neighborhood, and went to Paris, where
In 1909 she took a Conservatory first
prize for piano playing at the age of 11?
Sh& returned to Boston and gave a recital.
As we remember her, she played
astonishingly fast.
Nothing had been
heard of her for some years. Last March
!sh6 gave a recital In Paris. While M.
iGoIestan praised her technical proflclency, he complained of undue speed,
also frequent "precipitation."
Is

was

of the visiting Berlin company
to cut out the Joke, which does not
seem to us Irresistibly funny, not so
funny, as Hannibal used to say at Yale,

Stravinsky's ballet, "Petrouohka."

This

per-

manager

programs seven times, leading with
Beethoven the listed composers.
The remaining piece to be heard on
Friday and Saturday Is the suite from

I

the

a hand, and 15 of them were arrested
and fined. The police have asked the

and the symphony In C minor,
No. 1, by our old and esteemed friend,
Johannes Brahms. This has been an
With this
oi^en season for Johannes.

chestra,

1

Fascists disturbed

formance of a revue In Vienna, because
In a restaurant scene a comedian ordered from the welter "Pig's head a la
Mussolini." This revue with the same
Joke ran continuously In Berlin for
The Italian Fascists In
eight months.
that city made no row. At Vienna the
Italian minister protested, but as his

I

;

orchestra.
The performance was In
keeping, and 1 believe that the work will
serve as a test piece for instrumenUllato."

Commend us to the BngUsh prose
writers of the 16th century. How delightful these sentences from J. Trevlsa's translation of "Bartholomeus de

I
I

MY LADY APRIL
(For Ab the World Waji)
April's gown In a violent haze
Hanging In graceful ease^
Draped o'er the frame of a mellowing

|

hill

Fringed In feathery trees,
is a sun-dipped gold
Shining with sudden gleam
Crowning her brow with dancing light

April's hair

Framed

In willow's sheen,

M. W,

C

As the World Wagsi
"Long distance furniture and piano
moving,"
A long distance
Seen on a truck.
piano would 1» welcome In most apart-

—

;

history,

later.

Ann?

We

.

will

j

I

BARCLAY AND BEER
Breweries and beer have had a pe -

'lager beer" on the sly, put an old boot
In the keg to give It the desired subhave received
stance and fiavor.
the following letter:
As the World Wags;
A correspondent of the Mall Bag referring to the memorial tablet In London on the site of Shakespeare's theatre
The Globe, said: "Some 15 years ago
the writer attended the ceremony of
the unveiling of the tablet, where Barclay's brewery then stood."
I hasten to reply to Mr. Taylor that
the brewery still stands.
My father, who Is the oldest living
member of the Elizabethan Society of
Toynbee Hall, Introduced me to tbo
brewery as a starting place for a tour
of my native city only last summer.
had scarcely left Nelson square oh
Vthe Blackfriars road when the perfume
The brewery
Ipf hops pervaded the air.
fctands as solidly as the Tower of Lonpon. It covers a tremendous space and
has a labyrinth of passage ways In
which one would be lost In the search
for the Shakespeare tablet unless guided by a Londoner who knows the brewery well.
This bulwark of British liberty Is associated not only with the name of
ShaRespeare as the site of his first
theatre, but also with the great Dr.

had a romantlo

was once known as

street;

Another German, Oscar A. H. Schmitz,
has written a book about England, and
entitled it, "the Land Without Music."
He has this to say about the English

1854.

street has

the Fore or Pronl
Fish, Ship, Drawbrldga,
In colonial times Ann
Conduit, Ann,
was of good repute, and many Impor
citizens dwell
alleged)
or
(real
tant
there. Now the question comes up, wh(
was Ann after whom the street was
namedj sometimes spelled "Anne," In
1708. 'Was there thus homage paid (3u«en

It

culiar fascination for us since first we
heard In our llttlfe village that a local
brewer on a small scale, who sold

more recently, the new feminist
or,
pathos. ... To struggles of the soul the
English theatre remains a stranger, for
the class which takes an Interest In
soul-struggles Is more or less puritani-

«

my

10,

The

rlt."
It Is not «asy to see the material
in this novel, perhaps Dickens's weakest, for an opera.

.

April

benefit.

Oh, let me absent myself
In one of thy fragments."

"One very soon observes that the
English stag« has nothing whatsoever to
do with art, but until recently I do not
think there was an English actress of
repute who was not pretty, nay, almost
beautiful.
Just as the Englishwoman. In order to succeed!, need possess
the
power
neither
of self-surrender nor
the art of love, so neither warmth nor
trained ability Is demanded of the actress, provided she have a beautiful face,

I

dles,"

Cleft for

,

place full of abandoned women and
As he dealt ohiefly
dissolute fellows.
In liquor and had a 'License to Retail
Spirits,' his drunkery was thronged with
customers." The name of the street,
from Dock square to North square, was;]
changed to North on Jan. 1, 1862j froi
North square to Commercial street oa

crows."

"Very old stone

stage:

,

to

,

L. J. sends us the translation from
Hindustani Into English of the first
verse of "Rock of Ages," made by a
Hindu convert to Christianity.

,

I

The Boston Symphony Orchestra

cil

Eduard Kuennecke has almost completed an opera based on "Little Dor-

Rise,

art

Bartholomew did not believe diviners
said that the crow teacheth and
showeth ways and wameth what shall
"But It Is full unlawfull to bebefall.
lieve that God Bhoweth his privy coun-

first thingi

on the program this afternoon was ai
country dance tune called 'Money Musk,*
by Leo Sowerby, a fragment In the
Grainger manner, at once Innocent and
Not a saxophone In it,
piquant.
though the composer was not strong
enough to resist muted trumpets. This
was a first performance In England, and
It should make a useful avJditlon to the
number of orchestral bonbons."
London Times correspondent at the

Club, J5r. MolKMi>.:u:pr,.
gave the fourth and L'stj

of

concert

In

The

"The story of this "atreelous and cruel
who, when very young became
addicted to vices uncommon In youths
of his age," Is told In a manner to
excite the admiration of all who appreciate sturdy English, "After his exchange, he returned to Boston
.
He opened a grocery In Ann. street, near
What was then called the Tin Pot, »

pirate,

who

'

Apollo

conductor,

\

!

producing something be-

sides musical Irritants.

rfh*

'

Proprletatlbus Rerum,^T3artnoiomew IB
talking about the crow.
"And Is a jingling bird and unmlld,
and grievous to men there they dwell.
And eateth unclean meats and venl-

mous. and Uveth right long."

"American

APOLLO CLUB IN
FINAL CONCERT

j

again.

and

t'Jittuislastic.

,

n

We

VERITAS.

ments.

Cambridge.
Mr, A. B. Walkley of the Times (London) has been reading with keen delight
a grocer's price-list. To this dramatic
critic and pleasing essayist, the list is
like a chapter In the Arabian Nights
"It abounds in beautiful names which
are music to the ear Sakabula sliced
pineapple, Syrian rose-ieaf Jam, peacli
blossom and Hymettus honey, Manza-

j

—

nilla olives."

I

Johnson who had something to do with
the brewery Itself; just what I am not

\

[

quite certain.

i

district Is of Interest^ to Americans Independently of the continued existence of Barclay's brewery: at South-

The

Suppose we did not know the precise
Might not one
nature of asafoetida,
think it, from the sonorous name, some
frangipane, a
like
perfume
exquisite

word

of

harmonious sound?

wark Cathedral near by John Harvard
was baptized.
E.

Methuen.

J.

Dr. Johnson was

When

Thrale died,
one of the executors of his will. Thrale's
brewery was to be sold, and It was of
this that Johnson said: "We are not
here to sell a parcel of boilers and vats,
but the potentiality of growing rich, beyond the dreams of avarice." The two
last years of Thrale's life his brewery

brought him £30,000 a y^-ar net profit.
The brewery was sold to Rbbert Barclay
He was a descendant of
for £135,000.
Robert Barclay of Ury, "The apologist
This
called (Quakers."
people
of the
descendant, to quote Boswell, was "remarkable for maintaining the principles
with as
of his venerable progenitor

much of the elegance of modern manners as Is consistent with primitive simplicity."—Ed.

OAK HALL
correspondent asks about the "noitorlety of Oak Hall." We assure him

A

'that It was a highly respectable place,
not a saloon, not a "sample room," not
a dive. We are Indebted to J. L. for
the following description:
"Well, 'first, thirdly and slxteenthly'
(as Eph. Horn used to say), there was
the Imposingly gothlo entrance or fa4»d6, light oak on a darker background.
In those days thought to be elegant,
Then, just Inchic, E plurlbus unum.
side the vestibule, was a very long,
black beard, behind which was a tall
man of majestic proportions and stately
mien, wearing gold lace and an Ineffable smile of welcome (this latter was
not so conspicuous on one's return
trip). He was the Major Domo, or "Buffer," so to speak, and a valuable asset.
Once Inside the portcullis, the array of
clothing was Impressive and was spread
over several stories, galleries, mezzanines, entresols and sich; an early forecast of Raymond. It was owned by one
Simmons, whoso son Is a rowing fiend In
the Union Boat Club, and goes on long
'

have heard him tell of his faHall. I went there several
times with my father for clothes. I
think It was about the time that the
street's name was changed from Ann
(of unsavory reputation) to North."
Ah, Ann street! We now quote from

pulls.

I

ther's

Oak

"The Life of Charles Qlbba, Containing
an Account of hia Atrooltles Committed
In the

West

Indies."

KOUSSEVITZKY

WINS TRIBUTES
By PHILIP HALE
The Boston Symphony Orchestra gave
conthe 24th and last Friday afternoon
Symphony
cert of its 45th season In

j

|

,

paid
do not recall a tribute
hall.
was
by the audience to a conductor that

We

a^v way comparable to that paia
aeMr. koussevitzky yesterday, and
stage,
servedlv, when he came on the
conS>-mphony
attended
and we have
The apcerts since the fall of 1889.
t
plause was not only spontaneous,
t
enthusiastic,
was
was prolonged; It
Tms
had a certain Indefinable quality.
greeting and the enthusiasm
hoia
svmphony showed how firm Is the and
minds
of Mr. Koussevitzky on the
the hearts of his audience.

in

ocHis program for this memorable

casion

was

well contrasted, interesting,

free
with a varied appeal; a program
conducfrom any desire to win for the
dis
vain
tor a sensational success by a
There was no unplay of virtuosity.
surprise
familiar composition to fa^^e
s Coti
and excite discussion. Vivaldi
Debussy s

certo, E minor, for strings;
Ojm
exquisite orchestration of Satie s
in Sonopedies," which are «>"celved
spirit, the
phoclean purity of form and
first

symphony

of

JoJ^a"""

,^""^11"^'

the course
these had been performed In
The remaining number
of this season.
bal
was the Suite from Stravinsky s
let: "Petrouchka."
dwell on the
It Is not necessary to
composition
character of this or that
said about
be
may
but a few words
Performance.
the Interpretation and the
rr'ena m
Mr. Koussevitzky. a warm

of uimi
their oe°
the

contemporaneous composers
modern tendencies, zealous In

has a respect for
r«pecl
the 17th and 18th centuries »
He seM.
that Is more than historical.
»Be
and
gaiety
feels and reveals the
he rhjthinlcl
serenity of these scores;
energj-. and the Ij-ric t^"''""*
thn
to thn'
was the Jump from Vivaldidisco
strange being, Erik Satie, so
first tn
Ing as It might seem at

half.

-"v
Debussy learned much from ana
opinions on musical art. He
men
counsellor were nearer to the
t^ey were t
the ISth century than,
20i.
and
19th
the
the heroic figures of

—

K

'

I't

irui.tliKa

IS

llrSr 01

au

lui

Uii,,

iiio ritaine<l motion shoulci undergo the parallel transformation of high
authority, why In speaking of a boy, a
man or a house shouldn't there be a
distinct preponderance of noun, as so

theatre, it Is a brilliant If necessarily a less significant concert piece,
ut It well serves to display the technical proficiency of an orchostra and thti
e

!

l

•naglnatlve dramatic nature of a conductor.
Here are three compositions that
Tested the skill and the aesthetlcism of
Mr. Koussevltzky, tested them before
lie raised his baton for the symphony.

convincingly shown by the Harvard professor, instead of article?
One radio preacher In demanding the
overthrow of Gen. Andrews, a man of
many woes, calls him Gen. Jackson,

from which allusion we Infer his full
name to be Gen. Andrews Jackson. Such
Is fame.
l. x. CATALONIA.

Xow Mr. Koussevltzky, a pronounced
admirer of Brahms, has his own ideas
to the Interpretation of that composer.
He knows the absurdity of
blindly obeying traditions, which In
nine cases out of ten are without
undation or substantial reason. He
"ognizes the dramatic, the romanTo
Cally dramatic side of Brahms.
bring It fully out he reads the score
a well-graced actor plays a Shakesperlan part, without thought of the
commentators, regardless of views held
I'V preceding tragedians or comedians.
And 60 his Interpretation of the symphony was profoundly emotional, with

THOU SHALT NOT
As the World Wags:

May I present the fsHowlns "New
Decalogue," codified under direction of
the National Association Opposed to
Everything:
1
Thou Shalt not expectorate upon

—

the sidewalk.
2—Thou Shalt not offer resistance unto bandits, highwaymen and cutthroats,
lest their attorneys take offense and
have thee cast Into JalL
3—Thou Shalt not covet thy neighbor's
wife except as he Is dissatisfied with
her and plans a divorce anyway.
4
Thou Shalt not quaff liquids containing over one-half of one per cent
alcohol by volume, since the state In Its
infinite wisdom has otherwise decreed.

moments, not without recog-

.stirring

;

nition of the meditative, brooding spirit
with which certain pages are charged.
Does some one .say, "But this performance was not of the sort to which

—

have been accustomed. It was not
Brahms as I know him."?
If it was not Brahms, It was better
than Brahms.
A few remarks about the season that
ends tonight with a repetition of this
concert will be found In The Herald of
tomorrow.
_
I

Neither shalt thou In any wise scoff nor
snicker at this decree, for this Is most
unseemly and bringeth down the wrath
of the great god Wayne upon him that
disobej'eth.

5— Thou

Shalt not park thy car In the'
street^^xcept upon payment of
So Young's Hotel Is golns the way of
satisfactory tribute in gold and In sliall flesh, also brioks and mortar.
ver; nor In the alleys about the city,
small boy stopped at Young's with his nor the lanes beyond, lest the moralists
father In the sixties. In those years the descend upon you with streaming white
banners and scourges of scorpions.
hotel was for men only. There was an
6
Thou shalt not In any wise conceal
air of comfort and quiet about It that In nor forget any moneys which you have
later years he did not find and does not taken In during the year, for the Income
ta:^ Is a Jealous Joint resolution of the
find In the huge caravansaries that are
L'jglslature, and Ignorance of th* law
the pride of the American pee-pul, when is no excuse.
they compare our civilization with the
7—Thou Shalt not differ with the
European. In the comparatively small viewpoint of the uplifter, for so to fllfdining room George Young would walk fer stamps you at once a standpatter,
about seeing that his guests were prop- without vision, and woe unto him who
erly and promptly served.
The smal' Is In these days without vision.
boy of those years still remembers the
Nos. 8, 9 and 10 reserved to take up
thrill that shook his little frame when various constitutional amendments
now
Mr. Young stood for a moment behind under consideration by the Congress.
his chair and said In tones of tender
CLAMANTiq.
solicitude:
"la the young gentleman
satisfied with his steak?
Does It suit
Apropos of the old song: "These words
him In every way?"
no Shakespeare wrote," Mr. R. Varick
In those days guests at hotels were sends us a German version:
!

city

i

A

I

i

—

VOX

known by name. They were not called
by the number of their rooms. They

Das hat kein Goethe geschrleben.
Das hat keIn SchlUej gedlcht',

were not

like foreign laborers unable to
speak English; not like those provided
with a suit of clothes. Instructed In the

Es

1st eln deutsches Kind
Welch' mit Ihrem Henfeott sprlcht,
Doch kllngt es voUer Poesle. _

and watched over day and
night by parental officers within stonei
lock-step,
walls.

As

THE JANQLINQ CROW

1st

the

World Wags:

"These

five

were

towers

built

by

Wrltlnjj In praise of J. Trevlsa's sinewy 16th century English, we quoted

Henry VIU as sort of grandstands to
watch the tournaments, and four were

from his translation of Bartholomew's
description of the crow In which he
siSoke of It as a "Jangling bird." Alas,
The Herald did Trevlsa and the crow a
gross Injustice.
Trevlsa wrote "Jangling," for the crow never Jingles; ha
jangles.
If he Jingled he might easily
be considered a flippant, foolish bird,

demolished In the reign of William the
Conqueror." Keystone In The Sunday

given to

InconseQuentlal chatter,
whereas hq Is thoughtful, wily, often
sedate,
sometimes morose, sinister.
When he calls to his co-mates; when
with them In the early morning he discusses plans for the day, he Jangles.
Frivolous birds jingle.
Jangle.
It's a venerable and noble
word. Not without reason did Dickens
call the amiable, swindling, romancing
vagabond who imposed on Mr. Pickwick,
Alfred Jingle. If the swindler had beetr
named Jangle, he might have risen to
heroic heights In crime.
The crow Is not famous for purity of
voice production. He Is hoarse, raucous,
discordant. In a word he Jangles.
light,

HAIL HARVARD

—

Herald.

Some stunt, eh. To demolish towers
some 500 years before they were built.
E. S. D.

As the World Wags:
"R. H. G." asks "what is wrong in
the excluded lovely verse of Gray's

"Elegy" where "grammar triumphed
over poetry." Grammar here seems to
Lord Charnwood's
rhetoric.
Include
hook "According to St. John" p. 219,
speaks of the passage in I Cor. xl. 23-25
as having a want of sequence, but he
says that sort of grammatical consideration troubled St. Paul very little.
further on,

Some verses

show a

quite

grammatical
inconsequence.
Gray may have thought that his lovely
similar

broke the close connection between the last preceding verse and the
There Is certainly no other
epitaph.
M. B.
error In grammar.
Cambridge.
verse

•

As the World Wags:

Telling Mr. Percy Grassby's story of
World Wags:
wrench to an Englishman
Ladies and gentlemen, announcers the monkey merriment. Finally
came
It evoked no
and analysts, writers and rabbis, politi- the query, "What Is a monkey wrench?"
him.
"Ah
lo
yes,"
described
cians and poets, clerics and comics, It was
he
whatever themselves or their missions said, "he should have asked the Dane

As

the

may

be, the radio broadcasters,

with a

single exception, affect the more or less
long "a" In the Indefinite articles, the
length, It appears, being In Inverse ratio
to the depth.
Some even go so far as
to

X
i

because of the noteworthy fact that the
only exception to the rule, apparently to
the casual listener. Is a Harvard pro-

whose

Indefinite

article

is

the

".i" In "at."
Let us salute the Harvr.nl professor.
His speech shines like
a good de^d In the naughty world of

radio.

In

the

Instrtictlon

of youth In the
p irts of speech It Is all 'very well to
iace stress upon the article In contrast
ith the noun, a boy,* a man, a house,
at In the evolution of speech, as in the
-olution of matter, there should be the
1

'

.^ncomltant dissipation of motion,

and

-wnen AmerlcansTegan

j I
to

I

be Inter-

Russian literature, their man
was Turgenlev. Sorao of his novels were

say "ane" and "a-slstance."
The situation Is especially deplorable,

f.,ssor

E. P.

a spanner."
BrookUn*.

for

.ested
I

In

published in the Leisure

Hour

Series.

I

George Moore, Henry
James went to England and studied
Turgenlev; Mr. Howells stayed at home
and read Henry James. The Russian
was extolled at the expense of Fielding,
Balzac, Thackeray.
Then came the Tolstoi craze. His two
great novels were eagerly read without
According

to

question of fidelity in translation. They
were discussed In street car and drawing room. Actiualntance with Dostoiev-

sky followed.

His "Crime and Punish-

of

l

fi

admirers.
In those years little or nothlngr was
-aid, little was known about the two
great predecessors, Gogol and Pushkin.
Readers of Merlmee knew that he had
translated two or three of Pushkln'H

in the set given over, to wino, women,
Religion was
held In small esteem. He was by nature
sensual.
His life was wild.
Yet he
wrote his "Ruslan and Lyudninilla."
Going to the Caucasus, he aHsoolated
with decent men and women who stood
on his own or higher cultural level. Yet
he was a man of continuous aihours.
Ho drew up a list of Chrlatlun names of
women, he had loved and gave It to one
with whom he was then In love, yet for a

gambling and duelling.

stories, but when Mr. lioefller
wrote his suite for violin and orchestra,
entitled "Veillees de I'Ukralne" and the
program book of the Boston Symphony
Orchestra stated that the suite was
Inspired by some of Gogol's tales, the
question was asked by many In this city
famed for "culture": "Gogol? Gogol.'
Who the dickens Is Gogol?" This was

short

Countess Elizabeth he had an Ideal and
idealizing sentiment.
Then
Influence of Byron, as man
(The Byronlo Influence on all

thought

in 1891.

Translations of stories by the V^o
have been published; the Interest In
Russian music has been accompanied
by Interest in the sources of its' Inspiration; Gogol and Pushkin are to many
no longer merely names; but even now
their works are not so well known, not
so warmly appreciated, as are those of
the three famous authors that followed
the two whose Influence in Russia Is
still important.
"Gogol" by Janko Lavrin, and "Pushkin" by Prince D. S. Mirsky, volumes
that follow the admirable study of Voltaire by Mr. Aldington in the series
"The Republic of Letters," published by
E. P. Dutton & Co., are not <»nly biographies of more than usual Interest;
they are excellent examples of informing criticism.
At the same time they
throw light on the social life In the
Russia of those years. The purely bibliographical pages are of value; there are
indexes of equal worth.

JJorn of the mlUdlo noblcb.j

ushkln:

Moscow, ha prided himself on a strali.
'f Abyssinian blood.
As a hoy he lived
an atmosphere of frivolity and worldillnefs. Ho began to writo when he was
til the aristocratic
Lyceum of Tsarkoe
Selo.
HIa poetry showed Proncli Influence: his verscH were hailed enthusiastically. At Petersburg he was prominent

!')f

psychologist, as a sounder of dark recesses in the human soul. Even now his
"Eternel Marl," perhaps his masterpiece,
is unknown to many of his American

analysed

finely

Is

came

the

and poet,
European
by

Prince

Mirsky.)
In spite of his amours, his dissipations, Pushkin wrote Indofatlgably. Ills
"Eugene Onegln," "Gypsies," "Boris
Godunov," "The Queen of Spades,"

"The

I

j

I

Covetous

"The

Knight,"

Btone

Guest" are only a few of hla works
that have excited the Interest of musical composers and the admiration of
the literary worM. He Anally married,
Jealousy brought his end, and Jealousy
in this instance was unfounded.
Considering himself Insulted by a letter
sent as a practical joke, he wrote an
injurious reply, and was challenged. His
death by a pistol shot made a tremendous Impression on public opinion. To
av.oid demonstrations at his funeral the
government acted In a singularly crooked

and cowardly manner.

They were strange characters, these
two men; they are revealed frankly,

These notes give only a vague Idea of
these unusual biographies: unusual in
the characterization of the men and
their contemporaries; In the picture of
the society in which they lived; In the
vivid analysis of the more important
works of these glories of Russian literature.

without the malice shown too often in
these days by biographers of the new
school; also without unnecessary and
sentimental apology.
Gogol was more, or less of a morbid,

The concert by the Boston SInfonletta
under the direction of Arthur Fiedler,

genius.
Pushkin was of
world with its outward show; a
man who apparently modeled him.self
on Byron's heroes, as a writer and a
human being. The former, as seen by
introspective

'

this

Mr. Lavrin, was the psychological prototype of Dostoievsky and Tolstoi; Pushkin was more akin to Turgeniev.

von keIn' Klasslker,
"Von keln' Genie
'S'

ment" was at first reud. as a ucit^...,^
story.
Not till *ome years afterward
was there talk about him as a profound

Gogol was of the Ukraine region, deIscended from Cossack stock. His father
vas a "diseased and sentimental" country squire, of a pronounced artistic

temperament, a humorous teller of
stories, fond of acting. The mother was
pi-etty,

not practical, pious, Imaginative,

Their child -was sickly.
He
At school he was a poor student.
was shy, sensitive, unpopular; yet
wishing to seem self-assertive, recklessly gay. He showed already a sense
Truly a
of parody and the grotesque.
complex character; above all, a suspicious nature. He complained of his
rough exterior, while his soul loved everything lofty and beautiful. He constantly analyzed himself. Going to Petersburg, he wrote poetry that was reviewed in a slighting manner. For a
time he was in a government office. He
longed for his Ukraine home, the peasant life, the laughter, and in his fancy
he wrote most of the stories, "The
Kvenings on a Farm Near Dikanka"

Superstitious.

1(1831-2), which made him famous and
showed his real vocation. These storie.s
were free from literary conventions. They
were due to his own whims and wishes.
His subjects were seldom his own; he
remembered folk tales and legends.
Of all men in the world he was the
least fitted to fill the chair of history
in Petersburg University. Only the middle ages interested him. "He bored his

students, and the students bored him."
His stay was short; he returned to literature,
tie
wrote his Petersburg
stories, of which "The Cloak" Is the
best; he turned playwright; he wandered over Europe. Then came his mas-

which contains
terpiece "Dead Souls,
the celebrated apostrophe to Russia,
and by this novel, his play, "The Revizov." and the Ukraine tales his plaoe
"

in

Russian literature,

in

all

literature,

if
assured.
Dissatisfied with himself,
he was dissatisfied with the world. The
tragic death of Pushkin shattered his
already weak frame. His melancholy
was enlarged. He hagan to disapprove
the negative characters he had created.
He h.id "a desperate will to religion,"
all the more sincere because he suspected his own lack of religion.
Tormented by doubts, he thought of becoming a monk. Shortly before he died,
exhausting his body by fasting, he
wrote: "Have mercy on me, O Lord!
Bind the Satan again through the power
of the mysterious Cross!"

different the

Ufa and character

j

i
I

CONCERT NOTES
scheduled to take place this evening at
the Repertory Theatre, has been postponed to early In the fall.
The Boston Flute Players' Club,
Georges Laurent, musical director, will
give Its 32d concert this afternoon at
3:30 o'clock at the Boston Art Club,
Dartmouth street entrance. The folMr. Lautner,
lowing' will take part:
tenor; Messrs ThiUois and Beale, vioArtieres, viola; Zighera, 'cello;
lins;
Girard, double bass; Laurent, flute;
Speyer, oboe; Mimart, clarinet; Allard,
Sanroma,
bassoon; Valkenier, horn;
piano. The program will be as follows:
instruwind
for
Juon, Divertimento,

ments and piano,

op.

Mabel W.

51.

Daniels, three songs (I cannot bide. The
Last Song. Cherry Flowers) for high
voice, string quartet, and piano (Miss
Beethoven, Septuor
Daniels, pianist).
for violin, viola, 'cello, double bass, clari-|
net, bassoon and horn.
The "Pop" concerts at Symphony
hall, Mr. Jacchia, conductor, begin tomorrow night. See special notice.
May 5, Wednesday, Jordan Hall, 8:15
P. M., Walker Chamberlain, baritone;
i

•

Arthur Landers,

Songs:

pianist.

Old

English, Phyllis has such charminggraces, Lulli, Bois epais from "Amadls."
Carlssimi, Vittorla,
Pergolese, Nina,

Rachmaninov,
core.
Morning.
Tchaikovsky, Where dancing was loudChadwlck, Allah. Coleridge-Tayest.
lor, Life and Death, Old English, Drink
B. H.
to me only with thine eyes.
Adams, The Full Tide. Carpenter, May,
the maiden. Hatton, Bid me to Live.
Piano pieces; Bach, Slclliano. Scarlatti,
Sonata, C major. Debussy, Jardins sous
mio

G

plule.
Rachmaninov, Prelude,
Grlffes,
The White Peacock.

la

major.

|
|

RagmufCin.

Ireland,

The Pierian Sodality

1808

of

of

Har-

}

vard University will give a concert next

Wednesday night

at 8:15 o'clock at the

Fine Arts Theatre.
I'aul

Franck

will give

an organ reci-

tonight at the AVellesley Hills Unitarian Church at 8 o'clock.
Music by
Boellmann, Couperin, Byrd, d' Aquln,
tal

Guilmant,
Bonnet.

Bach,

Widor,

K.

jiTanclt,

The Boston Civic Symphony orcneaJoseph P. Wagner, conductor, will
give a concert In Jordan hall on Sun-

tra,

day,

May

9,

at 3:30 P.M.

Paul Mimart,

clarinetist, and Harold Schwab, pianist,
win assist. The program will be as

follows:

March, "Pomp and Circumstance". .Elgar
Bulte. "Peer Gynt" No. 2, Op. 55.... Grieg
Ali"-''''»ioi' of the Bride
Arabian Dance
,>u,wr.; » Suit;

Rhapsody

for Clarinet, piano

and strings
F. 'Wagner

3.

dedicated to Mr. Mimart
Beethoven
Bymphony Uo. 1, C, Op. 21
Schubert
Overture vo "Rosamunde"
First

time;

h Wni now and tlTen aDoUt tne cnaracier oi an in-i
One may d
terpretation, bui the expression of his individual thinking is interesting,!
yes, instructive to those who are not slaves to some long established tra-«.
Many actors have been seen aa
dition, often without a foundation.
Hamlet on our stage. There was a marked difference in their general
conception and in the details of stage business. Did any one of these
actors fail to excite interest?
cnara^Sized by some who deplore
r.^-Z'''"''^Z'V''jlln^s
in the coffin of Johannes
burled
E. S. Willard was the one noteworthy exception. The Brahms of Mr.
Ind really believe that music was
Koussevitzky may not be the Brahms known to the routine, time-beating
Brahms.
conductor, but as speaking through Mr. Koussevitzky he is an emotional,
discomfiture of the
To the amazement, no doubt to the
This same producer of works by the radical gthool
lo. the names glorified Brahms.
mmonty.
the
in
more
and
who we are plad to say, are more
composers plays with a peculiar grace and elegance the music of long bygone years.
these
of
one
Each
rest.
If Brahms and Beethoven led all the
One does not say of him and the Lord be praised! that he is a Beethoven
It Is true
friitTd with seven performances
from Beethoven s Eroica "specialist," a Strauss "specialist," or any other "specialist." He is a man
march
funeral
the
that
repeated;
was
brahms
memory of all schools, of all periods.
announced prograni;
si" phony was played twice outside the
Even without
Kneisel
Franz
of
memory
in
and
The people hear him gladly. Not only in Boston, as is shown by
Ivilhelm Gerklce,
named would have led
Sis extra number, and the repetition, the two
^erho^ necessary extra concerts; there is the same story in cities that he visits.
Strauss,
and
Debussy
This city has reason to be proud of him. He is' a great conductor.
Who were next in order?
5°!^ .^^'^^i
Stravinsky
(one repetition);
Possible failings, limitations of a trifling nature to which a few refer, not
Prokofieff (one repetition); Ravel
each;
three
(one repetition); Tchaikovsky, Wagner,
."^^^f'j,^^ y- without a touch of bitterness, are more to be valued than the pedestrian
(repetition j n
Mozart, Respighi f
,
monotonous virtues of other conductors. These failings come from
Liszt. Mendelssohn, Moussorgsky,
each.
^^le romantic, the imaginative, the enthusiastic n&ture of the man; they are
Korsakov, Vivaldi (repetition); Weber, two
P. H.
Tailleferre, Vivaldi, was as a, feather in the balance, weighed dovvn by pure gold.
Music by Copeland, Gilbert, Imbert, Spelman.

d d with the
orchestra
Boston Symi
^'^^g^^j ^nej
'*lVe*46th season of the
The season has been a brilliant, an
nf ln<!t nicht
it
for
o note the H^omposers represented
5; Is itere ? ng
pay special attention first to
supposed Sat \lr. Koussevitzky would
anarchists, as^ey
contemporanebiis
wild-eyed
the
Se Russians, then to
*

—

—

m

S

'

Lekeu. Roussel. Tans-^

''''tusZ by'DeTmatGalliard, Hindemith. Imbert.
in this
man, was performed probably for the first time

country.

eorgsky.

performed for the first
The pieces by Chausson and Satie-Debussy,
organizations.
other
by
here
played
been
had
time by this orchestra
the first time at these
The following composers were represented for
Satie. Spel-

''''''

Hindemith, Imbert, Purcell.
concerts: Corelli. Delmas, Galliard,

adoption), Copland,
"^"'Amerira^'composers represented were Bloch (hy
Gilbert, Loeffler, Spelfnan.

disturbed by this fact.
There were few -soloists, nor was the audience
orchestra, is a sufficient soloist
Mr. Koussevitzky, with the admirable
to him by Liszt of
Mr Stratton was the only singer. The music given
call for vocal charm or vocal
not
did
Prokofieff
by
and
psalm,
the 13th
nature, and he is to be praised
finesse; it was chiefly of a declamatory
recitatives assigned to
difficult
extremely
for hi^ performance of the
Enesco (with Mr. Hutche-.
him by Prokofieff. The violinists were Messrs.
Concert; Mr. Thibaud, whom it is
son, pianist) in Chausson's long-winded
Szigeti, who, preceded by enviable
Mr.
and
hear;
to
pleasure
a
always
attack of the grip, was probreports concerning his ability, owing to an

ably unable to do himself full justice.
.
^,
artist of the first
Mr Lefranc, the leader of the viola section, an appreciation
in his
popular
regards
rank was perhaps unfortunate as
Nor was Mr. Allegra's choice of Debussy s
selection of Bloch's suite.
violoncelhst, again
for clarinet a happy one. Mr. Casals, the
. ,

rhapsody

incomparable art.
delighted the audience by the display of his
were Mr.
We have mentioned Mr. Hutcheson. The other pianists
dull first condevoted as ever to Brahms, and who else plays the

Bauer

manner? Mxj_ Lhevmne. who
certo of that composer in so masterly a
concerto, and Mr.
gave a remarkable performance of Tchaikovsky's first
and composer.
Prokofieff, a Tnost interesting apparition as pianist
concert
There was a welcome absence of ^he prima donna, with her
criticism of the
harsh
or
admiration
the
excite
to
costumes
airs gi-aces,
introduced
two'audiences. Corot, when he was once asked why he had not
"Woman disturbs the
a female figure in a certain picture, gently replied:
symphony concert.
landscape." This might be said of a prima donna and a
'

The programs were at times apparently arranged in a haphazard
They were rich in "novelties," some of which were disappointworks so that
ing except in this respect: it is a good thing to hear new
an excuse for
one can know what one dislikes. One does not find easily
Delmas; Hindemith's
the performance of the overture to "Penthesilee" by
him
mcerto was noteworthy, chiefly by its rhythmic energy, yet to pass
considering his present prominence in the European musical world,
in
Id have been a pity; Roussel's suite from "Padmavati" is austere

manner.

'

rientalism, devoid of emotion, lacking in the sensuousness expected
eason of the subject; Sp'elman's "Assissi" was probably .chosen as a
pliment to the American composer, but there were some agreeable
fortunately,
,es in it; Miss Tailleferre's little pieces were pretty and,
further acquaintance
-rt; Tansmar's Sinfonietta excited a wish for a
-with the man; Irabert's "Song of Madness" is inferior to his "Ports-ofCall," and was poorly placed after Prokofieff's trejnendous "They Are
Seven." Lekeu's fantasie is hardly worth while.
On the other hand, the unfamiliar compositions by Copland, Galliard,
Gilbert, Vivaldi, Bloch (Concerto Grosso), Respighi. Stravinsky, ProkoLoeffler, were well worth while. Strauss's "Alp" symphony proved to
have amusing pages. So let us forget Rimsky-Korsakov's "Battle at

fieff,

Kerjenetz," ineffective out of the opera' house.

Forty-eight subscription concerts; five

Monday night

concerts; five

Tuesday afternoon concerts; two Pension Fund concerts, besides the trips
of the orchestra; and into all he does Mr. Koussevitzky puts his heart,
How does the man
soul, nervous energy, amazing personal magnetism.
endure the strain?
Not without reason were two pairs of concerts conducted in turn by
Mr. Pless and Mr. Goossens. The latter brought out his own Sinfonietta

and a poetic piece by Delius, who is still too little knovm here. Nor was
it reasonable to expect Mr. Koussevitzky to conduct the three concerts
for

"THE

TWO

ORPHANS"

^^^^^

Boston for the fi-^^*
biher works performed
^^^^^
Liadov Liszt. LoeJJer MousDebussy, Delius, Glasounov. Goossens
StraStrauss,
Rimsky-Korsakov,
Prokofieff. Purcell, Respighi,
in

young people.

There is this to be said about him: One looks forward eagerly to
every concert he conducts, no matter what the program may be. The
question is no longer, "who will be the soloist?" a question asked first of
all by many in the past when there was talk of attending a concert. "Mr.
Konssevitsky will conduct"; that is sufficient announcement, induceme'^'

Facts and Gossip About the Good Old Melodrama of the Seventies
Many are looking forward to the performance of "The Two Orw
phans" tomorrow at the Boston Opera House, and not only on account
of the strong cast. The melodrama, one of the very best of its kind, it
associated in the minds of old theatre goers with many f.imous actora
and actresses. An interesting pamphlet could be written, historical and anccdotical. concerning the adventures of these orphans in the United

j

States alone.

Then there are the legends. It was said, when the play was brought
out in New York at the Union Square Theatre on Dec 21, 1874 (Kate
Claxton, Kitty Blanchard, Marie Wilkins, Fanny Morant, Ida Vernon and
Messrs. Thome, Parselle, Rankin. Mackay. Robson were in the cast) that
Miss Claxton wore a little bag of ice around the neck in the snow scene
so that she might shiver realistically; that she was black and blue with
the pinches bestowed on her by Mrs. Wilkins playing the part of La
Frocharde. for it was whispered the women were not on too friendly terms.
There was a story that Rose Eytinge wished to play Louise; that the
part of Henriette was given to her. but she declined to take it unless it
were "written up" for her. This the management refused to do, so she
consented to play Marianne "in order to strengthen the cast"; but she
thought the role beneath her and after a few weeks Maud Granger replaced her.

i

The tragedy of the fire in Brookline gave rise to a superstition that
the appearance of Miss Claxton, playing the part of Louise after that
memorable event, would be accompanied by similar disasters. The fact
was recalled that fire had influenced the career of her grandfather.
Spencer Houghton Cone. He was an actor until the burning of the th^
atre in Richmond, Va.. when about 200 in the audience lost their lives.
The shock was so great that he left the stage, studied for the ministry
and became an eloquent Baptist clergyman. He endeavored to keep his
son, Spencer W. Cone, from the stage, but he became an actor for a time,
then turned to newspaper work, and in the civil war served as a colonel.
His daughter, Kate Cone, made her first appearance as Kate Claxton at
Chicago.

The success of "The Two Orphans" at the Union Square Theatre
was immediate and grreat. Miss Claxton's picture showing her shivenng
in rags, covered with snow, was sold by thousands. She and Miss Blanchard in their caps were pictured on the front page of music dedicated
to Louise and Henriette.

There has been censorship, also at least one law suit. Late in the
70s the Catholic Institute Dramatic Association of Newark. N. J., prepared a performance of "The Two Orphans." The president, Monsignor
Doane, forbade the performance on the ground that incidents of the
prison scene tended to justify the sin of falsehood. The managers tntn
obtained a revised version which had been performed by a Roman Catholic association in Baltimore. This version was thought to be free from
any objectionable feature. The attention of Bishop Wigger of the aiocese was called to the play after there had been two performances. He
sent for the manuscript, read it, and prohibited its performance, by every
Catholic society in the diocese.
And so when Victor Hugo's "Les Miserables" was published many
Catholics and Protestants protested against the scene in "Fantine" in
which a nun lies to Javert in order to save Jean Valjean, protested at the
lie itself and Hugo's eloquent justification of it.
'

It is surprising to note that Hart Jackson, the translator from the
French, tried for some time in vain to place his translation in any theatre of New York. The play was not without adventures in Boston.
When A. M. Palmer brought out here in' the fall of 1904 his revival at
the Colonial Theatre, "by arrangement with Kate Claxton, its present
owner" Grace George, Sarah Truax, Mrs. Le Mojme, Elita Proctor Otis,
Bijou Fernandez, Clara Morris, James O'Neill, Wm. Beach, Louis James,
he said that after the
J. E. Dodson and J. L. Finney were in the cast
long run at the Union Square Theatre he let out the play at a royalty of
$25 a performance. "I offered it to R. M. Field, manager of the Boston
Museum. He came over to New York to see it. He was delighted v-ith it,
but thought it was not suited to Boston. Subsequently I let Mr. Tompkins, manager of the Boston Theatre, have it for a run for $3500.
He
cleared $30,000 on it in one run. This is only one of the many occurrences I have observed, showing that managers of long experience ar*
not always sound in their judpment as to the merit of plays."

—

—
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I

follow the faun? Ifs all vajrue aru
"The Last Song,"
rather fascinating.
by Aldington is In praise of death.
••Cherry Flowers" by Agnes Campbell
(or she>q
Is a love song in which h«
exclaims "And most I need thee In th«»'
Spring"; not "I need thee every hour."
These three poems, however, are able
to excite musical thought and expres-

The first performance at the Boston Theatre was on Dec. 13, 1878,
and the play then ran seven weeks. Mmes. Claxton, Barry, Wilkins,
Poole, Hunter, Hayden; Messrs. Wheelock, Allen, Shewell, Gustavus Levick,
Magrulnnis.
Kate Claxton, Marie Wilkins and Joseph Wheelock (tha
chevalier) were especially engaged.
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To

The Boston Museum Anally brought out the play after the, success
at the Boston Theatre was so pronounced. The principals were May
Davenport, Annie Clarke, Mrs. Vincent, Georgia Tyler, Sadie Martinet,
Alice Carle, Charles Barron, William Seymour, J. S. Haworth, Geo. W.

HIS ASTRONOMICAL JOKE
As the World Wages:
Seeing In The Herald my letter
April 22d,

While

to be baldly lit-,
Miss Daniels succeeded In catching
the
the mood of the verses, and on
«uad.
other hand had due regard for form
the
She, Mr. Lautner and
sequence.
by an
quartet were heartily applauded
room^
'audience that filled the exhibition
When Beethoven brought outcrltnis
cs
the
Vienna
at
Septet in 1800

Wlthout attempting

When "The Two Orphans" was

played at the Howard Athenaeum, McKee Rankin, John Stetson and Isaac B. Rich were summoned to the
United States district court to show why a temporary Injunction should
not be issued to restrain them from performing that play or any other
play under that title at that theatre. A series of like proceedings had
been brought against Rankin throughout the country, and in every caso
he triumphed. For he had purchased the sole American right \o John
Oxenford's version, prepared for Henry Neville when the piecQ was itrst
trandated into English and produced at the Olympic Theatre, Londoiv
on Sept. 14, 1874. So the play was seen at the Howard in July, 1876.
The version differed in many respects from Hart Jackson's which had
been given at the Boston Theatre.

I

I

perhaps ought

to you.

m

was studying psychology
(who

later

went

good deal about
about the
the power of suggestion, and

general obliviousness of the ordinary
him
person to the things he sees around
This Intriguing me a good
all the time.
out; and did
deal, I resolved to try It
started out
60 In just this same way. I
about
premise
major
with an erroneous
point
the horns of the moon (which
had
away from the sun as your artist
joke
(?)
little
a
them), and developed
I got completely away
In consequence.

I

I

dls
praised the "taste and 'eellng
The work became so
played therein.
could not
popular that the composer
Czerny,
to
According
it.
endure
angry because of the

i

feel that

college. Dr. MacDougall
to Harvard), told us a

eral,

Wilson, Alfred Hudson.

I

make an explanation

to

|

of

Beethoven grew

«hich It was
universal applause with
The theme of the variations
be a Rhenish folk song.
In
Boston Flute Players' Club

with

There were a number of re-

Itl

osten-

plies based on what I seemed
sibly to be talking about, but

.received.
lis said to

nobody
though
detected the lunar Inaccuracy
month

The

everyone sees that moon every

1

In his

life.

>, «...
always look for the Boy Friend picsaw
ture In the morning, and when 1

I

The melodrama has been played at other theatres
Museum and the Howard.

in

Boston than the

1

the cartoon of the 22d

Several pages in the proposed pamphlet could he devoted to curious
criticisms on certain performances. In New Orleans the critic of the Timea
asked why the business in La Frocharde's hovel had been changod so
that Jacques instead of being killed outright by Pierre is "tamfily hindcuffed and led off by the gens d'armes? It strikes us that this consummation leaves behind it a sense of disappointment and of dramatic effect.
The audience demands the 4eath of Jacques as the only fit and propel
In the case of La Frocharde also, may we inquire
denouement.
why this character is so incurably fond of giving a strong Irish brogue
outrage the intelligent people by the brogue?
.
.
to her speech?
or is this the fruit of an amiable delusion that a French accent ought
One is as bad as the other. The play is an English
to be observed?
translation and English ought to be the language spoken. . . .
might remind Mr. Hall that civilization now sanctions the refusal to admit infants to evening performances. Justice to the patrons of the theatre demands that he protect them against nuisances so flagrant AS

club has always been to give the best
concerts within Its power. It has constantly striven to increase the Interest
and artistic value of the concerts by
securing new pieces which should appeal to the lover of chamber music,
as well as the services of prominent
visiting artists."

...

To

i

lows:
flute,

The program was as

ality or individuality; highly respectablu

academic

Mabel W. Daniels, Three Songs
—I Cannot Bide, The Last Song, Cherpiano.

tet

—for high

voice, string quar-

a

and piano (Miss Daniels, planist^

viola, 'cello,

time, diversion.
Unfortunately all divertlmentl, while they may be a pastime
for the players, are not a joyous entertainment for the audience. They are

Rondino,

has

a curiously common
the sort that Is some-

chief subject of
times called a "Strassenlied," but

Beethoven,

Septet Op. 20, for violin,
double bass, clarinet, bassoon and horn.
It would be Interesting to know when
the word "divertimento," for a Suite
of musical pieces, a Suite akin to a
"Serenade" or "Cassation" came into
The 18th century dictionaries of
use.
music knew It not. Goldsmith used the
word, but with him It meant any pas-

he escaped from
wrote five

and

movements which, while they are not
of marked importance, are sufiflciently
agreeable.
The first, an Allegretto,
might have been composed by a fluent
Frenchman In pastoral mood. The two
Intermezzi and the Fantasia that followed are more labored.
The Finale

divertimento Op. Bl for
oboe, clarinet, bassoon, horn and

ry Flowers

Influence

worked up with considerable

skill

it

Is

and

energy.
It

is

needless

to » say

that the per-

formance by the accomplished artists

was excellent.
The poets that attracted Miss Daniels
were KUen Janson, whose "I Cannot
Bide" is fanciful, with a "shadow
woman" and a faun, who prevented the

I

i

hero, or heroine, from staying
somebody's garden, and Inspired him
with a wild desire to foUiw.

poet's
in
I

(or her)

s
the tagget wet.

'

years ago, but I

of

anything except the carelessness

the
gross and shameful libel against
reputation of a fascinating young girl
structure of
Sir,, I assure you that the
evidence against her is founded on a
quicksand. In "Elements of Astron-

omy," by Young, section 157, I read, 'It
the
that . .
Is to be noticed also
horns are always turned away from the
with
yourself
for
It
sun." You may try
your reading lamp and an apple or any
.

other spheroid.
Even If the horns did point toward
the early morning they
the sun,
would point downward. Oh, twice Imhad
potent conclusion, that Miss PaUy
been out all night!
Supposing
But. anyway, who oareiT
year
she had been out all night. In the
Perhaps a
1926. what does that prove?
the
In
late dance and a little drive.
are
sedate circles In which I move, few
force their
so obstinate as to attempt to
the
In
function
senescent joints to
dance much after midnight. But youth?
The blessedly young, damn
Ah, youth
but
them, can continue their charming,
rather galvanic dances as long as
battery of
the almost Inexhaustible
youth retains a vital ^park.
that
choose,
you
If
me.
So prove to
Miss Patsy Is a little too unconventionMiss
like
Is
Even so, I venture she
al
Pannle Brlce's Camille of cherished

m

I

—ah—

memory, who said, "I've been a naugh
awfully good comty, naughty girl,—but

Chinese laundryman."

Sing, sending a bundle from
Montezuma St. Prescott, wrote on

;

|

"Please with care the rain no
This Is cleaning of laundry."

CHILDURNS' BEDTIME STORRIE
By Snowshoe AX

j

.

sense.

Juon,

me many

my

Mr Yee

'

of disdain.
The cruel feature of the case Is the

more diverting than, a musical
"Humoresque" Is necessarily humorous
either in the modern or the Elizabethan

fol-

tion In
1

R. M. Packard
crescent
tells us that "the horns of the
moon always point toward the sun,"

htm

In Berlin.
In this Divertimento

ronia, piano.

before the

have too clear a recollection of his abilto accuse
ity as an Incipient astronomer

no

Speyer,

.

And now Mr.

less forgot

music as becomes a teacher of composition at the High School for Music

Messrs

I

and proves the»»v that Miss Patsy Is
not a nice glrll Mr. Packard doubt-

oboe; Mlmart, clarinet;
Allard. bassoon; Valkenler, horn; San

flute;

tenor;

^

Ible

vation.

Informaalong this

Herald from
B. H. C. writes to The
Skull Valley, Arizona:
* rain
"Arizona has had the heaviest
Hence the literary reacfor 40 years.

soms
woefully Ignorant in regard to
for
simple feature of their own field, as,
example, that an astronomer might be
misinformed ab6ut something discern
by the most elementary lay obser-

Beale, violins; Artleres, viola; Zighern,
Glriard, double bass; Laurent,
'cello;

Lautner,

new moon

hearsay,

line?

Many years ago I found that the
most learned professional men might be

present season: Mr.
ThlUola nnd

last concert of the

be a

I

Wags may have

ATs the World
tion, other than

I

Paul Juon, whose Divertimento was
heard here for the first time. Is a
Russian by birth, who going to Germany, is far more German than RusIsian in the music by him that has been
performed In Boston. His Fantasy on
Danish Folk-Songs, played here at a
Symphony concert led by Dr. Muck in
1913; his Trio Caprice played here by
Messrs. Schelllng, Hess and Schroeder
in 1908 are not conspicuous for origin-

Boston yiute
Players' Club, Mr. Laurent, musical director, took place yesterday afternoon
at the Bostoh Art Club. This was the

H

away from the sun."

A. M. Palmer's remarks about the faulty judgment of managers
have been quoted above. How about his ovm judgment concerning "Th«
Two Orphans." We now quote from that excellent book, ",3ixty Years of
the Theatre" by John Ranken Towse.
"•
Che Two
Speaking of the Union Square Theatre, he characterizes
Orphans" as a "remarkable specimen of constructive skill in roir antic melodrama"; in the plenitude of its incident, rapidity and sustained interest of action, and succession of constructive melodrama; and it was
perfectly act^." He then speaks of the triumph as accidental. He tello
how Hart Jackson hawked it about New York; how Palmer would have
nothing to do with it. Agnes Booth happened^ to see the manuscript at
the office of Jarrett & Palmer. "She read it, was immensely impressed,
she knew good melodrama when she saw it." Palmer got wind of th3
negotiations and bought the manuscript from Jackson, who was desperately hard up, for the ridiculously small sum of $700. "Even when the
play was in rehearsal he did not fully realize what a prize he had obP. H.
tained."

of the

-will

have
[middle of May, and all citizens will
themselves
tJw chance to oSserve for
of the
the plain fact that the horns
crescent moon always point straight

joy forever."

By PHILIP HALE

ailro--

Is

C. 'W. McK. writes:
, ,
date of In"I am trying to find the
(Syrlntroduction of the common Lllao
the United
Ka vulgaris Linnaeus) Into
s diaIt appears In Washington
States
It Is probable
ries as early as 1785 but
In
country
this
In
that it was growing
17th century. Is
the eariy part of the
of
possible that some of the readers

lard "Vale:

Note this criticism of a revival at the Union Square Theatre, Nerr
York. "Mr. Ramsey's Pierre is addicted to sore eyes and a snivel. Wheni
anybody who saw, F. F. Mackay in the part lay eyes on Ramsey, the
least he can do is to fold his arms and roll his eyes up in silent resignation. Mr. Ramsey is very pretty in store clothes, and with some
curled hair pasted upon his face by the aid of gum arable. And when he
is killed off in the second or third act, he is just too lovely by half. But
in five acts of sore eyes and raps, he is neither a thing of beauty nor %

The 32d concert

an

ploying your column^ror^such^a^n-ose.

from BalMr. Steven T. Bylngton wrote
"There

FLUTE PLAYERS'

my

'

pointing
Patsy, and horns of the moon
picture.
away from the sun. aa In the

babies."

I

jest in these day8~aboift

nomlcal subject

Wa

6

resurrected

,

a serious matter, and
taken seriously. A
Ithe Jesting may be
Pa/ikard wrote
few days ago Mr. B. M.
Friend." Miss
a letter about the "Boy

1

Why

.

I

again; and I sinold prank and tried It
resent my emcerely hope you will not

Boston, the

1

i

fer
Reginald Rabbit wuz a salesman
Kumpany. He
tha Deep Woods Carrot
funny
kalm home every nlte loaded with
On this particular nlte, Mrs.
Istorrles.
path
Rabbit herd him kumlng along tha
"That bozo Is loadlaffing tuh hlsself.
time,
this
storrles
ed with more than

I

,

|

|

I

sez

"Good evening, deerle,
sez she.
Reginald, halting In tha doorway.
married guys alius halt In

All'

tha

wtse
Tha cemetaries »3
l^'^
doorway.
walked rite
married salesmen wot have
Inkwlrlng If
inter there homes without
calls fer them.
there wuz eny fone
ICum here till I smeU yer brethl" sez

tha better seven-ates.

"Now, now,

my

admit
are
"Tew needn't," sez tha squaw, I"yew
suppose
supper:
fer
a haff hour late
switchveW wuz parked around sumwith
Tha
board, swapping fairytales
there
'-Wuz
Giggle."
Volse With Tha
me?" sez Reginald as
!a fone call fer
tha table an Btarted
!he sat dcwn at
"YES
account.
expense
padding his
Reginald
at him
sez tha wife, glaring

deer" sez Reginald, "I

will

'I
(dropped tha subjlckt Immediately.
Keep
storrle." sez he.
11st herd a swell
Chain, "yer sto,
it" sez tha Ball an'
.ver
1

rles

is

entirely too rlskay,

an

If

I

tuh 'ttle
hear yew telling eny uv them
wair tha vU,.lng
Feelix, I'll put yew
m." Jlst then
hours Is frum 6 tuh 8 p.
Mrs. Rabbit slipped
tha fone rang.
then went tub
iReglnald a dirty look an'
Reginald stopped writing an
ar,?^r It
sez tha wlfej
"Hullo,"
Bul'hls hat on.
etc.. eto.
"oh hullo, Maggie darling,
started
HeKlnald took his hat off an'
'
thru talkwuz
she
Wen
iting again.
haff started tuh set
ing tha useless
rang again. Reeltha' table. Tha fone
"Hullo." sez Wfrs.
on.
nald put his hat
yet—yes,
Rabbit- "no. he alnt nome
yew called—Miss hoo?"
tell him
T'll

"MAMA," howled

little

Feelix.

"MAMA!

PAPA WENT OUT!"
I
!l

1

1

The Emperor Augustus was an en"He banished
theatregoer.

lightened

pylades out of the city of Rome and
pointed with his
Italy, because he had
hissed him
finger at a spectator who
out of the stage, and bo mada him ta be
juiown,'i

I

V

pany."

seems to me that
"Astarte's bedlamonded crescent
Distinct with Its duplicate horn"
readily to
Is too beautiful to lend Itself
the sinister cerebrations and ratiocinaand
astronomer,
scandalous
tions of the
this time It has tricked him sadly.
FORREST F. HAltBOUR.
Mansfield.

I

It

SYMPHONY HALlr— "Pops."
This was the program for last night's
"Pops":
Berlotz
Hungarian March
Thoijias
Overture to "MIgnon"
2
Scherzlno, Op, 18, No.
r 'i'',.-\!^

iconcert, the first of the

Moszkovski-Jacciiia
Fantasia from "Resurrection".
Erahmfl-Jacehia
Rhapsody in E-flat

1

liianager,-

itel

ply

ni<

men

conw.
is opposed to his good

at the ilr.iinauo

>
..

.

1

"T.innhiiuser"
2

"Oaprlcclo

.

.

.

.Wagni

'

il-Jai PhIa,

concert, after all, where people
oat and drink, is not the most fittln,-?
•or music too subdued. Berlioz's March
^wei-s better, music of sonority and

A

bor.

I

I

march

Slavic

carried

all

before

we

ORPHANS'

was

ence

per-

first

Robert Loralie
Wilton Lackaye
Henry E. Dixey
Robert V^^arwlclt

Pleard..
jBC(|ues Frochard
Pierre Frochard
.Marquis de Presles

Jose

Hugh

Rub.;n
Buckl.ir

William Soynnur
Franklin Rich
Joseph Perkins

Doctor
M. de Malily
d'Estreeg
Martin
Le Fl^ur
-I.

Morrison
Charles D. Brov/n
OITicer of the Quard .. .Clement O'Lofrhlen
Chief Clerk In the Ministry of Police
Richard Stuart
Footman to the countess
Wilton Lackaye. Jr.

James

Cunningham

Henry

i^ervant

VB.y

I^ouise
lienrlette

Painter

Mary Nasli
T..May Rol>son
Frochard
;,a
Countess de LInleres. .Henrietta Crosnian
Florence NnKh
Msrianne
Genevieve. .. .Mrs. Thomas Whiff. -n
.-•li.-ster

Marie du Chetto
Carolyn Ferrld.^y

.Tulle

Florette

Ann

Cora

;

Therese

•

i

;

packed Drury Lane?
"The Duke's Motto," hold

Or would

once

in

audience

interested.

"The Two Orphans" stood the
The reasons are not far to seek.

I

I

j

!

test.

The

To those
skilfully constructed.
the social conditions in

story

Is

who

know

France just before the Revolution the
onduct of de Presles and that of de
l

was

Linleres was not only plausible;
Abductions were not
be expected.
uncommon; a father could easily send
A minister
r. disobedient son to prison.
lot police could as easily dispose of a
young woman who ran counter to his
plans.
No one doubts the existence of
.i'jch brutes as Jacques Frochard and his
•M hag of a mother. These characters
the others In the'pjay are not slmit

:

I

to

May

7,

Colonial

And

'

:

in a Taxi,"
from the French, with Arthur Byron and Janet Beecher.

Wilbur—"The Kiss

Last week.
Castle Square— "Abie's Irish
Rose." Last two weeks of Anne

bene-

—

"Andrew Takes a
Copley
Wife," comedy by William H.
Cotton. Third week.

Gill-

^

Tremont—"The Black
new
Pirate," Douglas Fairbanks's
Main, done in
film of the Spanish

May

May

11,

Boston Opera

i

Little

tt
„
House-

i

Charleston

Feature of

of
s

the

reason

ways

It

of cats to

men?

Mr. Arthur Mache?» has been taken
task for asserting that the moth
world of
flies into the flame, seeking a
to

He Is told that the
glory and delight.
reflame Is a directive stimulus; the
sponse of the moth Is a "tactlo tropthere
that
admits
Machen
Ism." Mr.
scientific exis something appealing In
a
"I once remarked to
planations.
that asparaunderstood
doctor that I
a very wholesome vegetable.

him overboard.
this t
Eventually, after all
^
whale-an excenen^^^_
the killing of the
Aha^.
of

i

'

,

of this

trait
Webb's Insistence on

reLr^rdr;?^'--'"^-S
- the hous^e Phys^-an. to^whom

of

i

.

.startling

Barrymore's eye, enlarge
that

'

Vance

ma
o'f'"verV'
,
of j'^erj
ments
temporarily
we
were part and Parcei^oi_
Miss costello, as
deranged seaman
and sad,
Is lovely
above
Inferred
have
„ mm actress who
and what Is more George O'Hara as

she bares

curse
she overcomes the
seeing her daughter
In the hope of
the
to
climax
again forms a thrilling

How

superb and
"""Nazimova's acting was
opportunity to
her ro^ gave her full
ability in emodisplay her remarkable
as Dr.

nV;^'lacal

'

I

I

8
I

;

I

'
I

m

i-"?

.

-Well,

it

mus-

Machen If
^'^Would It have helped Mr.
la a n he had been told that asparaglne
prl-

trogenlzed crystalllzable co'^POJind.
maly malic diamide, C4 H4 OS (f^H-)
J.
v. iiei
and by prolonged contact with hot
ammonic malam.ite
It Is converted Into
'his
Mr Herkimer Johnson gave ustold us
>'aruable Information; yet he once
in
he could not pass his examination
Lowell
chemistry at Tale. As President
education
aptly said a few da>-9 ago,
does not stop with graduation.

"Some time ago I was horrified to see
eandwlchman bearing aloft a placaru
of
on which was written. Millions
Chinamen have never heard of John the
wonI
you?'
Baptist. Is it nothing to
if.
dered what one's feelings would be

!a

there a^e few more
current films man

he.

flavor o

camera work here-^^^pt

unhappy Capt^ Ana

said

There Is a distinct
gusness.
about these
the Scholastic Philosophy
I am reminded
explanations.
"L^t^'n
that a
tinus Scriblerus. who showed
It posmeatjack roasted meat because
propsessed an Inherent meat-roastln«

ders through the
Esther is not
discovers, that
ford and
B^"ir;UhaPPlly^af^teraa
aead.
which the director
And one thing for has"no't>rettifled
ere
deserves ''"^'ditTe
the final close-up.
Mr. Barrymore •for
Barrymore is exThroughout, John --J^,hn -orout In his «
cellent. and the only

expies

that so?'

asparaglne.
be due to the presence of
Asparaglne' signifies, I suppose, aspara-

tosses

and reveals the powe

portrayal. George Thorpe
friend and
Maxwell, who becomes her
to moral vloadviser and points the way
cast .T. ln,
the
to
tory, added strengtii

why

manner.

Dick.

Moby

did not give tho
acts in this extraordinary
And who will Justify the

them out;" but he

•Is

mother love in its deepest on the
ofana is found insensible

St

lank

gus was

on

heart.

He becomes a

o<

tV\"
captured the hearts
Keith's
at
evening
last
audience
niana
Theatre In
''
by
sTt
j Ba^sH
^'jlVhaf
Thathori,
play
one-act
the
In
P>^"^ '/^ °^
MacDonald Hastings. The and
curtain
enthusiastic audience
.^n
Nazimova is Keiths
calls proved that
season.
the
bicest headliner of
challenges mod!°he plot of the play

pXsophy

;

Not all the British are concemeu
with the thought of a general strike.
Some are asking why a moth rushes
into a. candle flame; others are wonderIn* ftt the fondness of th* o»t tm catnip or catmint. Goldsmith la hU Natural History observed that the cat wa?
excessively fond of valerian, marum ant:
catmint. "Against these it rubs, Bmell?
them at a distance, and last It wear?

Mr.
factor of the acting of
loveliness of Dolor, s
and tAe exceeding
one of the
heroine
costello as the
ladies
screen's most radiant
rather at
or
As Gapt. Ahab Ceeley,
harpoonist, and only
first as a mere
Barrymore Is a
later a captain,
when In 1°^^—a.
fearless hero, except
youth is
'announce-whose
he subtitles
whale lobs
ermlnated when the white the meta
And then
leg.

orders

~

star
Nazlmova, famous emotional
the s poken stage -d^'^^

an unerrm

^na gloating Ghlnaman, -/-^-^^f
ship to

Also

Program

.bavld Torrence
...V.LlUlan Lelghton
Charles Farrell
j^an Standing

.

film

turned

Bardson Bard

Ben Murnio
A"fUf ^^Sm
Isabel McNeil
Timmy....
Alice McNeil

half ^' Oth- Derek
thi perton of Ahab's
and it Is he ^^h.
who also loves Esther,overboard
to tn.
tosses his brother
The
sequences
early
the
in
wha!e
j'th the storm,
great climax comes
hy a strai s
when Barry more, egged on

PLAY
Is

"Moby

excellently
"directed with

Gloria Hope

Judith Moore

kinship, or lack
Sea
Dick," this

an

Madice B*li»™y
Leslie Fenton
Harrison Ford

Ramon Worth

'carklng, Satanic
^.f^f^'^Tnd^hat
thing, anu
maniacal, bent on one
white whaJe
the capture of the
In
villain,
vu
ThPFfl Is of course, the

ATKEmrSTHEATRE
Contest

Bardson Bard, and others.

Je^U^y^l* a^,!^

its

him of his
m^phosls begins.

Wife."

IN

is

LOEWS STATE—

1

Follows

NAZIMOVA

Second week.

roles.

been

iryffo'rTu'pen^^-and
Ano
storm sequences.
X;=.<rnificent
re?e'fs"of course, the
^-^^^e
Barr>more,

"Sweethearts,
Victor Herbert's
Juniors
done by the Jewish
Qopley—"Eliza Comes to Stay,
farce in three
bv E V. Esmond, a
"Andrew Takes a
acts.'

Dallas

possessed of soine

i

"The

with

it,

Beast"

„
Repertory—"The Swan," Molof ariscomedy
satirical
nar's

Follows
tocracy.
Minister."

T

BuTaside from

of

10,

Technicolor.

Minis-

-with Peg Entwistle and
Anderson in principal

comedy,

the

Little

of Barrie's popular

Sandy McNeil.
Douglas Keith

with
Hat," Michael Arlen's plan,

Katherine Cornell, Margalo
more and Leslie Howard.

re\'1val

Hyde,
he is quite unsurpasL tur^ln which
Lon
malodorous
saWe even by the more

r-^^t^an Turn

Wilbur—"The Green

10,

drama— it has

fli™

Repertory—"TTie
ter,"

"Sandy." with a
Bel arny Harcast fhlt includes Madge
Gloria Hope,
Fenton,
rlson Ford, Leslie

fit.

May

Moby Dick"—for

what was

famous comedy.

Nichols's

purposes
-to a^rom^Uic^an^^^^^^^^^^^
eonverted" ir
.elodrama of
on the
emphasis
^^^^I
the

1

I

in this

of

—Actors'

Ada-May.

with

farce

COMING

er?.

today

'

Back Home"\

^

Delaflold

Bess Tutfle
Mrs. J. R. Hurloy
Many wondered, no doubt, how "The
Two Orphans" would eeem to them afEven with the exter so many years.
cellent cast of last night, would not the
play be hopelessly old-fashioned? Would
Would
not the dialogue sound stilted
r.ot the situations seem Incredible?
How many melodramas once popi^lar
vould bear revival? Is not "Belphegor"
:.s dead as King Pandion, whose bones
re lapt in lead? Who thinks today of
The Tower of Nesle?" "Monte Cristo"
died with Fechter in spite of those who
'.ame after him as Edmond Dantes. What
manager would think for a moment of
'..reviving one of the melodramas that
1

comedy,
Seventh week.

cal

Name—Alsa

of Same
"Why Girls Go
etta

sion of

Count de LInleres

I

Shubert-T-"Capt. Jinks," musi-

Photoplay Founded on Oper-

_

formance in New York at the Union
Square Theatre on Dec. 21, 1874.
Chevalier Maurice de Vaudrey

'

Second week.

•

Tessington, composed for the

-Jlater

—

Plymouth "Merry, Merry," mucomedy with Marie Saxon.

sical

.

R. R- G-

VIctorlne

Majestic—"The Big Parade,"
Lawrence Stallings's war film,
with John Gilbert, Renee Adoree
and others. Fifteenth week.

.

By PHILIP HALE
BOSTON OPERA HOUSE— "The Two

'

and Mack and LaThe
skate exhibition.

Z°

Orphans." a play in four acts auc*
feven scenes, translated by N. Hart
Jackson from the French of .A.. d'>.nnery and Eugene Gormon, produced ;il
the Porte-St. Martin, Paris, on Jan.
2S, 1874. Produced at the Boston Opera
House by the Messrs. Shubert In association with Wm. A. Brady, Jr., and
Dwight Deere Wiman. Musi; by Henry

I

Ramon Navarro, May McAvoy,
Francis X. Bushman and others.
Eleventh week.

1-

I

;

songs,

mono-

'

Long may they

flourish!

m

In

and Ray

performance of Mrs. Wilffen, Mis
METROPOLITAN-'-'The Sea Bf asC'
Grossman, Florence Nash, Mr. Ruben,
from Melville^
film
cast:
^-he cast
The
Mr. Lackaye and Mr. Dixey. The others;
uy Millard Webb.
rected
lecteu by
B.irrymore
did excellent work, though Miss Bain-,
Ceeley...Costello
Ahab
convinc-'
Dolores
always
not
was
Louise
as
er
Wiscasset
George O Hara
We have seen more romantic che- Esther
ing.
Derek Ceeley
Mike Donlln
yet
Loraine,
Mr.
of
Flask
valiers than that
Sam Baker
Queequeg
George Burrell
he displayed himself as a well-graced
Perth
.Sam Allen
actor. More sinister Jacques Frochards
Sea Captain
''Frank Nelson
than Mr. AVarwlck, who was brutal but .Stubbs
iiathllde Comont
Mula.
.James Barrows
'vtthout the demoniacal touch. We have
Rev. Wlacasset
Vadin Uranoft
not seen a better Pierre than that of
Sojln
Pip
adwere
parts
minor
Mr. Ruben, the
Fedallas
Frank Hagney
mirably played: witness the scene in
John
has
Brummell"
Not "slnc'^' •Beau'
J.a Salpatrlere. Stage settings and stage
the screen
management were excellent. The waits ..rymoTe-do^e anything -r
were of reasonable length. The audi„nUl this <=™whatl:caWed ver

So the program moved, good music of
all kinds that would be In place, including a beautifully played solo by Mr.
Theodorowicz. The concert gave great
pleasure, so much was clear. Xo doubt
the concerts will.

—

may seem

yet

stirringly.

all

Saltpetriere, lacking.
there is so much to commend,
ungracious to particularize,
were especially Impressed by the

CONTINUING

AT MODERN, BEACON

Where
it

"Songs of Scotland," an"famous melody series."

Colonial "Ben Hur," film version of Lew Wallace's story, with

^'PRINCE OF PILSEN"

La

nates in

it.

Bridal Veil," a romantic

E. G.

entirely

is

"My

interlude of
other of the

In a roller
Fabies
screen events includes Aesop's
news.
review of humor and Pathe

a pleasure to hear English as it was
spoken bv Miss Grossman, Mrs. Whiffen,
and Messrs. Loraine, Lackaye, Dixey
and Seymour. Nor tn this respect were
the younger players, even the unfortu-

Tchalhovsky, after all, knew a thing or
two about rythni and orchestral effect.
As for tho people who used to sniff at
this march as vulgar, they failed to give
Tchaihovsky credit for being 30 years
ahead of his time. Mr. Jacchia read it

revue of

fantasy which lists a revue of wedding
gowns from the 15th century down;
Bruno Stelnbach, pianist, and a scenic

jokes; Art Stanley

Racine

Rue

:

though seems poor enough. Mr. Jacchla's arrangement of the Brahms rhapsody made a stirring effect. And the

that

for this week Include
Murray Anderson's resplendent

Dlvertlmentl
.Tohn

athletic novelty act,

that they have "temperament" and "personality" to the young actors who rely
wholly on speed and lllppancy. Wiat

The •Mlgnon" overture, after Berlioz,
';;ounded delightful; how tastefully, when
all Is said, the fantasy from Altano's
opera pleased, as it hardly could fail to
do, the climax swells so big; the music

least.

!

dances and
Whitaker in a
pedlc dancer; Brown and
Eva
monologue sketch, "A Cook's Tour,
a song cycle;
in
Clark and Dan Gasley
La Kremolina and Darras Brothers,

English
of slip-shod, mangled, garbled
be a
too often heard on the stage should
lesson to the young women who think

on to the floor to damage.
Mr. Jacchia chose much such music,
but he varied his program judiciously.

who led the pursuit of Moby Dick.
titles, except when descriptive of
the action, are sentimental, to say the

w

offering

u-hlmsical
original;

ag Chinaman, and the niasbivc

li

The

In conjunction with
champion of terpthe appearance of this
this week a
slchore Keith's are holding
winners of
the
contest,
Charleston
week as a sepr.hlch win appear next
the bill and after,
a rate attraction on
to meet the
York
wards go to New
champion dancer of that city.
nclude
This week's list of attractions '"Three
the
a snappy musical act by
in
a
Australian Boys," Chaz Chase

;

ihm, which It takes more than a
clattering
a.-=s overturned or a spoon
,

of wWch is laid in a
bis beaut tul
shop, tanny Duggan and
the lates
danclnf partners demonstrate some o dth
effects along

Charleston
fashloned dances.

i'

negro
t

lard

m

RImsky-Korsakov
A vast audlenoe greeted Mr. Jacchia,
with a heartiness which told of admlrath^n and friendly feeling-, too. He richly
deserved It, for he Is a master-hand at
perfectly
which
programs
ji'.annlns
suit the occasion; and, as everybody
knows, he Is a conductor of both grace
and authority.
Ij-ast night, for Instance, Mr. Jacchia
offered a wealth of excellent music, all
well worth the listening to, but little or
none of it so exquisite that folk need
scowl If one ventured a word to a neighi.:o-:.i:

thi>

MllAnother feature attraction Tvassketch
and Martin in a farcical scene
the
entitled "Getting Trimmed,"

If this opposition
brother, tlie <u-lpple.
the manner of Victor Hugo, lover
Is
so is Sister
antltheBis,
dramatic
of the
Oenevleve of kin to the saintly nun in
save Jean
to
lied
"Les Ml.serables," who
hospital doctor
the
\\'hat
Valjean.
says in the play, Hugo had said, speaking for himself.
Then there Is the separation of the
in
sisters; the pathos of the blind girl
the power of La Frochard, while the
Countess as well as Henrietta mourns
Theie is Picard, as Impudent a
;ier.
valet as anyone in a comedy by MoThere are the admirable curtain
liere
quickenscenes, thrilling in themselves,
ing curiosity as to what Is to come. And
is of 1874
if occasionally the dialogue
night the opporit gave the players last
sigplatitude
even
a
unity of making
was
nificant by the manner In which it
spoken.
Perhaps the most impressive feature
of
of the performance was the diction
the older players, which in these days

G"diira-J«ci.-hla
Eapftifnol"

irough which the
by the derangei.

.Ided

1.1

>

hulking scoundrel,

i-

ably sup-

.id,

oi

^

—

o

walking through the stre(rt8 of Pekln,
one saw a Chinaman parading a notice:
•MlUlong of Englishman have never
heard of Confucius. Is it nothing to

JAMES AGATH.

you?- "

I

|

In

i\hlcK

his

in

recipe for his soipewhat hea\'y tart."
But "receipt is the older word (with
this meaning) by about 400 years.

This reminds us that the Springfield
Rppublican, de.'^cribing the new dormitories at Smith College, states that "refectory stables" are being substituted
for the usual round tables.
Box stalls, with plenty of oats and

hay?

KOUSSEVITZKY RADIOS
GREETING TO BOSTON

and envied, the success of Gen. Tom Thumb In London,
lived on potatoes alone for a fortnight,
because he. "wished to avoid Indiges-

Serge Koussevltsky, conductor of the
Boston Symphony Orchestra, who sailed
yesterday from Ne^ York, sent greetings to Boston In a radiogram received
late last night by the Radio Corporation of America, to be delivered here.
The message follows: "From SS. Aqultania to Philip Hale, Boston Herald.
Am sending sincerest wishes to all Boston friends and music lovers." (Signed)

Mr. Herkimer Johnson once informed us that he was strongly prejudiced in favor of creamed iMtatoes.

tion."

The Dally Chronicle is disturbed because the verb to gramophone has blown
Into a shop window in London. What
Is worse will probably come: as there
are misguided persons who "phone"
when they wish to telephone, and send
a "wire" (meaning telegram), so there
will be the verb to "gramo."
The writer in the Daily Chronicle says:
"Ere long we shall telepath and televise,
on the principle that every useful noun
carries a verb In Its knapsack. We already radio, and have long been Xrayed, but we do not talk or write of
being rayed, nor is it common to ask
'Do you ultra-violet for your nerves?'
or 'Shall you river pr sea this summer?'

iic^ ^

Everytlme

who has never been

\

'

I cry:

"O.

Promise,

of

hail!

enough

that

li.

th(;

1

to

all

my

cent..

have sworn
former bonds have rent.
I

appreciate the brilliancy of

"The Marvellous History of St. Bernard," by Henri Gheon, translated by
Barry V. Jackson of the Birmingham
Repertory Theatre, Is attracting the
IntelUgencies of the town. It is really
a beautiful play, making real the vision
of this young saint, and so produced as
One
to carry conviction of its truth.
can but wonder how such a play would
It must be said In all
fare with us.
candor that only in such a centre of
art and tradition as London would Us
appeal be to more than the few, the
Judicious few.
I'm not sure whether "Scotch Mist,"
by Patrick Hastings, has been done In
New York, but if so, I doubt its prolonged success after one learned that it
had nothing to do with Scotch whiskey,
but only with the old triangle story
It is well played
rather brutally told.
and Tallulah Bankhead, a young actress
hailing from Alabama, carries off the
larger share of doubtful histrionic hon-

I

began.

America, I'm thine forever!
For thee all dangers I'd withstand,
And when I board a Ford (if ever)
E'en then I'll bless thee, sacred landl

half a house there: i"n fact. In getting
seats In- advance, the box-office attendant, a young woman, said to the
person In front of me:
"Nothing but
•early door,' sir." What a phrase! How
English, yet it tells the story and recalls the days of my youth when I used
to "rush" for the gallery at the old
Boston on opera nights.

Sweet country thou~shaIt thrive for ages!

To thee the world's newspapers lend
Each day five hundred million pages
And here one more page I extend.
.

.

.

NICHOLAS SLONIMSKT.
At least once a year the news Is published that somebody purposes to raise
the sunken gallles in Lake Nemi. Thi's
time MusBillni will see to the Job.

i

I

\

Suetonius described these gallles as
evidence of the Emperor Caligula's wild
extravagance:

moreover

galleys of
timber, with poops and sterns
v.'ith
precious stones, carrying
built

of

sundry

colors,

tall

containing

by.

The Everyman

in

"receit," we suppose Philemon Holthe translator, meant of large
Rccommodation for persons. Suetonius
nothing
about the galleys being on
aid

By

land,

Lake Nemf; he described them as going
along the coast of Campania.
Some of the timbers and fittings of
:the galleys were fished up in 1875.
Arnong them were beautiful bronze
heads of lions and wolves with mooring!
j

"G. A." asks it "recipe," a statement
ingredients for a dish In cooking is
\ot an Americanism for "receipt."

at

i

PIERIAN

the

Lyceum, at popular

Thorndike

Is

still

last night
the Pierian Sodality orchestra, George
Sidney Stanton, conductor, with Miss
Gladys de Almedia as the visiting soloist and Albert W. Llnd, violin soloist,
gave the following program: Symphony

No. 2 (two movements), Haydn; violin,
BorowskI, Spanish
Adoration,
solos,
Dance, Rehfeld, Albert W. Llnd; Petite
Debussy, En Bateau, Ballet;
Suite,
of the Little Lead Soldiers,
Pierne; Der Fruhllng (arranged for
string orchestra), Grieg; Russian Trepak (from the "Nutcracker Suite").

March
i

'

Tchalkowsky; Soprano solos sung by
de Almeida; Suite from "Sigurd Jorsalfar," Grieg, Introduction, Triumphal
March; Fair Harward.
Mr. Stanton conducted with a firm,
cleat beat. His band often disclosed an
amazingly full, suave tonal quality that
was most In evidence In the Hadyn, one
that was always fresh and unforced,
especially In the string and wind sections. The brass was not so good. But
what Is porbably more, they seemed to
have an admirable sense of ensemble,
and a rhythmic vivacity. Their chief
fault was a tendency to get off pitch.
It was In music of clear cut rhythms

prices.

playing Joan.

doesn't Julia Arthur do the

for us? Her
the superior.

own performance was

same
quite

see all the
American movie successes here, and
would be
films
that
American
also some
barred on the ground of poor quality
from the theatre of Skowhegan, Me.
If

one

wishes

one can

The first of
f,^t they played best.
the I>*bussy pieces, the "pleln-alr" "En
diffuse. Its
top
somewhat
was
Bateaty'
phrases t*9 long sustained, for them
the ballet
did
They
to do It Justus.
the soloist of the
better. Mr. Llnft
violin pieces
orchestra, played two

METCALF RUSSELL.

Miss Mary de Vanny, pianist, a

i

SODAUTY

At the Fine Atts Theatre

I

mem-

Iber of the faculty of the Beaver Country Day School at Chestnut Hill, has
been awarded a scholarship for a postgraduate course with Alfred Cartot at
the Normal School of Muslo In Paris.

iMW

with

warm and

lovely

a good

ieat^

technique.
For entr'acte and vlsltfc* mSalBt,
there was Miss de Almeida, a vienr»»»
who always sings exceedingly Veil, and
whose particular penchant Is for Spansh and Portugese folk songs, which
e sang again last night. In addition
E, O.
>ther3.

Anton Wltek, concert master of the
Boston Symphony orchestra (1910-1918),
has announced his betrothal to Alma
Rosengren, a former pupil. The wedding is expected to take place In Germany this month. His first wife. Vita
Gerhard, remembered here as a pianist,
died last year.

The question was asked recently what
of the pianist Aline Van
The Herald spoke of her
Barentzen.

recent

Hamstead
and now

appearance

In

Paris.

We

ards,

and Dr. R. B.

after

I

—

;

IN JOINT

CONCERT

and ArW?Iker Chamberlin, baritone, to,i?ether
thur Landers, gave a concert
offering the
:ast night in Stelnert Hali

Has Such
following program: "PhylUs
BoU.
Charming Graces," arr. -Wilson,
'
Epais," LuUy; "Nina," ^^^'-.S^'f
^
Cham'

Carnssimi; Mr.,
torla, niio core,
"Sicilana," Bach; Sonata.
berlin.
Sous
imajor," Scarlatti; "Jardins
'

Ipiuie," Debussy; Mr. Landers.
"Where
'ing," Rachmaninoff;

Mo

C
La
n-

Dancing
Allah,
Was Loudest," Tchalkowsky:ColeridgeChadwlck; "Life and Death,"

Prelude, G
Mr. Chamberlin.
Peamajor, Rachmaninoff; "The White
Ireland:
cock," Griffes; "Ragamuflln,"
with
Only
'Mr. Landers. "Drink to Me
iTivior;

I

Sosman,

an eminent

geophyslolst at Washington, D. C, are
Inclined to believe that the core of the
earth Is a ball of solid Iron or Ironnickel

I

1

BARITONE, PIANIST

^

Dr. P. R. Heyl of the bureau of standwho Is busy weighing the earth,

are

now Informed that having married she
made her home in Buenos Ayres. Now

an absence of four years from the
concert stage, she played In that city
with the Symphony orchestra and will
resume her work, purposing to play
with orchestra and In recl'als In Spain,
Switzerland, Poland, Germany and the
iNetherlands.

2

7 'I

had become

of try-outs,

other small theatres within the city,
but outside the theatre centre say as
Somerville and Maiden are to Boston
are sending a lot of plays, many of
which are turning out to be success-as.
One of the latest Is "The Cat's
Cradle," produced at Wynham's old
theatre. Mr. Cllve of the Copley ought
to make a try for it, for while it has
no particular part for him. It could be
well cast at the Copley: it has but
seven characters and one set. It was
written by Mr. and Mrs. Stuart, and is
their first success, if not their first
produced play. It is simple and straightforward In construction, affording a
clean-cut contrast between two halfsisters,
the one getting and giving
honest Joy out of her life of an actress,
the other souring all her own milk of
fiuman kindness and likewise affecting
to a greater or less extent all those
with whom she comes in contact. The
play is replete witli good lines, some
broad enough to require the exquisite
art of Marie Tempest to give them the
right reception, while her husband, W.
Orahajn Browne, who produces the
play, has in the disappointed and disgusted and deported mate of the soured
one, a part out of which Mr. Mowbray
might make much. "The Cat's Cradle"
the seeing of
Is one of those plays

i

—

Shaw's "Saint Joan" Is still going
strong, but at Irvlng's beautiful old the-

—

them baths, large galleries, walking
places and dining chambers of great recclt, with vines also, and trees bearing
apples and other fruit in as much
variety: wherein he would sit feasting
In the very day time among choirs of
^nusicians and melodious singers."

rjngs in their mouths. Caligula's name
was stamped on the leaden water pipes.
It was here that Julius Caesar built a
Villa and pulled it down because it did
There Is an Interesting
yiOt suit him.
description of the lake, the neighborhood, and the sanctuary of Diana in
)he first chapter of Frazer'a "Golden
Bough" (The Magic Art and the Evotion of Kings") then there Is Turn'«r's beautiful picture.

Th'.=atre
list

I

i

The London theatres are still much
tenanted by American productions, but
not without some mild protests from the
critics.
St. John Ervlne of the Observer says: "America is not having
It
all her
own way. Our sagacious
suburbs are also doing their bit toward
keeping West end theatres supplied."
has had a long

I

The accompaniments Mr. tianders
So he did his
played very musically.
solo pieces, with good tone, clean techHe played,
nique, and rhythmically.
furthermore, with a certain amount of
But Mr. Landers will have made
spirit.
a long step forward when he recognizes
that any effect, to make Its way in public, must be emphasized more strongly
than seems right in the studio. Let him
try It once then let the public Judge.
R. R. a.

Paris.

Sybil

wise,

tempted nothing they could not do.
Mr. Chamberlin displayed a voice of
excellent quality at its best; it sounded
tnls best, by the way. In the song by
Adams, where he placed his high tones
the most Judiciously and retained good
resonance throughout. Already he has
acquired an unusual distinctness of
enunciation, to which rae virtue he will
add presently, no doubt, more BlgnlflA
and emphasis.
inflections
icant
smoother legato Is something Mr.
come
to
work
also
should
Chamberlin

not so sure I want to see It again,
while what he tells us of what we
are repeatedly told is "the oldest profession In the world" may all be quite
true. Is it worth while to have It advertised?
In a characteristic letter published In
the program, Mr. Shaw speaks of the
"profession" as a "vested Interest." In
London, and perhaps to a less extent in
may be a
America, the profession
"vested Interest," else why our white
slave laws, but why talk about it so
entertainingly as does G. B. S. In the
play, will be asked, at least by some
whose practices and preachings do not
always agree; who are still governed
by some of the old Puritanical notions
now seemingly out of fashion.
I noted a very full house of what may
be and generally Is referred to as the
"best people." Hasn't the play been recently done In New York? It could be
no offense there. Freedom of speech
and freedom from clothes are better
exemplified In the theatres of that city
than in the theatres of either London or

atre,

showed good

for Instance, to share a program, each perthe
contrast
the
by
gaining
former
In their program, too,
other brought.
atthey
sense;
they showed good

They were

Judgment.

am

,

Just adore a baseball game.
In movies I'm an expert fan,
And chewing gum of Wrigley fame

Industriously

Stelnert hall.
In many respects they

Naturally you would expect me, an
admirer of Shaw, to take the opportunity, denied me in Boston, to see his
I
"Mrs. Warren's Profession."
play,

Why

*^>Qi

"iyK i Wn
Thine E^B," arr. yuiiier,
thp
I'ide," Ernest Harry Adams; "May,
Maiden," Carpenter; "Bid Me to Live,
TIatton; Mr. Chamberlin.
These yoi>g men no doubt gave
their concert to the end of showing
their friends what progress they are
making, to learn, perhaps, for themselves what they can do when face to
They drew out
face with the public.
a friendly audience that all but filled

the lines.

played '.'straight," affording as
genuine an evening's pleasure as one
could ask for.
It's true that some of
the benches at the "Old Vic" may
theatre
is
be hard; that
the
old
dingy and
some of Its accommodations are of 100 years ago, but
it is to be remembered that good productions of the best In plays and opera
are here given at a cost of from 5d. to
5 shillings, or for approximately from
10 cents to $1.25.
I have never seen

|

I

|>t

I

j

and

give us on our earthly trail!"

But true allegiance

Vic,"

In I^ondon,

imagine; a play full of action of a simple
kind, whole-heartedly sentimental, not
too much knaverj', arft Joyous throughout; si'mply staged, simply costumed

Dempsey, Ruth and Sousa, new hope

To my regret I'm forelgni bom
And cannot boast the least per

am

same time as "The Merry Wives of
Windsor" (1599), having as its chief
character. Simon Eyte, a twin brother
of Falstaff, but taking after the mother's side.
A more natural, human, lovable sort of a man would be hard to

from gloomy Europe

Land

"Old

the
I

the

cent!

Thy ice-cream Is a worthy relish,
Thy grape-fruit stands for dally bread
And (the appearance to embellish)
Thy dogs are hot and mammas red!
I sail

to

wish some ought-to-be-knIghted Bostonlan would buy the Castle Square
Theatre, endow a producing company
that the real drama loving people might
see under adequate circumstances andconditions the plays of Shakepeare and
This
the old dramas of his time.
thought was uppermost In my mind as
I saw for the first time
"The Shoemaker's Holiday" by Thomas Dekker
at the "Old Vic," a play publi'shed about

at Ellis

America, thou'lt thrive forever!

Each time

go

I

island.)

Thy dauntless spirit is unbent,
Thy soli is rich, thy pegple clever.
Thy dollar pure to itsliundredth

I

whi'ch I do every time

AMERICA

sails

n.

for,

—

alien

6

j

Mr. Metcalf Russell writes to us from
his adventures In the
theatres of that city:

We

(By an

^

London about

usually the longer and newer nouns
fall into verb form, mainly to
may talk and
save time and space.
write for awhile of "heard through the
microphone,' but the hustle of life is
bound to abbreviate all that to 'microphoned' and quite enough, too.

which

cedar
beset

c.j.i'

ors.

Koussevitzky.

It Is

"He

(.ii;, <:.

worth while. One goes home
with a smile In his heart, while one's
own vanity has been tickled by the
thought that he or she was intelligent

theatr>a is

^

i

bitterly resented,

And

Soyer

,

I

take half a baked one,
a wineglass, dig it with a fork,
and salt and eat It
pepper
add butter,
Beau Nash "was so
with a spoon.
fond of the small sort of potatoes that
he called them English pineapples, and
generally ate them as others do fruit,
after dinner!" The artist Haydon, who

He would

put

Te

l,ettLi.-5,

a hi.story of food and
preparation: "Two thousand years
I'ts
since
CatO wrote the
have elapsed
"

toes.

O,

ln"HW:

i.uind

<

"Pentropheon,"

The British admiralty ha* Instructed
the fleet how chip potatoes should be
The late Phil May loudly
fried.
praised his own methods of eating potaIt

1.

1

Walpole'.'s

e

I

,

alloy,

Thus they

nearly

differ

4000

miles

thick.

from Metrodorus, who

asserted that the earth Is mere sediment and dregs of watert nor would
they say with the learned Leuolppus
that the earth Is shaped like a drumj
nor would they side with the anclenta
who Insisted that the earth Is an animal. (A book was written by a Frenchman In the 18th century to prove this.)
Even Kepler said that the diurnal motion of the earth came from the earth
itself, which feared comets, for as soon
«,s It noticed their appearance It sweated in fright, hence severe rains. Jean
Baptlste Morin published a book In 1619
to prove that the bowels of the earth
are divided Into three regions.
We are Inclined to accept the theory
of Capt. John Cleves Symmes (17801829), which was that the earth Is a
hollow sphere, habitable within, open at
the poles for the admission of light;
that It contains six or seven concentric

—

—

!

about the
Abe;
Brooklyn
Baseball Club «f the National league,
and was assootated for a time with
Rlohard Canfteld In conducting the
Newport sportlngr house which Canfleld
turned over to Dave Buckley after
Dist-Atty. Jerome tllreoted Canfleld's
thoughts more exclusively to art.
Canfleld, who looked more ilk© a
banker than the typical sporting house
Veeper, was born In New Bedford, and
his remains lie near the Smith street
gate of Oak Grove cemetery In that
city. His father, William Canfleld, came
from England, married a daughter of
Joseph Akin of South Dartmouth, and
carried on an "oyster saloon" In the
Whaling city. The son started to make
a living by clerking for an uncle, Andrew J. Damm, who kept the old Sherlflan House In New Bedford. This hotel
was situated not far from a house
which was the home of Hetty Green
Ised

nan

WHS

(His "i'lioory of Coniierps" was published at Cln1S26.)
Symmes petitioned

'lerea.

la

i!

^ss; he lectured at Union College,
wo regret to say, the students

ed
tn
an
unseemly
manner.
nes'3 Hole," became a by-word,
ills
tlieory was discussed In the

'

i:

Monthly of April. 1873.
His
Amerlcus Vespuciua, revived the

Atlnntlo
Non,
'

Capt. Symmes was not
that the earth was

In 1S76.

--ry

to assert

.^rst

Democrltus believed

w,'

this,

(urther said that In Its surfaoe
a quoit.

Our

and

It Is like

with C»pt
SjTnmeB came from rending years ago
George William Curtls's "Prue and I."
We sailed with Mr. Curtis on the FlyllrBt

aoquaiVitanoe

Dutchman and had

ing

passengers;

the

for

fellow-

gentle

book-keeper,
Tltbottom, the Wandering Jew, Baron
Munchausen, an alchemist, a seeker
after the fountain of youth, Peter Wtlklns, the confessor of Prester John.

Whan

they,

and

others,

wondered

for

what port they were making, a person
dressed like a sailor, and having a
dreamy eye, said: "I think I can throw
a light upon this subject. It Is very
to me yhere we are going.
1
have been taking observations for some
clear

am glad to announce that
the eve of achieving great
fame; and I may add," said he, modestly, "that my own good name for
time,

and

I

we are on

o u

.

during

I'ui

part

local.

girlhood.
older "Dutch

Mike"

fluid

known

Hetty was much
Welk dispensed an amber

l.iuulll'd,

the great star early droop'd in the
western sky In the night,
I
mourn'd, and yet shall mourn with
ever-returning spring."
All we. know about the barberry Is the
old iOnKli.sh superstition th-at a barberry
Shrub ntnr a field of wheat will cause
mildew. The name "Syringa" was first
applied to the mock-orange by Dobel In
Latin word, from the
tlie
1576, for
Greek, m^ans a pipe. Linnaeus gave
the najTi« to th^ Iflac in 17^5; that shrub
was formerly called the pipe-tree. Ed.

And

,

•^Though he ri^ver

HENRY WATERMAN.

Hyannla.

acumen will be amply vi"nGentlemen, we are undoubtedly going Into the Hole." He handed
Baron Munchausen his card upon which
was written, "Captain Symmes."

•

AVhaf -i3«?came
.

STATUE OF A MINER
(TO A SCULPTOR UNKNOWN)
Let

be marble, but as black

It

As coal; and give him mighty thews,
Broad shoulder-blades, Achilles' back,
And arms that ti'ghten while he hews.
A clean-shaved face, and shrewd
enough:
Short legs, a torso strong as stone,
Scarred cheek, square chin, and features
rough
As if the man were quarry-hewn.
And stubborn? Purse the un^er-llp
To look aa obdurate as you can
He learnt that from his Iron grip
Upon the pick! But mole or man.
He has his weakness like us all.
Let it be clay his pedestal.

—

As the World Wags:
"Bebe Daniels, motion picture actress,
was slightly Injured today when she fell
from a horse in the Central Park bridal
path."

—Traveler.

And

•

I

i

(

'

!

'

j
'

night long, by a firefly lamp,
She paddles her White canoe."
Bven then we wondered how "lamp'
find "d!imp" could rhyme with "swamp";
whether we should make ")amp'' go
to
with "swamp," or flatten "swamp
rhyme with "damp."
Did' the two "newspaper men and
authors" catch a sight of the death-cold
maid and her Indian lover true, crossing
the L.'ike by a firefly lamp, and paddling
their white' canoe? If so, let us hope the
adventurers took a flashlight.

Where

catalogues, we would gently warn him
not to Inquire about the meaning of
those which particularly please his
fancy.
Do you remember in Aldous

-find
I

i

not

will

a blackbird to whistle
go to Limerick Town.

ICATHERINE RANKIN.

ently- been'

all

broezjd

in'

temporaries,

first place, there are three
breeds of Gumbo: the cannibal
Gumbo, a carniverous reptile; the Chinese GurGViOj. a rice eating beast; and
our comiiibn barnyard Gumbo, the
chicke.n G'llmbo. The method of catchIner the. Gumbo is similar to that of
ratchilig Snipo. Use "He Hoogooh" as
Skin the Gumbo and h.ave it
calli
p.
hang iri a Warm dry place for three
days." RtJll in "Pep"; bake in a hot
Qvenffpr abotits, 36 hours; let cool, slice
and seiv^ like Oh! Henrys. This Is
ery pj-eagiivg to the palate.
':/^
ly
C. W. G.
tlie

I

—

JU*T ME.

MODERN GODIVA7
the Cbicago Tribune)

"Chrome Yellow" the young
poet who had cherished the word "carminative" from his youth up; he had
seen It on a bottle of marvellous
us which contained a medicinal beverage of glowing content and as his education progressed he had associated this
divine inner warmth with "carmlnatlve." Finally he composed a passionate
poem containing the words "carminative
passion" and bethought he had never
really looked the exact meaning of the
word up in the dictionary, so he hied to
first

"It came cheaper than
gold hilt.
pension, but he ultimately—after seve'i
(New Jerse^
vears— got the latter."
gave him a small farm; New York pave
land.)
uncultivated
him 16,000 acres of

I

j

I

I
I

j

I
,

German -American tome which was
'arby, and, as you may Imagine, was

-i

erwhelmed

to discover his flaming ad-

r.Mvo very, very physiological indeed!
Of course, If he had been a logician
"Stead of a poet gentleman, he would
-ive stipulated his own meaning
and
dlted his poem thus:
carminave passion, of course explaining In a
-otnote his own version of the dellght;j1 word.
Stipulation of words in this fashion
•

.

.

sound

Kalamazoo; it sounds
me like a March wind hooting
5
rough the trees why not "kalama-

—

.

-

of

olng through the trees"?

PATIENCE PEACOCK.

AROUND A WINDMILL
West Yarmouth
Cape Cod landmark, and

tus Abel.

Abel had a house at West

Yarm_outh. where he entertained
iavlsh-

WHY, SHE LEFT

.

said jfbr 'two'":years),

•

he has

(as

I

,yjOu',

take

two

work?

As the World Wags:
Noting the inquiry as to the date
Introduced
When the
into New England? hope the barbary
Will be fncluiied in the investigation.
Both shrubs have taken so kindly to
our soil, that many people suppose them
It might also be of.
to be in'digenous.
interest to know Iiow the name Syringa
"eVei" got affixed to. the mock orange, a
shrub utterly unlike the lilac in every
lilac -n-as

VERITAS.

CainbHdge;
,

it^^ls

said

the

that

lilac

was

Intro-

duced into Europe from Persia early
In tlie 16th century by one Busbeck, a
German traveler. "The Persian word Is
"lilak.''
Bacon in his essay on gardens
(1C2S) speaks of the "lelacke tree." We
tilways associate the lilac with Walt
Whitman: "Warble me now for joy of
liirirtime"; and the opening of his
,

.

-

mafinificeht Lincoln's Burial

Hymn:

.

.

.

and footnotes: "In those days, he
writes in a footnote to the chapter, "A

Possessed

We

iictum

HOUSEHOLD BOTANIST

particular,-'-

riot.

We

;

'

common

and

wise.'

on

idols,

Why

not?

matinee

Mvsterlous General" (Henry

Humphrey

Llovd), "continental monarchs
landdid not lead Idle lives. One of the
'graves of He.sse-Cassel -was the fatnei
unnatur-i
of 94 children, natural and
Hard lines not making his century.'
Sirens
the
did
song
"What
Quoting
wa.-^
sing?" Mr. Hudleston thinks It
tlu
of
probably "the ancient equivalent
Boozi
the
Where
'Come
more modern
way, toucheu
Ts Cheaper,' which, by the
tunefulthe heart of, and won, for Its
warm a; the
sentiments,
ness, not its
plause of Queen Victoria."

Kvana

!

1

and other-

"They have ears, but they smell not;
loses liave they,, but they hear not."
Perhaps We do wrong to resent this
lesensltizlng process. Who knows?
L. AV. BUELL.
Stoneham.
,

i

"

text

We

1

'raSS WI-IAT'S-HER-NAMB.

OUR'

Mr. Hudleston's knowledge of American colloquial speech and slang is as re
markable as his ever-present humor in

hUmor and wit bedeck them,

of a new sense, the ear smells in them
iin ea^rthly humartlty. ..."
shitU not pause to say that the
ballei; reminds us pf tha stib-way adflatter ourselves
dicts ..in August.
can stomach new ideas, but, as
that
"This will
said:
Uftrey (was it not?)
If we submit to this, wo
nuvfev do."
must,' In all fairness, revise David's

.

'

-sal

us.sipn of certain ballet njusic:
the ' dances suffice
"IJesi'dea,

tliey 'exhale -^'il^ness

And

smartly come-backed, "Well,
now suppose 'I don't*?" I think the
Doesn't Mr.
shock of spring did it.
Herkimer Johnson need a secretary
his colosfor
this summer at Clamport
years)

'^'ags:

Consider the rhetoric of a contempomusic review, how it grows in dis-

Tliou^h

"Well, now, sup-

a' little

World

the

:u-y

'

dlctatlort?"'
(as'- rfha\',(5. /wanted to say for

pose

'
World Wags:
Announcement that Henry Ford has

,1..^°
indmlll, a

THE NOSE FOR MUSIC
As

.

As tlte Worli' Wags:
My, bdss v»aid y&sterday

vs the

reputed to be the oldest structure
of
>ts kind In this vicinity,
recalls in a
roundabout way an ancient anecdote.
I^i^cte^l on the north side of
the Qape
the mill v-as moved to its
present site
some 30 years ago by Ferdinand Augus-

,

.

.

^uld become a delightful sport; for
nstance, I have always been charmed

^.th the

.

,

a

Her home is in Elberta, Ala."
But;what if her hair is bobbed?

l

1

sword to the United States and Congress In return gal^e him a sword wlt^

"She left apparently in' good spirits,
without lier clothing or other belongings.

,

Huxley's

Poisons,"

"Bunk,
erty," Mr. Hudleston answers:
the
Fiddle, and Bosh." Steuben found
tedium of a gentleman farmer's life
ne^v
Intolerable. "He wanted to see the
world, and, incidentally, to make a livhis
ing by his old profession." He gave

•

A

"Mes

critic's delight in

A

It,

'

(I'l-oai

>

Roman Emcious gossip about the
not poiperors. But Mr. Hudleston has
soned his pen. His smile Is humorous,
by an>
shocked
so
not bitter; nor is he
tempted
act of petty meanness that he Is
sound patriot, he
to point a moral.
operations
is quick to see the bungling
is not
at Sebastopol. The "Iron Duke"
Mr
on a pedestal. If any one tells
Hudleston that Baron von Steuben came
"love of libto Washington's aid from

A'man in a shiny car pulled up to the
curb and tipping his lid, he sez: "Want
a nice ride, kiddo?" And I pulled up my
own chassis to it? full height, and with
a voice (hat (gripped icicles, I said: "Sir.
l am a lady!" "Sure," he said, "I can
see that. If I had wanted a gentleman
I'd a gotje hqme and got my brother."
••

Im-

.chuckled

World 'Wags:

•

not

side
detecting and revealing the baser
pleasure In obof illustrious men; his
thej
serving the momerits in which
Suetonius
cease to be great. No doubt
malithe
down
as he jotted

1

As thB/ World Wags:

entitled

speaks of that great

name but wont, "I -want
my- coffee Strong as hell, black as sin,
H. P. M.
and as sweet as love."

MOTHER'S RECEIPT

glory,

exHenri de Regnier, reviewing that
malignant collection of
conSalnte-Beuve's opinions about his

dancing at a hotel nearby,
arid captured a table.

-

traditional

traordinarily

•which I could

As-' the

of

and Company.

The 'girls were seated and the men
were serving them-. "Bob," called one
of the girls, -who, judging by her remarks,,'.came from a college hear Boston

'

;',\A

blood

As the World Wags:
It is too bad Frank Willstack, compiler of the book of similes, was not on
hand tlie other night at a certain whitetiled dispensary of provender. It was 1
o'clock Sunday morning, and a group of
some half-doxen young men and girls in
soup-and'-fish regalia who had appar-

mal Swahip,

!

the

in

the

pressed by the sight of a
mo^t agr«ehas written a book that is
familiar anable to read, free from too
spite of the
ecdotes; easy reading In
humormarshalling of facts; showing a
weaknesses and
ous tolerance of human
The book, with a dozen lUusfollies.
Little. Brown
tratlons, is published by

SWEET GIRL GRADUATES

macliines now working furiously?
In the unhappy schoolboy daj^s In our
little village we used to pipe out the
dismal ditty of Thomas -Woore:
"They made her a grave too cold and
datnp
For a soul so warm and true;
she's
gone to the Lake of the DlsAnd

distiijcst

Apropos of Mr. Walkley's appreciation of the luscious words in the food

I'll

When

'

I

flame

a

down.

:

So

into

ventured in search of
Or are their typewriting
still there?

1

In

As the World Wags:

two "newspaper

which they had
"copy"? Are they

Swamp

the Dismal

1

Why

endanger the lives of the newly
married as well aa her own?
Waverley.
-w. h. D.

,6f,the

awe

In

Spike Island Has never a dungeon.
And even Kilkenny is still;
But a rebel is always a rebel,

meYi anh ai>thors"^note the distinction—
lost in
^vTio were reiorled last month as

Ernest Rhys wrote for the Observer
(London-) of April 18:

saw Limerick Town.

•There's,:pettce and there's quiet in Ire
land;
/ There isn"t a pike on a hill.

dlcated.

filled

and the -perwas much briefer than

not quenched
mood. His merriment was
his offlclal life has
that
thought
the
by
in an Engbeen spent almost entirely
they abound. Not
lish building In which

•

•

itself

evidently wrote
a joyous

,

'

usual

Mr F. J. Hudleston
in
his "Warriors in Undress"

'

field,'

If

as

overflowing,

to

usual.

•

.

audience

formance

.

they would take the nanve
"The Damm Black Guards." The offer

scientific

The
theatre

father

'

of

fund.

retreat
Before" £f brigade of the Fenians,
In al quiet Canadiaii street.
Hefvlrhistled that song- of the exile
As he 'watchfed' thfe red banner go
down',
And VauehSd" tot the Tnemory of Sars-

Damm
Damm

fell flat.

of Cathleen.
the wording.

remembered "The Blackbird,"
Wfien he saw the Queen's Own in

the old front parlor were two bagatelle
tables.
But to ret back to
and the
reason for this squib.
later went
York and prospered as an innto
During the civil war he ofkeeper.
fered to equip a regiment of negro

soMiers

"The Black-

But you can't keep an Irishman down.
And he. lilted, that song of the Wild Geese
As lie came out from Limerick Town.
ijly

ex-

inal role and AVIlUam Seymour; "Oh
Baby," a one-act comedy, with Arthur
Byron, Janet Beecher, Claudett Colbert
and others of "The Kiss In a Taxi"
company; a dance, etc, from "1776," the
current Hasty Pudding Club show; and
for individual performers Ada May,
Marie Saxon, Harry Puck, Danny Duggan and company. Brown and Whltaker.
Henry E. Dixey gave his Impre.ssions
of the actor's profession, and Jose Ruben made a very striking ^plea for the

Wrd,"
he w-as a lad of sixteen.
And rebels on hills, by the Shannon

Were lighting the fires
Twas treason to mutter

the

Troy, Fay Balnter, Juliet, May Robson,
the Josephine, and Florence Nash the
Cleopatra; a scene from "Hazel Klrke,"
with Mrs. Thomas Whlffen in her orig-

When

as "Extra Wiener," in what was once
the back parlor.
Sailors and others
fond of the waterfront, if not of water
as a beverage, were its habitues.
In

New

grandfather whistled

Warwick

amining lawyer, Mary Nash, Helen

TOWN

LIMERICK

My

judge, Robert

the

—

When

her

of

and his orchestra and clos5^"lth Marie
Saxon and others of "Merry, Merry."
In between there was a scene from
"Henry IV" with Robert Loralne. Henrietta Crosman, and James Morrison; a
very amusing and sometimes ribald
"Cross Examinations," written by T. I.
Phillips, In which Wilton Lackaye was

dooryard

the

Ml

of the

ov. iK'i

.

1

I

;

I
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Hanslick, th'j Viennese critic, said,
ipropos of Tchaikovsky's violin conthat there is music thatystinks.
•erto
criticism
unjust
ai\d
violent
This
self-torturing;
sensitive,
the
jrieved
rchaikovsky.— Ed.
'

Duk->
The undressed generals are the

Augustus, Puke
of Wellington; Frederick
"the Soldiers'
of York and Albany,
Crimea
Friend"; the semi-heroes of the
war-its historian. Klnglake, Jlsmce.
-

beautiful
Napoleon III because "the
not
Miss Howard, who probably was
was
bread
her
aware upon which side
to hin.
door
her
closed
butteivd, had
Emperor
and opened It to the future
'^ar)
GaribAldt (in the Franco-Prussian
uti^^^^^
revo
can
Amer
the
generals in
hlmse
Steuben has a chapter toare equa.
The second of this season's annual Llovd, John Shipp. There
The ,^omi .t.^
Trethe
at
given
jp„-j,htful chapters on
actors' benefits was
JL'=1\ ^
mont Theatre yesterday afternoon. The General' of the Ancients.
proceeds amounted to $6000. .^s for the jj^ral and Immoral,
J';^,y„/„,,
Llh/aTian
"The
practicallj
y"!,';r.ibrary."
performers th-.y Included
Ea ch Other rir
every "star" In town, either in excerpts -what They Fou ght
from current pieces or in original acts.
The programopened with Morey Pearl)

-

'

'

.

:

,
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In a new comedy "Le Docteur Hiitdle," in FaHs, some one in the
audience asks the hero on the stage;, "How long can an actress continue
to play 'ingenue' parts at the Comedi^ Francaise?"
The reply: "Until
she is 600," produces the comment: ""Then it will be just the same as
now." (Georges, the scientist, has discayered a serum that puts an end to

heard a man say at the Boston Opjera House last Monday niglit,
admiration of the portrayals, of 'Mmes. Crosmair and Whiffen
and Messrs. Lackaye and Dixey, "Where have thfey been all these years?
I thought they had retired long ago, or were dead." They are very much
alive and havo been playing.. Accordirig to the bookg of record, Mrs.
Thomas WhifFen, bom in London in 1845, made her first appearance in
that city in 1865, and was first .sfeen in New York in 1868 in Offenbach's
"Marriage aux Lantemes." She has beet) on the stage ev^ since. Miss
Crosman, born at Wheeling,. West Va., in 1865, was here- not long ago
in "The School for Scandal.'' Wilton Lackaye, bom in Virginia in 1862,
As for Mr. Dixey, born in
y as been continually on the stagje since 1883.
[lis city in 1859, he came on the. gtage of the Howard Athenaeum as
16 boy Peanuts in "Under the Gaslight" in 1883.
He was as light,
^ely, graceful last week as he was in "Adonis" over 40 years ago.
The Herald has already spoken of the excellent diction of these vet•ans and younger members of the company.
WJh^t a lesson they give
many members of the profession! The older ones in the cast of "The
wo Orphans" played in the grand old melodramatic manner, with an
snesty and a force and a finesse that are seldom seen today on our stage,
iie younger ones, almost without exception, played in the same spirit.
lost

.

in

sickness and death.)

'

m

historic Academy of Music in New York will soon be no more,
process of razing it has begun. A 24 story building for the Consoldated Gas Company will be erected on the site.
New Yorkers were once proud of this opera hqijse. It waS erected in
1854 at a cost of $335,000; $60,000 for the ground; §275,000 for the building. Alexander Saelzer was the architect. There were 4600 seats.
The
acoustic properties were famous. ''..V_
The first performance was on -Oct. 2, 1854, wh«n the Grisi-Mar"
opera company gave "Norma." The price of seats was regarded as '
orbitant: !p3 for parquet; from $i"2 t^! $40 for the boxes. The publi:
belled, and, it, is said, the opera, even with the famous singers, drew an
dience of only 1500 persons. Max Maretzek, the first lessee, the next c.
reduced the prices one half.
From the opening in 1854 to the opening of the Metropolitan Oper.
louse in 1883, the Academy of Music had no rival as an establishment,
t was the purpose of the promoters to make this new opera house, born
1 the death agony of the' Astor Place Opera House, a true academy of
lusic, an educational institution.
The name was borrowed from the
fficial title of the Parisian institution commonly known as the Grand
)pera. In the charter granted by the state these purposes were set forth
'The cultivation of taste by entertainments accessible at moderate
'charges, by furnishing facilities for instruction, and by rewards."
Ole
Bull, a manager for a few weeks early in 1855, with silent partners, offered a prize of |1000 for the best original opera by an American com[poser, and upon a strictly American subject.
The competition ended with,
|the announcement.
The pecuniary loss in 1854 was about $50,000.
Some one should write the history of the Acadepiy of Music, doing
for it what Isnardon did for the Monnaie at Brussels; Cambiasi for La
Scala at Milan; and several Frenchmen for the Opera, the Opera Comique, the Italian and the Lyric Theatre of Paris. At present one must be
content with Max Maretzek's two volumes of reminiscences, .Henry E.
Krehbiel's books on opera in New York, and Col. Brown's pages in his
"History of the New York Stage"; but Col. Brown's record ends in 1901

i

fails to run."

"^liza Comes to Stay," a com^edy by the late H. V. Esmond,
which
be performed this week at the-. Copley Theatre, ws? produced at
the
Ott«Ion, London, early in 1913. Esmond and his wife, Eva Moore, played
hi itie comedy at the Garrick Theatre, New
York, Jan. 7, 1914. It was
their first appearance In this country.

^

The
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i
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"Uncle Tom's Cabin" (Wiltdn Lackaye, Uncle Tom;
Topsy; Alice Evans, Eva; Theo. Roberts, Legree).

Maud Eaymond,

The Viennese did not take kindly to performances of "Hamlet" in mod|era dress. Some of the critics spoke of "a parody of Shakespeare." They
iid not relish the sight of Hamlet smoking cigarettes and Laertes carryling a revolver. The Neue Freie Presse described the whole thing as "a
sensation of fashion, inartistic, cold and cynical, depriving Hamlet qf all
Ithat is visionary in him." It seems that Reinhardt put on the tragedy
[in modern dress in Berlin seven years ago but without success,
What is to be said of certain details of stage business adopted by
[iuggero Ruggeri, an Italian actor whose "Hamlet" has recently excited
At the end of the churchyard scene
) tttention in Paris and London ?
fter the King, Queen and others have left, Hamlet returns alone, dis•racted, with an armful of flowers. He drops them on the coffin of Ophea, then runs about gathering more flowers, until finally he falls to the
round weeping violently. In the closet scene he dispenses with the minia|ures and the actual presence of the ghost whose voice is heard at a
;

,

istance.

Mr. W. L. Courtney writes that the late Sir Squire Bancroft had
odd liking for funerals. "At least I assume it must have been a liking,
or he was constant in attendance. Very few sepultures of distinguished
Jnen did he fail to attend, nor did it make any difference whether he
Fjcnew whose body it was that was ,l?eing carried to its last rest.
(There
'are men and women, not on the stage, who are obsessed with the importance of being named, among ^hose present, whatever the occasion
in

may

be.)"

true that Bancroft carried with him two kinds of grapes,
purple and white, when he visited friends who were sick; that he offered
dark purple grapes when the case was serious; the lighter kind when there
was hope of a recovery ? Or did Corayns Carr invent this story ?
It

is

Mr. Walkley, writing dramatic criticisms for the London Times, says
the fatal lack of time that leads to "long" columns.
"There wasj
a time when this journal went to press at 2 o'clock in the morning—and
then one had lei^rare to be brief. The drawback was that I had so much
time to meditate over my first sentence that I had the greatest difficulty
In settling on the most elegant, concise, epigrammatic form, and it was
only by dint of the most urgent, not to say violent, representations from
the printer that my article evejr got itself written at all.
"If any of my 'first night' notices now runs to length, be sure that
the theatre has been 'out' .exceptionally late. When you have no time
to think, the obvious altemi.tLve is ko write. 1 am sorry thus to shatter
the illusions of the theatricil managements who may complacently have
regarded a lengthy notice aj a tribute to the superior merit of their entertainment. But, apparent y, they have so many illusions already, that
ey can afford the sacrifice of a minor one."
It Is

/

-

as a generous' employer; bestows now and then
upoa his players some token of his esteem, to indicate that he
knows
what goes in at the box oflko and appreciates how-^tt came there.
Mr
Page, his chaperon of publicity, reports that he has in
consequence just
given to Miss MariljTi Miller, the star of "Sunnyi;'' the
latest novelty
apon Broadway, "a shining gold telephone imported from Paris."
If
Mr. Page and Mr. Dillingham will pardon this bureau for
looking a gift
telephone
the transmitter, it would like to call their collective
attention to the fact that it may be French and it- may
be gold, but it is by
no means a novelty, since Mr. Pa^e, it appears, sent out
precisely the
same story when Miss J/Tarllyn MiHer was in "Peter Pan" more
than:
a year ago at the Knickerbocker. It is probable, of Course,
that the mor-'
tahty rate among gold-plated French telephones is very
high and that"
Miss Miller has worn out the "novelty"~«iven her in 1924 by
Mr D-'llingham. If it is not impolite to speculate thus upon s&- deiicabe
a matter
one may wonder what Miss Miller thinks when a gift box
conies from her
employer, or whether she shudders discreetly to her
maid- "Don't tell
ao it's anothQr telephone.";—N. Y. Evening Post.
p
DillinEhara,

.

•with

Mr. James Agate was libt enraptured by Bernstein's "Israel" in
London. "The last act is interesting in the way that a public debate is
between a vegetarian and a cannibfel might prove interesting."
Debating with Henry Ainley, the actor, the question: "Is dramatic
criticism taken too seriously," Mf. Agate said that in
hie. experience
actors and actresses did not take the slightest notice
of criticism.
Newspaper editors certainly do nc>t take it seriously, nor does the general
publ.c "Much of this is due to th« attitude of the women, who
compose
three-fourths of the theatre audiences, and at matinees
nine-tenths.
Women are utterly unable to appreciate where the personal element
13 lacking in a play.
They are unable to see through the charm and
glitter of a popular actor or actreSs to the idiocy
of the play beneath.
The only people who take criticism seriously -afe the critics themselves,
but whenever they praise a play as being intelligent
or artistic it usually

•
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SINGING OF THE SEASON!
What Makes

for

Success—Failure
|

In Boston this winter many men and women have lilted their voices
in song.
Some had fine voices, some had poor. There were those who
knew how to sing, there were those who did not, be they beginners or
people long at the game. Some sang good music, others mostly trasli.

Some offered much ancient music, some much of the modem, while stfll
others stayed on middle ground. The greater part of them, seemingly
at home in several languages, planned their programs acording to their
linguistic accomplishments; only a

or two.

The work they

all,

j

have done
i

few limited themselves to one tongue
even the least accomplished among them, muet

I

But, in spite of
able to sell tickets

all

Symphony, Jordan or
exact, five

who

their pains, only a very

enough nearly

filled,

to

fill

few of the fellowship were

the halls they sang

In,

bo

it

Some did, however. There were, to be
or anyway came near it, Symphony hall. What

Steinert.

are theirs which the less successful lack?
Perhaps voice?
Among the 12 singers of established reputation
whom one listener chanced to hear there were four blessed with voices as
grand as the world at present can offer. Only two of them filled
quali'-.ies

Sym-

phony
full

So voice alone is not enough.
Of course they have beautiful voices, these five singers who drew
halls.
But their voices alone would never attract a throng, let alone
hall.

two throngs or three a season.

Other elements must enter into the

question of popular success.

Surely one of these elements Is masterly skill in song.
Each one of
these five has been at the pains to develop to its
utmost limit a natural
insight into a song's musical and dramatic
meaning, also its poetical.
They all, furthermore, have developed the technique
needful to do justice
to fine conceptions. They enunciate their words
easily and distinctly; they
can pronounce their vowels purely without risk
of uncouth sounds; with
no fear of tonal disaster they can give emphasis
where they will. In
short, they know how to sing.
Shrewdness, though, plays a part as well as
skill.
These successful

singers recognize the fact that the man
in the street does not propose
two hours
Symphony hall listening to songs he does not like
for
*7.\°"^« ^« does like. So these wise ones specialize.
The'^/nlif"^
The
man who sings Irish songs better than anybody
else gives of then
generously at every concert-behold an
audience
man has found a public which likes to hear him eager o hfLr! Inother
sing of soldYers, pirates
to sit

m

rspeciaS""'"'

^

^^^^ -"g'

specialties, on the old principle
of
two 2riW
strings ?o
to a
IToi^iZf.^V'^^
bow. Since Irish songs, for instance,
might not suffice

'

1

J4j,j
\

/
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Urn

.

,

,

.should

"''^<'>' chapters. About
l"*^'^'
revolutionary heroes. Putnam, Stark
drink
is not
calculated to inflame the passions, so

J

m

Is

^'^^
^.ur

^

^„„..
I
also mauc
Ttl
*u-» ir„«n Ti-hn^haa mastered them so completely has
too often, that rann who has
that he holds a
ana
ana
song
in
best
the
master
of
of himself so ereat a
hand. To make ««^"7"<=i J;"?^^^
second great fublic in the hollow of his
English
of sentimental songs
sure he ahvavs adds to his list a group
He c.an be sure of ajj aud.ence
content of yet, another group.
taste all confident
from three sets of people varying wdely
make the concert worth their
ai hear enough of what they like to
though they mix their offerings
J.

n„o,
aTeat In It.'^elf. The Klgar
their compaes.
Orle* were more within
waa
composition
Mr WaKner^s own time,
with M^«ra^
the first
as the assisting
Schwab
and
Mlmlrt
piano
clarinet,
for
sololttl It is scored

IthrourfT,

pace

^ayeX

Heath; i.iaiiuii,
Marior>. whose
wnuse lavonte
favorite
was v:
vinegar and water "this
j.*cc»iii,

—

*
with authority
Mr' Walner conducted
one reads without astonishment that he
was 'free from the common frailties of
Above all we should like to
men'."
teacher for nothing.
quote froii; the history of the surprising
MaJ. Robert Rogers and from the "curiThe other box-office magnets,
u:.;..
ous old M. S. author unknown."
Men who steal motor cars, hold ur
book of 229 handsomely printed
differently, are no less acute at a plan.
» .
.«j
ana
power
of them dull.
both
one
not
of
pages,
singers
or women in the street, burglars,
men
explains
why
be,
must
Feeble planning, it
By the way, who was "Mr. Bronson
some
finest of ^11, cannot
all that shoot to kill, have for
fame attract crowds. One, in some respects the
of Cohoes, who asseverated that he
overcome the mtime In the headlines of American news'looked like what Napoleon would have
understand that pretty little trifles are not enough to
lovers of
looked like if Napoleon hadn't looked
papers and In the stories beneath them,
compatibility-partly natural, in part artificial-that separates
Andi
like the w;iy he did look like'?"
Besides, this
been descrf'^ed as "bandits," or "thugs."
derive
his
Hudleston
German song from the people who relish florid Italian airs.
Mr.
whence did
other
Thus do the true bandits and thugs
Two
to market.
frequently
revolutionary;
too
wares
America
in
the
same
of
brings
conception
singer
suffer Injustice and shame.
Fenlmore Cooperish'
so indeterminate
brave
programs
"the
days,
sing
nature,
by
endowed
opulently
lingers,
For many years the celebrated bandays when, from Manhattan to the
they
sing
what
hear
Spain,
to
out
Sicily,
go
would
Italy,
people
dozen
dit
of Corsica,
in character that not a
Pacific, the whole continent consisted
Greece, Turkey, and in the Balkan reentirely of the great open spaces where
—and their fine singing clearly is not enough.
person,
gion has been a pl(«turesque
tl)e men were he-men and all the
Two singers there are who make the opposite mistake. By the eccen- all
rather fussy about his dress. He wore
the people who hold women Prairie Flowers (as the old son^
ricity of their programs they have wearied even
a tall, sugar-loaf hat bedecked with
about Rosalie has It) who could 'draw a
artist,
great
He sported a flowing
gay ribbons.
bead on you,' and when the foresi
them high they find no new* public to draw from. Another
promiscuously primeval re-echoed to the fierce yelp',
cravat and a brilliant sash. His velvet
because he pieces out his "specialty" with music too
with silver
ornamented
katydids
and
th^
was
dreaded
waistcoat
the
ings
of
The last to be mentioned has the
chosen, fails to heighten 'his vogue.
buttons. Sometimes they were of gold.
boomlngs of the untamed bison (botl'
fashion.
of
out
is
moment
the
at
which
He was In many Instances extremely
misfortune to belong to a school
nowadays, I believe, almost extinct)"!
devout, and was admired by women,
Shrewdness counts. So does personality. One manager in town As, Mr. Pecksriff would say, Mr. Hudles
not Infrequently by English ladles who
Surely he ton, give us y -ur idea of a katydid.
^ays it is worth 90 per cent, of an artist's total equipment.
were held for ransom. Where ransom
losing their
overrates it, important as it is. Those two singers who are
v(as not forthcoming, he would send a
in personality.
man's ear or a finger joint to his friends
hold because people cannot bear their programs abound
Fra
testify.
at home as a pleasant reminder.
So do others of the great ones, as the people who hear them can
Dlavolo in the opera Is an Ideal bandit.
alone.
m
"personality"
trust
in
his
Let not a singer put
"
in which a
ym *>"^ there are other operas
saL* jm
Far more safely he may rest his faith on his power to sing from
A"symphony Hall, yesterday after- 1, bandit is the hero,
tale,
is
pro
true
a
tell
houses
proclaimed,
"Bandito" means
The depth of that power, if full
the heart.
noon, the Ensemble Choir, comprised
scribed, outlawed. The poor fellow had
love to be stirred, every man of us. So, Inof the choirs of 12 churches of greater
after all what counts.
often unjustly suffered cruelty from the
Boston, and conducted by Henry Gidevitably, we spend our money to hear those singers who have it in them
law, so there used to be a verb "to
eon, gave a program of liturgical mucroons
a
she
when
the
eyes
to
tears
brings
singer
One
us.
move
bandit"; that Is, to banish, to outlaw
to
sic which ranged from Palestrlna to
of
In regions where there is wholesome
Purcell, Gretchanlnoo and J. Michael
lullaby; another awes the most flippant and the callous by his telling
respect for good old customs the bandit
Hay den.
Christ's crucifixion; when a third sings of Irish doings, he has all tho
Take
Is highly esteemed by the people.
Although
the music season is fast
grin.
broad
world in tears, or, as the case may be, on the
the case of Signor Romanettl, the Corslipping away the first day of music
Here are the singers who pack the halls. Whatever they sing, be week, now firmly intrenched here, was sican, who was reported last month as
slain by gendarmes, though his neighdirect to the
yesterday. And there could be no bet-!
it grand classic air or folk song, they sing from the heart,
bors think he was dispatched by a rival
ter prelude for It than the singing of
heart.
Tired of leading a
in his profession.
this Ensemble Choir, singing that was
This power of giving life to all they sing perhaps may he what the
humdrum life with his wife and chilso vigorous and beautiful that it needs
singers
a beautiful young
kidnapped
to
it
come
addition
that
dren,
he
in
If
excuses
personality.
stock
talks
of
none of the
manager means when he
Corsi'can girl and, incidentally, stabbf
semi-professional.
are blessed as well with that curious magnetism that seizes the attention the way of the
had
a kind heart, tocl;
her father; but he
For here, under the baton of Mr
the instant they walk in sight, they are doubly blessed. Power, though, Gideon, who not only conduct-ed, but
from th^ rich, not from the poor. If
a peasant were In sore distress, he
and this magnetism usually go arm in arm.
wrote the excellent program notes as
would find one morning a bag of gold
But, mark you, these great singers, because they cultivate the heart, well, was a huge, mixed chorus, with
minority,
the
on his doorstep.
In
decidedly
do not neglect the head. They have learned how to sing. Every song male voices
Or take the case of Micule Tomescu
comprised of choirs of various sects
They study their audi- There were 12 In all, an increase of two of Roumanla, who was brought down
they bring forward they study exhaustively.
was
March by three bullets. He was
the
body
sense
that
last
this
their
common
when
use
of
season
ences carefully, too. It is because of
since last
was 'a popular hero until he lost caste by
they succeed better than others who sing as finely but are weak in judg- first assembled. Here, for once,
His doting
killing as well as robbing.
an approach to a real cosmopolitan of
ment.
mother will not believe he Is dead
the church. It was no longer sectarian,
Pretty but a choir singing music of all the
:5ingers with their way still to make should take warning.
"My son," she says, "cannot be killed
by a bullet. I bathed him in moonlight
voices, they may rest assured, pleasant personalities and a knack at lltungies.
the
"America
when he was six days old. I rubbed
They commenced with
uugcmci.
stead, not
uuo aii
all three
unco together.
stand them
tiiciii luiig
long iii
in stcau,
pulling wires will
wiii not
iiuu etuiiu
him with a brew made of magic herbs;
Beautiful," and closed with Beethov
of
sincerity.
If
young
will
the
place
They help. But they
not take
no bullet can harm him." Was there
"^.g"^knelujrhr chor^uaT from^
Cesar
were
there
ever a more devoted mother?
singers would work at their technique till they can give adequate and olives." In between
Psaim,
I50th Psalm,
No, these gun-men of our streets are
sonorous expression to their feeling, and then would rigorously confind Franck's setting for the 150th
not bandits.
James H. Rogers' "Adon Olam." sung
their public performances to such songs as they can feel with some depth
of
Angellous"
Nor are they strictly 'thuRS." The
In Hebrew, the ""Pauls
of emotion, they would find themselves on the right way to a successful Palestrlna which they sang In the Latthug was a professional strangler In
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career.

There

is,

at

all events,

who has observed very

no safer way.

Or

so

it

appears, to one

closely.

R. R. 0.
trunk In an
the duke was round "in a
York city.
attic within 30 miles of New
"An attic
it?
doubt
Hudleston

poked at Garibaldi for the part
French.
he played, attempting to aid the

Fun

is

hardly
In this Instance the game was
worth the candle. It is true that Mr.
Hudleston speaks of the early and mid-

Does Mr.

city does not somehow
have seen
insph-e confidence: indeed, I

near New York

many

erally

dle adventures compared
are
Othello's exploits as related by him
and:
"as the simple annals of a bland

blameless Sunday school teacher": "he
helped to turn a "geographical expresa
sion" Into a nation; he Immortalized
flipbiscuit (known, however, to the
revpant modern child, who has little
erence for tradition, as the "squashedny biscuit"); he also gave, his name to]
blouse." In London he went to bed
at
at 8 and rose at 5, and found dining
"All
S;.10 injurious to his health
these are great and unusual things to
have done, and make it all the more
lamentable that he should have cut so
He fell in
sorry a flgure In 1870-71."
love with his Anita in South America.
forgetfulreason,
mysterious
"For some
ness, perhaps, the cold formality of a
marriage ceremony was dispensed with
Other authorities say
for some years.
he fell In love with her "through a telescope." which again Is just the kind of
thing Mr. Dowler would have done,
probably at Margate, while the future
Mrs. Dowler was bathing.'"

beautiful singer Grassini, who looked
with impartial favor on Napoleon and
The duke took her with
Wellington.
him/ to the Vienna Congress, for she

i

.

.

was "a kind

.

j

\

singular
vert him.

'

J.,"'
who tried to
Her correspondence with

""Miss

let

Duke

1

song, whimsical and indelicate
But on
anecdotes, cards and racing.
the other hand, he had all John Bull's
nature."
good
and
joviality, kindness
There was Mrs. Mary Anne Clarke, a
most attractive and clever little baggage. The duke was charged of having
shared with her the profits on the sale
promoof military commissions and
This led to an Inquiry before a
tions.
Commons.
Hou3«
of
of
the
committee
When a member roared at her: "Under
whose protection are you now?" she
cooed, turning to the chairman, "I had
thought, sir. that I was under yours."

women,

I

I
i

i

.

James Houghton was the

,

soloist

Offertory,

or

and Mr.
Ensemble

Wallace Goodrich's
Harper, president of the
audiChoir, conducted the hymns. The
it did
ence was of good size although
E. G.
not fill Sympttony Hall.

—

Preparing for the Crimean war, the
Empress Eugenie "consulted the great
Napoleon by means of a planchette, and,

no doubt, got the usual reply from the
World of Spirits, 'We are all Very Happy, which Is good, if unexpected, news,

hence the more correct namj
"p'hanslgar." Strangling a victim to
rob him was a religious rite. The word
thug," meaning a cutthroat, rough, debased from the original meaning earns
Into the English language about 1840,
now
but ""thug" in the present sense Is

India,

"

1

chiefly

CIVIC

ORCHESTRA

afternoon,
l"~At Jordan hall, yesterday
Music ''^ek the
also as opening for
a concert
gave
Boston Civic orchestra
conducted by Joseph FH*)^'^^^
Paul Mimart, clarinetist, f
The
Schwab, pianist, as the soloists.

program

M"ch,

Pomp and

Rhapsody

Clarinet.
for ^^larmet'

follows:

Circumstance," In A Minor.
No^
Elgar; Suite, "Peer Gynt"

Edward

Edward

Wagner,

Grieg;

F
Piano and Strings. Joseph
C" ^P;
No^ 1.
flrst time: Symphony
Overture to
Beethoven:
van
21, Ludwlg
Schubert.
••Rosamunde," Franz
second of the
Elgar's march, the
series, ac•"Pomp and Circumstance'"
notes »UPP"««

cordTng to the program
been given In
hv Mr Wagner, has notorchestra gave
The
b^or;.
this city
a very creditable

performance of

It.

for an orto do
recruited from amateurs
«yn;Phony.
Beethoven
credit to a
complex first one
even the least
Played It

It Is
..l,«\tra

luftlce

humanly Impossible

It

to

say that they

om-

American use. Cable
In
In 1883, but put ""thug" In

quoof
tation marks. The Boston Journal
plug-ugApril 24, 1889, spoke of "thuss.

ploved

It

and

lies

"flash

sports." "

Farmer and

Henlev's "Slang and Its Analogues,
Juno
quoting the Century Magazine for

"'The Know-Nothlng movement
came on and a few thugs terroriztd
thug
1883-

the

city,"

wrongly

was a nickname
native American

for

Writers

a

that

member

of

the

party.

A REAL ESTATE NOTE

As the World Wags:
.
^
Cushman«
The letter of Mr. Charles A. ""quohogs
concerning the spelling of
quesreminds me of the old Cape Cod
1921; P'lf Ims
tion (probably vintage of
v.

of

Duxbury), "Is dlggin" clams

fishin'

^- ^- ^•

or farmln'."

of York,"

says a writer In the Annual Register
was
for 1827, "there was nothing that
un-English, nothing that was unprince"He
further:
goes
Hudleston
ly." Mr.
was in fact, a Royal John Bull, with all
John Bull's little weaknesses for wine,

,

Tompkins for his son's washing bill,
which this good lady complained had
ooen outstanding for some time." Great
ladles .smiled on him; then there was
-

international— well,

"In the failings of the

j

Wellington was a lion
The Duke
among ladles as on the battlefield,
though to his family and his military
He
associates he was a ""hard" man.
was an excellent father for "he declined to f-ncourage his eldest son In
extravagance by refusing to pay Mrs.
i

of

us say chere amie."

of

I

nobility, Its full sonority of tone. Its
ability to swell to stirring clhnaxes as
well as to sing lyrically, gently In a
small, Btlll voice, as In the Benedlctus

At times though, the soof Gounod.
prano choir sounded a little strained
from
register.
and In the upper
pelted the duke with letters, tracts
Both program and performance acShe was a religious crue to the credit of Mr. Gideon who
spectacle-wioers.
maniac. "Her real name was Jenkins Is an old hand at conducting liturgical
and her motto, so far as the duke was music. He Is a musician and conductor
concerned, appears to have been, "Up sensitive both to the overpowering cliJenkins and at him.' " We wish Mr. max and to the nuance of line and
Hudleston had said more about the phrase as well.
»
,

|

which

with

at the cinema and they are genmost sinister." Miss J. suffered
complexes and repressions. She

"The Bell Anthem," and the
contemporaneous Healy Wllllan's "The
Prophecy" and others. Mrs. E. Rupert
Sh-;om played Pachelbel's ""Good News
From Heaven" as an organ solo.
Throughout, the chorus displayed Its
amazingly clear diction, Its musical

in Purcell,

Tuchkomuk.

""Quohog" Is a good enough spelling.
variant
thouKh lexicographers call It a
of "quahaug" or '"quahog.
LanguaB.
the
Williams in his "'Key into
to the /^"S^aef
of America, or an Help
part of Amerka
of the Natives In that
wrote
(1643)
•called New England"
English can.
the
this
"Po^uauhock,
which th.
Hens, a little thick shel-flsh
and dive for.
Indiana:^ wade deepe
Indians were the Narraganse

(These'
H«™^"
not the Narroprat).
wrote of the Nan
in ""Moby Dick"
sea 'o"! »
the
to
ucketers taking
"^^'^i
am
"Thev first causht crabs with
hood
out
waded
Then they
iauohogs."
pxished off 'n l><^t^;
.nets for mackerel,

f

,

-^^a^ra.^^-ns^^dlc^^re^%tf.aV
fne war with

the

mightiest animated

;

J

In the play
are associated with
the exception of Townshend. a butter and a physiclM who t«
supposed to be a seml-scrlous character, are extremely unpleasant persons.
Napier, who may be regarded
a."!
the hero of the melodrama, Is a

The New York Evening Post notes
John Oournos's apprai'sal of a new life of
Hernia n Melville by John Freeman, to
the effect that Melville's volumes In
his day were neglected by Engrlishmen
as well as by Americans. This Is hardly
a fair statement. "Typee" and
"Omoo" were enthusiastically welcomed
by the London Examiner, London Spectator,
London Times, BlackWjOod's,
John Bull. "Redburn," "White Jacket,"
"The Piazza Tales, even "The Confidence Man," won the approbation of

men who, with

March

taneously

London and New

In

in London about 10,000 copies were
printed from 1S47 to 1855. "Mardi" was
published in London a month before It
appeared in New York; so were "White
Jacket," and "Moby Dick."

a good old Biblical word.
She keeps
saying that she craves love, but love In
her mind and body might be spelled
with another word of four letters. She
calls on Napier three nights before his
marriage to Venice Pollen, a nice girl
"with pure eyes."
The result of her
a child that fortunately dies at
birth.
She would elope with Napier,
four months afterwards, but having had
a stormy Interview with his father, she
sends the young man back to A'enli^e
and runs her motor car into a tree.
Iris is not your ordinary vampire.
She
can be cynically witty; she can talk in
an interesting though disconnected manner;
but she talks so much about
"purity" that purity itself becomes unvisit Is

NE PLUS ULTRA
When

Chloe goes
In demi-hose

Yet

collapse.

discern

I

How knees may earn
A feather In their caps.
But knee-caps bare,
Or wide or spare.
Best

Brownies' fair knees;

thfi

fit

'Tls therefore wise

We

should advise,
Reserve bare knees for balrnles.
A.
^

all

"No, not exactly a sorrow, but a con-

my

science,

telephone

dear.

bells,

The door bells, the
seem to strike her

with something of a churchly effect. It
has troubled me somewhat, so the last
time I saw a tear in her eye, I asked
her to conflde in me, an old friend.
She answered that there was a great
sorrow awaiting her at home In Mulligatawny; that she hated to face it.
I begged her to share her secret with
me and phe did so. It seems that at

heme she does not dare

take her

to

breakfast In bed; the Goldberg and Mul-

ligatawny traditions are so flat against
this that she is doomed to a' perpetual
exi'io In Florida or New York or Europe." The Librarian in the Common-

—

weal.

moment

scetiarlo

I

him

(London Dally Chronicle.)
The Church of St. Botolph's, Blshopsgate, of wfiich the rector Is embarrassrfid
by a sudden increase In Income, Is one
of the four which have been consecrated
In the city of London to this saint, and
Botolph,
of which three now remain.
whose principal shrine is at Boston (i.e.,
'Botolph's town), was regarded as the
I

I

!

pressive face, she kno^vs the value of
Yet she, naturally
.-jobriety In gesture.
ndowpcl as she Is, skilled as she Is in
ihe histrionic art, could not make on«
realize that any woman led the lif<
of Iris or felt the emotions attrlbutec'
to her by the Inexperienced dramatist
It is enough to say that the others in
the cast were capable and worked in

i

j

patron of travelers, and in mediaeval
times it was thought proper to dedicate
a church to him at each of the exits

—

from the city north, south, east and
west so that the traveler, whatever his
direction, might Implore protection for
his journey.
The present church was

harmonious ensemble.

The large audience, attentive through-

built exactly 200 years ago, and In It,
In 1795, Jobn Keats, the poet, was baptized.

Miss Cornell
applauded heartily.
had the good sense not to accept a cur-

out,

<•

I

tain call.

THE lEEN HATli
By PHILIP

—

satirical

HALE

Wilbur Theatre First performance In
Boston' of "The Green Hat," a dramati-

Prince
Colonel

March

Sister Virginia

Clothllde
Madelalne, a nun

.Si.-iter

Lllllford

Gwyneth Gordon
Anne Tonetti
Florence

more

he could disport himself as

psychologist In the portrayal of charactor; he could write with greater ease
and possibly with greater charm and
brliliancy In description and In dialohTLie.

'

j
i

'
j

|
;

j

j

;

'

glamour.
The play deals with an Incident In
alleged royal matrimonial statecraft.
His Royal Highness is visiting the dejpbsed Princess Beatrice, apparent object,
matrimony with her fair daughter. But
as he approaches the situation to which
jail the matchmaklns family has conisplred to bring him, he Is overcome by
apathy and falls to rise to the bait.
There Is the tutor, a scholarly young

[man of common origin. The mother
would order a duke from 'Vienna to act

only half true. It will be remembered
that during the engagement, the personnel of the original company was

is

I

'

•

viexander Verrall

May

nut

this

let

it

be said that the

company stands

arNorthwest Mounted Police, to this
resting tale of the Saskatchewan.

Ro.?eAnd once again the appeal of the
irMarle," the "Indian Love Call,
Tom-Tom,'
resistible beat of "Totem
Door
-'The
^•Why Shouldn't We?" and
Dreams." Once again the chartn-

My
Stothart. the
°ng score of Frlml and
harp, and
sptu of horn, woodwind and
orchesinvenUve
the many conceits of
of

Ediss

--^-^^^^y Hulse
ri.n-th Dudgeon
•

^Madl'lelne Massey's Rose-Marie

Is al-

^.".''"^ .^^^.K•atherTi'e'"standln.

so we must
H. V. Esmond wrote It,
vaudeville
needs call It a play, As a
actress
sketch for a clever character
just
Is
might do very well, there
It
which, spread
material enough-material
very short
over three acts, even though
ones lies there.
with a slan|y
'The matter has to doSand>
A 3 ear
voung bachelor named
et«'"^'
sworn
had
or two back he
ot
f/^'^^j
walk
tude to a man in a humble
him off the brink
fe who had jerked
of a S^v^ss n^oun^
0 thi grave-the edge
tn>
^ravasip to be exact. When

St

c\m:trd.e\°he

owed him

his

life

rom
the

]

'

"-1?^ '^
^
fn th.
in

Chattel

much

that

this

Is

"ew

In

^

^

point

this
"^'^Zt^. In her
wanton, and she excelled leas the
only be
If she could

danc^g.

dau.,.oache-o.

house-flat-engaged a """«'^°^.^'^^
Dox,

all

.^^^agt's
Eagle s
Black
way June -Roberts as to
foreshadow
wSman, Wanda, bailed
in the hut but
the impending tragedy

fa ^hUd

.leased at the prospect of

animated the inHard-Boiled Herman

stock, has

role 'of
offers

"business,"

left h's Uttle

care of the
•er Eliza to the

James

animate
and now

1

«?ho

aside,

well on its feet,
despite the challenlng unity in the encompany.
first
of
the
semble dances
-Vnd there is a prompting for comparisons, but after all the injunction of the

present

limited,
stay away. The engagement is
and since Mr. Hammerstein has made
in
concessions there should be none
witnessed
these parts who have not
ear.
deaf
a
turn
to
opus
this beautiful
And so again we listened In rapt
and
attention to the love story of Jeem
Ross-Mahree, to the blarney of the intragic
gratiating Sergt. Malone, to the
to the
[note of Black Eagle's woman,
Boiled Hoibluff and boasting of Hard
the
man, to the glorious sonority of

;^-^^"^ee::jes3S?^^^^o7oX"^

Then we had Deslree EUinGuy Robertson and Phoebe. Brun.

poet should prevail. Mr. Hammerstein
ventures again In a waning dramatic
He has slashed prices. Let
season.
cry on
not he who has sent out the
flapdoodle
other occasions of theatrical

Charles Vane

Worman
^

.Tcr,

changed.

Roeer Wheeler
Cannon

\ Porter

Sandy Verrall
Mrs. Allaway

June Roberts
Paul Donah
Madeline Mnssey

Ramona Kogar.
rathel Brander
Houston Richards
Hard-Bolled Herman
Is the original
this
that
The statement
company that began the engagement of
29 weeks In Boston earlier In the season

[

First time In

by H. V. Esmond.

9"

Frank

LaFlamme

Mm Kenyoii
^ose-Marle LaFlamme

u;
to Stay," farce

Boston.
„
^ „.
Hppbert

^^^'^ JlVtlr
'^'.i^^^"'
°"
'l'^™
-..i-^
HarrlnKton

Vanda

'

acts

Arthur Geary

Hack Eagle
Edward Hawley
^.mlle

Charles,

cast:

,ady Jane

|

Comes

The

sergeant Malone

confessor part with the necessary genial
The minor parts were espeunction.
^'
cially well taken.
_ „ 5:
"Kliza

2d.

and Herbert Stothart.

'riml

^.uddy conducted.

mother in heavy and pronounced fashfather
Ion, and Horace Pollock did the

.
contortionist.
All in all, a splendid f^rff^^^-^t'^^t.
hope
deficiencies.
minor
spite a few
musical comedy theaill sign for our

A

a^tl^e
tre-substance rather than

^
'

f,

-nckine horse, a copy of
to Mothers
and alio a book of "Advise
young person
Elfza arrived, a plain
old if a dav, very
in spectacles, 20 yea.^
mind and manplain indeed, with the
female Simple Slmo..^
'

ner of a young

not even
Her plainness, however, was It from
"kin-deep; she had cultivated
the admotives of pnadenc^^, following
woman of
vice of her Aunt Hannah, a
As for
some experience In her day.
have
her slmpleness, that, too ["^ydegree
been cultivated to a certain
make
Standing did not choose to
,

,

1

I

i

•

plausible, better constructed, bet-

ter
a novelist

i

Soott

With

•lammersteln,

Charles Quartermalne did the prince
with effective inanity and arrogance,
Ethel Morrison played the scheming

France Bder

deft touch he Is romantic
without being absurd, ana cynical without destroying bis film of romantlo
riolic.

•

written than the dramatization. As

i

Booh
Oscar
Music by Rudolph,

ilav in two acts and eight scenes.
uui lyrics by Otto Harbach and

There was too much of an
actor speaking a piece, with others
listening in a rather bored and expresThat had to happen
sionless manner.
whenever royalty spoke, which made a
more fluid order of things even rriore
But the
necessary at other times.

Molnar has erected a rapidly moving
comedy of satire both kindly and vit-

Foster

Harry Barfoot
presented here by A.
Cornell
appears
Miss
through the courtesy of Mr. Belasco.
Not having read Mr. Arlen'e novel,
we are unable to mak-e agreeable or
It is fair to
unpleasant comparisons.
suppose, since the popularity of the
was
that
It
been
great,
has
novel
la

,';CHUBERT THEATRE— Return eu-cagement of "Rose Marie," a musical

tracted.

Romance In a mythical kingdom full
of "highnesses," bowing and and scraping satellites, solicitous super-servants,
moon, stars, glamour and gold lace, and
one rather remarkable mere human being.
This for groundwork.
Upon It

JtarRalo GlUmore
St. Clair Itfayfleld
Jane Sovllc

Truble

The play
Woods.
H.

Elliot

;

work, which made the first act and a
part of the second seem unduly pro-

Charles Quarternialne

Agnes
Countess Erdely

ladvantage; he and Miss Dudgeon made
Mr.
Jtheir scene together really funny.
iCannon made the mistake of over-playdid
all
ing an 'empty role. The others
what could be done they let no points
The audience laughed heartily.
escape.
R. R. G.

dignity, Impressionableness,
and cruelty. As set upon the stage last
night, there was a certain stiffness of
grouping, a lack of cohesive ensemble

William Kershaw
Robert Hambleton
Alfred
Loula Leon Hall
Caesar
Ralph Hoberts
Lackey
....Arthur Stone
Lackey m..^...
....William Dunne
Husaar
Paul Kimball
Hu^ar
Richard Capron
Lady In waiting
Ruth Anld
Lady In waiting
Rebecca Field
Maid
Helen Toner
Princess Maria Dominica

ilordon As!i

Harry

Turner

David Pickett
Ethel Morrison

;

1

adolescent

Wunderllch
Count Lutren

Katharine Cornell

A Lady

—
—
—
Albert

In

Alexandra her daughter
Ruth Taylor
Father Hyacinth her brother
Horace Pollock
Symphorosa her sister .. Mercedes Raynor

EuKPnc Power!-

Venice Pollen....,
Lord Do Travest

— "The

Theatre

comedy

Princess Beatrlo*

zation In four acts by Michael Arlen of
his novel similarly entitled.
FYoduced
at Detroit In April, l!>2o. with Katharine
Cornell as Iris. Produced In London on
Sept. 4, 1P25, with Tallulah Bankhead
as Iris.
The cast of last night was as
follows:
A Lndv's Mairt
Anne Tonetti
An English Reporter
John Buckler
The Mamger of the Hotel Vendome.
Deauville
Ou.«<ttive
Tlollnnd
nr. Conrail Maaterg
A. P. Kayo
Oerolil Ilaveleur Marcli
Paul Gullfo.vlo
Napier Harpenden
Loslle Howar<!
Major-Gen. Sir Maurice HTpendcn. Bnrt

Hilary Townshend
Fenwlck, nee
Iris

Repertory

iSwan," a
three
acts
by
|Ferenoz Molnar, with the following cast:
Dr. NleholM A»l
Dallas Anderson
Arsene (Son of Princess Beatrlc'.)
Peg Entwistle
Georre (Son of Princess Beatrice)
r

;

stage.

to see his mistress In the hospital,

oi- that there the two women would bill
and coo as they do?)
Miss Cornell Is a well endowed and
equipped actress, blessed by nature in
She moves and stands-face and voice.
gracefully. Her diction Is eloquent. Hei
With an exsignificance.
silence has

BOSTON'S SAINT

dollar.

The company worked to help the author out
they slaved. Miss Standing,
with something definite to do, did It, us
always, extremely well. As Eliza she
Bhone when she would be Dorothy, she
.appeared not so sure of hand.
Of the rest Mr. Tandy worked to most

habit continued after royalty left the

(Does any one believe for a moment
that Napier would take his wife with

I

—

believe In the plausibility of the
and the various situations.

when he tries to make
a pennyworth of Idea do the work of a
surely unwise

1b

His moment Is brief. In the morning,
he prefers to forget. The prince Is willing to forgive.
All praise her for her
magnanimous gesture. There is a brief
moment In which one senses the secret
tragedy of her sacrifice, then once again
she is the princess and he the humbled
and departing tutor. After all, there
is to be a royal wedding.
Dallas Anderson played the man who
dared look at the stars with effective
sympathy and understanding. He put
in him something of that most compelling dramatic type, the tragic clown,
and made his groplngs and soul wrestlings, though occasionally too fully expressed, things of almost palpable substance.
Ruth Taylor played the part
filled last year by Eva La Galllenne with

(It

lieve in the exlstenoa of the characters
nor In their enforced relationship. We
know that noble darnes of England
have from century to century thrown
their bonnets over the windmill.
We
know that English aristocrats have at
times behaved like rotters. But these
men and women have been exceptions,
and we doubt if any of them were as
inherently low-lived as Mr. Arlens. Iris
is not even consistent In her career as
a grande amoureuse.
The play Is well acted, so well acted
that It holds the attentio nat times It
tempts one to hold one's nose; or It
would tempt this If one could for a

W.

wittv,

scholar.

was said of George
Sand tliat she was so fond of using the
word "chaste" that It lost Its meaning
and was an obscene term.)
The play Is tainted throughout with
Insincerity.
The apectator does not bewholesome.

some of It very entertaining, even
some of It strangely flat. A writer

talk,

by unaccustomed glamour and unaccustomed Tokay, his fancy soars, while
others look on with dismay and the
royal prince with kindly amusement.
The princess, stirred by his ardor and
by pity for him, denounces the veiled
Insults of the prince, and openly bestows her caress upon the aspiring

.

^

and

Aunt Grundy may

major

lovers, yet she boasts
that only to Napier has she ever said "I
lave you."
Gerold described her accurately In the first act, taunting her .with

and Colonial Library. The American
Murray
rights were purchased after
had agreed to publish the book" In EngsimulYork,

The

men have been her

ray bought the English rights to print
The
1000 copies of "Typee" for £100.
tale first appeared in Murray's Home

published

fellow.

an arrogant brute. CJerold is.
confession u bad lot, halfby drink.
He Is one of the
Is

family, whose blood Is bad.
His sister Iris might be described In
the Jargon of the day as having a sex
complex and unsuppressed desires. Many

London reviewers.
The London house of John Murray
was the first to recognize Melville. Mur-

"Omoo" was

Irresolute

own

craSied

leading:

land.

weak,
Rvneral
by his

a.s competition, but there la' no time, so
the scholar Is mustered Into service.
(Alone ignorant of the role he Is playing,
he attends the ball with great elation,
and Instead of pulling the chestnuts out
of the Are by stimulating the ardor of
the much desired royal visitor, misunderstands the attentions of the young
;Princess, falls ardently In love with her.
Ho has to be put In his place, and la
told that he Is merely a means to an
lend.
Then, as he declares violently,
"something snapped within him," and
he talks out of turn, Involves himself
In a battle of wits wltn the Prince, deblares himself to the high heavens, and
firings the mother's castle of dreams
crashing do-wn about her. As a human
guinea pig he Is a failure. He will not
sacrifice himself.
There Is a supper scene. Intoxicated

',

I

;1
'

Mies
that point quite clear.
the
At all events Eliza— they Uked
of
name Dorothy better—tiring one day
feathFine
prudence, went shopping.
do make
ers whatever the proverb says,
When she came home gorfine birds.
to say
not
geously hatted and cloaked,
the
bewiggedi she set everybody by
And at the end of the third act
ears.
license.
Sandy sent out for a special
When Eliza was present In person, her
ridiculous garb and her Incongruous
The shock of
"speech raised laughter.
her unexpected first appearance was
very funny; so was her encounter with
an actress .engaged to Sandy.
For the rest of the play, there was

CONTINUING
COLONIAL—"Ben-Hur," Lew
Wallace's famous story with Ramon Navarro, Francis X. Bush-man, and others. Last week.

MAJESTIC — "The

Big PaLawrence Stallings's war
Renqe
Gilbert,
film with John
Adoree and others. Sixteenth

rade,"

week.

NEW PARK—

"Hearts 6f the*
World," revival of famous GrifSecond week.
fith war film.

PLYMOUTH —

"Merry,
with

comedy
Merry," musical
Marie Saxon. Third week.

CASTLE

SQUARE—"Abie's

Irish Rose," last week of
Nichols's famous comedy.

Anne

i

—

!

hat the truly American lype
so.-nis
only In Chicago.

is

eoitiy

I

a large
The Orientals
«
nose Indicates that a woman has
catamasculine nature, yet Solomon

9KETHEARTS' TONIGHT

believe

AT OPERA HOUSI

remembered

minstrel

act,

la

for

hall.

and saddle-nosed, Bulwer exclaimed:

"It

is

easily and]
while others go In for acrobatics and
Into a
get themselves and the audience
state of breathless anxiety, this chafl
successful
of
secret
the
know
seems to
Dlo Dato's band chosd
step dancing.
appropriate selections.

He works smoothly and

At another time he was

aomedy offering; Edwin -George, Jugglery
Buma and Foran; Frances and Frank.

Does any one Inquire Into the nose
Helen of Troy? Jean Nevlzan named

,

of
In

verse the 30 points of her beauty: "Parvus sit nasus." "Small," but nothing Is
said about the shape. From whom did
we learn that Cleopatra's nose was tilted

skyward?

FOR THE LAST JOURNEY
In a Northamptonshire
England, because the lad
had been very fond of canned salmon,
his relatives put a can in the coffin.
After the funeral they remembered they
had forgotten to put In a can opener,
but as a girl cousin died a couple of
months afterward and she and the lad
had been great friends, an opener was
put in her coffin and everybody said it
would be all right.
Some years ago we were at a funHis
eral of a boy In Jamaica Plain.
parents had coipe from a far off counsmall
coins
put
grandmother
The
try.
Yet we have read
in the boy's coffin.
that the pagan custom of burying varidead was disthe
with
ous articles
continued after 330 A. D.

At a burial

village

Urkov, a "plastic surIs a Keen observer
Over a hundred years ago
Blackwood's Magazine defined noscJoseph

Dr.

geon"
of

of

Chicago,

noses.

ology as "a dissertation on the Intellectual Faculties, as manifested by the
various configurations of the Nose."
We may be pardoned, therefore, for
eaylng that Dr. Urkov is a distinguished nos-aologist. He finds that the
New York nose is "a. bit prideful and
up-stage, but nevertheless aristocratic

The New Engsemi-classical."
land type is too sharp, too thin, too
ascetic.
"It might be termed inquisiThe bridge of
tive and puritanical."
th« southern nose is narrower than that
tip is mpre
the
of the New York type,

>

and

|

refined.

The

"true

and

supreme American

found only In Chicago. It has
"an easy, flowing slope from the forehead," a medium bridge, graceful wings,
perfectly proportioned nostrils, "with
a delicately heightened color upon the
inner surfaces, clearly betokening animation and action universally associated as a keynote of Chicago chartj-pe" Is

dread.
quietly

lace,

As you have seen cats paw at minnows

For many years the feet of Chicago
women attracted the attention of visi-

a brook.
She did not squawk, as fishwives do.
When quacks pull out their teeth at
In

can

I

1

\

;

i

women have grown

larger,

Chicago

a sleeping dog whose tall Is
trod upon.
Nor did her nose turn red, strange to
like

relate.

And blow

it

she did not, to

my

great

joy.

Nor did her face take on a blotchy
look.
of

(A love

research kept

my

senses

keen.)

At length
i

like

With a manner absurd."
"In the Harem" is the more important song.
"Miss Gaudette from the technical
standpoint has in certain ways made a
good beginning; witness her breath support and intonation. She can maintain
a melodic line without having it resemble the temperature chart of a feverish patient. He rmiddle tones have
a pleasing quality; her extreme lower
ones are cavernous; her extreme upper
ones are shrill in fortissimo measures,

v..

The musical season

their pupils that they

-

I

now?"

asked,

"Do

jrou feel better

•

n.

supposed

Is

tc

may show

their

paces before admiring friends and doting parents.
Then there la muslo week with
"cl^ic" and other entertainments.

'

'

\

Mme. Hopekirk's

song,
that of Wagner's wholly escaped her.- In
the French group there was a uniformity of expression, regardless of the
poetic contents*
Miss Gaudette has youth and enthusiasm. She has yet to put herself behind
the notes and give each song Individual meaning.
sections of

1

j

and In rhetorical explosions.
There was a sameness in much of her
interpretation, also an unevenness In
quality. If she caught the mood of the
first

|

end with the last Sj-mphony concert
but there are belated recitals. Toung
singers think that at la«t the water is
warm enough for them to wade timidly
or strike out boldly. Teachers trot out

A

French

Daniel Erlcourt,
time In this country In Pilgrim hall this afternoon at 3
o'clock
under the auspices of the
Women's City Club of Boston. Born
at Parts In 1903, he entered the Conservatory of that city. "When he was
D years old, he took a first prize for solfege; In 1920 he took a first prize for
piano playing, ns a pupil of Santiago
Riera.
His other teachers have been
Nadia Boulanger, who Is known as a
composer, organist, ftnd personally. In
Boston, and Roger Ducasse.
Mr. Ericourt has also taken the Prix Dlemer
for piano playing.
He has given concerts throughout Prance, many with
Georges Enesco, the violinist.

^

pianist,

will play for the first

HARVARD PUYERS
BURLESQUE 'BROWN'

,

BRATTLE HALL, Cambrldge--nai
Jo*'"/^"

I

vard Dramatic Club, in Blda Directed
Young's "Brown of Harvard."
cast:
by R. N. Lawrence. The
.G. B.
„.
" Bingham
Brown
Tom T3.„„«
p^rry
.

Gerald Thome
Wilfred Kenyon

^-

jf^Q^vran

^.-D^ ^.
3. s>- ^-

Madden^.
John Carthwrlght
"Tubby" Anderson
Cla.xton

soloists,

parllnK

"

"

Pierce

Mail
Victor Colton

j^^^^

^^

Dupertuls

Codrington

„

?l"tain- •Hodges.;.;.;.bharlea

Leathe^^^^^^^^

Georee

C.

Selwyn

.

.

""jP^,.,,,^

.

.

Arthur Blake

O Hara

G„„.ing

Mark
^"^^'^^
.R- W. "urgev m
•

.

James Van Renaalaer.
Austin Latchow
Old Clothco Man

The choir of Perkins Institution with
the Var.nlnl Symphony ensemble and
will give a concert in Jordan
hall this afternoon at 2:30 o'clock, under
the auspices of the Civic Music Association, Inc.
The program will Include
"How lovely Is they dwelling place,"
from the German Requiem of Brahms:
Mozart's "Ave Verum"; Allegro from
Wldor's 6th Symphony for organ; Gericke's "Chorus of Homage"; Fanlng's

-'J^„el.in(i

"The Vagabonds," and "Hiawatha's Departure," by Coleridge-Taylor.

^ peavy
p-W^ird Welton
;;;:^.<'Brul
<••

p

.

j

The Boston Choral

gove

Addo,ns.
rofeTs-^r ^°^.\\\\\\\\ip-vWreW

by

Keam,

or-

Day, soEleanor V. Riley,
soprano;
Nora M. Burns, contralto;
Thomas A. Qulnn, t6n':>r, and Alice K.
ganist, assisted

S%"'1^yon:;;:;:::^::Kh^ita;Edward.
.1 ....
Evelyn Kenyon
-^l^^l^^l^^l,
S
„
Marian Thome
YoB<.eT
rosier
J^
t.....Ruth
Edith Sinclair
When the ">"0v4," J"'"' vo?,nf %vas
w-^s
of Harvard," RIdatohnson -io^^f

John
McCarthy

Society, Inc.,

Ida
O'Shea, director:
O'Shea, pianist; Af:ies M.
A.

Jr_,

prano and

.

Olive M.

violinist;

•

•

Gorman,
;

tonight

violinist,
in Jordan

will give a
hai: at 8:15

concert
o'clock.

Choruses: "Sanctus," from Gounod's St.
dropped quietly oT^^^tUr
tne Cecilia Mass; Oscar Rasbach's "Tre<s":
Burthe
But
her.
Osrden Stewart replaced
Elgar's "Snow"; Chadwick's "Lovely
the anc.en
Dramatlc CIub ha^revlved
Rosabelle" (with Miss Day and Mr.
"'^
and once tabooed.l Piece
the
Qulnn).
Gounod-Locmis. "May,
pnstlne glory, its '^^«;<='"»'^'^t,
"Faust"
paraphrase
from
irfed e, a Maiden"
departed
costumes those of the dear
(quartet and chorus). Dickson, "Thank*
boisterous Be to God "; Old Irish, "The Galway Pift last night as
per" (female chorus). Hotoll, "Terra Treall of those debuTlesque a travesty on
boy who ni,ade mult" (quartet and chorus). Miss Day
'ectabJ'e plays of the
will sing Bizet's "Agnus del" (Miss Gorgood as an un''^re';»?"^^^'.
The man, AioUnlst), and will play the vlolta
believed m hln.
!

rustic fairs

has lost this distinction. She now prides
herself on the noses of the women living
there, and, presumably, in the suburbs.
We had thought handsome noses, classic
noses, tilted noses, snub noses, parrot
roses, cucumber noaes, button noses,
hawk noses, squashed noses were to be
found In all cities here and abroad. It

Greek, and

Then came "The Slmurgh,"

Bud

she sat, save that her
bosom heaved,
And big tears from her eyelids welled.
At which she dabbed a dainty bit of

Or

all

"That singular bird

Warren

acter."

"How firm
tors, domestic and foreign.
a foundation, ye saints of the Lord."
Now it seems, as the feet of all Ameri-

,

'

Bret Harte's emu,

(For As the World Wags)

j

,

better.

THE ART OF WEEPING
Unwittingly I once a woman did enrage,
My heart thumped like a dollar watch.
Fearing hysterics or a scratching bout,
For such things I had read about In
books
But groundless was my harrowing

For

^

deserve
as the ear-wiggling clown, also
mention for amusing bits of caricature.
Of the girls, it was Doris Sanger as
pursuit
the love-sick Marian Thome, in
master,
of Kenyon who "is not his own
who did the deftest bit of acting of th^
evening, a subtle travesty of the love
sick maiden, timidly pursuing.
But there must be some mention of
If
the inimitable quartet which looked as
from the walls of
It had stepped intact
the Union, where the heroes of that distant day are enshrined in chromes. For
interlude before the curtain there wert
three Gibson girls stepping lightly tt
the vast delight of the audience.
In brief, a hilarious performance, rather loosely put together, but none the
less amusing throughout.
There will be other performances at
the Fine Art Theatre on Friday.

In

I

all

his
(the poor boy who had gained
muscle by swinging an axe in Kentucky,
whose heart was proud though his purse
was lean)i D. W. Moreland as Tom's
Kozol
right thinking room-mate; H. L.

shows.
Last night Miss Gaudette sang his
"In the Harem" which has the "atmosphere" were are accustomed to associate
with the seraglio; but Rubinstein did
the oriental vocal ornamentation much

We

:

[

Perry

set for himself the vain task of adding
music to Swinburne's "Atalanta in
Calydon." But we like to think of Mr.
Bantock as visiting Boston years ago,
conducting one of the delightful Gaiety

should
ing to the justice of Nature, It
ear; the
be no longer than the lip and
the
third part of the face in length;
30th part of the length of the whole
of 31
chapter
this
commend
body."
pages to Dr. Urkov.

,

The program was as follows:
Harem and the Slm-

Song; Watts, Jcy.
Miss Gaudette Introduced to the
friendly audience Bantock In his pseudooriental mood. There was a time when
musically he was all for the East like
He even
"Erminie."
the Baron in
Omar-Khaymmed it at appalling length.

Bulwer declared in 1650 that In Engnose
land and most of Europe a long
was held the most beautiful. "Accord-

,
The Burroundlng bill Included! Kola
muslo!
and Sylvia & Co., In dancing and
and Marion In a comedy
Clifford
mus
oal
In
a
Dunl6p
and
sketch Block

I

HALE

from the Hills of
Dreams; .Samuels, the Little Bells of
Sevilla; Wagner, Traeume; Brahms, Der
mein
wird
leiser
Schmied, Immer
Schlummer, Meln Lleb 1st gran; FourBrise:
La
drain, LOais; Salnt-Saens,
Leroux, Le Nil, Fourdrain, Ma Maison;
Dvorak, Songs My Mother Taught Me.
Le Forge, En Cuba; Palmgren, Twilight

Face."

I

Jack Norworth and Dorothy Adelphi
appear In a sketch by W. C. Fields, en-i
amusing pleoej
titled "The Naggers," an
Norworth also does some of his old song
In a comhits at the close of the sketch

I

are still those who know
Brown
nothing of the adventures of Tom
when his father sent him to Harvard,
bewarning him in advance the night
play cards for
fore, not to drink or
brief.
In
recounted
them let the plot be
Brown is the good genius of the college,
check when
the boy who always lent a
representathe Lend-a-Hand Society
who looked
boy
the
tive came calling;
believed
so ingenuous that he must have
the crew race
In fairies, and who won
minute.
last
the
when he was put in at
hilt,
Mr. Bingham plays him to the
openhe is the incarnation of all those
the
to
faced college heroes who redound
Mr.
credit of home, college and country.
as the stroke of the varsity eight

Bantock, In the
urgh; Hopekirk,

women

his band for background. Russell Is without doubt on<
class
of the most graceful dancers In his

EDWARDS.

gave a recital last night in Stelnert
Francis Weeks was the accom-

panist.

not too late for Dr. Urkov to

flat

,

of the stereotyped posef
the photographs of the Uaj
anc
burlesqued In gesture, intonation,
And that is the only way to repose.
carlcaas
Vive these old melodramas,

Emily Louise Gaudette, mezzo-soprano,

Dr.

Impossible the adulterate wit of
should commit a fouler trespasse
against beauty, and the majesty of
Nature, or introduce a rtiore odious alteration in the face, than is done by
He
the contrivance of this fashion."
went on to say that the nose is placed
as
the
face
the
of
middle
In the very
most worthy and honorable situation.
Women should not "mangle that goodly
promentory that runs along to divide
the
the Pasiflque Sea of beauty In

hii

Eddie Leonard'i
back this time wltl

By PHILIP

I

ponder scene 7 In Mr. John Bulwer's
en"Man Transform'd"; the chapter
"Certaine formes and strange
titled:
and
shapes of the Nose much affected,
of sinartificially contrived, as matters
gular beauty and Ornament, In the
esteem of some Nations."
Speaking of the Tartarian women,
who cut and pared their noses between
more
their eyes that they might seem

In

vein.

Has

'i^i-

mark

that

IMSSGAUDEHE

treatise of the learned
Slawkenbergius. or was the only copy
extant In the library of Tristram Shandy's father.

Frank Dlo Dato and

edy

1926).

.i-'i

n'^^there

Urkov read the

Her choice of numbers and hestage.
.imusing chatter In between them wai
decidedly different from the averagi
type of "single" act. Joseph Chlpmaj
was a capable and understanding ac
companlst.
«
^
*
».iJ
marvellous footwork

In

L.

though wit
.somewhat criuu-

misled none of the "attitudes,"

into

fell

wonaered if my acting was the cause.
Or was It something I had failed to note.

assume the "cogitative form of that
(He should have lived

Is

'^^Tliey

1

JAMES

sU:i

madt- up for Us lack of smoothand
ness by the vmflagging spirits
posthe general burlesaue manner that
of tht
sc-ssed each and every member

I

cried,

of its ancestors"
Chicago
visit
to

It

j,

ceptluiKs,
finished,

To several of her closest women friends.
To my dismay they laughed until they

he ever read "Nasology," by Eden Warwick, published In London nearly 80
years ago. Strange to say In his clasthe
sification he gave the first place to
Roman, the second to the Greek. He
"nonthe
carefully
had considered
copitatlve form" of the American nose,
of the
'the most unthinking of any
Gothic stock"; but he was not without
"America is, however, a fast
hope:
growing country; It had no infancy, but
grown
started at once Into life, a full
generous
youth"-; and Mr. Warwick,
national nose
Boul, believed that our
would gradually Improve, and ultimate-

HEADS PTHBILI

i t-a,

ill

gleaming,

excellent Dr. TJrkov was by no
the first to name mental characteristics associated with noses. Has

Marie Dressier, favorite comedienne
heads an entertaining bill at Keith"
Miss Dressler's refreshing
this week.
and wholesome style of comedy Is a jo
and the audience last evening was wits
her from the moment she entered th(

Buiu

cjnts

u.y fault, let's not delay our
drive,"
smiled, the tears upon her lashes

And

The
means

MARIE DRESSIER

was

Convinced was I she was a paragon.
But later on I acted out the scene

Damascus.

ly

Russell,

that

beIcRulnp the bodily beauties of his
the
loved Shulamlte, likened her nose to
toward
tower of Lebanon which looketh

Tonight at th» Boston Opera Houej
Juniors -wHI pre
19 Council of Jewish
sent Victor Herberts "Sweethearts.'
This offering Is to raise funds for thi
purchase of a convalescent home fo
children in Boston, a long-felt neei
The juniors have provided a splendl
cast, recruited from the younger socle
set of Boston, prominent amongr whor
are Babette Beloft, Leo Sonnabanc
William Silverman, Raymond Jllrandr
Bert Siskin, Richard Feldmar
Dr.
Phoebe 'SVoUe. Ruth Alexander, Sail
Aronson, Silvia Illrshbach, Bertie Har
rlson. Hilda Sonnaband, Dot Aronsor
Louis Berlin and Jennie Bornsteln. Th
committee In charge of the productlo
consists of Cecile Hebenstreet, Alfre
Harris, Harry Malzllsh and Raymon
Miranda, and the entire production
".nder the direction of Ralph Harlow«

Jack

il

-

'

l

"^ryXyld
some

girl

who

,

—

1th Miss Gorman, \ lo'iinlst, In^Elgari!
inow.
Miss Rlley'8 selection Is Blsh-

summed up

"Lol Here the Gentle Lark"; Miss
ums's the "Suicide" aria from "La
Ibconda"; Mr. Qulnn's will be Kraer'a "Great Awakenlngr," also Krelsiw'a "Cradle Song." Mies Gorman will
ilay Salnt-Saens's Prelude to the "Del;ge"
and Rehfleld's Spanish Dance.
tSB O'Shea and Mr. O'Shea will play
Sullmant's Scherzo, op. 36, and Pastorale op. 26 for piano and organ.

hia theory of organic JIfo:
"EveiTthIng that lives Is simply an organlzed mould." Yes, Helen of Troy,
Alexander the Great, Gen. George
Washington, Cleopatra, Mr. Gladstone
were nothing but mould while they

ip's

Pacifism Is a state of mind against
Which there are no philosophic objections.
The whole world desires peace,
I

Jietr pupils of
the Denlshawn school,
give a "matinee of dance" at the
Stepertory Theatre tomorrow afternoon
it 2 o'clock, for the Braggrlottl scholar-

fund benefit.
ippear personally.

The two

sisters will

Bert Lowe's orches-

.ra.

Combined chonises

of

women'a dubs

Alice O. Roland, soprano, will glv« a
In Stelnert hall next Sunday
ifternoon.
Miss Josephine Sabino, a IS-year-old
oprano, who Is about to sail for Italy
•ecltal

n 1894 the prize of $300 offered by- the

New

Conservatory of Muslo In

i

Tork. The first performance was at a
oncert of the Boston .Symphony orhestra on Oct. 20, 1894, when Mr. Chadwlck conducted his work.
The other
orchestral pieces tomorrow night will
f)e Bralims'B "Academic Festival" overure and an entr'acte from Bruneau's
JMesstdor."
Charles Bennett, baritone,
it the faculty, will sing an aria from
"The Starriage of Figaro" and three
songs by Josef Sucher.

|

By the way, the staid Manchester
Guardian has instituted a department
corresponding to the "funny" column
"The news
of American newspapers.
report of a man being fined at Leeds
for driving a horse while drunk raises
the Interesting question how the animal
managed to get itself into such a deplorable condition. It must have needed
an Indulgence In something stronger
than Just animal spirits."
That wheeze is below par; the following anecdote Is a little better. A
correspondent wrote that for a display
of the Ypres film In his country town,
the picture house announced the engagement

in February, 1919.
of the most striking photographs
her
waa
taken
a good many years
ft
go by Frederick Day, then of the enof
^rprlsing firm
book publishers, Copeknd & Day, of Boston.

,

[

'When

Tree left the theatre,
:>ping to succeed in opera, her vocal
.lords failed her as she was preparing
fi take the part of Strauss's "Salome"
Genoa.
(The photograph of her in
t
_iis part shows her wearing voluminous
ettlcoats down to her heels.)
Some of
[(er friends feared this calamity would
efall her, for her throat was delicate.
Ifow, in her book, "Castles In the Air,"
he publishes a letter written to her by
*eorg6 Bernard Shaw, a letter that
night be read with profit by all young
lingers wildly ambitious:
"Don't you know that there are no
jerfect voices and never will be? Don't
Viola

know

that the teachers who profess
to manufacture those voices (just one
year more, whilst the guineas last)
can't sing themselves, and can't show a
single pupil with such a voice?
Don't you know that the people who
know how to sing may be divided into
those who taught themselves, and those
who were taught like de Reszke and
myself by their mothers?
You'd
better by far sing 'Annie Laurie' on
Margate Sands, and take a collection in
your hat afterward, tlian sing 'Una voce'
or 'Bel raggio' for the 50th time at a
professor's piano, and dream of paralyzing the Scala with it next year. Next
year never comes; remember that."
^ou

.

.

.

—

—

.

.

.

"What is to be said of Mr. John R«ad,
an Englishman, who writes: "I detest
Bach; Beethoven leaves me utterly
cold;

abominate 'The Messiah'; Mo-

I

zart and Verdi make me
furiously
angry, and I loathe Weber and SchuNow, why is this?"
bert.
Let us say with Charles Lamb, when
Borne one in his company made a re.

.

.

markabVa statement: "Let
the gentleman's bumps."

me examine

"A dentist, a schoolmaster, a policeKman and a librettist are as regards one

—

mat-

he

spring
rushed.

He always

wouldn't

bo

so

said.

With him

afield all day, I guess
She passed some lonesome hours;
She wouldn't mind so much, she told

me
If

symphony

once,

she had flowers.

house

Is

simply

stacked

with

flowers,

she

lies
self.

smiling there,

And does not

all

by

her-'

In the

Commonweal.

^

!

jj^g

-vvorld

Wags:

jj^gg ^ny reader of your column recall
^ short-lived newspaper which sprang

|

New

York city someexistence in
jn 1891 and was called the MornIj^g Advertiser?
Col. John A. Cockerill
publisher, I believe.
y,^^
y think this paper was the original
unable to find
"tabloid" dally, but I
copies of it in existence. I believe
ij^to

am

Uny

that it consisted of four pages of four
It was advertised as
columns each.
"The Ideal Paper for Busy People," I

|

orchestra.''
to be com-

MR. BECK'S TRIBUTE

With a Monocle

^

;

Commandant Mary Allen, leader
of an organization that assisted the
British government in the late
strike, is pictured
as sporting a
monocle with a broad black ribbon.
Whether she cnn dislodge it carelessly or gracefully scre'w it into her
eye has not been stated.
The monocle has long been considered as an offensive 'weapon of the
high-class British male.
Occasion-

,
i

Stratford-on-Avon. It .seemed to us a
mixture of platitudes and hifaiutln. He
struck one original note: "He (Shakespeare) was not a'lWays the gentleman,
but possibly the finest gentleman of our
This tribute
English-speaking race."
j
amused the Manchester GuardianT "This
fresh and individual way of looking at
old themes is akin to the genius of
it ought
Shakespeare himself.
never to be forgotten. It ought to be set
to music and sung at Stratford on every
April 23 for the rest of time:

!

...

American anglomaniac has
been seen with one, rather ill at ease,
self-conscious, whether the glass was
plain or prescribed by an oculist, a
specialist in astigmatism. Now that
English women have taken to the
pipe rather than the cigarette and
are dressed so that on the street
they are not distinguishable at long
distance from the former lords of
ally an

Always the gentleman, always the gent.

man

a hundred-per-

cent.;

Bound from his youth to propriety's
ways
He was their go-getter all of his days.
Truthful and sober, industrious, clean.
Respectful to ladies, from beggar to
Queen;
Courteous, kind to his mother, polite,
•Villiam, our William, was every bit
white!

Chorus
Iways the gentleman, white to the core!
Always the gentleman! Can we say
more?

creation,

the

mythical

White House spokesman rub It In? Is
It not enough to tell a curious nation

that the President Is going to summer
up-state? It la cruelty to muzzled citizens to add that the Summer 'WTiIte
House Is "30 miles from the Canadian
border." If the spokesman must speak,
let him speak comfortably to Jerusalem,
A facetious citizen might be forgiven for

—

Near

From

that saves the day
Canada, thirty miles away!

Is

the

Stoneham.

j

j

mead

L-

W. BUELL.

not surprising that

looked scornfully or inquisitively at his fellow-man through
a monocle is nameless.

that
j
i

|

j

MOULDY, NOW AND FOR ALL TIME
Prof. Tlssot In a paper read before
the French Academy of Science Jthus

is

j

j

muttering

it

they affect the monocle.
It is hot easy to say when the
monocle first made its appearance in
England. In the late fifties of the
last century the word, taken from
the French, meant only a readingNot till the
glass for one eye.
eighties did it come, in its present
sense, into the Engli.sh language.
We know the name of the Englishman who first courted ridicule by
The hero
spreading an umbrella.

SPOKESMAN, TELL US OF THE SITE
As the World Wags:
Why, oh, why, must

who prefer

I

the

word "monocular" to "one-eyed."
Thus Sir Richard F. Burton speaks
the

of

three

Kalandars

in

the

"Thousand Nights and a Night" as
monoculars. Would it be tautologito describe a one-eyed person
with a monocle in front of his gOod
_
eye as a "monocular"?
"Th« boy who sniggers and blushes
cal

Catullus in the
Is translating
prude.
class-room must be the son of a
DeMauve
"The
in
Beer
Thomas
Mr.
of Harry
cade" quotes this saying
verses
Thurston Peck; yet there are
Into our
that are not easily translatable
Not many
modern and decent English.
offered
readers will accept the apology

by Landor
"Tell m-a not what too well
About the bard of Sirmlo

I
.

know
.

Yes, In Thalia's son
a*^hen a.
Such stains there are
'
Grace
lace
Sprinkles another's laughing
With nectar, and runs on.
.

•

care.

—MABEL CORNELIA MATSON

were not Impressed by Mr. J. M.
Beck's speech, proposing "the immortal
memory of William Shakespeare," at

the white

contemptible, when it is
directed "toward him. It implies an
irritating superiority on the part of
the wielder. Still more humiliating
is the glare of the monocle to the

.

They are everywhere

We

He was

lorgnette, held by the fairest woman, makes the stoutest soul feel

.

The

has

been made, shrinks at the steady
glare of the unfortunate •who is
obliged to have an eye of glass. The

when he

the time to spare
flower bed.

Another

-

[particular in the same boat; they are
[not, as a rule, heard of until things cro
Wrong." A. H. Fox-Strangwayg.

it

This orchestra turned out
jam informed,
posed of two violins, a piano, and the
Perhaps someone may recall the
jazz outfit of the town.
The corre- sheet, and may be able to tell me If In
Bpondent jested with the proprietor any way it was the progenitor of the
about his "symphony" orchestra, and! tabloid newspaper of the present day,
received this apology:
"Yes, J had a) which is so popular with the non-readgreat disappointment. The cornet play-| Ing public.
R. Q. deB,
er sent word at the last moment he'd
broken his false teeth."

Guernsey,

One

of "full

will

The Guardian and

clay."

of

"What

from now."

He never found
To make her

And

knifing him, the "friend of the people."
Some one asked recently, "What has

'>f

feet

a hundred

HE NEVER FOUND THE TIME

A STARTLING INNOVATION

The last time
«re saw this grisly drama Therese and
lover
v.ere
portrayed by Mrs. Potter
her
and Kyrle Bellew. That season we also
aw Mr. Bellew as Marat in his bathtub
and Mrs. Potter as Charlotte Corday
She appeared
at the Court Theatre, London, in 1912,
as the Prologue In "Buddha."
Absent
from the stage for several years, she
reappeared for a single performance at
X benefit matinee at St. Julian's, Island

sweet to the sense.
be damnably mouldy
years hence."'

ter 100 years

other English newspapers speak kindly
of Pennell and most appreciatively of
his work.

MIchaud, Frank Viles.

of Airs. Potter?"

Mr.

•

,

.

person glared at.
There are some

to attend her.

fit

"Hogo," young ladles and gentlemen,
from the French haut gout, was at the
time the song was written fashionable
slang for "a taste" or "a savory morsel." One hears daily Jordan's philo-

"It is expressive of the late
Mr. Joseph PenneU'g character that h«
did his best all his life to get himself
disliked and never really succeeded.
He almost made us believe In the
early Victorian idea of a 'Yankee.' In
appearance he was long, thin and gaunt,
and rather dingy and suspicious, voluble, jerky, always staking out every
possible claim for his own country. He
made a god of Whistler, but could not
help in several long volumes giving half
his energies to disclose unconsciously
his

drama,
Zola's
"Thereae
Raquln,"
translated by Reginald Lawrence, was
[performed by the Boston Stage Society
last week at the Barn, 36 Joy street.
The cast waa as follows: Madame Raquln, Minden Seweli; There.se, Doris
Sanger; Suzanne, Bertha Pollay; LauReginald
Lawrence;
Camllle,
rent,
Homer Snow; Grlvet, Lynde Sullivan;

become

Will

.

New

England Conservatory orchestra in Jorlan hall tomorrow evening. This symjhony, composed Jn 1892, was awarded
.Catlonal

of

of

doth

Though now she seems pleasant and

Pennell:

George W. Chadwlck's Symphony In
F' major. No. 3, will be performed under
direction at the concert of the

Are thought

sophical reflection:

The Manchester Guardian said

Tuesday evening.
Carmine IppoUto,

lollnlst.

lis

lightness and brightness
cast such a splendeur
That none but the stars

CAMPUS CAL.

pursue her studies, gave a recital

o

n Jordan hall last
She was assisted by

all

honour.

the World Wags:
The other day at lunch I gave an
American girl with an Irish face, who
waited on me, a dime. She said: "I'll
bet you sprung that on me because you
knew I didn't have any change." I
wonder whether that was a dirty dig.

i

when explanation

one,

mean and

Whose

A.3

Mil sing In Symphony hall next Sunday
iftemoon at 8 o'clock.

common

the
j

force:

"Your most beautiful bit, who hath
•
eyes upon her,
That her honesty sells for a hogo

In 1905.

'The Polish President selected B
Grabskl, a former premier, to form a
cabinet"; but he did not make him secretary of the treasury, so why shoulc
Pilsudskl have objected? It looks as ii
Pilsudskl's real name is Buttinski,

will

I

lived,

—

Gourmont

de

|

moved and had their being. And
so one stanza of a 17th century song,
"The Careless Gallant" by Thomas Jordan, a song lavishly praised by Swinburne, also by Henley, now loses Its

Neither fine
it desires fine weather.
weather nor peace Is under human control.
Who. was more pacific and more
Df a pacifist than the Czar that InHis
vented The Hague conference?
ielegates met there the Mikado's. ^Remy

as

Berthe and Francesca Brasglottl, with

ihlp

:

first

No sensitive person objects at
being observed through spectacles
with gold or horn rims, or through

translations

been

|

Into

There have
C°mpl«te v^r
English vers« and prose:
Lamb /^mes
slons by John Nott, George
^i^""^^^^"
Cranstoun. Robinson Ellis,
Incomplete
and Sir Richard F. Burton;
°"
M^"^"^*"
versions by Martin and
translation
ard Smlthers made a prose
verse.
to go with Burton's
PU^lsh In

B P

Dutton

&

now

Co.

of

Broadway

the noteworthy serl-es
Translations the '>°"''P]^^%,Z7T^
edited by
Catullus, translated and

p
F.
College. MenWright
Mr.
,Uon^g former translations,
Burton'8-he unaccountably
of
says
A

WriKht

did

him no

of

Birbeck

credit.

one para-j
Translating Catullus, should
or
lit^iral
be
ones,
grosser
the
phrase
Wright
Mr.
Latin?
original
leave the
l>"t he has
has chosen to paraphrase,
Brossness^
an excuse for the originalwords w th
When Catullus uses vile Aurehus he
and
reference to Furius
than a"
does not mean it; any more
he.uses preEnglish nawy does, when
companions
his
to
cisely similar terms
of humor which
it is merely a form
Softengrave folk do not appreciate.
at times
Wright
Mr.
speech,

^g

the

the force
wholly weakens the spirit and
terrible attack
of the verse, as in the
on Lesbla (LVIII).

by
To many, Catullus Is best known
Clodla, who
the poems to Lesbla, the
the
was the sister of Publius Clodlus;
on his,
nuptial ode; the pathetic Poem
imitation of.
brother's death; and the
Sappho's memorable
has put the verses

Mr. Wright
about Lesbla to-

lines.

j

the
so there is the story of
passionate love, the torture and despair,
addition
the fierce vengeance. Here, in
he includes
to his own translations
Sir
Byron,
Davies,
Crashaw,
those of
Philip Sidney, Swift.
turn
he
does
But why in the world
sparrow ("passer") Into a
Lesbla's
"canary"? Fortunately he does not pay
attention to the theory advanced by
ipolitlanus and Turnebe, discussed by
Joseph Scaliger. that "passer" was here
used by Catullus "in sensi* obsceno"-;
nor does Mr. AVrlght in his llKt of commentators Include the learned and ingenious Antolne Muret; nor does he
mention the searching commentary of
Landor In his "Last Fruit Ofl! an Old
Tree."
gether,

has Mr. Wright succeeded as a
Only fairly well, for he undertook an almost Impossible task; he
has, perhaps necessarily, been unable

How

translator?

In certain instances to make use of the
poet's effective repetitions, or to reproduce the original metres. Take a fani-

ous verse

in

the Nuptial Ode, which he

translates:

"Fear not! With the coming year
The new Torquatus will be here,

Him we soon shall see
With infant gesture fondly seek
To reach his father's manly chi
From his mother's knee."

^
lore

.\..

,

;;.,.nod:

eyes shall see, mnyhap,
YounK Torquatus on the Inp
Of his mother, as h* stands

'

I

Strotchlns out his tiny hands,
his little lips the while

I

Half open on his father's smile."
But Catullus says we quote from
"Two Poets of
M.Mtlmer Oolllns"s
':.>:r.e ": "I wish that a tiny Torquatus,

I

—

stretching

tontler

W. Wlnslow,

his mother, may smile sweetly to
father, with little Hps half-open.
It ls> lust In simple passages like this
that the most skilful translators must

his

fall."

(How Mortimer Collins loved CatulHe found that Horace wrote to
be quoted In the House of Commons;
the poet of the successful English manufacturer who buys a country estate;
Influential,
"large.
of
the
stolid class, In whom there
but a
Is no energy of Intellect
freneral belief that things as they are

poet

.steadfast,

.

.

are very satisfactory.")

last four lines:

"So now these
I

gifts,

of

past years,
bring aa offerings to thy funeral
cell:

Take them,

all

piolstened with

a

brother's tears.
brother, for alt time, hall -and
farewell."

And

,

Who

can reproduce

In

English

the

who

English poets besides those

nephew

whom we

j

en of her period, "who claimed for their
sex an even greater license than men
had hitherto enjoyed, and paraded their
conquests with a bold shamelessne.ss
that surpassed all the bounds of male
She was a leader among
effrontery."
the Roman Don Juanes, a rebel against
usage and convention.
When Catullus met her at Verona he
Ivas 22; she was some 10 years h!s
enlOr, "just approaching that period
which Ovid considered
^of a woman's lite
he most attractive, 'femme de treiile

i

'

The
'ailed

with all the alluring charms and
without any of the scruples of Balza-'s
heroine." Mr. Wright thinks she doubtless resembled a ripe Italian beauty, as
pictured by Ingres in the "Bain Turc":
comp.irlthat her charms. Judging from
the 43d poem. Included a dainty
sons
a
smail
stralijht
hand,
foot, a tapering
eyes.
Cicero,
'nose and flashing dark
client on a dou'jLi
who defended a brought
him.
against
'charge that Clodla
described her In harsh terms, tfut that
not prevent him from contemplatins

Tjring

[

in Mechanic^
Mrs. Williann
Butler and featuring originali
ostume dances by a host of younc;
'sople coached by Mrs. Lilla Viles
VVyman, instructor of dancing amil
'ler assitsant, Miss Mabelle A, Pat-

,

;

AUlcus

At the Repertory theatre, yesterday
afternoon, Berthe and Francesca Brag[

gave a "matinee

the dance" for the benefit of the
Braggiotti Scholarship in the Denlshawn
schools. It would be impossible to list
all of the dances given; there were some
thirty odd, dances of various degrees of

of

I

;

them

ering for them. Eulenstein died in Styria in 1890.
of him, and it is interesting reading.

'

thf shrine.
As usual at these affairs there was an
audience that swelled to standing room
an .-audience that was vi.<.tly apprecla-

is

a biography
,

or trump; in
mel," or "brummeisen"

(buzzing iron); in Italian, ''^'^^"'f.P^"^;;".
may be a corruption of jaws
Dr. Stanley suggests that "jewsharp"
oc" He points out that the instrument is widely distributed and
ham
relation to its character
no
have
to
seem
which
names
Snally is given
Arbor from Japan Borneo,
Therrare specimens in the Museum at Ann
a body "^ade of bamboo
pSSptJe Islands, New Guinea, Formosa-with
osa is of the usual structure.
Form
from
specimen
the
though
ratfan,
or

couldn't

better,

Why hare the ultra-mddem composers
^LiffL the concertina; Mr. Loeffler
of My
irhis Sphoi^c%oTm

neglected the jewsharp. They
introduced mouth-harmonica.Childhood." played here at a

comes to stay, why should there not bo
Boston Common? The instrument is
on
cXnetition
nand the rich might join in restoring
poor
L?rex;:Siv'onrant

"""^tZoTr^e'iir^e^^er

w,Wn

1

effectively

costumed and conceived.
Although it was primarily a matinee
for the pupils, Berthe and Francesca
Braggiotti appeared in several, the most
original and effective of which was the
"Easter Morning," a pantomine with
off stage singing, In which Lily Marta
was the Madonna, a Bellini Madonna,
and thr, three other sisters mimed nuns
with Rowers to place at the foot of

There

jewsquestion, why
The jewsharp has many names. There is a
its name from being made
derived
it
that
thought
have
harp"? Some
the instrument is galled tromp
or sold in England by Jews. In Scotland
maul-trom
French, the name is guimbarde; in German,

I

Imaginably
"Three Little OdPresdities,' Just as good. "Past and
ent" by two small sisters, solo speboth
by
mention
cialties too many to
yonugsters and older students of the
aance, running the gamut from the
"Golden
burlesque,
the
to
classic
Glow," a balelt by 50 children, "Soup
dinner of dancto Nuts," a full coudse
Jack
ing children, "The Dofl and the
CharlesFlickering
"The
in the Box,"
ton" by children and lots more.-

who

th<-

'

To mention only a fe^y of the turns,
there were a score of "Dutch babies
from the Isle of Marken," led by two

BKAGGIOTTIS DANCE

of

in

formers.

youngsters
have done

One

last

distinctive, every performer approdances
the
and
costumed
priatly
L-eemed to have been chosen expressly
perlittle
the
of
personalities
for the

i

.

of German manufacture

Eulepstein
But the jewsharp should not be despised. Charles
In London he procentury was a famous virtuoso on this mstrument.
jewsharps- The Duke of Gorduced beautiful effects by performing on 16
Eulenstein s teeth tha.
injured
so
iron
the
Alas,
pktron.
don was his
a glutinous covfashioned
dentist
a
until
pain,
he could not play without

One got

was

1

on
i.
from ^0
seven different mouth-harmonicas having

is S"PPl'fd ^vlth
They are all
another is called David s
a gong; one is named "Organ Nightingale";
Phoenix's syl^gism: David
Harp'- This last name reminds one of John
Jewsharp. Question-Hov.
xvas a Jew. Hence 'the Harp of David' was a
it the same time
n
o
play
and
psal
ms
his
sing
the deuce did he

the impression that
Boston Is developing enough real danc-i
of all ages
children
among
ing talent
to keep the world supplied with all
generation.
it needs for the coming
The program included 39 numbers,
solos, duets, trios and ensembles that
in some cases included more than 75
Every act
children ad young people.

lest ones.

'

lists

to 40 reeds.

ten.

I

"harmonica a bouche."

Dr Stanley

The best time seemed to be enjoyprl
by the performers, especially the smal-

1

'did

all

to

1

i

.

called

festival
directed by

',.

|

.

'

May

uilding,

I

Marcel Schwob fantastically
'.imagines her strangled in an alley at
who threw har
'nlKht by a workman,
open, Into the
'body with her eyes wide
she
Is Immortal as
but
Tiber:
yellow
Catullus.
Itiie Lesbla of
tell;
"I hate and love, nor can the reason
But that I love and/hate I know too
welL-

of last evening
the spirit oi
through the 38tl|j

drizzle

dampen

that ran

nnual

j

'

m

cold
to

[

i

w

i

|

,

'ans,'

Interpretation,

in

Mechanics Building

I

fheir pupils

.

i

j

.

moS

festival!
Fvent Held

38th Annual
'

^

'

the instrument for many muStrange to say, the mouth-harmonica,
described
not
is
sical competitions today,
.^'J'''^
harThere are long-wmded descriptions of the
to music and musicians.
benjamin Franklin's improv^^^
consisting of drinking glasses and
the fine ladies
of Wakefield
ment of the instrument. In the f'Vicar
pictures,
high-lived company
and
life
high'
but
nothing
^vSuld talk of
were famous players
There
glasses."
musical
the
and
tSe Shakespeare
Marianna Kirchgessner who jvas
on Siis instrument, Marianne Davis,
in the Court orchestra. Moharmonica
a
blind. At Darmstadt there was
Beethoven wrote a little piece
zart wrote music for Miss Kirchgessner;
for Leonora Prohaska.
n , by V
v C.
r Mnliilloii
Mahillon
respectfully
But the mouth-harmonica is treated
by Dr. Albert
and
Museum
Conservatory
Brussels
the
in his catalogue of
nstruj|
Collection of Musica
A. sLSey in his catalogue of the Stearns
the idea of
Mahillon,
to
Accordmg
Michigan.
ments at the University of
Frenchipan,
the mouth-harmonica came to a
at
only one little copper plate, A^a.t
1829. The instrument, containing then
the name was changed
added
were
plates
other
When
typotone.
the

I.,

CHILDREN IN DANCES

I

and

A century ago it had
the race of Adam, and
begin and close 12 times." It is a great friend to
tale Vathek exclaims:
wondrous
Beckfords'
for
in
sense,
ha* a high moral
eyes as a pumshment f or un"Is the Simurgh coming to pluck out my
it is the god of the
dertaking this impious enterprise?" A noble bird,
Persian mysteries. When,
feathered race as well as the guardian of the
eyes on the simurgh, they see 30
birds, emblems of souls, at last cast
30 seem one simurgh; they see
the
themselves
at
looking
birds in him;
in the simurgh the 30 birds
see
they
simurgh;
in themselves the entire
problem. We and
"Therefore they arrive at the solution of the
entirely
and Man; they are for ever anni'Thou,' that is, the identity of God
traversed the seven seas, or stages of
hilated in the simurgh," having
life.
contemplative
song, even a better song than
Yes, indeed, the simurgh is worth a
the one made by Bantock.

yid^'^ LA.

i

giottl

Pinchot of Pennsyl-

AT MAY

i

ished.

•

a box.
-

'

divorcing his wl?e,
the possibility of
In on«* of his
Tereniia, in her favor.
Inquired about her from
last letters he

Gov.

of

vania, occupied

have already mentioned have translated
Cowley, Campion,
this or that poem:
Ben Jonson, Hunt, Landor, Frere. Their
versions are to be found In Mr. Wright's
volume, which Is valuable. If only for
the Interesting chapters on Catullus
and his contemporaries, Lesbla and
Catullus, and the study of Catullus and
his Poems.
His Lesbla was not the Clodla described maliciously In Marcel Schwob's
"Imaginary Lives"; she was no ordinary wanton; she was one of the wom-

1

We

The audience filled the theatre with
four or five rows of "standees" in the
rear of the orchestra. Mrs. Alvan T.
Fuller and two children were prominent
in the audience, and Glitord Plnchot,

"Old poets outsing and outlove us
And Catullus makes mouths at our
speech."

'

m

Sayer.

died

entitled

fowl. l^.^P-j
Curiosity led us to inquire into the precise nature of this\wild
"imagined
pears that the simurgh is a monstrous bird of Persian legend,
as rational, having the power of speech, and of great age."
We do not like the words "legend" and "imagined" this definition,
the roc, the
believe in the simurgh, as we believe in the kraken,
the whim
chimera, the griffin, the unicorn, the manticora, the gyascutus,
phoenix, the
the
snake,
hoop
the
Dick,
Moby
serpent,
bamber, the sea
The simurgh knows all languages. Durmg its life
terrible ouranbad.
and as often replenthe world has been seven times void of inhabitants,
seen "the great revolution of 7000 years

performance, but executed with pre.?ision her "La Parisienne"), Chrystme
Perry, Barbara Johnson, and Dorothy

passion, the tenderness, the grace, the
fiery denunciation of this poet
in his thirtieth year?

strange song
recital last Tuesday night sang a
"The Simurgh." As there were no program notes and
constantly distinct,,
as in the performance the singer's enunciation was not
was a sort of bird..
the audience was able to learn only this: the simurgh

Miss Gaudette at her

by Bantock

four Braggiotti girls, Gloria, Francesca,
Marta and Berthe, appeared in "Easter
Morning," the music for which was
written by their grandfather, the lote
S. B. Schlesinger.
This act was beautifully set and the girls made a lovely
picture as the three nuns and madonna
Gloria Braggiotti and Mrs. Hamilton
Garland did a picturesque tango. Other
performers included: Virginia Butler,
Dana Sieveling, Lilian Duncan (who injured her leg a short time before the

In some instances Mr. "Wright Is very
happy In his rendering, as In his version of "Ave atque Vale." Here are his

by custom

was

Olga, Ellen, and Eugenia Frothlnsham, daughters of the Langdon FrothInghams, were prominent in the various
numbers. Mrs. Malcolm Lang had four
Aildren taking part in the affair, Margaret, Ethel, Amy and Angela.
The little four and flve-year-olds appeared as sand fairies, butterflies and
clouds in a beach setting with Francesca Braggiotti as central figure. Tho

lus!

the

Wtnslow

notable figure In the "Floor
Plastlque" number earlier In the program. Barbara West, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. John West of West Hill place,
was enthusiastically received In her
"Sunrise" solo dance.

,.f

'

Miss

Jr.

a

also

hands from the lap

^

Two Orphans," with an
It Is to bo regretted that the revival of "The
pecuniarily, not more
niwsuallv good cast, at the Boston Opera House was,
Did Bostonians
uccesaful. Was the production too late in the season?
the theatre, dethink the melodrama hopelessly old-fashioned? Or was
nature, too
Bigned for opera, admirably suited to shows of a spectacular
intimate appeal
an
make
to
Orphans"
Two
in
^'The
players
large for the
toward good
Or should it be said that Bostonians are now indifferent
neglect of The
acting and interesting plays ? Witness the unaccountable
farce, ca^»ta"y
Kiss in a Taxi" at the Wilbur Theatre, a most amusing
French, "The Man of
acted. Perhaps the change of title from the original
patronage.
Five O'clock," had something to do with the absence of

afternoon was the "Ballerina Real," artistically Interpreted by Miriam Wlnslow, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sidney

And

I

de-

"

-

—

£>uncan who did a
spite an injury to a foot a few days
previous, and Chrj-stlne Perry all departicular
servo mention
for
their
dances.
One of the charming features of the
X-a i'arlBieniio,

'

-|

.

I

I

S

l culture.
Boston's reputation for musica

I

Repertory Theatre to End
son with "R. U. R."
On next Saturday, May

22,

Sea-|

when

I

the'

"R. U. R." will be
given, the first season of The Reperfory Theatre of Boston will be completed. A brief summary of the events
of the year at Boston's newest play-•use shows how w611 this organization'
final performance.') of

i

•

jj

were
scenes in "The Merchant of Venice"
po
clothes. Mr. Ivor Brown was
caskets anything but
the
make
will
'Vothinron
I' 'Tf «mu^ed
the Prince of Morocco does
to a modern audience, and
edious Trinkets ^°
tedious
an up-to-date sheik wearing
is
he
because
^^.-.ptable
raillery
coat and trousers. But the Belmont
E^^ean'tan
Tfez'^r
young
nL^iKhWlv fresh when Portia and Nerissa are modern
quite
piano. The Renaissance wit flows
grand
a
te"a'potS
v^?":

Belmont and
The "eimont
Ihe

-

;Ten

trial

'

1

:

o .i uansm oi '.u
unforced in a 20th cenTIiIFy 'country hou..;. ui course,
Antonio is loolsing like any
Jew's demand seems stranger than ever when
Michael
harassed broker who is passing through Carey street. But Mr.
scene was
Sherbrooke'B Shy lock was so intensely actual that the grip of the
carries itself
never lost. This Shylock was of the shabby type i,'iat yet
might, one felt, have combined all manner
ia top-hat and frock-coat. He
so vivid was the impress, one
of usury with petty commerce. Indeed,
handing
us 20 cigarettes or selhng
Jew
little
the
imagine
almost
could
a
Bixpennyworth of peppermints. Perhaps Shylock might have been
manner.
money-lender on a grander scale with more of the Jermyn street
the street.
the imperaonation was in its own way the essential man of

^ a.

Clive will bring out tomorrow
who
time on any stage "The Oyster," by Henry Francis Maltby,
was born at Ceres, Cape Colony, in 1880. First a bank clerk in England,
His
he turned actor, then playwright. He has written about 20 plays.
"Rotters" was recently performed here.

amused many;

let

us look forward
j

Mr. Ted Robinson makes a distinction between a violin and a
wears evening
a distinction arising when they are played. "The violinist
fiddler usually has
dress, has an accompanist, and plays classical pieces. A
no collar, dispenses with an accompaniment, holds the instrument in the
crook of his elbow, rather than under his chin, beats time heavily with his
boot sole, and plays tunes. So Mr. Robinson reaches this ultimate and
that one
definite conclusion: The difference between a violin and a fiddle is
P. H.
i* played by a \nolinist and the other by a fiddler."

The following

nL

the

the

has been

direction

!

of

|

10— "The

RlralB." by Sheridan.

Two

23— "Rip Van Winkle," by Dion

Bouel-

Not.

Two

cault.

i

I

Ibsen.

]

HORATIO, TH' ARISTOCRATICK

DAWG
By SNOWSHOE

'

week.

In addition to the stage performances,

two showings of "The Chronicles of
America," the Yale University historical
films, were given every Saturday
morning to the public school and
parochial
school children of Greater Boston free

jlst

."Aw leeve
him alone," sez Krazy, "he's a regular
aristocratlck dawg wlch sleeps In a bed;

i

his

nalm

Hamburger."

to-

he probibly thinks It's bis bed." "He'll
think he wuz mistaiken If he don't
moove dam quick," sez I, "because I

charge.
A showing of these films
was given each Sunday afternoon to the
general public.
of

don't want his dirty feet-prints all
"Look at him,"
over that spread."
whispers Krazy, glttln' exsited, "shhh!
look at 'im he thinks he beers some"He probibly heers buffalo
thing!"
hoofs," sez I, "because the Happy Hunting Grounds Is gonna be burdened with
his spirit If he don't git off that sleep"Horatio," sez Kelly, "git
machine."
down off that dreamwagon." Horatio
"Ain't that cute?"
absolootly refused.
sez Kelly. "It's too cunning fer words,"
sez I. Jlst then Krazy noticed that it
was raining outside, so he sed that him
an' Horatio wood have tuh stay all nlte
because he koodn't taik eny chances on
such a valuable dawg ketching kold.
He also sed that If Horatio woodn't let
us have the dream-wagon, we better let
him, keep it. So me an' Kelly went tuh
sleep on the floor. About a hour later
there wuz a racket followed by a loud
Kelly jumped up an'
howl uv pain.
turned on tha light. I wuz in the sleepmachine an' Horatio wuz laying in a
corner 15 feet away with a dazed look
on his fase. "Migawd, wot happened?"
sez Kelly. "Horatio fell outa bed," sez I.

—

"I would also say that he who cannot
see the eternal gifts In bread and cheese
and beer and homely friendship and
kindly mirth may gabble occult abracadabras all his days; but he shall
never tas^e of the eternal refections of
paradise, or sing the new song of the

Machen.

In December, 1886, Edmond de Qoncourt went to the office of an America^
lawyer, Mr. Kelly, in the Avenue de
r Opera, Paris. The niece of the American charge d'affaires In Paris wished
to play in Goncourt'a
"Renee Mauperin."

"By a new process, the contract was
Immediately printed on a kind of
piano."

Who was this niece? She had already
"gained much money for the poor by
playing for them, and wished to gain
much for herself" in "Rienee Mauperin.
My faith, she la a charming
person," wrote Goncourt In his diary.
"On a sort of piano." Was the typewriting machine unknown to Goncourt
Was there no name for It In
In 1S867

BARCLAY AND AUEI
Aa the World Wags:
Barclay's

French?

brewery?

That

stirs

the

of at least one who on thip,t
historic spot broke training.
British
visiting
American
hospitality
to
athletes, musty, cobwebby vaults, de-

memory
words

.Sweetheart,
sail Is

"Where can
of

good-by,
spreading

this

I find

sweet

the
old

parted nectar
I

the

feathering
•

To waft me far from thee,
And soon before the favoring gaje
,

My

bark shall speed across thfe sea.
good-by; one long em.Sweotheart,
brace;
h, cruel fate, two souls to sever;
V
the heart's most sacred place.
In
r
Thou, thou alone, shalt dwell forever.

"H. F. M." recently told a story of a
girl In a restaurant of Boston
ftio wished her coffee "strong af hell,
lack as sin, and as sweet as love.
,H"Jay" writes to u«; "Qa an old china

[

!

!

I

I

jpllego

'

,

!

1
'

lit

i

j

—

I

was a knack

Crelghton the flrot Eng
Ush bishop to smoke cigarettes? Sam
uel Butler relates that he waa once Invited to spend a week-end with the
bLshop, whom he had not met, "I consulted my good clerk, Alfred.
Tret me
have a look at his letter, sir,' he said.
gave It to him, and he said, 1 see.
[
sir, there's a crumb of tobacco In It; I
^hlnk you may go.' "
Mr. Herkimer Johnson smokes a pipe,
but never a meerschaum. Does any one
now spend his days and nights In coloring a meerschaum, either with or withDuring three years In
out a button?
Germany, in towns from Berlin to Munich, we never saw a student smoking
the traditional pipe of porcelain with a
tassel, as Is pictured in Thomas Hood's
Students smoked
"Up the Rhine."
cigars, and rank ones.
Strange to say,
the 10 pfennig cigar was more tolerable
and to be endured than the one sbld
for a mark.
In Paris the French toThe
bacco for pipes was abominable.
tobacco Imported from Holland was no

sign, alasi of the
In the Old
State House amid relics of dead days,
but It reminds some of us of another

i

The tavern

Hand now hangs

In

Harvard and Shakebetween Boston and
B. L. EVEN.
Southwark, London.
than

\nk

John

courses

speare

MR. KOUSSEVITZKY IN PARIS ^
Mr. Koussevitzky'sfour concerts in Paris
will take place at the Opera on May
The Menestrel states
22, 27, June 3, 12.
that the chief compositions new in Paris
will be Bloch's Concerto Grosso; Copland's "Music for the Theatre"; GallHindemith's Concerto;
lard's Sonata,
Tansman's Concerto for piano and orchestra; OboUkhov's "Preface," three
marches by Poulenc; Tailleferre's "Outdoor Sports." Five of these compositions were tried on the good dog BosThe dog did not wag
ton last season.
his tall for all of them.
name. This
unfamiliar
Oboukhov is an
composer is a Russian, born in Moscow
in 1892, who studied at the Leningrad
conservatory and later with Ravel. His

As the World Wag-s:
I stopped In a drug store the other
night for some Ice cream to take home.
When It came my turn to be waited
on I said: "How much a pi'nt?" the
clerk seemed rather embarrassed and
gald: "Sh-h-h! not so loud It's six
bucks for a pint." Honestly, I was
embarrassed.
LOU.
This reminds us of an old wheeze

—

is

publlstied

weep!

Former Olympic gladiators ( who were
wont to stand in Trafalgar square and
shout, "Yah! What did we do to you
redcoats in 1776?") had warned us tMat
the Britishers were a cold, clammy,
distant lot. You can't prove It by us.
They entertained royally: First by doing
us up in the "sports" at Queen's and
reviving us with tea; second, by dining
and eulogizing us (with much titled
Oxonian and Cantabrigian allusion):
third, by showing us the following morn
the record of John Harvard's baptism in
Southwark Cathedral.
One thing leads to another. As noted,
near the cathedral ia the site of the
stags Shakespeare once strutted, and

"A.

E

apropos of the question pubin The Herald, Who
the first monocle? wishes to

,"

know when

cigarettes

were

first

j

As the World wags:
everyIt was such a pretty strike
body .happy, and titled ladles cooking
sausage for th-a volunteers, and dukes
and marquises running locomotives and

|

^

smoked

In

|

'I

I

strikers cheering the soldiers and playIng football with the bobbles. It does
really look as though the English had
a sense of humor that we In these
Qnlted States sometimes lack.
R, H. L.

of

1860.

We

Oulda's aristocrats
smoked tobacco In paper In the sevenSir George Trevelyan's "Ladles
Parliament" was published in 1866:
"And why Is your brow with a shadow

With

j

[
i

]

j

|

Now,

,

rose lipped,

knew when Sparta's allies gave to sack
The Trojan walls through which Aeneas

In

A.nd

I

i

The 'smile that plays about your mouth,

England

j

this:

ties.

the

'

These are portents that we have met ere

doubt the statement.

In

i

RECOGNITION

j

The languid grace within your every
move
Was hers I loved upon the A<or«polls.

known

'

—

'

j

England.
We have been told that Laurence
Ollphant Introduced the cigarette In
London after his return from Russia in
the early fifties or a little later during
the Crimean war. Ollphant was secretary to Lord Elgin In Canada (1853-4).
Did he smoke cigarettes there?
English travelers in the France of the
early forties of the last century commented on women smoking cigarettes
In town and country. It has been stated
that cigarette smoking was almost un-

We

" 'Twas In the gloaming I led her to
the drug store. The clerk said: 'What
syrup, sir?' I winked at him and said:
'Crusade.' My wife said: "I'll have some,
And I felt like the silent tomb."
too."

recently

sported

the Burlington Hawkeye
quote from memory.

In

years ago.

2- i.

llshed

Dr.

better.

said to have an essentially reHe has been Influenced
hv Sarlabin.

mind

spill-

I

Was

sequel.

Boston.

drinking without

In

ing the beer over your cravat and
waistcoat.
Delicious beer, not to be
thus wasted

;

(Bell

This was In the fall of 1882. Tlip
cigarettes then popular In Dresden were
of Russian manufacture.
At the "Three
Ravens" the beer was of Pllsen brew.
There
It was served In glass boots.

cigar.
j

,

ligious trend.

Ali

koodn't git along without
sum sort uv a pedigreed flea-incubator,
so he bot hisself anuther high-class
dawg. Last nite he brot tha animal
over tuh my room fer me tuh look at.
"Ain't he a wow?" sez Kelly; "his
nalm is Horatio, an' ho is Weak-Knees'
bruther!" "Alrite," sez I, "malk Horatio git oft my bed, er yew kin change

Kelly

May 10—"The Swan. by Ferenci Molnar.
One week.
May 17— •Tt. TJ. B.," by Karel Oapek. One

B. K. asks:

I

Or.

were world famous -fl alw - ^
most agreeable gentleman, quiet, "vs-.^ nl!
Informed.
If he smoked, he smoked a

cig.-iretfes

'

If

do,
'

.

{

D'ya remember Krazy Kelly? If yuh
yew will also recall his dawg, WeakKnees, wlch got nocked for a row uv
Chinese chimes. Well, it seems as how

\

complete
song?"

girl

nee."
Another correspondent writes that
these four lines were on an Italian
coffee pot pictured In the Rotogravure
section of The Herald several weeks
ago.

—
—

W.

1« cafe.

graduate Of
Saturday reads French, or she may
have heard this recipe at her mother's

—

—Arthur

dlable,

de Talleyrand pour

Perhaps your young

Dec. 14— "Enter Madame," by Oilda Varesl
and Dolly Byrne. Two weeks.
21— "Snow White and the ScTen
Dec.
Two
Dwarfs," from Grimm's Fairy Tales.
weeks of b[K'c1.i1 matinees ror children.
Dec. 28 "Mrs. Partridge Presents," by Mary
week.
Harthorne.
One
Kennedy and Huth
One week.
Jan. 4— "The Wild Duck."
11— 'Much Ado About Nothing," by
.Inn.
William Shakespeare. Two weeks.
—
Jan. 25 "t'aptaiii Brassbouud's Conversion,"
by G. Bernard Shaw. Two weeks.
Feb. 8 "Loyalties," by John Galsworthy.
Two weeks.
Feb. 22 "daesar and Cleopatra," by G.
Bernard Shaw.
Two weeks.
March 8— "Heartbreak House," by G. Bernard Shaw. One we*k.
March 15— "MInlck. " by Edna Ferber and
Geo. S. Kaufman. Two weens.
Marcli 29— "The Circle," by W. Somerset
Maugliam. 'I'wo weeks.
April 12— "The Wild Duck."
Two weeks.
April 20— "The Little Minister," by Sir
James Barrle. Two weeks.

redeemed."

—Recipe

"

weeks.

Dec. 7— "The Wild Duck," by Henrik
One week.

follow-

Chaud comme I'enfer,
Pur comme une ange,
Doux comme I'amour.'

I

j

comme le

" 'Notr

\

Henry Jewett:
''not.

owned was the

pot I bhce
ing legend:
icoftee

of plays

list

under

presented,

iiu.ac

.

A Boston lad sighed loudhe could only find that ale In
America, he'd go right back and get
The host twinkled
a Job next doorl
Could be done, he said. One
jat him.
place In America— the Bell in Hand,
The

ly;

J

I

'

by.

fiddle,

has kept the promi.^t.^
opening of the theatre.

'>i.<

Be It recqrded that all comported
themselves with the dignity once expected of young gentlemen from Harvard and Yale. Nobody fell. But the
party began to wear a puzzled if (somewhat ecstatic look, and a bright
The
loquaciousness grew upon them.
host smilingly explained (In British
equivalent) that a little goes a long
ways. As for the Shakespeare tablet. It
had become three when we next floated

first

The "Mollusc," by H. H. Davies, has
to the opening of "The Oyster."

•

man.

night at the Copley Theatre for

Mr

»v I'l

with easy democracy. Past the shades
of Shake.^pcare he led us, through a
tangled, hoppy labyrinth to a cool, deep
dungeon where reposed (vice Minotaur)
Tha
a venerable and chubby cask.
guests quaffed a creamy, slruppy ale
long treasured (perhaps from the days
of Thrale) for the delight of weary

But
the

Bunlltmaii,

K'lifc'

In

drinking
with Don
.,.,..(
-ti, li
In
Dresden, and Mr.

"•

,

I

o'ercast?
did you stare on the ground
as you passed,
one of those bits of white card In

slipped.

why

In Babylon, In Nineveh, or Tyre,
pensive
t know not where, but to your
eyes
lyre.
[ sang sweet odes upon a Phrygian

your mouth
Which gentlemen smoke who have been
In the South?"
In a new edition, published majiy
years later, Sir George appended a
[footnote: "This couplet has been more
'than onoo quoted aa a proof that In
1866 the cigarette was still an exotic

The dusk»
Enthralled

1

The

first

ready-made

j

Land.

Your voice

I

heard' within the court of

Spain

Speak tenderly to a poor Genoese,

'Who saw a round world

In his addled

brain.

I

But never have your Hps been inine to
klsa

Though they have haunted me through
centuriea;

smoking a

And now we meet

again as oft ere

this.

LE MOUSQUETAIRE.

DUSTIn'q OFF THE OLD
As the World Wags:
As my uncle was wending

;

j

;

cig-

provided in the shops for the

young gentlemen who were enjoying the
advantages of a collegiate education
were the "St. James" with some perique
then the brands
Jil. .the composition;

chains I plod through Rome, a captlve Greek.

Iln

godless
Central America, smoked a Cuban cigarette called the Honradez, If ws are
not mistaken. The tobacco was rather
loose In rice paper, so that rolling was
necessary before smoking. In the early
70s at Yale students carried bags of
"Lone Jack" and cigarette papers In
Some were surprisingly
their pockets.
skilful In rolling; others were duffers.
We see those bags even now, ornamented with a Borry-looklng Individual

arettes

yourdamask

when with Flamln-

Venice I beheld your tapering hand
Wave lingering farewell to one who went
jwith Malta's Knights unto the Holy

men In our little village,
men who had been In Cuba and

Dissolute

guillotine.

me

first

lus
[to

rarity."

There was thla motto
pipe.
vn the label:
"Or seek no further.
Better can't be found."
Then followed bags of "Pnilt and
A ^tudent
flowers," and "Durham."
from New Orleans waa provided with
thick cylinders of perique, which he cut
tor cigarettes with the aid of a little

locks thatframe

cheek

;

1

,

ONES
{
I

his

way

through endless Pullmans to the dining
car, he turned to say to his brother,
who, he supposed, waa directly behind
him: "It's getting damn hot! I still have
on my winter underwear. Have you?"
"Hearing a silence," he turned to meet
the embarrassed gaze of a beautiful
young thing. I hasten to explain the
"embarrassed gaze" It waa 20 years

—

j

—

:

H

,

MayfiWir, with

the play, whic

111

Mar<

brought rounds

I

will eventually den.akers. Industrial progress,
Xelr
srroy
By PHILIP
which the western clvl"The Oyster,' tn the sense in it. is a delusion and a
OPLET
on knows
M farcical comedy In three acts, by H '^t
Thus speaks Capek
trap.
suicidal
F. Maltby and Charles 'V\'lndemere. Th(
allegory.
through the medium of his these parts
n< follows'
i-s^t
"R U R • first came to
..Elsr«th Dudgcor
admirawas
It
Alan Mowbray In December, 1923. when
Norman Cnnnon hiv nresented at Tufts College by the
;son
C. Wordley Hulse
J
the following spr ng
club,
KathfVlne Standing drUItIc
Poppy Carton
the piece at the
mounted
Jewett
Mr.
May Kdiss
June Lorlmer
Comparatlveb few
Thaatre.
Copley
effect
the
was
to
One announcement
now all
onlans have seen It, but
that this performance was the first on BOS
wish to miss one of the
not
do
who
any staire: another read that the per
and stimulating plays
formance was the first In this countrj' most memorable
their oPPO'-t""'\>j;^
the decade have
All this Is Immaterial and Irrelevant.
place at the
The entire play takes
Mr. Maltby In some of his many plays
Rossum's
manufactured
are
has showed a fine satirical twist of pJnt where
who are stronger than
mind and a not unpleasant bitterness universal Robots,
a»d
These qualities are not disclosed in men. more clever
souls. These
and no ^^^'^'.^hese
"The Oyster," -which Is a commonplac h-ive no feelings

I

farce.
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girl

who

feels

that

It

Is

Mae OUver

erouo

omce

in the

oi

oiort-

S

'=^t,n°%hr'peo'^l?^who
tL^e'm.

a^e'crn

''ojy^ -"if^hrwll

them

f
new Adam and
zation.

but

tart
swri.
^^^.f
i^^^e f

a new chill-

call for acting
depends large^ay
play
ho
the
^^rid/r
order
high
y^^
of a
the high
slttcfactory, though

.

I

'

officer

.

.

.

.

...

. .

•••I'>>^""^

his

pictures

_____

^'o-'S''"

and

MAJESTIC—"The

of

Laurence Stallings' story
and
the war with John Gilbert
Renee Adoree.
„
PLYMOUTH— "Merry, Merry,
Mane
musical comedy with

of this nature.

Tet the audience roared at every line
and at every situation, and as the audi-!
ence was delighted, the players, no

1

reMarie,
popular
turn engageme.nt of
musical comedy with MadeRichleine Massey, Houston
week.
ards and others. Second
TREMONT—"The Black Pirate,
Douglas Fairbanks's new film
Second
done in technicolor.
week.

SHUBERT—"Rose
U. R.," a satirical
ania In three acts and an epilogue,
follo-wing
„y Karel Capek, with the

Reperlorv- "R.

cast:

Rob-

Bum's Universal Robots
William Kershaw
Mercedes Raynor
A Robotesa
William Dunne
=
A Robot

V.it

-Taylor

Head of tlie Physiological and
11,
.rimental Department of R. V. n
Louis Leon Hall
r Fabry. Lnglneer General. Technical
c..ntroller ot R. U. R^
^''"fJ"
of the \\ orke
Head
:r. AlQuist. Archlt-ect,
-Horace PollocH
of K. U.

m

extremely good "American"

m

some there were Inklings

and
some-

t>'pes.

of

'

Blossom Seeley, the

Department
Busman, General Business Manaeer
Ralph Roberts
of fl U R.

girl

i

glori-

syncopation. In her gorgeous costumes and backed by elaborate stage
settings, was given a wonderful recepher
tion by an enthusiastic audience on
return to Keith's last evening as the
fies

for
^- Hallemeler, Head of the Institute
Ro>'°".
Psythologtcal Training of Quartermalne
„
Charles
Agnes Elliot Scott

"

week's headline attraction.
Supported by the Inimitable Benny
Fields and the twin pianists, Charles
Bourne and Phil EIIls, she appeared at
her best In a cycle of original synco-

DaMd
•William Dunne.
and R chard Capron.
in
been
Karel Capek has never
did not
America. When asked why he
questhe
If
asked
cross the water, he
would
tioner could guarantee that he
not be quartered by four automobiles,,
ol
built
gibbet
64-8torj'
or hanged on a
ateel s.nd cement in 2^^^l minutes. That
extoward
'i-iostion goes a long way
ing the underlying motif of Capek'a
Nuttall.

which "My Dream

.

i:.

j
|

|

j

of

pated songs, of
the Big Parade" almost brought the
house to its feet. Another offering. In
which some real humor Is Introduced
Is the travesty on the "Volga Boatman."
plus bushy beard, bouncing bomb and
snappy tersichoro.
Another old favorite of Boston vaudeille patrons appeared In the person of
ever-cheery comedienne, Stella
at

'

i

i

well-dressed man." Eighty years ago
Oliver Wendell Holmes, addressing
Assothe Boston Mercantile Library
burst:
ciation, exclaimed in a fine

Invidious.
studio
The most amusing bit Is the of the
setting that precedes the showing
other
"'the
picture, and the testing
vlcinlt>
young hopefuls culled from thebore the
of Boston who, yesterday,

"Virtue

may

flourish

In

an

old

cravat,

But

burden of unaccustomed Klei=
witli conlights and a gaping audience,
Throughout the
fortitude.
siderable

man

and

Nature

ecom the

shocking hat."
But what was shocking to Dr. E.
'Berry Wall was not shocking to

double

before

week the tests will be exhibited
Aye .vican unenlightened public, ''Ith ordeal of
tims a day to undergo the
weU as
as
long and short "shots."

Who constituted
Senator Evarts.
'any man overlord in the matter of
headgear and compulsory change at
Was he Lewis Carstated times?
rolls Mad Hatter?

"

"stills

back alleys ?

dress;
'boots; comparative liberty in
the
no liberty in hats according to
"the
describefs in fashion columns of

distinctly

KEITH'S THEATRE
Who

in

lays aovm the law that
one season shall see the soft hat,
with or without a feather in the
band; another season shall see the
reign of the derby, bowler, pot hat;
that in this year the, gibus, opera
hat, accordeon is the correct card;
in another winter it is fit only for
the store-room or the ash can?
Not many years ago when it was
the habit for men and boys to wear
thick, heavy underclothing in the
cold»<r months, even the red-flannel
abominailon, the "sanitary," the
•'medicated," there were dates in
the calendar for the change. Some
preferred November 1st to November 15th, and there were two date;
tho Spring for the welcome relief of lighter underwear; but tht
ealeiKar, not the thermometer, was
Now that men and parconsulted.
enii* are more sensible, and ther.
are not the e>ctremes of heavy anc;
light intimate garments, if there art
changes they are generally made ai
will, with a view to the prevailing
weather, though, it is said, there an
per
still pathetically conservative
sons, who ask indignantly, "Are wt
better or wiser than our fathers?"
The tyranny of the hat is still opIn the matter of material
pressive.
and ihape men are standardized
There is full liberty in the choice ol

Comparisons, at the prething more.
would be;
sent stage of their acting,

.

the officials of the big Industrial

atmosphere
to give back stage
So were
"Fascinating Youth."
MelgAdolph Menjou, Llla Lee, Thomas
to be
happened
who
han, In fact all
making pictures In the Eastern studios
when the class graduated.
that
Of course this does not mean
not so
each. In turn, and In a setting
not
complicated by other "stars," may
future
discover him or herself to be the
Their
king or queen of the cinema.
tnore refuture pictures will be far
which
In
vealing than the present one
repeat
none of them do much more than
graduaUon exercises. They are au

called

the

...

lusely significant allegorical drama,
The human machine cannot keep
pace with modern engineering," says

Rogers,

to

Saxon.

doubt, felt rewarded.

however, shows no
with the exception of

film,

who is not In the
graduating class, and of Chester Conkstars
Un. who was one of the visiting

young Buddy

Big Parade."

.

And who

U

{

,

creed fashiot. that, he obeyed? If
such a one there was, did he not feel
like taking his exercise after dark

i

effect.

late.

Who Is the Tsar of fashion, the
"elegantiae arbiter," who decreed
that men should don a straw hat on
May 15th and doff it on the 15th of
The decree was sent
Septembei ?
out, thoufoh on the 15th of this
month the temperature and the
heavens were most unfavorable. Was
there any man such a slave to de-

who have been chosen—five
day—to swell the lists of next

The

of

i^^^'
Around a Hat

the SO

particular star

restless in the
of a western

It has
been made into a smooth, alert film,
OlMr.
efforts
of
chiefly through thecott and of Richard Barthelmess who
plays better than he has In any of

j.

CONTINUING

inactivity

post of the mid eighties.

army

^^^ 0^:-

to
school.

who grew

midst of the

|j

The performance does not call for,
comment except that it fell below the|
standard set at the Copley for pieces!

on«< of

young

vear'8 graduating class at the school.
'
"Fascinating YouUi" Is neither worse
exnor better than one might have
to
is
Its ostensible purpose
pected.
|
»''»"'>"• I throw into relief the talents of the enP.rf.ct
»|"?.
.I..t
all
that
';"obo?
they
robot,
P"f-„=,X^,^3
cFais^-so
Ing
and
gradu;
"re
7,nTsT
forget his
generally
i^. should never dlstortea
1^^^^^^
rchlrle^ston and^gambol about
_
the
the other was the
^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ learned In
Byron Morgan
slg/ InfclslK months' course.
is
it
aa
Srorr'dt.bUe"s? ml."rb;'a
much
wrote the story, but in as
which labelled the
junior
front of the theatre
really simply an excuse for the
profane
the
at
laugh
difference.
play a comedy, to
stars It doesn't make much
about to d^e.
desperation of a man
\
Apparently they all learned to fence,
at the
etc..
walk.
ski.
Charleston,

'.g
house keeper.
Miss Dudgeon who at
.A.nd
it was
times bore away the honors in the performance. At other times, as at the end
of the second act. she over-played even

1

"Ransom's Polly," Is a typical Richard Harding Davis story of a reckless

amusto some four hours. The most
Ining feature of the entire program Is,
cidentally, this same preliminary testing
each

As
of it is singularly vapid.
far as the dialogue goes the best lines
ire given to Mrs. Richardson, the lodg-

.

thy McKalll.

up

of

Much

!

The cast Includes, among
others, Richard Barthelmess and Doro-

Ward's secretary
'^""c
Bradbury,
James i"^^J'i'
The professor
...Harry ^weet
iTha alierlff
Black.
William
jDeputy slierlff.
No one can ever accuse the Metropolitan of not being prodigal with Its
The current "show"
entertainment
from preliminary screen tests through
the Anderson revue. In which the young
hopefuls of the Paramount graduating
class exhibit a few of their paces, adds

".".irt

'

j

.

OLTMPIA—

S S'idney Olcott.

I

into

'

1

....

ST.

"Ransom's Folly," from the story by
Directed by
Richard Harding Davis.

f:^^^lrd:::::::::::::::::.:na^^^

bi^rof^-—

pagne and liqueurs, dances madly in
his clumsy way and in an inebriated
state, having seen June to her flat,
meets Brookson and spends the rest
As he does
of the night with him.
not return to his lodgings, Reginald
that he
learning
fears the worst, and
made a night of it with June, and f
hearing Joseph's glowing account of his [
after
he comes In
adventure when
breakfast. Is Indeed Jealous. He, dancr.nd drinking with Poppy, has proposed;
his
to her; Joseph has timidly declared
love to June, but she, hearing of tha
rage.!
bet, flaunts out of the room In a
There are further misunderstandings,
complications.
and
The dialogue is far from brilliant.

-3
li
;«.l.ett

.'

Gregory

I

1

;*y

,^i^^iar"';;:::;:::^^f^^

I

Ruth

,;')!

Paramount junior
rast includes the
follows:
stars and a few other, as
Charles KoeerWard
I'Tertdy T«-„,^
......Ivy Harris
.Tennne King
^^^^ j.u.len

all

constantly In evidence In
In the details of th«

Is

and

"WASHINGTON
,

made In
they are at length
they can feel pa^n,
such manner that

I

Glury

plot.

ventlon,

1

•

si'

Bjror,
Youth." film from the story by
Wood. Ihe
Morgan'. Directed by Sam

'

of

pert touch
the titles

to

—

Harry Domln, General Manager

r.v

JUNIOR STARS AT

wishes to do
a crime, and
her Inte Through l^^^^''^^
help the robots.

WlariouB,

farce. dlsUnoUy better
which the female Imtlian any
personating Syd Chaplin has been playFor that the credit la
ing of late.
wl)olly Robert Sherwood's whose exIn

Carl Schenk Duo. novelty equilibrists.
The latest in Aesop's Fables, "The Alpine Flappers," opens tlie show, together with Topics of the Day. Pathe's
news film closes the bill.

same

a.

,

wise-cracking

-TMI.1KOPOLITAN
the
filVas^rwo auU"obl'les%rom

I

farcical

wood and Bertram Bloch.
"Oh, 'What k Nurse," Is

METROPOLfTAN
- "Fasoinr^lng

I

for

.

l<

applause despite the

In "A Timely Sermon."
In addition, the bill includes Dippy
Dlers. the Inimitable pantomimlst. assisted by Flo Bennett; Sargent and
Marvin, versatile vaudevlUians, and the

i

I

—

LOEW'g STATE "Oh, Wh.-it
Nurse," comedy with Syd Chaplin .i:
Patsy Ruth Miller. Directed by Chu<
llelsner. from the story of Robert Slier-

lifter

r

The oyster Is Mr. Farchild, a middle-aged or elderly man, devoted to fos
Reading
reveling, In conchologj'.
sils,
a pkssage about the oysters to his fellow lodger Reginald, the gay young
dog, with plenty of girls on his list,
taxes Joseph with being an oyster that
has never left Its $hell.
Reginald Is vexed with June and
takes up with Poppy, w-ho, listening to
Joseph's tale of woe how he has always been shy, has never kissed a
girl, knows nothing about women, but
would gladly be a sport tells him how
he should proceed, urges him on to
dance, gives him lessons in the art and
teaches him the first steps In the
She then leaves
amorist's education.
with Reginald, who is ignorant of what
he was out of
while
happened
has
Previously there had been
the room.
a bet between the men as to whether
Reginald would be jealous It he should
see June dancing with another man.
There Is an entertaining little book
entitled "The Revolt of the Oyster."
the fitting title of this
'This might bo
farce. Joseph, not heeding the warning
of Poppy that if an oyster left its shell
was gobbled up, takes June to a
it
swell restaurant, drinks cocktails, cham-

of

I8th amendment or the 'Volstead act.
Other good features Included Irving
Goslar and Rhea Lusby with their offering, "A Story in Song and Steps";
Ruth Budd, the girl with the smile,
who enthralled the audience with her
performance;
trapeze
hair-raising
Buddy Doylo, the 20th century minstrel;
the Four Camerons in "Like Father
liike Son"; Burns and Allen in "Lamb
Chops." and Joe Browning the Up-

THEATRE—

I

aiiA'catchy songs by

Imbibing the -new forbidden champagne

away with him, and

I

new

I'aul Oerard Smith and Blllle Taylor.
Stella's Impersonation of a lady after

a mechanical .ul..l.tuL«
Jn other
of m»n.
work
to do all the
are running
words, man s machines

the building of

enables the
Mr. Anderson's revue
In person
current "stars" to Charleston
has done
and to show what the school Is nothing
Apparently there
for them.
tn*lltht
that they cannot do!
"B>v«n when ceographlea .tood in ot
^ ^
sixties
,on the school desk, of the
"
ml8ht,.tudy d.
little nilage so that we
novel publisher
Ota.
latest
the
Igently—
oountrle.
certain
Beadle,
iby rood Mr.
We ashad a strange fascination for usfrightened mivn
sociated Russia with a
his sleigh a sWia
'to Mra throw ine from
we bellsrod
and
wolves
pursuing
Ito
j

'

!

'

j

that Russians looked on tallow canOies
re»d In the
BH a table delicacy.

and Introduction. Jlvaka
bought a load of wood from a man, all
skin and bone, and dropping sweat, who
vra-s carrying It.
When .Tlvaka had examined It h« discovered the gem "which
tors In preface

We

peography that the French were a po0 people, fond of dancing and light
wines. Italians were always exercising
1

themselves

was

In

Tibet, of which

name

brings

little

attracted us. "We proIt was the name of the
thing we wore around the neck when
we went skating on the Mill Pond or

the

nounced
sliding

Itself

It

as

beings to belief."
of the gem Is of thlf
kind: When It la placed before an Invalid It Illuminates him as a lamp lights
up all the objects In a house, and so
reveals th« nature of his malady."

i

.

If

down Round

mien we were

a

I

When

sons of a Brahman
tracks of an elephant In the
the
road,
JIvaka declared
"track was that of a female

Hill.
little

older

we read

the abbe Hue's account of h IT' adventures
The book Is good reading toWithin recent years several books
about Tibet have been published. Tho.ro
have been, and are. Interesting articles
ForIn Asia about this strange land.
eigners are not welcomed there.
should any one wish to enter the forbidden country? As for that matter,
why should a normal person wish to forsake his own bed and bath tub 7

blind

In Tibet.

we consulted Jeremy
"Great Historical, Geographical, Genealogical and Political Dlctlonciry" (1701), the latest encyclopaedia at
hand.
We learned It was so cold In
Tibet six or seven months of the year
curiosity

Collier's

tall

Is

3%

m

crescendo from mere Interest in Armani
to passion was managed with no little
skill.

Her physical attractiveness was In
her favor. She was 17 years old when
In 1889 she made her debut at the Eden
Theatre, Paris, In Offenbach's "Orphee
aux Enfers." (Her name was Celine
Seure.) Having played In several theatres, she made her first appearance at
the Comedle-Francalse on July 17, 1901,
It was then
In Augler's "Effrontes."
said of her that she lent her "natural
d'Auberlvc,
Marquise
elegance" to the
but she had much to do before she could
catch the tone of that theatre.

|

Zad g was accused
horse, and condemned

As

Hogging; but the horse was found. Then
Zadlg explained how he was able to
describe the horse, but he saw "how
dangerous it was sometimes to be too
wise, and he promised himself on the
nrst occasion not to tell what he had

The tales are a curious mixture of
homely good sense, shrewd observation,
wilder, more preposterous extravagance
than Is to be found In "The Thousand
Nights and a Night," while unmoral

the story

is told,

Arturo Tos-

girls."

The defendants threatened to produce
photographs of Mme. Sorel taken before she joined the Comedle-Francalse.
These photographs depicted her In tights
that reveated more of her anatomy than

that the cause of Toscanini's withdrawal is his refusal to conduct the
Fascist hymn, "Giovanneza"; that
when the directors asked Mussolini

seen."
^ ^.
Voltaire certainly had never read the
Tibetan tale, nor did the editor of this
volume note the resemblance.

to be present at the first

Mme. Sorel and the Count de Segur,
who Is about 20 years younger than hlaj

perform-

bride— he has acted

,

!

|

1

I

'

I

!

Englishmen and Americans of average
education.
A Hungarian, Csoma de
Koros, and a Russian, Canstadt, knew
about these books and searched the
monasteries of Tibet, and Mongolia. The
story of de Koros, who, having collected material, worked In India, Is
strange, stimulating, pathetic. He died
a victim "to his heroic devotion to the
;^tudy of anulent languages and rellgJUS." When he died of fever In Nepal,
hlH effects consisted of four boxes of
books and papers, the suit of blue
clothes which he always wore, and In
« hlch he died, a few shirts and f. cooking pot. His food consisted of rice and
tea.
He never drank wine or spirits;
he never used tobacco.
He sat, ate,
slept and studied on a mat on the floor,
with a box of books on the four sides.

i

:

galleries.
Girls predominated tn the soprano
chorus, but numerous boys were not
lacking to raise enthusiastic voices In
the rendering of patriotic pieces.
Accompanying the chorus and playing
Schumann, Raft and Beethoven on the
varied program of the Boston Public
School Symphony orchestra, conducted
by Joseph F. Wagner of the Boston
Symphony orchestra.

|

I

i

j

i

MAYOR INTRODUCES PROSPECTS
Mayo:- Malcolm E. Nichols welcomed
the children with tribute to the festibeing
val and the musical education
conducted In the local schools. At the

the stories told In this en-

tertaining volume remind one of tales
in the folk lore of other nations; Arabian, Hindu, European.
Here as In
other countries we find the legend of
swan-maidens In a different form, but
with the maiden surprised In bathing,
and left a captive, while her companions fly heavenward.
The story of
"The Clever Thief" Is a variant of the
Egyptian story of Rhampslnltoa and his
treasure told by Herodotus. There are
the popular arguments In favor or In reproach of women. In a Tibetan tale a

'sariie

Idren,
tive

guard which appeared on the stage
during the singing of "Honor to the
Flag." Accompanying them were Eleanor Began, standard bearer from the
Robert Gould Shaw school, and a color
guard from the public Latin school
composed of Corp. Howard Rubin, Sergt.
James G. Colbert and Sergt. Thomas W.
The audience rose In tribute,
Dunn.
while Dexter and Marjorie waved their

harmless tumor, somewhat like a
cushion of cotton or wool grew on the

King Utposhadha's head.
When It became quite ripe and had
broken, a shapely, handsome boy came
forth from It. So In a Polynesian mytH
Tangaroa came out of a largs boil on
of

with that of the patient Grlslldes.
In the story of "Prince JIvaka as the
King of Physicians" there la a curious
anticipation of the X-ray, which has escaped the attention of the commenta-

still

made

Miss.' Alice

to his discredit.
be said or

Henry

of

A demonstration of drum work by the
combined corps of the Dudley and Martin schools, lead by Carl Gardner, their
A
opened the program.
instructor,
'.

Swiss air with variation."), followed with
a trumpet duet by Leo Vanhl and Seaton Manning of the Dudley schooKorchestra, and vibrant marches by the
[combined bands of the public Latin

soprano,

will

Albert Spalding, violinist, will also take
It

unfortunate that Raquel Meller

Is

will give her first recital at the Colonial

on next Monday
who have subscribed

Theatre
those

night,

but

to the con-

at the Boston Opera House will
liave the opportunity of hearing the
tfamous Spanish singer on Tuesday eve
tiing.
The "Herald will publish next
Sunday an account of her early life as
singer
in the music halls of Spain
^
Paris, London and of her journey to
icert

Rome.

Mary Tracy

will give an
Jordan hall next
Tuesday evening. Scenes from "Faust,"
|"Lucla dl Lammermoor,"
"Carm-en"
^nd "II Trovatore" will be sung In cos
Valerie Nurcyznskl will sing an
jtume.
^Ir In Polish from Monluszko's "Halka,"
[Which, produced at Wilna, In 1851, was
[extended from two acts to four when it
iwas performed at Warsaw In 1858.
A
"Jenny Llnd program" will be presented
by Marguerite La Llbertl, who Is said
to have a voice of unusual compass.
By Invitation of the Lowell Normal

Pupils of

I

operatic

Navarre

saying Paris was
worth a mass. Toscanini is not dependent on The Scala for livelihood
or fame.

—

(

-

,

Engcome Into general use in cera
land? Sala wrote in 1865 that of his
fuU
was
tain hotel In Marseilles
LlmCountrymen known "at Lane anu
And so
swells.'
howling
Ler's as
Phowling bags" are f""^^" Mr
^ Sam
Utravagant fashion. D d "Ot There Is
iHuxter's trousers shn'ek?
jalso the howling cad.)

Jam

Boston
Mma. Sorel played
first
lopera House In 1922, making her
'appearance there in Augler's "L'AdShe was also
'venturlere" on Nov. 27.
at

Roland,

part.

Catholic,

actress,
So Ceclle Sorel, the French
Segur, prede
Count
the
married
lias
should
isumably a howling swell. (Why
Intensla swell howl? ^Vhen did this

Q.

a recital __ln Stelnert hall, next
Sunday afternoon at 3:30 o'clock.
The concert In aid of the Physicians'
Home to take place at the Bostori Opera
House next Monday night should draw
a large audience, by reason of the cause
Itself and the quality of the musical
The singers from the
entertainment.
Opera House will be
Metropolitan
Mmes. Frances Alda and Dorothea Flexer, and Messrs. Martinelll and Martino
Ive

fuse it. The refusal was made by
those still higher in authority, on
the ground that the performance
would he out of place in a symphony
concert Here was, no doubt, an
error in judgment, but the mistake
was not Dr. Muck's.
if
It would be interesting to know
Toscanini's withdrawal is associated

turned

j

We may expect to see In the
street.
(columns of the Evening Post, for which
William Cullen Bryant drew up a list
lof words and phrases not to be used,
Ithose old verbal friends, "gallant fire
lladdles," "wee small hours" and "fell
jwlth a dull, sickening thud."

thought about the public and private
conduct of Dr. Muck after the
United States entered the war, this
particular charge against him was
unfounded. When the request was
made at Providence, he did not re-

with a song.

A
We

1

itive first

his

showing their superiority to men, especially in the matter of gratitude. One
of the Tibetan tales may be compared

participants.

is

—

good
read
recently In the New York Evening Post
that "willing hands" took charge of an
[American knocked down In a foreign

No matter what may

The mayor's children each carried a
small American flag in their official
capacities as members of the color

soft,

mother's arm, while another account says he came right up through
his mother's head.
The Tibetan story
of Kusa may be associated with the
many variants of "Beauty and the
Beast."
Here, too, ar» fables about animals

time, he Introduced his two chllDexter and Marjorie, aa prospec-

ment

amateur shows

nearby."
"Quietly married."
old phrase dear to reporters.

1

Tales VDerlved from Indian Sources,"
tran.sm\ed from fhe Tibetan of the
Kahgyur by von Schlefrier and from the
German Into English by W. R. S. RalStan, with an Introduction.
This Is a
new edition with a preface by C. A. F.
Rhys Davids. (The first edition appeared in 1882.)
The Tibetans have had for centuries
a great dual Bible, long unknown to

In

secretly to Marseilles and
were quietly married In a little village

away

"stole

~SCHOOLlUSiaANS|

;

the "Sorel" In the revue.

was shown by

ance of Puccini's posthumous opera "Turandot," he replied: "Never
will my feet cross the threshold of
women teach lessons of the strictest
The Scala until Toscanini, the antiof
morality and light the narrow path
Fascist, goes from there. How dare
righteousness.
he refuse to play our hymn?"
Toscanini is also a "Duce"; a die-;
tator; also an obstinate man, as Mrs.
Grant is reported to have characterRollicking quick-steps pTayed ty ized her husband when she was
asked if the general would win in the
ithe red and white uniformed drum
the Wilderness. It is not
and bugle corps of the Martin dis- battles of
easy to think of Toscanini as a Fastrict school on the steps of Symcist, or as a man willing to give up
phony hall yesterday afternoon
a political conviction for the sake of
heralded the annual music festival
his position. As an artist, he proudof Boston public school children.
ly said: "I refuse to turn The Scala
Inside, a chorus of more than 1700
into a market place for Fascist demchildren
from the intermediary onstrations."
grades of 15 schools crowded the
Some may remember that Dr.
accommodating floor of the hall, Muck was reported as having refused
while khakl-clad Latin school cadets
to conduct the "Star Spangled Banushered interested spectators to the
ner" at Providence, R. I. The state-

We

did not know that the Tibetans reJoined in a great literature: sacred writInffs and folk-tales. Now appears In the
series of Broadway Translations, published iby E. P. putton & Co., "Tibetan

19J.7, she was so vexed
her figure was displayed In
tights, by proxy, on a music hall stage
that she sued the management of the
Ambassadeurs for a sum equivalent to
$2000 because In a revu-e produced there
an actress appeared as Mme. Sorel In a
dance with an actor made up as Charlie
Chaplin.
A legal emissary of Mme.
Sorel saw the revue and reported:
"The public Is enabled to contemplate
at Its ease the legs of Ceclle in all their
length" In a show "unsuitable for young

canini has resigned his position as
musical director of The Scala in
Milan because he is not on friendly
terms with Mussolini. It is said that
he will not consent to a plan of the
latter's for the consolidation of certain opera houses. It is also said

of stealing the
to exile after a

I

November,

In

Toscanini, Duce

scribed."

1

because

executive chairman.

His shoes are

'What road did he take? Where Is
he?" asked the stable master.
answered
"I have not seen him,"
Zadig, "and I have never heard him de-

d,

•

Singing "Trees," by Oscar Uasbach,
Liszt's "Victory March" and "The Star
Spangled Banner," as a final number,
the children surpassed their other performances with Dickson's "Thanks Be
to God" In which their clear soprano
Ivolces played with untrammelled enthusiasm and brought echoes of applause from the cileries.
John A. O'Shea, director In the de-

is

.

rcmlndlngr one of SrW_.,
don's strut; her arms were alw_. „
motion with gestures that had n<rslgnincancc, yet as "Camllle" she was
excellent In the lighter scenes, and the
i

SINGINQ HEARTILY APPLAUDED

Arms Pishcr

was

ring

I

iK

feet long; the bosses of his

bit are of 23 carat gold.
o£ silver at 11 denlers."

with It, they sprinkle their houses to
drive the devils away, and burn frankincense- In their kings' palaces. "They
drink In men's skulls and have beads of
d< nd
men's bones, to make them remember the dead." They were not sentimental toward a criminal: they out off
the right leg and put out an eye; two
days afterward they cut off the other
leg^ and put out the other eye;
then. If
the criminal W£ui obstinate In living,
both his hands were chojiped off.
Elsewhere we learned that rhubarb Is
plenty In this mysterious country; that
lam's horns are let Into the bark of a
tree as a propitiatory offering at the
time of an eclipse, and the tree afterw.ird bears an unfailing quantity of delicious fruit; that goitres are common;
that the rich have used tea for some
centuries.

crown

high school concluded the Introtory pieces that preceded the first
horal work.

-\r'3

In

that the people killed great numbers of
cows and sheep early In September and
put them Into salt; that the Lamas
bless water by reading prayers In a
book; then, mixing gold, coral and rice

of

and

ey<a

that the
elephant,
big with

i

Q)mmcrco and Mechanic

partment of music In the public schools,
conducted the singing. Ida McCarthy
and Agnes Marie
pregnant and blind of the right eye, O'Shea, pianist,
the orchestra
and Who will give birth today to a son." Kearn, organist, assisted Jamaica Plain
Stahl. of
JIvaka, questioned by his teacher, ex- In which Adelle
Jeannetto
and
high school, was organist
plains how h'd knew all this.
same school, pianist.
In Voltaire's "Zadig" the most beau- Meenan of the
Jeremiah E. Burke, superintendent
tiful horse of King Moabdar ran away
schools, was In
over the plains of Babylon. Zadlg was of the Boston public
The program
asked If he had seen the horse. "It's charge of tne festival.
annual Boston civic
the horse that gallops well. He Is 6 feet formed part of the
His musical festival of which Mrs. William
height, with a very small hoof.

Why

Some

right

middle of

young; that It will bring forth a young
elephant today, and also that a woman
had been seated upon It, who was also

ciny.

From

the

of

saw the

Dorchester hlRh school for hoya,

h School of

all

"The virtue

Then there
was said, but

the tarantella.

;)r.l,

j

of the National Fed'sratlon of
In convention at Portland
Ore., will be performed tomorrow even
ing, at Lowell, with the composer as
baritone soloist and piano accompanist
The cantata was performed in Boston
on Jan. 17 of this year at the midwinter concert of the People's Choral

prize

Music Clubs

Union.

Mme. Renee-Longry-Mlquelle, the diLongy School of Music in

!

"La Dame aux Camellas," "Le
Her
Misanthrope," "Le Demi-Monde.

.costumes were handsome, if at times
extravagant and Incongruous; her play-

In

school "The Lady of Shalott," a cantata
by Charles Bennett of the faculty of the
New England Conservatory of Music
which last June was awarded the first

the

seen In

recital

'rector of the

Boston, since the regretted departure
her father, Georges Longy, for many
'years the distinguished first oboist of
(the Boston Symphony orchestra, has
^been appointed teacher of solfegge at
Ithe Curtis Institute of Music in Philjof

;

i

|

I

;

—

,

I

iivlotly sanltar.v personality of the prorrletor and his assistants Is one of the
best reasons for the high-class patronage that this shop Is enjoying. All modern features of the tonaorlal science and

I'uike that city her
,l'he eoliool In Boston will consider the direction of Miss Minna
.

,

un and

.

The

life

i

;

in 1780 to

;

and a

nlckle.

I

conductor a (jnarHe gave me two dlmee
put one of the dimes, a

thin one. In the box. He
saying: "This dime ain't

'

handed it back,
ao good."

Perhape lu

and even peanuts.
need not have died.

music.

!

Mend

the old elephant, "Uncle Slam,"
at Budapest to the youth of
three generations, fell sick last month
with inflammation of the kidneys, the
doctor prescribed 100 litres of the Hungaria spring to be swallowed dally. Like
normal men and boys, he disapproved
medicine In any form. HS spouted the
water at his keepers and visitors, but,

When

publisher's rights on Brahms's
music will expire next year. There is
an effort to have these rights extended.
The heirs of Wagrner failed when they

known

The

an extension

wished

the

in

case

of

Tarsifal."

X«o

Vienna

Fall of

left

at his death

we demand

"Who was tho orchestral conductor
that Mr. Galsworthy had in mind when
ho made Michael say in "The White
Monkey":
"Look at him, guy hung out of an
legs
and arms all
Italian window,
stuffed and flying"?

pers."

—Dean

'

'

chap from bally England was visitHe couldn't accustom himself
American slang. One day he
me what the word tattletoo
asked
meant. I told him there was no such

"Women
what

le

won't

do

really

word

away with

Well, one evening
we were Invited out, and during the
course of the meal the waitress reflUedl
the tea cup of our hostess, whereupon
she said. "That'll do,- that'll do." Tha^

Upper House, but if they di'd It
would be a very ^ood thing. I am not

of the

talking about

the dlgnltyi I

am

use that word.

ple

and solamnttjr

called the dignity

talk*

Englishman

bally

Ing about the solemnity."

me— "See!

should remember tba Mid eaM
"honorable member** of th« Hoqm
of Commona years a«o.
Re waa aom*what heated by the hot luloe of the
Tuscan grape (or the wine of ScotTrembling with emotion he rote
land).
from the bench and Inquired whether
"the gent In the chair would not oblige
with a comic song." The speaker and
the fellow-members were shocked, having no sense of humor, and the "honor-

She

member" was

Ignoralnloualy

B. K.

^

Buttering sail
the
tar from the*.
to bear
Boon before the favoring gale.
barK shall bound upon the sea.

Sweetheart,
Is spread

And

My

Bood-by,

me

Perchance, all desolate, forlorn,
These eyes shall miss thee many a year.
Yet unforgotten, every charm

j

Though
I

1

I

lost

to

sisht.

to

memory deu.

The song was dated, Plymouth, EngNo one knows who wrote It.
land.
M. H. C.
Woburn.

ADMITTED

'

C. v. wrote on May 17: "Sadie R.
Tellen, soprano, Is on the air tonight..
eligible to
Is the lady, by any chance,
a place In the Hall of Fame" 7
"

As the World Wags:
Mr. E. L. Even wrote to yon tn*t
Barclay's ale was to be found only In

(For as the World Wafi)

one place in the United States—at the
Bell in Hand in Boston, now no more.
beautiful faith but
I hate to destroy a
at the Bell ta
all the ale I ever quaffed

car,

nifty bargains

Hand was brewed

arei

7»n ohoose to

In

good old Philadel-

phia.

U

R.

K.

!

I

That beer
foam

la

beat beneath the deepest

I

held

wise.

I

the eyea.
that the ads.
woe.

make

!

I

B. T.

Ir.

Is the best appointed baxberlng establishment on Cape Cod. The newness and
the cleanliness of the shop, and the

What

|

\

Chubb recommend? Robert
establish the
Raikes was the first to
Sunday school in its modern form,
reli^rthough some sort of Sunday

m

use i'
ious instruction had been
ovc
many years, having been taken

room here

for

(After reading the warnings In H. W.
Fowler's Dictionary of Modern English

You must not write of bubblyjock,
Nor speak of splflicatlon,
Nor Introduce the jabberwock
In careful conversation;

Of squandermania too beware,
And pray avoid skedaddle,
Absquatulate is wis'aly rare

And

scarce polite, bestraddle.

I.

of Hicksville,

may

Comestibles you

Long

not eat,

Partake of no collation,
"Finish" a task but not "complete,"

And please avoid gyration;
Go slow with "Try it in your bath,"
And though to err is mortal.

Abstain from "Tell it not In Gath"
And never, n^ver chortle.

The curate's egg has had

H.

of
Those urging for a change
has
name say the name Hicksville
comedians
been the joy of burlesque
Thus tne
caricaturists.
columnists,
the commaligned;
are
inhabitants
social and a
imunity suffers in a
business way.
,.
English
Now "hick" is an oldAmericanan
'slang word; it is not

one might say a rash, man
would venture to write for the public
Not that any one should take pa.'
with punctuation. The linotype dot ?
that for us all, as Axel In Vllllers de
isle Adam's drama, exclaims to Sara
as they are about to die: "To live? the
l

i

the LantIn the "Dictionary of
as
(1690) hick is defined

ism
ing'Crew"
prey can
,"any person of whom any
from; also
be made, or booty taken
Smiths
a silly country fellow."
Pyrates
"LWes of Highwaymen and
:

"Among whom was a counwhich ^^s iiot

i missed at

.

all

"in American

.

ser\-ants will do that for us."
new dictionary of
This

slang

jop" "stood for fool;
countryman; a fool.

(1859)

mean

hick,

a

li-lias

-

Other good men besides
withHicks have borne the sui'name
gallant
the
was
There
,out shame.
Hicks, known
British soldier. William
Khedive's army as Hicks
i:n

"heart."

client had lied. The Jury decide
Bennison's favor, but the Court of Appeals upset the verdict.
In our boyhood "srory" was common"What a story! Come
ly used for "He."
The
liere and I'll wash your mouth."
.

hl.s

1

the
Kashgil.
Pasha, killed at the battle of
Viscount b..
The name of the first

word has had an interesting history.
appllIn early use its most frequent

Hick»Aldwyn is Michael Edward Hicks,
Seymour
is
There
Beach.

was to passages of Bible history
and legends of saints. Later it meant
historical work,
,a historical Incident, a
ophistory as a branch of knowledge
posed to fiction.
cation

manager,
prominent English actor,
associates these
one
No
author.
of farce
names with the countryman

and caricature.
change is
One argument for the
on Long Island
'that other to^^•ns
Is Jaave acquired new names.
on Rusdorp;
maica an improvement
Frecport,
Great Neck, on Madnan;

Is

This reminds us that Mr. Owen r
nison brought suit against the D.
Dispatch in London for the head.
"Student's Story of Legacy." His
yer argued that the headline Imr

"hick-

"hicksam,

modern

entertalnins
as
huge Oxford, or Wrights
informs
It
Dictionary."
young Adolphus that "to egg on" 1
nothing- to do with hens; button)'
was once "button-hold": a "boon" v
formerly a prayer, not something gr.v
fv
ed; "cockroach" is not derived
"cock" or "roach"; "core" does

usage

English
the
as
"Dialect

.

by the country

com-

ageous,

,

farmer

P. O. Fowler,

"Concise Oxford Dictionary," also wrote "The King's English,"
another discouraging book. For reading It, and reading "Text, Type and
Style," by George B. Ives, only a cour-

1

(1'720)

W. Fowler and

pilers of the

.

_

W.

A.

m

,

day.

the feast of reason,
"Aye, there's the rub," Is rubbed awa>
Both "In and out of season";
One scarcely wants "to get the pull"
Or "squat upon his haunches,"'
Nor need you call his quiver full
Of restless olive branches.

m

of Nature
the sea."

Its

And eke

Hicksville
only a mile or so from
ot
Walt Whitman's description
which
the region
th-e preacher and
that Hicks was
he was born, he finds
and early
fashioned through boyhood
and ele"scenes
the
by
manhood
midst
the
influences—
ments and
and along the shores of

In

"school of ethics

does Mr.

Is

SUNQO

i.

mcom-

almost

-struction?

(iyllable«.

There

village, which
born near the latter

because
schools are failing

of a
But is the primary object
mSunday school to give "ethical

<

HyannlB ':
HYANNIS PATRIOT.
"One block from the Ferguson Hotel

Louis

ethics."

•-3

1

Sunday

lis

HYANNIS A METROPOLIS
the World Waga:
Mr. R. E. Whiting said In The Boston
T
rr 'l: 'Tlyannls IS a metropolis."
K|
an't believe him, read this adver•I'^ jrncnt of "A metropolitan barber
shop

St.

their "inefficiency and
They are not "intellecIpetence."
the teachers are
respectable;
Itually
know it
Unequipped and the pupils
school,
The average Sunday
of
negligible as a school

—

away

two

without
are debating, not
the name
the question whether
should be changed
iof their town
after that
iThe town was named
Some
Hicks.
saintly man, Elias
the name
would thus preserve
lived at
Others say that he "never
He was
Jericho.
at
but
Hicksville,

•'try

(of

to fwget our

But none are better than—«. B'net a day;
'To which the "doctor" adds) keeps
fret

I

lieat,

celebration
at the Both anniversary
movement
!of the Ethical Culture
that
in New York declared

we grow m«re

And meekly hang like herring In a row|
Pot luck It ta the stlok's not through

And

j

Island,

Schools

Mr. Percival Chubb of

'

So hazarding eaoh day

|

!

On Sunday

paraphaae to give eclat;
tempts the can or samovar;

autos steal the hip—4rom hippodrome.

,>eed

The inhabitants

'

'^.X be a
,je cottee

^

|

'

version of the old song mentioned
as follows:
I'a

My

re-

roaxn,"

at

so— tatOetooi
LOU.

by W. B. K.

naburhood Is oaUlng^-'Bny at
Hom^.' "
One sees such mazimB In tlie crowded

VL

screamed

As the World Wags:

Tour

jt— "Join the Bavy.

you

high place, Acoerdlng to the oomoaa should not Usa haakneyed
phrasti like the Iron Duke, the Sags of
Ch«lg«a, ths Emerald Isle, the Garden
of England, Keynard. (Hven Mr. Herkimer Johnion must no longer be called
FurIn print the Sage of Clamport.)
thermore, the eompUer warns u« all
against pompous words, as osoulatory,
paohydermatous, caohlnnatlon, peregrinIt'i ft wonder that he does not
ate.
bring out Sir Thomas Browne's works
stripped of Latlnlsms, and In words of

pllef

!

PERT PENTAMETERS

Up whero

fairly

told

ANSWER TO W.

IN

moved.
Suppose that some noble dame should
endeavor to enliven the proceedings la
the Upper House. One does not like to
think of her being borne out, or dragged
by the heels, kicking and screaming. A
female member of Congress at Washington, D. C, once burst Into a paa-slonate flood of tears as she voted.
"Twas a painful sight.

»nd gets the

I

tafUetoo!"

of the

able

Hicksville, L.

that everywhere he went he heard peo-

S

a,

.

that,
very speech. They also learned
"the best of
as Gen. Lambert said,
men are only men at the best,
and
that saints and prophets, heroes
Dogheroines were human beings.
conclusions
and ill-founded

the language, but he Insisted

In

1

I

did
from texts taken at random
they
not disturb these children:
example
learned by precept and
right
taken from the scriptures that
wrong: is wrong.
is right, and

A

of Lorda, aald:

The
and

"For words tirs wise men's oountorB,
they do but reokon by them but they
are the tnoney yf fools,"
Amsag discouraging books the "Die
tlonary of Modern Bnglleh Usage" holds

mas

Inge.

TATTLETOO

for the seating

silly

village.

James

ing us.
to the

Lady ABtor, epeaking
women io the House

narrow.

sentimental.
the
Let all the weaknesses, even
be
old instruction
follies of this
became ingranted; the children
Bible.
timately acquainted with the
King
The noble language of the
into their
entered
version

As the World Wags:

nf

instances

songs sung were often

"A religion succeeds, not because It Is
true, but because It suits Ita worshlp!

many

in

"Can't we have a law forbidding a
publisher to Issue more than half a
dozen novels In one seasonY" Hugh
Walpole.
And these six written by BJJ-. WAlpole?

our librettists."

of

liberal

Bible.
education; but they knew the
Some of the men prepared themthe
selves for the class by reading
the New
notes of Albert Barnes on
Testament and certain books of the
A few welcomed the appearOld
of the
ance of Smith's Dictionary
The theological outlook was
Bible.

given no other liquid, he finally stomached it and Is at the last account on
the road to complete recovery.

three operettas ready for performance.
"No, No, Nanette" has been performed
with a French text In Paris. The music
was praised by the critics. "The piece
has the qualities of innocence and
naivete dear to Anglo-Saxons, who care
little for the logic and construction that

j

Eng-

were not men and women of

i.iuiiii)'n,,n

ground?

i

No doubt that in the New
"
early
land of the sixties and the
some of the teachers
seventies,

ington. D. C, zoo— the zoo Is only
Wild
of the attractions at the Oreat
East Show at the national capital—
Its
comwho, mourning the death of
panion, refuses to eat hay, mash, fruit

Hubert Parry has been
The book Is as thick aa his

Sunday school;

the

1791-

OUR NATURAL HISTORY LESSON
We read of an elephant at the Washone

of Sir

iiays,
on GoodCertainly not.
Genteel persons in this country
have played havoc by exchanging old
names for new. In some instances
good old names of villages have been
re-named after some man of wealth.
Indian names have been thrown
aside.
In the Adirondacks Edmond's Pond is now Cascadevllle;
[the mountain Tawahus is known as
'Marcy.
Even on Cape Cod there
have been lamentable changes, as
Osterville for Oysterville, nor was
the latter the original name of that
j

(

',

trolley car

gave a

I

ter for change.

make

iWOul;

I

of
"a normal part of the equipment
The teachers em-i
every church."
ployed were paid at first. Reading
with
and writing were taught along
This foi-m of school
the Bible.
was introduced into America in

!

As the World Wags:

Mlquelle, violoncellist.

published.

tne
by the, early Cliristians from
Jewish church. Raikes, an English
printer, acting on the suggestions
purposed
of the Rev. Thomas Stock,

i

euart are executed expeditiously with
preme satisfaction.
of Boston ia the congenial
proprietor of this shop."

Longy-Mlquelle, a well equipped
teacher as well as an
\ n pushed pianist, made her first apas a pianist at a
public
loe In
In
v-oci t of the Longry Club In Boston
She studied the piano In Paris
1915.
Maurice
Grosjean,
Berthe
with
Dumesnll and Alfredo Caeella; solfegge
with Mine. Massart; rhythmic gymnasShe studied
tics with Jean d'Udlne.
harmony with Stuart Mason In Boston.
She Is the author of one excellent text
book, "Principles of Musical Theory."
In August, 1919, she married Georges
<

1

'

As a euphemism

1

use late

among

!

for

a He

It

came

Into

the 17th century, especially

In

children.

Meaning a painting or sculpture repi,

resenting

a

historical

subject

or

—

|

|

,

j

\

i

I

\

.;

'inlng

or

pictorial

"stori

fifi-ures,

i

and

CompMs

chX

(chorus

Unfold

Ye

Gounod

Portals.
;

2 3

(a)

Raquel Meller, who will sing in Boston for the first tlmil '^
night, has been compared to Yvette Guilbert, especially by thosft
never saw or heard the Yvette of tha earlier years. When Yvette came
to Boston in January, 1896, she was twenty-nine years old. ,Her fame as

jono"^"*''
of "Truth

^

ji-^'^e^s^^^^^cy^S

an Americanism.
JIany words have seen better days
An English writer puts cunning, crafty,
cute, genteel, egregious, notorious on
"Some day soon we shall be
the list.

cilrus), Arthur B.

Low,

Chorus, from
ner (brass cholr

words of deiinlle moral sighave a tendency to slip the

Few of us quite like to be
called a 'worthy' person; and only a
can safely De addressed
inferior
social
as 'my good woman.' "

j
i

'

England, let us note
an incident that occurred in a Cheshire
The wife of a house painter
village.
and deoorator ran away with another
In

m

with

place
decorations

spring

World Wags:
was gonna rite this at home, but az
waz tole ta get home erly this evening,

i'm riting It after quittin hrs, at thii
oftiz, wich will help ta kill a little time.
My reezon Iz becauz tha B. and C.
iz having her bridge club this afturnoon,

dummy

who

leads,

gas an
lectric waz shut off fer two days."
on.
there
coatz
got
they
after
!:nyway,
II
eech wun said at least 3 times.
an
lunch,
DeelitefuU time, splendid
r-^rveC so pretty," they v.-az tole by tha
U and C. that 1 wood drive tha Brookincrs home (an i had jus put tha blimi
!.
tha garage), so 6 of em pile in. an
in diftrunt parts,
it seams they all live
then ! get, "Its so sweet of you to
car ride nice"
this
"Don't
this," an,
Wich it dont on acc't of its age), anO
here all deellvered, xcept Mrs. D. who
nsi'sts 1 cum up jus fer a minit ta see

"Why

herd

1

Kenneth Egbert an HarMarvin (there ole man's name is
ya beet that? Wen
can
ust Otto),
took 3 rounds of am1
ot home,
nunishun an started "the battle of
i

hells that big idear,"
I'll

go home now

my

its V4

side

past

6.

DUKE BAKRAK.

of President Kemal, made
by an Austrian sculptor, "raised a storm
Constantinople, fov Kemal
in
of protest"

The statue

represented with arms a-kimbo and
wearing a dinner coat. No wonder that
The Gazi (is
there was indignation.
this a misprint for "Geezer"?) should
ive been represented as wearing a
,vallow-tail and a plug hat, since he
OS decreed against the turban and the
Then Constantinople would not
z.
i!rive found the coat "incompatible Viih
ot the President's office."
dignity
,tbe
is

.-^

n^-.

dramatic music from which
had not robbed
vitality and fire

It

till September, 1919, that Raquel tried
her fortunes in
Olympia. Critics and puhlic were loud in praise. She was on
a bill with acrobats, clowns and performing seals. She sang three
short
ballads. M. Antoine wrote that she "conjured up the real
Spain in all its
chaste nobility, the Spain that does not tread the music
hall stage debased by the doubt^il gypsies of Montmartre. All the melody
of Spain
lies in that mysterious and arresting voice;
again I heard the Moorish
flute of some old blind man complaining to
the night under my window
at Granada, the staccato cries of the porters of the
Quadalquvir, and the
stifled prayers behind the grills of the small
Carmelite convent at the
foot of the Albaycm. I breathed the bitter perfume
of the shrubs in the
garden of Jeanne the Mad and the smell of the woods as one
comes down
(the Escurial towards the setting sun."
Other Parisian critics wove even more purple phrases in
their adoraOne went so far as to speak of a romance of CastUle
°} Kaquel.
jWith Its brutality and swooning—exhaled like a perfume
from the beautiful, half-open mouth, while the brown
eyes flashed with a gleam of life
as a braizer that is lighted." One is tempted to add:
"Wowl"

Mr, Stacy Aumonier, writing for
the Evening Standard of London,
says: "No one but a cad would
write a true autobiography." - This
is a surprising statement that will
not bear clo^e inspection.
Which are the great autobiographies, those universally acknowl-

1

tlie

j

i

-

j

Benvenuto CelCasanova's, Lord Herbert of

edged to be great?
lini's,

was not

Paris at

.

Autobiographies and Cads

1(1

/

Goya, a delightful music-hall singer who has won fame not only In Spain
but in South America as well. She has made a special study of costumes.
Of a more popular type, but not more of a favorite, is Raquel Meller."

there

tha childurn,

hat tha
est gess

Having mentioned Spanish dancers, Pastora Imperio,:
Amalia Molina, Anita Ramirez, he wrote: "Here, too, I may speak of La

the liturgical suggestion
of its

a singer of another genre, and she bids fair to be

about RaqueL

full voiced,
it

Is

We first saw her name In Carl Van Vechten's "The Muslo of Spain,"
published in 1918; written before Mr. Van Vechten had met his friend,
Peter Whiffle, or the Tattooed Ledy, or the men and women described in
"The Blind Bow Boy." This Is all that Mi^. Van Vechten then had to say

Once more Interest centred upon
Leginska, now forsaking the concert
field of
stage as a pianist for the wider
In her choral work yesconducting.
mtenslty
same
the
was
terday there
conducting elsethat has marked her
Under her baton the choirs
where.
caught
shadings,
subtle
sounded iTiore
besharper climaxes and contrasts than
Hallelujah
fore, and at the close of the
and
triumphant
Chorus sounded out'

an I'm telling you tha lass time .she had
em, they neer drove me nutz. All ya
hear is, "A spade, they say her huzbands drinking again." "No trump,
saw Louise on tha bus yesterday she
looks a frlte," "Pass, wad she have on,"
"No trump, awrite, di'dja hear bout
Laura dieting, ef she lost 50 lbs, she
wood'n show It," "Who played tha
^Ciueen?" "i unnerstan Esthers expecting

"Tha

No, Miss Meller

choral societies.

*

in. 1893 when he represented our
Hearing her in a music hall, he described her in
his diary as "a celebrated singer and a canaille of the worst description."
In March of the next year he wrote: "At Count d'O
's I found, to my
surprise, that Yvette Guilbert was hired to sing after dinner. Although
I suppose she attempted to produce her most refined songs, they were •vile
beyond belief. She is quite ugly, but has the power of giving an air of
Indescribable •vulgarity to any song. The French did not seem shocked
in the least, and there were very respectable and excellent people there."
It is e'wdent that Mr. Coolidge did not appreciate the songs of Arlstide Bruant and the Montmartre poets, nor the art of Yvette, who, we
regret to say^ abandoned them on later visits and sang sweet folksongs
of country life, and naive verses of a religious nature.

in Paris.

a legendary character.

the
Leginska conducted waa tribute to
ajid
combined work of these many glee

I

Kmily?"

^e

m

vs the

again,"

I

weeks"
'"colncldent upon these "Muslo
renaissance of inthere Is an amazing
It
hereabouts.
singing
choral
terest
this curhas been in evidence, throughout
chorus which
rent festival, and the final

PLEASURES OF HOME

I

!

Luker's baton

sympathy—and

practical
for

orders
"

old Music Hall in order to be shocked.
Mr. T. Jefferson Coolidge heard her

government

-"f -«^,">'tS^!

brass choir under Mr.
^f.
yesterday's choruses closed
Messiah
Hallelujah Chorus from "The
resitemporary
a
now
with Leginska,
g^es* condent of these parts, as the
audience standductor, and the entire

refused to return.. The bereaved husband thereupon inserted in
the following adnewspaper
the local
vertisement:

"Show

!

organ.
chorus, brass choir and
commencing with the fanfare of

man and

your

Wag

f^M-

;

same way.

While we are

\^^^%^^^^g

Thine Eyes, EngOnly With
.Torrents
ish^r, Ethel Leginska; OlaV' El^r
n siJ^mer from "King
Arthur a.
The Omnipotent, Schubert.
Festival ChoKeene; the North Shore
Chorus from -rne
rus' the Hallelujah
Leginska,
Ethel
Handel.
Messiah."

|

niflcance

a singer, •with long black gloves on her skinny arms, of shocking songs
had preceded her, and good Bostonians, our "best people," went to the

^^^^^^^.^Xt^X

^^^-^^^^^^

"Tannhaeuser

able to add the word •clever,' which Is
not so highly esteemed as It used to be.

Even

Barnby

1

^^^uker;

Frank

and audience),

Frank Luker

1

;

Fanfare by
America

foUows:

^The^^P^p-am
brLs

,!

Club and the Wollwftbn

the

John l^velyn
14th to the IStli C'.iiUiry.
wrote in his diary that he had seen
"one of the largest stories of H. Holbein."
"Storj'" meaning a narrAtlye or descriptive article In a newspaper, or the
Euliject or material for this seems to be

.

'

(Jherbury's, Rousseau's Confessions.
No one doubts today the truth of

'

the revelations made by these men
no one of these men was a cad^ in
the strict meaning of the term. Mr.
Aumonier characterizes Cellini as a
cad, boasting of "his trickery, roguery, and depravity." Cellini was
a man of his period, as wejl as a
great artist. He was no mor6 a cad
There
than was Caesar Borgia.
was a- time when the name Casanova was whispered but not in mixed
Today his wanderings,
company.
deeds, memoirs have been carefully
inquired into by many, and he is
completely absolved from falsehood
He was a glorious]
in narration.
gambler and swindler, a hero in his
wa5% but not a cad.
Certainly Herbert of Cherburj',
the brother of the religious poet,
was far from being a cad. It is now
proved that charges of falsehood and
meanness brought against the selftorturing Rousseau were the invention of Baron Grimn) and others
who altered documents, suppressed
other papers to hold up Rousseau
to Wecration'as a self-coirifessed liar.
A cad could not \vrite a "true
autobiography"; he would juggle
with facts, lie about himself, extol
himself at the expense of others. He
would conceal everthing that would
be to his discredit in the eyes of
decent men and women. A man who
reveals to the world his feelings,
indiscretions, vices, without whining, without boasting, may excite admiration or ridicule or serve as a
shocking example; he is not neces-

j

According to the legend, Raquel was born in Saragossa, and
sent to
a convent when she was 9 years old, for she was to be a nun. Her
voice
pleased; she sang at vespers, and was taught by a nun
who had formeriy
been a smger. Hearing tales from her of life on the stage,
Raquel escaped
from the convent, went to Barcelona, and obtained a position in a
cabaret
frequented by fishermen.
She sang for her first song a hymn. The
fishermen laughed, pounded on the tables and drank pottle-deep.
At the
close of the engagement she went from village to village,
adding to her
repertoire ballads, street ditties, folk songs until her fame
grew so that
she was commanded to sing before the king and queen.
Variation: Leaving the convent she sold fiowers' in the
streets of
Barcelona after she had learned at the convent her first
lessons in
music from the birds and the bees. As she sold her flowers she
sang till
she was offered an engagement in a music hall at Madrid.
No doubt there are other variations, according to the imagination and

;

|

i

.

j

j

i

j

the passion of this or that press agent.

!

LEGINSKA LEADS
FESTIVAL
, AtCHORUS
Sj-niphony hall, yesterday afternoon, as another ftinctlon of the

music festival, there was a festival
of choruses conducted by Ethel Le^nska, as guest conductor, and Ariiiur B. Keene, Frank Luker, Ben-

Ipamin

Guckenberger,

Shaw,

organist;

K^ene,

pianist,

Weston,

Mrs.

and

Harris

S.

Arthur

B.

William

Ellis

pianist.

choruses Included the BrookThe.
Society, members of the
Choral

l^ne

ikandel and Haydn Society, the North
Shore Festival Chorus, German SlngLutheran Choral SoSocieties,
jltag
Union, Maiden
vplety. People's Choral
['Philharmonic Society, Highland Glee
Hopedale Community Chorus,
iCSnb,
Street Churcli
Choral Society,
Park
Roxbury Community cnorus, Square

I

sarily a cad.

i

'

She made her debut In London at the Hippodrome, in March, 1920.
of six months at Buenos Ayres followed. She remained
in South America a year.
In December, 1923,' Archie Selwyn told a representative of
the New
York Times in Paris that he was there to see Raquel, "who had signed a
contract with his brother, Edgar, and himself to appear in
a production
to be especially staged for her in New York this fall and
then cancelled
the contract, alleging ill health." Mr. Selwyn had her examined
by two
specialists, who said it was impossible for her to cross
the Atlantic; she
needed a complete rest, for she might have to undergo a
surgical operation.
Raquel said she would come if Mr. Selwyn insisted, but
she could
not give the Americans "a fair deal, as her work would
not be up to the
standard." Mr. Selwyn did not accept her offer; he
arranged for a later

An engagement

i

!

I

i

i

'

appearance.
In May, 1924, Archie Selwyn told Alan Dale in
Paris that he hdd engaged Raquel.
"She is the m()st astoundingly dressed woman in
the universe. Yes
irJ Patou wil make her clothes, and she will wear
oodles of them Six
mannequins wHl appear with her, and Henry Letellier,
editor of Le Jourwil select the gells. He will institute
a contest, you understand It
will be internationally starUing.
Raquel Meller i; a biJr She's' the
.
.
woman I've ever met. Utterly blankety blank, if you
know whnt

c'iSlut jsx-roS^- .^r.r;.^-''

*

f

>

—

'

led her
a lady and
une of a nameless ina.-,.
The flapper showeth.
As forth she goeth,
All that she dareth.
Her legs she bareth;
Her hair she bobbeth,
Nor ever sobbeth.
Gay clothes she llketh.
As out she hiketh.
With roujje she decketh
Her face, nor checketh
Her pace, nor thlnketh
H. H. S.
To what she slnketh.
.

»

uiii

ii

1
asked: "How do you spell Raquel Meller?" "That seemed
or Archie. He is an artist, but from a literary point of view he
ke and unexplored. He told me, but told me wrong."
..

Mr. Dale heard her in May, 1925, when she appeared in Paris at the
pagent of a revue in a turn that lasted about twenty minutes. He found
her to be a "slim, chic, and dark haired young woman, with a rather pensive air, a highly intellectual face and a distinctly Hebraic cast of counIt seems that she has tried the movies very successfully, but
tenance.
not continuously, and that her 'acted songs' are still her particular charm.
She has a small, cute voice of no particular calibre, and as I listened to
her I couldn't help thinking that if the late Eleanora Duse had sung she'd
Anything more unsensational you
.
have sung just as Raquel did.
couldn't imagine, but after a time of doubt you finally surrendered to
the quiet art of Raquel Meller. She has no "trlcks"and no vaudevilleism.
Raquel Meller is caviare,
.
She is sincere, delicate, and alluring .
of course. She is an acquired taste, 'like olives or pate do foie gras, and
New York is bound
it was odd to find her so popular in frisky old Paris,
to like her. She Is adorable to look at, and she is bo ineffably and con.

.

As

the

Well, Raquel finally came to New York, brought over by Mr. Goetz.
New York did like her. When a reporter asked her, on her arrival (April
5 of this year) to speak a little so that the quality of her voice might be
.nown. Mr. Goetz interrupted: "It will cost $25 apiece to hear her voice."
"She has been referred to as a diseuse, but Goetz says she is not
that She has been called a singer, but, though she sings, she denies
that she is one. The term comedienne, say her representatives, does not
cover her field. So ehe was asked, with all t)ie reverence with which one
would approach an oriental potentate what her manner of acting was.
'Tou jours moi-meme.""
soft, rich voice, slightly in the treble, replied:
This representative of the New York Herald-Tribune detected a tiny mole
close observer; a credit to the American press.
on her right cheek.
By the way, she was married for a short time to Gomez Carillo,
described as an Argentine diplomat. This marriage was annulled by a
When objection was made concerning
special dispensation from Rome.
a song she sang, she sang it to His Holiness at Rome and was graciously
permitted to keep it in her repertoire. The church has been good to her.

bonds."

A

'

As the World Wags)
She has the repose of a Vere-de-Vere.
How did she get it? When? And where?
From daily crossing the Common

Between rows of men and women,
'Who whisper and gaze with a critical
stare

RS.

Bumpklnl Hal

say: "Ulchard
fect Country H'"^'

onj
Th« story of the champarie bath
Theatre
Carroll
Bart
the
of
the Btage
New Tork, the bath In which Miss
lmmen.ed
Joyce Hawley Is said to have

put into the

m

-

Papers, ana

ho-nr

this collection?

Two questions are now agitating the'
(1) Did the ancient Greeks
English:
and Romans burn coal?

As the World Wags:
Pllsudskl was bad

!

1

Alice

dally to f...nlsh
or this exdfd not kick her to d«^th
Holtravagance; to quote Philemon
Suetonius:
land's translation of
shrewd
him
had reviled him and given
late one
words, for coming hom« so
with chariots.
night, after hU running
Queensbury.
The wicked Marquis of
milk dally.
"Old Q," took a bath of
the
have read that In the days of
soul
French empire an actress, generous but
milk,
of
bath
not only took a dally
gave t he mi lk to the poor.

ma

^the

a blonde '^PP^Voughrx'waf Tl
I t^ioughl
eye on the seat
^^^ ^
oi n

fore

have the rest

at
This blonde glared

me

and^sald.

,

^

I

I
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AMERICANS

afterward

way or
of the Hlckses who In one
The
another hare won distinction.
name of Sir WllUam JoynBon-Hloks,
whose name Is now popularly
London to the two-seated taxi, tne

list

an

"Hick," by the way. meaning
Ignorant country man, a silly bellow,
of tne
l.oobv. Is a familiar by-form
ror\
personal name Richard, as Eick
for
Hodge
Robert,
aichard, Hob for
Roger. Sir Richard Steele in his comedy
"Grief A-la-mode," makes a character

i

—

&11 in

good nature?
song and

'th« cdd fence of

j

'

j

|

stor>.-:

South College, the home of seniordearly prized in spite of its tola
lack of modem conveniences" as
running water, its Franklin stoves,
its cell-like bedrooms; the old chape'
with its torturing seats, its whee;;;
organ, with monitors noting the a;senc« of the lazy and Indifferent
these are only in the memory.
Must the promenade concert go'
:'o
be on the committee in charge
was a_ distinction; it often led to
elaction into a senior society; it
gave prestige in the eyes of tlu
rare and radiant maidens who cam
There wc:
from far and near.
f udtlen dancing lessons for student
who had neglected the art. Thewore graceful waltzers; there wev'
The
loose and reckless dnncers.
pjomenade led to betrothals; in some
And In those
to ouuriase.

m

PARIS

diverting but inexpensive.
and Interpretation.
women, but
"There weren't any other
She has, and this is her major sin,
You went during
prevents
us.
to
which
that
production
was
what
tone
faulty
a
and
at about 10 o'clock,
get a proper
her from transferring any of the fresh the intermission
her husband should
Tour feet got
room.
standing
to
her
voice
found
and natural quality of her
the cheap
^'ffoV-Va^^t^^'pur^nl^^/-- singing. With this she has the accom- heavier and heavier durlnf preceded
which
of
acts
faTk-lusuTeVe^n'^anvasaft^^^^^^
and
part
several
revue,
panying affectations that are
were scenes,
she parcel of this school of tone production, Raquers appearance. There
ro"crltTcal con:me;r\m
meof orange
he
Ithe stilted diction, the tremolo, the
borrowed from the Follies,
J"P"«^
muslque
ObMrver, London)

ONE MORE H1CK8

W

IN

re-

ciency" has taken the place of sentiment; bricks and mortar, the cultivation of the humanities. Yet old
graduates of Yale will read with
regret of the proposal to do away
with the junior promenade, nor can
they understand why there should
have been in recent years a prohibatory expense.
Long ago the Wooden Spoon giver,
to the most popular man in a clas;
at Yale was "put in the soup" for
This was not to be reall time.
gretted for to gain the honor one
was encouraged in truckling, in having, like Dorothea's uncle, miscellaneous opinions and an uncertain
vote.
Xhe successful man's name
was often Mr. Facing Both Ways.
If the honor was deserved, the Spoon
Man, like the "handsomest man in
his class," ran the risk of being
handicapped In business or profession; he never wholly recovered from
the honor. The Thanksgiving Jubilee was the next institution to go,
yet it was a joyous, riotous affair,
with frightened freshmen
passed
over the heads of upper classmen to
the stage; with plays, songs, burrecitations,
lesque
invitations
of
more or less esteemed professors.
Is there still the "freshman rush/'
the walk to Hamilton Park, the attack of sophomores on the freshma:
ranks, the wrestling, the shoutin,,

!

style

(Tbd
with the Baa
The loud-voiced lady
"^"^
deker was evidently
In

of
not dwell on the baths
maidens
blood taken from children and
which were supposed
,^f^„*°
diseases.
heal royal persons of various
Is

Ab the World Wags:
The
Apropos of an editorial In
"Hicks
Herald of last Saturday headed
little
let me add to your
vine, L.

out from brooklinb

''""''thb

i

qiM

street car yesterday
^wLTldlng
a dash
g.>t off I made
one
When some
half-second bea
It
got
seat. I

titled to

tradihas,

Fauns, Bemburg; Ave Maria, Schuberti
Spirit of Ood, NeldUngen Thanks Be
toQod, Dickson. Aria: Ah, fors e Ivt, La years, the expenses were moderate.
Travlata, Verdi; Cradle Son». KreUler; Has extravagance come in with the
Blind Ploughma, Clarke: Our God, Our Charleston, the Tango and the other
.Country and Our Flag, Machugh.
new fangled dances which are sureMiss Roland has a light and some- ly not the poetry of motion?
times pleasing soprano voice, a voice
one
of considerable range and volume,
In Paris and
the
tentatively, within
•-n-ao" heard Kaqu.:
that belongs,
prlvUege.^^ He
the
her
present,
for
At
francs
"coloratura" category.
paid only 10
••Promenolr. he
vocal misdemeanors are so obvious and and Rose went to the
a
the theatre;
conany
of
the back
Buftusing that they preclude
writes,
on.,
not
found
we
sideration of such advanced matters aa quaint custom which

World Wags:

im the

Roland, soprano, with Roger

which she sang the following:
Aria: The Mad Scene, Lucia dl Lammermoor, Donizetti; O del mlo amato
ben, Donaudy; Carr e Selve, Handel; Before Thy Window, Raohmanlnoft; SteadBids
fast Love, FontenalUes; My Mother
Me Bind My Hair, Haydn; Nymphs and

cital at

BL0NDE3
GENTLEMEN PREFER

a woman of surPoppaea
the Empassing beauty and a wife of
shod with
peror Nero, had her mules
mHked
Flv^ hundred asses were
gold.
her a bath, but Nero

a.

Magee as her accompanist, gave a

what

Sablna,

What was

ROLAND SINGS
^'^^J MISS
At Stelnert hall, yesterday afternoon,

What he's done. ^^^''irVot^o'oo'^^yUshed his »^«»*<l"»;^rt\er\
do not be a
a
Heaven forfend there
ski.
For
.great battle there.
do?
will the poets

Journalist made this
^
doc^°/
culprit may retort that her
and that
ordered it for her complexion,
the
where
there Is no legal ruling as to
complexion begins and ends.

(2)

the date of the Siege of Troy?

^^^^^^^^ JOHNSON

,

the Paris prefect of police
was asked by a municipal co""°'"°^:
In the
Is It true that a dancer living house
suburbs has delivered to her which
In
mlUt
of
every day 100 litres
she takei a daily bath?" A ^ojl^^i

•Jlxl."

per-

of ^a".«»A.'"","J„„"^t. "strips?"
iunny "strips.'

alters
writers

^^LMt month

Let

A
of

°'men of news-

herself.

I

'

Has anyone
**P;*",i,e mild oath
•By Heck- ^''"'^Xs
r^sUcn by

1

Wa» there
Is pleasant reading.
an aonot some years aso a legend of
In the
tress who bathed In champagne
not
same city but bathed In privacy,
her press
for publicity except through

death by a man who subsequently bequeathed it to the Berlin Library. Mr.
John Hodg^kin of London has a collection of 2000 volumes. In February last
an American woman wrote to Mr.
Hodgkin that she possessed over 1600
books on cookery. Who is she? Where
Is

-„,anaUon

there!
C. R.

Some weeks ago we spoke of the
collection of cookery books formed by
the late Count Josef Glzyckl. It now
seems that this collection was a email
The late Theodor Dreiel ofi
one.
Frankfort-on-Main published the catalogue of his collection with five supplements; It contained l^I* Items. Thel
collection was bought after Drexel's

In the years to come her triumph in New York, the controversy in the
newspapers over the exorbitant prices demanded for her first appearances
In that city, the chorus of praise, the poem of homage written by Robert
Underwood Johnson, who can be relied upon to furnish verses for anyi
occasion—all this will enter into the marvellous legend of Raquel Meller,
"
Epanis^lt woman.

own

j

"A Book

J.

its

thrown overboard with the Latin and
Greek poets and historians. "Efli-

I

At each passer-by who ventures

has

1

(l'"or

1

college

say, in too many instances, has had.
Many of these observances are now
traditional;
only
neglected
orj;

RUNNING THE GAUNTLET

|

•

Each

biographical
of
series
of Gallant Vagadon't believe, however, that
you have yet heard about the woman
who went Into a bookstore and asked
for "A Book of Valiant Gadabouts."
D. W.

delightful
sketches,

with the Uance

tions, its peculiar observances;

World Wags:

sistently different."

a

On
I

Of course you know Henry Beston's

A

*

I

>

Dr. P. B. Kennedy, professor of agriculture at the University of California
'"Of all
college of agriculture says:
families of plants; the grass family Is
On the
the most Important to man."
other hand, an old family negro In Virginia years ago mourned the death of
"He
his master in the Julep region:
would put grass in his Bourbon."

.

1'

T

hat's

i-^';^c;:^^^'^o^:^
Say.
verdict.
delivered his

no

files

on Aunty.

WAIL
A GRANDMOTHER'S
AS the World Wags:
I

am

wondering

^ndmother
in
of

-V

^as
rigid tone quality that prevent
groves in Calltomla: there
were the usual,
her from singing simply and clearly.
d -Inlng Berlin'; there
*e;
There were moments in the Don- nudes U,ere was a Parisian l^ea oj
audy and the Handel when she caught .American comedian, with ^'op^/I^j,'^
a certain suavity and freshness, but gum chewing; there bother to under
underotherwise her technical errors obliter- iblab which we didn't velvet drop, anated what might have been a pretty, 'stand; and then-black
played
Mr. Ma«ee
tlcipatory hush— Raquel!
unfettered voice.
very good acoompanlmenta.

|talllc,

If

this "Wall

1

of

a
'

Poss'Hy^^^^^^^^

your column. " "PJ*""to
"P^o
one VOJO was brought

I

f^el that

^

^

to her apreluctance to

\!.^^rsrs?ord°eUclcy^
certain sense oi u

HIS INQUIRINQ FRIBNO
As the World Wags
Tha nex time take the B. and
1

C. ta

tole er in

a ball game I'm goln aloan. 1
enjoy
tha 1st place she wood'n
dWn.
an
It turns out she did,
I

It,

an

First

,

u>., n liy thelri 5 men OH
«eoh aide, an 1 xplaln It v»ry thurally,
by eayln thelra gotta be 9 on aco't It*
>

.

a

oallea

baseball 9,
want ovtir, next, rU»
men on base, an 2 an
I Kotta 8top lookln, an

evidentle*

wloh

middul of
on that batter.
buy her peenuta,
wlch kept her blzzy fer a 0peII, an then
fnor greef, ahe wanta ta no why tha

man

carrys

I

In tha
S

tha grass,

atloks acroaa

an then only uses wun, wloh la eerily
jtplalned by telUn her, he thlnka he'll
i>rake a cupple. Then she wantz ta no,

how they can make munny on aco't so
menny balls go ovur tha roof, an Jus

fish.
SaK joil Is the favorite m
most markets toAy, but to a gourmet
whose taste wae est.'xbllshed 50 or 60
years ago hake or pollock makes the

salt

best salt fish when cured as they should
be. The flesh of the cod Is whiter, and
so more In favor, but old- timers usually
prefer hake or pollock.
Any of these
fish, however, cured after the so-called
English fashion, with the flesh showing
red when strippe:!. Is a food too little
thought of at the present time. Fish
thus cured made the ooast of York

county from Kittery to Pine Point famous throughout a large part of the
civilized world during the latter part of
the 18th century."

1

say, that sport Iz run on a not for profit
basis, but wen ahe pulls tha wun about,

«he thlnka tha thrower frum Philadelphia Iz better than orz, an 1 a»k, how
oum? An ahe aeys oauze he throws
stralter, an they can hit tha ball, wile
nobuddy eeams able to hit It from ar
thrower, 1 Jus aed yea deer, and let It
go at that. Wen tha 7th Inning comes
i-oun and everybuddy got up ta stretch,
ahe starta ta go home, thlnkln tha
games over, an ta tell ya tha troth 1
Juat az eoon It waz. DUKE BAKRAK.

two men write of a day's doings
Wall street they ahould be able to
agree most closely as to the prloe at
which steel oloaed, but Is there any
method by which opinion concerning
Raquel Meller can be equally standardized? It may not be even bo that one
critic was right and the other wrong.
"If

In

THE pubOc be sparbdi
As the World Wags:
Spain

different

happened

to

to.

feel th« rigors

public."
The bull fighting gentry
until the spectators

might wait
have departed, and
desired

the
in
kill the horses
privacy. Or, If It be a mere matter of
orecedenoe, they might kill tlie public

then

U

flj^

BUELU

W.

RAQUEL MELLER

to

By PHILIP HALE
COLONIAL THEATRE — First

apBoston of Raquel Meller,
BaraVictor
E. Ray Goetz, manager.
liearance

you ready made."

in

leader or the orchestra.
Senorita Meller i.s a singer of Spanish
songs, whose art is not fully appreciated
#! at first. After slie had sung "Grandand one or two othir
mother's Dress
songs, the hearer was tempted to say,
"Yes, a graceful woman, with pretty
veiie,

AT

•l.as

A PECK

As the World Wags;
The following Unea wer» wagged

In

your column:
•How dear to our hearts were the spuds
of our childhood.
Before oultlvators came Into sad uae."
Let me say In replyi
Oh, Frances Bowles Pratt,
You are all wrong about that.
not the oultlvators
That do harm to the pertaters.
The old cultivator speeds
To eradicate weeds.
Also it helps In drouth;
They call It mlddlebust In South.
It Is

"

mouth, chin, teeth, hands and

I
I

'

CELL

THOSE BASKETS
As the World Wags;
have been Interested In the reports
concerning the Borneo baskets. I was
I

sufnolently ourlous

to

go over to the

Peabody Museum yesterday afternoon
and make some personal observations.
On Inquiring I was pleased to learn
that they performed on Saturday afternoons as well as other days; further-

more, that the newspapers were accurate In their statements. I spent some
16 minutes or more watoblng them.
They were running true to form, the
motion apparently purposeless and foolish and uncanny.
Now, under the Inspiration of having
them before my eyes I was In the hopes
of conceiving some original explanation.
I didn't, but I thought of those that
had been offered and am Inclined to
think the psychlo one the most probable.
Suspended on the same wire a short
distance above the baskets Is a small
bunch of dofunnies. The papers have
told us these have to do with the spirit
After careful consideration I
world.
concluded the bunch Is restless In this
country under the Volstead act.

GEORGE STUAST.
Hull's Crossing.

Wo

Informed a publlo ourlous about
the tastes and habits of that eminent
sociologist, Mr. Herkimer Johnson, that
in the matter of potatoes he was strongIn favor of having them served
ly
creamed. The Blddeford Dally Journal
wonders If Mr. Johnson ever tried baked
potatoes and cream with bi-oiled salt fish.
He Is urged to sit down with wolfish
appetite before this dish, for It seems
that baked potatoes with cream are

preferred In Maine to creamed potatoes.
"The only trouble with this dish," says
the Blddeford Dally Journal, "Is the untertaliity

of

setting the right kind of

1

In striking cont,rast waH the act
The
"Jerry and Her Baby Grands."
18th century costumes furnished a picturesque background, and the premier
baby grand pianos added the finishing
touch. Mollie Kllngor was excellent In
The chorus work
her contralto solo.
was exceptionally good, and the costumvariety.
ing had the desired
Lj'dia Barry gav^ a comic portrayal
of the leading lady of today's stage,
and odds and ends of characterizations.
"A Study on Nonsense," with the Du
Ponts, introduced some novel scenic effects and the chorus and soft shoe
dancing provided the rest.
The remainder of the program Included "The Hick and the Chick" act
with Art Frank and Harriet Towne,
The
with some good Charlestonlng.
youngsters In their original creation,
"A Study In Art," and the Hackett and
Delmar presentation of their fifth annual revue, "The Dance Club," comJeanette Hackett
ipleted the program.

OLYMPIA THEATRE

THEIEROPOLITAN
Whe

"Naughty
is a re-

ETHEL LEGINSKA PLANS PARIS
NEW ORCHESTRA HERE
Announces

at

Series of Concerts
Mechanics Hall

P«^P°^^=^^ *°

Mme. Ethel Leginska
concerts
conduct a series of o'-'^l^estral

of

It

i

Third

rade," La-wrence Stallings's story
of the war, -with John Gilbert and

sisters

ano for
woman
when he is heated by wine; theher lover
stabs
crazed by jealousy who
where he once
at the foot of the shrine
sending
had sworn fidelity; the peasant
message to her distant sweetheart

Metropolitan

of

the street, the

MAJESTIC

— "The

I

Aid

I

Home

At th* Boston Opera House,
ing, four visiting singers

last

I

Big

Pa-

—

KLyMOUTH "Merry, Merry,"
Marie
with
comedy,
musical
Saxon. Fifth week.
"The Black PiIIREMONT
rat^," Douglas Fairbanks's new
picture in technicolor. Last two

—

Oyster,"

the hero's eyes.
Palsied be the hand of the man
ovathat writes: "Mellie received an
days
tion." An ovation in old Roman
was a lesser triumph. The hero enon a
tered the town on foot, not
of a
chariot, not on the platform

fill

no

the

The program wag as follows:
Rondo Capriccioso, Saint-Saens, Mr.
Spalding; aria, "Ah! mon fils," from Le
Prophet* (The Prophet), Meyerbeer,
Miss Flexer; aria, "Celeste Aida," from
Alda, Verdi, Mr. MartlneUH aria, "Sempre Cosl," from La Cena Delle Befte
'The J«st), Giordano, Tsime. Alda; d,uet.

He

fiddle in his

ate,

the head. A sheep was sacrificed,
not a bull. No more hotel food for
Mellie; beef in the frying pan; home

KiTH'S THEATRE
•

[

bore no sceptre,
hand. The procession was not heralded by trumpets
no Senor village band; there was
no Kiwanis Club marching at

railway train.

•

even-

Inc.

,

band

Maltby- Windermere c^fSS^ Last
.
week.

from the Met-

ropolitan Opera Company and Albert
Spalding, violinist, gave a joint concert
for the benefit of the Physicians' Home,

^^^.^

home
Court. Mellie Dunham was
again, with fiddle-case in hand,
Simple as ever, in flannel shirt
neckand sheepskin coat, without a
until the village
tie, he stood serene,
began to play: then did tears

'

Pliysicians'

Nor

daughter of the state. For whom
or
these honors? No visiting prince
princeling; no general, returning
from a glorious campaign; no faloose his
vorite son about to let
views on Prohibition and the World-

Renee Adoree. Eighteenth week.

COPLEY—"The
Singers

^

of triumph in

Kiwanis Club, its members bursting
with eloquence.- There were roaring
whirring
cheers, "like a huge wind
of
over a wheat field." The song
welcome was by a proud son and

-week.

of her
°l not given to many
simply eloquent.
on the stage to be so
portray
evening
same
Few could in the
reproving her Ciprithe girl of Madrid,
dance
his forwardness in the

.^""ft

was a day

crer

ers.'

.tone^

AT THE STATE

,

extended.)

woman

Another

of the state mi.
l-:Cr:n^\^T.^^^^^^^ The hall
battle array; school
jj^j^ ^^^^^
^tce for musical festivals^
The
be remodelled.
^^^.^
w-.w— ^^^^ ^j^g and
or this series will
CllllUlCIi wcxc
combed:
pleasingly combed;
hair „l.„..i..lv
tuckers with ...
Will ^;ro'^f^a^"popa^"-4!i!^^iafternoons On the Grange' was there, too, also the
?aking place on Sunday

it be
whetherJ",,^^"
face that tells her story,

the
the hopeless
flower of sin.

Urn

Mellie Triumphator

CONTINUING

and

Grecian

Program Feature

WILBUR —

of -.vord

and

'THE WISE (iUV AT

capacity, it will
Lccount of the seating
only 50 cents for
be possible to charge
and 25
the 1000 and more seats
of
were^ leach of
ment and mood to those—and they audiPO-ible and
the
in the great majority among
^T/ n;°ake%'ht^rvement
for whom
larger orchestra. It
ence that filled the theatre—
to provide for the
a larger
upon
unknown.
draw
is
to
language
wil^rnecessary
the Spani-sh
for
orchestra will
The music, probably folk tunes
Hst of guarantors. The Philharmonic
songs
the
Boston
the greater part it not for all
be known as tlie
Leginska. permagay and tripping, emphasized
light
OrchestTa, with Mme.
of the words
conductor.
ironically the tragic imp«-t
nent
enunher
and scene. How clear was vocal Ime
How beautiful her
ciation!
in sustained song!
say whether she
It is not easy to
"The Green Hat,"
Coquetexcels in comedy or tragedy.
Michael Arlen's sensational play,
sorrowing, distish, she Is charming;
direct and Irrewith Katherine Cornell, Margalo
tracted, her appeal is
And all is effected by a sobnGilmore, Leslie Hcward and othsistible.
gesture, ^v'ithout extravagant]
(Engagement

emphasis

ability

•

markable artist. Then and thereafter
sang,
she was the woman of whom she
whether this woman were a coquettish
the
ot
S^rl
peasant girl, a despondent
till she
streets, one crazed by jealousy
or
stabs the faithless man she loves,
her husthe wife hearing the death of
is
she
while
even
toreador
band the
was
praying tor his safety. Her face
-The
mask.
fitting
in each instance the
play
mobility of her face, the changing
sentifeatures, these expressed the

etv

unusual

line.

fTHAT'SMYBABY'AT

New York?

But as soon as she sang
'Cipriano" one saw that she

of

than one

trained voice much better suited to thi
concert hall than to the abysses ol
the operatic stage.
]
Then Martlnelli, with his substantial
tenor robusto sang the "Celeste Aida,'|
with encores. Madame Alda came next
with the "Sempre Cosi," from Gior-j
dano's "The Jest," one of the season'^
She has
novelties at the Metropolitan.
a lovely soprano voice, both lyric and
dramatic, and what Is more she does
not Indulge in any of the operatic
strainings and lashings that pass for
Then Martinelli
style in some circles.
from
^niid Madame Alda sang the duet
*rSadam<! Butterfly," and with Mr. Martlno, the trio from "Faust."
Again Mr. spauiding played quite
beautifully according to his wont, and
there was the closing quartet from
There were many encores,
"Rigoletto.
from Mr. Spauiding, and from each one
The audience, a very
of the singers.
by
large one, was hugely entertained
both
amusing by-play of Martinelli,
Alda.
alone and with Madame

m

Europe, South America and

dancer

a

is

'charm, and showed herself capable in

She has a pretty, soft contralto voice,
a voice of a lyric rather than a draIt Is a small, wellH,
matic quality.

iWhy #his hysterical praise of those who
Iheard her Irv Paris? Were you in Pans
You
land you did not hear Raquel?
don't know what you missed.
1

'

8S0.

She

1

Injuries are from the digger,
Later, when the spuds are bigger.

Portland, Me.

feet.

not too evidently courting applause.
While her voice is not a rich one, it has
la pleasing quality and it carries without being forced. She sings easily, and
without facial disfigurement. Her costumes are Interesting. But is this all?
!How does one account for her success
is

The

Have to do the harvest quick.
Come and see us do the trick.

of lil.s audicnco slmu
bought of three numbers and
ninger Immcdlntely calculated the totai.
Telephone numliers, the names of relative.v and friends, and business questions caused him no trouble at all.
nil iiiljci K

.

Chotzlnoff when he heard her, and your
own opinion will have to be arrived at
soul.
In the lonely chair bers of your

Nobody can hand U

beginning

horses die In the service of bull fights.
"The Gazeta de Madrid prints a royal
order creating a commission of technicians to study the best mode to eliminate the death of horses before the

Since she pleased Mr. Woollcott mightily
she Is for all his purposes a great artist.

"Something

Is

and the "noblesse oblige" of civilizaThe tender Spanish heart is torn
tion.
by the thought that so many poor

from Ma<lanie luittc rfl?, l \u.<.lui. ^\mcfrom
trio,
Alfl:i
aiid Mr. Marlinelli;
Faust, Gounod, Jlme. Akla, Mr. Martltvo
and Mr. Martlnelli; (a) Nocturne In 15
flat, Chopin; (b) Zlgeunerweisen, Sarasate, Mr. Spalding; quartet from RlgOFlexer,
letto.
Verdi,
Mmea. Alda,
Messrs. Martlno, Martlnelli.
Since this is, with a few notable and
infrequent exceptions an operaless town,
such concerts as that of last night are
the vicarious substitutes, and it is only'
through the limited medium of the concert hall that the singers of the Metropolitan are known hereabouts, except
to those avid commtiters to New York.
Mr. Spalding, who Is neither an opera
singer nor an Infrequent visitor here,
opened the concert with Saint-Saens
virtuoslc Rondo Capriccioso, Mmes. Alda,
Flexer and Messrs. Martlno and Martlnelli closed It with the quartet from
Rigoletto.
And In between there were
solos by all except Mr. Martlno, the
bass, as well as ensemble numbers In
several of which there was a suggestion
of what they might have been had thoy
been singing In character, especially in
the duet from "La Boheme," which
Martlnelli and Mme. Alda sang as an
encore.
Miss Flexer of Boston, and a recent
debut at the Metropolitan, sang the
"Ah, mon flls," from "Le Prophete."

Triumphus, non ovatio.
Yet honors are to come: a memoa
rial tablet on the dwelling house;

cooking.

bill at Keith's
bringing to his audience his

Dunnlnger headed the

on a lofty pedestal, Mellie
As Is his statue
fiddle bow, like Orupraised
with
from
freedom
custom, he emphasized his
lute.
his
with
Tead-<
his
performing
ipheus
in
devices
material
and showed his work to deal
lings,
fcolely with the transmission of his subPerject's thought to his own mind.
jhaps his peculiar ability was most
Pour
jclearly seen in his digit reading.
last night,

usual baffling mental feats.

I

1

Duddiuf-'ton,

'a.

In subject
••Pi-ccloua
,11-

»

Liune.-

aellKht, •vf

read 'vlth
were lees tntereatln*

aid be
...ry

'

ftn

Btranse beUei
Shropshire, oi
In the Knsrllsh province
that could
Bloople life with a elmplfclty
for

jrl«lnftl.

It

tell»

S^me wish to show that they are
a81e to afford it. When the Metropolitan opera company used to give

and manner of writing from\
Bane," but also unusital and

entertaining, not wearily Instructive, although It should appeal to tT»e archaeolreader
ogist as well as to the confirmed
This story, which was
of romances.
year.
Is;
last
Prague
published at

M*i

by

'H'vol

very different noV'\

ft

prices raised,

author In,
the third of a trilogy- The
Tammuz,
his preface describes Osiris,
shadows,
the
as
Adonis, Attls. Dlonysos,
"Christ
Is
Christ.
of
Is
body
while tho
concealed In paganism and revealed In
Christianity."

be elnleter; and the heroine, the teUer,
that
of the tale usee words and phrasee
no
should be III general use today. Let
one think that the story Is deliberately
and cireresslvely a dialect novel. DiaIncidentally
lect creeps Into the speech
and naturally. The story Is not for the
sake of the dialect. The superstitions
bear on the course of events; they ar»;
While
not digressions, excrescences.
Miss Webb recalls old customs and deaa a
writes
scribes them vividly, she
novelist, not as an antiquarian.

This novelist has written a story of
Its mystical Mlnorn

religion.

Pra« Sam was cursed, as she thought,
with a hare-Up. Just before she was
born a hare had crossed her mother's
unfortunate woman had
T)tio
path,
neglected to stoop down at once and
tear her shift, to save the unborn from
This hare-Up led vildlsflgrurement.
lagers to distrust Prue, even to slander
her, to suspect her of witchcraft, yet
at the end she won her heaifs desire.

the altar

;

,

painter's

the

do with

it.

art

There

has nothing to
is no law com-

pelling a person to attend the concert or to sit for the portrait.
Mr. George White announced this
week that the top price for tickets
to the new edition of his "Scandals"

m

before the eyes of the reader;
full play In reconcruel retheJ
saw
he
When
him to be master.
structlon of royal, splendor,
mysrooks on the elms, he shouted; "Ho, Nj^iQug observances, and ancient
The preceding voUimes of tho
rooks! Father's dead, and I be malster, ^^rles.
or
keep
Apostate,
shall
you
the
as
and rve come to say
trilogy are "Julian
your housen In peace, and I'll keep ye the death of the Gods," and "Leonardo
safe from all but my own gun. and da VlncI, or the Gods Reborn.
The
you're kindly welcome to bide."
rooks swept up Into the sky, considered As the World Wags:
what had been said, came back, and
Apropos de I'hlstolre, the young schooll
settled down "very serious and quiet."
concernchildren of France are taught
for
scienPoor Gideon, with his passion
Ing the late Bejamin Franklin,
riches, his love affairs; his distress tist, diplomat, patriot, "the ladles of
when his ricks were fired by the re- Paris took a lively Interest In the old
vengeful Beguildy, thought to bo in
for
gentleman." Cannot some soctety
league with Satan, and a worker of
be Inthe suppression of something
spells; his lamentable end.
terested In this?
There are memorable scenes In the
VOTRB SANTB.
JE BOIS
bull-halting
the
hlrljjg-falr;
novel: the

I

A singer should not be blamed for
demanding what she can get, any
more than a portrait painter should
be reproached for his demand. The
intrinsic worth of the singer's or

man

^^

read'
Josh Billings was once widely
popular.
and quoted; his lectures were
of
His sayings were often shrewd, full
homely sense, at times cynical. Today
Kerr, Philander
he Is with Orpheus
V. Nasby, the
Q. Doesticks, Petroleum
by the
bitter satirist, unread except
Their
abnormally curious, not quoted
and
lives
Ward,
Artemus
contemporary,
Compare the
bids fair to be Immortal.
of
that
with
'program of his lectuive
SayBillings, and note the difference.
into
ings of Artemus have entered
in Engfamiliar speech. He Is quoted
editorials, as
land by writers of serious

C

1

"Artemus the dethis country.
And
lUclous," Charles Reade called him.
as a humorIn Mark Twain's early years

i

tin

will open in New York next
month will, be $50 plus the government tax. (There is not even the
promise of a champagne bath in the
Mr. White is a psy"Scandals.")
chologist; he knows New York; if

which

j

of Cider

scorned;

was shamefully

where Prue

the

strange

"raising of Venus" by Beguildy to please
the young squire, with Prue substluting herself for Jancis, the wizard's
aughter; the flight and the return of
ancls; the harvest home and the burn.ng of the ricks; the rescue by Kester
The
the cruel mob.
of Prue from
reader knows the men and women of
the tale, knows them Intimately, from
Prue's weak, timid, lovable mother to
the flamboyant, wanton Felefta. who

worshipped Kester with her green eyes
a-flame.

the novel are pornature's manifestations on
not the
Tid. on water and In the sky,
scrlptlons that wearied one when
broad
but
favor,
In
was
V. MlIam Black
paintings and thumb-nail sketches; des
Prue
of
scriptions Uiat are reflections
or Gideon's moods.

And throughout

trayals

In

Herman

word

Melville's

A DUAL INDIVIDUALITY
Mrs. Helen W. Stetson of Newcastle
brought the varied and pleasing program to a close with two beautifully
played duets on the piano. Mrs. Stetson's playing has always an individuality
which Is felt and appre ciated.

Rakhmaninov's "Springtide," op. 20.
Cantata for baritone solo, chorus and
orchestra, -svlli be performed for the first
time in this city on the evening of
Thursday, June 3, at the Pops. In thi^
work the newlv organized Choral Societ:.
its
of the Boston Y. M. H. A. will make
debut In a Boston concert hall. It will
Warren,
Jackson
be assisted by Henry
baritone. Henry Gideon will conduct tlu
performance.

to

have a dialect

Nor win the meeting with these words—

wa

cite

random—palgle,

at

frlttenlng,

tuthree, fold-yard, mixen,
gledy fire, boost, wlnnooked dampen the
reader's interest. It would be pleasant
tossy-ball,

Shropshire words and
to
phrases were In use In New England
(Prue lived,
early In the last century.
suffered and loved then.)

know

A

If

many

column

could

Beg\illdy alone.
that Beguildy

be

written

about

As Prue said, "Not
was wicked, but only

empty of good, as If all the righteousness was burnt out by the flame of his
fiery mind, which must know and intermeddle with mysteries. He could read
the stars, and tell the future, and he
Once I
claimed to have laid spirits.
asked him where the future was, that he
'

:

I

It so plain.
And he said, 'It
with the past, child, at the back of

could see
lies

Time.' "

Now
is

n

Co..

by
^•d

Is

published by E. P.
"The Birth Of the

Dmitri S. Merezhkovsky.
from the Russian by Natalie

talk

on Dec.

that Raquel has left Bo.ston there
about her precise rank as a

nlni,

hall

The

9,

1926

and

Syr.,

F>eb. 17,

by Harand Dusolina GianFor the coming season

club will be assisted

glowing

with

"patriotism." put her below Miss Draper.
Miss Janis and Miss Hayes, which, to

quote the old wheeze In geometry. Is
absurd> To begin with, Senorlta Meller
Is not a reciter of monologues, nor does
she give Imitations of actresses and
singers.
The only woman seen In the
United States of the last half-centurjto be compared with the senorlta Is
Vvette Guilbert the Tvette who first
sang here in 1896, bringing wlt^ her the
songs of Aristlde Bruant and other
Parisian chansonnlers.
Yvette had a malicious slyness, an
artful insinuation, a mock Innocence, a
sophisticated simplicity, that set her
apart and made her incomparable. She
could also be intensely tragic, as in "La
Senorlta Jleller Is, indeed, an
Glu."
interesting artist, delightfully honest in
her art, a woman endowed by nature,
who sings, from the purely technical
Her elostandpoint, exceedingly well.
quence is In her face; Yvette's eloquence
was in her voice, which she used as an
instrument to express sentiment, mockFurtherery, passion, despair, tragedy.
more, her range of sentiments, moods,
emotions, was wider than Raquel's. We
speak of Yvette In the past tense, for
the Yvette that visited this country in
the later years had thrown overboard
the songs that made her famous.

Franklin, ho\vever, could not turn John
Paul Jones, whom Israel also met, from
Mr. Freeman In his
his rakish ways.
of Melville thinks that in "Israel
llf'3
of his
reminiscences
Potter" he used
own short sojourn there a few years
before the publlcaUon of that pathetic
No wonder that Mr. Freeman
story.
characterizes Melville's account of the
battle between "Bon Homme Richard'
and the "S'^rapls" as "magnificent."—

Ed.

Raquel and $11

The management Is now ready to receive advance subscriptions prior to the
public sale of tickets. Applications will
be filted in order of receipt, and as near
the desired location as possible. Tickets
to the series will be forwarded about
one month before the first concert.

I

I
'

Philip E. Lawrence,
building, Cambridge.

That the Colonial Theatre was
Meller
twice crowded when Raquel
charg«d!
sang, although the prices
were unusually high—some might
comsay exorbitant—has excited
early
her
For
wonder.
and
ment
Appearances in New York the best
brought $27.50 apiece;
seats
:

1

m

Why
Boston $11 was demanded.
were not the prices in Boston prohibitive even for the well-to-do?
The sencrita had been extravar
landed at
gaiitly praised before she
New York. The critics of that city,

with one or two exceptions, were

The work of
singularly ef"You
It was In the air:
ficient.
must see and hear Raquel." But
the
there is a deeper reason for
willingness to pay high prices for a
theatrical or musical entertainment,
reason.
psychological
curious
a
Many, unwilling to pay $3 or $3.50,
soars above
tlie moment the price

delirious in their joy.

was

Somei
$5 rush to the box office.
must!
think that the entertainment
necessarily be worth tho outlay.!

1

has
Mr. Fred E. Weatherly, K. C,
written his memoirs, 'TIano and Gown."
We speak of him here because he Is the

I

,

page:-'

Grate Overland Route! Pare Inkreased
and Speed
_
Redused!
moshun!
In
Billings
John

(Stopping on Signal at the Straights
of Gibralter, and perhaps Red Rock,
'
New Jersey)
^
A Live Tablow of Puttj & Varnish.'
Excursion Tickets for Sale at all the
Banks (except Nu Poundland)
•

•

•

•

Price for Tickets, Fifty Dollars, with
privilege of reducing

to 25

and

50 cents.

i

1

i
'

I

author of "some thousands of songs, of
which at least 1500 have been published.
At Brasenose. Oxford. Walter Pater was
reading
his tutor: at Oxford he took to
Swinburne. Morris, Rosetti, and there
for the
verses
write
to
he first began
composer, Joseph Raeckel. Then fol"Stephen
lowed songs for Molloy and
Adams," songs that were enormously
of
popular, as "Kerry Dance," "Clang
Joan,
the Wooden Shoon," "Darby and
of
setters
Later
"The Midshipmite."
music to his verses were Plnsutl, Loehr,^
the
Cowen. Mr. Weatherly thinks that
Of
public still demands ballad concerts.
not claim
his own verses he says: "I do
that
my
to be a 'poet'; I don't pretend
songs are 'literary,' but they are 'songs

list of the 21
Billings talked about dogs,
one acts.
mules. Life Insurance, Female
cats,
Education. The Sudden Rich, Kissing,

the back

was the

etc.

"Act It.' Answers to Correspondents.
There i.s no better test of a limber disposition than the desire to answer quesquesIt is easy enough to ask
tions.
tions all day. and not get tired, but

and that

of the people,'
me.' "

By
odist

On

Maud Cuney Hare,

Juan. On April 25 Mr. Richardson sang
as soloist at the San Juan Symphony
He was especially aporchestra.
plauded by the IVrto Rlcans for his inIn the
terpretation of ?p.*nish songs.
Danish West Indies the recitals wereunder the patronage of the Governor.
The audiences were composed of the
entire American colony, natives and
Danes. While In the West Indies Mrs.
Hare devoted considerable time to the
collection of folk songs.

I

pearance In this city. The program ItL^t us
self was supposed to be comic.

We

Music

pianist and
and William H. Richardson,
baritone, have returned to Boston after
the
a concert tour of three months In
West Indies. They gave many recitals
under the auspices of the High Schools
the Y.
(>• ?anizatlons In Porto Rico and
.M
C. A., and numerous recitals In San

Mrs.

are

our fathers and
see what amused
quote from the front
grandfatj^ers.

manager.

lecturer,

Indebted to Mr. Joseph H.
Wheeler for a program of Josh Billings's entertainment at Tremont Temple on Feb. 1, 1866. It was his first ap-

We

has

chestra.

—

"Israel,^ Potter"

soprano.

been necessary to reduce the
usual series of three concerts to two.
on account of the participation by the
Glee Club In the Beethoven festival to
be given by the Boston Symphony orit

"One hundred

singer In her own field.
per cent. Americans."

I

'

Another novel,

give concerts In

will

phony

old Bauer, pianist,

Is

the press agent

'

|

The Harvard Glee Club, Dr. Davison,
conductor,
1927.

1

One does not need

Me., via F. E. D.)

,

atre would see its orchestral seats
fully occupied.

of

or
dictlon.ary at hand for understanding
enjoyment of this- unusual and excellent
that
however,
Let no one think,
novel.
"love-splnning" has anything to do with
Cupid's web or the raising of Venus.

of

(The Lincoln County News, Damarlscotta.

he should charge $66, the Apollo The-

a delightful account of Israel
meeting Franklin In Paris, and of the
American
tatter's advice to the young
concerning his conduct In that city.
there

;i

blushingly

,

imagination has

A

ture at The Mug

Infrequently borrowed unfrom Artemus, without
acknowledgment or gratitude.

not

he

ist

'

where the humane Kester was saved
from Grimble's dog by Prue; the adven-

'

memorable.

,

^j^^

all

beglp to grow weak.

j

I

an intelligent
merchant! What
perished tor
he was, and here he has
covers his
decorously
he
nothing!' And
She and her brother Gideon, a master- eyes with his hand as though he were
himlive
ful fellow, obsessed by the wish to
weeping. But he soon comforted
some time In a fine house and dress self, remembering that this death had
Prue sumptuously slaved on the farm. saved Dlo the dancer, the pearl of the
Their father had died suddenly, full of Kingdom of the Seas, his wonderful
meat. There was no professional sin- gift to the king of Egypt."
the
eater at the funeral, so Gideon ate and
There Is a wealth of detail
of
customs, «and v;u=..>.-.-.=,
manners anu
of mannera
drank the bread and wine handed to descriptions or
Is
there
&lvejjj,Q
"I
king;
said:
him across the coffin and
court of the Cretan
easement and rest now to thee, dear ^ thrilling chapter, "The Bacchante,
i<^i
t
man, that ye walk not over the fields ^^Ich reminds one of a scene
And for thy .-Bacchae" of Euripides; but the details
nor down the by-ways.
ficenes
told
the
He
action;
soul."
own
the
my
pawn
encumber
peace I

saw
the bees of his father's death, and
for,
that they were content and willing

answering questions

mon men

men and women who

ad not been seen during the en.r^gement came in a little late on
tite extra night, walked slowly down
:he aisle, arrayed like Solomon in
rl! his glory, looking about with an
An unyjr: "Yes, I can afford it."
'i^ually high price excites in the
'ivreasts of many the desire to adverThe price, not
tise their wealth.
the quality of the entertainment, is
Then there Is the
he magnet.
"psychology of the mob"; the uncontrollable desire to be with others
on an occasion that promises to be
'

ancient Crete with

AHiT DIo,
Its wildly barhaffo
the sacria virgin priestess, mourning
whom she loves
fice Of the girl Eola,
of ^om^^
with a love surpassing that
Bull and sets
for man, kills the Sacred
For this act of saofire to the bull ring.
She Is
alive.
rllege she Is to be burned
saved by an unbelieving merchant from
her
loving
who.
Tammuzadad.
Babylon,
himpassionately and hopelessly, offers
Is
saved.
Dlo thus
self in her place.
borne to Egypt on the ship of Tutankhamon, who returns from a dlplomatlo
As tho
mission to the Cretan court.
from
Egyptian sees the smoke arising
Poor
of sacrifice, he thought:

after

performances in the Boston Theatre,
itfwas observed that on nights when
"star cast" was announced and
i\

first

of

-

,

Is

the way. J. L. Molloy.

enough

for
,

a true mel-

studied composition wljh

who had

Guilmant. born

in

Ireland,

was

also

a

the English bar in
One would gladly hear his b^t
1S64.
He
songs today In our concert halls.
was -a master of simple pathos, nor W*»|

lawyer,

called

to

his sentiment ever mawkish.

'

'

Thlsle, :is the writer re.-aiH.
of "ca."
the story. But why mention long wordB,

Mi
asking
The Herald has recel%-ed letters
not
why Mr. Hallway Witherspoon has
"Liverpool
seen to a second edition of
ready sale,
Jarse." It would command a

volume

ol

as would. Mr. Wltherspoon's
tales ii
Central American and Mexican
them to
he could be persuaded to send
a publisher.
The «erIs the following poem, which
exald received long ago. a satisfactory
planation?

GALLEY WEST

What has become

the

of

ffood

ship

Jarge?
tales?
Is her fare of well told
What of the hopes th.it loomed so large
galesj
harbor
When first she headed the
The gray gull squalls on a looward

you, or
thology of Pure Poetry.' Can
for
as we know them, when If we go to will you, recommend a book or two
the sonorous Greek we can find a word Iplazza reading?"
look
longest
our
that Is so long that
Aa Clamport is on the sea, or r.ither
like words of one syllable.
An older classmate at Exeter used to ^he sound, we spoke of "The Lure of
take down his Liddell and Scott and 'the Sea: Sea Lore of Today and Yestershow his wonder-word of three or more
ex- day," edited by F. H. Lee and iiublines In all and then triumphantly
Is
llshed by Little, Brown & Co. There
plain Uiat the word meant "hash.'
O. F. S.
line
'only one out about the book— not a
Walt Wlxltman, although thero are
Aristophanes simply ran many words by
verses by Masefleld, Bridges, Clough,
boarding
rate
second
together, as a
W. W. Gibson, Longfellow, Gerald
house keeper prepares hash from scraps
Gould, Noyes, the Psalmist, Hood, Kipof th<- known and unknown.
Coleridge, St. John Lucas, TennyThis word, said to be -longest In any ling,
son, T.Iacaulay, Newbolt; not a line by
language, is:
,
i
Surely there might
Walt Whitman.
" L e padotemachoslachogaleokraniolcl"PatroUng Bamo.

Where

"Dropped thru a crack In the printfloor."

"Doomed she was from the day she
cleared,"

The printer
Little they

s devil made his croak.
knew and less they fisared

»
more,
She dropped thru a crack In the hockshop floor.

"What has become

of

cushat hare stewed In new wine and
seasoned with green corn with its shoulThe word Is put into
ders fricassee."
at the
the mouth of the first semlchorus
"The Ecclesiazusae."
comedy,
end of the

Jarge?"
'

"We

And she

fell

room

mean
He

two by four

thru a crack In the bar-

KANSAS NOTES
Walker Sims, who married the youngest Jon«s gin to reform her, has gone
back on the road.
Fern Fetters, who for the past year
has operated the first booth In the
"Odden Belle Beauty Shoppe, Face
Lifting a Specialty," has gone Into busiShe will be known
ness for herself.
professionally as "Fern Fetters, Beau-

several weeks, was discovered yesterday
by Librarian Amy Rodgers among the
Household Economics books.

Emma Waddle of "Emma's Lunch"
had a coooanut cake to fall on her Mon-

1

would be,
yell from the top of a steeple,
were easy, mayhap, for the bibulous

To
sit

Butts of thS Elite
his cows from the
links for the summer.

Dairy has reCountry Club
J. P. H.

To put on the militant duds,
And fight for a leader whose name

I

t

A merger

of Pilsner

and

AMISS
(For As the World Wags)

The management of the People's Symphony Orchestra has announced that
the rumors which have been current for
several weeks, some of which have

BAIZE.

FOR COLLECTORS
latest craze

among

small boys In

the collecting of orange
wrappers. Carefully ironed, cut out and
pasted in a book, they make a remarkIs

ably artistic show."
In our little village 60 years ago small
boys begged dissolute men who chewed
John Anderson's "Solace" or Bagley's
"Mayflower" for the tin foil that enclosed the packages of the filthy weed.
There was heart-breaking competition
among the boys to see who would have
lust before school vacation the biggest

As the World Wags:
Spain

Is

beginning to feel the rigors

and the "noblesse oblige" of

The tender Spanish heart

tion.

by the thought that so many

civiliza-

topn
poor horses
Is

"The
die In the service of bull fights.
G^zeta de Madrid prints a royal order
creating a commission of technicians to
study the best mode to eliminate the
death of horses before the public."
The bull fighting gentry might wait
and
until the spectators have departed,
privthen kill the horses In the desired
preof
matter
Or, If It be a mere
acy

cedence, they might

kill

the public

L.

'

same

in

,

BACK TO ARISTOPHANES
Noting the claim for one of the longcorrespondent for
est words of your

j

I'd like to find

<»i
Irresponsibility" calls to mind one
W. Cable,
the ,fine books of George
before the
where, in an exhibition
who was the
Tchool board, the hero,
his pupil,
heroine,
the
and
schoolmaster,
pupll
word was given out for the

this
fn snell

word

The schoolmaster repeated the
ch
several times most carefully wh

Arcadian English
he pronounced in hto
great
"irresponsicability" and was In
because he saw his favorite
IcllSress
'
syllable
falling to spell the extra
as

M?r
novels
gernon Blackwood; some
asked a
Umer Collins. Do you know I
read
presumably well-informed
„g man. not a
Jj^never
never
He ^^^d
thought of Tomllnson?
you think of
heard of him. What do only a mild
And he expressed
that'
J°hn Freeman's
nterest when I spoke of
Melville as an excellent
Herman
of
Ufa
about the
Inquiry
b oeraphv, with Its

man^

I

'

:

moUve^s.-the state of «°"V^v,nV?o
write
MelvU e to wrU^
!l should say compelled.
I «l^e^*J««
•Meby Dick- and 'Pierre.'

man's calm opening. •^^r^'^J'J^T^^i
eat Am«^^he
the most powerful of all
etc ^h's ittr.
Ican writers, was bom,'
represented by
Freeman, you know, Is
with him and
George Moore as talking
the
about
Mare
Walter De La

I

f

t

I

in their
that should be represented

;

!

!

|
,

i

there,

I

I

1

ethical than
.^Loniton),

,

1

|

,

I

commercial.—Th« Obseiver

EDWARD N.CATL1N,
MUSICIAN, IS DEAD
Funeral services for Edward Noble
many years one of the

Catlin, for

leaders
foremost theatre orchestra
today at his
in Boston, will be he'd
summer home in Springfield Cen-

N

itre

Y.

age of 90
Mr. Catlln, who died at the
brief
Cooperstown, N. Y., after a
I"
N.
Clinton,
In
illness, was born
J.
as leader of
1864 he came to Boston

Ut

Hall's

band and was

later

assfjclated

^unesque
with Buckley's Serenaders, atheatre at
troupe which played at

Chauncy

corner of Summer a"^.
After three years »" Bof°"'
where he
Mr Catlin went to France,
of
had charge of the musical PfOg^^ms
On his
Paris.
at
the American Circus
the leader
return to Boston he t.e=anr.e
Howard
the
at
orchestra
the

the

streets.

of

An

old thing."

I

can

tell

you what

I

director
^\n"thrfail of 1871 he became Museurn
Boston
of music at the old
music
the
-of
and in 1879 took charge
was
It
at the Park Theatre ^hfn
ParK
the
He remained with Tremont
onened
present
Theatre until the
remained at
Theatre was opened and
15

his retirement
the Tremont until
genious plots and counter-plots, a prize
or arranged the
composed
""m" citlln
fight, stabbings, a villain in masquerade
plays during
music for more than 40 compositions
ilong thought to be a cheerful, helpful
some of
and
career,
/ihls
Familiar
friend, scenes on the highway.
Among them are
''are still P0P«1".
incidents, perhaps, but beginning the
"The American Overture,
story, you do not stop till you reach
Softly." "The
sJotlnd," "Ring the Bell
the
the happy endingi If the incidents did
Hottentot," "Love ^mong
Happy
fault.
Farnol's
Mr.
not
is
happen.
It
popular
not
Roses" and the Immensely
They could easily have occurred. Do
Me.
"Shoo Ply, Don't Bother
you say Mr. Farnol has already written
band was
the Boston Municipal
a dozen novels In this vein; that his
Catlln
by Mayor Qulncy, Mr.
organized
Non
invention must bo exhausted?
leadership.
the
given
was
Mr
to
are
novels
How many
sense.
OppenheIm'.s credit?
Does not the public look tor^axA impatiently to the announcement of a
book by him? And the older a man Is,
the hall:
waiter roared it through
the greater the spell exerted by tales or IThe
with one fishball.
bread
give
don't
i"We
pirates,
derring-do, of land and water
burglars of high degree, detectives
HIS
THE HARVARD STUDENT.
whose eyes never sleep, who remind one
MEALS
of the spy in "The Daughter of Madame
Angot," shouting as he takes a pinch
As the World Wags:
from a squeaking snuff-box: "And again
determined
There seems to be a
remember I am ALL EARS"; yes and
movement afoot to reform the eating
ghost-stories, stories, of vampires, the
Harvard
afreet and the jinn.
manners and customs of the
j

1

5

^en

_

shops
some books, visiting second-hand
some more stories by A^

As the OiVorld Wags:

usually occupied by the l»adlng article."
am not sure that the choice was tactdone
ful; it shows what a lot could be
Mussolini.
in an emergency without
the
that
time
first
the
not
This is
the
Bible has assisted the purposes of
Monthe
At Christmas of 1910
press
the
published
Post
Evening
mouthshlre
Sermon on the Ma»t as a leading
of
case
famous
most
But the
article.
the entire
the kind was the reprinting of
Testament
revised version of the New
this
by the Chicago Times in 1891. In less
case, perhaps, the motive was

In this novel without reading
adventurous youngster
rebellious,
skilled in weapons of defence and offence, a beautiful, haughty woman In
distress looking for a champion, in-

'V

by offers from
think I shall be bothered
speculators or hard-,
either wild-eyed
Yes; I'm going
vlsaged men of business.
picking up
I'm
and
cape,
down to the

W. BUELL.

SOLICITOR.

|l
,

it:

I

and

first.

'

'

happens

'

tells us that In
Mr. Herkimer Johnson
and a few
agents
estate
spite of real
spend the
to
purposes
•realtors." he
cottage
summer In Clamport. "As mytelephone
and a
13 without electricity
I «ont
has only one bathroom.

1

THE

result of the Mussolini censorthe
ship, the Subalplno of Cuneo "prints
the column
first chapter of the Bible In

As a

advising him to read another book
published by Little, Brown & Co., "The
High Adventure," by Jeffery Farnol.
One may lift eyebrows and say, "the

ball of the foil.

THE PUBLIC BE SPARED!

Terre,

She was there!

We

the newspapers to
the effect that the People's Symphony
about
^o disband, are
Orchestia was
without foundation.
The officers and members of the orchestra have been givins: earnest consideration to their plans for the coming season and will very shortly make
public the result of their deliberations,
which they feel sure will meet with
an encouraging response from the public and the continued support of their
subscribers.

found expression

Pomme De

in

ttl*

DENIES ORCHESTRA
ABOUT TO DISBAND

He: Tulips are bright In the garden.
Tulips that I may not kiss.
8he: Tulips may be bright In the garden
But to kiss me would be amiss.

"The
London

fairly

sifds.

H. V»

countless itisides,

She was there,

^

Fl-ench novel; visiting a
novelist, our friend Jones puts Jevon's
treatise on logic, or Aristotle's Ethics
In his suitcase.
think better of Mr. Johnson's
mind and taste, and have no hesitation

shouts

)

'

scrofulous

louts

\

Amos

Terre was a singular name.
this damsel the outfit had christened
While a hungry battalion listened
To a skillet that sizzled amain
In the hands of a heaven-sent dame
Who turned out French frleds to bless

Pomme De

they are near mountains; or looking out
across a bay tow'ards Spain, read of
mountain climbing or Sahara sandReading with some goes by
storms.
For a week-end with a
contraries.
clergyman's family one should take a

No wonder

I

H

Terre,
there!

But

Stayl Perhaps he Is one of the men
who never read about the ocean or those
that go down to the sea In ships unless

C. B. S.

(For A3 the World Wags)
that general over the sea
Appeals to the mind of the people—
jWhat a battle cry, "On with Pllsudskl!"

\

She was

course are In this book; Masefleld (with
his prose) and Conrad, Dickens and
Ralph Paine; other good men who were
not afraid to write about the sea. Mr.
Johnson will do well to take this book
with him.

SALAIV1ANDER FOR PILSUD8KI

The copy of "The Qreen Hat," which
has been mls.slng from the library for

moved

opposed to capital punishment

Its

hall.

day.

Is

Job,

Pomme De

and everything.
once upon a time, thinking they were
a fine people, the only great people, with
a King and princesses and priests who
made out they knew the mysteries and
what God was up to. And there ware
processions of girls with fruit and Cow 7
ers on feast days, and soldiers In gold
armor. All gone, even their big Actions.
Their God hasn't got even a name
now."
Richard Henry Dana and Melville of

this last.

man."

tician."

The Ku KIux Klan has cancelled

Men and Women

even for the most atrocious and revolting murders, proved by the most overwhelming evidence, because some years
after some new evidence might possibly
turn up. An Innocent man wrongfully
convicted has, however, his consolations.
Perhaps the reverend gentleman has not
heard the old story of the man, who,
when about to be strung up by a lynchThis
ing party, burst out laughing.
naturally annoying the lynchers, they
laughing
you
are
"What
demanded,
about?" "Why," said the lynohee, "the
You've got the wrong
joke's on you.

floor."

ease on K. of C.

Allen, according to

the newspapers, says that he wishes
flogging Infiicted as a punishment on
youthful robbers, on wife beaters, and
also on those of us who buy from "boot
leggers." Let us hope he really does not

Loud spake the Earl of Chilton-Cheese.
"What's become of the jolly old barge?
And the crew replied In words like
these:
spliced her yard with a

son leads with his "Heart's Desire."
Again we hear old Pascoe, the cobbler,
These words
talking with Tomllnson.
have a peculiar significance today;
"Think of those burled cities in Yucatan—lost In the forest, temples and gods

_

As the World Wags:
The Rev. Mr. van

good ship

the

and welcomed Whitman.
would have chosen lines from Tenny"Xnysses," not his "Voyage."
son's
Every one should make his own anthology, knowing that It would not please
other readers. Mr. Lee has done better
bv the writers of prose. H. M. Tomlln-

I

She was there,

We

others

1

noses,

There once was a tres sweet patoot
Who didn't rank high as a beaut
Mais sacre dlablel when she got on the

gat" or "With Husky-Haughty Lips, O
Sea," If "Out of the Cradle Endlessly
Rocking" had been thought too long.
overboard
We would gladly have tossedone
or two
Bridges, Clough. Gould and

oyster saltfish shark remainder of heads
dressed with vinegar saserpltium leek
mixed with honey thrush blackbird
pigeon dove roasted cock's brains wag

—Ed.

And Cyrano de Bergerac

have been room for

phattoperlstorrtisktrub nop tegkephloklgklopelerolagosslsslobaphetraganopterugon."
The word, consisting of 77 syllables,
"An
has been translated by HIckle:

tall

With her bowsprit sprung and her mainmast broke.
•When the creditors yelled for more and

ROMANCE DES POMh^ES DE TER
In~ Provence, the land of the lute,
The lyre, love, ballades and roses

.

,

ohanodrlmupotrlmmatoklehleplkossupho-

shore:

shop

i

—

R. R.," readihg an advertisement:
"half the lot with extra pants," writes
to The Herald: "Time was when you
'L.

couldn't

buy

•2-pant

stout'

suits,

and

even if it were possible, why have two
pants? In normal days we didn't yearn

One pair was enough
for two
On Sundays we changed
for week
to another one-pant suit and were satpants.
days.

isfied."

does not like Mr. Bourne's design
a war monument in Copley square,

He
for

"Too stereotyped. Looks like Trafalgar
square and also resembles the commonplace civil war monument. Haven't we
enough originality and art sense here to
design something fine for this square?"

renounce hlr
student, that he may
the ar
[present foot-loose foraging for
gra
sumed desideratum of gregarious
not enough that within th
Ing.

It Is

memory

of

men now

living one coUegt

closed
dining hall after another sadly
Evidently the groupIts greasy doors.
and
fostered
feeding Idea is being
coddled in Us exile by a kindly shepwhere
hillside
the
on
It
herd, who found

and some time
has waxed strong and
It Is to
confidence.
with
become Imbued
and
be pushed out Into cold Cambridge

it

had been

soon,

itold

when

left to die;
it

to justify Itself.

This question should
proached except in the

not

be ap-

most

open-'

minded and deferential mien. Granted
many men show their best sides
tlii?.t
at liable (not a few. In fact, at no other
tin{e),_that such genial and
'

"

——

,! ,

,

C

1

likened by some to Yvette, by those to

"Coin' Campin*
his vacation—if a President of the
MR. COOLIDGE will spendsaid
to have a real vacation—in an
United States can be
has been liberally extended,
"camp"
word
The
Adirondack camp.

mocks

|

shirt.

Would not a man of simple tastes, even a President, prefer
the quiet, the seclusion, the freedom of Adirondack life as it
was before the region became "fashionable"; before "society
notes" were forwarded to metropolitan journals?
Raquel Meller viewed life as a Spanish woman: there was pride,
even reserve in her tragic intensity; when she was in lighter mood, her
coquetry was innocent, not shy, not sensual. Yvette Guilbert, a Parisian,
was attracted by the seamy side of life. Understanding it, she used in
full sympathy for the debased and the outcast what might have seemed
Her woman of the street was the Fantine
to others squalid material.

came to her rescue, the woman spat
Raquel's woman was of a sadder, more serious nature,

for she was conscious of her plight.
Mr. Arthur Symons was quick to recognize and value this side of
Yvette Guilbert's art in his essay, published 20 odd years ago. No one

wrote more graphically, more wisely about her, as comedian and as
tragedian. There were the songs of Aristide Bruant that he had sung
before her, "admirably, in his brutal and elaborately careless way, but
she has found meanings in them which Bruant never discovered, or, cerShe has surpassed him in his own quality,
the Macabre; she has transformed the rough material, which had seemed
adequately handled until she showed how much more could be done with

tainly, could never interpret.

and distinguished." And Mr. Symons
very vicious and very unhappy: "A
are
spoke of the world where people
sordid, miserable world which it is as well sometimes to consider."
Yvette's domain was this "grey and sordid" land, and she sang it, as no

it,

into something artistically fine

one had ever sung it before, "with a tragic realism, touched with a sort
of grotesque Irony." Thus she brought the "rouleuse" praying to the
one saint in her calendar; the "soularde" at whom street boys threw
tones; the life of the slums and the gutter "by some marvellous fineness
of treatment into the sphere of art," or as Andre Raffalovich expressed
it

in his sonnet:

you want hearty laughter, country mirth
Or frantic gestures of an acrobat,
Heels over head or floating lace skirts worth
"It

—

I know not what, a large eccentric hat
And diamonds, the gift of some dude boy
Then when you see her do not wrong Yvette,

Because Yvette Is not a clever toy,
A tawdiv doll In fairy limelight set
And should her song sound cynical and base
.

.

—

We

too.

will Bhlver, seeing their despair.'"

were reminded of

all

this

poetic drama.

programs for which we pay sixpence at the concerts,
clarinet"— (we regret
repeated by flute and oboe, with accompaniment for
pizzicato" and so
strings
and
"clarionet")—
wrote
Symons
to say that Mr.
which has nothing to
It is also useless to write "a rhapsody
forth.
interpretation of what the notes
do with the notes and to present this as an
is no method, Mr. Symons
There
language."
unknown
an
in
said
have
best, no more than a comthe
be wholly satisfactory; "at
in the style ef "the

j

6ays, that can

'

his loins to write,
promise." Having said all this, Mr. Symons girds up
clear of the rhapsodic
often shrewdly, often eloquently, not always steering
ultra-modern
about this indescribable art; one might say, having certain
compositions in mind, unspeakable art.

Has Mr. Symons at this late date anything new to say about Beethoven
naive composer,
and Wagner? He accepts the legendary Beethoven, the

to him is an epic
the foundation of whose art is "innocence." Beethoven
than Shakespeare, and
poet, not a dramatist, nearer to Homer and Milton
music is epic, yet it narrates
in some ways he most resembles Dante. His
"moves to no
nothing; it is lyric, yet it sings no articulate message;
waters, out of
distinguishable action, yet is already awake in the void

which a world

is

to

awaken."

lit"All Beethoven's waking life was a kind of somnambulism, more
The answer to this is
erally so than that of any other man of genius."
with
"Read his letters." He was wide awake when it came to differences
Symons has evidently
his publishers, his wranglings with servants. Mr.
Beethoven or his
not taken the trouble to read the Thayer-Krehbiel life of
"Great are the myths—
letters. He would exclaim with Walt Whitman:
Yet there are fine sayings in this essay; there
I too delight in them."
in Beethoven,^
are also some amusing lines as when, having said that
"music becomes a universal language without ceasing to speak German,"
own
Mr. Symons adds that the Germans, not ungrateful, have had their

ways of expressing gratitude.
"A German sculptor has expressed Beethoven

as a large, naked
gentleman, sitting in an emblematical arm-chair with a shawl decently
thrown across his knees. In this admired production all the evil tenGernfan art
dencies, gross ambitions, and ineffectual energies of modern
seem to have concentrated themselves."

The pages about Wagner are devoted to his "ideas" about the music
Today only a few are interested in Wagner's "ideas," his

drama.

metaphysical vaporings, his philosophy. What is of still vital interest
His gods and
opera-house.
is the best of his music as music for the
goddesses, a rubbishy lot, are as any heroes and heroines of opera. No
will
one, except possibly a few belated listeners, care what happens or
happen to Wotan; one does care for what he sings, not for what he
says or thinks and he is at times a colossal bore but for the sounds
that come from his mouth and the accompanying orchestra, if the diehard Wagnerites will allow the word "accompanying." Siegfried is a
that of
fine fellow, but one is no more agitated by his fate than by

—

—

^.^anrico in the tower.

statements
(fiajd in these pages Mr. Symons makes some surprising
which lead one to doubt his knowledge of musical history, as when he
writes that on Weber's heels "came Auber and then Rossini himself, who
pilfered national melodies and stuck them together like a dressmaker giving variety to an old dress." Will Mr. Symons kindly point out the "national melodies" pilfered by the two for any one of their operas ?

—

—

As for Strauss the chapter is dated 1902, 1905 ^he is "the only decadent in music, and he had tried to debauch music .... The whole tendency in modern German art is summed up in his tone poems, and it is a
tendency toward an orgy of the brain, at once idealistic and gross, a perversity which proceeds from impotence, arid culminates in that emphasis
which is worse than vice, because it is vulgar." My, my An excellent
example of destructive criticism, but it will bear close examination. All
Mr. Symons can say In favor of "Till Eulenspiegel" is that in much of it
the orchestra jokes "after the approved German fashion, chimera bombinans in vacuo. German humor is unrelated to any normal, or, indeed,
existing thing. It is spun out of the brain without the help of the senses."
Other statements about Strauss and Mr. Symons's views about the
F. H.
ptacre may be discussed at another time.
I

.

At first, herself ungainly, or her smile
Monotonous wait, listen, watch her face:
The sufferings of those the world calls vile
She sings, and as you watch Yvette Guilbert,

You,

pantomime and the

sition of

;

;

slop-pail"),

why music is so much more
at Bayreuth. He then said that the reason
is because "music is the one
art
other
any
than
about
write
difficult to
no more than a propoabsolutely disembodied art, when it is heard, and
to write about music
useless
It
is
written."
is
it
when
Euclid,

|

boughs, read "flowery beds of ease" the buck-board has given
way to the limousine; the chef has replaced the guide with his
frying pan electric lights have extinguished pine-knots the
the
camp-fire is in the furnace; for the hooting of the owl or
the
gramophone,
the
there
is
"painter,"
of
the
cry
womanish
auto-piano or the radio ; the corduroy road is a relic of barbarflannel
ism, a curiosity; the dinner coat has put to shame the

same inglorious

section devoted to music
In the earlier volume TVIr. Symons in the
Pachmann, and the
Paderewski,
about
wrote understandingly, shrewdly
Mozart, on \vriting
orchestra,
Meiningen
the
concert,
Dolmetsch
piano, a
were notes about Wagner
about music, technique and the artist, and there

j

upon, spurned.

at civilization

into the

"Brown of Ossawatomie and Harper's Ferry, eaten saleratus bis"Hull's Viccuits at old Scott's and heard him sing the song of
remote, unwas
years
those
in
region
tory." The Adirondack
been dis-'
not
had
Nature
camping.
was
Camping
spoiled.
fishVisiting
cities.
the
from
inroads
by
frightened
or
turbed
ermen and hunters respected her serenity and her simplicity.
Was "Adirondack" Murray the unconscious instigator of
with
the change? A camp today is a costly, luxurious dwelling,
sweet-scented
For
the equipment of a North Shore mansion.

of the evil days before Jean Valjean

by hearing Raquel who has been

j

The

;

;

only a name, ana

Wagner, the problem of
there are studies of Beethoven, the ideas of
the stage, a symbolist;
of
art
new
a
Duse,
Eleonora
Richard Strauss,
the "crudity of a schoolhas
which
Roi,"
"Ubu
extraordinary
(the
farce
which a young writer
boy or a savage," marked by the "insolence with
humanity,
itself, sweeping all art along with all

coffee for the tin cups.

-

is

music, handicraft, th*
the -seven are painting, sculpture, architecture,
pantomine, scenery, costume
stage ("in which I include drama, acting,
and lighting") and separate from these, dancing.
painting, but
volume consists largely of chapters on painters and

and his
could have seen "the stars march slow," as Fremont
His
Nevada.
Sierra
the
in
bed
rocky
men saw them above their
made
and
cake,
johnny
pork,
salt
trout,
cooked
guide would have
.

Yvette

about Yvette.
far as this later
The seven arts, according to Mr; Symons, do not so
in general;
literature
of
or
poetry
of
volume is concerned include the art

stretched in its meaning.
region half
If Mr. Coolidge had camped in the Adirondack
a century or more ago in the days when comparatively unsophis"Adriondacks," he
ticated guides knew the mountains as the
at night, he
Wakeful
blanket.
would have slept on boughs or a

Mr. Coolidge might have camped near
looked on the Gothic mountains,
Valley
the
of
the Giant
tramped by the way of the deserted Adirondack village on his
way to the top. of Mt. Marcy, then through the Indian Pass to
North Elba, with a visit to the huge boulder in memory of John

whom

Seven Arts," published
by reading Mr. Symons's later volume, "Studies in
in 1909 of his "Plays, Acting
publishers
also
the
Co,
&
Button
by E. P.
quoted the passages
and Music: A Book of Theory" from which we have

:

as

s

mix

Samuel Johnson

old day.s,

iiii'i

der her

I'epya rightly laid great stress
of sufficient and satisfying
j >ys

tlu
e;

on the present problem
>Ul(J
e based on a broad, conipreislve view of eating as aji Institution
4 not as a means of suetalnlng life.
Of all the excuses offered for the dei

•ions

when her mother use

commons by men

As Samuel F. Batche'.dei
and pleasantly showed,
nmons at Harvard have never en-

Tiillar ring.

iclusively

a considerable period of popularand the persistent objection to them
1 hardly be all due to American restsness.
There must be some underng principle, descended from the times
•ed
;

mug

was

of ale

eplete stomach

is

breakfast, that

at odds with godly

Memorial

hall.

duallsm In eating became a
must be reckoned with

.^i-

indlfactor,
In

embroidery outlined in old
gold. Did not M. Clemenceau, who
does not attend the meetings of the
French Academy, although he is a
member, say sourly: "I do not care
to make myself into a parrot."
Would a black shirt satisfy Italians
of an artistic nature ?
There are academies in the United
States composed of men presumably distinguished in various walks
of life. Alas, these Immortals have
no uniform. To the eye of the out*
sider they are ordinary mortals. In
France, where the ribbon or the
cross of the Legion of Honor is no
longer a distinction so common and
frequent is the bestowal, academi-

green

—

—

Jie clay.

true that "eating round" has
/arious serious disadvantages, but not
io many as eating at commons had.
is

Perhaps some day a genius In the colege office will hit on the very comblnalon of fare and furnishings and freefor successful commons; and then
jondltlons.
which have a habit of
shanging mora quickly than Institu-

leave the happy project high

SATYROS.

THE CABARET
I

of Dr. Cole, professor
of mathematics at Columbia University since 1895, and secretary of the
American Mathematical Society for
twenty-five years, revealed the fact
that ftor two years he had been leading a double life. This double life,
however, was blameless, probably
useful. In the classroonjs Dr. Cole
was the professor of mathematics;
in a little house in the Bronx he was

The death

j

I

places an a outside stlckup iz,
they dont take furs an Joolry. Can ya
imagine payin a buck fer a bole of common Ice; 1 waz thinkln Its a dam good
thing there alnt no Imported Ice, wlch

wood bo about 8% bucks.

to v\^\t another plant than the one
where they work, as comedians having a night off go to a theatre, so

mathematics found
and relaxation in dealing
with figures. The lodging house
keeper said of Mr. "Mitchell": "He
didn't amount to anything. He was
have
just a book-keeper." Would she
ranked a teacher of mathematics
variety

The students

'

Hector J. McAllister; Coryphaeus, leader of the chorus, Justin J.

Hecuba,

Murphy:
\

tSpecial Dispatch to

B. P.' writes: "I read
ne'wrBpaper »ot long ago

The Herald]
poign,

January

power m .\he hands
The sinnt of the
obser..ed
mind Ind customs .w^s
roll.n„

Sensibllltylj
Sterne apostrophizing "Dear
presource unexhausted of all that s
our Joys, or costly In our sorcious
the
rows!" Thackeray's Amelia had
keenest and finest sensibility, and hoi^
heard
she
when
could she be indifferent

m

,

Ho had

of

be
De

.

WALSH ATTENDS

j

r,°'^e1uba

portrayal

the

(I

of

was

I

certainly feel sorry for tha owners; Juss
thlRjc, ev'ry time a guy orders a pint of

Mr. Edward Mijcfeell, a book-keeper.
He was not the first to assume
without apparent cause a name, not
his own, and be kno-wn by another
calling or profession. Why did Turner, the pdinter, pass himself off for
8 sea captain, and take lodgings far
from art and artists? In Frank
Stockton's story, Mr. Tolman left

ginger-ale they only get $1.50, an there

on American cheeze sandwiches

losses
at 85c a

tWrow muss be tremendous. A
guy by tha name of Reserved waz gonna
all
tha good tables, but It seems
occupy
he did'n show up, so aftur a few hours
tha head waiter gave us wun of his
tables, wich he xplalned four times was
the best table in tha place. Frum now
on 1 will never occupy a ring side seat
again cf tha B. and C. Is with me. A
hiond. who 1 use ta know in tha

'

,

his flourishing business in the city,
and went to a village where he kept

Polvxena and

by the fierce, hot
womankind.

And make them
(I

Now

he

is

was

a am
w
^

I

i

1

j

'

1

the chorus
choral odes chanted by
music as near to
at intervals were to
mus c in
the
of
an exact reproduction
costun as possible. In the

"The

original

was atalmost a perfect accuracy

Not only did the color harmony
costumes conform to that of the
was attamed
loriginal, but faithfulness

:lalned.
of the

1

:

I

many

cases.

STA.GE IN STADIUM
designed by
The- stage,' which was
student at
John R. Smith, a first year
bowl enA
the
college, was erected in.
the

29.)

a pipe

ajid

look.
46.)

MADAM E'TE.
NEW CLUB

As the "World "Wags:
This

the texture in

that

beneath

book;
He pats my shoulder, spins a yarn, ana
watches while I laugh;
And there is understandinff In his

son of Hecuoa, lufj.
for safekeeping
Tent with treasures
learned of the
when Troy was menaced,
by a desire
faU of the city and actuated
Polydorus and
Uor the treasures, killed
sea.
cast his body into the
_„„^.
The Greek language wa^ by thej-ieai
revealed
out. iw beauty
an
In
enunciation of the ^Pe^kers. transla
English
illustrated program the
Greek story, and
ion was opposite the
difficulty in folthe audienie had little
language of the
lowing the sonorous

ijn

"wlnfla
all,

changed again. He comes to

me at quiet times.
In smoking jacket, with

•Polvdorus.

me
mg

sisters

the skin.

of

the misfortunes
Troy, 'mmed.ate^y

Cassanara,

16.)

buffet

^ o'Rorke and
McCrohan.;
b>^ Tohn L.

H:cuba%ueen

a

In;

Bome

nrirag^dfrrtrsof

Aeaptte

He changed. Nor can 1 tell *twaa serge
or broadcloth that he wore;
But he held out his arms and I flew

tf^Ctot ?nrrny

of

in,

He dressed in scarlet doublet and •BK
hose;
He leaned to slender grace beside ray
His burning eyes
chair.
Turned roe. a young white IHy, to a

officials

the

coming

rose.

Mayor Michael
Chebehas, supren,e

made

of

I

C^^TsV."

nici

way

a

closed oak door,

.

were present.
and
good work by every
U. the untform%
cast, especial mention

Ihould
should

BBt

MY PHANTOM LOVER

onded the performance, Greek-Anier.a
officers of the Ahepa,
tnga^^zation were an^n^ the^h^^^^

member

anything

"sensible" as we understand the woftt
SJd.
today, but she waa sensitive.—

at\*omen
Wc
Many prominent men andand
supreme

state

was

Amelia

Mozart?"

of the
.lesplte natural handicaps
Ilawns of the stadium.

r:r'^reikio,5^^i

^

'Sensible?'

languatre of the street."
ca"Sensible" here means sensitive,
acpable of delicate or tender feeling t
emotional Incessible to Bome specified
an<l
of
100
ifluence. So we find in writers
sensibility'
200 years ago "the tear of

collegians.

Vassilios

In

sensible,
the son seemed not
being young.'
"
How come? to use tne

lost little of its

0°Hari,

The account
Deoembwr or
note
the British Museum. I
'She (tJie princess) wept

bitterly;

lain dorvival of an art which has
years
mant in college life for many
vehicle for,
"Hecuba" is essentially a
character, and the
the portrayal of

rn orHoly

ttsWtfA.

the

this sentence:

Cross-

1.

written ty

I,

journalists.
of English
was 'rediscovered' last

sons in the stadium at Holy
a casi
College this afternoon, when
im-.
of students presented ^'Hecuba,''
On £
mortal tragedy of Euripides.
as pos-.
stage conforming as nearly
of the olo
sible to the construction
emotions,
Greek stage, the elemental
ot
powerful since the beginnings
responhumanity, were opened to a
enjoyed the resive audience, which

DAVID

In a London
an aoooxmt of

the last hours by Charle*
John Dillingham, one of

dus
tnt drama, which survived the
per
of centuries, enthralled 2000

;'^-eek

1926
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By PHILIP HALE

WORCESTER, May 30—A

the

Paul A. Conlln.

As tKe World Wags

it.

AT HOLY CROSS

,,f

flutist,

TUESDAY. JUNE

fHECUBA' GIVEN

Llay

were as

Charles T. Broderick; Talthyblus, Horace F. Kelly: Aga-raemnon, John J.
A.
lOdward
Polymestor,
Foley:
O'Rourke; Therapaina, handmaid of

'jBy

I

Phantom

J.

Did
as prosaic, though necessary.
read
Prof. Cole as Mr. Mitchell
treatises on the higher mathematics
He
or books of adventure at night?
must have had a romantic nature.
to
his double life he thought

!

the cast
In
of I'olydorus,

William
Murray; Hecuba, John L.. McCrohan;
Ody.^seu.s,
Polyxena, James B. Webster:

follows:

higher in the social scale? Either
occupation is reckoned by the world

'gratify

I

MEMBERS OF CAST

this professor of

His Double Life

j

thoze

spose

on a holiday arg

printers

;

and then plucked out his eyes with her
brooch, with Polymestor staggering out
swearing vengeance and calling to the

BOSTON'S

As the World Wags:
When we were In New Tork, we took
th© ma In law to a cabaret an 1 wanna
tell ya I'm sorry I did'n buy a house aii
The only dlffrunce between
lot Insted.

1

*

cians may reasonably demand that
they shall be kno-wn as such by their
fellow countrymen. Should not our
Immortals wear some sort of a decoration, medal, badge, rosette or
at least a sash?

iom

IN

announced some time ago

.

ibles d'hote.

and dry.

Acsaennc insignia

that Mussolini had established an
Thirty ImmorItalian Academy.
tals were to be named immediately;
The"
others within three years.
academicians were each to receive
80,000 lires annually, also certain
Most important of all,
perquisites.
the members were to wear a uniform at all public functions and
ceremonies.
Since the announcement; little or
nothing has been said about this
academy by the general foreign service or by special foreign correspondents. Is there trouble in the selection erf the first thirty? Must they
Is the
all be of the Fascist party?
uniform to consist chiefly of a black
shirt? Perish the thought, for what
is an academician without a gorIt is true that
geous uniform?
some even in France smile at the

And this is the principal reason why
he cafeteria has come Into Its own;
ot the repressed, cringing cafeteria of
oUege supervision, but the inviting,
aptivating consummation of Individual
iltiativo; the cafeteria which enthralls
from
he soul, and wafts it gently
runes to prisms, from oysters to kings,
'be world is one's oyster, and oysters
re an ornament to one's world; half-dozen, then, on the half-shell, and
iod grant we bite Into a pearl!
No man with a soul could have breakast In a Cambridge cafeteria and wish
What more
or the old regime again.
Itting than for yon callow j^oet to sit
own to 14 stewed figs and a cup of
lack coffee? What better than three
Iropped eggs on toasted cornbread for
his befurred young athlete? No longer
eed our friend from Vermont sigh for
is beans and pie; a turn of the thumb,
nd he has them! And there is the
urious, long-haired chap he must beong .to the Liberal Club who always
las a big bowl of cl^tlcken soup to start

tions, will

we know

It •was

dermining how to corral the scattered
mbs. r do not know that this very
sue has ever existed before; men have
5mplained vehemently of the quality
rid quantity of food, and of its manner
never that it
presentation; but
t
npeded the free action of the ego,
o longer is the undergraduate's InIvidualism satisfied by the addition of
ibasco sauce to his cocoa; it must
nvlsage a whole field of possibilities,
nd skip lightly from one to the other
uite unhampered by bills of fare and

It

I

"

A new

id this

The exit of Polygods for rfevenge.
mestor in the arms of two of Agamemnon's attendants was made at the
main entrance to the stands, bringing
the sobbing blind man almost within
arm's reach of the first rows.

It is althe sound.
ways some variety of "ow. and there
of
them,
fifty-seven
than
are" more
which our feeble alphabet is inadeot
all
This
is
true
quate to portray.
caatea and social straU In England.
H. P. p. WATTS.

stewards, and then to continue to
lerate at a gross loss in the face of
e greater horror they had fled.
Besides these, an entirely new factor
came apparent, operating against the
club-table tendency, but
)agulatlve
so serving to proselyte the faithful

and <',roek bulldlng« behind formed
the baf Uground.
The high point of dramatic Intemilty.
reached after Hecuba killed the two
eons of Polyinastor before his eyes

.

As

{

editorial of today
on "English as She Is Spoke" and the
says "howpe,"
Wales
of
Prince
way the
who has heard
it is obvious to any one
in England
Englishman
them that no
can possibly deliver himself of a round

t

1l

ling?

As the World Wags:
Anent The Herald's

ndency to eat at one's social club,
ore and more the smaller clubs began
discover the futility of seeking hon-

\4

tion,

TJia ma In law Is goln home
P. S.
again tamorrow, for the sixth time.

••O" as

I

read Dormstock's "Logarithms
of the Diapason." Mr. Tolman finally
sold out and returned to the city.
Dr. Cole,
Jf death had not removed
Iwould he have tired of book-keep-

DUKE BAKRAK.

ne are representative of conditions
but which students have written monraphs for 300 years. Perhaps there is
mething inherently Ineffective in Harrd commons.
Epicureanism cannot alone explain
e defection, but this combined with
e working-out of thd philosophy of
lall groups to give an Impetus to the

at

for us,

little

to

given him tha car insted.

liberations. Or perhaps It has seemed
vial to those who ministered to the
ul to stoop and consider the flesh. At
y rate, the "coarse fare and rude ser36" of Ajidrew Preston Pieabody*s

w

to

wash

;

wich goes over with tha ma in law, but
the B. and C. seys, "We will go into tha
matter mor thoroughly wen we get
home." After getting tha check, ^Ich
they make by crossing a R. R. time table
with a Chinese laundry ticket, I left a
buck on tha plate for tha waiter. He
said "Thank you," but tha look on his
Aftur giving
face said, "Drop dead."
tha guy 2 bits fer opening the car door
tha dam thing wood'n start, and 1
wished i wood of kept tha money an

from the war, the real or Imagined
eriority of the fare has the most

!;k

len a

after finishing

1"'
ji
p oibaii Htnonmi.
moBplici.) wns hi-lghten^d by n
Two b^'.
of vaa(.:i and plants.
Itowers. each guarded by an
soldier, formed the end of the construc1

shop, having bought the toys,
small-ware goods, and the circulating library, happy in small sales, but
wondering why anyone should wish

a

1

They shood teach that bird
himself."
the song "Old Acquaintance Shood Be
xplalned tha incident by
I
Fergot."
tellln tha folks that I know her from

l

tlon- of the college

1 think had a few unstops In frunt of our table,

a song sumlhlng about
•'Mammas Got Blues," she pipes up
|wlth, "Well! If it aint the olo Dookle
,.an

must be admitted that any

!i

ier^

an who

belt,

is to

announce the formation

of

Yes. Indeed, after many heartbreaking misfortunes, the Club has at
last been organized. As yet no name has
been chosen, a warm dispute ha-ving
arisen among the members upon this
One party stands firmly for
matter.
making It the Club "For Bigger and
Finer Things," whereas the other demands that It be called "The Club for
Nobler and Purer Thoughts." In view
of this unfortunate divergence of opin-

the Club.

a compromise was agreed upon,
and for the present It will simply be
ion

the

"Club."

Mr. "Winiam
first meeting,
Schmaltz was unanimously electled to all the offices on the ticket. I
Iwould not sugg^t, you understand, that
Mr. Schmaltz (who Is the very soul of
:honor) had an ulterior motive In mind
when he offered us the free and untrammeled use of his cellar as a clubhouse. Nor would I for a moment think

At the

(Bill)

that his generosity In
private coal bin to the
effect upon the subsequent vote. In a!iy case, he took the
of

Intimating

opening

his

members had any

Naughton, learetntwr nusDara m i<m'
collar and haggard aj.

THE FROG
ffuHy indeed,

meeting was the
Hank McGufflt upon

of the

ire

Krother

fa\ orablo trends In the

reported that while riding In the Boylston street subway he distinctly heard
a station announced as "AwHngton
street, AwUiiston." He Is preparing to
take action against the Klevated under
the law of
1S23 entitled "An act to
restrain public employes from using
violent, strange, or profane language
In
such manner as to alarm or
annoy the public."
Mr. McGufflt will
point out that this was both Etrange
and profane within the meaning of said
act, and that he was greatly annoyed
and alarmed thereat. In addition the
loss of the two dozen eggs which he was
carrying at the time did cause him
great mental pain and anguish upon

the institution across the river to some
convenient place such as Boise, Idaho,
or Matamoras, Mexico.

VOX CLAMANTI3.

concerning the Bell-ln-Hand.
The Bell-ln-Hand dispensed Philadelphia Ales. Bass & Co.'s, Burton Ales,
and also Barclay's Ale and Stout. (Barclay & I'erkins, Ltd., London.)

World Wags:
I was wearing a new tied-and-dyed
muffler that a gal had made for me.
It was rather brilliant, and a chameleon placed next to It would have done
the

hara-kb*! trying to do his stuff.
A boy friend saw it and said, "That's
a poor muffler."
"How come?" was my hostile rejoinder.

jsatd the

B.

a muffler,"

F.

They had not found the body when
for

started

As the World Wags:
Tour correspondent,

I

Florida.

THE BRAZIL

R. H. I*, laments
because he cannot finish the epic staji-

Stayi
I suggest that he Is showing uncalledfor modesty. He merely did not wish
to put "The Charge of the Light Brigade" Into a second place ae a ettrrlnr
poem. He told a man what was In hta
mind, and the verse ran:
"Oh, braro and firm PUsudskl etood
That awful day at PodwolocBlyskl;
He trembled, true—ha'd had no food—
But kept hlB courage up with whiskey."

NtTT.

AT THE COPLEY
I

"Dancing Mothers"
By PHILIP HALE
rOPLET THEATRE—First

feel Inspired with the
gem.
classic
of the

love;
the husband starved her;
Naughton would give her a full meal*.
Tlio ending' Is logical, (hough some may

I

'

I

think

I

It

know

all Is

ouirht.

I

I

enson replaced Mr. Cratg.
I

The cast

I

last night

was as

t

•

.t,

In his plant.
IHtle coma vigorous, well built
espeedy, and some of the sequences,
are vivia.
cially those with the Nevers'
ajidl
Moore
Matt
genre bits.

Miss Young gave an admirable portrayal of the wife, playing with charming lightness In her coquetry, womanly
In the early scenes with her husband,
not forcing the emotional note In later

as the occasion demands.
Foklna, with vaxioua of her dancers
this,
In train, is the chief divertlsement
posweek, a Foklna dancing little and
coryher
Ing more in the midst of
B. O.
phees.

It

—

scenes.

the third act
of passion for Naughton

amusing
Kathryn Perry

was

She'

well supported

by Mr. CUve's

7.

Especially noteworthy were
the Impersonations by Miss Edlss. Mr.
Mowbray and Mr. Hulse, obstreperous
Aft<>r the third act
at the night club.
Miss Young made a pretty little speech.
The lr;"ge audience was loudly demon^'
strative in applause.

<:eral.1

—

A\

Are some foreigners unduly

j
.

;

'

darkness and
though coming ^
^ r^over
vl^the
the heaas
chre. a skeleton dangled
cllmbof those in the orchestra

America Won the War"; "Colossal
Impudence of New Film." In one of
Lord Beaverbrook's ne-wspapers is
"They
statement:
hysterical
the
have our money and now they want
our glory. Not only are they after!
our glory, it might be added, but
thev want us to pay them for stealing" it." But did Great Britain alone
The French, Belwin the war?
gians, Italians and the Russians are
said to have been engaged in it. Ambassador Houghton is asked by one
super-heated journalist to withdraw

.

'

and was

of t^e Show.

^

^'^;:;?^/;!„^.s wa. on the
He^ -0<e,^
hit in '-r^^e^^Pesslmls^^^

norr

his
,f

bow

In n

Ai,. H^de
„/. Mk
vivde
and
that used by Dr. Jekyll
But from
transtorn^ation scene
,,

TT..xie

hard

labor.
feel that

We

present
P. D. Q.
the

WHY

If this were carried out
crlm*-wave would stop

IVIAN

LEAVES HOME

As the World Wags;
I

notice as a current attraction:

LEATRICB JOY
In

EVE'S LEAVES
with William Boyd.
It, eyen Adam had his own
Individual apron. This will never do
but whether It does or not, I don't

As

I recall

give a

L.

flg.

W. BUELL.

Stoneham.

the

Sh?had

'

A

modern
'nizable in
probablj f^nd
one seeing the play will
of acmost of them In his own circle
;

As

tiie

Mr. Douglas Fairbanks

upon

lullabies,

Chinese

opera and

.

jazz.

.

j

Stallings's story of the
war, with .John Gilbert and Renee

LawTence

Last weeks.

Adoree.

PLYMOUTH— "Merry,

daughter from
'she wm thus save her
prove to her
an unprofitable match and
husband that there ha^ ^^^^ hu'"own
excuse for wandering
tlie
J^
f.
w-Ith
I

1

goes
a "'eht plub
gay Mrs. Massarene to pretends she
Naughton,
Dicks up Mr.
refuses to go home
fs a French woman,
Is there with
with her husband, who
surprise!
'ma: he sees his wlfe-^uel,e_
her but she
appeals to her. storms at
a^t Mrs.
third
the
In
laughs merrily.
westcourt Is In N-"^^'*""
erift^g
en^g
the
of
manner
but not ffter the
She Is looKing
one In a French novel.
been
daughter. Catherine has
Il
her ^^ugnte^^
after
Naughton makes
there, so has
^kisses her
mother,
Oxe
the
hot love - to
ashamed,
Though she says "I amexperience, for,
evidently enjoys the
"It's my;
exclaims,
she
noble woman,
Irnna
u»u»nd, daughter sjid
fault.'
only
loves
he
says
come In. NaughtonCatherine, who hasj
Westcourt.
M-r»

she

%Te

J

I

TREMONT—

^he

—

wnn

i^aucc® "«

*

Heads Vaudeville
STATE/— "Early To Wed,"
comedv with the following cast:

MY-RTLE
7

Of Myrtle I am fabulously fond.
Of my MiTtle enigmatically blonde;
And to Myrtle in her klrtle
I

A<=

as hastily
the tumh'..-

would
of

a

hirtle
turtle In a pond.

w

who,
again enjojs her

loves

S.0 husband he
i^nles nothing and

his

fe

^^^^^ interesting

./^h^'^urM^^^V^titcourtlea^
m i..e four, Mrs.
band and daughter

to

^^-nv
be happy

On

arrival his first question was
whether Gilbert's operetta was playfor
ing: he was anxious to see it,

he had heard it was amusing.
French ambassadors and newspa!pers have not protested against the
excitable, grotesque Frenchman as
he has been portrayed on the AmerEnglishmen have not
ican stage.
performances of "Fra
forbidden
Diavolo" on account of the foolish
English lord whose wife is fasci^

In spite of
certain quarters
against "The Merchant of Venice,"
due to Shylodk's peculiar form of
usury, the comedy is still played,
lis it not possible that the violent

nated by the bandit.
feeble protests

in

London to "The Big
remarkable film, described by Bernard Shaw as an excellent "pacifist" pictui-e, come from
commercial rivalry? Meanwhile the
English people crowd the theatreaj
where the film. is shown.
objections

Parade,"

in

a

Consider the Immense output of novels
no, do not let us consider anything
BO surprising and perplexing. The nov-

—but

Mrs,

experience.
the last act.

called

Spaniards

LOFWP
film

World Wngs-

Merrj-."

musical comedy, featuring Harry
Archer's orchestra, Harry Puck
and others. Sixth week.
"The Black Pirate," Douglas Fairbanks's latest
picture done in technicolor. Last
week.
Green Hat,"
WILBUR—
Michael Arlen's famous play,
with Katherine Cornell. Leslie
Howard and others. Fourth week.
"Rarin' to Go."
GAYETY
black and white production with
cast of 80. Third week.
iF'oRina,

felt

his

M.\JE STIC—"The Big Parade."'

even

irritated

might be wounded.

ceptibilities

CONTINUING

is
of a bachelor. The daughter
In worldly
wat- far ahead of her mother
still
mother
but
tricks and games;
to show
comely and desirable. Intends be gay.
can
her family that she too,

to assure

that he intended no disrespect to the
glorious memory of Cervantes by
appearing in the picture bearing
Don Quixote's name. When a member of Japan's royal family visited
London years ago a revival of "The
Mikado" was prohibited lest his sus-

the conclusion of the act.

qualntances."
Who arc these characters: A wife,
neglected bv her husband. has-,a aaufh"sheik
Uer who Is throwing herself at a

SPRING SONGS
(For

weni.>

She
versatile for a Chinese girl.
.nho can enterhas a sister, not billed,
the
at
Karlyn
They have Leo
tain.
There is a pleasant surpilse
piano.

OuUe
^

:

so

i

bit

little

^lng<!

i

In

the

Hoy in »
the setting for Ktai Look
-rhlnese Fantasy.- Etai Look ""VShe
China.
declared to be direct from

i

And

occurred to some one that Lord
pecuniarily interis
ested in British firms producing
and has deplored the sufilms
periority of the American over the
Hence these tears.
British films.
Was there ever a more groundless
and ridiculous fuss? Not long ago
It

Beaverbrook

In

I

flreslde.

the film.

'o
Senator and she lived up
'^"Jncing
talion with her
"f'"^
at th« Plano
Carrol
Jnck
and chatter.
the act
does his bit toward putting
over a.o did Miss Kitty's maid.
seen
of the orient was

I

'

g.

Tt,„v were lively min-

^-"^'"^
the street pestered him
He adm tted that
the same question.
and
Incident
on
founded
the play was
observation; he knew
Z.'^'f
^^^f
Westthe
In
wo have exactly duplicatedthe play. He
court home presented In
that there
land Mr. Gouldlng. realizing
with
was a growing dissatisfaction
and
causes
the
studied
marriage,
Selwyn fur
"found them legion." Mr
characters In
Ithermore said that the
recog"Dancing Mothers" are easily

I

_
j
for

.

about

of
i'c. presentation
with her
t

in

i

-^^

f
something to talk

ences

hours after
Booth Theatre, New York ' ^"^^
high
his desk was piled
If '^e ^t"^'
from persons asking him
Those he riiet
life.
real
was taken from

in the Foolish Rotise would end.
his time may lend.

that will

manner

a

In

on the b,a
followed Kitty Doner
at

sensi

matters of theatrical art be
.cause of war debts? "The Big Pajrade" pleases the British public, but
certain newspapers of London regard the film as an exhibition of
American bad taste and brag"How
Headlines read:
gadocio.
I

Keith's Tl-.eatre was
wi^en
thrown into an uproar last night
came tumbling
woman
the form of a
down from the second Her ofwere shrlU
f
few minutes later there
shrieks when, with the house >" ""^^
as
the sound of a voice

that

once' sVld
this play opened

A

tive in

at

The audience

V,,L MoAbrav
*;^"pn^e Neill

NaugrhtoT,

^Mr. SeWyn'

To depth of thought

(This editorial article was published
the Island Times at Danvers by
Edward N. Robinson, aged 13 years.)
The only trouble with Capital Punishment is that It Is not punishment
enough. For the worst crimes It will
pass, but the smaller, bootlegging, robbery, ect. it usually lets the criminal
off to easy.
If a man comralttles a crime, bootlegging for instance he Is taken to
court probally fined a hundred dollars
and told not to do it again. All the
time his subordinates are earring on his
unlawful business.
What should be done. Is after Jury
find the culprit guilty, the Judge should
fine him heavily (10,000 and two years
In prison at hard labor or If ho cannot raise the money three years at

good]

Peculiar Sensitiveness

KEITH'S AUDIENCE

follows:

Elizabeth

;

In

of course, as

...

was modestly

,

...Richard

/--^.v-K

.-harley. a ^^-alter

,

ANNIE UNDERWOOD.

are,

,

dawning

the

In

Is

company.

5^^;3e^rt;::::::...No^^-?;;^;i

t9!*h.

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT

^

agership

!/

W

Ethel
Catherine

Gosh!
The good get theirs
Because they head the Hat
No compliment to them.
Or cause for airs.
The bad who thus are bom, poor things,
Shorn here, of brains. Beyond, of wings.
Deserve no raillery.
But, me, I'm through
With euch To -Do.

the

the inherent selfishness of the man was
clearly revealed.
As for the daughter
she was not a comfort, an angel chlld,j
but a fresh, impertinent, reckless com-^
pound of minx and fooL

Mr. Zola Maasarene
^''PX^.E^^'an"
a^
Andrew. a. uUer............ChaHe,
......

My

Who

|

the Carters pro->
sa
that thev are really worth their
than t'
that poverty Is far. far better
kins, m
in.«ialment plan, and the radio
of
exposition
flamed bv Carter's noble
manprinciples, presents hlni w)th a

n the

bosh, and

.

payment.
But eventually,

don't believe In though^

Although

:

lion

It Immoral even in Ibis emancipated age. Win she be happy with Naughton? Her husband's arguments for her
returning home were enough to drive
his wife into Naughton's arms, for

Hayes played Catherine; Henry Steph-

;

I

ill

find

In

World W«gi)

the

^e.jir.

'

SOLILOQUV
A«

s-

'

performBoston of "Dancing Mothers."
Edgar Pplwyn
n play In four Acts, by
and Edmund Gouldlne.
Washington, T>. C. April 2<>,
Ethel Westcourt, Mary Toung; TathHownrd:
Frances
Westcourt,
crtne
Hugh Westcourt, .Tohn CraiR: V^ alter
RayTrma
Naughton. .John Halllday;
At the Booth
mond. Elsie -Lawson.
Theatre. New York, Aug. 11. 1S24. Helen

ance

One cannot but

'Kor

\\

It's

yet unmistakably expressed.

which h* has go ably htgm.

ending
The thought engendered by the stansa
mis our souls with longing.
Mr. R. H. L. need not go to Poland to
get unfinished poem-fragments worthy
of his steel. Let him begin at homo with
"We pledge our loya,l love to Boston,
And to our grand old Massachusetts—''
I got that far unaided, but would be
glad If some one would- complete the
lofty sentiment so that It would do for
the tercentenary celebration. Let It be
either In lilt or In dirge, some of us
can use It when completed.
S. A. STARRATT.

can't be

'Ut'B so loud It

,.„

,

an entertaining play, this "Dana-' comfltpd iK>wly wod."" of many anolb
tng Mothers."
The dramatists have' picture. Malt Moore and Kathryn Pen
loaded the dice In favor of Naughton, Is a light, diverting comedy. direct*
sense
who Is a reasonable being, unselfish, with, subtlety and
fine
willing to let the husband keep the
cinematic values.
do with
to
wife, if he can make her happy.
nothing
has
This legend
It
secIs not Naughton's fault
If women
the first vear bickerings, but with
old
from
ascent
the
and young pursue him. Westcourt, like ond vear savings and
the baae Indian, had thrown away his
the boarding house state to the rented
npearl.
He did not appreciate his Wife house with furniture provided In on
instigat
until he knew she had been embraced
.-italmenfs. this latter at the
Indulee
by another man.
of their friends, the Nevers. who
She had hungered
and
for
creat American game of easy

VERITAS.

As

Tear" ti
which emplo>

'

cation

j

spirited

of the frog

JOSCELYN.

As the World Wags:
Both Mr. E. L. Even and Mr. L. R.
R. were partly right In their communi-

his arrival home. His permanent remedy for the matter Is the removal of

M

comment

Yankee speech. Mr. SIoGufflt

old

.'Od

the confidential

simpl

Is

It"

'First

pearance.

I'll

And

use of our

:prh

of his Byror.lc

say It simply sets us all agog,
As we're sitting In the summer on a log.
When we hear In every bush
Tira-lira of the thrush
Oh,

nugan

,

.

Art Neveie
Mrs. Never*..

,

.

.

-

S,;,-„,rh-.on

r>-lva
i.Vi^-

McKay
Bail«v

that most exacting problem In the
sublimation of the history of our kind.
el,

.

j
'

—
T)e 8oI%'elf VJUi-W.^'^

,L>.

now up

a«
b* handled by children
M. Tomllna profitable paatlrae.-H.

may

pewf.

'

Iappears each niqht this WEEIT
in

dinner,

the Looklng-BacJcward din-

as Infants:

costume was
ner, in which the ordinary
worn reversed ("one of Mr. Leahr's hapat which
piest Ideas"); the Snake dinner,
a fangwith
presented
was
eaeat
each
does not menless snake. The Observer
and rarare
a
which
tion the dinner at
crust as
diant maiden arose from pie
Mrs.
Aphrodite from the sea-foam.
Stuyvesant Fish's Sathlng Dress dinner
to
had to be abandoned In deference
might
public susceptibilities; perhaps It
there
Then
today."
have a better chance
was a dinner at which the order of
becourses was reversed: coffee at the
ginning, oj sters and soup at the end.

Mrs. Ida E. White of Butte, Mont.,
discovered that Mr. Charles A. Mc"three
Laln's voice has a compass of
thought of
full octaves." At once she
The
the Metropolitan Opera House.
chamber of commerce In Butte has sent
study,
the young man East for further
to
as If he needed rigorous Instruction

and

As the World Wags:

As the World Wags:
G.
Angie „
In your column of May 26
Chapln asked for other stanzas of "Rob•

vard"

j

18^2.

when

Medfleld.

require

the World Wags:
Certain distressing and hopefully temporary conditions in the local liquor situation have caused the police, always
gentlemen and very present helps in

'

*

rmanent."
one or tne
•ruly a "mausoleum,
world
ny wonders of the present one at
wnat in comparison was the of the
Halicarnassus built in memory
good Queen
Carlan prince Mausolus by
Husbands
Artemisia, who mixed her

long as they
ashes in her dally drink as
lasted; the mausoleum to''*'"'"^,^"^^"
artificers
wird, on. which four noble
enriched the sides; then came *
breath
same
Or would one name In the
with
of Helen at Jerusalem

heard Richard Moulton, a boy of
piano at the Needham Theatre, Needham, last Tuesday
Beethoven,
night. He played music by
DebusMozart. Rubinstein, Schumann,
Chopin and Liszt. He has been

,

marble door which opened °' "^/'J
year and at a
n a certain day of the
afterward
rrtaln hour, then shortly
appointed tlnie
losed until the next
animal. sPlendld In

Man-is a noble
Uiysgrave.
.shes, and pompous In the
of Euripides, cared
,ses in the "Hecuba"
so he might
not how meanly he lived
^^/"^Y^^^
find a stately tomb after
for h s last
saved
Whitman scraped and
are already
some
Perhaps
place.
resting
the mausofor reservations

applying
Othleum near the hills of Westchester.
Sir Thomas Browne:
lers may say with
ourselves,
-To live again. Is to be again
but an
which being not only an hope, all one
evidence In noble believers, 'tis
churchyard, as In
to lie in St. Innocent's
Ready to be anythe sands of Egypt.
being ever, and
thing, in the ecstacy of
of
content with six foot as the moles
las

HORACE— RE THESEX COMPLEX
(Book IV, Ode 10)

j

j

1
,

,

J

i

j

;

,

terpreter.

moods
emotional; even to differentiate
know of
and sentiments. What can he
sorrows, Its passions,
lite, Its Joys and

The program

of

|

,

ghl,

the boy showed more Individuality,
In his
Lore spontaneity of expression
Debussy's Prelude,
of
nterpretatlon
treatment of the other
;

•ay,

Advice "Stay free!" "Don't rush!

Uan

\fot soon the day, in wild dismay
(Though this you hate to think)
I
survey yourself you'll say:
I As you

In

selections.

his

Did

,.lm strongly?

the blink?

/earlier

music appeal to
Does the muslo of the
this

years already seem to

him

"old

j'hat"?

years gone by, a flapper, 1,
A dozen boys downed cold.
guyNow peers mine eye the dapper
But 'Naw,' he says 'Too old !
A. N. O.
Hanover, N. H.
'In

—

^

I

iln

This

a

is

New

way she was advertised
York newspaper:

the

JOYCE HAWLEY
— Queen of the bath
— Front-paoe beauty

—Wine

connoisseur

i

have thought that he
In
would have been more successful

One would

the
catching the spirit. In expressing
Valse
obvious brlUIance of Kublnstein's
this once
Caprice, but he made little of
"0^"popular piece; he only Pjajea
be expected that he
.

Nor was

to
moods of
would enter Into the changing
flight
Schumann's "PaplUons," or fln<i,f
delicacy and fanclfu
In the exquisite
The Silt
icapriclousness of the music.
was more to his
ter Of Chopin's waltzes
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GALLANTRyTn THE STRIKE
M. for a copy
We are Indebted to B.News.
wh.ch
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of the London Evening
experiences due to
letters of unusual
Here Is one.
he strike are published.
which had ^the in
•I boarded a bus
Flappers between
scrlption. 'Age limit.
only allowed on
the ages of 16 and 23
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"'••We"h'ad not got far along
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when we pulled up to allowThe
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elderlv woman to get
to get
foured conductor helped her
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In the

Mr. Piston
was the leader of the Pierian Sodality
University.
of Harvard
best.

On May 5, a concert of music by American composers took place in Paris under the patronage of the AmericaV ambassador. Virgil Thomson contributed a

"Senate d'eglise" for clarinet, trumpet.
born and trombone. The second
movement of this ecclesiastical sonata

alto,

a tango! The program also included
nine piano pieces by G. H. Elwell; song
and
for voice (Mme. MacLeish), flute
clarinet; Copland's Nocturne and SerePiston's
planade for violin and piano;
is

breeding

;

Walter Piston's "Three Little Pieces
and Bassoon," were
performed at a concert of the National
The
Society of Music. Paris, on May 8.
Menestrel said that though they were
well played by artists of the first oraer
were not
the timbres of the instruments

The bassoon

finer

foolish face, he
ers? a transmitter of a
except perwo^ld be kept from books,
words of two
haps 'Mother Goose' in
you a
have
way,
By the
svllables
disreputable clga^
^Ifch?''- Lighting a
the
left
look,
wild
Mr Johnson, with acustomary
words of
office without the
civil farewelling.

mod-

for Flute. Clarinet

Largo was treated the
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attractiveness? If
Vaughan or Haznot now be rtisstay? In Boston
temptaTarn comparitively safe f-m
secluded life, one of
tion for I lead a
ClamAt
nights
and
iborlous days
r>sks and be a
port I might run fearful
the
and
flesh
victim of the world, the
the human
for Hazlitt knew
Devil
was forheart neither city nor tillage
son. Mr. Smitheign to him. If I had a

Rome."

sufficiently blended.

woman

and more Irresistible
either
I had not read
litt my mind would
To go? To
tractTd
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hair,

"The Pines
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scandal)
as much Intrigue (with more
1" *.he
going on in a provincial town
retired
metropolis, and that the most
far from
and obscure vlUaBes are
of t^e Pasthe Blmpllelty and Innoeenca
t^m the luxury
toral agea as they
civilized
and Intellectual reHnemei^ts of

Mr.Kous-

Suite No. 1 from "Padmavatl
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many. Any performance of a play by
Chekov should be eagerly anticipated.
Gide is known in Boston only by his
essays and novels.

May

,„

,
Johnson.

Mr,

moment, wishing relaxation, I
New
opened a volume of Hazlltt's
My eyes fell on a sentence,
Writings.
a
as
it
carry
and
which I have copied
Let me read
corrective of Vaughan.
good
what HazUtt says: 'I have lived a speak
dfai in the country, and I can
there Is
from my own knowledge that

New

for

said

evil

sevltzky's concert In Paris on
for
was as follows: Vivaldi, ConcertoThethe
Strings; Copland, Music for
Roussel.
atre; Strauss, Till Eulenspiegel;

Tuesday

the purnight was framed chiefly for
facility and
technical
displaying
of
Ipose
to
agreeable tonal quality. Strange

|oh maiden fair, wltl» shingled
rose to blush
I With cheeks the
iThough time to spare you have, beware

town?"
"Don't Jest."

!

real
was about to go. in spite of the hear
expect to
f state agents— I did not
an
In
you speaking of 'realtors'— when

of at least t,wo original or unpublished
plays. Werfel is already known in
York as a dramatist; as the author of
novel, "Verdi," he Is known to

The program announced

_

to Province-

Cape from Buzzards Bay

ern tendencies of the drama should welcome the opportunity of forming a closer
acquaintance with them than can be
Irene Gushing, the
gained by report.
secretary of the society, 36 Joy street
information about
further
will furnish
its character and work.

Richard, as far as

call.'

your

mani-

In the

region,

sphere:
and the

meek's

"Well, Mr. Johnson, If what
was
friend Vaughan the Sllurist says—
later
he of the Silurian period or of a
the
tak-a
date''— is true why don't you
next train for Clamport, where the
of
angels have descended in the shape
the
realtors and are now flylns over

For next season plays by Franz WerRosso dl San Secondo, Andre Gide,
Chekov and Swinburne are under consideration. There will be performances

Those who are Interested

calm

and rule the

lies leaguer,
Do%"S
from above.
comes
dew
Duely as
If Eden be on earth at all,
'Tis that which we the country

the

:

admirtechnic Is concerned, has been
to
It would be unfair
ably taught.
Inspeak of a 13 year old boy as an
One cannot expect him to be

regrets?

Angels

fel.
j

descend

Where Heaven

:

I

the

ar-s

where

plays
already named as performed this seaproducson, there were three special
tions of shorter ones, among them Mr.
Sofa."
Lawrence's "The Yellow

1

llts

lAdrlanus."

"What put me on

interested in new artistic
In addition to the
festations."

taught by his father.
His technical proficiency, surprising
wonder
for a boy, would have excited
displayed by
50 years ago If It had been
but
a virtuoso of European reputation;
as
today technic runs In the street,
Goethe said of talent. Young Moulton,
dlfflapparently, knows not the word,
ease,
culty. He plays with unconscious
the
with a poise that at once reassures
conhearer prone to suspect any report
"Incernlng prodigies worked by an
I

They

Its purpose Is to
produce "rare plays which would not
be found on the regular stage In Bosauditon," plays "appealing to a small

sy.

Uant phenomenon."

various lusts in cities still
th'ey are the thrones of ill;
The dismal sinks, where blood is splU'd,
Cages with much uncleanness flll'd.
But rural shades are the sweet sense
Of piety and innocence;
'All

Are found;

"The Merchant of Venice"
was produced by Boston Uni-

eni:e

shall go

have valued with Henry
I
Vaughan, the Sllurlst, the advantages
of retirement from what may be called
the busy haunts of man. I have carfrom
ried In my pocketbook some lines
one of his poems. Here they are:

membership audience.

We

I

years

1

ied

13 years, play the

Its

For many

The Boston Stage Society was foundMaintained wholly by a
In 1922.

j

Stoneham,

tomb

the

or stay In town.

down there

Reginald Lawrence (May 3-8); "Gods
Together," by Reginald Lawrence (May
31-June 5).

U

And as Bert
no raising of the rent.
tauntWilliams remarked when he was
"But death is so
,ed with fear of death:

sociologist,

McCully (Feb. 26-March 6); "Exiles." by
James Joyce (April 3-10); "Therese Ra.quin." by Emile Zola, translated by

•

^

line.

"No," ^ald the eminent
"and I don't know whether

this season: "The Revolt of
Angels," by Anatole France, arranged for the stage by Catharine Huntington (Dec. 4-12); "Eater of Dreams"
("Temps est un songe"), translated by
Charles Scribner (Jan. 29-Feb. 6); "Malborough Rides Away to War." a "song"
Achard, music
in three acts *y Marcel
by Georges Alfic, translated hg Rayraon

!

time of trouble, to Issue "a warning for
liquor from bootall persons purchasing
leggers to be unusually careful." Per99.44 per cent,
well-known
sonally, the
percentage of wood.
is a high enough
Even under the reign of license,
which, unfortunately, ended before we
attained to years of Indiscretion, we do
not remember to have heard of such

make

i

the

No tips
anything.
city
from
enough
far
Verily, prohibition is furyet
Convenient,
solicitude.
brotherNo tearing down to thering the conception of theBUELL.
for permanence."
W.
hood of man.
room for a business skyscraper;

when you

j
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the
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These plays have been produced at

'

and melodic

son

I

versity.
,

"

of a
-We read gratefully and Joyfully
The
••mausoleum" In 'New York state.
Is
It
Advertisement informs us that
and conjBuppUed "with light and heat
Just ring the bell
stant attendance."

it

musl^ thought

To our BurprlBO Mr. Herkimer Johncame Into the office yesterday,
We thought he was In Clamport.

I

i
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THANKS FOR THE

of

settings of

she quoted.
ert Ralkes" than the one
She will find them in Bradbury s
Issued In
104),
"Golden Shower" (page
F.

Tng of
pronounced taste
pieces show.y a too
allied to a laclc
for the txjy^e strangely
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As the World Wags: ^ ^
^ .
hotel barber shop
I was shaved In a
What
strokes.
72
in
morning
-v-^sterday
_J-_T- JOHNSTON.
U bogey?

.

--li
Menestrel said tluit though
be <ie
tracmentary, It might perhaps
reminiscences
fended" were It not for
Chanler's violin sonata
of Stravinsky.
With the
quality.
have
to
was thought
rhythmed
exception of some curlou.sly
open"Jazzed
the
nieces of Elwell. and
^Copland's Serenade, "the other

tl^e

The Boston Stage Society, which for
performances at
a few years has given
brings the presthe Bam In Joy street,
next Saturday
ent season to an end
a comedy
night with "Gods Together,"
Reginald Lawrence.
In three acts by
LawHilda
are
The players In this piece
Muriel Snow,
Irence, Mlnden Sewell,
F.
Ethel Woodworth, Mary Caperton,
Kent Smith, William Wilson, Homer
LawMr.
Lambert.
Edwin
Snow and
Princeton
rence, who was graduated at
Theatre Intlme, the
in 1921, founded the
directHe
college
his
dramatic club of
of Hared the performance of "Brown
the
provided
at Cambridge- and

^-

Fitchburg.

thnn IHe^en-

t

I

sanity of his
face and acknowledge the
free gift
brakes, admiring, withal, his
blltheness.
of a perfect cure for

or heroic
and a half?

IS

of the

sweet motorist who darts out suddenly
from a side street, stops heroically In
you
close proximity and smilingly tells
his favor
to continue on, assuring you of
confuthe
in
blush
and causing you to
He doesn t
sion of your gratitude?
want the road; he wants simply a clear
deserves
he
and
view of your passage,
generous reward for his devotion, this
penal
sweet motorist. Is there a benign
arrival,
institution yawning against his
until
he
reward
for
wait
or must he
will
reaches that final place wherein he
heat.
steam
nor
need neither flannels
Meanwhile you should be grateful for
pushed Into your
all his courtesies a*

\^nilte In a
Talley," exclaimed Mrs.
sending a real
fine burst, "and It plans
makes his
delegation when Mr. McLaln
banners wavdebut." Even now we see
slogan and the
ing, and hear the Butte
Butte brass band.
But how about Spokane? How about
sweet
Putney, Vt.7 Are they without a
singer of at least two octaves

WHERE

i

While driving blithely along the street

what and how much do you make

"The larg-ast,
Metropolitan.
be
mining camp In the world Is not to
Marlon
outdone by Kansas City and

DEATH,

HOW!!

AUTOMOBILE COURTESY

the

enter

a

,

•'IJcbeRlraum."

Tobias Matthay, the
Scharteacher of M>i^t Hess and Irene
London, said
[rer, hearing Richard In
Th s
that the boy "could go far.
prophecy Is not a rash one. The fulhimself.]
boy
the
on
flllment depends
With the years of mental development
after the
before him, he should strive
he
expression of his own feelings;
Interpreshould find means for personal
ancient,
music,
tation; he should hear
modern, and ultra-modem pertforraed
not be
not only by pianists. He should
mere digital
led to plume himself on
that
think
he
should
nor
dexterity;
cultivated.
nuislc is the only art to be
expected
reasonably
Yes, much can be
appearance on Tuesof Richard, whose
It Is
day was modest and unassuming. found
will bo
to be hoped that means
a "phenomto prevent exploitation of
enal" young pianist.

Tub Tableau

Sensational

•-~nT.(V Terlhii^
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<
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GREENWICH VILLAGE FOLLIES

son.

The Observer of London, having read
little eupthe story of Mr. Earl CarroU-s
former
per party— with bath—recalls
New York: the Baby
freak dinner
all guests were dressed
at wl.

present
tlment

the

In

.

'Good mornand wished her a cheery
ing, madam.'
notice. She
the
caught
"Then her eye
I exceed
blushed and said: 'I'm afraid
and should
the age limit for your bus
not have got in.'
" 'Pardon me, madam, said the congravely, 'but you are not a day
.

;

j

,

'

ductor
over 23.'"

J-

MERKliii.

As the World Wags:
Engto
H F. R. Watts in referring speech
of
lish as She is Spoke." and the
never
the Prince of Wales (which has
'

English),
standard
considered
stated that no Englishman in England
the
know
we
as
"o"
an
pronounces
sound. Certainly there are many Eng-

been

lishmen and women who speak standard
English in such a way that one can

—
CHILDURNS' BED TIME STORRIE
By Snowshoe Al
Oscar Mtnk, tha fanius

they are Enffltah, Anierl-

l-.<ilu'r

Is

English
not a pure' vowpl.
English of Oxford niid
other parts of southern England places
the "oo" before the "o"- Instead of
afterward, and the English leaders in
England Itself decry such a v>ronunclutlon of the languase.
our
Also,
ot.
rttrhthons. "Ooo,"
aialiM-tal

Nobuddy kin peddle
joose In theez woods

As

"Htillo,
door an' stuck his mug out.
Slooth," sez Sam, "wot's on yer mind
besides wlmmln?" "Sam," sez tha noted
slooth, "I'm sorry, but I must ask yew
."
"Kloze
tuh kum down here an'
that door, yuh poor sap," howled Mrs.
Squirrel at Sam, "I'm glvin* little Oswald a bath d'yuh want him tuh ketch
kold?" Sez Sam tuh tha useless half,
"he don't need no bath, he's only a week
old an' he koodn't get dirty that quick."
Jlst then a akorn caught Sam under tha
chin an' he found hlsself laying on tha
ground looking up at Oscar. "Slooth,"
sez Sam, as he picked hlsself up, "never
That's tha 6th time she
git married!
has nocked me out uv that tree this
weekl" "Don't yew an' her git along?"
sez tha grate detecktlff. "Nobody kood
git along with that squaw," sez Sam;
"I do everything I kin tuh plceze her
but all she does Is bounce akorns off
my slats! Beleeve me, that gal puts
'em over tha plate fast I ain't nuthln'
but a mass uv broozes!" "That's tuff,"
sez tha famous slooth. "And," sez Sam,

'

—

j

JOSEPH LEE.
PRICE BEAUTY?
.Vs

tne

Wotid

1i\'ags)

Anne

In her ordered garden walks
roses cuts, with stately stalks,
For every one that blows In pride,
Ten thousand lovely vagrants died.

And

SARAH BEATRICE KENYON.

ANOTHER SHORT STORY
(Sounding the ilcpths of American life)
CHAPTER I

They

CHAPTER

didn't bother tuh anser him.
sez tha famus detecktlff tuh

BOSTON

IN

As the World Wags:
As I came In from lunch yesterday
afternoon I noticed a new elevator man.
"Goln' up?" I asked. "Such are my inhe

tentions,"

What

"If I

—

the

be expected to concentrate his thoughts
on Immortality and eternity when there
Is yellow dust on the back of his grayWe doubt If even
striped trousers?
Mr, Herkimer Johnson can do that.
Let's apotUeoalze (to uso one of Charlie
Lamb's words) the late Mr, MaoAdam,

wear hosiery,
and It Is reported that a special Instnictor has been hired to shew them
employes

who made the great oontrlbutlon to the
decent appearance of the imderplhning
man,

Th>» entertainment
to put It on,
to be called "The Palm Beach Qlrl,"
and, as every one knows who knows
Is

Stonehani.

As

the

anything about beaches en the stage
and In the rotogravure seotlens, peaple
do wear stockings on the b-aach. John

—

World Wags;

Last night two firemen seated themBelves In an Elevated car.
I

I

;

i

,

Anderson

They looked

fagged, showing evidences of a hard
day's work.
Later, when there was
nn Inflow of passengers, they arose and
stood at the end of the car. Two parlor
snakes then proceeded to coll themselves up In the seats that had been
vacated by the flremen.
Query Why
should
hard-working
public servants bo compelled to relino.ulsh their seats to parlor snakes and

others?

JAMES BURROWS

stage.
fully
help,

Its nave.
•1 felt the world a-splnnlng on
blindly round the
felt It Bheerlng

I

I
I

kn^7t m my

took°my

heart

And

to

my

days were

out

And wandered
abod6.

,

last
-

lead

well despair.
That went before me BtlU and made
the pace.
^
,
The earth is fuU of graves, and mine
was there
life

hegan,

place;

And

I

shall

find

It

down

for

resUng-

—

out and with the

dead
e

my

ever,

all

my

if

—

fare"Farewell the hope that r»ocked.

my

country

faith-

ever man deserved such
one to whom Shakespeare
attached, "Honor, Respect, Old Age,
Troops of Friends," the man who passed
through 84 years of such a life as he
passed through, and came through
clean, refined, cultured, mentally richly
endowed, honest, whole souled and good
such a man was James Burrows.
It was my great privilege to possess
and to value his friendship for 55 years;
to know him In the private walks of
life, to spend summers in camp on the
shore of a northern Maine lake, and to
work with him In our professional duties
as actors, and I never at any time knew
him to be other than what I can sum
up I'n the one word gentleman.
He was privileged to be the dally associate of the great ones of the stage,
although never to reach their lofty
eminence, and yet his Judgment and his
learning rendered hlm thelr court of last
resort, loved and respected equally by
high and low.
The pathos of the last sad rites as
conducted by those few grand survivors
of his post of the Grand Army as they
each In turn gave utterance to their last

but

distinction,

Hearts of gold and hearts of
Sing It yet In sun and rain,
dusk.
Heel and toe from dawn to again.
Round the world and home

Before

his

when most she needed

We

diers,

my

seek

served

well,

Gentle In
of literature and of^science.
his d-emeanor, a triTe gentleman; quiet
and unobtrusive, patient, modest and
tolerant toward others, even those of
differing views and faith.
raise monuments to unknown sol-

a.

the
staff In band; I took
to

He
and

but never rase te distinction, His
life as an actor, f#p very many years
In the beloved Boston Mussura company,
was not rewarded by a rise to eminence,
yet he pursued the even tenor of his
way, beloved and respected by ail who
came within his influence, A man of
noble mind, of unusual culture and
learning, gifted in the knowledge of art,

,

time had come

Evening

As the World Waesj
James Burrows lived to be 84 years
of age, a soldier and an actarj a eredlt
and an honor te both the army and the

/

W^ILLIAM.

felt^'the

New York

tha

In

Post.

—

I

shall. In public,

how

W. BUELL.

L.

of his early Museum days,
their heads In deepest sorrow as
words were spoken, gazing at

survivors

bowed

James Burrows, no longer Js^ames
Burrows was. and will liVe In tha memory of all those who knew and loved
him. to the end of their days.

GRIFFITH,

sayings

said

eeds all done and songs all sung.
While others chant In sun and
rain,

and too from dawn to dusk,
ind the world and home again."

»1

I

'

Mawy

taine

:.p<)i»clnaed

Way,"

Other

"Tha

col-

LOCAL OPERA
As the World Wags:

simply
B,

"The Daniel Jass"

It w« are
Inconsiderable as muslo.
to countenance the rendering of such a
Bubjeot as the biblical story of Daniel
In terms of jazz, we shall look for something brighter than the banging of the
big drum to signify tha roaring of
Is

lions."

—Sunday

Times (London).

7.

If the old
first year.
Square—Vlo-^Arllngton would
Castle
lend Its stage a few nights a season,
the difficulty of finding 3.-fleld for opera-

be produced the

tions
It
try.

Two

Thomas Beard's

i

1

|
I
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CRACKERS AND

Hanover, N. H.

Judgements,"
Dr.

Beard,

of

God's

Come, come, everybody come.
Come Into our Sunday school and malce
yourself to home;
Please to check .your chewing gtim
and razors at the door,

And

who was

Oliver

Crom-

some Bible

storlep that

you never heard before.

a lonely boy who hungered
a wife,
But when at last he got one, she nearly
for

.

wrecked his
She made him go

life;

steal apples, for the
living cost was high,
behind her and
stood
devil
While the
winked his other eye.

Cain and Abel were two kids, who never
could agree.
Though what they had to fight about
Is more than I can see.
For In those old benighted days they
lived the simple life,
Cain, the Bolshevlkl, stuck
•Till
brother with a knife.
old guy, who buUt
himself a yacht;
He gathered all the animals togeth*- »n
one spot.
He marched them all Into the ark. 1
guess you all known why.
he
For when the dam bust overhead,
had them high and dry.

Noah was a wise

.

'

-

the
Jonah was an Immigrant, so runs

ancient tale.
took a transatlantic voyage in the
steerage of a whale.
whale
Jonah, in his stomach, caused the

He

to

lathe Imperial tomb, "he sent forth
mentable cries; but the Empress comso
and
him,
regard
should
none
manded
(There is an
he miserably perished."
epidomestic
this
excellent account of
Mlracsode in HelnrlchKornmann's "De
chapt. 59,
ulis Mortuorum"; (book 7,
40
Ariadne.
Tha excellent
page 43.)
days after the death of Zeno, married
Anastaslus the First. Perhaps Ariadne
has been slandered. Gibbon says she
was distinguished by the female vir-

tues of mildness and fidelity.

you'll hear,

Adam was

1631.

stated
well's schoolmaster, should have
that when Zeno returned to sobriety in

j

CHORUS-

drunkennesse."—

"Theatre

of

c

|

ADD "HORRIBLE EXAMPLES"

his

your; col-

Club cabin fireplaces for the last five
!^
I gather that this version
years.
an upstart, filled In by new Unas Instead
T
missing parts.
the
of humming
should like to hear more or better
correct verses, as this Is a roaring good
song for the gang after the. supper Is
stowed, the dishes washed and the second pipeful is well alight.

"Zeno, the Emperour of the East, was
so notoriously given to oxcesse of meats
and drinks, that his sences being benumbed he would often lye as one that
was dead; wherefore, being become
odious to all men by his beastly qualiIn deties, his wife Ariadne, fell also
testation of him, and one day as he
into
him
transported
lay sencelesse, she
a tombe, and throwing a great stone
upon it, pined him to death, not suffering any to remoove the stone or to
yeeld him any succor, and this was a
of

In

a song sung about the Ledyard Canoe

that he could hardly go."
The Rev. William Perkins was succeeded by a Scotchman, the Rev. ThomAfter
as Gilbert, who liked sound wind.
a time Mr. Perkins, possibly because
he was not Invited to enjoy Mr. Gilcomplaint.
bert's hospitality, entered a
one
"It appears from the records that
sacrament day Mr. Gilbert entertained
men
older
at dinner a number of the
and women whose homes were distant
from the meeting house. He possessed
a golden cup, and what was left of
the sacramental wjne was drunk at
dinner, the cup being passed around the
table at least twice, the minister drinkIng deeply with the not unusual resuit fer he forgot to give thanks and
sang a psalm with lisping utterance.

reward

published

verses

umns some weeks ago reminded me

had too much already and Master Perdrunk
kins replied, 'if you think I am
he went
let me see if I cannot goe,' and
said
tottering about the kitchen and
kettles
the house was so full of pots and

just

,
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iam Perkins, who
man and representative at Weymouth
and a member of the Ancient and Hon-

Boston.
orable Artillery company In
salTopsfleld he was collecting his
courts,
ary as clergyman through the
when he himself was brought Into
"It appeared
court for drunkenness.
Maiden
that he had stopped at the
ordinary and called for a cup of sack.
had
but Goody Hill told him that he

purposing

Leglnska,

Bthel

an orchestral conductor, said to

As the World Wags:

had been a select-

At

GARDNER,

Christian
of
the
representative
Science Monitor: "Leglnska, as pianist,
has disappeared."
Yes, several times.

think

,

R.

a

.

to

ROY

to be

of the good old
clergymen at Topsfleld In the "th cenTake the case of the Rev. Willtury.
like

would be overcome.
sounds very simple. Let somebody

Madame

tar behave had standards of living speech
low those of today. The commonCrowded
was gross in the extreme^
There was
living led to familiarity.
livmore drunkenness, profanity, loose to
proportion
ing and petty crime In
present
the population than at the

time."

',

correspondent from London suggasts turning the Arlington Theatre
Into a Boston "Old Vic," where Shakespeare could find a home; Aft' success
to his plan! But why not let the theatres
house as well an opera company?
"Mme. Butterfly" proved at the Boston Opera House, five or six weeks ago,
that we have at hand singers and an
orchestra who can give an operatic
performance vital from start to finish
granting the presence of an able director and stage manager. In Mr. Goodrich we have the director; the stage
manager of "Mme. Butterfly" perhaps
could be secured.
The "Butterfly" forces could form a
promising nucleus of an opera company, to which other singers could be
added; they would bo needed, even
though only three of lour operas could

A

S,

8:1-11.

Liouls Grueuberg's

May

queen.

your

In
I notice that you quoted
clipping from the London Observer concerning the use of chapters
from the Bible as leading articles by
various newspapers. To my mind, one
of
of the most Interesting quotations
this sort that I have seen for a long
Tork
the
New
time was made by
World during the Cathcarl case a few
months ago, when the World, under the

quoted John

which

of the class of 1925,

with the crowing of .the

umn a

caption

Year Round

(From the Littleton Guidon)
Miss Miriam Conant attended the
May day festival at Wheaton College
on last Saturday afternoon. She witnessed an original pageant. "May day
In Canterbury." written by Anne Fon-

his beloved features,

As the World Wags:

for sale 8

TO BE QUEEN OF THE MAY"

"I'M

the last

FRANK CARLOS

have

Even after eight years they
are said to be in good condition.

,

We

Mr. Zlegfeld announces that he will,
as usual, continue to glorify the American girl In his new show, but that the
ritual will be changed slightly. She will.
In this Instance, be glorified with her
stockings on. Just as a whim the master of the "PolUes" has decreed that hU

We

of

away frum his wife
wood wanta kiss me."

Riviere.

World Wags:
were dragged to the cemetery the
of
May. How In blazes can a man
30th

As

hlsself,

"On Jan. 14 (1876) w« arrived at New
Tork, a brutal American city, of which
have nothing to tell you." ^Henrl
I

MEMORIAM

IN

"Hell,"

took that guy

an' family he

What to say?
OFFICE BOY.

replied.

to say?

terprise: "r

Houses."

"Grand."
.
These few men, and two, tha only

—

HI

AHRIZ GHARTARZHON.

ONLY

called

appropriately

so

Republic,

—

"little

awfully sorry for each other.

feel

!') doubt to future railWith
road tr;ufiQ at Falmouth, a real estate
agent advii-tlses in the Falmouth En-

men and|
"Let us now praise famous
Oswald howls all nlte he wuz our fathers that begat us."
his enborn with the stummlck-ache an' still
Mr. George Francis Dow In
has It an' that twins wood drive enyIn
of "DomesUc Life
study
tertaining
muther-ln-law
Is
nuts,
an'
my
buddy
"
"Well, so New England In the 17th Century,
kumlng tuh visit us
delong Sam, I gotta be goln," sez Oscar (published at Topsfleld If^t year),
Mink. "Hey, lissen," yelled Sam, "wot clares that our New England ancestors,
tot
didja want tuh see me about?" Oscar "when viewed as a body, are found

II

Mrs. What's-Her-Name has been marmany years. She has several

ried for
children.

"Taps" of flftf
WHS eloquent of the
sorrow, uio respect and the deep friendof the
ship of his comrades of the Army

;

itTTthe

iM

—

Mrs. So-and-So has been married for
several years. She has no children.

CHAPTER

Mink

wile Oscar

I

—

(For

akom

an' gtt away with Itt" Oscar
arrived at tha foot uv tha oke tree
an' shouted. Sammy Squtrrsl opened tha

THE INDIGESTIBLE CHAIR

WHAT

a yeerl

proof

180

alive,

Is

should be indigestible.
And what a thing to advertise! "Buy
the Indigestible Chair!" with pictures
of moths turning from It In disgust. We
charge nothing for the suggestion.

It

his wife an* family fer at least

GRACE LINWOOD.

the World AA ags:
In these plad days of summer packing
and the mothball, high value Is attached
bv housekeepers to those domestic articles for which the moth has shown no
rhe prime requirement of furai>i>ciilt.
niture 10 the housekeeper is that it

wuz

detecktlff,

thru tha woods, headed fer
Samuel Squirrel's home In tha big oke
"He kin not eskape me," sez
tree.
Oscar tuh hlsself, "he's bootlegging
dammtm, an' I'll drag him away frum,
hoofing

a known
"o" Is a

That

an or Australlana.

The

—

1

j

feel

distressed.

and the
So Jonah pushed the button
whale he did the rest.
woolly
Esau was a cowboy, a wild and

His father"

left

half of

It

him half the ranch, and
to Jake.

claim it
Esau must have thought his
It wasn't very clear.
for a
For he sold out to his. brother
sandwich and a beer.

—

;,

j

1?;

brought to the Beaton theatre. Irma was a sister of Galli-Marie,
Colonne, who was Irma's temporary
first Carmen, and Paola Marie.
They separated afterward and he
husband, conducted "Barbe-Bleue."

theaThe Herald has received from correspondents old programs of
trical entertainments and concerts in Boston.
Who would not gladly see today a variety show that was given at

Howard Athenaeum

the

in

1871,

when

became the famous conductor of the Chatelet concerts in Paris.
An advertisement in the program is pleasant reading: "The good

the proprietors of the theatre

things of this

were Rich and Stetson and John Stetson was the business manager?
appeared with
Jennie Worrell, "the little pet of burlesque artists,"
"adapted for
an "unexcelled company" in the burlesque extravaganza
Little Boy
the
or
"Luna,
Stetson,"
John
the Howard Athenaeum by Mr.

Who

He showed,
So John Stetson adapted plays in those glorious years.
dramatic
of
knowledge
unerring
an
and
taste
no doubt, fine literary
Irene?

But where were Jennie's sisters, the dashing Sophie' and
They were seen
The three had their own theatre in New York in 1867-9.
version of
English
They brought out the first
tlnere in several plays.
the Gas"Under
Daly's
that
theatre
their
at
"La Belle Helene." It was

ises," while at

ment of

first

at the

bill

Howard.

"Luna,
Adah Richmond, Harry Bloodgood and Julia Melville were in
also a grand
Amazons;
the
of
march
a
was
There
Worrell.
Jennie
x^ith
throne of Luna. There
cj-mbal ballet. Endymion ascended to the silver
Nat Jones, Bob
brothers;
Levantine
the
Hengler.
^^-ere Delehanty and

pantomime.
theatre
one that could not be equalled in any variety
of the "Spanish
appearance
the
welcomed
have
should
we
And
today.
from South Boston, once
Minstrels," from the Alhambra, London, not
the leaders in a

A

good

bill,

full assort-

"The Marble Heart" played today? Boston saw Charles R. Thome,
Vandenhoff, Mrs. Barry, Mrs. Hunter, Miss Buchanan and others
in the adaptation from the French.
Is

Virginius

Edwin Forrest was roaring as Spartacus.'Othello,
tragedian? We
Boston Theatre. Would he be hailed today as a great
doubt it; other times, other manners.
,
t,
PaJ^e s
Edwin Booth in that year and at the same theatre played
1869,
in
so
And
•Brutus"; also "Don Caesar de Bazan" as an after-piece.
Stranger, the
Bnoth played Don Caesar after that lugubrious play "The
the
lUama that so affected Pendennis when he saw for the first time
is
Hope
Boston?
seen
in
last
Stranger"
"The
was
I'otheringay. When
is: "and its cradle is the
tiie nursery of life," to which the answer
would have gone
erave." In spite of Booth and Mrs. J. B. Booth, we
Djalma—"Extraordmary
io the Howard that evening, especially if Sadi
on the bill.
> eats of Contortion by the Man Serpent"—had been

There is
In those years Boston was still on the theatrical map.
city will soon be regarded by New York managers as
•nly a "try-out" place, like Stamford, Atlantic City, Wilmington.
Ft H.
s

,

i

^

was'
another program of the old Howard. John Braham
Think of the entertainers: Harrigan and
then leading the orchestra.
"The Great MatHart; Harry Bloodgood, Gus Williams, Adah Richmond,
includthews Family, in the Terpsichorean and Acrobatic Entertainment,
with his g"itar.
ing the wonder, Master Willie Matthews"; Hernandez,
Quadnlle,
Ida de Soyer, "Aventures des Grisettes, or the Parisian
Excelsior jig;
introducing the premier Mile. Pagani; Kittle Neil with her
Master James
Fred Wilson doing Grecian statues, not to mention
on the
Spaight, "The Child Americus in his wonderful performance
Would that we had seen Harry Bloodgood as Esculapius J.
v iolin."
with
Dunce in "The Examination, or Scenes at the Medical College,"
is

Bob Hart and Joe Buckley.
but in
missed "The White Fawn" at the Boston Theatre in 1868,
Carlotta
that year we saw Tostee in "La Grande Duchesse,"
"Lucrezia Borgia'^
Patti in "The Magic Flute," Bryant's minstrels, in
Thompsons
with the unforgettable Nelse Seymour as the Duke; Lydia
British Blondes were at Wood's Museum.
cost of
In "The White Fawn," produced after several months at a
Rachel Noah,
Maguinness,
J.
Booth,
D.
B.
J.
Mrs.
Lewis,
James
$100,000,
Napier
Mrs. Boniface, Annie Kemp and Dora Goldthwait were in the cast.
the
Lothian was the orchestral conductor. There were dancers galore,
Amazons; there"
ladies with imposing names: there was a march of the
was the grand transformation sceneT; "The Bright Realms of the Dew
Drops; an enchanting scene of gorgeous splendor unapproachable
Mile. Ventexquisite beauty and fascination." It was questioned whether
iiroli was a better dancer than Mile. Wesmach.

We

New York

m

"The Great London Sensation," William Horace Lingard, appeared
At Selwyn's in 1869 he sang "Captain Jinks,"
"Walking Down Broadway," and other songs, and appeared as Dickens,
"Statues for
Lee, Grant, Horace Greeley; and the Corsican Brothers,
Dickie
Dunning,
Alice
America."
and
England
time
in
the'2346-5l3t
Lingard, Owen Fawcett, Conway Cox were seen in "Pluto."
At the Boston Museum Lingard added Louis Napoleon, Andrew
to
Johnson, John T. Hoffman, Ben Butler and Gen. George Washington
gesture or manner
his collection of statues: "Every peculiarity of gait,
depicted, and
of the various p€rson3~>epresented is most wonderfully
cannot bethe changes are made with such rapidity that most persons
person." This
same
the
and
by
one
assumed
are
characters
the
that
lieve
reminds us of the old wheeze: "Without the us© of the springboard or
any mechanical appliance."
LinLizzie Wilmore v/as Lingard's leading woman at the Museum.
as different theatres.

gard is still living. Beautiful Alice Dunning,
ceptably in legitimate drama, is no more.

a

street,

Jr.,

at the

Here

Washington

"Fanchon."

the home of "Spanish Dancers."

In 1868

Chatel's, 337

.

and in other acts;
Hart and Harry Bloodgood, in an Ethiopian sketch,
sang—was it too
Williams
Gus
wire;
Louise Boshelle exercised on the
were
Bartholomew
and
Maffitt
Blind"?
the
Down
"Pull
early for his

/

Ordway and

"hoopskirts, hair coils, nets, rats, etc." could be seen.

Does anyone remember "Cyril's Success," in which Shewell, Warren,
Smith, Hardenbergh, Ring, Burrows—he died only a few days ago
Annie Clarke, Louisa Meyers, Mrs. Vincent and Ada Oilman were seen
at the Boston Museum in 1869 ? "The glorious new comedy, likened by the
London and Boston press to the most brilliant plays of Goldsmith and
Sheridan." The author Is not named on the bill, but the comedy was
(Tfto of H. J. Byron's.
.
Mrs. Lander was to be seen in 1868 "in her great tragic role, Eliza1868-9, James Lewis was playi>««h, Queen of England." In the season of
ing Dick Swiveller to Lotta's Little Nell, and the Marchioness. Ristori:
Har-j
in 1868 was bidding Boston farewell. Shewell was seen as Othello;
denbergh-as lago; and in that year McClannin played Uncle Tom; Jessie
Rogers, Little Eva; Louisa Meyers, Topsy; Hardenbergh, the terrible!
Legree, with Warren as Penetrate Partyside. The play had a happy ending,
celebrated novel."
'"crraffljred by H. J. Conway, Esq., from Mrs. Stowe's
Nor should Chanfrau and his wife, with Parsloe, Marlow« and Sheridan,
Collier, In
in "Sam," be utterly forgotten; nor Maggie Mitchell and J. W.

fire
produced with the sensational railway locomotive
made
Scott-Siddons
Mrs.
and
scene. Kate Reignolds played Camille there
let us go back to
her first appearance in New York as an actress; but

the

—

—

<iuirements.

was

the shape of delicacies to tickle the palate of the

tionery they are unrivalled."
Mrp. Springer at 351 Washington street tendered free instruction
which
to all "in her highly improved method of using Decalcomanie, by
The Deaphanie also a^ perfect
It is made as durable as oil painting.
imitation of stained glass is taught in her own original method."
Robert E. Moseley at 258 Washington street advertised an hair
jewelry, "an elegant stock of new patterns, manufactured on the prem-|

Cried for the Moon."

light"

life in

284
most fastidious epicure, can be had at any hour, day or evening, at
Washington street. Mr. Belcher and his lady assistants dispense the
Their
daintiest edibles with the utmost courtesy at the shortest notice.
confeccoffee and chocolates is (sic) superb; and for wedding cake and

who afterward played

ac-

Mile. Irma
In the season of 1868-9, Offenbach's "Barbe-Bleue," with
Bluebeard, was
as Boulotte. and the excellent singer and actor, Aujac .as

rumor that our

Time Is Money
T ONDON business men are adopting the American

^

idea and are not eating as

much

quick lunch

as formerly."

goes merrily on;
so the "Americanization" of London
"quick" lunch.
the
now
newspapers,
theatres, dress, language,
It is said
quicker?
presumably
lunch,
Why not the "electric"
and wom^n now take only
that a large number of English men
noon hour. Milk? Dr
a sandwich and a glass of milk at the
physician living in London, only a

And

Stavros Damoglu," a Greek

few days ago

said

"Without fear of contradiction that anyone

milk develops the
indulges in large quantities of cow's
be safer
apparently
would
brains and mentality of a cow." It
Yet
beer.
bitter
or
stout,
ale,
for the Londoner to drink his pale
that
saying
by
Germans
of
hostility
Bismarck once aroused the

who

anyone drinking beer thinks beer.
lunch hour a
European people have for years made the
closed in many
Banks
food.
for
as
well
as
time for relaxation
There was time for conversation for
cities; shops in some.
two. Business did not
throwing <M the burden for an hour or
heartburn,
There was no invitation to dyspepsia,
and fatal
sudden
a
indigestion that sometimes brings on

the

suffer

to the floor.

fall

,
u
for their gobAmericans, long reproached by foreigners
wisdom. Business men seldom sit
bling of lunch, have learned
of the day. No longer is seen
middle
down to a full meal in the
with a mug in one hand
saloon
beer
in
a
the sad sight of a man
The apothecary furnishes
and a chocolate eclair in the other.
Still, there is too often
sandwiches with soft drinks or coffee.

undue

'haste, irregular eating of

•

what

little

is

eaten.

With

fashion, the old
what is known as the European breakfast in
rolls, eggs and
hot
oatmeal,
American breakfast of beefsteak,
some go
While
abandoned.
more
and
griddle cakes is more
great
the
flesh,
reducing
of
hope
the
in
without a noon meal
at
and
hunger
satisfying
In
o'clock.
1
by
majority are hungry
sensible.
the continentals are
the same time diverting the mind,
hour is reserved for lunch,
an
today,
Warsaw
agitated
Even in
topics of the day.
with two hours following for talk about

,,
'

!!

(-teJtos

AlonK

as a little cuss
the wave.

was

captions, to which the
English object, may give grotesque
additions to correct speech they do
not
not affect the pronunciation,

mn.,

cnst

even "Yep."

Pharaoh's dauKht
gentle, kind and brave.

She waded out to Moses and puUed

hir,

ART
THEATRE HERE

rubber boots our
If she hadn t had her
Mosey would have sank.

David was a njrhter. a grawy ttttJe fUs*for ri
.\long comes Goliath a-lot)klns
fuss.

.

'

'

Is

famous,

because

cioak,

couldn't

h«

"Yeh?" sez

;

Although he finally
and seedy bloke.
He had so many whiskers

that you
couldn't see his head.
have
he'd
longer
little
If he'd lived a
used them for his bed.

-fiSK..

"The Dybbuk"

play,

this

week, when the Yiddish Art Theatre,
Schwartz,
under the direction of Maurice
of one week
will open an engagement
of plays at the Grand
Samson was a beefy ^uy. Delilah was a in a repertoire
Washington and Do^er
House,
Opera.
vamp;
The company cotpes
streets.
She cut off all hrs shrubbery. 90 Samson
York: city, where

He

couldn't san>Ptried to lick a ijunch of cops,

cess for several seasons.

found he had no Pep:

around.

second-handed clothing stores they
always can be found.
Wlienever you are out of cash, Jtfst.loott
In

.

three gold balls,
they'll lend you lots of
most anything at all.
for

And

I

money on

—The Dybbuk"

St.

John

Er\'ine,

who

Some

in

England attribute

that all Americans are to be distinguished in the ranks of humanity by nasality of utterances.
Nor
is it merely a matter of
disputed
pronunciation whether the "a" in
"tomato" should be as in "ah" or
Even the supposedly
as in "cat."
educated
are
often
slipshod
in
speech, careless about their "ing,"
running words together, mumbling,
chopping, gargarizing.
They have
talked in this manner from their
youth up. Corrections at home and
in school, if made at all, have fallen
on deaf ears.
The stage, which should furnish

models in speaking clearly and correctly, gives, as a rule, very deplorable examples of how not to speak.

And
for

in this respect the film makes
verbal righteousness: no voice

Zat So" was produced

In

American
London a Uttlo dictionary of
play was
slang that gave flavor to the
benecomplied and distributed for the

|

The
Ingenuous theatregoers.
the same
done
hav«
Shubert
Messrs.
of those
thing for the enlightenment
'

domestic
regret to say that the
"Cheese
treated.
lightly
are
relations
married
and Kisses," husband and wife
and
Sess than six months, "plates
than a year;
less
•dishes," married

We

•

;

:

"troubl-e

and

married for more
and man." husband

strife,"

than a year; "pot

and

wife.

"Old bean"

Is

_
more than a synonym

"Slang and
used as

;erally

gen'bloody' In the lower

Analogues," "It
Is

of

1

I

I

Who

.

wrist." means
thumb.
thin"; rum is "finger and
"blue ruin,
prefer to think of gin as
misor
"satin," "daffy," "lap," "max;'
used to
"
thumb'
"Finger and
ery
mean In English thieves' slang "a road,

When

|

|

i

^

not

you're guilty of the

am

gay

to

wash,

I

I

Rameses Hassan wuz a Egyptian,

an'

He

swimmer
Nile but altho he wuz a fast
tha alligators used tuh tag him before
he reeched home plate, so he usually
bath.
sacrificed wun er two toes per

He wuz
This bekalm very annoying.
putsitting on tha ri«er bank wun day,
only
tha
on
ting a blupjay korn piaster
h^nf-dielt he had

left,

an^ feeling dirty

We

more money

save guard
put to
iyour eyes as all the OpUclans
'gather In thl«i_town._;]_

O'Casey and the Butler
from the inroads
England is
Britof crude democracy as long as
safe

uncontaminated,

are
butlers
ish
trafaithful to the old conservative

lil.'urlr'e

Bernard GallnK
Bosenberf;
^j.
s«nla Radlna
Bella nellarin«

..Anna .VlT*'

Minnie Toller

Bora Welner
i'

•.

Airlelke Mlropoler
Michel
neb' Shimchon

"

Kiihanslsy
Schir»rt»

""'Anna Teltplbnum
Ben KaU
latdore CaiMer

N'lrhman
Mendel
:

,

I.iimft

''""La.ar Freed

Sender

Cambridge
Shapiro advertlsln* In the
(Ohio) Jeffersonlan:
within
6 months
changes
"If your eyes
them Free of
time we wHl regrlnd
where no one else Is able to do
have
that for you.
Invested In equipment to

Borach

Olttel
Oslier

SOLICITOR

charge

'

Frade

provement?

..uz tha Inventor uv tha bathtub.
wuz In tha habit \iv bathing In tha river

And

wages?

I-e«h

An apron then to don;
do not mind to tub the kid.
Eke with a bathrobe on. hair
dry thy
And 1 should gladly aplomb.
While I wear but

|

his

Ohana-Bather

wives loud
Yet though the best of
blubbers,
wear rubbers
won't
I
unmoved.
unn
T stana
stand

dishes

I

1

raise

Ma.ver....--

sive,

MEN WOT HISTERY HAVE OVERLOOKED
By SNOWSHOE AL

or

has Mr. O'Casey at last bought, or
at least hired, a swallow-tail and
the rest of approved evening equipment, for the next dinner or party
to which he may be invited?

Sppond "Batlen
Third "Batlen
Ixh* "MoBhullach"
Chonon
Henech

The

In old days,
not so picturesque.
stuffed
English burlesque shows were
introduction
the
Is
puns.
with atrocious
revues an imof cheap slang In their

He

Did the millionaire discharge the
butler,

rtrst

Blimey! an
"Crikey" and "Strike me up an
contraction
apple tree." "Blimey" Is a
of "Blind me."
order
lower
a
The English slang Is of
expresthan the American; It Is not so
like

the

duke.

"Th* DybGRAND OPERA HOUSE—
presented by the
buk '^An-sky's play
cast.
Yiddish Art Theatre. The
...Borln Welncr
.„.,..
B«tlPn

star that rose our Austerltts
sets our Waterloo;
There Is one self-protecUve act
not do
I can't and win
For aU the world to gain Its easeNot even, dear, for you.

exclamation of surprise,

He was

brass,

same crimes

Now

trotter-

the

Impres•The Dybbuk" Has an
sive Performance

The

teeth.

— why

not

bowed humbly and withdrew.

ULTIMATUM

mince pies, eyes; north and south,
the
mouth; daisy roots, boots; round
socks;
house, trousers; almond rocks,
roots"

"Iron,"

Perhaps a damslte wuss.'

feet;

way?-

oath, force his

tell

"Not

Daisy

!

.,

In these trousers" for not likely
Here Is more slang In this
is new to us.
Plates of meat,
international review;

unmentionables worn by Brougham
Did the
duke draw his sword and with an

land caricatured in Punch.

you wicked gossips
your tales about,
Don't ten no lies about mo
I'm bad enough without.
You go about, you tell your tales.
You make an awful fuss.

pig s
as Is
beer; gin Is "thick and

Hampstead heath,

j

"The

Incredulity,

street or highway."

"Your Grace cannot
be admitted in trousers." Yet these
trousers were black and of fashion'able cut; not like the atrocious plaid

In

this:
" "Now all

We

,

peek-ed

to go up the grand staircase when
the major-domo, horrified, rushed

toward him:

!

" 'Four old gals got up for to dance,
Four old rounders stood up In advance.
The fiddler being willing
And his arm It being strong.
Louisville,
He played The Roads tolong."
'Twas full four hours
last veree ran something ISts

Is

a shownoted
man's word for "runaway," was
as far back as 1844.
an
us
with
ear,"
"pig's
It seems that
expression

•

With the dews of the night.
"With regard to the dance at Mme.
part of
Bice's, there was a verse, a
which ran thus:
*
j

strata of the body politic."
"Scarper— to leave hurriedly,

;

ton presented hlmaelf and waa about

I
desire to steal his thunder.
The Herald clipping to young John, wno
verses.
the
remember
not
like myself did
my
Poking back Into the recesses of
up
summon
memory, I am able only to
For
verses.
missing
the
from
snatches
for
instance, as to the old father's hunt
there
the dissipating young miscreant,
thus:
ended
which
was a verse

every window
Where e'er he saw a light
locks were wet
gray
And his old

plaining "cheerio."
,.
-very.
"Bally" Is wrongly defined aa
to quote from
is an Intensive, but,
Its

fourth generation." The blood was
the bluest. Wealth did not gain admission, for the price of a ticket was
only 78 6d. The patronesses insisted
on knee breeches, white cravat and
chapeau bras for the gentlemen. One
evening the great Duke of Welling-

that they
I had the thought
had no
were his private property and I showed

" "He

There Is .no need of defor "buddy."
nor of exfining "top hole" as "fine,"

It

i

because

InternaAmericans who win see the
World."
tlonal revue, "The Merry

'

i

letter
Michel's song.
tried to learn old John
me to
"In fact. It never occurred to
songs
learn this or any other of John s

of

fit

this

loathsome Americanization of English speech to the showing of AmerIt seems that most of
can films.
their captions are written by "perilliterate."
sons who are
nearly
(When in doubt, blame the American "movies"). But Mr. Ervine for
several weeks in succession thunpronunciadered against affected
tion of English by men of Oxford
training, especially clergymen.
He
hears impatiently a "refaned" voice
in the service of the church or on
the stage.
So his vials of wrath
are not reserved for Americans.
No doubt the great majority of
Americans maltreat their language
even when they abstain from slang.
Nor is this maltreatment gimply
an affair of the nose, although it
popularly supposed in England
is

"Is

^

narrator on a

'

When

i

He

old song.

recent-

adversely the enunciation and pronunciation of English
by the Prince of Wales, was
hearing
a
by
popushocked
EngEnglish actor in an
lar
lish play saying "Yep" for "Yes."
To the critic's surprise this actor
was not booed off the stage. "One
can forgive an American Wop for
saying 'Yep' or 'Yuh,' because,
poor dago, he is struggling with a
speech which is not his own, but
how can we forgive an English actor, playing the part of an English
gentleman, for saying it?" Mr. St.
Ervine would probably have heard
"right-o" for "yes" and accepted it
as "cricket."

come

quoted two verses.
Monday morning, 184d.
harnessed up his horses "an wlnt a
haulln coal, like I use for to do.
"The rum shops being open.
And Ucker^being free.
As fast as I drank one glass.
Another was filled for me.
Instead of hauUn five loads,
I only haul-ed four.
Louisville,
I got so drunk at
I couldn't haul no more."
H. J. B. for a
to
Indebted
We are
from S. W. S. The latter never

;

a disinheriting voice: ''You can't
in without evening dress." Mr.
O'Casey replied: "I don't wear
evening dress, but I have been inThe butler was as adamanvited."
tine as young Mr. Smallweed in the
matter of gravy. Fearing not Lloyd
George, not in awe of Macdonald,
nor of the Labor nor thtf Dublin
merely said:
butler
the
press,
The door and the inci"Sorry."
dent were closed.
During the war a certain liberty
in dress was allowed, encouraged in
London. The stovepipe hat disappeared for a time. Men wore business suits, or at the utmost a frock
coat or cutaway in theatres, and
whenever there was an operatic performance, even at dinner. But this
butler stood by the flag of etiquette.
The case of Mr. O'Casey recalls
an occasion when a greater hero
than Irish poet or playwright was
refused admission to an Almack Assembly ball in London. These bal^^
were genuinely exclusive, a wordj^^
"Trade of
day laughably abused.
any sort was barred to the third and

fa

about an
In February, B. H. inquired
"The

and
Inee
and at the Saturday ma
by
"Sabbatl Zeyl.
the bin win be
June IS.]
Zulavsky. On Sunday evening,
given.
"The Air Merchant" will be

"ng

The butler looked at
honor."
him, up and down. Expressing indignation as well as sorrow, he said
of

"THE ROADS TO LOUISVILLE"

criticised

ly

I

j

will

journalist

"Yep" for "Yes'
Mr.

^

be Presented oni
and during
Monday and Tuesday nightsbni
of equa^
a
week
the remained of >the
of Jewish dram-,
IV notable masterpieces
be
will
literature
^f!',
n"t:n
daughter,
Wednesday night "Bloody
Ern«»t
by
written
the powerful drama
On Thursday the
Teller, will be given.
by
Mil chlger
play will be "Tevya der
noted Jewish;
the
'sholom Alelchem,
humorist; on Friday,

'

of Israel are scattered all

The children

suchas been playing with Immense

It

he's breaking stones at Sing-Pins,
and Delilah's lost her rep.

Xow

New

ton direct from

but

dramatist was not cast into, outer
darkness on account of his nationality; not because he wrote for the
theatre; in fact he was the "guest

yuh

Rockmore" customers we wood give
away Beach a run for its munny.
river
"Well " sez tha princess, "it this
dangerous 1 gotta figger out sum
is
have
"I
uther way tuh talk a bath."
sez Raalreddy got it flggered out,'
tha
meses, "because I got a idea frum
.n.
basket wich this papoose arrived
manufacSo he went home an' started
tha Idea
turing bathtubs. He patented
used in all
an' pritty soon they wuz
uv
parts
parts uv tha world an' sum
RaChicago. Wun day Pharaoh nailed
"Lissen,
meses on the fone, an' sez:
wun uv
guy I'm sorry yew presented
bedaughter,
thei^ bathtubs tuh my
with
my
hell
raising
Is
cause she sure
do.wine-cellar— wot do yuh think she s
"Phaing with all my champagne?"
canraoh " sez Rameses, "why dontcha
them dam Noo
cel yer subscription tuh
Yoric newspapers?"

their
Boston theatregoers -will have
the muchfirst opportunity of seeing

discussed

"Yeh,* sez he, "so

home an' pray fer rain." Jist
so
then they heard sumbuddy crying,
found
Pharaoh's daughter went over an'
the
among
around
little moses floating
canoe.
bull-rushes In his custom-bllt
Rameses
She brot him back tuh wair
kmda
glttin'
is
wuz sitting. "This plase
crowded, aint it?" sez she, grinning.
"Ladv," sez Rameses, "if we had eny

•

grew to b« an old

she.

better go

M^f^

'

Methuselah

"There's a
will have tuh lern tuh sing,
vacant chair at home sweet home.'

"The Dybbuk" to Be Given
TiuJUtt/L and
^ Evenings Jl^^ 1^

d have to flght or tumb
In the dust.
^
so he hove a rock at Golly, and bnstC
In his crust.

saw he

r>avey

sion to the "house" of a prominent
(This millionaire unmillionaire.
doubtedly referred to his "house"
as a mansion or a residence). The

sidered a multitude." "LIssen. BrowtiEyes," sez Rameses, "If yew go flopping
around In this mud-hole ycr old m;vn

YIDDISH

bank—

to the

a oake uv Ivory sope. "Be on ycr
way, kid," sea tha princess, kicking off
her sandals, "because on this memorkonable oo.aslon two people wood bo

an"

;

came

irom
oispatcnes
Special
London give the reassuring new.^
that Mr. Sean O'Casey, a young
Irish dramatist, was refused admisditions.

but discouraged, vivn Pliaraoh f
ter kaim along carrying a. bath

The

heard.

is

Although

It

Teltelbolm
HIrsh

Mark Schweld
V.
*\o«t
on;y -Jl^^n^the^,,--*
.

is

=rhin\"of ?;h^^o„^^^^^^^^ -^^-rc!
c""^""'

reputation among
llrformJ"! perform^
consequent
[t? translation and

presented

It.

And "

an^^

^f^»

''"fe

here.'

Umpet.n.

by

j

\

Chassldlc Jews,
.Aillelble to those

n"*,,^' „*:

who

„r:Atl
did not unao

— — —

—

In a barrel after an Interrupted swim
hardly a
do on
colonial
thing
to
through her stereotyped heroics to thft
final eulogy by Washington, she wins
favor In her own right.
Charles Purcell as her British lover Is pleasing of
manner and voice, and Richard Powell
Is laughable In his role
of
pompous
sprlghtllness as General Tryon.
The scenes are gracefully achieved
and well-adapted to the type of play.
Among the most pleasing of the songs
were the theme song, "Here In My
Arms," and "Sweet Peter." The play
is presented by George Ford, the book
is by Herbert Fields, lyrics by LK)renz
Hart, and the music by Richard Rogers.
The production Is staged by John Murray Anderson.
H. F. M.

nnd.

•

iineo and Juliet"; It Is something far
're -unreal, set In tihls mystic half^rld of the Chassldlm, In which Chon-

the dybbuk, returns to earth
take possession of his beloved's body
moment
the
of her marriage to the
an of her father's choice.
Ijeah then becomes the creature of
is dybbuk, her voice Is that of her
vor, and It Is not until the assembled
ry of rabbis discover that her father
id predestined her, before her birth,
to marry this Chonon, and threaten the
spirit with excommunication, that It
And then the girl dies.
Is exorcised.
There Is much that one unacquainted
with the langufige cannot understand,
the peculiar Chassldlo logic and ritual,
the theological unravelling of this worship of the Kabalah. But It Is not since
the Russians were here that there has
en so beautiful and finely Imaginative
performance as that of the company
last night.
As with the Moscow players, there Is the same unerring feeling
for ensemble, the vivid genre work, the
plasticity and rhythm that are only too
rare In the theatre today.
Mr. Schwarts has, we are Informed,
played almost every male role In the
play.
Last night he did that strange,
stalking
visitor
the
"MosohuUach,"
symbol of the Kabalah, did him with
power and dignity, a richly Intoning
voice.
Miss Ballarlna's Leah was gentle,
supple, like Mellsande, a woman
only half real, yielding to the spell of
I's spirit,

'

those

Is

who study

known except

i

B.

'

It.

Settings, Incidental

conceived.

effectively

"The Dybbuk" will be given today,
Wednesday, and on Thursday the company will do Ernest Toller's "Bloody
E. G.

Laughter."

"Dearest Enemy" Makes
Revolution Pleasant
and Diverting
.

Graceful and uncomplicated old-fashioned melodrama, clothed In the multicolored pomp of an old-fashioned age
and set to warm, swinging music with
romantic lyrics, has commanded the
enthusiasm of many audiences this year.
Now "Dearest Enemy," In which these
popular qualities are charmingly embodied, comes to Boston after Its successful r\m In New York.
This elaborate musical comedy of operetta leanings deals with the British
red coats, Washington's patriots and a

on,

who wants

his

a general."

.Scattered

and

I

tea
j

the long suit.

Rnd keeps

It

—satire

Is

historical,

however,

work of Helen Ford
In the
Betsy.
as the lovable and Impulsive
From the moment when she stejTs on
'

simply but effectively clad

ago

Phlli'pp Haas-Teichen
killed himself.
rich

A

j

stage

on the

biographical dictionaries
of eccentric persons were compiled and
often Illustrated with portraits.
They
should have been interleaved, for additional sketches.
Thus there would
have been room for Miss Alice Mills,
the "mad poetess," who used to shout
for four hours during the night.
Well
educated, a linguist, she refused to pay
her gas and water bills, so only candles
lighted her house near Lo'ndon.
She
obtained water from a roadside horse
trough. She died last month. Sir Duncan Campbell also died. He would not
have gas and electricity in his own
rooms.
He ate and pursued heraldic
researches By candle light; wore an old
mackintosh covered with candle grease;
his hair had been trimmed only twice in
|20 yeaps, and he kept on his hat during
ithe operation, so that his hair could
not be cut too short.
As for Baron

delightful

the

sitting

bench, brutal when a woman whining
In the dock declared she had never
"Cheer up,"
been to prison before?
said the judge, "I am going to send you
there now."

Years

Btralght-faced historical heroics.
Mrs. Robert Murray, colonial matron
with a house conveniently full of charming young wards, must ply with Insistent hoFpltallty the easily enamored
British officers, so that General Putnam may join Washington's forces In
Little Betsy, torn between
the night.
love of her redcoat and love of her
country, dashes forth In the conventional manner to Inform Putnam of the
ruse, then back to hang the Inevitable
The Britsignal light in the window.
ishers meanwhile have succumbed to a
new
drink
which
they name
•trange

Manhattan.
There la nothing

Mr. Justice A. L. Smith, an un-

Englishman

of

Vienna,

'Bifteck"

A dispatch from Paris informs
Americans that the French are beginning to eat beefsteaks. Yes, and
jthe Dutch have taken Holland,
"Beginning"!
The French have

he

man, he was obsessed by the Idea that he would die

i

known the beefsteak for at least a
icentury and a half, and for "that
length of time the word has been in

the

lery

Iparing the steak, but the word itself
jhas undergone curious transformaits

—

I

World Wags:

named Henry Jones, who
that he came from London, ar-

said
rived with large trunks at a well-known
He went out the same
hotel in Paris.
evening and did not reappear. When
his room was op-ened the trunks were
found to be empty, but there were 171
pairs of shoes ranged in rows. Ail the

!

the

the

special

stable Press.

Evidently the
evolved a brand

boom on the cape has
new kind of fireworks.

CHESTER

Marston's

A.

CROCKER.

Mills.,

"This Is the end of a. p-erfect daze,"
said the gas patient, as he recovered
from the anesthetic— Dental Student.

AN APPRECIATION
To

\

recommended salt and pepper beifore putting the steak on the gridiron; also butter. And it should be
jit

served with a sauce piquant, or of
anchovy, or tomato, or clear juice,
according to one's taste.
There
[should be a hot fire. The word was

!

i

Barnstable town
meeting had calmly voted $60,000 for
enlargement
of the
improvements pnd
jHyannis Training school, the 150 odd
voters present were given one grand
At least most of th-em were,
surprise.
for it was known to a few that polytechnics would be displayed."— Barn"After

j

]

'then "bifteck."
Six years later in

World Wags:

(For As the World Wags.)
the vicious payroll bandit

Unreservedly we hand Itl
With his harsh demand emphatic
Emphasis on automatic
It were well to be compliant.
Nor too openly defiant.
Lest we court a bullet puncture.
Here's the psychologic juncture,

Where we feel impelled to hand It
To the overbearing bandit.
Of little use to have him gaoled
For ten to one he'd be paroled.
O. B. SEVER.
Camteidge.

—

The "Almanach des Gourmands"
for 1801 gave a recipe for the piece of
beef to be put on a gridiron for some
moments and then on a hot plate
without any seasoning except very
fresh butter; accompanied only by
ikidney potatoes passed through but'ter. "You will then have what the
English call 'beef s teak,' a dish
that is the chief one for their dinjner an€ well deserves ^a journey
aicross the Channel to know it. With
us it is only a hors d'oeuvre, but
when it is done to a nicety, there are
ifew dishes to be compared with it."
In 1822 "Le Parfait Cuisinier"
jgave a recipe as a matter of course,

the niches are not all satisfactorily
filled in "The Hall" may I suggest Long
& Short, Laurel, Delaware, who are in
the business of selling shoes. E. T. O.

traveler

appearance

"stake."

If

A

When

"beefsteak" first made
in English literature
it was the Spectator, 1711
it was
spelled
indifferently
"steak" and

Stions.

alibi,

HOW'S THIS, WATSON?

language. Their books on cookhave given the recipes for pre-

itheir

OUR HALL OF FAME
As

Stones."

I

I to do with war
But such humors are

about

Was

English readers of the American
Mercury will agree with all Its vehement judgments, but all must respect
its integrity of purpose and vigorous
Mr. Mencken, howbrilliance of style.
ever, has done more than win a victory
for himself; he had ended an Intolerable kind of attack whose success would
have made his country ridiculous. Manchester Guardian.

—

hired a lawyer, and, whistling softly to
hlm.self, got out his good old sawed-of£
shotgun.
SANINE.

i

not
It leavens the mixture,
from the atodginess of

lightly

went straight home, established an

As

sentitnental

AN ENGLISH VIEW
Few

.

shoes had been worn.

j

ter Guardian.

•

.

"So one flnlshes

—

such luck.

Mr. Giuseppl Garglehootchie, the rising young bootlegger, was worried; Mr.'
Garglehootchie had, to be explicit, been
done dirt.
His best friend, the man
whom he had rescued from a miserable
existence as a corporation lawyer and
taught everything ha knew about bootlegg-lng, had set himself up as a successful rival right here in town.
Something must be done about it. Mr. Garglehootchie thought and thought.
His
handsome brows were corrugated. He
had loved the scoundrel as a brother
and now to have this low trick played
on him.
What should he do? One idea aftei*
another was born, only to be discarded
as inexpedient.
Finally Mr. Garglehootchie (his mother had been a very
religious woman) decided
to
go to
church and pray. The text that morning was wonderfully simpie and consoling. "If thy right eye offend thee,
."
pluck It out
Mr. Garglehootchie left the church
happier than he had been for days. He

r

ing human intelligence; Johnny Hyman,
a chalk talk, and Worden Bros., novelty double foot jugglers.

"What have

protests,

^I'm

official

—no

EVERETT HASTINGS.
OUR DAILY SHORT STORY

Johnson," a contortionist and
gymnast; Praley and Putnam Is a western skit, which Includes rope twirling,
singing and danclng;Bob Anderson and
his pony, which Is credited with hav-

I

a British

bootjack's arc

Ah, useless quests. I turn and flee
Past well-rouged maids, oft passing
me.
I cannot "Scotch" (oh, fearsome cup!)
So I'll depart, ere I'm "held up."

"Great

streperous humorNof opera bouffe generals, to.nges In cheeks as slyly satir'^nal
lines are said, all contribute to the
amusing lightness of treatment, and
contrive to make It a very pleasant and
diverting war.
A lady who has been iealously working at a waistcoat for Gen. Washington
sends It out with word for him to stop
It

Moth-

"Rolling

him

letters:

these letters, asking, and asking again,
It came about that Harte never
once returned to America, and how he
managed for 20 years to endure the
hospitality of the EtgUsh." Manches-

now are warm
seeking for
"heart

females
balm."

They are good singers aijd dancers.
Ted and Al Waldman give a good
The bill also Includes
blackface act.

plot of New York matrons and maidens
to Inveigle the British leaders Into necCoyness of fulllectinp their duties.
sklrted ladies In moonlit gardens, ob-

lighting long enough to try

entitled

act

Bret Harte's

4.

how

law's unsheathed sword.
the churchly, lifted word?

With

namic comedian. In a skit entitled
"Then the Fun Began." Jessie Maker
and William J. Redford give a pretty
little

Brahms, symphony No.

Instead, the presses

der of the audience, he dances crouched
down like a dancing demon and gives
a performance generally as one who
has devoted his life to the art. But In
addition, he Is a musician of merit. On
the piano he played classic numbers, on
string instruments he changed from
classic to jazz, and he conducts a string
He
orchestra of youths from Manila.
la well supported by Marjorle Lane and
Emily Fitzgerald, dancers.
Another star act Is that of Miss
Patrlcola In a new repertoire of character songs, with her violin.
Douglas Charles and Peter RelU
learned some of their gymnastic stunts
at the Boston Young Men's Christian
Union. There was a large number of
They
their friends In the audience.
give "something different."
Then there Is Joe Marks, the dy-

music written by
Joseph Cherniavsky, the bits of Chassidlc song and dance, the dim, and
somotlmes searching lighting were all
•

O

\

a striking act. Appollon speaks
He says he
with a Russian accent.
comes from Russia. He dances Russian
steps.
He spins like a top to the won-

i

|

Decadent days! Long since, we read
Of "patent medicines," well spread.

give

to

to catch

Where is the
And where,

This week's entertainment at B. F.
Keith's Is varied. Dave ApoUon & Co.

'

of Mr. Koussevltzky's
second concert In Paris, May 27, 1926,
was as follows: Galllard-Stelnberg, sonmajor; Tailleferre, "Outdoor
ata,
Games"; Tansman, concerto for piano
pianist);
(Tansman,
orchestra
and

The program

Holmes,

Seventh week.

F.KEITH'S BILL

vain.

Oh, wiseacres, 'neath glided domes;
Oh, ethic stunts of John Haynes

GAYETY—

Lazar Freed, swept by the
the mystic yearning of the
Chassidlc scholar. These had the chief
roles, but beside them there were so
many others, Mr. Cashier's Sender, the
father of Leah; Mr. Schweld'a Rev.
Shimshon, all of whom deserve more
than this cursory mention. In brief. It
was not a "star" performance, but a
Intensely emotional ensemble,
vivid,
each actor an Indelible part of this
legend of Chassidlc life and belief, a
little

Nor cop

featuring Mary Young.
Second week.
"Rarin' to Go," last
week of Ed Daley's Black and
White production, with a company of 80 players.

of

R- M. C.

1

Sought out the tom-cat In the dark.
Now lurks the Hl-Jack with his truck,

ers,"

fervor,

thorough explanation of the expression
"By the Great Horn Spoon"? I have
sought for It In books of reference In

If

Where once the humble

erine Cornell, Leslie Howard and
Fifth week.
others.

beautiful, sensitive piece of acting.

I

this Indeed be true.
What is the world a-coniing to7
Oh, where is Billy Sunday's nip.
And Watch and Ward, with flea-ltke

Oh, Lord,

WILBUR—"The Green Hat,"
Michael Arlen's play with Kath-

Of the others there waa the ecstatic

which

ParBtory

|

As the World Wags:
Can you or your readers give me a

j

A CLOSE-UP

,iy
hi.

balled.

i

(For As the World Wags)
i'Tis *sald that crime goes on apaco;
That public servants fall from grace.
While automatics full of tricks,
Are levelled by the babes of six.

Harry Archer's orchestra, Harry
and
Morris
Katherine
Puck,

the dybbuk.

cult of

Big

COPLEY — "Dancing

]

T-^

-

]

—

others.

i

j

war with John Gilbert and
Renee Adoree. Last two weeks.
PLYMOUTH "Merry, Merfeaturing
ry," musical comedy

t

Chonon

Lawrence

j

sported a

C

'
not
Of little use to have raoled
For friends would quickly hare

Why

couplet.

skip?

Stallings'

MAJESTIC—"The
ade,"
of the

He

A

Note the poetio license

.

and was a mighty

drive a motor car,

hunter befora the Lord.
(long, blonde beard.

CONTINUING PLAYS

-

A

starvation. Airaiu dl uuhis i/iu..
dered by communists, he hung loaded
guns along the walls of his rooms. Yet
he was a generous patron of the stage,
music and painting; one of the first
men In Vienna to ride a bi'cycle and
of

—

There
somethlns- stmnfrely akin to
ir:
Oaello In this tragic legend of the
nssidlm, this tale of the young rabntcal iBtudent,
Chonon, whose love
inscetided the grave.
It Is not, aa
ineone has mistakenly said, *'a Jewish
Is

"Le Gastronome

:Francais" there was a minute rec|ipe for "beef'-.s-teak."
In modern
rFrench dictionaries the word is "bifteck."

^

,

The French have even invented
slang terms for a tough beefsteak.
Aristiede Bruant gives them: "Semelle"
(boot-sole),
"Sous-pied"
(trouser-strap,
or
strop),
"tirefiacre"

the

(cab-trace).
"biftek."

Bruant spelled

word

"Beginning to eat beefsteaks"?
not Chateaubriand better kno'wr
in the United States by the steak
that bears his name than by hii
"Atala," "Rene," his "Memoirs," his
Is

diplomatic career, or his friendship
for Mme. Recamier ? His memory is
thus preserved; as Nesselrode's bj
a pudding, as Frangipani's by a perfume. By a steak, as well as by his
literary eloquence is Chateaubriand
among the immortals.

'

:

!

night and asked Kim If he had ariythlng
for a cough.
He smiled benignly as

The passing

taste In songs Is noted.
correspondent wished to hear some
"good
the
old-time songs," of which
the words and music are sentimental.
"I do not wish to scorn them.
They
are quite as good as a great proportion
of the popular songs of the present
day, which will appear just as faded
to our grandsons as those do to us.
Most of us today cannot help smiling
when we read such a would-be pathetlo
that
In
verse
as
the
'Wreath of

1

I)

A.

letters of protest against

the music played.

of

was his oustorfi and said: "Why,
we have pine tar honey." Good

if

During tlio broadcasting; of the Saturday nlKhl concerts of the Boston Symphony Orchestra The Herald received
the character

The music was

"too high-brow"; the music by certain

old

melodious"; It was "excessively disagreeable." and so on, and so on. These
correspondents wished to hear "good
old music" that they had already heard;
they wished to hear tunes that, they
could whistle.
Thfise correspondents should purchase
"Everybody's Guide to Radio Music,"
by Percy A. Scholes, with a preface by
Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, chief broadcast
engineer. Radio Corporation of America.
This book of 200 pages, with Illustrations, Is published by the Oxford Uni-

at a
fact

flrst

of

j

!

The "inimical" letters are of aboijt
same nature as some received by
The Herald. For example, listen to this

I

the

burst of rage:
"I consider Sullivan

'

much

the superior of either Beethoven or Mozart,
as far as melody^i-s concerned.
Serlovsly and candidly, you must admit that
most of the latter's stuff Is horribly
monotonous and unmelodious.
By the way. Bach is another bete noir
of mine.
MTio the hell wants to listen
to that damned fugue stuff?"

Mr.

was told by another:
have to go a long way to hear
navvies or dockers whistling the" 'Rondo
Ca*rIccloso' or your over-favorite, the
Grieg Concerto. But you and the other
big pots of radio can take it from me

.

will

that

th» public

don't want It.
They
want something more tuneful and pleasant.
They can always go to a funeral
and hear your sort of nice music."
Another found Mr. .Scholes's radio
programs "most vile." He wished to
hear "a series of sounds pleasing and
soothing to the ear. Does any of your
foreign garbage fulfil this function? No

UOLES

Is

honnorr

.

ease

.

This

I

the

my

'

Mr. Scholes reasons in a spirit of
sweetness and light with correspondents
so Irritated. He says It Is possible that
some of them will never grow up. "We
all remain children on some side of us,
and music may happen to be the side
upon which they are least capable of
development." Growth is neces.sary to
full appreciation.
Mr. Scholes believes
that the capacity to enjoy the less sImpie music is In most people; whether It
is developed or not, depends much on
the spirit of the listener.
He quotes
from letters of those who have the

amateur

cation."

—

are

golfers

so

k«en

to

j

presume

It

play

;

,

I

I

;

Wags.)

love you now much more than Ufei
Each day ray love grows stronger;

I

May

j

'

your love last as long as mlae.

But not a moment

longer.

JAC SINDLER.
As the World Wags:
In looking up a Wordsworth quotation

!s ephemeral; heard the.
time. It may seem attractive, buti
one quickly tires of It. Other music \>y\

first

In

my

Bartlett's "Familiar Quotations,"

was surprised to find the line In the
"Ode to Immortality" read thus: "Not
and not In utter
darkness do we come from God, who is
our home."
My volume of Wordsworth reads "titI

repeated hearings comes to be enjoyMr. Scholes discusses In a clear
manner the "form" of music; then, how
music grew up. He describes In a few
words the various orchestral instruments. Xot in a pedantic way; In a
footnote he quotes a listener saying:
"Oboe—some one with rather a husky
;hroat.
Clarinet some person with a
soothing throat-lozenge."
Mr. Scholes
thinks this description would be apt, "If
It did not appear to cast an
unmerited
reflection upor the voice of the oboe."
able.

In entire forgetfulness

ter nakedness."
I
had a personal acquaintance with
Mr. Bartlett for. many years and know
how painstaking and accurate be usually
was. Is there any authority for "darkVERITAS.
ness"?

—

Cambridge.

He

have
j

I

"nakedness."

Is

consulted
there
not -a

Wordsworth Concordance? Perhaps you
might

find

familiar line.

there

—Ed.

the

variant

of

the

Aa the World Wags:
Bob, he was the most
likable drug clerk that ever gave a cus-

One of
as good
very flashing but nice maidens
frequented the store stepped In last

the

who

Just

—

—

literary

the children of the Evil One.
Ecclesiasticus this sage counsel
is griven to the Hebrews:
"Use not
much the company of a woiften that
is a singer lest thou be taken with
her attempts."
In .Cruickshank's
picture of Vanity Fair for Bunyan's
"Pilgrim's Progress," women are
shown shrieking and squalling in the

reflne-

Italian opera booth.

most

"He

'

The history of

established

the pride of S'^'eden, was as conspicuous for the purity of her life
as for her singing.
The sons and daughters of Maine
who have been distinguished in musical art have been an honor to the

as Mr. Cochrane asnow wrongfully advertised as a "hotbed and rendezvous of fiddlers," he should remember that today Mejlie Dunham is
more conspicuous as a fiddler than
any vocal daughter of his state. And
what an estimable character he is!
Not' puflfed up with pride; a loving
and attentive spouse; an industrious
John Adams himself, who
citizen.
once praised a young man was he
Peter Chardon ? because he did not
waste his time by fiddling or in
other sinful musical games, would
be the first to applaud Mellie as a
man, a glory to his state, though
he might not fully appreciate his
state.

serts,

re-

—Mr

i

opera-houses iii
Europe is stuffed with anecdotes of
Jenny Lind,
a scandalous nature.
long

visitor

Aldous Huxley:

|

a pale debauchee, staggering
across an endless bedroom under a burden of epigrams."
For our part Mr. Hecht reminds us of
nothing so much as an Inmate of u
lunatic asylum, staggering to awaken
from a particularly lurid nightmare, w»
think, of the genus Russian. No wonder
Huxley's ruthless, knifing lucidity, cutting through the sentimental shams of
life. Is obnoxious to the creator of Erilc
Dorn.
PATIENCE PEACOCK.
Is

Even
Maine

if,

is

—

—

,art.

As the World Wags:
have been discussing the uses

TOLLER TRAGEDT

of

"who" and "^vhom"" (and ""wh"ooch"")
and "will." and "should" an<»

I

"shall"

"would"

In direct an^ Indirect discourse
Sui'denly It has been propounded fro"
•our midst": "How comes It that tno
phrase (A. S. Hill used to say the word
"phrase" was objectionable) "not at all"

means what

It

"At

all"'

Is

equivalent

to

"In

every

way" and "In any way." It formerly
was used affirmatively: "I command at
all""

(1350),

GIVENINYIDDISH'
i

j

i

does today?

JOANNE MALCOLM ARTHUR.

Ah, good old

tomer something

to describe our

fit

transatlantic

women, have been reckoned

In

As the World Wags:
Anent messages of sweetness and
light, what could be more effusively welcome than the words In which Mr. Ben

We

we have

All the anthologies

cially

among

.end of this mad world'?" Will a correIspondent give her the Information?

Hecht sees

there's fiddling, there's

—

either
or rudeness, has powers to
charm or offend the ear. Congenital
nasality, throatiness, hoarseness, a tied
tongue, a foj^elgn accent are excusable,
but there sTiould be no mercy for those
who say "yah," I'ayah," "yep"" "goun"
(for
going),
"cholch"
(translation,
church), "sor" for saw, and kindred
linguistic crimes.
HOWARD.

cent

whar

unrighteousness, and unrighteousness is wickedness, and wickedness
is sin!
That's me that's Jones!"
Paganini, the greatest of all fiddlers,
was popularly supposed to have purchased his skill by assigning his soul
to the devil.
...f
On the other hand, singecs> espe-

Miss Luel!a D. Everett writes: "Do
you know where to flnd "'How many
miles to Mantua? No further than the

j

TO AVOID ENTANGLEMENTS
i

I

dling,

ANNE

was Scotch."

(For Aa the World

\

ends, was the fiddle, although he
at times took up the bagpipe. One
cf Nero's greatest crimes was that
he "fiddled" while Rome was burning.
Did ncC the negro preacher,
Mr. Jones, in Cleveiai^d, as reported
bir A?t«mus Ward ai th.a Plain Jt)eal«r of that city, shout in his sermon:
"Whar there's dancing, there's fid-

courtesy

pint.'

.'

INCOYABLES.
Females one degree
more scantily clad than our flappers to
match these Imbeciles were known as
MEIVEILLEUSE— "R" omitted from

The spoken word marks either
ment or vulgarity expresses

|

California flnlshed all square with
MaJ. C. O. Heselet, giving each a half-

Much music

able ?)

1

writes:

of

"right spirit"

does not agree with those who
nope the "wireless craze" will soon
pass: who laugh at the Idea of
broadcasting opera.
And here he gives
sound advice to those wishing to hear
operatic performances by the
radionaming hooks that would be useful'
(Is he sure that orchestral
scores of
operas by Verdi are "unobtaln^t^lTv

Putnam

S.

The following Item Is from
the Times-Union of June 8: 'The victory was assured when George Van Elen

"I

of

the consobest to give their
Their favorite ex-

I

overseas.

'

It

What a beautiful letter '"R" Is when
It is rolled out by a Scot, a Hibernian,
a Spaniard.
We do rather well by It In New England are not guilty of trying "over
hard to roll the British 'R,' " though we
frequently put It where It doesn't belong.
A man In an exalted position in
this state always says "sor" for saw
and a college bred physician not only
spoke of an "arms-house," but actually
wrote "arms" for "alms." In the mouth
of certain westerners every "R" In a
word dies a hideously lingering death.
However, It Is better to err toward It
by excess rather than by suppression.
Some southerners substitute "ah" for
it so musically that we can forgive them
—others commit such atrocities as saying "poach'" for "porch."
Who can suggest a punishment to flt
the crime of the New Yorker's treatment of this beautiful letter. A Brooklyn
public school teacher told me that
her principal was "an old To!k" (Turk):
talked to me about her "woik a.nd referred to "Thoity-thoid" street. In spite
of the fact that she had passed all sorts
iOf examinations, she was teaching her
[charges ignorance.
In The Herald of June 7th there was
editorial disapproval of "yep" for yes.
I have never heard this pronunciation,
but a few days ago "yah" came over
the telephone to me from the "secretary" In a "realtor's" office. It repelled
me so that I sought ser\'lce elsewhere.
Fads and thrills have thrust Into desuetude the old drill In correct modulation and enunciation obtained by reading aloud under competent teachers.
This Is one reason why a slum accent
persists among so many of our young
people who have had "the higher edu-

last

ester

worrd

Mr. Harry Ckjchrane, a loyal son
of Maine, while he has high respect
for Mellie Dunham, finds it deplorable that the world now believes
that Maine produces only fiddlers,
and forgets the singers she sent
forth to win applause.
It is true
that Mme. Nordica and Annie Louise
Gary came from- Maine; that Emma
Eames is associated with that state,
although she was born at Shanghai.
The (juestion comes up whether a
fiddler or a singer is the more glorioua product; whether a fiddler or a
singer answers the inquiry, "What
constitutes a state?"
In the old days all musicians were
held in abhorrence by the straitlaced and .godly.
Satan's favorite
instruments, in old pictures and leg-

—

we know from the HochTimes-Union why our American

"At

Fiddler Versus Singer
I

due rest on

PAOLE D'HONEUR.

—

Mr. W.

I

?rocer toward the oncoming figure, ob-

'claniation was c'est INCOYABLE (incroyable) hence they were called the

two kinds
complex; two

morning our contributors have

floor.

DHONNEUR—their

— with

nants, they thought

good from ths bad."

sift tlie

can take down my fiddle and
tortured brain with one of our
grand old Scotch pieces, such as the
wild strains of 'McGregor's Gathering,"
and for a moment fancy I am with him
In the flesh successfully driving from our
beloved mountains all stains of foreigners and their music."
.

.

.

,

With a jug.
"What is it. Ram? Vinegar?
ain"t got any,"' drawled the
I
viating In this fashion the necessity for
rising and attending to business.
Thus
If^xlstence cohducted In Kentuckjr."

THE LETTER "R"

A

Scholes

"You

J

61ns of omission against the letter
"R" are not confined to the English.
One of the many absurdities of the
JBUNESSE DOREE of France, founded
by the unspeakable Freron at the dawn
of the First Republic, was "".boning"' the
language to take out Its vigor and Instead of giving themselves their PAR-

competent editor tries to make up
his paper so that everybody will have
something for his money; he knows that
everything in the paper will not please
anybody. Yet there are listeners who
expect that every item of the thousands
broadcast will suit their personal taste.
As for the "tired man," as Arnold Bennett once wrote: "There are no pleassuperior to the pleasure of
ures
listening to music I mean good music,
There is no music less
well rendered.
'dull' than classical music, despite all
popular prejudices to the contrary."
"Is modern music any good?" Mr.
Scholes thinks some of it is vary good;
some of it very bad. "Listen patiently,
and listen to as much modern music
as you can, and be sure that time will

.

In

As the World Wags:

If the cabaret
song and the symphony are both good,
he is in favor of both; If bad, he Is
against them both.
"I understand what I like." The answer is that many people like ugly,
vulgar dress, or "nasty" pinchbeck jewpictures,
shallow
sentimental
elry,
"A gardener may be a very
novels.
good judge of music or he may be a
very bad one, just _as a mimic critic
may be a good judge of gardens or a
very bad one." Of course there are old
and poor songs that give persons pleasure because, they remind them of pleasant associations with the songs.

i

tells a story about a
Boonsboro grocer who sat under the
tree before his shop on warm days and
loved life.
One day a prospective customer was seen coming down the road

revolt

against the United
States because Its constabulary killed
t'W'o of my wives," said the Dato Amai
Untads of Mindanao. Or as It will go
down In the great saying of history, "I
regret that I have but two wives to give
'for my country."
R. H. L.

there are

of music, simple and
qualities, good and bad.

John M. Cooney, the author of

Dr.

the word.

To Mr. Scholes

all,

am

"I

Tremolo."

gives short and
simple explanations of musical forms
(.sonata, symphony, quartet, etc.),
of
orchestral 'nstruments (with illustrations), and of the history of the art of
music.
What Is still more Important,
and should be of greater assistance, is
his "easy-going, undogmatic discu.ssion
o' 'good and bad' in music." As music
critic to the British Broadcasting Company he has received hundreds of letters, "friendly, inimical, dogmatic, inquiring."
he,

tomorrow.
"Hills of Rest,"

sic.

So

yes,
old

ABRIZ OHARTARZHON.

recent
that
no song takes a permanent plaoe in
the concert repei^ory unless Its words
are poetry and its music Is music.'"
This chapter on songs should be read
by singers as well as by radio-listeners.
So, too, the chapter "What Is Good
Singing?" could be read with profit;
also the chapter "A Pew Notes on

versity Press.
Jlr. Scholes, known favorably by other
books. Instructive and readable, about
music, was for several years the music
critic
of the Observer, London.
He
realizes the fact that with the Introduction of the radio there is a new musical public. He wishes to aid It In the
understanding and appreciation of mu-

,
:

it Is used ortly In negative or Interrogative sentences, or conditional sentences, as:
I did not speak at all. Did
you speak at all? If you spoke at all.
Ud.

As the World Wags:

siree."

Which aroused applause*
orchestral concert.
The

1:

Now

he would have been Just 27 years

soul,

Roses'
'She weeps In silent solitude.
And there Is no one near
To pressi her hand within his own,
And wipe away the tear.'
"And our grandsons will smile when
they come across:
("Passions white, passions dark, Desiree,
Crush me "neath their maddening
weight, Desiree;
Thy lips a draught I may not drink.
Nor even sip at their sweet brink, De-

contemporary foreign, and even American, composers was "noisy"; It was "not

—

!

meaning

'"altogether, wholly."

j

I'Eugen

Hinckemann' Played

a sensitive, teniErnest
peramental youth with a passionate
love for humanity and a burning
sense of world injustices, fresh from
Toller,

i
i

J

j

1

|

,

'

i

death and TnutiUtion

of

>

t,-

was thrown

an trenches,
as
irison because of his activities
Independent
leader of the German
His five years in
locialist Party.
writing of
,ri.-on he devoted to the

and poems, and

,plays

it

ITsinging in the last act of "Othello,when she came to the end of her
farewell speech, the final words
were "choked by sobs." Still sadder

in

into

,

was dur-

was
i

that

New York under the
"Thp Bloody Laughter."

ers of

!

title of

the
hardly to be expected that
a
a play written by such
'would
under such circumstances

man

as revealed In
tal struggle of Toller
the stage of
this play had passed
optimistic rage and flaming

,

,

,

It

The play

futility.

m

•forth

reflects the attitude

!

so embittered that he bursts

man

of a

wild-eyed

and

sardonic

.

laug-hter.

the war,
seeks work to
support his wife, but can find nothing
but a repulsive task in a sideshow. He
an imposing physique,
retains
still
and the showman wishes to present him
as a "werewolf," a survival of the
terrible legendary figures who were reputed fo live upon the blood of live
He does his repulsive act
animals.

Krnst

comes

home from

hopelessly crippled.

exhibition

He

unknown

to

his

of her old dramatic fire."

wife.

to him, and
the nature of
He flounders
miserable, imof every fate
butt
otent creature, the
low enough to pursue him. the objo^t
his
of the derision of all. The death of
wife and his own impending suicide
play.
the
close
In form, the play Is made of succeeding bits following upon each other
much the manner of Molnar's
in

"LilUom."

There

are

IN 'SABBATI

sermons about

an

The Yiddish Art Players of New
York presented "Sabbati Zevi," a

scene to follow. Hickemann is
played with admirable resourcefulness
nd understanding by Maurice Schwartz,
the director of the performance^^^Krlam

i

Sultan's castle at Adrianople, where
delegations of Jews from vai;ious European countries have come to greet
Messiah, Shabb-sthat Zevi,
Elllas takes the part of Grete, his wife.— the Jewish
who is a prisoner there. The delegaand Abraham Teitelbaum plays the^
who
tion is divided Into the "scholars,''
deny his genuineness, and the "Kablover, both in full and satisfactory manHe
followers.
his
balltes," who are
'ner.
To exalt one of the cast more
promises
finally appears to them and
His wife, Sarah, seeks to
deliverance.
than another Is dIfHcult, perhaps the
dissuade him, and Is succee'ding, when
best thing which can be said In praise
a messenger from tba Sultan appears,
Seldom has T summoning him before him.
of the work of the whole.
The Sultan promises that if he
Boston had an opportunity to see en- t
plunges three poisoned arrows Into his
body and survives, the Jews in bondage
ila

work

of this nature.

will

H. F. M.

at last said farewell to the operatic and concert
It was a great
stage in London.
and glorious, also a tearful, occaKing George and his wife
sion.
there; the Queen wore a small

Mme. Melba has

—

diamond and pearl crown and gave
a
the singer, not the crown, but
bouquet of pink carnations and
mauve sweet peas. (Queen Vic-;
that had
tcria's favorite gift to one
-entertained her •was a shawl.) King
Manuel was there, also Prince Chicost
chibu of Japan. Parquet seats
Those rushing to the
nearly $16.
twentygallery stood outside for
two hours; some say twenty-four.
Lord Stanley of,Alderly presented
the
Melba with a floralTcangarob,
emblem of her native Australia. It
'

the entire stage. And at the
members
end, after ^he had "mgned
tears" by her
of the audience to

M. Paleologue thinks that, as Chateau
predicted. Napoleon was to be

"the last of the great individual lives."
"Henceforward it is the soul of the
multitudes, the unconscious genius of
races that will be seen hovering confusedly over great national tragedies.
In the eyes of the nations gflory will
henceforth be anonymous and collective.
arches perNo longer will triumphal After
a-^victietuate illustrious names.
conquering
to
a
was
not
it
war
torious
generalissimo, but to an 'Unknown Warrior' that France extended the homage
of her pious gratitude^' _ ,

THE GNU WOOINQ
stately height was her delight;
truly cooling shade It threw!
Upon it little tendrils grew
Which gave her gentle joy to chew;
Yet oft she sighed, a-gazing wldo.

Its

A

And wished she knew another gnu.
(Some newer gnu beneath the yew
To

IZSZ
is

their being evidence of her demise.

DENTAL SERVICE
In Paris six grave diggers were arrested last month. They had formed a
syndicate for exhuming the dead they
had burled androbbing them of platinum
teeth mountings, also artificial teeth.
These grave diggers were not the first
The English
to pursue this industry.
resurrectionists of the 18th and 19th
centuries not only sold the bodies to
anatomists for dissection; they pulled
out teeth which the dentists "eagerly"
bought: B. B. Cooper, In his life of his
uncle. gVr Astley Cooper, says that In
one night a resurrectionist named Murphy cleared £60 from teeth alone. One

tell

her tiny troubles to.)

She lived the idle moments through.
And days in dull succession flew.
to grieve—
Till one fine eve she ceased

manly stranger met her view;

A

courtly

He gave a
She
"I

looked
through;

cooly
fear

you

take—

'

I

when he

There was a lovely lady gnu
Who browsed beneath a spreading yew.

,\

and,

the

how Bran,

Miss

^

bow
him

or

make some

two-

through

and

Blight

mis-

,„
the yew yon knewl
,

Perhaps it is
seemed to coo,
(Its branches blew and
"Your cue,- new gnu, it's up to youl )

.

eschew,
Said he "If guests you would
ado
I'll say adieu without
dad—
your
But let me add, I knew
Who b
I'm on page two, the Gnu's

William Barnes, the poet, believed in
He has been quoted as
pure Saxon.
rendering "the impenetrability of matungetthroughableness of
"the
by
ter"
stuff," but Winifred St. Clair writes
that she has heard the famous answer
quoted thus: "The unthoroughfaresomeness of stuff," which seems to her "a
more exquisite phrase than the other,
j

read

all

takes cold.
Louella D. Everett sends us
verses, thinking they are appropriate
today, although this poem by Burgess
Johnson was published In Harper's
magazUne "years ago."
cohol

coddling.

ABEL ADAMS.

have

gnu joined the circus In
Boston and was re-named after this
side
city; how he was placed by the
of Bill, the only armored rhinoceros In
captivity; he drinks two quarts of

PURE SAXON

f.100,000—no doubt, said an unsympabasis of
thetic journalist, "upon the

v/ere

filled

Parisian

a

to

•Bvian

We

racy becomes more safe, and asks no

Amherst, N. H.

suing the municipal creof
matorium for having lost the ashes
them at
his mother-in-law. He valued

A

'forclose'."

is,

But as Emerson s Nature said
hot about It?
little man. Why so

brindled

In Its efficiency, and free from
the hypocrltcal protestation of the aristocrat that he would cut out the booze
What redif Mamie would play up!
blooded American Is going to talk like
that these days?
As aristocracy becomes softer, democ-

,

Melba's Farewell

,

/

American

be freed.

Suddenly Shabbethai bursts forth in
laughter, then heart-rending sobs. He
proclaims, "The time is not ripe. I am
not the Messiah."
„
„
Maurice Schwartz as "Sabbati Zevi,
Miriam Kllias as "Sarah" and Mark
Shweld as the Sultan were well received by the audience.

obbllgato

"Gimme a little kiss, wlllyer? Huh!"
And yet the same thought was there.
How much more simple In expression,
how much more direct the appeal, how
much more sovU-searching the experiHow much more 100 per cent.
ence!

|

I

harmonious

were

I

,

,

should not be over-rythmic, stimulating
to toe-tapping or to endeavor' to masIf the adjustment of
ticate in tempo.
the lower plat& Is precarious, such inspired effort may well ^Jead to disaster.
All was as one would \have It Aintll the
coffee and cigarettes, when, with the
preliminary of sounds like the bursting
of toy balloons, the orchestra attacked a,
jazz selection which was new to me.
As time Is measured, it was not long
ago that the periwigged and beribboned
gallants of the aristocracy requested the
ladies of their hearts to drink to them
only with their eyes, declaring that such
was the delicacy of their ecstasy that
they would Join the Anti-Saloon League
if the fair one would
"Breathe a kiss within the cup
And I'll not ask for wine."
After the opening explosions, a robust
young man with a robust tenor voice
lifted It up In that same appeal in the
modern democratic manner. His word^

Tragedy Performed at the
Grand Opera House

of the

unobtrusive

(

my

ZEW

itragedy in four acts and five scenes,
{by J. Zhulavsky, last night before
an audience that filled every seat in
the Grand Opera House.
The scenes are laid in and near the

'

to the enjoyment of the other good
Little discussion of the subject
things.
of music with meals has come to
attention.
Personal experience has led
to the belief that the chosen numbers

I

hejrt bleeding with love for manki'nd.
Ensemble acting of a high order marks
Quick,
the presentation of this play.
volatile response to situations Is In evidence In every scene. Between scenes
music backsUge indicates the character

'

most satisfactorily.
The company, the food, the conversaThe rhusic
tion, all were of the best.
of the orchestra was good, serving as

Her voice

really

it

'

light j'ears, and it Is certain, where
boot-lifting Is as uncertain as bootlegging in Its operation. As evidence of

normally Democratic

j

I

these United States
slower processes of
social evolution seeming all too slow In
arriving at the realization of the vision.
Yet let them not despair.
Though
the progress may seem slow, measured
by the span of human life, It Is but as
the passing of the moment measured in

YIDDISH PLAYERS

his

i

lifters with which
are afflicted, the

bimple, also brilliant in florid measincomparable
\fres, she stood alone,
for many years.

machines, about capital
and labor, and distraught semi-symbolic mutterlngs of the eternal tragedy
Behind the wild laughter of
of men.
the play there beats in every scene a

man and

make

this I dined In your
city not long ago,

,,

Mr. G. A. RossettI Is Irritated by the
confusion between the prefixes "for"
and "fore" In the spelling of English.
"The vile and blundering form 'forego'
for 'forgo' Is one of the most frequent
examples; the past tense Is not often
seen, and 'forewent' has stirred me to
The most powerful argument
write.
against phonetic spelling is the loss
thereby of the etymology or history of
our words. Such confusion as that to
which I hero call attention Is a much
more serious danger in that respect.
" 'For' and 'fore' are entirely distinct
both in derivation and in meaning. If
we are to 'forego' when we refrain, shall
we not also, very soon, begin to 'fore'foregef?
The
;give,' to 'forebid,' to
legal term 'foreclose' Is a well known
e.vample of the ousting of the true form
by the blunder; it should be, or. rather,

to

racy.

,

offers Its felicitawhose
tions to Harriet P. Beyschlag,
father, Charles Beyschg, died guddenly
of blod poisoning Monday morning."

"The student body

SONQ

Its wagging self safe fordemorTh'a recommended ways flnd
means for its accomplishment all seem
to have within th^m something of the
process of lifting one's self up by one's
bootstraps, so dear to the hearts of all
the 67 different varieties of social up-

to

was lyric, never dramatic. The only
time she appeared in a dramatic
Wagnerian role she failed; but as a
lyric soprano, a singer pure and

She becomes unfaithful
with her lover discovers
her husband's calling.
through the story as a

IN

we

;

of choosing the one and only
find this paragraph In the De-

troit Collegian:

the effect that the purpose nearest and
dearest to the heart of the world 1^

alway*

healthy,
mortals—
desire to help his poor fellow
had reached the point of ghastly

for

DEMOCRACY

As tbe World Wags:
^
Much has been said and written

respecting her art, never
stooping to prima donna airs, graces
She was not envious
and tricks.
of younger singers when they attracted attention; she encouraged
them, giving helpful advice; a generous woman injier profession and
outside of it. Het criticism of her
fellow artists was always wellfounded, just, often searching, but
never spiteful nor scornful.
It was her voice of peculiarly
sympathetic quality, and her perfect command of vocal resources,
natural and acquired, that distinguished her on the operatic stage.
An enthusiastic reporter in London
said on the night of her farewell
that this voice was "still expressive

relentless
and suffering piled by some
struggling
r^to upon the shoulders of
'^d dishevelled humanity. The men-

word,

G. B.)

William Noseworthy, founder of the

some months she sang in Italian,
She has had a long and brilliant
career, keeping faith with her audi'ences as well as delighting them;

]

-M.

firm of William Noseworthy & Son, decorators, Montreal" has left Canada for
Florida. His son, George, went South
two years ago and established branches
of the NosewortKy firm there.^ These
have progressed so satisfactorily that
the elder Noseworthy will reside In St.
Petersburg, where the principal branch
is established.

Melba?

i

and tragic
be other than one of fierce
of sorrow
load
the
against
rebellion

,

Sh^ was

Mme

for

of

Apropos

SNIFFINQ THE TROPIC BREEZES

seventy-

M. Isnardon,
sels, as Gilda in 1887.
usually accurate as the historian of
that opera house, wrote that she
was of "American" origin; that she
pronounced French badly, so that

is

Tt

theme

of
of £300."

-

^

1

to Spain

born in 1861, according to her birth
Her first appearance in
certificate.
opera was at the Monnaie, Brus-

How

|

is

—

O'lese

army

(Amoilcan Print Journal, via

six years old.
old is

reports,
ing this period, according to

he wrote the play "Eugen
Hinc'kemann," which was presented
Opera House
last night at thfe Grand
Yiddish Art Playin Yiddish bv the

the report that she

ghuursTvenl with in, ICngiisn
and by drawing the teeth
the woundid, "earned a clear profit

of

I

j

—

:

'

Who."

"Forgive," she cried, "the snub I threw;
feared you were some parve-gnu!
I
'Tls my regret we've never met
knew of you."
I knew a gnu who
you?—,
(This wasn't true—what's that to
The new gnu knew; she knew he knew.)

.

fancy, the original."

Barnes

may have had

his

whims and

"Though there are

hobbles, but he wrote:

And passing here through evening dew.
He hastened happy to her door,

For she wer gone from earthly eyes
To be a-kept In darksome sleep
Until the good again do rise
A joy to souls they left to weep.
The rose were dust that bound her
brow;

trees,

j

true,"
Said she, "if you're attracted to
The yews I use, and choose to chew
Their yewey dewy tendrils do."

THE PEASANT'S RETURN
But found the old folk only two
With no more footsteps on the floor
To walk again below the skies
Where beaten paths do fall and rise.

other

tU

•

•
,

j
;

I
i

I

•

The end Is easily In view;
He wed her in a week or two.
Ihe "Dally Gnus" did quite enthuse;

And now

If

all I

hear

is

true.

Beneath that yew the glad day throutrh
There romps a little gnuey new.

THE WRONG MEDSINl
medical
(Letter reoelvea by U. S. army
stationed in Jamaica.)

ottlcei

The moth did eat her Sunday cape;
Her frock were out of fashion now;
Her shaes were dried up out of shape.

Dare Dr. Washburn:
the hook
I write to complan erbout
Worm Medsln. It is too stronge and

the way, Miss St. Clair goes the
He
Lord Northcliffe one better.
substituted "airman" for "aviator." She
"loftiman" sheerer Saxon, and
finds
though a syllable longer, easier to ut-

has caus me a lot of trubble. From sins
I feel
I tak the medsln two treatment
strong and well in body an roln an like
work more than before. The which Is
all very well.

'

By

late

ter.

But Dr.

Sir,

a grate chang has
\

(

"

"

of a Great Sipgler." She has jusC pubhshed a booK ot reminlSCHnces
"The Enchanted Past." A London reviewer says that her manner in this
book is somewhat discursive; "her matter often relates to the comparatively unimportant doings of not particularly distinguished people; but
there is always a value in actual memories, no matter to what they, relate,
and these pages, written by a woman, whose early life was spent in different parts of Europe and in close contact with the great, are full of

0

1

*G. H. N." writes to The Herald: "You know, of course, that Adams
both died on the 4th of July, 1826. It seems to me that we
l.avo an opportunity for a unique and very appropriate memorial on the
r.nd Jefferson

coming July 4th. Let a large chorus—say "the Apollo Club, the Har\'ard
Alumni Chorus, the Harvard Glee Club, etc. give on July 4th the 'Anacreon in Heaven,' using Thomas (Robert Treat) Paine's words of 'Adams

entertainment." One of her earliest recollections is that of Paris shortly
before the Franco-German war.
"She recounts a story told by the Due de Gramont to her father of
how, just before the outbreak of war, the Empress, incensed by the Emperor's gloomy view of things, rushed to one of the gre^t windows of the
palace and struggled with the fastenings.
" 'What are you going to do?' cried the Emperor in alarm.
" 'I am going to shout to the people from this window, "You have
but one coward in France, and that man is the Emperor"
" 'And she would have done it, too,' said the Duke.'
She remembers Home, the medium, who "once at my father's house
In the Rue des Bassins, whilst in a trance, floated, stiff and rigid, out oi
one window and came back through another."
At a royal drawing-room she attended in'TLondon, Mrs. CavendisliBentinck was angered by the obstruction of a very short and stout lady
in front of her. Mrs. Cavendish-Bentinck waited till the next few ladie^
were allowed to proceed. "When the barrier was raised she quietly took
a hairpin from her head and jabbed it into the fattest part of her adver-l
sary's back! The latter, with a loud squeal, turned round to see what ha<l
happened, thus enabling Mrs. Cavendish-Bentinck to push past her."

—

und Liberty' instead of those
John Craig

in 'The

Star Spangled Banner.'

will be the director of a School of the

tablished in connection with the Leland Powers School.

reviving

"Common

Clay," with Mr. Craig and

Theatre after "Dancing Mothers," which
ful

is

Theatre to be es-

There

Mary Young,

is

talk of

at the Copley

deservedly having a success-

nn.

John Ervine, dramatist, and dramatic critic of the Observer (Lonagain in hot water. Not content with reproaching the Prince of
Wales for his enunciation and pronunciation of English, he recently object«d to the absence of fleshings when fair ladies strut and cavort in a
rerue. He made bold to say In print that "the human knee is not a pretty
St.

don),

is

Is uglier than the male knee,"
Mr. Caleb Porter of the Prince of Wales' Theatre at once arose in
his wrath and asked on what principles of criticism Mr. Ervine based his
charge. "I do not think Leonardo, or Alfred Stevens or Degas is in
agreement with him. In my own humble opinion the human knee is every
knee
bit as subtle and beautiful as the human eye. As for the feminine

Bight"; that "the feminine knee

The Metropolitan Opera House retains Verdi's "La Forza del Destine"
repertoire for next season. The libretto has been considered a

In Its

handicap, being of the old "cloak-and-dagger" order.
When the opera
was given last March at Dresden, a new text prepared by Franz Werfel,
dramatist and author of the novel "Verdi," was used. Great was the success of the production. Will the Metropolitan take advantage of this new.

being uglier than the masculine—Fie! Mr. Ervine. A lady told a shoemaker that one of her feet was larger than the other. 'On the contrary,
Madam,' he replied, 'I find one foot smaller than the other.'-"
"Anti-Bare" was in thorough agreement with Mr. Ervine's remarks

'Jbrfstto?

This is not the first instance of a "new libretto being fitted to old
operatic music.
"Cosi fan tutte" and "Eluryanthe" have been tinkered
There are other instances. Miss Farrar has doctored "Carmen" to suit
herself, and the memory of the remarkable "Carmencita and the Soldier,"
with Bizet's music re-arranged, performed here by the Russians, will not
\soon fade.

and
regarding the ugliness of bare legs, but he is "a fellow Ulsterman
girls
chorus
introducing
of
practice
Presbvterian." He thinks that the
the producer.^
vrlth bare legs has become general because it is cheap for
items.
"Silk or artificial silk stockings or tights are nowadays expensive
the Observer
Listen, ladies and gentlemen, to the letter written to
by Penelope Spencer of the Lyric Theatre, Hammersmith:
"Sir—As first dancer, or, if Mr. St. John Ervine prefers a more re-

Prank Waller conducted the Lamoureux Orchestra in Paris on June
Arthur Shattuck, pianist, was the soloist. Richard Burgin gave a
on June 7. Mrs. Peroux-Williams gave a recital on June 2, when
she sang four songs by Loeffler and three by Carpenter. Mr. Burgin played
with Lamoureux's orchestra, concertos by Brahms, Prokofieff and MendeliBOhn.
p, H.
\

6 and
recital

Hammersmith, may
fined expression, 'premiere danseuse,' at the Lyric,
and those of
I be allowed to say, in the first place, that my knees
not uncovered
sister dancers are not ugly; in the second place, they are

my

Miss Landuring any part of our performance; and even if they were, as
David,
Rubens,
Botticelli,
Praxiteles,
Phidias,
with
hold
chester's are, I
more attractive
Etty, Leighton and Albert Moore that the leg uncovered is
in common
than the leg covered with a silk stocking? Mr. Ervine differs
whose works,
with many painters of a late 19th century French school
cater especially
reproduced, may be seen in those shop-vnndows which
they are, to an
as
entitled,
is
He
Paree.'
'Gay
to
trippers
for English
not altogether
perhaps
though
opinion—
profitable
case
a
opinion—in their
entitled, or so it
founded upon the laws of pure aesthetics, but he is not
upon it a serious
seems to me, to make an ex-cathedra assertion, and found

ways. From till I tak
mild
jthe medsln two treatment I was
an of a sweet disposition an were known
iby slch throughout the country roun
I

over

we

turned for inforMan Trans"Anthropo-metamorphosis,
work
mation to that invaluable
how divers People
^formed; or the Changeling, showing the various ways
Good old John
alter the Natural Shape of some part of their Bodies."
curious
Bulwer of the 17th century wrote the book, which is stuffed with
Cumana
and entertaining information. He informs us that the women of
knees
wore certain bands about theh- knees. Not because they thought
for a
esteem
they
"which
hips,
and
thighs
their
ugly, but to thicken
Bulwer thought
beauty." These bands were their only article of dress. Mr.
as those to
that women with lean shanks were not so disposed to morality
whom Nature had been kinder. We regret to say that Mr. Bulwer does
of the
not dwell particularly on the subject of knees, not even the knees

As

for the beauty or the ugliness of the knee,

gods or goddesses.

Then there Is the subject of eyelashes. Women in the tKeatres of
Paris wear eyelashes, if nothing else. One, a film actress, in the course
bursting of
cf the production, lost the eyelashes of her right eye by the
w lamp. She sued the producing company and was awarded 20,000 francs
damages. The company's lawyer thought the sum excessive. ^ "With a
charms,
not very complimentary estimate of the luxuriance of the lady s
damages
he put the number of her eyelashes at 20, and worked out the
However, the jury, doubtless charmed by the
pt 1000 francs apiece.
actress
lashes remaining upon the left eye, remained unmoved, and the
got her money."
A singer in a Montmartre cafe was not so fortunate. She happened
to faint. The manager put her on a sofa in her dressing room and opened
the window. This gave her pneumonia, but the jury was hard-hearted,
though she had the use of two eyes to melt their hearts.

Some years ago Mrs. Godfrey Bearse, the daughter of Mario and
Grisi, the famous singers, visited Boston, partly, if not chiefly, for the
yurposs of gathering material for the biography entitled, "The Romance

me

In other

I

Is

very patient. Now Blr all
myself.
I feel very civil to
BO that on Satday last one

vnguents and waters made to that end,
Is
whereby they think their beauty
think thus
greatly decored. Doo they
workman
ito adulterate the Lord his
ship and to be without offence?
'

I

'

escape
"Doe these women thlnke to
Judgement of God. who hath
the
their
when
glory
fashioned them to his
alter and
great audacltle dareth to

An

erbout.

Chang an

So much
Jephtha Smith cuss me an I box him
down too hard an him threaten to run
law wld me.
the aforeSir. from your kindness, tf
respectful
said person run law wld me I
were no
It
for
Honor
asks to see His
medsln
other than the Hook Worm
manner.
make me act In slch a fierce need
be an
In
help
Expectln your kind
remain,
your Indulgence ever crave, 1

(Charge."

seeing "The Black
This reminds us that there is a possibility of
many, years ago,
shocked
that
show
Crook" in New York next season, the
were crowded.
performed
was
which
it
in
theatres
the
that
with the result
exposure of
OUve Logan wrote a violent article against the shameful
exactly
women in tights. "The Black Crook," if it were to be revived- inpresentto
seem
would
produced,
originally
was
it
which
the manner in
show, admirably
day audiences a singularly modest, in fact, a rather dull
will not be in the
planned for a vestry entertainment. Alas, the Majiltons
revival. Is any one of the three living ?

-

'

Tour

as ever.

change his workmanship In them? make
"Doe they suppose that they can
made
themselves fairer than God. who
they plalnb
us all' For In this doing,
lus
in
convince the Lord of untruth
made man
word, when he sayd that he
In his

>

patient,

to be
'""^Vnd^^also they deny the Lord
almlghtle or bothc,
either merciful or

I

God at all: f r
so, consequently no
them Uure,
he could not have made
and If he
then is he not almlghtle.
Is hee not a
could and would not. then
least
feared
be
Is
to
merciful God; so It
Judgement the Lord win

and

„

. _„
Lanthe attention of the Modem
reguage Department been called to a the
on
Electraglst
the
cent editorial In
w. A.
"reflxturlng" of homes?

Has

if

<

flat the

Fall River.

•'he
that
learn from Mr. F. EMwards
of
Philip FUmer Is the chairman
photothe commercial section of a
General
the
of
graphic department
Mr.
Motors Company, Detroit, Mich.
Fllmer is surely eligible for membership In our hall of fame.
last
Mr. Edwards had the pleasure
Monday night of hearing a soprano

We

Mr

seems

yesWe killed a very pleasant hour
Journals
terday by perusing up-country
we
Hems
other
n the B. P. L. Among

"Clement Small submitted to an opertonsils at the C.
ation for removal of
a
G Hospital this week. HeandIs Is
student at Boston University
vacation."
summer
home for the
too. have attended that univerwe could find
sity and OS nearly as
vacation was an Integral part

M

We

originally published

came upon the following which
show that, even In those early

days they had the "flapper" and that
they took her much more seriously than
we do at present.
There Is much Interesting reading In
Stubbs'B

"Anatomy" and many

i

read:

As the World Wags:
Sometime ago In looking over a rethe
print of Stubbes'a "Anatomy of

to

|

As the World Wags:

YESTERDAY, AS TODAY

England"

his wrath
Inevitable

.^^^^

OUR HALL OF FAME

In

them and in
heavie and

ashamed of me,
departe. for you were
and of my creation In you.

Miss Eurethra Hendricks, with a
white American Beauty, was voted a
prize winner In a beauty contest at the
annual rose festival at Thomaavllle, Ga.

1583, I

of
this

against Uiem:
sentence condemnatorle
cursed. Into
•Departe from me. you
for the devi
everlasting fire, prepared
not: (I say)
you
know
I
Angels:
and Ms

"There Is No Death," broadcast
by the Varsity Tire Entertainers.

m

day

ashamed

'denounce

solo,

Abuses

,

this their

Imported that
colouring of their faces
faire enouph
they think themselves not
untrue t
and then must God needs be

(Bgd.) Abljah Thomas.

As the World Wags:

own image. Therefore

,

of the

matters against which he thunders are
complained of today, and curiously
enough. In much the same terms.
"The women of Allgna use to colour
their faces with certain oyles, liquors.

out.' this

of the college year,
I

I*

W. BUEU*,

^tonebanu

YIDDISH ART PLAYERS
GIVE "LUFT MENSCH"
Comedy—Dfama Well

Received

by

Large Audience
The
night

House.

yiddi.sh

Art Theatre Players last
at the Grand Opera

presented

Washlnston

street,

'.'The

Luft

.Mensch." a conitdy drama by Simyone
by
Yusketvits, which was well received
Maurice Schwartz us
a large audience.
enEllas Gold, a marriage broker who
make
ters the business in an effort to
until
successful
both ends meet, is very

—

,

,!

WVH
fh.

Winter had laid
A cold and numbing hand

Upon my burning .wound.
And I had said;

Now am

Bellarina sympathetically played
arts of the two sisters, interested

'

Uie

in

night,

I well again.

But yesterday,

same man.

golden crocus fn my path,
bii-d upon the wing—
And all ray paln

A
A

Included amons thoae who fllstlngulshed themselves. In their playing
were Sonia Rodina, Anna Appll, Anna
"The
TeFtollain and Isador Cashier.
Dybbuk," a play that enjoyed a long
run in New York, will be staared to-

Has ooms

to

A.

I

be Senectute

who

I

brother coldly.
"Yes," I replied. "I bethink me of
into
the heroine of Nancy, who slipped
that
her father's place when she saw
decimated.
he was to be am&ng the
Her act saved every doomed man,
woman and child In the city. I thrill
Wlnklerled. who,
to the story of Arnold

secret only for those

The Sphinx has a

wink.—H. M. Tom-

do not see her

llnson.
I

the age of
Sir Oliver Lodge, at
when a
seventy-five, believes that
man retires he becomes younger. did1
than I
am feeling younger today
Every
when I was in the harness.
good time, for
one should retire in
But he also
there is no tonic like it."
retire before you
to
want
"You
savs:
it gives you sol
are played out, for
all
much more opportunity to do
fair to pre-:
that you desire." It is
does not,
sume, then, that Sir Oliver

The Herald

j

and "Sunday
B.".
"T. R.
"The
(School teacher" for variants of
pubSunday School Song" which was
'

lished in this

{

ine

was
Solomon was a wise man and ha
short of ca.sh,

I

|

mental

7.

song
following verses were not In the
'we quoted:

]

complete

column on June

and.

physical inaction.

Sol
Along came queen of Sheba and
he made a mash;
and
suffragette
a
was
But Sheba
wished to stay a maid,
proverba, tho he
So he took to writing
was a king by trade.

Daniel was a naughty man,
mind the king,
„,„v
^
heard of euoh
The king said he

attributed

Be put him

years

play golf and
David, few are able to
Few have
tennis or climb mountains.

"Every
middle life.
hobby to save him in his
the acHaving no hobby, freed from
some comcustomed routine, without

is there for
to do, except to
the once active
reading Cicero s
seek consolation by
and endeavor to

what

Senectute"
diet?
lengthen his days by a low
Many, haviAg seen tUft

"De

',^a

11

ivsr.

Inples:

men

that, missing the rou-

go
which once chafed them,
conscious
T»aaenly to seed. They are

i!ne

"I shall
that they are "out of it."
reading
have time to read." But
at ease in
live
can
"I
palls.
quickly
pathetic
Europe." Is there any more
expatriobject than an unoccupied,
city or
ated American in a European

At

on the Riviera? "I can travel."
accustomed
seventy one misses the
familiar
comforts, the talk with
mortar
friends, even the bricks and
and valued
of the town that knew

work,
No, work, especially mental
obliged
keeps a man young. He is
with
associate more or less
to
and ambitious men, whether

younger
medicine;
law or
practises
he
jou™alwhether he is a broker or a
worked reasonably, 11
ist. If he has
the mahe has lived temperately,
at sevchine should run effectively
his age
enty. He should not show
nor in the exface, paunch or walk,

m

one expects
ercises of his mind. No
folded hands!
Sir Oliver to sit with
mind. He may think,

and sluggish

but ten
say, that he has retired,
himself in
to one he will still busy

may

scientific
philosophic speculation and
How can he do other-

investigation.

wise?

Thomas

Browne,

had eaten a piece of his own son; of
Bajazet when he went into the Iron
cage; of Oedipus when he first came to
know that he had killed his father and
married his, own mother."
We add a fourth: of Mr. Herkimer
carefully Inspecting his only
dress shirt to see If It will serve him
for the fifth evening.

Johnson,

We

Circle,"

a Chmese

will be presented.

drama,

/
Th{

must come

best writing

of

gift

a

rafonen^'/

- V.'^Tn'thrWiTr-

^e'for
Jlir^P^^to^s' Who' would
who contemn the
th\Tr limbs, "^women

I

I'"

duty,

|tealand_splendor_ofm

have been

chandelier

—

i

tcrtainers. one of the
sical

\

r
1'

Ws

f

J-afj'^^^J
"Shenandoah" in the
musical
some good fortune In originally
comedy 7^he came. I think
if
Is she living, and

5

1

,,

be ^venntfghjy luuTaf
M._TOMUNSON.

cent of lt.-H.
'

AND THEy'lAUGHED!

=

review to
quote from Mr. Agate's
the Sunday Times:
"The time will never be "^'Vnt
Mr
Mr^
fall to laugh at
llsh audience will
description of a man
Biliy Bennett's
with a long beard as •lo<'^''l«,,%«
tall
left the'^^fl
had swallowed a horse and

We

Bob and Gale Sherwood and their enmost versatile muin
dancing organizations
and

I
j

I

English humor
Here are examples of
laughter at the
uproarious
awoke
that
"Sugarl" wbea He
Artists' Benevobenefit of the Variety
The benefit^
_
lent Fund and Institution.
than £3000.
netted considerably more

I

think

rs%rod"

SHERWOODS ARE
KEITH'S FEATURE

!

readers
^cryTu°,^or'Infone of yourJ6sephine
ten'me'what has become of success m
greatest
Hall, who had her

Or at Mr. Dick Hender
out.'
old lady who had
son'! a^ccount of the
Do you
been bumped Into by ^ tram^
Jy<lf
want damages?' asked the '^th
asperity^
ages?' the dame answered
Robb Wilton
'Fve got 'em.' Or at Mr.

hanelng

,

vaudeville, are the headliners at B. F.
Keith's Theatre this week. Bob and Gale
started their stage career with a piano
duo. They kept growing until now they
describe murder,
have nine others in their company. Each whose mag^trate can
instrument. Ts a^prank.' The time will never come
is a specialist on his or her
to laugh at
cease
Each can sing well and all of the men When audiences will
There is no 'These three actors in their own persons
can dance novelty steps.
Eehtleman wlU.
with
-nd ot liarmony when the men .1oln
Mr Bennett, 'almost a
dress-coat
Bob and Gale in some of the Jazz and his hob-nail boots, maculate
wide, as Jaques
o'd-fashioned song numbers.
and shank a world too
Bl-unk hose
Wilfred & Mills were given prolonged might h"ave said, for his
eyes of a Job or
applause for their efforts In "China." is a sight for the sore
sightJeremiah."
One of the pair is a negro sailor pulled
seeing in China. He appears being
Mr. Agate to
portraypartner
This led the admiring
in a jinrikisha by his
portrayal of
Ing a Chinese coolie. TJhe
cutting
actor has a "^?.V^ru'can= laugh at ^ man
the Chinese is good and the
yo«r
which
the background o,
wealth of funny throat sounds, There capirs against
Jokes at ip^
narlour wall and cracking
puts over his part to advantage
hanged
I'm
but
amount of the fare
of a cat's-whisker,
s a dispute over the
The" the
over pay- tf you can laugh with him
and when the sailor argues
buffoone^
services
the
for
and understanding of
low"
spirit
ment of a 'moo
national
our
ot
l?e part and parcel
The house echoes with l-'^l^t-fI^e make^.p. So grave a Professor as the
but they have
three
& Mills are old timers,
out
pointed
over to the saUs
late Henry Morley
a new act and it went
that the
of a century ago
audience.
Quarters
large
the
of
faction
tragedy
Pretty act Wghesrand truest exaltation of
Paul Remos presented a
English aumidgets. One is so his difficulty In keeping an
with the aid of two
""b-ken
in
of
stage
on the
.efence in a state
Ismail that 1 e i,s carried
stretch. If the Qia
size he is a
for two hours at a
n^r^ve ing hag. Despite his
laushing-places
ot complenty
fails to provide
o«ers
matist
and
'good acrobat
is the aangei
fnr hl<! audience, there
them
good dancing that the audience will discover
"'joseph B. Stanley has a
That
1^ one of
on its own account.
I

II

Providence.

'

'

1-

I

|

the "Two
'"VlTe^recent performance of
pleasure even
Orphlns" gave me infinite original prothough I had not seen the younger genthe
ductfon. HOW I wish
he made to see
eration of actors might
diction as som
such
of
value
real
vn this re
of the actors and actresses
though I fancy there

1-

1

I

t

I

I

I

i

'

vivIfshow°e" even
of
are a vast number
f^^f^a.^^
least
have not the
the present time who
means.
idea of what diction
a school based
How I wish there were Williams
school
H„o r,f the Henry
and for which
l\«:ndld,
wht^h
?o"r gYrl
B^^teful: reading spellI Im supremely
their full
and writing were given
adamant as to provalue fnd he was

'

e^

so«y

comedies
"she"°sang'ln many musical

-1 rrt^^iris^v of^xraidV-

and':pereTtas, some of .Y^V^^^e ^"^I^r"
)! "A
'^:ifal"s"elle^'lwkrniJ^^lf
"l.i.U
took
J,
j^ggg
Max
from
"Oirl
Vn
fhTparTS" Pranne

^rsTe)
(1888),

fu"ny

a'ct:

One

of

them takes the par

Im's."

"TAKE THE RAP"
Dear As The World Wags:

slang, which
a low aptitude for
out of
I Justify
even ser
and
magazlnes. newspapers
i

Lve

mons

enumerating
rarities in pictures, mentlone>d "draughts
of thrpe passionate looks; of Thyestes
when he was told at the table that he
sir

I

"The Chalk
\

Friday evening

Thursday.

ire

^^^^ HOWABD.

stlU milder word
lulssed a putti
-

and

JOSEPHINE HAUL

?r^

"T?e Dybbuk,"
ers in An-sky P'«<=\5°"'^'i^X
performtomorow evening. No

" 'Rubbish- is
Prince of Wales."
beginning "to take
be a proof that he is
earnestness.
life with new
the
told ^hat he said

we'll have
The^'^kf^Tg 7a!i. "Salome,
none of that here",
said, and
Salome
The hell you say".

men who have

HOUSE^t-RANDTpV
Yiddish Art Play-

the golf oath for the
This is supposed to

'

was a dancer, so runs the
Bible tale;
^
,
without a
She did a hooohy-koochy

the

Mothers,

in the leading

-

J-

Salome

kicked

"retired,"
of Sir
not agree to the dictum
They remember pitiable ex-

active

s

Mary Young

,

gave the king the laugh.

man

COPLEY—"Dancing
with

It is.
wish inai mi.
,
succesisiui career.
of a Vuc'ce'ss'ful
mejits Of
<,..-r.t-PKsion worthy of Vnpnts
when we see great
would supply an expression
that 1 may not ^h^efore ifkely that
so
not
heroism
may
of
we
time
rhls form
decent people by prose for the first
"'
be tempted to shock
not
It, and may
know
rap.
the
took
"^^^k
X
out "They
wnrtlne oui
blurtmg

burned up

D.
But they wore asbestos B. V.

love.

I

Abednego.
Shadrach. Meshach, and
so they
Wouldn-t mind the king and
Into^'the ^flery 'furnace to be
just like chaff,

^n

patriotism.'

the lions' teeth.

day:

interest,

^

underneath,

s

pelling

ing they suffered
lated themselves through

he pulled
But Daniel was a dentist and

like Tennyson
the courage to sail,
even though
Ulysses, far to the West,
Isles Sirthey may touch the Happy
the other
Bruce Bruce-Porter said
boy should learn a

Dixon
two weeks.

vicariously— Immo-

a funny thing;
m a manhole, with Uons

by the careless to Kmg,

;

Cecile

'""Sl'miS'-'^ranswered to his horror,
pedantry of say"to avoid the clumsy

wouUtn't

new

,

,

1

man's mental
It all depends on a
is past t^ie
resources, for after one
psalm
allotted by Moses in the

Green

;

of
became for making magic out
^^^\^'l'>^^^
crj-mg 'Make way for liberty,'
gift le not
of the commodities to us, and that
ranks
the
open
to
wedge
a living
bwlss
generous ^ojX^ Uom
distributed by the
enemy Over his dead body theKlorlous
of the
rushed to victory. I recall that
which go the ^ound
who during the barrows
babies are
many
old man, LolseroUe^,
where
son
neighborhoods
his
Terror answered the call for
credulity,
"Then
bom as are faith, hope and enormous
and perished on the guillotine.
Carton-the
Sydney
cause
have
that
we
In fiction
those virtues
t
picture papers and
"When I seek a glass of water I don
fol- circulations of the
want a deluge," was his rebuke,
material for the careers
wouldn't form
f^.^ th..
the ready
"You
remark.
^^^°-\"]r
the
of famous..^^ K'ory
Towed by
„,ory u
the of statesmen and the
we see.
BpLk of such heroes as "Taking
T, i, more unusual.
,,,
„

i"Mao,"

|

recommend

Indebted to "C. F. H.,"

la

WIlBtJIi—"The

'

play with
Michael Arlen'3 famous
Howard ,^ <
Katherine Cornell, Leslie
Last
and others.

my

W.

Ij.

Tom

Bantam

itoarrylnK

heart's desire."
people
"I don't remember such low
and such incidents. Can't you lift your
said
higher?"
something
thoughts to

life

God help mo bear
This agony of springl

Tuesday and Wednesday.

by

JaJl

an un(welKht 90 pofiinds). There was
certain
derstanding between her and a
place
deputy sheriff that her notorious
being
should be raided at set times. It
rap.
the
'took
in Tom'8 name, he always
the
When his term was served, he andverra
(who loved Tom as "a
sheriff
hopethough
hrither")—parted sadly,
After a period of subjection to
fully
took
his huge wife, little Tom again
his
the rap' and returned to the scene of

(For as the World Wags)

Baratoft was amusing as Jlomla,
bachelor, while Miriam Ellis and

7

of

AWAKENED SOR

finds a tragedy on his ban4i.
'Title the play centres chiefly on the
[ffScter so splendidly portrayed by
iaH(»wartz, the entire supporting comwas essential to Its success. Ben-

liljKy

a

I

buttress

my

position

many

of

still
i

our

Trther by proving that Idiomatic exmosrvlgorous words and
pressions, originated as s'^f
Herald ediJoyously I read a recent hopefully I
the Rap"
torial on "Take
to use
opportunity
looked forward to an

mel

I

rade

have no change

exclaimed
tip the waitress,"
brother after a hotel <Jlnr>er.
suppose I must 'take the rap,

my

to

"I
replied brazenly,
purist,

he looked

whereupon,

1

I

belng^

disgusted before he

me to explain.
„ I
"Why it means the prostitution.
punishment—to
vicarious
"of
said

asked

a
to Jail for
sordid purposes— going
you remembootlegger for money. Don't
womanhood—
of
a ton
ber Mrs.
widow, who kept out
,

whiskey selling

|

,

gave King

Shakespeare
t?e reasons why
and why your
Lear a fool for company,
care to prowrUer of melodrama takes satisfy the
to
vide a comic under-plot
The Engllsn
aopetite for the absurd.

^-re^^
have always cherished a of Cor^eiUe
drama
for the humourless
whilst tne
and Victor Hugo,
Pflclne
failed to unWretch haTe sovereignly
lifts
derstand

the

one

quality

,'^hlch

the subject."

MAJESTIC^"The

I

of

j

I

^

'^f.HX:tupid

WiHF"laiigK3-lhroughourT5^ a result.
with a song.
They conclude their number
DeGrofCs.
Otl^ers on the bill are Aerial
and Ida Ma>
Hilly Abbott. George Llbby
Kirkland
Paul
Lelpsig,
Sparrow: Nat
and Grey. „
and company, and Clifford
^

I

"

Lawrence

Big

Pa\

Stallings's story

,F

IN ROME,
HORACE HAD LIVED
1926.
N. v., A.D.
(Book I. Ode

.

John Gilbert and
of the war, with
week.
Last
'Eenee Adoree.
PLYMOUTH—"Merry, Merry,
Harry Puck,
musical comedy with
Harry ArKatherine Morris, the
and others. Third
cher orchestra

25).

Lyd. no longer flapper.
dapper
Where s now hid your endless
Egg-and-butter men,— eh, where.
movies.
He who took you to the

TJ-lliinant

"souvles..
Bought you colored program
your hair;
in the days you bobbed supper;
He who asked you out to Papa
He who basked as "Sugar called
jou
Where's the one you
.

Enemy,"
Helen Ford
with
comedy
musical

""tREMONT—"Dearest

Second
Purcell.
Charles
and
(Matinee, Thursday
week
=5aturday this week.)

and

"spare"
each wanted pet-ting.
gettlngf
did they succeed in
was the air!
All you gave them
Did you but
Fickle Jade!
Rouge will fade but fast

Lyd

I say,

What

'

—
—

—

aS

1

Some pWvsr
TIs

,

II

I

manase a whelk
replied

was

It

(

:

I

;

a

called Cain, but the policy Is
"High Torj'Ism, High
nothing altered:
.Churchmen, High Farming and old Port
good enough motto after
forever."
B. M.
think?
nil, don't you

man

A

WITHOUT SURQERY
As

athletic

have enlarged
women. If deep

the feet and ankles of
thinkers are to be believed,

and

collars

soft living

so

tight

have made that

|

thyroid cartilage known as Adam's
apple less prominent. It is also gravely
stated that this cartilage was not present In thick -necked prehistoric man.
When Adam bit Into the apple, that
fatal fruit which, tasted, brought all our
jwoes, a chunk stuck in his throat;
he«:;e the prominence playing up and
Perhaps Dr. Oliver Wendell
down.
Holmes foresaw the elimination when
he wrote:

O my

"But,

my

friend!

|

|

j

it

made

—

\

by any means certain

thatj

the fruit cordially recommended by the)
The rabbi andj
serpent was an ,apple.
other learned nien. Sir Thomas Browne!
among these last, have discussed the^
question, but not with convincing conA
Franz von Wendrin, the Gerelusion.

man

who

archaeologist,

Eden

the Garden of
miles north of

.

in

lOOj

of Tabarl, stating it was
a stalk of corn, to the monstrous theory of Hadrian Beverland,
Origlnale,"
"Peccatun
whose book,
caused his imprlBomnent at Leydexu

Arab chronicle
simply

YIDDISH ART PLAYERS
TO PRESENT "DYBBUK"
Planned
Each of Three Nights

Yelt^s

:

i

1

To be attracted by the populace reflects no discredit upon a composer
Alexander Brent-Smlth.

POTTED POLYPHONICS
other

Would
I

1

the banjulele, suggesting
combinations).

chant a willow waly,

would choose a banjulele

To accvme^y mv

tenor Mario.
London Journals Just received announce her death.
It must
have followed quickly the publication
of the book.
A correspondent of the
Dally Telegraph wrote of her: "I knew
Mrs. Pearse very well Indeed, and she
u.sed to come here to see me and sing
to ine.
She was born in Clapham Park,
and her father and mother lived in this
road, and later in Atkins road, next
door.
Mrs. Pearse was a most lovable
and charming lady, and she hcd all the
taking ways of her father and mother,
and she could sing most beautifully, and
her voice had all that charm which
cannot be taught."
A heaitfelt tribute, even if there Is
superfluity of "ands." Mrs. Pearse was
greatly liked in Boston wlien she came
here in search of material for her earlier

No vow to
No pledge

Grisl.

was

led

Ernest Newman wrote of Charles
Hackett as the count in "The Barber
of Seville" at Covent Garden that he
began unpromisingly. "Here and there
during his singing of his difficult opening aria I thought I had rarely heard a
nose will) a worse voice.
But in the
later scenes having steadied himself,
no doubt he developed a much better
production, sang very acceptably for
the most part, and proved himself to

—

polsThonlc moan;

1

a

be

particularlj'

flne-fingered

actor.

But for his rather unfortunate opening,
indeed, his Almaviva would have been
one of the best things we have had
this season."

Madame
member of

once an admired
the Boston opera company,
has a part in "Hearts and Diamonds"
the
a musical piece adapted from
Viennese, playing in London. It is said
for
the
middle-aged
that she is "too
part."

Edvina,

Alas, the inexorable years!

Mr. Bates Torrey

1

of

Boston has writ-

"The Patriot's Paean" for the Philadelphia "Sesqui." Alice L. Woodcock
has written the music.
ten

"Believe

it

_By

LANSING

these

ROBINSON.

R.

Now it Is Inconceiv'fell out.'
sonnets could
able that the 'Dark Lady'
Southapply to an 'affair' with either
ampton or Pembroke as the Pointer
them
would not have dared to publish
Kempe

SUICIDE

Truth

Says

Late,

too

Colored

Husband

were

at least while both noblemen
great promiliving (1609) and men of

Inquest was held on Wednesday
last to Investigate the circumstances
attending the deaths of a Moor and his
wife (a white woman), which took
on Monday night last under
place
tragic circumstances. It appeared from
tiie evidence of the deceased man s secretary, Michael Cassio, that the two,
who had only recently been married,
had lived very happily, until his employer had come under the influence of

An

manager, a

bis

man named

engraved:
"Dedicated by the Orpheum Circuit
of Theatres which introduced to vaude-

is

the

world's

greatest

Can you beat it? It Is a question
showed the poorer taste, the

which

Imor nornhardt's heirs.
Caesar dead and turned to clay
stopping a crack to keep the wind away

.\merlcans
perial

the product
other form of

The break between Shakespeare
bo'"
and Kempe Is accounted for « the
Shakespeare and Kempe favoured
obtained
have
may
same lady. Kempe
Lady,
these Sonnets from 'the Dark
The
either surreptitiously or otherwise.
from
them
obtained
printer may have
disKempe, or after his death—Kempe
before
appears from the records shortly

lago.

the
the date of the printing of
this
If Kempe was the man
Sonnets.
1609

Who

art.

cares about

Caesar
the love affairs of busy people—
Bishop Burnett, Catherine of Russia,

I
I

or

when

Idler.

the

But

Henry Ford?

Mr.

Napoleon,

Catullus,

or

Stendhal
spen'

dilettante, or Proust, who
Inmuch of his life In bed. choose to Foi
form us of their hearts, we listen.

the

the posthe ramifications are Infinite,
enormous.
sibilities of pleasure and pain
we wish
when
And It Is Blgnlflcant that
turn to
to know about love we have to
France, since for a whole century there
was there an Idle class to whom love
was the only Important thing.

BONAMY DOBBEE.

THE

SPIRIT OF "O. M."

By
As the world wags:

about

articles

newspaper
Various
"Margery" have brought to my memory
a manuscript poem, long In the possesunder
sion of my family and written
peculiar circumstances.
In Wayland, back in

the

eighteen

evening a group of rather distinguished persons In the New
Tingland of those days, including LydU'
Maria Child, Judge Story, the famous
Wetmor°
Jurist and father of William
Story, sculptor and poet, and the Rev.
Edmund Sears, author of the beautiChristmas hymn, "Calm on the
ful
Listening Ear of Night." decided to try
the planchette as an amusement.

The
signed
cilled

one

following

"By the
note by

poem was produced,

Spirit of O.

my

M."

A

pen-

father on the original

present— states:
manuscript— he was
"I saw the above written by a young
lady with a planchette, and she had no
more poetry In her than a goose. T. F.

W."

May I ask It any
umn has ever seen

reader of your col-

poem In print,
some writer or
in an anthology: either anonymous or
credited to some author?
either in the

works

this
of

CHARLES

ST. C.

WADE.

Taunton.

WHEN MARY WAS A

LASSIB

The maple trees are tinged with red.
The birch with golden yellow.
And high above the orchard walk
Hang apples rich and mellow.
that's the way through yonder
lane.
That looks so still and grassy.
The way I took one Sunday eve.

And

When Mary was

a

still

nence!

about
sort of love worth writing
every
of leisure, like

The
Is

of

woman,

a newspaper of today:

MIXED MARRIAGE, MURDER AND
Finds

„

Wonder' to
to
maiden name, a not uncommon mode
married
use in a dedication, even to a
and
at that date) Shakespeare

Miss Elizabeth A. Drew In her study
of "The Modern Novel" telU. how the
tragedy of "Othello" would be reported
In

lassie.
, the Spirit of O. M.

"Dark
the "puzzle" as to Shakespeare's
your
Lady." I wonder if you or any of
reoffer
to
criticisms
readers have any
recently
garding an item that appeared
It runs:
In an English publication.
time that
"It Is known that about the
'Nine Days
his
Will Kempe dedicated
Anne Fitton (using her

those days.,

in

lane

THE D'ARK LADY
As the World Wags:
Dear sir—Not long ago you spoke

we thought

or not,"

were hot songs

sixties,

After making inquiries as to the
visit.
grave's location I succeeded in locating
it after much wandering.
I was not expecting to find a stately
tomb, as in Pere la Chaise the size of
the monument often seems to be in
inverse ratio to the historical size of its
occupant, but I was disappointed at
the small space alloted to Bernhardt. A
stone canopy, about two feet high, covers an ordinary sized grave and bears
no inscription but her name, except that
on its side, occupying the major part
of it is a bronze tablet and on the tablet

ville in America
artist. A. D. 1924.

They'll carry us through yonder
That looks so still and grassy,
Adown the lane I used to go.

When Mary was a

bind,
I seek,
kind.
Only be
Speak to me, speak."

—

—

r-inatlng

cult of

Be my heart heard
Or It wiJ breai
For one kind word.

BERNHARDT'S TOMB

will present
The Yiddish Art Players
and fas"The Dybbuk." a dramatic
lore, at,

(On the

out.

here's another favorite with the

And

young tenors in the square piano period;
you remember the sort— Prince Albert
coat, fancy whiskers, queer trousers and

The Herald spoke last Sunday of a
book of reminiscences by Mrs. Godfrey
Pearse, the daughter of the famous

Notes and Lines:
was wandering through Pere la
I
Chaise last summer, Idling or rather
what wa.s that word that Horace Wallliole coined to express the act of stumbling 'upon something interesting while
I can't recall it,
not hunting for it?
but well, I was hoping to do that, when
the
Divine Sarah,
that
remembered'
I
had been buried there since my last

for

tale of Jewish folk
tonight, Thursthe Grind opera House
day and Friday nights.
of the most
-^he "Dybbuk" is one
Yiddish plays and it
highly favored of
one who uneven
that
is BO arranged
need
derstands not a word of Hebrew
t acted.
is
not lose a point, so cleverly printed In
Is
play
this
A svnopsis of program, so that the
English in the
Addiacting may bo easily followed.
planned for
tional features have been
each performance, and on Sunday night
the feajture will be Ibsen's "Ghost."

drawn

iThan

tight shoes:

located in 1024!

Mecklenburg

Berlin, said that If;
Paradise had been in Mesopotamia, Eve
would have handed Adam a date or a
There have been strange
banana.
opinions about the tree Itself; from the

Additional

yet to be written.
allusion to politics

of long

love,

far
Earth's winter flowers are sweeter
all youth's dewy posies.

were doloroso lugubrloso, and sort

it

don, said:
"The work contains much
that is beautiful and in keeping with
the spirit of St. Francis."

a neck-cloth. by the throat:
of Jove!
But from the funnel of a rusty stove!"(
Is

an

to
so, you see, I've grown
The wrinkles more than roses.

And

by Hans Kindler. The Oxford correspondent of the Daily Telegraph, Lon-

The fruit of Eden ripening In the air,
With that lean head-stalk, that pro-

Nor

was

not

of 24 carefully selected players

man!

of tin!

act

Mr. Loeffler's "Canticle to the Sun,"

nature made you on her modern plan,
Sooner than wander with your windpipe bare,

And have

is

which has not yet been heard In Boston, was performed at the .Sheldonian
theatre, Oxford, late last month. Anne
Thursfleld was the singer; an orchestra

favorite fellow-

truding chin.
standing collars were they

third

the earlier acts.

book about Mario and

If

Wear

who

cians

more than
announced

Pour times to yonder churchyard.
Through the lane so still and grassy.
We've borne and laid away our dead,
Since Mary was a lassie.

,

"Speak to me, speak.

old Orangeman, William Oakley Walbrook, started the "S. T." with John
Corlett In those far, dim days when
journalism was more conscientious than

exercises

of Mussolini's play
a^^tors .ind musiare half Bohemians and
half beggars figure? It was
in August of last year that

"Speak, oh, speak to me again.
For my heart Is full of pain," etc., etc.
And this one was popular:
"Speak to me, only speak love.
Why are those tears on thy cheek?
Give me the answer I seek, love.
Speak to me love, o-o-o-w-n-l-y speak."
That last word "only" to be sung as

which wandering

in

be delivered at his house."
see the hand of my Father in this
de%'ilment: my Grandfather, that fine

Is

W.

What has bscomo

m

the

I

The present owner

summer

A.

There

stall Is to

today.

at

But many a tender sorrow,
And many a patient care,
iHave made those furrows In the face
[That used to be so fair.

I

separated

temporarily
and
mates there was:

Jazzosaxolele,

,

The Sporting Times have taken

lover seemed to be always pleading with the other to speak.
To quote a few of those song^ of an-

lean" breed.

1

I went through yonder lane,
That looks so still and grassy.
Those eyes were bright, those cheeks
were fair,
When Mary was a lassie.

But when

One

I

i

KNUTT.

guished

dally.

that ere the

A.

return!

And in the days of old, lovers' quarballads.
rels apparently created popular

shall be a panjandrummer
And a bandsman of the new "portman-

'

Joynson Hicks
busy running the

up the matter, and have opened a fund
As
to supply Ramsay with the stall.
a matter of fact, they have actually
coming
are
bought the stall, and Subs,
A coat-of-arms (two
shoals.
in
In
whelks couchant on two pins, rampant),
the
Is to be blazoned on the front, and

13

the

think that patient face
thin and faded.
Was once, the very sweetest one
That ever bonnet shaded.
luoKii to

I

"SPEAK TO ME" SONGS

need,

and that, doubtless, the friends and associates of R. M. were better qualified.'

It

On

And a hope

Nation to go Into the shellfish business,'

.

But

.

stall,"

'too

swot rehearsals

I

With the trombanjangle ready tuned

that the
not fit to

was

Government

r.iUlwln
I

my

serve.

letter
Inter-

Ramsay MacDonald

I

rhythmic colour on

nerve,

hear that
•Ton will be amused
following a •tatement made by the unKiH'.ikabla

Its

fluty clarlnoboe
could play the tripping toe beau.
Or a harpslphonlum at need might

to

j

we may

I

you:

est

the

To the

_

RAMSAY AND WHELKS
As the World Wags;
The foUowlnK quotation from a
Just received from England may

the
tone."

a st>T*f^^VTrr nut nDivine sIRh's tomb
ui
into a billboard to advertise a circuit
To what base uses
variety theatres.
i

whispers, "Ah, no,
banjulele sideslip gives

Might Impinge

N. O.

C*nibrldre.

tKe' harplnno.

s;ilrlt

Would I were a happier fellow.
Then in sooth the cymbalella

i

.

my

But

would not those days declare:
thiit I had used my thinker,
not by the shelklng winker,
i.cht now bo on a tear!"

^

—

"

lassie.

cxxvlil
would account for L. 6 of Sonnet
of
'—•Jacks that nimble leap'; for L. 10
also
and
same Sonnet— 'dancing chips,' v,enturlng
(Kempe's
L 13— 'saucy Jacks'
Wonder,' to
to dedicate his 'Nine Days'
Anne Fitton); L. 7 of Sonnet cxxlv— He
for me
write
learned but surety-like to
:

L

11

lost';

sonnet cxxxlv— 'Him have l
Sonnet cxxxv— 'The 'Will' Sonnet'
of

—Kempe's christian name was Will.
Anne Fitton was dark ('Notes from a
Monument Room), and being a married
—
woman, if she was the 'Dark Lady
Sonnet cxlil,' and L. 3 of Sonnet
would apply to her. Further I beMrs. Stopes and other Shakelle(\-e

L

8 of

clll

the
spearian authorities contend that
as
•Dark Lady' Sonnets should be taken
ap
Sonnets,
earlier
separate from the
T.
plying to Shakespeare's patron."
Lady
We have read that the "Darkgiven
In
was a blonde; that her name
baptism was Mary.— Ed.
_

In Mr. Galsworthy's "Punch and Oo."
played In London last month, "the percomfectly awful American manager,
American
plete with cigar, bowler hat,
down
turns
manners
accent and worse
a play of fantasy because he cannot beIs on the
lieve that the public taste
Is
same high level as his own. There
a young
when
moment
one admirable
comedy actress, who has played delighther soul
fully as a fawn blowing out
upon the pipes but otherwise happliy
her
mute, recovers at the same moment

own
•I

personality and the

human

tongue.

part.' she coos,
to the manager; and we feel

do so love playing this

sidling

up

contained
that In that Inane remark Is
persons
the Ineptitude of all those young
who If they must be seen on the stage
for
should never be heard off It.'' As
"There still
the little comedy Itself:
something awful about Mr.

remains
Galsworthy even when he unbends; K
should permit himIs as though Jove
lack of practice
self to wink, and from
not do It very successfully."

Ab the World Wags:
As a constant solver of The Herald
cross-word puzzles, who enjoys and ad-

and
mires the Ingenious, humorous,
employed,
accurate definitions generally
pale
"ghastly
may I pcQtest against

In the puzzle
as a definition of "lurid"
saw how lurid
of June 7. Of course I
I could
might fit. but "livid" was all
.honestly put In the place.
'

^

^^^^

In the
The first definition of -nurid"
"P«le and
great Oxford Dictionary Is:
and
wan
color;
dismal In
the sickghastly of hue. Said e. g. of
In disease, or of
ly pallor of the skin

"

'''!1

wTien tke sky to
The definition, "Shlnlnt
rcast."
amid darkglare
or
h a red glow
3
came nearly a century later. In

Rspect of

Previous

<

by a political caricaturthat whereas shining teeth, a
square jaw and eyeglasses inspired
Theodore Roosevelt;
jartoons
of
"heavy, almost shaggy eyebrows
identified Harding; President Coolidge's "symbol" is the "long New
England nose and the -austere
mouth, turned down at the corners."
It may be questioned whether a long
nose is a characteristic feature of
the New Englander; whether there
not a blessed nasal diversity;
is
whether Roman, Greek, cucumber,
pug noses are not to be found from
Stamford to Eastport, from St.
Albans to Provincetown. President
Coolidge does not lend himself easily
by any bodily characteristic to the
It is said

ist

possible that the interpretaoffered by Messrs. Whiteman
and Gershwin is the more authentic,
last evening was quite
It

|

The earlier English
his mouth.
caricaturists did not rely
so much on symbols; Gillray, and
others put their victims in ludicrous,

|

and
"Bottomless
Gillray's
situations.
Pitt" is a famous example. In the
United States the symbol has been
Evarts was known by
freely used.
his hat; Gratz Brown was only a
tag to Horace Greeley's coat; Blaine
positions

[

There have been public men who
were infuriated by caricatures. Boss
did not care what was said
about him, but he tried to bribe the
Others have been
pencil of Nast.
vexed because they were not caricatured, and thus brought vividly
Some have kept
before the public.
scrapbooks containing cartoons in
which they figured, even when these
cartoons were abusive and reflected
on their ability and integrity. They
have said to themselves, as a book
that does not attract attention is
never parodied, so a politician who
is not caricatured must be of little
account. Vanity has various phases.

Pop

he has

decades of their duration. Last
night, with J. M. Sanroma as the
pianist, he presented to his holiday

fojir

hem

musical conj

tribution of jazz to artistic history.

'

informed

i

t

amount

writer la not wholly without
In his preface he characterizes Baudelaire and the Goncourt
brothers as "abnormal and morbid." lie
pursues the Goncourts throughout the

The

to

I

i

i

grew angry, he grew angry

_

Daniel In the Hon s Den.
said,
The lions looked at Daniel and
"We're very weak,
t
eat
can
we
But today is Friday, and
meat."
story
Bv the way, who first told theDaniel
meeting of
of the memorable
converwith good King Darius and the
with sparsation that followed brilliant
kling repartee?—Ed.
.

,

He threw

brothers more than to anyone else is
due the concentration of writers for so

A STRANGE FETISH

lived for 74 years. Were they Interested only In the "crudities of low life?"
Has Mr. Wright nothing to say about
the study of a mystical soul In "Madame
Gervalsals"; ot the noble girl In "Renee
Mauperln"; of the remarkable painting
of artists' life in "Manette Salomon,"
or of the literary life In "Charles DeNor does he do justice to
mailly"?
their many works on the 18th century.
Yet the Goncourts have been useful to
Mr. Wright; he quotes them frequently,

"The p.--ychoaual.v.sts record many
personality Incises of psychopathic
presvolving shoe fetishes. There Is at
living In New
ent a middle-aged man
or
York city who has made a collection
Iworn shoes for many years. He jias
with all
several large closets piled high
from

gill

dancing slippers

especially

E.

.

since

a

certain
of
of

areas.
this

He has never been known to
lies
Laake any explanation of his curious
have
iobsesslon, though many guesses
him.
been hazarded by those who know

terly

Retif de la Bretono
say about the spell exerhlni by Parisian women 6

song to a

ukelele accompaniment wa.-* from the
Pacific slope, with a roving disposition.
He had done considerable traveling In
box-car Pullmans. He was one of our
stars on. a. program given at the^ Casino

What would Retif have said of the
"As paint,
young women of today?
an afrouge, etc., are In themselves
modest,
fected ornament and not at all
1«
after
until
permitted
be
not
they will
years of marriage, or until a woman has
whatwoman,
No
had five children.
ever

her

age

may

be,

and

still

less

drawings

of

were the mas-

Steinlen,

cham-

the

.

paper for the Englisfi family, said in
"What
his "Waiting for Daylight";
makes It popular with young Englishmen In France" he is speaking of
magazines that reached the British

e

year."

of its chief features

.

—

cousins-german

women

of

enormously to the vogue
of what was considered abroad 'Frenchy'
and 'naughty but nice,." Mr. H. M.
Tomllnson, admitting that it Is not a

This Retlf In his "Gynographes" (l'T7)
book of rules "to put women in their
of
place and bring about the happiness
"Young
both sexes"—had this to say:
a
with
salute
should
and girls
l.

and was the chief specimen

contributed

to

The kiss
included.
men,
should not be given to any other
This holds
tor it is a culpable liberty.
kiss
eood even for the newly wed; but a
permitted to
as a salutation will be
who have reached their 60th

.

pion of the poverty-stricken, the humble
and the oppressed.
"AVeeklles like the Vie Parlslenne.

The extraordinary

nearest relath-es,

.

One

I,

kiss only their

started to specialize In spicy stories

Mr. Wright
the 'pornographic press. "
fails to add that it published many
stories and essays that were not "spicy."

gladly proilinow that the eccentric will
to take the
Ivide a new pair of shoes
indexed
the
to
Iplace of those added

women

.

.

was

«1.

TWO

j

I

Introot voung men who were
who
duced to him by mutual friends

on
ised
shoes.—Ed.

j

of Mr. Wright's opinions vie as
one bounded by the New England
when there were protests
horizon
against "the Scarlet Letter" and Melville's "Typee" was expurgated for a
second edition.
"A dally paper, the Gil Bias

shoes
strange collector claims to have
Sullivan.
that once belonged to John L.
the
senators,
several
Lillian. Russell,
champion of the
pi e'^eut heavyweight
s
acto
and many contemporary
ring
His acquaintance Is
uKi' actresses.
are the worn
Iwide, and in his collection

|t

•

of

to

bad much

|

investigating

Some

the
personality attracts him, he seizes
his new friend
first opportunity to ask
This
shoes.
of
pair
old
send him an

!

when they are

^

against the prevailing spirit ef "blaque"
and the degeneracy of the period.

to

ac'umbprjack.s' boots. On making the
whoso
,lL,aintance of a man or woman

!

|

long on feminine pei'verts and prostitutes;" "the -souls of men and women
became, under the spell of the Goncourts, tainted, like game that is high."
It Is not easy to understand why Mr.
Wright makes these misleading and cu"Valetudlriously violent statements.
narious?" Jules was physically weak;
he died when he was 40 years old; Edmond, mentally alert and sound in body,

left in
.Apropos of Henry Jones who
containing
trunks
large
hotel
Paris
a
in rows, and
171 pairs of shoes ranged
amazement of the landall worn, to the
to us:
lord, R. O. de R. writes

v.aietles,

,

book; "neurotic degenerates," "morbid
valetudinarians," who tried to show
that all humanity was corrupt; they
chose their 'human documents' In the
crudities of low life"; to the Goncourt'

,

'The king
then

works throw

r^rejudlce.

ordered up
k'.ng grew excited and
the beer.
, ,
,
kicked
She shook a wicked shimmy, and
the chandelier.

its

1919, when the members
American Student Detachment

The chap who sang
i

literature and how literary
light upcn It."

The

iMontpeller XTniverelty (Ilerault), got up
a glee club to entertain various French
audiences and the soldiers In leave

'

tions pf pleasure.

ever

7th.

anything.

of ac-

Cadman?

print

...

If The Herabout Samson
Yes, b"t there
"Cheese \Mth-

i^l.oes

12

lonth In
Ithe

audieuce the "Itlhapsody in Blue, by
Georse Gershwin, which has been

I

in

verses

fore the king;

verses of the "Sunday Schaol
iong" in your column of the lath were
elcome reading. I've been looking for

j

the

printed

The clothes she wore dldn

The

concerts, for the first time in the

Thera was a very large audience,
vhichl was profuse in its manifesta-

the

says In his preface that he did not
"I have
write It to prove a theory.
merely tried to provide a helpful guide
of
understanding
book for the better
the writers of modern France and of
the civilization to which they belong.
to
I have therefore endeavored
sketch the background of French literature during the period from 1789 to 1914
and to show both how It explains that'

singer— she
young gll"l:
be"Salome was a dancer, she danc«d

by the Greek Orthodox Communion and
been made the patron of the highest
Greek decoration? If you cannot answer this question, shall T refer !t to

.fVs

in-

Thi's

are Ingenious variants.
some verses
out" of Saxonvllle sends us
The
she heard about two years ago.
was a
them—
"chanted"

readers that the Greek government has
decorated Miss Emma D. Cushman
"with the gold cross of St. Xavler."
The Age of Miracles is apparently not
Since when
yet over— in Journalism.
has Francis Xavler, a Jesuit addition
to the Latin calendar, been accepted

A SONG OR
World Wags:

finally,
supporters In

and Jonah on June

proposed for membership
of Immortals
Mrs. Wanderwell,, who, according to
the caption accompanying her picture,
"has traveled Through 40-Odd Countries and Never Bobbed Her Hair."
There can be no doubt of her election.

As the World Wags:
The Herald on June

and satisfactory Index.
book, which might have been
pedantic and dry, eminently professorial,
Mr. Wright
is entertaining throughout.

him

Our correspondent asks

.

ald

Jaffrey, N. H.

Symphony Hall

bailee^ as the first really

'

The Herald's Academy

indefatigable in his

Now

1

L. R. R. has

In

the Rev. S. P.

Jazz at the Pops

arch for novelties.

1

—ANDREW MARVBLL.

Tweed

iCted jazz into the

squelched

hadn t
Tearful Iv he Implored whether he
double,
put on "a good act, while the
(Dartmouth
King
Jack
quartet, led by
Swing
i9_) soothed the audience with
^
Low, Sweet Chariot."

The grave's a fine and private place
But none, I think, do there embrace.

table.

Itself.

frantic

But at my back I always hear
Time's winged chariot liurrylng near,
And yonder all before us lie
Deserts of vast eternity.
Thy beauty shall no more be found,
Nor, In thy marble vault shall sound
My echoing song; then worms shall try
That long preserved virginity,
And your quaint honor turn to dust.
And into ashes all my lust:

a leader for the Louisville Journal";
Oliver Wendell Holmes, perched on
a high chair, talking, with a cup in
his right hand and an egg on the

assert

to

began to desert his ditty
comments, until the politely

^

was shown driving the
Ledger team; George D. Prentice, at
his desk, with a pen in One hand
and a revolver in the other "in his
famous two-handed act of getting up

Wright, professor of the

French language and literature in Harvard University, has written a book en-

I

although
the audihe had doughty
to our
resistance
ence who i2heered his
beckonlngs from the wings.

,„„t,ipr
another
Mr Jacchia will provide example
opportunity for hearing this
of June^26^
of it at the concert

fast horses,

C.

full

his

We

monotony
cian To avoid the fearful
halls,. he
of the music of the dance
elehas introduced the fundamental
ments of contrast and variety. Also

more
employs less of jazz and
cepted musical method.

Mr Q H.

i

to gales of laughter.

he has of course employed a
more elaborate instrumentation. But
invenhe has betrayed no strikin?.
His
tiveness or harmonic novelty.
than
effects are far less shocking
Strauss
those of many moderns, from
themes and
to Schcinberg, while his
contributed
his patterns have been
defrom many soures, of varying
Mr.
grees of musical respectability.
Gershwin's synthetic art of the presas it
ent is interesting in proportion

exaggerating the features or supplying an amusing caption: thus
Henry Ward Beecher in 1862 was
'taken in one of his moments of inspiration at Plj>mouth church (just
before the applause came in");
Gideon Welles, secretary of the
navy, as "an ancient mariner whose
mind seems to be giving way before
the complications of modern naval
architecture." There was reference
to their profession: Bonner, lover of

/

and

Itself

and

much

was the tattooed man. The artists
of Vanity Fair were content with

on to the stage with

B

turned
suppressed mirth of his audience

sense

ter than
musigood as the work of a thorough

political

...

rushed

brew began

composiinto a serious symphonic
at it,
tion? Whichever way you look
let
much
he has written something
ordinary j&zz, and not so

in

the right to turn his wife out of doors,
must not give her an immodest and
provocative attire outside his house or
^ven In it before strangers, under penalty of censure; with a heavy fine In
p«Btt ot a (rMb ofCense/*
Ihe

titled
"The Background of Modern
French Literature." Glnn and Company
There are many
are the publishers.
part
Illustrations, taken for the most
There Is a
from Frerich periodicals.

Or

as wearing plaid trousers that
shrieked; Palmerston with a straw

lular

In fine fettle,

oazz.
serious musical composition to
has he introduced the jazz laiom

ham

One more quotation from Retlf's sing"Although a husband has
book:

\

his chair, which he sadly needed,
superhis ukelele, which soon proved
His
f.uous to any practical purpose.
and then
.stunt was to Intone a verse,
begive a line of Impromptu comment
He began
fore singing the next verse.
but as the potency of the

intervals
band
chalence, and conductor and
with
strove mightily, if not always
appropriate solemnity, to observe:
as,
faithfully the composer's desired
to time and accent.
What Mr. Gershwin has done, o£
oi
course, is to apply the methods

The "symbol" has often been emPunch represented Brougployed.

Is

We

Several saxophones were added to the usual symmuch
phonic instruments, there was
the
use of the muted trumpet, and
advantage
trombonist took generous
porUteento
of the opportunities for
Mr. banoffered by his implement.
rom& met all demands for speed,
changing rhythms and extraordinary
with his customary non-

twb».<->.i

open

elite.

peared.

but thai of
jazzy enough for us.

caricaturist.

Mr. Jacchia

is

ibkw

Inhale It, but only from an
Thoy will have no other
box.
scents unless Kouio natural defect re
quires one."

women can

the missing, ho was
from
our leadln? basso (a lieutenant
was
Texas), when the opening number
half.^fter
a
house,
full
given to a
hour of agonizing suspense In the wings
we pounced upon him as he came strolThey had dlsling In with the basso.
genicov«recl the American bar, where
had,
uine "Black-and-white" was to be
conwere
Both
it.
land they had had
apsiderably more full than at first

tion

glrWr snail

yovuiy

He was among

omposer

long program which the present commentator did not feel equal to encomduring; therefore we heard the
time.
position last night for the first

Political Cartoons

ignominious

social

First
at the piano, but the
Prophet of jazz was so inconsiderate
at the end of a
a*; to place the item

of a dingy
Titino use "lurid" means,
,wn or yellowish- brown color.—Ed.

;

;

composed of
at Nice to an audience
the tocal
nurses, T. M. C. A. people and

pprtormanccs of this
Boslonipiece have been proffered to
the
ans bv "Paul Whitenian v>itli

thlri'^r

'

often

,

,

;

,

—

War "is not the
audacity of its abbreviated underclothing, for there are English prints which
specialize In these in a more leering
But La Vie is produced
way.
by intelligent men. It is not a heavy
lump of stupid or snobbish photographs.
There is nothing
does not leer.
It
clownish or furtive about it."
There are three lines about Charles
Louis Philippe, but the reference is
only to the "Street-walker made out
to be entirely the victim of society
not a
"in" Bubu de Montparnasse"
front in

the AVorid

...

;

!

ew editiop of this book to
ton writes:' "My apology for
the public is that during the last to year.^ i have taught a considerable
number of pupils who came to mk for the purpose of learning how to
write songs." No doubt he has been a painstaking teacher. It is a pity
that during the last 20 years he did not gain a wider acquaintance with
the musical literature of these years.
i

Mr. Eniost Newton has written a book of 126 pages, "How to ComMr. Newton, M. A. (Cantab), is the director of the London
School of Pianoforte Accompaniment, also the author of "The Art of Song
Accompaniment," "Tutor for the Pianoforte," etc. The publishers in this
The book contains many illustrations
ci'untrj' are E. P. Dutton & Co.

pose a Song."

in

flute

some respects

this treatise as in

"The modern

main

curiously,

matter of opinions and criticisms
Let us give some examples:

subject.

lyric writer,

who has made

a study of his business,

..onstantly thinking of the singer's requirements,"

Few modern

mean by "modem"?

What

does Mr.

is

This reminds us that Henry Russell has written his memoirs. The
book, to be published in London and Boston next fall, should be charged

Newton

composers of songs that are worth

with romantic interest.

hearing pay any attention to the "requirements" of the singer. Tliey
write for the voice as if it were an orchestral instrument, without regard
to difficult intervals, without thought of the trying task imposed on the

The libretto of "The Monk's Wedding," a new opera by Alfred Schattman, produced at the Dresden Opera House last month, is a shocker. The
text is ^ dramatization of a short story of the German-Swiss writer, Conrad Ferdinand Meyer. "It is staged in Padua in the 14th century. The
fourth son of a noble house has entered a monastery, but on his three

singer.

On page 11 we read that Loewe "is supposed to have created" the
"Art Ballad." Loewe was bom in 1796. J. R. Zumsteeg wrote "art balLoewe's first ballads appeared in 1818.
lads" before Loewe was born.
Zumsteeg died

brothers being killed in battle against Prince Eccelion of Padua, he obeys
aged father's behest and accepts the papal dispensation to renounce
his vows. It is intended that he should marry Diana, the betrothed of his
But, scarcely
third brother, who has loved him all the time in secret.
plighted to her, he knows that he loves another, the gentle Antiope, whoso
father the cruel Eccelion had beheaded, and whose mother has been mad
since that day. Antiope is loved at the same time by the brother of Diana.
The ex-monk succeeds in gaining Antiope's hand, and her mother, overcome with joy, regains her reason. This affects even the brother of Diana,
doubly injured by the insult offered his sister and his own rejected affection. But Diana herself, mad with jealousy, draws her dagger and
kills herself and the beloved monk just as the wedding is over."
his

in 1802.

Mentioning English composers of art-songs on page 12, Mr. Newton
does not include Bax, Vaughaii Williams, Ireland, Bliss, Hoist and others

prominent in this field.
,
Folk songs do not appeal to Mr .Newton. "Some of them are exceedingly ugly, and I have not the faintest idea how anyone could possibly
get any inspiration from them."
"I wish to point out that you cannot WTite a melody for one voice
On the
and, by transposition, make it suitable for another voice."
Continent it has been the custom for many years to print songs only in
the key in which they were composed." Truly a surprising statement,

...

and Tchaikovsky.
Speaking of the French, he does not name Lalo, Cesar Franck, Gabriel
Faure, Duparc, Chabrier, Debussy, Ravel, but he puts Chaminade among
the best writers of French songs.
This statement certainly deserves a separate paragraph: "Berlioz was
a French Brahms— ingenious and a good workman, but not interesting in

word about Philippe's pathetic
of .simple life, as in "Dans la

stories
petite

vigorously denied
'
writers).

Vllle."

Neither

his songs."

songs that are far
"Landon Ronald and Cowen have vn-itten
p.bove the average. . . . The younger generation are striving hard to
be original, which is the very reason why they will never attain their object. Originality never comes by striving; it must be spontaneous."
This is a settler for Vaughan Williams ^has Mr. Newton ever heard
"On Wenlock Edge"? and others of the modem English school.
"The French are famous for their chansons and romances light-hearted;
songs with not very much depth in them." Mr. Newton, are you unacquainted with songs of Gabriel Faure, Duparc, Debussy, not to mention
others? No depth in them?

Jules

I-,aforgue

nor

VllUers

risle-Adam receives his deserts.
l.s
mentioned only for his
remarks about nudity in art.
Mr.
Wright thinks it indicative of the
sensuous spirit of the Second Empire

—

i

Gourmont

•

We

workman."
Sir Alexander Mackenzie is "the much-esteemed principal of the
Royal Academy of Music." He retired from the principalship in 1924
and was succeeded by J. B. McEwen,
"Mendelssohn's life (though short) was sunny. He was the son of
wealthy people" (how many?) "and was able to travel and obtain anything
that money could buy. His disposition was happy."
"If you study the words and music of our National Anthem you will
notice how the music of each phrase corresponds with the words:
" 'God save our gracious King' a petition for the safety of the
King. 'Long live our noble King,' the higher notes make the petition
more intense. 'God save the King,' the notes of the first phrase in different order. 'Send him victorious,' a petition for victory, here the higher
notes ring out. 'Happy and glorious,' a petition for happiness, lower notes
are used. 'Long to reign over us, God save the King,' a crescendo, lead-

—

ing up to a cry to Heaven for the King's safety."
AH this is quoted to show that Mr. Newton can be analytical.

book are those that may be of practical assistance to those beginning to write songs. The advice is necesThe student
sarily of a somewhat elementary nature, but it is sound.
There
is informed about the nature of melody and how to harmonize it.
are chapters on chord accompaniment and broken-chord accompaniment,
also accompaniment of a combined and contrapuntal nature. How to introduce a song arid how to end it is the subject of another chapter. In
his study of cho.;Ai Mr. Newton is advanced enough to recognize those of
the 11th and t.3 13th. He defines the difference between an arpeggio
and a broken chord. "The former cannot be played without passing the
thumb (of either hand) under, or some other finger over, in its perform-

The more valuable pages

of the

ance."

The explanatory illustrations in notation are taken from songs by
Schubert, Schumann, Noel Johnson, Hatton, Balfe ("Balfe was an Irishman"), W. V. Wallace, Sterndale Bennett ("his compositions are marked
by great finish and delicate grace"), Sullivan, Gounod and others. The
mo.st modern quotation is one from a song by Tchaikowsky.
is

a "second Jmrs-ession with a

new

preface."

Mr. New-

public

The footnotes

,put

the

Mi-.

Is

not a

That the Sphinx has been uncov-

now
ered, that its venerable legs are
be dein the sunlight, is, indeed, to

New Eng-

one

Her mystery has been
plored.
of the wonders of the world, one that
appealed to poets, as Emerson; to
weavers of gorgeous rhetoric, as
De Quincey; to the painters of pic-

he was born in Chicago, and
his boyhood was spent almost entirely
In Europe.
^

when
cartoonists, ,as
to
tures;
Disraeli was drawn standing by that
her;
ftiighty one who had not told
secret evert to the all-conquering Napoleon; to novelists, as .\lgernon

Blackwood obsessed by Egypt.
"Whence came her monstrous nareture, that so often renewed its
membrance amongst men of distant
marlands in Egyptian or Ethiopian
Whence came her wrath
ble?
against Thebes?" Did she com
from Egypt, and, having wreake
hi
her vengeance on Laius and

'

The

pictorial Illustrations are pertinent,

Whatever

merely a decoration.
be thought of certain views and
{prejudices, hi.s knowledge and grasp of
his subject will be readily acknowloged.
not

:

!

brood, return to smile her Strang
sun
smile, sitting contented on the
smitten sand ? Was she in the flesh

j

may

The dethe enlivening details!
Did Gautier tell
lightfiil side remarks.
"But
skull?
In
a
of drinking sea-water
as Champfleury savagely remarks, many
a "Young France who boasted of drinking punch from a skull really sipped
camomile tea from a china cup." In
this chapter on the romantic thirties,
there might have been mention of the
Even the
curiou.s "oriental" intluenoe.
spiritual Cesar Franck did not escape
Emir
of Ben"The
song,
it: witness his
gador," (.Mr. Wright says that Gerard

'And

de Nerval ended by suicide.

Thl.s

was

\

joy

'Restored'

lander;

He might say that his purpose In
writing this book was not to write a
history of French literature; he wrote
that book before the breaking out of
the war; but to show from the time of
the French Revolution and the First
Empire down to the Third Republic
why Frenchmen wrot^«s they did. He
has accomplished thia task In a remarkably vivid manner, covering concisely a great amount of ground, and
never in a dull, pedestrian manner. He
draws facts and conclusions from
memoirs, letters, histories, essays, the
press, the drama, art In all its forms.

constant

1^

it."

Wright

a

i

rail-

route,

a stop to

Yet

are

"

In 1863.

along

by many

tempting duotation. Here is one th;
has a singular interest: "The woma:i
for whom the Due de Choiseul-PrasUn
was said to have committed the niui
(of his wife) "afterward f-anie t..
der
America and married a Congreg.! inn.Ti
clergymajv, a btother of Cyrus W. Field.

"There are mud huts all
and half-naked savages gaze patronizingly upon us from
their doorways. An elderly lady In spectacles appears to be much scandalized
by the scant dress of these people, and
wants to know why the Selectmen don't

way

is

Pasta and Oris:
gymnastics.
were dramatic sopranos.

Too often Mr. Wright's attitude reminds us of an Incident In the journey

Artemus Ward on the Panama

still

developed

oijeratlc

monument

or portrait statue had to have one or more
women
clinging
or
semi-nude
to
nude
the pedestal;" he spealts of the "sensuality" of Ingres.

of

have given Mr. Newton's
There are short biographical sketches.
characterization of Berlioz, who is a "French Brahms"; also "a good

every

that

and

opportunltios
Mali
for the vocal gymna.-^tics of Pasta.
did
any one c
bran and Grisl." When
Devil,
"Robert
the
in
sing
the three
"the Huguenots," "the Pi-ophet"? Nor
was Meyerbeer specifically a writer in

"Meyerbeer

de

many

—

|

I

that shows amazing ignorance.
"Brahms wrote about 200 songs, all excellent technically; but to me
lu' does not seem to make ttejnusic grow out of the text in most of them."
Recommending songs t6be studied, so that the young musician can
"gain a greater insight into the methods of various composers of song,"
Mr. Newton names Franz Abt between Jensen and Richard Strauss.
Apparently the only Russians known to Mr. Nevvton are Rubinstein

—

I

Yvette Guilbert pressed her claim for a decoration upon the president
of the council in public and in an after luncheon speech. "This method of
attack, which is at least frank, once described by M. Briand as 'direct
diplomacy,' may turn out to be sufficiently audacious to break down even
official disapproval; but the really surprising thing about the whole business is that Yvette Guilbert should really want the Legion of Honour.
Evei-y day this week there have appeared long lists of doubtless successful, but not otherwise distinguished, commercial gentlemen who have been
r.warded the red ribbon for their services to last year's Exhibition of the
Decorative Arts. Is it with these artists that Yvette Guilbert wishes to be
P. H.
fti«orporated?"
,

line

This vohime

N

and string orchestra.

Haydn's "Return of Tobit" (1775) was recently performed in Paris
for the first time in France.
The tenor, Urlus, remembered here as a singer at the Boston Opera
House, has been engaged for 24 performances at the National Opera, Ber-

jicredibly old-fashioned; chiefly'"so in the

that are foreign to the

l

Eastman
C. C. Birchard & Co. of Boston are the publishers (for the
School of Music, Rochester, N. Y.),W Bemard Rogers's "Soliloquy" for

musical notation.

One might characterize

-

|

j

some reported, an illegitimat
Herodotus did
daughter of Laius?
the Egyp
from
secret
her
learn
not
to him
tiaa priests, though they read
from a papyrus the names of 330
nionarchs who succeeded their nrS|
as

i

,

'

king,

Mna.

1

lengtn

she is exposed
shamefully to gaping tourists.
Terre
Miss Mary Louise Boggs from
as
Haute will be photographed
with
paw,
colossal
a
on
standing

M«w

suid

at full

!

'lUtlii
fl

;

It

home

.

,

to disturb
|

sacred rest of rulers that there
squabbling over the loot

\ '\vjt
\ ^^V'rht
;

the fish was cut open; Th.e Heralds local correspondent of Til ton,
N
H., should learn to distinguish
fri^i,."
water crawfish from chicken lo bstaj.
The former are good bait for pe rch,
be sure. I have often cut open a vJ'>ch
and found a half "digested crawflsh In'

W

,

MARY YOUNQ SCORES AOAIN

"The Egyptian
to
mummies which Cambyses or tinic

hath spared, avarice now consumeth.
Mummy is becoming merchandise,

Mizraim cures wounds, and. pharaoh

ly victimized by the son of the house
in which she has ^aken employment,
and of a bristlingly epigrammatic arraignment of the feins of society, more

propagated In Lake WInnlsquam simply by dropping In a barrelful 20 yeara
ago?"

'

for balsam."
the Sphinx has' undergone head and neck surgery. She
been
has been "restored"; she has
painted, as a harridan simulating;
or
Is she secretly amused
vV.uth.
She smiles, as she
she angered ?
knowing
has smiled for centuries,
'

And now

especially as Involved In sex relationships between the rich and powerful
and the poor and defenseless. And It
does this In ftn open and unabashed
manner that would hava sent our
grandmothers after their smelling salts.
Mary Toung, as Penelope, repeated
her old-time Castle .Square Theatre tri-

"FLATS AR SMALL"
As the 'World Wags:
got

I

Ineeshlated

Into

a noo

sport

i

whatE got

[

,

an duck shootln backed

ofUn tha bords.
ment Lookln," on

.

Ithat all is
land folly."

flshin

vanity, "feeding the wind,

Its

acct.

called

^

Not that there Is anything that can
be denominated as gross or improper In
"Common Clay." Far from It. It treats
of the self vindication of a bright and
ambitious glr^ a mere servant trying
to "go straight," who has be^n casual-

crawflsh, crayfish, or crawdad
as It is variously known, Is a dead
ringer for a lobster, and two dozen
broiled alive with butter, pepper and
salt make an exquisite entree for any
epicure. Let us hear from some of the
Ichthyologists a word concerning the
folklore tale that lobsters have been

inviolable.

is sold

piUstlcat-ed cynicism of a modern congregation of theatregoers, habituated to
anything.

A

side.

taken from tombs that were thought
be

"Apart-

tha B. and C.

umphs.
She has developed assurance
and a fine attention to Infinitesimal detail since those days that helps her role

cant agree with tha landlord. She tole
him what he cood do with ar flat and
he tole her ware she cobd move to.
Ennjrway tha nooest apt's Iz all alike,
they iz all one room, but d«pendln on
how many do-funnys tha room haz it
makes It ennyware frum a 2 ta 5 room
flat.
Ef they stick up a 3 ft. partltun
near the sink, on wicli theres room
enuf fer a flour vase or) top, that makes
it a conservatory, and tha uthur side of
tha lumber Iz called tha brekfust room.
Tha Mrs. liked one we looked at wich
had 2 hooks on. back uv tha bed wIch
they sed war a clothes closet. 1 tole her,
"Pergct tha Idea, as I always put my
clothes on a chair wen I went ta bed."
Wen tha agent sed 260 bucks wo thanked
.

"LadyDlana Paid Face Lining Claim."
Her Chicago attorneya settle the dootor"8

of

bill.

Denial at

any surgical

first

by her mother

worlr.

Now we can all go to. sleep. Truly a
remarkabfo story as told In the current
number of A'artety; chiefly remarkable
because the story, does not mention the
name of Mr. Morris Oest.

him

The

of

Music at the commencement exercises
,In Jordan hall this afternoon
will pay
Henry M. Dunham a deEer\-ed tribute
ty performing his symphonic poem,
"Aurora" (with Organ). This, In redognltlon

of

his

valuable

services

as

lot

remarks were

And

A

prologue and epilogue serve to
out and explain the narrative.
persists that the denouement^
p!^ indicated by the epilogue yvas
not so
much an artistic necessity as a yleldIrg to the demand for a "happy ending."
Well,' it wa* only an epilogue. After all
"The play's the thing."
J. E. P.

And
The
The
The

the Captain looked through his

British got In their boats.
to Charlestown they did float.
British expected to win the day,
Americans on the hill didn't sway,
Captain said "Charge" and up
they charged..

The fight I can't tell about.
The American's «cant supply
gave

An the WorM W»f»)
Seek not to solve

Men

—

Archer orchestra and others.
Ninth week.
Tremont
"Dearest Enemlr,"
musical comedy with Helen Ford
and Charles Purcell. Third week.
Grand
Opera
House "The
Dybbuk," Yiddish play by An-sky
presented by Yiddish Art Players.
Last "week.

of

—

powder

out.

clashed!

Bayonets flashed!

The mystery of me
In stone and brick
And faulty masonrj'.
Materialist beware
If thou dost strive
To see me as I am
A hops will perish
In the soul of man.

I

—

The British won the fight In name,
But the Americans got the fame.

BROTHER VINCENT ,
I

Personally,

I

The cherished dream
That In me he will find
The Infinite Answer

am

strongly

in

favor

of

I

To his finite mind:
The answer to the question

i

ask.

A. L.

W.

ADD "UNNATURAL HISTORY"

drama In three acts and an epiby Charles Kinkead. The cast:
.Tudue Samuel Pllson
Norman Tannon
Hugh FuUerton
Edmund George

The story published In The
'Herald' of June 17 ended:
"Some 26
years ago two barrels of live lobsters
were lost overboard In Lake Wlnnlsquam, and the two found In the flsh
nisquam.

that

Mr. William L. Robinson writes to us:
"I don't like to disillusionize anyone,
least of all a brother angler, but I cannot allow this 8tor>- to go unchallanged.
V'jIn the flr.st place,
who ever heard of
fresh-water lobsters? And In the secVjnd, how did they happen to be alive

logue,

Richard Fullerton
Arthur Coakley
W, P. Yatc3
Kllen Neal
.Mrs.
Neal
Mrs. Richard Fullerton

rharles
C.

Alan Mowbray
Wordley Hnlse

Mary Youns

May

Edls

Tom

1

Vane

Elspeth Dudgeon
Anne Fullerton
Katherine Standinj;
A dozen years ago, or even less, the
unadulterated frankness of such a play
as "Common Clay," which, as one of the
characters observes, treats of sex and
property as the two most Important
things In life, would have caused a
general gasp. There would have been
talk of censorship. Probably the mayor
and the members of the board of aldermen would hav«3 been called upon to see
Matters are differIt at private view.
ent nowadays, and last night's audience
at the Copley received the various situations as they unfolded with the so-

the
noticed editorially
layers, who as a
on^y
the
"is
said,
London Journal well
name
ornament of the old ring 7h°«e
might reason:the proverbial school-boy
Ws^ast
and
know,
ably be expected to
represents for
great battle In the West
pugimost of us the history of Britishcabinet
and
bishops
How many
lism.
ropes on
ministers stood around the
be a matter
that occasion will always
a
suPPHes
It
but
of conflicting legend,
ring
date after which the
definite
prewhat
At
i;-5.S6d to be respectable.
Its chart-^ r.,olirt - trsgan to recover
examination
nice
a
need
would
acter, it
of modern history to decide.

The Herald
centenary of

Clay," a

Apropos of the story that two Ht*
lobsters were found In a perch caught
by Mr. Thomas Chapman In Lake Wln-

of

XOMMONCLAr
COPLEYTHEATR E— "Common

Leave unto them this hope,
Leave me my mask!

descendants

I

government by talking; it Is better
than government by shouting; and It
lis better than government by shootlu-—Winston ChurchUL
:

years. According to him the
the leading hand: tho right for
defense, "and to get in blows when the
opponent,
left hand has staggered an
or they come to close quarters In a
rally." Reade then discusses several
mills, in which the left won the battle.
for

many

left

is

he says, "knocked Bayers
times with the left, and once
with the right. Sayers lost the full use
of hia right early In the fight, and never
struck a genuine blow with It."
On the other hand, when Lavengro
fought with the Flaming Tinman, the
peerless Isopel Berners told him to stop
flipping with his left and use "Ijong
Melford," I. e., his long right arm.
When Isopel finally left the dingle In
her letter of advice she again urged
Lavengro to rely on "Long Melford."
Now George Bor.ow was a powerful
man, a believer In the manly sport, no
mere amateur. Will some Borrovlan
tell us why Isopel called tho right arm
"Long Melford?" Was the term original
with Borrow? We do not find It In dic-

"Heenan,"

down

13

One of the most interesting accounts
the fight in which Heenan was
treated much worse by the men about
the ring and by the British press than
by gallant Tom Sayers is to be found
of
Palne's life
in
Albert Bigelow
Thomas Nast, for Nast was sent over to
periodiYork
draw pictures for a New
cal.
The pictures reproduced in this
biography are Interesting.

I

Vanity Pair reported the fight In anticipation and In the terms of a chess
"Two- Knights
for example:

match;

White (Von Heenan). Black

Opening.

1. 'White: Maul to Black's
2.
Black, guard from right.
2.
White: Fib from left shoulder.
peeper.
(This
Black: One for White's
constitutes the Two Knights Opening
a very brilliant defense, but Is pronounced IriHyer's Manbuech not sound.)
On April 14, 1860, Vanity Fair published a two-page cartoon, "The Two
Champions": On one page, "1776,"
Washington leading his troops; on the
other, Heenan with Sayers's head In
chancery, and George Arnold contributed "The Ballad of Flstlana," a parody of Tennyson's "Orlana." Here are
two of the 11 verses:
"Once, my farne was widely growing,

(De Sayers).

nob.

j
j

.Fistiana.

nipht my friends were crowing,
Fistiana;

Day and

was blowing, wine was flowing
When I was to battle going.

I

But,

Fistiana;
'twas nought but blowing,
Flstlana

alas!

"My heavy

Wilbur—"The Green Hat,"
Michael
Arlen's
famous play
with Katherine Cornell, Leslie
Howard,
Cecile
Dixon,
and
others. Last week.
Plymouth "Merry,
Merry,"
musical comedy with Katherine
Morris, Harry Puck, the Harry

Aubumdale.

(For

referee

I

CONTINUING PLAYS

glass.

The

unintelligible.

round

He saw Bunker Hill fortified. Alas!
The Americans had got there first.

i

were any-

The Idea

The day had dawned.
The British yawned.

THE SPHINX SPEAKS

^

1

•(that

thing but comic.
The Copley Players, as usual, supported their principal with nice"' Judgment and exactly the proper degree of
emphasis.
It was a well rounded out
performance and not a point was wasted.
The only possible criticism is that h^re
and there enunciation was not as clear
as It might have been. The "off stage"

Brother Vincent, (aged 13, now) succumbed once more to Inspiration. Now
It
can be told.
For the unvarnished
truth from a mind uncorrupted by historians, read on.

been confined to tlie Conservatory,
which may be said to be his musical
home; 'for many years he has given in-

are presumably
family."

tressingly at sentiments

ON BUNKER HILL

and piano, many arrangements for the
organ, also an "Organ School" and
music for church choirs. As a teacher
his Influence has been wide and beneflclal. His pupils may bo found throughlout the land. Nor has his usefulness

'

girl's old mother, attained to real emotional heights, even if a lot of people
v ho associate her with comic "slavey"
parts, did giggle and titter most dis-

As the World Wags:

I

men

been.
In this scene, too. Miss Ediss, as the

DUKE BAKRAK.

he symphonic poem above mentioned,
concerto, three sonatas, fugues and
/mailer pieces for the organ, a phantasy
lor harp, two violins, organ and orchestra, a Duo Concertante for violoncello

All

^Imax Is reached, of course,
in the iPourtroom scene (rather inadequately mounted, by the way) where
.<!he
eloquently depicts the Irreslstable
forces which reach out their hands to
drag down a girl in her station of life.
In Miss- Young's hands the speeches,
-Ttthough proceeding from a witness In
the chair, in a manner that defied of
nil accepted court proceeding, was sincere and convincing, Instead of baldly
melodramatic, as she might easily havfe

If

Mr. E. Smith, who had been the
In all the leading prtze fights

land,

of

Her

on.

161
prejuQice!tfieir' Hagan
against the left Imtifl."
Reade
argument
In the course of his
called on the first authority In Eng-

and

rhymes,

tionaries of slang.

ality.

they gave away a cemetarle
bet you'd get planted standin up.

P. S.

a

;eacher at this Institution for 50 j-ears.
Mr. Dunham, born at Brockton, was
!ducated musically at this Conservaorj-, and has been associated
with It
ilnce his graduation.
He Is favorably
cnown as an orgajilst, having held positions In several churches.
The cataogue of his carefully worked and InterBtlng compositions comprises besides

struction at Lasell In

compliment an mozeed

—

place what waa advertised overlookln tha river, ovei looked so dam
menny uthef things we did'n konslder
It.
Tha Mrs. got sore at nra cauze 1
looked In tha oven. She seys, "Whatz
tha idee," and I tole er I wanted ta see
what- tha billiard room looked like. Tha
big ketch seams ta be gas and Ice fr<;e,
but frum tha size uv tha stove ya
cood'n bum more az 65c worth uv gas,
an If ya put food In tha Ice bx there
wood'n be room fer Ice. One place gave
ya free maid servls. But after seeln
some of them In tha hall that feeture
didn't Intrest me.
One terrable place
sed they wood give a conceshun, but 1
wood'n live there If they gave me all
tha conceahuns in the Back Bay.

.

FOR FIFTY YEARS
New England Conservatory

fer tha-

tremendously. As the Injured girl, far
more sinned against than sinning, who
ultimately becomes a famous actress
and quite turns the tables on her seducer by accepting him as a prospective
husband— he Is quite a decent
young chap, according to conventional
standards after he has properly repented and rehabilitated himself in her
esteem; she made a striking person-

Tha

For Mrs. M. W. Prim, Brooksville,
Me. The Cradle Hymn:
"Hush, my dear, lie still and slumber;
Holy angels guard thy bed:
.Heavenly blessings, without number,
Gently falling on thy head."
-Is one of Dr. Isaac Watts's "Dlvlns
and
,Mor»I Songs for Children."
'

—

•nlif-n

with

you were

was bad enough

—

'

,

wide open and glaring teeth

will send the picture
inscription: "I wish

re."

e

,

1

!

I

!

'

'

Charles Reade In his pugnacious
appearing
book, "The Coming Man,"
to. Harpers
first as letters contributed
Wbekly, g»ve It as his opinion that this
"either-handed
0«rfl,lne map will be the
man," tnal Is to say neither rightman
handed nor left-handed, "but a
rescued In time from parroted mothers,
cuckoo nurses, and starling nursingPagan nursery
their
with
maids,
little

i

|

|

j

I

counter went aside,

Fistiana,

The

false, false

counter went aside,

Flstiana,-;-

The curs-ed counter glanced aside)
I missed his nob; my blow was wide,
Fistiana,

My

blow was very wild and wide,
Fistiana!

Who

cut the top^ at the fight? According to the bajad, "The British
Referee," In Vairtty Fair of May 6, the
referee accused "The TackM Crew,"
meaning John Morlssey; but ticiaiie Is no
doubt that the British backers rushed
in.
The referee declared a draw. H»
had bet a largo sum, 'twas said, on
Sayers.

Would that we had seen HeenanI
Charles Reade described eloquently his
superb physique, Adah Isaacs Menken,
that beautiful creature, chose him for
one of her four or five husbands. He
came before Robert H. Newell ("Orpheus C. Kerr"). Neither one was happy with her for any length of time.
Were the men, pugilist and author, at
fault, or was she aa restless In life as
she was In her poems? A remarkable
woman. What a grand couple she and
Heenan must have been In the eyes of
those who had the good fortune to see
them together
1

A NOTE ON COLORS

On June 4 the battle of Magenta was
remembered In London, chiefly on ao-

•

count of the color named after It. This
battle took place In 1859, The artificial
dye, the first produced It Is said, was
discovered by the late Sir W, H, Perkin
In 1856, when he, a boy of 18, was experimenting with products from ooal
tar, "which till then, had been a waste
product from gas works."
The Dally Chronicle saysi "He called
it after
the battle, which took place
at about that time." A loose statement
Perkin discovered It In 1856; tho battle
was three years later. Another battle
Solferino, June 24, 1859, gave the
name
to
the
bright
crimson
dye-oolcr
rosaniline.
The color

mauve—a word,

oronounoert wronelv bv many, oven bv

1

—

—

—

'

"Mid pleasures

HV2
book shops for Thomas
IVer'B "Tha Muuva Deoado," made Its
HIM'esfance In l^j5!^, whieli was, to use
iinialess jargon, a "oolorful" year,
AUet'nta l3 a hideous color, yet It was

favor at Harvard, as a college
hats and In oollers Journalremember reading the HarUfa, Wo are not Intimately
lUiiuauucil with eolferlno, but have asbociated mauve with 'Wlllle-boy wearing
a Kash,
in

-t.

.

1

WHO'S ZOOl THE PARROTT
He
how

—

to

,

,

Called Phoebus

sings:

Was

To

young nmn

this

b;-

since
deathless throng.

Has begged

"Twinkling

—

below.

And one

night he smiled on my
back at him, and

Oft Dryden

A

He

flies

will

now

she

sing:

est of ease,

on the

fij

ing

trapeze.

;

His movements are graceful! -Ml
he does please

And my

love he's purloin

—ed

girls

lyre

Sweet Shelley called upon the Earth
and Air;
And soft voiced Keats Apolio'a golden
fire.

and musical shows, and

I

black plush, and arranged in semi-circle
filled with men in black faces, save
for the very centre, where, in a chair

and

man

'

]

Now
the drums.
"The curtain rises on the long ago.
On burnt cork artists and their mln-j
i

strel

show."

All are standing.

'

i

The man

in

white

suave and courteous, costumed in
elaborate white satin, with knee breeches
and powdered white wig, announces
face,

"When you and
will

As

!

I

I

I

I

palace grand,

j
I

'«

city far beyond the sea in a distant foreign land.
I listened to the grandest strain my

ear had ever heard
Enraptured, charmed, amazed I was,
my inmost soul was stirred,
I gazed at the singer fair, my heart was
at her feet.
She sang of love, the old, old theme, in
accents low and sweet
And then she sang a song that made
the tear drops start,
She sang the song of "Home, Sweet
Home,' the song that 'reached my
hcrj-t.

all

name

of

hare,

in

the sense that

properly

prepared
p. B.

Is

M.

ald that the
;

minds him

of

verses,

familiar

many

years ago.
I

[

;

"King David and King Soi.ijnon, who
were so very wise.
Enjoyed themselves exceedingly with
concubines and wives.
But when old age came creeping on
they suffered grievous qualms;

Then

Solomon wrote the I'rovcrbs
and David wrote the P.salnn.
'

DON IGNACIO AND ELIZABETH
As the World Wags:
On a recent trip to Spain

—

having previously acquired the genealogical habit

my

^

New England — I

democratic

in

home

ancestral

visited

at Fuenterrabia, the

Fontarabia of .Milton nn^ Scott, a lovely

I

old tovi'n at the mouth of the Bidasoa,
which for a short distance separates
T'rance from .Spain.
In the library of the old mansion I
discovered something which may be of
Interest
to
your cultured followers,
namely a book of poems by one Ignacio de Azplazu.
The volume has 260

j

|

:

pages and
ment. Us

an 8vo. bound in parchtitle page reads thus: Poems
-Por-Don Ignacio de Azplazu Ano 1760
con licenzia en Zaragoza por Francisco Revilla
Vive en la calle de San
is

—

—

—

—

Lorenzo.

Apart from the few water stains and
some perforations by bookworms, the

I

•

'

book is in good condition. It consists of
a collection of poems in various meters
and forms, including some 50 sonnets.
One of Lhc latter bears some resemblance to a famous one by Mrs. E. B.
Browning and for this reason I have
taken the trouble to translate it. It is
Sonnet X\'l in the collection and begins
tlius In the original

Como

es ml
esclavo.

amor?

Es come

el

del

Here Is the translation, which is almost literal and, I venture to say,
would satisfy my poetic ancestor were
he alive and able to read English

How

do

I

love thee? I love thee as a

slave

jjeycliolygy.

Wo

suspicion,

aots
It

|

Is

brown. His forehead Is spacious
and wrinkled by deep thinking. A delight

cided frown shows that my ancestor
had a temper of his own. The eyebrows
are seamy and the eyes somewhat set in
and piercing, which give him an air as
of a man who observes things closely
and is also in the habit of scanning the
The no.se is well shaped, if
Iioriz&n.
large, and from Its base two
run to the commissures of the Hps
and give his face a determined expression. His lips are thin, not at all senThe one visflile car his left one
'.u.'MS.
The
stands out ^a little too much.
fa'-e is clean shaven, of good color and
puinctd towards the chin, which has
In
the suggestion of a dimple in it.
liody he is somewhat slim, weighing
Perhaps 155 pounds, and reaching a

somewhat

—

—

not

height

far

from

G

He

feet.

Vho saves him from beneath the angry
wave.

throw some

light

upon the subject

M

J

"

T

^'1
The Eferald has received several

in-

teresting letters about the "Planchette"
poem sent to us some days ago by Mr.
Wade of Taunton. Prom North, South,

our correspondents
that they sang, or at
knew, the verses "When Mary
was a lassie" before Planchette wrote
it
in the presence of men and women
wondering at the revelation.

East

West

and

saying

write,
least

PLANCHETTE'S POEM
.'ts

World Wags:

the

My mother was

herself a lassie, just
out of normal school, when she wrote
nearly 60 years ago the poem that apreared in your column a week ago
Friday.
The group gathered about the
toy with the French name was not
the distinguished one named by Mr.

Wade

but was merely of girl friends.
of the performance seached
Planthose others at second hand.
chette had refused to entertain and
partly to relieve the disappointment of
the others and partly In the spirit of
mischief, my mother. Miss Augusta. L.
Tilden then, Mrs. G. W- Hanchett now,
undertook to steer the device, its slow
motion affording her the time needed
for composition.

The fame

It is amusingly Incorrect to state that
"she had no more poetry in her than
a goose" yet subtly complimentary
withal to deem the verses too good to
have been written by her youthful self.
Truth is, however, that she has versified all her life and the Planchette Poem
in style and sentiment Is character-

istically hers.

My mother had intended to let the
matter go no further than that social
afternoon and so found the spread of
the

news among more

seriously

minded

This empersons quite embarrassing.
became complete when
the poem was printed in the Christian
Register with explanatory notes and it
Oliver
seemed too late to confess.
Ditson also published it set to music

barrassment

and it was sung in a Boston theatre.
Planchette was still after that so far as
Tny mother was concerned but she cites
the Incident when spiritualism Is the
topic as an antidote to easy credulity.
Mr. Wade's letter revives pleasant
It has
memories, and some regrets.
all

in our family
written 'with my
the outcome.

been discussed anew

and

this

letter

mother's consent

Is

JUNIUS TILDEN HANCHETT,

Antrim, N. H.

^H. M.
if'hites:

love thee as a battle love the brave,
Or as high rank Is worsnipped by the
great
As power is cherished by a potentate,
Vs men lovo God, who hope their soul
to save.

a

is

bandy-legged, probably through
little
years of hard riding In the Pampas.
There is the sonnet an<\ there is its
'
author.
Now the question is: Did Mrs. E. 13.
Browning know Don Ignaclo's sounei
when she wrote hers?
any of your learned readers
(^an

mate

with a new and grave
causes a man to wonder
what obscure motive, probably hellish,
prompted his wife to brush his clothes,
though when ho caught her at It she
was doing It in apparent kindness. In- Thus may my love be measuied In destead of the, truth making us free. Its
gree
dread countenance, when we glimpse It,
But not in essence, for my love Is
only startles us Into a pallid mimicry of
pure
Its sinister aspect."
H. M. Tomllnson.
And neither does It seek to pay a
debt
AN INVOCATION
Mor bribe to obtain a favor. I love thee
(For As the World Waga
Because of Miy compelling charms
The thund'ring poet of old Greece and
which lure
Rome
My lu nrt t love sans hope and sans
Invoked his muse e'er he began to
simplest

The hair

pointed towards the back.

circle

Loves the kind hand that frees him
from his fate.
Or as a shipwrecked sailor loves the

are not eeldom remlrdod today
are
of' that base to the" New Art.
even bogflnnlng to look on oftch other's

It If, however, as a man of letters
that an unknown precursor of Zuloaga
has portrayed him In a picture which
hangs In the ancestral library at Fuenterrabia. In It Don Ignacio stands /with
head erect, his right arm hanging by
his side and with his left hand holding
up. a piece of paper, as If he were reading one of his compositions to a gathering of friends. His head is large and

Abou Ben Adhem,

— high

Mr. John E. Hall writes to the Her"Sunday School Song" re-

I

•.

the rest:

"high."

P. D.

"We

,

sat midst a mighty throng, within a

the

lead

jugged

IS
The Preudlein

like

"High Tales"

F. B. H.

"

correspondent, "P.
D.." I will say that Jos,ephine Ha!« (A.
Josie IIal(^, .\.nnle HalJ) was an F'ast
Greenwicli: R. 1., girl, who married AI
Aarons, I think a theatrical man, and
was later divorced. She died a few
years ago, leaving a brother "Bert"
and a sister Bessie (Mrs. Jean Chesb6rough) both now living in East
GEO. B. BRAYTON.
Greenwich.

frain.

And

a.s
"High Toryism, High
High Farming and 0\d
Port forever," omits that which should,

of our coming and departure
heeds.
the sea's self shall heed a pebble

FOR

i

a

"B. M.." describing the policy of the

"Pink 'Un"
Churchmen,

have

Notes and Lines:
Answering your

j

In

veil

nt^ed

I

As the World Wags:

rises

beyond the

quill!

first

last.

cast.

j

some patron deity

VEE DEE.

Which

'

j

'I

I

humanized

the jack.

passed.

is

call

Mammon! Speed my

me."

Oh! but the long, long time the world

the performance being
given by Barlow, "Wilson, Priiyrose &
Having
West's Mammoth Minstrels.
given a grand free street parade at
high noon on the main street of our
little city, where by judicious spacing
the line was fully a half-mile long, and
a free concert in front of the "Opery
house" at 7:30 in the evening, where
under the flare of numerous kerosene
torches (it was before the advent of
electric lights) half the population had
congregated. They are now assembled
before an audience that fills every seat!
and every bit of standing room in the
theatre. The prince of Inteilocutors,
William II. West, arises and makes the
announcement that "America's favorite
contra tenor, Julian Jordan, will sing
a ballad of his own composition, entitled
'The .Song That Reached My }Ieart' "
and a silver-voiced singer renders the
first of the many songs that use the
words and music of another in the reIt

curtain

the

lines

fifful

soul."

must

too.

the "grand introductory overture by the
entire company. Gentlemen, you may be

seated."

love,

[

'

hath

my

It

iu

few

oh,

— "distress

name

Phoebus'

no more Invoke Pan's melody,
can I court Apollo, now alack;

mine,

is close to 11 o'clock. The show has
run about three hours and something
doing every minute. We walk home
through the quiet streets, covered with
their mantle of snow banked high on
each side of the walk, the silence
broken only by the tinkle of an occasional sleigh bell and carrying a neverto-be-forgotten memory of mirth and
music and clean entertainment. My,
that is over forty years ago! Minstrelsy
is dead and most of those performers,

above his fellows, sits'
white face. And back of this.j
rising tier above tier, are other men^
in black faces with musical Instruments.'
and at the very top- the bass viol andj
slightly elevated

a

fickle

should these
Indite-

I

But

and at well known
local characters; he Is followed by a
quartet,
and then Messrs. Primrose
and AVest do their "silver shower clog";
there Is a team with various kinds of
musical Instruments and the evening's
entertainment concludes with an afterpiece entitled "Fun on the Levee," with
the E-Ntlre compajiy. This embraces
buck and wing dancers, soft shoe and
clog dancing, songs and funny dialogue.

seem to see a stage set with a front)
row of chairs covered with red an*'

else far,
extoll

E'er

government

the

out the' past, memory paints a
picture to a mind long since weary of

'

curtain falls on the

tlie

Shortly

From

have called on Aphro-

I

dite,

Or

as effectively as the pen. He w.
the King's service as the captain
tercln, and in that capacity ho spt^.,
many years in what was then tlie Vli>
reynato del Rio de la Plata and is now'
the Argentine republic.

lines

So once should

on
the
"Ollp." George Wilson starts it with a
monologue, witty sayings with cracks at

away!

"GENTLEMEN, BE SEATED'

the revues

and

Goddess

fair;

•

man

lovely

his

Stern Gray Invoked the high Aeolian

Now the orchestra emerges from beneath the stage and from the pit renders a medley of the popular songs of
the day, "White Wings," "Somebody's
Coming When the Dew Drops Fall,"
"Little
Empty Cradle," "A Flower
from
My Angel Mother's Grave,"
There's a Light in the Window," and
"The Little. Old Red Shawl." Tt is
the
day of the sentimental ballad.
Songs of mother, moonlight and you,
with parodies of them for comic relief.

through the air with the great-

This daring young

In
to

wooed

few more jokes, a dance step or

two,

shouted "Bravo!"
As he hung b5- his nose up above.

The choir

laughing,

song,
chord that would reverberate thru
time.

A

part.

love.

winked

She

are

stars

the

in

is

laughing at you and me,
While your bright eyes look
twinklingj stars they seem

and handsome, as well made
as Chang.
TThere'er he appe eared the hall loudly
rang
With ovations from all people there.
He smiled from the bar on the people

lined

^

lime,

joined by three more men
the seml-clrcle. and
the quartette sing in "close harmony."

Senor Boni Slang.

J

god for harmony sub-

his

That there should echo when he burst

will be at full tonight, the
stars will brightly shine.
Come and meet me. Annie dear. Oh!
meet ine there at nine."

Tall, big

"O Muses!" but

called,

fearful,

strain.

The moon

name was

groat,

first

Each hard that has

who advance from

Xow

his

In

in valp
hailed fair 'Vergil, and soon had
the power
start in strumming his infernal

Then

'

v>r the curious, I will add ih
i.iiaolo could and did wield Uic-

i

hour

,

he

down

HIgh-browed Dante

"AVhen the corn Is waving, Annie, dear,
1 11 meet you by the stile
To hear your gentle voice again and
greet your winning smile.

Now

—

:

King.

win sing "When the Corn Is Waving"
and another fine vocalist advances and

,

:

home,
Prayed Inspiration from sweet poesy**

low and Mr. Barney Fagan. There Is
another exchange of jokes, a con\lc
song with a dance by Barney FagaiV,
and it Is anjiounced that 5Ir. Joe Natus

with men
teaoh hini

la mer, who
to whistle and, en passant, how
swear.
He mostly comes from
Africa, but where the thing will go, I
should not like to say In print, although
I think you know.
He lives In parlour windows, where his life's one
dreary round of trying to recall to mind
some half -remembered sound. His Independence ceases just as soon aa he
bought! they even call him PoJly,
13
wltliout giving sex a thought.

connected with

we may

old minstrel jokes, frazzled and frayed,
but always good for laughs, jiass back
and forth vintil Mr. l.,ew Benedict arises
and sings a comic ballad. "I Wish I
Was a Little Bird." Now there is a
change of end men, and the interlocutor announces Jtr. George H. Primrose, Mr. George Wilson, Air. Milt Bar-

.

(Dully Chonlola)
spends his early life

tlio'

roam,
Bo It ever so htimble there's no place
"
like home."
At its close the Interlocutor turns
toward the dusky man on his right,
".Mr. Dougherty"
(Hughie), "who was
that lady I saw you with on the train
today?
I'hat wasn't r lat /: that was
my wife." Now the "Joe Millers," age-

>:oina askliiir In

ji

n;i

—

;

;

LIttlefleld of South
"I used to sing It.

Chatham
Looking

over my music, I found It was one ol
The
Clara Louise Kellogg's songs.
music was by A. H. Pease. The auThe song
thor's name was not .given.
was published in 1872."
We remember heftrtng Alfred H.
Pease play the piano fti concerts during
the 70s. He was a solo player and an
accompanist. One of his songs. Bayard
'Taylor's "Bedouin Love Song," was a
favorite with singers, and it was the
best of several settings of music to the
'
words.

,

)

sing;

G. F. of Woods Hole writes that her
aunt, that exquisite singer Mrs. Charles

Moulton (now Aladame de Heyermann)
used to sing these verses with music by
Pease In her concerts about 1870.

—

-

^

'

ADMITTED
the World Wags:

Welnswig

k

^0

fine of

1

of

charge

the

on

today

urt

Lynn received a
the Lynn dis-

li)

of

selling intoxicating liquor."
'.'ould a ticket of admission to The
aid's Academy of Immortals soot|ve
Welnswig's ruffled feelings?

and

pli.B

at Covent
Zcnatello appealing as Othello in Verdi's noble opera
-with
Garden; Luigi Cilia taking the part of Cassio; Vanni Mnrcoiuc to be
to be at the
Ithe Chicago Civic opera company next season; Ludikar
announced,
h\retropolitan bpera House; and now, as we have already
only
will be published in the fall. If he would
Russell's memoirs
all his experiences!
The London Times said that Zenatello's return was welcome; his
have
"singing voice was as powerful as ever, and the voice seemed to

Henry

Wrrate

F, J.

Coachmont.

FARE WELL TO EARTH
(For As the World

Good-by, dear Earth, good-by.
1, a cold traitor fly
Far from my land of birth.

Through dark, unfathoraed space,
Where in some distant spot,
Summer Is sometimes hot,

warmer

seek that

I

^lace.

where no Byrd can trek,
Nor an Amundsen roll
Winds from the Icy pole

I

Off

Summer

to wreck.

Oil ward

satisfied, happily lost
still will drive

I

arrive
frost.

FRANCES

'

PARKER.

S.

Worcester.

I

"GRASS"

We

were pleased by seeing a placard
Grass" on the top of asparagus bunches
The
jln the window of a grocer's shop.

m

name of the plant in the 16th
7.rly 17th centuries was "sperage,"

uomp

Seldt 'i "sperach." About 1600 "asparajgrus"" was used by herbalists and horticonupted into
it was then
ists;
'fcult'.

"sparagrass" and "sparrowgrass," which
was the polite name during the 18th
In the 19th "sparrowgrass"
[was "left to the Illiterate, though 'grass'
Yet we
.still occurs in cookery books."
find "asparagus" in Masslnger's "City
Madam" (1632) and Holland, translating
icentury.

pPIiny (1601), wrote*: "There Is a mlddl^
Sort of these Sperages, not so civil and
Uentle as the Asparagi of the garden."

"Sparagrass

Southey wrote:

(it

ought

be spelt so) and artichokes, good with
The form "asparagus" is
lain butter."
ound as far back as 1548, but "In Engsperage."
ish
iiictionaries, especially the old ones,
No wonder that Gaupire entertaining.
hler read them constantly. See Walk-

|to

evidently enjoyed Elsie Janis's "If I

lldea.
I

do convey some definite
The word in question is an Inof it: and the corruption of
word into 'sparrowgrass' is so gen-

which

I

an

air

He hunted

of

Man

I
I

I
I

is

"O

As the

22a-228):

With

Mortnner.

all

my

...

I'll

Glendower. Do so;
And those musicians that shall play to

you

Hang

in

the

air

a thousand leasTies

from hence,

And

straight

they shall be here;

sit,

and attend.
Mt. Desert, Me.

E. O.

UNUSUAL CRUELTY
(Detroit

Timeis.)

suing her husband,
August, whom she married July 19, 1919,
declared her husband's cruelty consisted in a downright haireid of any form
of amusement at all. He considered all
entertaiiinient and almost all- human
conduct as improper, the wife charges.
Even labor, when required of him,
was highly urjethical, according to his
standards, his^ffS" states, adding that
he once persisted in this particular form
of cruelty for several montha.

Rhea

Scholtus,

Its

vapory vanish-

that

I'm

very

so

MARGARET LLOYD.

lows:

"In one of his tours through CornWesley found his only avail-

wall John

accommodation In a
haunted house In the tiny

reputedly

able

of

village

St. Agnes.
Quite undeterred, he went
to bed, soon, however, to be awakened

by a riotous and blasphemous gatherDown went
ing In the room below.
Wesley to protest.
His entry was
greeted by a shout of laughter and an
invitation to join the party. He agreed,
but Insisted on grace as a preliminary.
At the first words of the Invocation the
lights
the
entirely,
clamor ceased

vanished; the whole ghostly company
had disappeared, never to return to
that house."
Wesley in his Journal has much to
say about St. Agnes, where he often
preached. He also tells many strange

about

demoniacal

apparitions,

HALL, NOT HALE
answer to a correspondent we
wrote a paragraph about Josephine
In

the leopard, the lizard, the lynx,

Hall

Hale),

(not

Thursday's

the actress,

Herald;.

as an actress,

is

for

Josephine

unknown

last

Hale,

to us.

Institute of Electri-

24 the

Engineers in London celebrated the
anniversary of the telephone by
Alexander Graham Bell.
The English, however, have claimed

cal

To the Editor of The Sunday Herald:

50th

I

that

original

the

Inventor

was

A

recently wrote:
"The first telephone ever erected ran
from the master's bedroom across the
{playground to Philip Reis's laboratory.
I myself saw in the year 1874 the supports for a pole carrying the wire.
Philip Reis was then dead, and the
the

years

1874-77

—

\

had been removed.
"In a Jubilee number of the School
Magazine, Philip Reis's assistant wrote
that he was the first (acting as Philip
Reis's assistant) to hear and recognize
letters reproduced at a distance by
This first telephone
electric current.
receiver was attached to a plum tree
In the orchard beyond the playground.
"Reis's telephone, of course, was not
perfect, but his aselstant wrote In his
letter that he was able to distinguish
one letter from another. On Mr. Reis's
instructions he wrote down the letters
he heard, took them to Philip Rels and
he described the inventor's elation when
he found they corresponded with his

pole
I

'

own

R- H. G.

record."

ABASHED SOL

sung.

(For A» the World Wbki)

Now

that gay maidens no longer have
tresses

To the Editor of the Herald:
"Measure For Measure," says

Hazlitt, "is as full of genius as it is
The first folio text has over
of wisdom." This play is badly printed.
400 errors of all sorts from which less than ten per cent, may be deducted
through the adoption of proposed corrections having undoubted validity.

This note deals with a passage that has taxed the ingenuity of many
scholars yet still remains unchanged in modem editions apparently
deemed hopelessly corrupt:

To antidote briefness and scantness

of

dresses;
the sun veils his eyes in
confusion.
And cloudy skies shield him. In gallant collusion.
His kisses no longer required to give
flushes

No wonder

To cheeks and
blushes.

V

lips

i

Philip

iReis, a "science master" at the Institute Garnier, Frledrlchsdorf, near Bad
pupil at this Institute In
Homburg.

I

a singular perversion peculiar to music that many proclaim
they know nothing about it and, in the same breath, air their views
They like what they like when they like it and
freely and vigorously.
want what they want, ditto, regardless. But the radio reproduction of
certain instruments is so miserably inadequate (the piano with orchestra
being, perhaps a notable infliction)' that one may sympathize with the
"fan" when this failure is in combination with a selection which he disStill, he is not an enforced listener and might find comparative
likes.
solace in the company of that real sufferer and conscientious objector
No holy thought is his. The touch of a
living too near chimes.
vanished hand, nor the grace of a day that is dead can evoke exalted
emotions. With radio, distance "cuts no ice"; with chimes it is everything "and then some." Distance lends enchantment to the ear.
But chimes vary, and while some soothe and charm, there are those
which, as absinthe, makes the heart grow fonder, we would prefer
relegated to any old place beyond the 12-mile limit, unhonored and un-

Cambridge.

know

He beattacks on men and women.
lieved In witches and their evil spells.
Yet he does not tell the story of this
adventure at St. Agnes. Is it possible
that he could have forgotten It? Or Is
the tale merely an Invention?

—

sit

saw through

ing
don't

stories,

It is

heart

I
I

WESLEY AND THE HAUNTERS

.

:

o'

and

stuff

The Wesley celebrations in England
recalled a "little known" story about
The story is as folthe saintly John.

know

On whalers he worked like a pal,
Jio flew round the world and to both of the Poles
And sailed up our own Ship Canal;
But something was lacking ^the choicest, the chief
Sensation was still unacquired;
He visited Hollywooll, sighed with relief,
And took to his bed and expired.

'

There is a prevailing opinion that
I Shakespeare did not know everything.
(1 H«nry
I "But let me teli the i*orld"
Irv, "V, 2, 65) he did. Note the foreof radio (1 Henry I'V, III,
I shadowing

Still,

And

On June

of anatomical

a gauze

silly

price.

full

sorry.

I

MY PROPHETIC SOUL"

and hear her sing

As

In travel he tried all conceivable roles

I

1,

paid

at the touch

like

color quickly melted Into mist
Innerly I had foretold

Its

Took tea with the dark Ethiope;

Arthur Thomson.

World Wags

vanished

fabric

dreams
And yet I bought the

.

museum

but a

relics.— J.
-

.

.

The

He visited Mecca, saluted the Sphinx,
And kissed the big toe of the Pope;

BosseweU's

John

"Some reports

knew It was illusion
And that Its, color faded
I

To discover remains of the Ark;

(1572):
"Amoi-le"
that of Rammes
Ihornes buried, or hldde in the grounde,
forthe an Herbe, called
lis broughte
[Asparagus, in Engllshe, Sperage."
I

careless

Cross the window of a shop
To tempt a passer-by

He stood by the ruins of Babylon's pride.
He fished in the Yellowstone park,
And, climbing Mount Ararat, earnestly tried

stance

Ithis
leral that 'asparagus' has
[stiffness and pedantry."

witching
Like a lacy loveliness of scarf thrown

And Lenin he frequently met;
He swam the Zambezi in excellent style,
And lunched with the monks of Tibet;
He knew all the cities and sights of the West,
He called on Cathay and Rangoon,
He went down a coal mine with infinite zest
And up in a captive balloon;

Ino definite idea of the thing, are freIquently changed by them into such
words as they do. know how to spell,

land

I

"Everyone should see Hollywood's continued Miss Gish (i.e. Lillian)
Pyramids and Niagara
for the same reason that everyone should see the
Falls." Interview in the London Daily Express.
This led "Lucio" to don his singing robes:
He gazed at the Parthenon, followed the Nile

It

I

(For Aa the World Waga)
1
knew It was illusion all the while
An airy bit of iridescent tulle be-

•

vulgarly

is

TULLE

)

The Observer (London)
what I mean."
•j.i.
i.
"As befits so exuberant a vaudevillean. Miss Jams writes with her
and
men
on
views
Her
offing.
the
in
band
rousing
make-up on and with a
mixture
mothers, love, dancing, and the income-tax are expressed in that
appearances so
of art and verbal knockabout that makes her footlight
Her literary style crushes, but one might as effectively
stimulating.
She
splash.
resent it as ask a typhoon to be quiet or Niagara not to
the fact."
is a natural force and takes full advantage of

"asparagus" (1791):
pronounced
may be observed
sparrowgrass.'
hat such words as the vulgar do not
know how to spell and which convey
This word

1

infer that
her altogether immature feeling for climax." From this we
the critic of the Daily Telegraph was not greatly pleased.

of

definition

t's

'a

gave a recital in London on May 31 but Elisabeth Van Endert.
be remembered here in connection with Dr. Muck, who advised
She
direction
her engagement for a Symphony concert. She sang under his
with an
on Feb. 14, 1914, also at a concert in Symphony hall (Mar. 1)
amiable
orchestra led by Otto Urack, a cello player. She was a comely,
woman, sleek and blonde, a smooth and uninteresting singer. In London
but
her program was condemned as conventional, and her "pleasant"
for
not "individual" voice was hardly sufficient in itself to compensate
inability to
the singer's imperfections in the matter of phrasing, her
song, and
identify herself completely or consistently with the mood of a

—

Till I at length
Safe frorii June

most honorable member of
high and venerable clvlUwitlon.
Capt. Cook learned that the nalivi s
Then
jof Savu liked first of all the pig.
came In order as table delicacies, the
and
dogs
horse, the buffalo, poultry,
jcats, and, last of all, sheep and goats.
jopinion of a

Who
may

There once again shall beat
Into my frozen soul
In that delightful goal
Heat blessed heat.

Shamelessly

aged very little since we heard it some 15 years ago."
The Daily Telegraph: "Curiously enough the member of the audience
occasion
nearest to him on the stage was Dame Nellie Melba, who on the
to affect
referred to played Desdemona to his Otello. It were futile
their mark
to believe that the years that h^ve passed have been without
on this excellent artist. The voice seems somewhat less powerful now
than then, though be it said that even on Tuesday it grew in power as
the evening passed. But there is certainly no waning of the fine dramatic
and in tliat
sifts which always were of a very pronounced character,
gift
wonderful scene in the second act between Otello and lago this
seemed to be, if anything, enhanced."

Yuan .Mftiv magistrate, poet, eplcurt,
writing about cookery, rank^ In ord^r
as (Jcslrablo the chicken, the pig. the
This was the
lish,
then the duck.

wearing ambiguous

|

|

;

—

1

-

know which one oi the Hungarian Rhapsodies so delighted the
Italian; or was the rhythmic tempest
the musical Vepresentation di the
Italian saint that walked on raging

process of cooking was merely that of
You bought a
boiling In salt water.
huge beer for 5 cents and this entitled
one to a free feast of crabs, until satisfled.
Ach hlmniel! Es wahr schoen'.l.

like to

It
can

'•Thus

delnjr-goa,

tfie

Autnomy,

us pay do\vne for our offence by waight
The words of heaven; on whom it will, it will.

Make

On whom

it

will not see yet still

'tis

The barkeeper never dreamed

I— 11

just."

"Only ghosts admitted" should now
be carved in choice Italian over the
entrance to the tower. Yet music
has sorely vexed other laborers in
the artistic vineyard; music from
street organs, motor horn, church
chimes, a neighbor's violin, piano, or
saxophone, the studio' of a teacher.
More than one author, painter, illustrator has thus been distracted. No
wonder that Liszt was anxious to
play for a famous man, who saw
and heard him, as he himself says,
"without trembling."

affinities.

heaven
swordj of* v.
Constituted authority alone has power to wield the
the scales to
holding
Justice
of
as represented by the august figure
law and order. To wield
adjust the decrees of right and wrong between
It seems clear "by
force.
expresses the primary sense of to rule by
scholars
see in the phrase
Some
wields."
"he
for
misreading
weight" is a
warning to wrongdoers, quoting
"the words of heaven" a dim and distant
saith to Moses, I will have mercy onj
iu «!UPPort of their view: "For he
.

,

j

|

will have compassion on whom I will
I will have mercy, and I
15.
ix,
Rom.
compassion."
have
would reThe proposed changes, if substituted for the errors noted
a passage with a fine classical allusion
call from undeserved obscurity
and the clarity of its text not open to question:
"Thus can the demigod, authority,
Make us pay dear for our offence; he wields
The sword of heaven; on whom, it will, it will,
On whom it will not, so, yet still 'tU Just."

vnom

—

Shakespeare gives a new illustration of the symbol of justice

the coats,
a truly artistic spirit
worn by men
waistcoats and trousers
who were the
of high and low degree
for their
fortunate or luckless sitters

[

j

portraits.

.

inj

The unveiling

Ida,

treated

so

flagrantly

on
painful because it reflected
If the diagSargent's taste in sitters.
were seen on
nosis was correct there
for medical'
calling
sitters
the walls,
to mention
and Znlll practitioners, not
experts in facial surgery;

inosis;
'

:

"Hatchet faces."
"Deflected, pinched noses.
"Rabbit mouths."'

DELAMAINE.

"Irregular teeth."

But

the*''spirit

are

above

la

.))irit.s

the

of

spirit

.

needs

deep

errs;

re-

the
I

APPROACH OF EVENING
Whilst

cling skim:
Light winds in sighing sink,

cir-

rising

swims

in

vivid

light.

I

I

delay or wholly prevent d'Annunzio
he world a literary
from giving to the
masterpiece or words of wisdom
For
that will heal ailing Europe.
no less a ghostly visitor than Franz
Liszt has called on the Italian poetsoldier; not only called, but played
Ion the poet's Milanese piano
"sonorous construction," to quote

ii,

cellar;

;T>.,-,

MEDICATED MODELS

above

and" spirits
•i'irit«
j

far as

Dr.

The musician would

it

is

a good explanation as

goes.

Knapp

in

his

monumental work

on Borrow gives no explanation

artist
Before I commission an
To copy my lineaments,
sartlst
my
on
call
I'll not merely
-street gents.
But visit the Harley

Is graphic
What''use°''When our portrait
or croup.
Of adenoids, measures,

find on page 93 a full explanaterm and>ts derivation. It
"And speaking of Isopel— there
reads:
Is a
story still to be heard at Long
Melford of a girl 'who lived on the

row,

,

Crayfish ai^
Mr Robinson is correct.
perch, pike, black
frequently found in
'
I
species
' often "wonder
bass and such
these are net

'

if

_

discovered where the
;

th^^

,,,eu

fresh

.^^ater

call these crayfi.h
IP Milwaukee they
when
in the good old days
-efebs."
were hunlitTwas worth living, there saloons
German
dredr of clean little
one almost
Milwaukee, and on the bar
found a glass bowl heaping
i* ere
They
crabs.
uU'of cold boiled
length, and the
to four inches In

m

fnSbly

U

we

tion of the

CRABS AND BEER

,

or,

work by Edward Thomas, George Bor-

W.

,

of,

for that matter, reference to Long Melford. In the excellent and readable

traits.)

d'Annunzio's characterization of thej
Liszt, or his shadow,
instrument.
came through a wall of this ivory
tower and produced with "long immaterial fingers a beautiful rhyth-

'mic tempest."

This

arm."

f^J^t^^'^^^sUfp^Tod^f
f ^^J^^f
in salt and
g^^^ny

Lines inscribed on the door of
church, under which was kept a wine
spirits

bed to his wife."
dropped
W.." like Mr. Silas Wegg.

Into poetry:

i

Night's Virgin Pilgrim

are

•^A.

'

till,

bright.

There

hesst

are not given to dictation, either
through a convenient megaphone,
planchette or the ouija board, will

when she

dim,

.

summers had passed over her head
since she first saw the light in the
great house of Long Melford, a nursery
In which she learnt to fear God and
take her own part, and a place the
very name of which she came to regard as a synonym for a strong right

enthuprevalence of unhealthy
named Beesiasm for a dead German,
obstinate
of an
thoven to say nothing
» -tizen o
p?demic of admiration for his secona
left
who
Stratford-on-Avon

-ble

cause him to drop his pen.
One might raise the old question
whether an isolated life in the coun- Or ever I sit for my picture,
the jumps,
Thl dentist must give me
try or the city with its din, bustle,
prescribing a tincture
doctor
My
excitement is more conducive to lyric
To counter Incipient mumps.
flights, a psychological study in the
who see In our faces
form of a novel, a symbolic drama. Ye painters
souls.
mirrors reflecting our
The
academic
of
Aesculap races
This question, always
Take care, lest the
coals.
the
arguers
over
interest, would find heated
Be calling you
on one side or the other. There is
seraphic,
tho' ye portray us
'what
today a more important question:
wing-roots in shoulders tha,
Wth
Whether spiritual visitors, if they

Yet endless pretext ever fresh prefers;

in this mild twilight
birds In Wild swift vigils

dictionary of slang.
In that masterpiece of Thomas Seocombe, "Isopel Berners," on page 48 of
"18
•
.
•
the Introduction, we read:

"If

turbed by friends or enemies, by
sane men who might visit him as
those who once consulted the oracle
at Delphi, by visionaries with their
wild schemes, and surely not by
women, for he had been their slave
or master long enough. In his proclamation Mussolini himself was not
excepted. The only interruption permissible would be the descent of a
thunderbolt, earthquake shock, the
rising of the lake— these would not

The serpent greets her when she seeks
the tree.
Serene she sees the speckled tempter
creep;
Gentle he seems— perverted schemer

Idling I sit

thoughtful

thereto

!

THE FALL OF EVE defended

Sneers when she weeps, regrets,
pents she fell;
reseeks
revenged,
deep
Then,
nether hell'.

Wednesday'a

|

pieces
(In the first of the following
through'only one vowel "e," Is used
is
vowel "I
out; In the second the

revels

alientet's

last

Herald to the classic encounter between
Lavengro and the Flaming Tinman
closes with the question why Isopel
"Long
Berners called the right arm
Melford." The term was original with
Borrow, and would hardly appear in any

^

I

Perverts her senses,

need

of its
of the

by the
^°"^if;^pubii;.
become hvf ^^^'^i^'
Press, seem to have
as
Just
Exhibition,
over the Sargent
since, in respect of
Gabriele d'Annunzio a few days ago thtl did. not long
Th««\ popular
Charlie Chaplin.
should not,
gave notice to the world that he had orie
extremes are unhealthy and
near
tower
ivory
shut himself in 'his
.
be encouraged."
skilful kn fe
This led the Observer to pursues Its
the lake, there to remain until All
Press
Medical
the
Saints' day. He was not to be dis- nlav
find a lamentresearches further, it will

They are
looking through recently.
copied from clippings from a Boston
probdaily paper about GO years ago,
first and
ably the Boston Journal. The
literary
as
regarded
be
may
second
third
curiosities; but what does the
Were the contents of said
indicate?
purposes
for
solely
kept
cellar
Iwlne
"spirit divine
of communion with the
or— sh'— was there even in those days
do you
What
trade?
a bootlegging
Do you take It that
think about It?
keeps
"for
the lines were Inscribed
maliciously
or written hastily— perhaps
of
—and discovered to the undoing atsome guilty man? Should not the be
friends
prohibition
our
of
tention
bydirected to this serious matter of

Eve, Eden's Empress,

some

D'Annunzio's Sole Visitor

LITERARY CURIOSITIES
As the World Wags:
The following selections were found
an old scrap-book which I was
In

used).

of

that

excited

—

gone days?

wretched sitters. Insisted
contemporaries were

the

ties

In

—

"LONG MELFORD"
As the World Wags:
Your reference in

conteht with pointing out

FRANCES BOWLES PRATT.

ENIGMA.

"Pronounced adenoid faces.
"Emaciated hatchet-faced lady.
"Pinch-nosed mouth-breather
Circular not
The Medical Press and the nflrmi_

syjirits

the

Weston.
Bad-tempered, not a man of his
word, and no principle ladies do not
seem to expect much of their husbands nowadays. Mr. Justice McCardle.

Me

and women and

I

;

The

an

like

outsider.

w oe

Sargent

1

F. H.
of

Scant wonder Jtiypenon hies to Mount!

When

J.

the

of

Paul's Cathemorlal in the crypt of St.
the Medical Press
dral reminds us that
Sargent exland Circular- visited the
portraits of men
hibitlon, looked at the
made this painful diag-

nor yet doth linger.

CHARLES

Tailor

cize in

"The sword of heaven
Dorchester.

The

an interesting periodical.
exhibitions of
and cutter, to attend
to critiLondon,
in
the Royal Academy

of

j

the epilogue in III-ll:
"He who the sword of heaven will bear
Should be as holy as severe," etc.
of expression
and Dante clothes the figure with unforgettable beauty
Is not in haste to strike

the habit
has for some years been

It

of offer-,

Ing an objection, because crabs were s»
Many places had a sign In
plentiful.
the window reading: "Eln bier and frela
Krebs fuer fuenf cent."
If was also ciistomary to give a crab
party at your home and the, small boy3
were sent down to the river with half ai
pound of liver for bait and a home-madei
net of bent wire and mosquito netting.
Liver did not cost 60 cents a pound
The butcher was glad toi
then, either.
Presumably it did not|
give It away.
require skill to fish for crabs, but in'
my opinion there was a certain delicacy
of touch that brought results. You tied
the liver to a string and plunged it Into
In two minutes it was
the river.
hauled up gently until approaching the
surface, when numerous crabs would be
observed clinging to the liver, and the
trick was to get the net under before
the victims could sense the situation
and take a dive downward. One could
accumulate a bushel in an hour, and
then homeward for mother to get busy
When cooking
with the wash boiler.
was finished, the cra,bs were dumped on
a table and resembled a small mountain,
Then the hungry
of
tiny lobsters.
„uests went to it. The crab fishermen
who supplied the saloons made a regular business of it, and worked at night
on the Milwaukee river up above the
dam. They used boats and lanterns.
For some stran.ge reason crabs are attracted by the light.
Like everything else on the Pacific
Coast, crabs grow much larger than In
the East, frequently attaining a length
A famous resort
of six to eight inches.
Ore.,
Portland,
in
Queue's
called
specialized in crabs, and was known to
guests
The
world.
over
the
ail
epicures
were provided with a linen bib and a
glass bowl the size of gold fish globes,
and filled with water. This was for the
purpose of cleansing the fingers while
consuming the crabs. There was no
other way to eat them but by the handto-mouth process and this was not a
very pretty sight. But table--etiquctt«
had to give way to necessity.
Prohibition has done away with the
crab industry and. alas! Quelle's and
the Milwaukee places are no more.
LANSING R. ROBINSON.

billows ?

this passage to oblivion.
Suspectinc: a line lost, Dr. Johnson consigned
many commentators to
influenced
doubtless,
opinion
This discouraging
the problem severely alone.
follow the example of Johnson in leaving
does
How anyone can pay down for an offence involving moral turpitude
Pay down, is surely a typographical error for pay
not seem clear.
Pay
is found in Bartlett.
dear as no other instance of such a locution
Shakesused
by
are
word
the
of
forms
other
the
and
dear' pay dearly
of any clause;
This correction discloses a proposition independent
peare
Roberts, the
in itself ending with "offence."
it is a complete sentence
instead of "words of
provost of Eaton, proposed "sword of heaven"
It needs
heaven"— a reading the reiterated pronoun amply supports.
law and
insight to perceive the relation of authority, justice,

no special
order—they are

|

:

green and ran^away with the Gypsy,'
With this may
in about the year 1825.
possibly be connected another story of
a young painter of dogs and horses
who was living at Melford in 1S05 and
seduced either one or two sisters of
the warden of the hospital or almshouse,
and had two illegitimate children, one
The Great House
at any rate a girl.
was one used, but not built, for a workhouse; it stood near the vicarage at
Melford, but has now disappeared, and
apparently its records with it."
This referenoe explains Isopel's meaning when she used the term, and, to
my mind, quite satisfactorily. I have
no doubt that Seccombe was fully aware
of the derivation of the term, and of Its
application, wfien he made the reference
noted above in his treatment oF" "the
miraculous episode of Isopel Berners."
I may add that Knapp in his George
Borrow, vol 1, page 97, quoting from
a manuscript of Borrow, does put the
words "Melford the Short" into Mr.
Petulengro's mouth, but this can hardly
be called a reference by Knapp himself.
Trusting that this will be of interest
to you and to other Borrovlans. I am,
'

Very truly yours.
Z.

Worcester.

W. COOMBS.

—

I

,

"realtors" near him to ^lulldlng lots as
yet undeveloped. The list already Includes

ON KEITH'S BILL

"Rosy Grove" and "Pink Geranium."
There are "avenues" leading from the
highway to nowhere. Thus the most
Important work after clearing has been

trapeze work
IiOhse and Sterling opens the bill

nnusnally

fln«

week. An excellent sumby the way. These peohave Rtunts that are different and

»-,(»;6lth'3 this
mip Bhow, too,
ple,

accomplished, the choice of names. To
live up to these names will be the solemn duty of contractors and builders
of the countless "villas," "residences,"
"bungalows" and "mansions" to come.
How warped the meaning of "bungalow" (a word, as Mr. Johnson would
say, from the Hindi "bangla," belonging
to Bengal), a lightly built one-storied
or temporary house. Some of the bungalows near Clamport have two stories
With an air chamber and from four to
twelve
bathrooms.
Bathrooms! And
there is Massachusetts bay for cold
bathing; there is Nantucket sound with
water so warm that there Is the suggestion of accompanying crash towel
and scented soap.

Next

their act moves fast and furious.
one of
In line are Covan and HufUn,
vaudethe best colored dance teams in

They do a tentlUzlnB waltz

ville.

livelier

ologr

tapping

with several
numbers.
Stan Kavana^h, the Australian
together

^

jugr-

His act
these dancers.
making fun of his most difClwas
yesterday
The audience
enthusiastic, so that some of
routine remarks about applause
follows

trler,

'-t3 of
ats.
iielv

his

,

were unnecessary.
Bert Hanlon, the next artist, calls himmore
self "the gattllng gun," and he
than lives up to It. His stuff Is just
about what he usually has, although
there Is a new and touching little ditty
about his hatred of olives that gives him
opportunity to outdo himself in nuttiJack Donnelly and his revue are
ness.
by
next. Donneiiy sings and is assisted
Kramer
a team of dancing girls, the
Mr.
violinist.
twins, and a pianist and
Donnelly produced the act himself.
Jack "pube" Clifford, famous hick,
fails
has some new material. He never
sheriff imto go over, and his country
vaudepersonation Is a familiar one to
" a synpatrons. Dixie Hamilton,
ville

copated
a lively

.

one of the "Ironbound,
volumes of the Magi.

The

mensely.

their

.,

.

Is

most

the

the
story that John Masefleld greatly admires, the sailor boy in London sees a
noble youth exposing a boot heel on
which Is stamped a coronet. Did Melville when In London see this, or was
It
an Invention of his extravagant

fancy?

GARDEN OF MY HEART
Ungatnered and apart,

I

winning.

STILL WATERS.

Enemy,"

LIFE
As the World Wags:
When I was a little boy, in a time
now so long ago that no one remembers
this was In the days of horse cars
which thumped down the street with

ing roles. Fourth week.

—

"Merry Merry,"
musical comedy, with Harry
Puck, Katherine Morris and the

—

—

a jingling of bells I got up and offered
my seat to a lady. She looked down at
the narrow crack between two other
passengers (she was a large woman)

I^arry Archer orchestra. Tenth

week.

ithen
5

somebody once rewas a lumber-room of useless
Information.
He could tell you how
many public baths existed In Geneva In
pre-Reformatlon days, what was the
eolor of Mehemet All's whiskers,^ why
had not been handed down to posterity, and
In what year, and what
month, the decimal system was Introduced into Finland. Such aimless Incursions Into knowledge were a puzzle
to his friends, but not to himself. Th«y
helped him to build up a harmonious
•cheme of life to round himself off."
llus

dust heap, will find their way Into
colossal work, the publication of
which is eagerly anticipated by deep
thinkers In or out of learned societies
ind academies throughout the world.
Mr. Johnson Is now at Clamport, gallantly defending himself, although he Is
a man of peace, against the land pltes who look upon his few acres and
Umble cottage as King Ahab on the
neyard of Naboth the Jezreellte; but
Johnson cries out with Naboth,
't.

i

forbid

Mr. Johnson
the

fantastical

me."
drawing up a

It

Is

names given

list

by

of

the

"Thank

said,

—

am

I

going

managed, the

although

I

cannot say

remem-

I

young they seem nowadays "Madam,
may I offer you my seat?" 1 dread to
hear her say, "Thafik you, sir, but
am going only a little way." I know
that her words would mean, "Dear old
thing, I am better able to stand than
SENBCIO.
he is."
Lexington.
•

]

j

j

!

i

j

SHAKESPEARE ON PRIMARIES AND
THE ANTI-SAUOON LEAGUE
As the World Wags:

May

I

quote

this

as an epistle

for

the times?
"For well you know we Of the offering
side
Must keep aloof from strict arbltrement,
And stop all sight-holes, every loop from

whence
The eye of treason may pry
Stoneham.

L.

Star.

I

"Sankashtachaturthlvratodyapana."

"Swapanchaksharlmahamantrastora."
The names of two productions of

/

/
Dr.

^

f

in

upon us."

W. BUELL.

z

become an actor. As a matter
when he launched the Theatre
Libre In 1887 —^he was then about BO
years old —he had known the playhouse
from his early childhood, when his
mother took him to see melodramas and
As an
fairy plays at cheap theatres,

^

the author

an excellent book entitled "Antolne
It Is puband the Theatre Libre."
lished by the Harvard University Press,

of

Waxman

acknowledges
Adolphe Thalasso'a
"Theatre Libre," and Antolno's "Souvenirs sur de Theatre Libre," but the
former Is a oomptlatlon of material
In no way crltloali the latter Is aneodotloal; the former ts valuable by reason of Jean JuUlen's preface, the short
biographical sketches, the casts, and the
Index of dramatists. Mr. Waxman, making a judicious use of the preceding, has
lhad the advantage of newsp^aper clippings, of talks with him and dramatists
of Theatre Libre, as Brleux, Fabre and
Wolff, also with various actors, managers and critics.
Thalasso began by dlsousslnff "lit
Cambridge.

Mr.

his Indebtedness to

:

j

j

j
'

mouvement par

la vie," the theatre of
Aeschylus, Shakespeare, Mollere, "humanity, Independent, offering its Joys
and sorrows," with the dramatist effacing himself; and "La Vie par le mouve-

Scribe

and

with

his

comedy

of

humanity a slave serving the dramatist
that
amuses,
moralizes
and
even a deep thinker. Then Thalasso
Intrigue

Scribe's

to

of fact,

Samuel Monteflore Wajpman, proIs

i

There Is a learend that Antolne
stepped out of the office of a gas com-

pany

/'Sanscrit literature.

school;

speaks

first of the chief playwrights of
the older school, beginning with Scribe,
then of the precursors of the Theatre
Libre, Balzac, Musset, the Goncourts,
Daudet, Zola, Becque, the Chat Nolr.«
Mr. Waxman begins with the forerunners, and adds the name of Vllllers de
risle Adam, who Is "not only unknown
to the general public In France, but his
name does not even appear In the well
known manuals of French literature."
This Is a sweeping statement, not well
founded,
nor was he a "veritable
pariah," although he wrote that re-

markable

play, "Revolte,"
The collections of his short stories, his novel, "The
Future Eve," with Us curious use of

Thomas Edison,
sit-

—

Iftg

The Lord

delicately she

but

— —

romance

that

me and

man,
way."

ber the "Thank you, sir." But the time
did not bring any triumph; I was not
the hero I expected to be; I was just a
strap-hanger.
But now! Tt was very long ago, you
remember, when my seat was so poNow when I rise, 1 see
litely refused.
in my mind's eye that lady of the past,
and when I say to a passenger how

described by Nor-

"South Wind." One might think that
Mr. Douglas had that Earnest Student
of Sociology, Mr. Herkimer Johnson, In
mind when he pictured Mr. Eames on
the Island of Nepenthe In the Medlterranetin; yet he would not have called
Mr. Johnson's Incursions "aimless." His
.vast collection of facts, not an Impos-

little

offered,

—

Eames

at

little

uation! Nevertheless I felt humiliated.
envied men of generous beam who
I
could offer a lady a real seat, and I
wished the time would come when I
could rise and say with a polite gesture,
"Madam," and she would reply, "Thank
you, sir."
The time did come, I suppose. I remember, but rather dimly, a multitude
of women who dropped Into the seat I

the manuscript of Virgil's frlendr Oal-

In his delightful

looked

my

How

njlnd; his head, as

man Douglas

you

only a

of

marked,

Mr.

love for thee from small beginning.
day a budlet came, thy favor

Ah! g.ither from It, lest It, too.
May die, as saddened roses do.

Purcell and Helen Ford in lead-

Is

beauty blow-

grew a

Each

musical comedy, with Charles

Thus

The next, "Jungefrauenzinimerduchschwlndsuchttoedlungsegengenvereln."
"Nllrophenyelenediamlne" and "Polyphrasticontlnomimegalnondulatlon" are
two words that appeared recently in the

ment,"

Clay," Harrevived, with
Mary Young in leading role,
supported by Copley players.
Second and last week.

vard prize play

encyclopaedic turn

Its

ing;

Ungathered, 'til it drooped Its head
And now, alas! thy rose Is dead.

COPLEY—"Common

He had an

it

Krowing,

CONTINUING PLAYS

PLYMOUTH

(For As the World Wags)
a rose for thee and left

grew

I

entertainers, close th e bllL

'TREMONT — "Dearest

Londoner Relates

name 'Tom Sayers." "
In Herman Melville's "Redburn,"

frtntis^Dooler (Of South Boston)
to closing,
and Corinne Sales come "ext this year
some of their material Is new
Corinne
usual.
but It's all amusing as
cha-nLl"S
lales is as dainty and
not gone^
ever, and Mr. Dooley has
since he last
for any drastic reducing
S:s ers,
Smiletta
The
'appeared here.
st-rate

old

in a tavern he was impressed by the bearing of another occupant of the bar, and asked a friend
if
he knew him. 'Look at his boots,'
whispered his companion. The object of
his curiosity heard, and turned his right
foot for inspection. On the toe cap was
picked out In little brass studs the

attractive and
putting
acts in vaudeartistic (^ance ensemble
y°^"^'
al
l/er girls are
ville,
If they
and pretty and do not look as dancing
In
had siXnt all their lives spontaneity
delightful
Their Is
schools
The European
about all their work.
are excelcomedians, Zozo and Kikl.
It seems, In
place,
lent, but are out of

6n

"An

shoes.

how one day

folks liked her Im-

without question,

AlbertlnSi Rasch,

toortfecautlum."
The next is the name of an officer
now In Madrid, Don Juan Nepomuceno
de Burlopagonatorecagageszcoecha.
The next is a town on the Isle of
Mull, "Drimtaldhvrlckhllllchattitn."

London Times and

This

Is a
rash prophecy. It Is not unlikely that
will
women
now
from
oenturj'
a half
still weep at the sight of "Cam— llle"
renouncing her happiness.
Becque, the bitter Becque, has deBorvedly an Important chapter to hlmHclf.
If Zola was a dramatic theorist,
Becque was a great 'dramatic nrtlst.
"Without the Influence of these two men
the Theatre Libre would never have
been created, Antolne recognized this
fnct and acknowledged his debt to both.
When the Theatre Libre came Into existence, Zola and Becque welcomed It
and gave It their support."

"Amoronthologosphorus."

fessor in Boston University,

spoke not long ago of the HeenanSayers fight. Yesterday we read that
English women of fashion are having
their names engraved on the toes of

185
win be as dead as Scribe."

The next from Rabelais "Antlperlcatametananaparbqugedamphlo Rlbratlones-

melancholy"

We

She's
comes next.
with more than her share
the
of
are
numbers
her

All
pep.
"hot" variety.

of

Indebted to%-an anonymous
correspo ndent for a true account of the
are

FOR SPELLING BHES
clipping fron) a Baltimore newspaper, found In an' old history purchased
at a second hand book-shop, dlscuastng
spelling matches, gave these JawbrcakIng words:
"Pilgrims of the Rhine," by Bulwer,

A

historic meeting of good King Darius
and the Prophet Daniel as reported in

cocktail,"
lafly

We

,

"Axel," are known
and valued In France. A few of his
tales, cruelly Ironical, have been translated
into
English.
Many critical
studies of his art and one or two biographies have been published. He Is
given due place In the latest and most
hi's

manual of French literature by
Rene Lalou, one that has already been
critical

translated.

Zola was a forerunner more as a critic
than a dramatist. In his opinion Balzac
was the first of the "naturalistic"
school; but neither Balzac, nor Flaubert,
nor the Goncourts could write a good
play. The
great figures among the
predecessors were Musset and Becque;
yet the former's comedies were not
wholly romantic, not wholly realistic.
They were a long time In finding their
way to the stage.
Now they are
reckoned among the glories of the
French theatre. During the last season
they received the enthusiastic attention
of the leading Parisian critics.
It was
Musset that first freed French drama
from conventions and rules of every
sort.
Zola's theories of the drama are
considered at length by Mr. Waxman,
who Jlnds here and there In "Therese
Raquin," the hand of dramatic genius,
a play "written at a time when Zola,
the dramatic artist, was not overwhelmed by Zola the dramatic lawgiver."
"Henrlette Marechal," by the
Goncourts, though it was not epochmaking, still was an attempt to "break
down the tradition of the well constructed play."
Mr. Waxman apparently Is not Impreseed by the younger Dumas's play.s,
nrefaces and theories.
"Tomorrow he

errand boy and clerk, he spent his savings between the theatre and books,
\To see more plays, he Joined the claque
He Joined
iof the Comedle Francalse,
[an evening class where recitation and
diction were taughtj he took part In
Rejected at the Conser^'atory,
plays,

engaged In military service for five
years, he again became a clerk, but
Joined a dramatic club. Believing that
there were young playwrights, seeking
a theatre, he wished to find a home
"I had not the slightest
for them.
idea," he said, "of becoming a professional actor or director, and I should
have laughed heartily If any one had
predicted then that we were goln^ to
revolutionize dramatic art."
,

The

rest of

Mr. Waxman's

Interesting

devoted to the story of AnTheatre
adventures at the
Libre, the nature of the plays produced
there, the friends and enemies he made,

book

is

toine's

Judgments

contemporaneous

the

of

Antoine's rejoinders, one might
say defiant proclamations, his introducCurel
tion of foreign plays, his bringlns
and Brleux into notice a whole chapof
ter is allotted %q them— the Influence
drama
the Theatre Libre on French
and
writers
dramatic
the
on
and
theatres of other countries. The appendices comprise the programs with
dates, a list of the playwrights with
actors
their' plays, also a list of the
and actresses and a bibliographical
proper
of
Index
full
is
a
There
note.

critics,

—

names.

When there Is anecdotage It is Introduced to bear directly on the forThus Curel's
tunes of the theatre.
reSalnte". was
(S'une
'L'Envers
ceived coldly, even Jeerlngly, the first
"One auditor
night of performance.
states that, when the curtain went up
the only perwas
act,
he
third
the
for
son left in the balcony. Antolne had
who was
subscribers,
his
to seize one of
opening and shutting a door in order
to drown out the words of the actors,
'

march him down to the box office, and
refund him his subscription money. He
said to Curel: "A fine crowd of Idiots
dismy subscribers are." Yet the most
criminative critics welcomed Curel as
an original and powerful young dramAntoine, sure that he had disatist.
covered a genius, made the French
people finally accept him a^ great
not long In
the French
Freie Buehne In Germany, ahd in England the Independent
A caiefui
Theatre, the Stage Society.
study of "Free Theatres" in the United
writt«n.
be
to
still
is
'states

The Theatre Libre

Inspiring free
province, the

yra.a

theatres^ In

!

i

THE NEW CANONIZATION
I

a highball
a saint out of me.
know
only
way
I
the
be happy, good and free.

The virtue that

lies In

May make
It is

To

11

A

long cool drink in a

tail

green glass

With the proper dash of gin,
Makes virtue quite as charming
As a fascinating sin.
Ill

With the second glass I'm holy,
With the third, beatified;
With the fourth a!nd fifth I'm blessed,
With the sixth I'm sanctified.
IV
In fact, this potent virtue
Makes the reddest sin seem pale.
And so I'll seek salvation
In a glass of ginger ale.

—The Phantom

L^ v

:

UTJeing a genv
called, th.. ^uUt
of bread
erous hunk of cheese and ditto
of
Likewise the pinkest and swettest
of beef,
appetizing
ham and the most
picand Kngllsh mutton pies. And the
the windo(w
torials which used to lie on
Puck
papers.
along with the daily
sill
their
and Judge, for those who took
.stuff for
jokes without a smile, lighter
And the waiter who
the rest of us.
would accept a 5-cent tip with a smile
and a " 'k'ew." And the table talk,

•NAKEDNESS" THE WORD
\3 the

World Wa«s:

Wordsworth's poem
In that passage In
Immorlality the
on •lutlmations of
not "darkrorrect word Is "nakedness,"
The error of "darkness" for
•ness."
speaks of
"nakedness." which "Veritas"
Bartletf s
belnp In his copy of John
appeared, I
•Familiar Quotations," first
the earliest
think, in one or more of
Bartimpressions of the ninth edition of
the book
of
In my copy
iotfs book.
which
and
edition
ninth
which is of the
from
was published in 18S5, the extract
Wordsworth's poem has "nakedness,
1891
in
which
copy
but I find that In n
was published of thatf same edition the
passage has "darknfess," so it seems
Impresthat one or more of the earliest
book
.oions of the ninth edition of the
the
had "darkness," but that afterwards
'word was changed to "nakedness" in
edis.<\me
of
that
the later Impressions
The meter of the line would be
tion.
defective with "darkness" oi^ any other
|
I

1

word

of

two

syllables.

OBSERVER.

eiprhth edition (ISS.^),
instead of Wordsworth's
in the world could

Our copv, the

has "darkness"
"nakedness." How
careful

John Bartlett have made the
And no one called his attenuntil
it, not even in Cambridge,

blunder?

tion to
the ninth edition!— Ed.

,

FOUND NEW

__

,

ALLEY.

to us:

Spirit of O. M.' was drawing
the memory of one of the notables

and

i,

meals

is

orchestrations,

have prepared 24
For
completed them in March.
compensation.
1 received no

an ex-

I

have such men. no matter how
were, learn the 400 pieces
they
good
in the nine weeks of
played
that are

pushed

«

N.
the
to
writes
Times n)at the adjective "tubercular
Tuberis misused 'for "tuberculous."
condijcular can npply to a variety of
especially to
tions, medically, speaking,
those of the skin, but not to tuberculosis."

ADD, "PAST JOYS"
_,;e

I

I

Oxford Dictionary: "Tubercular. In
reference to tuberculosis, or the tubernow technically replaced
cle-bacilltis;
by -tubeirculous.' But as the discovery
known only
of the bacillus was made
the
in
1S82^ the earlier examples of
of
de.scriptive
actually
word, though
results of the action of the bacillus, did
[rot refer to it, but merely to the presence of tubercules."

World Wags;

A contributor to your column enumhelped
erated several things which
to
make the "Old Bell In Hand"
famous throughout the length and
breadth of the land but neglected to
mention the delectable viands served
The French
therewith upon request.
'!
s.indwlches
so
!i
.

\

th^ni

i

as

\

'

j

}

practice as|
mildly objected to the
Surely toincongruous.
being often
many places
day it has died out in
at the tables
and is not heard even
devout. Our anof the serious and
to be thankcestors often had cause
poor have the
The
food.
for
ful
Considermg the
more reason today.
the necessities,
of
price
high
present
the dmne
Sne may well invoke
to
will grace as an aid
blessing.

But

thaJ^ey might

it

Jacchia was
DuHn'^ the interview Mr.
affected and
s

visibly

And in New,
Cold mutton again?"
man
newly-hired
a
when
England
gobble
f^f^j"^^;'
beginning to
with W e usu-^
runted by the farmer
eatmg."
before
aUy say something
You can't turn:
?iplied: "Go ahead.
my stomach."
his essays
Charles Lamb in one of
.

efforts
^.as
j
^^^"J^^^^,^

-'r^p;:ces
pieces
was imperative that these
-^^^ ^^^^^ ^"hev
be always present.
and again. im.>
nletelv ignored it time
and my heart is
are ruinfng the Pops

but

m

I

|

During

England the grace

perfunctory,
would sometimes be
picture
shown by John Leech's
standing,
Punch of the paterfamilias
we are about
mupibling "For what
and ending, What?
to receive," etc..

I

°' P't?,^
. typewriter copy orchestra
J^,^'p]^r
prop
for
be present in the
toiu
l
hciant-B to the management.

seeing bowed heads,

'

Mr
to expectations a"er
67 pla>
Jacchia's assertion that only
fe.
sUge
concert
ers would be on the
members took P'^
the last concert, 73
then
performance and
in the evening s
were warmly applauded. La.-

''contrary

overlooked this action
case and I even
And
the management.
on the part of
young man who has been
to place a
programs. In
employed in passing out
playing the bassoon. Is
the orchestra
imaginaUle? Such is the
such a thing
case at present.
the pr esent season IJi^anded

j

D."

him three times

in

m

—

caused
Fiedler's first appearance
f"lly five
of applause that lasted
At the conclusion of Hanminutes.
"Largo" the audience recallea
del's
to the front of the

Mr

a salvo

sible to

I

Lord deliver

season
the final concert of the 41st
uproarious recepthe Pops received an
that was
tion from a capacity audience
each numinsistent on encores after
JacHe took the place of Agide
ber.
to lead the
chia, resigned, who declined
numsmaller
the
of
last concert because
management deber of musicians the
cided to have present.

refused."

an efHclent manner.
the "Pops"
can," he conJust imagine, if y6u
"having the organ played by
tinued
of an accom
of music, instead
pupu oi
a pupil
and finished artist. Such is the

mcapac.ty
digestion turn a cook's
restram greediinto skill? Will it
'liess and bolting?

shaking of h
tremor in his voice, the
cigarette and h s
anTs as he lighted a
do^^n h s
and
nervous walking up
le
His wife ^nd family
apartment.
and he leaves
tor Europe last Friday
Tuesday.
to join them on
manager of the
William H. Brennan,
orchestra, when
Jacchia
M'^- ^'''^''^{^''l'
concerning the action of
sa^d he hid nothing to ^^y^^^l^^-^Z
the
lead
would
that Arthur Fiedler
"Pops" on Saturday night.

RESIGNATION ACCEPTED
president of the
Frederick P. Cabot,
Symphcxny Ortrustees of the Boston
resignation of Mr.
the
said
chestra,
and acceptJacchia had been received
statements coned As to the latter's
orchestra, Mr.
cerning the size of the

as large and well
it was
^Ime dudng the
as at
past mne sea_
closing concerts for the

Cabot said
balanced

follows:
Mr"' Cabot's statement
»nade to
have seen a statement
bvMr. facchla s
the press this morning
Jacchia s re-

Tcted"
"I

secretary relative to Mr.

I

|

Capacity Audience Insists on Encores After Each Number
night
Arthur Fiedler, conducting last
oi

the
Mr Jacchia declared he started
who never played
season with 14 men
and that it was ImposIn the "Pops'-

.

practical experience, good
us." Frank Roscoe.

FIEDLKR~GIviF°BIG
RECEPTION AT POPS

They

biblical phrases
back to
Siose years when
ing spent its strenjjth falling
smokers Vxi
street and at townthe
the level of the sea. Feminine
in
heard
perfumed ^ere
lone y
daintily inhaling tlelicately
when Satan lurked
tired business men be- meeting,
cigarettes
to
emerging
d
co
pastures,
growing
iw^ds or
coming exhau.sted. Coffee
carelessly
unbeliever,
of
crash
the
and
and
godly
—the clank
people 'temnt the
it was a
placed bottle of synthetic gin;
wou d i? there was a male visitor,
of every walk (perhaps stumble
ask
to invite hmi to
action
appropriate)
courteous
L^mpre
^^-^"^^^,^1'^^
blessing.
the
^
ex officio. There
Pueet, he asked it
ourselves sayinciIt Is distressing to find
awkward
sometimes,
said
Romans
,Tere,
ing in 10 lines what the
not acquainted
dent^, when a guest,
in Ave.- Stanley Baldwin.
in
practice, would persist
the
with
have
until
W^hat is more (delightful than to other
jocose conversation
and
by
lively
seriously
one's health taken
hush and
conscious of the prevaihng
people?— Father Ronald Knox.
he stopped his
in

and
work

of a few
have condoned the absence
but allowing so
players now and then,
was too
many to leave on Saturday
me to
asked
management
much. The
and I in turn
reconsider my resignation,
that such afasked them for a promise
place next year
fairs wotlld not take
about the future.
told me to forget

wave

Even

this

"I

]

chattlr.

letter

ASKED TO RECALL
THE RESIGNATION

|

should be a new litany for
loss of our
the middle-aged: "From the
of
enthusiasms and from the Penls

of this

.

.

iing^bf grace before
digestion, as well as
cellent aid to
Wags:
World
the
As
practice. He,
religious
admirable
Smoke-laden, crowded, dimly lighted; 'an
therapeutic
for
the therefore, if only
the rattle of china and silverware,
revival of the prac
a
urged
waitand
lvalue,
tinkling of glasses: bus-boj's
Fashionably
ers rushing to and fro.
blessing
grace, or asking a
gowned dames with mature husbands i^^^'Lying
and
customary
once
was
food,
struggling and debutantes and escorts on the
England
New
all
nearly
swaying to popular airs rendered by an iSpected in
Grace was said in tlie
almost concealed orchestra. The mur- households.
a years when family P^^^V^^V
as
falling,
and
rising
voices
mur of
^^^^
and evening; not only
rising against a cliff, then hay- held morning

There

his last

—

«An

pSdelphia,-

make

will

week Mr. Jacchia wrote anotherl
repeating his Intention not to|
conduct on July 3 and al^o slating that;
he did not wish to accept the contract
which had been offered him for next
season.
On Wednesday morning tliis
correspondence was referred to me as
president of the trustees of the Boston
after the war Symphony Orchestra and with sincere
"I created the Pops
and taking regret I accepted Mr. Jacchia's reslgnapresent
»be
to
^.^
refuse
reiuoo
and iI
ana
^j^^
he declared wn r
part In their burial."
"Mr. Jacchia has had the respect
smal. ^^j,^ admiration of the Boston public
nights
tomorrow
referring to
for many years, and no on regrets mora
„ .T>.,r,<=' Vin-VB com- than the trustees and the management
"For ten years tne ^up=
^^Is decision to shorten his engagement
life, and for tnem .^^^^
my
filled
night."
pletely
last October .
Since
work.
live and

heart ached.
Aid to Digestion"
lorn;
child
I saw her, such a little thing— a
was
she
but
of the rich by her clothes—
Fitz-Patrick, president
t)r. Gilbert
crying; and my heart ached.
Institute of HomeAgain he asked me last night when of the American
He said his heart opathy, in his address to the annual
I would say "Yes."
in
was aching because I only said "No." convention of that institution held
AV. KOX.
But I laughed.
declared that the say.

.

j
lorpH
aeciareu

home
w
nome on the

Arthur
Saturday night will find
Boston SymFiedler, a member of the
"Pops" conphony, conducting the last
that on Salurda;
cert Mr. Jacchia said
players presen.
night there will be 67
of 80.
Instead of the average

man got in with old clothes, old shoes,
forold hat. Ho was wet and looked so

.

his

Vii<j

night.

song unit."

THE CABARET

yesterday,

;„,„„,i at
o+

,

LAST APPEARANCE TONIGHT
pressed that Mr. Jacchia would not ao^
night
He conducted the concert last
upon his suggestion. On Tuesday night,
toappearance

The

my

!

'

'

As the World Wags:
on Me- As the World Wags:
I was walking In the country
Has Mr. Herkimer Johnson been asked"
morial day, and I came to an old
Sr n,
to join the Academy of Politicnl
which
know how his s. m
farmhouse, in one window of
I should like to
f"ll'
by the
there was a flag with three gold stars; ties were affected
phrase on the acropt n nee card, wiiieh
and my heart ached.
invitation:
the
Elevated
the
Boston
accompanied
the
was in
I
etc.
"I beg to accept the invitation,"
other morning, a rainy one, and an old
and

*

His resignation he ^'^^^^ --^7^/;,
-This week Mr. Jacchia sent a seethe part o.
the result of the refusal on
^^^^^^
management speclQuota
full
a
keep
flcally stating that he would not conthe management to
fell duct the concert on July 3.
he
that
The manof nlayers with the result
unbalanced an^ ^Bement replied that they had no au^
\ would
„«„ui be
bff unbalance
concert
the
thority "to modify Mr. Jacchia's con[tract, and the hope, was sincerely exnot up to his high standard.

sweet, tuneful and ratlitr pl.-untn p.
first two verses as printed form the

is

'POPS

to (ondiict the closing concert of
the prcsrnt season of Pop concerts.
"Last Saturday morning the orchestra's management received a letter from
.Mr. Jacchia expressing dissatisfaction
with the size of the orchestra for the
closing concert, July 3. It was at once
pointed out to Mr. Jacchia that the orchestra for the closing night this season would be as large and as well balanced as the orchestra had been duT'"^
closing concerts for the last
^^^^ seasons which Mr. Jacchia, has
conducted.
In fact, the orchestra Is
^^^^^ ^ ^.^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^.^ ^^^^ ^^^^
been the case in many concerts under
Jacchia. The quality of the mem^^^^^^.^
orchestra is well known
and needs no defense.
ftisal

'Fenway last night that he mtendea
„ i
^av¥ ooncinTi to
tu
retuming to Boston next season
o-wn
his
under
series
open a "Pops"
REQUEST JACCHIA
XJ ~„„o<iorYiPnt
direction and managenient.
reconsider

present on that evening In AVayland
the stanzas of an old song, unless it
was popular at the time or published
It is assoas a song by the sitters.
ciated with my earliest recollections
among songs my mother (born in '53)
think also my grandmother
I
sang.
used to hum it at her work. They were
both residents of Long I.sl.md, N. y.
It
the simiile tune.
I still play, by ear,

WHY?

.

jwhen interviewed

" 'The

from

concerts

lar

"O. M.," PLAGIARIST?
The Herald published a few days ago
verses purporting to have been communicated through planchette by "The
Mrs.
Spirit of 'O. M.' " in' the eighties.

Lona N. Rees writes

I

Agide Jacchia, conductor of the
"Pops" concerts for the past ten
acyears, whose resignation was
popujjyiy^ms
the
of
directors
cepted by the

ranging irom International politics to
peanuts II have heard heated discussame
sions on both subjects at the
Ah well, the years roll on and
table)
and
savor
of its
life has lost somewhat
mv dolly's feet are stuffed with sawdust.

^

AGIDE JACCHIA TO

,

,

-

;

,!,

Mr. Fiedler's
the Pops.

A

first

appearand

Glorious Survival

Lovers of old-time customs and
institutions read •with pleasure the
announcement that there will be a
fireman's muster at Salem, a muster of hand fire engines from New

England states. In the years when
locomotive engines were not numbered as are guests in jails and hoa
tels today, but bore the name of
town, animal, Roman god, goddess,
or some prominent citizen, fire enThe most
gines had their names.
common of these were Deluge, CatGreat was the exaract, Torrent.

citement in the town, fierce was T,he
Which engine, after the
rivalry.
procession of the red-shirted, helmeted, neatly belted heroes, would
squirt the highest, near the liberty
The
pole or the church steeple?
clanking of the brakes, the shouting
the
of the captains, the roaring of
crowd these still sound in the memThe shining of the polished
orj'.
brass still dazzles the eyes.
What a wealth of tradition gloriIn New
fied the old hand engines 1
-

—

York the rising politician waa^ a
fireman. The putting out of a fire
was .often delayed by fights between
It was the
the rival companies.
hand engine that inspired Walt
Whitman to write of the "masned
'[fiioBiw"!

f ita

Jwie-a

O'BtlM

to

—
,

and Pythiay," with E.

Roman

Meals," insists that the revol^tion in England as to
in virtue and value ever accomplished. A nation

ner was "the greatest

I

I

it have much intellectual business, which
and his court dined at 11 A. M. That
VII
Henry
f?ed in the morning."
out of gallantry to h|^ young
changed,
who
XII,
Louis
for
late
Jmed

be barbarous, neither could

8t

,yrlish bride, his
'

The

dined at 2 P. M.

3

.

In Cromwell's time the hour

^vas a girl).

brf;

'^.^

regular hour of 9:30 A. M. to 11 A. M., and died, they
(But it is to be remembered that he was '54 and his

[

consequence.

ir,

was 1 P. M. Addison and
Lady SuflFolk dining at

latter complained of

"eleLate in the 18th century Cowper spoke of that hour as the
6.
to
hour
the
changed
In 1804-5 those who had dined at 4
one.

Ai.

'1'

De Quincey wrote his essay (1839), 6 P. M. was the general hour;
more festal dinner, 7, 8, 9, 10, were occasionally in requisition. De
hour was 12 noon;
icpy might have added that Sir Thomas More's
Burghley,
111
1383 Dr. Baley ordered his patients, Lord and Lady

ic,n

fon

r

j

^

Mr. Koussevitzky's program for his last concert in Paris comprised
Haydn's "Surprise" Symphony, Hindemith's Concerto, Honegger's "Paand Chloe" Suite,
cific," Block's Concerto Grosso and Ravel's "Daphnis

|
,

No.

2.

Hanncn Swaffer has this to say about our old and esteemed friend,
Mme. Edvina, no-w taking a part in "Hearts and Diamonds" in London.

She has "made her debut as a leading lady in a musical comedy. Quite
has sunk
frankly, and with no fuss or attempt to evade the issue, she
Few women with rich friends in
to musical comedy— to make money.
Edvina comes on, at first,
high circles would have condescend.
walking costume, not trying to look beautiful or anythmg

farce

and reviewers were not confined to what Clement Scott
red-pepper hour of journalism.

Uu

Walburga, Lady Paget, in her book of reminiscences speaks of Prof.
Thode, who married Daniela, the eldest daughter of Cosima Wagner by
her first husband, Buelow: "A most intellectual and interesting young
savant, very civilized, which is rare in (Germany. He knows the uses of
the tub, and wears white waistcoats and a tail coat if required."

|

irently

Tnt hour,

the

R*uth Duxbury.

at 6 or 7; the Duchess
leir illness to dine at 9 or 10 A. M., and to sup
^ omerset in 1751 dined at 3. In Elizabsthan-Jacobean times there was
^no breakfast before the morning drink at 10 o'clock.

* The curtain in theatres of Boston has, even during the last years,
8:15 the curtain
raised later and later. If the hour is advertised as
orchestra, there is
till 8:30, and in theatres with one
up
go
not
does
1
J
advertised as 8. Unless
lusic till that hour. Beware of the beginning
for 20 or 30 minutes.
Dlay is a very long one, you will sit, impatient,
till
3 o'clock—for many
from
1
anywhere
B. When Bostonians dined
performance began
theatrical
a
hour—
fashionable
the
was
3
s 2:30 or
a farce; sometimes anio'clock or a little later. After the drama came
bed at a
preceded. But good Bostonians were able to go to

title

two-act drama of
"Black-Eyed Susan," with Mr. and Mrs. Davenport, Stuart Robson and
Kitty Blaiichard in the cast, there wasn't much time lost between 7:30 and
10:30 P. M. When I joined the Boston Museum in 1879, wo advertised
"performances will begin c. 7 :45, and we used our discretion as to whether
the overture began at 7:45 or the curtain rose at that hour, if so the overture would beg:in ten minutes earlier. This gave us ten minutes leeway,
either way, the aim of the management being to have the performance
terminate at 10:45 or earlier.
"The times have changed and the rising of the curtain has changed
with them, to paraphrase an old saying. To recur to the beginning of
this article, what if our reviewer had lived at the end of the eighteenth
century?
But even then the same complaint was made of the 'late
Nowadays if a performance, advertised
comers,' due to 'late dining.'
for 8:20 P. M. begins at 8:40 P. M., the early comers consider themselves
fortunate that they have not been obliged to wait longer. The matinees
that begin today at 2:30 P. M. used to begin in New Orleans, 50 years
ago, at 12 o'clock noon, and we actors were out of the theatre soon after
3 P. M. We are fortunate now if we have time between matinee and
night performances, to get out for our dinners. Still the dramatic profession is not so bad, after all, and 'taking one thing with another,' the
"
WILLIAM SEYMOUR.
actor's lot can be made 'a happy one.'

Does the hour of an evening theatrical performance depend on the
This hour has steadily been later
,je when men and -women dine?
"The
'H)Ugh the ages. De Quincey in one of his most delightful essays,
juistry of

.

Davenport and Wyicnu'ii Mar.shall in the

L.

a Pathetic Ballad by Stuart Robson, and

roles;

I

—

' ,j

'

called

.

.

.

an ordinary

in

like that."

indebted to Mr. William Seymour for an interesting
setting forward of the clock- No one can speak on
theatrical
about
[e*
Subject with greater authority,

^The Herald

is

,

"Frieda Hcmpel

Hkwi

Editor of The Herald:
dramatic reviewer, commenting upon the length of a recent enter'ent in Boston, stated: "It (the play in question) runs from ostensi-

rtvf'^y

-will

receivt;

he the f*\ly

a decree

from her husband/'
P. H.
prima donna.

divorce

f>f

^rconjn'ifl'^'?"^

rile

.yj'clock until 11.

earlier hour precludes the possibility of leisurely

The

aroma of the «^pleasantest of theatric pousseIn view of daylight saving time, an 8 o'clock curtain is lit-

-without which the

e-,

s lost.

"'rt of

me a program of the Theatre Royal, Drury Lane, Londate Friday, April 29, 1791, on which occasion were presented two

lave before

"As You Like It" and "The Citizen."
tement: "On this and every evening for the remainder

'"'fis,

of the
^

-will not be opened till Half Past Five,
performance will commence at exactly Half Past Six. No money

returned."
'

two years following a change was made in the hour of beginIhich brought forth the appended protest from a dramatic author
"
unknown hitherto) whom I quote, from his introduction to his

"The sjeet was a

Mute

1,

1867 advertis'ed: "Doors open at 7-%.

Curtain

-will

This was the time then at the Boston Museum.

rise

A

fireworks
the night of an exhibition of
'O, what thouon Boston Common.
all
sands of eyes,' said Marco, 'and
"Marco
looking the same way.' " From

at

Paul in

But on a

Boston,"

Jacob

Abbott

(1853).

=

,ram on this occasion comprised the five-act play of

-wttK great pleasure that we
announce the admission of Mrs. Anguish, director of the Graham School
Harmonica Band, Chicago, to our AcadIt

"Damon
I

,

emy

is

of Immortals.

BICKNELL,.

"PEDESTRIAN"

'

.

concisely',

a great amount of

gi-puind,

never in

'a dull, pedestrian manner-.'"
did
he'
concisely cover the
;r9und? ,- In an: equestrian manner?

.'irid

How

;

not in- an motorbillan manner.
Hardly in Pullman Cafrlan manner.
have
I
come to the conclusion that
it
was in an equlpagian manner. In a
carry-all driven by a pair of horses a
person can concisely cover the ground
lietter than in any other manner.
He

[.f5i(rely
j

[

lelwyn's Theatre of date April 23, 1870, appears "Doors open
Performance terminates at 10:30."
ture commences at 7:30.

wife

DOROTHY MOORE.

the "World Wags;
One phrase in your review of Prof.
Wright's
"Background
of
Modern
French Literature" made me stop arid
consider. You say -. .
.
"covenlng

.

by

farmer's

-A^

"There are few things -B-hich create
extended
a more sudden and widely
emotion of joy than the first rocket on
-

fat

see!

BRADSHAW

I

Ward.

.

old,

lost the
recent -case of the state versus three
.beautiful boy bandits and a dozen dumb
.dppes fs that the prosecutor sio'ed the
alienists on the quarter-dozen instead
of the fuU dozen.

^

,

i

worn, shabby shoes,

toes

As ths Wprld- Wags:
The t^ctticai error which

or.
hot time to give you a full history
conthe American revolution. It would
weary
might
sume years to do It, and I
Artemus
you." From "Pyrotechny," by

'

old,

my

'Turkish women have been slow to
adopt the profession of models, not only
because .of religious and moral scruples,
but because they do not possess the
necessary physical attributes."
"The Lady Godiva must have been
mighty well pleased with herself.

"The American revolution In 1775,
was perhaps one of the finest revoluBut I have
tlons that was ever seen.
i

shabby,

For hawks to

day.

iprogram of the Theatre Royal, Drury Lane, of date April 20,
,ime announced was "Halfpast Five and Halfpast Six." But the

Haymarket, announced, of date June, 1796: "The doors to
at six o'clock, and to begin at seven," and this time remained
ay market at least, as late as 1838.
ton, at the Boston Theatre, the programs announced "Jan. 1,
Performance to commence precisely at
opfen at 6V2 o'clock.
eld for later seasons.
But the Howard Athenaeum's time for
Doors open at 7. To commence at 7% o'clock." The Boston

this

Tex.)

yard

Theh shot It deadT
Now, every time I glance outside
I seem to be

'

;

found some

"That pinched

pity-assailing,

"You know why we celebrate

1794.

|0yal,

He

Dallas,
in the

clothes-^

He took the hat so broad of brim
Prom off my head-And put It on that scarecrow thing,

cele"The 4th of July la always
and probrated In America with guns,
aU those
cessions, and-, banners, and

^hings.-

Alexander, proprietor of the

Hour peanut wagon, went to the
Tuesday on a buying trip."

And used my

night's

mother's wild shrieks pierced the
merciless air."
The old hand engine was romanThe red shirt was a symbol.
tic.
As long as there are firemen's musters, man is not the creature, but
the master of the machine.

.

telegram

FOR HAWKS TO SEE

A

ught necessary, of late years, at the Haymarket Theatre, to perihort piece previous to that which is meant as the principal atthose already upon the acting list having been some time in use,
nan (then junior) desired me to point out such as might occur,
the piece as altered and called 'The Prodigal'
;o the purpose.

a

received

(From the Buccaneer,
John put a scarecrow

While houseless, bewailing,

thinly attended, or considerably interrupted by the clattering
oors and seats, while the house is filling; for which reason it has

October

and

j.

"Li.

Idle
city

despa/ir;

Dramatic Piece as performed at the Theatre Royal,

excellently performed twelve times at Mr. Colman's theatre,
inguished approbation; some of the passages now printed, were
the representation; but -What would have been thought tedious
on the stage, it is hoped will not be found so in the closet."

ruin,

Jenkins

"Dr.

Wednesday.

horrid glare
Illumined with terror the face of

'

ei-y

Idron,

York society leader.

"Wash

Was a^uin?"

Jaymarket, London, Dec. 2, 1793."
e dinner hour of persons of fashion having almost jostled the
hour of our ancestors out of its place, the first act of a play is

.

this

engine that over 100 \^ears ago
rushed in Boston to the fire described
by Thomas (afterwards
Robert Treat) Paine in "The Street

thin

[he Prodigal, a

has a

glorious Apollo with his
her, Thirteen," in more
than one melodrama. What was the

the Doors of the Theatre
01

the Home Plumber,
new model bafli tub on display
week, the "Lady Joyce Hawley."
Andrew says it was named after a New

"Andrew Simpson,

was the
cry

this

i

FROM A KANSAS NEWSPAPER

and poetry edited by William Winter.
The fireman figured in Artemus Ward's "Moses the Sassy" with
"Mose"
its scenes laid in Boston.

barbarous."

The program had

Why shciuld the late Joseph Pennell
have been so sour and bitter in speech
and writings? The world used him well
as an artist: ha left $350,000.

poem

that, published
in Harper's Magazine, was not in-i
eluded in the volume of his prose

write the long

.

to

tliMo

s

.

n;*

T

scoiwr>

liio

11!

body of the book); he can see the
\ \vers IhiU blossvim by the roadside
il
he may slop ond pluck them (the
he may take
vuliveuing details");
.0

t

appreciate
to understand and
their
our plos. He does not even know
"tremenproper structure. Arguing that
scene
dous trifles inform the moving
he
with distinction and individuality
pumpkin pie
lakes as an example "cold
the
which has a material bear ng on this
of
present and future civilization
-the
Listen to this:
great people.
squashed
American pie— a thin layer of

enough

woods and
the meads and dells
the

trips
of
and tha sparkling- waters of the rushing
looks ("the delightful side remarks"),
u', the rldfl will not be tiresome.
only to those like you and me
.Still,

side

;.ttle

i

katoh glimpses
I

the fifties does
signify
"pedestrian"
E. T. S.

who are approaching
1

I

I

adjective
the
weariness.
Lewetl.

we drove along we saw

.\5
.

the funni-

slpn,—

St

125H feet beyond.'!
"As long as wo know their distance
said
I,
(I was In a hiso accurately,"
".Small children

aro?"

Puritanism, the
y,^/?'"*!;
and the Irish
Christian Science, slavery
It Is the
into one.

politician all rolled
It Is
of American divorce.
Ihe greatest single i^^y>^
'f,lJ^°^lt
It ^^^'^^^
ing of American speech.

,

"And

prime cause

would be awfully nice too,"
she said, capping my joke to the very
button, "to have some general Idea of
It

how many

d>^PeP

thought ^
vt rsely) American
dominating factor n the
s a is even the
pbjsiog
.

.

ther.e are,"

"W.

Liexingtoa.

A NEGRO VERSION

the great
of piace in this respect

Aa

ment," and his '^Conclusion," he makes
staternents, reasons and propheslzes
deserves serious conIn a manner that
As Big Business brought
sideration.
to Increase a workProhibition
about
Ingman's efficiency, oo he sees Big
Business eventually backing Fundamentalism. While Mr. Bretherton does
not despair of the future, he finds that
America is becoming "a gigantic Babbitt Warren, minus the useful habit of

can catarrh which gave
conventional car
if nrototvpes of the
Already an ouoonist s uncle Sam.
immune to ice water
ucutic American,
assimilating any
'a^^ pie and capable of
food ^v^tho'it
.

.

that 1 frequently heard
th« old folks sing when I was a boy. It
was a parody on the account of the
creation and other incidents recorded
in the Bible, and although I never saw
it In print and have not heard it for
upward of 70 years, the following verses
are still fresh In my memory;

darkey song

cold-storage
Ne^ er
Is being evolved^
carries
theless
^'"^cold
_l.oia
a^^e^try^
traces of his dyspeptic
race^
of

cluantity

anv

effects.

ill

he

-pie

has

still

set its

mark "Pon ^e

proliferation."

..nrBreSJon^^dW^^
squasn

made the earth and then he
made the sky,
Then he made the moon and hung It up
"First he

He

upper crust?

^

Pje

bottom

With

made

Is

mud from

of

The

In,

walk
the

Into

walk

In,

In, I

and hear

the

parlor

and hear

the

i

"Adam was

the

his mother,
Cain was a bad man because ho killed

Samson was a strong man and was not
counted lazy.
took the Jaw bone of an ass and
slew the gates of Gaza.

unsatisfied

SAMUEL,

of

Our young men

and

make

desirable

human

^^th*

effi-

'

WODSWORTH

stereotyped
A modertt
c orian debutante.
on leaving the
5-^ung American who
drive a cai
university could not dance,
instruments 1"
play one or more
^
arose, la>_ nis
^band and, when need
cocktal
hands on the makings of a naturae
would be something of a lusus class ou And so there is no educated
who
professors,
side of our college
little h.gher
nuik in the social scale a and a litti
preacher
than the average
bootlegger.
o:"r than the average
but it
Our life Is fuir.ot amusements
Our nerves
life.
the grasshopper
fs
legs.
out quicker than our
i»

as

Ihv V

M«dford sent us verses of the
Sunday school song. Nearly all of them
of

those
are practically the same as
have already printed.

we

.

,

A CLINIC
KslD
Henry A. Walker

(CliBrleBton,

0.,

S.

of

Mr. and Mrs;
Madison street announce the birth

4C0

a daughter, Riith Vivian, Saturday,
3.^ Mrs. Walker was Miss 'Vlr'There were about 180 gersoas present.
;

of-

-April

lj

nre

worn

Standardization, which

means monot-

another evil influence. "A naof socks to choose
tion that has 20 kinds
one that has
from is better oft than
An Englishman who can com-

^e

ony,

lit-'
win find C. H. Bretherton's
United States
tie book, "Midas, or the
by E.
and the Future"— It Is published
wholesome
P. Dutton and Company— a
Fourth
and much needed antidote to tha
editorial
of July bunkum In oratory and
by his
articles; some will be Irritated
based
statements, which are not "always
lew
on facts; others, they will not be an
as
book
in number, will regard the
llterentertaining example of humorous
above
iature, ranking Mr. Bretherton
ana
Milne
Messrs. Leacock, Lardner,

chew up the scenery.
her
Constance wants a divorce from
so she can marry Reghusband
elderly
apartthe
inald "(the bachelor who has
one who
ment). Reginald Is the onb'
had an
husband
her
that
can testify
In Madrid,
affair with a gay senorita
the
is
Weems
but he won't do it.
faithful to him
gtiardlan, and he is
want
because he doesn t
1,11 the more .-o
He i^/eyved with
to marry Constance.
decided that
court order, and it Is
T.
A sick man has
he must play sick.
nurse Busl
the
Enter
to have a nurse.

thing but

salesmanship

peak
In Social Adeciencv," but "a degree
he
for
quacy has still to be disposed,"
university life
social side of American
as was that of an
of

holiday

falling In love

ness o? playing sick and
frequent inwith the nurse, subject to
Constance
terruptions by the Jealous
doctor sent
and a skeptical examining
drugged to make
by court decree. He Is
kisses him to
sick and the nurse
More on
him heart palpitation.
with the eventual
?he same order,
and the
suit
squelching of the divorce
with a quick
loving couple clinching

Wm

is

only two.
hatter and his
pare the output of his
his neighbor is
tailor with those of
ceteris paribus,
leading a fuller life,
simply buys
than the American who
hat shop and
the standard hat from a
clothes from the
the standard suit of
gents' furnishing department."

best.

Smelling of camphor an* the wormeaten chest.

am the lad!" sang old Peter
Patterson,
Slashing the hedge with his bill—
The son r'^ n y dad"— sang old Tcttr
son,
Pal
"rn with a willSlicing
my daddy the devil only
But where
•Oh,

^•^.^l^'ltTX^rwho

;

Herbert.
1

u
V,

The eaters of pie—their name Is
win be especially angered. Mr.
he
Bretherton Is an Englishman, though
have
begins his preface by saying, "I

legion

—

'J

1'.:

.r]

•

,

in

the United States to

,

j

1

Our chief contributions to civilization
''Jazz Is
are the skyscraper and Jazz
which America
the foundation upon
music
of
school
will build a redoubtable
indeed Europe does not get there
If
litour
The one bright spot In
first'"
The Americans arc
erature is fiction.
stories
producing in bulk the best short
the
and the most finished novels in ma"magnificent
HOrid for they have
thenmake_
can
they
hand,
terial to

For

.

Sunday

.

STIFF-NECKED AND REBELLIOUS
As the World Wags;
The Herald's announcement to the
effect that Suzanne Lenglen entcrod
the finals of the WImbeldon doubles
complaining of "stiffness of the necK'
confirms our suspicions that, beyond
doubt, she Is a stiff-necked Mile.

DALE WARREN

ADD "UNNATURAL HISTORY"
As the World Wags;
Now, I know what a Yale man is, and
a Yale lock, and once I saw a sign reading "Yale Pantorium" on a shop where
they pressed pants, but what In the
devil Is a yale? A recent number of the
Times of London has tTletter from one
"A. E. Shipley, Christ's College Lodge,

m

-

.

WILIFRED GIBSOW

deftly Played the

tume to
C.
charmingly and found much favor.
weak
WCrdley Hulse bolstered up a
The
Presence
Thfrd act by his stage
II. J- M.
play is booked for a week.

Sunday

best
But there won't be any camphor in
the worm-eaten chest."

blossoTn^u"
of green-eyed Jealousy
all
exquisite creations which set
out
buzzing. She
audience
the
in
the ladies
hair,
her
other to
has done something of
cosMiss Lyons, though limlte^d In
?oo
nurse's white, did her stuff

role

likely he's sleeping In his
clothes.
he always dressed in his

But

1

;

I

knows;

that

things

il

his

But he always went awpolng
Sunday clothes.
Ay, he always dressed In his Sunday

A

the

doIn

regisn violently Agured
chagrin and delight
tering alternate
footthe
over
lines
«1 =f»ms his laugh
hair-trigger
-nghtrwlth clea^ess and
slage
laughs.
precision, and gets his
Pl^f' "0"«
?ogo valets around theand
a red whiskpart,
the
for
well cast

says

will—
daddy the

.t

only knows;

Mowbrav farces up
madly about
truf mov?e styie, leaping
pajamas and

irishman

Peter

am

Patterson,

his part In

''"rialT

-ered

I

Slicing a thorn with
"Though who wr.s my

.

that canne " despising knowledge
a
practical use^
not be 'put to immediate
represent

Keene, N. H.

E B

desires.

number

greater

-

AM THE LAD

I

the lad!" sang old
Patterson,
Slashing the hedge with his bir—
"The son of my dad '— sang old tder

"Oh,

they emitted six-cylinder
ruffaws just the same.
Into
This play would probably fan
products
the class of those fokesmith
with
pin,
a
and
card
accompanied by a
every
instructions to punch a hole
Money back If your
time you laugh.
that
of
something
or
jaws .don't ache,
The play offers every opportunity
sort
handsprings and
for turning histrionic
cast
playing stage leapfrog, and the
everythe most of it. They do

"1

Publicity

It.

far

The audience appeared
them, and If some
was a H'fle damp and

OH,

for

old,

In college they strive

bers.

learn the
It would be Interesting to
remainder of the song If anyone knows

and remembers

a

to work.

nlcs, arranged
of the powder

'^eas of then
know nothing and have "o
own; they do not want t^ ^^'f„f
think, or If they
rapidly forgetting how to
by numMnk,\hey do so as t'-y .liveto -^Lqune

-

the animals got together they
took a cabin passage,
Sailed forty days and forty nights exactly by the coUntln",
Then they landed Noah's ark on the
All-aghany mountain."

When

of

victims

filled It

of sassage,

full
all

seemed

work, we also
possessions, utilities
pered by material
specialized objects
land other highly
AVe are
happiness.
(that do not bring

his brother.

"Major Noah built an ark and

The harder they
work the harder, ham-

machines.

ficient

J--

Hv.ls«
Doctor Robert JUacklyn. .C. Wordily
of gunA hot e-Vening with the air full time
to
powder was the psychological
in a
launch a slapstick comedy-farce
That apparently
bachelor's bedroom.
was the opinion of Mr. Clive, and it

discusAccording to Mr. Bretherton
amusing manner,
sing, always In an

character this
the future of American
of many and efland
the
is
country

man and Eve was

first

^l\"'^\,r,llrlv

needs no def ense.

lit

And watch the nigger's finger as he
picks upon the string.

—

"Dearest Enemy,"
musical comedy, with Helen
Ford, Charles Purcell and othFifth week.
ers.

TREMONT

Sta.jdins

r.^mn

Chalmers

say,

parlor

banjo play.
into the
banjo ring.

"Merry, Merry,"
musical comedy, with Harry
Puck, Katherine Morris, the
Harry Archer orchestra and
others. Eleventh week.

T^ndy

:

Weems

Walk

'

^^'heHne

—

PLYMOUTH

Richard Whorf

„
^oistanV; wVems
The irishman

Chorus;

Ho

cast;

„

as you easily can

all.

CONTINUING PLAYS

m

the

dlsclver.

"Walk
Walk

will please

;

comCopley Theatre— "Slck-A-Bcd,"
three acts by Ethel V/atts
edy-farce
1018.
Mumford, played In New York In

of the river,

all th>3 fishes In

I,

'SICK-A-BED'

j^^^er

to dry.

The moon

i

nerves,
good combination, this, for tiredfanatics,
Stanelll and Douglas, fiddle
their violins
direct from London, make
Neil Mack and Vera,
but talk.
all
that turns
act
snappy
Velmar are in a
the end.
"
the joke on the audience at
keep
Ed Pressler and Blanche Klalssact
of
lively
a
the smiles coming In
song, comedy and pantomine.
Donohue and La Salle do some daring
"Just
Jumps. The show Is closed with
Dancing," with Henrietta Wilson, Toots
that
Novello and Ethel Rudolph, an act

pic,

pie,

lemon

Die

o„«tar-d

^::^rr/^e,^arn^o

these boy.,
allez up
to the
of the actrobat even
an
"Wonderful," the act of Al Moore
is In the san.
his JoUy Tar orchestra,

But In his definition of civilization.
"Future of the Melting
In his chapters,
Pot " "Future of American Govern-

moulding of the new American
ousted f'°>" P^'^t
nomv, having already
erl

As the World Wags;
The extracts from the "Sunday school
song" recently, printed In the As the
World Wags column of The Boston
Herald, have reminded me of an old

woman has heard

club

i

changin;
Soft, sensuous music
class
of Jazz with
to the harsh clangor
proved a bis
great naval stage setting
applause getter.
graceMile Lvdia Semenova In light,
enough from her appearance, but most
utterly negligible con- ful
dancing with Walter Manthey
of all from her
Fay Paul! and Ruth Coburn
tribution to knowledge, to literature pleased.
Alexinterspersed the act with songs.
or to the arts."
go
Artemus
Is
like
ander and Peggy, newly married,
Yes, Mr. Bretherton
proWard's Kangaroo, "An amoozln' cuss." through the usual jqkes and then
A
duce some laughing "wisecracks.

than

"

'

She
lecture.
Masefleld and Bennet
is
reads Yeats and Galsworthy and
her
Little
of
France.
aware of Anatole
is not mellowed,
she
in;
sinks
reading
"and to be mellowed Is the prime obThis
culture."
ject of the pursuit of
"her narrowness of outIs shown by
and often
look her hardness of manner,

dietetic

habits

larious mood), "wouldn't It be great if
just how small the children

we knew

short,

The American

two slabs of underdone
bomb. Chaperoned
i^ed water K
by unlimited draughts of
mother of the gallopIs the father and
to a .greater
ing dyspepsia that afflicts
of every Ave
or less degree three out
already
Americans This dyspepsia has
temper and
doTe more to mould ".e
United States
or the people oT the

"UNCONSIDERED TRIFLES"

K

grunt, two grunts, long
short and long, low and
accordhigh, and so on and so forth,
'yes,' or 'no,'
ing to whether they mean
so on."
and
kid'lin','
yer
'Quit
•i get you,'

and

KHTH'S BILL

stage a '"^o;^"
In the Jargon^ of the
simply B-eep^
,s tha? show which
to the per
fair
house. And so. to b^
week at B.
formers on the bill this
must be called
Keith Theatre, the show
sipglng
^'!wow." Exceptional dancing, mimicry
the best in
of a high order aad
found an appreplative audience.
an actroPossibly the "impression of
Castleton an.l
batic duo" pr.Bented by
two young, clever <iancerJ=
Mack
th.
o
^fght be called the high-Hght
heartily s.
show The audience laughed
on
went through the

invented
phone, "one

between

fruit

dough-is a

B. F.

Our passion
Is "vile."
reflection of
for vers libre Is simply a
American superflclalily. The American
and
has a paralyzing lack of vocabulary
obvious desire to substitute grunts for
This comes from his having
words
a Morse code for the tele-

American poetry

ing."

;

Into

San0
rh^ract. rs speak as <io(rT5r-rrni-lo
himself
inteniU-d them, and the author
greater license than
is granted a far
history or poetry.
if he were writing

first
bo able to veproduce any of those
make the litline careless raptures that
Impressions
erary Englishman's fleeting
excellent readof the United States such
He has not lived here long

\

'

'

Cambridge," referring to an effigy of a
yale "on the bridge over the moat leading to the gateway at Hampton Court
Brother Shipley complains
Palace."
that the horns are directed backward,
whereas "it is In the very essence of a
yale to have one horn pointing forward
over the nose and the other horn pointIng backwards." He says farther that
he has traced the yale back to 3000 B.
C. In Egypt; that Herodot* says the
'torns curved forward In ^ch a way

I

that

The article
coraear"aeserves comme:it.
says: "She gave no trouble to the executioner and his assistant and the
hanKing was' carried out without a
hitch."
By this I presume that the
woman was executed.

anlmala cnuld not graze forward, an<l presumably had to go backnards, or perhaps sideways, like a sldethf

winder.
Aristotle decrrlbes thetn.
y says the yale had swivel horns.
Herkimer Johnson being a Yale
man. as I understand It, perhaps he can
enlighten us If he has gone as far 'as
"Y" in his great encyclopaedia.
1'

'

POSICIDON HICKS,
Chestnut

—

MORRIS

Jr.

S.

suppose

I

'

ward.

leader of the orchestra.

ter,

not the "yale" a
British unicorn? Kd.
Is

flrst

The program contains a peculiar notei
This Hall and Program Perfumed by

cousin of the

Clifford,
Perfumer, 23 School street.
Lubln's Perfumes by the ounce."
How many ounces to the hall? When
an adaption of "The Song of Songs,"
attributed to good King Solomon, was
performed in Paris there was a perfume for each scene, to put the audience In a properly receptive mood. Mr.
W. H. Smith anticipated the ingenious
Parisians.

I

R. R. asks

I>

Mr.

if

Henry Ketchum

who caught a

Tilton, N. H.,

Winnisqunm,

irtle in I..ake

38-po\ind

member
He wa?

a

is

of our Academy of Immortals.
admitted the day after the public an-

nouncement

of his heroic deed: heroic,
for the turtle put up a stubborn battle.
resist the temptation of alluding to
the long-established legal firm of U.

We

Ketchum and/h Cheatham.
'

(Gathered by

P.

J.

Minstrels;

H.)

Sut^
There was of couse
an overture with chorus "Operatio."
From what opera? When we were
ycimg and hung about the lobby of
Bryant's Minstrels In Fourteenth street.
New York, hoping to see Nelse Seymour, Patagonlan In height, Hogan
and Hughes, then famous for their
"Grecian Bend," and the great Dan
Bryant- himself, the opening chorus

John Cullivan
'

nd

cow

a

to

Tauy neighborhood
on him Thursday

of
die

vening.

The Stag Barber Shop hereafter will
known as the I.iadles' and Gents'
Tf.nsorlai Parlor, Manager Nick S^ars
an:iouiices.

At the meeting of the Home Study
Tuesday with Mrs. Amos Tootle,

Wasson Memphis

exhibited a
French franc, one of the kind which
hafe been falling so rapidly of late. Mrs.
Memphis also gave a talk on her European trip, "Bells and Belies of La
jBelle

J.

"OLOQIST"

As the World Wags:
1

I

Like all octogenarians I am alwayi
mislaying my spectacles, making a
spectacle of myself to make a pun lor

which Dr. Johnson would
as an embryo pickpocket.

set
I

me down

found them

with

envelope

"
,

ologist."
to me.

this

inscription,

will

BAIZE
now sing

the

first

O

sweet,

O

•

to

sweet con-

SOCIETY ITEM
In the kindness of his heart Mr. McGregor Smith opened an account for
A few
hip wife at the local bank.
months later the manager, Mr. Jones,
you
remarked:
"Would
meeting him,
kindly tell your wife that her account Is
overdrawn?" The news was duly passed
to Mrs. Smith, and was received with a

now
Where

strels

addressed to Mr. Jones, requesting him
The manager, having
to deliver It.

—

written in large letters, "Srieak." Prom
the Old Lady, the staff organ of the

England.

As the World Wags:

New
I observe in the
this morning a current
Ing the hanging of Mrs.
One of the
in England.

in

the

alive?
the
is

"elegant

i

;

;

j

j

what other Frenchman, what
could have ^jitts"
i„ anv other country
even as they stand?
the<^e last volumes
"Faux-Monnayeurs
Inare Gld.o in bis
s

Proust, but
evidently influenced by

much more by

o^^^-^^-^'t'hr bovs
which by a trick the boys
the
Boris to kill himself; but
are not
hand and the mind of Glde
those of Marcel.
books,
While •n'e are talking about
"Coolus note two translations:
let
de la Liberte.
Idge (Calvin.) Le Prix
(Payot)."
Preface de M. Strowsk! 20 fr.
scene
induce

In

"Coomaraswamy (Ananka-K).

Pour

comprendre I'art hindou. Traduction de
Avec tableau chi-onoJean Buhot.
index et bibllographie: 15 fr.
(Edit. Bossard)."
advertisement
It is stated in another

that Mr. Coomaraswamy's book is published (or translated) with the permission of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.

WHY DOUGLAS

'

Although
I

j

j

I

do not enjoy visiting, for
bed, bath and simple

my own

prefer

,

|

"well-bred" person, leaving after
a
visit, should give the chambermaid, no matter what her personal
charm may be, a tip of two or thi%ae
dollars.
"Besides this, one gives one
or two dollars to every one else who
has waited on one to the waitress, the
chauffeur and the cook, for Instance,
In a fairly small hous-e.
If a
visit is longer than a week-end, the
tips should be somewhat larger, but
there is no reason why one should ever
give more than $5 to any one person."
It has be-en my practice to put a 50Icent piece on the dressing table when
I left; to give the butler, or head waitIress, one dollar (one bone, one iron
[man. one simoVeon).
At the houses I
have visited these tips have not been
scorned.
Why should T tip the cook,
e.spec{ally if I do not relish her cookery?

week-end

—

...

j

!

bon's "Birds" and
alas,
Mr. Herkimer Johnson, as yet,
not completed.
illlam
We doubt if this "World or "VVlargest
Clissold" will be the longest,
other lannovel in the English or any
Clari^t-a
guage. Will it be longer than
Grandlson
Charles
Harlowe" or "Sir
former, that
We thought, reading the
o
the patience
we wouW not have persisted.
Thei e
reach the end, but we
a Medal for;
should be a ReWard of Merit, a^varded to
conspicuous Bravery to
B ble oi
t^e
on
those who can swear
hand 'h^^
affirm with uplifted
of Clarissa
have followed in the f^ot^^eps
Havng read that Su
her death.
till
himself was a puS
Charles Grandison
^t Sannie^
and a bore, we would not

entrance to the Globe Theatre;
reading, we drop the tear of wild regret
not irritated as was Richard
Grant WTnite, by the use of tiie word
for his o^^n con
.self make it. perhaps
"Sample," careless of the fact that Mr.
his
advertised
Belmont
WeUs's
the
of
Brown
B.
''^'wrro'not believe that Mr.
chops and steaks as '•superb."
will be as long
novel
Store
Dollar
,^^tt
There was a Boulevard
"The only
at 464 Washington street:
store in Boston where you can have

j

-

fare. I occasionally am persuaded to
spend a Saturday and Sunday at luxurious "cottages." where 1 am compelled to don a dinner coat and eat an
absurdly pompous and dyspepsia-inducing meal at 8 P. M.
Judge of my horror wh-an I read in
Tbe Qcrald of last Tuesday that a

edition of Auduthe colossal work of

J

I

As the World Wag.?:

first

'

\

;

.«.

Not many years ago
volumes.
English novels that today would easily
be contained in one volume were publilished in three for "a gentleman's
brary," so the number three Itself does
surprise; but this novel
not excite
Why not
is to be of "mammoth" size.
elephant
volume,
publish it in one
the

—

,

WEEK-END TIPPING

large

like

blood

the

t

folio,

DIED

(From the Chicago Tribune. June 4, 1861)
Senator Douglas became ill after coming to Chicago for his great speech at
National hall, May 1. The primary attack was acute rlieumatism, which rapidly assumed a typhoid character, and
continued from the flrst very unyieldTorpor of the liver ensued, and
ing.
this .^^as accompanied by a jaundiced
condition, accompanied by poisoning of

said and written about
the length of Mr. H. G. Wells's new
novel, which will be published in three

street

|

.s

Much has'been

satin-lined

and Hanscom. bottlers of the "Belmont
Sample Room" opposite the Washington

i

Me-

—Manchester Guardian.

West":

coupe hung on C spring suitable for private use, cost $1400,. that could be seen
at Slade's Factory, corner of Federal
and East streets"?
The program informs us of H. J.
Pfaft's lager beer, "acknowledsecl Ijy connoisseurs to be equal, if not superior to
that rrtJide in Vienna or Piisen" of Pfaff

Next morning she

opened the letter, remarked: "Perhaps
you would like to see what your wife
says," and handed the contents of the
envelope to Mr. Smith. It was a halfsheet of note-paper, on which was

relatives

a conIn

Edmund
nnd a rump-steak for dinner.
Dillon all
Kean Emery, and Charles
John
believed in brandy and water.
Kemble took opium, and Lewis mulled
was
Russell
Henry
oysters.
wine and
Stout, it i.s
egg.
..^rntent with a boiled
some
by
understood, is still favored
robust prima-donnas.
„

The once perfumed program lost its
fragrance long ago. Are any of the min-

handed her husband a sealed envelope

of

the

;

nony!

Bank

was

of

Amy Fay

-.oglque.

After the Finale, "The Bells," there
was a grotesque sketch by Gilbert and
Turner a political speech by Read, an
opera bouffe arranged by AVilliam Emmett; a melophone solo by J. B. Doniker, "the only artist on this instrument
Mac's Essence; also
in the country";
"Boyhood Days," an original play by
and Rickey.
Barney
Protean Artists.

apace, apace, apace, apace;

It?"

distressingly

greater

program

Mr. Henry Alnley with his hot tea
has Just added another to the curious
collection of foods and drinks favored
by actors on playing nights and to
ward oft the terrors of stage fright
which pursue most of them at a flrst
Braham favored bottled
performance.
porter when he was io sing. Miss CatMadeira, which
ley took linseed tea and
sounds lortentous and might be compared with Henderson's gum arable and
another votary
<;herry. Mrs. Jordan was
she added calvesof sherry, to which
Macready was acting
foot jelly. When
chops, though
he preferred lean mutton
tastes In later years.
vegetarian
he had
has preserved for us EUiston's
Elia;
magnificent reply to an apology for a
but one
meagre dinner: "I never eat "reckonpause)—
thing at dinner" (a
Kean s
Charles
nothing."
ing flsh as
preparation was beef-tea for breakfast

"AVhen your cheap divorce is granted,
Mother, and you leave the West,
Shall I stay with you or father?
Tell me, mother, which the best?
iHe'U be much surprised, I fear me,
IWhen he knows what you have filed,
lAnd, unless you hover near me,
He ll appropriate your child."

Honest labor bears a lovely face;
hey nonny nonny, hey nonny

is

musical;

was

Salnt-Loup_he
snob of them all, and
hadjie married
,vould have done better
the e^tamP'*
Rachel and not followed
M. de Charlus. There
oi: the magnificent
stand out in
are two episodes that
P>-«valllne cynp[easant relief from the
describing Marfclsm of the pages: one
he saw for the first
cel's emotion when
an article n
to
time his name signed
the
Figaro-how he tried to Judge not
were
merits of the article as if he
reader:
that
or
this
nc author, but
of Marcels
the other is the account
Was Albertlne
«nicc.
in
joun
she come
Will
accident?
k lled in an
Prous
hack to Marcel? They say that
hese mst
revise
did not have time to
in 1922^ But
death
his
before
volumes
author

that it is of a miscellaneous nature offend those for whom music died soon
after Johannes Brahms began to compose.

Mr. Reed sang "Get Aboard Little
Children." Was this an invitation to
take the gospel train? ^He was followed
by Mr. Raymond with "Take^ This
the
one o'f
Letter to My Mother,"
countless "mother songs," of the type
that provoked Artemus Ward's mockery in the early sixties; of the ty|^
that Orpheus C. Kerr parodied as in
his letter "from a child in the Eastern
States to her mother, temporarily absent from Home in a supposed visit

Then

"oh.

he

He sat with head tossing in
frenzy; with hands smiting the
piano keys; but not a master of his
voice and his emotion.

tent!

casual

free"

fine

1

bers?
sweet content!

Work

1

offense.

verse

"lining out."

liquor;

and

sober

Thomas Dekker's "The Happy
of
Heart," with Mr. Herkimer Johnson
Art thou poor, yet hast thou golden
slumbers
O sweet content!
Art thou rich, yet Is thy mind perplexed?
O punishment!
Dost thou laugh to see how fools are
vex-ed
To add to golden, numbers, gofden num-

malt

of

Worcester or Webster, but I am quite
sure it does not appear In either of
Some Irrevthose ponderous tomes.
erent ribald may say that It has somefeminine
hosiery, but
with
thing to do
scorn the Imputation and that's an
I
"kneesy" thing to say.

O

;

ballad of the heart.

Watchmaker, Jeweler, ClockThe last designation is new
I have not looked it up In

The choir

^

The scene was a
The
beer saloon in Brooklyn. N. Y.
singer was an athletic young man who
rent the night air with hi.s lachrymose
Jump not rashly to a conclucries.
sion.
He was not overcome by a flood

eventually on the top of my blundering
took
I
head with one side broken.
them to the nearest oculist, a nice
philanthropic old gentleman, who did
not look as if he ever made a jest. He
sent them back to me next day in a

neat

was "O Hail us ye

delightteenth we meet Guermantes,
who turns out
fully snobbish: Gilberte,
worst
the
snobbish
o be contemptibly

The program Is a good example of
what then pleased in concert halls. Miss
Fay played Mendelessohn's Concerto in
G minor, accompanied by Aug. Fries,
Henry Suck, Charles Weinz, Wulf Fries,
Aug. Stein, and pieces by Schumann,
A string
Jensen, Chopin and Liszt.
quartet by Haydn was performed and
Franz,
songs
by
sang
Osgood
George L.
Schumann and Mendelssohn.
A program of this nature would be
more acceptable to some In Boston than
one naming works of now contemporaneous composers. Nor would the fact

—

NEW

A

!

The songs sung, according to this
"Touch The Harp
program,
were
Gently" "pretty Louise" was the lady
Mr.
thus addressed by W. Raymond.
"Hannah, How's
Sutton contributed
Y'our Ma." Has "So's your old man" Inspired a composer? N. Carleton lifted
up his voice in "Eileen Allana."
Itywas in 1876 that we heard this

France."

',

"lead")

(or

Mm

The
1.
chanics hall,
Was this before
year is not stated.
Miss Pay went to Germany? Before she
wrote the book that induced many
young girls to study the piano In that
country?

from "Ernanl," (the chorus of bandits),
"I hear the hoofs upon the hill, I
hear them fainter, fainter still" with
/Imuslc from Auber's "Bronze Horse."

I'lub

Mrs.

Interlocutor;

conic?
wl.h
wholly
hopes about the
doubts, suspicions
now that she
i.ast fidelity of Albortlne
Prlso"-'. and
is no longer Was
'» f«d
he has heard that she searchlngstudj
there ever so minute and
thirthe
In
soul?
of a self-torturing

Boston, on April

Tambo,

ton,

one of radio supplies.

n

Wni

Bones;
Chas.

Charles Reed,

Brockway,

The Red Front Pharmacy has closed
Its line of canned goods and taken

it
'

A. E. sends us the
cert given by Miss

TUe t»ci.tu deals aln.o:^:
hi.
Jealousy,
Marcel's

to

ories."

The entertainment on Sept, IB, 1876
was given by Little Mao's CaMfornla

MORE "KANSAS NOTES"

-

KNIGHT.

Ei.

6"'

j

stock for $1.00."
Mr. Wheeler, sending the progi-am,
wrote a few notes about the hall and the
minstrels ; "Little Mac was well known
from his connection with Morris Brothers.
Charles Reed was popular when
associated with William Collier. Charles
Sutton was afterward Bunth of Bunth
and Rudd, that well known eccentric
vaudeville team.
"I saw a number of minstrel shows at
Beethoven hall, among them Callender's Georgia minstrels with Billy, Kersands, a shining light, and Cleveland's
with Hugh Dougherty, one of the ends.
Dougherty, Wild, Barney and Mac's
minstrels played at the old Morris
Brothers Opera House, opposite the Old
Also at
South Church in July, 1869.
Beethoven hall I saw that clever artist
show.
entire
the
gave
who
Maccabe,
These are among my pleasantest mem-

I

We are Indebted to Mr. Joseph H.
Wheeler of Medford for a program of
Beethoven hall, Sept. IB, 1870. W. H.
Karl
Smith was then the manager.
Steele, the musical director; J. B. Donl-

Hill.

that some wisecracker will remark that Harvard will
never defeat Yale on the Thames until
the KIls, like the yale. proceed backP.

your choice of any article in the entire
I

i

I

believe

I

keep
cannot bear

ing,

1

much
ously,

have

my
the

told

i

you

suitcase

thought

that, visitlocked, for I
of a valet,
looking curi-

chambermaid,
perhaps contemptuously, at the

less a

my socks and underclothes.
one house whei>d I visit joyfrom anxiety. In each guest

condition of

There

is

fully, free

room

Is a printed card, stating the hours
meals and giving this notice:
"I
my servants good wages. Please do
not tip them."

of

pay

Is it possible that some hosts rely on
their guests to keep the servants con-

tented?
Clamport.

HERKIMER JOHKSf

'~

;

I

York Times of
regardLouise Calvert
statements re-

article

I

|

|

XPVolnZlt with two

or

three

more

Mrs. Kelley of Yonkera, asking a separation from her husband, complalm
of his cruelty; that he on some occa
'sions called her a "crazy nut."
Sh
might also complain of his b-oing tauto
;ioglcal.

U

which W;ilter W. Morrison

17U
e JIiivvTird

i'l

"'Hnrvard

Survey
"T>i

•]•

:•(

Aiut >e:

>

Glio i.'lul' Aia now sing:,
Forces Stan Crline'

l,aw

'

ot Wliithrop

on the corner stands prin-

to QO,
Ills I did not ask him
it
plug tobut as his mouth was full of
Ivy
the
eaten
have
might
bacco, he
the
with Impunity: one polsoh Against
dentists
other; vet I have been told by
whose practice has not yet brought
them into court, that plug tobacco,
and Is
while it may discolor the teeth
against
filthy weed, preserves them
They do not recommend fine
decay.
Boscut so highly. And when I go to
animal,
ton I shall hunt that strange

AN OPTIMIST

potentate. He is being assisted by
E. Holton, major of the Arab
Patrol, and by liouls Harlow, leader of
the drum corps. Earl K. Newberry is
manager of the show. It will run at
Braves field nightly except Sunday until July 24.
is

Fred

cat

As the World Wagsi

beautiful flower
I expect I've got a
garden In China. The seeds I planted
HOWARD.
didn't come up this way.

A BED TIME STORRIE
Fer Grownup Guys

ou win wonder at crime."

By SNOWSHOE AL.

SPEAKING OF COLLEGES

The Herald

As the World Wugs:
tell

I'll

my

a position;
jment.
The

experience on looking' for
answered an adrertise-

I

tnter^•iew went like this:
"H^ve you had any experience?" "No," I answered proudly, "but

He

I

said,

have a college education."
the

at

man
plied,

A~

means a blow on the head
the

Beams from
its

By every

morning

sun

afar.

course

runs

it

star.

in
I

England the dowser Is regularly employed by well-boring engineers and

father, 90 years old, learned this
his youth. Could you tell mo where
could find words and music?
L. L. B.
Gardner.

The

contractors.

late

Edward Mac

man

modest

the natural butt of
People receive just so
Impertinence.
much respect from the vulgar as they
expect from tliem. Hold up your head,
•tretch out your leg, adjust your cravat,
and leer in the glass ot your selfopinion, and you will be met with cor-

literature on the subject
prlslngly great. According to a

is

Is

nose.

pam

Iraphy there given are nearly 600 books
and papers on this subject In several
languages: 100 published before 1700;
that
200 after 1900. We regret to say
Is scepthe U S. Geographical Survey
"curious
the
of
speaking
After
tical.
superstition" that still has a strong
States, the
hold, even in the United
above
writer of the Introduction to the
mentioned pamphjet advises all Infor
quirers "not to expend any money
witch or
the services of any 'water
machine or
for use or purchase of any
or
instrument devised for locating water
other minerals (sic)."

— Hazlitc.

Menestrel did not enjoy Mr.
Copland's "Music for a Theatre" or
Tansmari's piano concerto wlien they
were played in Paris under Mr. Kousse-

.

vitsky's direction. Its critic said of the

two composers that they do not seem
to have gone far in the direction they
have chosen or clearly realized the
possibilities

sur

'

Tiie

dimly seen.

We believe in witches as we do
fairies, spectres and demons.

woosErMiTcA'

"O never

When

"America" at Braves Field

night

last

more than

before

a

w«h
of

great rapidity,

apparatus

used

while

by the

firmly

ing up the Bible."
on
How stand the fundamentalists
We wish we could
this subject today?
She is
have .^.een the Witch of Endor.
we have
high on the list of women that

missed knowing.
pubAnd thus we are emboldened to
lish the following

Had you

spectacle,

ball park.

of the

"America," was ush-

outfield of the

Various scenes In the history

growth

Salem,

Red-head,

learned;
I

j

j

i

Dazzled by your wondrous
"She's a witch!" I cry:
"Lovely witch!" I sigh:
"Kiss the witch" say I!

beauty,

BILLY D.
hardly have the heart to tell our
contributor that they did not burn
witches in Salem; they were merciful
they only hanged them.

Charlie, the grate
wounded
panzee! Captured wile badly
Tha bam
jungles uv Afrika!
the
hf
wiU/etne
dancers
will now play, tha

see

an' tha

Henry

head.

And we

staged In Boston.
During the show Mayor Nichols was
introduced and gave a short addfess of
welcome.
The spectacle Is being run under the
rharKe _of Aleppo Temple of Boston, of

some

old

the

think

we know every

shop between

New York

anti'que

and Marble-

got an old Windsor, and
pewter, a "Success to the

an old rug, and a
man in New York showed us some very
Is a great place
East
Bourbon.
The
old
Railroad"

show begin.

m

wrote the

toast

bottles,

for old things.

James

10 mlnlts.

his

in

my hand

a

The cultured American
maining

"proposed by,
characteristic

speech.

i

I

will drain this

How

average acquisitiveness,' know

In

Maine

town

RALPH WARDLAW GLOAG.

As the World Wags:

munity in the sense of real PJoPe/^.fand paying
fields and houses— leased
ex-

R- H. L.

summer

Last

I

said

that

the

first

a freshman learns is to test
whiskey by dropping a hammer in it.
.\long in his sophomore year, after

an

thing

This latter rings
pression meetable in Dickens.
Mr. Herkimer
We have written .to
of SociolJohnson, the Earnest Student
His answer
ogy about these words.

having learned how to hold his liquor

which will be
I go to Boston,
is anya fortnight, I'll see If there
about potton
thing in my winter notes
Clamsport,|

"When

1"

There is a belief
Ivy
so/ensitive to,
that some persons are
that ll
the plant (Rhus Toxicodendron)

,

especially
with the Virginia creeper. Is
summer
harmful at night, or In early
on It. l
when the sun Is not shining the
word
print
never heard or saw in
but^l
•markry- till I read your note,
near
saw a native working at a cottage
poison Ivy
me, pulling with bare hands
I
Wien
trees.
plne
from a group of
of being
asked him if he wasn't afraid
could
said
'I
[poisoned, he grinned and

man leams how

to test himhe is full. Before drinkwhich
ing, he swallows a navy bean,
dissolve.
floats in whiskey and does not
drinking:
the
with
proceeds
Then he
when the bean rattles against his t£eth,

the college
self to see

characteristically unsatisfactory:

on which
thev stand near a brush heap
will be poisIvy "has been thrown, they
also the
oned by the smoke. There Is confused
poison ivT. often

So

Scultetls.

°'"Nor"does either of these d'ctionarles
comshow up 'rents' as used In this
llke__

curiosity.

is
with the Scultetis! The worst of it
along
that most of us are so hard driven
so
is
drive
our several courses, and the
and unending—while our
incessant
fugitive years are hasting away-vthat
voice crying in
it surely would be as a
the wilderness if we were to proclaim
a cult of the uncommon and unknown,
and, for a beginning were to take up
the study of the Scultetls.
So there the matter rests, and may
but not the obscure, unruffled
die,

of
^

lies

^

that

this

cast an appraising eye
upon those even of exalted station our
President himself Is not to be excepted
from the general Implication. May he
never be brought Into direct contact

when we

that

the older folk.
tionary and the older
or,"^^rL,"rt^
books at hand
only apposite reference
Wch sounds
do not register this word, ^ English one
as if It might be an olden

is

scheme

the

But I venture
or federal departments.
prevails
to assert that dense Ignorance
continent of
entire
throughout the

to

next the New
beHampshire border about halfway
lakes,
Rangeley
the
and
Portland
tween
'markry' or 'marcry/
is heard the word
mainly "^ed by
as meaning poison IvT.
An old Century Die

rents.

part in

America concerning

the

which

hab-

Its

of things
and its span of life? Statistics, unforstate
from
available
tunately, are not

itat—its

from Brownfteld,
R. N. S. writes to us
here

English

circus fairly
\.nd with the freaks of the
Invited
fresh in our minds, attention Is
yet
tenacious
and
10-tailed
this
to
baffles
shifty Scultetls, which, at times,
the co^oscenti themselves.
many among ordinary folks, of

Me:

"Up

the only re-

As the World Wags:
That Is its own, true and only name.

7^
Brownfteld,

—

Is

pure

defender of
Basil Sydney.

THE MANY-TAyy-ED SCULTETIS

glass, perhaps

efforts,
ceremony initiated by my feeble
your friends Imyet if you imagine— if
be
It
can
agine— thanJy-oTre scihti'rta
ameliorated, it by one word or gesture
your happiness— so dear to all of us—

may be improved,
the dregs."

us
P. of Portland, Me., sends

finance; I never
I never understood
understood even my own finances.Lord Birkenhead.

goblet, filled to the brim
I should say a
poisonous and
with a fluid which has a
nerve
practically fatal effect on every
I am a.sked
but
body;
knd sinew in my
and though, as
to propose your health:
much too confar as 1 can see, it is
by any
improved
be
vincingly robust to

belief

World Wags:

As

We

.

tn

We

and many others.
Following the pageant there was a
grand display of fireworks wlilch were
considered the most magnificent ever

der,

[

•

.

W

D

an interesting sketch of the part played
of
by graduates and undergraduates The
Colby College in the world "war.
Portland
sketch was published In the
Nearly 700 men
Sunday Telegram.
of them
one-half
over
were In service;
During
rose above the rank of private.
vacation was
the war the summer
on
work
be
cmild
lengthened so there
"Several buildings were
the farms.
shifts
closed up and classes were held In
The curriculum was to
to save coal.
The faculty
some degree curtailed.
was emasculated."

_

i

of the nation, particularly

outstanding when the United
Among the
States won her freedom.
scenes depicted by hundreds of performers were; Paul Revere's ride, the
Boston Tea Party, the battle of Lexington and Concord, Washington Crossing
the Delaware, Betsy Ross, the Signing
of the Declaration of Independence, the
battle of Yorktown, Cornwallis" surren-

those

in

_

ered In with the blare of trumpets and
the flashing of lights. It was presented
in front of an extensive scenic setting

which crossed the entire

lived

Red-head,
<,„„v,..j
flashed
Pursed your honey Hps there, or
your tawny eyes.
one,
gathered—
have
The elders wbuld
a judge so learned—
s a
Piteous young— I hear him— She
witch!" he cries:
"Lovely witch!" he si'ghs;
"Burn the witch!" he cries.
You do not live tn Salem, Red-head,
Red-head,
Plash your dangerous eyes, then,
When but your love Is nigh!
so
will be the elders—I the judge,

PICTURES RISE OF NATION
The

poem:

RED-HEAD

trapeze artists and flying ring performmotion.
ers were almost con.stantly in
The acts were of a variety to please
everyone, for trained horses, dogs and
elephants made up the animal acts;
ballet and fancy dancing with other
special features, made up the remainder
of the preparatory program.

'

trained

this entry in his J""''"^' ^"
that the
years before, he declared
effect givgiving up of witchcraft is in

pieces

The manager of the fair announces
consider
that the judges will probably
volume, range, depth,
"appeal,
the
the
make
and
individuality"
pitch and
jjscores accordingly.

my temper
returned
hour later Mrs. Chimpanzee
again. Charlie
Little Chester wuz gone
wuz hanging by his tale f-"""'tuh hisself,
raving
est limb uv tha tree
about the beautiful moonlite
"Ladies an' gentlemen, yew j'" ^ «^
Ch.m.

two

aerialists,

championship."

lose

made

ACT

the

I

'

Speaking of animals, real and reputed,
we are indebted to M. K. for a paragraph published in the Chicago Evening
comPost. Champion "hog callers" will

be
pete at the Illinois' state fair to
This
held at Springfield on Aug. 23-27.
contest, the first at a state fair, wUl
take place between 7 and S P. M. After
winners
the elimination contests, the
"grand national
for the
"call"
will

travelln so
tops uv tha trees. He wuz
walling
fast that all his little fleas were
"Chester," sez Mrs. ChiniIn protest.
gone?
bin
yew
have
long
panzee, "how
Chester.
"O, I bin gone all day," sez
with
Charlie
Tha useless hafC assailed
any uv
a duzzen assorted adjecktives, tuh rewich tha writer wood hesitate
She followed tha adjecktives up
poet
after
with a duzzen assorted kokonuts,
wich she informed her dazed husband
day-dreems
the
off
lay
that If he didn't
beauties
he would sum day gaze on tha
circus
uv nature frum the inside uv a she,
sez
furthermore,'
"An'
wagon
hour,
am going away now fer a haff
or 1
keep yer eye on that little brat
A haff
an' git ruff.

"l' hold in

(infidels

Three rings, placed in such position
grandthat all assembled In the huge
could see, were continuously
staitd
each other
filied with acts following

'

kaim

Who

the

delays In
Because
the
laying out the field and erecting
for
required
many pieces of apparatus
was
which
affair
the
the performers,
not
scheduled to start at 8 o'clock, did
time
begin until nearly 9, but by that
taken
and
entered
had
arrivals
all late
seals and everyone saw everything.

IN

the

who "hooted witchcraft out of
world") "trample upon men far
speakwiser than themselves; at their
against, what not
ing so dogmatically
heathen and
only the whole world,
ages, but
Christian, believed In all past
as unlearned,
well
thousands, learned as
(W^sl^y
believe at this day.

gathering of

4000.
unavoidable
ot

THREE RINGS

down to the tabla
number is thirteen.

And do not forget to crush eggshells,
he
and burn the cuttings of fingernails. 1
witchsaintly JohnWesley, believing in
been
craft wrote: "I have sometimes
saucy,
inclined to wonder at the pert,
those
indecent manner, wherein some ot

performers in the world took part,
sesqui-centennial
the

HOG CALLERS, TAKE NOTICE

sit

platter clean."

\,ntroduced
spectacle,

In

And lest witches be there.
your
Put salt in your beer and scrape

More than a score of feature cirof the best
cus acts, wherein some

I
ence to Herodotus, but unfortunately
entertaining hisleft my copy of that
room
torian on the mantelpiece in my
I shall not be surIn Blossom court.
faon
living
prised If I find the yale
grifmiliar terms with the unicorn, the
chlmaera and cerfin, the phoenix, the
Anthony
tain strange beasts seen by St.
tells us."
Flaubert
in the desert, as

all

of
phlet "The Divining Rod, a History
Water-Wltohing" (Water Supply Paper 416, Government Printing Office
(Washington, D. C, 1917), In the blbllog

lespond'ng ,2:ravity and due decorum.
But if you hang down your head, and
others to assign your
it
to
leave
quantum meruit, they will pull yoii by
the

shadows an
In the lengthening
long-haired,
tha uther things wot the
Corona-wrestlers rave
hungry-lookin'
Jist then a kokonut bounced
about.
that
against his ribs with sich vio ence
Wen did
dam tree shook.
hole
tha
Charlie,
yew git back, deerie?" sez
a^ he
wiping kokonut milk off his face gentle
swayed up an' down in the
yuh
here
"Climb back up
breeze.
er I
loafer," sez Mrs. Chimpajizee,
milk-shake
ireet yuh tuh anuther
as he
"My deer," kumplained Charlie,
yew
at,
wuz
she
wair
tuh
climbed up
will
yew
are too practical-I am afraid
Funssen
L
me."
never understand
yuh
ny-face," sez tha Obstacle, "I told
A\air
tuh keep yer eye on little Chester.
ago,
mlnit
here
a
wuz
"He
he'
Jist then little Chester
sez Charlie.
swinging merrily along thru tha

beauty

the rod.

I

of
the yale which excited the curiosity
your contributor, Mr. Poseidon Hicks,
hera
not
it
is
As vou suggested,
Jr.
the referaldic beast? I would look up

"

doweU, the composer and pianist, was
with
said to bo unusually successful

The

A

and

In

My

j

or face;

the Afrlkan
It wuz late afternoon in
hang n_
Jungle. Charlie Chimpanzee wuz
watchin
tree,
kokonut
a
frum
by his tale
there
the little jungle flowers kloze
wun uv
petals for tha nlte. Charlie had
saw
an'
he
soles,
poetic
tJiem artistik,

"douse," to splash water over the face,
has "dowse" for a variant.)
the
In the Government of Bombay,
water-dlvlner, or dowser, Is a highlypaid civil servant We have read that

Ages have seen Its face.
Darkness may roam,
Morning sun, mbrning sun
Come to my home."

j

last "Weanesaa,y
editorial article

of

Interesting

on the divining rod. A few not«s may
now not be impertinent.
In England the use of the rod for thft
finding of a water supply Is called dowsapparing. WTiy this name Is given Is
ently unknown. We have tTie verb "to
dowse," and the noun "dowser." (In
some of the English provinces "dowse"

AA'ags;

Brightly
Swiftly

.

shouted

of

AVORK

World

t'le

'

He

his voice, "Xo college
for me." "No," 1 re"nor for anybody else."
J. E. B.

top

will

an

llshed

'

if

^

he's fuU.

S'

Will some one give Mtss Angle C,
Chapin, Pemaquld Point, Me., the de
sired information?
translation of
"I am trvlng to flnd the
which
one of Michael Angelo's sonnets
of one
begins with the line: 'The might
(I* foria
fair face sublimes my love.'
sprona )
d'un bel volto (viso) al del ml
I

have the Italian and
by Wordsworth.

tion

first line of this

tha

I
I

have a translacan recaf only

other one."

out
The advertising Idea of sending
masked voung women with labels "Look
new;
at

my

but

Stockings"
one reads

Is

in

thought to be
Samuel Boge-s

Has any one ever sung

.nglishman Bennett
Boston a song
Scott? He has written 2000, but did any one in this city ever hum or
whistle "Darling Mabel," "I Wonder if you Miss Me Sometimes?" "Do
You Remember the Last Waltz?" or "Ship Ahoy; All the Nice Girls Love
in

i

a Sailor"?

We refer to this composer because newspapers of London speak at
length of a renewal of his musical activity.
appears that Mr. Scott, having written 2000 songs, thought he would
refff from his labors, but one evening he felt an irresistible impulse to go
I closed my
to the piano. "I had no idea what I was going to ^vrite.
eyes, and the tune and the refrain of 'When Love Comes Stealing in
Your Heart' came into my mind. The song remained unfinished until
early one sunny morning, when I was staying at Nice, I woke up with the
verses of it ringing in my ear."
There was a time when many of the 2000 songs were the result of
hard labor. The Muse did not of her own accord kiss the marble brow of
Mr. Scott and whisper immortal melodies in his ear at an evening hour or
on a sunny morning. "I know the time, years ago, when we had to manufacture songs in order to make sure of the Sunday joint; for if the song
was not written and sold before the end of the week there probably
would be no Sunday joint. In those days my collaborator and I would
often manufacture as many as seven or eight songs in a week, and they
would be sold to music hall artists for a very small fee."
When Mr. Scott sang some of his melodies last month at his recital
in London many persons confessed to him "the pleasure that was found"
in the lump in the throat and the tear in the eye tlie songs brought wijii
them.
Gtrr native singers have made the name of Cyril Scott known to us.
He once visited Boston, and told his admirers that he is only a tube
through which an unseen spirit blows music. (He stated this fact in more
poetic language.) If Mr. Bennett Scott is unwilling to cross the Atlantic,
There arc
Avill not some one of our singers give a Bennett Scott recital ?
now 2002 songs from which a choice could be made. Mme. Eva Gauthier
Wo respectfully call
is always in search of something new and exotic.
her attention to Mr. Bennett Scott.

[nifember \vhen you were au. Ut course nTave a dim recollection; it is a
very pleasant one." She acted in "Macbeth" when she was 8'^ years old.
"I was later sent in to the cauldron to tell Macbeth to be sanguinary and
finally
firm.
I have played all the witches, attended many banquets and
When I am a little older and have a little
))/»came the gentlewoman.
money I shall take a theatre to produce 'The Hunchback' and 'The Honeymoon.' "
I

!

Has Michael Orme's translation of "La
played in Boston?

It

.

.

Jenny Lind left the operatic stage when she was 29,
Adelina Patti began
till she was about 50 years old.
farewelling the London public in 1895 when she was 52; she continued

For "M. S."

but sang in concerts

Mr. William Seymour in his letter published in The Herald of last
Sunday quoted from the introduction Avritten by F. G. Waldron for his
play "The Prodigal" (1793). (Waldron spoke of the dinner hour then in
fashion preventing prompt attendance in the theatre.) Mr. Seymour said
that this dramatist was then unknown to him except as the author of

,

•'The Prodigal."

my letter, I have been rereading
author of 'The Prodigal' was a man of
Bome parts, for in 1773, referring to 'sentimental comedy' as ridiculed by Samuel Foote and dethroned for a period by Goldsmith, Doran
continues: 'To a similar school belongs "The. Maid of Kent" by Francis
Godolphin Waldron. The piece has more of talk than action in it. Waldron was a respectable actor, a worthy bookseller, and an honest treasurer of the Theatrical Fund. A simple man, he once announced in the
country that he would play Richard III in humble imitation of the inimiUbie Mr. Garrick.' "
P. S.
He now wites:

easy virtue.

and

"TaSIe falk'' tiiat'proprletors of Ranel-

agh and A'auxhall used to send "decoy
ducks among the ladles and gentlemen
who were walking in the Mall, that Is,

of Isadora

sionist fashion."

Mr. G. F. Bradbury, once a house master at Rugby, has published
with the Oxford University Press, a little book, "About Shakespeare and
?Iis Plays," which if not especially designed for boys, is for those who
jEirc not very learned. The tiook led "A. W. M." of the Manchester Guardian to ask whether the audiences of Shakespeare's time enjoyed the longwinded speeches in his historical plays. "I suppose that some pretended
io do so just as we pretend now. Was there a time when audiences really
I find it hard
fen joyed the scoldings of Queen Margaret in 'Richard IH'?
to believe that. My heart used to sink when she came on the stage even
though Miss Genevieve Ward was playing the part. . . There are many
k»nj speeches in Shakespeare and other Ellizabethans that are brilliantly
exciting, but some of these historical bigwigs are but garrulous. And it
is difficult sometimes to read the 'Henry IV' speeches, fine as they are,
when we know that Falstaff is waiting around the corner."
There is a pleasant thrust at Mr. Wells. "He (Skakespeare) was a
canny fellow, and he accepted things. He was not a reformer, and on the
whole this world was good enough for him. Of course this won't do for
Mr. H. G.Wells, for instance. Mr. Wells managed to write a history of
the world without mentioning Shakespeare."
Kendall recently said, awarding prizes at Lady Frank Benson's
of Acting, "It is very difficult when you are as old as I am to rQ-

ATrs.
I

j
i

j

'

One

the heavens,

show Bear and Lyre

—

Splashed on In mire!
But O, the glee wherewith I'd see
These spaces lent for soap and scent

A.'W,

Advertisenientt

One

of

,

Many

sold

at auction

in

Paris?

One should not say "the" but "a"
hat of Napoleon, for the great man
had many in the course of his life,
many of the "Bicorne" from which
one always associates with him. His
head was so sensitive that he would
jnot wear a new hat until it had been
jbroken in by Constant, his valet,

Constant faithful in service until

now

at Invalides.

Napoleon gave

it

the painter Gros. Dumaresque
had a second; Gerome a third. 'The
hat worn at Waterloo is in the muto

of

his

shirts

is

treasured in

'

[1814.

The hat that brought last month
at auction 43,000 fran<;s was one
that was treasured by Giraud, veterinary to the c/nperor's stables. It
was .<ihown at the historical and military exhibition of 1895 in Paris. In
1921 it was to be seen in the museum of Malmaison. At the auction
there were reminders of Napoieon
the Little: a costume of the unfortunate Prince Imperial; a blouse of
Badinguet worn by Louis Napoleon
escaping from Ham'.
It is said that painters have preserved m^t of Napoleon's hats. The
one laid on the catafalque at the
funeral procession when his ashes
were brought to Paris in 1840, is

auction.

generation.
And to think that Napoleon used
his valet to break in his hats, as
others have h -.d tobacco pipes and
leg boots made comfortable for their
use. Sala's bonk is in need of additional chapters de\(ted to the romance of hats. There should be all
Uio social and :)olitical versions of
"When this old hat was new";
there should be a portrait of Nar.oleon sporting a ."love pipe by way
Bicorne," and
of contrast to the
there should surely be an authentic
Im( graphy of the Mad Jlatter.^ whom
Alice met at table.
If an American made a bid last
Thj purmonth, he was oulaid.
chaser gave a guarantee that Napoleon's hat would net leave F'-ance.
Better, far better than that it should
hang on the well or grace tite hat'

Did any American collector bid
for the hat of Napoleon which was
recently

this

Cambridge, an authentic shirt, not
like the lock of hair, valued at 75,COO marks in Berlin three years ago,
but doubted, .^o that the purchaser
went into court. Senator Evarts
was known by his hats. Does a museum least of one? Does any historical society in Boston show proudly a hat of Daniel Webster's, Judge
Woodbury's, Harvey Hadlock's. These
hats were famous in their day and

Ridlculus."

map

about
vj,

frogs and adders and "snakes
and ladders"
crowd the bus, and likewise "mus

ankle-tire

discourse

Beethoven pushed back on his head?

^\'ill

And

anotner" in

is

George Augustus Sala, who -WTote
hatter an entertaining little
book about hats, should have lived

When

(

there

;

at Boulogne.

for a

Llterallle!

j

Lens

at

museum

What has become of other famous
the huge hat that
hats? Where

THE MARCH OF FASHION

j

the

tc

the threatened vogue of decorated
hosa)
I see
the times when nurs'ry rhjTnes
Siay studied be at mother's knee

Duncan might dance the symphony.

Apropos of recent performances of "The Dybbuk" in Boston by a
fYiddish company:
The Habima company from Moscow, playing in "pure Hebrew," purr
posing to make a tour of Europe and America, met with great success in
Vienna. Although only a few Jewish scholars understood the language,
the delivery and mise-en-scene, influenced by Stanislavski, also original,
were impressive. "The actors' way of dancing at a wedding becomes ecstatic to a point where ^it is scarcely any longer bearable in its expres-

[

(of

i

seum

j

persons attired in the height of fashion,
who every now and then would .exclaim
in a very audible tone, 'What charming
weather for Ranelagh or Vauxhall"' "

One-and-elevens will
in 1883 George Sand wrote a scenario, seven
jiagcs of purely visual notations to illustrate in one way or another Beethoven's 9th symphony. This suite of "co-ordinated images" is so boldly
expressive, that it would be interesting to see whether screened it would
really go with the musical performance. At the same time some disciple

"Since sending

find that the

.

—

Cinemagazine states that

—

farewelling for 13 years.
I

To show the incredible foolishness of censorship. The Manchester
Watch Committee, described by Mr. St. John Ervine as " notoriously one
of the most absurd bodies in England," made itself ridiculous by refusing
to permit Noel Coward's play "Easy Virtue" to be performed under that
name. As if the play mth another name would not still be a play about

towards the temples, short and corkscrew locks. Her upper teeth, somewhat exposed, as if ready to smile or bite; her brilliant Oriental eyes
these were particularly striking. "This face, supremely expressive, which
jeemed always to speak, contemplate, dream, hope, even in repose, breathed
energy and enthusiasm. The statue, pleasing to the eye, may be a dreamy
Polyhymnia, a grave Urania; it is neither Thalia-nor Melpomene."

Camellias" been

The Daily Chronicle, apropos of Zenatello's reappearance in London,
says that he has bought and modernized a castle outside Verona, and
built near it a priyate chapel and a concert hall. He has established a
school for young singers.
A letter from Maria Gay received recently in Boston stated that she
and Zenatello would spend the summer at their home in Spain.
Mr. Ernest Newman was amused by Mme. Jeritza as Sieglinde. "Here
is a hut in the primeval forest, with very little furniture in it, and that,
Apparently there is a local Pa.
.
naturally, of the roughest kind.
quln, thanks to whose skill and taste the wife of the half-savage Hunding
.
is enabled to appear in a beautifully cut and most effective gown.
She seemed to know, too, that she had shapely arms, and to be laudably
determined not to let us forget it either."

V?or5in's 'Annals'

The statue of Sarah Bernhardt in the Place Malesherbes, Paris, represents her in antique costume "seated upright, in a noble attitude, with
a dreamy face." Claude Berton makes bold to say that the statue fails to
remind one of her physical appearance and her wit. "Old theatregoers,
looking at this statue, say, 'There is not much resemblance." Tlie people,
passing by, say with surprise: 'It appears after all that it's the statue of
in actress.'" M. Berton takes the opportunity of WTiting an admirable
article about her art, the versatility of it, its strong characteristics. Looking at the statue, he remembers that Sarah had a pronounced Semitic
face; straight jaw, prominent cheekbones, very aquiline nose, eyes drawn

Dame aux

;

rack of an American

rr

Now

multi-niillion-

In the marthat marrowfats are
the pods
for full enjoyment
few hours before

|

ket-but

should be
the dish

picked a

I

served—the question comes,
the
vulgar to eat them with

is

.

up. Is it
aid of a

of,
spoon? To us the sight
conscious of aj
Hysllp,
Percy
young
spears each
fork-s uselessness. unless he
would blush
pea, is painful, yet he
|

—
two
gar^Cc "(with pithtr one "r" ov
"•s" In English) become the Spanish
a
Instrument of execution? There was

very light and Insiib.stantlal bit of summer theatrlcallsiii, to bo sniilod at
casually as it passes and then forgotten

the

1V2
surprised

hostess

him

crimson Jf hi.
with a spoon In hand.
acknowlMr. Artliur Machen. who
mor^ to
!edK«s that Uisre Is nothing

I

Into the rol!hls taste than resoarches
:

other day
:i(e. spoke the
Holbrook who fisures In "Cranpeas
This old yeoman ate his

nor things of

'of Mr.
Ifc^rd."

grandee* of Spain whose coat of arms
showed a ladder and a gibbet. AVas this
hanged,
because an ancestor had been
executioner?
or because he was a public
pecuhad
once
The word "garotte"
as well as
liar significance In Boston
are some of
in London. No doubt there
The Herald's readers who remember
when citizens were garotted in our
peaceful
then presumably safe and

Mower
Hotel Man

iscences of a
Scn-lce" tells

at

•M'

S12.

I

I

^

I

1880 marked
.one noted that

I

WTiile we are talking about Inns.
Robert Southey wrote "Letters from
England" and attributed them to Don
A second
ilanuel Alvarez Esprlella.
American edition was published by David Longworth, New York, in 1808.
Tills edition in two little volumes contains, to quote the title page, "comparative and locafnotes by an American editor, in which some Important
errors are corrected. Interesting anec-

explanations

made."

Don Manuel was disgusted at Liver"They have a filthy custom at
the Inns in England, that when you

pool.

man

brings you
a pair of old slippers which serve for
jail trav>iller»; and indeed are frequently
worn out shoes with the heels cut away:
clean a.i the English are, this impropriety does not in the slightest degree
{offend them." Now mark the American
'note: "This is also the custom in Amerjlca: but we never heard that a gentleman was not permitted to upe his own
slippers if he takes care to have them
pull oft

your boots the

.

.

good

of

I

I

1

i

>

|

.

his portmanteau."
O. glorious days of leg boots, bootlacks of iron or wood, and embroidered
or plain carpet slippers!

In

I
!

was

1

"Holding

1

acts. By LawHelen." a comedy in three
performance onj
rence Langner. First

any

The

stage.

cast:

Ruth

„
Helen..
,

^,^n

Gordon

Mowbray

Cannon
Georpe
Victor Tandy
John
r Wordlev Hnlse
Welling-ton Jon«8
budseon
^Eirpeth
cast of vet'"valorously supported by a
actors. Miss Ruth
competent
and
eran
in "Seventeen
Gordon, who played here
Theatre seven years
at the Plymouth
New York to take the
\in(;cnt

Norman

;

ago,

We read that a criminal in Cuba was
executed a few days ago by the garotte.
The brass neck collar strangles, while a
spike entering the back of the neck,
breaks the spinal column. When rlld

'

wooed her,
him as a young wife

in Germany, exfrom her diary and reminiscences
Por-all this is told In "Dostoevsky
and
Diary
The
Wife:
His
by
trayed
Reminiscences of Mme. Dostoevsky."
edited
translated from the Russian and
are also
by S. S. Kotellansky. There

tracts

'

o.her pages relating to Dostoevsky;
The book
there are four Illustrations.
country by E. f.
Is published In this
Dutton & Co.
.
,
„
_
The "Diary" in the original Russian
was published In 1923. Only selections
from it are In the present translation.
The first part of the "Reminiscences
was published in 1923; the remainder In
Mr. Kotellansky has translated
1925.
on the
only pages that throw new light
.

I

I

novelist.

t

and

Her

new play.
lead in Mr. Langner's
delegation
were appreciated by a
and admirers
friends
enthusiastic
c>f
of the house.
I'lio filled the front
Helen,
As for the story of "Holding
been
tale, which has
is an old, old
1 1
th
scores of times,
(lold and re-told
variaincidents and some

Efforts

there ever an example of sweeter,
unfailing devotion though many and

great were her trials?
Anna as a girl had been enraptured
by Dostoevsky's no«els. She was Joyhim.
ful at the thought of working for
with him, yet timorous at first. Was
or
man,
old
bald-headed
and
stout
he a

When

w

ton by
business. faUs
band w-ho is immersed in
5 ains
fascinations
a victim tc the
adventurer, and he
of a good-looking
^^^^^
a«atr is detected by f "-"^..^^f
In the
who returns home unexpectedly
way.
old-fashioned
good
and
w-ise
Whereupon appears the

more than

!

.

"Naughty

doni's

Cinderella,

I
I

week, and though it is version
naughty as the BordonI

in

tW|
,3

entertaining nevertheless.

'GRASS'

>^

nf <innrse the
tour-flushcr who
ou° to be a tremendous
ale. of^ad^
?rs stolen his hair-raising
venture
himrepresented
/--""l.^f^nT
his
her"' ln%ue time

rrVe"a!
^^^^^Z^^
"cave man

fur'ni?ure °The
b^'^"thf
the furrilture.
smashes

,

a^t^or-^ of

-"t;i^M:«^>S^ends

as
thin

^^|}i'l\utleT^s°:;r:arou^' pretty
e^•ents and he
l„?h: portrayal of these the t me tne
by
play is virtually over

SU"to%VS"^up

Inds

\li-e

luogeVer "Holding Helen"

.oltl
Is

SHOWN AT

[young teeth, which needed no

a

i

The growth

A

a

se^^.^^BrJde
of the -stern
Storm,'' with
j„„a;

-f

new photoplays

John Harron, Tyrone
Swayne Gordon in the

biU^
cast, tops t^^.^
at the Moae
th s ^e«k- Jh«,

yellow

pupils,

thick

curly

hair

rumand tobacco stained teeth." He
maged In Anna's portfolio of Bteno1b »
graphlo notes and remarked "It
curious game."
to
was a game that Anna Uked

romance
the

of their friendship Is told

1

with

of

artlflolal

assistance."

with charming simplicity. There Is
glimpse of Dostoevsky's son by his first
"swarthy
Iwlfe, a dishevelled youth, with
eyes
'.almost yellow complexion, black

Nation's
Tells True^^t^rTof
Migration for Food

^rVl^»?i^f-^-S
sturt

pear so goodnaturedly, that the lack of
ceremony pleased me; I took the pear
and ate it then and there with my

MODERN-BEACON

^^l^^W^^errXtll^g
the old

The dissimilarity
an epileptic fit.
gave his face a mysterious expression.
He was dressed in an old blue Jacket,
but his shirt was snow white. He began by telling her he was a sick man,
an epileptic. "At first sight I did not
They talked toat all take to him."
gethei", each making personal revelalonely," and
"spiritually
was
tions; he
gave
so the franker, more confiding. He
her tea and rolls, asked if she wished
from
pear
her
a
He handed
to smoke.
a paper bag. "Being used at home to
good manners, such lack of ceremony
on the part of a man who scarcely
knew me appeared somewhat strange
But Dostoevsky offered the
to me.

I

r;,r[o°be^th:

Tkes

eyes that did not match—his right
eye had been Injured by falling down

will>

1

It

j

ostensiblj', to slahu
„j rel
refusing
using, "
,
ment* and
happiness.
between her f^^^ l^'^JJ.^.^er
pcir.uii turns
adventui er per^^jn

saw him, he was not

37.

In

Naugh^V."
Pola Negri In "Good and
'which is the film
the
is
Metropolitan
'.feature picture at the

first

She found him of middle
and siclcly
erect; with wow
hft'ght,
hair,
fac* bright brown, rat>«. reddish
smoothed:"
strangely
"wei; greased and

a surprise act.

Abandons Vamp Character
"Good and Naughty"

scenes.
tion in the concluding
to distrac
A qillv young wife, bored
life with a husof
monotony
Uie

she

1

gloomy?

thin, stern,

tall,

.Spe-er Company:

in

,

Was

POLA NEGRI STARS
AT METROPOLITAN

i few added

-1

Will Morris in a

Niblo and
oSg;
Thelma Deonzo

.

send-

'

songs

,

Mme. Dostoevsky died In 1918 In her
her
73d year, almost in poverty, without
TTlriflnr.
. .. X
TliiT.or.Ti Fiodor,
children and relations. TIerson

living In Moscow, who had been
continue
ing her money, was unable to
the
this when the Germans moved to
Russia.
south of
This volume might have for a subWIto."
title, "The Story of a Devoted

his
new husband meets Hampton
and ComEarl
fs nresented by
plays the wife
McCarthy
Madge
ioany
Other
father.
o^a Wank Townsend the
and Dan Maley
acts are Ben Rodero
Dora Maughan, who
fn a comedy skit;
show in monologues and
s t whole
novelty cycle

;

came from

'

i

•

there

well off;

wished to
her to earn d. living; but she
studied shortbe Independent, so she
her among
hand. Her teacher selected
Dostoevsky.
for
pupils
his
How she worked for him. how he
with
the story of her life

j

j

.U»e cof£Ui."

THE AT RE—

COPLEY

I

Her family
was no need for,

a dead cat was dissected.

dancing
irrepresible
Georgle Price,
Show, leads
youth' late of the Passing
Theatre this w^eek
the bill at Keith's
of the star
and amply fills the part appeal is a
Performer. Georgie's chief
enthusiasm
combination of youthful
which ne
and skillful showmanship, across new
getting
in
utilizes effectively
songs and dances.
who enReal pleasure awaits those
the act of the
ioy clever dancing, In
Adeline
TemPleton brothers, who with
at the
Benton and Charles Embler
warm
of
thoughts
set aside
piano,
executed
weather in a series of n^ely
"Yes, We Have
steps in a skit entitled,
dancing
Additional
Charleston."
ro
Pat Grant
iranoeuvres are developed by
comedy act,
and Eva Esmonde in a
Jelly Bean.
•"The Flapper and the
violin"terpsichorean
the
Irmanette,
graceful steps with unuist" combines
amusing
An
violin.
sual abilitv with the
situation when a
sketch depicting the
father-m-law.

!

'

(

'

'

'

I

|

BY GEORGIE PRICE

i

when'
say of an

the

good iSnmily, applied for
with
She had been graduated
positltjn.
science, but
honors, had taken up natural
chemical exhad been unfortunate In
room when
periments and left a lecture

i

KEITH BILL HEADED

How we

20-year-old

Snltkln, of

I

'HOLDING HELEN'

In

and

A

|

,

^
traffic court has decided that a hearse is a "pleasure vehide." The magistrate must be a relawho when he was
tive of the Irishman,
asked "Whose funeral is that?" replied:
don't know except that it's the
'"I

gentieman's in

Boott. Esq., in 1819 bottled in
price is modest. $5." The list
named 17 sherries, 17 hocks, only four
champagnes, a fair showing of port
and burgundy, a good selection of clartis and ales and porters all English,
save one, In quarts and pints.

Introduced,

to

The Brooklyn

!

W.

dotes

,

In politeness!

halitosis."

from
.

1822,'

1

.

unfortunate: "He's got a breath to
turn his collar
stop a clock"; or "to
button green." Now It il, "he suffers

came from* the very self same cellar
now covered by the hotel, when it
was a private mansion of distinction,
viz.: 'Brahman East India Imported by
J

|

j|

yah-oy

have Improved
we were young they used

fifty or so. The larger end
"More common ones were

is

the oily tide.

all

I

bottled

Down

I

.

That was a gr-rrand article
Evans about halitosis.

,

There

the widow of,
Marie Dmltrlevna Issalev,
stenographer.
a
needed
He
convict).
a
woman, Anna Gregoreuna

i

to know something
when taunted by George

]

living in

still

;

|

the feel of her—
the keel of her,

know
know

I

old Dr.

put on the counter for the use of the
public, and the better sort used only
at dinner parties. I am sure these were
the first wood toothpicks seen in Boston, perhaps in the country."
Mr. Mower's book, copyrighted 14
vears ago. is a pleasant one. We like
Reto read that the wine list at the
vere House In 1852 was headed by 33
from
price
in
ranging
Madiera,
kinds of
Monteiras" at $150 a bottle to "Fran-

Amory's

j

In a moment of exasperation on his unmarried state, he comes back with "a
man as foolish as you would not re- |
main a bachelor a month." 'These and
other peppy sayings pleased the audience immensely.
Mr. Hulse contributed a refreshingly
clever character bit as the hypochondriacal old author and the most intimate
friends of Miss Dudgeon hardly recognized her in her extraordinary make-up
as the grim and forbidding maid serJ. E. P.
vant, Jane.

" KANTOR.
"A.NTC
MacKINLAY

ipped to this country. (One does not
to think of a beautiful Spanish
wood- bone,
with a too»hpi»k
Ivory, or even gold projecting
ciutll,
fiom her mouth). Mr. Mower describes
these toothpicks as tied up in little

cis

,

got

as well," and

Seven scolding skeletons
Steer the winged lady
To the mouth of the Clyder%

like

fringed.

made

write

Dostoevsky sat down to
Gambler," he wras a
his novel, "The
but
(Released from prison,
widower.
married
Siberia, he had

AWen

j

Gawd,
Gawd.

Y-ah-oh.

.sl

was

a

i

it

packages of

share of the epigrams,

"You've

all.

wasn't dead.

Wallow, wallow, wallow

was for the Tremont House
that Paran Stevens about the year 1853
bought a ban-el of wooden toothpicks,
ilade In a Spanish convent, they were

And

Braves field—"America," spectacular pageant of the revolutionary days, every night until
July 24th.

was

the lion's

Jawed me. clawed me—
Chucked me in the coffin bath

us

their choice."

week.

and provided, made the most of every
When Helen announces that she
line.
to
is a college graduate and expects
find occupation of some sort, he tartly
not
is
education
remarks that a college

yah-oh

When the sun burns red)
Up an' down they've played me.

In his "Reminof Forty Years'

that it was at the
Tremont House, Boston, that patrons
were Introduced to the first four-tlncd
"split
silver forks, "called In derision
spoons'— the use of which was not
the
forced, the tables being laid with
common three-tined steel utensils; the
near
table
small
a
others resting on
the entrance so that diners could take

of

phonograph accompaniment,
funny enough. Alan Mowbray, as the
adventurer, acted with his accustomed
certainty, and Victor Tandy, who had

»

I

much

to

(Blood upon the windlass),
AVe are sailin' under
Where the winds eat clouds'.
Seven times they've flayed me
(Oncet for every skeleton
Walkin' on the deck

Ho!

—

His
part which lacked original flavor.
nerce performance of "the daily dozen"

Tramped amid her shrouds.
Yay-oh,

husband, made

vacillating

(Bon Voyage)
The Broad-arrow barque
Cleared from Sidney, from Sidney;
Seven savage skeletons

chopsticks."
,
Were these pea knives always curved,
spoondid not some of them have a
Khappd depression in the end of the
common
blade? Were pea knives ever
any toin New England? Are there
In
manufactured.
recently
day, old or
knife
our antique shops? Perhaps this
richly
that
has already been shown in
magazine,
illustrated and Interesting
Antiques.
for
In tho matter of peas we are
we
the common, vulgar spoon. When
visited grandfather on our mother's
'BOs, the
side in the Vermont of the
•mess of peas" had a rich juice and
prespork's
salt
of
trace
there was a
had
ence. If any one at that table
he
peas,
uped a fork for carrying the
democracy.
against
wouJd have sinned
Nor would tho feat have been an easy
one In that village, for forks as a rule
had only two prongs, sometimes three.
S.

a favorable time to sing of

now
THE GOOD SHIP SUCCESS

It Is

CONTINUING PLAYS
Enemy,"
Tremont "Dearest
musical comedy with Helen Ford,
Charles Purcell and others. Sixth

more frame and

substance.
Miss Gordon, who appeared extremely
nervous, was unable to do justice to the
part of the heroine. Helen is an utter
simpleton, but Miss Gordon failed to
Invest the character with the qualities
which would, in spite of that fact, have
won the sympathies of the audience.
Her voice lacked strength and modulation and .'•he failed to rise to her opportunities, conventional as they were.
Mr. Cannon, as George, the weak and

streets.

tor the
with a knife made especially
end." A
purpose, "with a large, round
remembered seefriend of Mr. Machen
thirty years
ing these knh«es less tha^
but renco These "were not used,
kit^he"
n>alned in tha drawer of the
did not
people
dresser: old fashioned
xne
anything,
away
throw
to
like
to the
broad end had a marked curve
the
find
r^Rht and perhaps we should
Chinese
pea knife as difficult to use as

Mr Henry

for something else of

j

It

jeacon Theatres
.ompan. lng P-^"/;..'^„*^eplc of nature's
ure drama, p'-;^^^' ^'; V
^^3^ eomanger against a Pe"P'«'
^^ ^^easts,

I

of his
for the novelist told her
debts^
Imprisonment, his burdens, his
of ma
photograph
He showed her the
like her very much.
first wife. "I did not
alrnosl
She looked so old, forbidding,
de»<i
of a
Jealous
dead." (^Vhat?
The stories he told Anna
woman?)

Play,

'

all

S.

-

.

1..

i

'

!

p

'

Chorus

fearing they could not
ough she was sensible,
As for himself
talented.

oui

-l

;

ead — sad

and

i

,as alout to go to Constantinople;
marry
erusalcn. and stay there: or to
"-ouloone; or to go abroad to Plaj
advised
Anna
to be a gambler.
a
choose
I
"Should
to marry.
"A senable or a kind woman?"
Id
choose,
"
to
"No, If I am
. one
should
Ue a kind one so that sheDostoevand cherish me." Then

For seven long years

been tn prison,

I'A-e

And for seven more years I must stay,
For knocking down an old Dutchman
And. stealing his money all away.

,

;

she had not marwere pay"I said that two men
did not love
me attentions, but I them.
uosrespected
er I only
her; one ought
:-3ky agreed w»tji

asked Anna

why

Dostoevsky

,

I

the putting
of a woman's hands or
in helping
an arm round her waist
I said to
So
cab.
a
of
out
r to get
trouble; l
stoevsky: 'Please do not
hurt
by my
was
He
not fall out.'
'

showing It, a failure as an
This hero met a young girl. Let
It Is a lovely name.'
call her Anna.
rather minutely. His
e described her
herome good
cretary asked: "Is your
"She is n°t a beauty, of
oking?"
bad lookmrse, but she is not at all
Anna thought
i love her face."
g
the other Anna and
3 was speaking o?
ur heart was sore.
one minute in her
for
"Put yourself
"Imagine that
lace," said Dostofvsky.

may

glimpses
"^Lucas' may still Inhabit the
Howard
of the moon— I don't know— but
bank oi
west
long since passed to the
by
forgotten
not
are
they
vet
the Styx,
nature,
me Lucas was of a simple
trusting.
and
credulous
good fellow, but
a play
On one occasion we were doing
scene
caUed "The Overland Route," one of an
deck
the
represented
of which
realistically
very
steamer,
EngTlsh
think a
staged, and during the act. 1

.

av^

Hamlet or possibly Othello
rushed
acted, when Sam Reed

glanced at his agitated face, so
answer
ear to me, and said: 'I should
"I

They are

stage

:

;

of the wooing.

e:^tTacts from the "Kemlniscences,
le. Souwith
the novelist's adventures
Turgenev, his jealslov, his quarrel with

M

other

a second

Be

characteristics— these

article.

^J-/ f^-^

of our readers

Some

may have been

:ormented by a "sob" ditty, entitled
"The Prisoner's Song." Miss Alice A.
:^awrence of Fltchburg asks If any one
:an aid her In "locating or identifying"
ago,
1 song she heard about 25 years
"but the song Is many years older than
considerably
was
I
that.
I confess
'The Prisoner's
to hear
astonished
Song' by a late war veteran, several
song is known
]My
air.
times, on the
as the 'I'rlson Song." Is there not a reasonable similarity In the words of one
of the Btanzae?"

THE PRISON SONO
If I

Prom

fly;

I

would

fly to

the arms of

my

there

would

true love

I

THE PRISONER'S SONG

(1923)

If I had the wings of an angel
O'er these prison walls 1 would fly;
I would fly to the arms of ray beloved,
And then I'd be willing to die.

'

of the earlier song
(1900) are as follows:
"It Is hard to be locked up In prison.
To be robbed of your own heart's
delight,
'With the cold Iron bars all around you,
And a stone for your pillow at night

The other verses

I

I

li

another

time

play, called
in one scene

French

As the World Wags:
Passing down the corridor of the hotel
I overheard talking:
HUSBAND (reading aloud the notice
on the room door Have you left any-

—

thing?

—

WIPE Oh, yes, dear, we might a»
well take that candlestick, too.
BOOBITS.

EXPLANATIONS

In

'

goodnTsIT although

It

very

and Lucas was the

fancy,
driven

this

the north pole, has any-

of

know

it

life,

—

—of

of

,

Moses Kjmball to say
real
David, would allow
stage
champagne to be "flowed" on the
If

of

impressed I
Lucas, highly charged and
felt
with the importance of his position,
depended
scene
the
of
that the success
William
upon R. H. Lucas and not upon Clarke
Warren, Charles Barron, Anpie
at a
himself
stationed
hence he
et al
"bridge-head" as it were-strategical
occhair
position—directly behind the
down
cupied by Frank Hardenbergh,
ready for action.
stage, L.
"Bu.'rfness—
Finally, the cue came for
Lucasopen bottle of champagne."
faithful, ever
like "old dog Tray, ever
kind"— opened. He not only opened,
good.
but he aimed, and his aim was tim«
was cut on
I'll say— for tlie wire
cork, and a
to the second, when tho
chamstream of honest to goodness
bull's-eye in
a
"Hardy"
pagne, struck
,

C

what Harden-

his firmly
llbergh emitted from between

W.

the family

Is

ARTHUR

a Lot Salter.

D.

certainly

ROPES

will propose Mr. Guy
for membership. He was the manager of a revue that was thought too
(or
liberal In exposure of American
Melting Pot) beauty even for Coney
L. R. R. Is therefore of the
Island.

And now who

opinion that Mr.
guy. Ed.

—

emplqylng

my

Guy Shy

Is

no shy

SERENADE
(For As The World Wags)
Sweet one, you're a golden harp
So sensitively strung!
At beauty's touch
/
In quick response
You quiver Into song.

thoughts as

Sweet one, you are <'z harp of gold.
Let love the harpist be,
And for my sake
Let him awake
A. L. W.
Eternal melody.

way, who gav« the name
winter overshoes, and

to

when?

tor

museum.

the

"arctics"

view of

L.

Shy

tures.

Instructed to open

in

As the World Wags:
Your Academy of Immortals would be
enriched, by the additional of a dealer
in monuments and head-stones on the
borders of Brooklyn's largest and most
beautiful cemetery. Mr. Lot Salter.
His ancestry Is evident. We all know
about Lot's wife, but this modem rep-

here."
And so one might say that Amundsen,
Byrd and others go to the north pole
so that Mr. and Mrs. Eugene GoUghtly
may read about perilous arctic adven-

By

Men

think.

BUELU
FOR THE ACADEMY

Stoneham.

I lie

I

we

well-nigh mad by
business, marriage and conventionality
in general, have one last visitation of
that divine flame of meaningless revolt
which so scorches youth. To play with
that flame now would be conventional
suicide for the middle-aged go-getters.
In organization lies strength; hence this
Rotary. Babbitt did break away from
the Boosters for a while, but they, honorable men, led him again Into the light.

say; but for anything I can say, he may
go for the purpose though he don't

wa« champagne
was *»t. up and

the back of the neck.
It I suggested printing

ABEL ADAMS.

"I Ue In a shady place like this, and
think of adventurous spirits going to
the North Pole, or penetrating to th«
heart of the Torrid Zone, with admiraMercenary creatures ask, "What
tion.
North
Is the use of a man's going to the
Pole! What good does It do 7' 1 can't

lull

the trick.
.
„„„
had, ibeen
Well, ho did. exactly as he
front, left sido
told standing well down
whom were
to the audience, many of

1

sorry, since first

subject?

full
a bottle of champagne in
might see that
the audience so they
and not to
deception,
no
was
there
performed
turn hla back to them as he

of the historic

and

In

lies

middle

one quoted Mr. Harold Sklmpole on th«

"good
^Good. simple,' trusting Lucas, enactwas
old soul he will be talking."
servant roles,
ing one of his unequalled
scalps of many
of which he had the
costumed
was
and
belt;
dangling at his
that Susie Mason
fn lorgeous livery
anybody,
had designed especially for

He had been

it.

cause of the sex appeal the uniform
makes to the girls. Did not the footman, the "gentleman In blue," say to
and we know, Mr.
Sam Weller: "
Weller. we who are men of the world,
that a good uniform must work Its way
In
with the women sooner or later.
fact, that's the only thing, between
service
the
makes
you and me, that
worth entering Into"?
At least one explanation of Rotary

resentative

Apropos

Ss

mer

j

r

cider; and the table
chaidown stage, with the princJl»l
'^.villori''
co^nierned In this
left of the
seated on the right and

large or small,

|

Amherst, N. IL

we were doing a
"A Christmas Sup-,
a

j

was

not In liberty.

if

1

which

As the World Wags:
Young men like military training be»

with

in

of
iper."
was spread at which
1 elaborate banquet
to
champagne flowed freely, honest

nothing

would lay me down and die
Miss Lawrence gives, but does not
vouch for exactness, a verse ol

And

(

at this extra piece of "t^^'^efto
saj,
strange n Tay
neariy convulsed, but
discovered the joke,
the audience never
>^«;>;^tura
doubtless considering It a
done—and It
piece of realism, very well

wondering

(1900)

of a little dove
the prison to the cottage I

had the wings

I

tween decks, upon the
he was
view of the audience, of which
about to
quite oblivious, and hunted
for
back
the
at
the right and left, and
of the boom.
the necessity for his fruit
amazed
Nothing doing, and the actors,

pawnshops; at

her fears
imes despairing but keeping
not reproaching
0 herself, warning but
of their
>ltterly with intimate details
Baden of DostoevIfe at Dresden and
The
before her
,ky humbling himself
revelation of
3iarv a most remarkable
going
their
with
wifely character, ends
In 1871
August, 18i.7.
to Geneva in
unsuccessful
after Dostoevsky had been
that he
her
to
at Wiesbaden, he wrote
was inwould gamble no more. That
roulette.
deed, the last time he played

and

i

with a pall of sawdust.
the
Poor trustful Luca.s, swallowed
and hustled
bait, bob, hook and sinker,
a
up
sawdust
the
with
for dear life
from bestairdase, that brought him as

The diary begins at Dresden In April,
passionate
It Is a story of a
867
everyambler; of a wife sacrificing
to Russia
sending
passion,
hing to his

ousy

—Ed.

THE SOUVENIR HUNTERS

GRIFFITH.

Tie me to your apron
At
strings again for always, always."
the
this point the dancers adjourned to
compunch bowl. Its contents lawfully
pounded of native fruit juices properly
prepared for home use under the dispensation of Mr. Volstead to us farmers,
but none the less reasonably uplifting
and Dilatable at thB.t.
la ii.o luteivtti ti'o nero and heroine
appeared
of the romance of the records
to have come to an understanding.
"You! Here In my arms!! Gimme a
Tfea for two."
little kiss, will ya, huh?
Obviously the romance ended in union

of the ladles
the information that one
enacted over
in the scene then being
-and that
seasick,
become
our heads had
deck
Lucas was wanted to hurry up on

love you all
lat I love you and shall
record the tender
ly lite.' I shall not
words which Fiodor uttered In

have told the story

;

all
storm was supposed to come ^'P-^t
of whom
events, we, the utility men,
component
were
Lucas and Howard
dUscuss^ing how
parts, were peacefully

have de-

asked you to
lared my love to you and
Tell me, what would you
e my wife.

We

this year.

^ou went away.

ful toll,

;

The

This
jsclections.
•I'm lonesome

why Mr. Herklme.

This Is one
Johnson did not attend commencement
rea.son

Perhaps 1
bration of either festival.
.should have used Uie word "distilled
instead of the word "engendered" as
Ibeing In more common use.
As I put on the records while my
jyoung friends danced. I became conscious that a romance was In the telling by the titles of Uie casually chosen

heights of histrionic fame. They
possessed high aspirations, but
It, rather
not so that you would notice
their usethey "Let not ambition mock
destiny
their homely joys, and

tist

cr money, visiting the

ALLA

]

RECORDS AND ROMANCE

have

.pable of

nose unforgettable minutes:
30 sacred to me."

[

Notes and Lines:
On the evening of the day we cele-

N

service
:uslng such a trifling
complete, Nov
\t last Anna's joy was
greatest days of
the
of
1866 was one
He told her he was planning
r life.
he spoke
new love story. Outlining it, lone
Iness
picturing the
h!^ own life,
aged, with an
his hero, prematurely
Inbut
hearted
tender
curable disease,

wing

—

]

Poland Spring, Me.

The

year,
co-laborers In my first Museum
HowT.
1871. were R. H. Lucas and
basked In
ard, neither of whom ever
climbed the
the sunshine of success, or

all

I

so pathetic as the meetln.
friends especially when thej
member each other's name.

j

]

,

myself, that

;

brated I assumed the pleasant and not
onerous duties of "Jlmmie-turu-thecrank" of the Victor after the fireworks, for the benefit of some young
friends called in to give first aid In
MEMOf^Y
MUSEUM
BOSTON
A
their setting-off. With advancing years
Lines:
and
Notes
to ihe opinion ifial the
I have come
much
ago,
years
50
of
events
Fourth of July, like Christmas, is a day
I recall
and to be dedicated to youth, both being
better than I do those of two years,
witnout the bodily
many of those Incidents concern the, natal days; Tina maxand
the spirit enmore
presence of youth
rank and file of the profession
difficult to dilate
Is
gendered from it. It
my
of
Two
Uian those of the stars.
with the correct emotion in the cele-

Tiarry for love.

lat artist is

afar.'

Some one kindly telegraphed to
Herald that It Is entitled "The Troubathe
dour," wlilch was published In.
American School Hymn Book (Boston
know
not
Our Informant does
3^54)
was
the authorship; he thinks the book
published by a man named NlcbolB.

1

on;
'he dictation went
One day when
Ited Anna's family.
dress he took
silk
bright
was in a
At
godmothers.
na In a cab to her
around her
arm
his
puf
turning, he
,
her. "But, as a girl of
1st to support
prejudice against
sixties. I had a
the kisssuch marks of attention, as

morning sun beams from

to Atlanta..
J

FRANK CARLOS

"Brightly
L. L. B. asked about a song,
the

soiit

of

4

—

'

1

should be

I

.

the Boston flro departnient could not have sent a more terall assembled than
over
ride stream
R. II. Lucas did on that occasion, but
in rpite of his realistic school of acting.
so far in advance of his time, he never
It would not surarrived anywhere.
prise me to be Informed that he died
president of some
respected
the highly
bank somewhere In Nevada or BaraToo bad.
boo.

alone,

Ijonely and
Silting In my cell all .alone, all alone,
Thinking of tho days that are by mo
And the days when I knew I did wrong.

r,

1

u ih,
Engine

Hc;

i

-

have always buen
had wooed another
to be his;
promised
had

liamviiess, I
He
iriR foV !t."

i

—

:

IN

"Judge David Brothers advocated the
Immediate passage of a law prohibiting
more than two divorces to an Individual."

Thus Judge Brothers had Holy

"Writ

mind:
"To every man a damsel or two.
(Judges V, 30.)
Two, mind you; not three.

In

OLD SEVILLE

As the World Wags:
The recent discussion of fresh water
lobsters and Mr. Lansing R. Robinson'*
delightful letter on "Crabs and Beer"
Alas, for the good old days!—make me
wonder a little why no mention haa
been made of a delicious late-afternoon

'

delicacy served In Seville (best found
In a dingy, dirty little taberna on the
left as you go
first turning to the
up the Calle de los Slerpes from the
langostlnos y
Constltucion)
Plaza da la
manzanllla; two to three-Inch small
lobster shaped crawfish, and a sparkling,
dainty, white sherry, served/ In tall,
narrow glasses, aM at an Infinitesimal
CHARLES ST. C. WADE,
cost.
;

We

rubbed our eyes and looked again,
seeing an article In Figaro on Harriet
Beecher Stowe, commemorating her
death on July 1, 1896. The writer, M.
Leon Trelch, says she was certainly
between 1850 and 1870 the most popular
literary woman In the two worlds.
"President Lincoln, pressing her hand,
said to her at the breaking out of the

war

of

secession:

wonAn who

has

'Here
let

Is

loose

the
this

little

great

Then M. Trelch tells about
the writing of "Uncle Tom's Cabin."

war.' "

that a journalist In
It Is strange
Paris should take a 30th anniversary
as the subject of an article, when there
was no circumstance that would,
through association of Ideas, remind
him of Mrs. Stowe's death.

As the World Wags:
The most pathetic thing In the world
They
Is the meeting of two old friends.
talk of old times, old scenes, old escaThey talk of the present, the
pades.
past and sometimes of the future. They

appraise each other critically, wondering at the enormous change in appearance such a short time can make.
Wondering, fearful lest they be undergoing the same.* They discuss blasted
hopes, shattered Ideals and tender memYes! It Is pathetic. Nothing Is
lories

'

1

Taunton.

1

R. N. S. writes The Herald from
Brownfleld, Me., saying that poison iv-y
was called by the older folk "markry"
"marcry." He can not find either
form of spelling in the dictionaries
hand so he wonders whether the wc:
r

Is

an old "English word of quality.'
Miss Cordelia B. BarUett gives an ex-

planation.

"When

I

was a

child in

my

native state of Maine, I always heard
spoken of as 'merctiry.'
ivy
poison
Doubtless the older residents of Brown'mercury' when they say
field mean
'markry.' In Webster's New International I find one of the definitions of
mercury to be poison Ivy. Those persons who say 'raarkrj'' might also say
'plzen.' At any rate they are correct
In their use of the word even though
their pronunciation is not upheld by

standard authorities."
In Lincolnshire, England, a garden
vegetable, the wild orach or mountain

|

i

——
T6aa1. that

^(t

of all

the valiant scouts

whose Itinerary Included the Americas,
to him there Is none whose unknown
portrait could more welcomely share

.

is
Is

called

PERCY GRASSBY.

Cagnall's Students' Stand(1903) gives as one defi"An old world plant
mercur>-;
nition of
,of the genus Mercurialls of the apurge

j

family (Euphorblac&e)." It does not
recognli* mercury for poison Ivy.

,

MEDf-ORD LONG AND SHORT
As "the AVor'd Wags:
Read h:-o the moral roundly writ
that Into battle goes
For hf
Each soul that, hitting hard and
:

I

hit.

Encounters gross or ghostly foes:
Prince blown by many overthrows
Half t)llnu ,wUh shame, half-choked
with dirt
Man cannot tell but Allah knows

How much

the other side

mother,

[

Melford." So in the familiar anecdote,
the man threatened with death from
tuberculosis whispered, "My left lung's
gone,"
all
then shouted: "but my
right:"—Ed.

!

POST-MORTEM

We

was hurt."
KIPLING.

you

linger with us here,
do not hold you very dear;
We pass your sty
With an averted eye:
Your wide contour

Pig, while

.

—

First
round Without deh-ing too
deeply Into the spells of the dingle
again and whilst taking posterior notes
as they come, as a Borrovlan I remain
to the first impression that "Long Medford" was synonymous with "straight
left" and with the redoubtable Isopel,
expressive of the favorite blow adopted
by the Juveniles of Melford's work'us.
The good straight left (and veteran
sporting editors do so preflt) when
properly dealt, with head In correct
position, accounts for the "Long," for
It is then that space between head and
fist takes on the physical maximum.
With poise erect and balanced to a
nicety, the weight of the body tells
with the limb extended and taut at
time of compact, assimilating power
from the attacker's onrush and lowing
the right ready for a follow-up with
"uppercut" or "jolt" ad rib. It is the

Fails

somehow

to allure:

We And your grunt
A personal affront:
And with a

we

fine Indifference

Ignore

The aura that accompanies your snore.
But when you've gone where pigs do

—

€0—

eat unabashed;
Our knife and fork
Make hearty play with pork;
Wiile, as to smell, who would

flow;

choose to waken
rare odours of

Why

the

not

morning

I
I

Who

I

the man,

kind,
leaves

and

such

:

blest

beyond his

fragrant

behind.

cul de sac of the frequent tantalizing
jabs it Is timed to follow In dealing
with the impetuous opponent.
Second round Borrow at other places
hands out pugilistic elucidation equally
interesting and although the contest In
the dingle Is the one that receives
most applause, the Instance of the En-

memories
F. H.

way remarkable, some manager would have borne him

off, for
the musical profession has its scouts in quest of hidden talent.
There are advantages in studying the audience in a cabPaul Verlaine, about to die, regretted that he had not
aret.
urged his son to be a waiter in a restaurant, that he might gain
an intimate knowledge of human nature. Marcel Proust, writing his novel, his marvelous psychological study in over a dozen

—

Apollo, M. D.
It is stated as important news that
Charles M. Diserens, professor of
psychology at the University of Cincinnati, predicts the use of music as
He has
a therapeutic auxiliary.
written a book, "an original work,"!
to show the effects of music on "conscious and subconscious personality."
That music could affect favorably
the health has been stated for cenhealth and mind. jVthenaeu.^
turies
quoted an old philosopher, who said
that one of the chief purposes of

graver and the Coach Driver is made
to follow with a synopsis of procedure
for similar occasions, as masterly as
Is that epic on Horseflesh In which the
old hostler admonishes George never
"to buy a horse that Is long In the
belly behind."
An old wheelwright acquaintance of my youth utilized the
straight left for a variety of occasions.
Being present at one. It Is remembered
that when aji arrogant farmer complained, "ihe spokes have been painted
twice and bedamned If I pay you falderal extrj-B," the wheelwright followed
up with, "He who settles not with me

then him must

I

settle"

and they went

the art was to incite a "gentlemanly
feeling of joy." Books Of the 17th,
18th and 19th centuries, though they
may not have dealt with the mysteries of the subconscious mind, have
suggested musical remedies for cerWithin recent
tain bodily diseases.
years patients in hospitals of the
United States and of European cities
have benefited by musical treatment,

—

fully acknowledged when a butcher once
led at the writer's head with a bottle
of elderberry In his right (Unqueensbury). That the left w-as long as well

When

as straight and allowed for a snappy
right to bring up the wake was attested by the fact that the aforesaid
purveyor of "chitllngs" and "jaggots"
soon after went Into cold storage and

Round
ability

—

from

always coalescent with the ability to
read and that during the cauliflower
days of an ex-champlon still with us he
was wont to grieve that the words
coming from the manager's Hps as he
articulated the ampunt of the purse
were not always^ the words written In
the articles. "But now I have fixed the
"How
blighter," confided our hero,
BO?" inquired an Interested fellow-pug.
me
now,"
'em
to
reads
when
he
'Why,

of the finest known trees is the
chestnut, castanea rediviva."
was
these hospitals music
In
thought by its soothing or noble nature to affect in a salutary manner
What is
body, nerves and brains.
to be said of modern music as a
therapeutic agency? Prof. Diserens
quotes one Lombard, who in 1887
observed variations in th^ knee joint
caused by brass band, drum corps,

i

(he Is BtlU alive, I say), "I
stufE hte ears with cotton wool."
Rouiwl 6 From the references to the
said

—

pianoforte (probably mauled by Mr.
Boanerges, the renowned virtuoso).
That was before the ultra-modern
composer had entered on his fell

it

'

I

other than Erin.
After aU, It is possible Ibat Flaming
Bosville had a premonition of Borrow
harassing his fair companion <4nd his
readers with Armenian (Haikl, and for
that may we not condone the tinman In
the fervor of his attack? Allah knows.
Be that as It may, "I would have you
to

know, young man," to one Borrovlan

in

wrote an amusing article, suggested
by the report that a hospital was to
be .built in which various diseas::;
were to be treated by the auricular
application of music, he began by
saying "the Idea is not a new one;
nothing is new in this world. One

the
not

King and the Fancy that Borrow made
can be gathered that George allowed
prowess to the Romany, and although his
leanings may have been tempered with
sentiment they form an Interesting study
pven If he condemned the condltlona
of the "squared" circle of that day.
The erect and staunch attitude of the
Crlbbses, Gullies, Mendozas, and Randalls stack up roost favorably ^en
co.-npared with the pugs of our time
who, crouching under Hibernian ycleptlon, betray the earmarks of derivations

William Foster Apthorp,

the late nineties of the last century,

since.

It Is well to recall that
to deliver a straight left Is
4

volumes, talked with waiters in cafes that he might portray
certain of his characters with fidelity to nature.
The successful singer today must be a psychologist, to play
skilfully on the emotions of an audience. A cabaret is a school
where much can be learned in this branch of mjisical training.

—

to.
Coming to on his back from the
fraoas which the stlcaight left rendered short If not sweet for the bemired
Hodge, he pleaded between gasps: "You
would not hit a man when he Is down,
"Then I
"No."
would you, Fred?"
guess I'll lay here awhile."
Round three First person experience
of the straight left's efficacy was grate-

been
heard
not
has
Ars longa, vita brevls.

should the young man in New York have been
No doubt those who heard him were
as well qualified to judge of his vocal ability as the glittering,
aristocratic dames in the horseshoe of the Metropolitan. The
applause in the cabaret was at least spontaneous and genuine.
If his vocal proficiency was pronounced, if his voice was in any

ashamed of a cabaret?

bacon?

prime blow of compound attrition and
with the able exponent becomes the

j

;

i
i

career.

,would be the effect today
iof music by Schoenberg, Milhaud,
Hindemith et al. on a patient suff ering from a cruel nervous disease ?
Will an application of jazz hasten
the knitting of a broken leg, benefit
housemaid's knee, phlebitis, policeman's heel, milk-leg, varicose veins'.'
The experiments in this musical
age of din, bustle and speed will be
watched with interest. Apollo is the
god of medicine as of music. Will
he approve or frowa?
!

'

What

New York

who was coming to visit him,
The London correspondent

descension."

all

To the

Happy

^ ^

;

Our .thoughts In different cjjannels
Your choicer ham
-Comforts the diaphragm;
Sausage (and mashed)

Wo

•/

because he could not bear to tell his
that he was singing in a
cabaret.
of Variety writes that
Mme. Edvina, formerly admired as a grand opera singer at the
Boston Opera House and at Covent Garden, has now "condescended" to take a role in "Hearts and Diamonds," a musical
comedy playing in London.
"Condescended"? Matema, the great Wagnerian singer,
great in art and bodily bulk, began her career by singing in
operetta and was never ashamed of the experience.
Mme.
Schumann-Heink, after she had made her enviable reputation
in grand opera, did not hesitate to try her fortune in an op(It should be noted that for many years the dividing
eretta,
partition between operetta and the better type of musical comedy is thin.) Mme. Edvina is said to be in need of money; or
She is still handsome, accordis she loath to leave the stage?
ing to report still an accomplished singer. A woman of good
sense, practical, she does not think her reappearance is a "consuicide in

Unfortunately for Mr, Grassby's entertaining argument,
Isopel
Berners
herself urged Lavengro, lighting the
Flaming Tinman, to use his right arm,
"Long Melford," and stop flipping with
Arid In her parting letter of
his left.
advice she bade Lavengro rely on "Long

..•

-^

actor and singer, only twenty-three years old, committed

hefty Belle Berners.

arse-

/

False and True Pride

with that of Sir WlUlam
Phlpps than that of the handsome and

discovery
hortensle)
so, by the way,

Iplfx

/

Epistolary Formulas

GOME

,

i

one has suggested that the conventional beginning
"Dear Sir" should not be used in letters relating to business. The person addressed may not be "dear" to- the writer.
"Why this expression of intimate relationship, of aflfection? Yet
"Sir" seems stiff and formal, the suitable beginning for a letter
of reproof, indignation, contempt.
The opening "Gentlemen" is still thought courteous in some
quarters, though the firm addressed may not be conspicuous
for gentlemanly qualities ; but there are still survivors of the
period when a man accompanied by his wife wrote in the hotel
'register "Mr. Marcellus P. Graves and Lady."
What formula will replace "Dear Sir" ? For addressing a
woman there has been a cvn-ious change "My dear Mrs.
Golightly" is thought to be more formal than "Dear Mi's.
Golightly." Yet the pronoun "My" seems to imply a close acquaintance. Should the writer to the firm of Jones, Smith and
Robinson give his order, state his wish, impart desired information bluntly: "Send me, etc."? A century ago a dutiful son in
New England often addressed his father as "Kespected Sir" or
"Honored Sir." "Sir," without a prefix is the official form; is
it too curt for business purposes ?
Then there is the question of the suitable ending. Is 'Tours
Jruly" tpo tame in writing to a friend? 'If a man signs himself

j

j

:

j

:

^

j

"Sincerely," "faithfully," "cordially" he often does it with hit
tongue in his cheek. There is a pleasing stateliness of courtesy

\

your obedient servant," but the
age of epistolary courtesy, like the age of chivalry, is gone.
The typewTiter has had something to do with this. "The salutation of me Paul with mine own hand." Yet there are men whoy
write to Dorothea and Arabella by a machine, not fearing thatj
their words of devotion will thus seem forced and mechanica'j
in "Sir, I

have the honor

to be,

,

|

.

j;

(seriously deny^Tiral^eontemporary actors, smgers, conductors, etc., exist entirely by reason of their talent for exploiting the fixed and kno^vn
of the old
London
in
revival
the
of
ago
We spoke some days
<(uantities of the greatest works of art.
say?
Time was when 'Hamlet' and
Grundy
Mrs
would
"What
line,
che
-Speed the Plough" in which
Beethoven's symphonies and Schubert's songs existed in their own right.
m
b-^efuMvoman
the
than
more
no
.3en,
often occurs. She\erself is not
But do they do so now?" Mr. Maine finds that in England "Hamlet"
of the older readers of The HerDaudet's "L'Arlesienne." Perhaps some
does not exist by any rights of its o^vn, "but by kind permission of John
^^l^^^^;-Plough
the
"Speed
Morton's
Thomas
ald remember
Barrymore or Sir Barry Jackson (Sir BaiTy was a prudent landlord, you
T
kotzebue's
« Duke ot
from
tolerant—
and
kind
vowed"-let us be
|reinember, and split up the Elsinore Castle into up-to-date flats with
the "adaptation
Garden;
Covent
at
failed
original
BuTrundy" The
central heating). It is not more true to say that Beethoven's symphonies
long run and was revived many nnust
(1800 or i790-authorities differ) had a
pay homage to the wooden sceptre of 'you know who I mean' and
times.
that Schubert's songs must acknowledge the courtesy of that very spec"
out this piping hot melodrama, l,ialized autocrat, 'the Lieder-singer.' ?
Mr. Clive might do well in bringing
H-ven
lecture given by M. Legouis of the Sorbonnc, on "The Bacchic
faces.
straight
with
it
play
to
company
L,
if he could persuade the
"The daughter (Miss Balnd- jElement in Shakespeare" must have been worth hearing. Tradition and
Mrs Inchbald years ago was moved to say:
fel- /his "genial picture of drinking scenes made it quite
a
As
murder."
in
father
probable that he;
than the
ord) has not less decorum in love
Allen recently pointed this (emptied many a cup in merry company." Why did ho change his view'
Percy
Inchbald-Mr.
Mrs.
dramatist,
low
iabout 1601? "Instead of the comedy of drink he then brought
out the
.
ont-did not fail to see the faults in the play:
^
, ^
tragedy and the shame of it. Hamlet's reproof of 'wassailing,' Cassio's infirst sight, which
at
ploughboy
with
a
love
in
falls
"Miss Blandford
but that some preternatural agent fvective against wine, the orgies of the triumvirs in 'Antony and Cleoshe certainly would not have done
But whettier this magical ipatra' point to a thorough change in his mood." And M. Legouis picwhispered to her he was a young man of birth.
tured Shakespeare moving to Stratford, that he might escape
the tempher heart or the quickness of
information came from the palpitation of
tations of London.
will, however, gladly impute the
reader
A
said.
not
has
she
her eye
Sunbeams from cucumbers! Does M. Legouis think for a moment that
rather than the want of female recause of her sudden passion to magic
.there were no maltworms, no tosspots in Stratford?
Does he not know
flnement."
that tradition tells us that Shakespeare's fatal illness
was induced by
Theatre:
Copley
the
being
at
overheated with wine?
p jj
We should like to hear these lines shouted

75

pW

i

'

I

j

:

j

1

'

,

.

;

;

.

'

"HENRY
.hall

(hero):

I

my

looa
shall not feel the piercing cold .
of greatness can boast of, the
be
the opiate that brmgs me sleep will
.

.

be what few of the pampered sons

luscious bread of independence:
innocence.
the recollection of the day passed in

,

"SIR PHILIP: Noble boy!"
And how about Susan making her exit?
"Pardon me, female delicacy,

if

for a

moment

I

seem

out in meeting,
Not
plain-spoken Laborite.
We
shouted:
Cook
J.
A.
long ago Mv.
prime minister
are not afraid to call the

What

a pleasant sight

it

.

..

.

j

WHERE

IS

i

pn

i

;

Mme.

Jeritza

m

m
•

seemed

us forget it either."
Then there was that spotlight. "Why should that white hght—a perSieglinde about so
fectly inexplicable light in that dark room—follow
light had
persistently?" When Siegmund stood on tKe spot where the
affectionately refallen on Sieglinde, there was no light there. "It has

termined not to

let

fused to be parted from

Mme.

Jeritza."

And so when Jolm Barrymore gave his curious portrayal of Hamlet
Boston, a light refused to leave him wherever he stood and talked.
And so when the late Victor Herbert about to conduct a performance of
light,
his musical comedy walked down the aisle of a theatre in Boston a
and
as Apollo's benediction, played on his head until he took his seat
raised his baton.
in

things to say about Mme. Jeritza's Sieglinde:
how this Sieglinde had seen not only the films but Mme. Jeritza herself
arms
as Tosca and Thais, "while her half turn and droop into Siegmund's^
fall
in the critical moment was a first rate imitation of Mme. Jeritza's
into masculine arms in 'Fedora.' Throughout the love duet she was ap-

Mr.

Newman had many

parently vamping the young man."

Mr. Basil Maine regrets that there are so few gentlemen among our
performers today. "Pray do not mistake me for a snob! I am referring
not to social but to spiritual behaviour. There is surely nobody who would

rob. n

one

on

where one-half

Has Brookline so
upon insect pests as
nature
of
balance
the,
to "destroy
in search
and send the birds elsewhere
dog
our
Is it possible that
of food?
his
Terence, a recent acyuisition,
has scared
neal to police the universe,
away?

warred

m

the birds?

easy quesbut to the great mul-

These

(ire all

tions, and trivial,
tilaiireated .Sociologist

2'""'^"

MUMBLE PLBLRBA>.

jis alien.

sent this letter to Mr.

We
Here

is

Agur

Johnson.

his modest reply:
unto
the son of ,Takeh. spoke

many
even unto Ithiel and Ucal,
three
words of wisdom. One of the
for
wonderful
too
things that were
not, was
him vea. four that he knew

Ithiel

(Frovair.
•The wav of an eagle in the
fermit me to say witli
trbs XXX, 19).
things I
regret that among the many
know not Is the way of a robm on

fManchester Guardian)
Another of the fresh-alr-and-hygiene
been at it:-"When the

has

modern woman decided

toi

wear

tliln

stockings and shcrt sl^t^s^.^,*! ^f.'^^f,^
span. When she
five years to her life
next
decided that only two covennss
necessary she
to the skin were really
This !s al
added another five years." arithmetical
vcrv well, but the strict
;<oundf a little te)-ritying:
,

.

I

"defy
I
do''
every month but

to

my bishop" regularly
my congregation mere-

vawns and glances towards the
ly
back of the church (there used to be

on the balcony front, but I
replaced recently by ..a framed
"New Creed of Liberalism" written by
two clerical members of the National
League for Security).
clock

a

had

it-

THE VICAR OF BRAY

THE LAND OF MOHl KAMA

IN

Kapno.s" bv A. J. Patek. Jr.i
the
the land of Mohi Kama, on
mute dumb desert, the way of Arabs,
with loaded
they crawl over the sands
camels.
.
in riototis,
pavements
I tread on brick
knowledge
gather
and
streets,
noisy
from great books.
men count
In the land of Mohi Kama,
sleep
beads, and eat raw meat and
on the dusty sands.
am
for
I
tables,
use logarithm
I
learned, and I eat my meats stewed and
tFi-oni

in

'

,

broiled,

for

I

am

wise and

know

bacteria, and

^

;

j

fort,

land of Mohi Kama, men
in long winding scarfs and
bandage-like hats pray to the glowIn

;

it's

sleep

1
sanitary— void of
amid sheets and covers in a bed with
spring and mattress, for I love com-

,

I

:

i

the

shirts,

In

ing setting sun and torture and sacri-

themselves in adoration of Him
Thunder, and invoke Him of Rains.
know better.
I go to church, for I
sing psalms and pray, and put a dime

fice

of

into the plate

A FEW MORE YEARS SHALL ROLL
experts

who denounces me every

Sundav morning as "an enemy to J. B.
Watson, Drews, Kirsopp Lake, P. S.
Grant and The Truth." What am I

I

lawn."

Stiggins,

Dr.

there to
offspring?

iHave
other
ous and omniferous greed driven effect-

off

MoGREGOR HILL-BILLT.

iTiy

The
I

multitudinthe starlings in their

,

oi-

dearT she

pre-war 1913 psychology."
reputation is at stake it seems.
reporters have deserted me for

So

dozen habitually
their
feed themselves and
""rburban lawtjs
Is it thus on other

'birds
ively

in.

credited

knowledge.

wormed

up at the

belabored by Dr. Stiggins! The reverthe
end doctor accuses me of using
word "consciousness" in my sermons.
hands
joining
is
Bray
of
Vicar
••The
with obscurantism." said the doctor
Sunday (after which he crumpled
lft.st
thre-w It
his kerchief J^to a ball and
an
down upon the pulpit-rack): "by the
terms
intentional use of outworn
disthe
with
himself
vicar identifies

inferior
isn't

did
sweetly.

it

A VICAR AT BAY

COCK-ROBIN

Why is tliere rarely
mv lawn in Brookline,

;

piled

you make

As the World Wags:
Your dear rector has been recently

at

Iknow

of a performance at
the
Sieglinde
of
part
the
took
Covent Garden.
"Valkyrie." Again she suggested the films.
..
,
it,
"Here is a hut in the primeval forest, with very little furniture
is no kind
and that, naturally, of the roughest kind. But though there
th,§re is a local
and helpful Mr. Drage in the neighborhood, apparently
half-savage Hunthe
of
wife
the
taste
and
skill
whose
to
thanks
Paquin,
effective gown.
ding is enabled to appear in a beautifully cut and most
And Sieglinde knew how to show off the gown to the best advantage. She
laudably deto know, too, that she had shapely arms, and to be

Erhesf TTewman was amused by features

What

Clamport, as I know not to
Mr
turn.
Oliver omniscence to
iJohnson can tell
^"^'^'^'^frv'thing
ever> thing
anvthin& because he knows
was
•about everything-, and as
'^'^'fj;'
doesn t
he
scholar, what

i

l

grouched.

I

inquired

Dr.

As the World Wags:
to inAlthough I timidly hesitate
meditation of
deeper
the
upon
trude
learned Mr. Herkinier
ti,e virtuous and
communicate my
.Tohnst^n. I beg you to
shell-proof re'inquiries >o him at his

la"

m.

that

some.

treat
'wliat

speaking—

Mr Fox-Strangways is
performers are not
non-commital thing is all that is done, and that the
curtain after they are dead, or
like actors who have to come before the
applause is not an aes„prhaps to inflict a speech upon us. At any rate
'bad' in a hurry unless
or
'good'
either
say
cannot
we
judgment:
(hetic
day, as duelling did,
one
quietly
disappear
probably
we are fools. It will
sensibilities.
as being too crude a method for our then refin ed

implies

i

'

•

My

sentence

last
troubleMorgan was not regarded as

i

!

•

flee,"

;

""^This

Td promised.

•Too much work

1

me why

meet her at church Sunday morn-

as

ing

number of police
""•'The' presence of a
broke
prevemed trouble as the meeting

I

over.
"As Solonmight have said, Call no music happy
the music with their whole souls, and
I have seen 'broken' soldiers enjoy
own feeling
applause.
then put their fingers in the ears during the
perfectly,
"is one of thankfulness that a
.

a

of

asked

wife,

the

Eihel
didn't

thro.^ a
past mayors, he intended
thejlass
Ltone at it and smash
his feet and
•Dr. Morgan rose to
Inkwells on
threw all the availahle
the floor.
_.<,tAr
pair of ivater
Dr. Morgan threw a

Borderland of Music and
Mr. Frank Howes has written a book "The
Is it Mr. Howe s, or Mr.
applause.
into
inquiry
is
There
Psychologv."
of applause mainly
Fox-Strangways, the reviewer, who ascribes the origin
partly to sheer.
immobility,
silent
from
to the need for "physical reaction
till it IS

proceedings

I

As the World Wags:

of

mayor that
••Dr. Morgan
is hung
when the latter' s photograph
with those of
Tn the council chamber

!

,

INTUITION

merry England^

Informed the

song sparrow.

kindliness.""

in

chairman.

her disciples are sopranos,
.

sessions

public

Here is a report of the
Greenwich:
the Borough Council,
a swine
•Dr. Morgan: Ton are

m

fate of every elder party'

prefer ,raen of action

We

heroi.- deeds.

"The harp entered into
Miss Gwendolen Mason's concert in London:
us that its proper
convincing
quite
without
but
given,
almost all the music
heaven.
or
orchestra
place is anywhere but in the
musical progress in the
One has to cross the Atlantic to learn of
young American, Miss
"A
Figaro.
from
again
quote
We
United States.
woods, put them in
the
in
birds
of
songs
the
Woodward, having heard
where she teaches
Angeles
Los
at
school
She has opened a
notation.
.

Another five years will be added:
Another five and, dearie me.
She mav he very fit and hearty.
But "death from shock" will surely te

not

words,

windy

were

these

nut
at

i

The

liar."

colleagues."

would be: a bewhiskered basa imitating the

j.

only

the

Grundy has
of this old play? Because a Mrs.
in London. Figaro, stating
been added to the male censors of tlie theatre
seat at first performances and judge
this fact, adds that she will have her
The
"feministe" PO]nt of view.
the
not
if
feminine,
the
from
play
the
reinforcement of ^^e censors but
this
on
sourly
look
managers
theafre
mmded than her
Mrs. Grundy is perhaps more liberally
whS knows?

Among

not

is

run
And when another stage
And she is still more lightly padded,
one.
merely
And garments two are
is?'

Lady As-

^nr a liar right

to pass thy

"'''"Whrhive we spoken

the pupils to imitate these songs.
basses, contraltos."

wTio calfled

1,,,.,

,..1

when

it

comes round.

ONE-PIECE ON EARTH AND GOOD
WILL TOWARD MEN

As

the World

Wags":

resolute mayor of Lynn, natura bit put out after being "hung"
(sic) and burned in effigy, orders Lynn
bathers to shroud themselves In capes,
not in mystery, when en route to
if
the b,each. This order, he naively says,
"to protect the morals of decent
is
people." We are not much up on medibut is not inoculation a -form
cine,
Or is this order merely
of protection?
the vanguard, of a dastardly attempt to
.force people who wear bathing suits

The

allv

^

j
1

1

i

>

The

THE MISANTHROPE

Man

(For Aa the World Wasrs)

that

hate to go "visiting" in summer.
They always try to "entertain" mo,
AVhlch means taking one away somewhere.
Either to some town hall movie show,
A beach roadhouse reeking with fish.
Or a stiff call on some strangers.
Who own a big place with a department
I

tovRot to add that thp
be "himg"
.jyor iwia the mlsfot-tane to

Wo

s

]•

|
,

SENATOR BORAH.

M. D.
Republionn-Resistc.

Me.

vLialesbuiy.

Senator Bor;ili.- from the floor of the
cauterize
Senate, does not hesitate to

who would

th.vse menUifl-s of I'onprress

undermine vhe Constitution.

or more years ago an envelope
of "Kelley, Portraits and Porcelain Min-

Twenty

Broadway,

iatures, 832
directions

New

York," gave

"TO THE LADIES

How

to

Act

"V\'hen

Having a Picture

Taken."

The Herald

indebted to Jliss Louella

Is

With whom

should, just
before entering the room, say 'Bosom,'
which the
into
and keep the expression
mouth subsides until the desired effect
If, on the
in the camera is evident.
other hand, she wishes to assume a distinguished and somewhat noble bearing
not suggestive of sweetness, she should
say 'Brush,' the result of which is in-

and serene character,

fallible.

she

If

-she

wishes

to

make her

look small, she must say 'Flip,'
but if the mouth be already too small
and needs enlarging, she must say
'Cabbage.' If she wishes to look mournif
reful, she must say 'Kerchunk';
signed, she
must forcibly ejaculate

mouth

'S'cat.'

"Ladies when having their photographs taken may observe these rules
with some advantage to their appearance."
not probable that the excellent
Kelley had been reading "Little Dorrit"?
Not that we recammend the novel to
even a personal enemy. "Little Dorrit"
is Dickens at his worst; as "Great Expectations" shows him at his best. But
in the former Mrs. General is introduced.
She formed the mind and manners of
young ladies entrusted to her.
Amy to her father: "I tliink, father, I
require a little time.
"Papa is a preferable mode of address," observed Mrs. General. "Father
is rather vulgar, my dear.
The word
Papa, besides, gives a pretty form to
the lips. Papa, potatoes, poultry, prunes
and prism, are all very good words for
the lips, especially prunes and prism.
Tou will find it serviceable, in the formation of a demeanor, if you sometimes
say to yourself in company— on entering
a room, for instance Papa, potatoes,
poultry, prunes and prism, prunes and
prism."
Is

It

—

Mr. Kelley gave no directions concerning the exposure of teeth for an alluring
photograph.
Today maiden, widow,
bride, divorcee, afthlete, actress, dancer,

president of

a

woman's club

—

all

are

I

i

O

little

^

of Sport.

De-

place, Sally,

and abundant faith.
Having made your guess you "take a

position" near where you guess the car
door is liltely to open. Men with football training have been known to hold
their own for as long as two minutes
and thirty seconds before they were
finally jockeyed out of position.
The next step is known as "watching
the board," This is an ingenious contrivance purporting to announce the
berths at which cars for various destinations will stop under the revised
Being at "Berth 2," the board
rules.
will all but invariably announce your
car at "Berth 8." Upon receipt of this
intelligence you will "weave" your way
to the centre of the field, where you will
meet in head-on collision with players
from "Berth 8," whose car is scheduled
to stop at "Berth 2." This Is an important part of the game, and it always
furnishes the bystanders much amusement to hear the confused apologies of
the various players. Of course, both sets

wooing
have told of Dostoevsky
pasecond wife, Anna, and of her
gambling.
tience with his passion for
diary
She herself told the story in her
and reminiscences, translated by
Koteliansky, from the Russian,
published by E. P. Dutton and
pany.

by

1r

to

•

.

•

•

.

.

,

.

.

yet

.

(

'

i

i

I

America, or O did all
I guess not."
In our
little village "mamma" was accented on
the first syllable; if any boy accented
the last syllable he was called "stuckup" or "sissy-boy." The American dictionaries now at hand accent the first
does

all

America?

"O

yes,

,

j

Secretary

Edward Gribble
Officer

syllable.

KEEP ON DYING
(Sign on a store in Proctor,
IV1.

W.

Va.)

MASON

Funeral Director and Furniture
Once a Customer, Always a Customer

^v*?'^*'
5''^*""''^wi,iiil,.
Wheeler
Roeer

A new play of unusual an dobvtously
experimental technique comes to the
Copley this week after a long stretch
of tlme-trled farce and melodrama.
And unusual efforts have apparently
by Mr. Olive and his
been put forth
this new play, in
scene-craft as well as in directing and
acting.

company

in

mounting

and

The

turesque. Even Fred Heider
funny
their
diversified
Girl"
,"reen
two
clowning with a clever step or
Cur is
Harry Fox with Beatrice line I s
ohliged with his usual coniedy
bi the
"towel son,' 'aided and abetted
(at lease they
six lovely chambermaids
time
^a
onee
"P"
must have been lovely
service behind
before being drafted for
'

thi.
'

footlielits)

donna, alter

wiis a scream.
H,.lr Welsh

-

.SvlTvan.:

,,bs,Mioe

Com-

slave,

scoundrel,

but she was a strange, hypfantastic

She

creature.

would wind up the clock till the spring
room
burst; she would see devils in the
Dosuntil they were brushed out. Yet
toevsky wrote to a friend that she loved
him infinitely and he loved her, but ther
were not happy together. "The more
unhappy we w-ere, the more we clung
together; strange as this may seem. It
was so. She was the most honest, the
the
noblest, the most generous of all

known during my life.
I have
(This was before he married the sec-

women

ond time).
Strakiiov in a letter to Tolstoi, said
Dostoevsky wa.s not a good man; "he
was spiteful, envious, lewd ... a truly
unhappy and wicked man." Anna wrote
in

answer

to these libels a noble reply.
many friends were equally

Dostoevskys

outraged.
In the early sixties, Dostoevsky was
infatuated with a singular young woShe was
man, Apollinaria Souslov.
dazzled by his fame as a novelist and
wrote him the first love letter. In 1863
His
they travelled abroad together.
Like Anna,
gambling disquieted her.
In after years, she pawned her ring.
There were rows, there were reconcili-

even
She
She
married Rosanov in 1881, the year of
Dosioevsky'E death, when she was about
After six years she left her
forty-five.
husband for a young Jew. When Rosanov wrote to her father asking him
to urge her return, the father wrote:

ations. There was correspondence
after Dostoevsky married Anna.
was emotional, passionate, cynical.

'

in

•

.

him a galley

chondriacal,

i

•

call

jailbird;

,

.

and

Dostoevsky must have been a trial
but her love and admiration for
him were not shaken. His first wife,
used
the widow of a convict in Siberia,

'

.

S.

S.

to her,

youthful
other thousands of
Keith's last
at
forth
held
the Next Room," a play in four acts radio tans,
a houseful of
by Elliot Crawshay- Williams, with Arin .night, to the delight of
Davis, presented by arrangement with
Bob talked and sang and
older folks.
variety of
the Dramatists' Theatre, Inc., and Hugh
performed with credit on a
Previously played in England,
Ford.
he does when "on
now given for the first time In America. instruments-Just as
had a radio
air" for WREI. Also he
1 the
The cast:
.BlBpeth Dudgeon
from whose loud speaker
,
him
Mrs Street
j i
with
<=et
Ann Davis
Sally Street, her dangliter.
of sevproceeded, apparently, the voices
(Later known as Sara LaRile) .
Bol
..Richard Whort,
radio favorites.
Jim Street, her son
well-known
eral
Arthur Street, her husband^
success that
^^^^^^^ ^^^^
explained the phenomenal
he
before
„ -S-'*" Mowbray
Ralph Manners
attended hi.s "tuning In,'
v.- w
Alfred lundall, M.D.. I-.R-CS.
on the bill
^^"^rherf is a lot of dancing
N°''S'.*'\^*^?^'"."'''
A Walter Youth
"
So much so that
A Society
at Keith's this week.
Lyons
,Bnth t^"'
premier
the
A Society Gfri:
Indicate
to
is difficult
Tt
Kathenne btandme
gittv
a colVictor Tandy
performers. Malind.n and Dade,
Men'iber'
enEdiss
May
superhuman
frgtelle
ored team, di.xplayecl
.Charles Vane
half ot
A Provincial Gentleman
masculine
the
especially
Elizabeth Hoxtfi
ergy
His Wife
-Mcova^
Roerer Wheeler
Then there was Ina
Superintendent of Police
the team.
D^nce hhop,
and Martin Young in "The
Joun^
personable
to
with four
Eustace Brent. C.B., Private SecretaryCannon
well and then
Norman
to Minister of Labor
all danced wonderfully
aiid picFreddy Marshall. Assistant Private
cosui^ies were many, varied

COPLEY THEATRE— "The Man-

E. P.

We

thousand
Emery, known and loved by
Herald, and
The
of
readers
juvenile
of

VOX

J.

I

his

in front of the

. AT KEITH'SPl
the person of

••Big Brother,"

unique.

|

seen in this city 'as the stars of
"Shuffle Along." They came back yesterday as the stars at Loew's State
Theatre.
They sang a routine of songs that
they have been singing In London and
Paris and New York for the past six
Included in their repertoire
months.
are many old favorites land some new

yet falls just short of putting across
In certain
her tragic demlmondaine.
emotional scenes, as for instance that
of her dismissal, she mimes and reads
according to the best precepts, but
leaves one cold. One cannot help feeling that a woman, desperate and resolute to the death as Sally, should display more Amazonian fire and temper,
and In a Urmer and harder way. Pei^
haps the Latin touch is .missing, but
It Is certain that her portrayal falls
H. F. M.
short of being convlnoins,

is

is

l

last

so on.
his elcar,

eoii^

done just right, returned to Boston yesterday and took up their thread of
popularity just where they left off when

he succeeds but partially.
Miss Davis, "guest artist" for this production, acts what might be called a
"Katherine Cornell role" with adaptability and subtle emotional nuances,

5 points, while sitting on the
sidelines until 6:30 is ground for disCLAMANTI3.
qualiflcation.

Gordon company

|

The title
curtain is finally lowered.
character is never seen, nor even heard
as a voice off-stage, yet it Is the ap
parent purpose of the author to give
In this
him a flesh and blood reality.

miss their cars.
Rules for scoring have been devised
as follows: The player catching the correct car the first time receives 5 points
and mention in dispatches. Catching the
right car on the second try is worth

Her

assured-

is

and Blake, two real entertainknow what an audience wants,
and then serve that some thins up

door and other devices, helps him to
escape. She Is loyal to him, but states
at various times that she will avenge
herself If he marries. In the final scene
in the anteroom of his cabinet chamber
that he Is soon
it becomes apparent
to make an advantageous marriage. She
enters, gains an audience, kills him,
then take? poison and lies dead as the

probabilities,

and op-

ball.ids

Slssle
ers who

many, while to

by fainting

1

SISSLE-BLAKE

room, and Sally, now his acknowledged
mistress, is helping him through an illness.
By means of a note through a
friend, he dismisses her because of
fear of scandal that will ruin him.
The scene shifts to a quasi night club
where Sally has become an "entertainer."
The now great man Is In a
bawdy party in the oft-repeated next
room, and when the police raid the
I

&

Thf Nevins

that

We

notable revivals of interest in
the older games, many new
ones are still entering the field. One of
the more interesting of these, quite free
from the taint of commercialism, is
reminiscent of that famous sport of
other years, "hide-and-go-seek."
Although it is as yet unnamed it has already achieved a remarkable popularity.
Any number of persons may play, the
more the merrier. The Park street subway station is a favorable field for the
contest, preferably upon a rainy afternoon at 5:30 o'clock.
Arriving upon the scene of action,
you signify your desire to play by dropping a dime in the box. Your first move
is to guess the berth at which your car
This is necessary beis likely to stop.
cause of a clever clause in tlie rules
that
"during rush
provides
which
hours" all ordinary rules are off. This
guess, then, will entail a knowledge of
arithmetic progression, the theory of
of

.1

'

others it points the way to an era of
new, unaffected, realistic Blmpllclty.
start at the home of the Streets,
a family with a young daughter, who
take in boarders.
A young politician
of note has the "next room," to which
the daughter Sally makes visits busHer
piclously frequent to the father.
affair with the boarder is at length deNext
tected and she is thrown out.
we see his sumptuous apartment. He
has risen far and will be seen In the
English cabinet. Still he is in the next

spite

some

to

1

a sprightly comedy, "The OuiBide Inn,
Collins and Hart get a wellearned laugh in a burlesque conjuring
and juggling act, Evelyn and Daisy do
everything with their trick cycles but
run over the orchestra leader, and th.
Diaz sisters, in the concluding revu^
show a bare-foot wire-walking stui,

dramatlo suspense save for

and disappointing

I

jiioM acceptably.

c-tioiLs

tribiUe.s

with
hate strong cigars right after breakfast would be sure to permeate a play
And glees sung on the veranda at sunset such a plot. In this matter of techcould
it
technique,
of
lack
or
While the mosquitoes inject hydropho- nique,
easily be compared with the method
bia in your ankles.
"American
his
of Dreiser in telling
But it is glorious to get back home.
Tragedy." In both cases the story proAnd splash in your own tub,
ceeds simply and directly to an inIt almost makes the visit worth while.
JAMES L. EDWARDS. .evitable conclusion, In manner trying

SPORT FOR SPORT'S SAKE

III

.-i-l.

lh« must athletic pianist ever. One
knows, now, the reason for the trusses
and girders that brace the structure of
the Kelili, utility piano.

I

As the World Wags:
Truly this is the Age

iiin

ly

The only reason an act
ends is because the story must be conIf let alone I could amuse myself,
tinued in a different place and the
I could walk with their dog,
scenes must be shifted.
Whom they scarcely know by sight.
Because of this abandonment of long
Or stroll away for a quiet swim,
They insist on all going at jusl 11 A. M. used methods of dramatic presentation,
the stage story is happily free from
Jn the .regulation way, by automobile,
most of the hokum which otherwise
And dilly dallying around on the sand.

penalized

last."

of

i
.

eratic

accompanist, Leon Domque,

the last act.

lower, for American dentistry had not
arrived at Its present stateof perfection.
Now Miss Jenny Jumpup is sure that
her teeth are like those of great King

Mrs. General thought "Papa" preferato "Father."
'The Observer (London) not long ago, discussing royal correspondence, said: "Anotlier word of
some Interest in these letters Is the frequent 'mama'; spelt in four letters, as
was the fashion in the first 20 years of
Queen Victoria's reign. This word has
largely dropped from use in both its
forms, perhaps because it was suspected of a certain affectation of gentility.
With it goes an international shibboleth; for we always put the accent on
the first syllable and America on the

so
First

a few sure-flre grlpplns momenta In

three points; the. third, one, and
The player who, by poor use of
'oows, is forced into the wrong

ble

I

expected to be Im- with

photographed with declamatory teeth.
Perhaps in Mr. Kelley's time women
were not so anxious to show upper and

Solomon's Shulamite: "like a flock of
sheep that are even shorn which came
up from the washing."
I

am

"The

is not the story
as the manner
the play Is
all,

elaborately worked up lines and situationa to end the ea-lier acts, and

pressed.

D. Everett for a copy of these golden

words:
"^^hen a lady, sitting for a picture,
would compose her mouth to a bland

I

much

almost devoid of what is commonly referred to aa dramatic structure. There
Is a storv to tell, and It Is told simply
and thoroughly from start to finish,
with nothing that could be called a
climax in theatre parlance, with no

store library
i

tells

it

about

Next Uoom"

telling^

of

thing

oatsfandlnK

in the

prima
abroad,

"The enemy

of the

human

race

(1.

e.

his

daughter) is settled here in my house
and I can no longer remain here my-

Apollinaria was handsome: In
character a kind of Catherine de Medici.
"A crime she would commit boldy, and
would assassinate with the greatAsked why she had
est Indifference."
left Dostoevsky, she said, because he
would not divorce his first wife who was
consumptive and dying ... I had given
myself to him in love, without quesAnd he,
tioning, without reasoning.
He
too, ought to have acted likewise.
failed to do so, and I left him." There
DosIs no doubt about her influence on
toevsky's literary creations of the later
years; she was probably the object of
Did she suggest
ills greatest passion.
voto him the Countess, the perverse,
luptuous woman, described by Prince
Insulted"
and
"Humiliated
Valkovsky in
"the devil Incarnate, but an invincibly
fascinating devil?"
Truly an Interesting creature.

self."

her diary gives minute deprecarious life in German
while Dostoevsky was playing

Anna

In

tails of their

cities

roulette.

casinos: a

He was superstitious
man jostling him, or

In the
lookhi-

i

|

—

—

IN A BALCONY
(From the Biiocaneor)

FRONT ROW SEATS

Bhouiaer, oi even uio siiiiii oi
face, wouia cause him
unpleasant
an
He was sure that Bome day he
tc lose.
would win a million roubles. If he won

ovi., nls

,

or dela little, he would take flowers
When a
icacies In food home to Anna.

I

him "What a magnlfltaking
cent bouquet." he replied "I am
German
to my wife" and all tlie
it
pleased
were
women in the wineshop
occasion
by this attention. On another
was surthe proprletess of a wineshop
of marmonths
prised that after five
home
ried life a husband was taking
Once In Baden he brought
bouquets.
huckleberry
home Russian mushrooms,
caviare, French mustard: "EvJelly,
erything I am fond of. Is not it sweet?
Have not I a splendid husband?" (Here
times,
the tran.slator, as elsewhere at
ham
stiffens natural speech). She liked
complained
L
with vinegar, and naturally
"They
of
tea:
making
of the German
say that the tea must be In the teapot
an hour
for at least three-quarters of

woman

said to

to taste really well!"

When

Dostoevsky

lost,

London

September.

in

Cut from leavened dreams?
Or, might they contain

In the U. S. A."— Robin H.
Legge.
We suppose he Is a man who lectures
knowingly about operas, especially about
those he hasn't heard.

With happiness and pain?

"So, to your duty, go,

clog dancers, single and double, and the
banjo players? Is the native and glorious banjo to give away for all time to
the imported ukelele or to the zither,
neither of which can be effectively

them?
"Our own Old Howard has left memas lasting as any of those New
York houses your correspondents name.

Who

of

PosWas It only because Tursessed")?
genev denied his country and spoke of
himself as a (Serman to Dostoevsky,

recall
craft,

McAndrews

(prs

Germans"?

will be

devoted to their rela-

"What

yet Dostoevsky the man, though
to
his widow and daughter are said
show him in a new light, Is still a comMuch has been
lex. baffling character.

And

1

Andre
written of late about his art.
has
which
"Dostoievsky,"
Gides's

a curious,
reached many
M. Vladimir
at times eloquent, study.
article
pubp'ozner In a remarkable
that the
lished last June, admitting
The religion of suffering" and "evanspirit"

•hinks

That stern moralist, Mr. A. H. Woods,

talked with a reporter of the Dally Telefavor,
graph in London. "I am all
he said, "of suppressing plays that desuccess,
for
nastiness
liend wholly on
piece
liut I cannot understand why a
w hich, like mine, embodies a most salu-

m

tary moral, should be denied
ill

a hearing

London."

And what

Is

this play

with a

most

nlutary moral" that the London censor
refused to license?
Is Mr.
It is "the Shanghai Gesture.'"
Woods a humorist, or a man devoid of
liumor?

I

old

Paul Morand's
Terre" should
be of lively Interest to Americans, proud
dwellers in a land of alleged libertyThis
except in sumptuary matters.
chapter is entitled "The Greatest Bar
in the World," the bar 50 metres long,
M. Morand says, of the Shanghai Club.
He describes the equipment lovingly.
"A thousand bottles each enclosing
Its demon, its climate."
O the grand sight— 500 thirsty soulr
Jostling, crowding, pushing to put an
elbow on the bar.

One chapter at

latest

timers doesn't fondly

in

is

London boldly

one to do with the par-

son?" asks St. John Ervine,\ "who
whines through the liturgy of the
Church of England like a sick hyena?
One goes to church and hears a curate
debasing the coins of speech by turning a prayer like the third collect of
Evensong into a jnise^able moan. That
done
is what our lady-like 'intoning' has
for us, rendered rich speech into someheard
have
we
often
How
thing sterile.
that prayer spoken like this:

" 'Laten ow deukness, we beite thee,
00 Law, an bay thay gray mehcy defen
us fawm all pahls and dangahs of theese
nate for the lahv of Thay ownly Son, ah
"
Saveyah, Jesus Chreest.'

1

|

i

store."

ace).

And then M. Morand draws up a
llogue of beverages,

cata-

a catalogue almost

as long as Homer's catalogue of ships
and much more interesting even to a
Isoclologist and believing strictly in temperance. Passing by the ordinary cocktails M. Morand names the "bamboo"
of the Anglo-Indians; the "Blenton" of
ithe Royal Marines, th€ "hula-hula" of
'Hawaii; the "Sol of Sombra" of Saint

queer humor in those
days, and yet one hears as bad or
houses of today.
burlequo
in
the
worse

—

I

i

ROBINSON.

,„,

.

,

brilliant

Argentina.
writer did not set sail for
Ho went to Manila, Slam, Cambodia,
the Med'
and
Canal
Suez
through the
Iterranean and back to France.

what
His account of what he saw and
New
he thought from the time he left
York for Vancouver should not be
nor
words;
missed. He does not waste
laboriously epiin his conciseness is he
He shuns the
gramm.atic or flippant.
customary revelation of emotions. Here
is hi!.;

Niagara

,

Palls.

••When our missionaries of Sulplre,
guided by the Indians saw the falls,
they fell on their knees and intoned
Today the negro in
the Magnificat.
Falls,
the dining-car only says, 'Niaraga
Tomorrow, 4th of July, they will
boss.'
bridge
the
of
falls
the
as
be lighted— just
green creme-dein
III
Ulexender
menthe, potash blue. Picasso rose."
At Chicago on the shore of Lake
Michigan he saw a happy company of
bathers: "Even naked, these beautiful
bodies are the bodies of millionaires."
On t-v? prairies he saw anonymous
railway stations, made famous by cycles
One visits
of cinematographic stories.
them, charged with the memory of
as
filmed epics, with the same emotion

—

I

1

follow.s the visiting at

Argos the places
the

Aeschylus;

by

sung

I

the

ranch,

elevator, Fairbanks as cowboy.
The 'boggy' (sic) out of fashion, with
to look for
its high wheels, which comes
Grace Miles: Fatty and his little checkhis perwith
ered vest; the druggist
fumes and shades of 'icecreams'; Char-

grain

I

H

THE PERFECT LANDLORDletter
received

S.

the

following

from tvie manager of the Savoy Hotel,
London:
•Dear Sir: We beg to inform you that
-we
after your departure on the 21st
found four tooth brushes In Nx>. 219 the
belong
If
they
here.
room you occupied
know what
to you, will vou please let us
we are to do with them, and very much
oblige?

..

Assuring you of my personal attenbelieve me, dear sir, yours faithA. W. BICY, Gen. Man.
fully.
,

tion

THE CRITIC
(From the Buccaneer)
things
Why Is It one can never be all mockerjTo the beloved? And yet your
vital
to me!
need—
Is something that I
Your slow, sarcastic smile has little
strings

That

lift

the curtains from

my

drowsy

mind

And

let

me view

Your taunts are

Its
all

sloven carelessness.
you give—a whip's

caress

And yet

I

crave their sting.

If

you

were kind
I caught
I should hate you. Once
your look
book,
read
a
Intent upon me as I
One winter evening by a crackling fire;
Your eyes were lover's eyes. The flames
leaped higher ...
You yawned and mentioned In a casual

Then

way

had mispronounced three words

That

Embassy Club

Answer: Tuberculosis Is very easily
spread through a community by one
milk dealer who has tuberculosis in his
Most of the customers take the
milk.

i

I

Dream', the poetic 'September Morn',
the South African 'Boomerang', the
'Sensation," named after a slow waltz.'"
Not to mention coolers, cups, egg-

!

Chaplin who will consume without
paying; the sheriff who will come to
take him by the nape of the neck and
put him into one of those old Fords
which are the only ruins on tills new
continent."
lie

the burning alcohol cocktails to Swedish punch; the "Matila" of white rum;
'slings' of coconut milk with limes; the
•handicap' cocktail of the polo players
'deep sea," drink of
of Bubbling Well;
the mercantile marine; snobbish cock(name
tails, as the 'Mayfire', the 'Lulgi"
of the celebrated Italian manager of The

in Bond street); shamecocktails, without alcohol, called
'Pussyfoot', the '75', vestige of the
jgreat war; the 'licentious' cocktail, the
'Kiss Me Quick'; the sentimental "Love's

enjoyed

R.

^

But M. Morand, diplomat and

shade

Sebastian, made of two
the sun as in the arena; the "chocolate" of the Brazilians, chartreuse, port
and powdered fresh chocolate; the
Gibson" of Yokohama, so singular with
Vanits white onion; the H. P. W., the
derbllt, the Bennett, the "Minnenoaba"
of the Indians.
"Cocktails of Java, the Antilles, of
fruit juices, whose taste refreshes after
liquors,

grief.

"^LANSING

la

Iful

The subject of the song was the
trouble caused by bananas being scattered carelessly on the sidewalk and fat
men stepping on them and coming to

We

least in

book "Rlen que

"On the other side of it, pale Chinese,
drinkers of tea, pour out for their whlti
enemies the bracing poisons, receiving
opium from us, they give the return
thrust in this toxic duel by alcohol."
O cheerful sound: "One hears falling
the poker dice, which through a populal
error doubtless gives us at home thai
incomprehensible— poker d'as" (poke*

Notes and Lines:
You spoke of "Eileen AUana," a fav
In those days It
orite song of the 70s.
was the quaint custom to parody every
Eileen didn't essentimental ballad.
cape, but appeared In Gus Williams's
dime songster as "A Lean Banana."
Eileen went something like this
"Faithful I'll be to the colleen I adore,
Eileen AUana, augus asthore."
1 always wondered what that "augus"
meant. Some term of endearment in one
of those curious languages of Ireland, I
suppose. But that parody rendered it
"The seats of fat men's pants you have
busted and you've tore,
A lean banana from some Dutch grocery

We

at once."

i

Is

distinguish the novels,
there were "unsuspected and
spirit
torrible" forces In the man; "a
corruption hovers over
of negation, of
said
be
It not
Might
work."
all his
that his life wa« one long questioning
tbft «xlsteQM «X 0«At

gelical

the

Miss Clemence Dane

to

editions.

six

said to be unusually difficult,
viocontaining original contributions to
six
technic, "Chords of five and
lin
eto.
Bixths.
in
scales
notes, whole tone

declared her faith in the future of the
drama. She is a dramatist.

the AlexandroAnna, walking,
Nevsky monastery.
her childre§;
for
live
made a vow: "to
of my husmy life to the glorification spreading
of
band's memory and to the
his noble Ideas."
coffin

Eugene- Ysaye's

|

the world."

_
neighbor,
bit of It," said his
world_ la the
•the biggest bar In the
Jockey Club's In Buenos Ayres."
must go there
"You don't say so;

They are

Yiddish infusion."

remembered that thousands

the

of

baud

Interesting too are the chap-

from Anna's "Reminiscences" on

lollowed

Has any one

in 192.3-4, been
violin sontaas, composed
played in Boston? They are dedicated
Enesco, ThiKrelsler,
to
respectively
Crickboom, Quiroga and Szigeti.

"Tassels" on the Boots; Jennie Yeamans, Hughey Doherty, Spray Arlington
and the bright galaxy that shone for
us in the decade 1874-1884? There was
pure fun in those days and less of the

Dostoevs'i'vy as editor, as publisher, as
booksellef, his amazing Jealousy, also
The circumstances
his forge\fulness.
ittending \hl3 death are told by Anna
details.
%vith pathetic simplicity In the
It

tween

Harry Bloodgood, Luke Schoolthe Watermelon Man.
Budworth, Dutch comedian, witn nis

"The

could not be^r his "crawUng beIs

terms

trying to tell her daughter, in
that
that will not shock the dear public,
mother's
the latter's betrothed was the
one-time lover. She says: "This man's
infatuation caused the estrangement beT. F. B.
your father and me."

ing

Turgenev as Karmaslnov In "The
Devils" (the extraordinary novel better

tlonshliJv

GENTLY

played by present day tummers adopt-

caused Dostoevsky to carica-

ch\\pter

IT

The year's most conservatrve statement may be found in one of the subReckless Lady."
titles of the film "The
The mother, played by Belle Bennett, is

Backus's San Francisco minstrels of 1877
or In Thacher, Primrose and West's?
Who remembers the graceful spangled

ture

A

was

Notes and Lines:

we never

who parodied Senator Pettlgrew of Dakota? Wasn't it Birch, Wambold and

ories

who

it

—

BREAKING

I feel are
my feet"?
the tune
sung
to
song,
It was a sweet
of "The Sword of Bunker Hill," or "He
Doeth All Things Well.
"Who were
Mr. Wright continues:
the great stump speakers on the burntcork stage? Of course Ad. Ryman was
great, but who were the twin orators

the last ten years."

as

out of print, as

Arthur Honegger, the most brilliant
ultra-modern composers of muParis he is Swiss by descent
has married Andree Vaurabourg.

of the
sic in

freezing at

dame Bovary" from a bookshop. "TurKcnev had said that it was the best
work In the whole literary world for

now

I

"Not a

an old book then. It was bound in the
very old-fashioned rectangular fashion.
H. W. A.

For chilling frosts of death

If

Stabat Mater* and always listens to It
sad
with reverence." Once they heard
music at a band concert, "pieces meant
the
for
or
comet-a-plstons
for solo
Gay polkas and valses would
flute."
"Who
have been more appropriate.
can be interested to hear a solo on a
cnrnet-a-plstons?" (Either Anna or the
"pisfor
"piston"
tianslator wrote
Dostoevsky In 1S67 took "Matons.")

fore the

son,

In

Notes and Lines:
L. L. B. asked about the song, "Brightly the morning sun beams from afar."
used
to sing the words when I was a
I
young girl. In my father's htj%se, among
our music books, was one called the
Odeon, which I am strongly Inclined to
Probably
think, contained this song.
is

.
„ y.
foousn

"Why go further?" asks M. Morand.
bar
"Let us stay. Here is the biggest

ETHEL ROMIQ FULLER.

more can meet,

penetrates the soul.
musical
there are many such wonderful
Fedya highly appreciates the
nieces.

English

my

a cock.
This derivation Is no more
have read.
we
others
than

Or, saddest guess of all.
if they were quite
Pilled with the cinder-black
Shadow-shapes of night?

Odeon

It

to

like the tall of

fires?

What

—

Is

In

Or perhaps rich pastries
Of hopes and desires,

the

farmer's best gamecock

Whoever would bring

him should have the farmers
The "Whoever" turned out
daughter.
One must
to l.e a handsome officer.
s redrink In honor of the gamecock
the botturn. The young girl brought
officer In hla red
tles, poured-but the
confused
coat was so handsome that It
alcohols making
the
her and she mixed
colors
unintentionally a drink of mixed

hack

Delicious comfits spiced

Some delicately baked,
Some scorched by life's

A

"cocktail."

disappeared.

sugared bars

find

"What In the name of thunder is an
'operalogulst'? I see that a specimen of
the genus or tribe has accepted an en-

business was overdone but let It not
be forgotten that appeals to that sort of
sentiment will never fail while In this
world woman Is loved and motherhood
enshrined."
Did Mr. Wright ever sing "The Patriot Mother's Dying Advice to Her Only
Son," with those touching lines:

a charming thing." Sh«
describes Roaslnrs "Stabat Mater" aa
hymn that
a wonderful work, a great

known

Might we

Mr. William B. Wright, referring to
the article about Little Mac's California
troupe of negro minstrels, published in
The Herald of July 8, writes to us:
"In that company, or In Callender's
Georgia minstrels, was Dick Little, he
of the basso profundo voice. In 'Sadie
Ray,' which I recalled to The Herald a
few years ago. 'Take this letter to my
mother'— 'She'll be glad to hear from
me' was the second line. Yes, as the
undying Artemus Ward said, the mother

about the man ratJier
The book
than the writer. There are a few allusions to music, fewer to general litThey enjoyed at a garden
erature.
concert "Wagner's Field March from

What

novel,
or of Casterbrldge," will be produced In

a New York daily to the effect that
she had made an offer for the English
rights in "Sex."

which was

wonder

Thomas Hardy's grim

5

atM. Morand has courage. Jlleword
tempted to give the origin of H.e

tops of people's heads
Were hinged like cookie Jars,
And we should lift the lids.
If

Marie Loehr, the English actress and
manager, contradicts "in the strongest
terms" the statement that appeared in

Is

"I

oi

"The May-

'

he would grovel at Anna's feet,
abuse himself roundly, promise—to win.
She would go out and pawn clothes or
Jewels; write home for money. Let no
one think she was a weak woman. Devoted to her husband, she worshiped
the man as well as the genius.

It

adaptation

gagement

often,

•Rlenzl';

Drlnkwaters

John

—

—

nogs, flips, the tonic fizz, Juleps, cobblers.

I

that day.

AN ISABELLE FORTUNE

FROM A STUDENT'S EXAM.

(Kansas Collere Class in Personal Hyrlene)
Question: What are the predisposing
factors in the development of tuberculosis?

disease.

ADD "SIGNS AND WONDERS"

As the World Wags:

Recently In Panama I saw the following exposed to the critical eye:
"Pies like Mother used to make—
cents.
Pies like Mother tried

centa."

to

make — 10

DONN PAUL.

;

:

Ab the World Wags:
_
Herkimer.
Z> the colossal opus of Mr.
;M>Proachh.g
,

-7

out warrant.
Jones likes his lettuces undressed.
D'ye ask the reason?
"Tls confessed
That Is the way Jones likes them t>esx

good
There must be something

Uus Graves sends us a newsheaded: "Ixird Plunier
and
•ens Jerusalem Water Supply."
suggested by It.
s us for a wheeze,
with
even
easy,
that would be too

For llfe-oh.

ADD "FAMOUS PEDESTRIANS"
Mrs. Carrie B. Crew of Port Chester
said to Supreme Court Justice Arthur

Tompkins:
"My husband simply walked out 16
years' ago and Is sUll walking, because

who

Fife,

member

of a

of^rDonegaTrnTn

It

makes

m

statement
Dulwlch,

princess-Princess

Plctish

THE SPLIT INFINITIVE CLUB

^^""J^^

(son of) Alpine
(Scot.a were the
Tl,e natives of Ireland
oi
A considerable body U.e
^riH-inil Scots.
to ArgyUshir^ undh'r went overAngus
de
and Fergus
leadership of

hencr Kenneth Mac

Nebraska Catalogrue)
lectures

and
to teach the students to accurately
them In good
dlscrlmlnately report
English.

A TAN BARK STORY
Caption to a reproduced photograph
of Rotten Row:
"The name Is derived from the soit
layer of tan which forms the surface and
velvet for the horses." (!)
L. R. R., sending this clipping to us,
writes, "We have been told 'Rotten
Row' was derived from "Route en Roi'
because It was where the 'Kink' took
hi.'i daily canter."
For "Route en Rot," read "Routo du
Roi," but this explanation has been dis-

of
^^^^ "eSlci tell o5
Our friend Henry's volume
-i^^t>\ --^^--^^^^.J
Horace Greeley's phrase.
-f/^.^nablf a'^^^^
when he
the years in London
^^-^^^/.^^^^''his adventures in Italy;
matter
the
in
investigations
opera com-'
his
.^J^^^^^'tife
of th,^ san Carlo
States as d^re^or
^^^^^
his arrival in the United
the
pany; the part he played
*°'f,"^f^^'°"
Europe, where, at,
lessons1"'=and the assembling of its
he
would necesNice, according to some
P^'^f^'^, "^^^^^^^^

A

MacAlplne^
"^"ir'lrlshman. Kenneth
His
Scotland.
was the first king of
Irishman, -arri^d^
father Alpine, an

drum

corps.

lecture— Weekly

in this
exiled In

anv truth

,>,»rA

T

of
teaches singing, has been proposed for
our Academy of Immortals.

ot

seems a chore!

CONCERNING THE "MACS"

W. Dnimmond

'Univerelly

In

.

he hasn't returned."

Freshman

:

some seven feet by two
And just serenely lie and rot.
„
With nothing else to ^^1^
VERITAS.
Cambridge.

S.

he were only a

life it

surface Is so blurred
that
By cares and passions
One long to be Interred;^
To occupy a tranquil spoc
Its

'

we received
about him. Some time ago
Already there are legends
his name it is
"Which
Russell
"real name of Mr
a letter asking the
and composer (1812-1900)
^^11'.^^^ singer
organist at
Russell; the son of Henry
States, was for a time
United
the
in
'WoodWave,"
who gave many concerts
Ocean
composer of A Life on the
Rochester, N. Y.; the
Maniac," etc. He
"The
Cheer,"
Boys
"Cheer,
man. Spa;e That Tree."
volumes.
half-brother;
wrote his memoirs in two
was the younger Henry's
W. Clark Russell, the.novehst,
brother.
own
his
Landon Ronald is

I

voring pronunciation.

Henry^R^s-^^^^^

curiosity about Mr.

i^tory?

Something to keep in >;iew.
here
To compensate us Uvmg
For living as we do.

I

ring

is

How

...id.

store

Mr Mj

If

There

to the
be published in London t"^^^^'*'^'':!/Htuse
from^t^^^^
Boston Opera House fiomt
p^^^^^
he ^^as the director of the
ten
he
Will
re.gn?
will he speak of his

as t° J"'*^^
completion, suggestions
»
would seem to be In 0'-<»"^^.'^f verso,
opening
two
the
be better than
little known, of E.
of a poem, alas! too
Mortifying SubS Martin entitled "A follows:
as
ject" and running
not know
\S-hat Is to be I do
What Is I do esteem
To be so undesirable deem
And worthless that I

la

»20,000,000

\^ho wrote the epigram In the Marnor of Martial? It has been attributed
withto L<>lgh Hunt. but. we bellsve.

The name

.

Jci^nson must be rapidly

'i'

consume

c..i^r=

part"

NOT "RAPIDLY"

NO,

t7s

scendants of MlUcsius ^"^
eventualli ba\e
sootch colony there, and
Minor to the counthe name of Scotia
Scotia Major.
try while Ireland was
T. McMurdo
At any rate. Mr. Norman
Is Tormod
who says his name In Gaelic
uncommon
MacMurdradh, gives a list of
from
practically
Scottish surnames, all

'

^^^^^.f

riages.

fluency and
.n
Aiv -RiK^sell is -without literary
Let no one thmk that JJI^' ^^^f^''
Musicians" were for
^
courage. His articles -"^^ .^^^ ^\^J^f„,^SUet Siviera Supplement,
a time a leadmjg feature ^^
entertainingly about
f^^^^^l^^^^
O"^^^
His subjects were varied.
^l^ar an illuminating article on
^^^^Jj
snobbery in musical
as those attributed by
t-^f^^J;"^;j°^lte
The subjects ^^^re as varied
•'Musical Morality.'
jorunal: "Proud
•

James
Uncles

1

J

t.

L. Ford to .Mr. Bok
Stor>
of Promising ^ """^

as editor o^^

^,

s

\N r ter..

^^^^^

Is

puted by some.

Hare

'^'-McQuaker.
of the

"McQue—McCue— McHugh.

.McHoul-McCoull. In
as Finn MacCool.

"McClirrick— Mac

v,i.!,i.,h
th..
the
chleirich—

"McOnaighe—MacColnneach — son

^"McOustra

from

probably
^'^'llc'cra

is

McOstrlch

are

most

MacUchtralgh— sou

related

to

of

of

Clan MacFar-

how about McOstrlch? The name
London directory. It has been

I'^^But

"(Now
satisfactory In Its definition:
usu. the Row) road In Hyde Park, fashionable resort lor riding and driving

or

Take for example Mr

,

^./^..^^

Russell's

He

clash.'
Artists Make Good Parents?"
^^^^^^^^^S
^^^^f
^ory to show that artist^ tS^iusse?!
named the hotel:
the
A hotel-keeper in London-Mr.
overlooks Hyde ParkL^^^^"^
good
and extolled it as the only
^ready attracted the
singer who.e
p^.^j^j ^nd Tosti
bad discovered a young
^r. RusseU S^^^^^^^^
attention of two continents,
s^ Her
Gn^thorpe
Lord
elder
heard her sing at the
'

^\

in the

is

a powerful
well said: "The Macs are
clans) and some
clan (or combination of
society, as
a
start
should
one of them
sorting out the
the baronets did, for
there
wheat from the chaff. Certainly anceswhose
are many Macs among us
McOstors never saw the heather.

(perhaps from preceding). "Precedmg"
is the adjective "rotten"
Birdcage Walk was the southern avenue in St. James's Park where Charles
II kept his favorite birds.

his ass, etc.
R. B. Hayes," by his ox and

MacCool,

Irish,

an

son of *hc cleric or clerk.

in his '".Valks In

London" gives "Route du Roi," saying
that the old royal road from the palace
of the Plantagenets at Westminster to
the roval hunting forests was the present nS78> Birdcage Walk, Constitution
Hall and Rotten Row used only by royaltv and the grand falconer of the King.
fhe concise Oxford dictionary is un-

Chuagaire, the son

Mac

awkward, slovenly man.

trlch?

don't take

away

my

babies.

\

H-m-m.

AN UNWARRANTED BURIAL
A correspondent sends us the
lowtng letter written by Mrs. X. a
months ago:
Mr.

f"'fc-.\

:

Dear sir:
As we

Just hurd from S
understand that some one has Berred
on or Berring lot in the
Mr.
cemety could you tell me
S—
any thing a bout It and who gave
them the liberty to do so v/e knever
knew any thing about It untiU to day
did the town bare his expences we
for
shall have hlra put some other place

especaley for my familey
which we been intending to have It fix
up I shall forbid any one of putting an
other one there and also Mr.
most i>e removed soon as posoble who
ever put him there must take him up
please write me if he was berred by
the town will you please write me the
that

lot

Is

men mame
oblige

Mrs.

Mr.

select

men

and Mrs.

X

X

your town
address

of

R.

^
NB The town must furhish a lot if
they cant do so for them my lot Is not
a Public lot for any one out :iidc of my
family and I forbid any thing more of
us
this kind work done unknown to
Mrs. X. X X
,

I

The Herald has received many letters
for
with regard to "markry" as a name
Jlr, Herkimer Johnson
"poison Ivy."

.

sent us the following learned note:
"The nam& 'mercury* Is given

s?-^^oSrtotLg^;^^^^

I

to these plants.

'England

In

Goosefoot

(1)

Good King Henry. (2) Wild orache.
mercury. (4)
(3) Mercury leaf or dog's
The Mercurlalls
(5)
A pot herb.

or

suphorblaceous poisonous
(6)
or wild mercury.
Baron's, Boy's, French, Garden, Girl's
Then there Is the
Maiden Mercury.
Scotch mercury, snap-dragon. In Eng
spelled
Is
'Mercury'
provinces
lish
In
'marcury,' 'markerry,' 'marquey";
"
eastern Yorkshire, 'markry.'

perennls.
plant;

a

dog's

Mr. William N. Tenney writes: 'In
my younger days the older people usu
common
ally applied the name to the

Rhus Tox and frequenUy pronounced
the

first sj-Uable

"mar."

"

The Blddeford (Me.) Dally Journal
"The pronunciation of 'mer-

says:

GOLDEN THOUGHTS
As the World Wags:
Never give up especially

—

referred to by this Brownfleld
common
fairly
Is
correspondent.
among people In the rural regions of
northern New England now as It was
cury,*

you've

If

There are many per":is who. though they have long ago
still
r sfcd to believe In Santa Claus,

heard

It

before.

special delivery stamps.
do the ants know where all the
Several
iHow
picnics are to be held.
of the large oil companies are erecting
and landscaping small scenic parks
about the city where facilities are also
provided for selling motor oil.
If the. flapper could see herself as some
of these old maids see her '?h-^ wouldn't
How
be so vain— she'd tc vainer.
I do
you know when you're In love?
world
the
of
the seven wonders
I When
Tuesday, 3, Wed'are;
1. Monday, 2,
i.j^v

.

.

.

.

-

.

nesday,
urda'''

Thursday, 5, Friday,
a-^ " Sunday.
4.

.

.

6,

Sat-

HHIZ GIIARTARZOHN.

S^-^^^JHing^^—
'f''.S,iL2^^Jet«came one
.^ever^n^possession of her
me that she considered she had

f

-

t!^:::?^ -

have

^nger. but

she

of the world's greatest
she assured
children; and in later > ears

Pa>d too high

^^^^

^J^^'^^J^^

The pathos --^^-^^^'^^ ^'^yi^I'^^lt ier^s^^^^^^
^'Madame Butterfly
and the
^X'ntfSrefher caree^ 7her children,
make good parents at all.

£dt1 rkronnoty^.:S^ts
of

And then Mr. HusseU.^^ student
"What constitutes a good Parent

j

t^^^^^

S :r::^Z:^o^^^^
in the

'affection' torture
of

^'.j^^^^^,

_

i

and stupid reproductions

^

United States and

^^^^^^l^:;^

^^""Mr.lussell has enjoyed
parents "or rather I ^^-^^
^^^^^^^
tunity of studying American
remain
seldom
fathers
the
for
^,^5
mothers,"
^ave fault
onhthe
^at
once^^^^^^^^^^
making money in America. Somebody

tre

the last century."
K. W. H. writes: "Schuyler Mathews
'Familiar Flowers of Field and Gari:i
d'-n,' refers to the drooping three-leafed

'jThrd?,e^rorr.;:.^e„t?.,^.»m''noth^^^^^^^^^

vine called poison Ivy or mercurj."
Miss Mabel R. Hamnett, writing about

SSerf

ho!^

Pilgrim

In

.

.

.

»

told
elorioi. career. When she
h.d'n. legal
i„
^ ''.^^^^i'L
g
J her fhuoren
to rob her of
to lose her, threateried

•

"markry," the word heard
ity of

"Another Interesting study
In the

T.:un,pt,o„ th.t .p„eot,

In the vicin-

''"thr^'Sirrrru'rtL'it'™-. e„.y

Brownfleld, Me., adds:

was the use

rr

ro:r„ur thtrSef

In

words

.p.ct.cle of a
which he .peak. o( the "fearful

locality of thl
jealous that It will

,r.ln™

o, parent., i».

pare,,, ».

same

'I'm
expression:
rain tomorrow.' This was not so common as the 'markry' expression, but I
heard It used often by one man. I And

J

,.rie?U~

K,-

Mr

am:
Russell from his keen observation
eUe.
i, ^od for ao.hln.

?^^^^e^n.'^::o-r.r,l..

—
vision and
'-ui^hcs

iiurn

Hill,

s

in .inuiary man, weak.,

)

.

of aim which distininterest in every other

The

members,
Sphere of life. Second-rate artists frequently make exemplary
more often to their domestic
of the family circle, and owe their laurels
work." Here name
virtues than" to the presence of any genius in their
of a gentleman to
could easily be supplied, but Mr. Russell is too much
which matters to a
gratify the curiosity of snoopers. "The only child
he is right
great creative artist is the child of his brain and, of course,
* * Domesticity may sometimes be a helpful background to his labors,
is a singer, "the
but it can never be the aim of his life." If a mother
However full of
early education of the child is nearly sure to suffer."
her from
good intentions she may be, "the claims of her career prevent
However, it must not be
making her child her fkst consideration.
conimagined that artists do not love their children, and the pain they
their careers is
and
between
them
choose
to
having
at
suffer
stantly
their creation of a
often expressed in their interpretation of a role, or in

Rus-

etc.

article in his
be hoped that Mr. Russell will include this
remarkable conforthcoming volume. He must not fail to include one
The feuilleton entitled "Musical
tribution to the Riviera supplement.
the
writing
Morality," a subject that he treats with peculiar gusto;
The manner of
"Louise."
spirit shown by the lover in Charpentier's
"Art is out of the reach
t^-eatmcnt may be judged from these sentences:
beautiful, immortal, and
of morals for her eyes are fixed upon things
less intellectual people."
ever changing. To morals belong the lower and
present.
With this cry from the heart, we leave Mr. Russell for the
is

to

m

Scandinavian
Here is a story from Figaro. The wife of a celebrated
the country asked an
dramatist died recently. The leading newspaper of
the war, was not a friend
obituary from a distinguished critic who, during
the article that you rewrite
to
unable
"I
am
replied:
He
of the allies
nwj* the
Next to her husband. I am the one that detested the
quest.
I

late xecTetted."

that the old Scotch

word

'jalouse'TSasT

one of Its synonyms 'suspect,' so
probably my friend had heard it from
some Scotch forebear."

for

As the Worfd Wags:
In your column you published a. letter on "markry," or Markery as It was
commonly called In the little Maine
town where I was born. If your correspondent will look in Webster's Unabridged Dictionary under Mercury, he
will find the definition he desires.
It Is
called a variety of Poison Ivy.
This

may

be so, but Its manner of growth Is
not at all like the Ivy. The plant grows
on the edge of meadow or marsh land.
It sends up from one to three stalks,
varying In helghth from six to eighteen
inches.

The stems are about the

size

a slate pencil and are tough and
On the top of each
stalk are three leaves, which are long,
of

hard to break.

narrow and pointed, with a slight tendency to droop. The writer says there
is a belief that poison Ivy Is especially
harmful at night, and that some people
are poisoned by having the smoke from
the burning plant blow over them. This
is no notion.
A more unusual case than
that came under by personal knowledge
when a child. One of our neighbors, a

was so sensitive to the poison
that the wind blowing ovet the plant

cripple,

represent that
.

among

plot and pulled up all of the Ivy or
mercury she could find. As for myself.
I have always been immune to the poison, although I have never unnecessarily

exposed myself to

it.

My

oldest son
ha-ndling it

to be careful about
youngest
his hands are moist.
boy pulls it up by the roots without any
the
roots
the
way,
And,
by
ill effects.

has

My

when

are more polsono'us than the. leaves to
many people. I have never seen the
mercurv here In Massachusetts.

ESTEL.E

C.

COPELAND.

Campello.
Mr. R. B. Stevens writes an Interestwhich he eays: "The inqulrj' of R. N. S. recalls long ago days
on the New Hampshire side of the
line when mother was doctoring fath-

I

er's

legs

'mess

o'

he had been
niarcry' In the haying
because

In

a

field.

dodders,

and
and

destroying
flesh
poxes; parasites that prey on the living, and saprophytes that feed cm the
putrid dead."

bid not Zola do this better in the
great chapter of his "La Curee"?

FOR THE ACADEMY
As the World Wags:
Mr. Slat makes bedding at 224 Orand
Brooklyn. I move his unanimous election to the Academy. Are
there any dissenting voices? Also what

street,

about the Asbestos Burial Casket Co.
of Lalrvllle, N. Y.? Is their product designed for those who are sure of their
destination?
R. P. MacKENDRICK.

Taunton.

THE VICTORIAN MAIDSi AN
EPITAPH

(For Aa the World Wnn)
We, too, had legs although we called

—

I

^e^r^s^'-racmcl-.-rhlc^nta^Al^d^h^;-:^^

had just lighted my cigar (my last
by the way), when two ladies, accompanied by their male escorts, enaisle.
t>;red and took seats across the

one,

manner

bestowed

itself

s^y-^^^r ^Krssrv.t.u-y'!
Frkm
Why are playing
did you do
to^

It?'
called
cards of the best quality

why

I

In my usual Chesterfieldlan
volunteered the information that the car
they were in was reserved for smokers.
the fact
I was made acquainted with
upon
that all the other cars were filled,
which I unobtrusively dropped my cigar
had
party
the
After
cut of the window.

SONG OF THE OPEN ROAD
(Modem Version)
Open up the cut-out
motor roar.
the
let
And
behind
For I care not what went
come before.
may
Nor what

j

to its complete satisfac-

members produced
male
bearing a brand popular
among the economically inclined and
to
proceeded to light up. AVhat I want
know is, did I quality as a Perfect gent
N. C. MENTIS.
or a sap?
"smokes"

As

the World

etc.,

Now

little

breasts, aggressive,

firm, our mirrors only

round and
knew;

Our shapely arms, as beautiful as yours,
were hid In sleeves.
Men only knew the rumor of our
charms.

The

fair

young

flesh

has withered from

our bones;

Complacent worms have had with us
'
their way.
This Is our dream: that Heaven restore
our limbs again to us upon the
Judgment Day.
Yea, for one flaming day, e'en though
belated.

Let

man

appraise us as

we were

cre-

ated.

Gloucester.

JOHN

D.

SWAIN.

^

de*rll'8

curves.
hills and winding

,

j

.

ahei.
gas! to pass that car
i
core!
Will thrill us to the
wide
So open up the cut-out

More

And

'

Thus

strawberry

the air to my little mountain
and raises
patch, where he settles down
the very devil!
..tt„,^kia
"Hunible
Let
propose a barter.
I
cats
Suburban" furnish me with 150 and
wind
pedigreed or alley, sound in
nmb (albeit thinness of fle|\^°«%Jl°*

and warranted t" f^"°
disqualify),
plant, till
hitched, each to a etrawberry
This done, I promise
further orders.
experience a
that Massachusetts shall
in^migration
swelling tide of winged

but
and that soon these sharp-featured
erstwhile
pussy birds shall resume their
grass-plots of
Carnivorous diet upon the

ABAS ROBIN.

Littleton, N. H.

THE GREAT MOGUL
As

the

smiling corn
Speed on by fields of
guilt,
And the gay wheat's tawny
to a laughcharms
That spread their
ing sky
quilt.
Like squares on a crazy

robin on a Massachusetts law"?
on
Red-belly, standing meditative
It is:
breeze; his
one foot, sniffs the northern
off" sharply
lye brightens; he "takes
through
from the other foot, and hurtles

the

is

On

Wags:

he on?

•

music.
nerves,
But It soothes my aching
laugh at sudden death
and
meet
As we

It

to
May I. with deference, elucidate
way of a
Mr. Herkimer Johnson the

Is

"Mogul"?

—Ed.

j

the

tion

as thine.

Our

.

afterI boarded a train for Salom one
noon during the recent celebration in
smoker.
the
seat
In
a
took
and
that city,

danced the military seottlsohe, and

the valse.
And on occasions sipped Madeira wine.

drivwith four leaders *<3^
l.bera>
trailers, having

,

As the World Wags.

Brookline.
!n their ouryes

of

Boston, July 19.
„v«„t It.
If*
about
Yes ves. but why so hot
acknowledged that
Is it not generally
are
captions and head lines
ure and concontrived to stultify the pic
""1"
article
tradict the
„^'4:^^"e|:

'

We

)\

tractive _e«ort,^^and sus^sreed^"'great.
speea e.
type
,g
*
tained steaming capacity.pictuie arm it
shown in your Sunday
never be called a
should never, never,
as reasonable to
"big Mogul." It were
go^f-hag a^nibUck.
ca^'f ev\r^ club in a

!

them limbs;
They were as graclons

famouB engfr'eT (
form In tne 3

two

and

ers

;

(Ohio) Journal. The following sentence
deserves quotation:
"At about the latter date, Mr. Symington says, he learned of his wife's
nfidellty and since then the couple
have loved apart."

tW.

cific"

broomrapes,
mildews;

sickly

the older folk of desirous of a professor of biology,

ing letter In

I

smuts,
agues,

rusts,
fevers,

.

and upon

him, would cause him to
break out with a rash, which made him
sick.
His wife could handle It In any
shape without being In any way affected by it.
This man was so badly
crippled that he went with a crutch
and a cane. He tilled his little farm
of an acre or so on his knees.
Before
he went to his garden In the morning,
his wife went all around the edge of
the woods which surrounded the little

and disgusting

Looking up this sub- and a teacher of strong English ?awakmean? I was
ject I find that there is a family of just what do they
siesta by the
poisonous shrubs and vines known as ened from my Sabbath
in the rear of the
voice
the Genus Mercurialls of which there are Rcund of a loud
man who
I thought I had the
In house
several varieties In the old world.
bill, and an anti-evolutionNew England there are, among others, vnuld fill the
Infrequently
was
Deity
The
dog's mercury or Kentish balsam and 1st at that!
thought we had an oldAlthough voked, and 1
the false, or wild mercury.
while,
a
evangelist with us for
science does not place the Rhus Tox in time
Picturthen his language grew more
this class It Is easy to believe that our
Sunda>
esque; -it sounded like Billy
English forebears gave the name 'mer- handirik out a few bouquets to the
cury' or 'marcry' to the poisonous vine
in the night
ladies who were prominent
which they found here." Mr. Stevens's life of old S. and G. Alas; it was no
remarks about eating peas with a spoon candidate for a young '^d'es' seminary
in the Soutli
will grace a column to come.
(I think there are such
full of
even now) just a countryman
us
We are Indebted to Mr. Victor Jacobs strong applejack! But do enlightenEngfor an account of a divorce case In
to how one teaches "strong
i,s
PATIENCE PEACOCK.
Belalr, Md., published In the Dayton
lish
.

of

.«T,it«

variant
At this Juncture twowith a pair
were developed, each

trary, and she was tempted to steep
herself in the experience of poisonous
plants; streaker, snaky plants; plants
of an evil green with white and startImg venation; Ill-smelling carrlon-flowers; i*isect eaters, sticky sundews and
sinister nepenthes; agaves and cactuses,
fleshy, succulent and obscene; tangled

"Marcry was his name for Rhus Tox but
*
mother called It 'mercury' and this As the World Wags. advertisement in a
Did you see the
division In pronunciation would fairly
college
Boston newspaper of a "southern
the time.

line

the

in

isitsKt

though he

egotists,

'Noisome growth drew her by con-

derstanding of a good
Mr. Russell incomprechildren to the mercies of a paid employe seems to
it develops
hensible. If an artist's child is thrown on its own resources,

It

of

Ronald Fraser In his "Flpwcr Phantoms" expresses the Idea that behind
ordered plants and prim labels Is lurking something
no less dangerous In
beauty itself." This passage has been
quoted approvingly as "words for worse
than terror."

Mr.
his intimate acquaintance with the "Beau Monde,"
children of artists do not fare worse
sell is forced to believe that the
governesses
than the children of society women, children for whom nurses,
and unana preparatofy schools are poor substitutes for the affection
mother. That women in society should leave their

From

wittiest

does wot always know It, sits In the
same chair as the heaviest of bores.
The Observer (L/ondon).

work."

discerament,

,

World Wags:

and I can no
It has happened again
God s name
longer contain myself. In
bromomaniac news writers

why must

been
any locomotive which has
"mogul.
wrecked or photographed a
Index
The word should head the
Expurgatorius of every self-respecting
newspaper.
type of,
A "mogul" is a particular
wheels and
engine. It has two leading
The drivers
six drivers; no trailers.
call

boiler has
are usually fairly small, the
capacity, and the engine

lar^e steaming
for freight service.
Is designed primarily
pictures a
Your last Sunday edition

to hau
Boston & Albany engine ready
legend callb
the Cleveland Limited. The
a
really
is
it
but
"big mogul."
It a

designed for
"Pacific" type locomotive,
steaming
high speed and sustained
,
She is the
loads.
capacity with heavy

let

the motor roar.

THE PHANTOM L01

As the World Wags:
parson
wonder if that shooting
I
notches in the
down in Texas cuts the pulp^.
the
on
butt of his gun or

^^

COPLET THEATRE—"On

the

Hir-

by
ing Line,"
Harvey O'Hlggins and Harriet Ford.
The cast:
a farce

Sherman Fessenden
Ronald Oliver
William Capron

StBve Mack
jUtchie
Rosalind Fee'senden

Dorothy Fessenden
Pansy Crapon
Mrs. Ritchie

.'

three- acts,

In

Wordley Hulse

O.
.

Alan Mowbray

5.°/'"*",

Cannon

Edmund

Georgre

Victor Tandy

Katherine Standin?

T^on«
]\,ntt„^J?"*
Elspeth Dudreon
the
defy
It really Is. I
•b'^.Y

-

a scream.
determined old grouch that ever
lotunhered the earth to sit through those
three nonsensical acts without his face
It's

Itnoat

As
Into one continuous grin.
ordinary mortals, we chuckled
loud
aasA snickered and guffawed out
«v«ry minute the curtain was up.
"On the Hiring Line" rotates about
tba efforts of a couple of country

emoWng
for ns

dwellers to obtain and keep servants.
The husband, who wants to stay In

tbe country, whereas his wife loathes
has
he
thinks
surfoundlngs.
elved the problem by hiring a private
detective and' his wife to act as butler
•ad cook. He gives as an oft-hand
rural

reason for employing them that he has
been receiving some anonj'mous letters^
Tfce butler-sleuth finds a love letter
which the man of the house wrote
himself to his own wife. In his courting
days, but which he has completely forThis missive Is attributed to
gotten.
an actor friend of the lady. Built on
this foundation the usual tangled web
of cross purposes, rapid shifts of emphasis, absurd situations, are swiftly
fabricated with the whole neatly dovetailed together and flavored with peppy
lines Innumerable.
One cannot subject such a play to
any solemn analysis. Enough to say
that it went over with a swing and a
ure-fire precision that made the performance a certain success from the
opening. Mr. Hulse was the keystone
of the arch and was admirably supported by the Copley players who again
demonstrated that the lighter touch In
things dramatic Is theirs indeed.

— —

—
garter

180
ball
Cello and Mary start the
some
rolling at Keith's this week with
Cel o
Van
feats.
"foot
remarkable
varihandles with precision and grace
and
ous sizes of barrels with the balls
'

;

by
toes of his feet, and Mary helps out
handing him the necessary equipment.
Uttle
Next in line is Lillian Roth, a
a
ladv with lots of personality and
"bob" that is individual and different.
numbers
She sings the typical "hot"
and sandwiches in a heartrending ballad
with a sad, sad patter, without which
no routine would be complete.
Paul Youcan follows her in a dance
Ths
act which he staged and devised.
two girls with him are excellent, with
partner,
his
special mention going to
and Mr. Youcan's own solo.
Oliver and Olsen, old favorites, clown
through an act with plenty of good ecMeehan's canines are
centric dancing.
The poodles and terriers go
next.
through about the regular stunts of
animal acts, but the wind-up, leaping
hounds, do some spectacular jumping
and Mr. Meehan is showman enough to
know just how to place their jumps.
Ford & Cunningham have dialogue of
an argumentative nature that keeps
everybody laughing. They are first rat©
Ida May Chadwlck, the
entertainers.
star of the bill, America's champion
tap dancer, appears in her particular
She has six blondes with
line of work.
her that do some unusually good ensemble tap dancing. Miss Chadwick is
in a class by herself when it comes to
buck and wing and the like, however,
Next to the closing were the 'Call-

|

i

A-

training.

T.

!

.

A

John Hope's "The StallPlates of the Knights of the Order of
(Constable, West1348-1485"
the Garter

j

|

animal

i

j

.

resent,
!

terials

]

!

couple seated

my

am

I

1

j

1

name which other

writers have arventure to add
to what has been said about him Is that
the new design for Hampton Court was
founded on the yal© which appears as
All that I will

his sinister supporter In the etall-plate
of JoljA' Beaufort, third Earl of Somer-

the

'

Christ's

College,

I 'done

In

2

i

I

i

state's

I wish I had the wings of a sparrow,
I'd fly through the air like a bird;
I'd fly to the arms of my mother,
And then I'd lay me down and die.

;

Inelegant, but oh! so bathetic!

M. C.

of school children
alibis of office boys

Th© Inventiveness
renowned

On© reads of men' and women who
enjoy "camping out." Not In so-called
camps that are in reality sumptuously
equipped summter cottages In which the
luxurious kings of Persia would have
found pleasure, but the true camps
Inconveniences,
with all th© ancient
whether tfto sleepers He in a tent or
for the

camper
writes:

a form

pleasure: this taking of Immense
pains in order to be exquisitely uncomfortable.
I often wonder what would
be said If criminals at th© Old Bailey

Chorus:

or the

/;

of

Sad, sad and lonely,
Sitting In my cell all alone.
Thinking of the days that have gone by
And the days when I done wrong.

F.

pretti-

under a roof of boughs.
Quoting an ar»Jcle from Help
Camper—and the old-fashioned
needs help-^Mr, Arthur Machen
"And this Is supposed to be

chain.

,

Psalms by frivolous

ness of sing-sons."

prison.

to

TRACY

nity of the

And seven more years must I serve.
man In an alley
And stealing of his gold watch and

behold It when partly built, and, looking
out of a window, saw the dean call a
faulty Scholar to correction; to whom
she said 'Lente, lente!' 'Gently, gently,"
as accounting it better to mitigate his
punishment than to procure his pardon;
mercy and justice making the best medley to offenders." She died before the
finishing of St. John's College. Fuller
punr»ed on Beaufort and her mother
Beauchamp: "So that fair-fort and fairfield met In this lady who was falrbody
and falrsome, being the exactest pattern
of the best devotion those days afforded,
taxed for no personal fault but the
errors of the age she lived In." Bishop
Fisher, In his funeral sermon likened
her to Martha and stated tnat "she had
thirty kings and queens (let he himself count them) within the four degrees
There is a picof marriage to her."
ture of her in this history of Cambridge, but nothing is said by Fuller
or his editor about her coat of arms.

I

Ruskin detested Mendelssohn as
composer. OTice, at Oxford, the latter ?
"Oh, for the Wings of a Dove," had
been given. Ruskin jumped up, flapped
his gown about in burlesque flying and
"poured out a volley of wrath against
•'the demoralization of the solemn dig-

For holding up a

-

Americans may come
bridge in hundreds
have doubted Raquel?

the

—

i

'

could

.

years

seven

served

of violets.

how

.

They have tried In London the experiment of music suggesting a film. Thus
"Memories" certain famous songs
in
were enacted and sung at the same
time. The singer was invisible.

Notes and JLiInes:
Here are the verses, as I know them,
of the "Prisoner's Song" which I heard
about 10 years ago;
I once had a father and a mother.
They lived In a cottage by the sea;
I once had a sister and a brother
I wonder If they ever think of mo.
I've

.

.

ence.

wrong.
have been thinking of tho days gone
by me
have been thinking of the days when
1 was young.

I

1

when

.

|

Miss Darre htd ths civrage io F~y
all the fiv/e piano concertos er SalntSaens In one concert. It Is r.ot easy
to say whether this was the severer
pianist or auditest for composer,

-

thinking of th© days

.

.

i

.

.

dashing over

thinking of th© daj's that's gone

by me,

"History Of the University of Cambridge," a new edition with notes by
James Nichols (1840). "On);e the Lady
to

bunch

alone

cell all

.

.

—

ler's

or even to question the conclusions with
regard to his nature and the origin of

knight of

am

I

j

ROUGE-ARC POURSUrVANT

tion of tho yale was placed upon the
brldg«.
I am not prepared to dispute

a

I

which

There are pleasant notes noout Lady
Margaret Beaufort in old Thomas Pul-

Margaret came

.

Sad and forlorn

on heraldry, does not Include the word
yale In Its Index; even Randle Holme's
"Academy of Armory" (1688), appears to
be silent about this beast, although It
-tells us about the nependis, the mlnocane, the lamya, and the wonderful pig
of the ocean.

his

"Leopards of England and Other Papers
on Heraldry." (Constable, London, 1913).
Opposite page 48 Ib a picture of the yale;
the horns, which resemble those of an
Ibex, arise from over the eyes and curve
outward and backward. The Rev. Mr.
Dorllng says: "Much Ink has been spilt
and many quIIIs spoilt since 6ur concep-

picture."

Sitting In

Somerset's stall-plate. Lady Margaret
died in 1509; her tomb in Westminster
Abbey, Illustrated In "The Cambridge
Portfolio" opposite page BOO, shows her
effigy, and crouched at her feet a little
animal resembling a horse, except that
the only hoof that shows Is cloven; It
has a short mane; no tusks appear, and
no horns, but tho latter may have been
broken off.
The heraldic antelope as figured by

i

An aged

timer worn slate; but when Americans
come trooping over the bridge in dozens
and order the best there is . one
Such
fears for the continued quality.
fears were mine when the curtain rose
upon Raquel. "It's not as though this
were any night of the week, in Paris,"
"Just look at
I found myself thinking.
this audience, demanding to be shown,
seeking
in this one
unbending stiffly,
small creature the fancies which a hundred minds have imputed to her. How
can anyone, so heralded, overcome a
certain attempt at calculated effect?"
Thus I troubled for one, two numbers.
Then the inevitable happened. A slow
a
glistening
lowering of the lashes,
who can say what U Is
smile
I
became
conquered me completely.
a mad cavalier, whose heart might have
been purchased for the sum of a small

'Tls hard to be shut In state's prison
Away from your heart's best delight,
,Wlth only a brick for a pillow
'And grated barred windows for light.
Lonely and sad.

Fox-Davles In his "Complete Guide to
Heraldry" shows a cloven-hoofed animal without tusks, armed with a hookshaped projection on Its nose and a pair
of saw-edged nearly straight horns; it
has a mane, tufts of hair on chest and
stifles, and a long, tufted tall. But this
"complete" guide, like most othfcr books

adoption of
SMnerset has not yet been explained,
but It may be for his earldom of Kendal
and partly be a rebus (Kend-eale)."
Th© Rev. E. B. I>orllng, who designed
the beasts on the bridge at Hampton
court. Including the yale which Mr.
Sjipley has criticized, has written a
description of "The King's Beasts at

cately flavored Tomate Farcle and succulent Poulet a la Maison for a trifling
suhi ,^^added -by the pronrietor on his

"Enclosed please find words as we
sang them for the 'Prisoner's Song"
many years ago, over 30, I know. It
was the pretty tun« music we all admired. And when I worked in a canning shop n^any of us would hum the
music of 'Prisoner's Song' together for
hours. I wish we migjit revive some
old songs, for surely they had very
sweet tunes."

lead one to question whether th©
cut is an accurate representation of the
arms over the gateways of the colleges,
especially as the Rev. Mr. Dorling's
statement Implies that these beasts resemble the supporter In the Earl of

'

•

us:

to

founded

look,

^

Speaking of old songs. Mrs. Elizabeth
Sargent of North Berwick, Me., writes

In

Beaufort

Margaret

Notes and Lines:
All very well for the chosen few to
seek out that little place on the Isle
Saint Louis, where one may eat deli-

j

.

a ram's head

may

The
the beast by the duke of

who was made

common

They have a very modern

aeological Journal, IxvlU, 173, ia9.

set,

this

though hampered by his maand the fact that his work was

It Is quite
rolls to find

Lady

-

hla

and the

Christ's and St. John's Colleges In Cambridge In 1505 and 1511, respectively. In
'"The Cambridge Portfolio," edited by
Ithe Rev. J. J. Smith (1840) on page 493
(is a cut of her arms; the supporters are
'two antelopes which look much like the
gazelles of natural history. Their horns
are not long, slightly wavy, and tapering; there are no tusks, beard or mane,
and the tall Is short and not bushy.

John Hope's "Heraldry for Craftsmen
and Designers" (Macmlllan, New York,
1913) says:
"For a full account of the*
yale or teale see papers In The Arch-

rived at.

profile,

—

j

Poseidon Hicks, Jr., may be Interested In this reference to th© yaloi a
foot note on p^ge 206 of W. H. St.

]

In

morial

Aa the World Wags:

In

shown

early arin prothe
file with one horn curving forward,
attempt
crude
evidently
a
other back
to Introduce a little perspective.

flat.

contribu-

published

Is

horns, springing from the back of the
head, are placed side by side; the right
horn curves forward," the left back. As
stated, the Rev. Mr. Dorllng says they
curve "strongly outwards"; and that
really appears to have been what th©
designer of the stall-plate tried to rep-

!

THE YALE OR EALB

Court,"

St.

minster, 1901), plate LVIII; Mr. Hope
calls the supporter an antelope; he gives
the date of the plate as about 1440. The

\

;

by their open cottage window on aj
Sabbath eve, listening to the nearbyj
church choir singing a vesper hymn.)
They think of their past. Their child-j
hood days. Lovers' days. Wedding day.!
Later the lullaby times. Later theirl
son's departure from home. Where Is!
my wandering boy tonight. His return
Silver threads)
to home sweet home.
among the gold. The end of a perfect
day. -In the sweet bye and bye. Note,
old time melodies are used to portray

far better Illusthe heraldic antelope.
tration of this stall-plate Is to be found

W. H.

rAquel again
;

C. Walter Wallace, a Philadelphia organist, believes In program music or he
would not have written this argument
for his "Tone Picture: Memories of
Life":

"Description:

In

November.

server (I..ondon).

John Beaufort, third
Ie Illustrated, somein H. G. Stroehl's
inadequately,
what
"Heraldlscher Atlas" (Hoffmann, StuttLX,
figure 1; Stroehl
gart, 1899) on plate
describes the beast as an early form of

ford dictionary, dictionaries of art, books
about natural history In Shakespeare's
time and other aids to the Ignorant;
he failed Mr. Hicks.
But Mr. Hicks need not burs*. In Ignorance. One of our correspond^ts now
sounds lustily the bugle of relief.

Hampton

Institution of the New
to revise
York Follies in the direction of reticence.
over
Tt Is always commendable to turn
a leaf: even If only a fig-leaf.— The Ob-

the

stall-plate of
Earl of Somerset,

in

—

Raquel Meller will sing In Boston

and sang with the Carl Rosa
now at Covent Garden.

Mr. Zlegfeld announces his Intention

.

.

land so well that she made her home
here, btit to the last she kept her resolution in regard to the "antlpatriotic
beverage." The Dally Chronicl*.

.

The

by Poseidon Hicks, Jr., reading an
article In a London newspaper about
the "Tale" apparently one of the English King's beasts, wished to know more
about th© appearance and habits of tho
animal.
His research was fruitless.
Mr. Herkimer Johnson, to whom appeal was made, consulted the huge Ox-

,

.

hood by the story of the Boston teaships that she took a vow never to
drink tea. Later she came to love Eng-

opera company,

before him."

tlon

i

bass, named Perkins.
Raymond Roze, composer and
sojourned in Boston
dead,
now
director,
as a member of the staff of the. Boston
opera company. Her second husband
was Henry Mapleson.
Marie Roze was on© of the first to
take the part of Carmen In this country.
About 1882 she made England her dwell-

been
century

preju-

antl-Brltish

dices. This was Mme. Antoinette Stirling, who was so stirred In early girl-

Tholr son,

ing place,

shedding

entirely

was an American

associated for more
.
by
.
beasts were modelled
Mr. George Wilson, an artist who combines with a genuine love of heraldry a
real appreciation of Its decorative caHe took the utmost pains to
pacities.
interpret the designs that were placed

/^/ zr
Some time ago our valued

a

than

am, is promoting pro-British feeling.
But there Is one instance on record of
a notable American lady who still forswore tea on patriotic grounds after

Marie Roz©, who died recently, was a
charming woman and. Art accomplished
singer. She first sang at the Opera-Comhusband
Ique, Paris, In 1865. Her first

had

creature

strange

.Slates,

Ur.iteil

lared with a crown and chained, and
we added those qrnaments to ours

This

in tea-drlnklns
says Sir Charles High-

at

.

(

ers.

j

stall-plat©

His

colleges at Cambridge. Henry Fltzroy,
Duke of Richmond and Somerset, who
one
died In 1536, also had the yale as
was colof his supporters, but his yale

'

Humming Birds," a trio of singBesides the ability to harmonize,
they introduce novelties and original
features In many of thelc, songs that
delight the audience. They are a bit
too generous with their encores, however, and would finish stronger if they
left their audience wanting more. The
Blum Trio close the bill In a series of
gymnastic poses that show proficiency

f'omla

Of

and created Duk© of

1443.

represented very nearly after the fashIon of a heraldic antelope. He is white
spotted yAth bezants, having hooves Of
gold, a pair of golden horns curving
strongly outwards, a huge pair of golden tusks and a golden beard and mane
and short tufted tail. Two such monsters support the shield of Lady Margaret Beaufort, Henry VUI's grandmother, over the gateways of her two

Van

:

in

Windsor is on© of the very few medla©VB.I plates to show arms with supporters.
On It tills mysterious monster Is

tImEEHAN'SDOGS

:

1440

Ih

Somerset

—

during the baseball season must pale
before the latest tale Of a chorus girl's
creative imagination.' The stage manager of a current Shubert production
the other day received a note from one
reading thus:
ladies
of the chorus
"Please excuse me for not attending
today's matinee as I am sick in bed
with a bad attack of typhoid fever.
However, I will positively be around
for tonight's performance." The New
yorker.

—

were sentenced, not to

Jail,

but to a

Supcourse of sports arid pastimes.
posing the judge said: 'John Smith, I
can only regard you as a monster of
cruelty, on whom leniency would be
wasted. The sentence upon you Is that
you go Into camp for the remainder
You may say that the
of the summer.
cold, wet and exposure are likely to be
your constitution. I
a
man
of
fatal to
agree that such is the case: but you
should have thought of that before you
endeavored to burn your unfortunate
"
wife alive.'

A PRAYER
(For As the World Wags)
Let me be gentle In my judgment. Lord!
I know not mine own heart, how can
I others know?
W
A light leads some along a well-blazed

.

trail.

The
gnol,

latest shocker at th©
Paris, is "Le Spectre

The scene

'

1

Is

Grand Gul-

Sanglant."
a madhouse, where every

night for some weeks a phantom has
appeared and strangled one of the patients. At last they, seeing the officials
helpless, agree to watch. The phantom
enters. They seize him. One of them
gouges. out his eyes. They pull oft his
shroud. Lp, the phantom is the headdoctor,

madder than

a.ny>

patient.

lost
While,
others go.

In

forest

darkness,

can find no means to help hln> on.
Let me not Judge my fellow-man, but

It I

pray.
J"
are traveling on the self-same
road;
Through suffering, and alone, hell
find the way.

We

all

AGNES WBJLCH.

—

'
)

DUSTING OFF THE OLD ONES

THE RETORT COURTEOUS
(Journal

Am.

A«8.

Meci.

)

'

House Surgeon (telephoning from Insane asylmii and getting ver>' angry at
'nefflclency and Impertinence of telephone gil l) Do you know OThoiii you are

—

was congratulating him.

Sweet
where you

know

I

are.

WHY GENTLEMEN PREFER
BLONDES
(From the Saturady Evenln? Post)
"Her breath was coming in little hot
pants and there was a hurricane blowing up behind either serene gray eye
and a cyclone behind her teeth that
made them Chatter a little already."
The book s^s she was red-headed.

JkD^

B.

THE-DEATH OF A FIEL^
At first, some lawyers in a musty room,
With title deeds and warrants smugly
sealed,

and pro-

Passed the death sentence
nounced the doom
Of one more country field.

And

rough workmen came and

then,

my

killed

They cut

It

field;

up and

dark

laid Its

soil

bare;
No longer will the sweet wild fiowers
yield
Their fragance to the air.

ROT BISHOP.
A STRONG PERSONALITY

.

'(HlgbUnd

N.

Falls.

Y..

News.)

that Papetto was
setting the electric wires, and In doing
so had Inserted a wrong wire, closing
As he^ was directly
the firing circuit.
at the point of explosion, he received
the full effect of the terrific charges
which practically destroyed his entire
body.
Smith, farther away, was less
the explosion, which,
susceptible
to
though It killed him, did not destroy

The presumption

is

personality.

his

Consider how contendedly (the Engcertain
called
allow
criminals
cooks to misuse that noble vegetable,
the cabbage. Lately, In an English hotel, I was handed a dish of sodden stuff,
lish)

which a yallery-greeiieiy water
slowly dribbled.
Instantly my tongue
was on fire, and I demanded, with the

from

warmth with which
what
to complain,

I

am

accustomed

oozing mass
might be. My companions as one person, regarded me as a low fellow, a
curiously-bred creature who could not
be content that he got any cabbage at
all! ... I heard them muttering to each
other that I came from Belfast. That,
they said, explained everything. Thereupon they began to eat the unsavory
stew, while I crept away Into-^a corner
and read the latest issue ofi the Mask.
ST. JOHrt KRVINE.

"Mountain

this

climbers

should

travel

lightly."

When

Albert Smith and three friends
set out for the top of Mont Blanc, each
one was accompanied by four guides.
Twenty porters carried the provisions
which were as follows: 20 loaves, 10
cheeses, four legs and four shoulders of
mutton, six pieces of~"beef, one of veal,
four dozen fowls, and many accessories
jincluding chocolate, sugar, dried fruits,
60 bottles of vln ordinaire, some dozens
of finer wines as champagne, and three
bottles of cognac.

THE IRONY OF
Baldwin,

Mr.

Dawes.

Is

IT
Vice-President

like

known by

his

When

pipe.

of the Cabinet met the T. U.
C. representatives at 10 Downing street,
the night of the Saturday on which
the strike was decided upon, Mr. Baldwin put In front of him on the table a
It was labeled
large tin of tobacco.

members

Lucky

Strike."

A MEDICAL PROBLEM
|As the
'

World Wags:

me

A

brother practitioner tells
ought to buy a new car;

he

that J
says

don't like to have a small,
shabby car stand before their door.
Does suc1 wonder If this Is true.
cess depend on the car one drives rathIs a
er than on the pill one gives?
modern car preferable to up-to-date
patients

;

The more

think of it
I know a man who started out with a
one-horse buggy; now he drives a 40
His first auto was a "oneh. p. sedan.
»^ung" something-or-other; now he ha.s
success bring the cars
Did
eight.
an
or did the cars bring success?

treatment?

I

Turn the matter about.
having a patient drive up

I

don't

mind

my

office

to

If
a
a prosperous looking car.
brother (or rival) physician sees It
really
not
angrry.
I
I
am
there,
standing
like to have the patients with the big
cars, but do I give them any better
to the Fords and
I give
pills than
Imotorcycles? Perhaps I do.
new
car, and I advise
Yes, I'll get a
my patients to do the same.
ASPIRIN.
T^xington.

in

—

<

1

1

'Your father's

speech, of course; magnificent, superb!'
Labouchere's father had been dead for
a long time; but. polite as ever, he In(luired, 'And where did you hear him?'
•In the Lords, of course,' replied the
'Dear me,' said Labouchere,
stranger.
'we often wondered where he had gone
^
to.' "
„
'

The Herald readers have been

Mr. Jerome K. Jerome, the novelist and playwright, i/ in hot water
because he asserte<3 in an article
that there were no bathrooms in
London homes before 1886. This
statement leT! to a controversy on
the subject: V^en did the English
contract the habit of taking morning
It is stated that Windsor
baths?
Castle was without bathrooms in the
time of Queen Victoria; that Lord
Dunraven returning from the United
States in 1886 brought with him an

the

He

bathed.
ot

hat
For many years the
Fourth
Americans constituting what
bone and
of July orators called "the
washsinew of the republic" was a
were
the kitchen. Bathrooms

increasing,
or a symptom of
luxuriouswasteful
extravagant,
considered
ness? A "family tub" is
Boschot revulgar, yet as Adolphe
has bemarked: "The superfluous
necessary to certain maniacs,
civilized,

because

they

needs and habits that other
not have."

do

besn more
than by Harriett
vividly
described
.Scanlan In her New York letter to the
Indianapolis

hospitality

the

rare

rapier

of

hospitality

Main

St.

Marie Bashklrtseft wrote In 1884 that
she should not live long enough to
be famous, her Journal would be Inter-estljig to the psychologist. "The record
of a woman's life," she said In the preface to this Jpurnal, "wtltten do^'^n day
by day, without any attempt at concealment, as If no one In the world
were ever to read It, yet with the purpose of being read, Is always interesting; for 1 am certain that I shall bo
found sympathetic." Her confldcnce in
She has
hersetf was not misplaced.
found a host of readers not professional
psychologists. E. P. Dutton & Co. publish a "new and revised edition," the

i

'If

"third printing" since 1S19.

Marie

lives

by what she hoped and
what she
any ask whether she had

strove to do, rather than by
did.

if

a painter. Perhaps sorixe won^
der whether her acquaintance with the
Latin authors was close or distant. She

KNIFE AND PEAS

read for tho frank arpressicn of hrf
for her naive selfvaluation; for the chatter about her
girlish love affairs, her yearning for
affection, her snobishness in the choice
of an ideal lover; for her long shrlnking from the embrace of death; for her
br.ave devotion to Bastien-Lepage. We
doubt If anyone was l«(d to read this
journal because Gladstone called it "a
Gladstone
book without -a parallel."
was reckless in writing postal-card endorsements. Marie still lives because
she had the courage to bare her soul.
Was her character complex? She was
now religious, now sceptical; now on
the heights, now in" tho depths; she
excites pathological as well as psychological interest. One is not greatly impressed by her mental acquirements as
revealed In her criticisms on literature
and art, but finds pleasure in her estimate of her personal attractiveness,
her description of her suitors, her fears,
her despair, her wild regrets when
phyBiclans finally told her the truth.
:S

As the World Wags:
The question of eating peas with a

amazing egoism;

spoon, discussed in your column, brings
to my mind the experience of an old
acquaintance as related to me by him.

he said, "terrible fond o'
green peas," and had been invited to
tho minister's house to dinner where
the chief dish, to hi.'? mind, was of
tresh peas from their garden. He wanted to be polite and knew better than
to use his spoon as he did at home so
he made an attempt to break the peas
with his knife. It was not one of the
urved "pea-knives" which Mr. Arthur
Machen remembers, but of the common

Few

talent as

He was as

j

variety. The old gentleman is
palsied. Before he could get
the peas to his mouth, he said "every,

table

somewhat

was shook off" and he was
"aggravated about to death." His hostess, seeing his torment, tactfully suggested that he use a spoon, as she was
doing. He then settled down to the solid
comfort of eating his peas in sensible
dratted one

Open the Journal at random. The
to Mario, was tho material
woman par excellence. Venus and the
Magdalen were blondes at least Marie
so saw them; the brunette "may remain
pure and divine in our thoughts." She
extols the reddish gold hair and mouswith whom
tache of the Duke of H
she was In love as a very young girl.

fashion."

blonde,

Mr. A. G. Learned sends us from Orleans a rough sketch of a pea-knife invented by him "for our little group of
serious marrow fat pea eaters." His

—

knife, "beautifully carved out of bone,"
has seven hollows in the blade for the

peas. Mr. Learned assures us that these
knives are now used by "our best peo-

,

ple."

I

An Englishman, Mr. Robert Cast, purchased recently at auction half a dozen
plated forkfe, "which," as he writes, "I
can only describe as webbed; for between each prong there runs almost to
the point a groove which connects each
It seems pretty
prong to the other.
obvious that they had been designed for
eating peas, but they were not apparently very old, and may have been of

"How

Yet In a Vermont village of the Sixties
we sat at table in a farm house and
saw the hostess dish out butter with a
spoon, in spite of the fact that, as there
been down
sv-as no ice, the butter had
the well.

One of the best stories about peas
Thackaten with a knife is told by

>late; how years afterwards
man was
ivas restored when the same
seen not spearing peas, but lifting them
gracefully with a fork.

As the World Wags:
Yesterday I was introduced
I

asked what

I

to a dear
supposed wa?

man wh»

attention of any psychical society, or
investigating committee.
Soon afterwards Mario admitted to herself that she was far from being ugly:
"I am slender, but fully developed, well
rounded, perhaps too much so. I compare myself with all the statues I see,
and I find none of them with contours
as rounded, or with hips as large as
Two years
mine.
Is this a defect?"
later she wrote: "My figure like that of
a Greek goddess, my hips too much like
those of a Spanish woman, perhaps; my
bust small and perfect in shape; my
feet, my hands, and my childlike coiuitenance of what use are they, since no
She was constantly
one loves me?"
thinking of a possible, ideal lover, but
she found something to laugh at in the
men she met. As a youn^ girl she dal"To die
lied with Uioughta of death.
while singing some beautiful air of
also
she
Horner,
read
If
she
Verdi."
read Ouida, and would have gladly accepted the lot of Gioja in "Ariadne."
Mario's copy of Hvy was bound In
green.

—

a friendship was broken
when an acquaintance pursued with a
a
tnife green and slippery peas on

How

old lady.

possible to love a

smug Harvard

foreign make."

fjray:

is It

dark, ugly, extremely thin?"
There was an extraordinary meeting
with Alexis, the clairvoyant, worthy the
is

friendship;

News?

appears that a Mrs. Johnson, "the
charming Indianapolis soprano," was a
guest In New York of a former Hoosier,
Mrs. Hunt, of whom Miss Scanlan
given to few ... to
writes:
"It
Is
It

^^•leld
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Girls object more than ever to vaccination because it's so h*rd now to
find a place where the scar won't show.

|in

^'Has ""western

COBLER FUNERAL HOME,

or

have

men

mount importance.

(Fayetteville Observer)

tion,

more

the walls are high and yellow,
in the rain.

Oh, the walls are high and yellow,
and they mottle in the rain;
My Itching fingers drew a gat
and a thousand years of pain.

tub in
houses of
not common even in city
was
bathtub
A
sixties.
early
the
it was
although
pride,
with
exhibited
loused only on Saturday night,
with
day, one reads of "bungalows
(The newly
four or five bathrooms.
clamors for
arrived domestic servant
civilizaIs this progress in
one.)

Falln Gazette)

HILL

profession
IiV^the practice of our
of dignity, courthe fundamentals
o( paraare
experience
tesy and

A

delighted in describing the foreignWhen
er's hatred of soap and water.
the Crystal Palace was opened,
Punch pictured two Frenchmen
standing before a wash bowl^ and
"curipitcher wondering how that
hero
ous machine" was used. The
aft^ his
of the novel rose prepared
He was
cold bath for daring deeds.
more heroic standing in the 'hat
had
with sponge in hand than if he
a set
been sprawling or squatting in
There is no disputing the
tub
Englishman
the
that
statement

J.

so Important for
"It is not nearly
it Is to be
one to get there first as
having arable to stay there after

A specialist is one who has his
patients trained to become ill only In
general practitioner
his office hours.
golf
is likely to be called off to the
course at any time.

of the late eighties of the last cen-

superior,

JAMES

OUR DOCTORS

tury made the acquaintancev of a
j"hat" brought irfto the bedi oom with
cans of water. The "hat" was
known to strangers in lodgings.
Absence of bathrooms did not
bring in the reproach of uncleanliThe Englishman traveling on
ness.
the continent often took his "hat"
with him, especially when he was to

SO PERMANENT"

IS

(From the Niaeara

(Kansas City Star)

and water bottle. Not a jyord
about a room set apart for bathing.
American visitors in London hotels

who think themselves

"DEATH

dawn In a smelly tin
and a sodden piece of bread;
1 11 make a hundred thousand shirts
and never wear a shred.

'pug

come

^

Coffee at

philosophical!

spend a summer in Switzerland.

^

For fifty years I'll go to bed
and count but twenty stars;
For fifty years I'll rise at dawn
and count a thousand bars.

Rumford."
Count
of
Southey described a chest that held
water
Ithe basin, soap, tooth brush,

Detroit newspaper)

(From a

and they mottle

without knowledge. Robert Southey,
masquerading as Don Manuel Espriella, visiting England about 125
years ago, gave a minute description of the inside and the furniture
of an English house, from the parlor carpet to the kitchen range, "con-

HED.

M. T.

Jones, Madt"""
Dr and Mrs. Alfred F. together with
avc .SB., win sail June 29,
club for a
the American Gynecological
Denmark, Norsex weeks' trip through
England.
way, Sweden and

The sheriff loaded me up with lead,
and the judge with a prison collar.

Oh, the walls are high and yellow,
and they mottle in the rain.

man

APROPOS Of'gyNECOLOGY

GAT GUSSIE
pumped my gat Into his guts
and the swag was a dirty dollar;

American bathtub.
Mr. Jerome probably did not speak

upon

nothing to answer.
"So'a your old

Iplieil:

I

('li,

'

was born

Inter-

ested In the old "Prisoner's Song" and
the more modern song of a prisoner,
one verse of which has apparently been
But this wall
lifted from the old one.
of a jail bird by an unknown western
poet Is of a different character:

She replied
.ir'oUl ago?
I
„ei- "To the fact that
"
I could think of
1844
Should 1 have re-

you
iln

belong to

time; that is, perhaps you
the literati, for example."

Wash, and Be Clean

structed
principles

in

besldus
us, enthralls us,"
liolng "versed as well In all of the
of
Bclonces
houspwifeiy arts and the
For all
rearing successful children."
the musically inclined the "latch string
"And the
is always out" at the Hunts.
list of eliglbles is' Increasing all of the
•Intrigues

•Labouchere asked why the stranger

talking to?

but

It also app'
with a sure hand."
that Mrs. Hunt has "an adequate
.Siio
jireesion of the wily emotion."

Ldmmons.

'

Operator— No.

.

Theodore Andrea Cook's "The
ISunllt Hours" Is a story of Ltfibouchere.
by a
IHe had been warmly greeted
the
the lobby between
Istranger in
House of Lords and the House of
Ill

i

|

'

incomplete
riie forthcoming volume of Memoirs would surely be
without this essay, but will Mr. Russell be allowed to insert it? We do not
refer to the publishers. Wagner's Memoirs were, edited, i. e., doctored,
by his wife Cosima.

6

182

"Musical
-vvithout fail publish his essay on
in Boston and London
appear
are
to
which
"Memoirs,"
Morality"
immorality ot a
next fail. The discussion is not about the morality or the
the saxophone
C,
D.
Washington,
instrument-in
musical composition or
concerning the morality ot
has been char{?cd with obscenity—; no, it is
qualified to speak on tins
singers and insU-umentalists. Who is better
and teacher of singing.
subject than Mr. Russell, operatic manager
of the Chicago
This essay was published in the Kivieru Supplement
Air

'

Henrv Kussell should

i

in ins

j

Mr.

ore can wear a
paBser-bv will atop or turn the head.
America is still regarded
"
\ foreigner in certain parts of England and
his wife in pubhc, he is liable
as a curiosity, and if he is seen kissing
to jail."

summed up

simple words:
doing openly what

in the

mticized for

Tl/TR.

,

racehorses, furniture.
as acquisitions, like paintings,

cumber the
down on the milli^^^Ii^WTiy does he
drawmg "an i^gly hne
a cowardly person frequently
the one who bears him affection
ia y who bears his name and
tne lady
between the
lofty pedestal, from which
^^1^

He

;

is

^

m

Those in
It's an old question.
Blonde or brunette?
Cleopatra;
up
bring
used
to
fascinators
favor of dark-skinned
We are told
but it is now determined that she was a blonde.
brunettes,
nature
by
were
Titian
by
painted
women
that the

i

S

the
leased for life, the other hired by
niniionaire are both paid; one is
to be
other
the
moral;
be
to
paid
month; one is
This is the type
^"digBant y.
No wonder that Mr. Russell exclaims
\et how fai is he
artists!
and
musicians
of, man who dares to censor

Titianesque. In a
skill with dyes and lotions made them
is a blonde worshipful as an exbeauties
dark-skinned
of
land

whose

dispatch from London assures us that British
judge from porportrait painters prefer brunettes if one may
Koyal Academy.
the
of
exhibition
traits of women in this year's
Prefer
"Gentlemen
of
author
the
Mrs. Anita Loos Emerson,
conam
"I
said:
reporter,
a
by
London
visited in
1 Blondes,"
time
better
really
men
a
give
girls
egoist
blonde
vinced that
falling in love."
than dark girls, who embarrass their escorts by

ception?

from them."
VVagnei,

at
food nourishes his body. Look
if he
Isolde
and
"Tristan
wi-itten
have
RusseT he could not
husband had
whose
We'sendonck,
Mme.
affair with
i nle

Mr

Wr

f

A

J

Mrs.
cryptic saying, one in need of commentary.
herself is dark.
suffer less
is acknowledged that brunettes

A
by conventional
for

obtaining

limitations.

'

•

;

a passport, but

it

.^^'^
not a

is

guarantee
guaid,ui,c

for

permanent

It

written before Mr. Russell's
"^^Twr-hasten to add that this essay was
marriage.)
recent and third

their fair sisters.

Mr. Ru^^^^T^es with Emerson
J^^ ."l^^^^^^jf
calls
drawn together by what Dr. Gaxnett
"self-elected,"
are
that lovers
artist,

It

appears from

from the
There are students of

;

gentlemen of
kind should be referred to the
after
souls
cultured
ttse
th. bfr" tl^e
then friends
stories would solemnly warn
cocktails and listening to spicy
artists.
all
arts and
against the dangers of all the

'"'"Si'maTtSfof'this

R^blrf

Emerson

envious years than
the brunette to
anthropology who prefer the stern acridity of
According to
blonde.
the
of
sweetness
the pulpy, saccharine
"light complected" male
the
contrasts
of
theory
Schopenhauer's
but this theoiy is
should wed the woman with raven tresses

'

an

\

are blondes.

millionaire making a mistress
Mr. Russell shows*the contemptible

t^^^T^^^^^^T^^^^^

Ameri-

his
sought refuge from the storm by saying that the scene of
"brunettes
only."
revue is in South America: hence his wish for
But some of the most beautiful Spaniards and northern Italians

gSv

Love, love, 'tis love
trenius of the musician, as

in his untiring "glorification of the

had

is

-terprising nobleman who
descends into the' arms of the first
shows to a few male
only
and
away
hides
comes al^ng; the second he
sin."
acquaintances—his conspirators

she

ZIEGFELD,

can girl," purposed to have a chorus of brunettes only for
He was quoted as saying that blondes are no
his next show.
that had
longer popular. This angered the blonde contingent
patriotic
and
laudable
his
in
Ziegfeld
aided and abetted Mr.
Goddard,
Paulette
Miss
for
as
strike,
of
a
purpose; they talked
"Our blonde comthe chairwoman of the strikers, remarked:
denied that he
Ziegfeld
Mr.
Thereupon
capital."
our
plexion is
disparaged blondes, strawberry, natural or peroxide; he

l|

wife and mistress only
The wretched millionaires too often regard

Our Henry

its

Blonde Vs. Brunette

We see him in the
Our friend, Henry, is nothing if not romantic.
cannot
s heart
woman
a
that
remembering
mmd-s eye sitting at his desk,
of
f-gmen
The
sale.
for
is
it
believes
be purchased even when she herself
voice a magic
some unfinished composition, the timbre of a ^futiful
^^^^^ of
woman's soul than all the iiche.
on the piano will arouse more love in a

^rround'

impose

to

—

are mostly foreign"Composers, musicians- and singers of distinction
not, as commonly supposed,
are
lives
Their
origin.
foreign
ers or of
sexual debauchery. Any
g";n up to riotous revels, vicious amusements, or
m this respect would
millionaires
with
compete
fttpmpt of musicians to
the musician is
romance
of
sphere
the
in
be doomed to utter failure. But
wealth."
often more fortunate than the man of

a Rockefeller."
What a beautiful thoughts

performances on

—

people's way of
Russell's definition of immorality is "Other
every
expression,
of
form
thought,
of
mode
living"' That is to sav, any
the charge of
manner of dressing different from others may bring with it
Australia, Canada the men
immoralitv. In New York, as in England,
alike; but ,n Pans, Rome, Madrid
look
to
wish
they
because
alike,
look
all
costume and no
velvet hat, a flowing cravat, any oriental

of the English-speaking people is
morality is
"It isn't done!" And so "musical
society considers should be done secretly.

this to say about theatrical

"Immediately any section of the community begins

Mr

The mentality

John Ervine has

opinions upon the rest of the community, tjTanny starts; and tyranny
ends in insurrection and the letting of blood and the disruption of the
State. I may lawfully play cricket, football, golf or tennis on Sunday.
picture
I may lawfully play cards. I may lawfully go to a concert or to a
gallery or to a cinema or to a cabaret or to a political meeting where the
vilest emotions of mankind may be stirred— or I may listen to a variety of
entertainments being broadcast. I may lawfully attend a 'private per
formance' of a play which the Lord Chamberlain has declined to license.
witness-thr
I -may do all or any of these things, but I may not lawfully
The cinema and the cabaret and the
public performance of a pilay.
concert and the B. B. C. are all trade rivals of the theatre manager, but
they are allowed to do what he is strictly forbidden to do. A man may
get drunk on Sunday, but he must not go to a theatre. He may tear
about the country in a motor -ear, but he must not go to the theatre. He
may embitter his mind with the oratory of party politicians, but he must
not go to the theatre. He may go to a silly entertainment in a hotel, but
he must not go to the theatre. He may listen to the Savoy Orpheans' Band
either in the Savoy restaurant or by means of wireless, but he must not
go to the theatre. He may" go twice to a London cinema on Sunday, but
he must not go to the theatre unless he consents to do so in a conspiraThis discrimination against the theatre manager is
torial manner.
imposes
iniQuiuou.s siot only because it is discrimination, but because it
benefits upon his trade
financial hardships on him and bestows financial
who would
Is tV.ere any other business man id the cammur.ity
rh'als.
P. H.
put up with this harsh treatment?"

Tribune.

to

St.

the English Sunday:

constantly disregarded.
Was the Shulamite, the beloved of King Solomon, apoloJerusalem that she was
getic when she told the daughters of

^^f^^^^^rl

upon her and she had
black but comely, for the sun had looked
a case of tan?
merely
it
Was
vineyards?
been keeper of the
Swinburne
haunted
that
words
in
her
Solomon extolled

^^.^^^^^^'^^^^

For

thou art fair, my
writing "Atalanta in Calydon": "Behold
within thy locks."
eyes
dove's
hast
thou
fair;
art
thou
behold"
on both brunettes
But Solomon no doubt cast benignant eyes
his example.
yand blondes, and the prudent man wiU follow
love;

artists."

"fixed ^on things
7ar above morals, with eyes
changing."
beautiful, immortal and ever
sine-ers and
episodes in the ^^^^
Yes, these more or less agreeable
Resem
promotions.
and
transfers
players are ever changing. Eternal

To Mr. Russell art

is

studying anatomy In Paris, she began
"One of my bureau
with the bones.
drawers is full of vertebrae ^human
ones. This Is frightful whan one thinks

—

"progressive dinner.
blances to progressive euchre, or a
Henry,
intellectual are for morals,
less
the
low-brows,
o"ly
And
their comic side.
have
They
pass.
Puritans
•ret these mouthing
wearied by ts own hypocrisy,
,

i

perfumed

tha other two
(But Parisian
paper, visiting cards."
noble damea, late In the ISth century
when there was a oraze for studying
medicine, would take a leg to dissect In
the coach for making visits.)

that

"society,
Henry loL ^or^ird^o a day when
of 'musical morality.
wUl emulate the refreshing manners

contain

"That
'T:

am

idiot

sorry

S

r"

to

have

kt-ssed her hand.
to confess that

kiss gave me pleasure, not because of tlie person who bestowed It,
but for many reasons. And after all,
one is only a wom.^n. I could still feel
this kiss upon my hand this mornins.
for it was not a kiss bestowed simply
through politeness. Ah, what creatures
young girls are! Do you suppose I am
in love with this young man with the
long nose? No, you do not?"
this

—

:

a thy

Sand

—

—though

the

or

Alarle'a

lal;

Onc can look forward to many pleasant ways of spending the long vacation,
the one that has no ending. There are
Jupiter's moons that might repay a visit.

(JeorgBB

TTlth

"Georges'*

it la

the

translator's

Marie disliked ''the equalizing of
otBS^s" by means of love a -countess
-9 with her valet.
Balzao, the two
Zola,
Daudet, Musset were
3,
eifocl

One would

—

^uch more

see

to

like

Saturn's

rings

from the planet Itself. Charles Dickens might be willing to tell Mr. Johnson whether Edwin Drood was murdered.
One might hear the true story
of the Mary Celeste and learn from
Casanova more about his talk with
Voltaire. The Man with the Iron Ma.sk
now shows his face without risk of
punishment, but Herman Melville is
silent when one asks him whether he
pilloried his mother in "Pierre," nor

to Marie's taste.

At Seville she found Spanish women
endowed with a grace not to be found

omens

other people. "Cigarette rollers,
woi^.i n wiio sing: In cafes, walk with the
all- nt a queen
.
captivating and
.
.

wonderful creatures." She went Into a
cic^ir factory.
"WTiat an odor prevails
If it was only that of the to1!ki!>:
bacco, well and good!
But the buildins' is crowded with women with bare
necks and arms, little girls, and chil-

Walt Whitman name

will

detained

that

hiJn

in

the

New

Perhaps In 3026 A. D. they

with the true artist the conception is
Imnioasurably superior to the power of
Then Marie decided that
execution.
painting was a miserable thing compared to sculpture.

The year before she died she wrote
that she had never been In love; the
having read
Stendhal's
next week
"li'^Vmoi: ," she wrote: "Klther I have
In love In my life, or I have
neve 1)never <" fied to be In love wltli an

new year. There are
books that should be read if
one is to pass In the crowd as a reasonably intelligent being.
"The book
that all are praising is not the book
for me." 'Better to reread the old
ones, "Moby Dick," Hakluyt's "Principal Voyages," a volume or two of
Dickens, and, above all, "Leaves of

:

several

.

Which

Imaginary being.

Is

lt7"

A

few months before she died she
exclaimed, reading Zola: "To gain the
love of Buch a man, what would not a

woman do?

Well, the affection
I felt for Bastlen-Lepage was the same
now
feel
for Zola, whom
as that which I
,

,

,

Grass."

have never seen, who l<i^_f0rty-five
old, and corpulent, and who has a
wife. I ask you If the men one meets
the men one is expected to
In society
not altogether absurd?
are
marry
What could I find to say to any one of
those the whole day long 7"
years

I

egoNstical,

re-

published in the new series,
"English Men of Letters," and Willlam Sloane Kennedy's "Fight of a
Book for the World" to be added to
one's Whitman shelf? Tes, though Mr.
Bailey's study, thoughtful, discriminative as It is, will not replace Bliss
Perry's admirable biography. Mr. Kennedy's book Is Indispensable, with its
pages about titles. Its index of dates,
the story of the various editions, the
reception of the quarto in 1855, the
amount of miscellaneous
surprising
matters of interest here first brought
And Mr. Kennedy himself
together.

Marie died in October, 1884, In June
she was reading the great poem of
"To understand this work
Lucralius:
gT(at concentration of thought la necMarie
added to this sage ree.ss:a-}'."
mark: "If I- had received a thorough
lid systematic education, I should be a
romarkable person."
tiho was, she Is, she will be, a remarkah'o person. If her education had been
rough and systematic," she would
bti.dly have been a prig.
S>TOpaas Bhe is even when most whimscatterbrained,

"Whitman,"

Bailey's

cently

—

—

amusing

Is

in his

comments; especially

abuse of the those with whom
he does not agree. When he describes
Christopher Morley as "a Blase, tobacconlzed, yet healthy nature," he Is in
his mildest mood.

by

de-

because her paintings were
voied by the Jury, she is a bit of
mental snobbishness is the
and
o,
a
w3t;; of all. Her Journal is aa feverish
{as were her thoughts and, life; yet she
poald observe and reflect vrUh dLsconShe could be eniooefting coolness.
on:J In a Journal; sentimental withawklshness. For years to come
will read, mourn her fate and wish
iiod known hof in the flesh.
nt

his

;

I

Mr. Kennedy publishes one story for
After the burial of
the first time.
Whitman an unknown "heavily veiled

—

-

,-'

.

.

A PRAYER
j

me my

(Jive

shelves of baoks, the hooks

A

seasoned

my

vintage

tobacco-Jar

mood a

In every

of

—a

the

fruitful

list of parodies, Mr. Kennedy
that some appeared In the Satjrday Press (New York) as early as
Yes and there were excellent
I860,
For
Vanity Pair in 1859-80.
jnes
me, there was a picture of Whitman
eixtingruishing with his: huge hat a
not be an
It would
oounterjumper.
easy task to give a list of all the
parodies or of all the musical compositions Inspired by Whitman's verse.
Mr. Kennedy mentions a few of the
latter, but not the Important works

In

I

pipe will prove

and

faithful friend

m

iAnd help my fiddle to a better tone:
It scrapes a bit unless the mute be on.

Hang me a
wall*

—

print

The woodcuts

or

my

two upon

of the 'sixties I adore;

And when In May
mer calls,

the dawning

sum-

Bring back my boyhood'* Joy In hlU
and moor,
To hear the wild bird singing In the

by Vaughan-Williams, Boughton, Bell.
Mr. Kennedy's book, a true labor
of love, one might say adoration, has
been reviewed in the The Herald.

blue

And

feel that
too.

Let

me

not

all

idle

the earth

be.

Is

heaven

me

Orant

the

fame

j

Of doing something,

eire

That shall

live after

me and

bear

my

name
With

credit

when

Whom

I

down the stream

of time,

all

have

loved

shall

silent

He

me

with

With folded hands beneath the churchyard

tree.

And when at

last I

hear the evening

bell.

May

there

and
"All

We

two

we

one beside

hand

shall
1

r

r

and

me

tried

well.
shall meet agraln,

whispering

j

dear

love,
I

head on Death's

unhopeful enter on my rest
H. M. WALBROOK-

STAY
This sign

two."
I

Apollinaire,

IN

BOSTON

As the World Wags

is

lay my
kind breast,

So
\r

be

true.

my

Holding

I

THEATRE —

"Meet

in

a bookshop thrills m»:

"Romance, Intrigue, Adventure.
Over the Week-end,
89o."

Rasch's "Pompadour Balthe
around
here
seen
Christmas holiday season. Is again
heading the program at Keith's. Miss
Rasch has several ballets out on the
ircult now, all of which she person.vlbertina

liet,'
I

I

I

'

the
three

,

Katherine Standing

May

Alice

Edi38

the Wife" Mr. Starling
has written a clever and amusing "onewoman" play, everj'thing and everybody
being subordinated to the sayings and
doings of Mrs. Gregory Lennox, who
holds the centre of the .stage for all
three acts. JTis.s Ncwcombe is, however,
abundantly equal to the situation and
last night she achieved a personal and
It i.s
professional success In the roll.
an extraordinary situation the playwhich,
not
wright has contrived, one

In

"Meet

garnished liberally with farce, might
have become most unpleasantly serious.

The

heroine, as she herself announces,

an out-and-out bigamist, but the
problem is satisfactorily solved for
stage purposes by the bland disappear,»nce of husband Ko. 1, after he has uniexpectedly turned up and remained in
view long enough to act as a benevolent good angel in getting his aaughter
married to the right lover.
Mrs. Lennox is a society woman,
pretty, charming. Impulsive, illogical,
whose attempts to "manage" things.
Including her own household go sadly
Bgley. Husband No. 1, tired of playing
second fiddle, and taking advantage of
earthquake, cuts
Francisco
the San
loose, changes his name and becomes
a successful author. Husband No. 2
In his turn held in subjection, remains

—

—

in

supposed author

society function, is
ghost of the past.
fat is in the fire in
tion ought to have

earnest.

The

Pompadour

!

face comedians?
Jay Dillon and Bettte Parker In
'Puppy Love" sing a little bit and clown
along "with it. Miss Parker has a great
deal of personality.
Kharum, the Persian pianist, plays an
'[arrangement of the Quartet from Rigolletto, one of the Liszt rhapsodies, Shubert's "March Militaire," and the Sextet
from Lucia (performed with the left
i

j

'

]

I

;

Ihand only) and other selections. His
touch was above the average one finds
in vaudeville and his Persian costume
lent an air of mystery to' the act that
the audience liked.
McRae and Mott add more nonsense
to the program, particularly the former
with Jiis idiotic manner of speech. Bert
Rule and Johnny O'Brien did all the
numbers one would expect to hear a
singing duo use, plenty of pathos and
The
lots of comedy and flag waving.
audience liked them.
did
Budd
Cariell
and
Gordon
Ruth
some first rate lariat throwing, Oakes
& Delour presented a dacing act in combination with an orchestra, and the LaI

situaj

j

I

!

;

,

niont

stored.

Trio,

first

rounded out the

The piece scintilates with good lines
and the action is full of brisk action.
Messrs. Tandy and Mowbray play the

rate

wire

bill.

parts of the rival spouses with charMr. Whorf, .ts
acteristic effectiveness.
the "half portion" protege of Mrs. Lennox, enacts a truly delicious bit of

Miss Standing makes a
caricature.
charming daughter and the others are
One canentirely competent as usual.
not refrain from commenting on the
succession of gorgeous hats and gowns
produced by the heroine in rapid sucTliey form a remarkable secession.
Altogether "Meet the AVife" is a
ries.
fast moving and altogether delightful
comedy.
This week's performances close the
season at
completely

The theatre,
redecorated and renovated,
the

announced

Ir,

Copley.

to

open

again
J.

September.

FISKE O'HARA

in

tnid-

E. P.

IS

Fiske O'Hara, the
1st,

was welcomed

his

native

walkers,
A. F.

/I

Like a Fishwife
j

I

Mr. Gordon Phillips, a graceful'
writer with a sense of humor, is surprised that no one has compiled a
dictionary of abusive terms, a vol

{

|

ume

entitled "Hard Words for High
Feeling." He finds a possible reason
for this neglect;
there are "two
standards of efficiency in a slanging
match. The vulgar prefer quantity
rather than quality 'Kep' on for ten
minutes, 'e did, an' never repeated
'isself once' is their highest tribute."
Kipling's heroes are thus proficient.
But quality is much more to be desired.
There are monosyllabic adjectivtus. that have the force of a
thrown brickbat: fool, ass, lout, dolt,
cnide, clown, crook. They admit of
rhetorical ornamentation. Then there
is a manner of leading up to the objurgatory- blast, the train of gunpowder that brings the explosion; as
Captain Marryat's boatswain, beginning, "Allow me to insinuate in the
most delicate manner in the world
that you are a
etc."

—

American balladto

in

i

confronted with the
Then, of course, the

been embarrassing.
The two husbands, nieeting, indulge in
a "pistols and coffee for two" affair,
which ends in their shaking hands and
Everylighting up cigars of amity.
thing "straightens out" and the play
ends with No. 2 shaken out of his
rut ;ind the status quo ante quite re-

Mme.

a
Its

.

his wife, inviting the
to be the lion at a

harness until

features.

has
for

the person of Evelyn Groves, stands out
Norree, an
for her grace and carriage.
extraordinary contortionist (how have
she been
or
has
the revu-es missed her,
in some?), performs almost unbelievable stunts with her body, and in spite
of the heat last evening her ease and
suppien-ass made the audience forget
Sam
about what hard work it was.
Krevoff, for instance, ,an excellent eccentric dancer In the same act, had
more vigorous mettiods not to be highly
appreciated when tlva audience has
reached the program-fanning stage.
Moss and Frye, colored comedians,
are back once more with their same ridiculous argumentative Una. "If three
7s are 21, how much are a lot of 9s?"
queries one, and on being asked by his
partner to state the exact number of
nines he means, ho replies, "All of
them, brother, all of them." This gives,
a general idea of what all the nonsense)
Isn't their line about the
about.
Is
"early bird catching th-3 worm," the pet
of Moran and Mack, the famous black-

.\lan

William
Gertrude Lennox
Doris Lennox

"Pompadour Ballet"

The

tyaautifuliy

chief

Mowbrny
Richard Whorf
Ednumd Goor?e
C. Wordley Hlllse
Jcpsamine Nowcombe

fhlllp Lord
Victor Staunton
'Gregory B^o^^n

stages.

costumed and
charm and dignity of motion

is

j

last

ally

I

Wife," a farcical comedy in
sets, by Lynn Starling.
The cast:
HaTTer Lennox
Victor Tandy

Boston Singer on Bill at Mass.
Avenue Playhouse

GulUaume

Evelyn Groves as Mme. Pompadour Featured Dancer

'

I

COPLEY

who

the late

1

past,

the

In

WELCOMED AT STATE

repeated It In good faith. (See his
published
posthu"Anecdotiques,"
mously this year.) It Is a pleasure to
attributed
to
know that the profanity
Whitman by Traubel in his published
conversations was probably Traubel's
ovm, for, to our own knowledge Traubel
was a habitual swearer. There Is a
place, there Is a time for robust swearing, but the oaths attributed to Whitman were so needless and feeble. These
volumes of "Conversations" are not tQ
be accepted blindly.

I

as

These are only random notes. It Is
a pity that he did not know of the
extraordinary account of Whitman's
funeral told by some Jocose American
to

the shadows

fall.

a

says

fast;

:

romance."

the

I

past)
Fill

ilady" with flowers visited his tomb,
|raln or shine or snow, every day for a
At the end of the year she
jyear.
{suddenly stopped coming. "Since there
lis no clue to the identity of the woman
I ftel safe in mentioning the incident
in the belief that the literary digs and
reporter Paul Pry's cannot desecrate

,

I love,

will,

Is

Are John

I

BALLET AT KEITH'S

i

cheer the
morning,
readers of The Herald in the
the
raising
and take up the burden of
oonMay
tone.
moral
community's
helpful to
trlbutors be as kind and
blm as they have' been to usl

will

Good resolutions are made %)T a va-

lALBERTINARASCH

George
gan three or four years ago. Mr.

woman

cation as for a

U.

OVER"

18

80 LONQ
And now perhaps we shall. have time
volume of the Enfirst
the
to finish
cyclopaedia Brltannloa, which we beRyan

1

bo that

DORIS

'

never bought so wildly,
never mortgnged blindly.
Never sold and never trusted
busted.
We had ne'er been broke and
H.''W. ABBOT.
Tarmouthport,

Orleans.

Mr. Herkimer Johnson do In the short vacation? He does
not swim, sail, motor, play golf or tennis.
He Is what the English call a
"booky" man, but one cannot read
from morning till night. He has asked
us to visit iftm, but his meals are
Irregular; too philosophical In thedr
simplicity. (Plain food Is good for mind
and body, but there should be enough
to go round).

me

Tell

ti cket.

Had we
Had we

1

But what

my

As the World Wags:

I

She could change her opinions. Reading again the novel of Oulda she found
her a woman "not endowed with a great
deal^ of genius," but the book threw
(farie Into a fever by the statement that

can buy

"THE CAPE COD BOOM

will be less

reticent.

dren."

II go7
I

city

yesterday when he appeared on the
stage at Loew's State Theatre to start
a week's engagement.
T\"ith a repertoire that includes all
types of songs, Mr, O'Hara was forced
to respond to several encores yesterday afternoon. Included in the songs
he offered are "Be Sure and Kiss the
Blarney Stone," "Little Man," "Just
An Old. Old Farm, on a High, High
Hill."
"Just a Cottage Small by a
Waterfall," and "Mother Asthore." With
all these, he told several stories in his
own Inimitable manner and then, to
please those who insisted that he sing
again, Mr. O'Hara offered two more
pleasing selections.

,

The slang dictionaries in English
and French contain picturesque
terms of abuse but they are not set
apart for easy reference and lise. A,

:

I

Our Age

Pauline Frederick, after a long season's absence, return!? to the screen at
the Washington Street Olyrapla this

of Noise

ul ious pamphlet edited by Wilhelm
Tappert was published in 1877. It

VTEW YORKERS

dictionary of all the rude,
abusive, shameful sayings and writings against Richard Wagner and
his works; for in those early years
of the "Ring," ^vTiters about music
displayed a temper and a license of
Fpeech comparable only to the arguRer
ments of early theologians.
Jiiinding one of the old saying that
when two Germans enter into discussion, one at least should be tied

stance, in the matted of street cars, subway or surface. There
is probably no -other town in the United States where street
cars make so great an uproar one that is wholly unnecessary.
The astonishing fact is that many i^ the city and the
country like noise, clamor for it and add to it; are as afraid of

I

was a

—

quiet as children allowed by foolish parents to fear the dark.
In the
hotel must furnish jazz for diners.
concert hall the greater the orchestral din, the stormier the ap-

The restaurant and

The music of the revue is deafening if not, it is voted
The "temperamental" comedian shouts.
dull.
The country is no longer necessarily peaceful. Even be-

plause.
|

to be effective should be spontaneous; if coined for the occasion, it

should come hot from the mint. Any
one hesitating in the remembrance
of a fitting term to voice his tnger
or contempt would be lost. The old
familiar terms are the best. Call a
man an ass or a crook ^what more
is there to say? When lago wished
to insult Brabantio, or at least to

COPLEY CLOSES
ITS SEASON
Company

to

of September

Th«

well merited rest.
order
list of the productions In the

as follows: Sept
of their presentation
Jeffer19, "Captain X"; Sept. 28, "The
sona^'; Oct. 5, "The Right to Strike";
Oct.
Man";
Bad
"The
12,
Oct.
sixa
Chair,"
''The
19,
weeks' run; No\-. 30, "The River"; Dec
"Threei
Dec.
14,
7. "Captain Applejack";
Live Ghosts"; Dec. 21, "Robinson Cru-|
the
=oe"L Dec. 28, "The Mask and
Kace"; Jan. 4. "The Sport of Kings,

Creaking

Comes

three weeks;
to Stay"; May

May

"HaV

New Park

last

17,

season at the

New

Park, with Louis

version

of

Is the
Bartelfl In the leading role.
the Metropolitan this

m

superior air In the court room.
lacks the
Clarle McDowell's Ma Fisher
to"ch that Helen
sharp, matter-of-fact
Gregory
part
loweil brought to the
with the InKelly as Joe. the brother
small bit,
ventive turn of mind, has a

Wolf Hunters'*
The new screen feature at the KelthAlbee Thepitre this week Is the film
version of James Oliver Curwood's famous novel, "The Wolf Hunters," starring Mirdred Harris and an all-star
cast.
The old traditions of the Royal

NUTCOMEDIAN^AT
SCOLLAY OLYMPIA

Northwest Mounted Police are glorified
In most realistic scenes as Alan Roscoe

i

playing the part of Sergt. Drew sets
A
out to arrest the girl he loves.
charming love theme and plenty of dramatic action, along with a surrounding
cast, Including Robert MoKlm, Virginia
Brown Faire and David Torrence form
the excellent picture.
The screen comedy for the week stars

'Snookums," and
wed's Neighbor.^."

is

entitled

it well.

The
Brooks fs the Clara.
unhappily
people decided that the
suited
not
rmarrled sister of the play was
Clara turns up
to Louise, so the movie
girl
Joes
neighbor,,
las a ttiert-door
^^^M^ss

U

Brooks has

little

AUGUST

192

17,

'CAT'S PAJAMAS'

chief attraction at
unusually
week. Ford Sterling does an
title -^'efine piece of work in the
it
pantomime Is particularly good, andthe
out
these scenes that he brings
is
s
Kellj
George
characteristic points of
Aubrey Piper. His «e'W='-'P;'°"
°^
^jf.^
his
accident Is a gem, and, again,

Mildred Harris Stars in **The

Wife."

—

George Kelly's
which was here

film

but does
Louise
HAS CURWOOD FILM 'Uovle

;

Pola Negri !n "Good and Naughty"
on t'ne sci-e^in and Bo!.ton'a own Bert
Fitzgibbons (the original Daffy-dll) on
the stage In a similar comedy offering, are the attractions at the ScoUay
Square Olympia this week.
In "Good and Naughty," the film
version of Avery Hopwood's stage farce,
"Naughty Cinderella," the star. Miss
Nigrl long known as the queen of
tragtny gives a delightful comedy por-

Off,"

John

BOSTON THEATRE

Eliza

"The Oyster,_^
"Dancing Mothers,^

I

talnment.

Last Year

"The Show

The
play,

hum

"'Hubert Kinney and girls have a fast
moving dancing act in which Mr. Kindancing
ney's extraordinary eccentric
Brems-Fitz and Murphy
stands out.
burlesque riot. The
B -OS gave a capitalLester
& Co., and
Four Bellis, Noel
make up the re
Norman
and
McCloud
mainder of a first-rate summer enter

motor

two weeks; May 31,
Clay,
three weeks; June 21, "Common
July
two weeks; July 5, "Slck-A-Bed
"The Man
12 "Holding Helen"; July 19,
the
"On
26,
In' the Next Room"; July
the
Hiring Line," and Aug. 2, ".IV^eet

—

mafle

addressing

Traveler
by Neal O'Hara, Boston

^^vs^J^ky.

meet with

Other

10,

Nlghthawks

club

&

at
Film Version of Play Seen

the country and immediately
the case
public favor. Tet, this was
Nlghthawks. To
California
with the
ity, the
prove their real stage versatl
with their
boys Bins a few songs along
selection^.
tilavlng of JLhe various

Fever," three weeks; March 15, "Outward Bound"; March 22, "False Pre
The
tences," two weeks; April 5,
Young Person in Pink"; April 12, "The
Rotters"; April 19, "Andrew Takes

Wife "

California

yestertheir Initial Boston appearance
day as the stage stars at '^f^'^.^^H
this sort,
theatre. For an attraction of
the leaderthe "Nlghthawks," under
right to
their
proved
ship of Joe Rea.
the place they hold in the est«f™ °f
that a
theatre managers. It Is seldom
of
band can arrive In another section

a perfect gem

Co., the company part
Eddie Pardo
furconsisting of three young women,
oppornish Mr. Pardo with plenty of
original
tunity for smart remarks. He's
of a
a good comedian and somewhat
seems
self-assurance
his
yet
clown and
a bit over-developed.
this week,
Billy Glason is at Keith's
He sings popular published numtoo
written
bers and his material has been

MMPOUTAN

\

Is

secretary of a ladles'
1 afternoon meeting.

city.

NIGHTHAWKS PLAY
ATSTATETHEATRE

One

personations.

"THE SHOW OFF" AT

have earned a

five weeks; Feb. 8, "John Bull's
two weeks; Feb. 22,
iBla-nd,"

is

Even the Day of Judgment as described by the one
who was "lone in Patmos" will not be a quiet, restful affair.
any

cessful

A

bm at B. F. Keith's this week
unusually good. The Melsterslngers
are having their annual summer enA. Cameron Steele and
gagement.
Harold Tripp sing solos. The songs were
popular with the audience.
Claudia Coleman »does character imThe

Is

—

—

Last night's performance of "Meet the
Wife" at the Copley Theatre, brought to
a close -what has been the most suc-

season, eight received their tir.st American presentatio*!, five their first presenfirst
tation on any staere and five their
Boston presentation; making 18 probeen
before
never
had
ductions which
seen In this city.
With the close of tonight's performBHice the members of the company wlu

BACK AT B.F. KEITH'S''

the city wall. Schopenhauer complained bitterly of coachmen
cracking whips. What would he say of motor-horns ? Adolphe
Rette, in fantastic mood it was before he became a convert
described at length the funeral in Paris of
to Catholicism
"Monsieur Noise." This funeral will probably not take place in

Re-

open About the Middle

season In the history of that
popular playhouse.
Beginning the season on Sept. 19th,
the company presented 27 different
production.s extended over a period of.
47 consecutive weeks.
As evidence of Mr. Clive's managerial ability It may be stated that of
the 27 plavs presented during the past

MEISTERSIEERS

of the boiler shop.
It is true that noise has offended the centuries, since the
good people of Sybaris forbade the sound of hammer within

drama, essay, biography,

^

:

,

biting.

Clive's

directed the production, which Is presented by Joseph P. Kennedy, president
Of F. B. o.

Excursion parties shout and yell as they rush over the roads or
lunch beneath the disturbed and wondering trees.
Perhaps this tolerance of noise, if not a craving for it. is
as whistling to keep up one's courage. It prevents meditation
Today
on the great problems; it does not permit thought.
"I'm not
there are noisy writers of fiction and criticism.
Some years ago Jeremiah Black's
arguin', I'm tellin' yer."
literary style was described as of "the spittoon order," it was
so violent, so abusive. Much of present-day literature, poem,

retort in kind, he merely said: "You
are a senator," of course with slurjririg intent. As his characterization
was parliamentary, it was all the

Mr.

;

fore the days of the automobile, the motor bus and the motor
Birds
truck, sojourners were disturbed by Nature's sounds.
conversing at dawn were thought to be of ostrich-size. Herbert
Spencer could not be philosophic, hearing the crowing, of cocks.

—

more

M«BS

—

to his chair.

There are strange dictionaries besides those devoted to slang. Brantome compiled an anthology of rerodomontades.
Spanish
markable
JThere T\ as talk some years ago of a
dictionary of profanity; but abuse

"Her Honor the Governor."
in
Frederick can no longer play
"young things" gracefully In pictures,
so her present mature role, that of a
woman governor, Is admirably suited to
her talents at the present time. As the
lady executive she Is brought in contact with crooked politicians and, in her
attempt to oppose them, arouses their
enmity. There is plotting and foul deeds,
and the climax Is reached when the son
of the Governor Is accused of murdering
a man, the motive being protection of
A dramatic
his mother's good name.
court room scene gives Miss Frederick
ample opportunity to display her unShe uses inusual emotional powers.
telligence In all of her scenes and makes
her performance a notable one throughout the entire film. Carroll Nye plays
the son and is sufficiently boyish and
again manly when the occasion demands
It.
Boris Karloff does one of the members of the political gang, a dope fiend
and thorough crook, a part that might
Karloff gives a
be easily overdone.
Chet Whitney
finished piece of work.

week

are saying, and not without declamatory
pride, that their city, whiclj has the reputation of being the
In
noisiest in the world, is noisier than usual this summer.
some respects Boston is a city of more dreadful din for in-

to do but -wear

!

AT KEITH-ALBEE
Betty Bronson Stars in Story
Seamstress and Singer
"The Cat's Pajamas,"
theme as It Is In title,

Is

en
the screen

Ke'th-Albee
the
of
feature
theatre this week.
^"'f^^^
Rlcardo

Boston

^l^^

and
:„""'^„.ho
>.Mio
seamstress
story of a little
ha"dson,6 opeia
In love ^vith »
Theodore
singer played by Mr. Cortez.
this
Roberts returns to the screen
"'n^^^/-^. He
picture after a two years'
^.
char
popular
continues to be the same
cigar arid
acter wIUi his characteristic
ara1
The story was written -ordirected
all.
Vajda. and

Bronson

C^-^t^f

the

falls

m

mounf by Ernest

by William Wellman.
Earl
The comedy of the week stars If

Mack

in

another "Let George Do

comedy entitled "Wait a Bit.
program o.
The act which heads the
ac

often
only
form-revealing gowns and ever
vaudeville happens to be the
all titles of
iprofessional sta»e
utter a "wise cr.ick," for
Its kind on the
mouth
her
in
of midget
band
her
this nature are put right
and
Kramer
Is Dolly
in
latlier
the
^"h
did
A'"^*
Goodrich, who
C
syncopators. who entertain
solid ft ofj^;
and then shift to
the stage play, lends a
son strains of "Faust"
Lois
like.
the
ality to the film version.
and
"Charleston"
affect her Amy
lets the movie Influence
Homer Llnd Revue, a presentation
is the
^^^n;P=»!
and a sort of wistful heroine
mirth, melody and dance;
of
the
Dri.coll
Malcolm St. Clair directed
result
Leonard: Lavlne & Dale:
&
it
In
fun
of
There I's plenty
picture.
& Tip complete the
enjoyed & Perry; and Bob
audience
MetropoUtan
and the
vaudeville bill.
„
of, the
Itself hugely.
The latest PaOie News. Topics sjio«"
also shown.
Aesop's Fables are aisji

W

1

_
PAULINEFREDERICK
STARS AT OLYMPIA
"Newly-

,

Day and

repertORWFERS
phqto PLAY POPS

—

of
season In-

nt of the week's
Play Pops, a summer
vatlon at the Repertory Theatre on
untlngton avenue. The Yale Univer,y Press film, "The Puritans," adapted

I'.oto

rom "The Fathers

of

New

Charles M. Andrews,

la

|

economic
oackgroufid of the Massachusetts Bay
jolony In the New England of 1G30, conwith

trasted

court

the

moves

the

Charles

of

behind

,

,

hia

^

iont;u.;.

Comedy Songs

from every side;
Shaw and
Concerning Maeterlinck and

i

pro"The Waltz Dream," a German
popular
Franklim,
duction, and Irene

:

He

stall

he did not

He

of the picture.

of art appears

been mixed up In

s

for him his fame;
artist to his fingertips,

An

•

ana ^
rfly"

Rose"

.

and

that

tJ^e^t

I

I

First

Washington

the

at

J

Strnet Olympla Theatre this week, piclure dovotees, H Is said, will witness a
Tt Is declared
[dramatic performance.

It

is

ELIZABETH BRltE

is

|

i

|

Ruth Comfort
Svend Gade,

story from the pen of
Directed by
Mitchell.

for

with tyi'lcal
Danish
European car- and sympathy, "Into Her
director,

noted

deals with Russia
won Kingdom"
day.s of the revolution and

before the
carries on

bloody era to a romance

through that
who knows born of suffering and

sacrifice. In

Amer-

Elnar Hanson, a handsome, very
En- ica.
close.
from six
likeable young fellow, fresh
The great event came to a
years of triumph on the European
as Stepan. a
ArJohTwTnfbacU to h,s hotel, and stage and screen. Is cast
ol
smiled.
peasant who becomes the husband
KnUed. and smiled, and
American
His
Duchess.
the Grand
popular
debut promises to make him
and
with all who admire good acting cast
good looks. Claude Gllllngwater Is Tatland
as Iva^i, tutor to both Stepan
advisor
yana In their youth, and later
the drama game.

s,

latest

Griffith's

picture

National

dom"

years.
lo' these many
that s
has a keen Intelligence

b.s^

Butt

Kingdom," Miss

this

as

drama,

He

Liggett

million Corlnne Grlflflth fans
recoKnIzcd In their favorite a comedk-nne of rare ability. But In "Into Tlpr

or balk.

o£ the

them

told

work
To one who

'

I

|

i

"The Merry
"The Waltz Dream." like
operetta.
Widow." is based on an old
th« c'^y
Danube"
"Blue
Strauss's
of Vienne, when life ^^f^^^*
form the background

\

V

j

at

honors

f:uis

others o'er the tide;
Iron-CrosB,—
a
But John sure earned his
Ithat Corlnne (Jrlfflth has never had
won;
Nor has she
In all events he
better dramatlo- vehicle.
he
him
to
put
Of all the problems
lircvlously had a role which demanded
the
muffed no single one.
so much real talent as that of
made his speech Grand
Duchess Tallana, second daughter
And then he rose andhow
talk.
to
King"Into Her
—and John knows
of the former Czar.
s worth,
gave them all their money
an adaption of a 10,000-word

Thomas

vaudeville headllner, share
Loew's State this week.

pl.tvirc

year.'i

several

They

I.

The political
Morton's effort to discredit the Puritans
revocaIn England and bring about the
tion of their charter, are shown, continuing with the rise of political diserslon and the departure of Roger Williams, and the leadership of Gov. Wlnthrop in successfully bringing the colony through the crisis.
ilarold Lloyd in a revival of "Never
Weaken," the picture that made him
famous; Aesop's Fables and the Pathe
Xews film make the program highly inIt will be repeated tonight.
irieptlng.
For Wednesday and Thursday the Yale
from
film offering is "Peter Stuyvesant,"
Dutch and English on the Hudson," by
Maude Wilder Goodwin, and Hal
Roach's Our Gang in "Mary, Queen of
Tots " On Friday and Saturday will be
Uhown "The Gateway to the West," tofor
Igether with Alice Day iA "Tee
Two" a Mack Sennett attraction.

MPvi^rnl

I'or

|world over have paid homage to the
ibcauty Hn<I the natural poise of Corlnne
Recently with the release of
Griffith,
"Classined" and "Mile. Modiste" the
I

Irene Franklin Sings Several

ON STATE SCREEN

i

headllner

or the first part of the week.

The picture portrays

,

hear for repartee.
his fate was
The way in which he faced
Klorious to see.
sunrise to
No European soldier led at
be shot
courage than
could e'er display more
the hero of this plot.
at him
Intricate
darted questions

England," by

the

'

jWhcn drn:
and aciui
For John is handy wlUi

'THE WALTZ DREAM'

programs

triple

—

i

,

HEADS KEITH BILL
3«^_t"„"^^,^^"
boy: play lively
Brice sings and d^"<=^^,i:-^ some
does
rate colored dancer

A

fast

novel act
ryd'^er hLve .
ca^l
fhey
wh°ch
Ti-„,,^;;\^^rment"
regular argum
starts off with the
^^
tive line so P^P"^*^'^^ ^.'^arlie Chaplin
old Ch*"^''^
an
then
and
teams
^le,-' in

mm-

13

a

broken a^^cent

Sjde

la ^^ eber and^
J^n^ """ ,

directs the picture.

ext.

EXPRESSIVE OF JOHN

Blue and Patsy Ruth Miller
Lubitsch's latest screen achievement.
This Is Paris," which came to
[Loew'.s State yesterday, contains many

S

man

Boston
in

large

--'-^"rroTe'Torumb^ga
numbers t° Jhe
^.^

Park Theatre

^l^^-^^f^ilf;"/ afternoon

evening

Tomorrow

be dUed
TeSwm
Waf^Pr.

Friday

Yes, folks, that la the final test. Would
he eat with his knife
Or use his fork? It really was a crisis

to the compos.-

nf

tions

In his

at the
plcturlzatlon

ifllm

'

massed
There

I

I

I

the

p'art

Gloria, a Wfle
attempts to -ggest.

what

oia

Tbe

aven

bored son of the Park
"upper classes." 'f"\'^,^°J^rrn
"^taura.
«•
when they meet inwhere
Year's eve party
has t
Brlen
O
Eugene
himself.
He puts his ^VchiA

New

delightful

Noel Lester starts the ball rolling at
Keith's this week with soma feats of
maglo of rather an unusual and entertaining nature. He talks as he works

comedy

romance and
Is

sprinkled

The actors are particularly
and the principal parts are
played by three of Germany's greatest
These are Mady Chrisscreen stars.
tians. Xenia Desni and Willy Fritsch.
It.

and keep the Interest

of the audience
throughout his entire act. Violet an*'
Charlotte Singer are next In lino and
they start off with a blue harmony duet
that promises for great things.
This is followed by the Welder sisters
and company, a song and dance minia-

lOVESOFRICARDO'

ture rev^e.

make

this

George Beban Appears

call.

him up from head to toe,
how he was dressed.
His pose was great; he did not seem to
sized

-

FILM AT MODERNi
in

Film
i

all

to make himself at home
this cultured man of parts.
He nev^r lost his calm amid the sea
of fluttering hearts.

He seemed

table manners were correct, and
trouble ne'er came nigh.
He never spilled a single thlnJS upon his

His

tie.

picked the proper fork each time,

he knew

lovely female jury

I

was regarding one
I

J.

in

and Stage Play

Impressed.
He stood before this battery of beauteous eyes and failed
To show a sign of nervousness, his

He

Drew.

He knew

The Metropolitan has for Its special
attraction this week, George Beban,
In the film, "The Loves of Rlcardo,"
and In person as well. Mr. Beban Is
surrounded by a cast of 27 players who
also step out of the film to continue
the story on the stage.
The effect Is
nnu.sual and not as distracting as It
portions
of the story
sounds.
Those
In which voice, color and light are
most prominent are, naturally, the ones
that are done In person. The wedding
scene lends Itself to stage presentation
admirably, with its confetti. Its gayly
singing
and Its
colored gowns. Us
dancing.

that he would have to be the

gentleman complete
A dollar and a half they'd paid to come
and see him eat.
"How do you like the Drama Leagrue?"
they asked In tones Intense.
Ijohn eyed the spread and then he said:
"I thljik It Is immense,
'Twas not like this in olden times, back
in the early days

The act

beautifully staged.
the "diminutive
through several
numbers and does some first rate Imltations in her choruses. Joe Rlnes and
his orchestra come next and they Introduce themselves In a novel frozen
North setting very much on the Eskimo
idea.
Earl Nelson with his ukclele.
another popular feature.
Then come Miller and Mack, the qrazlest of clowns who Introduce burlesque
methods and are highly appreciated. All
Is

Mignon, billed as
comedienne," clowns

to see

liaacintively

Football Picture

Unusual Tricks

:

'was charmed to

They

A

George Walsh Also Shown

Noel Lester Opens Show with

proficient

life.

handsome

rich role.

RIN-TIN-TIN IN

a

pleasing

through

courage never quailed.

is

Is

^

is

can

be at

up.

It

—

i

P»=t°^'
Gloria Swanson'8 latest
'^^J^!

to

of thf

week.

In group.

much

And, for the first Ume, they all gazed
upon John Drew the man.
They found he was a pleasant chap
and not up-stage at all.
Quite at his ease, he hoped to please,

the
John M. Anderson and
Features
Clarion Trumpeters

grown

the

this

world-faniec
of
the
a
waltz by Oscar Straus. "The Beautlfu'.
Blue Danube." All through the story
It emphasizes the powerful effect that
good music has on the temperament of
the human, both when alone and when

waited at the club.
forgot lU part and
beat a wild rub dub.
At last the elevator banged, as elevators

W

ey
comedies, star.s Wanda
Inheritance.
•and Is entitled "Jane's
for
attraction
vaudeville
The feature
Four, a pop
the week Is the Runaway
„„t tn Bostonlans.
'

And every heart

AT METROPOLITAN

a series of "What Happened

first of

'A WALTZ DREAM' ON
'CLEVER MAGICIAN
ORPHEUM SCREEN
name
Waltz Dream"
Orpheum
ON KEITH'S BILL

There was a breathless sllenoo o» they

GLORIA SWANSON

The

1

Is

I

'

They'd always worshipped from afar;
his art had been a treat,
But they had never had a chance to see
their hero eat.

band are giving ^ .f "^fs week,
and evening '^o'^^ff^ '^'%^ecral
Verdi
a 3pec^

;

I

—

'cREATORE CONCERTS
PARK
AT NORUMBEGA

1

Jane"

Gowned

Jo^und-o-T^^^yt^J^

'

bf the film.

^

what a Bight
in the latest;
those members dark or fair.
A fever of expectancy that's what
each lady knew.
Great guns! Why not? They were to
eat their lunch with our
John Drew, the gloried hero of a thousand dress suit plays.
Their idol since the pinafore and
braided pigtail days.

i

ire cast In the leading roles, but the
|part assigned to Lilyan Tashman, the
blonde, blue-eyed beauty, makes this
blayer shine just as brightly as the stars

•Twas noontime at the Drama League;
the members all were there.

offerings. J^'\\^^;llA\ni^e\t^S-°
Lost sensational ever seen

i

tricks of

SEYMOUR.
YE BALLADE OF JOHN DREW

W.,

In rapid succession he
the trail.
outwits
saves a lovely girl from death,
gang of New
a sheriff, battles with a
deathperforms
York crooks, and then
express
defying stunts on a fast-moving
opposite
H-alen Chadwlck plays
train.
.
Tom Mix.
new screen comedy, one of the
of

modern photography. The picture is a glittering panorama of Parisian
Monte Blue and Patsy Ruth Miller
(life.

I

Mix's latest picture of the wiae

open spaces showing at the Kelth-Albae
Boston Theatre this week contains
and a drathrills, romance, fast riding,
Chimatic story. The story starts In
West,
cago but quickly swings to the
where Tom as Jeff Boydon finds adventure waiting for him at every turn

"So

herewith enclose you. I don't know
who wrote It (it sounds like Oliver
Herford), but my copy— a type written
one— is credited to the Grand Rapids
It Is so expressive of
(Mich.) News.
John Drew, that I thought his admirers might enjoy it— I don't know
Very
how long ago it was written.
truly yours.

the
a'->^» on
b" t a"s
one of the best
the strong
above the average of

Monte

Stars

As The World Wags:
When the rumor that our veteran
John Drew had announced his retirement from the stage—since recanted
reached me I was going through the
memos and clippings of years gone by
and came across this "poem" which I

—

^^^^^

bill.

Film

Lubitsch

^*^^c''o',l"^and

dropped down and

Tom

first

In

all.

a well-balanced

Is

3

/

/

7

bill.

z.
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MUST BE LOVE'
OPENS AT OLYMPIA

!1T

Moore Has Roie
New York Girl

Colleen

of

Poor

INTO HER KINGDOM'
OPENS AT OLYMPIA

Another
of
the
heart-appealing
dramas which Colleen Moore knows so
well

Corinne Griffith Stars in Film
of Czarist Russia

It

i

Is

her

yesterday.
;

latest

screen vehicle,

"It

Must Be Love," which opened at the
Washington Street Olympla Theatre

New York
mediocrity

In
of

human story of a
struggle against the
'"
parents,
Co

this

girl's

her

1

I

I

j
'

j

1
'

—

1

THE FLOOR
MR. JOHNS'.
A» the World Waga:
In spite of an announoemont by the
"society editors" of Boston and New

JSC)

VARIEH' SCORES
AT METROPOLITAN

I

and "crash."

Griffin Also Score

Ruby Norton, known as

"Australia's
Sweetheart," heads the bill at Keith's

week. Her program of songs Is
varied and her interpretation of the
popular published number is different.
In these days of radio, the vaudeville
singer has keen competition, for she
can't use a published song as long as
Audiences
she could in other days.
don't want to hear the same numbers
over a»id
hear
they
that
in vaudeville
But Miss
over again on the radio.
Norton does all of them difCerently, including those written by her accomThe audience
panist, Clarence Senna.
liked her a lot.
this

tachoes": "Let me but approach my
gloves or my hand-kercher to them,
their smell will sticke upon them
whole day. They manifest the place
come from. The close-smacking x x x
kisses of youth, were heretofore wont
to sticke on them for many houres
after."
So with the moustache and an
ear of corn well savored; the smooth
faced can have no post-prandial reminder of the corn that cheers and
nourishes.
•
If any one of your readers Is curious
concerning my personal appearance, I
shall be happy to send him or her a
photograph of myself, a true work of
art-, for the ridiculously small sum of
$6.50. (Postage free; P. O. money orders

The audience roars.
George Griffin and company offer a
combination of song and dance that
Mr. Griffin and
artistically done.
is
his partner, "Rosette," are a versatile
pair. Frank Richardson puts his songs

over, but would be ever so much better
He tires
if he did not work so hard.
the audience by his energetic methods.
His voice is sweet and when he tried
the least he was the most successful.
Amateur Nite in London is just what

Rather forced and funny
The three Kemmys, an
imported European act, do some marvellous balancing. The other acts were
like.

entertaining throughout.

POKER FACES'^ FILM
AT KEITH'S BOSTON
the star of "Poke;
'aces" at the Keith- Al bee Boston TheEfl'va-'d Everett Hort'i'~ TcpAk,
is

principal,,
ton. who by the way•^ was
player of the late "The Beggar on
Horseback," co-stars with Miss La
story,

|

!

a humorous

"Poker Faces" is
mainly with

dealing

photographs
may be obtained for $7. I am emboldmaking
this
offer
ened in
by remembering that what Mr. E. W. Bok considered a very satisfactory portrait of
himself was once offered to the admiring readers of the Ladies Home JourThe ornal at a quarter of a dollar.
ders were sent to the photographer,
Mr. C. al. Gilbert of 926 Chestnut
street, Philadelphia. "Only a quarter
of a dollar," one may say, "and you
ask $6.50?;" But Mr. Bok's portrait was
sold for a quarter over 30 years ago,
long before the war and the subsequent
rise in prices of materials and workmanship. (See James L. Ford's "The
BeLiterary Shop," Chapter VIII.)
sides I need the money.
I ha^ve written to Mrs. Winifred SackvlUe Stoner, a founder of the League
for Fostering Genius. An acre of ground
will be bought by her and her asso-

Autographed

preferred.)

spots only.

Plante.

l

business.
1

Film of Old Russian Court
Stars Laura La Plante

resting place of those
entitles them to
hop|e I am not too late in
thus attempting to secure for myself a
lodging with captains of industry, boss
poets, temperamental stage-folk and musicians, men of invention and efficiency.
letter for a little lot next
I ask in
the one assigned to Claribel Fontaine,
who is "about to make her Broadway
debut this year." Mrs. Stoner and others have chosen her to represent the
stage in this Campo Santo. O, Claribel!
Ah, Claribel!

A«tKe World Wags

"Where Claribel low-lleth
The breezes pause and die.
Letting the rose-leaves fall
But the solemn oak tree sigheth.
Thick-leaved, ambrosial.
With an ancient melody

ciates

for

"the

whose creative service

THE MIDNIGHT SUN'
AT 10EW;S STATE

I

Bt PHIUP HALE

I

i

'

ure,

One Hen

pleasto protect one's
the exposure of

or one's honor

pleasure

Is

U

contrary to honor.

tiiere."

I

my

Of an inward agony,
Claribel low-lleth."

Tennyson had written only his earpoems; if he had not felt obliged
to exalt the Prince Consort by giving
him the name of Arthur, Flower of
HERKIMER JOHNSON
Kings
If
lier

!

Clamport.

Ojie lies

one's life, especially. P^l^'^^l'f^ll
For U.ey are the
to these who love us.
only one. that make us
pleasure, that make us
e»U«m.— Marcel Proust,

all

lie

Where

which
Humanity Is In need of lying,
the pureu t
plays a great part alBO In
demanded by this
of happiness and la
pursuit.

,

Marriage will be the same a century
hence as It is now a curious kind of
cioss between a dog fight and the peace
that passeth all understanding: Some;

the

Who

World Wags:
wrote these lines? They have a

peculiar interest today.
"Pure water is the hest oi gifts that man
to man can bring.
^
But who am I that I should have the best
of anything?
Let princes revel at the pump, let peers
with ponds make Iree. ^
Whisky or wine, or even beer, is eood
enough lor me."
ALONZO P. HATCH.
.

Ashdoth-Pisgah, Aug.

30.

as
beauty,
lovers
of
fervent
zealous nationalists, we have applauded
Mr. Ziegfeld for his "Glorification of
American Girlhood." We were interested in his recent preference for
brunettes, a preference we have shared
story,
clairvoyant "Second
since
a
front door, don't ring the bell" told
us on receipt of a dollar that fame and
perfume would come to us late in life
She has not
through "a dark lady."
appeared, but as Harry Bloodgood remarked of the balloonist, she's "got

As

—

—

to

come."

blondes, peroxide or natural,
Mr. Ziegfelds chorus should have
quoted to him a remark made by
Malson
"La
Balzac's
in
Blxiou
Nucingen":
light
hair
"Do you know the effect of
and blue eyes combined with a gentle,
voluptuous and decent dance?'
In my opinion the blonde who can
happily for her, appear excessively
tender and obliging, without losing her
tease,
chatter,
right to remonstrate,

The dear

of

.

.

—

feign jealousy all that makes a woman adorable, will always be surer of
marriage than the ardent brunette.
might have further
Ziegfeld
Mr.

I

of a moustache richly salted and buttered.
There is pleasure in the aftermath. Montaigne said of his "mos-

wrestling match.

Laura La Plante

•

As

and right

to left with greater freedom, not to say
Ijasslon. I do not shudder at the thought

Nervo and Knox, English comedians,
do a burlesque nature dance and also
famous slow moticn
their
present

i

Astley's

LORD NEAVES ABOUT A CENTURY
AGO

worthy Phlladelphian,

boiled ears from left to right

that

leys,

REBECCA WEST.

appearance, but I now find it necessary.
Contributors to your column while Mr.
George Ryan edited It In a judicious,
liberal manner and wrote paragraphs of
genuine wit and humor, took upon
themselves to describe my face, figure,
manners and tastes. Unfortunately the
descriptions were not In agreement, and
may add that they were friendly
I
I
caricatures rather than portraits.
was amused by them, not irritated, but
I feel called
upon to deny the statement, widely clrculatea I am told, that
during the green corn season I shave
my moustache In order to move -the

George

that was owner of Astbrought out huge shows In
London and Paris, put on the stage of

The Sanger

thing that nobody quite like
ly everybody likes well enoi.,
in for life once they have got in.

his city's far-famed delicacies, pepperpot, scrapple and the ale of the town
for the chief meal of the day.
I am loath to speak about my personal

RUBY NORTON TOPS
BILL AT KEITH'S

sounds

A

1

who disappointed me by not providing

triangle.

in

is

sands a triumph of American art. As
the ^days went by lolanthe lost her
classic outlines, changed her shape, In
fact began to look rancid, although I
was assured that the sculptress had
used the best family butter.
I boal-ded for a few days with an
amiable Phlladelphian who, acting as a
guide, pointed out the statue of a
winged horse, "That," he said, "is Pegashlus," and he threw a heavy accent
on "gash," rhyming it with "mash"

Hungarian actress, are the man and
the
-vlfe, and Warwick Ward completes

it

that

statue carved In butter. It was called
"The Dreaming lolanthe" or something
like that, and was considered by thou-

husband, insane with Jealousy, kills him.
Emll Jannings and Lyda de Putti, a

Knox,

was among

I
enough.
those present at the Centennial Exposition in 1876.
Well do I remember the
crowd, the heat and the Impressive
Corliss engine, the noblest feature of
tl^e whole show.
I also remember a

phia;

The movie world has been singing the
praises of "Variety," the new UFA production, for many weeks now and adJertlves and superlative expressions are
1u8t about exhausted. It Is being shown
at the Metropolitan this week and Is
-without any question one of the most
remarkable pictures ever made.
The story Is simple. It tells of two
vaudeville performers, man and wife,
who get a chance to advance and appear
\n a new act with a famous trapezist.
He falls In love with the woman. The

and

I
shall not go to Philadelphia.
have seen one exhibition In Philadel-

York,

;

German Film
Remarkable
Jannings
Emil
Stars

Nervo

;

appeased his blonde chorus by quoting
the statement of A. Moare Hogarth
chairman of the College of
Esq.,
Pestology in London: "If one might
judge from the correspondence which
has reached us, mosquitoes would seem
to prefer fair people to their darker
The Royal Society of
brethren."
Tropical Medicine confirms this statement.

I

'

^-

Georre

Sanger,

)

z /

who had been

for

TO yeari a showman, sold all hiB wild
and tame animals, disbanded his great
circus company and settled down to

the

In

pantomime

"Gulliver's

girls, 206 men, 200 children,
elephant.-!, 9 camels, R2 horses, be-

Travels" 800
13

of
sides ostriches, emus, pelicans, deer
buffaloes,
all kinds, kangaroos, Indian
the
led
by
Hons
two
Brahmin bulls and

chose Amy Sheridan, "considered at that time the finest woman
on the stage," for Lady Godlva In another pantomime; that spent over £7000
preparing for the great procession In
the
of
the recovery
of
celebration
Prince of Wales from typhoid fever;

collar; that

that lost and won thousands of pounds,
began, a little boy, as a barker for his

The father,
good father's peep-show.
who was on Nelson's ship at Trafalgar
and remaimed
—pressed Into service
ceiving only £10 a year from his gratetime
ful country turned stroller at a
when show-folk In England were conThe
vagabonds."
and
"rogues
sidered
father wore until his dying day a white
breeches,
knee
hat,
smock-frock, beaver
and low-buckled
stockings
worsted

—

—

shoes.

The
sible

his

elder Sanger, a good, kind, sen-

man, added living curiosities to
Madame Gomez, the
peep-show:

—

in the world she was
but she wore high heels
and oork raisers, and her dresses were
made full and long so she could mount,

tallest

woman

about six
unseen,

feet,

a

small

platform.

"This,

la-

and gentlemen. Is Madame Gomez,
admitted to be the tallest woman
So admirthe world has ever seen.

dles

|

Is she proportioned that
her great height does not Immediately
impress the observer. In order, therefore, to assure you that there Is no deception, I win ask the tallest gentleman In the company to ascend the platform." Then there were Tamee Ahmee
and Irlo Rio, the savage cannibal pigmies of the Dark Continent. They were
children of a negro mot^ier and an
Irish father. Feathers, beads, and paint
gave them the savage appearance.
"They wore captured by Portuguese
traders In the African wilds, and are
Their
Incapable of ordinary speech.
food consists of raw meat, and if they
can capture a small animal they J*ar

ably, however,

with

alive

their

|

j

|

i

teeth.

it
to pieces
eagerly devouring Its flesh and drinking
These young cannibals "did
Its blood."
very well In later life, and I saw the
pair on several occasions, when they
paid visits to our show."

|
i

j

Young George would "patter" for the
peep-shows: "The Murder In the Red
Barn"; "The Murder at the Roadside!
Inn." The arrest of Corder as he was at
breakfast with the two Miss Singletons
was made prominent. "Observe the
I

j

pass his last years en his farm. In 1911
H man-eerTant, a sullen fellow, brooding over some
fellow-servant,

grrlevanoe,

wounded a

his master
Banger was then 84
years.
Re had shown his circus and
menagerie In every Bluropean country
except Russia; emperors,
and
klnrs
queens had paid him homage. "When
In America many years ago I saw and
oonveraed with Abraham Ltnooln, the
most famous President the United
States has ever had."
In Sanger's
"Seventy Tears a Showman," first published In 1910, now reprinted by B. P.
Button & Co.. with a delightful preface
by Kenneth Orahame, he does not tell
what he was doing In the United States
of the Sixties.
All we learn from him
Is that he talked with Lincoln.
Artemus Ward, the exhibitor of wax works
and a few animals among them the
famous kangaroo also called on Lincoln, but he told us what was said on

and

killed

with a hatchet.

—

—

that memorable occasion.

When

Lin-

coln was vexed by Importunate officeseekers, Artemus urged him to put

showmen
sufficient

In all the offices

and gave a

reason.

Sanger In his later years was known
as Lord George Sanger. He was not so
christened; he was a self-made peer.
"Buffalo Bill," taking his Wild West Exhibition to England, was advertised as
the Honorable William Cody.
Sanger
then became a "Lord" and for this was
twitted amiably by Queen Victoria, who
said to him: "It Is very amusing and I
gather you have borne the title very
honorably." She was interested In his
elephants and gave him a massive silver cigar box with her Initials and his
name on the lid. (AVe like to thl«ik of
Lincoln and Sanger swapping stories).
Sanger could not lie to nrlnce or
queen.

When

the Prince of Wales, aftIf a certain
elephant was really white and sacred,
Sanger said that It was very white,
"hut only because we give him a coat
of special whitewash twice a day." He
had refused a genuine white elephant
of Slam because it was a patchwork
looking beast with large pink blotches
on Its body. Tet In Slam It was white
and
and sacred. The prince kept
gave him a ring, a heavy gold strap
There
that buckled about the finger.
diamonds
In the
wfre seven large
strap -and 365 small brilliants around
the buokle.

erward Edward VII, asked

mum

horrified faces of the ladles, and note,
also, so true to life are those pictures,
that eve«i the saucepan is shown upon

the fire and the minute glass upon the
table timing the boiling of the eggs."

"After hours of this sort of thing, and
when the fair had closed, there came a
and
bit of supper In the living wagon,
then I would kneel down at my dear
prayers,
for
my
to
say
mother's knee
these she would never allow us to for-

;

|

j

get."

^

Those were wild years for caravans
and shows at fairs. Mobs would wreck
wagons; there would be desperate
fights; magistrates would administer Inbatjustice; rival circuses would wage
Lancashire lads at Wakes would'
Itle|

,

1

ironbatter a man Into pulp with their
The smallpox raged In
tipped clogs.
vica
was
sister
Young Sanger's
1833
pustules were
tim. Her father when the
a Ions
fully developed operated with
darning needle on the other children.
part
upper
the
through
It
passed
He
right arm.
of the muscle of each ones
on
wound
the
Then he rubbed into
taken
each side a Httle of the serum
He
from the pustules of the sister.medlnauseous
also gave the children a
nor
himself,
It
compounded
cine "He
know what
did i nor anv of the others
Where he got
composition was.
Its
recipe
I do not know,
extraordinary
this
effect. Anv,but he firmly believed in Its
'Lord
how, we all got better." When

1

|

|

George was a young man two out of
were pitted
every six persons you met
all he could
with smallpox. Sanger did
after years.
In
vaccination
to encourage

Traveling on the continent, insisting on
never
vaccination for his company, he
two members and in
lost but one or
not been vaoleach case the victim had
!

I

I

|
'

|

,

!

i

oinated.

banger'?
The chapters relating to
adventures when
earlv vears and his
as
a snowhimself
for
out
he started
arc
man are most Interesting. There
told
taler,
Incredible
"Grange but not
Sanger
Defoe.
of
simplicity
With the
years of wandering did n..t
In his early
from "sinful g.^mes"; he ex-

shrink

naval engagehibited trained fish In a
oyster sitting
ment: he showed a tame
his ..-ard of
smoking
bv the flre and
wonder; how
excited
thus
he
How
Plav
taught a pig to pick out cards, a

he

a
horse to buck; how he Introduced
The
pig -faced lady, will be explained tal
Herald e( B*xt S«Bd»

;

jI

.

They often suffered from cold and boredom, they trembled when Elizabeth was
angry when Mary Shelton was married secretly the queen handled the.
little bride so roughly that she broke
a finger.

Soott was old; he did little about the
house or the farm; but he was menIt waO
tally keen, a racy story-teller.
worth a journey to hear him sing a
ballad about Commodore Hull.

—

Lady Gregory for her "Klltartan History Book" took down' the sayings of
Irish beggars, pipsrs and tramps. Thus
Fhe learned the truth about Queen

I

\

Men and women

extrava-

dressed

have read somewhere
that Ellzabetl} had 3000 dresses. It was
the custom for all at the court to give
her costly New Year's gifts. The maids
of honor were excited when she received a pair of silk stockings made on
purpose for her; a new luxury In the
privy chamber. The queen was pleased:
"I like silk stockings so well, because
they are pleasant, fine and delicate,
that henceforth I will wear no more
Starched rufts came
cloth stockings."
Mistress
Dlnghen, a
fashion.
into
Dutch woman, charged £5 for teaching
the art of starching; an extra 20 shil-

"Queen Kllzabeth was awful ....
She would throw a knife from the
table at the waiting iadles, and if anything vexed her she would maybe work
upon the floor. Verj- superstitious she
was. Sure, after her death they found
a card, the ace of hearts, nailed to
her chair under the seat. ... It was
a town called Calais broke her heart
and brought her to her death, and she
lay chained on the floor three days and
three nights. The archbishop was trying to urge her to eat, but she said:
You would not ask 'me to do It if you
knew the way I am," for nobody could
see the chains."

This description of the "Virgin Queen"
appeared after the publication by E. P.
i'jLlds of

.

!

"Queen Elizabeth's
Honour" by Violet A. Wilson,
Co.

of

sad days to think
One
of Elizabeth saying that her stay at
King's College would have been longer,
provision of beer and ale could
"if
have been made." When she visited
Sir William Cordell the day was broiling hot.
She and her maids, stopping
on the way to picnic, appreciated their
draughts of cool nut-brown beer, however much Individual tastes differed as
to the merits of the varieties known as
or
Dragon's
Angel's-food,
Huff-cap,
milk.
Though for quaffing as it was
unfitting her sex, so she extremely abhorred it, still when thirsty, Elizabeth
desired a full tankard." -\s she did not
like the ale on this occasion she was
"very farr out of temper" as Leicester
wrote to Lord Burleigh.
likes In these

whose "Society Ladies of Shakespeare's
Time" was reviewed some months ago
In The Herald; otherwise the description might well appear as a note to
;he gossip about the maids and their
Tiistfess. (There are many biographical
inotes of this nature: "Son of Thomas
SouthwelK vide p. 90"; they are not of
I
nature to justify anyone in saying
:hat the book Is "nchly" annotated. It
IS
interesting, amusing by reason of
the picture of the times.) The maids
of honor themselves were an unhappy
lot In many ways.
Elizabeth, who
prided herself on her virginity, was unwilling that they should marry.
She
constantly preached the virtues of celibacy. When a maid was brave enough
to run away with her honorable lover
or was married secretly, she jvas treated
cruelly by the queen.
Yet, Elizabeth
narrowly escaped marriage.
Slie had
favorites In the court and out of
She dissuaded Eric, King of Sweden,
coming to woo her, Eric the
i.mdsomest man in Europe, wlio finally
larried the daughter of a private sollier, went mad, was deposed, and died
ill
prison, but she was almost, if not
quite, in love with the pock-marked
Duke of Anjou, who was young enough
to be her son.
Was It not this duke
who accused Elizabeth of suffering from
what is now called by genteel persons
"halitosis"? She smiled on Leicester
and for a time on Sir Walter Raleigh,
but Essex was the one closest to her

valued at £100,000.

rom

poison.

(Sir

unicorns

in

where

as

a

preventive

John Hawkins had
forests

the

of

told of

Florida.)

of

we might

perceive

'

triale

-ported unto me
virtue whereof we

hereof, but it
of a truth: by

supposed

it

to

was
the

be

—
—

let us be
her memory with Lord
she went, a girl of 17,
[lo Court, Sir William Knollys promised
i'her father that "he would play the
good shepherd "and defend" the innoIjcent Iamb from the wolfish cruelty and
'fox-like subtlety of the tame beasts of

At

17 this

lamb was

William soon found

The Queen and some

frisky,

"Artemus Ward

of her

maids

>ere

one, not quoted

j

,

image had been piero«d.

—

The maids danced, played cards the
were high and Elizabeth was
eager to win they hunted with falcons,
stakes

—

they visited with their queen great lords
who entertained them sumptuously.

And

I

over

a

corduroy

shall I

j

I

|

And

j

him like the tyrannical replaced upon him by his parAfter an absence of five years,
ent.
he returns to the fold on his father's
His good mother is beside
birthday.
herself with joy, but the cantor refuses
to receive him into their home, when
{he learns that he is a jazz singer now
A month later, on the
jby profession.

great

darkness yield to dawn,

you lying

dead, all
my Joy
Because Death, passing,
in the nighl;.

and

still

life

is

kissed

done.

you

ELLA ERSKINE.

I

I

Kippur (the Day of AtoneCantor Rabblnowltz is taken
111.
He will be unable to sing
seriously
in the synagogue on the Day of Atonement and, delirious when he realizes
that for the flrst time in five generations there will be no Rabblnowltz to
sing to God on the great feast day,
he calls to his son to sing once more
had
the sweet old melodies which he
taught him as a youngster.
The mother rushes from the house
and breaks up a theatrical dress rehearsal at the theatre. Her son Is to
be starred that evening In a new
musical comedy where his jazz voice Is
She pleads with her
to be a feature.
boy in a tremendously dramatic scene.
He is overcome with emotion, with his
mother's pleadings on one hand, and

Erev

Yom

1

'm«nt).

my

is

to

j

I

white.
All, all

|

material and worldly theatrical
the
manager and sweetheart o-n the other.
that his
A telephone message comes from
the
father is dead and he dashes
theatre with no other thought in mind

that of filling the place of his
father and as the curtain drops on the
the
last act, he can be heard singing
"Kol Nidre," the atonement song of
Israel.
of
God
the
to
Israel

than

road,

psychologists,
cane, then unknown to
isms,
physicists and all exponents of
its
nor was there a lodging house on
vlsiflank or peak for other summer

will

1

strictionfe

i

Eun.shine find

|

to

seems

j

delight,

Never again

Temple

faith.

Because Death, passing, saw how you
were fair?

|

Posnor's

the principles of their old
,The father is a cantor in the
synagogue, where four generations before him have sung the praises of the
Lord In similar fashion. Their son. Influenced by the worldly spirit of the
modern generation, rebels against what

ingly

!"

never hear again your laugh.
for

Meyer

I

rare,

Never more hold you

Silverbiisli

Ton.v Kenne<ly
Services at the end of the

by

Contrary to the impression one might
get from the title, "The Jazz Singer" Is
not a musical comedy. George Jessel's
name as the star would give further
proof it seems that this was a "HeyHey-Charleston" sort of piece, since Mr.
Jessel up to this time has associated
himself with vaudeville and revues, but
"The Jazz Singer" marks his first step
in the realms of straight drama.
It pictures a strictly orthodox Jewish
mother and father who adhere unswerv-

The strangest music, low and subtly

past
mountain called Raven and the wild
li-l'^ato
witches,
meeting place for
bethtown; a pretty village it was then,
bucKwith only a run-down tavern. A
bcard then carried us to the Keene
Hurrivalley. We went by the foot of
us

described

•

a book

went to Burlington, Vt., by way
famous
of White River Junction, that
always
railway station where travelers
the
missed connections, where pies on
with
covered
restaurant counter were
swarms
the
away
domes of wire to keep
At Burlington we took a
of flies.
steamboat and crossed Lake Chamjolted
pagne to Westport; then a coach
the

by Miss Wilson,

Elizabeth In her 65th year:
"Wrinkled face, red periwig, little eyes,
hooked nose, skinny lips and black
teeth."
Shortly before her death she
looked in the glass and cursed the
flatterers who had sworn she kept her
beauty. Who had nailed the Queen of
Hearts playing card to the queen's
chair? It was an age of witchcraft.
Years before a wax image of the queen
stuck through with pins was found in
Dr. Dee was
Lincoln's Inn Fields.
summoned. He made incantations and
by his skill the queen's health was unimpaired, though the vital parts of the

London,"

We

vors."

Some

in

containing his letters t°^P""^^'
Cleveland
articles contributed to the
Plain Dealer, was published.
to North
Journeyed
In that year we
Elba.

rendered

choir.

And shall I never see your eyes again.
And never feci the dusk warmth of
your hair,
Never more breathe the sweetness of
your mouth.
Because Death, passing, saw how you
were fair?

,

out.

accomplished
learned
females,
Ingulsts, well versed In serious treaises, not frowning on astrologers and
eaders of the palms. WTien Elizabeth
.rlslted King's College, Cambridge, she
jook her leave In a Latin oration, which
nay be read In Thomas Fuller's history of that university.
It is a pity
that Miss Wilson does not quote from
Fuller's account: how she made the
visit, 'partly to ease herself with some
recreation, partly to honor and encourage learning and religion": 'VVTien Cartwright dl.sputed like a great scholar, and
Preston like "a genteel .scholar, being
a handsome man, the Queen, upon parity of deserts, always preferred properness of person in conferring her fa-

The SynaE^ose
play

DEATH'S LADY

enMr. Vallandlgham, writing In an
|
Elba,
tertalnlng manner about North
knew
N. Y., and John Brown, never
house
old man Scott and his boarding
at least, he
In the centre of the plain;
name.
his
did not mention
one.
The year 1867 was a memorable

When

Samnel

O'Shauphnessy

Dr.

you once again!"

behaved Imprudently

Johnstone
Arthnr Lane
Joseph Hopkins

iLevy

see the mountains even by accident. He
did not exclaim with appropriate gestures: "Ye crags And peaks, I'm with

the sea Unicorne.

Tom

Doorman

Avery Jordan

the sight

For this
in dreams.
passes over hurriedly the
pictures of Tibetan mountains, or of
Himalaya in Asia or the National QeoHe knew a man
giaphic magazine.
who, urged by his wife to spend a sumas soon as he
N.
H.,
mer in Jackson,
entered his room in the hotel pulled
down the shades so that he could not

Maxwell Seizor
Betty Rcnner
Paul Byron

t

Sam Post

he

reason

Ted Alhey
Roecr Adler

Ruth Abbott
Edward Arnold

Rantlolph Dillinsrs

huge "mountains

of

hollow,

it

was

Georife Jessel

Miss Glynn
Frankl.vn Korbea
'Stagre

Ka.vnioiul
Sam Jaffe

Robert Miltonl

Gene
Eddie Carter
Mary Dale
Harry Lee

Mr. Herkimer Johnson once told us
that his chief nightmare

Sohaeffer
Sha.viis.'oM

Cliirence Kahn
Jack Uobiii
I

The

or Sierras.

GcorETC

Joseph
Doiolhy

Yudelson

'

Puy-de-Dome

Rabiiiowitz

Sar.-i

\

guide book announc«-s the mountain;
they marvel, book in hand. There are
also people who, thinking about camels,
"
say: 'The deseit is mountainous.'

the which some of our sailers
into
i.utting spiders they pre.sentiy diad.

jaw not the

place."

Cantor Rabinow;ltz

is

tourists!

cast:

Moey

—

Miss Wilson should have quoted from
"Second Voyage of
Settle's
Master Martin Probisher": How "the
found
dead and floatfl.sh
this
horn of
ing was in length two yards lacking
two inches, being broken in the top,

One would like to know more about
Mary Fltton, who, even If she were not
'he "Dark Lady" of Shakespeare's son-

B Sir

The

There are false moiintains in all the
Yes, M. Cocteau,
in politics.
you are right in eaying: "Everything
the public which loves
is good for
sublimity. Quantity astonishes it. Poor

Dionise

Yes, Elizabeth In this book, is more
any one of her maids.

r

dresses

queen's

Interesting than

Iflhis

George Jessel. First produced at the Fulton Theatre, N. Y., in
September, 1925. First time in Boston.

son, starring

stay with."

Martin Froblsher's

I

Jazz Singer," comedy
drama in three acts by Samuel Raphnel-

HOLLIS— "The

1

easy to u.iderstand Jean Cocteau's preference for the sea. "A real
mount'ain imposes ready made forms
on me. It advises me. It limits me.
It puts my mind In a mold from which
it has great difficulty in escaping. The
sea does not force me in any way. It
does not confine me. Its mass is withIt's a dictionary; it
out my opinion.
is not a choice, not a monument. Mountains, I bow before your majesty as before \yorks that I respect, but do not

unicorn's horn was hung among the

heart.

to

THFJAZZlNGER'
,

I

There are a few pages about strange
and superstitions concerninp;
them and the familiar ones.
Elizabeth received a unicorn's horn

American names which may

found In seventeenth-century England but not in England today?
lie

I

animals

t.

Eiets,

.-^oundlns

Monadnock.
It

not poBslbie that there are curlous-

It

arts as

ler

courteous
Herbert.

'

Seated by the road in front of Scott's,
looking across the fields and woods, the
mountains were reassuring. In the afternoon, at sundown, the lighting was
beautiful. One said with the Psalmist: "I
will lift up mine eyes unto the hills,
from whence cometh my help." So to a
thoughtful person the modest hills of
Peterborough, N. H., are more inspiring
than the sight of the loudly applauded

lings for Instruction in making the
Coaches appeared, "monsters"
starch.
the sight of which "put both horse and
They had no
man into amazement.
streets
were cobbled.
the
springs;
Elizabeth thought the prestige of a
coach was worth the jolting and stiffness of a drive.
'

&

"nies and Bally-s
lestrys and
felts and Haieand Benici'
and Eglins and
c
and
bonca
FoHsans and GoiIusih and Jllfos (Mlco
was an alderman) and Twlddys and
many others? The London Telephone
Now
Directory Is sllei^t about them.
and then an extraordinary name Is due
spelling,
but
is
eccentric
or
lo phonetic

We formed a more Intimate acquaintance with the mountains. Three of us
with a guide tramped to Becde's, looked
up at the Giant of the Valley, passed
by the deserted Iron works and few
houses of Adirondack Village, 'gave the
customary and respectful salute to the
Ausable Ponds, wondered at the strange
line of the Gothic mountains, ramped
under boughs near Mt. Goldep, climbed
Marcy and looked across at lis aspiring
neighbor. Haystack, then through the
Indian Pass back to Scott's.

We

gantly.

•

"

|

Elizabeth:

Button

1
ries of
slrangc bin names In English diaries
Are there still Altlie nili cinlury

"Henry VIll was crying and roaring
and leaping out of the bed for three
days and nights before his death, .'^nd
he died cursing his children, and he
that had eight millions when he came
Throne, coining leather money at
the end." The Kiltartan History Book.

to the

—

There are interesting persons in Mr.
"The God within Him."
|Hichens's
iKharkoff is so sincere that as he
beside
a lady in front of a
islands
jphotograph shop tlje things she thinks
labout the ijhotograph are his thoughts,
This' lady had a niece,
not hers.

\

house:
Scott's was a plain dwelling
too
with hard beds and simple, not
The only dish that
wholesome food.
the favor of the few boarders

I

met
Biscuits and
was a mess of trout.
The
bread were thick with saleratus.
side
views were impressive. On one
WaleIlaclntyre,
you saw noble Mt.
The Nipple,
face with the Indian Pass,
oUier
and the top of Marcy. On the
and dissolitary
side was Whiteface—
There was a humble church or
tant.
On Sundays the men sat on
chapel.
the
one side of the aisle, the women on
great bouldother. Then there was the
er for John Brown's monument.

I

She was betrothed in a wayHugo: "physicallj' a very male man,

Imogen.
to

almost

overpoweringly

male."

Everybody in Boston didn't go away
over Labor Day, for the audience
and
at the Hollis last night was large
for

unusually enthusiastic.

A

goodly

omen

\

j

|
I

coming theatrical season. Mr.
performance was masterly.
He Just was the part, you were never
conscious for a moment that he was
acting and Indeed many times It seemed
that he
as if he were reciting lines
might have been taught In his home.
and one
him
to
Its a part that is close
The
that he can make his very own.

for the
Jessel's

MR. HICHENS'S LAST

\
,

tors.

i

Hugo

had to shave twice a day.

The Daily Chronicle thinks that the
United States is the home of exotic
names, and gives as examples: Romaine
H. Ijcrvdermilk and George Commodore
Shinn, writers of magazine stories. "A
film recently released in Great Britain
announces that its sub-titles are the
work of Bugs Baer. But the Chronicle
has the grace to aGiiiit that then; are

characters in the play are real, honest,
simple Jewish folk who place God and
The Cantor
religion before all else.
and his wife are admirably portrayed

by Joseph Shayngold and Dorothy Raymond. Mr. Jaffe got all the necessary

was
laughs out of "Yudelson," but
spite
never tempted to burlesque It, In
It
audience.
of a rather encouraging
Jew and Gentile
is a play that both
Mr.
can enjoy and gain much from.
to make
Jessel had the good taste not

—
—
,t their heads into the nooses
with a twig or feather, could be m
:hed to each mast and lighted,
and push the boats. A little squib \\.
80 there was smoke with small detonations.

iss
«^.t

was. he was
.hown,an as George San.er

h© trained the learned pig is told at length; how the pig's neck
into a strap at the end of a stick with a hole in it and
fastened to the floor so that the stick could move only in a circle. The
pig also moved in a circle. Made to walk, he often wished to stop. Before
he stopped Sanger clicked his fingers. "The snap of the thumb nail against
the finger nail is sufficient. The pig soon learned to stop whenever he
heard the click. Cards were arranged face upward, just outside the circle.
"Well, Toby, you see the cards before you. Which is the ace of spades?" The
pig went around the circle. He was opposite the card named. Click! He
stopped. Soon he would move around at a tap of a switch, without stick
or strap, and stop at the click, till at a touch of the switch he would move
"With every performance
.
Then his education is complete,
on.
the pig will improve especially if you accustom him to receive after each
show an apple, potato or some other little luxury."

How

was buckled

If

hisXf ac«l lady. oysterU^smo.ed,

and

other attractions.

The pig-faced lady
was sho^^ almost for the l-^\^^^,^'f'^^l
^te al -rts of shows,
There ^'e
xnounted the throne
f,,„i„g
x^-hen Queen Victoria
from Kichardson's Theatre
Vhere were the Misses
to
Shakespearian dramas
one had one mother
^^^^^^V^^^^SS^^^
_

.

There were
"^'^f 9^" ^^^/^^^^^^^^
and the other another, and ^^^^ J^^^cJ^^'^gS^ beauties, Miss Scott, the
spotted boys, natural and """fl^^^' ^'^^^^Je
Jack, the Living SkeleVenus Yorkshire JacK
^
tlo-headed lady, the Hottentot
Stevens, the P^g-^^"'^,^^^
ton, and Madame
shaved The white skin!
and
f/=« J^^^ ^J^ng
bro;vn bear, whose paws
WhTte gloves with well-i
of
under the fur resembled that
Stevens apparently
^"^dame
^,
stuffed fingers were fitted
in a chair. It
wasXpped
T^bear
them. The
\f^J "^^l^^^^ll
had nice white arms above
the time. The
shawl, ^^P'
was clothed in female dress
^^^^^f^^^^^gt of the body from
P-^?,;y*'
the table
bear sat at a table, with
u y was under
hidden by drapery, a boy
the arms of the chair was
Cockayne, giantesses,

As a good Englishman, Sanger thought

f

your attention,
and ma^^^^^
„f the world! ^jhold
^e^^^^^
^'V
who is now in her 18th year ^bear,
^ave ^ gr
the
prod
would
the hidden boy
the
ladies and gentlemen

^^^^

t.)
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the escaped lions at the Chatelet, Paris, when the directors of the Porte
St. Martin leased that theatre for 180 performances of "Round the World
in 8^ Days" (Sanger does not mention the Chatelet); the apparition of
the tall, dark man dressed in black at the chief inn of Witney.

m

I

A

woman that asked Sanger for the part of
pageant for a lord mayor's show? She did not
accept pay; she came to rehearse "in a costly brougham and was evidently a lady and very wealthy. I never asked her where she lived or who
she was, and when the show was over she left a Bank of England note for
£50 to be divided amongst the staff of grooms, and I saw her no more."

Who was

?;:r^yi%etrTh:^refa^U^y\l^^^^^^^^
-apprecfative^

and

«PPed
to

^^'f^'J^l^^^^
"

show

d^oXy^U^^

in his

engage him-

was really an Irishman—
Sd: o7 a ^IB-rung ladder.

y^'^^fX

:^o ralare?rsm^^an

this

the hiandsome

Queen Elizabeth

-'^/^^^J^^^f

at last
others of its class at
that
It was at Hyde Park
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rfectly,

of the power
J.'^^'^^^^f^ ^^^^^^dev^^ed her
though the peculiar forniation
Jorn at Preston in Lancawere
^^J^^i^
You
return.
speech
of uttering human
and another
contributions
shire?" (Another prod
plate would be P^^^^^'i .^/"Y^^^^^^ghtseers left the
And so on.
comforts
what
"to buy the lady small
^t^JngT-'He

'^nSVuttrities were

Newport

by the red-headed virago, the brutal giantess known as "Carroty Kate"
from the low slum Bull Paunch Alley; the gypsies at Moulsey races; the
irrisly experiences with body-snatchers; the terrible punishment inflicted
by the showmen on "Carroty Kate's" gang; the gambling "tog-tables"
at the Lewes races, with a handsome, luxuriously garbed woman she had
A wonderful gift of patter presiding at each table; the death of Thompson, the Scotch giant; the pantomime played in a London charnel-house;

.

(Here
"As- you see,
^^.^

vividly. Witness
Fair, the riot of roughs led

Sanger could describe an exciting scene simply and
his account of the Chartists spoiling

,^

call
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was "TJber Alles/

...

the lady talk.
the
The showman, pulhng aside
greatest wonder
.jf^ gr
„ t^e
^^^ies and genUemen t

make

his country

•specially in the show business. Are buck-jumping horses "a natiyral
.^duct that can only be mastered by the cowboy? Bunkum, my friends
To make a good kicking, rearing or
junkum, pure and simple.
buck-jumping horse for Mazeppa or Buffalo Bill business the chief inItrument you require is an ordinary pin."

J

with a short stick to

.

When young Sanger'^;;;;;^^^

curtain speech and indeed did not
even take many of tlie bows which he
might have had. The remainder of the
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this
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many

travell,
"The Floridians when they
who with
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in the end,
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smoke
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therewith they In e
their hunger, and
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Frenchmen used
drinke, and this all the

Labor Bay
All.

the dignity of labor!

To

labor

Let us hear the golden
Words of Artenius Ward.
"Industry Is a very fine thing.
to

is

pray.

things

of

which we have any knowledge.
"Yet do not frown, "do not weep

for

"It

Is

one

me, when

I

of

the. finest

state that I don't like

yet do they holde
this purpose;
causeth water &
opinion withall that It
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"Tobacco is an Indian weed,
seed.
the Devil who soweth the
for

it.

doesn't agre with me.
"I prefer indolence.
idle.
"I am happiest when I am
without pe»^
"I conld live for months
at the
and
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forming anv kind of
fee
expiration of that time I should
go rlgiu
fresh and vigorous enough to
more
numerous
on In the same way for

saw
John sparke the Younger
and
curious things on this voyage

heard of many.
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what happened.
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constant
"The most severe andseen have;
I have
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other hand Mr. Hugh connection be-]
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possibly
that there is
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tween coloring and
^TheT factors have
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regret to say
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unicorn
Sparke looked on the
an article of commerce.
of unipieces
have
"The Floridians
weare about
cornes homes which they
Frenchmen obtheir necks, whereof the
those unicornes
te.ned many pieces. Of
they doe afthey have many, for that
one horne,
firme it be a beast with
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drinke,
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water before
putteth the same Into the
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gotten the same of uie
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that,
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It in
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great profit of them that shal
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Do mosquitoes prefer blondes?.
Hogarth, whose!
quoted Mr. A. Moore
by U.e
answer "Yes" was confirmed
Medicine.
Royal society of Tropical
MacPh^aU.
But here -nes Mr. J.
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poisonous snakes In Florida.)
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agent In Florida has called
that fair
the presence of unicorns in
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own idea. It puzziea ovnei
clay" was "Lord" George's
as the gaping public.
halves fitting close.
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not
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The
bottle.
J^e it and began^^ P^^
and lifted it up on to a black
He took a clay pipe, put tobacco
sight.
see that you reauy a
''No\v, Sir, let the company
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holiday
after glancing at a
parcel of detective tales.]

Wlio killed Sir Jasper
UTien smoking a gasjier
Out on the terrace last night.'
And who stole the ruby
Much prized by that boobySyte
The Countess of Owatta
Who pinched the bond
Later found in the pond Grammercy?
ifong with the Earl of
\.'\io did the deed
That made a large blefed
Percy
Of the gouty but elegaJit
Manchester Guardian.
S. In the
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months."
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and Harry. Two will be enough, tEough
Miles PhiUps. the snlfterB after garbage will hop» for
,nosqulto ^as given by
put on shore by, the worst.
one of the company
156S. a little to the,
S r John Hawkins.
Wags:
(The story of his Aa the "World
beXorth of Panuco.
I read that "society ts stirred*
published sepa
adventures should
Oeorge now wears Bis
Ule in Hakluyt s cause King
rately, not as only one
trousers creased down the front, where"English Voyages.")
were creased at the
greatly an- as for years they
his
••We were also oftentimes
side, and thus showed respect for
n
which
Hie,
am
I
preference.
royed with a kind of
father's
revered
and
Tequanl.
called
is
been
English society has
ithe Indian tongue
Musquitob. sorry that
them
of
called
Interest
Spaniards
the
in
George,
the
countrey perturbed.
There are also in the sayd kinds of the "upper circles," should do as J have
other
trousers
of
(Mexico) a number
for years; go about with
these done
but none so noysome as
creased at all.
flies
see not
HERKIMER JOHNSON.
requanies bee: you shall scarcely are
they
hem they be so small, for will
sucke
they
gnat;
a
Taggart unduly senas
big
Thomas
scarse so
Is Mr.
and if you sitive? Was there not a poem •written
one's blood marvellously,
they
sucking,
are
"Tom Taggard
years ago beginning:
kill them while they
Tagthe place will
stood behind the bar"? Did Mr.
are so veninious that
is
disguised
one that
gart at the time suspect a
Swell extremely, even as
if
but
reference to himself?
Btoong with a Waspe or Bee:
to goe
vou let them sucke their fill, and
doe you
Apropos of airships. It was thought
Eiway of themselves, then they
them worth while by London's editors lOO
no other hurt, but leave behlnde
Mr
a
than
bigger
somewhat
years ago to publish the fact that
a red spot
67in
At the lirst wee were terGreen, the aeronaut, had made his
flea-bltlug.
flies,
of
ascent in August.
ribly troubled with these klnde
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and resisnot knowing their qualities,
against
tance wee could make none
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-miat would Mr. Fowler, whose val-
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and
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"Modern

English

the Provinces:

of

Warwick and Lady Ann

I

a people's

collection,

In

these days

when

"in

edition,

the writings of Alnsworth and Eugene Sue circulate in tens
perhaps be the
would
of thousands,
most blessed antidote which could be
bestowed upon us." This was written
Ainsworth's and Sue's
in the nineties.
thousat^ds,
'novels are not now read by
than
but they are not of lesser worth
of today,
sellers"
many of the "best
many,
tbaa
better
Itbey «:«
'
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Editorial

BOSTON HEALTH
BOARD FOR 20 YEARS
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Thaw
Evelyn Nesblt says that
She ''"1
out a lot" In his book.
will be
everything In her book, which
published In a few months.
the
told
Musset
Years ago Alfred de
with George
story of his little affair
Enfant du
Sand m his "Confession d'TJn
Then George Sand .^^VntheJ
Slecle."
AUred's brother
with "Elle et Lul."
Not
Elle.
Paul countered with "Lul et
Colet. who had
to be forgotten, Louise
philosophic
been the mistress of the
Victor Cousin, later of F"^"^"*'
breathing
her.
used to write letters to
difficulties he
love and whining over the
Louise
met in writing a novel. Thisas a lady
described by Maurice Donnay
took ner
of an excessive temperament,
°'
turn, and from her
"left

I

1

set,

who was

enrolled In the

^er
f her

list of

wrote "Lul."
tragi
Concerning the Musset-Sand
boolfs
comedy there Is a small library:
Lovenjoul,
bv Marleton. Spoelberck de
Donnay
Decorl,
Maurras.
Clouard.
Musset
Seche. not to mention others
Sand: "Posterity
George
to
had written
those of im
will repeat our names as
mortal lovers, who have only b'*"
Helolse

lovers,

Romeo and Juliet,
some
and Abelard." (For "Immortal
Musset and
have read "Immoral"). But
persons,
George Sand were noteworthy Evelyn
hooks will probably do for

or twice, as

customer.

JAMES

a

lost

National anthems Just happen. They
can't be Imposed— they have taken root,
and just let any one try to uproot them,
In
that s all! The roots go deep down
they
the hearts of the people to whom
belong a.nd Ifs dangerous to uproo
things that grow In soil as deep ai
that.—Essex Dane In the Sun (N.T.)

tired

comedy
"Bubbling Over," a musical

seeing that advertise-

of

ment every week— you know the one—
"No Coal Shovel Was Ever Made to

Woman's Hand."

Fit a

acts

three

In

Mayfleld

Cleo

starring

Philaand Cecil Lean, direct from a
appears for the
delphia engagement,
at the Tremont
first time in Boston

I've Just finished

designing a shovel to meet this crisis.
Could you lend me ten so I can have
my shovel patented?
- BILL, LADTMAN.

The

Theatre.

cast:
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Gcraldino Grey

Imoiene Coca
Jack spinnelly

J;'"?

^'^^^tt^T,';.

|
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1

league "born" or formed?
Another phase of the basement

'

Park

Street Church's busy

M. K.

Beverly Farms.

Mayfleld
•jmnc. Dirllne

Jim
Wireees operator.....
ISenor Francisco Barree
Mexican dancers

life.

J.

a.

Capt.

of
S.

The

title

Is

Irwin

Polny

Wranker Wood*
Brcnda H'MhI
V-hn E HenBh.-,w
\vllUam Lon'-'an
Cecil Loan

-

the

DTER NEEDHAM.
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"BUBBLING OVER"

As the World Wags:
I'm

iu>"-

Ipented again and
even
'one could fall to recognize It, not
the tone-deaf.
.
made
The members of th« company
music
the
and
lines
the
the most of
and pleased the audience. The comedians were amusing to the extent of
their natural ability.

EDWARDS.

L.

was ono

'Leiia

McGulre

ilno

aS^d J?oUa

^vs^ Casmore

and the pro-

Infectious

As

duction more than lives up to
PICNIC
curtain
CEMETERY
Mr. Lean said In hU UtUe
PROCEEDS
picact, it was over
School
second
Sunday
the
after
Settlement
speech
Scotch
of Mr.
this
nic will be held at the residence
two years since they had played
Ralph Clark on Tuesday. Aug. 3m.
gave him and
By PHILIP
city, and the audience
ng the
The
Games and refreshments dur4:30-6.30
SHUBERT WILBtm
MISS Mayfleld a royal welcome
afternoon. Supper served from
style of
In Boston of "The comedv has a plot on the
performance
Pro25c.
First
children
40c,
Adults
man
p
new Daring Duchess" by Jacobson, Bodonsky "Brewster's Millions," a young
order to
ceeds to go toward purchasing- a
forced to spend a fortune In
Those
fence for the cemetery there.
Stols. American book, lyrics Inherit a greater one.
Cecil Leaji is
Robert
and
to
OrIt In
having dead burled here requested
the man In question and he plays
and music by Joseph J. Garren.
bring baskets.
author-com- a breezy, snappy fashion not forgetting
chestra conducted by the
white
of
display
and
grin
Trebltsch. the famous
lines.
poser. Produced by Paul M.
teeth as a climax to his laugh
teacher for The cast was as follows:
gin
A second-class female
Miss Mayfleld does a chorus
South
Indigging
gold
has
who
School District, No. 7, Parish of
"Bubbles,"
to reApply stating salary to
t5sk.
stincts which she does not try
deo£
style
ISAAC MUTCH,
Her drawly, tough
press.
things
Sec'y School Trustees,
livery Is familiar and she keeps
Lyttleton, N. B.
TowiiM;'Capt. of tho U. S L
moving every moment she Is on the
hasMariclhan
Blues"
It
•vvSl^DavU stage.
"Snap Out of
S8—2—Pd.
_
.".. .Clilvin Klralfy
t«orS9
breaks
.plenty of Charleston tempo and
jorie Sweet
S^L
Mai
her
MAYOR
of
A SOFT-VOICED
Balfour In It and this proved to be one
'^hUlipo De Cluny ^.liam
"Say It with a Uke.
hits last evening.
(Prom the Boston Herald)
back.Uope Minor
with Spanish costumes for a
Mr. Whalen presented Miss
number,
that
with
ground, was another colorful
Yesterday afternoon an audience
and Mayor Walker welcomed her
introduced.
saw which Miss Mayfleld
Lompletely filled the Wilbur Theatre
a lowing speech.
There was a heroine, a conventional
old familiar
Ian operetta built on the
HIS
but played by an extraAND
SHAKESPEARE
evidently heroine role,
'ABOUT
audience
This
foundations.
ordinarily attractive young lady, JeanarchltecPLAYS"
the
refreshiaoproved of the structure,
ette MacDonald, possessed of a
and the ornamentation. ing personality and a sweet voice which
plan
(Sunday Times of London)
tural
an
of
short
dancer
nothing
In
a
Is.
She's
book
was
use.
IThere
Mr Bradley's
she knows how to
unambitious ture to excite questioning or to perplex as well and her pretty golden hair Is
useful handbook for the
that
as
"Shake Me and Wake
the not bobbed.
student, full of Information such
Shakespeare s ^-JTaTever the country chosen by
Over" are two
Falstaff is the giant of all
or viUage Me," and "Bubbling
his MbTetfist Wherever tl.e town
Hamlet
and
of which the audience
does
creations,
she
high-born numbers
humorous
is always a
there
tl,„,r he
the pomp demanded more.
most perplexing character.
dkme who seeks relief from
a suPSince there Is a certain sameness to
court or shrinks ^-m
orthe
name
a
meet
one
musical comedies it might be weU to
How often does
with the
imentlon soma of the high spots or
other than "Xavler" beginning
read that In the
"different" notes In "Bubbling Over.'
"X"?
letter
Llangollen,
For Instance Mr. Lean's original comedy
churchyard of LlantyslUo,
to the memory
business which he works right into a
Is a monument erected
f«
This lady ot high /^^sree
J'^; regular scene; the preface to the proofficial who
Two of this Ible.
attended by a ^ourt
of Xuperlous Pickering.
wavs
cha'-acten
,Krandson
duction, with the Invitation and disgentleman's descendants;' a
supposed to be a comical
after
the stage to live connected telephone conversations; Jack
Hn does his best on There
and great-grandson, both called
young
a
is
high-stepping;
graceful
Thompson's
J'p'to hfs reputation.
him, are now ming at Birkenhead.
time
and dance on Mexican atmosphere furnished by Tlno
Clarence X. Munson was for a
couple given to a song
Joung
parTliebe
ensembles,
dance
us
told
the
Bella;
He
provocation.
and
Yale.
'76 at
the slightest
In the class of
ticularly the "Snap Out Of It Blues."
letter given to
that "X" was nverely a
Miss
and
Lean's
Mr.
parenU
and best of all
him In baptism because his
voice before she In- jjiayfleld's number where they do
name.
Rlko to rest her
could not agree upon a middle
passionate outburst ^^^gipy ^^^^^^ ^ut "dencln'."
dulges herself In a
chorus. J-his
m^hard Myers wrote the muslo which
with or without a friendly
VIRTUE TRIUMPHAN"r
peasants, ,^
^^neful and uniformly good throughrhorus 18 composed of happy
court
girl
good
stately
jy^ics and CllfNell was a
j^^jj,^,
suddenly beooma
BUUVi^i**J
V&O
^ho
gypslesBrvQSiee.
.
...^
<..,'/<i»aV>ia
With trusting blue eyes.
(gj.^ Grey Is responsible for the book.
.
ladles or excitable
.
She was a wee-bit dumb
Woods as the butler takes
Franker
pud
r-royll Vto'n^r.t.lZl^ care of an Important part of the comAnd. when a child, stepped In
lX\^^\ter/someti^^^^
dies.
edy element and does It very well. And
then Brenda Bond sang and danced
She was musically Inclined
final curthe
atand
"Hearts
beTore
?,rtTesture^ust
prettily and made herself generally
And at eight mastered
sir; you rich y
fact,
young
h^r,
"Takfe
?
tractive. The whole production, In
Flowers"
In
stand
I
should
has life, youth and a certain different
deserve her; why
And played It at a church social
dress
.v,^.
wnv of your happiness? dame was dash about It that should Interest
In her new dotted voile
Boshighborn
the
ribbon
greatly a musical comedy hungry
With a big blue hair
Capt. Townes in
lo've
ton public.
thi Duchess Colette.
h-er In a
She was a picture of adolescent
met
uniform,
o brand new
Uness.
As she grew up her heart was un

TOWARD

"The Daring Duchess"
HALE

THEATRE-

M

.

TEACHER WANTED
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,

I

.
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WhiW
•

ttis

[

.

I

We

^

Writer Long with
The Herald

I

v to sny that
w'hich was rcagain, so that no

hardl.v

Is

ro

t)i.

It.

Russell?

Robert Thomas, "a valiant, seri'iceable
man," thought as Master of the Ordnance to compliment the Earl by a dis"which teiTlbly
charge of cannon,
yielded forth the nature of their voice,
of diverse."
astonishment
to the great
By some mischance, at the second firing
"was unhappily
the master gunner
slalne by a piece of one of the chambers to the great sorrow and lamentaUon of many." We think Mr. Fowler
*ould approve, and wish that English
were as simply and forcibly written
that
today. He might say with Froude
the "plain massive" tales in Hakluyt's

man.
He had gained nothlnjr and

As the World Wags:
p?{.Trvanderpooi;
"The Transcript Is proud to record Scrabby Smith
publication In
that It was through the
Anna
Mrs.
of
letter
Mr«. Dan de Mllle
these columns of a
Bawles ••••••
Harris Smith that a group of ladles and Barbara Drew
gentlemen assembled In the basement of Col Drew..
the
3>d
there
and
.^^^^"f
the Park Street Church,
Baxter...
Monty
Is
clipped Animal Rescue League was born."
Biibbles Clayton

As theWWorld Wags:
Here are a couple of items I
Brunswick)
out of the St. John (New
in
Dally Gleaner when I was recently

no
U=age," leads one to the belief that
should be
one can write English as it
say
written: what would Mr. Fowler
quoted? What,
to the passages we have
would he say of gtowe, telling about
weddingthe accident that marred the
day festivities in honor of Dudley, Earl
1

After this rebuke Herb was a chan,

,

J

;,

,

,

S

—

i

i

YeSay

touched.

Save for an indefinable fondness
For her cousin Al from Lakeville
•Who played in the hotel orchestra,
And carried his own pocket comb.
Also a silk hat In a leather case.

Herb

was

the

girl,

who

"PIGS" PRESENTED

sufficient quantity

brought to Paris a
atmosphere." The Marof "'A^nerican
but merely an Imquis was a sly one.
a mutton-tallow
with
amorist
prudent

^bv

.

Lynn.
he next came she

When

crossly,
for
"It will not be necessary

come again
father
chine."

has

bought an

you to

ice

ma-

and presented by

cast:

p^^.^ter-

Philip Harrison
Girlrurle Anifarde
M.iy Bucliley
Emerson Tre.acy

'

Sp«,ncer
'oran.lma
" Ellen Atkins
'Spencer AlhlHs
Cushinff
Mildred
Ixsnore Haetlnis
Smith Hastings
.Dr. Sprinier

Una Merkel.

Klaine Temple

nhentcond'icV
The secoinA
°J

'd%he''

U

S

L

William
I

.

'TlletTTery-

w^e W^^^^^^^

" . . .ina-p
rellent orchestra,
fqr the singe
lwi\h due consideration

Imagination on
-....P.^oers to
theatre-goers
that they were!

little'

Boston
advance
of pleasura^e
destined to an evening
was billed
"Pigs"
when
entertainment
f ormer
Golden's
John
,or this city.
"Turn to the.,
here. Including
the

part

of

concede' In

.hon,s; th.re
^
but not»

,^

The

Atkins. Sr.
Thomas
no
.i
riv«/lpr
AlUln*. JrOeorse Henry. Trader ..
Wallace Koi'l
Hector Spencer

I

was at the chateau
third act was on
Marlethan, a good

,

said,

'^CrlX

riayc>;«

I

trellis.

disBut she learned In time, to her
may,
,,.
in
children
He had a wife and three

"Frank

John Golden.

Green brought Ice to her house.

cigar.
He always bad a half-smoked of
his
Stuck raklshly In the corner
mouth.
,
^ ,
In
lost
Jove defying the lightning
comparison.
the speed
He made love to her with climbing
a
Of a second story man

My

breezy

slangy,

orterlngs

1

Daphne Pollard Heads BillCarl McCullough Here

90
•

"
"I.tRhfln*

Te«r,"
and otlmrs. would havo been sulTlclcnt
h«d U not been for the fact that news
had filtered tlirough from New York,

Kuht

'•T)ie

First

comedienne,

audiences for almost a year, that this'
spriKhtlv comedy was. as usual with Mr.
Goiaen's ofTcrlnpcs, clean comudy and
all

sorts of rlb-tlckllng

I

I

In

capable hands.
Even the pigs, themselves, and there
were some real pigs on the stage, added
ensemble
their vocal numbers to the
and would not be stilled even after the
exceedingly

!

'

flat

less

known

I

I

de resistance of the

entire

Tommy, ably l^^^^^^^/f.,^^.
comedy.
held It
Wallace Ford, held the stage and
of the
most efficiently, from the rise and his
curtain until the final drop;
Merke^
Mildred, in the hands of Una,
Her acting
left nothing to be desired.
natwas of a high calibre and she was
uralness

this

Is

wholesome comedy, such,

1

Aloma
i

Rr,^ HoWen
fin t aim

SP"*'
T.u?a
i

HOUDINIATHISBESTl
MAJESTIC THEATRE — Houdlnl

In

In three acts.
production.
Collapsible boxes, disappearing scarfs,
cards, doves and rabbits are running
Houdlnl,
riot at the Majestic, where
who is, after all, the last word In
magician showmanship, is playing a^
pracis
Xt
two-weeks' engagement.
'tlcally a one-man show, even thoug'i a
few suave attendants and two or three
and <hen.
fluffy girls help out now
Many magicians there are who do
tricks with flourishes

and bows,

only Houdlnl who does them
casually and simply, almost taking the

but

It

is

Throughout the performance he keops up a continual stream of comments which are
audience Into his conndence.

C'-Ttalnly as entertaining as the feats
themselves.
His program Is divided Into thr^e
parts and the first is in the nature of
these
as
conjuring
unsophisticated
titles

jkin as actor

.

'.:

.

Mme.

Ernestine

Gaines

show; The Magical Rose Bush,

and shark fishers, the bits of
underseas photography and the wlldIs
ness of a Pacific storm. "Aloma"
Is
worth seeing. Then, of course, there
danse
Gilda Gray. Intact, straw skirt,
seducventre and all. who daiii:es

pearl

du

tively
.

- the
..... whenever
the
.e reels
through
.
.

action begins to lag.
Like the play from which

I

df'yes

particular,
In this Instance the
really Intends to n^arryi
lo^ rewhite
and
Aloma until his first
through
^l/en
and Is
>ei
appears tvnu
appeals
b*---" to him
t,,,_ia
that hurls
the gentle fury of a storm
Then
sharks.
her husband to the
and
Aloma returns to her naUve lover

man

—

"o

m

THE VANISHED PEOPLE
I.

Tall Kings' tawny-bearded
And Queens whom love hath kissed.
Come walking through the woodlands
Among the blue-bell mist.

With towers as high as noon
Sail In th-ese silent spaces
Beneath the silent moon.

n.

These are the vanished people
Who sleep behind the veil
Of the sunrise and the moonrlse

And

and

fied

m

'

i

t

In illusion

and mystery and he ir
M. F.

always the expert sliowman.

m.

They bring blue days
They give white hours

for singing.
for prayer.

And scatter gifts like blossoms
On this soft midnight air:
Words

and

that he

^

provide
season

that are sweet aa honey
strong as time,
so delicate

And dreams as
And tiny songs

That win not walk

—

in

rhyme.

.\.

G. Prya-Jones.

Cleanliness cannot be had for nothit Is a surprisingly expensive matEllen Wilkinson.
ter.
ing;

—

broadcast the entire
^unced by
symphony season it was^n
^^^^^^
a H. Jaspert. director.
,

If you have a child who Is consistently angelic, take him to a doctor
and see what's wrong. Dr. Hadfleld.

—

the World

As

Wags:

T met Barbara sauntering along, all
dressed up something regardless.
"Why all the festive draperies?"

west as

far

many

viio

^

.

also
farther west will

said X.
"I've been to a Vanishing tea," said

Barbara.

"And did you have a good time at
the Vanishing tea?" said I.
"Out o' sight," said Barbara.

I

word

the world's great tides are falling
tha heart's white tides come In.

And

CJ.

j^g^ed

rUt7au1teU°wVanother

I

I

stars so pale.

When

_

broadcasts

illy

happy.

swimming;
Birds In a Glided Cage, Slicing a Woceremonial dances, et al.
^„,,,„«J
man, The Egz'ptlan Turban, Money for
behave^
Gllda Gray always looks and
Nothing iind The Crystal Casket. These,
of the Soutp
version
Broadway
a.
like
and amazing card tricks, he classifies
she has
^ell
seas, but she screens
as magic. In explaining the difference
wWch
that elusive and animate <l"<^»ty dubbed
between this sort of thing and physical
^ord
for lack of a better
Is.
feats, as escaping from a locked box,
Uy an^
moves
"personality."
Mr. Houdini called the first illusions
"""sual scree^
llthely; she has a rather
and the secoiid mysteries. He admits
one, J'h ph 1^
face, a somewhat Slavic
that the illusions can be explained, but
yet ^^e is no
surprisingly mobile. As
his "mysteries" have yet to be revealed.
lo«ks preThe Chinese Water Torture Cell was,
an actress. Warner Baxter
^^tor who is
last evening, In the second type of enposterously like a movie
thing dlfflculj
tertainment.
trying to look native, a
He is locked In a cell full of water to overcome. He is badly miscast, for.
clrcumand escapes. This In Itself Is bewilderno one would ever, under any
ing since the whole apparatus Is carestances, or In any light ^^'-^^^'^^.^^
Is much thej
fully inspected, but when one considers
Samoan. Percy Marmont humorless,
similar things that Mr. Houdlnl has
sincere, *'"'""•;:-' a
;,l
same as usual, sincero.
going to and
bi;en doing the past year the surprising
white man in the throes of
thing would be if he didn't get out.
dogs.
coming out of the
camera
The last part of the program which
Sow^ever. due to the beautiful
gave promise of being the most enter°*
work and the compositional at sucli
taining was probably cut short by the
hand
Maurice Tourneur. an old
ui
lengthy prefatory remarks which Houmoments
Us
has
things. "Aloma"
dlnl evidently felt necessary in view of
more than
extraordinary loveliness that
the numerous law suits with which ho
make up for the dramatic 'iefl='«";'^«
has recently been confronted. It had to
The conof the rest of the picture.
do with exposes of fradulent mediums
sometimes needtinuity is good, though
and, while hi's Introduction was Intertitles are problessly complicated. The
esting, It left time for only two actual
the play.
from
derived
ably
tricks.
preceded
Gllda Gray, surrounded and
For years Houdini hag appeared In
Samoans, culled
by a troupe of musical does her dance
vaudeville and this, his own production,
from her "Rendezvous."
Is the accumulation of the best of his
w°h every showing of the picture, In
material. Whatever he gives Is the last
I

the

These are the vanished people
Who are our kith and kin

S*

'

ships •with scarlet cordage

And

It. "thit^Cih
^yr.^Z.et^oZl
:^-o"ia be

In between there
atmosare the usual bits of South sea
men going
phere"; the unshaven white
flowers
native; the Island girls with
n
their clothes
their hair, who wear
In
Indulge
the nati^es who
Is

For real frowslness of mind and manner and mode, commend me to your
reb^il
your
person.
unconventional
against authority.— St. John Ervlne.

his talk to the
_fin^^^^
Us ening in on the
expressed
^
^''T^ast Ju°v Mr. Q«inby

,

be-

disget themselves up In the drabbest
guise and become merely Ill-mannered:

Boston, New
^
bearinff
bearing
houses
Chicago
^^^^ ^nd
i^gt geason sponsorefl
concerts,
'^.^sting of the
-"f^
the
radio audience

native.

every one

cll-

W.

by

Station

among
an

a merry and ad-nwboy wh<

nouncement

ever again

yourself-at-any-price people. "What
inteltectual
odd thing It Is that when
conpersons revolt against the narrow
show
ventions of society and set out to
how to
'the dull and submissive ones
'behave and dress, they nearly always

Continuing the plan
January, when the,
last season in
Orchestra opens
Boston Symphony
on the evening of
its season here
will again go
Oct 9, the concerts
Westinghouse
through
air"on the
WBZ, according to anstation
made yesterday through
of the
01
Quinby, l^cad ol

.

variation,

"Aloma" Is merely another
which somej
of the theme of "Rain." In
go,
whiu men do. and some do not.
white

"s

I shall

the misfortune to live
unconventional,
breezy,
bright,

ri der.

„ff:„;„lc
officials

1

It

and

forbid that

Heaven

WBZ TO BROADCAST
BOSTON SYMPHONY
inaugurated

Biiraiii

shots of
If for nothing else but the
the gentle, surf-fretted beach of the
Samoas. the swift, hollow boats of the

own

amazing

.Warner Baxter

Re<jni»

have

-

tne

Erwin

.^/...Charles

^^^.^
^^^^

f

»

Bull Montana
Atmes Ayres
.....
B-"'""?''''ri??^,K'.
Connell.%

Li

venturous story ^'t^^^^^l^Z Z'^om^'
through an odd ^';<=""'«^^^ht children
to ^'^^^
the *ather-by-proxy
.^..^lothe"! ana p
In the caring for
"t wea
the
P
interests
of their
absorbing course
tiy^^i^^^^^avored
display
imple means to

<^^''...GILDAGU.^T
Pere." Marmont
.

^

interest

tale IS
s taie

.. .\

Pierre

1
"yp
of the hyPno"^"^
that '"''\he

is

^'^^^"'^^nd
Mr. Brand

for Instance,

visit to
as a love scene in a pigsty, a
be out of place.
4ft6 New Park will not

his

that
matllc scene

Sheik.

'.the

i

^^^^

mounting POY«^°'

Maurice
South Seas." film directed by
Tourneur with the following cast:

™^

Wife of

The Pincher
The Zouave

to acquire ^"0"^^/° ^^if^erty
poverty. It Is a
dispossession and
drama "^7°"^!^^
provide in steadily
the
and constructed to P-?^
thrllls

-

^li

_

summoned

I

^^Xi
v;,-.,,.
Donovan
...William

S'rir

^

Lo%e

Montaff^ie

Ramadan

the
consclence"^L
t
innkewer haunted byt^e
^^^^^
"
wraith of

,

V'''"\,^.2!^ro
Geor?e FaweeU

v;

.\ndre

Mr. Barryn^ore

GILDAGRAYDANCES
AT METROPOLIT AN
of

Brand's popular
Rosa-

and

Rudolph Valentino

Chabah

Modern
The associate picture
tnis
th sweek.

Max x3
a version of
We^
novel of western tlUe
the
leen." ""^er
Horseman, starrmg
snoiv
pictures and a
.
be shown.

entitled

METROPOLITAN — "Aloma

the following cast:
Ahmed. Son of the Sheik.
Yasmin. a dancing pirl

Sir

at the

Ig

,

Itself.

all

tres

'

leader
Charles Frank, new orchestra
made his appearance last night and will
orchestra
the
of
continue In charge

not one ""'hit to the
cast
disparagement of the others of the
virtually Pe/fect
for all contributed to a
should
mention
performance. Especial
of Ger.
be made, however, of the work
Spencer
trude Auguarde as Grandma
and
Atkins
Kllen
and May Buckley as
passmg, that Philip
it might be said. In
successHarrison, as Hector Spencer,
difficult
fully delineated a somewhat
character.
"Pigs" Is here for a limited engageand
ment, and If one is fond of clean

And

C

ptys

him an opporthe range and

m

and saving the family fortunes. scenes
love
Also comedies must have
beand "Pigs" has at least three
wouldtween Thomas Atkins, Jr., the
being
Gushing,
be V D., and Mildred
piece

with
Interspersed '^.'^f

"Working for the
given by
road." Songs and dances are
Snow and Columbus, and remiarkable
by J^iee
shown
feats of strength are
the
Lambert and Company. Others on
program are Frank Mathews and Ada
Love,
"Hungry
Ayres in a comedy act,
and the Aerial Smiths.

P-^^aT
late

n
Barrymore in the
Lionel
with
version
photobill of new
"eadlng role, tops the
and Beacon Thea-

,iu„vcomedians,
The humor of blackface
Is abbone of the standard favorite-,.
a
JenKins
put forth by Glenn and
Raili,kit

stage through

Valentino

Rudolph

with

sVielk,"

Its

Son of th»

LOEWS STATE— "The

that long

drama

FimAT STATE

"The Son of the Sheik" Is
Unreeled

he
England's -eat -tor^
Bells,
Henry Irving, "The

'"t'*''^''^'"^^,^

tlon of opera numbers
ballads, which affords
tunity to demonstrate
quality of his voice.

Of course there is a plot, for even a
comedy must have something tangible
hedges
upon which to hang, and it all
Atkins
about the youngest son of the
be a
to
family, who has a penchant
succeeds
finally
who
veterinarian, and
drove of pigs
In buying and selling a

the

tenor, has an

J

RF.I.I.<i"l
GIVE "THEreflected
glory on

the

exclusive
of th«
sti^P stars in their reproduction
widely
olrtlmfact. Cralg Campbell,

curtain.

of the

fall

In

A

hoi.ors.
crowding Miss Pollard for
years
ward ani Diamond, stars of 40 i« not
"pep
ago, demonstrated that
younger
property of the

It

IN

time in this

first

iwODERN, BEACON

-'^-i.
than s
more smoothness and <l'«Ift<^h trouble
had no
usually seen and he

teems with
provoking oflferlng
fall
situations that many times might

i

"*'"'"'

.Sr. to P'—' •>••
throughout the week.
comed>
McCullough, muslca
carl
that is o good
headliner, with an act
last
hit
big
a
made
humorous quality,
o
Mr McCullouph s imitations
n"rht
w^^ known actors Is ^"n<l

tSl W

to be wondered at
that the Introduction of "PlgS" to a,
an opportunafforded
audience
Boston
welcome most
Ity for a spontaneous
the
complimentary to the producer,
authors and to the players themselves.
And this welcome was a well merited
one, for "Pigs" Is certainly a laugh-

and

Metro-Goldwyn-

production by
Mayer, shown for the

Bert

sU-

Hence K was net

:

VALENTINO RELIVES
j

this

uatioos.

I

IS

AT SCOLLAY SQUARE;

The screen feature at the Orpheum
week Is "The Boy Friend," a Monta

I

wltii

"THE SHOW OFF"

I

THE BOY FRIEND':

where -riKS" had been drawing Xnrgc

rife

I

Tt Is

ciujr
Pollard, noted English
always a fa^^y'^*

Daphne
ttcter

enough to make the blU diverting.
several years since she first flamed
Icross Oiir stages, In the pre -Charleston
days, as the chief danijer of the Ziegfeld
E. G.
follies.

.itself

'

sept.

o,

21

zky"

series
at the

his

^°%Vr\

^

In

Paris,

_-nths excepting
co^fe^nce with
j„ regard to
composers and pubU^n
^^^^
scores, no

"'!,i^„fred ?or
the time
req"»^«^J?'

^^w

'-Th^fdat^roT^hTbSasts

--Khiri
through WBZ
are

30th.

.

'l2

'l9^h

What

.

2.

26th."

16th.

March

5

23d and

monotony"*

I

may sympa-

of the dull Mrs.
did not marry her,

husband

Ditchwater. but I
and Mr. Ditchwater thrives on what
seems to n;e the deadly monotony of
her uninteresting company. Major T.

—

iCnowlcs.

OPEN TO CONVICTION
neither believe nor disbelieve
That a thing cannot
be explained Is no proof that It docs
In the pen in my
believe
I
not exist.
hrmd, the fly on the window-pane, the
«un'and moon, and, on a fine night, in
Yet nobody
the Great Nebula In Orion
has ever been able to explain how or
IXplanatlon not
why these

Now

in

and

Is

thize with the

the

oro,"mh.T3^ a^a
<Jt

April
fsth and"26tk.
30 th.

of

No;'-,,\=^/"j^„'T'i?tt 22d and

Feb

JAZBO.

opening the

J

t°

P^P^^'^'^He restricted
symphony je^son^ He
^^^^
^^^^^
tnis
European acth ities
KoMSsevIt
"-T.-^ncerts j-^g^gvlt-

I

spiritualism.

i

|

I

"

'

-1.,

St for reality,
In a ghost

1

Rm

prepared"
soon as I

as

may

be

ana accoraing lu
prowrongly,
always

variously,

usage,

(?reek

.

But I warn that ghost that nouuced. And why 'graph'? What iB
begin by hittlnir it hard on tho thcTe written In the, movies? Nothing;

i.T.tj.

any unfamiliar work, operatic or orchestral; but Mascagni himself, though

i

may be a man of only one opera.
nevertheless a personage. It may lie
outthat "Cavallpria Rustlcana' will
"Tosca,' "Anbrea Chenler" and
live
"The Love of the Three Kings," just
as Puccini may live by his "Boheme"
when his other operas are forgotten.

|

shall
nose, unci go on to devote my remaining lexcept, Indeed, th? captions'— another
energies to ascertalnintf that I have not monstrosity!— in this case derived from
been the victim of hallucination, bilious- the Latin, In which language it usually
ness, hypnotism, or jiggerypoltery. But means a deception, a fraud, or a falsity
until I behold I must rely upon the
certainly a good title for most of the
The extraorghosts seen by others.
from America.
I

he
Is
,

i

I

!

:

about

people

—

films imported here
"When a new Invention

who

are
dinary
psychic is their wilful abrogation of the
logical faculty and their willingness to
on evidence
believe the stupendous
which is not strict enough to convict
Then their
the meanest pickpocket.
ghosts talk so reasonably. Personally,
in
another dibeing
expect
a
I should
mension to be almost entirely unintelligible and the greater the gibberish It
talked the more I should be inclined
The one kind of ghost
to believe in it.
your
in which I will not believe is
the
strictly rational sort that talks
mush and twaddle of the half-penny
novelette. James Agate, reviewing a
thing

why

should
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When it was announced that Masconcagni would visit this country to
those of us
duct some of his operas,
remembered his first visit could

This reminds us that, as G. W. E.
Russell remarks, brewing was once conBsidered an eminently satisfactory profesIsion for "Puritans," perhaps In memory
"In these days of total
jof Cromwell.
(abstinence it is curious to note that
1 brewing was a peculiarly Puritan trade.
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-which
There is a fragment of verrie
runs somewhat as follows:
"And what,-shall the Bride wear?
new
something old and «ome^hlngsomething
borrowed and

does not
times he
charge for
applauding speceven gives gifts to the

tumes

and,
Do»s Mr. Fowler sanction the verb
sendwith
connoctio"
in
noun "wire"
or cabU
ing a message by telegraph
O Mr. Fowler, how can you do so.

ll

contained

Ias the World Wags:
Having read for several years, with
Imuch mental delectation,, the outpourlearned Mr.
ings of the wisdom of the
first
Herkimer Johnson, I am for the beI miist
where
time In a position
scholar, or,
speak the aid of the great
proving temporarily
in the event of life
for him, the aid of one

One conduc-

short-lived.

Weinberg)?'

but
'cablegram' Is not only a barbarism,
(cf. 'wire,
a needless one, since 'cable'
as a
verb and noun) serves perfectly
noun also in the sense submarine teleelsegram " -A Barbarism he defines word
where is "for the most part some
to wound
that, like its name, is apt

to

was

Sterling

mentions them under "curtailed words
and does not object to them. Yet he
"The verb
iwili not have "cablegram."
etc. by cable)
•cable,' (transmit, inform,
unobjectionable;
and
is both convenient

feelings."

as

love,

verses extolling the glories of the bath
Ing beauty, using the word, "clean
This expression has become
limbed."
almost as common in stories as that
"red-blooded."
hyphenate,
execrable
But what does clean-limbed mean?
Does It refar to devotees of the dally
bath, or to those who use the various
depilatories so alluring advertised unbecause
der such slogans as, "It's off
with the smoothIt's out," and "Dazzle
ness of your skin?" I want to know.
9. A. FxtlSii-

We should like to talk about many
Was there ever
things this morning.
than "Dr.
a more versatile comedian
Wyman" (Ethan Allan
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runners,

my

graciously,

too wearisome
of his many supporters.

"
bike' and 'phone.'
chine') and
are sorry to find Mr. Fowler ad-
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our
'mob' (for 'mobile vulgus') or
(for 'dynamo-electric ma-
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that none, none knew
-
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Uons, tigers, bears, etc."
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heaven
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him John

interest
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(aca shortening of 'cinematograph
l
cent on the third syllable, with
through
passed
has
soft) which again
French and indeed been there 'assemto Engbled' on its way from Greek
h« would probably
If he had,
lish?
have held his place."
habit,
"(3) Curtailing is an established
schoolIno wor.se in cinema than infthe
ancesboy's 'rep' (for repetition), our
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is,

high

,

To laugh 80
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is

boats, wood be ta seel em
or Jerusalem, wich ought
to have a navy, so when tha next disarmament notice was sent out they
wood also have sumthin to scrap. Tha
whole Idear Iz ta get everybuddy satisfied ahd then tha handfuil of dry
About
votes wood'n get ta 1st base.
Ithls time tha B. and C. butts into my
"Listen
sayin,
by
discourse
wonderful
Senator, while your on tha subjeck,
give tha baby her 10 o'clock boddle an
dry up. i cant darn sox and you at
tha same time."
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mitting "phone,"

how

of

He had made

(ac-

tor's

Truer by far

Philippe Musard in 1838.
His
life.
them a feature of Parisian a sensamade
[concerts at Drury Lane
The
rival series.
tion, and there were

the Grecian who knows 'kin^^ma'
objects
cent on the second syllable) and
first syllable
to 'cinema' (accent on the
'cinema
with "i" short) reflected that
but
does not represent 'kinema' itself,

Ireland

the

2.

is

nights

the first Promenade
It appears that
given by
Concerts in London were

the syllable accents will be found justi"
ied in the article 'False Quantity.'
"Has
In this article Mr. Fowler says:

what bought

.

obscured; but that

fault, not its.

government stamps what they had on

to

is

smile

the

bright.

than to
your ignorance of musi6
S. Bach."

ing

we

laughing

light.

Truly

is

how long he has been considered
There
high-brow.
the province of the
in the
was even a paragraph or two
da>
other
the
birthday
papers about his
for the layBut it is a dangerous name
exposof
way
man. There is no surer
call

to

the

ory.

Truly indeed the earth laughs tn de-

for

'kinetic' and 'kinematic' are abnormally
spelt, the connexion of 'cinematograph

with them

VerUyl heaven

Promenade

of the

her gax-

And

"We start
concerts, says the Observer,
whose popuour annual orgy of Bach,,
when one recalls
larity is surprising

The points are: (1) c or k?; (2) the
syllable accent-ad; and (3) the curtailed
form of cinema. 1. English c for Greek
normal; ci.
k, far from being wrong, is
catholic, cenotuph, Circe, colon, cubic,
that, since
regrettable
be
cycle. It may

present iz all dampfoollshness, so i
xplaincd to tha B. and C. as how tha
wets were going at this thing all wrong.
Wyinell dont they make a play fer tha
whole wurks an then kompromize on
My idee
beer an wine if necessary?
when they have a election everyIz,
buddy what votes wet shood get a
button wich reads "Wet," wich it wood
mean they cood buy, an those what
vote dry wood get a button wich wood
read "AlNWet" and they cood'n JHirchase. Also we shood garantee alrtha
bootleggers a penshun an a Insurance
policy; 1 hate ta think of tha millyuns
of bootleggers famlys what wood starve
to deth; of corse we woodn't hafta
worry about tha enforcement agents,
az they are alreddy taken care of (unless they've been dumb); one of em
who 1 know what use ta wear a shirt
3 weeks iz now wearing 2 shirts a day.
We Bhood also keep tha still Investors
frum gettln noisy by promisln them
that their equlptment cood go on a
As far as tha
gov't ownership basis.
coffee shops is concerned, they cood put
a free lunch sign on there 6 donutz
an 3 pies an send tha bill to ole man
Volstench, an fer tha proteckshun of
tha printers tha law shood'n go
all
inta effect till they used tip all tha

hand.
A eezy solution fer tha

With the opening

—

"I

name

BmlUng, we say.

Vermilion flowers and lilies Infold,
Wheels of sapphire whirl In

covery."

W. Fowler in his "Modern
Usage," published this year,
ihas nothing to say about "movies" but
ihe has a short article about "cinema,"
{"cinematograph," "kin
"The cin-forms are obviously more
handy for words d-astined to constant
popular use, and should be accepted
in
heartily. There is indeed very little
any of the objections made to them.

'English
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of the first
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spreading:
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Tchaikowsky
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H.

Mr.

I

Xo, we do not class Naomi MItchlson
among the "boss poits." Here Is her
impression of Marseilles In "The La-

Beethoven

Haydn

Monday 'Wagner'

the

to

I

Or should dawn,
ments of gold.

would
Twenty vears ago TchaikowskyMozart,
have been much higher up, and
down.
lower
much
Handel
Bach and
disAs for Haydn, he is almost a new

"The Twin."

play,

66
52
29
28

jjach

.

Istairs,'

,

Wagner
Mozart

[which classical highbrows have ttied
sometimes with,
upon us,
|io force
sometimes, fortunately, without, success— 'bicycle,' 'automobile,' 'aviation,'
'moving
for
'escalator'
'locomotive,'
I

their play,

Look! how the ocean

interflow of

fessors of Greek and Latin to invent
for us some jaw-breaking compound
from dead, foreign languages. Instead

.

"Bht.
the waters clear a «.phyr
dellifht
Chances to dip Its feet In sheer
In
sand
the
If the waves scarce touch

If in

It

along,
always turn to the pro-

we

1

.

—
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ntrengtTi'were manufactured, wrote
for whom cigars of unusu
artistic, too sentimental, to remain
to Liszt: "Your soul is tin u
You need women about you, women of
without the society of women.
every sort, as an orchestra demands different instruments, various tonalities
Unfortunately, there are few women who are what they should be." Yes,
"Liszt needed feminine enthe princess was right, as Pourtales says:
thusiasm, feminine society, existence would have seemed to him dull and
worthless if there had not been within reach some beautiful person from
whom it was possible to draw the last harmonies from his heart." This
was apropos of Lina Schmalhausen, when Liszt was old, with warts on
his face. "In the looking glass where for a long time he had seen the great
and dominating eagle he now observed with melancholy an old vulture
almost featherless." It was impossible to make him follow a diet; he
would not be deprived of his cognac.
i

X\)2
Liszt," by

•La Vie de Frnnx

Guy de

Pourtales,

is

published in the

Librairie Gallimard,
serlm "Vies des Homfnes Illustrea." published by the
Amours," in com"Leurs
series
the
in
»
volum*
Paris. It miRht well be
Louis XIV, the
pany with "La Vie Amoureuse" of Musset, of Talma,
other worthies,
and
Pompadour
Empress Josephine, Wagner, Mme. de
their kind.

m»l« and fetHnle after

Liszt is repIn that excellent novel of musical life, "Florian Mayr,"
behavior
free
the
by
disturbed
who,
Florian,
young
rewnted as saying to
an abusive letter:
of his Ilonka— his Ilonka for a time—had written her
kindness a?
"I have a long life behind me, and I have enjoyed woman's
of my
adventures
the
upon
now
back
I
look
men—
and
other
few
perhaps

...

For all the women who
yonth with a calm and {rrateful heart.
gratitude."
deepest
the
prescr^'e
have honored me with their love I
Did he remember
Liszt's adventures were not confined to his youth.
?r«tefully Lola Montez, who turned brains and melted hearts in two con-

now is tfold
sex— pursued Liszt.

tinents and

in the earth of this republic?

She

She—as many

There are shrewd observations in this book; remarks about music, cuslife and human nature.
"The Englishman is not musical enough to distinguish at once what
He needs practice, habitude, the opinion
is good from what is perfect.
of constituted authorities; while with the Italian bad taste is curiously
enchained with a wholly spontaneous appreciation of genius.'"
In Russia (1842) Liszt journeyed in a carriage that was a drawing
room, dining room, bedroom at will. With him were a valet and a man
to shave him and tie his 360 cravats. Women dressed as boys followed him
on his triumphal way.
He liked pianos not well tuned and improvised on them with exquisite
dissonances and unexpected modulations. When he was calling on Rossini,
the latter asked him if his beautiful hair was his own. "You are fortunate,
liiere's hardly any hair on my head, and I no longer have teeth or legs.
My amusement is to write piano sonatas to which I give pretty alimentary

of

lived with

,

for any possible damage.) She forgave him, for when she ruled Bavaria
through the King she wrote to Liszt, oifering him the highest decoration
la the kingdom.

"

as 'Fresh Butter,' 'Green Peas,' 'Cherries,' 'Apricots.'
"The Countess d'Agoult told Liszt in later years that she no longer
ate simply; "I eat a great deal; appetite comes to me when I dine with

titles,

We have not seen the English translation of this biography. Perhaps
one or two errors have been corrected by the translator. Pourtales has
written more about Liszt, the man, than about Liszt the musician. The
remarks about the series of symphonic poems are to the point. He makes
a curious

.=ilip

in

many."
during one of Liszt's sojourns at Rome, the winroom looked out on the Temple of Venus in the Forum.
During his last visit to Paris, a few months before his death, he reOne woman, calling herself Ossiana, begged him to
ceived love-letters.
come to her. Another wished to go with him to London. "Ah! How life
is an interesting adventure, when one receives a dozen letters of this kind
It is significant that

dow

speaking of Liszt's transcription for the piano of BeeHe pictures Liszt, seated at the piano and

thoven's "Pastoral" symphony.

any language. James
Huneker wished to write it, but, as he told us, his book disappointed him
as It disappointed others. It was his intention to publish it in two volumes. The publishers complained of the cost, so Huneker was obliged to
discard much of his material; to throw in many notes, undigested, in a
higgledy-piggledy manner. The result was a scrappy, ill-arranged book
unworthy of the author, for Huneker was the one man to write about this
strange, fascinating, generous man of (genius, who was both amorist and
devotee, and had something of the tight-rope walker in his composition.

Of
aa

It

is

all

life

the lives of Liszt, the one by Pourtales

the most entertaining.

is

When

the

money,

this

Abbe Liszt

man

"LASS O'LAUGHTER"

OPENS AT COPLEY;.
COPLEY THEATRE— "Lass

the most satisfactory,

All readers of musical biography

Only Popes have no age," he wrote to Carolyne.

died, this man who had gained great sums of
of princely generosity and countless amorous adventures,
his worldly possessions were his priest's cassock, a little linen, and sevei^
P. H.
pocket handkerchiefs.

of Liszt in

O'Laugh-

a comedy In three acts by Edith
Carter and Nan Mariiot Watson. First
time In this country. The cast:
Elspeth Dudreon
Mrs. Nicholson

ter,"

know

way; how Wagner was always whining
and begging for money; how he shamelessly stole musical ideas from
Liszt for his own works. It is not necessary to refer to what is so well
known. Pourtales is the one biographer that has given us intimate personal details about the man himself. He has not named all the women who ran
after Liszt. He has been discreet; he has named only about a dozen. The list
is not so long as that of Don Juan's sung by Leporello, but Leporello

how

of his

every morning!

bringing out the sonority of the "cymbals."

There has not been an adequate

.

t«ma,

him for some weeks. At last
sh« became a bore; she bothered him when he would be at work. He
resolved to run away from her, and took the hotel porter into his confidence. Lola was locked in her room, not to be let out for half a day.
She raged; she smashed everything she could. (Liszt had paid in advance
her

.

Liszt aided W'agner in every

Davie Nicholson
Sand.v MaoDoutral
Jean Stirlin?
Mr Cox

„.

Richard Wliorf
Man-lot Watson

.

Nan

Wordley

C.

Lady AllVa Wcyman
Charles Dennis
Hon. Ian Maxwell
Ronald. Lord Maxwell

Ps..^"^'?

.

.

Hul.~-e

Ma.v Edisa

gS™*".
Edmund Georee
Alan Mowbray

Richards
Suzette

^ "^t "^^^J'irJ
Joan Cary

persistent Pollyannas, gurgling
Pegs, et al.. In which the heroine Is
young and gauche and rises from the
gutter to a title to discomfit high society with the sweetness and ardour
of her homilies, and the violence of her
missteps.
the
to
thanks
however,
"Lass,"
shrewdness and comic talent of Miss
Watson, one of the co-authors of the
play, and the current leading lady of
the company, Is constantly diverting

Liszt's early love for Caroline de Saint-Cricq was romantic and pure;
he was her piano-teacher in Paris. The father, esteeming the young man,

line

dismissed him. Caroline married another, but Liszt cherished her memory
to his dying day. The other women threw themselves at him, beginning
with Mme. de La Prunarede, and Marie d'Agoult. The latter ran away with
him and bore him children. One, Cosima Wagner, is still living. Marie's
husband was of a philosophic nature. After the elopement he thought the
matter over and at last said: "Liszt is a man of honor; he has now behaved like a gentleman," for he then knew that Liszt had tried to dissuade the countess from her flight. As for Adele La Prunarede, she had
detained Liszt a prisoner in her castle at Marlioz. Her husband was so
pleased with Liszt's winning manners that he invited the young virtuoso
to be his guest. Pourtales says little about Adele; he does not quote the
remark of the Count d'Agoult.

of

and prankish without being bumptious.

There was the blonde actress, Charlotte von Hagn; there was Marie
Kalergis, the favorite pupil of Chopin; there was the pianist Olga Janina,
who visited the United States; she once entered Liszt's room with a revolver and vials of poison, but lat^r contented herself by writing the malignant "Souvenirs d'un pianiste" and "Memoires d'un pianiste"; there
was the Baroness von Meyendorff, usually dressed in black, erroneously
thought to be of an icy nature; there was Lina Schmalhausen; there was!
Vera Timanowa; and there was Carolyne de Sayne-Wittgenstein, the Russian princess, who wished to marry Liszt, the woman with whom he was
long associated, the deeply religious woman who wrote over 20 ponderous
theological treatises. Then there were the unnamed; unnamed by the

play that is ridden with ancient thewiseconventional
"gags,"
atrical
cracking and loop holes for the actor,
when Miss Watson \yas on the stage It
had life and sparkle In it. She has
what the "movies" call "personality.'
But, last night, it was the occasion
The audience
rather than the play.
yearned to Mr. Clive, to his old faithbosom.
fuls; It took Miss Watson to its
calls,
curtain
There were flowers,

A

I

'

to delight any actor-manager.
piece opens with a Glasgow lodg-

enough

The

ing house from which Lass Is removed
Maxto live upon her heritage of the
It Is only after she has left
wells.
that th« keeper ol the lodging house, a

(

j

sour,

Mographers.
Apparently the Countess d'Agoult was the one that least appreciated
(Iszt, although she did run away with him. The others preserved for him
|

women

of -another century remembered gratefully
the adventurer, Casanova. Charlotte von Hagn, for example, wrote Liszt
seven years after they had separated: "You have spoiled me for all other

as

1

—

yen

—had

Liszt's father
he died in 1827
will be troubled and dominated

said to the boy:

by women."

"I

am

afraid

The Princess Carolyne,

woman, discovers that

is still

Las.s revels in soft blankets, kindness,
silk pajamas; she cures the housemaids

of toothache, leas through the Towers,
She is shrewd, posalive dominating.
sessed of a native wit (they all are)
pretty.
She invades the bedroom of
the man whom she has dispossessed
(of course neither of them have met,
as yet), oflters him halt of her fortune
because he seems upset, the household
burst In, the disposs6ssed says that he

—

|

men; no one can be compared with you; you are, you remain unique." But
Liezt quickly forgot Charlotte when he met Bettina von Arnim, who was
at that time 57 years old.

malicious

another paper in the chest,
one that proves Lass to be only the
step-daughter of the daughter of the
Maxwells. A counter plot.
there

j

has asked her to marry him.

With
ever.

this, of course,
It makes little

is

really

difference

what

the plaj'

j

i

E. G.

"Lass b'Laughter" is a rotund and
rambling- little comedy, often bent low
with farce, another of that long, lusty

nAined no names.

> tender m.emory,

the vicious soul of the lodging house
uncovers now. The fortune is still with
the Maxwells, the girl is marrying into
the family. But it is an amiable, loosely
Miss Watspun, tailor-made comedy.
son swept all before her. The others
Mr. Cllve, In
followed In her wake.
his slow-footed, country Iwy guise, did
the faithful Davy, son of the mistress
of the Inn, the only friend of the IrreLass, whom he had called
sistible
O'Laughter. Allan Mowbray is the hero,
the dispossessed, jilted by his first love
at the news of his loss of title, but
later recompensed by the far greater
love of Lass—otherwise known as Jean
Stirling. May Ediss does the somewhat
haughty but witty cousin who does the
reforming. Miss Dudgeon is the hardhearted keeper of the lodging hoiise.

//
/
years ago Puck pornewspatrayed in a title page cartoon
their
per humorists In a ring enjoying
own jests and furnishing amusement
there w-ere
the outside world. For

A good many

for

before
writers of amusing paragraphs
and that hidthe lamented "B. L. T."
not then In
eous word "columnist" was

common use. Puck P?ft'-f,>'«^ 'J^t,^.?.^:
Haw k
bury News man, the Burlington
Norrlstown
eye man, men of Detroit,
Promiothers.

thi sTate of Texas, and
our friend
nent in the foreground was
the carGeorge Babbitt, handsome In
toon as he then was In ^^-^Jtl^^l'^t
When this cartoon appeared G';^^^
PosL
was on the staff of the Boston

he w.ote
coming to The Boston Herald
"short Etuff
what Is known as the
paragraphs
^n the editorial page, the
order. As
following the last editorial
known
was
a paragrapher he soon
land: for he was much
throSu the "funny
"'^^hu
man.
more than a
wit was keen
mor was never forced; his
on
comments
his
views Of life and
his

<^harac erlzed by
passing events were
and lankee
New England horse sense
gift <>' 1^""
Bh-ewdness. H« had the
senting the news of
so

amusing way and commenting
that his few lines J«'^^^'"°^f„5"f°Hu
editorial. His
than a long and labored
of a
''f'^e
paragraphs even when they natured
In
personal nature were good
George had
attack or reproof. While
Imwas not
few Illusions: while he
and promises
pressed by the statements
politicians:
J^'h"*
of professi/.ml
ph 1to see through sham

was auick

In prickInthropy; While he <ie»«hted
while he detesting bubbles reputation;
ed snobbery U. dally l»»^''^°""\^"taw
literature, he was not
afraid
not ^^^^.^'J^
with clear sight and was
to say what he thought.
reflecand
He was a man of reading companion
joyous
tion as. well as a

friends were

many. The number

of

;,

Included those

hem

his

dally

work.

who knew
He was
the

loved
not easy to writ© abou^ a
There Is so much that
companion.
superseem
would
that
could be said

Btrangors, yet would
and helpful to those left

It

j

days I'll strive
Before I go.
Then, those who hurt m* moat
Must take their turn.
In being anguished host
To hearts that burn.

MARTHA

Boys!

I

Have you wrote

!

to

Mother yet

Tour

*°When

have been
Books about Walt Whitman
reviewers
published recently and the

uncon-

'''"He was a man who, in an
in God,
ventional way, deeply believed
honestly
and strove to do his duty
lovand punctually by his employers, acvariously
ing his family and friends:
complished, happy under hard labor,
by
and helpful to all he could help,
word or deed."
these
thought
Collins
of
Some friends
indigfew lines Inadequate and were
wish
nant; but what one of us could

of
The Manchester Guardian says but
Valentino that he was not an actor
ever
before
a "star"; "had been a star
would
he was recognized as a star,
dramatic
serious
the
of
spite
In
always,
playing,
parte that he contemplated
of
have remained a star. The essence
most
and
best
its
in
self-exploitation

without invitation.
brass bands in uniform.

'

criticism deeeply.
points of his
bitious man who knew the
own personality but knew the value of

the first, and. I believe,
constellations
the last of the major
"C. A. L.'
of the screen.
to
J C. Olmstead sent from Virginia
Literature the
the Saturday Review of
heard
he
ballad of "Sidney Allen" which
the school
last spring from one of
of
Three
mountains.
the
i-hiidren in
noteworthy.
the verses are especially
"The Court called the jurymen at half-

;

past nine.
he
Sidney Allen was the prisoner, and
was on time.
pistol
iHe mounted to the bar, with his
in his hand.
And he sent Judge Massie to the prom-

Poet of
the presence of a young
I have added
talent M. Blaise Cendrars.
nothing. I benothing, I have omitted
facts were
lieved that these Indisputable
Now that one
well known in America.
put
them, I am vepr sorry I

"Then Just a moment later, the place
was in a roar.
The dead and the dying were lying on
the floor.
thirty-eight Special and a thirtyeight Colt,
^
Sidney backed the sheriff up against
the wall.

With a

Walkley.

in question.

I

articles,
^Th^e°who wish to read the
condensed,
which we have greatly

"Anec^doshould consult ApoUinalre's
92-94
tiques" (second edition, 1926) pp.
was posthuand 122-124 The publication
credulous
mous, for the brilliant if
writings
Apollinaire died in 1918. His
Rene Lalou s
are ably discussed in
Francaise
"Histolre de la Lltterature

Contemporalne.

.

"The

sheriff saw
tight place.

he was in a mighty

The mountaineer was daring him,

He

in the face.
turned to the
said,

^

rigni
v.

window and then he

Just a moment" more, and we

will all

be dead!'

who
This recalls a poem by John Hay,
years did not like to be re-

that

Alone to spelling school."
We quote from memory and do not
pretend to be letter perfect; but we remember the hero who went for his
11-lnch bowle knife;

"Young man,

I

try to follow

a Christian

life.

But

My

or two.
I'll drop a slice of Uver
bloomln" shrub, with you."

that

a

friend told

"Ravenshoe"

(or

was

,lt

his favorite

mind

same
such things and keep of the
reading the
bv the expedient of not
to Jitas
books again. But I agree
Possible we shall bave a
torla."
synopsis of that^tresently. I P'ty^**""
M., In
ever should undertake It.—A. N.
the Manchester Guardian.

in his later

minded of it.
"They piled the stiffs outside the door;
They made, I reckon, a cord or more.
Girls went that winter as a rule.

me

once
another
books?) "The Bride
Of Henry Klngsley's
werf
'Vlttorla
of Lammermoor," and
modern romances. We say
recall

I

WE

DON'T BELIEVE YOU

As the World Wags:
Rhodes and noI know a guy named
body calls him "Dusty."—327,396.

AS

IT IS

moth("There was no room for their
er."

—News

item.)

broken heart? Lord save!
Hearts do not break;
Though broken heart we crave
For our own sake.
•Twould be an easy death
Go quick away,

A

A

halting breathnight to day.

hurt—a

From

does not

Newspapers so gorge one with new
facts that one refuses, in mere Self-defense, to be troubled by them.—A, B.

name my

,

therefore,

felicity,

—

I

ised land.

am

GEORGES CLEMENCEAU.

Not being at Ubeity
informant, I beg that the
be fortold
anecdote I have
take these
gotten, but no one should
MerriU.
kines as a reply to Mr.
disThen Apollinaire proceeded towords
other
in
stories,
cuss unsavory
about
that had been circulated
lies,
to

I

,

dear Senator, to exI
unending and cofhpress to you my
pletely unprejudiced admiration. Tours,

have the

denies

them

she exists) wiU.

|

arise.

Wa

have
man's funeral

(if

undiscovered, and,

at s°™«J^"^'5,,/
t Whitgiven the details of
as they were told to me

In

.

who

SEEN AND HEARD "DOWN TOWN"
(English as she is wrote) On the window of a fashionable shop on Boyiston

"Next Monday we

will

move

acrossed to the opposite side."
Woman buying picture postcards
Thats Copely, where we
•Lookit!
F. \V. S.
oughta of went."

Earthquake news we read each day;
Some in Maine, some far away:
Azores, Greece and Mexico,
All

complain of vertigo:

Millions of a well known car
Must OT«ate thta »wful jar,

^

,&.I>Sk

We

j

'

tea."

course"

here

Equivalent

to

vegetable served as a separate course?
Mr. Herkimer Johnson once told us
that at the houses of our "best people''v
corn on the cob was served as a "course
Or were all the vegetables on
dish.
the table with the chicken, according to
the good old New England fashion?
Brileat-Savarln began his dinner with
When one of his
40 or 50 oyste's
friends complained that he never could
with
get enough oysters when he dined
increased.
the supply was
Savarln,
The friend ate 36 dozen and then attacked the elaborate dinner. Ideas differ
meal.
as to what constitutes a square
George W. Leader, a paper merchant
breakfor
eats
Eng
of Middleborough,
poutids
fast three dozen eggs and three
lunch;
of ham; only 2.5- pork pies for
and
dinner
go
at
himself
but he lets
to
eats as much as he wants. He said
to
natural
a reporter: 'Eating comes
the
to
"
forward
looking
Is
He
me
United States: "Blood Is thicker than
water"— we are sorry he used this shopworn phrase— "and noth.ng could do
more to cement the ties between the
two great English-speaking countries
one
than for me to eat myself from
coast of America to the other."
Mr Leader should not boast unduly.
Has he never read of Nicholas Wood,
eat with
a yeoman of Kent who could
sheep raw?
ease at one meal a whole
on
pigeons;
of
He once ate 30 dozen
meal;
another occasion 84 rabbits at one
a
eaten
on still another after he had
of
whole hog, he swallowed three pecks

spoke a few days ago of Christian

names beginning with "X. as Xavler.
and the more surprising name Xupegiven to Pickerings of Berkenhead. England, dead and living. "Eupe-

^

damsons.
Even Mr. Herkimer Johnson, who as
Emporer
a rule Is as abstemious, as the
Augustus, Cardinal Borromeo, Cornaro,
Luther,
the noble Venetian, and Martin
enough
confesses that he has never had

Welsh

rabbit.

„

'

,

This reminds us that Mr Fowler In
"Modern English Usage" under
his
"False Etymology" sax^'Welsh rabbit
,

amusing and right ^fcWelsh rare
and wrong."^|5t too often

is

As the World Wags:
street:

and

I

.

have joined in the kind regards
which you are certain to have conveyed
I present my profound and corme,
to
debts
dial respects. In the matter of war
two positions are possible: either we see
eye to eve on the subject, or we do not.
As I have not acquainted myself with
the contents of your letter the point is

later the poet Stuart
for
took Apollinaire to task
a story_
publishing so preposterous

membered as

.

only stand and

^

sure,

months

Apollinaire replied

.

Borah,

ers

'""some
Merrill

who

I

One might ask how
"square meal"?
many courses were there? Was any

,

will not
M. Clemenceau says that he
letanswer Senator Borah's reply to his
reply. "The
ter; that he has not read the
letthe
publishes
Manchester Guardian
write:
ter that Clemenceau might
My Dear Senator: A thousand thanks
hastened to
for your letter, which I have
dare
refrain from reading. It is, as I
of
«ay you have remarked in the course
we
summer
far from the kind of
it
(as I
possibly
but
desired,
have
should
presume you will have observed), the
weather will improve later. To Mme.

"ragtime mued by musicians playing
coffin borne by six
Irc. Then came the
door of the
The
men who were drunk.
bearers
Tomb was so small that the a fours
were obliged to crawl in on
It was
back.
their
with the coffin on
of Whitthought that several children
mothblack
man's with their white and
is not cerwejre present, but this

After him. I
media as well.
of
think stardom will lose something
will be reits supremacy. Valentino

'his
I

50

The police arrested at least
dayThe festival lasted from
orators
break till sunset, some of the
their
V^r^ct^^^ea
coffin
the
near
At sunspeeches by thumping the bier.
procession, headset there was a grand

He was an am-

felt

There were

funeral.
persons.

.

Ice cream
"full
Is

line:

also serve

19 namefl

I

Ownsubstitute? The United Restaurant
Milton s
ers' Association should consider
wait."

Thomson, and

quote from North HavertilU notes
published In the Woodsvllle, N. H..
Times:
.
"At 12:30 P. M.. Mrs. Mllo Famham
of
consisting
dinner,
course
full
served a
baked potatoes, frlcassed chicken, string
cake,
assorted
beans, beets, cucumbers,

off.

"They

volunteers:

We

'ValtWhy this objection to the word or
any
er"7 Why suggest "attendant"
as a
term
general
other supposedly more

farmers,
Confederate and Union armies,
negroes.
oyster dredgers, stage drivers,
'"'^t'--^^^^,,^"^
Whitman's "ancient
comerados," army ^"••se°"?'
stood on
Any one who wished to speak spoke
at
several
a chair or a table;
dra"k enorthe same time. Every one
mously. There were 60 P"g"'/t«,,^V

in

.

stay

journalists, politpoets, scientific men.
veterans of the
icians from Washington,

him. He could
All the little humors
that made up
charms
and
and whims
his playing.
the man were evident in
to try to
never
He was wise enough
Valenface
.
mental
mask his
publics affection
tino never knew the
by. He
him
and middle emotions passed
in Canstood in the minds of women
Manhattan
ning Town' and ConnecUcut,
r07
and Mandelay, for all the color and
missed.
had
lives
own
mance that their
worHe stood for what was not. The great
ship that came to him, and a
to
not
due
was
deal of the criticism,
to
any Innate quality in the man. but
sense
cold
the universal drabness and
live
to
eat
to
had
of a world. that
He did not want to make bad
man who
pictures. He was a sensitive

was

GuM^^me.

all

Smith."

Post)
(From the Jamestown Morning
Erickson s
There Is a bull In Erik
AH persons,
pasture, Ashvilie. N. T.
hereby
high and loV; big and small, are
Even
property:
said
notified to stay off
of peace,
priests, policemen and justice

credulity of the late
whose real name was Kostro^ isky.
were three booths
It seems that there
for Whiterected for the occasion: o"^
the
man's body: one for a barbacue and
lemonade
third for whiskey, beer,
womnjen,
hundred
water. Thirty-five
funfral
en and children attended the
There were three

the

sel-

of pith,
Sixteen call'd

THE STRANGER.
A FAIR WARNING

souri.

may appear

"Mongst them were several Englishmen

the loveder twinkling feet, Sally was
After the season
liest lady at Nice.
.turfman,
noted
a
married
there she
father
which isn't so strange. Sally s
MisPontlac
ran the livery stable In

one seems
have had their little say. No
account
to have read the extraordinary
contributed to a
of Whitman's funeral
by GullParis newspaper of April. 1913.
he was
laume Apollinaire, who said that
eye-witness. This
told the story by an
Imposed on
"eye-witness" must have

Is
a finer tribute? True affection
dom eloquent In expression of sorrow;
search after highit has no heart to
sentlsounding phrases; it abhors vain
mentallsm.

various nations, and

M. SEAVBT.

SALLY
Hotel Olympic.

brilliant
Mortimer Collins,
died at
journalist, scholar and novelist,
say. of
this
to
had
Knowl Hill, Punch

Yet common surnames

was the Fascinating Widow. Blonde,
slenalmost too blonde, slim, and with

so before retiring tonight.
rest will be more Peaceful.

y

Read Byron's description
ludicrous.
Having named
of the siege of Ismail.
Russians of 12 consonants apiece, he
mentions foreigners of much renown, of

to-

day?
If not, (?o

^

EntlckPwBsley.
as odd
Maglnn's Irishman that llT'ed
names.
"His name was a terrible
at Lelth.
name Indeed, being Timothy Thady
Mulligan."

knows,

How many

"A BOY'S BEST FRIEND," ETC.

i I

write

Squelch,

named
recently
journalist
Baltltucklc, Twiddle, DIddams,
Stlchllng.
Puddlphat.
nap,
I^endrum, Mugleston, Rtllgoe

alive

still

could

melodious or rhythmical verse. Byron
poked fun at Amos Cottle. A London

And may not know

[

is

interesting sense
not hide himself.

am

Tet, I

(Card In the rooms of the Olympic hotSl,
Gary.)

to

easy to exaggerate good
influence
ouallties, mental equipment,
If a man speaking
in a community.
strives
before
gone
has
of a friend who
his words
to avoid undue emphasis,
perfurtcmay, to some, seem cold and

behind.

My heart. In vain
try to ward the blows
Of anguish wild.
A blow comes hard, God
Dealt by one's child.

Swinburne thought thai no

it.

man named John Donne

I

1

wm

It is

ed to

thought to dl6 mysoW

Times and again.
So many stabs were dealt

1

M

fluous, trivial
bo significant

I

I

I

a

1

'

have been

,1,^
11
Djavld Bey,
the scaffold.
about 10 be hanged, said before he was
led out from his ceil: "Give my kindest regards to Kermal and the judges.
sh.ill not be able to do this personally
unlesB they come to witness my hanging." When he
at the gallows he
sat down on the stool under the noose
and did not stand on U- When his mistake was pointed out he replied: "How
should I know my role? I am unaccustomed to being hanged. This Is my
first experience."

^

i

employers and to
Happy as a
lithful, generous friend.
a husbachelor, he was thrice happy as
admirable
and
band "When his devoted
he was
wife was taken from him, and
disease, he
suffering from an Incurable
not
end,
Inevitable
looked toward the
longing; nor
only bravely but with
.would tt bo too much to say that
idled with her.
i3

words

nemorable

1.

public;

bit stupid

read "rarebit" when the writer
should know better.
Mr. Fowler will not have "proveiiV
"
"Except In the phrase
for "p'oved
'not proven' as a quotation from Scotch
better left alone."
is
law, 'proven'
Alas, we find "proven" taking the place
of "proved," not only In newspapers
but In books written by persons who
are supposed to have "enjoyed the advaiHages of a college education."

we

While we are discussing the always
agreeable subject of food, let us note
that Mr. A. B. Walkley, the accomplished dramatic critic of the Londor.
Times, has written a preface to a little
cook book entitled "Clarisse or the Old
Cook."
Joseph Conrad contributed a whimsical preface to his wife's cook book,
a preface much more entertaining than
the book Itself which makes one wonder whether Mrs. Conrad was "a good
provider."

rlous

Phoebus, what a name!
Is It not possible that "Xuperlous"
bishop
Is a corruption of Exuperlous. a
at the beginning of the 5th century?
We read that this saint's name Is found

rlous"!

In Derbyshire; that It Is peculiarly
characteristic of that country. "About
the year 1715," writes Mr. Thos. M.
Blagg. "a large silver plate was found
at Risley. In Derbyshire, having the
inscription: 'Exsuperlus Episcopus Bayensis ledit.' It has been suggested that
(thus
this was brought to the country
introducing the name) by the contingent
Derbyfrom
known to have been sent
shire to the French war about 1415.
They fought at Agincourt and were also

How many readers of Bunyan's
"Pilgrlm^s Progress" know that they
probably have an expurgated edition?
Bunyan wrote that the King of DoubtXng Castle turned "damnable hard."
le
,e

qualifying word "was expunged
editors of popular editions.

ijiTo go back to gourmands and light
laters, we should read aloud to our
children, in and out of school, these

from "The Spleen," a poem by
Matthew Green, a poem, written nearly
The theme Is how to
200 years ago.
lines

a contented life; how to be happy;
never to be in doleful dumps:
always choose the plainest food

live
I

To mend

—

viscidity of blqod.

*••*«•
«•**•

water-gruel, healing power.
Of easy access to the poor;

H.iil!

present at the siege of Bayeux."

Exuperius or Euperious either one
that the
is a sonorous name arguing
bearer Is a grave and worthy citizen,
as solid a man as Muldoon, the hero
of the old song. It is easy to jpst about
surnames. Matthew Arnold condescend-

by

I fly, by thee dilute.
veins my blood doth quicker
shoot;
And by swift current throws off clean
ProUflo-particles of spleen.

To thee
Thro'

•

To cure

the mind's

wrong

blass, spleen,

,

she can
melodramatic

best

>

:;u'

Laugh and be well; monVt.ys have been
Extreme good doctors for the spleen;
Aivl kitten. If the humour hit.
harlequln'd

away

the

tit.

possibly want.

for

the

T.ucy

Mable Holly
Bov Harden

Herbert Belmore
Glayds Baxter
Madeline Cameron
g^^g, Mulholland
Mary Bothwell
Clara
An uneven, sometimes quite ordinary,
bill, esamusing
highly
again,
and then
pecially In the burlesques of "small
insatithe
Ume" vaudevillians done by
T^UiB Davlv
«'"erre
I liira La Guerre
Katfi

—

—

guire.

The

t

cast:
^

Gerald Tay. a rum-runner,

William Courtenay

Michael MeCue, a hl-j acker. Fr^nk Shannon
John Westley
...
John Burton, a lawyer
"Chuck" Raymond. Burton's brotherAshley Buck
in-law
Peter Cheng: Goe
Ling- Tang:, steward. ^
Mary Carrol]
Jane Burton. Burton's wife

the Colonial last night.
With some cutting, especially in the
generous, the
first act which is far too
an
piece will probably settle down into
amiable run. The book isn't wildly orlyrics
the
iginal or subtly provocative;
settmgs
fire not witty; the costumes and
are not unusual. But the company plays
music,
young,
the
is
chorus
.^Wiftiy, the
tuneful, the principals, especially the
irquite
aforementioned jair, are often
resistible.

thick as the Provincetown fog (like
that in "Anna Christie"), which wraps
the deck of the pirate ship. Melodrama
from start to finish, along approved

but In a strictly up-to-date set-

For "Twelve Miles Out" Is a saga of
the bootlegging Industry, from the moment when the hard-pressed rum-runner bursts in upon the lonely seaside
home oNthe lawyer and stacks the floor
with cases of contraband, contains episodes of murder, kidnapping, "hi-Jack-

i

!

ing," fighting, lovemaking, drinking and
swearing sufficient enough and strenuous enough to satisfy the most exai^ting,
clear down to the finale, when the pursuing naval vessel captures the whole
outfit, sSilnts and sinners together.
William Courtenay is cast as the star
of the production and, in the part of
the good-looking and romantic ex-soldier,

bored with

life

and craving ex-

isn't

filled

with

—

sung quite generally.
As the reformed and reforming t. b.
m., Robert Emmet Keane plays his

'

who

attains his desire in
matching wits with the coast iuard
men, easily dominates the situation.
His hastily cached store of liquor Is,
in its turnj captured by Michael McCue,
a hard-boiled, piratical "hi-jac'ker." One
of the pirate's men casually shoots
Burton's brother-in-law and, to avoid
complications, he loads all hands on his
vessel and puts to sea.
In act two, aboard this sinister craft,
the bewhlskered hl-Jacker makes primitive love to Jane Burton, who has been
tyrannized over by her bullying spouse

citement,

It

.

The tenn "melodrama" Is no misnomer here. Mr. Maguire's play fairly
Melodrama as
drips with melodrama.

lines
ting.

And,

"
Charlestoning.
,
The plot— they must have one concerns itself with the legendfiry tired
business man with a grouch whom
everyone decides to flatter into a good
by
disposition. He grows younger act
He discovers that
act, scene by scene.
Is
an actress who- appears quite youn^^
dollar
really his old love; he scatters
he
publicity;
for
roof
the
bills from
Iswines all night somewhere on Long
showers
land with half the chorus; he
family.
blessings on his
The piece is shot with wise cracking
the dull,
of all sorts that range from
trouble wii.h
to the pseudo-risue. "The
of
you is that you have the dispos,ition
attack
a Mack truck with a kiddie car
if
But
best.
the
of
is probably oWe
interpolated
Spr nothing el^e than the
tight-rope
of
burlesques
vaudeville
walkers, Russian dancers, opera singers
is amusing.
show
the
two-a-day,
of the
Otherwise, it is just musical comedy,
touched
costumed,
rapidly timed, freshly
with reiterating farce, a pretty, lightvoiced leading lady—Nydia „ Arnell and
"Happy-Godancers who are young.
Ijucky," its title song, will probably be

.

farcical bits with a flair born of a long
diverting evening for
stage training.

.•hatever Is left to the Imagination.,
'here Is plenty of punch In the deaths
cene and the big fight between decksl
rhich was, of course the climax of the!
'hole thing. Is most effectively handled.;

Mr. Westley is the pompous and lilly-!
vered husband and a capital bit he
lakes of it, just the proper foil for
le swashbuckling piratical gentlemen!
'ho "carry on" in the main show.
There is Just one woman In the whole
ast and Miss Carroll does the verv'
I

i

;

:

'

1

|

|

YIDDISH ART PLAYERS

of
presenting four performances weekly
"The Golden Soldier,
the opera tta
Julius Nagives every indication that
soon
thanson, its ingenious director, is
permanent
the
ambition—
his
to realize
establishment of a Yiddish theatre
Mr. Nathanson Is firmly enBoston
his adtrenched in the confidence of
that will
mirers and patrons, a stimulus
new and
enable him to offer many
season.
startling productions for this
another
that
likelihood
There is also a
four
performance will be added to the
Friday,
now presented each week on and
SatSaturday and Sunday evenings
"The Gol«en Soldier
urday matinee.
of Mr. Naenlists the full strength

a

m

thanson's company.

i

_

FILMATORPHEUM GLORIA SWANSON IN
FILMATJCOLUYSQ.
Louise Glaum, Movie "Vamp,"
Appears

in

Person
"The Son

Takes Role of Chorus Girl
Who Reaches the 400

of

Valentino's last picture,
engageSheik," started a week's
yesment at Loews Orpheum Theatre
attraction of
terdav, with the added
apLouise Glaum, the movi e "vamp,"
the

pearlngr In person along with live other

acts

vaudeville.

of

Manners

is

Gloria Swanson In "Fine
Olympia
the film at the Scollay Square
Hilarity reigns supreme
this week.
l^o
The
Olserf
with Alexandria and

/

Kings

f

Of

Hokum," who present on

tne,

ftage,

seven acts, a
as premier of the

clown

frolic.

"What's It^AU About.

ROADTOlANDALAYi
'GREAT DECEPTION'
AT LOEWS STATE|

nLM AT OLYMPIA

and
Lon Chaney, Lois Moran
Owen Moore in Cast

Aileen Pringle Stars in

War

Spy Tale
*°
Metro-C,oldwyn-Maj er

STATB-"'rh«
a

picture, directed

WASHINGTON ST. OLYMPIA— "The
Great Deception," a First National picture, directed by Howard Higgin, with
a cast that Includes Ben Lyon, Aileen
"The Great DePringle, and others.

by Tod Browning The

H"';/^^

cast includes Lon Chaney,
Moore and
Walthall, Lois Moran, Owen
story
From the original screen
others.
by H. B. M.inckiewlcz.

ception" belongs to the war vintage,!
the vintage that produces "Three Faces
East" and its Ilk. It Is drawn from the
unpublished novel of Philip Gibbs, "The

KEITH'S PROGRAM
Anna

trip

Fitziu

Heads

CONTINUING PLAYS

Bill-

SHUBERT, "The

Havel Boys Entertain

ess,"

who has been heard

Anna FltzIu,
one of the
here for several seasons as Sa"^aUo
leading singers with the

I
'

.

I

,

The increasing popularity of the YidOpera
dish Art Players at the Grand
are
House, where this group of actors

VALENTINO'S UST

to the Shubert last
Al Jolson
night with his latest musical comedy,
"Big Boy," and a new batch of jokes
and songs to deliver from the end of the
runway. He was in rare form for this
role
opening, whether he stuck to his
blue-grass
of colored jockey in the
step
horse-racing plot, or preferred to
out and chatter In his intimate manner

tained
hearers.
, ,
,
_
Not that the play Itself Is lacking
elements.
in diverting and spectacular
"bred
In plot it is a melodrama of the
true
in old Kentucky" type, which runs
usual
the
True to form in
to form.
stage
paddocks,
juleps,
mint
patter of
Southern pride, "you-alls" improperly
used in the singular number, and SoUthern accents born somewhere north of
None of these things Is
Pittsburgh.
missing, and the large and enthusias
first-night audience cheered
astic
though greeting old friends as It befamdiscredited
came evident that the
ily retainer who had Deen thrown out
in the snowstorm (not snowstorm, we
are getting our hokum mixed) would
at least retrieve the family honor by

I

£xiefirs.

who

to Europe, his golf or Ms
As usual, they "ate him up,
lawsuit.
and the play Itself served merely as colan
orful and pleasing background for
extraordinary personality, one of the
seems
who
stage,
our
of
few entertainers
of susto possess the valuable secret
contact with each one of his

1

William Anthony McGulre. Adapted by
Dickey and Howard Emmet
Lpaul

Mandalay,"

of his

1

steps to offer and was at his best in
his original Russian style Charleston.
The remaining acts were all entertaining and included: Senna & Dean, Johnny
Sully and Muriel Thomas In "Beauty,
Youth and Folly," and Verna Haworth
A. F.
in "That's All There Is."

HamilAdoree, William Powell, Hale
story by
ton and others. From the

-I

,

Gus Mulcay played many blue notes
on his harmonica and was a decided hit.
Birch & Edge, a pair of extremely
clever contortionists, opened the bill.
Pat Henning has some first rate dancing

Famous Players picture, directed by Alcast that includes
lan Dwan, with
Thomas Meighan, Aileen Pringlc, Renee

AL JOLSON BACK
came
i

Gods,"

METROPOLITAN— "Tin

i

the Moon."

Meighan and Renee Adoree
Appear in "Tin Gods"

LOEW'S

1

•

[

A

and remains faithful under difficulties.
Bui^on, In a crucial test, displays the
whitest kind of white feather, but the
.'um-runner, who has from the first
been attracted by the lady's charms,
allies around right nobly.
There is a tremendous and crashing
lombat in the dark, which end^ in the
li-jacker getting his quietus with his
iwn knife, after which the action moves
wlftly to its appointed end.
The last scene shows the rocking
ieck of a ship and the stabbing spear
if
the pursuing cruiser's searchlight
narks the finale.
Frank Shannon plays the part of the
il-jacking
skipper in a sufficiently
road vein. In declaring his Intentions
.'ith regard to hi^ lady captive nothingj

j

j

ALLAN DWAN FILM
AT METROPOLITAN

are not connoisseurs in musical comedy and there are moments for
those who are. Th^ audience demanded
several encores last nigirt, some of
E. G.
which were given them.
those

i

realistic.

^

Madeline .Cameron and Ralph
Whitehead aloni in the last act, is this
"Happy Go Lucky," which slipped Into

Itttci-

are clever juveniles and their new act.,
"Oh Uncle," contains ideal material fori
them. Their .style of delivery Is of the
they
fast, wise-cracking variety and
The two little girls
both can clown.
in the act with them do acceptable
work.
James Thornton, billed as "Just a
Jester," kept the audience amused with
jokes of the pun variet5^. He has been
on the stage for 50 years and started his
career in this city. He told the audience last night that the first 50 years
were the hardest and that he was sure
his next 50 years on the stage would
comparatively easy. He sang some
of the old songs he had ^-ritten, including "I'm in Love with the Man in

i

|

bribed English jockey, Mary
Adams puts a question mark after
the statement that gentlemen prefer
blondes, in her part of Annabelle, the
other
belle of the blue-grass; but on the
hand, there are some goodlookers with
presented
sun-kissed bobs. The play Is
Messrs. Shubert, the book is by Harold
Atteridge, music by James Hanley and
Joseph Meyer, and the lyrics by Bud
F. M.
de Dylva.

able

AHRIZ GHARTARZHON.

|

•pS^h^^wh^V^hi-f'i
Rslrih wn't,"iiP3'i

DawsSn

eye!

"Twelve
"A romantic melodrama,"
.Miles Out."
m three acts, by W^illiam Anthony Ma-

Frtfth Sh^vne
wnit^,. rra,>
^^tTj'rfu^'^h fr

Mannmer
Thompson

('ourtne.v

|

the

of

j

vlnl

Robert Chapin

picture that will make men stop to ga^
upon it attract hundreds of thousairfds
of eyes to marvel at It and drink In
every graceful line of the artist's
brush?" "My good man," I said again,
"is it possible that you have never seen
a Wholehoof Hosiery Ad?"

PLYMOUTH THEATRE

|

Was an

The most entertaining act on the en-'
tire bill was a little sketch featuring,
Those boys
.A.rthur and Morton Havel.

an

is

DrySTDalfe"

ligent a< companlst.

j

tion scene. In which entertainment minand
gles cleverly with progress of plot,
frivin general, all the making for a
Colin
evening.
enjoyable
olous and
Campbell does a good job in the role

Robert Enimett Keane

Chapin

-Mildren

the evening.

il

especially well-tralnen
chorus, and several Individual nurribers
of merit, but nothing but Jolsop stops
the shov- There is a cabaret celebra-

osuit:

Chester Cliapin

and

There

COLONIAL THEATRE— "Happy Go

has ever produced a

—

thrilling

E. P.

J.

Lucky," musical comedy. Book and lyComrlcs by Helena Phillips Evans.
poser and director, Lucien Dennl. Production staged by Fred G. Latham.
Dances arranged by Max Scheck. The

"An American!" he gasped, "what have
you In America to compare with this?
feast

j

"Twelve Miles Out" Is staged with
an expert hand, is handsomely played
and contains all the excitement that
any well regulated theatregoer can

bit broader. "You don't think much of
it?" and there was the suggestion of a
tremor in his words. "My good man," I
finally said, "how can you expect an
American to be enthusiaistic over this?"

—a

—whom

dianiiitic finale.

Antwerp, Belgium. This Is where
Rubens, Rembrandt, Van Dyck and
other painters (non-union) have parked
I stood before one by
their sanip'ss.
Rubens today as a guide triid to teil
me in broken English of the wonders of
It.
"Isn't it beautiful?" he asked me
I smiled slightly with evidence of
first.
some amusement. "Doesn't the figure
seem actually alive?" was his next bit
I nodded almost imperof sales talk.
ceptibly l,n acquiescence and smiled a

beauty!

with four real pockeys pounding away
on their revolving tracks In manner

^

s-ln-x-sr-d

As the World Wags:

Such

>

j

she has known In total
time about three hours, and the
curtain goes down to a properly melocitizen

AN AIMERICAN ABROAD

What American

t

—

lecomniend the bowllwsr-green;

S uns, hilly walks; iiil. exercise;
Klingr hut a stone, the slant dies;

Has

the Northern crooks and ridare
ing "Big Boy" to victory. Breaths
the
held and cheers resound when
"Greek mes.sengers" on the stage reof
port, a la Hottentot, the progress
the race, then for a bit the curtains
part and we gUmpse four real horses

folllncr

a so
as
very
little liberty of indlv;dual action. However at the finish she Is in the arms
of the rum-runner now converted and
having expressed the intention of becoming a law-abiding and respectable

wit);

;

Opera company, is heading week. Her
this
ville program at Keith's
-progi4m consists of
Car
^"7nv Car!
from Fau.st, La Boheme, Butterfl>,
gorgeously
men and others. She wasblack panne
gowned in tight fitting
appHqued

I

•

first

many

appearance

opera stars making a

in vaudeville,

patronize her audience.
Berlin's

"Remember"

did not

She even sang;
emot onal.

with

It
please.
sobs and everything to
even though
please them, to be sure,
for
selections
marred her choice of
it

Daring Duch
with

Gertrudt

>

Lang, Gleh Dale, Beatrice Kay
and others. Secoj^i week.
PARK, "Pigs," John Colder,
and
coniedv with Wallace Ford
Una Merkel. Second week.
MAJESTIC, Houdini in a whole

NEW

velvet with a silver peacock
the length of the gown.
vnr'
her
A high diamond tiara dressed
sweeping
hair and she carried a long,
Missj
feathers.
peacock
fan of silver
evening,
in good voice last
Fitziu was
and unlike

operetta,

"three
evening's entertainment,
week.
shows in one." Second
Over,"
"Bubbling
TREMONT.
Cecil
musical comedy starring
Lean and Cleo Mayfield. Sec-

ond week.

"The Jazz Singer,"
comedy drama starring Geo^rge

MOLLIS,
Jessel.

Second week. Matinees

today,

tomorrow and Thursday.

No performancses Friday evenin? or Saturday matinee.

liecvlth to consistent i.il
so Joseph Chamberlain boasted
that he did not play golf or lawn tennis,
nor did he walk a mile. Pld Disraeli

:OPLEY,
.aaira.u v> ,aOpened
son and Edith Carter.
Ck)pley season last Saturday
evening.

tomedy by Nan

telephone,

believe

Aa for the
main cause of the trouble
•

I

He used to wear green
Mr. T. P. O'Connor saw him
In a more subdued mood when his coat
was blue, his waistcoat yellowish; he
wore a drab short overcoat and sported
glaring lavender gloves.
The appearance of the purple aster
the cawing of
and the golden rod;
crows and the raucous cries of bluejays; the rise in price of butter and
eggs tell me that it will soon be time
for ine to go to my lodgings In Blossom Court. I am now waiting only for
my tax-bill. I hear a distressing rumor
that all cottages were revalued at the
time of the feverish but short-lived
boom. Blessed are they who then sold
and received their money in the form
(Why "on the
of cash on the nail.
nail?") The oyster season 'is on for the
help
city as well as Clamport. 1 cannot

Is

occasion.
to Bpeak distinctly on any
But if not I do not see why we should
EngUsn
talk a new telephone pidgin
any more than we write In telegraphic
English.—(Sir Frederick Pollock.

LATE NEWS FROM CLAMPORT
Aa the "World Wags:

nearest neighbor was excited By
bundithe report that a dwelling house

My

ling near him la to have 10 bathrooms.
"Think of that, Mr. Johnson, think of
What
What extravagance!
thatl
waste! What has become of American
simplicity? Why, this reminds me of
and
Ithe luxury that led to the decline

nation.

,^

!

!

Bald

no
In company with many others,
doubt, I have been amused and enterof
tained bv the voluminous discussion
passing
the relative publicity given the
th«
by
Valentino
and
Eliot
of Dr
newspapers. It recalls to me a clipping

one and the same razor? Here are
bathrooms. Mr. Gollyfat will undoubtthe
edly have T^onday,' 'Tuesday' and
handother days clearly lettered In a
In
bathrooms
some manner over seven
for
order. The other three may be
guests, or perhaps one of the family
one
will occasionally take more than
bath a day."
Yet 1 could not help remembering the
remark made by one of the early cottagers In Clamport when he was told
expense
that a friend was going to the
simple
of putting a bathroom Into her
the bay
Isn't
her?
cottage. "What alls
more
right In front of her door? What
10

'

j

.

'

;'i

I
i

!

I

«at.'

They have been

1

I

so for years.

Onlv yesterday I read
Morning Post an article headed "The
was not
Art of Pleasant Walking." It
Hazlitt s
BO entertaining reading as
it gave
but
walking,
famous essay on
a
sound advice. "Start at first with
each
modest number of miles, adding
(to
all
Above
day one or two more.
press.
plagiarize a golfer's term) do not
He who sets out with the light of hustle
will
stride,
in his eye and at a mighty
tire
not only feel no joy in his task, but
Hazlitt
on his way by the
and
tea
of
thought of whole goblets
supper at an Inn; "eggs and a rasher, a
rabbit smothered In onions, or an exIs

ended."

Sancho In such a
cellent veal cutlet.
situation once fixed upon cow-heel; and
his choice, though he could not help It,
is not to be disparaged."
Anything but tripe or pigs-feet. As
plain
for cow-heel, we know it not. but
hasty-pudding in a bowl of milk, or
preferIs
hasty-pudding crisply fried
able.

Lucas s
If you are to walk, put Mr.
"The Open Road" In your pocket or

chant In a lusty manner Walt "WTiitman's
"Afoot and light-hearted I take to the
open road,
Healthy, free, the world before me
The long brown path before me leading wherever I choose."
or near
It Is not easy to walk In
Clamport, on account of the whizzing
thundering
the
and
arrogant automobiles

contemptrucks, all of them regardless,
tuous of us poor devils on the road. I
are no
there
ior
say "on the road"
sidewalks except in the centre of the

|

|
(

the
\
\

,

when he was

many

miles

ton.

There have

last in

,

Bos-

exceptions in
Just aa our own
English public life.
Senator Evarts once said that he ov.ed

been

amuck

—

is

r^rMo^c^^^^ntistfrL^d^;

,

1

Judge, your honor,
1 got

•^^L"/i?st-Ml'i^n
year|
Wells who in his earlier
Lucio entitled
w^-ote amusing stories.
hia poem:

^^^^^^

Writing ads

About fat ladles'
Robes et Manteaux
While he

Dreamed about

KATHIJDBN.

1

your

between

father

make

1

how

Sir
If I

And

,

realize that this

"Cannot Miss Bayes
A great noveli.st
is pure mawkishness?
does not preface every nt'W book with a
gives him to be
it
statement of the joy
writing again for the dear old British
public.
Ho writes because he is to get
so and so many pounds on delivery of
manuscript, and thereafter such and
The appearance of
such royalties.
artists on the stage is determined by
financial, and not sentimental, considerations.
Miss Bay«e knows this and
ought to realize that wc know It, too.
The art of the music hall is a serious
art, and its-'stage should not be degraded to the level of the concert platform on the occasion of a ballad singer's
farewell."

all

I'd

are obliged to hear in
our theatres an actor or actress, called
before the curtain by the ushers and
by some In the audience who Insist on
often

was

all

W

is

Mit

his

;

own

nilt the chor
the bass-singer

which h* must lose, from where anThe
other comes, oser does he know;
bass
rabbi had asked if any one sang
if he
he should go to the chassan, or
had a friend which sang It, he should
come.
had
one
no
now
to
send him but
Late one night rang Itself the chas;

In came a thin little stranvoice
ger which asked the chassan. In a
thinner and littler as himself:
"You want a bass-singer, ain't it.
"Do
"Yes," answered the chassan.
you know from one?
stranger
"I am one," answered the

san's bell.

piracy

to

his thin little -voice.

Irn possible."
••AVby impossible?
".Mit such a voice'.'"
••What fails the voiot?"
bass•Everything which /'can fail
singer his voice. I say it with respect.
so
wife,
old
for
a
lYour voice fits itself
A bass-singer has a
thin 80 sharp.
Ah-ahvoice, strong, rough, like this:
ah-ah-ah-ah-ah-ah."
I am a
I
say
no.
maybe
"Maybe yes,

Ibass-slnger and by this I stay."
"Hear vou me on brotherleben. Pun
when aber it goes on
lis fun by day,
1

we

riddled

oui

pistols in

1

i

ripped off
Ins fence.

This

IvL

the

schoolhouse

and buckshot and
the pickets from a neighbor-

Windows with a

sling

Clauses,

who

as a

human

fly

of
went up the outside of a tower
predecesNotre Dame in Paris, had a
vnd
skill
sor who surpassed him in
Quasimodo
Hugo's
Victor
daring
and all.
scaled the whole facade, tower
did
steeplejack
About 1825 an English

,

"

when armed with

teeth
and a cutlass between our Roger
we proudly sailed under the Jollylist inTh6
wind
streaming in the
Sunday
eluded our school teacher., the
two of
school superintendent, at least
or
rhyme
without
and.
the selectmen
or less
reason, a dozen other more
way
our
worthy persons. And then on

I

i

it

how to get bacK!
who was a good hacer,

of

S. Gilbert,

i

was also chor-di-

s.:hul.

PuUed the

of undesirable
long ago made out a list
In our ^<'y''°°^
persons.
onrl
^"^Z
out our
played at pirates we. too, made
should wa k the
list of villagers who

was good, but

Now

1

.

arrival.

The problem

,^
half-wit maiden
not fond of Haydn.

from the

trouble.

when

schooner

belt

singing

flgtire

bores and
In theshell.

„ ^ pack—
Would sail the whole pestilent
solve, on
And I'd leave each sur%'lval to

plank

we

thanks the audience in behalf of the
author, the manager, the rest of the
company, the stage manager, the electrician and the scene-shifters.

screw them well down

Declares she

rector

a sob.

all

To realms that

Josef Haydn.

Notes and Lines:
Chassan Nusholz

of

brothers,

And many a

What time seme comely

In

How

Whatsisuame ThlngummJ^o^-

certainly
could but choose 'em I d

Would^murmur his final farewell.their
are lunar away In

THE BASS SINGER
lifted

.Mr-

lose 'em
Without the least sign
with numerous others,

together,
is

„

'

Is like a feather

trouble shifted.

.

stock it
. ,
crew.
Quit« a respectable
MacBlighter the eminent

With
ThTres

and

and nowsky
Can hear the Nordics praise Tchaikow-

and how

it

,

In dollar seats I then

is

moon.
we might

think

cumber
„
The world in
PfH^nretty'soon
Id pretty soon
rocket
If 1 had that

;

sky;

just

boo";
very great blessing and
folk who enknow quTte a number of

(From the N. Y. AVorld.)
In quarter seats I always lovesky
To hear the Russians praise Tchaikovsky
And men and women taking side in
for

It's

'_„.

A

'

THE STADIUM TALKERS

An argument

It I

do^-t mistake

I

If

published in 1895.

Mr. James Agate of the Sunday Times
(London), an admirer of Nora Bayes,
reproved her recently and deservedly.
"Miss Bayes begins her show with the
usual succession of platitudinous dithyrambs, professing to recount her delight at being among dear ohl English

think

slightly amended I
splendid,
the
This notion of shooting

To G. -\. S. The song "She A\'antod
Something to Play AVith" was sung bv
Arthur Roberts in the musical comedy
"Gentleman Joe."' Basil Hood wrote tho
comedy.) AValtor Slaughter wrote the
music for it, but this particular song
was written by W. S. Laidlaw, with
music by Ella Chapman. The song was

tired

The cloud

1

G

by

is trying to tell her daughter,
in terms that will not shock the dear
public, that the latter's betrothed was
the mother's one time lover, and says:
"Thjs man's infatuation caused, the es-

BUT

At being

j

X S^-

iH

When

trangement
me."

us

,

-o^e^rab^^l^wrtVpprei Jfe

Bennett,

tolls

'

ra%et^^?ssr^"«S

The year's most conservative statement may be found in one of the sub"The R'eckless
the movie,
of
titles
Ijady" The mother, played by Belle

made

She

Boston

Mine.
has been heard in New Y'ork.
moon
Calve was Instrumental In its produc- mg ?he possibility of reaching the
suc- hv means of a rocket large enough to
with
meet
not
did
opera
The
tion.
ensc
cess. His name was first known in tills ,conU?n human travelers, /henot
this country by his song "The Garden Itists if they should succeed, will
the
of Sleep," the verses were by the late
Cyrano de BeJgerac made of
Uie first
an account
"De Lara" did not
Clement Scott.
rip safely and wrote
first
at
Scott,
ask Scott's permission.
breathing out threatenings and slaughters, was touched by the melody and
granted forgiveness.

Figaro tells us that Parisians were
surprised by the simple dress of Paul
he came upon the
stage, for instead of the traditional
wore a black street
he
dress
evening
striped
and
waistcoat
fancy
coat,
When we studied in Paris
trousers.
dress
evening
wore
conductors
orchestra
afternoon concerts, so did male
ai,

Even staggering gaa bills
Seem like a worthy trade
For all that weary cooklnff.

audiences once again.
her heart

In

-^-rele^JifnVd'^^n-^^^^
it

Whiteman when

dishes

Helen of Troy.

CHTLAM HIRSCH.

t?-r^^ut;^'"rr^s^£ii

„
,
Baldwin
Stanley
read that Mr.
I
perfunctory
old
sami^
waika 20 miles a day when he accom- hearing the
panies his wife to Aix-les-Bains. Lord speech, say how glad he or she is to be
Oxford used to walk home when he was In dear old Boston again, the only city
Lord Haldane is a that appreciates dramatic art, that
Prime Minister.
performance with
walker. We all know that Dickens was stamps a play or a
on its approval, etc., etc. Then the speaker
a tireless walker and even Insisted
village.

il

;

Notes and Lines:

Darn

a bass-singer?"

music and was a generous

of

His kisses seemed to make

his smile

for

P. Hatch was
our triend Mr^Alonzo he^ould
like
once heard to say that with a c^aan
having girded himself
streets

singers.

And

and smiled on him and aslte l;
chassanbeben, was that loiv

A.^Ay "/^"^

LINES TO POETIC HUSBAND

In the London

long before it
cheered himsejf

;

Less determined to take
Valiant battle rights.

"

ho stopped he looked on the

-w-h'en

"Nu,
enough

said his real name Is Cohen— has writ"Messjiuna
Hl.s
ten several operas.

;

—

think there Is comparatively little
walking today, either for pleasure or
Even
In the course of the dally routine.
to go
the villagers use a motor car
the
to
from their houses, not far away,
the cottagers, they do
r oatoftlce. As for
golf.
not walk at all, unless they play
that dogs, since they are
I am told
owners
their
by
taken Into motor cars
are
have suffered thereby In health;
the
not so active, are easily victims of
sleepy.
mange, are puffed out and
The English are still great pedes-

And

cl-assan

itorship and "one million of money to
her old friend Isidore de Lara, the com'poser.
Years ago some, young Pascjuln
scrawled on a door of her palace at

hostess to visiting composers.
De Lara, who Is an Englishman

(From the V7oodlawn Courier)
FOR SALE A folding- bed by a lady that
doubles up and looks like piano.

Eggy breakfast

massacre tho one which

surprised on hearing that
Mario Alice Heine, Dowager Princess of
Monaco, left 60,000 francs for the exc-

was fond

A VAUDEVILLE ARTIST?

I

trians.

in
affairs.

Afdays of the Beecher-Tilton
went back
ter the trial, both principals
pro-Tlland
a
platform
on the I'ecture
follows: 'Tilton
ton paper itemized as
drawing larger audiences than Is
is
Beecher."
_
To which a pro-Beecher paper retorted: "So would the devil."
M. D. K.

does she want?"
One of my neighbors told me last
week that his physician had ordered
him to walk, to take a long walk
"everyday." I said to him, "I don't like
In view.
to walk without an object
Mere walking for the sake of walking
Then the docIs lonesome, depressing.
you
tor told me, 'If you don't walk,

mustn't

had from a ne^-spaper back

at for thai alone the polezei let y^J
calls It you.

I

S^KcliI^I

HERKIMER JOHNSON.

As the World Wags:

I

I

Monaco:

,

I,

will

—

R. H. L.

movies.

I

towel%o^run
"Ici dort do Lara." The princess was the daughter of a New Or- lfuy^n"o^ie"th?°a'rrin^r"^.abrt
Her first husband was
leans banker.
Armand. Due de Richelieu: her second, irS^'no^t
She
all newaIT. S. 11. Prince Albert of Monaco.
rrthe^llsTol' possible victims,

14 barrels of oysters, 24 botand about seven bottles of
week. He was but 84 years

Clamport.

many

not,

If

puck you by the collar and throw you
out for a crazy one."
"Vou will do nn; thl»'.' You? You
."
and the stranger called the chassan a name oh, a bad nam'c It Wi'S.
'.'hen he called him another and yet a iOilier, dozens of bad names. Endly .le
stopped mit a name so, so, so insulltng

No one was

.

"you would not
complain of a man for having seven
of
razors, each marked with the name
you?
the day of the week, would
Would you have him hack away with
"Cheerio,"

awful

for a bass-slngcr.

Itself

foolball game out of the picture and
He Is the
give the space to the dog.
best doc I have ever seen in the movies.
But then, of course, I haven't seen eo

brandy a
when Walpole wrote about him. Here
what a simple diet
Is an instance of
will do for a man.

of the Roman Empire."
il
,iend Smithers puffed and snorted and
leaped In the air, so hot was his indig-

middle night It Is fresKnMi. Make noxv'
an end. Say me something, or sing vne
something, strong, rough, like It Ma

I

dog clothes (and his pants) Ihiil ho
always wears, but he was so bright and
intelligent that 1 wouldn't have been
surprised at any time If he had begun
talking.
wish they would cut tho
I

tles of port

And my

J X*

Ri

seen

c

lar

thinking of Horace AValpole's friend,
Lord Fltzwalter, who had lived many

months on

..incs:

,

"Ono Jllnute to I'liij.
vale showing (there were not riio. o'thui.
000 people there). The dog In the picnever saw such
I
ture Is a wonder.
a smart dog. Ho didn't have any makeup on or any costume, except his regu-

trousers.

the

hi.

1

walk much?

that only
learnt
a minority of our people have

I

Notes ^

ercise,

the

same

thing.

CIVIG INDIFFERENCE
As the World Wags:
..^
,
I Walked with
A stranger in Boston,
and
'Garden
Public
your
In
children
Thy
w,Ji
on the Common. I was delighted
much that I saw; the children enjoyedI
when
a ride in a swan boat." But
came to the fountains stuffed wit.1 rubfor
there
been
evidently
bish that had
some time, I was disgusted. I -jvonder
,

.

-

if

your

k'eeping

fathers have no pride in
your otherwise beautiful gar-

city

It is true that
den clean and neat.
murder Is a favorite out-door sport -n

Chicago, but there are receptacles for
rubbish in our Lincoln .park and elsewhere and our people have learn-ed to
^- ^use them.

1
I

i'.i

Why

9t;

and

,

human

"tor loavlng choiunder a seat In

something

are

is

one's opinion, and everjthlng: in some
lieople's.— Bishop T. Fanshaw Middle-

oondurt of Mr. Peter
£1300 from his employer and explained to the Judge his innocence of

stole

honor

of

their

It has often been said that hasty
marriages and even love at first sight
Giving
bring misery and separation.
instances of noblemen that married
"beneath them" and were happy or remorseful, a writer mentioned a pecuThere was one noble
liarly sad case.
man who sheltered In a doorway In a
downpour, and then married the daugh'
He
ter of the owner of the doorway.
did not go to law. He descended to an
untimely grave, muttering to himself:
"I wish I hadn't forgotten my umbrella."

novels sentimental wives keeping
letters from men known to her before
marriage or devoted to her after marriage come to grief when a suspicious,
prying husband breaks into a desk,
bureau drawer, or discovers a more
secret place. It tliere was a Mr. Thomlinson, cou'-d he, did he slap his forehead and tear his hair at finding these
(.We
verees among his wife's papers?
quote from 'Hecords and Letters of the
Family of the Longs of Longville, Jamaica, and Hampton Lodge, Surrey,"
edited by PvObert Mowbray Howard.)
"Why springs my agitated heart?
Why palpitates a straqger's breast?
Why does Morpheus take a part
To rob me of my nightly rest?
In

i

I

;

I

I

'

I

;

j

you ask for whom I sigh
Or who has raised the tender scene:
Spare my blushes or I die.
It is alone Mrs. Margaret Thomlinson."
We can hear Mr. Thomlinson guffa'W"If

The

Byron and Edward Long were at
Harrow together. Revisiting the school,
Byron gave Long's young brother
sovereigns.

Edward:
mind Ld.

"I

five

The boy's father wrote to
must entreat you to re-

B. of

my

earnest wishes that

he would not be so liberal in his tips

—

absolutely ruin him
at once. A
£5 note might do for a 5th or 6th form
boy but till then a tip should never
Ld. B. is a fine
exceed one guinea.

Harry

will

it

much money

to possess so

generous fellow, but he must attend to
a. Parent's feelings,
"

"The Face

A

die.

Reade went to Oxford, where "he fell
and acInto a som'ewhat dissipated set,
quired there habits which were to stand
him in bad stead in after years." Leavhe wrote
ing Oxford without a degree,
eil of
a poor novel or two, and "The \

,

the
with Druidism. He also assaulted
High Church party In the Church of
England. It was as an African travobserving
e'er an adventurous and an

I

in an
one, who had the gift of describing
exinteresting manner what he saw and
perienced that Reade became famous.
unexin
unarmed
He went practically
countries, not knowing any Afri-

plored

can language or even Arabic. Returnwrote a singuing, he studied medicine,
visicod
lar novel— it fell flat— and again
no white
Afrjca, reaching regions that
1-ie
correspondent
man had seen. As a
About to die
v.as in the Ashanti war.
from diseases contracted in Africa he

persecuwrote a novel, to set forth the
England for his
tion awaiting him in

opmions
expression of anti-Christian
36
Reade died in 1S75; he was only
years old.

Man" has one

readable, picturesque.
Whatever on'e may think of the author's
conclusions, one enjoys the narration^
Is

be epithat lead to them. Reade could
grammatic he could paint his scenes
;

in

brilliant

colors.

Having once taken

is loath to
the book in one's hands, one
may be
put it down. It is a book that
opened
read with pleasure, when it is
forgotten
It should not be
Pt random.
of a
discovery
the
that Reade predicted
steam
motive force to take the place of
invenwith its fuel of oil or coal; the
aerial locomotion for transport-

tion of
money an.]
ing labor at a trifling cost of
the mantime to any part of th'e planet
from -.he
flour
ufacture of flesh and
chemical process in the
;

elements by a

and hie
books dealing wltH man
widely ^^^'^^'
'destiny, books of a
l^
published bV E'
ture. are now
^ew York. Ih^

r TWO
ton

& Company

Martyrdom
.P^.^lTce
The Face
Reade, and

of

by

Silence"

huraor-

j

Dhan Gopal M^^^'i'' side
Bide on a
.^/b"
by eiuo
ist would put them
shelf close at h and.
of

Man" was

Reade-s "Martyrdom
1872.
first published in
news
new Some of the EngUsh
attacked.
The Sat
It.
review
to
refused
papers
wild
t as
urday Review described

laboratory.

"The Face

needlessly

P'-°'^"%Xor's

J^gX
that

would
,

m

now

uncle,

winwood
_

opinions which 1^'^ ^'"^ ^^'^ bo^^^ sold
^et
sonable censure.
j ^^e
This edition i«^.J*^^oOo copies
oxer
24th English edition;
ana

iwell.

have been sold smce

i:r.u-:h

story

1872,

advertisement.
I

Rama

described by some
oneself a mysteachings of these
the
tic to understand
meanholy men? One might ask the
who
ing of a stanza in the Gita: "Men
heaven
upon
look
are full of desires and
to
going
not
are
goal
highest
their
as
attain salvation," as Ishan, who had
asked
life
his
served his fellow-men all
Rama Krishna for an explanation,
which ran thus:
you defeat your soul's end by
•'If
•loing good deeds with earthly results
in view, you wiU do it endless hariri if
you act in order to be rewarded hereSelflessness is not only the road
after.
out of earthliness, but also out of
Does God abide In one and
heavsn.
He cannot be
No.
only one place?
chained either to heaven or to earth,
And If you fasten your soul's claws on
Him, you will have to give up the sel-

occult

m^^"'"^^'^-

the opinion
another lo years

He ventured

of

The greater part
of the east.
Krishna, that
of the book tells of
man of singular goodness, charm and

It

into the bargain.
^
Charles Keade ^"^s

the

wisdom

mischievous, and
\\°himou^'' The
wrong if ^%^^fi^}f:^^fSy^°^^^^horougn v
less,

a record

spiritual adventure,' being
returning after
of Dhan Gopal Mukerji
some years in this country, England
the
and Japan, to India, In search of

V'^lh

Athenaeum found

of Silence" is

I

power,

living.

as

Must one be

tt

a book

to

.

.

of

—^

divine

This will do for marmalade-andHow many
England.
bacon-eating
Americans have the opportunity of eatmanner and
leisureljing breakfast in a
then smoking a pipe for the better emjoymeru. of a newspaper while seated in
an easy chair. Jukes, belted earls and
ennobled brewers may do this, but the
luxury is denied tens of thousands of
"we uns" who confidently believe ourselves to be the "bone and sinew of the
republic" (to borrow a Fourth of July
or Just-Before-Election phrase).

i

T.,^'

happened
earth v ouW have
Eton crop.
Lady Godlva had had the

—Arthur

which he tried to connect the:
ceremonials and rituals of Freemasonry

of

—

of Silence" is not a book
It is to be read and

What on
if

in

It

for

re-read,

f

Ponsonby. M. P-

thirteenth
Readers of Marcel Proust's
Marcel's
volume undoubtedly remember
one
feelings when taking up his Figaro
morning he saw an article contributed
vexed,
by hlin: how he vraa at first
Ideas;
thinking some one had stolen his
how he was relieved when he saw his
name attached to the communication
how he wondered If the readers would
they
'easily find the article: whether
would read It; how he folded the paper

ways

iln different

to see

if

Did not Emerson write that no one
down^a newspaper witliout a

ever put

feeling of di.sappointment at not finding

something that might or should have
been printed?

CAMPASPE
"Campaspe" sounds like silver water
Running over little stones at night.
Campaspe isn't my own name:

the article

And at the sight
I found it in a book.
Of her my eyes, like Alexander's
Looked on moonlight scattered on a

would attract attention; how he then
began to ask what this friend would
say, whether that one would be pleased;
at last the seen© at the Guermantes, to
whom he spoke about his article, their
had they not
sun'flsc; why
polite
seen

condescending

their

It?

plain
In Macedonia.

Newspapers," for we believe

It

beheld her

I

Is

'

'

round

My

manuscript.

arms, and earrings clinking coldly

in my ears. I want my hair to stir
A' Alexander's touch. Ah me!
Will no sharp sighing change me Into
her?

I
'

of the Times or the Dally
Telegraph does the average Englishman
first turn to, before or with his eggs
This question may be
and bacon?
asked of Bostonlans and their readers.
Ten to one the timid soul revels in the
ghastly details of a murder. Our friend
Paul Louis Clinker has not seen a ball
game since Anson was at the bat, but
his first question with the arrival of.
The Herald is, "St. Louis or Cincinnati?" Jones, on the other hand, having contributed a year ago a letter addressed to the editor, looks up and
down the "Mall Bag" columns; from
time to time he says "Pooh! Piffle!
don't agree with him at all. A^^lat an
I must answer that fellow tomorass!
row." For our physical well being we
do not let a morning pass without conIf we
sulting good old "Doc" Evans.
happen lo stumble on the "Death No

What page

CAMPASPE.
the World Wags:
Nothing is as simple as~a fountain

As

Just
Absolutely nothing to it.
the Ink, press the button and
you're all set for 'steen thousand words.
There is probably nothing made more
There's
understandable mechanically.
nothing simpler unless it's the man
pocket
of his
the
to
who would trust one
nice, clean, white Palm Beach suit.
pen.

put

I

ALLAN

I.

FOR SCOFFERS AT THE LIFE TO

COME

(San Francisco Kxaminer)

Kan. Gcraldlne May Walton, three days old and weighing only
six ounces at the time of her death,
Coffcj'X'iUe,

the

continued to-day to gain strength.

"H: T. K. C." has written to the 5Tanchester Guardian about the art of open
ing a newspaper. There is Charles who
opened his as if it were a personal and
confidential document, "glancing round
out of the comers of his eyes in case
some one else might be overlooking
Ask him If there was anything
him.
new about so-and-so and he would reply
briefly that he had not seen anything.
... Ho would close the paper as furtively as he would open it, and it would
disaijpear; by some sleight of hand he
seemed to project it into another
.

it in

—

'

.

fair again,

that of crickets on the hearth.
I want two brazen copper bracelets

i

still

tlces" wo are curious to compare
age of the departed with our own.

and

sound

praise.

la

Like Alexander,
fair,

And fair forever. But my own name
Has the look of homespun stuff. Its

The Guermantes had probably not read
Sherlock Holmes's pamphlet on "the
Different Ways in Which People Open
In

i

I'.ghtly.

beauty.

must be
sweet and charming
taken from the human race, as youUi
return.
and beauty vanish never to

"The Martyrdom

be read

to

illusion

Isls,"

'

i

paper when actually at the breakfast
table; the nicest care -will not always
avoid untimely minglings with the marmalade—a sticky paper is an abomiiiaThe ideal moment for opening a
tion.
newspaper is in the few minutes before
breakfast is put on the table. Tubbed
and shaved, at peace with the world,
urbanely conscious that the bacon Is
imminent, it is permissible then, if ever,
to take a bird's-eye view of a newspaper not to gulp, but to sip. When
breakfast comes it should be closed;
anticipation is a pleasant help to appeThus, when the meal is cleared
tite.
away and a pipe burning well, the paper
maj'" be opened with the feeling that
one is performing a rite at once pleasant and essential.

sacrificed;

must be

soul

the liope in immortality must

great merit:

ing.

to

There is no doubt of Re^'le s
he
honesty. It was not in bravado that
a
wrote- "I give to universal history
strange but true title, 'The Martyrdom
human
the
generation
of Man.' In each
their chilrace has been tortured that
Our
dren might profit by their woes.
on the
founded
own prosperity is
Is it, therefore
agonies of the past.
for
unjust that we £llso should suffei
are to come
who
the benefit of those

libertine.

,

"I like to find on page eight the thin^
which always have appeared on page
eight.
I prefer not to open the news-

surely can learn lessons that lead to
better comprehension of the eternal
mysteries and gain the understanding
that brings peace to the soul. As Rair.a
Krishna found divine incarnations in
ihe founders of oil the great religions,
questioning
so he asked of one of his
disciples: '-Who are you to shut the
face
of the
the
In
future
door of the
oncoming God? He will co.me again and
whenand
age
again irrespective of sex
over men need Him."

•

j
I

not quite the thing.)

'

Can the western mind ever underIt
the wisdom of the east?

must allow that It Is a possible
contingency."
.
„„
acReade, no doubt, was unjustly
points
cused. He was not, as F. Legge
incritical
out in the biographical and
irreligious
troduction, an atheist; not an

company

"

-

'l

stand

We

at

i

.

He abhors the person who says
"Seen that? and pushes a certain parahis eyes. (H. T. K. C.'s
under
graph
grandfather used to say that a paper
[which someone else has already read is
gulps.

Then I thought to my'Meness.'
Death
self, "To lose one's ego Is to die!
was so near that I could touch It."

to reason
of a future life is not contrary
Creator.
like that of a Personal
.

and niatutlne thing."
But "H. T. K. C." thinks otherwise.
does
not like to take his news in
He

sufficing

my

Man
publication of "The Martyrdom of
positively
admitting that while he was
he
future
convinced there is no
WHS possibly mistaken. "It Is impossiThe doctrine or theory
ble to know.

"I am only too sorry that
intention.
the theft occurred."
Or consider the jailor's wife who In
the "303 of the last century wrote from
Galway jail to the maidservants at
Lord Bessborough's house: "Mrs. Murphy's compliments to the ladie.=^ of
Wandler. If the maids would like to
see Sgt. Black hanged she will be

of tlie

Christianity

70s
earlr
the
In
appeared
conwould have met almost .as stern dogReade qualified his
demnation.
after the
matic statements a few years

who

will tia^ve
I
breakfast tomorrow.
the pleasure of conducting the ladies
to the gallows."
The Persians were, probably are, a
courteous people. When Gen. Dickson
served as a liaison officer in East Persia, he received one day an elaborate
"Hanging and
of invitation:
card
throat-cutting at 4 P. M. on the ExecuTh'e general did not say
tion square."
whether the card bore the inscription
"R. S. V. P."

The teachings of Rama Krishna were
those of a sage and a saint. In what
lay his mysterious power; his passing
aito "Samadhl," the rising of his soulenergy to God, plunging into Onenes.i
What of
with Infinite Intelligence?
Rama Krishna touching "Vivekananda s
"That
said:
latter
the
as
body so that
instant before my wide-open eyes the
walls of the room reeled and fell; then
the furniture possessed by some demoniac force dashed itself on the floor,
then sank into a void. All around me
was Nothing, Nothing! And suddenly
the lean-mouthed Universe set to devour

they

For example, take the gentlemanly

happy

"Supernatural

perish."

this

to

i.i'i'

lU-'i;

and have attained the Self of
God are the ones whose creation cannot

the

ten.

Gallagher,

came

Reade

nature,

l

ren(',;i.>ia

selves

are no
There are no rewaids and there
This
punishments In a future state.
criti''higher
was in 1S72, before the
and
Bruce
and
Cheyne
cism": before
for
Schmledel had written their articles
Encyclopaedia Biblica, which, had

every-

In

who have

.

Prayer
f^e. God-worship Is idolatry.
The soul is not Immortal.
useless.

fs

park," a youth was fined
at North Ijondon police
iffs

Manners

.

conclusion-

tinfoil

Leigh Hunt spoke of the delight in
ading a book with hot tea at one's
elbow and a piece of buttered toast In
one's hand, but he admitted that this
In
reading was for one living ajlone.
company "the most allowable perusal
involves
a
It
is that of a newspaper.
common interest, and Is In Itself a very

Joyg of Paradls

1

Because, havhii,- rtviewed
criticism?
the world—as It was then
of
history
the
known before certain discoveries by
poor
archaeologists— having dl-scussed

"We arc sorry to say that civtc pride
Bosf.^n Is for the most part only a
We read revtntly In a Lor>ipcr that

did

If

I

!

I

.

in

anger

calls

you

a

,

—

'

,

SOUSAANDfflSBAND

sphere."

cousin who never
I had a feminine
opened a newspaper without tearing it
neatly the
However
somewhere.
paper was folded when she opened it,
the
she would contrive always to get
pages mixed. Page nine would follow
on page three, and if there was sometwelve
thing of special interest on page
herself
that page would disappear, she

anyone

schlzophrene, do not think it is an inAvsult to be washed out in blood.
cording to Prof. Blenlcr of Zurich n
young.
usually
schizophrene is a person,
In whom some organic trouble brings
about a disturbance In the associatioi,
of ideas, so that the patient is incapable
of making a logical connection between
r>o
the different elements of thought.
Schizophrenes often)
not be annoyed.
political
make
and
sellers"
write "best
(Speeches.

•

.

'
'

being loudest
appearance."

.

.

in

regretting

the

dis-

|

Sousa and his band came to Symhall yesterday for afternoon and
evening concerts, in the course of their
The popS4th annual tour of America.
and John
ular Marjory Moody, soprano,
band as
Dolan. comet, are with the
and Howard Goulden does a.
usual
customary
his
With
jTv-lophone solo.
neither
generosity, Mr. Sousa spared
his
himself nor his musicians In giving
a
Nearly
wanted.
audience what they

|

phony

Including
score of encores were given.

]
:

1

1! ';

.>laiiy

j

arcnls

our

in

little

I

-

-t

them

to perform in the

Town

was limited to followingthere was no "railway staLion"

We

knex^ that

if

days

in those

marched

ai their wash-leather faces as they

we sneaked

—

Hours of exhibition, I2V2 to 2;
Doors open Half-an-Hour previous. Adunder Ton Half Price.
mission One
"The Geneial will at the conclusion of the evening performance at
Egyptian hall a])pcar Every Evening at the Lyceum Theatre (opposite
Waterloo Bridge, Strand), in a New Burlesque, written expressly for the
occasion by Albert Smith, I'.sq., entitled 'Hop-o'-My-Thumb, or the Ogi'e
and His Seven League Boots.' The part of Hop-o'-My-Thumb by the
General being his First Appearance at that Theatre.
"Just published, price one shilling, A Colore^ Print, drawn on
Stone by Alfred Crowquill, Esq., representing General Tom Thumb, in
the various scenes of 'Hop-o'-My-Thumb.' It may be had of the publisher,
"
Mrs. Sidebotham, at 35 Burlington Arcade, and from all the Printsellcrs.'

Heads

—

from the railroad depot
up Main street. We looked

their pvw;e?sion

strels

bartd.

Dances, Ancient Statues, the Napoleon and Highland costumes, Citizen's
dress, etc., etc. The Magnificent Prc.-^cnts received from the First Crowned

and wondered whv the selectmen allowed
Hall.
Our acquaintance with visitinfr min-

minstrels a Si* sons of Satan

to the

music of a Sheet iron

j

|

to the hall at night, punishment]

ixi

would inevitably follow; a whipping, for parents believed in flogging
their children and quoted' King Solomon's proverbs, not d6ubting that
Solomon wrote them; or a boy was sent to bed without his supper for a
week.

,

We

were permitted to see the Bohemian Glass Blowers at work; to
John B. Gough, amusing and eloquent, whether he fought the
Demon Rum or talked about men he had met and sights he had seen.
We listened to the Swiss Family Bell Ringers. There were amateur
theatricals; the thrilling "Drummer Boy of Shiloh"? old farces by Mor"II Trovatore"
ton; the once-popular drama, "Still Waters Run Deep."
was once performed in English. A dentist took the part of the Count di
listen to

crooked his
rival

but

elbow,

they

Tom Thumb

Haydon, the pamu r. \va.s
L'jt us atlci a iiolc Ui Ml. Seymour's story:
.exhibiting in Egyptian hall his picture, "The Banishment of Aristides,"
while Tom Thumb was ander the same roof. Haydon wrote in his diary:

mind

last

week by

a-

.

.

I

I

1

—

is

duced in this volume are by permission of the proprietors of Lloyds' Weekly
newspaper who are, the owners of the copyright."

i

|

.

we

Jetter

always a welcome contributor.
He first speaks of Lord George Sanger's "Seventy Years a Showman." He
has a cepy of the edition published by C. Arthur Pearson,. Thete are
.several illustrations, which a footnote refers to: "The photographs repro-

who

,

They push, they fight, they
ru.sh by thousands to see Tom Thumb.
It is an insanity, a rabies furor, a dream, of
acream, they faint.
He wrote later that
%-".>ich I would not have believed England guilty."
in one week 12,000 persons had paid to sec Tom Thumb while only 1-33 V2
(the fraction being doubtless a child at half-price) paid to sec his
"Aristides." Haydon was obliged to close his exhibition at a loss of morel
than £100. In the month of June he was" found "prostrate in front of, his
His diary, a small
jiicture, 'Albert the Great and the First British Jury.'
portrait of his wife, his prayer-book, his watch, and letters to his wife
and children, were all orderly arranged; but, for the rest a pistol and
P. H.
• razor had ended his earthly troubles."
"They

There were rumors that he occasionally
were thought to be base inventioTis of

was. brought to our

exhibited.

atres.'

showmen.

Gen.

l)e

made by P. T. of the burlesque is:
'Albert Smith was a particular friend of mine. He' wrote a "play for The
General entitled 'Hop-o'-My-Thumb' which was presented with great success at the Lyceum Theatre. London, and in several of the provincial the-'

the procession, bland, smiling, beneficent.

received httm Mr. William Seymour,

will

to 9 o'clock.
Shilling, children
7'.>

pany, 1875."
"fn this book the only mention

Our parents frown.nl oil circuses. Even the horse that ambled about
was necessarily immoral. As for the daring bareback rider,
-vho rode well "for one so young," fie! fie! The clowns and ground and
lofty tumblers were all "rogues and vagabonds."
But we were permitted to see the animals in Barnum's menagerie,
Then there was the
for some of them were mentioned in Holy Writ.

Tom Thumb.

and

—

the ring

There was Gen.

f)

—

MS Manrico.

in

World

in the

Mr. Seymour adds: "In all of the above advertisements 1 was surprised to find no mention of P. T. Barnum, and in the volume .Struggles
and Triumphs, or Forty Y'ears' Recollections of P. T. Barnum. \J'ritten
by himself— Author's edition. Revised, enlarged, newly illustrated and
written up to April, 1875, by the author ^a map of busy life, 'it's fluctua-i
tions and it's vast concerns' published, Buffalo, X.^Y"., The Courier Com-

Luna; the proprietor of a boot and shoe shop was the ferocious Ferrando.
The soprano and contralto of the Old Church choir were applauded as
Leonora and A7Auena,wbiIo? teacher of the piano strained his vocal chords

Great and Good Mr. Barnum

to

31/2

'

YIDDISH PLAYERS
al

'I'oiiight

the

Grand

'Oper.q

House

'

.Julius Xatban.-^on's Tidrlish player.?- will

'

perfoniiance of "Th? Strang-"
-Mother," a drama with .Malvina I^nbell
in the leading role.
present

i

"We

.1

1

|

have had* several references recently," says Mr. Seymour, "to
the freaks of past years. Rum-maging through a lot of old playbooks
(this is my only attempt at bootlegging) I came across a tiny play, writ-

For Uie coming

-week,

the

ofCerinc-

this organinaUon will be "'rhe^'f^pjden
Soldier," the musical cojiied.v jWjlich
jii^t
finished its second week.
;,,v

ten for a tiny mail, acted'by him, eighty years ago:

riiougli

"The Golden

B-at the marches, and especially the
old ones those were apparently what
the people paid their money for. They

—

were given "El Capltan," "Stars and
Stripes Forever," "Semper Fidells" and
the rest of them, to the obvious
gratification of many parents who had
brought their children to hear them.
H. F. M.

all

Soldier''.'..^;ii^,'jpre-

Mied by a
Viddish conipan}!-, Ihf
ntei-taininent is such ihat oii.'y;,j)ieed
V
iiet-essarily be of -the Hebr»;x>{. jaoe

.(

" 'Hop-O'-My-Thumb; or the Seven League Boots: a Romance of
Nursei y History in two acts, written expressly for General Tom Thumb
by Albert Smith, Esq. (member of the Dramatic Authors' Society), pric3
Apence, London: published for General Tom Thumb by T. Brettel, 25
Rupert sb-eet. Hay market; and sold in the theatre; also by the General
at his Public Levees in the Egyptian Hall, 1846.'
"The play was acted at the Lyceum Theatre, London, in 184G, with
a cast of adult players, among them Mr. Frank Mathews, Mr. Emery,
Mr. CoUyer, Mrs. Woolidge, Miss Hodson and numerous masters and!

,

o

:

i

i

I

'

'

i

the favorite Oia inarcnea 01 nis coftiposltion, which seem necessary to complete a Sousa entertainment.

1

"In scene II, 'The Wood-cutter's Cottage,' the General, as Hop-0'-|
My-Thumb, appears, coming out of the salt-box ahd sitigs: "
(Air: 'Yankee Doodle')

His new and much discussed medley
composition, "The "Wets and the Drys,"
easily led the program In Interest. Many
ardpnt "drys," It seems, have objected
to Its humorous treatment of the sacred
amendment, and feel that It Is too sympathetic In its melodious reminiscences.
It may have been because of these objections that Mr. Sousa caused to be
placed In the program leaflet a curious
description of the piece, concluding: " 'I
know something better than that," said
the Dry, 'let's get a drink out of the
Old Oaken Bucket." They march off to
the well, singing The Soldiers', Chorus.
'What a kick!' exclaim the Wet and the
Dry in unison, as they quaff deep from
'We Won't Go Home Until
the -well.
Morning,' and they stay at the well
until dawn, finally parting to the tune
of Auld Lang Syne as they think of
the good old days before prohibition
when people drank water."
The strains of "How Dry I Am" constitute the predominating theme of the
first part, and "Have a Little Drink,"
"Tea for Two" and "Down Where the
Wurtzburger Flows" are also repre-

'

'Yankee Doodle

America

is

my

my

name.

-j;

;

nation,
j

In ladies' hearts I raise a flame

Of general admiration,
^'ankee doodle, doodle, doo,
•
Yankee doodle dandy,
1 love to kiss their pretty lips,

As sweet

i

sugar candy.'
"In the succeeding scene the General sings a song (one verse only)
to the air of 'Luvy Long,' finishing with a 'Nigger dance,' which is followed by a sailor's hornpipe. In the finale of the play Hop-O'-My-Thumb
is united in marriage to the smallest of the Ogre's children, and ends the
act with these lines:
as'

"(To the audience)
'Although at night- 1 may seem no great catch,
1
hope, kind friends, that you approve tlie match;
Without your smiles and hands no luck, can eome

To

youi- devoted

General

Tom Thumb.'

'(The equipage comes on and the. General enters the miniature carriage which carries him off the stage.)'
"On the back cover page of the playbook an advertisement of the.
General's Levees at pjgyptian Hall is printed:
"Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly. Farewell Levees of General Tom Thumb
previous to ftl^Nfinal departure for America. Positively for a shoit time|
'Tnly. Every day and evening, under the patronage of Her Majesty, Prince
-•Vlbert, the Queen Dowager, the King and Queen of the French, the King!
and Queen of the Belgians, the Kmperor of Russia, the .Queens (sic) of
Sp^in, the Royal Families and Ntibility of England, France, Belgium and
Spain, and Visited during the l^st Two Years by more than 2,000,000
*
persons.
"The Little General is in fine health and spirits, symmetrical in his
proportions, and he has not increased one Inch in Height, nor an ounce in
Weight since
Seven Montlis old! He is 14 years' old, 25 inches

an amusing number,
is
It
amusingly played, and the concluding
strains of "Auld Lang Syne" are given
with deep and tearful feeling which
sympathetic response from the
find
sented.

audience.

Another Interesting Sousa composi"Mars and Venus," contains a

i

tion,

striking Imitation of a column of tanks
advancing do-wn a cobblestone road, as
a part of Its story of modern battle and

•

tender emotion. The saxophone group
was well received In Its 'Saxerewskl,"
a Paderewskl number adapted for their
Instruments, and In their assortment of
Miss Moody
sang
musical pranks.
Strauss's "Blue Danube" and gave sev-

;

j

1

i

'eidenberg-.

,

•

•

:

j
j

I

other favorites in answer to the
audience's Insistent demand.
eral

Every man

a miniature Tower

is

whom

of

uncertain boun(darles of good and bad sentiments are
Idlsputed In different languages. Fran-

babel

iijoy iis lilting:

melodies.
J'he personnel consists
of JTr^ices
V'!. r, italvina f„o,;,'n, Anna Na.thaoson,
jlislia
Kaltunoff. Oscar .Salamaoeiskp,
ioia Weisman, .Max Badin, Jauk-Sliariil,
Aiinie l,ubin,
Morris Weisjnan,'
Jania Elgard, lsr:iri .MjunI.
n 4 l-.oon

I

rtisses.

j

I

|

In

the

i

;

—

j

de Curel.

cols
I

As

|

World Wags:
James Mark Twain

the

—

"St.

"Beginning: Sunday;
'A. Connecticut
Tankes at King Arthur's Court," now
released for the first time at popular
prices; five turns of -vaudeville besides.
.ffe cmfuyp shrdlu etao ientaonln"
I am greatly Inti-lgued, whatever that
means, by this clipping from one of
your esteemed contemporaries. In fact
Its Intrlguery Is so compelling that 1
feel my Intrlguement Is complete.
Isn't the
ancient Saxon language
quaint? Do you suppose the famous old
Arthur (Arthurus, flos regorum) spoke
those words by way of greeting to his
,

:

Yankee

visitor?

1.

WOODKNOW.

It Is strange that no one haa yet
thought of putting on the screen the
scene in which Sir Walter Raleigh,

Queen
Honor

of

held

aa

faithfully

We

and the Maids
merry conversation,
recorded by Mark Twain.

Eaizab-eth

are glad

making mock
too

often

meaning

to

of

see Mr. Woodknow
"Intrigue" as It Is

employed
"puzzle,"

today, with the
Is
"perplex."
It

one of the Gallicisms, and literary critic's words that have no merit whatever
except that of unfamlliarlty to the English reader, and
at the same time the
great demerit of beln^ identical with
and therefore confusing the sense of a.
good English word. Besides "puzzle"
and "perplex," there are "fascinate,"
"mystify," "interest" and "pique" to
choose from."
"Vision" is another
Irritating word
when it Is used In the sense of "statesmanlike foresight or political sagacity."
Politicians "who wish to be mysteriously impressive" thunder It forth.
"At
any rate they are much given to Imputing lack of vision to their opponents
and implying possession of It by themi^elves when they are at a loss for more
definite matter."

—

,

surprised a great n.
\
"?oollooK
Mr.
;^ to
their trouble.
v.in
'"J
after his estate anu
8.
Sept
Wednesday.
not get married a

11>S

i

Queen

mentioned

Elizabeth's

nightdress and
attention to a

stlU in existence portray Marj; as being
the •'Fair Lady" and that of her Ann

as dark."

reproduced

"They
n«inc6 in Boston of

They Wanted," a comedy
by Sidney HowardFather McKeo

Sa Gee
Tony....

Violet

In

A.

Wilson's

"Queen Elizabeth's Maids of Honor," an
amusing book.

Commend

The

Tulsa,

Okla.,

1926."

Sun of

men by

the
the

Tn the

name

E.

at Galena,

not

is

"?<;ny dik

wis Mtter.

with-

^^^heTgir _ridW

/

After T°ny

approval.

Tony

w

s

Amy

asleep

cooled.
Hef rfsfntme^t
woul^ leave

In

Trl 'rap'^f
luddetly'^L Joe said he
eac^i other
they kissed and held

need

Joe.
.

to
was there left for the lovers
Amy must
to go away together?
her
crutches,
on
flr^rtell Tony, now

?t

fell

cast:

to the

bronze hair, her golden skin, her clear
Swimming, she was a
green eyes.
wonder; dancing, much better; but
when I kissed her good night, she
kissed back, so I took the next boat to

__THE STRANGER.

Marquise de Zares.

,

i^y.

;rwtui*d°

only 40 per cent, increase in the tola)
number of ballots cast since wom^n
had the privilege of voting. As lo«g
as elections come on a Monday, the

paramount

to

G. A. E.

politics.

AndTmy

Portland, Me.

touched

r.^.^0?

from

^^^^^.^^Tol

h^ flnll

sorry.
marT was he apparently
scrape.
was well out of the
one Ih
Is an Interesting

Thrnlay

r^

^

He

SOCIETY EDITORS, PLEASE COPY
(From the

i

1

I

'

'

^^y^iQg"

That Albert William Seelye and girl
friend has postponed of being married
Mr. Seelye has
until Sept. 22. 1926.
belnK a collector four year and will

I

^So°'t^^Jsra^^^"|:
Eioris rvrs^wTtLuT^oru^ing
nervous, disapp^^^^^^^^^^
STn-'^A^^y

a wife, exthe enforced maid though
festivities, lost
cited by the wedding
was all very simple and
her
real life

he4 "

But would Tony In
^ parthave been so philosophical?.inort
is for the
dlalbgue,
The
Oecasldftas natural as th* situations.

sketches, as

ally there are Incongruous
^the
doctor's -declamation against
Father
Demon Alcohol, In answerexorcise
this
MrTCee's unwlUiheness to

1

I

_
and Morton Beck have some

Eddie

.-

.

character songs written for
them by Bert Kalmer and Harry Ruby.
The Beck boys are artists in their par-

i

excellent

]

ticular line

and certainly know how to

handle the lyrics of the numbers. Instead of a hackneyed" curtain speech,
they use a "thank you" song that went
over in great style.
Violet Heming, last seen here as
"Spring Cleaning," is appearing in a^
sketch by Edwin Burke. It's a preachy,
Miss Heming, a lovely L
little vehicle.
blonde lady, wore a stunning gown of»
She has a bad habit ofi\
lipstick red.
addressing her lines to, the audience
Instead of to the person to whom she
wroug idea
is speaking on. the stage, a
of \ audeville technique, to.be sure. The!
audience liked the sketch.
Mary Haynes, always a welcome fa-|
vorite, s.ings comedy songs written fori
her by JJed Joyce Heaney and was en-1

|
i

j

Dezo Retter.l
thusiastlcally received.
one of the most original men seen In
vaudeville, winds up his act by wrest-i
You'll have to see ilj
ling with himself.
Dorothy Byton, a charmi
to believe it.
and graceful dancer, has a flrst-rattj
by six young girls, all well
The remaining acts are alj
trained.

lYig

act. assisted

A. F.

highly entertaining.

^
^
.Blanche Swec

.

.

.Julia

Swayne ixoram
.Mario ''^^^A

NortonV Linda Lanc^

"t
Olympla Theatre
hasred on
•The Amateur Gentleman.
was proFarnol.
'thr storv bv Jeftry
under
l*ducef°bV inspiration P'-^-es
releasee
Is
and
';idnc-v (ilcott's direction
"ight.

Street

,,v

.

First

National.

offerliig.__
,

Toung April, which has for its stars
supJoseph and Rudolph Schlldkraut.
Bessie
ported by Bryant Washburn and
'

j
I

Love,

is

the

sciven

LEADING

the

FILMATSCOLLAYSQ.

feature

at

the

week.
Keith-Albee Boston Theatre this

"continuing plays
HOLLIS-'-The

'lADOr

v,.,>,iv

ORPHEUS'

Krulee and his Hotel Westmlnovation when
ster band received an
vai>deville apthey made their initial
Orpheum
pearance yesterday at Loew's
Not only did they score reTheatre.
symphonic
and
jazz
their
peatedly with
songs and
renditions, but they injected
dances into their

Amateur Gentlescored again ia "The
Wa»hln^on
man." which opened at the

,

Stramli-

AT
PUYS
Max

one of
Richard Barthelmess, aJ^aye
has
artists,
dependable
the screen s

I

WESTMINSTER BBu"

Its

-

otlier acts.

|

Matt MooS

J^^'J11fts''":'.°'"''Edrar-

j

natural.

!

.John

I

|

like

a^^e^r%"tary:.-.'.Charles-'™v.^pJ

'«•'•'•«

ffi
"°
for
everything r/hS"
Ha had
cost ng
^ven her dlamonr earring
eaj
lov
He
«xnn
We would do more.

;

WASHDAY

family washing will be

s
done

rwSw

|

Female suffrage ought to have doubled
the vote In Maine but the returns show

.

CounteB8 Ztcka

i

There's been nothing
Is a gem.
him at the local house In a long
Into the
time and he puts new spirit

that

|

„

i

day, Joan with her

woe-beassisted by two of the most
laugh
gotten looking "plants" that are a
out
comes
"sister"
Their
in themselves.
them do
for the finale and the three of
that
dance
the "Black Bottom," the
the
slowly taking the place of
Is
Fay does an imitation of
Charleston.
Charleston
John Barrymore doing the

—

furi-

Joe snatched

away from him and Tony

was enthusiastic. He then
tricks,
does some clowning with card

the audience

"Diplomacy,
METROPOLITAN
play, direct
film version of Sardou'^
the followin
by Marshall Nellan, with

blurUng

Tony was

««t the horrid secret.
gun.
ous He picked up a

hit

in

Fay

H. Q.

dTbut

She wa^s a long time

,

gan novelty by Roy Brazee, and Phil
Calvert
Spltalny, his band and Charles
and Denny Looney.

^Xt

six weeks.1 success in
be master of cere-

will

monies at the local Keith house for
two weeks. Wliat does he do? He has
a sophisticated, slow, style of delivery
and his material is nonsensical enough
constant state
to keep the audience in a
He feings two songs writof laughter.
Baer. who
Abel
ten by his accompanist,
has a number of real hits to his credit
does these songs Just right and

Paestum and Pompeii, and Its
Otherwise, It
Mediterranean reaches.
scenically
Is simply" a well composed,
melodrama.
effective, <M style
Otherwise the State presents an or-

She ran wildly out
dazed for the moment followed.
Anr,y
•^^ony had longed for children.
Joe
^as to have a cftild; but a
had
night
The madness of
fether
happiness of all.
ruined the peace and

folly

back from
London now and

Just

at

fast.

of the door.

an

are copious titles.
Is
In other words "Mare Nostrum
Interesting for Its photography and its
genre scenes of Mediterranean life; its
temples
brief glimpses of the ruins of

demonstrative in

nij"'
for hlm^toost

his
not only performing In an act of
own but appears as a sort of master
It all
of ceremonies for the other aojs.
at
started, it seems, back last spring
where
the Palace Theatre, New York,
he
he made such a tremendous hit that
was held th^re for 12 consecutive weeks,
unheard of thing in vaudeville. He's

•

Tony.

"Tir^^ In"" wo"^""nurse
Ind dc^toT applauded.

^s
was,

JOAN

™

""^-^-r^^^^^Tuft;^^
at^her.

of

her with the wigwam
and he could tune In on the radio
Pretty soft
Valencia.
hearing
without
R- H. L.
for the prehistoric man.

mere

mad

to

and when the prehistoric
man went to Chicago he could stroll
across the Boul Mich without the danger
of being shipped home In a pine box.
And if his wife danced the Charleston

t

V^^'^^.

T^^^he not look like
to be.
of her husbandshe saw the wreck
disappoint-

tax.

POUITICS AND
As the World Wags:

met with

both legs. Amy^
dent and broke
Joe wa. Ton^.^^
thought
:^iving.

thousand years ago there was no In-

Manila.

at the sta^

no;meet Amy

Frank Fay Is very nearly the whole
show at Keith's this week, where he Is

Ulyses and Freya (the
Amphltrlte In her current edition) also
go down with their respective ships and
are joined In a phantom, seaey embrace.
Yet although he has made his Germans grotesque caricatures and there
are touches of interpolated comic relief
has
in various of the retainers. Ingram
made a good, straightforward job of
a
injected
has
He
Nostrum."
"Mare
modicum of suspense and his handling
Yet
superb.
of the storm scene is really
he thinks less In terms of story and
acting than of composition and setting.
Moreo Is the Capt. Ulysses and he
moves with a certain poise and spontanelty through the disturbing reels.
as
Alice Terry Is as beautiful and cold
Her scenes In the aquarium. In
ever.
which there were some exceedingly
lovely "shots" of undersea life, are
She was never inquite ridiculous.
tended as an "femotlonal" actress. They

jarn-

in

Short Sketch by Burke

German spy trafllc, the
worth seeing for its Medi-

for his father.

an ac

any sympathy. If he wanted to
open a bottle of beer in his home on
Saturday night nobody bothered him.
If he wanted to go down to the corner and buy a bottle of champaigne
why he went down to the cornar and
bought a bottle of champagne and
nobody put him in jail. Three or four

met one golden

wiU^

theories

Heming Appearing

Violet

^

—

he
driving his car

for

tlon

6BLL

In

in

should
May and December
doubts.
his
had
Tne too

,ng.
A

is

(

his first

terranean vistas alone.
InIt -is only a tew years ago since
gram was among the directorial great
But the fashion has;
of the cinema.
"Scarasince
grotesquely
changed

Fr. McKee wno
against the
act Inveighed

first

Is

mouche." There is still the same undis-,
puted flair for composition, for visualj
beauty tn "Mare Nostrum" that have
distinguished every picture that he hasi
made But is is done in the same style,
with the same "movie" technique as'
bethe earlier films. Ingram has lagged
hind while his fellow directors havei
from
subUety
camera
learning
been
the Germans.
"Mare Nostrum." as any one who can
fllnri
read the signs that accompany the
which
will know, means "Our Scab,"
Its
of course, the Mediterranean.
is
immediate concern is with a certain
Spaniard, Capt. Ulysses Ferragut, who
went astry at the beginlng of the warj
because of a beautiful Austria.n spy who
happened to look like his uncle's picture
But there is only tragof Amphltrlte.
edy for those who love the goddess and
when the
so Ulysses' son is drowned
submarine that he (Ulysses) had connived with, hits the ship on which he
fruitless search
is returning from his

said,

Tony a
Volstead act, gave

of

;

„'

Tonys wedding, though

nickname

As the World Wags:
The Prehistoric Man, discovered

I

Woman

but

S:

SIDNEY

could

Woman..

^Ib^trLal^^-th

Rhodes, 1 would say that here in
Leominster we feel Justified in calling
our Rhodes "Dusty" because he happens to be superintendent of streets.

he

I'oct°''i|i-

the

As

for

-^Yatts

Edmund Georee
Uorman Cannon
Charlotte Sysncer
una^u^
p

his

comment as

Marript Watson
"j,

He

cider.

f-onie

jj jn'

•

E. Clive

nature
of a .nlgatory
time in any puce-short
a
only
,tlred

"We'll sing the Harrison song by night
And beat his foes by day."

mound

•

"movie"

'"joe'was

with the word 'BEER' In capital letters on the barrel and this will be
placed on the ballot above his name."
It will be remembered that William
Henry Harrison was elected President
of the United States when his supporters cheered for the log-cabin and

the

•

:

anerward

All
Apropos of campaign buttons.
up for Elmer C. Roberts of Campton,
Ky., a candidate for the United States
"He has adopted as the emSenate.
blem of his candidacy a beer barrel

"Dusty"

•

atudlo In Nice,

'legends of- the

I

^?rl

Joe wrote and
^ell-favored.
photogi'aphs--as he
Tosed one of Joe's
for me
"a lousy thing

York.
"Are you engaged?".
"She thought this a personal question.
Would the reporter like to know if her
teeth are false?"
She also said that she wore her hair
Adlong because she liked It long.
mirable Miss Smallwood!

the World Wags:
Referring to your
of
prevalence
the

"

i

;:«To write them for him:
Joe
tas along In years:
--/l-f/^"^^.
Tony In

New

hard

i

he did not dare
Jaunt tn San Francisco,
When he was home
to speak to her.
that Is. he asked
he ^ote her letters;
Now Tony

five feet eleven in height must play the
ukelele; no, we admire her on account
of her answers to a reporter's questions

j

In three acts

Richard

In his

Defilm since the days of "The Arab."
hokum
spite another of those mid- war

S^nT».

She

But
Sept. 11 is a faithful one.
beauty is perishable. We admire Miss
Smallwood, not only for her beauty;
not because she sports four fraternity
pins from "the boys back home"; not
because her Ideal man even if he is

In

Knew What

grape-grower In
Tony a well-to-do
wife. A shy man,
»
wanted
CUfornla,
naglrl In an Italian res^u-

Indeed a beautiful creature if her
length portrait in the NeW" York

]

•

made

,

FRANKFAYFEATURE
AT KEITH'S THEATRE

"Mare Nostrum," which Rex Ingram!

perfor-

E.

B

F.

Xst Italian
2nd Italian

Norma Smallwho has been

us to Miss

crowned "Miss America of
full

by Ibanez.

^

Richa rd Tucker.

j

film

Alice
gram, with a cast that Includes
countless
Terry, Antonio Moreno and
unnameai
other. Europeans all, who are

Wordley Hulsa
^lan Mowbray

g

--

Giormo..

interesting,

is

Nostrum,"
from the
Directed by Rex. In-

STATE— "Mare

a Metro-Goldw>-n-Mayer

In the cast.

By PHILIP HALE
COPLEY THEATRE—First

husband was John Lougher. There Is a The R.
striking portrait of her at Arbury, which Amy
Angelo

j

LOEIW'g

j

.

of

a drama of strong emotionstarring
"Devil's Island,"
coihprisPauline Frederick with a cast
Lewis anr.
ing Marion Nixon, George
Is

appeal,

a'

1

she married John Newdegate and continued to live a country life at Arbury.
Mary was gay not to say naughty. She
flirted at Court, was famous for her
dancing. Lord Herbert (afterwards Earl
of Pembroke) refused to marry her although he should have thus saved her
honor. He admitted responsibility for
her condition and was sent to the Fleet
prison. Mary's father took her home In
disgrace. This did not prevent one Folewheele from wedding her. Her second

'

and

MARE NOSTRUM
nftvel

|

Walling
includes Janet Gaynor, Richard
Arthur Housman. The associate

.photoplay

full

» "^^'^Ji FASHIONED GRACE.

,ol

Ann was a good girl and stayed at
home at Gawsworth In Cheshire until

wood

greatly

attracts

hosiery

black

was

pleased.

ln|

page advertisement
We are Informed that
of a bed spring.
sleep-nature s
this is the right way to
Insisted thai
way fity mother always going
to be.1
stockings on
I pull act my
hablU
Would you suggest changing the

"ThB Dark Ladj-" of Shakespeare.
"There Is an Important Item against
Mary Fitton being "The Dark Lady."
Fortralts of Mary and of her sister Ann

Is

commendable ensemble.
The large audience

As the World Wags: woman garbed
A reclining young

maids of honor. O. A. T. writes about
Mary Fitton, who, to Bome, Is known as

The screen version of John Golden's
comedy success. "Pigs," under the title.
"The Midnight Kiss." tops the bill of
new photoplays at the Modern and
Beacon theatres this week. The cast

the smlllntr face.

The performance was uncommonly
smooth for a first night. It was an
honest one. There was no striking InThere was a
dividual performance.

^'albert WILLIAM SEELYE.

THE DARK UAOY
We

Demon with

'

comedy ^ma

Jazz

^"^ger

starring Ge<jge
weeks, fia
two
Cast
Jessel
and SatnrWednesday
tinees
every
days with performances
remamder ot

evening during
engagement.

——

,

SHUBERT—Al

Jolson in his new
musical production "Big Boy."
Last three weeks.

MUCH IMPROVED
(On certain disclosurea of the past week.)
Improved his bread with sulphates
(quite
a helpful thing

PLYMOUTH—"Twelve Mijea

^

i

They improved his tea with shavings
and his marmalade with glue;
They Improved his beer and butter, and
pudding and

his

his

to

musical comedy of youth, with
Robert Emmett Keane, Nydia
D'Arnell, Betty Gallagher, John
Kane, Madeline Cameron and
others.
Last week.

coal

tar

pie,

Improvements

Tov^fc gallant
breast,

'

dye.

In

A
diet

ihls

were

ranged on every hand;
There was sawdust In his porridge and
his coffee harboured sand.
And some have said I do not know
If
truthfully they speak
That he lived on boric acid and steel
filings for a week.

Daring Duchess," operetta with Gertrude
Lang, Beatrice Kay, Glen Dale
and others. Last two weeks.
MAJESTIC Houdini in a whole

lAnd

—

pursued

pioneers

the

still

week.

Over,"

musical comedy starring Cecil
Lean and Cleo Mayfield. Last
two weeks.

fierce

;

tho

on
beating at present
than on George
prince ef Wales rather
(We are told
IS quiet:

throne

the Fifth,

that he
Capt.

IS

"arbiter

Notes and Lines:

Little
foot uv

i

i

.

I

^ae^
iSr^nf^rrtoS^
trousers creased on the
having

;

of

wearing
bad Enough; but

r'he
IS

pink

a
In

shirt

silk

England there
pronuncla-

criticism of the prince's
(Not long ago Mr.
Uon of English.
criticised the prince s
St John Ervlne

u

Tt"tarn^otlced that the

prince

wlch

•

I

Up

i

i

I

1

;

!

"In extenuation of lus
"laboratory."
it should be
(the prince's) uncertainty,
difficult word
said that it is the most
get an auto
which
in the language of
Men of science,
thoritative rendering.
enter the
students, schoolboys—all who
the
place—never say 'laboratory' (with
kcoent of the first syllable) or fborasyllable)
tory' (accent on the second
Would It not slmpl fy
'.always "lab.'
syllables
four
last
the
matters to cut
out of the dictionary?"
school
"M " who Is connected with a discuss
board, and has frequently to
'We
laboratories and lavatories, wrote:
found that the laying of the accent on
to
led
case
the first syllable in each
misunderstanding In verbal discussion,
He therefore with his
dictation, etc."
fellows, accents the second syllable.
Dictionary gives
Oxford
The Concise
both pronunciations. Let us hear from
Mr. Fowler. The orthodox pronunciation, he says, is with the accent on
the first syllable. "Those who find four

i

i

'

1

;

1

1

I

!

1

I

'

successive unaccented syllables trying,
do better to say 'labo-ratorl' (accent
"o")
short
syllaTjle
on the second
"than to cut down the orthodox to "labsyllable)."
first
ratrl' (accent on the
Those who prefer "lab" might point
to our word "mob," the earlier form
Dean Swift,
was "mobile vulgus."
writing In the Tatler, (Sept. 28, 1710)
of
Improprieties
against
protesting
phrase, affectation of politeness and
"mob"
classed
vulgarism,
{certain

—

I

j

I

I

I

among them.
"Akowstic"

Is

the preferred pronun-

of "acoustic."
"Often." Pronounced "aw-fln," or "oThe sounding of the
(short 'o').
fin'
"t," which as the Oxford English Dictionary says is "not recognized by the
dictionaries," is practised by two oddly
consor^d classes the academic speakers, who affect a more precise enunciand the
ation than their neighbors
uneasy, half-literate, who like to prove
that they can spell by calling "hour"
and "medicine" "howr" and "medisin,"
Instead of "our" and "m'dsn."
"The pronunciation '1-lustrat,' as opposed to 'lUu-strat" has been slowly
arrived at, but Is now general." Here
Mr. Fowler supports the Prince of
Wales; but we find no authority for
stressing the first syllable of "pursuit,"

ciation

I

'
1

—

.

'

or of

"direction."

.

.

j

|

i

m. Little Oswald enters his
home, wearing a barrel. His clothes is
gone, also his watch an' his books.
Likewise his horn-rim goggles. "Samuel," howled Mrs. Squirrel, "wot's tha
trouble with Oswald?" "O, nuthln',"

.-

1

i

!

'

'

;

I

to
of

the

r-TTfff^'^''^

"

,

The Observer (London) published a
poem written by "V" in memory of
Valentino!

THE FILM ROMANTIOt "AOEID 8i"
In distant hamlets, etonjr-waUed, where
ends
ClvlUzatlon tn a sea-bird S

made rough

Yott

levers,

horny-hanaed

And ruddy eheeks are wet beeause
you diei
with

ft

mtifned

t>»'n

Ivashes her harvest where a red sua
sets
Into that heart yati brought a dream of
Spain,
scent of flowers, gsund of eaatanets.

A

And

shapeless
pay.

women, working

tor

mean

Remember. Jogging on th« laden oarts,
away
O, psrfeot lover, how you threw

Money and
hearts.

roses

and those bleeding

_

—X

If
Ju?t^«erwe
]u
modern plays are yea uy
certainly 0^""°*^
Our
"harm
Intrinsic ^^arm^

in
of

^ound

their

y
not be*^"^""'
Axoletlves are ;expletives
V.resome on
^ords; they are quite
are in re
the stage as they
^^^^^^^^^
.^erj^
of

sT^^n.v,
flngUsh

the religious

^

becomes

dialogue

wav

very cheap

When

amusing ^n
^ne "

of

Joan

You

in

is

!

•

sss, rr."
»«

It i«

h.t.

wo^M

necessary
that the people
their plays

was

opinions differ from theirs, they
a
him as the Chinese are said to treat
god when he does not answer Prayer:
idol.
they become enraged and beat the
to the belief
I have never consented
critic
in
a
authority
that there is more
may,
than there Is in his reader. He

divine

My

dispensations.

opinion

is

i

safety

to

his

person

;

[

|

g^em

,

more
f ^^re

forcible.

It

make

"The case

^•^^^

pose.

conversation

^^^_

^^re^nifeUke"

more often
since

writers

of

one
the

most brilliant
day-somerset
^^Z' „ his admirab>
few expletives
dramatists
not our a
dialogue. So would
the

.

Ue

well
and un^^^^
an'^i
m ^d^-^'^ttl^ss
a /°^nt>««'
reserNe
manner, and to
.pygmallon')
glorious
with;
"^°";>^"\t,^^an be uled
an
when
There Is,
«f Pl''^^!,.fi''cance?
real dramatic
expletives
"'"^^^^^^t
of course.
mav shock
tne
"°/^'tt
that fhev
^^^^
on the ground
some members ^'^f^^^^to
Tee modern
people who go t

tlves

all,

the

get

it."

,

^
Silence .and
ef

the first
Death," was performed fef
London, (It has not been played
time

m

dozen other

ana

simply th'f^/J;"„^„*'and
they are not funny, no q
serve
than not they

out
Having to his satlsfaetloB knockedgives
Robert Schumann, Mr, Newman
Mill
s
Mallplero a body blow, Mallplero
ef

J^o
'^"d the _sa

is

the
a second-rate eemposer af

movement

'damn,'

^^^^^^^
by his mere
sentence seem J^ist -,e
the
without using ^"^^.''P^f.'
r^estn
es l drama
against explet^N

make an Interestin it today, it would
whether he was
ing subject for debate
the seoond
flrst-class composer ef

of Death," the third
"Symphonies
trilogy.

It,

to

-e.-e

words

co
Intonations, *could

pitied
is the most tajje
hold ail
Half a dozen volumes would
vitality
real
any
has
of his muslo that

.

at
E^•en

.^e
the

a sentence
to
will usually

rarely

,

and 'bloody

make

Schumann's

class, or

eliminate

it

plays.

tury

first olasB,

l^r't^-^^-^

from

you Look

anything more than Inferior piano muslo
J9th cen'badly orchestrated, Of all the
reputations that are on the deol ne,

a

""""T^'^'^T^
a pla> If
had)
oan be said of

doing it
for poor

Is

,

J^e ]^ff
"^^^^tist cannot
^urelj a ara

pretend that any P"^^%°
as it Is
j
pUy so^oj^^
he wrought into a
of
true to "'^'
''"'^^;.e
ha^e bsome kind
.^,.^68
play ought to
slg"'fl^'^"f
1" emphasis
dramatic
oi -^i^e
s'^^
reveal character
obtained
which
nine
but
Justified"
«°">%"°V
perfectly
1"^"";°'
they are
expletives
Pl««^^!^;
modern
ten
of
are
out
us nothing J^^^^^^^ ^ast of Mrs.
tell
useless.
dramatically
(and

•hell,'

Schumann has been dead for some
promenade
years. The conductor of the
misguided
concerts In Ixjndon was bo
as to put Bohumann's Fourth Symphony
knows a
an the program, "If any one
I
worse olassloal symphony than this,
dreadful seeret to
Ibeg him to keep the
It

gut

falfe theory

m

i

Paul

iwlth

they use the

Jg

looks upon
Mr,
Satan and Mr.
Jaza as the Invention of
Whlteman as Old Nick himself, has

Schumann,

'

.

Ernest Newman, who

lambasting

f,'

same -P--!°-^jra on a
seems

oemerely my opinion, formed not onlV
and have
cause I have certain beliefs
but
by
life,
had certain experiences of
and distastes
the unaccountable tastes
poesess;
which I, like any other person,
dlsand those who disagree with It may to
entitled
not
are
regard It. But they
that
Impute motives to me and to assert
because I
my Judgments are dishonest
with
disagreement
happen to be In
the Observer.
theirs —St. John Ervlne In

ibeeii

in

and so we

in

this
of realism,

^^^^

R

who

O'-ff^^,,"
objee^
have no right to

his
indeed, be more fluent with
neither
than those who read him, but
are encondemnation
his
nor
his praise
were
to be treated as if they
titled

They

.

pletlves

pen

himself! from first to last

friends,

How many & rwipW

vej. well, but we

all

treat

.

w. k. "hlghIpower salesman" has been discovered
expert
In sales
Hotte,
Sn Mr. George
promotion, New York,
r
M. Ck B.
of

Buddha and

forrr

-rT:Lr

but as
as a person skilled In the law.
Itself; and when his
If he were the law

F.
Medlcus
R.
that Mr.
Youngstown, O., Is not that sort at
Also
that the
architect.
an
but
,all,

original

of

-P'f-tlVrTondon
(Not long ago we
^^re
the.
?usf

j

win continue to treat him not so much

crap gaim."

possible

romTuse

1

very hard.
The way of the
I
He may announce as frequently as
and not
do that he Is a fallible person,
were Moses in
to be regarded as If he
of Law
Tables
the
bringing
of
act
the
down from the Mountain, but his announcements are made in vain. People

diskovered that
a dam thing In a

know

of

critic

Jist

As the World Wags:
The Academy may be interested

:

V

any resemblance

M

faithfully
'«^_*-'^ro„
„ jTver occurs
probably
as they can. It
"/J^,^
can be any objeouon
to them that there

gontemporary

hiats.

2.

p.

sez Sam; "he has
-brains don't meen

the orowd. '"-l

have been removed from the
comedy
second act of W. G. Locke's
playing In London, Mr. Locke authorized
that
represented
was
the changes, for it
to wound
their presence was calculated
of Budthe religious susceptibilities

,

walked away.

Ten

to see
or life

An image

j

Scene

t'rt!-'^^w^»^m^'''' "^°^^rliowtog

service

theez haft-wlt bank presidents, er tha ordinary Ignorant colWalr-upon he got up
lege professor."
an'

\.

i-.

of the heroine
character
"Broken Blossoms" to Nancy.— Ed.

won uv

1

fall

to be
swear-

pretend
are eliooked-^r
.i_ot hnarlng the milder

who

,,„t.

We

tha Ignorance uv modern parents,
an wuz sick and tired uv tryln' tuh
explain tha Leeg uv Naishuns situation
tuh his father. He wuz alius buying
books on Etiquette fer his ma, an' had
threatened tuh send his poor old grandpa tuh nite-skool if he didn't brush
up on Politlks. Jlst then Mrs. Rabbit
kalm along, an' stopped tuh look at
"My, wot a cute little
little Oswald.
child," sez she; "wair do yew live, little
"Madam," • sez Oswald, reboy?"
moving his little horn-rim goggles, "I
wish yew wood confine tha scope of
yer konversaishur^ tuh sumwun within
tha scope uv yer own intelligence, such
as

n A.
b.
G.

Portland, Me.

He wuz alarmed

forelgij.

other "scenarists"

them.

at

in

pronounced the
his Oxtord address,
said "d e-recin ^ften"; that he
that he stressed
tlon," and "acoostlcs";
and
"Ulustrate
the first syllable of
"Laboratory" was to him
"pursuit."
Prono""?^^?
he
an uncertain word, for
lab,
accent on the
It first with the
or.
the
and then with the accent on
about
wrote
rose a defender who

;

(By SNOWSHOE AL)
Oswald Squirrel sat at

were

5

^7

i

part
out his. soul. And what was the
Biosiplayed by Lillian Gish In "Broken
role
isoms" but a re-enactment of the
thug.
of Nancy, killed by the brutal
great
a
owe
movies
The
Bin Sykes.
never saw
deal to Dickens, although he

,

the"?

1

v«-*,uUuy enowing to the lurid
gendered by Ihe war.
con^me mor, and more >"to "rdinary
number of p.ople
vreatlon. and U>e

1814.

have taken Llmehouse as their favorite
ahead of
location, but Dickens was way
Rogue Rlderhood, In "Our
them.
Mutual Frien.d," was a denizen of that
underground world in London. I think
that
that it was in Its opium jomts
smoked
IJohn Jasper, In "Edwin Drood,"

tha
tha big oke tree, reeding a
copy uv Glass Houses. Jlst then his
hed out
pa, Samuel Squirrel, stuck his
uv tha house, which wuz way up in tha
"kum
up
Sam,
called
"Oswald,"
tree
sister wot
an' see tha cute little baby
"Aw,
tha doctor has jlst brot yuh."
sez Oswald, layln' aside his book an'
pickin' up that stock market reports,
"go bury that wheeze in the saim
toomb with tha Santy Klaus gag."
Infant
Little Oswald ,wuz wun uv them
prodiglee wot are wise beyond there
uv
langwldges,
12
He spoke
years.

plnU stm shrrt
:peared one day 1« a
denied with a fine
(The gallant captain
King George
show of Indignation, that
"11
In front.
creased
trousers
has his
neve>
would
JOnif
The
,a preposterous

,

merely a typographical
this
or a hitherto unsuspected sense
typesetter?
of humor on the part of the
^Allston.

LITTLE OSWALD, TH INFANT
PRODIGIE
A BED TIME STORBIE FEB GROWNUP GUYS

A. Murdocke,
no
la England." had
ef men's fashions
fa« acthan
York
New
at
sooner landed
Wales of being a
cused the J>rtnoe of
prlnoe aven ap•sloppy arssser." The
3>

I

drama.' whieh have
mously.
set down this
••We may conveniently
the reflection
as
drama
our
change to
sine.
life
change In our national

Was

scope.

story's

the

closed

a

error

Lucio In the Manchester Guardian.

stlU llvlne).

th«

London an
Dally Telegraph of
In
of expletlr.S
Ing article on the use
Increased enor-

John Golden.

Thomas Burke and

to

Edgar Holt contributes

Mr.

Boston

The

Anne
in three acts, written by
Morrison and Patterson McNutt, staged
by Frank Craven, and presented by

hope,

I

from

comedy

their

Improved him with a pair of wlngl and

who

tlw

Lord,

the

is

nothing
Is
.
t... ^.laarrerle
bizarre, but his
n«
.U-i.. ''"O
and his
tricks,
but the old orchestral
the old pIs"
philosophizing nnlhlng but

fed her need;

NEW PORK THEATRE— "Pigs,"

himself was much Improved
by these attentions kind,
And daily grew more fairy-Uke, ethereal and refined,
Until he faded right away—and then

the

Ugh^ that beate upon

You

tudes."

And he

The

be.

«

,

,

i

cries out her heart must

may

/

«

'

porary muslolans would be In the runHe Is always
ning with Mallplero,
doing something original In the way of
unfortunately, his
plans and titles
muslo Is neither really original nor
really oonventlonal, but an unholy mixthere la a brave
ture of the two,
attempt to be at enoe philosophical and
|

image from the common

Notes and Lines:
This clipping is
Herald of Sept. 7:

march;

scientific

Imake & great emnposor, few contem-

so rest.

They improved his peas with copper
and his cereals with starch,
They improved his cheese with tallow
and with chalk adorned his
cream
one
In fact, his bill of fare became
vast Improvement scheme.

Last

girl

And

—

WILBUR— "The

chorus

break,
so It

ar-

"It great Intentions oouid

Iloston,)

In

take
Rest, People's hero; age can never

With many new constituents from bran

COLONIAL— "Happy Go Lucky,"

you
S»fo In the oott««« shrine, tonight
stand,
on
Borne Bun-baKsd yoksl weedlnB
his knees
Thinks of a duel for a lady's hand
And hoars a tango under orange trees.

to do),

,

Out," dramatic comedy starring William Courtenay, wth
Frank Shannon, Mary Carroll
and others. Second week.

TREMONT—"Bubbling

.

They

,

evening's entertainment.

—

expect.

—

;

As the World Wags;

1

,

lUst'ot

wet.

Look at you there, you fallen tWng!
caste?
Where, I ask, is your vaunted
swingLook on the signs that near you

"Two

DUKE BAKRAK.

contributions to;
TUU compilation

similar

«nd

lewis

P.

^

I

the

"

^^<'°I'

of

''."'"'^'orcoursT-is
of course, is
slanK,

,,arlety

murti, Joseph Lewis French has been
puzzling over the pronunciation of the
name of Mrs. Annie Besant. He came
into the office the other day and left
with us the following:
I sometimes think It rather pleasant
^ead the works of Mrs. Besant.
c
I subscribe myself, quite without cant,

pour

to

rh

"s

(slang for a
will
no iudiclous^ pe^-.on

'-wSheimer-

X-ewd man)

a fat hoot
peach of a '^0^^/°'^
A 'Cheap skate, too

give

.

•

^^ou^

•

fs

^^^^^^
surprisingly de-

mean

'f

^

i

spirit,

scriptive of a Pet^*""..."
J„„„„„^^
kiir (gaily dressed)
B^'t -doUed UP firto
are
®
i .i?.nd the cold-boiled stare'
lengthlness
n-eaks of facetious
he
slang;
^ the death of good
,

whi?h
^-Hftakes

to

th^

i
;

IS

X^peS-flan^g
it should
rof^Cnnirbrevi^^" a^ndnut.
and keen,

laste sweet

a

like

manner—creased

Chronicle, reviewing the
compiled for the benefit
glossary
slang

The Dally

an American
Londoners who went to
words and
some
found
city,
play in that
of

by

'pippin' for
''One has heard

^^tnjf\^t°:f^^^^.
used by the English. He
was

"sn^ee"
spree

"fire" to dismiss,

"p^"-::
OK"savvy,
"

rrf\r'''"mixe''^^^

"put the kibosh
(except as adjective).

-pinch!"
"uplift"

the

So

"American

invent
read recently

English

sometimes

slang."

We

in a London
ihis'astonishlng paragraph
newspaper:
given this
"A London waiter has Americans
by
elossary of terms used
a squeal-two eggs
TWO on a slice and
a mug
TWO submarines and coffee^
Tnrt bacon
doughnuts and
of murk-two

S ab

moo-steak.

of

^^l^^tmato

soup

Splash

K^^n^
cover-bread and
cow

I^o^u'g^f en

,

'

of

i;ed

Evo -U-^^the,^^^

to

with

don

butter.

Francisco
Some
and teachGomez, priest, philosopher,
Spain, landing In New
er of Salamanca,
here a second
York said that he came
preach and practime' to "teach and
has beWhat
slang."
t ™e American
several French
come of him? There areknow of one in
dictionaries; we
There
German. Is Spain so blessed?in Farmterms
are some Spanish slang
dictionanT Henley's extraordinary

weeks

ago

Dr.

what

result?

made for Miss Wilber
s delightful
force in Norman Douglass
Miss Wilberforce
novel, "South Wind."
alcohoL
for
had "an Insatiable craving
dawn, "at the bidIn the hours before

^ ^^h
[

ing

to-

n

hat

me

even when there

band
the
'
are not

The

clerk

is

says:

No
me «h°w >ou

Let

LOUELLA

j

t^t^le-crme^'lnto my
that
speaking of influences
young
the
mould the character of
the
quote
me
Let
Imerican of today.

tha laundry
another guy Iz groomed.

•^^ifd-a^'^' if
mind.''He \s

want to a weddin yesterday, the
and C. was worrying what to get
"them, BO 1 suggested a most novel glft^
wich iz a plckel dish, at about B bucks..

thf

monotony. It
''^•Standardization means
the
of individualism and

'

the negation

is

alike

|

|

,

.

™

1

j
1

ENGLISH As's'hE

a mlUyun bucks, not counting my own
dollar.
Tha bride throwed her bokay
up In tha air, an a Jlrs. Williams,
whooze got her 3rd huzband now,
''iiueht It, r-o I -.vood advise Harry to

to gibe

You'd better!

and

sneer.

I'm chic.

per year?"
Or don'Tyou^'earn that much away.
Babv. that hurt! I slunk
sneer—
to
Now it's my turn, high-hat,

"The mighty have

I

fallen,

l-Ballmarl"
for

et cet, et

'

>

;

'

"Balmoral"

and

is

>

why we

G. A. E.

weep.

Portland, Me.

Court.

sof

As the World Wags:
Twenty years ago I was much amused
by the statement that Henry W. Longfellow was born In Portland, Me., while

i
1

!

his parents

were traveling

in

Europe."
In a

Today a school advertisement

I

'

Quincy newspaper states that "Qulncy
born girls are cordially welcomed," and

that "Girls born outside the city while
parents still retained their Quincy residence are eligible to admission." Again
I

AMUSED.

am

^

salve.

Woodvllle.
I

for

heard a radio talk by Mr. Mellon
which he highly approved the Industrial mergers as tending to economy
and efficiency In production and dlstributlon. Yes, but It Is death on small
towns whose industries are sold out to
feed the big mergers. Here In Portland
we have lost our sugar business, our
chewing gum business, our cosmetic
business and many other prosperous
absorb^fd
little concerns that have been
This
in the big mergers of other states.
I

in

three tickets to
handed me
Instead of the tickets he
Pie under
back the following reply:
"""^"^
"What, says I?
bout?"
friends
my
As
bout." he repeated.
1 got pretty
were urging me to hurry, pie,
I said
"Damn the
well het up.
hearted
kind
A
"give me the tickets."
I
Englishman laughingly told nie that
had a numwaf to pay on the boat. Iamong them
ber of other mix-ups,

for

I

"Buy^e!

As the World Wags:

'

Hampton

World Wags:

A TALE OF WOE

SPOKE

the
no doubt
As a student of English
judge
Margaret Bradshaw Is qualified to years
Some
l^hefe it is best spoken.
boat
on
a
were
I
and
ago two friends
Garden. Be^
one Sunday going to Kew
one
some
landing
fore we reached the
garden would not be
told u.<< that the
hour, and if we
open to visitors for an
Court v^e
wanted to go to Hampton
tickets as the
must hurry and get the
I
few minutes
boat would leave In a
stand marked
ran up the bank to a
agent
the
"Tcket Office" and asked

Is

"Low eeK'" you seem

IS

work

this

World Wags:

As

|

tha spring. I wood like to
dollar for evry promise like
that what aint kept, I bet i wood have

—Ed.

in

j

of

,

in

Americanisms

are often amusing.

—

j

of

The

"smart.

"conspicuous,"

tions

i

c

The

>•

bet
I

i

j

pub-

'

going to be no
his funeral ain't
The English "Slang and Us
slouch"
Anierlcanism
Analogues" defines this
denni

1

,

.

Home"

the

.\s

bl„
Cal says that 30 cents a day Is a
enough tip for hotel maids and bell hops,
gets
George
and a quarter Is all that
and
after he's made up your berth
pottered around for you In the parlor
Calvin,
means,
car for 24 hours. Which
th«
that you have lost the bell hop,
porter
hotel maid and the parlor car
for
this
(There's a good tip In
vote.
or
the wise statesman. Frank Lowden
Charley Dawes, please write.)
L.
R. H.

(^^f
always nifty himself and

!

.

Mark Twain wrote

innocents at

i

.

'

D. E\ERL'I1.

When was Bret-Harfs poem
In

lished''

actual aim
re'^ult if not the
form of
an i
socialism and that '^tensive
shei
wimin,
know
Americans
But you
tha set.
that
capitalism
hadda go an spend %S, wich got mei "Big Business." It has an atrophying
sore, as 1 bet that cake trowel what( eff ct oh Art
A nation that has
from 1.,
they gave us didn't set them back over
of socks to choose
kinds
20
not so
has only two.
ii holesale, an tha eets waz
off than one that
better
chicken
of
compare
We got a spoonful
good.
il,ngIlSlUlleill
Englishman -ho^ can still
toitrir
----^, an. about
his taiior
saiau a'la
« .a. iKiddle,
sum salad
hash,
nasn, buiii
of his hatter and
nutout °'
C"/P"'
as much Ice creem az ya get in a nickel
neighbor is leading
on
the
one. I wood'n of cared if they ate
ceteris paribus, than
,^"°,ff„
^
table, they hadda be Ritzy an made
.^jmpiy buys the standstandD'jever. try an
us eet outen our laps.
^ hat shop and the
,
f
the gents' f»reet one handed, holdin tha pfete be- g
'^^
^uii o clothes from
50
about
waz
They
tween yer knees?
f
department."
nishlng
peepul Invited, an they must of had
all of 2 pts. for red and some pre-war
RAZ FOR~^STRAW HAT
gin (i wooda liked to advise tha groom
P/^^d
Tha Sweet with curves.
collars.
ta change hiz alky connection).
Disdainful on your throne of
bride sed they waz only gonna take a
optic
"«''7/'.„,,,_.,
Delighting all the
Blowsum.
Mr.
honeymoon,
az
dollars!
3
day
Your price last June was 14
gonna take her

peepul get eleven of em:
always figger ares wood complete

Ya know most

World Wags:

this

,

to

the

representing the Bible
J. Kelly Pool,
seat of the
College of Missouri at the
Columbia, was In
State University,
Interest of
th«
ChlUlcothe yesterday In
the institution.
.
„ w
"Mamie the stenographer has proCaliforposed Miss Mary Et* Flgge of
bags are
nia (Lunch baskets and paper
walls.)
not allowed within the sacred

;

'Derby
one is

st>lc
hat; it's the popular
our best people P'-^^f^
^"A bedo not I'^e^e
should I wear a hat 1
purchase
great herd flocks to
iuse the g
cause
^^^^ preposterous
A passage
It.
„ Bretherton

B

1

,

„„.„^„, ^ret
Bret
of "nifty?
Is this the first use
^aje o a Pony
,Harte's poem, "The
that,
twas
life
-smart! You bet your
"lagniflcat).
'Nifty (short for

a le^tnei

fashion^

in

wearing one.

We

abroad
have a

FOR THE ACADEMY
(Trom the ChlUlcothe, Mo.. Tribune)

PROBABLY NOT
As

As the World "Wags:
all
Wliy Is evrybudy gifting married
get yer
uv a Buddin? Ya kin hardly
an back

whooze tha groom.

"He

anybody else?"

HE GOES TO A WEDDING

befor

following day quite refreshed.
usually walks about 12 miles
dally to and from his farm."

the

"'K^t-b rds who
the hardiest of social
encounter her.
had the misfortune to
behavior
When she was taxed withofthis
St. Francis
she quoted the example
t give
couldn
she
of A^slsl: "Whether
as well as
her last shirt to a beggar,

soft

again

walk to

some dark primeval Impulse
ding
of her raiment
she would divest herself perturbed even
_a Tingularlty which

f

ed
ary.

shirt

\

of

pleasant remarks: men
except two or three, who, ^^^^"^
Jj^'^^iyj
would gladly
hafs. looked as if they
at least a doz
kiss me on both cheeks;
en girls snickered as I P^^S^^^J^^i^^^rd
cared il|
my usual dignified air. ^hat

S

boiled

have gone the remainder had
he not been detained too late In the
morning.
"The average of the time occupied
by him In his long walk was till
a little
lately, 13 hours; this year, being
cramped, he was 16 hours.
"He was of a weakly habit till he
had the smallpox at 26 years of age.
serious
Since that time he has had no
Indisposed
If he feels a little
illness.
on a
air
of
he starts for a change
Brighton, 27 miles and returns

would

c7se was not

ob'lVged
"^^f
^ Twls'
I was oong
day.
warm

unSome rude boys made

.

ten in the leg.
sufferA reporter .wrote that she wa.sThis
exine from "an Eve complex."

Alonzo'p.

liq-

and"water only; nor eaten

his business, or walk to see his daughter at Bromley, and back to London
the second day and walk once to his
home 50 miles on the third, taking no
refreshment by the way but a few biscuits and milk or water.
"This year, 1836 (his 85th) on the 23d
or October, he took his accustomed
-walk of 50 miles, walked the next day;
walked
to Bromlev, and on the third
20 miles on his way homeward, and

The lady who disrobed at the foot of
the
a statue In Washington, D. C, "to
tremendous
surprise and confusion of a
clothes
her
off
pull
crowd," began to
had
again last month, but before she
policecompletely stripped herself, four
her.
stopped
volunteers
men and two
bitOne of the policemen was severely

rjj_£^_____

Petworth,

ruptedly for 50 years once or twice a
year to walk In one day from Petworth
to London, a distance from his house
of 50 miles, walk about the town on

—

sense,"-

of

meat except at dinner.
"He has been accustomed uninter-

j

.

Holt

"He has never drank fermented
uors, but milk

This would be a happy world If there
were no landlords, tenants, husbands or
The Thames Magistrate.
.jvives.

are surprised to find the Saturday Review of Literature allowing
'anent" to enter Its sacred columns.
Listen to the excellent Mr. Fowler:
'Anent,' apart from its use In Scotch
law-courts where It is in place, Is chiefly met with in letters to the press; that
a favorite with unpractised
Is
it
is,
writers who, on their holiday excursions Into print, like to show that they
'Anent' Is
.
possess gala attire .
often found In the company of dubious

a

creased
E. K.

One can abuse wine with sobriety.
There must be too much at a meal if
there Is to be enough.— Raoul Ponchou.

—

Mr.

W.

once stood at 7 Fayette court?
have seen the records In the various
to
libraries here, and have been able
get a certain amount of data, but 1 wonor
tavern
the
recalls
der If anyone
knows whether a picture of It is obL.
H. G.
tainable.

—

bus n ess.
to be in Boston on
comfortable.
=;traw hat, to be

those

art.

He was Thomas

Sussex. England, farmer and agrent to
the Royal Exchange A.ssurance Society. He was born on April 16, 1752.

I

supposedly "well-Informed" per.^on
they are as a rule to be avoided
once told us that Sir Walter Besant,
the novelist, accented his name on the
second syllable, while Annie laid stress
on the flirst or was it the other way
round? For the life of us we cannot
be sure. What is It to the Infinite?

Monday was

but Irre-,
they had been

that

A

f if? z

man who is worthy of remembrance,
whether he was companionable, walking
or sitting, or a cold, stern man, like
the late Silas Winterbottom.

As the World Wags:
Can anyone give me Information about
tavern
the White Horse, or Black Horse

;

—

syntax and

if

and

nature

by

creased

'

,

We

stra ded

|

perhaps the Great
slept in all night. But
Cham of Twentieth Century Literature
trousers,
a distinction between
draws c*
uiawo

!

Yes, I really believe that one ca(w)n't
Afford to slight Mrs. Besant.
Yet hold! this might be deemed indecent.
As poking fun at Mrs. Besant.

We spoke recently of walking and
walkers. Mr. C. E. Goodspeed has sent
to us a sketch, in manuscript, of a

intricate

in

gular reticulations, as

An admirer of Mrs. Besant.
„.
„
Be a chap either sinner or saint
He can profit by Mrs. Besant.
,

HAM WARD.

By PHIUP HALE

he would
ing on his peripatetic rounds,
statement
never have made the rash
run
trousers
his
with
about
that he goes
The last time the venerable
creased.
his
street
man was seen on Tremont
uncertain
trousers Were creased in no

Anent

ature:

shows

J.

.,

,

AstKeWorUWags

As the World Wags:
looked in
It Mr. Herkimer Johnson
before starthis cheval glass mornings

P. Hatch.

such tharming

reams have man?"^"^«nvFuropean
many ^"^"PT-"/their
how
.-^pare waters
^P^^
some
ged

AIMEE TALKS TO ABDUCTOR
IN BLAST
46 BELIEVED DEAD

the Saturday Review of Litertlie arrival of Krishna-

From

American

—Alonzo

.

till

NDAY, SEPTEMBER_27,_^^

EFFECT OF HALITOSIS

(Headlines in San Francisco Press)

see the announcement of a
book "explaining the character" of Edgar Allen Poe I do not rush to the
bookshop. I re-read some of his tales
^A^le^

and poems.
to

.

rather
didn't he dress
nlpperslnks,

Gawd,

Frank Gray.

1

cipitately

$1— while they last!
—Gordon Seagrove.

for

who appeared

roller,

bored, pipes: "My
different?" Yours

The

tha chest of silver dldn cost no 500
bucks as advertised, cause she cood'n
find tha sterling peoples name on It.

;n,ericnn literature."
E. Tract No.;
U published in S. P.
Press).
(Clarendon
XXIV
amusing. C. E.
The reviews are
that
It,
the Manchester Guardian

The hose

motoroldest people are taking to
the street.—
ing to save their lives In

That B. and C. hadda hunch

S.

\in the street car yesterday I overhejird a lolly momsle telling her hose
rolling friend all about a fresh simp
tried to force his attentions on
tVv'at
She came up for air by saying:
her.
"And I didn't know him from Adam."

here-Shame^s upon you-September
an
That crack last June seems now

din waz, but you shooda herd her on
I took a cupple
tha phone next day.
drinks and kissed the bride, I wooda
i
kissed her ma too, but there wazn't
enuff Ukker. Tha pa In law Is gonna
Scott compiled a
i.'red Newton
give tha couple a bungalow. He alnt
American slans terms
^^^^'^^'l' so dumb, as thats one way to keep
them from checking In on him.

Lovers
.V.

«ows

the morbid will rejoice In
that there will be a Chamber

of

;

'

We

are indebted to iMr. Joseph 11. Whei-ler of Medford for two
old play bills; one of the Howard Athenaajim (date not given) and one
of Josh Haft's Theatre Comiquo Combination at the Boston Theatre,
August, 1873. What a good bill was provided by that New York company! Harrigan and Hart in "The German Emigrants," and "Massa's
Old Friend"; "The Great Cool Burgess in his Album of Fun"; Jennie
Hughes with serio-comic songs; Ada Wray, J. H. Budworth, Kitty
O'Neil, John Williams; "Little Jennie Yeamans in her photographs of
Society"; the sketch, "One Night in a Barroom," with John Wild as
Jimmy Lush the others were Larry Tooley, Frank Kerns, James Brad
ley, G, L, Stoute; John Wild and Frank Kerns in "Take It and Don't
Take It"; the drama, "Joe Russet; or Who Stole the Monkey," with
Wild as the hero "with a good heart and a clear head, and just as
smart as they make them," Harrigan was cast as Hercules O'Flanigan,
"proprietor of a first class whiskey forge"; Cool Burgess as a merchant; Tony Hart as Susanna Summer; Annie Yeamans was also in

We

have not read Miss Ferber's "The Show Boat." No doubt many
of our readers have had that pleasure. They will be interested in a
letter written by Mr. William Seymour, who says by way of introduction, "I am not 'booming' Miss Ferber's book but endorsing the
fact of the floating theatre as brought foi'ward by her."

—

—

'

i

^

the company.

We

were interested in the Howard Athenaeum bill for two reasons.
In the fair scene of Falconer's Irish drama, "Peep 0' Day,"
there', was a "glove encounter by the Irish champion of the P. R.,
characterized by Joe Goss and Steve Taylor."
We do not remember the Daytons, Tommy and Annie; we never saw
Master Dunn, the young prodigy; the Morosco family, Walter, Frank
and jlaster Charley, are also unknown to us; Fagan and Fenton, "the
American lads in their clog dance." (Mr. Wheeler writes that all the
persons cast in "Peep 0' Day" were well known in Boston among
them were Messrs. Lytell, Snyder, Lanergan, Davies, Coulter and Mary)
Davenport, Susie Cluer and Jennie Bryant.) Does anyone remember"
Fields and Hoey, in "Music Conquered?"
But Fannie Beane "in her new and beautiful song and dance 'Marriage'"? Was she the Miss Beane who delighted us at the Theatre Comique in (Boston, dancing as Columbine?
Did she not afterward dance
in the never-to-be-forgotten pantomimes in which George L. Fox shared
as clown?
Some years ago we read in a New York newspaper of
"Fanny Beane, once a pantomime dancer," appearing in a police court
of that city as an object of charity.
First:

tired from the stage in 1853, although, accoi-ding to Sol Smith in his
autobiography, written in^ 1868, he acted on the stage 12 times after his
retirement lin 1853, each of which appearances was for some special
occasion, a farewell api^earance, a benefit, or a charity.
Sol Smith
died in February, 1869.
Mr. Ludlow's volume, "Dramatic Life as I
Found It," was written and published in 1880. My copy has the autograph of Mr. Ludlow, "St. Louis, June 22, 1880." It is a singular, and
to be regretted fact, that these partners, after a business association of
BO many years, should "fall out" at its close, and in both of their memSuch estrangeoirs allude only in vituperative terms to one another.
ments, however, did occur occasionally, as in the case of Warren and
Wood, the old Philadelphia managers, and similar disruptions have
taken place in our own modern times. Of these, with Mrs. Candour,
"I mention no names."
To revert to "The Show Boat," and my motive in writing this letSol Smith in his book mentions the subject in a short chapter
ter.
headed, "A Floating Theatre:" "The Chapman family consisting of old
Mr. Chapman, William Chapman, George Chapman, Caroline Chapman and
Harry and-Therese Chapman (children) came to the West this summer
(1833), opened a theatre at Louisville, Ky., and afterward established and
carried into operation that singular affair, 'The Floating Theatre,' concerning which so many anecdotes srre told. The family were all fond
of fishing and, during the 'waits,' the actors amused themselves by 'dropping a line' over the stern of the ark. On one occasion, while playing 'The
Stranger,' (act iv, scene 1), there was a long wait for Francis, the servant
of the misanthropic Count Walbourgh.
"'Francis!
Francis!' called the Stranger.

"No

reply.

,

'

—

j

"Xhere appears to be evidence that musical ability in particular is
n^teditary, but Bliss Hazlitt asks whether the child of musical parents
is musical because he has inherited a special gift or because he has
had the necessary musical experiences early in life. The question could
only be settled, it Seems to us, by comparing people of equal musical
leanings and advantages, and determining whether the better musician has greater general ability. It is difficult to believe, for instance,
tha!t Beethoven would pass harder intelligence tests than, say, Mendelssohn or Liszt, but there is no question that he was a much greater
Nevertheless, there is much to be said for Miss Hazlitt's
musician.
theory, and it is certainly truer to the facts than the old view of the
an 'inspired idiot.' "
^«niiu
F. H.
_
'

^

'"'Francis! Francis!' (a pause)' 'Francis,' rather angrily called the
Stranger, again.
"A very distant voice, 'Coming, sir!* (A considerable pause during
which the Stranger walks up and down, a la Macready in a great rage),
'Francis r
"Francis (entering): 'Here I am, sir.'
"Stranger, 'Why did you not come when I called?'
".Francis, 'Why, sir, I was just hauling in one of the damnedest big
j
catfish you ever saw.' "
Mr. Ludlow has the followiiig to say of this same Chapman family: '-'I neveif met with, in the profession of the stage, so many members of one family possessing such versatile and remarkable ability.
My first knowledge of this family was, if my recollection be Correct,
about the year 1831 or 1833, when I beheld a large flatboat with a rude
ikind of house built upon it, having a ridge-roof above which projected!
a staff with a flag attached, upon which was plainly visible the word,
'Theatre.'
This singular object attracted my attention as it was lying
tied up at the landing in Cincinnati, and on my making inquiries in
regard to itj I learned that it was used for a theatrical company under
the management of a Mr. Chapman, 'floating dov/n the ribber of de
0-hi-ho' as the negi'o riielody has it. They did not play while there, and
I had' not time to visit them when I saw the boat; and when I went
They were on their
to the' landiiig fbr tK^.t,' purpose, they were gone.
'wini^ipg way' south to New Orleans, and, as I heard afterward,
stopped at every town or village on th^ banks of the river where they
supposed they could get together a sufficient audience, and gave an
entertainment at a small price of admission. It is said of this 'Floating
Theatre' that it was cast loose during a performance at one settlement on the Ohio by some young men who could not obtain admission
for half-price, and, before the audience oi> actors were aware of it, the
stream had carried them more than a mile before they got to shore
again, and the delighted audience were compelled to trudge their way
back to their village. In a few years after their floating expedition!
had begun, the Messrs. Chapman purchased a steamboat which they
fitted up very comfortably, after the fashion of a theatre, and placed on
board a pilot, engineers, and deck hands; and they navigated their way
at pleasui-e, down and up the rivers of the West, playing at all the
towns- adjacent."
I do not know whether or not Miss Ferber availed herself of the
ftbove in laying out her story, but her readers' will find much to interest them in these old retrospects of the drama.
The Harry Chapman, mentioned, was the grandfather of George Ford,
whose musical comedy, "Dearest Enemy," enjoyed such a successful season
in Boston the past summer. His mother, Blanche Chapman, married one of
John T. Ford's sons of Baltimore and Washington fame. Sol Smith left
two sons, Mark and Sol, both of whom attained prominence in the theatre,
end,- through his sister, a nephew, Sol Smith Russell, one of our most popWILLIAM SEYMOUR,
ular and successful artists,
Soutl).^Duxbury.
«
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were made were in existcan be exact Impres-
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remember Ella Chapman, was she related to Blanche?
"Somehow we have always suspected that people who play draughts
and' tap on the table while thinking out the next move must be capable
should

Brussels, Belgium: Having finished a
meal with an Inbred longing for ice
cream and not finding It on the menu,
crenic
I asked the garcon If they served
glace. He said that he had never heard

I then went on, In my
it.
French, to explain that it is ice,
creamed; that it is cream. Iced; that it
frozen and flavored; that it
lis cream,
is a mixture of cream, sugar and flavoring, forming a custard which is churned
But he
in a machine that freezes it.
had never heard of it. By this time
would
I was weary and asked what he
recommend. He pointed to sometfiing

college

of

I
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William Roughead is known as a studet of murder trials; especially those
that have graced the criminal records

For a moment
was on the
it seemed that Augusta
point of breaking down, but her voice
that the
remarked
was firm as she
roads were muddy for the time of
without comment.

A lawyer by profession,
Scotland.
has written several volumes with
gusto. The latest
professional
more than
one, "The Fat<itf Countess," and "Othei"
Studies," is published by E. P. Dutton
of

he

year."
It

any

I

historical

statement;

I

have

rarely seen any of the historical transactions in which I myself hav6 taken

part strictly recorded according
the facts.—T. P. O'Connor."

i\

to

—

fine arts.

and Company.

truth

i

is

—

not this a good Imitation of Anthony Trollope's manner of writing? "We
(.uote from "A. N. M.": "The young
squire handed round the bread and but-

the facts of
transaction.

—

The peaceful and the
timid read eagerly about the manner
of the' murder, the possible cause,
the conflicting opinions,, the Importance
of this or that clue, the chase after the
The early Fathers of the
suspected.
Church discussed gravely the instrument with which Cain killed Abel; also
the precise nature of the mark that
set Cain apart from other men. Thomas
de Qulncey was gentleness personified,
yet no one wrote one may say more
lovingly about murder as one of the

Is

historical or personal
never trust Implicitly

j

curiosity alive.

Better a windox-box of lobelias In a
third-floor back room than a public
square in which visitors are requested
not to touch. Father Ronald Knox.

any

\

a fascination about an inIn some
planned murder.
the element of mystery keeps

There

said,

BROUGHT ME A DISH OF VANILLA
ICE CREAM WITH NABISC03.
AHRIZ GHARTARZHON.

ter

:

geniously

"Timbale
on the menu
Milaeneis," explaining that It was a
fancy dessert which the house had just
begun to specialize in. I ordered one
with the true American spirit of taking
HE
once.
chance on anything,
a

which

j

The Dally Chronicle admits that this
popularization has its advantages, for
"It
a man can pass on information.
was a man almost in Fleet-street who
explained to an eager listener how he
had heard a lecturer state that the
earth is slowly heeling over, so that
'some' course Lonin course of time
don will be at the North Pole. 'Then,'
retailer, pointing to
scientific
the
added
a tavern opposite, 'if you want a glass
of beer, you'll have to take a knife and
fork to it.' '1

—

wasn't the first time I realized the
of the statement that you can
never be quite sure that you know all

We

its villain

the 'World "Wags;

As

"A
story to prove the need.
boirght a thermos flash the other
Her husband, too busy a man for
Then
iiicnics, asked the reason.

a

marshalled her arguments with a
that even the scientists might
'Aren't we going on holiday?
envy:
Won't a thermos keep water hot for
Then won't it keep the bed
days?
"
aired, Noodle?'

sions.
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woman

John
a green bay tree.
Tussaud, the great grandson of the
joriginal Madame, Is one of the directors

The rebuilding
the new company.
(and the equipment will cost about
The models from which the
($1,000,000.

recently

among women.

like

flourish

Inge

popularization

for

the noble and the good, the murderers
in the Chamber of Horrors were saved,
another proof that the wicked often

I

of crime. Therefore, a film that presents one such as
give Verj' great satisfaction."

^
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Editor of The Sunday Herald :I have not read Edna Ferber's new novel, "The Show Boat," but
I had the honor to be associated with Miss Ferber in the production
for Miss Ethel Barrjmore, of her story, "Our Mrs, McChesney,"
adapted for the stage by George Hobart. I accidentally came across
two allusions to that mode of dramatic life as, I believe, so graphically
described by her, and herewith append two excerpts, written by the
two pioneers of western and southern theatricals.
in the fall of 1835 Messrs. Sol Smith (the uncle of our own Sol
Smith Russell) and N. M. Ludlow became partners in theatrical management, and continued as a firm for 1^ years. Both of these men re-

'

/

'

'

The stately volume contains nine IlMurder is not the only
lustrations.
subject of his stoQ'; he iells of the
persecution of James KIrkwood by the
Kirk Session and Presbytery of Kelso;
the surprising adventures of "Indian
Peter"; the extraordinary breach of
promise suit brought by Miss Smith
nsrainst Lord Ferrers; there is- a slngu-

-

,

"-fuoxis,

rs

r

as

" no has done -v
but It has no vlui it\-, no cinematic wit of the sort that
St. Clair injects Into e»en his most
perfunctory pictures. As a result, Mensomejou moves through the yeels in a
what d-ejected, serlous-mirrded way,
way.
which Is not his best
dismissed
This ace of cads who was
;vho carfrom his regiment- in disgrace.
^ge
m'^^\«
and
ried through his youth
the stigma of a cad,
^ho

111

to

scene, the finale of

"

,

ihore is a
Gall, novelist.

and familiai
araderie, the friendliness
know.s
Uv of a place where everyone
improved
been
has
also
everybodv. that
am- "^'f course, aware
Twav
looking and
how much wiser, better our forbears;
more virtuous we are than
all
is that wo are
alas, the trouble
the characters,
equally so and that
ha%.
beings
original

I

Vittorta,

as merciless as the Mai-qulse de BrlnIt Is o familiar story to readers of history, but here It Is told anew
with a wealth of detail and Ironical
comment. Even Mrs. Turner, who suffered death for her part in the tragedy
exclaimed: "O. the Court, the Court.'
starch.
It was she who Invented yellow
"Had she done no worse than introTurner
Mrs.
England,
Into
starch
duce
deserved hef^doom." King James, "who
knew not soap, neither regarded water,"
ruled bv curled and scented minions;
sneakingly cruel; Sir Thoma.<! Overburv, subtle, but no match for Frances,
'who had been publicly affronted and
privately thwarted; Robert Carr, "a

.

The theatre was
I

.

told bv
envy of
dime novels.
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Whv

by Mr. Roughead.
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suiPleasingly cool manner.
Hunter, called
geon and anatomist, John
shojv
pUiable
for the defense, made a
confession aftering for by hJs own
more a tgiven
had
he
wished
wards he
before
tention to the subject of poisons
court
he ventured to give an opinion
we are told
In one of the foot-notes
the
Howartli
that the mistress of

m

who was for ho
was a daughter of Chip-

admired advocate,"

famous cabinet-maker.

on the
Did Kirwan murder his wife
Eye in the county of

island of Ireland's

death,
Dublin? He was sentenced to
to Spike
but was transported for life
Finally released, he sailed to
Island.
of

marry-

he had seven
that, as an
children. Therfe is a legend
beard, he visited
old man with a flowing
the
Though
the scene of the murd-r.

whom

conclusive
evidence at the trial seemed
believed him innoof his guilt, some
published in his
cent. Pamphlets were
His wife's mother said that he
behalf.
huswas always a kind, affectionate tan s,
band. In this case, as in Done
and
length
full
the trial! ii> rsPprted
a
jwith dramatic emphasis.

the
Interesting as are' the stories of
1
breach of
'firnpudeot plaintiff in the

Miss
ipromise suit— "the Ambiguities of
Smith"—and the forgery in which the
accomplished Dr. Wielobycki took part
!
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punishment and pa:-don marand
fairried Lady Felice, a tall, handsome,
an
into
passed
haired woman and
Edinburgh legend— interesti^ig as these
after

most exqu
end he proves himself the
. gentleman of all by
making himry to her daughter and
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.Tack
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slender soft
Alice Joyce is again the
Suzanne Flemin=
eved Alice Joyce.
the
for
Famous-Players "find
the
The American
daughter. Is pretty.

the recent conbeauties who hark from
are the other,
tests at Atlantic City
pro&Ta:
chief attractions of the
;

low prices, following the time-honored
so
precepts of American stock, and in
theatrical
doing to round out Boston's
vacated wlien
fare bv flUlng the place
disbanded
the Boston Stock Company
two seasons ago.
is the san c
Home"
^e"
Men
"Why
the
fill
type of play which used to
avenue house, and is stageu

m
week.
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Huntington
same manner;
and acted in much theAmerican
stock
that is, the manner of
Miss
There is a good leading woman.
Oliver. It
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of the
Hopwood
Mr.
preferred the cool, stem acridity
diversions,
pulpiness slammlng
pabrunette to the saccherlne
true to form by introducing
rune
e\ov\nc^tion
in the
in a
of the blonde, but
Jamas and negligee, though not The
This
favored.
were
home.
at the Colonial all
manner to make men leave
To be sure a young wives decide that their ways have been
Is as It should be.
evening sang
future
ladv in the course of the
ways of error, and forswear all delight
fact that In
continental trips, much to the
a lamentation over the
prefer
not
did
husbands.
gentlemen
home-loving
her case
of their
Cleopatra was
There are smart lines galore in the
blondes and stated that
Tennyson \n Hopwood manner, some of a truly witty
a brunette, thus following
of
Serpent
In the short
the
for
and laughable nature.
a grievous error,
asp was a time allotted to them 4or preparaold Nil© that died by an
atdevelop more
personal
still
tion, the cast must
blonde, and thus won the
Mark An- snap and insouciance, for it takes a
tention of Julius Caesar,
to put over
stage "New York clubman"
tony, not to mention others.
with
those airy Hopwood sophistications
The show was a tasteful spectacle
vineingness coiy
music,
even that degree of con
with graceful dancing, agreeable
Isevercomic epi-. mensurate with canvas trees.
some gorgeous tableaux, and
Irvmg theless, the performance was entertau.
I'here was singing by
nodes.
Goddard, mg and well-paced, and guarantee f
Paul.^ttfe
T-isher, Charles King.
tuneful, less many more productions well w-orth popPolly Walker, much more
in
"
ular pa'tronage
aggressive than Is often the case
revues of this nature.
James Barton was fiie leading comedancer he was
'S
dian, and as actor and
it
amusing in his own peculiar w-ay. he
whether
say
to
easy
be
would not
as the
was more droll in a rough way
admission
drunken pest finally gaining
the conductors
to the night restaurant;
loved children, Inof the day coach, who
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AVlth "Bluebeard s Eighth
one of the
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And although "Sub-

not exactly satirical. It
and the humor Is
is genuinely funny,
In the pantomime
b'Jt
titles
In
only
not
given over to
only in the seqtlence
burlesque taxi
"harlle Mt.rray as the
stupid lapse.
driver, is there a

way Sadie"
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cluding the irrepressible Ray
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all the memmurdered
who
Kltch,
Mr
insisted on Cads," film from th© Arlen tlory r.\
bers of his family when they
poor wretch. "Mayfair," directed by Luther Reed,
athletic dancing while he,
sought
wea?y from his day at the office,
Adolphe Jlenjou, Alice Joyce, Sualso intro- with
He
To reld bib newspaper.
with well zanne Fleming, and others.
manner
telling
a
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duced
Joyce,
Although "The Ace of Cads" is ar
chosen words Lulu Bell, Peggy Counand the
tale. It bears no Arlen titles, n.
Irving Berlin, "Peaches"
Arten
lines here were the
:
tess of Oaihcart. His
that even remotely suggest
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chapters are, we turn to "Indian Peter.
of
Peter Williamson, who at the age
Brown, Helen O'Shea Mary
Aberdeen and .'Louise Yvonne Accent and Jenesko,
eight, was kidnapped at
'ijane
as a
sold by merchants of that town
Moeser, Claire Luce. Edna Covey
taken •George
Swan
slave for the plantations; then
gave a burlesque of "The Dying
refinally
escaped,
He
Indians.
by the
bni
TeTf
las danced by PavlowaT^dna
turning to keep a tavern at Edinburgh
Queen Elizabeth stated that even queens
where he established a penny-post and
had their moments, stated a fact thai
printed the first street directory of that
has been dwelt upon by certain lovers
historians
quote
to
space
that we had
i'^' Would
of scandal If not by grave
The ensemble dancing was pleasing; th«
(from Peter's autobiography written in
Would that we
l»h<- mannfr of Defoel
various costumes worn by the chorus
de^crip..11 Mr. Pvoughf-ad's
were in good taste, at tlmec
trirls
1
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her giving
Norma
is easy to Imagine
Conrad Nagel and
m '^"^
a creditable account of herself assign
may
Magrane
Roles
role to which Mr.
Shearer in Leading
graceful of
;:FolUes"^
her. She is good to look at,
Ziegfeld's
Mr
P°ssesse«
temporary aljsence of
carriage, flexible of voice and
iP^'irh°the
bana
Theatre
doubt a fund of stage know^
Vincent Lopez and his
without
SoTtalny
Colonial
on tne State p.o
edge which has come f»-°m,f '"fitH??.^
tafe-^the second place
leading
small
pefience. There is a Pe«°"able
Mr. Lopez has a
nrara
n
versed
also
is
By PHILIP HALE
who
man, Mr, Gordon,
troupe
performance tricks of the stage, and who is bound to
First
Theatre.
jazz
Colonial
"^^f
.„f-"tudVthe regular ^? which, plays
of become a popular idol with
its
Boston of the 20th of the series
company accu- I eludes among sioned
\"^^[i"e^
°7>^,-f,*[.fo
18U Overture.
clientele which a stock
impas
Buck
stUl
Gene
the
by
juvenile,
Zlegfeld Follies. Lyrics
mulates. There is a whimsical
stocH
P.
good
J.
a
by
and
and adequate ingenue,
and Irving Caesar; dialogues
WASHINGTON ST. OLYMPIA—
These are the makings of an>
film,
McEvoy and Paul Gerard Smith; tab- "heavy."
Sadie." a First National
company.
"Subway
stock
scenery by
one
leaux bv Ben All Haggin;
The cast InAs for this week's play, it isfarces
Santell.
Al
by
directed
cosof those amusing Avery Hopwood
Joseph Urban and John Wenger;
Jack Mulhall.
clude.o Dorothy Mackaill,
music by of misunderstanding, with a libera
tumes by J. W. Harkrider;
Charlie Murray and others.
and sprinkling of advice to husbands and
ey,
Han
James
differ
Frlml,
Rudolph
received
Although in outline it does not
Salnt-Saens wives, all of which was well
interpretations by Grieg.
The wives
of other film
night's audience.
hundreds
Allasc
by
from
by
conducted
materially
and others; orchestra
rollicking continental
city, Ne.w
show staged by Ived come homo from a
fables of life in the great
the horfrtil Goodman; the
tour and are confronted with
directed
Waybuni.
this "Subway Sadie," as
that their husbands
York,
suspicion
rible
com-„..u>^
his
Mr Zlegfeld continues on American ha.^ ^"7'been "staving home every
vivacious and cinematlc-mlnded
the
by
the
of
mendable glorification
amusing,
Secrets come out, a letter is
night. ''"secrets
nigni.
Al S.intell, is an exceedingly
Last night he showed no partial- found, and there Is a general upheaval,
girl.
comedy, with eome
.brunettes were both
devised
etc.
smoothly
bedrooms
of
ity; blondes and
comedy
that he coupled with
camera, ••doorIt was said of late
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Eventually, although it is
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restauThere are scenes in bohemian
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murderers, have said to this.

after,
away, "and they lived long House,
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wrote WilE'cn, "though in
another.
as Strangers one to
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a Novel Boston, and has pitched
init ^1
Mr Roughead's "Gossip on "A
Study season's stay. Judging by the of ite
entitled
of Gait's" should be
abilities
assorted
It is a bill and the
man."
and
novelist
of Gait,
the purpose of this comessay. It should players, it is
fine and discriminative
present popular successes at
read tne "Annals of the pany to

"What
wel.ghed against the accused.
would 'our sensitive sentimentalists,
who clamor for the reprieve of red

spoiled

staged
Messrs. Blaney and Craig, and
folby Thomas A. Magrane, with the
lowing cast:
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as ^ man
at last in the final reel
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was the Countess and Carr parWhat was the shameful seCarr would
cret that James feared
to the plot
disclose? Was James privy
The punfor destroying Ovefbury?
conspirators
ishment of the two chief
compelled
were
They
as cruel enough.
private and obto live together "in a
London^
scure condition" away from
it pined
Their love grew sa weak that

to
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CASTLE SQUARE THEATRE— "Why
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Pleasant, too, is Peter's ?'r,*
vengeance on the men of Aberdeen; the TrVe
second Imar
story of his unfortunate
Doris..;
riage. told gleefully

from
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in three
Men Leave Home," a comedy
presented by

to excite the
him in
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any old-fashioned writer of
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Many

and applause were continuous.

a manner

comely personage mlxt with a handsom
and Courtly garb." later the King's,
favorite, ruined at the end for love
Incite one to
of a worthless woman; dealers in poisassassins,
hired
necromancers,
ons,
Parish,"
"The KntaU"; to become Intiwere
There
part.
a
played
bawds, all
mately acquainted with Leddy Grlppy.
love charms in wax and lead, and m
says
poison
"There are certain great books,
the form of powders; a yellow
be t-ead
Mr. Roughead, -which must
called Rosalgrr to be put in Overbury's
thus
surroundings:
amid congenial
broth; Br. James Franklin, crook-shoul- only
Place In
fora railway carriage is no lit
dered and swarthy, with his aqua
'Hydriotaphla.
to appreciate the
of
which
powder
mercury,
tis. white arsenic,
ante-chamber
dentist's
spiders and read in a
diamonds, lapis, costitus, great
charm.
even 'Moby Dick' might fall to
and cantharides, wherewith Overbury
of surroundings
It is not easy to think
litand
of
some
might -ianguish away by little
of
charm
that would lessen the
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At the trial the Lord Chief Justice these chapters in "The Fatal Counte^.^
tle
the
presided, prepared the case for
that
Crown, admitted only evidence

handed

scending ball, which, openlnjr. revealed
the Cafe In Paris, and
Claire Luce;
Mr. Ilaggln's tableaux, "Spring," "the
Wedding Nieht." Mr. Goodman conducted with musical taste.

topmost gallery.

queer
midst^
vanished for ever from our
master, aftei
Peter met with a kind
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whose death he acquired a
Ho
Delaware.
ertv near "The Forks of
until ho
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was captured by the Indians,
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straightforward serlous-mlnded titles
And
and acting of the same water,
quaint
Is the absence of the

somehow

which Mr. Arlen
has lost even the

figures of speech with

builds his myths.

It

had.
slight glamor that it might have
dlOriginally St. Clair was to have
rected the piece.

Instead

It

was given

.

|,

degree of perfection

is

^'^at

^I'^-.J'J^

||
ji

,|

|
|

,

i.

does some whirlwind acrobatlo dandjqf
and never exhausts one by her methods.

Lew
She was enthusiastically received.
Reed and Paul La Vere, In grotesque cos-

.

U-sa,

!•

And

a,-

or,.lna. n^eOjod
„ p' kncer wlU.
no
thou&h once In a wnue
.
of Jack Donahue.
wife <>'
first
the
Acker,
Jean
»
In
appeared
nudolph Valentino,
of Smoke,
Sketch entitled -The Waymag.cUn ^to
'''ludson cole, the suave
„,akcs fun
°V:^'aira?s Is? lie HerUh"
.

.

soul

^ui
bluuU ana
Dr. Priestley."
of
^

LOUELLA

D.

'

,

iXi.'l'l

Louise vNriB

audleno«
were aU
(SfeTSen^r ^mailnin. acts
entertaining.

EVERETT.

In
Priestley, shunned and persecuted
in
England, came to this country, and
1794 made his home In Pennsylvania.
William Cobbett, living here, wrote a
savage pamphlet against him. John
described Priestley's book on

A Kansas

subject
Electricity as "ingenious"; the
itself as "curious."
"He seems to have accurately colthat is
lected and well digested all
But how little Is that
.
.
.

Indeed the use of it we know;
We
in some good degree.
at
know it is a thousand medicines in one;

I

i

"It will be a
the European war.
memorial," Mr. Harold Lacey writes,
"not merely of the heroism and euffer-

In
]

\

I

American and

Britdied, but to
fact that they,

fng of the soldiers,

who fought and

ish alike,

he great and hopeful
i?ht and died together In a common
"While
cnce of the same ideals.
nker Hill in America stands for

rangement, Hampstead Bunker HIU

siiuids for reconciliation."

EXPENSIVE AND EXCLUSIVE
"Who was the senator that described

the United States Senate as the best
and the most expensive club in the
I' lited States?"

Had he read "Our Mutual Friend"?
Veneering asked Twemlow what he
thought of his entering the House of

Twemlow replied: "I think
the best club in London." But
"Wheeze" is older than "Our MuEdward Michael
In
Friend."

Commons.
!hat
ia

ni

it is

satirical

'

,"

novel,

a member

"Friends

of

After he

is

a
through with the

"As to the rest, they
iders, he says:
are a crowd, swayed by these men;
some here because it Is the right club."
the
"WTiltty, like Dickens, had sat in
The
iTLpporters- Gallery of the House.
his
rilllant man went to Australia for

I

i

nlth
'US

Joined the staff of the Melbourne

and died there in I860. His grave
not marked by any stone until

3

j;arry
Avhite

the

Sullivan,

actor,

marblo obelisk In

erected

a

1866.

r.arry Sullivan! Wo see him now as
jrichard lU, snarling and roaring, limping and scowling, a tragedian of the
Would he today be wonold school.
As
liirred at as a strange survival?
would Edwin Forrest oi
iior
that,
of
audiences
-uioready be accepted by
i2G?
We remember Charlotte CushNo wonder that
m'f! Lady Macbeth.
h her shouting she drove her hus-

1

murder their
Duncan was a sound sleeper,
lest.
him; yes,
r she would have awakened
-ven if he had been drugged. Apropos
nd

i

|..f

1

(J.

B.

Booth)

Apropos

nervous diseases of
every kind, which has ever yet been
discovered; but ij we aim at theory, we
know notliing. We are soon 'lost and
"
bewildered in the fruitless search.'
Elsewhere in his journal, Wesley tells
how he advised a man suffering with
angina pectoris not to take any more
medicines, "but to be electf ifled through
the breast." This was done. "The vioand
lent symptoms immediately ceased
he fell Into a sweet sleep." Wesley gave
a
with
the same advice to a woman
stubborn paralytic disorder. She found
immediate relief, as did others, one
with "an inveterate pain In his stomside
ach"; another with a pain in his
which he had had since childhood. Wesby It
ley procured an apparatus and
"Nevertheless, who can
cilred many.
wonder that many gentlemen of the facthe
ulty as well as their good friends,
decry a medicine, so
apothecaries,
much
as
easy,
and
shockingly cheap
-water.
as they do quicksilver and tar
When I hear any talk of the dan-

tation

to

old-Bchool actors, who %vrote:
"I saw him at half-price
But raethinks I see him now
In the tragedy of the last act
With the blood upon his brow."

——

I^dgrer.

discussing

Massa-

at

and

.

"

are

actresses

so

btSF

and gentlemen and
trying to be ladies

a museum

In
.N-orthumberland. Pa.,
(1733-1804).
l.onor of Joseph Priestley
announced his discovery of

m

1774
-vho
dephlogistlcated air," now known as
^Jgcn.
centenary
In 1874, at th6 time of the
there was
of Dr. Priestley's discovery,
that
poem
doggerel
printed an amusing
the
had first been published in 1791, at and
lime his house was broken Into
instruburned and his manuscripts and
ments destroyed by a mob, because of
French RevoluIlls sympathy with the
"There was
on. The clipping relates:
aitempt by a few people to drive

Sitwell.

,

portrayed

having

Arthur Honegger*
engine, is no^v
music a locomotive
of a
"Impression
writing a musical
He has ai-u written,
football match.
Bouhelier's "L Impe.athe music for
in

oWra. "The
''R:sp^iT;rs' composed an

e

Priestley,
preached to admiration,

famous Dr.

Though he

persuade
t he never could
e unruly cavalcade

Not

to

show

their detestation,
down both the meetings.

ey burned
His manuscripts and paper,
wrath
d they swore It In their
him worth
at they would not leave

A

single farthing taper,
all the utensils,
Out-offices and stable;
stay.
doctor
the
durst
Nor
is

house and

But prudently got away.
And rejoiced that he was

ab.e.

David
Before Priestley died, the Rev.
time, wrote
Davis, one of the wits of the

the doctor
the following epitaph, which
laughed over heartily.
is said to have
"Here lie at rest
In oaken chest,

Together packed most nicely,
The bones and brains.

Of tui-ning

°pera.

"Liliom" ^"to

.^'^o^he
op^;:^: '^i^der^^e
the pastor's daughthe he"c'in love with
as

has opened a
lV:^'o^ BorneHorace's
Carccmpetition: :^Iusic for
-"^ ''^^ °
me" Saeculare." to be/--e,^^^^^^^^^^^^
on the birthday of
hymn, but the
Ttalian' vi sion Tthe
uninspired and
musfc was thought to be
it.
the composer withdrew

~e7

and short play,
A Milne's
in SlipThe Portrait of a Gentleman
at Liverpool, Sept.
Ipers," was produced

>

King Hilary
1-All
'

the

XXIV

stories,"

Is

says

being shaved.
Mr. Milne,
the conde.-

which have been told
ension of kings were first

Coendlng
irhe

to 'his

princess comes

told of

faithful
in,

of

bis

'iiin.

servant^

tne> are

very easily, anfl

—

I

Rogers, the American comedian now
appearing in "Cochran's Revue," Is at
present also being p.aid £200 a week for
supplying a daily joke to a newspaper.
".Miscellany" considers this a shocking
example of rate-cutting and hastens to
explain that

It is

not this colu:nn which

has taken so mean an advantage of
poor Mr. Rogers's innocence and Inex-:
All Jokes which appear In
perience.

fellow-

New York, has the orchesbones and at his finger-tips.
his conception of the
that
It is true
orchestra is the Wagner-Strauss-Tchaikovsky one, but he certainly knows
what to do to be effective in the big
But his Ideas
scene-painting style.
we
also are those of about the 1890s;
ocean many
this
sailed
.-.eem to have
a time before in this work or that.
conductor

off

of those little birds who exist to
whisper such things into a grateftil
public ear informs us that Mr. will

at
this column are paid for (in gold^
the rate of one guinea a letter, anfl
contribusuccessful
the spectacle of a
end
tor driving up to the office, at the
engine
of a good week, in a traction
sight,
a
Is
bullion
his
Ir order to remove
fails to arouse
so common that It now
any Interest whatsoever in Manchester.

—Manchester

Guardian.

Donald Clarke has returned to
Jtr
the
against
protest
to
Tonbrldge
"shocking conduct" of the town counHe
"ankle show.
cil in sanctioning an
touch with the
Is
I fear, a little out of
Is that the
thing
surprising
times. The

Of Henry Hadley's symphonic poem
Ocean," performed at a Promenade
concert, London, Ernest Newman wrote:
Mr. Hadley, who is a very capable

,

show should stop

in

at the ankles.

—The

Observer,

Ills

The memoirs

of fair

and

frail

K hundred young meu armed

i

Play Toller!"
to
tradiction

have been told and commented on by

,
,

i

|

who Is at any rate the
actress in the same combest
advances
pany today. Cecile Sorel even
of amorthe theory that a long record
to a
ous experiences is indispensable
Duse as
great actress, and she quotes
she
only
not
that
having said to her
with
did not regret her association
Cecile

Sorel,

known

j

|

,

don).
a

to

may or may hot have recogs
nized his questioner, "the leading lady
a treat, and the 'ero don't act so bad,
man, wiio

Lor',

guv'n'r,

wot a play.

—The

Observer (London).
does Ei-nest Newman, the emirage so furiously against
he
jazz and poor Mr. AVhitenian? Has
'no sense of humor? In his own countrj-.
band
at Blackpool, not long ago a jazz
was allowed in All Saints' Church for
BlrJohn
of
the wedding of a member
hiingham's band.

Why

nent

comedy

of

modern

Zuckmayer's "Happy Vineyard," which mirrors the Rhineland In
all too jovial moodi Munich audiences
refuse on principle /all plays of a covert
professional
tendency.
anil-clerical
object to this local element
critics
creeping Into the German theatres.—,
The Observer.

high opinion
Mr. Israel

the gallery and as=ked a typithought of the procal denwen what he
"Well, guv'n'r," replied the
duction.

Ibut,

German

cessful
times.

late

Zangwill used to tell a good story
early
•igalnst himself concerning an
production. On the first night, anxious
he
gods,
of
the
opinion
to know the

uent

in the summer, or
holiday season, only light farce should
stage.
German
the
be played on
The protest has been received with
mixed feelings by the German presB.
It appears that proletarian youth objects to jazz and demands beside the
world's greatest dramatist its own speBut nationalist stucial playwright.
dents will howl down Toller and refuse
to countenance anything written by a
Jew, or by a Christian, In praise or
The Rhlnelandglorification of Jews.
ers will have none of the most suc-

I

for
d'^nnunzlo, but even thanked him
joy he had
the pain as well as the
her what
eiven her, for he had made
him .<;he
ihe was, and before she knew
(LonTelegraph
Daily
did not exist.-

Though entertaining
own plays, the

This isT In direct contime-honored tradition,

which ordains that

ladles

find
the past continue evidently to
continue to
a reading public, for they
been
even
has
A way
be published.
pifound of giving them additional
The loves of Adrienne Lequan.-v.
the
of
actress
couvreur, the great
Comedie-Francaise In the ISth century,

with

doWJV
whistles and latch keys touted
wj^h
the actors in a popular farce
music at the People's Theatre, in Ber"No
this week, with the cry of
lin,
No Blues!
Play Shakespeare.
,Iazz:

of

„r h!s

small

compelled
the rabble, but they were
show their heels by a shower of
Ickbats." The verses read:

position

on and

One

nor.

tra in

IN SEARCH OF ANCESTORS
(From a "Rotarian" publication)
is this
"Included in the art coilecUon
d'Arnaud by
portrait of the Duchess
converted mto
Louis Tocque. It can be
merely changan ancestral portrait by
ing the label."

Actors

the

slips

not affected by grease paint underneath."
Is

I

reference

1

DR. PRIESTLEY
As the World Wags:
There has just been dedicated

mask

H. A., de-

remember was that he did not look to
me » healthy man; the complexion waw
muddy and the expression serious—
P. O ConIn-.lght almost say sombre.— T.

private family.
police station

In

Handy to cars and new
All home cooking.

m

".Macbeth"

of

lllcketts, A.

countrymen in America, Thsre are, as
everybody knows;, millions of Italians
Ther^ could be no doubt
A"nierica.
i'h
reof tlie solicitude with which he
garded their position and future, Anclearly
can
other impression which I

OF HOME
ALL THE COiTfORTS
read by W. H. H.)
Ouincy

their own copjTlght Ideas, and are InFor example, a
jured for large sums.
popular American singer and qulckon the
appearing
now
artist
thange
his
halls in this* country can change
the
Into
seconds
face In a oouplo of
perfect replica of that of an old 'down
South' necro. without the aid of greaseThis Is done with the aid of a
paint.
mask of some shiny, close-fitting matfrial which the wearer spent seven
years In perfecting, the composition of
The
which he keeps a close secret.

of

at a
I once sat next to Valentino
lunch given in London by Mr. and Mrs.
Oliver Locker-Lampson, My Impression
was much more favorable than I expected; he seemed far less self-conthan
ceited and also far less handsome
He never referred to
I had expected.
too busy
his own business; he was much

_a^^^^^
j^auer was «ulte ^uljy^/^epor^ed

in

We quote from the Dally Chronic!*,
"Many of the Ingenious apLondon.
pliances which enable muslc-ha,ll artists
are
lo produce laughs or create Illusions

signine the dresses and scenery, gave to
Lady .Macbeth (Sybil Thorndike) a "bizarre necklace of huge beads."

recent years in a
to a suit
of inchusetts court, settling the right
in the
spection by other -iescendants
nobility,
matter of a grant or patent of
origin? The
probably Scandinavian in
defendthe
by
held
document is closely
kin. The
ant to the exclusion of other

Room and' board

ohuroh was most seemly and beautiful.
There was no divorce between religion
and the great profession that enteriJxined them."

John Drlnkwater's adap-

production

a

ASK US AN EASIER ONX

*

of

Thomas Hardy's "Mayor

of

London Charles

Next to the pleasure of talking about
discussing
one's own disease is that of
friends.— Alonzo
the diseases of one's
P. Hatch.

m

"

Is

It

tion."

if
ger of being electrified (especially
talk sp) I
they are medical men who
want
cannot but impute it to great
either of' sense or honesty."

As the World Wags:
C»n you give me a sufficient

H.

V.

J.

Casl<-rbrldge"-Wt did not meet with
fa^vor— .Mr. Drinkwater writes; "It is
with Mr, Hardy's permission that I
book
am able to Ktate that when the Loul*
was published In 1««6 Robert
Slevenwon wrote enthusiastically asking
The
for leave to make a play of It.
leave was given, but Illness prevented
Stevenson from carrying out hfs Inten-

in the gallery is

Lins out celebrated colleagues to

ii

shop.

the most effica-

it is

note from

phono, and after the service me coupm
passed under an arch of saxophones,
trumpets, and trombones. Addressing a
B.
P.
the Kov.
largo congregation,
Thornburn. the vicar, said the band In

Ihought that a murder took placo at

least

In particular, that
cious medicine in

.11

Elm grove Monday night.
Slippery
There are signs of a desperate strugbeen
gle and a battered saxophone has
The coroner has
found In (he grass.
decided tUat no Inquest Is necessary.

alii

Senrtetta Barnett would havi
a monument erected on the Hampsteao
Bunker Hill, as a memorial to the
American and British BoUders who died

tuuiiluii'

a wedding gift a
gives the king tho
DOwer to see himself as he really Is,
He Is horrorlot .TS others see him.
itricken and begs the prince.ss not to
throws
look, but she looks and at once
her arms about him, for she sees tho
stupid, vain", spoiled young man that
more than contejit
he really I«self.
at the revelation of his veal luinian
.>ul<Jefl brings iiH
ooking glaL-B which

JOHN WESLEY, ELECTRICAL
DOCTOR

known

\

.

.

\

Wesley

act.

ii'.val

t.M>ic;ill\

.1

—

I

critic,

"Hvmns were specially orchestrated,
the saxophones giving the effect of girls'
The choir consisted of male
voices.

The bride's bouquet
itheatrical artists.
saxoIwas of red r .s,-. in thf f^M-m of a

.
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